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Di1·ecto1· United States Geological 81-wvey.
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OUTLINE OF THIS VOLUME.
CHAPTEH I. The Gallat.in i.'I:I:ountains, e:s.~ending 18 miles within the boundary of the Yellowstone
National Park, consist of sedimenta.ry strata. ranging from the Cambria.n, through the Silurian,
Devonian, Carboniferous , and .Juratrias, to the Laramie of the Cretaceous. These sedimentary rocl>s
have been uplifted by forces a.ctiug from the southwest. They di}J northeast, and ha.ve been folded
to a slight extent transverse to the strike. Subseqnently the)· have been strongly fa.ulted. The disloca.tion at the close of the Lara.mie was accompanied by intrusions of igneous magmas in several
large laccolithic bodies a.nd in numerous sheets, a.ud in the vicinity of Electric Peak by dikes. Erosion
has uncovered cr~'stalline schists at the southern a.nd southwestern ell(1 of the range, and has la.id bate
exposures of all the sedimentary and igneons rocks. Finally, glaciation has morliLied the topography
in a striking mauner. The structural relations of the sedimentary a.nd igneous rocks are illustrnted
. by a number of geological sections.
CHAPTER II. This chapter treats almost exclusively of the intrusive rocks of the Gallatin Mountains. The~' are ma.inly tine-grained anc1 a.phanitic masses, in most occurrences porphyritic aml
andesit,ic in cba.racter. The large 1Jodics differ from one another somewhat in composition, :wc1 vary
slightl;y in texture, in different parts of the rock bodies. In one intrusive sheet there has 1Jecn a pronomiced differentiation by the settling of phenocr.ysts of augite.
CHAPTEH III. Electric Pe:tk and Sepnlchre ~fountain are described as parts of a, Tertiary volcnno
which were faulted across the conduit, the amount of vertical displacement having been more i.lmu
5,000 feet. The deeper·portio us of t.he mountains, consisting of seclimentary strntrL intersected by
dikes, sheets, and the stock or conduit of the volcano, have been bronght to the surface, as shown in
the mass of Electric Peak. The ejectec1 breccias u.nd lava flows, together with the upper portion of
the conduit, constitute Sepulchre Monntain. Lavas which are nndesites in the latkr ina,ss arc diorites
and porphyries in tlle former. Rocks with like chemica.l composition a.re fouml' to have different
mineral composition accorc1ing as they arc crysta.lli?.ecl into phanerocrysta .Iline diorites or in to aphanitic a-ndesites.·
CHAPTEH IY. The northern end of ohe Teton Ha.nge extencls but a short dista.nce within the Yellow·
stone National Park. It consists of a llllclens of crystalline schists and gneisses overlain by Pttleo?.oic
and Mesozoic strata flexed in an anticline with northward-dip ping axis :md faulted to :t slight extent;.
Birch Hills, a. few miles to t.he north, are au outlier of the range. U]lO!l greatly ero(1cd stmta basic
breccins were thrown out, anrl after these hacl undergone fresh erosion vast !lows of rhyolite coveretl
tllo oouutry mHlnow form tL part of tile pla.tea.u of the Park, benea.th which the northern extremity
of the Teton Ra.nge is hidden.
CHAPTEH V. The· countr-y described in this chapter embraces a mountainous n.rea irregular in
outline and of great diversity of form. It is situated in the sout.hern part of the Park ancl the YeL
lowstone l'a.rk Forest Reservation. It consists of a nnmber of ridges trencling northwesterly a.nd
sonthea.sterly, formed for the most part of Mesozoic rocks. The older sedimentary rocks are exposed,
bnt tlfe ridges-are essentially made U]J of sandstones of Creta.ceous age. The irregular outline of the
mountains is due to the rhyolites of the l'a.rk Plateau that abut against the slopes of the upturned
beds. The 11rincipal physical features of the region are \Vildca.t Peak and Huckleberry Mounta-in,
Bobca.t Hidge, Big Game Hidge, Chicken R~dge, Two Ocean Platea.u, ancl the gorge uf Snake River.
\'\Test of Hucldeberr.Y Mountain occur several exposures of dacite surrounded by rhyolite.- They are
a-mong the few -outcrops of da.cite known in the Park, anu are apparently older than the rhyolite. · In
the gorge of Snake River the i.'I:I:adison limestones, Teton sandstones, and the Ellis limestones and
· XY
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shales are well shown. The Snake River liot springs are situated near the contact of the rhyolite
with the Carboniferous limestone, the lime of the travertine being derived from the Madison limestones. The incrustations arouml the springs resemble the travertine deposits found at tl).e Mammoth
Hot Springs. The characteristic and limited Wolverine flora, of Laramie age, occurs near the base
of Pinyon Peak. The conglomerate of Pinyon Pea.k, a striking physical feature of the region, is
described as ·overlying unconformably the Laramie sandstones, and evidence is given showing that
the conglomerate probably belongs to Eocene time, as it underlies the basic breccia of the Absaroka
Range. The impressive gorge of Outlet Canyon cuts a deep passage completely through Chicken Ridge.
The interesting feature of the canyon is that it at one time sen•ed as the discharge for the wnters
of Yellowstone Lake. This sheet of water, which now flows northwanl and drains to the Atlantic
through Yellowstone Canyon, former}~· discharged into Sna.ke River and thence to the Pacific.
Two Ocean Plateau shuts in the seclimenta.ry ridges· on the east. The plateau, which rises 10,000
feet above sen level, forms a pa.rt of the Absaroka range a.nd is made up of similar volcanic breccias
and silts.
CHAPTER YI. The extreme southern end of the Snowy Hauge forms the northeast·corner of the
Park. The crystalline eore of the range forms :t broad, pbtea.u-like summit, bordered by sedimentary
rocks of Paleozoic age, which along the south slope clip gently away from it toward the Park. The
. highest peaks, together with extensive· areas, are formed of audesitic breccias, bnt erosion has cut
through them a.nd exposecl the underlying limestones, showing tha.t the volcanic rocks rest upon a
very uneven :tn<l rugged surface. Detailccl sections of the Paleozoic sedimentary rocks from the Flathead formation to the Madison limestone are given, but the igneous roc~s are described in other
chapters.
CHAPTEH YII. The Miocene volcano of Cra.ndall llasin built itself upon a ridge of eroded Pa.leozoic rooks which dip toward the southwest from the crystalline schists of the Beartooth Range.
Beneath tpe volcano arc remnants of Eocene breccias and lava flow~;. The volcano consisted of basic
anclesitic breccias toppetl by basalt flows and tra,·ersed by dikes that radiated fr,nn the stock or core
which was the conduit beneath the erater. While bedded breccias cha.racterize the outer portions of
the volcano, chaotic unbe!lded breccias form the central portion. Compa.rison with modern active
volcanoes indicates that the Crandall volcano rose to abont 13,400 feet above its limestone floor. The
phanerocrystalline rocks within the core are gabbros ancl diorites, approaching monzonites in part,
and are chemically like the basa.lts and andesites of the breccias, dikes, and flows, but cliffer from
them in mineral composition. They a.lso are parts of the volcano and a.re properly volcanic rocks.
CHAPTER VIII. The Absaroka Range consists largely of voleanic breceias, with subordinate
amounts ofmassiYe flows or.intrusive bodies. This chapter presents a petrogra-phic treatment of those
igneous rocks which lie within the limits of the Yellowstone Park, and their discussion is confined to an
account of their fielcl occurrence and distribution and a systematie description of their minera.logical
characteristics and composition. The earliest accumulations oecur at the northern end of the range
ancl are made up of early acid breccia::; found in disconnected remnants beneath early basic breccias.
They consist mainly of hornblende-andesite and hornblende-mica-andesite. The early basic breccias
a.re pyroxene-andesite, passing upward into the massive basalt flows. Upon the latter were thrown
the late acid breecias, similar in composition and appearance to the early acid breccia. This passes
upward into late basic breccia, consisting of basic andesites with less basalt than is associated with
the early basie breccia. The late basie breccia forms the southern portion of the range ~ithin the
Yellowstone Park and also Two Ocean Plateau. At Sylvan Pass and in its vicinity it is traversed by
cUkes of andesite and a few of diorite. Remnants of surficial flows of massive andesite form the
summits of Mount Stevenson, Mount Doane, Colter Peak, and several prominent mountains south of
Sylvan Pass.
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CHAPTER IX. Certain basaltic n.ml other rocks nRsociatcn with the anclcRitic hreccias nntl
basalt flows ha:ve a consiclern.blc content of ortboclnRc in microscopic cr~·stnls, nnd n compn.rn.tively
high percentage of potnsb. They occur ns l:wn• flowR and ns dikes in vnr!onR localities within t.he
Park. According to their chemical n.ncl mineral compoRition they hnve been classecl ns ahsarokites,
shoshonites, nod bann.kites.
CHAPTER X. The rhyolites of the Park nrc n.Jmo1<t wholly extrn1<ivo lavas of very uniform composition, hut having a wide ratJgc of color, texture, :m<l megascopic habit. The a.ppea.rn.ncc of the rhyolite in the -fi~lcl, n,nd the microscopical chn,rnctcristics of phenocrysts, spherulites, lithoph~·sm, and
grounclmnss, are cle~;cribecl in clct:J.il. The cli!fcrent modifications of crystn.lli?.n.tion, bcsiclcs the lmnination n.nd forma.tion of pumice, n.re rcferahle to heterogeneity of the molten magmn, cspceia.ll~· with
reference to t.be n.mount of vn.por conta.ine<l in it. Exnmples of intermingled basa.lt ancl rhyolite a.rc
described, in which the b:um.lt n.ppea.rs 1;o luwc been inclosc<l and pn.rtly melted hy the rhyolite.
CIIAPTER XI.· The recent bnl\n.lts overlie the l'byolite in most inst.n.nccs, hut are fonnrl lleneat.h it.,
and also between older a.nd younger sheets of rh;~~olitein severn.! localities. These bnsnlts arc clistingnishccl from those associa.tccl with the early n.ncl late basic breccias by being ophit.ie n.m1 nonporphyritic for the most pn.rt.
CHAPTER XII. This cha.pter describes the Pil.Jeozoic fossils known to occur in the Yellowstone
National Pink ancl the Absaroka. Rn.nge. It is divided into two sections, the fit·:<t tren.ting of t.lte Cnmbrinu ~;pecies and the second of the Dcvonia.n n.ncl Carboniferous species. Both Flntheacl nnd Ga.lln.t>in
formn.tions hnve yiel<led a small hut cha.ractcristic fannn.. From the Camhria.n 21 species in a.11 hnYe
been obtn.ined, severn.l of which arc 11ew to science ancl clescrilJo(l here for the first time. No fossils
of nucloubtecl Silurian age have been obtained, althongl1 the l1e<ls carry imperfect> :mel pa.rtia.Jly obliterated organic forms. The Three Forks limestone has fnrnishccl a we11-rccogni7.ccl Devonin.u :f.'l.tmn..
From the l\Iaclison limestone :t va.riecl fann:t has l)ccn collected, bnt bel11nging wholly to the Lower
Carboniferous pcriocl.
CHAPTER XIII. The Meso?.oic fosBils obtained from the Yellowstone Na.tionnl Park were found in
the Gallatin Range near Electric Peak, Teton H.angc, in the neig!JhorlwOtl of"Wiltleat Peak a.nd
Huckleberry l\:Iountain, a.ufl from the Cretaceous ritlges in the sontl1crn end of tl1e Pn.rl;: antl Yellowstone Forest Reserve. The Mesozoio1 strata. !Jn.vc yielclcd 7R species ?f invertchrn.tes, of which one is
from beds supposed to he of Triassic age, 46 n,re .Jurassic:, :tntl 31 nrc Cretaceous. Tho fossils obtnined
were mainly from the Ellis formation of t,JJC ,Jura. nncl the Co1orac1o of the Cretnceons. The .JnraRRic
fossils form much the ln.rgcst nml most prominent ])art of this collection, mHl in nnrnber of species it
compares favorably to the .Jurassic of other part.s of tbe Hooky l\fonntn.ins.
CHAPTER XIV.· The l\fesozoic fossil flora of the Yellowstone Nn.tioxml Pa.rk i~; l:onfinetl to t.hc
La.rn.mie sandstones of t1)() Cretaceous and is fountl onl\:Iount Everts, ncar Mammoth Hot Springs, and
at the haRe of Pinyon Pca.Jc ncar the head of i:Volverinc Creek. The flora from this ln.ttcr Jocn.lity has
been <lesignated the '\Volverine Creek flora.. The Tertw.ry flora. is very varied a.nd possesses grcnt
biological interest. It is a. rich flora., n.nd on compn.ring it with the Jiying :flora. it becomes appn.rent
t.hn.t grcn.t climatic cl1n.np;cs mnRt h:tvc tn.ken place since the close of Miocene time t_o ha.ve made these
chnnges in plant life possible. It is fonntl n.t numcrons localities associatecl with t.hc breccias a.nd
silts of the igncons rocks of t.hc Ahsarokn. lZangc. It is fonntl in tho early acid breccias, in the early
l1n.sic breccias, in the late a.cid brcccins, nncl in the late basic 1Jrcccin.s, where the mn~s and silts
fnrnisl1 n. soil fa.vorn.blc for n. vegetable growth. The most interesting locnlity as regards number of
species aml moc1e of occurrence is the well-known Fossil Forest of Specimen Ridge. The Tert.i:ny
fossil 11om mnbrn.ces about 150 forms tha.t hn.ve been dist.rihntetl among 33 nn:titrn.J orders. This fossil
flora is

illustrn.tetll1~-

forty-five pla.t.cs.
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GEOLOGY OF THE YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK, PART II.
By ARNOLD HAGUE AND OTHERS.

CHAPTER I.
DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY OF THE GALLATIN MOUNTAINS.

By

JOSEPH pAXSON IDDINGS

and \V ALTER

HARVEY \~TBED.

INTRODUCTION.

The Gallatin. Mountains form a range of peaks and ridges extending
southward for 63 miles from the vicinity of Bozeman, on the line of the
Northern Pacific Railroad, about latitude 45 ° 40'. 'rhe range lies between
the Yellowstone and Gallati1i rivers and terminates in the neighborhood of
Mount Holmes, at about latitude 44 ° 45'. The southernmost 18 miles of
the range lies within the boundary of the Y ellm'lrstone N ationa,l Park and
foi·ms that portion of it described in the present chapter. 'rhe northern
portion falls within the region described in folios 1 and 24 of the Geologic
Atlas of the United States. 1
\Vithin the Park boundary the peaks of the main chain reach altitudes
of from 10,900 to 10,500 feet, and at Electric Peak 11,100"feet, and stretch
from Electric Peak, which is situated directly on the northern boundary
line, southward to Mount Hohnes. The country has been deeply cut by
erosion, and is drained by tributaries of the Yellowstone, Gallatin, and
1

Geologic Atlas U.S., folio 1, Livingston, Mont., 1893; ~nd folio 24, Three Forks; :Mont., 1896. ·
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Madison rivers, the -vvatersheds between which meet one another in Three
Hiver Peak. rrhe special description of the physiographic features of the
region, however, including the glaciation, ·will be found in Part I of this
report, '".rhere it is treated by :Mr. Hague. vVithout entering into a. topographic description of the Gallatin :Mountains, it ·will be in place here
to call attention to the fact that the region in question, v;rithin the Park
boundary, is a block of country delimited on the east ancl on the ·vvest by
profound faults trending neady north and south, the western fa.ult line
having a somewhat n\)rtheasterly trend. This block, about 7 miles 1vide,
is bounded on the south by a ea.pping of lavas, which borders it also to
some extent on the east and on the west. The northern end of the block
lies beyond the Park boundary, in the neighborhood of Cinnabar :Mountain;
The block is wider at the south, and narrmvs northward. It is a wedgeshaped mass. cut diagonally across a synclinal trough, ·with one long and
one very short limb. 'The latter appears for only a short distance at the
northern end, in Cinnabar :Mountain. \Vithin the area of the Park the
block has the structure of a monocline, dipping northeast across the longer
diameter of the block. :Minor faults and folds modify the structure somewhat a;nd introduce local complications, 1vhich will be described in detaiL
As a result of the dipping of the block to the northeast, the oldest
formations are found at the southern and southwestern ends, and the
youngest formations at the northern. The rocks are well exposed, the
succession of the strata is clearly made out, and the form and character of
the igneous material that has been forced through the sedimentary rocks
are readily observed. The study of the igneous bodies and theh· relations
to the geological structure of the block proves that the dynamic history of
this particular area was complex, and extended over a long period after the
deposition of the coal-bearing Laramie sandstones. In fact, a succession of
dislocations must have followed one another throu·gh the greater part of the
Tertiary period. This will appear from the description which follows.
Erosion has carved deeply the smface of this upturned, fractured, and
distorted block, grooving it with valleys and gulches, the eastern system
trending Ii.ortheast and east and draining with the dip of the strata, the
western system trending and draining northwest along the general line of
the strike and being in all probability controlled by lines of fracture in
this direction. The intervening elevations rise abruptly to sharp peaks
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and ridges, attaining altitudes of from.lO,OOO to 11,000 feet above sea level;
with occasional plateaus, 2,000 feet or more above the vaJley bottom.
The bold escarpment and barren upper portions of these mountains
permit their general structure to be made out with ease, even from a
distance.. Thus the general structure of the eastern face of the range may
be seen from Bunsen Peak or Terrace l\1ountain. rrhe open, park-like
character ~f the valleys and lower slopes of the mountains, the abundance
of grass and water, and the multitude of flowers that cover the ·whole
country during the summer season render this one of the most picturesque
and delightful of mountain regions, both for the geologist and for the a.rtist.
THE CRAGS AND VICINITY.

A description of the geological features of the Gallatin Range naturally
begins with an account of the region where the basal and lowest rocks of
the series are exposed. These occur in the southeri1 and southwestern part
of the range, and a description of the range from these. peaks northward is,
in general, also a description of successively later geological formations.
rrhe oldest rocks of the region are crystalline schists, which are mahliy
gil@isses. These rocks form two prominent topographic features of the
southern end of the range. rrhe first of these is the group of rugged peaks
called The Crags, together with their less elevated spurs to the south, and
their prolongation in the ridge trending northwest, parallel to Grayling
Creek. Crowfoot Ridge constitutes the second prominent mass of crystalline schists, while the low rounded hills at the head of Grayling Creek are
also formed of these rocks. A few inconspicuous outlying exposures of
schist occur to the southwest, where erosion has removed the overlying
sheet of rhyolitic lava.
THE CRAGS.

The rocky summits of The Crags and the ridges northwest are very
rugged and difficult to traverse on account of the loose debris and thicktimbered slopes. But while the southe1n escarpment of Crowfoot Ridge is
equally obstructed, its summit is comparatively open and level topped,
showing little erosion since the removal of the sedimenta.ry cover. The
lower hills between Grayling and Maple creeks are rounded and smoothed,
with evbry evidence of having been glaciated and considerably worn.
Throughout this. area of crystalline schists, coru·se and fine grained gneisses
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alternate with one another, the coarser varieties being generally lightcolored mica-gneisses rich in feldspar and quartz. The finer-grained,
dark-colored varieties m·e for the most part mica,-g·neisses richer in biotite.
l\iica-schists, sometimes highly garnetiferous, occur in smaller quantities,
a:nd amphibolites m·e also found. . rrhe pronouncedlamiml,tion or schistosity
of the whole body of th.ese rocks is quite uniform in its position, the layers
standing· at high angles or nearly vertical, ''vith a general north-south
trend. rrhe microscopical study of these rocks shows them to be normal
crystalline schists, having the microstructure of highly metamorphosed
rocks and exhibiting no traces of their previous character. Their study in
the field was not thorough enough to throw any light. on the question of
their possible origin.
South and v,rest of The Crags the crystalline schists are directly
overlain by volcanic breccia and tuffs of andesites, whose subaerial
accumulation is beyond question. These rocks are generally clark colored,
ariel occur in rugged outcrops and rough, angular talus blocks. In general,
the easterly sloi)es ru·e smooth, covered \vith soil, and less steep than the
1vestern sides of the hills. The andesites are variegated in cQlor and are
chiefly hornblencle-a.nclesite, carrying some pyroxene and a little· biotite.
The occurrence of these subaerial breccias shows that at the time of their
eruption the crystalline schists vve1·e exposed smface rocks which had
undergone extensive erosion, by which they had acquired a· pronounced
mountainous t0pography.
On the west and south the schists pass under massive rhyolitic lava,
:which is part of the great plateau lavas farther south, and \vhose position
with respect to the crystalline schists and andesitic breccias is sucb as to
shovv that the rhyolitic lava flooded the lower levels of this gneissic region
after the anclesitic material had been accumulated and had been partly
removed by erosion. That the rhyolite overlies the audesitic b~·eccia is
ciearly sho1v11 in the >valls of Maple Creek Canyon. The rhyolite also fills
the valley bottom betvveen hvo ridges of andesitic brecciain this vicinity,
indicating the extent to which the andesite had been previously eroded.
There is· marked contrast in the scenery and topography of the
gneissic areas and of the country formed by the rhyolite, the former being
essentially rugged and broken, while the latter is as yet· comparatively
little affected by erosion, the streams flowing in trenches and canyons cut
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in the soft rock. Often the boundar y between gneiss and rhyolite 1s
. defined by small drainage 1vays worn along the contact.
Along the western side of the gneissic area the rhyolitic la.va. rises to
altitudes of 8,000 to 8,200 feet, I'Vhile at the head of Maple Creek it rises
to 8, 700 feet, the level of the divide between this creek and· Gra.y ling
Creek. From this it seems highly probable that the lava flooded the valley
of Grayling Creek at the time of its eruption, and has since been removed
by erosion. The absence of any remnant of rhyolite within this valley,
as the map represents, is not based on a c.a.reful examinat ion of the valley,
·but expresses our ignoranc e in respect to its occurren ce there.
The marked contrast bet1veen the topogntp hic character of the
southern side of Crovdoo t Ridge and that of the northern side is notevmrth)r. The southern slopes are a.lmost free from latera] spurs of any size
and the ridge is approxim ately straight. On the north, spurs branch off at
short intervals , increasin g in size toward the west until they attain the
proportio ns of mountain ridges. 'rhe three most promine nt of these spurs
trend north.
This contrast in topograp hic configuration is to be explained by the
position of the former covering of sediment ary rocks, f\rhich were removed
during the clowncut ting. of the Grayling Creek Va1ley. · This creek,· ·
follo1ving the ·well-known habit of streams, formerly cut its channel
west1vard along the strike of the northwar d-dippin g sedimen tary rocks,
graduall y deepenin g its channel until, reacbing the underlyi ng crystallin e
schists, it was compelled to continue in the same course, deepening and
widening the valley, whose _stra.ight northerly walls are ·due to the absence
of lateral drainage channels consequent upon the northwar d dip of the
strata. The same configuration is seen in the upper valley of the Gallatin
River and the valley of Fawn Creek, where the mountain gorges are cut
in sedimen tary rocks.
The topograp hy of this vicinity is so closely depende nt on the character anu position of the strata immedia tely overlyin g the gneiss, and these
strata have been tilted, curved, and faulted to such an extent, that it is
advisable to postpone the description of this area until the less distributed
rocks lying immedia tely east of the main body of crystallin e schists have
been described.
·The region just mentione d lies east of the main gneissic area, and ·is
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separated from it by a fault trending a little west of north. This fault
crosses the southern end of Crowfoot Ridge, about a mile west of the
summit of Three River Peak, a.nd passes southward along the west base of
the mountah1s, between Indian and Maple creeks, disappearing beneath the
more recent rhyolitic lavas. The eastern area embraces the most promi:...
nent peaks of the southern portion of the Gallatin Mountains, including
Mount Holmes and the bare porphyry peaks arom::.d the head of Indian
Creek, besides Trilobite Point, The Dome, ~ntler Peak, and Three River
Peak, peaks that are directly connected with the mountains north of Panther
Creek.
CROWFOOT SECTION.

Before taking up the description of these mountains, involving sedimentary rocks, it will be best to give an account of the stratigraphic series.
A very. carefully measured section was made of the Paleozoic strata exposed
on a northern lateral spur of Crowfoot Ridge: This high mountain ridge
shows the entire sequence of the Paleozoic sediments of the region, from the
crystalline schists to the top of the Carboniferous, exposed in au unbroken
succession of apparently conformable beds clipping at an angle of 30° N.
The ge?eral form and profile of the ridge i1' shown in Pl. II, which gives a
"view of the ridge from the east. The illustration shows the bluffs formed by
the harder beds of the series, rising above the slopes into which the shales
and thinly bedded strata have weathered down. Two lines of cliffs, formed
by the mottled limestone, No. 14 of the section, and the Jefferson limesto~1e,
No. 19, are seen in the view. These horizons form characteristic cliffs
throughout the range, and are an important aid in reading the structure of
the mountains. The section of the sedimentary rocks made at this place
has served as a basis of comparison for ~-tn the other sections of the Paleozoic.

rocks Ihade in the Gallatin Range. The beds are well exposed, the crest of
the ridge being bare of soil or vegetation and the trend of the ridge being
very nearly at right angles to the strike of the strata.
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01·ou:joot Ridge section.
Nmnber.

Feet.

33 Quadrant quartzite. Sandstone and quartzite, sa.ccharoida.l in texture, reddish near
the base, with dark-gray and very ca.lca.reons la.yers; passes at top to a white saudstone ......•••••••...........•......... ,. .....•.•..••..••••••... : •. ----~- .••....•.... 200
d. Limestone, light gray, brecciated and broken; in places iron stained ........... 100
c. Limestone, light gray, varied with brown bauds or fine stripes and lines; contains
· chert, and is iri places brecchited, the fragments being cemented by ca.lcite ..... ·400
b
..
Limestone·,
crystalline, very light gray. weathering creamy white; conta.ins
3·~,
.
.
white chert in bands and ~10dules .......•.........•......... ~················ 30
a. Limestone, crystalline, dark brownish gray, intersected with calcite seams.·
Chert bands a.nd nodules are abnnrlant .....•......•••..••.......•.•.... "·"··· 125

r

-1

l

· - - 655

31 Limestone, light gray and gray, weathering gra.y; ha-nded with brown; banded appearance on weathered snrfac.e; finely crystalline. Fossils a.lmnclant ............•....•.. 380
b. Limestone, crystalline, massive, light gra.y, with sma.U brownish fossil fragments scattered through it. The upper 10 feet is a conglomerate of red, often cellular limeSO ] . stone. Possils .......................................... , . . .. • •.• . . •••• •• •• . . . . 4-0
a. Lime~_tone, massive, light gray, similar to No. 28.... . . . . . • • • • • • . . • . • . . . . • • . . . . • • 15

f

.l

l)l)

29 Limestone, light gray and brown, very finely crystalline or gra.nular; well bedded,
with layers 10 to 20 feet thick 'of brown or cream-colored limestone. Certain layers
are banded whh light-colored chert, wea.thering buff or brown; these la.yers ca.rry
cora.ls and fossil shells............................................................. .
28 Limestone, crystalline, light gray, generally ma.ssive, but in places more thinly bedded,
a.nd striped with brown. The rock is often magnesian a.nd impure. l!'ossils..... . . . . .
27 Limestone, dark gray ancl buff, very argillaceous, thick and thinly bedded. Fossils
from the upper portion :md the lower portion of these beds are Lower Carboniferous.
This limestone is very much like the l•ed beneath it. . . . .. .. . . . . . • . • . • . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . .
b. Limestone, more ma.ssively bedded than the underlying bed and coarser in crystallization; a quite pure limestone, full of fossil fra-gments...................... 15
{
26 a. Limestone, fissile and thinly beclded, impure and argillaceous. The fossils occur
in lower an(l upper beds .••••• - •• -•• -.••.•.•.•••..••...•.•••.• c... • • . . . . . • . . . 60

·

85
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25 Limestone, coarsely crysta:Uine; dark gray, ·son1ewhat· vn.riable; a little cherty; fossiliferous .................................. :. . . • . . . . . . • . • • . . . • • • . • • • • . • . . . • • . . . . • . • . • . .
24 Limestone, cherty; a~ base very .finely crystalline; occurs in massive layers nml is
pinkish gray. Higher up the beds are cherty, and the upper portion contains many
crinoid stems a.nd a few indistinct corals and shells. ·weathers red, and is cracked
and brecciated . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . • . .• . . •• .• . • ..• . •• . •• . .• . . •• •.• • ..... •• .
Limestone, buff and red, :6:ssile, near ba.se passing into a more thickly bedded limestone.
Tbe rock is a dense, compact, light limestone, argillaceous and siliceous . . . • • • • . • . • . .
Limestone, crystalline, dense, compact; the upper 20 feet is red and cra.cked; the beds
beneath nrc massive, with toothed junction surfaces. Rock is decidedly magnesian..
Limestone,- in alternating beds of thin and fissile buff and massive gray limestones,
the beds 15 to 20 feet thick, and the limestone much cracked This limestone is
impure, argillaceous, and in soipe beds quite a.rena<Jeous ........... : ••• ••.......•••••
. { {b. Limestone, crystalline, da.rk gray, thick and thiniy bedded, with feticT odor, and
~~§
containing gasteropod shells. The limestone 18 quite pure ....•...•...... ·"-- 15
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01·ow.foot Ridge section-Continued.
Feet.

Number.

c. Limestone, gray mottled with black, crystalline, in part magnesi:tn, well
be<ldecl, in places crackied, and with much iron oxide and calcite. Strike
N~ 70o W. Dip 30° N .. ... -~- .. ..••. : ...•...... . : ...••......................
b. Limestone, mottled, gray a.nd buff, very ferruginous in places. Beds 5 feet
thick ..........•.................••..••............................•......
Limestone, white, cr;ystalline, weathers cream, with granular surface aml
indistinct fossil traces; is magnesian and very finely crystalline. Forms 1i
.. cliff, and is 'iroJi stained in places-- :- ------ . ----- -- ------ .---- ---- ---- ------

70
80

35
135

( 18 Limestone,· conglcimerate, nodular, and shaly layE-rs near the base, overlain by thick an(l

.e

· thin beds of densely crystalline limestm1e .a-lternating with thinner, shaly aliu fissile
str:tta. Toward the upper part less sha.ly, denser, with brown layers and layers of
very fossiliferous, crystalline limestone .... -..... c ...•..........................•.•..
Shale, calca.reous, thin; purple, green, :tnd brown.; .................................. .
Limestone, very argillaceous, buff brown, very fissile ... · ............................ .
Shale, greenish· gray, very soft and crumb]~- .. ; .... : ........ ·----- ................... .
Mottled limesto:Je. The upper 2 feet is nn arenaceous conglomerate, in which the fragments are rounded pebbles of shale and sandstone; the matrix, a. slightly nrgillaeeous
sandstone. Strike N. 70° IV .. Dip 27° N. The mottled limestone is a pure, t.hickly
beuded (20 feet) rock, dark grny mottlecl with brown or black; crystalline, with
granular weat.herecl surface of unchanged color ............................ _....... .
Limestone, variously modified. The lower layers thickly aml thinly beddod, much of it
. co:usely crystalline, with-green grains of g·lanconite and great numbers of trilobite
spines. Interbeclded with this limestone a.re layers of dense, gray, fissile and thinly
bedde<l·limestone, with yellow 1Jands, and limestone couglomera.t~. About the middle
'of the lJecls there are several .thick bcc1s of crysta.lline limestone containing green
grains. This-is overlain by a conglomerate. The matrix is pure limestone, the pebbles
slightly argillaceous and resembling a mud deiJOSit .........•....••.•................
Shale, very thin, olive green and da.rk purple .... -------------- ________ ...••. ------ ___ _
Lime~tone, pure a.ncl ferruginous. In general this limestone is red-brown, bnt contains
masses of dense, clark-color.:i(lliniestoue, which weather in balls with spherica.l shells.
Balls 3 feet tb,rough ........... _................. __ ............. _........... __ ..... .
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Limestone, very similar to No.9, an(l takiug section to base of long ridge. Over these j
l beds are layers of crystalline limestone, with green grains .........••.............. )
9 Limestone, lmfl' mottled with brownish gray; thinly bedded ..................•.....
8 -Limestone, mU:Ssh'elybedded, ()_nite pure; weathers w'itlrsm·ooth snrface; color, brown. ,
7 Limestone, pure gray, with dense, clark-gray layers and streaks in a buff, granular
inatrix. Runs up to top of first point· shown in Pl. II .............. __ ........ _... .
6 Limestones, thinly bedded, light and dark gray in color, showing remains of shells and
trilobites .............••.• : . ........ -- ........••....................................
,5 Limestones, thinly bedded, with interbedded micaceous shale, having fossil indications.
Fossils collected from the upper part and from lowest beds .............•••••...•....
;J,. Shale, miep,ceoils, green and purplish ..••.................. __ ..•.. ____ ...••... _. __ ..•.•
3 Sandstones, slightly indurated, red and green, with grains well rouniled; quartzose ...•
2 Quartzite and sandstones, cross bedded, and containing well-rounded pebbles of gneiss.
1 Gneiss.
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PL. 11

THE G.ALL.ATIN 1\JOUNT.AINS.
l\10UNTAINS SOUTH OF PANTHEH. CREEK.

The geological structure of the mountains east of the .fault already
mentioned as crossing Crowfoot Ridge is some·what complicated by the
presence of large bodies of igneous rock that have been forced between,
and also across, the s·edimentary strata. The exa.ct position of these
eruptive masses will appear from the description and map (Pl. X). In
general, the stratified rocks form a flat arch, the central portion of vvhich is
nearly horizontal, and beneath 1c;rhich the crystalline schists are exposed
aloug the east base of the mountain escarpment for a distance of 4 miles.
The strata immediately overlying the.se schists at the northern end dip at a.
low angle, 5°, tovi'ard the northeast, ancl at the southern end they dip about
3° toward the soutlnvest. This is the simple structure of the eastern portion
of the area along a line through Antler J?eak, The Dome, Trilobite J?eak,
.and the hills south of \Vinter Creek, which is shown in the geological cross
section, Pl. III, fig. 1.
The igneous magma which was intruded into the shaly layers of the
:B'lathead formation and vnts afterward~ consolidated as the Indian Creek
laccolith, was forced npwanl from some source at the north, uplifting the
strata southward and v;redging them ttpart, and being itself separated into
two sheets by a thin, wedge-shape d layer of limestone. The sheets, ·which
are nearly horizontal for a considerable distance, become thinner southvmrd
and have only a slight thickness where last exposed in this direction. In the
Tidge north of Indian Creek the sedimentary rocks overlying the intruded
body arch over it from east to west in a pronounced manner, which is sho·wn
in cross section in J?L III, fig. 2, and which will he described hter on.
Subsequent to the intrusion of this double sheet of igneous rock, there
was another outbreak of molten magma of a slightly different character,
which was forced upward directly tbroug·h the rocks just described. The
manner of its intrusion is sho.,Nn by the nature of the contacts bet1Yeen
the second eruptive mass ai.1el the surrounding rocks. This body forms
a great mass, whose present exposure is 3 miles long and 2 miles wide,
embracing the six ·white peaks surrounding the head of Indian Creek, of
which Mount Holmes is the most conspicuous. ·with this preliminary
sketch before us, it is possible to proceed to a more detailed description of
the geology of this portion of the country.
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SOUTH END HILLS.

Commen.cing with the most southern end of the eastern part of the
ridge, where the sedimentary rocks begin to rise above the rhyolite plateau,
>ve find limestone exposed on the crest of the low ridge 3~ miles south of
1\Iount Holmes. 'rhe bedding is nearly horizontal, the dip being but 3 ° to
5° S,W. throughout the greater part of the ridge. The character of the
limestone varies from shaly and fissile to l'nassive beds, the highest strata
being mottled and banded, dark ancllight gray, <tnd in places conglomera.tic.
The lithological characters are like those of the Cambrian formations a.bout
300 to GOO feet above the base of the .series as it exists in the section north
of Crowfoot Ridge.
At the soutlnvestern extremity of the southern end of this ridge there
is a small exposure of coarse-graine d gneiss, against which lies a bed of
fine-grained granular quartzite, about 50 feet thick, over which is light-gray
limestone in apparent conformity. The highly inclined position of these
beds, dipping 70° NE., with strike N. 50° \V., and the nearly horizontal
position of the limestone a short distance east, indicate a fault bet1:veen
these two f\ets of beds, which probably trends northwest and southeast,
with hade to northeast, and with a downthro1v of not more than 500 feet.
The extension of the fault could not be traced on account of the covering
of hva.
The igneous rock intruded between the limestone and shales already
mentioned is the thin edge of one of the sheets of the Indian Creek
laccolith, and may be called andesite-porp hyry. At the northern end of
the ridge in question it is exposed in a cliff 100 feet high, which is about the
thickness of the sheet in this place. Limestone is exposed beneath and
also above it. The intrusive sheet can be traced for several miles southward,
becoming thinner, until it is but 10 feet thick 1vhere last seen, before
disappearing beneath the rhyolite of the plateau. Above it, on the highest
portion of the ridge 1 tvvo small dikes of andesite-por phyry traverse the
limestone across the axis of the ridge. A short distance to the southwest
there is a narrow vertical dike of similar rock, about 3 feet 1vide, trending
southwest and northeast.. It rises slightly above the shaly smface of the
ground and exhibits two systems of inclined joints, forming rhombic horizontal columns. Near the sides of the dike a third, horizontal joint splits

TH.ILOB ITE POINT.

11

the rock into hexagonal colunms 1 which are well defined near the outside
of the dike 1 but disappear tOi'vard the center. The rock is dark colored
and dense near the contact walls 1 becoming lighter colored and less dense
toward the center1 and containing irregula r vesicula.r cavities 1 flattened
parallel to the walls of the dike.
Direct connection betwee n the formations of this ridge and those of
the mountains north' is obscured by the rhyolite lava which extends up
Winter Creek a.nd across the saddle of the divide to M:aple Creek. A close
correspondence 1 however1 betwee n the sections of limestones and the intrusive sheets is observed on both sides of Christmas Tree Park 1 and when the·
dip of the strata in each case and the altitudes at ·which simila.r horizons are
exposed are taken into account, it appears that the rocks on both sides of
the valley were continuous1 with low southe1;ly dip, before the va1ley was
eroded and filled with rhyolite , or that a very sEght fault has dropped the
·strata of the ridge just described a fe;w hundre d feet. In the diagram of
cross sections1 Pl. III, fig. 11 the strata are drawn as though not faulted.
TRILOB ITE POINT.

At the south and east base of the group of pea.ks directly connected
with 1\iount Holmes, includi ng Trilobit e ·Point and The Dome 1 crysta1line
schists are exposed at altitudes of from 81 000 to 81500 feet, and in isolated
localities at 8, 700 feet. These outcrops form a low1 rounded bench at the
base of the mountains, the upper limit of the gneiss being highest at the
south, and lowest in elevation north 1 in the bottom of Indian Creek The
isolated exposures near the head of Winter Creek are close to the margin of
the great intrusive mass of 1\fount Holmes, and, though at about the same
altitude as the other outcrops 1 show by the dip of the neighbo ring stratified
rocks that their position ha.s been disturbed by the intrusion of this igneous
mass. The limestones clip steeply in various directions 1 and the. beds are
lm·gely concealed by drift, the outcrops being small and disconnected, so
that the precise stratigraphic structur e was not apparen t at this local,ity.
The map represents the beds as continuous with those. to be described in
Trilobite Point1 though they are in fact locally disturbed by the intrusion of the Holmes mass.
The charact er of the crystall ine schists is like that of the area about
The Crags-. coarse- grained gneisses 1 mostly micaceous, with subordinate
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amount of schists and some ancient and metamorphosed intrusive bodies;
the more detailed account of which is given in Part I of this monograph.
Along the eastern base of the mountains the gneiss forms prominent
exposures, constituting the end of the long southeast spur of rrrilobite Point
and forming bold esca11)ments on either side of the valley northeast of
Mount Holmes, below the level of the glacially carved lake basins. The
gneiss forms a bench extending along the eastern base of The Dome, the
exposure having a height of 300 or 400 feet, and occurring across the valley
of Indian Creek, where it is last seen ·to form a low, wooded hill on the
northern side of the creek.
Immediately overlying the gneiss around three sides of Trilobite Point
is the lower sheet of a,ndesite-porphyry, a light-gray aphanitic rock with
porphyritical crystals of feldspar, hornblende, and biotite. The sheet is
between 200 and 300 feet thick and occupies the 'horizon of the Flathead
shales, being overlain by 150 to 200 feet of Cambrian, Flathead limestone
in nem·ly horizontal be_ds. Above the limestone is another sheet of andesite-porphyry, from 100 to 200 feet thick, which in turn is topped by the
Upper Cambrian shale and trilobite-bearing limestone. The upper surface
of the uppermost sheet of andesite-porphyry is quite irregularly defined,
and the overlying limestone is traversed by small dikes and veins of igneous rock, that are in part offshoots from the lighter-colored igneous mass of
Mount Holmes.' The basal (lower) sheet of andesite-porphyry is thicker
at the northern side and thinner at the southern side of the mountain.
At the saddle on the ridge connecting ~rilobite Point with Mount
. Holmes, near the co~tact of the rocks just described with the igneous rock
of the latter mountain, the· beds of limestone and andesite-p011)hyry are
turned .up to an angle of about 45°, dipping eastward, away from the
Holmes mass. The strata are greatly fractured and are penetrated by many
small bodies of the Holmes rock.
THE DOME.

The Dome is a mountain summit northeast of Mount Holmes and connected with it by a low ridge. It is separated from Antler Peak and the
northern portion of the range by the.wide and deep valley of Indian Creek.
The mountain is largely formed of andesite-porphyry, an extension of the
Indian Creek laccolith, which rests upon crystalline schists and is ·caiJped
by Cambrian limestones forming the summit of the peak. A thin belt of
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these limestones is also included in the la.ccolithic mass separating the igneous r~ck into the t'YO sheets, ·whose SOUthward extension has already been
noted at rrrilobite Point and the .South End Hills.
On the southern side of the mountain the lower intruded .sheet rests
directly upon the crystalliHe schists, and a.s we pass up the southern slope
of the mountain, which is precipitous in places, we find a layer of limestone
about 300 feet thick, which is not wholly continuous. Above it are several
hunch·ed feet of porphyry, and then a bluff ~vall of 200 feet of limestone
that forms the smface of the table-topped portion of the mountain, upon
which rises a cone of limestone 400 feet in height. The limestone has a
slight dip southward, which brings the porphyry out a.t a higher altitude
on the northern side of the peak. The cha.racter of the limestone overlying
the porphp:y is the same as that of the limestone on the northern side of
In~jan Creek, which occurs in the same position, a:J?.d which has been identified as Middle Cambrian. As these heels approa.ch the eruptive mass
forming the peak southwest of The Dome, they turn up abruptly to a steep
angle, dipping.a,vay from it toward the northeast at 55°.
The steep northen1 face of The Dome, below the flat top, is a,lmost
wholly andesite-porphyry to within 300 feet of the bed of the creek; the
lower part being limestone, forming steep walls that rise above a. bench of
gneiss. A thin belt of shale or limestone occurs about halfway up the
slope, inclosed in the porphyry. It does not appear to be continuous
· horizontally, though quite persistent. The contact between the rocks just
described and the intrusive mass to the west is sharply marked and nearly
vertical, and will be described in connection with the occuiTence of tha.t
rock body.
The limestone underlying the andesite-porphyry at the northern base
of rrhe Dome is in nearly horizontal beds, but at the eastern base of the
mountain the gneiss rises up and cuts it off. At a higher altitude the limestone is exposed with a steep westerly dip, evidently bent and faulted, with
a throw of several hundred feet. At about this place the lower sheet of
porphyry cuts down to the horizon of the gneiss.
INDIAN CREEK LACCOLITH.

North of the valley of Indian Creek the slopes rise steeply upward to
the base of a. wall or cliff that extends westward from the eastern fape of
the mountains to the head of Indian Creek Valley. The Jower part of this
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great wall is formed of nearly horizontal beds of limestone (Flathead), upon
which rests the great mass of intrusive andesite-porphyr y whose southern
extension has already been noted, and over which arches the distinctly
bedded lim.estone that forms the eastern part and the summit of Antler
Peak. This is the great intr~1sion termed by W. H. Holmes the "Indian
Creek laccolite,m whose mass forms the greater part of Antler Peak, the
bold summit north of Indian Creek, and its extension westward to the
slopes of Three River Peak. rrhe structure and topography of this part of
the ridge are clearly shown in the sketch by Mr. Holmes. 2 In the middle
·of the ridge the overlying strata are absent, but at the western end of the
ridge they recur, completing the westward-dipping limb of the arch, as
shown in Pl. III, fig·. 2.
rrhis d~:nne-shaped body of intrusive rock is a cross section of the
double sheet met with in the mountains south. In Antler Ridge it attains
its maximum thickness, and appears as one massh;e body with a_ thin layer
of shale or limestone inclosed near its middle, which is indicated in Mr. ·
·Holmes's sketch. It is, however; not absolutely continuous. No doubt it
is. the thin edge of. the limestone wedge that split the intrusive mass in two
as it was forced soutlnvard.
·An examination of the 1imestone underlying the laccolith shows that
the })rominent cliff, 75 to 100 feet high, is formed of the nodular lin?-estones
of the Flathead formation corresponding to the lower limestone belt of the
· Crowfoot section. These beds are more fully noted in the section of the
sedimentary rocks of Antler Peak. vVithin the lowest micaceous shale
beneath the laccolith there occurs a layer of white, lithoidal, igneous rock,
50 feet thick, ·and evideutly a horizontal sheet, which is again exposed at
about the same horizon 2 miles farther west. · Petrographically it resembles
the rock of Mount Holmes, of which it is probably an offshoot.
The contact between the lower massive limestone and the bottom of
the laccolith is plainly exposed in places. The limestone· exhibits little or
no metamorphism, there being only a slight lightening of its color along
the immediate contact. The crude columnar jointing of the massive limestone may have been the result of baking by the laccolithic mass, but it is
not pronounced; however, it may easily be mistaken at a distal?-ce for the
t

Twelfth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. and Geog. Surv. Terr. (for 1878), Part II, Washington, 1883.
cit., Pl. XIII, p. 24.
··
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well-known jointing of igneous rock. The limestone and shale inclosed
within the body of the laccolith, also show almost no evidence of metamorphism other than a lightening of their color in immediate contact with
. the porphyry. The inclosed stratum of limestone is 20 to 40 feet thick,
and rather persistent. It is nearly horizontal, or arches gradually with the
cm·ve of the laccolith dome. Several masses of red and green shale, tilted
at high angles, ·were seen in the igneous rock. 'rhese are proba.bly blocks
of the heavier shale belt forming the upper part of the Flathead formation,
and which is the horizon in which the laccolith appears to ha.ve been
intruded. There are also small fragments of limestone and gneiss included
in the porphyry, caught up in its passage through the lower rocks which
were ruptured at the time .of its intrusion.
The 1accolith sheet thins out east'\vard under Antler Peak, disappem1.ng
near· the base of the eastern slope, where the upper and lower limestone.
strata meet and form the whole of the northeast spur of the mountain,
'dipping at the low angle of about .5° NE. 'rhe apparently gradualiy
increasing dip of the overlying limestones as they arch over the laccolith is
found on investigation to be irregular, the· dips varying along the cliffs
forming the bare southern exposure, increasing from 5° to 10°, and farther
'\vest to 20°, then becoming nearly horizontal just before reaching the
depression on the ridge. There ·is, however, a northerly element of the
dip which is not. noticeable on· the southern exposure. Where the dip
changes noticeably, the limestone is shattered by innumerable small,
vertical faults, close together; it thus behaved as a brittle, not as a plastic,
mass at the time of the laccolithic intrusion. The overlying limestone
embraces the upper part of the Cambrian formations, including the massive
mottled limestone which is the base of the Gallatin limestones, together
with the barren strata that represent the Silurian and Devonian, and about
400 feet of the Carboniferous, which forms the summit of Antler Peak.
The laccolith is about 1,200 feet thick at the middle, where it forms a
high point projecting into the valley of Indian Creek. Here the limestone
capping has been removed by erosion, leaving the slope of the ridge t~
indicate about the slope of. the old plane of contact. The triangular peak
northwest of tins point shows the overlying limestones dipping at 2° to 3°
N\V. and extending down the long divide to Bighorn· Pass, where they
dip over the porphyry for a short distance at 10° and also at 25° NW.,
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the generally lo1:v dip recurring again farthe]: north. At Bighorn Pass the
laccolith thins out and reaches its ViTestern limit.
In Three River Peak the porphyry is also overlain by limestone in
nearly horizontal beds 1vith . sEg·ht westerly dip, the uppermost strata
belonging to the Madison limestones of the Carboniferous.
Along the 1vestern boundary of the laccolith, between Three River Peak
and Bighorn Pass at the head of Gallatin River Valley, the limestone strata
dip \V. 45°, becoming less inclined farther west, where they encounter a
fault trending west of north, which brings them agaimt gneiss and steeply
tilted Cambrian beds. Unfortunatel y the strata bordering the laccolith on
the north, along the bottom of Panther Creek Valley, are covered with
loose material from the mountain slopes; hence the position of the rocks
adjacent to the laccolith on the north was not discovered. In several
. places the porphyry has broken up through the overlying limestone.
. vVithout entering too minutely into the petrographic al character of
the laccolith of andesite-porp hyry, which l'i'ill be described in deta.il in
Chapter II, it may be ·well to mention some of its general characteristics.
The andesite-por phyry is a Eght-gray to whitish a,phanitic rock with many
small phenocrysts of feldspar a.nd fe1ver of biotite and hornblende. It
forms massive outcrops intersected by joints in aJl directions, a.nd the rock
splits, upon ·weathering, into sherdy, angular fragn1ents. In only one place
was columnar jointing noted-on the southeast spur of rrhe Dome. In the
central part of the b.ccolith the groundmass of the rock has
crystalline
texture, though extremely fine grained. Near the margin the rock grows
denser and darker colored. The same is true where the sheets become
thinner toward the south. The extent of this mass in exposure is shown
on the map, and its relation to the surrounding rocks is given in the
cross sections.

a

MOUNT HOLMES BYSMALITH.

A ·great mass of igneous rock, 3 miles long and 2 miles wide, forms
lVIount Hohnes and the ridge north to the summit of the peak west of The
Dome, and extends across the head of Indian Creek and constitutes the
chain of ,four peaks west of this creek and south of Three River Peak. This
great body of igneous rock breaks up through the sedimentary strata as a

BYSMALITHS.
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core or plug; It is a type of intrusion for which the na.m\3 bysmalith ha.s
been proposed. 1
A laccolith as defined by Gilbert 2 is a body of igneous rock which has
insinuated itself between two strata and opened for itself a chamber by
lifting all the superior beds. A symmetrical dome-shaped body is the
exceptional ·or ideal form, and, as Cross 3 has pointed out, Gilbert's use of the
term practically included all thick lenticular masses of intrusive igneous
rock occurring at a certain geological horizon in a sedimentary complex.
Cross includes under the term laccolith all masses in 1vhich the expansion of
the body has taken place from a plane approximately parallel to the bedding,
and says that numerous causes may affect the regularity of the form.
Of these the principal are: (1) Oblique position of the phme of expansion
to bedding planes of the sediments; (2) lines of structural weakness in the
strata; (3) presence of earlier intrusions; ( 4) lack of coherence and of
pronounced bedding in strata invaded. rrhese factors, we understand, simply
modify the form of the laccolith, whose essential characters a.re those
described by Gilbert. They can not in any sense replace the latter.
A laccolith is distinguished from an intrusive sheet of igneous rock,
which is an intrusion between strata accompanied by a certain amount of
lifting of the superincumbent rock. The difference lies in the thickening
of the igneous body into a more or less lenticular mass in the case of a
laccolith, o.ver which the strata arch; 1vhereas the upper and lower surfaces
of a sheet are a.lmost parallel to each other. In sheets the lateral dimensions are very great as compared with the depth or thickness; in laccoliths
the difference between the thickness and the lateral dimensions is much less.
Cross has shown that a certain amount of vertical displacement may
accompany the arching of the overlying strata, a:s in the laccolith of 1\fount
Ma.rcellina, 4 ·without cl~anging the general character of the intrusion. But
where vertical displacement with faulting is one of the chief charac~eristics
of the intrusion, a distinction f.com normal laccolithic intrusion should be
recognized. In the extreme this would result in the forcing upward of a
l Iddings, .J.P., Bysma.liths: :Jour. Geol., Vol. VI, 1898.
z Gilbert, G. K., Report on the Geology of the Henry Mountains, U. S. Geog. and Geol. Surv.
Rocky Moimtain region (.J. \V. Powell in chaxge), 1877, p. 160, Pl. V.
3 Cross, Whitman, The laccolithic mountain groups of Colorado, Utah, and
Arizona: Fourteenth
Ann. Rept. U. S: Geol. Survey (for 1892-93), 1895, p. 236.
4 Loc. cit., p. 236.
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more or less circular cone or cylinder of strata, having the form of a plug,
"'ivhich might be driven out at the surface of the earth or might terminat e in
.a dome of strata resembli ng the dome over a laccolith. By this mode of
intrusion the vertical dimension of the intruded mass becomes still greater
as compared with the lateral dimensions, so that the shape is more tlutt of a
plug or core. Such an intruded plug of igneous rock may be termed a
bysmalith (11-!.!u .ua=plu g, il.z8os-=stone ). '0l e have, then, tra.nsition from
a fiat, thin, intrusive sheet to a laccolith with lenticula r form, and from
this to a bysmalit h "'ivith much greater depth and considerable vertical
·
displacement.
Example s of bysmalit hs are not common as yet. Russell 1 luis called
-attention to what· he considers volcanic plugs in the region of the Black
Hills of Dakota, and has suggeste d their recognition as types of intrusion
different from. normal laccoliths. A sharp discrimination of the two ~ypes
may not always be possible, since they grade into ea.ch other, as in Mount
Marcellina. In the intrusive bodies of Mount Holmes and the Indian
Creek lt"tccolith the contrast is sufficiently marked and the two types are
well illustrated. Nearly two-thirds of the circumference of the Holmes
mass is exposed as a nearly vertica1 plane of contact crossing almost horizontal strata. rrhe westeri1 boundar y is against gneiss and along a fault
plane of considerable magnitud e, svhich probably acted as the conduit
through ·which the magma \'VaS forced. rl'here is nO means of knowing
what may be the shape of the bottom of this bysmalith. It is possible
that it may have risen through the fault fissure until it encountered the
sedimenta.ry strata resting upon the gneiss, with its inclosed laccolith. It
may have spread laterally along slutly strata near the gneiss ~mel beneath
the laccolith; then its n~ovement bterally may have been checked, for
the pressure up1va.rrl. became sufficient to rupture ~he strata and laccolith
and to force a mass of tl1ese rocks covering an area of over 5 square miles
up more than 2,000 feet-pro bably more than twice that height.
The areal relation of the l\1ount HoJmes bysmalit h to the surround ing
terranes is sh'owi1 011 thegeolo gical map, Pl. X. The verti~al relations are
shown in the profile sections of the Gallatin Mountains, Pl. III, fig. 3, and
. Pl. IX, fig. 4, and in Pl. V, figs. "1, 2, 3, which are profile se~tions through
Echo Peak and 11 hree River Peak, and through The Dome and t~1e pea.k
1

Russel1, I. C., Jour. Geol., Vol. IV, 1896, p.·23.
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southwest, and through :Mount Holmes and Trilobite Point. These cross
the contact plane between the bysmalith and the strata 1vith the inclosed
laccolith.
Owing to the crystalline character of the rock constituting the bysmalith, there is little doubt. that it solidified beneath a covering of stra.ta.
The crystals are larger than those forming the mass of the Indian Creek
laccolith. A possible reconstructio n of the positim~ of the ,strata a.fter the
intrusion is given in Pl. V, fig 4, in which all of the formations up to
the top of the coal-bearing. Laramie are represented- a, total thickness of
9,000 feet.
The upper parts of the mountains into which this intrusion has been
carved are barren and rocky above 9,000 feet, with compa.ratively smooth
slopes covered vvith loose fragments of porphyry. The peaks are pointed
in. some cases and rounded in others, as may he seen from Pl. IV. 'I'he
rock is very uniform in appearance throughout the entire extent of the
mass. It is light gray to ·white, aphanitic to fine crystalline, with a slightly
· porphyritic structure in part. It shows small flakes of biotite a11cl incHstinct '
phenocrysts of feldspar. It is massive, ·with irregular joint cracks, and
weathers into angular blocks and sla.bs. Its megascopical chn.ra.cters a.re
quite uniform throughout the greater part of the mass, which varies slightly
in grain. But near the margin of the body the rock becomes denser and
more aphanitic, showing a broad ba,nding pa.rallel to the 'Na.lls of eontact
with the surrounding rocks. These \:valls a.re nearly vertical in the mountain ~~rest of The Dome, on the saddle east of Mount Holmes, ancl also 011
that of Echo Peak. In all cases examined, the neighboring· limestones clip
away at angles of40° to 55°, ancl the adjacent ~.mdesite-porphyry has been
crushed and dislocated. It is reddened and in phtees is :filled with veins
and apophyses from the dacite-porph yry, 1vhich is clearly proved to be an
intrusion subsequent to that of the Indian Creek laccolith. Its \vestern
border in contact \Yith the crystalline schists is obscured by clebris, being
. located at the base of the mountains. .These relations are shown in Pl. V.
Tl~e eruption appears to have taken place along the fault line that lies
west of Three River Peak 'l'here seems to he no break in the continuity of ,
the bysmalith mass, and this fact indicates that it was intruded at one time.
The vertica.l displacement of a mass of rock 2~ miles long and 2 miles wide, by
what appears to have been a single act, is remarkable. The petrographic al
character of the rock is that of au intrusive,. not a surficial, body; hei1ce,
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·we n;.ay assume that it did not reach the s1.nface of the eal'th, but was
covered by the sedimentary rocks it displaced. The stune kind of porphyry occurs in two sma}l bodies a,bout 3 miles farther north, along the
. Crowfoot fault line, west of Three River Peak Here they have broken
into Carboniferous limestone, which otherwise in this region is quite free
hom intrusions of igne~:ms rock
Still another small intrusion occurs along the northern border of the
Indian Creek laccolith, but is confined to the upper horizon of the Cambrian rocks. It is a dark basic porphyry of an unusual character, with
occasional phenocrysts of hornblende, mica, and feldspar. It forms a small
sheet, 50 to 75 feet thick, exposed on the divide south of Bighom Pass and
along the south base of Bannock Peak. It ·vms not found in contact v,rith
the laccolith, and the relative times of their intrusion were not made o~t.
There is no rock similar to it in the region explored, except a small sheet
in Three River Peak, and· nothing approaching it in composition occurs
nearer than Electric Peak.
ANTLER PEAK.

The sedimentary rocks overlying the Indian Creek laccolith, as already
noted, form the summits of Antler and 'rhree River peaks; stratigraphic
sections were made at both these localities. Antler Peak is the prominent
summit lying between The Dome and the flat-topped mass of Quadrant
M:ountaii1. (See Pl. VI.) The greater part of the mountain is formed of
the intrusive mass of the Indian Creek laccolith, as just described. The
sedimentary rocks are best exposed on the southern side of the mountain
and at the eastern slopes, 1vhere the laccolithic rock passes beneath the
limestones.
The gneiss is exposed on the low 1vooded hill at the southeast base of
the peak, indicated on the map by the 8,000-foot contour. This hill and the
slopes back of it are covered heavily with drift, 1vhich usually conceals tJH:i
gneiss and the overlying stratified rocks; there being no exposures except
near the base of the great limestone ledge which forms such a prominent
feature of the valley. The strata were examined where the ledge has been
cut through by a small stream channel from the summit, the debris which
elsewhere conceals the foot of the wall having here been washed away.
The lowest strata exposed were thinly bedded limestones and rather heavy
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micaceous beds containing indistinct traces of fossils.
was made at this place:

The follo,ving se-ction

India.n G1·eek section.
c"rowfoot Nnmsect.ion.

11

7-10

6
5
2-4
1

ber.

6.
5.

4.
3.
2.
1.

La.ccolitb, andesite-porphyry.
Limestone, rather thinly be<lded, dark blne-gra.y wit.h lighter wea.tbered snrfnce.
Limestones, forming the grea.t ledge of the monntain side. l\1a.ny beds are of tl
cr)•stalline, fine-grained, clark-gray and dense limestone seamed with ca.]cite.
\Veathers light gray, often rnsty. At the base is thinly bedded, breaking
readily into small a.ngular pieces. At top, beds are slightly cherty and fossiliferous. In center, beds are massive a.nd a.ppear irregnlarly bedded. Strike
N. 54° E. and dip 3° N ··---- ...... ---· -- ....................... . ---~ .... .... ..
Dacite-porphyr,r, probably an offshoot of the Holmes bysmalith ............... _.
Limestone, compact, brown, weathering gray............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shaly .beds, micaceons and schistose, with thin hands of limestone .. .. . .. . . . . ...
Interva.l, no exposure ..... ~ ....................... ................... -. . . .. . . . . • .
Gneiss.

Feet.

6

225
25
20
50
300

It vvill be seen from the above section that the andesite-porphyr y of
the laccolith immediately overlies the limestone No. 6 of this section, which
corresponds to the Flathead limestones of the Crowfoot H.iclge section.
The laccolith has therefore been intruded in the upper shale. belt of the
Flathead formation, th·e shales being 150 feet thick in the Crowfoot section.
The occurrence of the laccolithic intrusion is the same at the base of Three
River Peak, where above the porphyry a part of the shales is found
beneath the limestones that form the highest beds of the Flathead formation.
At Antler Peak the laccolith incloses parts of the Flathead limestones,
as well as a thin belt of limestone and fragments of the underlying shale.
Along the base of steeper slopes toward the northeast, the drift has cover~d
all exposure~:;; even the heels of the grea.t limestone ledge are partially
hidden. Over these beds >ve :find a pht,tform where the overlying shale and
porphyry have .been eroded, leaving the limestones underneath intact. 'rha.t
the bench is clue to the erosion of the shale seems probable; easily yielding to disintegrating agencies, it has been carried away, undermining the
porphyry, >:vhic.h has also been swept off by glacial action.
The lov1rest bed noted above the laccolith is a finely ·crystalline, lightdrab limestone, probably the uppei· beds of the Flathead limestone of the
general section. The follo>ving succession of strata is exposed on the
northeast spur of the mountain from the summit of the peak down to this
bed:
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Antle?· Peak sectio1i.
Foot.

Crowfoot Num.
~ection. ·. ber.

31

I

r

I31

30
) 29

I
,. ·
]I

1
28

l,27

~
·-

126

~

gi 30a., b

Jl

, 25

29

0

I

6

l24
{23

-e

.127, 28
26a

25
24
.,;

Li:~~~~;~ ~:::~::~:~:~~~~~ -~~ -~~~~ _~-s~~~-~'-~~:~~~~--a~~_ ~~~~i~~~e-~~~~~ .1!~~~~~~~~
with

21 Limestone , coarsely crystalline , without chert; is fossilifero us and seamed
calcite .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .
20 Cherty limestone, forming a. prominen t ledge shown in Holmes's sketch. Ha.rd,
dense, crystallin e; contmns corals a.nd crinoid stems and much blue chert in
bands ancl nodnles. The rock is somewhat seam eel with ca-lcite .. .. .. . . .. .. . .
19 Limestone , somewhat massive and thickly bedded (5 to 10 feet), light gray, with
light, very rough, and irregular weathered surface. Few fossils and a little
light-colo red chert .......... ....... :......... .......... .......... .......... .
18 Limestone ; alternatin g beds of dense light-drab limestone and brown a.renacP.(ms sandstone , with rough a.ucl p1ttecl weathered surface and fetid odor, parts
of it resembFn g No. 16 of this section. Extenc1s up to base of cone top. The
rock is an arenaceou s limestone, dark brown-gra y, wP.athering brown.. .......

~ r23

1122
~

22 .

Limestone , crystallin e, moderatel y dense, brown, weatherin g grayish, with
ro'ugh pitted surfa.ce, and brea.king readily into small angular pieces. Dip,
100
N. 50° E., 20:) .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ... ..
layers.
fossil
with
fissile,
40
brown,
light
above,
bed
than
splintery
less
,
Limestone
Limestone , finely crystalline , light gray with buff or pink, finely gra-nular,
15
weat-hered surface. Very fissile, plates warped .......... ...... 7.' . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
abnncl:mt
Fossils
100
platy.
and
fissile
very
brown,
Limestone , brown or purplish
Limestone , .~a~sively bedded, light drab a~cl ~~o:~· br~a.kipg readily int~ frn.g50
mcnts. 1 oss1ls somewhat abundant. D1p, o NE .......... .......... ...... ..
:pmestone , finely crystalline , light and dark gray and gray-brow n, weatherin g
buff, with smooth, finely granular surface. !"ayers thickly and thinly bedclcd,
. wi~h ·v~ry fissile fossiliferous strata. near ba.sc ....... _. _.......... .•..... __ . _. 100
ent
Lime~tone, mottled, massive, and seamed wi~h calcite. Lenticula r arrangem
.
.......
..........
bedding
15
of
e
of light-brow n in darker mass gives appearanc
.
........
..........
..........
-5
......
fossils
g
containin
and
;Limestone, very fissile
· 15
........
..........
fragments
fossil
white
g
containin
purple,
massive,
,
Limestone

21

y,
17 Lin1estone, compact, dense, hard, dark gray, weatherin g very light brown-gra
c ••
......
..........
..........
..........
..........
surface
with finely granular
au
16 . Limestone , clark brown-gra .y, weatherin g straw-colo r aucl rich brown. Is
arenaceou s limestone .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .... ..
.
15 Limestone , white, pitted and rotted, with harder mottled places .......... .....
.
.......
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
exposure
14 Interval, no
Limestone , brown, dense .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .. ..
Limestone , light creamy yellow mottled with gray, thinly bedded, breaking into
small cuboidal blocks. Strike, N. 5° W. Dip, 3° W .......... .......... .... .
Limestone , fine1y crystalline , white .......... .......... .......... .......... ... .
.. . (

§

~ { 15-~971 10

1~

14

l)l ~ {
0

,.<l

~

lr;;

11

Limestone s, grading at top into cherty limestone .......... .......... ...... .
9 Mottled limestone , but 30.feet exposed .......... .......... .......... ...... .

~xposure

..
8 In"j;ervitl, no
7 Limestone , :finely crystalline , light drab.

170
50

100

40

130

20
5
6
10
5
35
30
160
50
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West of the eastern sum'mit the edges of the lower beds outcrop, and
the Gallatin limestone is exposed in the saddle. On the northeast spur of
the peak the Flathead limestones are exposed, the clip being N 30° E., 10°.
. .
.
.

THREE RIVER PEAK.

Three River Peak is a sharp point whose position at the head of the
Gallatin River ancl of branches of the Gardiner and Madison rivers makes
the riame appropriate. T'he slopes rise abruptly from the head of Indian
Creek Valley on the east, while to the north an· a.lmost veri.i;al \Vall rises
above the deep blue 1vaters of Gallatin Lake. 'l'he peak occurs on the
western side of the Indian Creek laccolith, and the heels composing it, lik:e
those forming the summit of Antler Peak, consist of Paleozoic strata ranging
from the Cambrian limestones to those of the Carboniferous. The sedimentary rocks are, however, penetrated by several sheets of intrusive rocks
vvhich are much decomposed, but represent phases of the l\1ount Holmes
bysmalith. The following section· shmvs ·the sequenee of roeks exposed
on the n01i.hern spurs of the peak from Indian Creek Pa.ss to the summit:
Crowfoot 1\Tumsee.tion. ber.

Three Rivm· Peak section.
Feet.

26a { 12 Limestone, crystalline, gray, fossiliferous; contains crinoiu stems . . . . . . . . . . .
75
-~I 25 11 Limestone, light gray, dense, massive, cherty...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
'0
Porphyry, fissile, much decomposet1, yellow and purple . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15
Limestone, light gray .... -------··-------· ...... ------ .......... -----·......
25
Porph,yry, fissile, decomposed antl yellow at base; upper hnlf massive and
fresller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30
24
-~
9 Limestone, crystalline, light gray, w1th grauubr, weathered surface .. . . . . . .
5
8 Limestone, brownish gray, weathering a lig!Jt l.>rown; massively bedded;
with splintery fracture .......... ·......... _......... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35
(
I .
Porphyry, light colored, nearly wllite, weatllering brown, fissile; thorongllly
decomposed ................. ................ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50
~"'"
~;::
7 Limestone, baked by por1;l1yry . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . .
10
-~~ \
Porpllyry, fissile, yellow and rusty gt·ay, tborougllly decomposeu.... ........
;.<!l·
17
Limestone; bla.ck ~nc1 rusty, .much baked .... - .......... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
l
5
~~
Porphyry, dense, comrJa.ct, looking like quartzite...... ................... ... • 25
E-< 21-22
5 . Limestone, thin!;)' bedded, dark and light gray, magnesian.... ...............
130
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23 ~

~

-~ l

15-20

~J

"I~}"

4

Limestones, in a series of beds, not individmtlly noted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

160 ·

r3

Limestonf;\, tllinl.v beddecl. .... _................. ................. ....... _·_..

70

~ 2 _Mottled limestone, matrix light brown, mottled with black; due to aggrega-

l

tion of .bla.ck gra.ins of matrix .. --- ................. ................. ..... ·

40

1 Gray, blue-gray, brown, and bla.ck limestones, with layers of "gla.ucqnitic"
limestone, the grains black instead of green. Is fossiliferous. Thickly and
tllinly bedded, witll some yellow argillaceous layers and one conglomerate
bed............ ................. ................. ................. .......

100

~r~ 113 {

s·

~

8

l~ J
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The shores of the Gallatin Lake, and the small hills adjoining, are
formed of the laccolith rock, andesite-porphyry. The western boundary
of' this rock runs northward along a gully, west of the drainage from the
lake, and through a small shallo'"' pond. to the saddle of Bighorn Pass. r:ro
the south th~ porphyry extencl.s to the base of Three River Peak in the rear
of the lake, and forms the sacl.cl.le in the pass between Indian Creek and
the valley of the Gallatin Hiver;. from here northward the exposure extends
along the wester~1 base of the ricl.ge to Bighorn Pass.
.The position of the strata seen in the precipitous northern face of
this peak is shown in Pl. VII. At the western base of this mountain they
clip sharply over the edge of the laccolith, changing from nearly horizontal
to 50° or 70° W., and. gracl.ually decreasing again westward. Into the axis
of this abrupt bend. a vertical offshoot from the andesite-porphyry has been
intruded., showing. that the limestones ·were_ ruptured at this place.
The limestone strata of Three River Peak are traversed by cl.ikes of
lit~oidal igneous rock at various angles. One broad cl.ike, 100 feet thick in
places, cuts diagonally across the northern face, appearing on the eastern
slope about halfway· up to the summit. Another, about 10 feet thick,
without ·pJ~enocrysts, lies horizontally between the strata and might easily
be niist~k~n . for. a. compact sancl.stone. A narrower cl.ike cuts nearly
vertically through the western sicl.e of the mountain.
At the "_'est base of the pef:tk the gneiss is faulted against the lime-·
stones by the southern extension of the Galhitin fault. The position of the
sedinienta1;y beds which abut again~t the gneiss, as well as their fracturing,
shows .clear evid~nce of· the presence of the fault. An intrusive body of
igneous rock related to the Mount Holmes rock occurs at this locality.
On the saddle between rhree River Peak and Echo Peak, near the
.
~on tact .of the .Holmes ·.bysmalith with the andesite-porphyry a.nd lime-·
ston-e; the latter rocks are seen to have been turned up, so as to dip 40Q
N., away froin the· bysmalith, and to be greatly shattered and dislocated,
producing· slickensides and a pulverizing of the rock along the fracture
planes.
BIGHORN PASS.

Bighotil Pass is· a low divide between the head waters of the Gallatin
Rive1~ and the d1~ainage of Panther Creek, and affords an easy passage from
tJ::!.e valleys west of tlie mountains across the range to the central region of
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the Park. The pass is cut in the Paleozoic sedimentai·y rocks, which are
slightly. tilted by an intruded sheet of andesite-porphyry that is the
northern extension of the. Indian Creek laccolith. A dark, lamprophyric
rock occurs at the lowest point in the pass, where it is seen to form a sheet
50 feet thick intrusive in the Cambrian shales. 'rhe high ridge extending
north from the head of Indian Creek to Bighorn Pass is formed of sedi. Inentary beds that overlie the northward extension of the Indian Creek
laccolith. Above the andesite..:porphyry of the laccolith which forms the
Indian Creek Pass the green Flathead shales a.re exposed, overlain by
the upper limestone series of the Flathead, which are here 100 feet thick
and resemble quite closely the beds of this horizon as developed in Crowfoot. Ridge. The summit of the ridge is formed of the Gallatin "mottled
limestone," which dips to the northvfest and makes a \'Yell-defi.ned ledge,
with a cliff face 30 feet high and a rounded but hummocky smface, the
result of glacial planing. . Near Bighorn Pass the beds are locally affected
by an intrusion of the. laccolith, and dip more steeply than the beds north
of the pass, there. being a difference of 5° to 8°. Two sections of the
Paleozoic rocks were measured in this vicinity; the fi.rst ·was made on the
ridge running south, the sec01~d from Bighorn Pass to the summit of
Bannock Pea.k. These sections shovY the following sequence of beds,
arranged in descending order:
Crowfoot
section.

Num.

Feet.

Cherty sa-ndstones and limestones, brown a.nd gray,· chert nodules, with
whitened surface......................... .................................

75

· 21 Quartzose conglomerate; matrix a light-gray limestone...... . . . .. . . • .. .. . • ..
20 \1iThite beds of sandstone, quartzite, and limestone, generally saccharoidal. __ .

20
325

22

31

Bighont PctSs sect-ion.

ber.

19 Limestone, crystalline, light colored. The upper portion is a brecciated and
nearly pure limestone. The lower beds are dense, finely crystalline, weathering white, with granular surface. Magnesian, and containing sparsely
disseminated chert. Strike, S. 30° W.; dip, 10° NW ...... ------ ...... _____
275
18 Limestone, very finely crystalline, w1th calcite strings, brown, dense, .massive;
neu,rly pure .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .... ... .. . .. .. .. • .. ... . .. .. .. ..
25
17 Limestone, breccia; the matrix is similar to the bed below; the fra.gments
resemble the beds above and below. The lower beds are slightly siliceous, ·
light-gray limestones weathering pa.le yellow ........................ -----50
16 Limestone, crystalline, light brown, with granular weathered surface; massively beclded, and is vertically jointed and contains some chert in bands,...
75
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Crowfoot
section.

Number.

Bighont

Pa,~s

.section-Continued.
Feet..

15 Cherty limestone. The lower 30 feet is a brown fossiliferous limestone, over-
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lain by 70 feet of a modera-tely coarsely crysta.lline gray rock, weathering
browmsh. One bed is a compact brown lime~tone, full of erinoi<l stems
and fossil fragments, which appear as crystalline masses of calcite on fresh
fracture, but on weathered surface show their true nature. The upper
portion of No 15 is <"herty a-nd ma~sive ................................. .. .
Limestone; the lower portion light brown, shading to gray; massJYe, with
cherty band ncar center. The upper part is rich in com!. This limestone
varies in crystallization, being both fine and coarse ...................•.•..
Limestone, gray, weathering brown, fiDel)' crystalline anrl compact ......... .
Limestone, finely crystalline, white, cherty. Chert is light gra.y, weathering
rusty or black ................................. .......................... .
Limestone, blue, finely crystalline, very splintery ........................... .
Cherty lim~stone, white, tin ely gmnular .................................. .. .
Limestone, coarsely crystalline, light drab, with few fossils; rnns. down to
sacl clle ............................... ~ ................................. .. .
Limestone, finely crystalline, compact, massively bedded, light drab, vertically
jointed. Dip 18°, N. 20° W ... .' ................................. ......... .
Limestone, very light gray, coarsely crystalline, containing crinoid stems rtnd
other fossils ................................. ..... - . ----. ----.- -- · · · · · · ·-- ·
Limestone, somewhat coarsely crystalline, compact, white; tho base concealed
by talus of No.9 of this section ................. .' ......................... .
Limestone, fine gra.inecl, fissile, dark gray, weathering blue; certain layers
are quite fossiliferous .........•........................ ... , ___ ........... .
Limestone, dark gray, often brownish gray; cherty ancl siliceous near !Jase.
The upper 50 feet more friable and soft; contains numerous fossils, shells,
crinoid stems, and corals ................................. ................ .

5 Limestone; finely crystalline, with qua.rtzose band near top; gray, weathering creamy. The top is concealed by the ta.Ius of No. 6, and the thickness
should be increased about 40 feet ............................. ~ ...........•
4 Limestone, dense, massive, dark blue-gray, impure ( nrgillu.eeous) ........... .
3 Limestone, a.lternating beds of massive, steely gray, arena-ceous limestone,
weathering brown and· containing comls, and fissile, light-gray, and dense
limestone ................................. ......... _,_ .......... ·......... .

2 Limestone, at the ba&e dark blue-gray and very compact, changiug to a
brown-gray arenaceous limestone. Dip 15°, N. 10° \V .......· ............. .
1 Limestone, light clrab, finely crystalline and dense, somewhat cherty. Chert
light ancl dark gray; thickly bedded.
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The dip of the lower beds of the section is 15°. Five hundred feet
above the pass it is 18°, and near the summit of Bannock Peak it is 10°.
The direction of the dip also changes from N. 11° Y:.,T. to N\V., becoming
N. 41° W. on the summit. · The becls appeared to be perfectly conformable
throughout.
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It will be observed that the thicknesses given in the foregoing section to
the beds ntimbered 16 to 19 inclusive differ considera.bly from those of the
Crowfoot Ridge section. The correlation of the beds seems to be c()l'rect;
the e1~·or can not be large either in this or in the estimates of thicknesses,
as the white Quadrant sandstones above and the arena.ceous Jefferson limestones form a check on the 1vork. This difference amounts to nea.rlv 400
•'
feet and ·is believed to occur in the upper beds of the Madison limestones.
V\T est of Quadrant Mountain and Bannock Peak the range consists of
a rugg·ecl region ch·ained by the Gallatin River. This stream, which beads
in Gallatin Lake at the base of 'l'hree River Pea.k, fl.o1vs through a valley
that is 01ie of the most beautiful parts of t~1e park. Broad open men.dows,
diversified with clusters of pines and spruces, alterna.te with snmll patches
of forest that cover the broad valley bottom. To the south the slopes rise
steeply to the peaks of Crowfoot Ridge, while bold cliffs of white limestone
wall in the valley upon the north. The. river fl.o·ws ra.pidly, in a succession
of rapids and clear pebbly reaches, cutting the heavily bedded limestones
that form the valley floor.
CROWFOOT RIDGE AND GALLATIN VALLEY.

On the vi'est side of the ridge along vrhich the ~hief stratigraph ic section
1vas studied a bra.nch of Grayling Creek has cut a deep gulch,· trending.
toward the northwest. This follows the outcrop of the Flathead sbales,
and has the gneiss and steeply dipping basal sandstone on the south side
and the massive Paleozoic limestones on the north. About ~1 mj}e clown the
gulch a fault crosses the country in a direction east of north, letting ·down
the block of sedimenta ry rocks and crystalline schists on the 1vest side ()f
the fault, so that the strata dip at a more uniform inclination of 15 ° to 20°,
and also 30°, NE. 'l'his throws the basal quartzite at least 800 feet lower
down than the west end of the crest of Cro1vfoot Ridge, and bri1~gs the
Quadrant quartzite back to the summit of the west spur of Crowfoot Ridg0,
from which it extends down its northern slope.
At the western base of the end of this mountain ridge the sedimenta ry
rocks are lost sight of beneath a deep accumulat ion of glacial drift, which
obscures the contact between these rocks and the rhyolite lava that has.
buried them and the underlying crystalline schists, as already pointed out.
The north and south ends of the fault just noticed are lost beneath the·
same drift.
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East of the hig-h ridg-e along which the sedimentary section 1vas made,
already referred to as Otowfoot Ridg-e, the strata ai·e folded and faulted in
a pronounced, though not an extreme, manner. In the short spur between
the two branches of the dra.inag-e east of the ridge there is a marked bend
in the beds of limestone, which in the higher part of the spur d1p steeply
and can be traced continuously into the main body of the ridg-e, but at the
lower end of the spur are nearly horizontal . There is thus a short fault
line 1vest of the spur, which runs out in the head of the gulch, and probably
joins a loi1ger fault vi'hic~l terminates somewhere near the junction of this
drainage with the Gallatin River, as shown on the map There is also
evidence of horizontal thrust in the telescoping- of the limestone layers,
which is seen on the east escarpment of the ridge.
. The next spur east of the one called Section Ridge is a long low ridge,
formed of nearly horizontal beds, with a. slight syncline across its middle,
the axis of the syncline being about northwest and southeast. At its southern end the beds turn up abruptly against the gneiss ridge, and the shaly
horizons are eroded dovm, and do not rise in a hig-h spur as erroneously
d1;awn on the general map. There is a fold or· bend in the strata as they
come from Section Ridge, the beds curving down toward the east so as to
permit the strata in the lov,r spur to lie at a low angle. This is probably ·
accompanied by slight faulting, vvith north-south trend, situated near the
bottom of the drainage. It was not observed, however, in the field.
Between this spur and the next large spnr, about. a mile east, there is a
broad fold in the strata. 'rhe beds that clip at a low angle of about 20° to
the north and northeast, arch over to an abrupt pitch with steep angle at the
east side, near the south end of the east spur. This general arch is complieated by minor folds, not indicated on the map. The changes in clip and
the differences in }1arclness of the shales. arid limestones show themselves in
the topography, 1vhich is modified by gh.ciation. The easier deg-radation
of the shaly layers leads to sink holes beneath stronger limestone htyers.
One has been made in the lo1vest micaceous shale, with the first massive
limestone layers to the north. Farther east a small rock -bound glacial lake
occurs on the gneiss at its contact with basal quartzite. North and northeast of this lake the lowest belt of Cambrian limestone forms a be1ich and.
a long slope clo·wn to the drainage, ·which flows west of north. Here the
general clip of the· strata is 30° NE. Near the lower end of the slope just
mentioned are four small folds of the strata, with axes trending about
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N. 10° \V. The upper part of this drainage is located on the upper shale
belt in the Cambrian, but lea:ves it lower down the slope. 'rhe upper shnJe
belt may be traced across country by its influence on the topogra.phy, forming saddles ·where it crosses spurs \vhich trend north, a:ncl giving rise to
lateral drainage channels, feeding larger ones running north, or forming
basin-like depressions with sink holes, as a.lready noted.
'
The head of the gulch cut in the shale belt just mentioned is not shown·
on the map, but it is quite strongly marked, being narrow and deep a.ncl trending north, and receiving the drainage of the small pond southeast of the la.rger
lake noted above. rrhe west wall of this gulch is formed of the lowest
belt of Flathead limestone, vi'ith the lower mica.ceons shales of the Flathead
formation to the west. At the spot.·where the drainage from the sma.ll pond
falls into the deep gulch, these strata are inverted, clipping G0° or 70° \~T.;
strike, north and south. Hence the lower beds a.ppear to overlie the upper
ones. The gneiss is only a short distance west. 'rhe inverted beds ca.n be
traced nortlwmrd into vertical beds, and then into others dipping toward
the northeast. To the south the inverted beds continue in the same position
until they a.but against the gneiss. It is evident that there l1as been some
faulting a.nd displaceme nt of the basal formations for a short distance in the
neighborh ood of the unconform ity just mentioned.
'rhe portion of the high ridge east of the shale gulch and the ponds
previously mentioned is in general a syncline with a :flat anticlinal fold at
its northern end, >vhich is south of the saddle crossed by the fault to be
described. The dip of the strata, which are very steep near the gneiss,
changes from al:11ost 45° NE. to 15° farther north, fl.a.ttening to the syncline
already mentioned. The axis of the synclinal fold is somewhat ·west of
north, and the same fold may be observed to the southeast of this ridge.
Southeast of the southern end of the ridge a. drainage cham1el follows the
line of the upper shale belt in a southeast direction. rrhe southern side of
this drainage is formed of the lowest massive belt of lirnestone, and south of
this parallel gulches have been 1vorn in the lo>ver shale belts. These drain
either through cuts ·across the belt of massive limestone or in sink holes
beneath it. Here again the strata are inverted, with a clip of 50° to 80°
SW., changing in places to vertical a~1d also to steep clips to the northeast.
· Near 1vhere the gneiss ridge is faulted by the north-sout h fault, the basal
beds of the sedimenta ry series are inveiied, with clip of .20° to 50° SW.,
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.and form a narrow wedg-e between this fault and the gneiss. rrhe Gallatin
fault, ''vhich crosses the west base of Three River Peak, trends in a northnorthwest direction, crossing- Crowfoot Ridge three-quarters of a mile west
of Three River Peak, and crossing the ridge north of it at the saddle one
1i1ile north of the gneiss, thence following down the drainage, to die out
'\:vhere it joins the shoi-t fault east of Section Ridge. The trend of the fault
is ·nearly parallel with that <;>f the Gallatin River, as '"''ill be seen on the map.
The maximum displacement is about 2,000 feet.
The l011g, low, fiat-topped ridge lying between. this fault and Gallatin
River consists of nearly horizontal beds of Carboniferous limestone capped
by the white Qua.drai1t quartzite or sa.ndstohe occurring at the top of the .
Carboniferous series. The dip of the heels is about 5° 'NE. From this it
is evident that there niust he a. fa.ult or a fold between this ridge and tl,J.e
higher one east of Gallatin R.iver. A fold exists ·west of Bighorn Pass, but
it was not followed down the valley. On both sides of the low ridge west
of Gallatin River are bodies of intrusive igneous rock, related to the daciteporphyry of the Holmes bysmalith in composition ftnd petrographical
chara.cter. The rock is lithoidal and holds smitll mica phenocrysts; it is
fissile near the contact with sedimei1tary rocks, and massive a fe1v feet distant. It crosses the fault line and is found on its western side intruded in
the axis of ali anticlinal fold in Ca,mbrian rocks. Its intrusion follmved or
accompanied the faulting. On the eastern side of the fiat ridge it appears ·
as an inti·usive sheet, about 50 feet thick, forced between beds of Carbonif. erous limestone. This exceptional occurrence of igneous rock as an intrusive sheet in massive Carboniferous limestone is of limited extent and is in
the immediate neighborhood of a fault, with vvhich it is directly eonnected.
Simnar rock has been intruded into the west base of Three H.iver Peak, ai1d
it may be assumed that 'the Holmes bysma1ith was connected with the same
line of faulting. 'The intrusion of this mass has been shown to have been
subsequent to the upheaval that permitted the intrusion of the Indian Creek
laccolith; hence it follows that tl1e more steeply upturned position of the
gi1eiss and Cambrian. strata west of this fault was due to a later movement
than the general uplifting of the body of the range. 'l'his steeper uplift 1vas
limited on the east by the fault last mentioned, and by that cutting across
the northwest end of Crowfoot Ridge, which faults are probably contempo. raneous and were accompanied by a. slight faulting east of Section Ridge.
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BA:l'.""NOCR PEAK, AND THE VALLEY OF THJ<J
GALLAT IN RIVER.

In the l~ss disturbed eastern portion of the GaiJatin R.ange the Cambrian and Devonia n strata pass northwar d with a low northeas terly dip, disappearin g beneath the more massive beds of Carboniferous limestone :tlong
the base of the mountain s north of Panther Creek. The bold southern
escarpments of Quadran t Mounta.in and Bannock Peak exhibit a.lmost the
entire section of Carboniferous strata, since they a.re topped near the summit
of the former mountain by Juratrias beds. The nea.rly horizonta.l beds form
massive cliffs that extend with gentle inclination along the ea.stern escarpment of this 1~i.ountain, .in lines para.llel to the slope of its plateau-like top,
and that sink beneath the level of the valley as Fawn Creek is a.pproac.hed.
They may be plainly made out in Mr. Holmes's pa.noramic sketch. of the
Gallatin Range, PI. IV. Their;cha.mcter in Bannock Peak is seen in Pl. VIII.
From here they extend '''estvmrcl a.long both sides and the bottom of the
valle;' of the Gallatin Hiver, fanning the cliff along its northern side a.ncl
dipping at a lmv angle to·v;rard the southeast, while on the south they form
a high ridge and the mountainous spur of Crowfoot Ridge. ·
BANNOCK PEAK.

·Bannock Peak is a sharp mountain summit north of the head of Panther
Creek. Resting upon the more readily eroded beds of the Sil nrian and .
Devonia n terranes, the massive Madison limestones form the main mass of
·the mountain and are capped by the resistant beds of the Quadran t quartzite,
1vhose white ledges f01'm. a bold escarpme nt tha.t encircles the peak.
On the northern side of the mom1ta.in a section was made of the stra.tn,
exposed in the wall of the amphi~heater cut between this peak and the broad
plateau summit of Quadran t Mountain. This amphitheater, though ap})arently open, as shown on the map, is divided by a spur projecting southwa.rd
from the extrem.e western end of Quadran t Mountain. 'l'his section was
made from the bed of Panther Creek up the center of the amphithe ater to
the crest of the ridge dividing this from the atnphithe ater at· the. head of
Fawn Ure·ek. The beds ar~ expos(3d in a series of steps or benches, the .
lowest strata. being the arenaceo us Jefferson limestones, tbe underlyi ng beds
being covered by drift .
. The heels ~ip N. 21° ·w·. at 8°, the determination being made on No. 4
of the section
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Crowfoot Nnm·
section. her.
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33 23 V\'hite beds, sandstones and quartzites with interbedded limestone ....•......
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Bannock Pea.le section.
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2
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Limestone, drab, finely crystalline, hard, forms knoll of saddle .......... : . .. .
Limestone, dense, well bedded, very light gray-IJrown, compact, weathered
surface, very finely gra.nula.r .... : ........................................ .
Limestone, forming great ledge of amphitheater saddle. At the base this
limestone is breccia.ted, being a gray limestone with brown and blue fragments. The limestone is generally splintered, the lower two-thirds well
brecciated and splintered and weathering in pinnacies, recesses, etc. This
weathering is further facilitated by the occurrence of great seams of calcite,
4 in~hes thick, and pockets of the same materia.!. In general the rock is
finely crystalline, gray, weathering gray-brown .......................... .
Limestone breccia ....... ·...................................•...............
Limestone, light gray-brown ....... ~ ........................•. ' ........... .
Limestone, very tinely crystalline, splintery, dense, light grn.y ............... .
Limestone, finely crysta.Iliue, brown, weathering sn.me color ...............•••
Limestone, finely crystaUine, very light brown, well beclded and IJanded. No
fossils seen ........................................................ ~ .....•
Limestone, coa-rsely crysta.Iline, massively bedded, splintery, brownish, weathering gray-brown; is fossiliferous, and forms a ledge ..................... .
Interval' ............................... : ..............................•••.•
Limestone, coarsely crysta.lline, brown-gra.y, weathering a lighter tint. Con_tains fossils........................................................... ...
Limestone, white or very light gray, crystalline, compact, 'massive, not
splintered; with small scattered calcite crystals, weathered surface, finely
granular. The upper IJeds a.re more coarcely crystalline and somet-imes
indurated:....................................................... .........
Limestone, brown, b:i.nded with darker fossiliferous layers, the rest denser;
· weathers with 1mff granular surface, often pink or light red. Breaks into
fragments 2 to 8 inches across............................................
Limestone, brown,.fissile, contains fossils....................................
Limestone, dense, blne-gi'ay mottled with buff-brown, with occasional thin .
layers of coarsely crystalline limestone .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . •
Limestone, fissile, pnrple-red, fossiliferons, and resembles the limestone of the
saddle of Antler Peak....................................................
Limestone, brecciated, fragments sparsely scattered, fossils abundant .... ·"..
Limestone, crystalline, gray, crumbly, containing fossils, weathers gra.y and·
exposes fossils and crinoid stems. Beds 2 to 6 feet thick, and strike jointed.
Becomes darker and more finely crystalline near top. Strike, S. 70o \Y.;
·dip, 8° N ............................................ ~---. ...... .... ......
Limestone, cherty, crystalline, gray-brown, weathers light with finely granula.r
surface, sometimes pinkish, the chert weathering a rTlst color .. .. .. .. . . . . ..
Limestone, crysta-lline, cherty, gray, thinly bedded (2 to 6 inches); few crinoid
stems; blue chert; fossils more abundant in upper layers. Slope of b'eds,
7° NW ....................................................... ·...• .... ....
Interval, probably a blue limestone, crystalline, dense..... .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . .
Limestone, crystalline, light gray and gray, very arenaceous, somewhat
granular, with rough, pitted, and hvneycombed weathered s~rface. This
·bed underlies any seen in the east face of. Bannock Peak..................

a Quadrant quartzite.
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QUADRANT MOUNTAIN.

The broad summit of Quadrant Mountain is an open and grass-covered
area, above which a bold pyramid formed of the red Teton sandstones
rises quite abruptly. Sno1v fields cover the summit in early spring and
remain through the summer, nourishing· streams tha.t flow in cascades over
the wa1ls of the Pocket. The upper slopes, ·which lie beneath the cliffs of
white ·Quadrant sandstones, a.re dark with the lichen-covered debris from
the overhanging walls, while the slopes beneath are thickly timbered. '!'he
summit of the mountain slopes northward with a.n angle of 3° to 4°, conforming very nearly to the bed of the rocks. The flatness of the mountain
top is clearly due to the resistant nature of the Teton limestones, as the
overlying clays and sandstones are rapidly removed by erosion. '!'his
mountain block is of very simple stratigraphical structure. The beds are
slightly flexed, without faulting, and are undisturbed by intrusives. rrhe
beds forming it are the Madison limestones, covered by the vvhite Quadrant
quartzites overlain by the cherty beds of the 'l'eton formation. rrhe strata
·forming the mountain are clearly a continuation of those of Antler Pea.k a.nd
Panther Creek Canyon; on the \vest the beds are seen to be connected with
those of Bannock Peak through the saddle of the amphitheater, while on the
north the Quadrant quartzites form the floor of Fawn Creek Valley a.ncl
pass under the slopes of Little Quadrant Mountain. Eastward the beds
end in a cliff and steep slope along that north-south line which separates
the sedimentaries of the range from the lavas of the plateau. The general
clip of the beds is a little west of north, about 8°, so that the slope of the
summit corresponds approximately to the clip of the beds.
The summit of the mountain has been carefully examined. \Vest of
the Pocket the cherty Teton limestone covers the smface, which, when
examined closely, is seen to be rough, gullied, a,ncl hummock:ed. The red
hill on the summit of the mountain, southeast of the Pocket, is composed of
the reel Teton sandstones. This point is ab0ut 200 feet higher than the
surrounding summit. On the east, south, west, and northwest these beds
commence at the very foot of the hill; on the northeast the area extends about
one-fifth of a mile farther. '!'he general summit from the red point north
is formed of the Teton cherty limestone and its associated lingula-bearing
limestone, down to 9,200 feet, where the reel heels again cover a portion of
MON XXXII, PT U - 3
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the mountain. Eastvmrd the cherty beds have been removed from the
bench, a.nd the white beds of Quadrant quartzite are exposed.
On the summit of the 9,100-foot hill a small outcrop of the red and
yellow sandstone (No. 3 8 of section below) is exposed. \Vest of this hill is
a deep cut, into '"rhich the small drainages of this part of the summit flow.
The surface of the area covered by the red beds is generally smooth and
grassy; the shales are exposed in cuts, but appear only as detritus 'on the
summit.
On all sides of the mountain the white beds of Quadrant sandstone
form an escarpment, often capped by the cherty limestone. This Teton
cherty limestone varies greatly in character. .Often it is a cherty sandstone
1vith little if any calcareous material in it; again it is a true limestone; and
these t1vo extremes grade into each otlwr: The chert seems to be formed
of sand, for the transition between the sandstone and the chert is often very
gradual. The color is a grayish brown.
Section of berls e.xposed at the

southeasten~

end. of Quadrant Jlfounta.in.

Crowfoot
sec~

tion.

Nnm·
ber.

Feet.

( 39 38 Sandstone, red and orange colored, coarsely granular, wea.thers in blocks ......... .
38 37 Calcareous shale, dark slate colored, fossiliferonB ................................ ..
37 36 Limestone, bright ~·ellow, fissile, with pla.ty debris, grrrding into yellow and red
§
spotted calcareous sandstones below .......................................... ..
1> 36 35 Shales, light greenish <lrab, changing to red a.nd grading into overlying beds ..... .
8
35 34 Conglomerate of red and gra.y qnartz pebbles in limestone matrix ................ ..
l34 33
( 32

31
30
29
1 28
1

27

~:see~t~e::~~::;n~~:::;:~::cp~-l~t- ~v~~~~~l~- ~~-e~~~ -i~-~:~o-~~-;- ~~i-~~~~~ _~~-~~~~~~~l~. ~~
Limestone, dense, white, weathering srrme color ................................. ..
s'andstone and limestone in alternating bands.------ ........ -- ...... ------ ...... ..
Limestone, light gray and dense and pure ....................................... ..
Quartzite, pure white, thin bedded, forms a persistent band along face of mountain __
Quartzite, more thickly bedderl, white ........................................... .
Limestone, very light gray, somewhat dense, containing very small fragments of

~ ! 33 · 26 Q~~:;:~~:,1 ~~~:~:.~~~;~~;l~:
~.;;~ f~~~~~~i~~~~-1~~~~~-~; lf~;s·t·;;~ ~~~~;-~~~~~;~;;;it~.
.
]25 L!:::::~s~~~;;; ~~~;: ~i·t;; ~n-~~i~; .fr~~;:U~~-;s· ~~-s-;1;d~;~~~~ --·· ~ - - ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ·_·_ ~ ~ ·.·. ~ ~ ~ ~
1

11
~

24 · Quartzite, white, weathering pink and rust color, but appearing black when seen
from a distance, owing to the growth of lichens upon it ....................... ..
23 Limestone, light gray, dense .................................................... ..
22 Sandstone, well banded, white, saccharoidal. ..... __ ........................ c _ ... .
1 21 Sandstone, very calcareous, saccharoidal, white and rust color .................... .
l20 Talus slope of sandstone blocks; also of cherty limestone ........................ ..

I.

15
5
40
75

10
100
10
15
12
6

65

10

30
5

130
2
6

10

100
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Sect·ion of beds e.vposed at the southeastent end of Qu.adra.nt Jliou.nta.in-Continued.
Crow-

foot

sec- Nunrtion. ber.

Limestone breccia. The lower 30 feet is a. white limestone, weathering cream, containing angular fragments of blue, brown, and bnif limestone, from one-eighth
of an inch to 2 inches in diameter. The matrix is con.r~ely granular, a.nd grades
above the first 30 feet into a crnshed and splintered limestone similar to the
mrrtrix just mentioned. The outcrop is massive, rough weathering, often pinkish.
Rock is slightly cherty. Dip, 12° N.; st.rike, S. 780 1r.,r _____________ -----· ·----Limestone, finely crysta.Iline, gray, weathering light gray, with gra.nnln.r surface.
Generally massive, though bedded at base. No fossils sc>en; is splintery and
weathers rough .. -- .. --_. __ ... ____ .- ___ ... __ . __ . __ .. __ . __ . __ ... __ . ____________ __
Limestone, very light brownish gray, splintered and cemented by ca-lcite in strings,
an<l by blue limestone _________ .• __ .. ____ .. ____ .. ______ . __ . ____ .. __ .. ________ ..
Limestone, brecciated at the base; mn.trix gray, fragments :mgular, brown a.nd
brownish gray; n.bove this theiirnestone is massive and gray. Sea.med with calcite and carries much of that mineral in pockets. lt is somewhat cherty nt the
base-------------------------- ...... ----------------·-----------------------·Inten•al; no exposure ... -- ... -- ... __ ... __ . _...... __ .... _. __ .. ____ . __ . __ .. __ . ____ .
Limestone, finely crystalline and granular, brown, somewha-t cherty .............. .
Limestone, very fine grained with sparsely disseminated chert, but v:nying to n
very coarse-grained blue-gray rock. Color in general a light brown-gra~'·
\Vea.thers in to irregular wn.rped plates, due to joi uting ____ .... ________ ...... __ __
Limestone, coarsely crystalline, brownish gray, weathering gray with gra.nnlar
surface. Irregularly bedded; fossiliferous; ·rnuch broken by verticnljointing ___
Limestone, finely crystalline, generally thinly bedded, sometimes da.rk gra.~', but
mostly brown, with granular weathered surface, or a blue-gray more coarsely
crystalline limestone. Dip, 5° N ...... __ ...... __ .... __ . _____ .. __ ... ___ .... __ __
Limestone, similar to No. lOa., but well banded. The fossiliferous ln.vers "·eather· ing blue-gray; the nonfossiliferous bandH denser, granular, wea,thering light
brown, and 1 to 3 inches thick .............. __ ... __ ...... __ .. ____ ...... __ .. __ ..
lOa. Limestone, in a.Jternating la.yers of light gra.y, finely crystalline and darker, con.rsely
crystalline and fossiliferous. Dip,4o N~r..r __________ .......... ______ -------- __ __
9 Interval; no exposure .... __ ........ ____ ........ _·_____ .. __ .... ______ ........ __ .. __
8 Limestone, finely grnnnlar, light brown, wea.thering sa.me color; fissile, contains

I

I

l

I " r : .~~::EI:~~;:;;~~:Z: :;:~:~ :~:·::·z~::~::::::;:::;~~:L;~_
I

i
l

ered surface ... ___ ... ____ . __ ..... ______ .. ______ ... _______ . __ ... ____ .... ______ __
5 Interval; -no exposure. __ . ____ ........ ____________________ ..' ... __ . ____ ..... _ .....

["{:::£~~i:~2fJ;::::;.~;~;:~~~~ri.i~~~~~;;i·;.~.~:;.~~~~~-~i~~~n~i
28
28

l

beaded crust. Contn.ins co.rals and other fossils ...... ------ .... ____ ...... -----Interval; no exposure .... ---- ............ ------ .......... --·---------- .... -----1 Limestone, cherty, crystalline but 110t granular, compact, mnssi.velybedded. The
upper part fossiliferous, containing crinoid stems, cora.ls, aud spirifers. Dip,
about 5° N .... ____ .... ---- .............. ---- ____ .... ---- ..... :.. .... .... ••••

2

Feet..

135

65
35

50

80
10

75
25

90

10
25

25
~

10

12
65
15

60

60
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LITTLE QUADRANT ItfOUNTAIN AND l<'"'AWN CREEK VALLEY.
LITTLE QUADRANT MOUNTAIN.

North of Quadrant Mountain is another flat-topped elevation, known as
Little Quadrant Mountain, which is clearly defined from the adjacent mountains by the deeply incised valleys of Fawn Creek and the headwaters of the
Garcil.iner. ·The l'nountain is carved out of a block of Mesozoic strata, into
1vhich numerous sheets of andesite-porphyry, offshoots from the Gray Peak
intrusion, have been injected. The resistant nature of these intruded sheets
has produced the marked teiTacing which now forms so characteristic a
feature of the southern slopes. The following section, made by Mr.
George M. Wright, represents the beds exposed on the southern side of
the mountain, the lowest strata being the brecciated limestone forming the
top of the Madison limestone series, through which Fawn Creek has cut a
small canyon at the forks of' the stream:
Sect·ion of beds e.vposed on south side of Little Quadmnt Mountain.
Number.

4 ~~~~;::~~;th ~~ -e~;~~~~~ -(~;;;~~ -~~;~~i: ~-b·;~~ ~-~~ ~-~r·;: ~i~~)::::::::::::::::::

I

. MICa-hornblende -andesite-porphyr y .............•... ................. ..........
3 Cherty, arenaceous, and calcareous beds:
.
Teton
2
Limestone - -.......•.•...•.. ...........•. -..... -....... - --. . . . . . . . .
limestone.
35
In,terval with no exposure ................. .......... ·..... . . . . . • • •• .
40
Cherty, arenaceous, ancl ca,lcareous beds.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . .

Feet.

20

75
50

I
l

77

( 2 Sandstone and limestone:
(b) Limestone, white, much of it brecciated and mixed up with
sa.ndstone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 or 25
Quadrant
175
(a) Sandstone. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
quartzite.
Interval with no exposure...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~iadison 5 1 Brec~i~.ted limestone, h_avin~ some. layers comp~ct, not 1)rcccia.ted; in walls of
mmiature canyon at JUnctwnof branches of 1! awn Creek .. . . . .. . . ..• . .. . . .. .
limestone. (

200
100
40

The total thickness ·of this section is not given, owing to the uncertainty of the exact thickness of two of the intervals above mentioned.
Above the beds of the section just noted there is a long steep slope,
rising 300 feet or mC?re to a prominent cliff formed of the Ellis sandstones.
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Anoth er section, made by l\1r. Wrigh t, shows the sequence and thickness of
the beds .from this horizon to the summit of the mountain.
Beotion of bods e:r.posed on sottth side of Little Q·na.drant Jliounta.in.
Number.

Feet..

Mica-ho rnblende -porphyr y ......... ...... --------- --------- ----------- ...... 125+
Colorado .. { 11 Carbonac eous shales.
Interval with no exposure ......... ......... ..... ---- ......... .........
100 or 150
10 Sandston e.
Interval with no exposur e.... .. . . . . • .. . .. • • .. .. . . .. . .. • .. . . .. . . . . . . .
. .. .. . . . . fiO
Dakota .. .
Addition al interval with no exposure ......... ......... ......... .........
..... 175
Mica-hor n blonde-p orphyry several. feet thick, with sandston e in sma.Il exposure
s
below it in slopesho wingno other exposure s. Number of feet given is
height
of slope ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ---- -----.. . 100
9 Sandston e and conglome ra.te. These are here overlain by the
mica-hor nEllis
blende-a.ndesite.. The sectio~ was again continue d at a pla.ce about 100
ya.rds
~
sandston e. 1
southeas t from the last-ment-· 1ned exposur e....... .. . • .. .. . . . . .. .. .. ..
• . . . . . 2o
l
Interval with no exposure ......... ......... ......... ... , •••.. ------.-.------ 340
( 8 Soft gray and drab beds, weatheri ng into light-gre en shales ..
-------- ........ 10
7 ca.lcareous~andstone and limesto ne------ --------- --------- ----------------- - 50
Interval with no exposure ._ ......... ......... ......... . ---..... .........
..... 75
6 Oolitic limeston e ......... .. ------ ...... ------ ......... ... -------.... ---·---2
1'. }'ossilife rous shales, occm-rin g as follows:
Ellis
Shaler, gray, soft ......... ..·........ ......... ......... ......... ........
limeston e.
15
Interval with no exposure ......... ........ , . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . • . ..
. . GO
Sha.Jes, gray, cla.yey,in cut of stream flowing from puss at west end
of
Little Quadran t ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ........
}'ew.
Limeston e ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ...... ---·.....
. 30

f
I

l

At the west end of Little Quadr ant·Mo untain a branch of Favm Creek
has cut hack to a. low divide separa ting this mountain· from Gray Peak.
The lowest beds exposed by this stream are the Ellis limestones, ·which are
exposed in the gulch 25 feet deep near the forks of the stream. rrhe beds
dip N. 25° W. at 10°. The strat.a contain numerous fossils and are quite
like the beds described later in the Fan Creek section. In the stream
channel above, there is. an exposure of very fissile calCareous sandstone jn
a ledge 5 feet thick, which is overlain by very arenaceous, granular, crossbedded, gray limestone 1 containing fossils which are mostly comminuted
and broken. This exposure is 20 feet thick, and the bed is overlain by
a
sandstone containing a few scatter ed pebbles. The strike is S. 35° W., and
the dip is 10° NW. Above this the stream flows over a small exposure
of Dakot a conglomerate, which is overlain by andesi te-porp hyry, forming
a
cliff 75 feet high, over which the stream flows in a succession of cascades
This rock, which is an extension of the Gray Peak intrusion, is hornblendic,
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generally much decomposed, and shows no mega"Scopic mic~L. This porphyry forms a bench north of the stream which extends back to the base· of
the cliffs where Dakota conglomerates occur. In the stream channel a
brownish-gray sandstone speckled with black, and belonging to the Dakota
series, is overlain to the east by the andesite-porphyry, forming the two
9,000-foot hills shown on the map. These higher beds, forming the west
end of Little Quadrant, are tilted up by the porphyry intrusion. The
following section, made by Mr. Wright, shows the sequence and thickness
of the beds exposed in ascending the creek, the beds being given in descend- ·
ing order. The thicknesses are estimated and approximate, and are given
in feet:
Number.

Section on north side of head of Faton Creek Valley.
Feet.

I(s{~:::~~~::b~~~l~-e--~~-r-~~:~:-~~~}

..•............... ····•· ·----- ...•.. ---- --··
300
Mica-hornblcmde-porphyry. ..
.
7
Sandstone.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
•
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
•
•
•
.
.
.
.
.
•
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
50
D ak ot a ...
·
6 Conglomerate................................................... ...........
50+
50
{ Interval with no exposure..................................................
5 Sandstone .................................................................. Few.
Hornblende-porphyry, in sloping belt across an interval........ . . . . . . . . . . . .
165
1
Ellis · { 4 Sandst-one, very calca.reous. .... .... .... .... ...... .......... ...... ...... ....
15
sandstone. 3 Limestone, very arenaceous ..........•................ :.....................
25
Ellis
{
Interval with no exposure-steep slope......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
365
1\:Iica.-hornblende-porpbyry . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .• . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . •. . . . . . •
40+
. Jimestone.
·
Interval with no exposure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100
Teton { 2 Cherty, arenaceous, and calcareous beds....................................
35+
limestone. · Interval with no exposure..................................................
100
Quadrant t
Sandstone in bed of Fawn Creek.
quartzite. 51·
Total thickness of section . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . • . . . .. . . . . . . • . 1, 295+
Total thickness (approximate) of intruded porphyry.... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
505
Total thickness of sedimentary rocks and intervals......................
790

1

The slopes on the norther11 side of the west end of the mountain show
a succession of beds very similar to that of the section just given. The measurement made of the series· from the Dakota conglomerate to the summit
of the ridge showed the 100 feet of conglomerate and sandstone, which
was assigned to the Dakota, overlain by 45 feet of compact gray limestone
considerably altered by intrusive sheets of porphyry, which occur both
above and below tl~e bed and also split it in half. The overlying sandstone, which forms the summit of the Dakota series, is a pure white, rather
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soft and fine-grained, massive bed, whose outcrops often wea.ther a lightbr~wn. The thickness is 50 feet, and it is overlain by carbonaceous shales
which are quite arenaceous at thA base and become more argillaceous above.
These beds f?rm the cliffs extending eastward around the sides of the
crescent-like amphitheater cut in the northwestern wall of the mountain.
The black shales extend eastward along the crests of the cliffs of the
crescent amphitheater for nearly a mile, when they break down and the
sandstone forms the s~mmit of the cliff. In the northwestern slopes of
the mountain, sandstone is exposed in nearly all the lateral gullies and
stream channels, the upper sandstone bed of the Dakota. being especially
prominent and forming a persistent ledge that extends around the north
spur of the mountain and constitutes the wall of the amphitheater cut in
its eastern face. Beneath the cliffs which· form the wall of the nortlnvestern
part of the mountain an andesite-porphyry sheet has furnished the material
for a great morainal accui.nulation of angular rocks, concealing all exposures and rendering travel difficult. The persistent nature of these andesite. porphyry sheets is shown by their occurrence in so many loca.Hties at
the same stratigraphic horizon. In the stream channel north of Little
Quadrant the sheet of andesite-porphyry occurring between the Dakota
limestone a.nd the conglomerate is well exposed ·at 9,000 feet. In the
vicinity of the lakes at the head of the valley the porphyry forms }o,v
rounded knolls, whos!3 smfaces are scored and polished by glacial action.
The lower slopes east of Little Quadrant have been carefully examined,
but the morainal drift obscures all O"';Itcrops.
FAWN CREEK VALLEY •.

The valley of Fawn Creek shows good exposures of the Carboniferous
rocks, overlain by the softer Mesozoic series. In a little gulch nea.i· the
forking of the creek, the. Qua.drant quartzite series is well exposed. On
the south fork of the stream, just above this junction, a green magnesian
bed, whose surface is red from the wash of the weathered outcrop, is also
exposed. The .overlying bed is a dar~ purplish-red rock spotted with
green, highly ferruginous and argillaceous, being a -very impure dolomite.
This rock is overlain by an outcrop of brecciated limestone, which is
believed to represent the highest. bed of the Madison limestone series.
This brecciated character and the granular weathered smface of these
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limestones are persisten t features of the upper beds of the Madison series
in this vicinity. These beds are overlain qy the white. Quadran t quar~zites,
1vhich are vvell exposed in the stream channel. In the .bottom of the amphitheater at the head of Fawn Creek, a coarsely crystalline brown Emestone
is •veil exposed. 'rhe rock is fossiliferous, but the fauna presents no features
different from those of the underlyi ng limestones. 'rhe beds dip 10° N.
The amphithe ater floor is heaped up in places with great piles of debris,
but presents many smooth exposures of a. dark, slaty limestone and of the
coarsely crystalline rock just mentioned. In the latter there are numerou s
large sink holes or "s·wallow" 1 holes, in which the waters flowing from the
sno·w banks of the amphithe ater walls pass undergro und, to reappear two
miles down the valley as a large stream 1vhich forms the headwate rs of
Fawn Greek. The section of beds exposed in the ~mphitheater ·walls to
the east has already been given in the acco1i.nt of Qua.drant Mountain.
Nowhere is the characte r of the Quadran t quartzite and of the immedia tely
underlyi ng Madison limestones better shown than it is in the walls south of
Fawn Creek Valley. The s~ctions 1vhich have already been given sho·w .
the relative thickness of ~se beds and the developm ent of the impure
argillaceous dolomites whose red ledges form so promine nt a feature of the
rock outcrops.
A comparison of the sections of the Quadra.nt quartzites made on the
walls of Quadran t Mountain is given in the following table. A precise
separation of the sandstones from the interbed ded limestones is not always
possible. JVIan,y of the sandstones are very calcareous, and in some cases
would perhaps be classed as arenaceo us limestones.
1

Handbook of Physical Geology, A.. J. Jukes-Brow n, ll· 87, London,188 4.
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REGION NOR.TH OF GALLATIN IUVER
Compari8on of 8ection.8 of Qu.adrant forma.t-ion.

I

"Pocket.~'

Feet.

!

"Amphitheater."

F

ct.-~ ,; ~nadrant."
,~,~~-~:t.
eorner. //

e ' ··

i

1·,

q. Sandstone ..... -1-5

~

p. Limestone.....
o. Sn.ndstone.....
11. Limestone.....
m.. Sancbtone. ... .

15
18

l. LitneRt.one.~--. k. Sandstone, etc.

14-8

o

~~a-.n-d-st-ol-lC_"_·it-h-in--

I

terbedded limestone . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

-----

265

2

---;2Q9 f.

Limestone ....... .
e.. Sandstone ........ 1

4-

3

~---1.•

Lim?£tone ....

p, q. Sanclstones . (
o. Lime~tones . 5
11. Limestone ... .
k-rn. Q.uartzite .... .
}. Limestone . .. .
i. Limestone . . . .
1!. Limestone ....
c,.f, g. Quartzite.....

272
d.

Lime~tone ....... .

c. Sandstone ...... ..
b. Limestone ...... ..
a.. Sandstone ....... .

}'eet..

10

15
12
71

10
30

5
130

.

2S3

I

2

d. Limestone .. ..

2

G

c. Sandstone .. ..
b. Limestone .. ~.

6
10

a. Talus.........

;~~

10
. 36

I

___ I,

J

I

I

326

I Madison limestones bcnea~h a~-Jo_v_e_se_r_ie_s_.- - - - - - - - - - - - On the summit of the ridge ~~rest of Favm Creek amphitheater, the
Teton limestone is well exposed, the dip being 15° and the direction
N. 26° \V. These beds are undoubtedly tilted by their proximhy to the
Gray Peak bysma.lith mass, a1though- the tiltinz is not uniform, a.s the red
sandstones formi11g the hill farther north have a dip of but 10° in the
direction N. 15° \V.
REGION NORTH

01!~

GAI.JLATIN RIYER.

As already pointed' out, the escarpment wall on the north side of
Gallatin Rive::: consists of massive Madison liniestones topped by the white
sandstone or quartzite of the Quadrant formation. These beds dip at an
angle of about 10° NE. throughout the greater part of the distance, having
a more northerly dip in the vicinity of Bannock Peak, a1id at the western end
of their exposure curving over from a northeasterly to a no1i.h1vesterly dip
of 5° to 10°, bending down toward the profound fault plane that bounds
them on the 1vest and brings them against subaerial breccias of andesite.
Within the limits of this low anticlinal arch the sandstone is in places
broken and poJished with slickensides accompanyin g slight displacement
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of the rock. A well-marked bench occurs along the top of the steep slope
or escarpment, its surface in places sloping with the dip of the strata. It is
most pronounced when above the harder beds, especially where these are
overlain by the more friable sandstone and soft shales of the J uratrias
formations.
The bench is well developed on both sides of the drainage channel
running west from Fawn Pass. Upon entering the terrane of the J uratrias
· formations, which are mainly fissile limestones and shales, passing down·ward into the sandstones of possible Triassic age, and passing up·ward into
the friable sandstones underlying the Dakota conglomerate,· we again
encounter intruded sheets of igneous rock. These intrusive sheets are
nearly conformable with the sedimentary strata, follOI'Ying the shale belts
for long distances, and only occasionally breaking up across the strata
to follo,v higher horizons. 'rhe first of these intrusive sheets met with
above the Carboniferous limestones occurs in the base of. the Juratrias
. shales belo·w the Ellis shale beds, and forms a cliff rising above the bench
west of Fawn Pass. The sheet of andesite-porphyry is possibly 200 feet
thick at this place. It can be traced west and east from this exposure, continuing at nea.rly the same horizon. The shale in contact l'vith the porphyry
is more or less baked, and, lih:e the igneous rock, resists erosion better
tha.n the altered shales, thus leading to the formation of bluffs or ledges.
Above this porphyry cliff the country slopes gradually and stretches
eastward to F~''Yll Pass, rising abruptly to .the triangular peak 1 ~ miles
south-west of Gra.y Peak. . This comparatively level country occupies the
axis of a flat synclinal arch that dips to the northwest. The strata bend
around from the gentle northeast clip through a nortlnvesterly one to a
southwest dip of 15° to 20°, in which position they form the triangular
peak just mentioned. It.is ·evident, from a study of the region, that this
southwesterly dip is due to the intrusion of a large body of igneous rock
connected 1vith the bysmalith of Gray Peak. The hig·hest sedimentary
· rock in the triangular peak is Dakota conglomerate. It occurs ag·ain high
up on the west spur of Gray Peak, 1vhere it dips tovmrcl the northeast.
'The ridge betweei1 these points traverses an anticlinal arch of Jurassic beds
that bend over the igneous mass already mentioned. The shales include at
least two thin sheets of igneous rock, each from 40 to 100 feet thick. One
of these, in the mass of the triangular peak, thins out perceptibly toward the
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southwest. Th~ corresponding intrusive sheets be1~eath the DaJwta conglomerate in the southern slope of Gray Peak thin out toward the east, and
near the end of the spur one of them breaks upward as a dike-like body
across the Dakota conglomerate.
The porphyry forming the axis of this small arch extends south,
constitutmg the ridge of Fawn Pass. It extends east down the va.lley of
Fawn Creek as an intrusive sheet near the base of the J uratrias sha.les, and
extends south of Fawn. Pass as an intrusive sheet at the sam~ horizon, a.nd
has been traced as a ledge along the ridge south a1id westward to the cliff
first described north of Gallatin River. It becomes thinner as it. is followed
farther from the bysmalith, and it is evident that the intrusive sheets in
this vicinity proceeded from the Gray Peak intrusive mass.
The sedimentary beds forming the mountain side south of Gray Peak
dip into the mountain toward the north and 1iortheast at a. low angle and
encounter the igneous rock of the bysmalith which forms the highest
portion of the mountain mass from Gray Peak to Joseph Peak, and extends
down the east slope to a level of 9,000 feet and down the west. side to below
this altitude. 'rl1e igneous rock extends along the north face of the ridge
west of Gray Peak. From it also proceecl sheets of l)orphyry intruded
bet,~een the Juratrias strata which are exposed along the south face of
Little· Quadrant Mountain and may be traced around the northern slopes..
On the northern side of the mass the sedimentary beds dip toward the
southeast, into the igneous core. Again, as at the southern side of this
body, the highest horizon is that of the Dakota conglomerate .which is
found at the summit of Joseph Peak in contact with the intruded mass.
As may be seen from the map and cross sections (Pis. IX and X), there is
a quaquaversal arching· of the strata, the center of which is located in the
head of Fan Creek, northwest of Joseph Peak. From this p.oint the beds
dip south, southP.ast, east, noi1heast, north, and nortlnvest. In the three
valleys heading against the ridge surrounding this arch the beds dip to
the east, northeast, a1id north at angles not far. from 10°-in some cases
reaching 25 °.
At the west end of the ridge north of this part of Fan Creek, the qeds
arch over to the west and southwest with a .dip of 20°, and pitch against
the same fault plane noted north of Gallatin River which let down the
volcanic breccia. Between the sedimentary strata, sheets of andesite-

___,-
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po11)hyry have been intruded exactly as on the southern and eastern sides of
the bysmalith. The lowest one exposed, hmvever, is beneath the J uratrias
beds, immediately above the Carboniferou s limestone. It appears around
the head of Fan Creek, thinning out northward. "'Within the Ellis shaJes,
beneath the Dakota conglomerate, there are five thin sheets of intrusive
rock on the northern slope of Joseph Peak. Three of these have been
recognized north of the saddle between Fan Creek and Ga.rdiner River.
They gro-vv thinner and less noticeable to the northwest, and may be traced
down the east slope of Joseph· Peak, where, on a.ccount of the position of
the beds, they form isolated patches. These sheets vary in thickness from
15 or 20 to 100 feet.
Above the Dakota conglomerate and sandstone, the shales and sandstones that a.lte'rnate \vith one another through a thickness of nearly 3,000
feet, constituting the Colorado and Montana formations, take part in the
quaquaversa l arching ah·eacly described-th at is, on the northern side. . On
the south they have been removed by erosion. In the ridge north of Fan
Creek they clip to the northwe.:;t and north, curving over to a northeasterly ·
dip in the ridge connecting this with Electric Peak, throughout which
latter ridge they maintain a generally unifoni1 dip to the northeast, continuing the same attitude beyond the boundary of the Y ellmvstone Park to
the synclinal trough at Horr. In the ridge between the head branches of
Gm·diner Hiver, these beds curve from an easterly dip near its west end
to a northeasterly one farther clown the ndge, and in Little Quadrant
Mountain they'also maintain a ·g·eneralnort heasterly dip, as already noted.
The alternation of shales and sandstone la.yers seems to have been
parti-cularly favorable to the intni.sion of sheets of igneous magmas. The
fissile shale offered numerous planes of weakness and parting, while the
sandstone layers tended to stiffen the strata and cause the splitting to follo1v
more nearly constant horizons, for though there is some cross fracturing of
the sediinentary beds, where the ig-neous rock may be seen crossing the
strata to higher horizons, yet the persistency of the intrusive sheets is one
of their marked features. This is observed. both upon actual exposures
over long d.istan:ces and upon the comparismi of geolog-ical sections made
across the ~trata by several observers iu nume~·ous localities.
In the ridg-e north of Fan Creek the Colorado shales form the northern
slope and steep spurs and a small portion of the western end.. Directly
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above
the Da.kota conglomerate
the shales an~ split by two thin sheets of
.
.
andesite-porphyry, and also by a massive la.yer that appeit.rs as a small laccolith constituting the nortlnvestern end of the ridge. The petrogra.phical
character of the sheets is not the same in all cases, but the distinctions are
slight and will he discussed in Chapter II. In the high ridge between the
head br3.nches of Gardiner Hiver, at least five different sheets of andesiteporphyry were observed, having the general dip of the shales and sandstones,
with occasional ruptures across the beds. 'l'hey were also found crossing._--the valley to the north and forming part of the ridge leading to Electric
Peak, as represented on the map. Their thicknesses are not constani;,-."''i',may
. ... . \.
be seen in their exposures, hut the actual variation is greatly e.{-.'1t.ggerated "· .
in appearance -by the positions of the exposures, whether dir~ctl)r across the
thickness or more or less parallel to the sheet This impression :is still
further :increased by the appearance produced by the more persiste11t talus
slopes of the harder porphyry, which often obscure more easily removable
areas of the softer shale. The same sheets occur in the shales :in the upper
part of Little Quadra.nt Mountain.
'

~

THE FAN.

Fan Creek drains the mountainous area whose various spurs converge
to the west at the ribs of the Fan, from 1vhich resemblance the region
deri_ves its name. The encircling ridge which forms the divide between
the waters of Fan CI·eek and those of the Gallatin and Gardiner drainages
culminates in two prominent peaks, one of which, Gray Pea.k, luis already
been described. The other, lying to the north, is named Joseph Peak, and
occupies a commanding position just west of Little Quadrant lVIounta.in.
rrhe southern fork of Fan Creek is named Stellaria Creek.· At the head of
this stream the high ridge 1vhich is the southwestern extension of Gray
Peak is formed of Mesozoic beds, having a strike of N. 20° E. and a dip of
10° W. The pea.k is formed of Dakota sandstone resting upon the Juratrias beds, and is cut by intrusive sheets of a.ndesite-porphyry from the
Gray Peak bysmalith, as already described on page 42.
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The followi'ng section represents the beds exposed on the northern slopes
of this ridge at a point just ·west of the 9,900-foot i)eak:
Section a.t r·idge southwest of Gray Peale.
Number.

Feet.

3 Dakota conglomerate and sandstone; pebbly in layers, lmt much of it a fine-grained sandstone, buff with red and white blotches, and cross bedclerl. _---- . ----- . ----- . ----. -----.,,,
2 Sba.Iy berls, very arenaceous and light brown -at top; softer a.nrl more argillaceous below,
.,•....,.,.,
where the la.yers a.re generally a blue-black and contain some splintery limestone. The
.,..,"'"'
typical rock is a soft a.rgilla.ceous sandstone, ligh~ gray, weu.thering brown .. ------.....
·~.,, Ande·site-porphyry, dark gray, compact; rock occurring irregularly columnar in ledges,
'~.,__ with two or three layers of brown altered porphyry with fine concentric weathering---.
1 ~;ime~tone, gray with rusty speckling, saecharoidal texture. The upper 8 feet soft and
purple shale. weathering brown·----------------- ... ----··----·-----·---·----·---·---·
Strike, N. 20° E.; dip, 80-100 \Y.

/
/

60

50
35
18

On the west side of this peak, 100 feet below the summit, the black
~!1ales are well exposed and form the crest of the ridge down to the saddle.
West of the saddle they give place to the Dakota sandstone, which extends
west-ward to the cliffs indicated upon the map. Farther 1vest the ridge
shows a succession of light-gray limestones overlying the red' Teton sandstones. The latter beds form red slopes that extend westward to the
andesite-porphyry hill shown upon the map.
The central ridge of the Fan, lying north of Stellaria Creek and west
of Joseph Peak, is a long flat-topped mass 1vith grassy meadows and dense
forests of pine. On the ·western end of this ridge exposures are scarce_ and
must be sought for in the stream channel. A short distance above the forks
of Fan Creei{, Stellaria Creek has cut a gorge through the intrusive sheet
of andesite-porphyry. This rock is also exposed on the south slopes of the
ridge to the north for a distance of 2~ miles above the mouth of Stellaria
Creek. The rock is generally much decomposed, of a light-buff color,
with numerous decomposed acicular hornblende and white plagioclase
phenocrysts. The porphyry forms 'great heaps of tabular debris, often
arranged in ridges running approximately east and west and separated from
the solid rock by the hollows betloveen the cliffs and these morainal ridges.
These hollows are often without outlet, and sometimes hold small ponds.
From the junction of the stream eastward the summit of the ridge shows
no outcrops of sedimentary rocks, the covering of the porphyry sheet just
noticed having been removed by erosion and the summit being now heavily
mantled with glacial drift, which seems to be at least 100 feet thick in the
\
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transvers e drainage channel. This transvers e drainage channel, 1vhich runs
northwar d t.o join Fan Creek, forms the natural boundar y line between
the sedimentaries on the east and the andesite- porphyry on the ·west. 'The
sedimen tary rocks are light-gra y limestones, having a. strike of S. 20° \V.,
and a dip of 10° Yv., 1vhich would carry the beds under the drift forming
the summit of the ridge to the Vl'est. The higher slopes to the east show
good exposures of the sedimen tary rocks. A western spur of Joseph Peak
shows the follovi'ing section of sedimen tary rocks, the lowest bed exposed
being part of the Quadran t quartzites.
Joseph Pea.lc section.
~~~5 Red beds, calca.reons sandstones, etc.
Teton { 4 Sa-ndstone and limestones, fissile, gray, weathering brown-gra y...... . . • • • . . . . .
sandstone. 3
Limestone, gniy, compact.. ..... . . • • .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . • .. . .. . .. .. .. ..
Teton
(
lirt:~estones. 52 Cherty sandstones a.nd limestones ............ ............ ............ ....... ..
Quadrant (
quartzites. 51 Sandstones, quartzites, and interbedded gra.y limestones ............ ........ ..

Feet..

25
10
100
300

At the base of this spur the summit of the ridge is nearly :Hat a.nd is
largely strewn with chert weathere d out of the Teton limestones. 'rhe
beds here apparent ly dip SE. 10°, V't'hich takes them undernea th Joseph
Peak The cherty beds of the Teton series are here quite well exposed.
The. chert occurs in both banded ancl nodular forms, a.nd is so a.bunda.nt
that the remainin g material, which is generally sandstone, forms but a
minor featm;e. In seams and patches, however, the rock is free from chert,
and is then much more calcareous and contains fragments of fossils. North
·of the spur from Joseph Peak the Teton limestone beds dip \~T. S0 , and
strike S. S0 E. Farther north the :Ha.t summit of the ridge is formed of a
fine-grained andesite-p011)hyry, 'Nhose rust-colo red exposures much resemble those of the sedimen tary rocks. This rock forms the summit of a bold
cliff to the north. This cliff, vi'hich is about 500 feet high, shows exce11ent
exposures of the Quadra.nt quartzites resting upon Madison limestones,
forming the channel of Fan Creek, and capped just beneath the andesiteporphyr y by the cherty beds of the rreton. series. This exposme sho1-vs a
total thickness of 350 feet of Quadran t quartzite and 125 feet of the Teton
· limestone. The characte r of the cherty limestones varies from a dovecolored, nearly pure limestone to a granular brown sandstone which is not
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ca.lcareous. The talus at the base of the cliffs, like that of the andesitic
intrusive of Stellaria Creek, is arranged in morainal ridges, with a depression between these hea,pings and the base of the cliff. The valley of
Fan Ci·eek has been cut in the low anticline, exposing the Madison limestones overlain by the Quadrant quartzites, with the softer Mesozoic rocks
forming higher slopes to the north. In the small drainage cutting the
slopes north of the creek the following. section was measured:
Fan Greek section.

'~"'··
Number.

'"'
\

{ 15 Dakota conglomernte and sandstone, the latter gray, with white spots.
'\:-.. k
.
.
.
d
l•a ota.. . .
14 San stone, rusty yellow, blotchecl Wl th pmk, shghtly calcareons ............. .
..
( 13 Limestone, dark gray, crystalline ...................... ..................... .
/
12 Limestone, fi~sile and shaly 1 gray ...................... ..................... .
1 llo Arenaceous ltmestoue, gray, crumbly, rusty ...................... ........... .
//
Ellis ) llb Shales and crumbly limestones ................... : ...................... ... ..
/
sandstone. lila Limestone, crY.stalline, gray, dense, splintery, argillaceous .................. ..
ll10 Arenaceous limestone, or calca.reons sandstone, light brown-gray ............ .
9 Limestone, grading at top into No. 10. The limestone is pure and full of
fossils ...................... ..... , ...................... ................. ..
8 Limestone, argillaceous, soft, crumbly.·.......... ........................ ....
...,
Ellis
limestone. { 1 Argillaceous limestones, crumbly, containing fossils, and with interbedded
layers ·of harder crystalline limestone .. .. .. . • • • . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. ..
6 Red sl:ia.les. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . • .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. • • . ... . . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. ..
~e~on { 5 Green and blne sha1es...... .. . . .. .. . • .. .. . • .. .. • . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. • • .. .. • . . .. •
4 Interval ............ ·...................... ....................... ............
· 8 a es.

Feet.

125
.5
15
1
2
1
15
15
10
140

20
30

(~)

u:::::ue. }.

3 · Cherty beds .................. .'.... •.. • .. . .. • .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. • .. .

125

~:::t:~~:.

2 White sandstones, etc.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. . .. .

300

Madison }
1 Limestone, crystalline, creamy, with pa.tches of red magnesian limestone......
limestone.

30

}

'l'he summit of the ridge north of Fan Creek, already mentioned on
page 43, fo:r;ms what might be termed the northern rib of the Fan and
is capped by Dakota beds, whose persistent nature, combined with that
of the intrusive sheets of andesite-porphyry, has left the ridge sharply
defined. The Dakota conglomerate is but 20 feet thick and is overlain by
buff-colored and piuk sandstones similar to those mentioned in the section
just given. At the head of Fan Creek a depression in the mountain ridge
forms a pass to tl;le headwaters of Gardiner River. The western slopes of
this pass are ~hickly covered with soil arid vegetation, and no exposures
are seen, but to the east the beds are well exposed where the streams from
the snow banks of the ridge have washed the surface of the rocks bare of
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soiL
The saddle itself is formed of limestones broken throug-h bv andesite.
·'
porphyry. The follo1ving section sho·ws the series of beds exposed from the
pass to the summit of the pea.k to the north:
~-

Fa·n Pa.ss sect·ion.
Num·
uer.

Dakota..

Fccti.

8

Dakotn conglomerate and sa.ndstone; cream,r, pink, broken throngh by and.esite porphyry.----.---- ..... --. -.--- ... --- ......... -- .................. _.
( 7b Limestone, hard, gray, crystalline, weathering brown ... __ .......... _..... _.. _
Limestone, granula.r, arenaceons, light drab ........... _ .... _. ___ ... __ . __ . __ _
Limestone, more or less nrenaceous in certain bands, fo~siliferous. Strike,
Ellis
1G
.
<
N. 45° IV.; dip, 25° N .... --- ___ -----. ·-- ... _________________________ . _____ _
sandstone. [
571 Limestone, son mul sandy----------··---- ____ ------ ____ ------ ________ .-----Limestone, arenaceous, gray-brown ... _.......... _____ .. _.... _______ . _______ _
Red sha.le, crumbly and soft.------------ ____ ------ .. ____ -----· ____ . ______ ....
(!~ Slate; metamorphosed by andesite-porphyr;l' ------. __ ------ ____ ------ .... ___ _
Andesite-porphyry.
Ellis
3 Limestones, soft, crumbly, very argilla.ceons, wit.h ba.rder er~·st.alline ln.yers;
very fossiliferous.-------- ---------------------- ·c-- - - · · - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----'·
Limestone, finely cr;·stalline, weathers brown, somewhat shaly ............ __ .
Limestone, shal;~"", broken through by andesite-porphyry ....... ------ .... ------

[7a

loa

1

Jim"'""· :

-10
10

15
75
10
5

8
2

58
5
45

To the east of Fan Pass an extension of the anticlinal uplift noted
to the 1vest brings up the reel shales and sandstones from the upper portion
of the rreton formation. From the summit of the mounta.in peak north of
Fan Pass the ledge e.xtends in a northwest direction until it meets tl1e long
southwestern spur of Electric Peak. The Da.kota. conglomerate forms the·
crest of the ridge as far as the second peak north of Fan Pass, and, as
already noted, the same rock extends westvntrd, fon11ing the crest of the
encircling ridge The summit of the second peak north of Fan Pass is
formed of andesite-porphyr y. This rests upon Dakota conglomera.te ancl
is overlain by cherty limestone, which is apparently part of the Dakota
limestones, but is of different habit and carries light greenish-yellow chert.
Between this point and the 10,100-foot peak to the northeast a succession
of beds is exposed in which the shales are cut .by intrusive sheets of
andesite-porphyr y. The Dakota limestone, somewhat metamorphosed, but
showing the crystalline marks and the little ga.steropod shells so characteristic of this horizon, is overlain by very splintery greenish-yellow shale,
weathering brown. This in turn is capped by a baked sandstone about 20
feet thick, which is overlain by the upper quartzite belt of the Dakota
series, the bed being here 30 feet thick. The carbonaceous shales of the
Benton formation form the ridge from this point eastward to the slopes of
MON XXXII, P1' II--4
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Electric Peak. · The shales are cut by numerous intrusive sheets of
andesite-porphyry and by a few dikes, one of ·which cuts the 10,100foot peak already noted. In the sandstone bed intercalated in the lower
part of the Benton shales the little oyster, OstTea anomioides, occurs
abundantly. The beds here have a dip· of 10° N., the strike being N.
75° E. The anclesitic sheets noted on this ridge are continuous for long
distances, their ledges being traceable along the slopes on either side of
the ridge. In general, the andesitic sheets, being less easily eroded than
the soft black shales, form the high points and mountainous summits of the
xidge, while the saddles are cut in the softer rocks.
ETJECTRIC PEAIC

Electric Peak is the highest and most imposing summit of the Galla.tin
Range. Its apex rises boldly above the adjacent mountains, and the long
ridges 1vhich form its foun~ations dominate the country for many miles.
The mountain is composed of sedimentary rocks of Cretaceous age, broken
through and in part largely altered by igneous rocks. The sedimentary
rocks only will be treated here, as these igneous rocks a11.d their occurrence
are of such ~nterest that a special chapter is devoted to them.
The sedimentary rocks composing the mountain embrace the most
Tecent strata of the sedim5Jntary series to be found in the Gallatin Range,
including a thickness of 4,300 feet of Cretaceous beds, wbose uppermost
portion is coal-bearing and belongs to the Laramie. Complete sections
may be studi~d at two localities. One is the southeastern spur of the peak,
1vhere the beds are sharply upturned against the Gallatin fault; the other
is the long northern ridge of the peak which terminates in tha.t mass of
upturned and exposed strata known as Cinnabar Mountain. Although the
latter locality lies just outside. the limits ·of the Park, the section there
exposed is typical for the region, and,· combined 1vith the sections already
given of the ri'eton, Ellis, and Dakota formations, it forms a. complete section of the Mesozoic stra.ta of the range.
Section of beds e.rposed on southeast SJmr of Electric Pea.k.
Number.

Carbonaceous sllale ................................................ ~----· .... 40
Andesite-porphyry .................................. c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
Carbona.ceous shale .......................................................... 100
Andesite-porphyry .................................. ~ ......... : .. ~ .......... ; · 20
Carbonaceous shale· .......................................................... 300

Feet.

500
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Section of bed.s e.rposed on southea.st spur of Elect1·ic Peak-Continued.
Numoer.

., j 21

I "

14

~:~:;a~~;1 ~a:is;~:::e::: ~::: ~::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::

g 20
~ 'l19

I

~

I" '

18

17

16

I
I

(

I·

1

1

,<';

gI I13
~ J . 112
~ j~
J

8'

u

Feet.

Calca.reous sandstones, changing to pure sandstones at the bottom .... _:_ ........ ..
Sandstone, mottled and ca.rbonaceous .. __ .... ___ ..... __ .... ___ ........ _.......... .
Sandstone, indurated and argillaceouR ........................................... .
Sandstones, speckled .............................................................. .
Andesite-porphyry, mneh decomr)osed ................ · ........................... .
Calcareous s::tndstone ............................................................. .
Sandstone, in<lnra.ted, argillaceous . ___ .. ___ ... _........... ___ ............. _.. __ ..
Andesite-porpllyry .. _.............................. _................. _......... _.
Interval, no exposure ......................................... : .................. .
Limestone, very impure, argillaceous atHl arenaceons . _. _.................... _ . _..

Shales, very dark slate-colored, argil!a.ceonR rocks which are poorly exposed .......
Sandstone, indurated to granular quartzite .......................... ·.........
5
Interval, no exposure .......................· .............................. ____ 75
Indurated sandstone ............................................ ·-·--· ....... 10

18fu

Sandstones and arenaceous 1imestones, wit.h two intrudecl sl1eeis of andesite-rJOrpllyry aggregating 15 feet in thickness ...................... _.. _......... _.... ..
Interval, no exposure, but showing debris of da.rk-colored carbonaceous shales
belonging to b~(l below ............................ _.......................... ..
Andesite-porphyry, much decomposed .......................................... ..
l10 Carbonaceous, argillaceous shale ............................................... ..

I I
I I
I~
.-.

I

Ilq::e l

~:::::~;, :~ ~;;~~~~:: ~

9
:: : ::: : : : ::: :: : ::: : :: ::: : :: : : :::: ::: ::: : : ::: : :: : :: : : : : : ::::
8 Limestone ...................................................................... .
InterYal, no exposure ............. ____ .... ____ .......... ____ ..................... .
7 Conglomerate and sandstone, broken t-hrough by andesite-porph~Ty ........... _.. .

r;.::;<
.; r : !~:::~:::: ~::::~:::s: ~)·a-:s·i~~-~~~,~~~~~~-i-~;~ ~~:J·;~t;~~~: ~;~~~ ~-e-d<~:~~ ~'t~~ -c~~~~~~

-~ I~ l
~ r4

17:)

60
20
10
1"

30

;;o
30
101)
10
101)
10

300

HO
160
300
15
100
20
50
!5

50
5
5

.:;l~~l 3

ing to limestone~ near base ......................... ------ ..................... .
Interval, no exposure ...................................................... _..... ..
Sandstone, dark gray, mottled with carbonaceous matter, fine graine<l and not indurated ....................................... --- ............................... .
Interval, no exposure ...•.. ------ .... ___ ............ __ ....... _..... _...... ____ ... _
Limestone .. _....... __ ..... _.. _. __ .................. _....... _.... _........... __ . _

100
100

~

Interval, no exposure .. _.... ___ . _ . ----. ----- ... - .. - --- . -. ___ . ---- . --. - .. --- .... --.

1:3

Quartzite and highly indurated calcareous sandstones ......... _._._ .......... __ .. .

fOO

Limestone, light cream colored; ba.nds of red limestone exposed along north bank
of Gardiner River, 200 feet below top ........ ____ ... _. __ . _. ___ .... : _______ -----a Limestone, brownish gmy, dense .... _.... ·--_ ........................ --·----.- ... _

250
50

i.

; I

r l
~ ',a > 2
o

.8
·2

~I

<

4.5

50
5

&)

21 § r

8 I~ i
l~

l

1

Total thickness of section ................. __ .-- ............................. 3, 478
Thickness of intrusive sheets ................ _ ..... _............... _.. ... . .. .. . .. .
148
Total thickness of sedimentary rocks ....................................... 3, 330
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The andesite-porphyries of this section occur as sheets intruded along
the planes of bedding of the sedimentary rocks. With one exception
intrusion is 1:egular and does not break acr0ss the bedding planes of the
shale. The dip and strike of the beds vary in passhig upward from Gardiner River to the summit of the peak. In many cases this change of dip
is apparent in the exposure, but in most cases the outcrop is not suffi.
ciently extensive to make the flexure apparent.
The long southwestern spur of Electric Peak, which has already been
noted, shows sheet after sheet of andesite-porphyry cutting across the crest
of the ridge and intruded in the dark shales of the Colorado formation,
the beds dipping NE. about 10°. Three different bo<Fes of andesiteporphyry have broken tl;rough 01~e another in the high point soutlnvest of
the peak. One of these intrusions may be traced eastwai·cl along the
southern slope of the mountain for some· distance. · The western slope of
the mountain shows the sedirnent.a.ry and igneous layers in strong relief,
and they may be distinguished at a distance. 1"he inclination of. these
ledges is about 10° N., corresponding to the great'er clip, ·which is to the
northeast. The sheets of igneous rock are seen to follow the bedding planes
of the !')trata for considerable distance. · Only one sheet was seen breaking up across the strata and proceeding along the higher horizon. The
direction of this uprising is from south toward the north, and this occurrence, _together with observations made on the eastern side of the mountain, showing a similar rise from the west to the east. and a thinning out
of the sheets in the same direction, indicates that these intrusive masses
were injected from the southwest-that is, i)robably from the center occu:.
pied by the Gray Peak bysmalith. The intrusive sheets varyfi·om a few
feet to a hundred or more feet in thickness. The rocks differ slightly in
petrographical character and will be described more fully in Chapter II.
The peak itself is formed of the.soft shales and thinly bedded sandstones
belonging to the . Colorado and l\1oi1tana foi·mations. rrhese rocks are
penetrated by a number of intrusive dikes of andesite-porphyry, and the
sedimentary series is J?UCh altered .by the great intr~1sion of igneous rock
forming the volcanic. core ea1:1t of the peak. . On the summit_ of the peak the
normal sandstones and shales are altered to slates and quartzites, the rocks
being much shattered by joints and breaking readily into short, angular
debris. The beds dip N. 10° to 20°.
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The intrusive sheets extend, in diminishing numberi5 1 nortlnvard in the
north ridge of Electric Peak. They resemble the sheets intruded in the
Jurassic shales of Cinnabar Mountain, though it :is possible that the latter
intrusive rocks vvere derived from other sources more directly connected
1•vith the synclinal folding and faulting_ of Cinnabar Mountain.
The north ridge of Electric Peak· terminates in the low knob called
Cinnabar Mountain. 'l~his elevation is formed of upturned sedimenta ry
beds, presenting: a most excellent and complete section of the stratigraph ic
series from the Paleozoic to the summit of the Laramie, a section 1vhich is
here given, as it is typical for the Gallatin,re gion. 1
Section of the Mesozoic sedimentcwy ?'oolcs exposed in Ginna.bm· Jl[ou.nta. i.n. nnr7:
Electric Pea.k.

1}
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i Impure sandstone, gray in color, cn.rrying argillaceous material and often calcareous.
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~ ~ Quartzite, forming a reef that pi·ojects as a wall abo,·e the slopes of shale ............ .
~ Black and dark-bl;1e shales, varying from arenaceous, light-gray, 1111ppre sand>Stones to
black, laminated, bituminous shales, and carrying the same impnre dark-blue limeo
stones found above .............. ..... : .... , ___ .............. .............. ......... .
Sandstone, generally. massive, gray in coloi:, weathering with a. rusty surface; fissile,
granula.r in texture, and forming lL wa.ll projecting above the slope .............. .... ·
Sandstone, very fissile, and 5rading into an arenn.ceomi shale .............. : .. ........ .
Impure limestone, passing into a.rgillaceous black shales and. a-renaceous shales ........ .
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See Cinnabar and Bozeman coal fields, b~;
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---'i't. H. \Veed: Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. II, 1891, p. 352.
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Section of the l1fesozoio sedi1nenta1".1J 1·ooks e.r;posed in Oinnaba1· ;l[oz~ntain, eto.-Oont'd.
Feet.

( Qtiartzite changing to sandstone, light gray, dense in texture; and forming
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rock is dense in texture and shows the remains of t.ho same ga.sterupo<ls found iu tile
beds of Little Quadrant Mountain. In tile Cinnabar section this intermediate horizon
: :; I~' includes a. portion of the thickness given to the Dakota conglomtlrate, but it is cha.r~~~· acterized by red magnesian limestones which possess many characters similar to those
of the volcanic ash beds fonnd farther north above the Dakot.a conglomerate, anrl
passing into sandy shr.les which are cappeL1 by 10 feet of quite pure limestone ....... ·
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The western face of Electric Peak shovvs a number of sheets of igneous·
tock, varying from, 5 to 50 feet in thickness; hut no dikes, either vertical
or inclined, were observed on this side of the mountain. The western
summit consists of a. sheet of andesite-porphyry several hundred feet thick.
In the eastern spurs of the mountain numerous vertical and inclined dikes
cut the upturned beds. rrhose on the southeastern spur treild to the southwest and northeast. rrhey also. traverse th~ eastern summit of Electric
Peak. The southeastern spur of the mountain shows steeply upturned
sedimentary beds, which at the base are overthrown and reversed. T'his
spur probably consistt:\ of tt tSyndinal fold which ·wa~ accompanierl hy
faulting, the eastern limb, forming the lower portion of the spm·, having
a nearly vertical position. The axis of the syncline has a trend to the
south·west and northeast. The overthrown beds at the southern extremity of this spur show Madison limestones, Quadrant quartzites, and the
regula.r sequence of overlying Mesozoic strata. The beds strike north,
and they dip from 50° to 70° E. The Gardiner River cuts across the
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end of this spur, the ro.cks being. exposed in a small hill on the southwestern side of the stream, the channel having probabl y l)een deflected at
this place. by the ·a.ccumulation of· glacial drift filling the old· valley
betwee n Sepulch re Mountain and Little Quadrant. A detailed section
of the beds exposed on the crest of this ridge has been given. The
strike of the beds varies somewhat in ascending· the spur, and the clip
also changes. rrhe Dakota ledge, which crosses the ridge about 600 feet
above the river, has a strike of N. 32° E., showing a considerable change
in direction betwee n the exposures here and those in the river bed. rrhe
axis of this synclin al fold and the fault plane are found high up on this
southea stern spur, 'vhere the Colorado shales have a vertical dip. The
exact p~sition of the fault plane can not be determined, and the extent of
displacement is not known. That the intrusive sheets of igneous rock
antedat ed the folding is clearly shown in the crushing and slight dynamic
metam011)hism observed here. Slickensides a.re found within· the porphy ry,
and.dra gging planes are observable between the hard eruptive rock and
the . soft shales. A cone-in-cone structur e of the latter rocks is also
observed. On the other hand, the dikes of igneous rock which cut this
spur· of the mounta in show no sign of disturbance attributable to the
synclin al folding. They intersec t sedimentar·y beds, and also the intercalated sheets of porphy ry, at various angles. Where the shales and
intrusive sheets are on edge, the dikes are often parallel to them and are
easily confused with the intrusiv e sheets, which they closely resemble in
petrographical character. These dikes are connected with a large body
of igneous rock, mostly a diorite, which occupies a position on the line of
·faultin g and is situated in the deep gulch cut in the eastern summit of
Electric Peak. The sedimentary beds in the neighborhood of this mass
of igneous rock are extensive!y metamorphosed.
At the eastern base of Electric Peak a profound fault separates the
mountain m~ss from the complex body of volcanic tuff-breccias and massive
igneous rocks to the east. This fault is the norther n continuation of the
Gallatin fault, which has given rise to the abrupt escarpment faces on the
east side of the Gallatin Range.
On account of the special importance of the relations exi~ting between
the igneous rocks of Electric Peak and those forming Sepulchre Mountain
to the east of the f~ult, a d#ailed description of the geology of this locality
is given in Chapte r III, in which the petrolo gy also will be fully discussed.
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WESTERN FIJANRS OF THE GALLATIN RANGE.

In the northweste rn portion of the Gallatin Range, within the Yellowstone Park, the western slopes of the mountains are abruptly terminated
by a fault, bringing up the sedimenta ry beds against subaerial volcanic
breccias that probably represent a remnant of the old Electric Peak H,nd
Sepulchre Mo\mtain volcanic cone. The fault, \vhere it crosses Fan Creek
and along its course down Cinnabar Creek, shows a, profound displa,cement.
Its southern continuati on has already been noted ''Yest of Gray Peak, but.
it becom.es of slight importanc e in the vicinity of Grayling Creek, west of
the end of Crovdoot Ridge. The andesitic breccias ·which form the high
mountain ridges west of this fault are continuous with the high. rang·e of
the Gallatin ·which stretches northward along the virestern side of the
Yell ow-stone River to the vicinity of Bozeman. \Vi thin the park region
the underlying upturned and irregularl y eroded sedimenta ry beds are not
exposed. The position and dip of the strata forming the high ridge on the
eastern side of the Gallatin River, just within the northweste rn corner of
the park, show a monoclinal structure which would bring the Montana
shales and sandstones beneath the andesite breccias and against the Fan
Creek fault. It is clear that the horizon west of the fault vms considerably higher than that to the east, for the latter is near the base of the
Colorado shales and contains laccolithic sheets, which must have been
intruded at considerable depths beneath the surface of the country, and
were contempor aneous with those intruded in the upper part of the Colorado formation of Electric Peak, which is but 3 miles· distant. Another
fact that is apparent is that the sedimenta ry strata· were upturned and
eroded down to the Carboniferous sandstone, 7 miles to the \Vest, before
the volcanic breccias were throvn1 out over the country.
The only other andesitic tuff-breccia in this vicinity occurs in isolated
patches resting directly upon crystalline schists in the neighborh ood of
The Crags, 5 a.nd 10 miles south of the breccia west of Gray Peak, and
from 13 to 17 miles distant from the Electric Peak center of the eruption.
From these facts it would appear that the surface of the country- at
the time when the andesitic tuff-breccias were deposited cpnsisted of
erystalline schists in ·the south, of Carboniferous strata in the west, and
of Cretaceou s strata in the northeast. This indicates the uplifting of the
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sedimenta ry strata and their tilting northward , follovved by extensiYe
erosion at the south prior to the extravasation of the andesitic breccia.
\iV e have already pointed out the connection between the intrusion of
the Holmes bysmalith and the fault' traversing the eastern end of Crowfoot Ridge, noting their probable contemporaneity. 'rhe intrusion of the
Holmes mass mus~ have been follo·wed by extensive erosion before the
crystalline schists were exposed at the level they nmv occupy relative to
the 'Holmes mass, after which erosion the a.ndesitie breccias were thrown
upon them. This separates the eruption of the Holmes bysmalith and that
of the andesitic breccias by a very considemble length of time. No definite
time relation has been made out, however, between the hvo great intrusiYe
bodies at the· so·uthern end of the Gallatin Range-In dian Creek laccolith
and HolmE;ls bysmalith -and. the more complex intrusion of Gray Peak
m~d the associated sheets of andesite-p orphyry in the northern part of the
range. Though separated by only a small distance, there is no structura-l
feature which connects their intrusions in point of time, except the general
fact that they are all much older than the eruptions that centered at Electric
Peak.
EASTERN

FT~ANI{

011' THE l\IADISON RANGE.

In the extreme northweste rn corner of the Y ello-vvstone Park there is a,
small area of mountaino us country that is part of the eastern flank of the
Madison Range. This area lies 1vholly within the Montana portion of the
reservation . The Gallatin River has cut a narro·w valley across this tract,
exposing folded strata, in which the same sedimenta ry series seen in the
Gallatin Range is developed, the lov'Yest rocks belonging to the Cambrian
and the highest being of Colorado Cretaceou s age. These strata are. flexed
about a laccolith of andesite-,porphyry.
This mountain area is terminated on the south by tbe northern end of
the rhyolite plate.au, whose lavas cover the southeaste rn flanks of the high
mountain east of the Gallatin River and also occur in sinall isolated patches
upon the mountain slopes to the north and west.
Topograph ically this little tract c~onsists of parts of four distinct mountain masses. 'l'he largest lies east of the Gallatin and is embraced between
that river anc.l Fan Creek. This block and that north of it, and the :flattopped mountain west of the Gallatin Rivei~, ate all pmts of the laccolithic uplift, which has been cut through by the nver. The east bank
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of the Gallatin shows an excellent exposure of the contact between the
andesite-porphyry and the Cambrian shales, the latter being altered by
contact metamorphism for a fe1v. feet from the andesite-porphyry. The
Cambrian shales are overlain by limestones in ·which there· are intruded
several sheets of andesite-porphyry, and are capped by cliffs of a heavily
bedded white limestone of the Madison formation, ·with basic intrusions,
near the summit of the mountain. The following partial section sho·ws the
series found immediately above the htccolith:
8eotion east of Gallcdin Bivm·, below Fan Greek.
Feet.

)Iadison. Limestones. carrying corn-Is, thickly bedded, of a. dense textnre, drab or dark-~:,rray
colored, and holding black chert.
Limestone shale of pink, reel, buff, aUll purplish colors, carrying a few fossils and
underlain by clark-blue (almost bhtck) limestone ..................................................... .
Three Forb; Andesite-porphyry, poorly exposed ........................................ .............. .
and
Gmnnlar, dark-brown anu black limestone, sometimes banded, and of Silurian
.J eft'erson.
a~pect ...................................... ................................. ---- ....... ...
Thinly bedde<l and fissile light-gray limestone, dense and not crystalline, impure
and carrying argillaceous matter ................................................ ................ .
Dark-colored granular limestone, carrying Obolell.a ......................................... ...
Limestone, thinly bedded :md with a knotty texture, dark blue in color, of typical
Cambrian aspect, and evidently of Rha.llow:water origin ............................ ..
Limestone shale, blne and olive gray in color .......................................... .. ..
Gallatin. Limestone, dense in texture and dove colored ............ _..... _.... _................... .
Limestone, becoming sha.le; dip :i0° to the east .......................................... .
Shales, green or olive colored, seldom expose!l ................................................... . ..
Limestone, mottled, of typical Cambrian aspect .... : .. .................................... ..
Shale .......................................... ........................................ _............ .
Andesite-porphyry lqccolith.

200
25
15
5

12
30
5
5

5
15
15
5

\rv est of the Gallatin River the mountain slopes show andesite-porphyry
extending up nearly· to the summit of the flat-topped mountain, but the
stratified rocks are seen both to the north and to the south, forming great
curved plates, with clip away from the intrusion in every direction. A
stream from the west has cut its va.lley in the dome, exposing the sedimentary rocks on the valley walls.
rrhe mountain opposite· the mouth of Fan Creek is composed entirely
of Paleozoic stmta, which are not affected by the laccolithic uplift, but dip
to the east and northeast, away from the axis of the Madison Range. The
lower slopes show Cambrian heels, ''vhich are. overlain by the Silurian
rocks, of -vvhich the most pro~inent strata are quartzitic in nature ancl form
heavy, massive heels that cap·the summit of the mountain and extend east-
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vvard down to the valley of the Gallatin River, the dip being about 20°.
The summit of the mountain is fi~t, and shows Carboniferous limestones
dipping northeast at gentle angles. This mountain and the one nort11 of
· it both show the characteristic fiat-topped topography noticed in the lesser
marginal peaks of the Madison Range.
· The· andesite-porph:yry of the Iacc,olith is quite like those rocks in the
Gallatin already described, and its petrographic description is given in
another chapter. A characteristic feature of the exposures. seen of this rock
is the occurrence of numerous included fragments of gneiss, schist, and
hornblende-p orphyry. The two patches of rhyolite which occur upon the
slopes rest directly upon this andesite-po11)hyry, showing· a. thorough dissection of the laccolithic fold before the outpouring of the rhyolite fio1vs.

0 HAP T E R II.
THE INTRUSIVE ROOKS OF THE GALLATIN M:OUNTAIKS,
BUNSEN PEAK, AND MOUNT EVERTS.
By

JoSEPH PAXSON IDDINGS.

Having described the occurrenc.e of the igneous rocks that have been
intruded within the sedimentary beds of the Gallatin Mountains_, or have
been thrmvn over their surfa.ce, so far as their occurrence is related to the
history of the dynamic events that brought abo.ut the pi·esent structure
and topography of the range, we. may no1v describe their petrographical
characters in relation to the mode of their occurrence, with special reference
to the size of the various bodies of rock and their geological position.
From what has already been sh01vn as to the relative age of the
different intrusions, it ·will be proper to consider them in the following
order: Indian Creek laccolith; Holmes bysmalith and connected outliers;
Bighorn Pass sheet; Gray l\fountain intrusive and connected sheets;
Electric Peak stock and dikes, togethe1' with the extrusive breccias and
intrusive dikes of Sepulchre Mountain; and the breccias ·west and south of
the Gallatin Range. ' In this connection rna y also be described the Bunsen
Peak intrusive awl the intrusive sheets in Mount Everts.
INDIAN CREEK LACCOLITH.
HORNJ3LENDE-MICA-ANDE SITE-PORPHYRY.

The rock constituting this laccolith and its two sheet-like apophyses to
the south is ai1 intrusive ·mass, quite uniform in mineral composition
throughout its "\'\'hole extent. It exhibits a limited variability in texture
and habit, ranging from those of a compact aphanitic or lithoidal lava to
those of a minutely crystalline porphyry-like rock. Its predominant mineral constituents are lime-soda feldspar, hornblende, and biotite, with a
small amount of magnetite and, in the coarser-grained forms, quartz. ·For
this reason it may be called an andesite:..porphyry 1vith andesite facies. · Its
60
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chemical compositiOn is given belmv. The portion of the rock analyzed
1vas the unaltered coarser-grained form (55Y occurring in the middle of
the laccolith on the north side of Indian Creek
~-1 na.lysis

of hornblencle-mioa- andesite-J)()1]Jhy1·y.
[Analyst. J. E. Whitfield.]

SiO" ____ ------------------.---------- ..... - ..

!~i: -:: _- - :_: -: _:: --::---:__ -:- •_:: : I

~~1 ·~ ~ ·••: :. •: •:•• •:•••••••••:• •I

Li~O

------.----- .. ---. ------ .... ------.-----

Na.,O.-.--. ---- .... ----.---- .. --- ---. ·--- -- --

=~~·~ ~~ ~: ~ ~:: ~: -: : : : : : ~::: ~ ~- ~:: :_ ~:: :_:::::I

III,Q~ ;:::, ::- : :::: :::: : ::

None.
17.42

4.GG
1. 09
Trace.
1.26
5.33
. 03
3.99
1.29

.. GO
.35

2.44
99.96

The main body of the laccolith, where it is about 1,000 feet thick, is
a light-gray rock crowded with small crystals of feldspm;, mica., and hornblende, with a subordinate amount of grounclmass, whose component grains
are not discernible with the naked eye. The phenocrysts are 1 or 2 mm. iii
diameter and smaller; occasional ones reach 3 mm. The rock is distinctly
massive, cracking with irregular joints into angular or somewhat tabular
fragments, and exhibiting columnar jointing in only one local~ty, on the
southeast slope of The. Dome. Under the microscope the most crystalline
portion of the laccolith (57), which proved to be the eastern-central part of
the mass on the south side of Indit:m Creek, is seen to consist of the phenocrysts already named, cemented together by a holocrystalline aggregation
of quartz and feldspar 1vith scattered grains of biotite, hoi'riblende, and
magnetite (Pl. XI, fig. 1). The areas of quartz inclose minute idiomorphic.
feldspar, in part, if not ''.rholly, lime.:.soda feldspars, probably oligoclase.
The quartz is allotriomorphic and has ·a micropoikiHtic structure, the grains
- - - - - - - - ·---·--

'Numerals in brackets used in connection with the petrography in this monogra-ph refer to the
specimen numbers in the Yellowstone Park collection.
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rap.ging from 0.08 to 0.2 mm. in diameter, the inclosed feldspars being about
0:04 mm. long and 0.008 mm. wide, and upward. Somewhat finer-grained
forms were found in the central portions of the mass north of Indian Creek.
In these there is a more mark~d difference between. the groundmass and
phenocrysts. When seen under the microscope, the microstructure of the
groundmass is more evenly granular, the grains averaging a.bout 0.04 mm..
in diameter in one case (56), and about 0.024 mm. in another (55). This
degree of crystallization corresponds to grade 20 of the table for the rocks
of Electric Peak (Table XVII), for the first case, and to grades 11 and
B of the same table for the last two respectively. The last is shown in
Pl. XI, fig. 2. ·
rrhe phenocrysts are not sharply outlined, and have numerous incluf;lions of irregular grains or streaks of quartz and feldspar. The feldspar
phenocrysts are all lime-soda feldspar, in part ·labradorite, in part andesine.
They are frequently shattered, with irregular cracks, and are penetrated
by irregular streaks of quartz and feldspar, which are sometimes granular.
In places it looks as though the groundmass of the rock had penetrated
cracks in the feldspars before it solidified. The feldspar individuals in one
rock section are not all P-qually fissured, and not always in the same direction, so that the cracking appears to antedate the solidification of the rock.
The biotites exhibit very slight dislocation or bending in some cases, which
may be refeiTed to the same period. The biotite is dark brown, "\Yith moderate absorption and occasional twinning. The outlines, often idiom orphic,
are sometimes very irregulat, there being marginal inclosures of quartz and
feldspar, and sometimes of magnetite, hut not often. The hornblende is
green, with moderate pleochroism from strong green to light brown. The
outlines are quite irregular, and inclusions of the other minerals are frequent. There is sometimes a .chloritic mineral present in small pseudomorphs, which may possibly be alte:·ed pyroxene. · IIi some instances it is
decomposed hornblende. Magnetite is present in microscopic ~rystals,
often idiomorphic; and apatite forms colorless microscopic crystals. Both
hornblende and biotite take part in the composition of the groundmass in
the more crystalline varieties.
Somewhat fine1·-grained microcrystalline structures are found in the
rock, where It forr-p.s the thinner sheets, 100 to 150 feet thick, beneath '1\'ilobite Point (72, 73). Here the structure is confused, being partly micropoikili~ic, partly microgranular. In the still finer-grained modifications the
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micropoikilitic quartz patehes grow less and less noticeable, and the feldspar
microlites become more pronounced, the microstructure being more like
the characteristic felt-like or pilotaxitic structure of andesites. This tmnsition occurs as the rock approaches the contact with inclosing rocks, n.ncl
·where the body thins out. It accompa.nies a. darkening of the rock <tncl an
increasingly andesitic habit. The rock 20 feet from the bottom contact
near the east edge of the laccolith north of Indian Creek is bluish gTa.y,
·with prominent feldspars that are decomposed (GO). The hornblendes are
altered to chlorite and calcite. Biotite is still fresh. The groundmass is
holocrystalline and pilotaxitic. Near the b_ottom contact of the middle
portiol}. of the main laccolith body the rock grows darker aml denser. At 6
feet from the contact it is darker gray than the main mn.ss. rrhe microstructure of the groundmass is micropoikilitic, with the minute feldspars
maintaiping a fluidal arrangement (Gl ). The rock. { foot from conta.ct is
darker colored; its structure is· still micropoikiJitic, with rnore minute feldspars (G2), while the rock directly in contact >;vith the limestone is sti11
darker and the microstructure still finer grained ancl micropoikilitic (G3).
There is considerable calcite scatt~red in irregular microscopic aggregates
through the groundmass. The hornblendes are decomposed, and there is
some secondary quartz. The micropoikilitic structure, ho\vever, is not
secondary, as seems to be the case in some porphyries/ since it varies in
size of grain according to the distance from the contact plane, and is quite
the same as that observed in perfectly fresh andesite-porphyries in other
places. Similar modifications occur near the contact of the andesite-porphyry
with the inclosed belt of -limestone in the central part of the laccolith north
of Indian Creek (66). The feldspar and biotite phenocrysts are fresh,
while the hornblende is entirely decomposed.
Where the andesite-porphyry is exposed in contact ·with the overlying
limestone at the· northwest base of Three River Peak, the 8tune transition
from coarser-grained to finer-grained groundmass is observed (68, 69, 70,
71 ). The rock nearest the contact is very dark colored, dense, and distinctly porphyritic, and under the microscope is found to have the microstructure of a holocrystalline andesite -that is, the ·grounclmass consists of
microlites of feldspar and pyroxene, with scattered grains of magnetite, a1id
1 \Villiams, G. H., on the use of the terms poikilitic and micropoikilitic in petrography: .Jour.
Geol., Vol. I, No.2, 1893, p. 179. Bascom, F., The struetnres, origin, u.nd nomenclatnre of the acid
·.volcanic rocks of South 1\:ronntu.in: Jour. Geol., Vol. I, No.8, 1893, p. 814.
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has an ill-defined micropoikilitic structure. Among the phenocrysts are a
fevi' irregular individuals of quartz.
The closest approach to typical andesitic microstructure occurs in the
dike cutting shales in the ridge south of \Vinter Creek, already described
(p. 10). The transition from a groundmass of brown microcryptocrystalline
matrix "vith distinct lath-shaped feldspar microlites and magnetite grains to
one that is gray in thin section 1vith larger feldspar laths and a slightly
micropoikHitic structure can be observed in one rock section 1~ inches
long (76). The finest-grain is at the contact 1vith the inclosing rock. The
dike is 3 feet wide a.ncl the central portion is slightly more crystalline.
There is a l)ronouncecl :fluidal arrangement of the feldspar microlites, more
or less parallel to the sides of the dike.· The hoi'nblencle and biotite are both
altered to chlorite, which also fills the centers of the feldspar phenocrysts,
leaving a clear marginal zone. l\fa.gnetite occurs in phenocrysts ariel in
minute crystals in the groundmass. \Vhatever ferromagnesian minerals
may have been constituents in the groundmass have been chloritized, and
there is no evidence that they 1vere present in any considerable amount.
In the rock from the horizontal sheet in this ridge of limestone the groundmass, which_is coarser grained, contains abundant microlites of mica and
altered hornblendes, with minute magnetites. These minerals are also
abundant as phenocrysts. Apatites and long, thin, doubly terminated
crystals of. zircon occur. Except for this slightly more ferromagnesian
modification of the rock (7 4), the mineralog·ical composition of the laccoEth
is very uniform throughout the vvhole of its exposure, which covers a distance of 7 miles.
Segregations occur in places. They consist of ·~ori1paratively coarsegrained crystallizations of green hornblende, 1vith brovmish tones, marked
pleochroism, and orthopina.coidal tvl'inning, besides lime-soda feldspar, in
part labntdorite, with magnetite, some biotite, and a little quartz and grains
of.ca1cite; the ·whole having a hypidiomorphic granular structure.
l\10Uli.'T HOLl\IES BYSMALITH.
DACITE-PORPHYRY.

The rock constituting this great body, which embraces the mass of five
mountain peak:, and is 3 miles long and 2 miles wide, is very uniform in
general appearance through the whole extent of the body. It is grayish
white, with few small phenocrysts of feldspar and biotite, and has a fine-
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grained to aphanitic texture. It is not markedly porphyritic. The variations
in texture occur near the margin of the body, where they bea.r a definite
.relation to the contact plane. They are accompanied by a slight change in
. the chemical composition. The unifonnity in the character of the mass
indicates that the whole body was one magma, erupted at one time. Its
mineral composition is seen with the mi'croscope to be quartz and alkali
feldspar with biotite, corresponding to that of biotite-granite. Its chemical
composition is ShOiYn by the following analyses, One of \'Vhich represents
the main mass of the rock; the other, which is more siliceous, is of rock
from near the margin of the bysmalith, at Echo Peak.
A·nalyses of dacite-porphy1·y and 1·hyolite-j'elsite.
[Analyst, J. E. Whitfield.]

I-Constituent.

{i7)

Mount
Holmes.

{SiJ

EchoPenk.

SiO••••••........•......• •••.......

69.54

74.51

TiO•...••...•.•.. -- -·.- •••· -· •••· · ·
Al,Oa •.•••....•••.. - ...•..•••.....•
F.Oa . ~- ...•...•.......••...•.. ...•.
FeO ·"· •.•••••..•.....••••.... •••••.
MnO ............. ~ •................
MgO ...•......•......•..... .... .• :.

None.

None.

17.95
2.50

14."83
1.09

. 22
None.

.50

Trace .
Trace.
.47

Ca.O ••••.•••.. ·•..•...••.•..••••..•.

1. 80

.81

LiO•••• : ................ _ _. ... _.... .
N~t,20 ••••.•....•..•....... -··· •·• · ··

Trace.

.02

4.30

K.o ...................... ...... -···

1. 21
None.
. 37
1. 96

4.38
2.72

P205 . •••• ......... •.. •. .• . . . . . . .• . .
SOa .. . ••. ... . . .• . .•• •• • .• . . .• • . ... .

H.o . • . • . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . .

Trace ..
• 24
. 92

LTot•L .. ~.................. --;:;.;;;- 99.991
T~1e

chemical composition corresponds to that of a granite high in soda..
The main mass has a chemical composition just on the border line between
soda-rhyolite and dacite, while the marginal portion has the composition of
soda-.rhyolite. As already noted, its texture is not markedly porphyritic, so
that it stands between a distinct porphyry and a fel~ite. It is, consequently,
difficult to give it a name that will not be open to criticism. We have ~ailed ·
the main mass dacite-porphyry.
.
In thin section the rock appears as a gray, very fine-grained mass with
abundant minute specks of biotite. Under the microscope it is seen that
MON XXXII, PT II--5
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the microstructure and grain of the rock from the summit and south slope
or" Mount Holmes (77, 78), and those of the rock from the \~Thite Peaks 1vest
of the head of Indian Creek (80, 81, 82), are very uniform, and represent the
coarsest-grained forms found. The highest part · of the mass as it now
exists, the summit of Mount Holmes, is nearly as coarsely crystallized as
any part of the body examined. ·
The coarsest varieties consist of quartz in allotriomorphic individuals,
inclosing nearly idiomorphic crystals of feldspar, with fewer of biotite and.
magnetite. The structure is thus micropoikilitic, or is almost exactly
analogous in the relative proportions and sizes of the crystals to microphitic
structure in ophitic basalt. The quartz extinguishes light between crossed
nicols throughout small areas, in which are scattered more or less rectangular
and lath-shaped feldspars. The quartzes are colorless and l1a;re fmy inclosures of liquid with moving· bubbles and salt cubes. The feldspars are
cloudy and pa.rtly altered; hence the minerals are easily distinguished. The
structure is shown in Pl. XI, £g. 3. The feldspars are partly unstriated, in
Carlsbad twins, witl). low extinction angles and low double refrac.tion; these
are probably orthoclase;. others are partly striated, iii polysynthetic hvins, ·
1vith low extinction angles, and are lime-soda feldspars, probably oligoclase.
It appears as though the latter predominated. The few phenocrysts are
striated lime-soda feldspars. Owing to the low percentage of calcium oxide
in the rock, the feldspars must correspond to plagioclase rich in soda. In
one instance the feldspar contains inclusions of what appears to be glass,
but its exact nature is doubtful. Biotite occurs in six-sided pla,tes and as
irregular individuals', with brown ~olor and strong absorption. They often
contain minute magnetite grains. The biotite is sometimes in small aggregates with magnetite; ,,Yhich also occurs in scattered crystals. Apatite is
present in long slender prisms, but is rare. In some cases it exhibits a
distinct blue and brownish-purple pleochroism. Minute zircon prisms are
present.
Among the secondary minerals is a little musc.ovite in radiating tufts.
Ol1lorite, resultii1g from the alteration of biotite, is occasiona11y noticed.
The decomposition of the feldRpar produces a dust-like, indeterminable
mineral, white by incident light and yellowish in transmitted light:
In the dacite-porphyry of Echo Peak there are occasional inclosures
of what see:r_ns to be coarse-grained gneiss. The only specimen examined,
however, shovi'S a coarse-grained rock with somewhat gneissic structure,
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but composed of the same minerals as the dacite-porphyry: alkali feldspa.r,
quartz, and biotite, with magnetite and zircon. The microscopical characters of these minerals are like those of the minerals in the porphyry,
and it is possible that these coarse-grained inclosures may be nothing but
coarsely crystalline portions of the dacite magma. -'l'he gneissic structure
may be the result of irregular differentiation, as in the case of the banded
gabbro of Skye/ describ"ed by Geikie and Teall.
The transition from the more coarsely crystalline central portion to
the denser and finer-grained aphanitic marginal portion is shown in the
changes in .microstructure in specimens (83, 84, 86, 87, 88) collected from
Echo Peak and in the contact zone in the gulch between this and Three
River Peak.
·.
As the constituent miii.erals become smaller the poikilitic quartz in h\ro
cases (84, 86) assumes more of an idiomorphic form, interrupted by small
feldspar crystals lying at i"arious angles. The quartz sections a.ppear in
nearly rhombic forms, the direction of ·extinction being diagonal to the
rhombs. The crystals are more or less perfect hexagonal bipyramids, formed
by ± R. They sometimes lie in a finer-grained mixture of feldspar and
quartz, ·which, hm"''ever, does not amount to a groundmass, being in relatively small quantity. In other cases the finer-grained modifications of the
rock are still micropoikilitic, and have essentially the same structure as the
coarser kinds. ··It would seem as though the idiomorphism of the quartzes
occurred in cases where the feldspar ·was a little more abundant. The rock
from which the second. analysis (87) was made is minutely micropoj]dlitic.
This aphanitic variety is mottled with small dark spots that prove to be
chlorite, containing small scales and plates of muscovite, which also occurs
scattered through the rock in small amount. No biotite is present. Magnetite occurs in s1pall crystals. . The chlorite and muscovite are seen in
some cases to be alteration products of biotite, so that in all the specimens
examined it may be assumed to have had the same origin.
This more lithoidal or aphanitic form of the rock occurs in broad
bands parallel to the plane of contact around the margin of the bysmalith.
The banding is recognizable at a distance, and is shown in the photograph
(Pl. XII) of the north side of Echo Peak. The handing stands at steep.
angles, ·which are more nearly ·vertical in lower exposures, suggesting a
· I Geikie, A., and Teall, J. ,J. R., On the banded structure of some 'rertiary gabbros in the lsle of
Skye: Quart. Jour. Geo1. Soc., London, Vol. L, No. 200, 1894, pp. 645-660.
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dome-like shape to the bysmalith. The rock of the bands is massive, the
bandii~g being due to differences in the con~tituents or in the colors and
texture, and not to parallel jointing. In the vicinity of Echo Peak, on its
north side, the banding pitches downward at 30° to 35°, passing under the
tilted limestone. Very close to the contact ·with limestone the porphyry
or felsite is dense and slaty (94), being split into thin plates parallel to the
contact plane. These are traversed by numerous irregular joints, which
break it into sherdy pieces at right angles to the contact plane. In places
it carries quartz phenocrysts, and has the appearance of a quartz-porphyry.
'I'he dense aphanitic variety is fine grained and without phenocrysts.
It is holocrystalline, with the small quartzes idiomorphic and the feldspars
less so, though many of the small feldspars are idiomorphic, and the
structure approaches panidiomorphic-granular. rrhe average size of the
quartzes is about 0.03 mm.
A very similar modification of this rock forms an intrusive sheet or
apophysis from the bysmalith in the limestone and shale beneath the
Indian Creek laccolith on the north side of the valley of Indian Creek (95).
It resembles the last-described variety in megascopical habit and platy
parting and in microstructure, but the idiomorphism of the quartz is less
pronounced. The thickness of the sheet is not known.
The marginal modification of the bysmalith is well shown in the
mountain ridge west of The Dome and north of Mount Holnies. The same
broad banding is present, the position of the bands being almost vertical in
the southern exposure, ·where the contact is visible for hundreds of feet.
·The central, more crystaJline form of the rock passes into a more plainly
porphyritic zone, and this into an aphanitic zone, 1vhich is spotted near its
contact with the surrounding rocks. The inclosing rocks are penetrated
by i1arrow dikes of the aphanitic dacite-porphyry. The aphanitic modification (93) has very much the same microstructure as that near the contact
north of Echo Peak, exce]_i>t ·for abundant small feldspars, which are
larger than the constituents of the groundmass. They are only sparingly
present in the case of the other. locality. Pa.rts of this contact zone are
aphanitic, with irregularly stellate or dendritic spots (90). The microstructure is rather panidiomorphic, with distinct quart<!~ crystals, and the
dark-colored spots are biotite and m:uscovite and alteration products, now
moRtly iron oxide, probably derived from biotite. The mica, when unal-
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tered, extends through the groundmass for some distance as single crysta.Is,
inclosing ma.ny qua.rtz crystals, in a. poikilitic ma.nner.
The same kind of contact zone exists east of l\Iount Holmes and west
of Trilobite Point. The plane of contact is near1y vertical, a.nd from the
aphanitic marginal zone numerous offshoots penetrate the adjacent rocks.
The dikes are 1•vhite, aphanitic, and exhibit banding and flow 'structure.
Specimens from the contact ·were studied and found to be very fine grained,
with micropoikilitic structure, the quartz individuals being about 0.15 mm.
in diameter, and having a skeleton-like form, the outline of each quartz
being nearly idiomorphic, but not continuous, as shovm in Pl. XI, fig. 4.
The feldspar forms minute clouded grains and crystals. 'I'here are microscopic flakes of muscovite scattered throug·h the rock, and some calcite. In
the bysmalith rock immediately in contact with the andesite-por phyry of
the laccolith the microscopic skeleton. guartzes are sca.ttered in a. microcryptocrysta1 line groundmass. Calcite is abundant in irregular grains.
The aphaxi.itic rock penetrates the limestone in sheets that sometimes break
into thin crumpled layers. This modification is microgranula.r, very fine
grained, and not poikilitic, an_d consists of quartz and feldspar h1 allotriomorphic grains. 'l'he size of the grains varies slightly in altern::~.te layers,
producing the lamination. Minute flakes of muscovite are scattered throug·h
the rock and intersect one another at all angles. They are more abundant
in some lavers than in others.
Similar offshoots of mici·ogranular rock occur on the north side of
Panther Creek and. near the ridge west of the head of Gallatin River. In
these bodies, hovirever, biotite is more abundant, and the. micropoikilitic
structure passes into micrographic structure as the feldspar inclosures
assume more uniform orientation (96, 97, 98).
oJ

a

BIGHORN PASS SHEET.
KERSANTITE.

The small obscure body of clark-colored porphyry-Jjk e rock ·which is
exposed in the vicinity of Bighorn Pa.ss is characterized by phenocrysts
hornblende and mica, and rarely those of feldspar. In places the hornblencles are quite large ; in other parts of the mass there are no phenocrysts
(124). On the pass the sheet is from 50 to 75 feet thick. On the north
side of Three River Peak there is a nearly horizontal intrusive sheet, 10 feet

of
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thick, of dense aphanitic gray and red rock (100), which might he mistaken
at first glance for a fine-grained sandstone. It is at about the sa.me horizon
as the sheet at Bighorn Pass, and proves to be of similar rock. Its
resemblance to this rock was not recognized in the field, and though associated with dikes of dacite-porphyry its relation to 'them was not noted.
Under the microscope the rock from Bighorn Pass is seen to cons~st of
a holocrystalline grouudmass of feldspar, mostly plagioclase, with quartz
and some orthoclase, and larger crystals of augite, biotite, and occasional
hornblende, with abundant magnetite, besides chlorite and calcite. It is
not fresh, the augite and hornblende being partly decomposed. Its chemical
composition is as follows:
.Analysis of ke1·santite j1·om

Bighon~

Pass.

[Analyst, .T. E. Whitfield.] .
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I
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1100,05 ~681--99-.-3"-1-I
Less 0 for Cl ............. -~~
I _,
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I __j
1

1=Kersantite, Bighorn Pass.
2=Minette, Eichelberg, Heidelberg.'
3 . Kersa.ntite, bet ween Falkenstein and Stein bach Miihl e, Fichtelge birge.z
1 From Roth's Tables of chemical analyses, Beitr>Lge zur Petrographic der plutonischen Gesteine,
4°, Berlin, 1873, xxvi.
2 Ibid, 1884, xxiv.
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The high percenta ge of carbon dioxide, 5.80, corresponds to the
abundan ce of calcite. The compara tively lo-w a.lumina and relativelv hio'h .
.I
b
alkalies are notewort hy. The potash is compara tively high for so basic a
rock, and accounts for the presence of abundan t biotite. Magnesia is below
the normal percenta ge for a rock with so little silica. It ha.s entered into
the composition of biotite, malacolite, and hornblende. No orthorho mbic
pyroxen e or olivine has been developed. A comparison of this rock with
several others some1vhat similar in chemical composition will be ma.de
latei' on.
The microscopic feldspars are polysynt hetic hvins of lime-soda. feldspar,
with high extinction angles, correspo nding to labradorite. 'rhey are nearly
idiomorphic, rectangu lar to lath-shap ed crysta.1s, of pure substance, and
when not obscured by calcite they appeq,r perfectly fresh and not at all
crushed. It seems as though the calcite had been cleri ved from other
sources -that is, from the pyroxene , or by infiltration from the inclosing
limestone. The absence of strain or crushing is significant in connection
with the proximit y of this thin sheet to the massive laccolith, and indicates
that this lamprop hyric rock is the niore recent intrusion. In places the
form of the feldspar is tabular. And sometimes the rectangu1a.r crystals
are bounded by a margin of unstriate d feldspar with allotriomorphic outline, and in some cases idiomorphic outline. 'rhis feldspar has a lower
index of refractio n than that of the inclosed feldspar, and is undoubt edly
orthoclase. Its mode of occurrerice is precisely the same as that of the
orthoclase in the groundm ass of the basaltic rocks, absaroki te and shoshonite, describe d in Chapter IX. Grains of quartz constitute the la.stcrysta.llization of the groundm ass. It is probable , however, that some of the
quartz is secondar y, since it occurs in idiomorphic crystaJs surround ed by
calcite. There are many grains and crysta.ls of ma.gnetite and abundan t
minute hexagona.l prisms of colorless apatite. Brown biotite is in part
idiomorphic, in part allotriomorphic, with penetr:::ttions of pla.gioclase and
inclusions of apatite and magnetit e.· The monoclinic pyroxene , vvith large
angle of extinction and rather low double refraction,. is almost colorless in
thin section, a,nd is a diopside or malacolite. It is partly altered along
cracks and around the margin, with the formation of calcite and chlorite. It
is mostly idiomorphic, in compara tively large crystals, and does not occur
in microlites in the groundmass. The crystals have the ordinary form and
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distinct prismatic cleavage. Inclusions of magt1etite occur. The pyroxene
appears to have been an earlier crystallization than the biotite. Hornblende,
which is the most prominent constituent in some forms of the rock, is ha.rdly
seen in the thii1 sections prepared. It occurs to only a small extent in
microscopic crystals.
In the finer-gra.ined modifications of the rock the porphyritical character of the pyroxene becomes more pronounced. The groundmass consists of
allotriomorphic feldspars, "\vith scattered lath-shaped crystals of plagioclase,
apparently belonging to the more calcic va.rieties, together with magnetite
or apatite; biotite is partly in microscopic individuals, partly in megascopic
ones. There are also microscopic grains and crystals of calcite and patches
of chlorite. · In these varieties the pyroxene is ·wholly altered to chlorite or
serpentine.
In a marginal modification of the rock, without phenocrysts, the crystallization of the grounclmass is very fine grained, and tbe original structure
is greatly obscured by secondary biotite in microscopic plates, which project
into aggregates of· quartz. This qua.rtz exhibits peculiar interference phenomena, sug·gesting polysynthetic twinning.
The mineral composition of the rock, as well as the chemical, is unusual.
They both correspond somewhat closely to certain kersantites and minettes,
analyses of one of each of which are placed in columns hy the side of the
analysis of this rock for comparison. It is to be rem<trked that the minette,
according to analysis, contains less potash than the kersantite. There is, in
fact, nothing in the c~emical composition to suggest the crystallization of
· orthoclase feldspar. But this is equally the case in the rock, leuciteabsarokite, from Ishawooa Canyon, whose analysis is given in Cha})ter
IX, and in which the feldspathic constituents are orthoclase and leucite.
Several analogous magmas form dikes in the vicinity ·of the Crandall
volcano (Chapter VII). They are somewhat richer in magnesia and potash,
and are characterized by olivine, biotite, and orthoclase feldspar. As in
their cases, this unusual magma is known only in a small mass. Mineralogically it may be classed vvith kersantites, although it bears a certain
resemblance to absarokite.

INTRUSIVE ROOKS OF THE GALLATIN MOUNTAINS.
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GRAY l\IOUNTAIN l\IASS AND CONNECTED SHEETS.

The igneous mass of Gray Mountain and Joseph Peak, Vi'ith the intrusive sheets directly connected with it, consists of andesite-porphyry. m~d
· holocrystal1ine andesites, having a considerable range of eomposition. The'
greater portion is hornblende-mica-andesite-porphyry; a consiclera])}e part is
hornblende-andesite-porphyry, and a small part is hornblende-pyroxene, or
pyroxene-andesite-porphyry, while some varieties might. be classed as dacite.
The numerous bodies examined exhibit a variation in the mineral composition, even vvithin some of the bodies of small size, especially vvith reference
to the relative proportions of phenocrysts of hornblende and biotite. So
that hornblende-mica-andesite-porp~1yries are in some places richer in mica
than in others, or richer in hornblende. There is also a variation in the
amount of dark-colored minerals present. Some are rich in ferronmg-nesian
silicates; others poor in them. The latter are richer in feldspar and in groundmass, and are usually lig;hter colored. In general, it is found that in the
varieties \'irith comparatively fe1v ferromagnesian silicates biotite is in excess
of hornblende, but not a.hvays. In those richer in these minerals hornblende
preponderates over biotite in most cases, bu.t not in all. T'here is consequently a transition in varieties from those rich in hm:nblende with little or
no biotite to those containing biotite with little ·or no hornblende. The
last-named variety, however, does not constitute any considerable body.
. Only a very few carry quartz phenocrysts, but qua.rtz is a microscopic
constituent of the groundmass iri all the more crystalline varieties, so that
the classification of any of the rocks as dacite must rest upon a chemical
basis.
HORNBLENDE-MICA-ANDESITE-PORPHYRY AND ANDESITE.

The main mass of the intl"nsion is hornblende-mica-andesite-porphyry.
It is a, light-gray rock, with abundant sma]l phenocrysts of feldspaJ;, hornblende, and biotite, the g-roundmass being aphanitic. It is compact, with
an even to hackly fracture, cracking into slabs and angular fragments. It
resembles the Indian Creek laccolith very closely (146, 147, 170).
The forty-five thin sections representing these hornblende-mica-andesiteporphyries resemble one another in so many respects that their microscopical
characteristics may he described collectively. The constituent minerals
being alike in nearly all cases, the difference between the various rock
bodies lies in the crystallization of the groundmass.
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In onlv a fe1v of the rocks are all of the minerals unaltered, or nearly
fresh. In most cases the hornblende is completely decomposed, while
biotite is generally unaltered in most of them. The feldspars are unaltered
in nearly all the rocks examined. The least a.ltered rocks were found in
the Gray Mountain mass (146, 147), in a heavy sheet in the gulch on the
southwest slope of Electric Peak (191 ), and in the sheet forming the western
summit of Electric Peak (1 ~7). In these bodies the hornblende is almost
entire] y fresh.
The hornblen de is greenish brown 1vith the usual pleochroism, behveen
dark greenish brown and light brovm. In some cases a zonal structiu·e is
exhibited, the zones being different shades of the same color. In other
cases, notably in a segregation of hornblende, the color is chestnut bro·wn
to purplish brown, passing into greenish brown, and into green ·at the
margin, the zonal atTangement of the colors not being parallel to crystallographi c forms, but irregular. In some individ~als the margin is reddish
brown. These to1ies also occur in phenocry sts in the groundmass that
incloses the segregations of hornblende. This particula r rock is rich in
hornblen de and poor in biotite, and appears to be a less siliceous variety.
In the more siliceous varieties of these rocks ·the hornblen de has more of
the greenish tone. The shape of its crystal is that common to these kinds
of rocks-sh ort, stout prisms, ge1-ierally idiomorphic. Cleavage and twinning are also normal. The substanc e of the unaltered hornblende is quite
·pure, there being but few inclusions, usually magnetite. It occasionally
surround s biotite and augite (164) as nearly synchronous crystallizations,
each being allotriomorphic with respect to the other. Sometimes there is a
border of minute biotite plates surround ing the hornblende (146). Decomposition begins as chloritization around the margin of the hornblen de and
along cracks. \iVhen completely altered, there is a pseudomorph consisting
of chlorite 1vith grains of iron oxide, and areas or cores of calcite, and
sometimes muscovite in confused aggregations. The latter mineral appears
to have been derived from the biotite in the rock, 1vhich is also decomposed
in such cases (201). In an upturned sheet of andesite- porphyry -in the
southeas t spur of Electric Peak the hornblende phenocrysts have been
converte d into nearly parallel aggregat es of actinolite (222). In the rock
on the south slope of Gray Mountain, where it appears to be somewha t
coarser grained and more easily eroded (148), the hornblende, in part
.J
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chloritized, is more or less wholly replaced by a -zeolite, ·which from its
optical behavior seems to he scolecite.
Biotite occurs in rather thick six-sided crystals, often idiomorph:.c. 'rlw.
!1bsorption. Inclusions are not frequent ' bein()'
color is brown, with strong
b
.
magnetite and apatite, rarel:y zircon. In some pla,ceslenticubr layers of calcite have been deposited along cleavage planes in the biotite, distorting the
lamellre. Decomposition results in the formation of chlorite and epidote,
and sometimes of muscovite .
. Feldspar phenocrysts are abundant in most of the rocks, but not in all.
, In only a fe1v cases are they unaltered; in general they are clouded with
more or less secondary material. They ai·e a.ll plagioclase; the unaltered
ones in the less siliceous rocks are in part labradorite. In other cases they
appear to be andesine-oligoclase. Zonal structure is pronounced. In some
of the less altered feldspars minute cracks, which are evidently the result of
crushing, traverse the crystals in crudely parallel directi01;s, and have led
to the production of secondm-y minerals of several kinds. One is colorless,
with lo,;ver refraction than feldspar, but nearly the same double refraction.
It occurs in patche~, with sharp-pointed edges. Another is colorless, with
higher refraction and stronger double refraction than f~ldspar. Its identity
was not .made out. Other secondary minerals replacing feldspar a.re calcite,
epidote, and a microcryptocrystalline aggregate which is indeterminable.
In one instance (148) the same zeolite replaces feldspar which replaces
,
hornblende.
Quartz occurs as phenocrysts in only a fe1v cases (147, 198). It forms
. small rounded crystals, with occasional inclusions of other minerals. Magnetite in small grains may be reckoned with the phenocrysts. Apatite, a.nd
rarely zircon, also belong to the crystals first formed.
The groundmass of these hornblende-mica-andesite -porphyries is holocrystalline and exceedingly fine grained. No specimen of the central part
of the Gray Mountain mass 1vas collected, hence its coarsest crysta1lization
is not known. Nothing was seen that indicated a coarser grain than exists
in the Indian Creek laccolith. The specimens collected a,re from the marginal
portion. Of these, the coarsest grained is microp01k1litic and finer grained
than the coarsest-grained variety of the Indian Creek laccolith. This grades
into modifications 1vith less pronounced micropoikilitic structure ( 146, 14 7,
148). The 90nstituents of the groundmass are rectangular and lath-shaped
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feldspars with low extinction angles. Some exhibit no twinning. It is
probable that oligoclase and orthoclase are both present. Irregularly shaped
grains also occur. Quartz is present as poikilitic cement, or in minute grains
when this structure is not developed. l\fagnetite crystals and some irregular
shreds of, biotite and green hornblende also take part in the groundmass.
In this .mass lie small crystals of feldspar and the ferromagnesian minerals,
varying in size to the ·largest phenocrysts. In one specimen sm~ll quartz
phenoc1;ysts occur (14 7). The groundmass of the rock forming the western
summit of Electric Peak is micropoikilitic, with more hornblende and biotite
as c~nstituents (19.7). The same ~tructure is found in an altered sheet on ,
. the northeast spur of this mountain. (214). Slightly finer-grained forms of
this same structure occur in two other sheets in Electric Peak (201, 151).
A ·lower grade of crystalliza-tion has smaller and less distinctly poikilitic
grai11s, with cle~rly defined lath-shaped feld~pars that sometimes exhibit a
fluidal arrangement. A still lower grade consists of minute lath-shaped
feldspars, with indistinct i>atches of poikilitic qua1:tz, and spots that are
microcryptocrystalline. There is sometimes pronounced flow ·structure.
In thin sections the groundmass ·is gray, ''vith minute feldspars, and magnetite grains, and occasional apatites. These modifications are but slightly
different from andesites, and might be. classed as such. They occur in
varieties richer in biotite than in hornblende. A microstructure very similar
to this, but less .uniformly developed and still finer grained, is found in a
crushed sheet in the southeast splir of Electric Peak (213)~ where the rock
is considerably altered. In this case it is possible that the micropoikilitic
structure is secondary. rrhe lowest grade of crystallization allied to the
micropoikilitic is one in which there is a brownish base, which is doubtfully
holocrystalline. In this are feldspar microlites and irregular grains, in
places approaching a poikilitic structure. It is probable that· the rock is
holocrystalline. Its habit is thoroughly andesitic.
The microstructure of other modifications of these intrusive sheets is not
very different. from the micropoikilitic varieties, in that it consists of lathshaped feldspars and grains of feldspar and quartz of nearly the same size
as in the other cases, but the poikilitic cementing quartz is wantin.rr. These
'-'·
rocks are very fine grained, the average diameter of the grains being about
0.02mm., or smaller. In one instance the granular groundmass is filled -with
phenocrysts of feldspars and some micrographic intergrowth_ sulTounding
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the smaller crystals (216). A gninular· microcrystalline to microcrypto.
crystalline structure occurs :n some of the sheets.
Another class of microstructures· is that i1i which the groundmass consists of grains and crudely idiomorphic crystals of feldspar and qua.rtz, with
abundant small crystals of quartz, nearly idiomorphic, in six-sided pyramids,
generally inclosing several grains of feldspar. The structur<:1 may gra.de
into micropoikilitic. 'In the best-developed groundmass of this kind, in
andesite-porphyry from the ridge north of Fawn Pass (140), the quartz
crystals are 0.3mm. in length and smaller. The rock is rich in bi~tite a.nd
poor in h~rnblende. In other cases the grain is smaller, andcinnumerable
.idiomorphic quartzes, 0.01 in diameter, fill the groundmass. This ~tructure
is developed in the sheet of andesite-porphyry, rich in hornblende (191 ),
which occurs in the gulch soutlnvest of the summit of Electric Peak. In a
few cases the lath-shaped feldspm·s preponderate over the gTanular minerals,
giving the groundmass a holocrystalline pilotaxitic structure.
HORNBLENDE-ANDESITE-PORPHYRY AND ANDESITE.

Of the remaining intrusive sheets in this pa.rt of the Gallatin Mountains very much the greater nm~ber are hornblende-andesite-porphyries and
holocrystalline andesites without pyroxene and without biotite, except a
trace in some instances. A very few bodies contain pyroxene, either with
hornblende or without.
In contrast to the hornblende-mica-andesite-porphyries the hornblendeandesite-porphyries are less decomposed, the hornblende being only partly
altered in most cases, and quite fresh in a number of instances. 'rhis is the
more noteworthy since they appear to. be older than the hornblende-mica
rock in several instaiices, though not in all. The hornblende-andesiteporphyries and andesites are characterized by abundant small phenocrysts
of hornblende and fewer of feldspar. They vary in amount of phenocrysts
and in the general color and habit of the rock. Some are scarcely distinguishable from the hornblende-mica rocks into wluch they grade. The
hornblende phenocrysts have the same habit and colors, brownish gre,en,
with reddish-brown tones in places, and upon alteration are replaced by
chlorite or calcite, or both together, sometimes with grains of epidote or
titanite. The feldspar phenocrysts are plagioclase, apparently andesinelabradorite, with zonal structure and twinning, as in the rocks just described.
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They are much less abundant and smailer in most of the prese11Th. group,
and are in part cracked and alterE)d in the same manner as in the hornblendemic~L rocks. In some instances the feldspar is perfectly fresh when the
hornblende is entirely altered, and vice versa. The only other constituent
that may be classed with the phenocrysts is magnetite, in small crystals,
scattered through the rock, and inclosed in·the hornblende. It is in some
cases decomposed and replaced by aggregations of hydrous oxide of iron,
· leucoxene, and brightly polarized scales of an undetermined mineral. The
magnetite is plainly titaniferous, and .chemical analysis shows 1.71 per cent
of titanium oxide in the rock ai1a.lyzed. Py1~ite is occasionally present.
The groundmass, always holocrystalline, consists in most cases of a
mic1;ocrystalline aggregation of grains that are indistinctly poikilitic, and
of feldspar microlites, both lath-shaped and rectanguhtr, together ·with
magnetite and irregularly shaped hornblende or chlorite. In one case the
micropoikilitic structure is more pronounced. In others the lath-shaped
and rectangula.r feldspars preponderate. In two instances the groundmass
is microcryptocrystalline, 1vith seattered feldspar microlites and some indistinct micropoikilitic structure.
On the ridge running southwest from Electric. Peak three distinct
bodies of intrusiye rock intersect one another. The oldest is a somewhat
altered hornblende-andesite-porphyry (185). This is traversed by a large
sheet of hornblende-andesite-porphyry, which is quite fresh, light gray
colored, with abundant small phenocrysts of hornblende and feldspar.
Through the rock are segreg~ations, several inches in diameter, that differ
greatly in texture and structure. Some appear as coarser-grained modifications of the main rock, othe~·s as varieties with larger hornblende. Some
have a laminated or gneissoid structure. Occasionally small dark patches
surround red garnets (182, 184, 188, 189). The main body of the rock,
whose chemical composition is given in analysis 1, p. 81, consists of a
micropoikilitic grouudmass, ·with abundant lath-shaped and rectangular
feldspars, besides hornblende, a little chlorite, magnetite, and quartz, carrying phenocrysts of hornblende and cracked plagioclase. It is remarkable
that by the side of greatly cracked crystals of plagioclase, with the CI'acks
filled with the secondary mineral already described, the crystals of hornblende exhibit no cracking, often no cleavage, and no optical strain
-phenomena. The question ,arises whether or no the cracking of the feld-
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spar was produced by dynamic forces acting on the whole rock. rrhe
nearly parallel position of the cracks in all feldspars in one rock section
indicates that it was due to such action; The total absence' of cracking in
the hornblende and the very fresh condition of this mineral are certainly
remarkable (182). l1i one instance: where a large hornblende is ndjacent
to a feldspar, both are crac~ed in the same direction, but the hornblei1de
exhibits no alteration along the cracks. The alteration 1vithiu the feldspar
appears to be confined entirely to its c1:ystal, and to depend upon the
feldspar substance, and not to be in the nature of an infiltration 1'vhich
might have lodged within the cracks in the hornblende. At the mnrgin of
the rock body the color is dark and the phenocrysts are :very srndl and in
greater numbers (184). The groundmass i.s microcryptocrystalline, with
indistinct poikilitic patches. In other parts of the body the groundmass
has a microgranular structure with minute idiomorphic quartzes. This is
in contact with one of the segregations (188), which consists of an aggre·gate of rectangular feldspars, for the most pmt in polysynthetic twins with
low extinction angles, and. of larger hornblendes, with a small amount of
interstitial cement of feldspar and quartz grains. It contains long, slender
needles of apatite, paltially altered magnetite, and some chlorite in flakes,
which suggest former biotite. The hornblende .is precisely the same as
that in the surrounding rock, and the segregation is plainly· a local modification 10f the magma of the rock. One segregation consists wholly of
brownish-gre~n hornblende. Another segregation consists of similar hornblende crystals crowded together, with. rather large feldspars, and no finegrained cement. There is some quartz, calcite, and .chlorite. The feldspars
a.re more or less altered, while the hornblende is perfectly fresh. 'rhe
banded segregations with gneissoid appearance consist of plagioclase and
hornblende, with.l;>iotite in places, considerable magnetite and green spinel,
besides chlorite as an alteration of biotite. There is little or no quartz.
The banded structure is due to the arrangement of magnetite, spinel, and
biotite in. streaks or layers, and to the ci-ystallization of part of the feldspar in small crystals and grains in layers. \Vhile the 9-ark-colored minerals exhibit a pronounced parallel an·angement in places, the .crystals of
feldspar lie in all possible positions, and share in the banded character only
by being in small grains or in large crystals. The hornblendes and some
. biotites are poikilitic, inclosing small i·ounded crystals of plagioclase. The
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end of a large hornblende is normally developed where it lies within the
groundmass of the rock, but within the banded segregation it is poikilitic,
and is traversed by a broad ·band of feldspar grains. In places where the
banding of the magnetite and biotite is most pronounced and is in delicate
lines, the feldspars are eomparatively large an<;l. cross the lines of magnetite
at all angles without modifying them: The lamination was earlier than
the crystallization of the feldspars. It did not affect the orientation of the
ho111blende material It must ha·ve preceded the crystallization of the
hmnblend.e. It affected the size of the feldspar crystals in part. 'The size
of crystals depends primarily upon the rate of cooling or upon the viscosity .
of the ma.gma. Since the cooling must have been the same for all parts of
so small a mass, the most variable factor is likely to have been the viscosity,
which depends not only on the temperature but on the chemical composition. Hence vve may conclude that heterogeneity in the mass must have
beei1 the cause of the banding and abnormal microstructure in these small
gneiss-like segregations.
HORNBLENDE-PY ROXENE-ANDESIT E-PORPHYRIES AND ANDESITES.

The hornblende-pyroxene-andesite-porphyries and andesites are few in
·number and are closely associated with the hornblende rocks. One forms
a narrow sheet on'the ridge north of the head of Fan Creek (162, 167). It
is dense and andesitic in appearance, with hornblende phenocrysts. The
groundmass is holocrysta1line and pilotaxitic, with abundant magnetite.
Part of the rock has· small phenocrysts of .augite in addition to those of
hornblende, besides numerous small augites, first recognized under the
microscope. The groundmass is more coarsely crystallfzed.
Two other modifications occu~·, whose character is in doubt, owing to
the complete decomposition of the ferromagnesian constituents. They were
probably pyroxene rocks (131, 132, 134, 136). They are both fine grained,
without phenocrysts. Their general mineral composition is similar to
that of the rocks already described. Their microstructure is andesitic,
approaching a microlitic and glassy structure. Some of the pseudomorphs
have the shape of olivine, and it is possible that one of these rocks is an
altered basalt or olivine-ande~ite.
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CHEMICAL COMPOSITION.

Of the rocks belonging to this intrusive mass and its outlying sheets
three have been analyzed chemically, and their analyses are given in the
accompanying table. No. 1 is from a sh~et on the ridge southwest of the
summit of Electric Peak (182), and ~s hornblende-a.ndesite'-porpbyry. No·.
2 is the rock forming the thick sheet between Fan Creek a.nd Cinnabm·
Creek (164), and is hornblende~mica-a.ndesite-porphyry. No. 3 is from the
southern slope of Gray 1\iountain, and is p(1rt of the great intrusive mass
(146); this also is hornblende-mica-andesite-porphyry.
Analyst8 of 1·ocks fr01n vicinity of Electric Pea.k, Fa.n Creek, nnd Gmy Jfonnta·in.
[.A-nalyst, J. E. Whjt.jield.]
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From these analyses it is seen that the hornbleride-andesite-porphyry
has 3 per cent less silica than the hornblende-mica rock of the Indian Creek ·
laccolith with nearly the same alkalies, and that the former has more magnesia and considerable titanium oxide. The hornblende-mica-andesiteporphyries of the Gra.y Mounta.in system 1vhich were analyzed have more
silica than the Indian Creek laccolith, and someivhat more alkalies and less
lime. Chemically and minera:logically they are nea.r dacites, and might be
classed with them. Some of the rocks contain abundant idiomorphic quartz.
MON XXXII, PT II--6
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in microscopic ph~nocrysts, and are undoubtedly dacite. No attempt has
been made to distinguish on the map the different kinds of rocks forming
the large mass and intrusive sheets just described.
DIFFERENT IATED SHEET SOUTHEAST OF ELECTRIC PEAK.

One intrusive sheet occurs in the upturn~d shales of the southeastern
spur of Electric Peak which deserves special mention. It is about 30 feet
thick, and at present stands in a nearly vertical position, as do the inclosing
shales. ' It is notable on account of its composition and the strongly contl·asted character of the lower and upper parts of the sh~et. The rock is
massive and gTeenish near the eastern >vall, which was originally the bottom
surface; it is fissile and crumbles upon weathering, giving rise to a narrow
gulch. Immediately in contact with the shale it is dense, with a purplish
tinge. A layer of the sheet, 4 or 5 feet thick, near what was the bottom, is
full of large porphyritica l augites (225, 228). The remainder of the sheet
does not contain them, except sporadically, and carries small feldspa1· phenocrysts. It is more massive, and weathers quite differe!1tly fron1 the
coarsely porphyritic part. From the abundance of large augite crystals in
the bottom portion of the· sheet it appears that these crystaJs must have
settled to the lower part while the magma was quite liquid, a phenomenon
not observed in any other rocks of this region, >vhere the phenocrysts are
uniformly dissemina..ted through the rock. Such separations by gravity
have been noted by Charles Darwin1 in the basalt lavas of the Galapagos
Islands, and by Clarence King 2 in the basalt flows of Hawaii. , In each of
these cases the rocks in which this phenomenon has been observed are
basic, as is the intrusive sheet in qu~stion. A high degree of liquidity after
the phenocrysts have been formed seems to be a necessary condition, and
is one most likely to occur in basic rocks.
The chemical composition of the two parts of the sheet is sho>vn by
the following analyses. No. 1 is of the lower portion, erovvded with larg·e
augite crystals, the la3rer being about one-sixth of the total depth of the
sheet; No. 2 is of the more feldspathic portion; No. 3 is the average
composition of ~he sheet, reckoning the parts analyzed in the proportion of
1 to 5.
1

2

Volcanic Islands, Lonc1ou, 1851, p.117.
U.S. Geol. Expl. Fortieth Par., VoL I, Systematic Geology, p. 715.
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Analyses of d~ffm·ent pa.rts of the sheet so?J.thea.st of Elect1·ic Pea.k.
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The chemical composition of the sheet is not like that of any of the
igneous rocks of Electric Peak and Sepulchi·e Mountain, being lo~er in
silica and proportionately higher in alkalies. It approaches the composition
of shoshonite (Chapter IX), and indicates that the magma is a more highly
differentiated form of the general magma. The two parts of the sheet correspond in chemical composition more closely to absaroh:ite and shoshonite
( q. v.), and are the results of· a differentiation in 1vhich the separation was
.according to mineral molecules, as it was actually the settling of pyroxene
crystals. ':rhe ratio of the alkalies to one another in the two parts is nearly
-constant, indicating that they remained in combination.
The llpper part of the rock, 10 feet from the top, consists of feldspar,
most of which is plagioclase, and is striated. It is partly in tabular or
-equidimensional crystals, with allotriomorphic outlines, partly in lath-shaped
.and rectangular crystals, more nearly idiomorphic and generally of smaller
size. The extinction ai1gles are lovi;, often nearly zero, indicating oligoclase.
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Some of the feldspars exhibit no polysyntheti c tv;rinning and hitve low
extinction angles, and are probably orthoclase. The substance of the feldspar is clouded by minute secondary grains. There is also considerable
colorless malacolite or diopside in small irregular crystals and in short stout
prisms, besides partly altered magnetite and abundant long needles of
apatite; also itl?1mdant green and brown secondary mineral in irregular
aggregations , >vhich in places resembles microcryptoc rystalline aggregates
of chlorite or serpentine, and in other places appears to l)e microscopic
crystals of brown mica. Biotite is a.lso sparingly present in long shreds o,r
crooked plates and in stout crystals. About 10 feet from the bottom of the
sheet the la.th-shapecl feldspars a.re more abundant, long prismatic crystals of
malacolite <tre numerous, and magnetite or ilmenite occurs in small grains
and in greater numbers. There a.re some porphyritic<tl malacolites and
felds})ars, besides patches of brightly polarizing micro-fibrous material with
larger needles of actinolite scattered through it.
1'he portion of the rock filled ·with large malacolite crystals consists of
these large crystftls, more or le:?S idiomorphic in outline, in a subordinftte
amount of feldspar matrix, composecl of lath-shaped feldspars, like those
already described, besides small erystals of malacolite c:mc1 iron oxide.
There is mqeh actinolite in thin needles, ftncl in a greenish, microscopic feltr
which is bright gTeen or pleochroic. in some places ftncl colorless in others.
Around the grains of .magnetite the felt is colored brown. The large malacolites are to some extent altered to fibers of actinolite that lie parallel to
th~ prismatic axis of the pyroxene. It is a question whether the patches of
actinolite felt may not be altered olivine. This seems probable from the
shape of some of them, but ·no unaltered olivine is observed in the thin
sections of the rock.
GALT..~A'l'IN

RIVER. LA.CCOT_,rrH .

DACITE-PORP HYRY.

In c.onnection with the intrusive bodies in the Gallatin Mountains.
should be mentioned a laccolith-like mass situated on the Gallatin River just
west of the border of theY ellowstone Park. It is ·within and near the base
of the Paleozoic stntta. The rock is a dacite-porph yry with prominent phenocrysts of feldspar and abundant smaller ones of hornblende, besides small
rounded crystals of quartz. In thin sections· the large feldspars are seen to
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be andesine-lab radorite 1vith marked zonal structui·e, and with craeking- ;mel
secondary inclusions similar to those in the andesite-porp hyries of this
region. The quartz crysta.ls are sometimes 1diomorphic pyramids, or are
nearly spherical, or are irregula,rly shaped. They contain bays and
inclusions of groundmass and many~ liquid inclusions 1vith cubes and ga.s
bubbles; rhombohedra l cleavage is occasiona.lly developed. rrhe hornblende
is green and more or less chloritizecl A few crystaJs of biotite and of
sphene were noticed. l\'Iagnetite ocC1~ra in small individuals, and eolorless
apatite in comparativel y large ones. Allanite is present in 1Jrown pleochroic
crystals, with idiomorphic form and zonal structure. Strongly pleochroic
epidote in irregular grains is spa.ringly present as a seconda.ry mineral.
The groundmass is fine gTained, microgrmmlar, ·with minute idiomorphic
quartzes and abundant crysta.ls of ma.gnetit.e (168, 169).
INTRUSIVE SHEE'l'S IN :MOUNT EVERTS.

There are a number of intruded sheets of igneous rock within the
Cretaceous strata of Mount Everts, the lo•vest being exposed nea.r the base
of the south side of the mountain, and the highest at the top of the 1vest
escarpment. The rocks as a group are dark greenish and brownish gra.ys
to slate color. They ftre dense and aphanitic to very fine gra.ined, and for
the most part are free from prominent phenocrysts. 'I'he rocks are a1terecl
holocrystalli ne andesites and andesite-porphyries.
The coarsest-grai1ied form occurs in a sheet 20 to 30 feet thick fl.t the
base of the south face of the mountain (365). T'he rock is greatly fmctured,
~rith joints along 1vhich there has been sliding about pa,rallel to the bedding
. of the inclosing sedimentary strata.· It consists of nearly idiomorphic limesoda feldspars, with lo1'ir extinction angles anc11ow double refraction, a.bout
0.4 mm. long, the marginal part being unst1;iated and cloudy. A few are
phenoe1:ysts 2 mm. long. .There is considerable serpentine and a little p:::tle- ·
green augite not yet altered. Magnetite occurs in small crystals, and
colorless apatite is abundant in minute thin prisms. Numerous shreds of
red-brown biotite may be secondary. The rock 1s a pyroxene-and esiteporp~lyry.

In the west escarpment several thin sheets were observed by Mr.
"'Wright. They are apha.nitic and porphyritic (356, 357), with phenocrysts
of feldspar and decmnposed pyroxene. The feldspar is partly altered, and
is proba,bly labradorite. rrhe groundmass is extremely fine grained and is
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composed of prisms of plagioclase, much serpentine or chlorite, and altered
1~agnetite, which is nOVi' light yello~v by incident light. There are suggestions of crystals of pyroxene, now altered. The structure is andesitic and
the rocks are holocrystalline pyroxene-andesites. There is much calcite
scattered through the rocks.
'rhe intrusive sheet near the top of the northern part of the west
escarpment, which can be distinguished even at a long· distance from the
inclosing sandstones, because of its dark color, is about 20 or 30 feet thick
in places, but much thinner in others. It lies parallel to the bedding of the
strata, except for short distances, where it break·s across the beds. In
places it exhibits prisrnatic parting at right angles to the contact.smfaces,
and in other places the spheroidal sundering is well developed. The rock is
dark and dense, with few phenocrysts of hornblende (360, 361, 362). It
contains segregations of hornblende. The same sheet of rock is exposed
lower down the northwest spur of the mountain, near the line of
the forty-fourth parallel of latitude (363, 359). It is a holocrystalline
pyroxene-andesite, or pyroxene-andesite-porphyry, carrying a small amount
of hornblende. Its habit is like that of similar andesites of Sepulchre
Mountain, there being innumerable small phenocrysts of labradorite and
pyroxene in a groundmass of still smaller crystals of the same minerals,
\vith magnetite and some micropoikilitic quartz. The rock is c.onsiderably
de~omposed in part, the pyroxenes having suffered most. Portions of it
contain fresli augite and altered hypersthene. The hornblende is brown,
with a border of n:.agnetite and pyroxene. Near the contact planes of the
sheet the groundmass of the rock is still finer grained.
'rhese rocks are similar to the intruded sheets in the Cretaceous strata
of Electric .Peak, and it is possible that they may have been connected
with them before the faulting of the region by the great north-sou.th faults
on both sides of Sepulchre Mountain.
THE BUNSEN PEAK

1\:L~SS.

•

DACITE-PORPHYRY.

rrhe Bunsen Peak mass is an intrusive body that broke through Cretaceous strata, which are exposed in contact with it on the Gardiner River
near the mouth of Glen Cre~k, and which dip away from it northward at an
angle of 10° .. Erosion has removed the sedimentary covering, leaving au
isolated, dome-like mountain, whose base has been surrounded on all sides by
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streams of rhyolitic and basaltic lavas. The rock is light gray and fine
grained, with abundan t small phenoery sts of feldspa.r fLnd biotite. It is g
mica-dacite-p011)hyry, whose chemical composition is as follows:
Analysis of Bnn.sen Pea.k mica-da.oite-po?j}hy?·y.
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This analysis was made from the rock at the summi~ of Bunsen Peak.
It is nearly the same as that of the rock from :Mount Holmes (p. 65), being
a little lower in alumina and higher in lime and potash.
The mineral composition and microstru cture of the rock va.ry hut
slightly througho ut the body. Under the microscope it is seen to consist
of a holocrysta1line groundm ass of feldspa.r and quartz, with abundan t flakes
of biotite and a little magnetit e Small crysta.ls of apfLtite and minute
prisms of zircon are present. 'l'here are numerou s phenocry sts of irregular ly
outlined biotite, idiomorp hic feldspar, fLnd a fe·w corroded crysta.ls of quartz.
The feldspar phenocry sts are almost all polysynt hetic twins of lime-soda
feldspars, oligoclase-andesine, also twinned accordin g to the CarlsbfLdlaw,
and having marked zonal structure . A fe1:v appear to be labradorite. Some
unstriate d feldspars may be orthoclase. They have few inc.lusions, and
exhibit very little decom.position in some pa.rts of the rock. The cracking
and seconda.ry minerals chamcter istic of the feldspar phenocry sts in the
intrusive rocks of the Gallatin Mountains also occur in partR of this rock.
The biotite is broVIrn, with strong abso11)tion and fevir inclusions. It is for
the most _part unaltered . Quartz phenocry sts a.re much corroded and carry·
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fe,v inclusions. They are scarce in most sections of the rock, and are more
numerous in the finest-grained portions at the northeastern extension of the
mass. The groundmass in the coarsest-grained forms, ·which occur about
the middle of the northern and western sides of the mountain, is microcrystalline, and consist::; of lath-shaped and rectangular feldspars and micropoil{ilitic qua.rtze/?, about 0.05 mm. in diameter and sma11er, · with some
magnetite crystals and a few :flakes of biotite. The microstructure is
shown in Pl. XIX, fig. 1. The poikilitic quartzes are more pronounced
in some parts of the rock than in others, and exhibit a ten9.ency toward
idiomorphism (105, lOG, 108). ·The same structure occurs in smaller grain
at the summit o\ the mountain, on its southeastern face, and at its northern
base, where the rock is exposed in knolls near Gardiner River and elsewhere.
'Where the dacite-porphyry comes in contact with a large ma.ss of sandstone,
probably included ·within the igneous mass, the porphyry exhibits platy parting parallel to the plane of contact, .,vhich disappears a short distance a\vay.
The microstructure of the rock nea_r the eontact is indistinctly micropoikilitic, the quartz patches being ,;ery minute. In spots it is mierocryptocrystalline. The finest-grained forms occurring near the contact \Yith sedimentary.
rocks on Gardiner River below the mouth of Glen Creek, and in the spur
of the plateau west, are microgranular, with minute idiomorphic quartzes,
averaging 0.01 mm. in diameter.
A coarse-grained mass resembling granite occurs in the base of the
cliff on the northern si'de of the mountain, and consists of quartz, feldspar,
and biotite, with the grain of fairly coarse granite. It is a crystallization
from the same ma,gma as the dacite-porphyry, for the crystals of feldspar
along its margin project into the. porphyry groundmass with icliomorphic
outline. It is not a broken fra.gment of some foreign rock inclosed during
the eruption of the porphyry. rrhe mineral constituents are the same as
those of the porphyry, both in kind and in general cha.racter. rrhe biotite
h::t.s the ::m.me color and l1as siJnilR.r inclusions of magnetite. T'he fe]dspnrs
are orthoclase and oligoclase, with some crystals of andesine-labradorite.
The quartz is allotrioniorphic with respect to all the other minerals, and
contains gas inclusions, with a small.amount of liquid. Magnetite, apatite,
and zircon occur as in granite. This is clearly a coarse-grained crystallization of the magma, due to some cause not known,· and presents the true
granite equivalent of the dacite-porphyry. Similar coarse-grained masses
oecur in the dacite-porphyry of the Holmes bysmalith, near Echo Peak.
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THE IGNEOUS ROCKS-OF ELECTRIC PEAK AND SEPULCHRE
MOUNTAIN.

By

JOSEPH pAXSON IDDINGS.

GEOLOGICAL SKETCH 01!' TilE REGION.

As already stated in Chapter II, the series of en{ptions that bi·oke
through the synclinal fissure in what is now the eastern part of Electric
Peak are so plainly related to the lavas that form the volcanic pile of
Sepulchre Mountain and the foothills at its soutlnvestern base, and the
chm:acter of this relationship is of such petrographical importance, that
these rocks ·will be treated C01~jointly. 1 It has been shown tha.t the eruptions that accompanied the synclinal folding and fissuring in the eastern
part of Electric Peak were subsequent to the intrusion of the sheets of
andesite-porphyr y between the beds of shale and sandstone.
The general character and form of Electric Peak are exhibited in the
accompanying map and illustrations. rrhe Peak is the hig·hest point in
the Gallatin Mountains, being 11,100 feet in altitude, and is situated upon
the northern boundary of the Yellowstone Park, the forty-fifth parallel of
latitude passing just south -of t.he summit. For this reason it is not well
shown on either of the atlas sheets north or south of this parallel. The
accompanying map (Pl. XVI) shows its relation to Sepulchre Mountain, as
well as its geological structure, which has been explained on pages 50 to 55,
wl1ere ·the character of the sedhiJ.entary formations and their po~ition andthe nature of the intruded sheets· of andesite-porphyry were described.
The sha11?ly pointed peak has broad, steep slopes. on the west and·
south, where streams have cut 3,000 feet below the sununit of the mountain.
'Iddings, .J. P., The eruptive rocks of Electric Pea.k 1tud Sepulchre Mountain, Yellowstone
-Natioual Park: 'fwelfth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, 1892, pp. 5(39-664.
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A narrow spur· or ridge connects the peak with the mountains to the southwest, while ~ broad, high ridge on the north carries the gently dipping
Cretaceous strata to the a.brupt synclinal fold south of Cinnabar Mountain.
On the east a.nd northeast of the summit deep gulches ha.ve been carved
into the heart of the mass,. reaching depths of 4,000 and 5,000 feet below
its highest point. . The valley of Reese Creek marks the line of faulting
between Electric Peak and Sepulchre Mountain.
Only th8 eastern. half of Electric Peak is involved in the considera.tion
of the series of volcanic eruptions here discussed, the centra.l stock or
conduit of eruption being located in the middle of ..the deep gulch east of
the peak and in the rocky spur north of the gulch, and the apophyses and
dikes extending only short distances across the southeastern and northeastern spurs: The accompanying view of nhe eastern face of the mountain
(Pl. XIII) show's the jagged northeastern spur on _the right, with its steeply
sloping_ base, and the deep east ·gulch in the middle, ;with light-colored
morainal accumulations of rock fragments covering the bottom like a glacier.
T'he long southeastern spur is on the left, with its short, steep branch immediately south of the gulch. 11 he barren slopes, partly covered with sliderock, are easily recognized.
The southeastern spur is formed of upturned beds east of the synclinal
axis. The black shales which constitute. the greater. part of the spur have
been baked and i1~durated in the vicinity of the stock, so that they
ha.ve withstood erosi011, sufficiently to form the pyramidal mass bounding
the east gulch on the south. 11 he main mass of Electric Peak and the
gi·eater portion of the northeast spur consist of less disturbed strata dipping
toward the northeast. The structure of the mountain is shown in the wa.lll?
of the deep gulches draining east. and northeast, as well as in the bare
slopes on the sou.t.h and west sides. The differences in the topography of
the two ha.lves of the mountain are due to the influence of the vertically
. jntrucled rocks, wHch have metamorphosed the neighboring sandstones and
shales, rendering them hard a.nd resisting, and leading to the production of
r~gged and pinnacled ridges, with precipitous walls hundreds of feet in
heigl~t.

The east gulch forms an amphitheater at the base of the peak, which
surmounts a precipice of nearly 1,500 feet. The walls of this amphitheater
are sl:own in the pa.norama, Pl. XIV. The gulch crosses the sync.linal axis
and the stock of igneous rock, part of which is covered by debris. The cen-
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tral portion of the stock is located on the northeastern spur of the mountain,
where it is surrounded by sandstones. It is well exposed through a vertical
distance of a thousand feet. A large apophysis extends up the erest of this
spur, forming clark-colored pinnacles, sho-wn on the· right-hand side of the
panorama. The southwestern end of the stock is exposed in the southern
\vall of the amphitheater (left side of the panorama). It is a. high ,vedge
of crystalline rock, reaching to 1vithin a few hundred feet of the top of the
cliff. The crest of the southeastern spur, from an altitude of 10,000 feet
to the summit of the peak, is serrated by numerous narrow gulches and
rocky points, caused by the unequal weathering of dikes and of upturned
intrusive sheets. The nearly vertical dikes a.re frequent ]Jetween the
wedge of· crystalline rock ancl the fault to the west.. They beeome fewer
toward the summit of the peak and do not occur farther northwest.. They
extend across the southeastern spur, appearing on its southern slope ii1 >Ya.lls
rising above the black shales. They do not occur at the eastern ba.se of
the spur. \Vhere dikes and upturned intrusive sh6ets are parallel it is
difficult to distinguish them from one another. The sheets, however, usually
exhibit signs of crushing and displacement. The dikes are more numerous
and thicker nearer the area of metamorphism. rrhey are not more than a.
mile and a half long, and radiate from a center on the northeastern spur,
which is about the location of the stock. 'rhey range through 45° from
south to soutlnvest.
Sepulchre Mountain, east of the great fault, located near the line of
Reese Creek, consists of andesitic tuff-breccia.. \Vith this mass of breccia,
which also forms the low ridge south of the mo1.mtain, is associated a set
of dikes and broad intrusive bodies that have broken up through the breccia.
The breccia is 3,000 feet thick, and rests upon Cretaceous and older strata
exposed along the northern and eastern bases of the mountain. It is \Yell
exposed in bold escarpments on the northern side of the mountaiu, the
southern and southwestern sides being smooth, glaciated slopes with fe-vv
outcrops. The contrast between the northern and southern sides of the
mountain is shown in Pl. XV, the view having been photographed from the
nortlnvestern spur, looking southeast.
The breccias are but crudely bedded; in places ~lOt bedded at all. \Vith
them are a. few massive lava streams. The vd10le ma.ss is distinctly volcanic.
The dikes in the western part trend mostly in· a north and northeasterly
direction, radiating from the vicinity of Cache Lake. A few trend east.
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It is probable that, instea.cl of the broad bodies of intrusive andesite and
dacite represented on the rmtp, there are a number of smaller bodies of
similar rocks intersecting one another, hut the data at hand are insufficient
to enable their more accurate representation.
In the northwestern spur of the mountain the dikes are ~veil marked,
from 5 to 25 feet '\vide, and not perfectly straight. Some of the intrusive
bodies carry inclosed masses and small fragments of black shale, and where
the fault plane traverses the massive igneous rock the latter l1as been crushed
into angular fragments, which are cemented together by particles of the
.same rock, producing a crushed breccia, somewhat resembling the tuffbreccia.
The rhyolite that occurs over the breccia in Glen Creek Valley is part
of the great rhyolite sheet, and is of much more recent elate, following the
faulting and erosion of the Electric Peak and Sepulchre Mountain masses.
The accompanying map (Pl. XVI) shows in a simple manner the chief
geological features of a limited area embracing the rocks to be described.
The sedimentary terranes are colored according to the period in which they
were formed, embracing the Carboniferous, Juratrias, and Cretaceous.
'The sheets of igneous rocks intruded between the strata are not drawn
continuous, as they exist, owing to the fact that the data are insufficient.
They are more numerous than represented on the map, and are thinner.
The same is true of the dikes.
·
Although the tvHi mountains were R.t one time geologically connected
and the eruptive rocks were in a sense a geological unit, it ·will be convenient and profitable to describe them separately at first, and afterwards to
consider their correlation.
'l'HE INTRUSIVE ROCKS IN ELECTRIC PEAK.

The intrusive rocks in Electric Peak, west of the fault, occurring in ·
the stock and its apophyses and in dikes, form a group of diorites and
diorite- and andesite-porphyri~s of variable composition and structure.
They grade into one another hy transitions in composition and structure.
The coarse-grained granular rocks-·-diorites-occur almost wholly within
the stock and its larger apophyses, ·while the finer-grained porphyritic
rocks-porphyries-occur in the dikes and smaller apophyses, ttnd in places
along the margin of the stock, in contac.t with sedimentar~c rocks.
The greater part of the stock is diorite, which varies in structure and
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composition, in some places rapidly and quite irregularly. 1\foreover, there
are abunda,nt evidences of the successive eruption through the fissure or
conduit of different molten mag:mas. rrhe porphyries also differ from the
main body of diorite in the character of their phenocrysts -that is, in those
minerals which were present in the magma when it came to rest. lYiost of
the· porphyries contain phenocrysts of hornblende aml biotite, but none
of pyroxene. In some of the diorites there was an early crysta11ization of
·brOI'\rn hornblende ancl of pyroxene, but none of biotite. In most of the
diorites there is no evidence of any development of phenocrysts. They
were magmas free from crystals at the time of their eruption.
In order to ur;derstand the relation of the various dikes t~ the stock
rocks, let us consider the ·possible course of events that would follow a
synclina1 fissuring of sedimentary strata, when the dynamical action ·was
repeated and when igneous magmas ·,vere forced up through the cracks.
· Evidently the first magma vvould penetrate a.ll the small crevices connectecl
'~'ith the larger fissures and fill them 1vith its material, which 1voulcl solidify
rapidly as narrow dikes. The magrmi in the large fissure would remain
molten much longer, consolidation setting in along the sides and in the
narrow porti_ons. A subsequent eruption would force out the molten portion and replace it by other ma.terial. It would fill any new crevices mad-e
at the time o'f its eruption. The number of such crevices wo~1ld probably
be smaller toward the end of the series of eruptions than at the beginning.
Hence the .number of dikes of the later magmas would be smaller. The
magma that closed the conduit would ·in sueh a case be represented by
few· dikes. If the final action was a violent explosion, the reverse would
be true. At Electric Peak the final eruption 1vas comparativel y '""reak, and
is represented by a small body of quartz-diorit e-porphyry within the stock
and in six or eight narrow dikes trending southwest.
These rocks form a very complex g1;oup, so intimately connected
geologically· ·and exhibiting such gradual transitions in composition and
structure from one extreme to another that there appears to be no simple
method of describing them or of discussing their various relationships. For
convenience of petrographic al description they wil_l be treated in the following groups :
I. The greater number of dike rocks and some of the contact forms of
the stock, probably older than the mail1 body of the stock.
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II. The main body of the stock, most of its contact forms, and most
of the rocks that have broken through it, with some apor.ihyses, probably
contemporaneous with the main mass.
III. The quartz-mica~diorite-porphyry that broke through the stock
and also produced some dikes.
I. THE DIKE ROCKS AND CERTAIN CONTACT FORMS OF THE. STOCK.

Porphyries.-The porphyries forming most of the dikes, 1vhich are from
1 to 25 feet in width, have a generally uniform habit. They are dense
and aphanitic, filled with small phenocrysts of feldspar and ferromagnesian
silicates, mostly hornblende and biotite. They have a uniformly speckled
appearance, vvith occasional spots of 1vhite feldspar or black ferromagnes:ian
silicates. Variations in habit are due to differences in color, caused by the
relative proportions of light and clark colored phenocrysts, and to the nature
and amount of the groundmass. 'rhe color varies from dark greenish and
pm1)Esh gray to light gray of different tints. The dike rocks are in some
cases fresh and compact, in others decomposed and disintegrated ..
In thin sections under the microscope the groundmass of all these dike
rocks is found to be holocrystalline, and the phenocrysts are lime-soda feldspar and hornblende, generally with biotite, occasionally, with pyroxene.
'rhe relative .proportions of these minerah; vary gradually among the rock
bodies, so that the specimens ·collected may he arranged in the follo·wing subdivisions, acco.rding to the relative amounts of the ferromagnesian
silicates:
T.A.J3LE
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Besides the phenocrysts of biotite there are shreds of this mineral
that belong to the period of crystallization of the groundmass. There is
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gradual variation in the kinds of lime-soda feldspar accmnpanying that of
the ferromagnesian minerals. But tmnsitions in the possible isomorphous
series of hornblendes or pyroxenes were not detected. The variation in mineral composition affects the microstructure of the gronndmass, an increase
of quartz being accompanied by an approach to a granular structure.
Although the coarseness of grain and at the same time t.he clmracter
of the microstructure vary to some extent with the size of the dike, and to
a greater extent with the rate at which the mass cooled, for each of the
mineralogical subdivisions indicated in the table, still, the conditions under
·which these various magmas cooled having been quite similar, the variations
in the composition and microstructure of the groundmasses of the subdivisions named bear a marked relation to the composition of the rock as a
-vvhole and to the variations in the phenocrysts. This will appear from the
following descriptions of the rocks belonging to the subdivisions in Table I:
(a) Gronndmass with micropoikilitic structure, the quartz grains in one case being 0.09 mm. t.o 0.43
mm. in diameter, and containh1g lath-shaped microlites of feldspa.r, gas cavities, and microscopic
hornblendes and biotites. Abundant phenocrysts of lime-soda. feldspa.r, 1 to 2 mm. long, and
smaller ones of b.ornblende and biotite. The relative proportions of the latter minerals diJl:'er
in diJferent specimens. As the total amount of ferromagnesiau minerals increases, the relative
amount of hornhlende increases. Small amounts of magnetite, apatite, and zircon occur in
·
all these rocks.
(b) The rocks of the second subdivision are nearly the same a.s those of the first.
(c) 'In the third division the micropoikilitic structure is not well marked and grarleR into one in
which lath-shaped feldspar microlites are more prominent.
( rZ) and (e) Micropoikilitic structure is wanting. The gronndmass is composed essentia.lly of lathshaped mierolites and grains of feldspar, approaching a fel~ -like or pilotaxitic structure. This
change accompanies a diminution in the amount of quartz. In these fiv<> subdivisions pyroxene
is entirely absent.
{f) a.nd (g) These are similar to the last two subdivisions in microstructure and composition, but
pyroxene was originally present as phenocrysts and has been uralitized. Biotite is only
present in shreds in the groundmass and does not form phenocrysts.
(h) is represented by a coarser-grained rock, but slightly porphyritic. It consists of lath-shaped
feldspars 0.4 mm. to 0.7 mm. long, between which is a very Hmall amount of irregnlar graius of
feldspar and quartz and ferromaguesiau silicates, amphibole, and mica. There is much
nralitized pyroxene, which formed the largest idiom orphic crysta.lH.
(i.) The rock of this division is like the last in microstructure, but is more porphyritic, with phcnocr:;,sts of plagioclase and pyroxene, the l:<tter in part uralitized. Near the conta.ct of this rock
with metamorphosed sandstone the pyroxene is almost colorless, different from the varieties
common in the pyroxene rocks of this region. It rese!llbles the secontlary pyroxene which has
resulted from the alteration of hornblende in other varieties of porphyry in this neighborhood.

The more quartzose porphyries and the coarse-grained modifications
cutting the stock will be described later. The microscopical characters of
the minerals constituting the dike rocks are nearly the same throughout
' .
this series of rocks.
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The feldspar in all cases is lime-soda feldspar, with the usual polysynthetic twinning. In sections the forms of the feldspar~ crystals are lathshaped, rectangular, and tabular, the general habit being tabular parallel to
the clinopinacoid. Zonal structure is pronounced.. Their range appears
to be from labradorite to olig·oclase, the former prevailing in the more basic
dike rocks, .the latter in the more siliceous varieties rich in biotite. Primary
inclusions of glass or of other minerals are ·scarce. Secondary inclusions .
are more numerous, and are g·as cavities or needles of amphibole. rrhe
feldspars are more distinctly idiomorphic than the hornblendes, and are
sometimes inclosed in hornblendes. l\iore rarely hornblende is inclosed in
feldspar.
Primary hornblende phenocrysts are generally i.diomorphic, but not
always. In the prism zone the unit prism (110) and clinopinacoid (010)
are ~ell developed. Terminal planes are seldom observed. Twinning is
common, parallel to the orthopinacoid (100). The coloi: varies from brown
to green, through reddish brown, greenish brown, and light brown, brownish
green, and olive gray, sometimes with a reddish tint approaching violet gray.
The olive gray and violet gray are common in many hornblendes of these
dike rocks. The pleochroism is, then, olive gray- II .c, olive brown II b, light
brown· II a. The absorption is .c > h > a. The color is sometimes inegularly distributed in the crystal, the darker shades being usually in the
center, .but zonal stru?ture is rare. In the less siliceous rocks of this series.
the horn-olendes are somev1rhat darker colored, approaching chestnut brown.
rr:here are no characteristic inclusions. "'When a.ssociated Vi'ith biotite the
two minerals are so intergrown as to suggest synchronous crystallization.
In some cases biotite is inclosed as a secondary minerai. The hornblende
is in various stages of preservation, sometimes fi·esh, sometimes partially or
completely altered. The usual alteration products are chlorite and epidote,
with calcite and quartz. ~ometimes compact hornblende has be.en changed
to fibrous, ''reedy" amphibole. ·

.

Biotite forms six-sided plates, occasionally twinned parallel to the
cleavage plane. It is ·dark reddish brown with normal absorption. It is
sometimes partially bleached, the light-colored spots containing bundles of
rutile needles. It may be completely altered to chlorite ·and epidote, with
calcite and quartz. Pyroxene was not found in an unaltered condition, and
was only identified by its form. The iron oxide· is probably magnetite~ with
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somo titanium. Apatite is more abundant in the more micaceous rocks.
The same is true of zircon
Seconda:ry ryroxene occurs in po11)hyries 1•vithin the metamorphosed
sandstones, apparently derived from hornblende. 'l'he feldspar and biotite
phenocrysts are quite fresh, and the general microstructure of the groundmass is normal for a hornblende-mica-andesite-porphyry. The augite
substance is colorless and compact, with pyroxenic cleavage. It occupies
spaces v.rith hornblende outlines in cross section, the plane of symmetry for
both minemls being the same· No pyroxene outlines 'vere observed. Its
refraction and double refraction are high, and the extinction angle is large.
It sometimes forms irregular grains and minute aggreg'ations not immediate! y
connected with a hornblende crystal. In some cases the hornblende is not
entirely changed to pyroxene. The process by 'vhich this alteration took
place has not been made out.
II. THE STOCK ROCKS AND APOPHYSES.

The diorite forming the body of the stock varies· in the size of its
crystals, Most of it is medium grained, consisting of clusters of feldspars,
and others of ferromagnesian minerals, from 5 mm. to 2 mm. in diameter,
and smaller. The coarsest is shown in fig. 1 of Pl. XVII, photographed
natural size. The size of the component crystals is sinaller than that of the
clusters, and is from 1 mm. to 2 mm. A medium-grained form is shown in
fig 2 of PL XVII. 'l'he grain sinks to fine grained and to microcrystalline.
The variation in grain is gradual in some parts of the mass and rapid in
others. 'l'he finer-grained portions are darker colored. \Vhile a gradual
transition from coarse to fine gra~ned and from light to dark-colored rock
can be traced in ·some places, the two extremes are in juxtaposition in
others, with a sharp line of demarcation between, veins of the light-colored
rock cutting the dark colored. In places also there are fragments of various
modifications of the diorite inclosed in diorite, which appears to be a later
intrusion.
'rhe diorite also varies in mineral composition. For the most part the
ferromagnesian and the nonferromagnesian minerals are in about equal ·
proportions. In places the former preponderate. In other parts of the
rock the other minerals are in excess. The minerals recognized megascopically are lime-soda feldspar, hornblende, and biotite. In places biotite is
MON XXXII, PT II--7
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abundant. The lighter-colored varieties of the rock exhibit quartz. The
finest-grained porphyritic forms shovl" only feldspar and pyroxene phenocrysts, but most of the rock is evenly granular, I'Yith no porphyritic structure.
When examined microscopically, the constituents are found to be hypersthene, augite, hornblende, biotite, lime-soda feldspar, orthocla.se, quartz.
These are not all in every modification of the rock. Their range of
variation is indicated in Table II, in which a, b, etc., represent different
mineralogical modifications of the rocks.
TABLE

R
I

II.-.ll.fineml vcwiation of the rlio1·ites at Eleat1·ia Peak.

a •. M·nch ...
b... l\1uch ...
0 ••• JJittle ...
d ... --- . - .... -.
e .... - .. --- ---f .. -.. -.... -.... -- -- .. -.. --

0

-1-

ll<o'i<o. l""'m'";"-1 Oll!Jool~•·

yroxene. Hornblende.

...... -- ....
Much ...
Much ...
Much ...
Some ...
Little ...
.... ......

Little ...
. Some ...
Much ...
Much ...
Much ...
Much ...
Much ...

I

Orthoclase.

... Some ... .. ....... ··---... Some . .. ---- .... ......
. .. Some ... Little ...
. . . Some ... Little ...
1
Little ...
Little ...
...
Some ...
Much
.
.
.
.
.
.
....
Much
Much
Some
Some

-

-~i~~~~:~:l ~~::~ :::1
1

1

·Quartz.

Little.
Little.
Some.
Much.
Much.

M;J
Much.

The diorite is traversed. by veins or dikes of equally coarse-grained,
lighter-colored diorite, sometimes approaching granite in composition. In
one case the rock is fine-grained granite (fig. 1 of Pl. XVIII). In places
there are narrow seams of feldspar and quartz, which grade into rock
containing some biotite and hornblende, and finally into quartzose diorite.
Such seams of feldspar and quartz appear t0 be the extremities of fissures
or cracks in the early solidified magma, into which the fluid portion of subsequently intruded magma has been forced. They are of truly igneous
origin, and consist of the _most liquid portion of the ma.gma, or that part
which is the last to crystallize. Segregations rich in fenomagnesi an
;minerals are abundant in some parts of the rock.
The marginal portions of the diorite core are different in different
places. In some there are porphyry-lik e modifications, indicating the more
rapid cooling of the margin of the mass. In other places the coarse-grained
rock is directly in contact with the wall of the conduit, showing no indication of chilling. In the first case the surrounding rocks must have been
cooler than the igneous magma. In the latter case they must have· been
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equally hot, or nearly so, indicating the previous heating by em·lier magmas.
For convenience of description these rocks will be subdivided into the
following groups :
IIa. Varieties in which the dark-colored and the light-colored minerals
are in nearly the same proportions.
Ilb. Varieties in 1vhich the light-colored minerals are in excess and
the amount of quartz is moderate.
He. Like lib, but with much quartz.
The dark-colored minerals include ferromagnesian minerals. The
others are feldspar and quartz.
II a. Y .A.RIETIES IN WHICH THE DARK-COLORED .A.ND LIGHT-COLORED

MINERALS

.A.RE NEli..RL Y EQUAL.

This group includes most of the stock rocks, and is the most basic. It
embraces a series of val'ieties 'that grade into one another chemically,
mineralogically, and structurally.
As regards the degree of -crystallization, or the size of the grain of the
rocks, they may be classed under 27 different grades, from fine to coarse.
But no attempt has been made to establish a scale of uniform degrees.
The arrangement is shovm in Table VIII, Column IIa. At the coarsestgrained end of the series are the diorites of the stock. 'rheir structure is
hypidiomotphic granular. Some of the mineral constituents have their
proper crystallographic outline, but most of them are irregularly shaped.
The constituents are lime-soda feldspars, h01nblende, augite, hypersthene, biotite, and quartz, with magnetite. The feldspars are more nearly
idiomorphic than the other constituents. They are rectangular to lathshaped, with outlines modified by the juxtaposition of other minerals.
Quartz forms cementing grains, wholly allotriomorphic. Hornblende,
pyroxene, and biotite seldom exhibit crystal boundaries, and penetrate one
another intricately. l\fagnetite is mostly found in the ferromagnesian silicates. Apatite is colorless and in crudely formed crystals. Zircon is rare.
The diorites of the seven highest grades of crystallization, Table VIII,
Column IIa, have a structure similar to that just given, but vary in the
relative abundance of the cons~ituent minerals, as shown in Table V. In
the coarsest form the feldspars are from 2.5 mm. to 1 mm. long, and the
quartz grains 0.25 mm. in diameter. The structure is shown in Pl. XIX,
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fig 2. In the seventh ·grade from the coarsest end the feldspars range from
1.25 mm. to 0.5 mm. 1 and the quartzes are. about 0.12 mm.
As the grain becomE's smaller1 idion.i.orphic forms are more numerou s1
especially of hornblen de and biotite. And these are more idiomorphic
when quartz is more abundan t1 since they are always idiomo11)hic with
respect to this. mineral (Pl. XIX 1 fig. 3). A gradual change of this characte r
can be followed to grade 26 of the table 1 where the average size of grain
is 0.23 mm. Here there is a slight tendency to porphyri tic structure , which
does not show megascopically. Porphyri tic structure becomes noticeab le
in grade 24 (Pl. XIX, fig·. 4), and still more so in grade 14. 'l'his has a
groundmass composed of grains of feldspar and quartz with poorly defined
outlines1 besides microscopic pyroxene s and magnetites. . The phenocry sts
are lime-soda feldspar, hypersthene, aug·ite1 and some irregular patches of
biotite. There is no hornblende; The finest-grained forms of these rocks,
grades 17 to 13, have similar structures, and might be called pyroxene andesite- porphyry .
This group 0f roc"ks presents a continuous series from fine-grained
andesite-porphyry, 1vith phenocrysts of hypersth ene· and plagioclase, to
coarse-grained hornblende-mica-diorite with a variable percenta ge of
pyroxene. In two instances the transition is represen ted by specimens
collected within. short distances of one another. Thus, Nos. 268 to 271,
279 1 and 287 (Pl. XI2S, fig. 3) were 1 foot apart in a continuous rock
maRs, and No. 266 is from the same mass. Nos. 277, 278, 281 1 284, and 289
are from oner9ck mass exhibiting a gradual change of grain through a
distance of 4 feet. No. 267 is from.the same mass.
The microscopical characte rs of the constituent minerals are much the ·
same througho ut the series, but there are certain features that vary with
the coarseness of grain of the rock
The feldspars are mostly labradorite, and to a less extent andesine.
The idiomorp bic crystals and the zonal .portion of the allotriom orphic ones

increase in size as the grain of the rock becomes1arger. Their twinlame llre
become broader, the number of inclusions of pyroxene and other ferromagnesian minerals and of magnetit e diminish with increasing grain, and the
abundan ce of niinute dots and needle-like inclusions increases. The
feldspars, forming irregular grains in the groundmass of the andesiteporphyries, crystallize as a border around the idiomorphic feldspars in the
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coarser-grained varieties. The border is allotriomorphic and more alkaline
than the center. Orthoclase is recognizable in the coarsest-grained rocks.
Quartz occurs in allotriomorphic crystals, nearly contemporaneous with
the orthoclase, which is also allotriomorphic. 'l'he gas and fluid inclusions
in the quartz increase in number and in size with the size of the qua.rtzes
and with the grain of the rock
Hypersthene and augite form idiomorphic and allptriomorphic individuals in the porphyries. They are much more irregularly shaped in the
coarsest-grained rocks, and are in larger individuals. \Yhen grown together,
the hypersthene is always the older, being inclosed by the augite; rarely
they mutually. penetrate one another, as though their crystallization was
synchronous.
Primary brownish-green hornblende occurs in a similar manner. It frequently surrounds the pyroxenes more or less completely, and is usually the
younger growth. · Occasionally it appears to be contemporaneous with augite.
·It is more abundant as the grain of the rock becomes coarser. Dark-brown
hornblende sometime~ is present as an independent. crystallization.
Biotite is mostly in allotriomorphic crystals. The ferromagnesian min-.
erals occur isolated from one another to some extent, but are generally intergrown in the most intimate manner. Though there is an apparent order in
the time of their crystallization, beginning with hypersthene and augite and
ending with biotite, still in· most cases they have grown synchronously.
This<is specially true in the coarser-grained rocks~
Magnetite has two periods of crystallization in the porphyritic rocks, but
only one in the uniformly granular oneR, the size of the crystals ir1ereasing
and their number diminishing. Apatite forms abundant mi1mte idiomorphic
.crystals in the finer-grained rocks, and fewer, larger, poorly shaped indiViduals in the coarser-grained rocks. Zircon is more noticeable in the
coarser rocks and is in larger crystals.
All of these variations of character plainly indicate that the physical
conditions that brought about the variation in the texture of the rocks
affected the crystallization of the earliest-forming· minerals, and since these
conditions were localized in the stock, it follows that portions of the igneous
magma were completely liquid when they arrived in this part of the conduit.
·
The intergrowths of green hornblende with pyroxene, which are the
results of primary crystallization in these diorites, find their analogies in
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similar intergrowths of hornblende and pyroxene in unaltered, often pumiceous, glassy lavas. They are to be distinguished from the formation of
hornblende from pyroxene by secondary processes of metamorphism,
which may also lead to the production of compact green hornblende. rrhe
transformation of both pyroxene and compact hornblende into fibrous
amphibole has taken place in some of these rocks to a limited extent. They
are in general very fresh and unaltered.
IIb. VARIETIES IN WHICH THE LIGHT-COLORED l\HNER.A.LS ARE IN EXCESS, BUT
IN WHICH QUARTZ IS NOT EXCESSIVE.

These include the more feldspathic facies of the diorite, -vvhether
within the main body, on its margin, or as dikes or veins within the mass.
There is considerable quartz and a range of ferromagnesian minerals that
connect them with the preceding varieties. The finer-grained forms approach
the dike rocks in microscopical characters, and are possibly connected with
them geologically.
Hornblende, pyroxene, and biotite are similar !O the same minerals in
the main body of diorite, and exhibit the same relations to one another
when in juxtapo~ition, but vary more widely in their relative proportions,
as shown in Tables V and VI. The feldspars are somewhat more alkaline,
and have a slightly different habit from those in the main diorite. The
quartz plays a somewhat different role. Its crystals occasionally possess
a crudely idiomorphic f~nm, and because of their greater abundance the
microstructure exhibits more of a granitic appearance than in the- less
siliceous diorites.
The coarsest-grained variety (313) consists of hroad plagioclase feldspars from 1 mm. to 2 mm. long, with numerous small quartz grains located
along the line of junction of the feldspars; hon:iblende and biotite occur in
irregularly shaped anhedrons, the hornblende being in pa.rt phenocrystic.
Magnetite and apatite are also present. \Vhen the grain of the rock
becomes smaller the feldspars stand out more prominently in a fine-grained
groundmass. The porphyritic texture is quite pronounced in specimen
308 from near contact with sedimentary rocks. Its grade of crystallization is 27. The latge feldspars and hornblendes are idiomorphic. The
crystals composing the groundmass exhibit an approach to idiomorphism1 '
especially the feldspars, and to some extent the quartzes. This structure is
shown in fig. 1, Pl. XX.

QUARTZ-MIUA-DIORITE.
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ITC. V.A.RIETIES WITH .A.N EXCESS OF LIGHT-COLORED 1\HNER.A.LS, IN WHICH QU.A.RTZ

IS .A.BUND.A.NT.

These include very qumi.zose and very feldspathic varieties of diorite,
approaching granite in composition mid structure (320 to 323, 275a and
286a). They are mostly coarse-grained dikes or veins cutting the diorite
mass. They correspond to grades 37 and 40, Table VIII. In this group
are also placed certain apophyses (314-319) from the stock that penetrate
·
the sedimentary rocks.
These rocks are very similar to those of Group IIb, but contain more
quartz, and the feldspars appear to be still more alkaline. Oligoclaseandesine is the predominant feldspar, but there 'is some labradorite a~d
some orthoclase. Orthoc1ase is very abundant in one modificatio'n of the
rock, which is in fact a fine-grained granite. It forms a large body on
the northeast spur of Electric Peak, in the rugged mass of da.rk-colored
di01:ite needles. Its crysta1lization is about grade 35, and its microstructure
approache~ panidiomorphic, as shown in Pl. XX, fig. 2. rrhe other vm·ieties
are more pr;operly quartz-mica-diorites. In the coarsest-grained forms the
fen:omagnesian minerals are biotite and hornblende, with no pyroxene, and
with biotite in excess of homblende. The microstructure of one of the
coarser-grained varieties (321), grade 37, is shown in Pl. XX, fig. 3, and
that of the finest-grained one (314), grade 19, in Pl. XXI, fig·. 1. The
latter is a pronounced porphyry.
IIc'. Certain narrow apophyses in the immediate vicinity of the
stock are rich in quartz,' but contain more calcic feldspar and a variable
amount of pyroxene, besides biotite and hornblende. They appear to be
quartzose facies of the pyroxene-diorite of the stock, and have not been
found cutting the inain body or forming dikes at any considerable distance
from the stock. Their mineralogical composition is indicated in rrahle VII
by the first six numbers (314 to 319). With increase of quartz the microstructure becomes more evenly granular.
'·

III. QUARTZ-MICA-DIORITE-PO RPHYRY.

The last magma erupted through the Electric Peak conduit formed
quartz-mica-diorite-porph yry. It is a broad wedge-shaped mass cutting
the main diorite, nar-ro1ver toward the north, and sending out dikes into the
sedimentary strata to the southwest. The rock is light gray to white, with
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abnndant small phenocrysts of feldspn,r, quartz, and biotite. Its habit is
like that of the other porphyries, and is produced by the great number of
small phenocrysts. The groundmass is hardly recog·nized megascopically,
exce1)t in the finest-grained varieties. The coarsest varieties occur ·within
the stock; the finest-grained ones in the narroi'>' dikes cutting the southeast
spur of Electric Peak. Their grades of crystallization are shown in Table
VIII, Column III.
The rock is intermediate between quartz-diorite-porphyry and graniteporphyry. It varies slightly in mineral composition and in chemical composition, and the extremes would be classed under these two kinds of rocks.
Besides biotite there is a little hornblende in some cases, but it is almost
entirely_ absent from most of the Tock: The biotite is partly chloritized,
and the feldspars are more or less altered.
In the finest-grained varieties the gronndmass is microcrystalline,
approaching microcryptocrystalline. The phenocrysts of feldspar, quartz,
and biotite are sharply defined. The feldspar is mostly oligoclase, with
possibly a little orthoclase. The quartzes are smaller than the feldspars.
M:o~t of them exhibit, in tbin sections, straight-edged crystallographic outlines. Others are rounded more or less completely. ' Both forms occur
together in the same rock section. In some cases the outlines are irreguln,r
because of hays or pockets of grounclmass let into their sides. These occur
in otherwise straight-edged. and in rounded quartzes. They appear to be
original inclusions rather thml the results of corrosive action of the magma
on idiomorphic crystals. rrhere are bipyramid~.l inclusions of glass and
others of gas -and fluid. In coarser-grained groundmasses the outlines of
feldspar and quartz phenocrysts are not so sharply defined; but are jagged.
Around some quartzes there is a narrOi'\r border of ground mass, part of which
extinguishes light in unison with the quartz phenocryst, showing that the
quartz in this part of the groundmass has: one orieiitation parallel to that of
the quartz phenocryst.
The corresponding rock within the stock is much coarser grained, with
larger and more numerous phenocrysts, so crowded together as to leave but
·little groundmass. The feldspar phenocrysts. are similar to those in the finergrained rocks, hut those of quartz gradually lose their idiomorphic shape as
the groundmass becomes coarser, and, extending out among the ·smaller
crystals of feldspar, take on a very irregular outline (Pl. XX, Jig. 4): There
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is a gradual trar1sition from the sharply icliomorphic quartz phenocrysts of
the fine-grained porphyries to allotriomorphic crystn.ls, such as occur in
granites and in the coarser-grain ed porphyries. 1.'his shows that the porphyritical quartzes were the last phenocrysts to crystallize, and that their
crystallizatio n in the coarser-grainecl varieties continued into the period
of crystallizatio n of the gtonndmass without evidence of inteiTuption.
GENERAL CONSIDERA!I ON OF THE MINERAL AND CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
OF THE INTRUSIVE ROCKS IN ELECTRIC PEAK.
MINERAL COlYIPOSITION.

In order to convey an idea of the vari~tions in mineral composition of
the rocks just· described, recourse has been hacl to tabular statements of the
relative apundance of the constituent minerals in the different groups of
rocks. The tables ser;ve not only to condense into very compact space,
many data, but place them in such form that they may be comprehended at
a glance, while at the same time the formal arrangement of the data often
conveys ideas of transitional relationships not easily expressed otherwise.
The same· is true of data relative to degree of crystallization, "'vhich will he
explained later on.
In the dike rocks constituting Group I, and in the dikes of Group III,
the mineral variations most readily noted affect the phenocrysts, and more
particularly those of the ferromagnesi an minerals and quartz. Variations
in the feldspars may be recognized, but "'vith more difficulty, and may be
expressed in general terms by saying that those in the more basic rocks are
richer in calcium, while those in the more siliceous rocks are ricl1er in
sodium, and that the transition behveen the extremes appears to be gradual ..
The variations in the p11enocrysts other thn.n the feldspars are indicated in
Table III, in "'vhich the first column contains symbols of mineralogical
subdivisions to be used for correlation in subsequent tables. In this table
no .account is taken of the degree of crystallization.
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III.-.tlfin era.l va.ria.tion in the dike rocks of Electric Pea.k.
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232
233
234
235
236

237
238
239

240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
256
257
255
258
259
260
261
262
263
264

I

• ,--b
---,-P-h_en_oc_ry_s_ts_o_th-;e--rt-h-an_t:_el-ds_p_ar__
Pyroxene.

Hornblende .

Biotite.

Qn~~

Much .......... .......... .......... .......... ....... .
Much .......... .......... .......... .......... ....... .
Much ....... Some .......... .......... -------··· ... .
Much ....•.. Much ..••••...•• •• -------- .......... ... .
Some : .••••• Much .. ·.......... .......... .......... . .
Some . .. . ••. Much .. ---- .•••••••.• ---- .......... .... ·
Much .......... .......... .......... ... .
... . ... ... . . .... -....... Much .••••....• ..•••••••. ••••••••• • ---Much .••••. Little .........• ...••..... .
Much ...... Little .......... .......... .
Much ..•••• Little .......... • : .....•.•.
Much ...... Little .......... .......... .
Much ...... Little: .......... ......... .
........... .... Much ...... Little .......... ......... ..
Much ...... Some .......... .......... .
Much ...... Some .......... ......... ..
Much ...... Some .......... .......... .
...... ·--- •••• Much ...... Much .. ·......... ·•..... ---Much ...... Much .......... .......... .
Much ...••. Much .......... .......... .
Much ..• .'•. Much .......... .......... .
Much ...... ·Much .......... .......... .
Much·--~-- Much .......... .......... .
"-······- ···· Some·-·. ··· Much .......... .......... .
.•.•...••• .••. Some .••••. Much .......... .......... .
·-·----·-- -··· Little ...•.. Much .......... .......... .
.. • • . • . . . • • . . . Little . . . . . . Much . . • • • • • Little ...... .
----·· .•••.••• Li,ttle ...... Much ..•.••• Much .•.....
.••••••••• ••••.Little .. .' ... Much ..••••. Much ..•••..
......•••. .... Little ..•••. Much ...•••. Much ...••••
. . . . . . .• • • .• • • Little.... .. Much·... .... Much ..••••.
. . . . . . . ••• .•• • Little.... .. Much . •• . . . . Much ....•••
.•.••..••• .... Little ...... Much .•••... Much ...••••

.

...... Much ...•.. : Much ....•..
_·-'-----2-65---''-··_·_-·_·_·_··_·_··_·...;.·_L_i_tt-le_

The transition indicated ii1· the table. is from acidic rocks with much
porphyritical quartz and biotite and very little horD:blende, through intermediate rocks with much porphyritical biotite and hornblende, to basic
rocks with pyroxene and little or no porphyritic~! hornblende or biotite,
but which, being more coarsely crystalline, contain some biotite as a product
of the final consolidation of the groundmass, which is related in its occurrence
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to the biotite in the diorite. The gradual nature of the transition from oue
extreme to the other is apparent at a glance.
The impossibility of considering certain rocks as definite types with
which to compare other rocks in the region is also evident when it is
observed that the mineralogical variation takes place within certain limits
in one rock body (Nos. 247,· 250, 255, 256, and 257 are from the same
dike), and that what appears to be a mineralogical modification of one
particular rock body is the characteristic combination of another, and its
modification is something different. Field observation shows that in· this
locality the greater number of dikes are composed of rocks with variable
percentages of porphyritical hornblende and biotite, and that the other
varieties are less numerous. In another region other varieties predominate.
The ·chemical variations which are indicated by the silica percentages
range from 57.12 in subdivision d3 to 61.85 in cl7 , and probably reach 69.00
in d11 • They indicate a correspondence between the mineralogical and
chemical variations for this group o.f rocks.
TABLE I"V.-Grades of crystalliza.tion of the dike 1·oclcs of Electric Pea.k.

Grades
of cr.vstal-

Mineralogical grouping indicated in Table III.

=;1

1--...----,--,----,---;--·---,---~----.----.--,-

lization.

a.,

6.----. -7: - - - . - -8. - - - -- -9 . - -- - -. .
10---- ---11 •..•....
12 .......•

-----'
--- -- . - - - --. - -- .
. ----.
·----·
·-----

d2

_a._3-1--a._,_

_

a.,_l __a.._

-----' --- _._- ------ - ... ----- - -- - - . - - -- - - -- - - - - - - . - - - -. - - --- - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - 238
. - - • -- . - - - - . - - - - . ' - - - - - - --. ----- . ----- ---- - . --- -----.
-----· .••.... ----------------------------------- 239

. ----- . -240
- - -- . - -- 241, 242
243
244,245
---------

__

__
a.._l-·-~-·-1--d"
------ - -- - - - - -- ---- - - - -- .--- - ---246
--------___ _. _____

. --- .. - -.
- --- . - - - .
-- - - . -- ---- - - - - -. -.- - ---, ________
249,250

------ - --- - - - - - - --- - - - - - .
- - - - . --- . -.- - ---255,256
257

a.,o_

-----. - -- - -- - --258
-----·----·
·-----

--~-'-

259
260, 261
262, 263
264, 265
---- . --------------------

13---- . --- . ---- .. --- ~- --- - . ----- ---- ------ ---- - ---- ---- - ---251 ---- - ---- . ----- ---- - ---14 ........... _•............. 1 ~.. . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . 247, 248 252, 253 ...•.........•..........
16- ...... - -••• - - -.••. - 235 - - - • - . • . . - - - •. - - -•. - -. - - - - - - - -.. 254 -. - - - -.. - ..••. -' -. - - - ... 19-.-- . --- 232 --- .. - -- .• -- 236, 237 . -;--- -.-- - -.-- -.. - - -.--- -.-- - ---. ---- - --.- -.-.-- . -.- . -.. -

~~:::::::: --~~~- ··;;~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1
Table IV expresses the range in degree of crystallization of the groundmass of these rocks, which are arranged in columns corresponding to the
mineralogical grouping of Table III. It is to be remarked that the specimens were collected from different-sized dikes and from different parts of
the dikes, so that the variations in grain can not be compared very closely
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with the mineral composition. But Vi hen the size of the dikes in each case
is taken into consideration it becomes even more evident. than from the
table that the coarseness of ·grain bears a very considerable relation to the
chemical composition of the rock. The variation in grain between the sides
and· center of a dike and behveen dikes of different widths, for rocks of
nearly the same composition, is not so great as the variation between rocks
of different composition where the size of the dikes in which they occur is
somewhat sini.ilar. Thus, specimen No. 233 is from the center of a 4-foot
dike, and No. 232 from the contact 1vall of the same; ancl specimen No. 24 7
is from· the center of an 8-foot dike, a1~d Nos. 257 and 250 are from the
contact walls of the same; Nos. 264 and 265 are from 4-foot dikes, and
No. 263 is from a 2-foot dike. They all occur at nearly the same altitude,
but it is possible that the pyroxene-be aring rock, No. 233, may have been
intruded in rocks which ·were more heated at the time of its intrusion and
.so have acquired its degree of crystallization through slower cooling, but
this is not so likely to have happened in the case of rock No. ·234, which
is in the same part of the mountain as No. 235, but is in a dik:e 10 feet
1vide and is very much coarser grained than No. 233. (See Table VIII.)
The groundmass of the rock 1vith porphyritical quartz and biotite, No.
265, is made up of minute grains of quartz and feldspar, about 0.015 mm. in
diameter, while the groundmass of the pyroxene-be aring variety, No. 233, is
made up of lath-shaped and irregularly shaped feldspar about 0.10 mm~ to
0.14 mm. in length, ancl th'e groundmass of No. 234 is composed of lathshaped feldspars 0.5 mm. to 0.7 mm. in length.
.'rhe character of the grounrimass changes from an even granular
structure in the acidic rocks, through one made up of irregular grains and
lath-shaped feldspars in the intermediate· rocks, to an aggregation of .lathshaped feldspars with almost no irregular gTains in the basic varieties.
The tendency of basic rocks to crystallize more completely and with
la.rger groundma.ss crystah; than n.cidic rocks is constantly observed among
-the extrusive rocks, such as basalts, andesites, and rhyolites. The same
la'v appears to obtain among the intrusive rocks. It is of course necessary
to compare rocks that appear to have crystallized under very nearly the
same physical c;nditions.
'rhe rocks of Group II have been described in greater detail on account
of their number and importance, and have been subdivided into three sub7
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groups, ITa, lib, lie. The tables presenting the results of this part of the
work have _a different form and are arranged separately for each subdivision.
They are Tables V, VI, and VII.
TABLE

$§
~

~

S

'g

'0

:r

V.-JJ1.inm·alogica.l vaTiation among the dioTites of Group IIa.

pyr~x-1

1
Relative amount of pyroxene aDd Relative amount of
~t:'. hornblende, a.lJCl blO·
hornblende.

.Amount of quart-z.

.; 5
1'1::::

~ ·;;

"

"

I .
Con·
sider- Much.
able.

j\{ d
Little. er~t;
· ·

p.

J!>h.

p=h,

p<h.

h.

I

I

!

1

(ph). (ph.J>b. (ph)=b. (ph)<b.·

~ -1-P-<--1---- --........ ------- - ·----~-- -- --!

266
267

"

_2?66~1

266 ---··- ------ ·····57.38 -·-··· 267 ·---·- ------

~:: :~~: :::~ ~::::: ~::

::::::

26626-1 .-----·····- ------ ---·-· -------- ··---- ··-·-· ------ ------ ----

1

·-----1

I

::~::: 26826~---- ::::~: ~::::~ :~~::: :~~: ~: :::~:: ~:::::1

270 -- -. --.. -- - - -- 270 -- - - - - -- ---- 270 -- - - - - --- -- - -- - -- 271 ---- -.-- -.- •• - 271 -•• -.- -•••• - ------ 271 •• ---. ----------- .•.•..., .•••.. ---·-- 272 ----·272
61.22
272
273 -- ----!------ ------ ------ 273 . ----- -----58. 05
273
------ ...• :.
274 .••••
56.33
274
275
27n . . . • •• • . . . • • • . . • . • • • 275

.!. ..... _--_-_-_-_-_,._._·__- _--___ 2_~_~-!--

·----·1·----· ......

58.10 ----·- 276 -----276
277
277 -- - - -.-. - - - - -- .• - -- 278
278 ____ . __ • __ • ___ ______

-- - • -- - -- --. _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ . _

276
277
278

-270. -- -.- - -.•. - 271
272
273
------ .••. 274 ------ ••••.•
. • • • . . • . • . . • • • • • 275

- - • -. • ----·----·
------

2791---- •••••••••. ------ 279, ....... ----·- •••••. ------ 279 .••.••
280. -------- •.••.. ------j 280 .••••• ,.••••. ·----- ------ 280 ·---------- ------ ------ 281 . ----281
58. 11 ------ ------;
281
282 ·----- -----58.87 ------ 282
282
I .
2. 3
283
283 ____ ____ ______

---., .. -- -- ----..
!-----., ..--·--··r·····
______ ______ .

1......
284
-----285 -----· •••••• ,.......
286 .•••·•••••••• -----...... 287 ·c····l······
···••· 288 ..•.•• , •.••• :
•••••.
289
------

. -. --------.-

------ ---- ·•·•·· 276
277
- - - - - - .• -.
278
. ____ • _ ____

1

284j---· ••••••••.•
55.64 -----285
286 ...•. ---- -----·
287 ..•. .••• ..•••.
288 ---- .•....••..
2891 ••.•.•...•••.•

j

1

.•••

279

---- -----~1 280 -·---281
-.-282
- .•• ·--.
2~3
____

--1·

284
284
•••••• .•••••
285
.••••. 285 .•••.. ,......••••
286
.••••• ------ 286 ------ ----··· .•••.. , 287
287
...... ......
.·••••• ..•••• 2881------ ••. : ·---~-- 2Ss
289
••••
289
·•··•• ••••••

""--·-1

·--·--1---·-- ------------------1 ~290 ----------1 290
~:~ -------· -·;;~- ~~~:~~~--~~~- ~~~~~l:~::: :~~::: :::~:: 29429~----- :~~: - 29:r---~- --··-295 •
_

290 ------·- ------ -·----

295

56. 2s

296 ---- .•••
53.72
297
55. 23
298

... _ . _
1

295

290

• _.• __ ( ____ ••••• _

295

······!······ .... - .... - ......

296 __ ;_ -- •••• -- •••••. , ..•• -- ---· -- ---- •. 296
297 -- ••••••••••
298 -•• - • . • -- •• - •••• -. • ••• -- -••• - - 298 --. • • •
299 •••••••••••••••• __ •••• •• •••••• 299

I :~~I---·.... ......

L::l:_"············

3f0

••••••••••••••••••

3f0

___ • ____ •

------ --.-- •••• -- 296
*297_ ._... 297_ ••....••••.•
---. -- -.. • • •• - -. 298 ••• - - -1
.• ----~
299
•••• __ •••.

····"·1----

3j>O

*The hornblende in these rocks is in part secondary; pyroxene may have been present originally.
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TA.BLE

'c

::<

.j

VI.-lliinemlog ical variat·ion among the diorites of Group IIb.

to

~~

Relative amount of pyroxene and
hornblende.

Amount of quartz.

o

s?d~;.

I

Little. Moted-1
era . able.

Much.

p.

J)>h.

p=h.

p<h.

h.

'

Jl roxRelative amount
d of 'Y
cne, hornb1en e, and biotite .
(p-h)-.·(p-l-,)->-b..,..l(_p_h--)=-b-;.1-(p_h_)<-b.

I
-------;,_

!Ji

301 i-- .... -- ... .
301 ....... - ....... -.. . . 301 ................ ... --- .. --.. . . 301
302
302
-......
---..
---........
---302
..
....
302 ............ -303
303
.
.
--.
....
-.........
--.
.
303
-.
.....
-..
60
65.
303
304
..
....
....
304
..
---........
---..
--~---i 304 ...... ---.. ---- ..
---305
305
..
---..
---..
---........
---305
..
---......
65.94
30!J

so: 1---- .... ---- ..

:: : ;,_ ; : : : : : :· :: : : -'fI' ....:.:!::::. ·_: J:: : : ..... ;;;~.
······f
@:-~ : : : :.::r: : : : f: : , : : : : : _ : : 1::;;; ~-: : ·: :T31
64. 07 .. - . . .
310 ........ ---- ..

309

309

1.-. ..

309 . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . .
. -. 310 ...... ------ t310 ··---- ------ ...... ---- ------

1

_so_'_ ..

309
310
1
.

..

*This rock belongs with 288, resembles it in structure and ch&racter, lmt is higher in silica and feldspar.
tAn exceptional variety, from talus.

TABLE

nT

~o

VII.-Jliinemlo gical1'ariatio n among the dio1·ites of G1·o1tp IIc.
d
f
.
R 1 ·
e ative amount 0 pyroxene an
hornblende.

Amount of quart.,.

00
~d

·I!Ji :.~~

Little.

:ria~~-~· s?X~;. 1-llfuch.
able.

1

p.

I

p>h·l p=h.

p<h.

h.

Relative amount of pyroxene, hornblende, and biotite.

(ph). (ph)>b.l(ph=b.) (ph)<b.

-----~---,--------

314 . - .•...... ---- -----315 -------- ····-- -----316 . - ........ -- ... ----.
65.48
317
818 65.80 ___ _. __ -----319 . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - .

----..
·--···
. -.--.
..... .
. -. --.

320 .... ----~-----· -----· -----·
67.54 ·----- ·----- ·----·
321
~~~ai

..-. --- .,. ---. . -- . --- .. ---.

.,. :: :::r:::: :::::: :::::
66. 05 , .••••• -- •••.... --.

314
... - ... ----- ------ -- .. -----.
~ 314
314
315 ...... -----· ...... ------ .... ------ ------ 315
315
316 . -•. -.. --- ... -.-: ... -- ... -.... -- ..... --. 316
316
317
317
317
318
318 . -- ........ ----. ---:.. 3l8
319 . . . . . . . . - . ; . . . - . - . . . -. . . . . . . . . - - . . . . - - - . 319
319
320 . __________ .. _____ . ____ . 320 ____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 320
1
321 1. -. - -. . .... - .. - --. . - . -- . 321 . -- . . ... - . . -- --. 321
• . • • . • • • • • . • . • • • 286a.
286a
286a . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • • • .

~:~ :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::
323 ---- -. ---- ••.. --- ... ---.

:::::: :::::: :::::: :·I
323 -... . • • • ..

---'-----'--- --'-----'---' -----'---'--· ---'----'·---- ··-·-*The first six rocks in this group are closely related to the main mass of the diorite of Group IIa.
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Table V presents those varieties of the stock rocks in which the amount
of the ferromagnesian silicates about equals that of the feldspar and quartz
combined. There is no distinction made as to whether the crystals occur
as phenocrys ts or not. They are arranged in a series according to their
degree of crystallization, the :finest grainecl bei1ig at the top, the value of
the degrees of crystallization having been already explained (p. 99). The
silica percentage is given in all cases 1vhere it has been determined. In the
table an attempt is made to express the relative amounts of the quartz, of
the hornble~1de and pyroxene, and of the biotite and hornblende and
yyroxene. The relative amount of feldspar is not expressed. In a, general
way it varies inversely as the amount of quartz for this subgroup. The
columns under the different divisions of the table express certain relations
·of the minerals approxima tely. Under the divisions of quartz, the terms
as comr)arative
onlv
''much" are used
"moderate' " "consider able"
''little"
.J
.
'
'
terms applicable to this group· of rocks throughou t its three subdivisions,
IIa, lib, He, and have no reference to the relative amount of quartz which
might be found in another suite of rocks. Consequently, what would be
considered "much" quartz in these rocks might be only a moderate amount
for another series.
Under the division which shows the relative amounts of pyroxene and
hornblend e in each rock, the :first column, ''p," indicates that there is
pyroxene and no hornblend e; the next column, that the· pyroxene is in
excess of the hornblend e; the third, that they are equal; and so on. 'J:he
relative amounts of pyroxene or of hornblend e in any two varieties of the
rock is not indicated directly. It can be ascertained roughly by considering that.in this subgroup the sum of the pyroxene, hornblend e, and biotite·
is nearly constant.
In the next division of the table the amount of the biotite is compared
with that of the pyroxene and hon1blende combined, in the manner already
explained for the previous division.
The :first fact brought out by a study of this table is the variability of
the quartz percentage, which does not· appear to hold a very definite relation
to the silica percentage , as in the case of Nos. 281 and 282. But it is
observed in studying the thin sections that the quartz is not so noticeable in
the fine-grained varieties as in the coarse-grained ones, and may therefore
be either overlooked or possibly not so strongly developed. Thus the
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coarse-gra ined varieties with little quartz are lower in ·silica than tlie finegrained varieties with little quartz. (Compare Nos. 297 and 298 'vith Nos.
272, 273, and274.) Itis, of course, evidentth atinrocks with variablepe rcentages of the essential minerals which are all silicates there can be no
rigid relation between the proportion of any one of these minerals and the
silica. percentage of the rock within the narrow range of chemical variation
that occurs in this group. In it the silica does not vary 7 per cent, and the.
amounts of the other chemical constituents are the rnodifying chemical
factors. This will be discussed more fully when the chemical composition
of the rocks is considered.
The most regular variation is in the relative proportions of pyroxene
and hornblend e. T'here is a definite increase in the amount of hornblend e
and decrease in that of pyr?xene as the rock becomes coarser grained.
This is specially noticeable in those specimens forming series from one spot,.
Nos. 268, 269, 270, 271, 279, and 287, anclNos. 277, 278,281, 284, and289.
The variation in the relative amount of biotite is not so marked, but there
is a slight increase from the fine-grained to the coarse-grained end of the
senes.
'l'he irregularit ies in the variations of the different minerals could be
better understoocl if the chemical compo:~ition of all of the different varieties
of the rocks were known, but such an investigati on is not practicable . The
rocks of this subgroup may be classed among the pyroxene- diorites and
quartz-pyroxene-diorites. '.1'hey c.arry considerable biotite, and pass into
quartz-mica-diorite at one end of the series and into pyroxene- porphyrite at
the other.
'l'ables VI and VII include those varieties of rock in which the amount
ot feldspar and quartz together exceeds that of the ferromagn esian silicates,
Table VII including tiwse varieties particularl y rich in quartz.
'l'he silica percentage is considerab ly higher in these rocks than in those
of the previous subgroup. · 'J~he quartz is more uniform, and on the whole
is higher. It is very considerab ly higher in Subgroup Tic. Pyroxene is
absent from most of the varieties, but occurs in small amounts without
hornblend e in a few instances already noticed. Biotite is more variable in
Subgroup Ilb than in lie, where it is the predomina nt ferromagn esian silicate..
'rhe relation of quartz, biotite, hornblend e, and pyroxene to the chemical
composition of the different varieties of this series of rocks is not so definite
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as in the case of the group of dike rocks. In general, quartz and biotite
are more abundant in the more acid varieties of the coarse-gra.ined rocks,
but they both appear in the basic varieties when they are coarsely erysta1line. The relations of hornblende and pyroxene to the chemical compqsition of rocks are not elucidated in any way by the study of this group of
rocks. It is evident, ho·wever, that in the intrusive rocks of this region
hornblende is developed to a greater extent in the basic rocks, in proportio~l as they are coarser grained, and that pyroxene is more abundant in the
finer-grained forms than in the coarser.
The inineral composition of the quartz-mica-diorite-porphyry, Group
III, is very uniform, and needs no tabulation. It contains very much
quartz, abundant biotite, and almost no hornblende; the greater part of the
rock is more siliceous than the main body of the diorite, and reaches 69.24
per cent of silica, but a facies of it which is richer in hornblende than the
·body of the rock has only 65.97 per cent of silica.
TABLE

VIII.- Grades of crystallization of the dike a.nd .~tack rocks of Elect1·ic Peak.
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1!? ------- ....
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14 .. -: ........ {
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13 ........... .
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......

i
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........
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301 ,------ -----· ...... -----302, 303 ............ -----------304
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VIII.-G1·ad es of crystallization of the dike a.nd stock 1·oclcs of Blect1·ic
Penk~Continued.
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Table VIII expresses the relative degree of crystalliza tion of all the
intrusive rocks collected from the stock and dikes of Electric Peak. 'l'hey
are r~.:rr:mged in the groups already described. The breaks in the different
columns do not signify breaks in the gradation of crystalliza tion in the rock
bodies in the field, but siniply that the specimens_ collected are not from all
the diffe1~ent structural phases of the different rocks. Ho\vever, the clustering of the numbers in particular parts of the scale indicates the prevailing
grain of the rocks as they are exposed at the present time.
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It is not possible to draw a line of demarcation anywhere in the seale
based on the degTee of crystallization between rocks that occur in narrow
dikes and those that form parts of much larger bodies. A relation between
the degree of cr~ystallization and the size of the rock body does not nt first
appear when all of these occurrences a.re considered together. The very
importa.nt influence of several other factors, however, becomes appa.rent.
One is the chemical character of the magma, the more bn.sic ma.gmas tend-.
ing to crystallize coarser than the more siliceous ones under similar physical
conditions. Another factor i::~ the previous temperature of the. rocks into
1vhich the molten magmas were injected, and the consequent differences in
the rate of cooling- 1vhich the molten magmas experience. rrhere may also
be other factors v;rhich influence the crysta.mzation in certain cases, but
they are not evident in the occurrences at Electric Peak. In this locality
·the chief factor influencing the crystallization appears to have been the
temperature of the inclosing rocks at the time of the different intrusions.
The next most influential factor appears to have been the chemical character
of the magma itself, and the third the size of the intruded mass. In another
region the relative importance of these factors ma.y be different.
OHEi\HC.A.L COMPOSITION.

The chemical composition of the intrusi1ie rocks at Electric Peak is
shovm by the analyses in Table IX. Nos. 272 and 309 1vere made by l\ir.
vV. H. Melville, the remainder by Mr. J. E. vVhitfield. All are from rocks
occurring in the stock and its immediate apophyses. They represent the
composition of various forms of the· diorite and diorite-p01;phyry. The
first four analyses, Nos. 295, 267, ~73, and 272, are from the main body of
the stock1 and belong to Subgroup IIa. The next four analyses, Nos. 309,
313, 311, and 303, are from modifications of the main body of the diorite
and from one of the lighter-colored veins or dikes which traverse it. 'rhey
belong to Subgroup lib. Two more varieties of the main stock are represented by analyses Nos. 323 and 321. They are quite siliceous, and belong
to 8ubgroup lie. Analyses Nos. 329 and 326 are £rom the large body of
quartz-mica-diorite-porph yry, the first being a basic variety of it1 and the
second corresponding more nearly to the general character of the body of
the rock.
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IX.-Ohem·ical analyses of intr1f~Sive roclts jr01n Electric Pealt.
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FIG. 1.-Variation of silma perceuroges of rocks from Electric Peak.

The sihca percentages of a number of varieties of these rocks were
determined and are given in Table X, together with those from the conJ.plete
analyses. In. a measure they supplement these analyses and demonstrate
what is evident f1;om the microscopical study of the thin sections, namely,
that the diorites and porphyries pass through all possible gradations from
one extreme to the other. The character of this transition is shown bv the
diagram, fig. 1, in which each determination is given the same weight. The
series is arranged according to the increase of silica~ and the silica percentages are plotted as ordinates.
•

J
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In Table X the percentages are all placed in the extreme right-hand
column, and also in separate columns corresponding to the groups described
in the first part of the paper. From this it is seen. that the main body of
the diorite varies from 53.72 to 60.56 per cent of smca, .and in certain contact forms reaches 67.54 per cent. The dikes of later rocks related to the
diorite and cutting the main body of the stock range from 63.78 to 69.24
per cent.
Of the various bodies of magma that have followed one another
through the conduit at Electric Peak, there is it val:iation in chemical composition in each, the different series of changes overlapping one another.
Thus the average chemical composition of each subgroup of varieties shifts
somewh~t, and is more basic. for one than for another. But the end varieties
of each subgroup overlap, so that the most basic modification of the more
acid group is more basic than the most acid end of the more basic gi·oup
which immediately preceded it.
Since the rocks of Group I belong to outlying dikes of the main stock
and are contemporaneous with it, their silica percentages may be placed in
the proper subgroup of the stock rocks, making Subgroups IIa and lib
practically continuous. It appears from Table X that the succession of
magmas which came up through the vertical fissures was from a. basic one
to more and more .acid ones, and that the previous intrusions which formed
the sheet rocks were of a magma of medium chemical composition.
The variations of tl1e other chemical constituents of these rocks are
be::;t comprehended by comparing their molecular proportions. This has
been done graphically in the accompanying diagram, fig. 2, in which the
molecular proportions of the principal oxides are plotted as orcUnates, those.
of the silica being taken as abscissas. The origin of abscissas is located
some distance to tho left.
':Phe first impression derived from the diagram is that of the irregularity
of the variations in all the oxides besides .silica, especially in.the magnesia.
Moreover, these variations appear to be independent of one another. But
this apparent independence disappears on closer study. The most striking
evidence of connection between the molecular proportions exists in the case
of the two oxides of iron; the ferrous and ferric oxides are noticeably
inversely proportional to each other, an increase of ferrous oxide being
accompanied · by a decrease of ferric oxide. The total amount of iron
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vanes irregular ly, decreasin g from the basic to the acid end of the series.
\Vhile each of "the iron oxides is quite independ ent of the magnesia, it is
found upon reducing all the iron to the ferrous state that there is the
greatest accord between the iron a.nd the magnesia, both varying in like
direction s and to nearly the same extent. The magnesia drops rapidly at
first, and is very erratic in the more siliceous end of the series, ·where it
becomes verv lo·w.
""
The most regular variation is in the lime, which decreases steadily from
the basic to the acid end of the series. It exhibits little or no connection

·,:-z·td&..CO,

.
Ji:
~

~

:FrG. 2.-Molecular variation of the rocks at Electric Peak.

with tl1e other constituents. · The molecula r proportio ns of the alumina,
though quite irregular between certain limits, maintain a uniforml y high
position, and are much greater than those of any one of the other constituents except silica,. At the extre1ne bas-ic end of the scale, however, they
are equaled by those of both the magnesi a and the lime. The alkilies are
most like the alumina in their variations, and remain very nearly uniform,
increasin g somewha t tovirarcl the acid end of the series. 'l'he soda molecules are more than twice as numerou s as those of potash, which is one of
the most noticeab le character istics of the rocks of this locality. In the
basic end of the senes the alkilies vary together in the same direction,
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1vhile in the more siliceous end they vary in opposite directions. 'J.1here is a
marked accordance between the soda and the alumina, both varying in the
same direction, 1vith one exception, though not to the same extent. There
is a more
stron<rlv
marked d~scordance between the alumina and the
.
0"
magnesia, which, vvith one exception,. vary in opposite directions.
These irregular variations take place not only a.mong allied varieties of
rocks, but even in different parts of one ancl the same rock body. They
find expression in variations in the proportions of the essential minerals.
The origin of this variation is undoubtedly to be soug·ht in the chemical
differentiation of the molten magma. 'rhe development of the constituent
minerals in the solidified rock is the result of physical forces that combine
the chemical constituents of the magrmt in a variety of ways to form closely
analogous crystal compounds. A discussion of the possible molecular
condition of molten magmas I'Yill not be taken up in this place. A few
, obvious relations between the mineral and chemical variations, however,
may be pointed out. The inverse variation between alumina and magnesia,
and the accordance between alumina and the alkalies, affect the relative
proportions. of feJdspars and ferromagnesian silicates, 1vhich vary in an
inverse rR.tio. The decrease of the alkaline earths with the increase of silica
ancl the alkalies sho•vs itself in the diminution of the ferromagnesian silicates
and the calciur~1 feldspars, which accompanies ~tn increase in quartz and the
alkali feldspars.
.
The reciprocal variation of the ferrous and ferric oxides indicates the
variable oxidation of preexisting ferrous molecules. This should naturally
be in accord ·with the development of minerals containing- more or less ferric
oxide, the most prominent of which are hornblende and biotite. Such a
connection seems to be made out, but data for its complete demonstration
are not at hand. It is most significant on account of its bearing on the
question of the development of these two minerals in the coarser-grained
forms of rocks vdwse magmas may crystallize under other conditions free

from either mineral. It may throw light on the possible action of water
vapor as a mineralizing agent.
'J.1he order in which the constituents crystallized out of the molten
magma to form diorite may be learned by considering the relative ages of
the component minerals. It has been pointed out that some crystallized
almost synchronously, but that they began to separ~te from the liquid
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magma at different times. The order in -vvhich the different minerals began
to crystalliz e in that portion of the magma ·which formed di01·ite appears
to have been as follows: JYia.gnetite, hypersth ene, augite, labrac.lorite, hornblende, biotite, oligoclase, orthoclase, quartz. 'l'he feldspathic minerals
started to crystalliz e before a.ny of the ferromag nesian minerals had commenced; and the last of the series undoubt edly crystalliz ed after all of the
ferromag nesian minerals had been completed. So far as the siliceousness of
the minera.ls is concerned, the series of ferromagnesia.n silicates and tha,t
of minerals free from iron vary in opposite directions. In the former the .
range is from highest silica to lo,vest; from the metasilicate, hyperstl1ene, to
the orthosilicate, biotite. In the second it is from the least siliceous, labradorite, to the most siliceous, orthoclase, or to free silica, quartz.
THE VOLCAN IC ROCii:S

OJ:<~ SEPUT...~CHRE

l\IOUN'l'A IN.

The igneous rocks of Sepulchr e Mountai n are partly extrusive, partly
intrusive . By far the greater mass consists of subaeria l breccias and tuffs,
''vith a small amount of massive lava flmvs The intrusive rocks form dikes
and larger bodies traversin g these breccias. The breccias anc.l fio,vs are
andesites of various kinds. The intrusive bodies are andesites and dacite,
grading into porphyry -like modifications in places. The tuff-breccia is
separabl e into an older and a newer, or into a lower and an upper, breccia.
THE LOWER BRECCIA.

The lower breccia is about 500 feet thick, and consists mostly of fragments of hornblen de-mica- andesite, and is generally light colored. H carries
a large amount of fr:tgments of crystallin e schists, which do not occur in the
overlying~ upper breccia. It is probable that the lo·wer breccia ivas ~jected
f:::om some neighbor ing center of eruption located in an area, of Archean
rocks. Such a center occurs a few miles north, at the west base of Sheep
Mountain. The lower breccia passes into fine ·tuff in places, and at the
extreme end of the northwes tern spur of the mountain it is distinctly bedded,
ivith layers containin g boi'Vlders of a rhyolite- porphyry , which has not been
found in place in this region. In places the upper part of the breccia is
green and partly decomposed, as though weathere d before the upper breccia
had been thrown upon it. In the nortlnves tern spur of the mountain the
upper breccia is seen to rest upon an uneven su~face of the lighter-colored
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bottom breccia.. There appears to have been a distinct time break between
the ejection of the lower breccia and that of the upper breccia. The occurrenc8 of fragments of crystalline schists in the bottom light-colored breccia
and their absence from the overlying dark-colored breccia is a characteristic
cUfference between these two breccias. wherever they have been observed
along the northern boundary of the Yellowstone Park.
The andesites from the lower breccia at Sepulchre l\1ount.ain vary
somewhat in mineral composition, color, and microscopical habit. rrhey are
mostly light. colored-gray, white, and red; in places dark colored. Some
fragments have compa.ratively large phenocrysts; others are crowded with
small ones. The greater number of fragments are hornblende-mica-andesite·;
sQme have little mica, and grade into hornblende-andesit~. Others are
dacite, having quartz phenocrysts. The microstructure of the groundmasses of these rocks ranges from glassy and microlitic to microcrystalline.
'rl1e ·characters of the minerals and the microstructures are the same as.
those of the .light-colored acid breccias on the Yellowstone River in the
neighborhood of Crescent Hill, n.nd ·also those in the vicinity of Cook
City.
.
.
It is important to note that there is associated with the lower acid
breccia of Sepulcper l\1ountain an obscure body of massive, vesicular basalt
with porphyritical augites ancl decomposed olivines. Its exposure is of
small extent, and its exact relation to the breccia was not seen. It is
amygdaloidal with quartz,' agate, and calcite. It does not resemble the
recent basalts in the neighb~rhood, but is similar to basalt associated with
the bottom acid breccia at Crescent Hill and. in the valley of Cache Creek.
Its petrographical character is more fully discussed in Chapter IX, where
it is classed with shoshonites.
THE UPPER BRECCIA.

The upper breccia, overlying that just described, is dark colored at its
base and lighter colored in the upper portion. It is at present 3,000 feet
thick through the summit of the mountain. The lower. portion consists
almost wholly of pyroxene-andesites, with little or no hornblende. l\fany
fragments are vesicular and basaltic in habit, without inegascopic phenocrysts. At the south base of the mountain· there are vesicular rp.assive
bodies of pyroxene-andesite, with large phenocrysts of pyroxene and
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feldspar. The upper portion of this breccia is more horuhlen dic1 and
hornblen de-pyrox ene-ande sites predomin ate. The transition frOJi1 the
pyroxene -andesite portion to the hornblen de-pyrox ene-ande site portion
appears to be gradual. T'he later breccia is accompa nied by vesicular
flows of similar andesite, often quite porous. It is lighter colored in general1 but parts are quite clark, with promine nt hornblendes, the habit being·
,, considerable break
a.ndesitic, not basaltic. There are no evidences of any
or interrupt ion betvveen the higher and the lmver parts of this breccia.
They appear as a continuo us geological body, composed of fragments and
flows of andesite which were ~jectecl from one center of eruption during· a
consider able period of time.
The andesitic material composing this breccia. varies somewhat in .mineral composition and in megasco pical habit, as 1vill he seen from the following
descriptions. Tl~e variation in the phenocry sts prersent other than feldspar
in the specimens examine d is indicated in Table XL They a.re andesites
virith glassy groundm ass and phenocry sts of plagioclase, hypersth ene, and
augite ~n some cases, and with these minerals and hornblen de in others.
TABLE
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The varieties without hornblende, B1-that is, pyroxene-andes iteshave a groundmass of globulitic brown gla.ss, in shades from dark to light,
filled with microlite~ of feldspar, pyroxene, and magnetite. rrhe size ·and
abundance of the microlites vary. rrhe feldspa'r microlites are plagioclase
with low extinction angles. T"'i'VO of the varieties examined are basaltic in
appearance, with a few decomposed olivines ari1ong the phenocrysts.
The pyroxenes are both hypersthene and augite, having much the same
general appearance in the same rock. Their crystal outline varies considerably in one rock section. Some individuals are bounded by distinct
crystal planes, while others· are rounded.. Some have irregularly jagged
outlines, with tongues of glassy. groundmass projecting into the crystal.
These forms appear to be the result of irregularities of growth rather than
of solution by the magma before its solidification. Inclusions of glass are
. common; also those of magnetite; and fewer of apatite.
· The hypersthene is pleochroic; green parallel to c, yellow parallel to
a:, light red parallel to h. It is generally light _colored in thin section. But
one darker-colored crystal with strong pleochroism incloses thin brown
plates, ananged in lines at right angles to the vertical .axis of the crystal.
These inclusions are-like those in hypersthene in mai1y coarsely crystalline
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rocks. In this case the rock is glassy a.nd vesicular, a.nd shows no signs of
any kind of metamorphosing action. The inclusions in the hypersthene
appear to be primar y, inclosed at the time of the crysta11ization of the
mineral. 'rhe lighter-<1olored hypers thenes are free from them. Occasionally the color varies in concentric zones. In some rocks both kinds of
pyroxe ne have narrow reddish-hrov\'ll borders that are analogous to the
black border s around some hornblendes, and appear to be of similar origin.
The pyroxe ne microlites of the groundmass are a-ffected in the sa.me manner
as the phenocrysts; hence the change of condition must have followed the
crystallization of the microlites.
'rhe color of the augite is light green in thin section, and without pleochroism. It is like the augite in the diorites of Electri c Peak, both. optically and as regard s cleavage. Hyper sthene and augite are occa-sionally
intergr own in such.a manne r as to indica.te their nearly synchronous crystallization; hut when one incloses the other, it is hypers thene tha.t is within,
and hence the older. Hyper sthene is the more easily decomposed of the
two, and changes into a green fibrous mineral, probab ly bastite.
The feldspar phenocrysts a.re all lime-soda feldspa.r, and are mostly
labradorite, judgin g from optical characters. Their outline in sections is.
rectangular, sometimes with more than four sides. Zonal structure is pronounced, but the difference in the optical chara.cter of the various zones ·is
not marked. Glass inclusions are frequent. In the la.rger cryst~.ls the
central portion is often crowded with inclusions of brown glass containing
the same microlites as the surrou nding groundmass. 'rhe shape of these
inclusions i~ usually rectangular. Many smaller feldspars are a.lmost free
from them. Inclusions of magnetite and pyroxe ne occur. When feldspars
and pyroxenes have crystallized in juxtaposition, it is seen that the feldspar
is the younger, but that its crystallization began before that of the pyroxene
ceased: They were in part contemporaneous.
Magnetite occurs as microseopic phenocrysts. There are five sections.
of pyroxei1e-andesites carryin g small amoui1ts of hornblende and consti-·
tuting transitional varieties between these rocks and hornblende-pyroxeneandesites.
The hornblende is in small irregul ar crystals, some being rounde d and.
others in angula r shapes. It is reddish brown and brownish green, with.
strong pleochroism. Many of the individuals, especially the rounded ones~
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have a narrovv border of magnetite or one of small crystals of pyroxene,
feldspar, and magnetite. There are all gradations, from rounded hornblendes 1vith opaque borders to small angular pieces of hornblende surrounded by comparativel y large crystals of pyroxene, feldspar, and some
magnetite, 1vhich form a gToup of interlocked crystals in the glassy groundmass. rrhe angular outline of the hornblende and its penetration between
the crystals of feldspm· and pyroxene vwuld militate against the supl)osition that the hornblende is a remnant of a previous crystal that had been
partially resorbed in the groundmass, were it not for the occurrence in one
thin section of a group of different crystals with a hexagonal outline, corresponding to the cross section of the hornblende remnants contained in it
which are properly oriented for such a section. The greater part of the
group consists of feldspar and pyroxene with some magnetite. It is not to
be supposed that these minerals crystallized out of the melted hornblende
substance without interchange of material from the surrounding magma.
The larger groups in the same rock section exhibit no definite outward
form, but are bounded by the outlines of the outer crystals, so that we
may conclude that the process of resorption of the hornblende phenocrysts
1va15 in some cases accompanied by the immediate formation of grains of
magnetite and the absoi·ption of the other chemical constituents by the
magma, while in other cases the melted hornblende recrystallized in situ as
pyroxene and magnetite. But in the instanees just mentioned the partial
resorption of the hornhle11de was followed by a greater tendenc3; toward
crystallizatio n in the magma immediate! y surrounding the melted hornblende, which led to· the development of a group of all the n1inerals then
capable of forming. rrhese minerals are the same in size and character
as the small crystals scattered through the glassy groundmass.
In only two sections of the andesites examined was biotite found. It
1vas in small crystals with compound borders similar to those around hornblende.
The remaining rock sections from this breccia represent hornblendepyroxene-and esites with varying amounts of the ferromagnesi an minerals,
forming a series with increasing hornblende and decreasing pyroxene. In
these andesites the microseopical characters of the pyroxenes are the same
as in the rocks just described. The hornblende varies in different rocks,
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both in color and in the extent to which it has been resorbed. In some
cases there has been no resorption. The crystals ·when idiomorphic are
bounded by the prism, clinopimicoid, and the usual terminal planes. In
many cases the form of the crystals is not sharply defined. 'rhe color
varies frmn intense red in some rocks to reddish bro\vn, chestnut bro1vn,
greenish brown, and brownish green, ·with the corresponding pleochroism.
The color 'bears. no fixed relation to the presence or absence of opaque
border, nor to the amount of resorption. It does not appear to be due to
secondary alteration of the hornblendes, since the rocks are all fresh n.nd
glassy.
The character of the border is not l'Lhvavs constant for all the horn"
blendes in one rock section. Around it in some cases is a narrow margin
of mag·netite grains; in others the margin is heavy and opaque. Other
hornblendes in the same section are surrounded by crystals of pyroxene,
plagioclase, and magnetite. In ma.ny sections all the hornblendes are l'Llike,
with or without borders. There seems to be no relation bet,veen the character or degree of resorption and the· degree or kind of crystallization of
the grounclmass; and different phases of resorption occur within very
short distances of one another in the same rock. Crystals which do not
exhibit .other signs of resorption sometimes have .large "bays" or pockets
of groundma.ss as inclusions, which may have been 01;iginally inclosed
at the time of the crystallization of the hornblende. The position of
the hornblende with respect to adjacent crystals of pyroxene and feldspar indicates that they were contemporaneous crystallizations in part.
The latest feldspars and pyroxenes are always younger than the hornblende.
The feldspar phenocrysts are all plagioclase, in most cases labradorite,
les·s commonly andesite o.r oligoclase. Their microscopical characters are
very nearly the same as those of the feldspars in the pyroxene-andesites.
The groundmass of these andesites in some cases is brown globulitic glass
with microlites of pyroxene, feldspar, and magnetite. In most sections it
is colorless glass CI;owded \Vith the. same kinds of microlites. It carries
microscopic crystals of these minerals which are' porphyritical with respect
to the groundmass when seen with a microscope, brit which in turn form
pari of the groundmass that carries the megascopic phenocrysts.
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THE DIKE ROCKS.

The dike rocks of Sepulchre Mounta.in are andesites and dacites,
the earliest of 1vhich resemble the pyroxene-andesites and hornblendepyroxene-andesites of the breccias. Mineralogically they range from rocks
with phenocrysts of hypersthene, augite, and lime-soda feldspar to those
with phenocrysts of quartz, biotite, hornblende, and lime-soda feldspar.
This variation is indicated in Table XII, in which 103 sections of these rocks
are arranged according to the proportions of the porphyritical minerals.
'r.A.BLE

XII.-,lfinera.lor;ica.l va.ria.tions in the dike 1·ocks of Septtlchrc Jl{ounta.in.
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TABLE

XII.-Jliinm·alogica l variations in the dike rocks of Sep?~.lclwc llfountain-Oont'd.

Mineral
group.

:Phenocrysts other than fel<lspn:r.
!'
:Phenocrysts other than feldspar.
SpcciSpecimen - - - - ; - - - - : - - - - :
men 1---,..-----,--- ---,----- Mineral
Q
B" t"t
nbum- :Pyrox-1 Horngroup.
Horn
num· :Pyrox
ber. ~ blend~. Biotite. Quartz. - - - _ : _ ~ blende. ~ __::_

I

I

Dg ····{

Dto-- ..

488
489
490
491
492
493
494

.•.•••••
. • • . . • ••
. . . • • . •.
.••••.•.
. . .. • •• .
...••...

495
496
497 ........
500 Much.
506 Little.
507 Little.
498 ........
499
501
502
503

·I

Dto ••.. { · 504
505
508
509
510
511
Much. Much. I-···~--·
513
Much. l\:1uch. j"" ..... .
514
Much. Much. : ....... .
I
515
Much. Much. !....... .
518 ..••••••
Much. Much. \....... . D11····
Much. Much. ;....... .
5191······ ••
512 •..•••••
Much. Much ....••...
516
Much. Much.
517
Some. Much.
520
Some. Much.
521
Little.
Much.
Much.
522
Much. Much. Little.
523
:Much. Mncb. Little.
524
Much. Much. Little.
525
Much. Much. Little.
526
Much. Much. Little.
527
Littk Much. Little.
l\:1ucb. Much. Little.

482 Little. Much.
484 .•••.... Much.
485 •• • •• ••• Much.
486 Little. Much.
487 • • • ••. . . Much.

Ds . . . .

·I·

Mnch.l' ... ·....
Much . . .
:Much. , ....... .
1
Much .. ·· ..... .
Much.

······I

!. ...... .

Much.
Much.
Much.
Much.
Much.
Much.
Much.
Much.
Much.
Much.
Much.
Some.
Some.
Some.
Some.
Some.
Some.
Little.
Little.
Little.
Little.
Little.

Much. Little.
Much. Little.
Much. Much.
Much. Much.
Much. Much.
Much. Much.
Much. ·Much.
:Much. .Much.
Much. Much.
Much. Much.
Much. Much.
Much. Much.
Much. Much.
Much. Much.
Much. Much.
Much. Much.
Much. Much.
Much. Much.
Much. Much.
Much. Much.
Much. Much.
Much. Much.

l\fost of the pyroxene-ai1desites and hornblende-pyroxene-andesites
carry no biotite. In a few cases it is present in. small amount. Some
hornblende-andesites contain neither pyroxene nor biotite; others have a
small amount of both. The structure of a glassy pyroxene-andesite dike
rock ( 421) is shown in Pl. XXII, fig. 1. In most of the hmnblende-micaandesites there are no porphyritical pyroxenes; they are present in small
amounts in a few cases; and they are equally rare in the dacites. · As qua.rtz · ·
phenocrysts increase in ·nun:iber biotite is more abundant, ai1d hornblendeless so. Lime-soda feldspars are present in all the rocks, ranging from
labradorite in the more basic andesites to oligoclase or andesine in dacite.
rrhe microscopical characters of the minerals are the same as in the
andesites of the breccias. rrhe pyroxenes are hypersthene and augite, the
first being more readi~y decomposed and sometimes comp~etely altered.
MON XXXII, PT li--9
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'rhe ho111blende is sometimes represented by paramorphs of magnetite and
augite in the pyroxene-a.ndesites, often exhibits black borders in the intermediate andesites, and in the more acid andesites and dacites is entirely
free from any clark border. Its form and colors are the same as before
described for the andesites of the breccias. Biotite is also the same as in
those rocks. In one instance it incloses a small crystal of plagioclase.
'l'he feldspars all exhibit polysynthetic twinning. 'l'heir cross sections
are mostly rectangula.r in the more basic andesites, and a,re labradorite. In
some of these andesites they appear to he oligoclase. In the more acid
andesites a.ncl dacites the lime-soda feldspars are larger and have more
crystal faces. They appear to belong to sever:ctl species. Besides numerous
gla.ss inclusions, there a.re a few instances in which feldspar phenocrysts
contain opaque needles and grains, arranged in several systems of parallel
lines, ·which are identical 1vith the inclusions in many of the labradorites in
the diorite of Electric Peak. They are sometimes a.ccompaniecl by glass
inclusions, which proves their primary character. Quartz phenocrysts are
both idiomorphic and rounded in the same rock section. They usually
·occur in isolated grains, hut' sometimes several are attached to one another
(Pl. XXI fig. 2), just as several feldspars often are: Glass inclusions are
abundant. In only one case were. :fluid inclusions noticed together 'vith
those of glass. Magnetite, apatite, and zircon occur in their usual forms
and in ordinary amounts.
The groundmass of· these rocks differs in degree of crystallization, in
mineral composition, and in structure. In the more basic andesites it is in
many cases glassy, lvith multitudes of microlites of pyroxene, plagioclase,
and magnetite; in many others it is completely crystallized and the outlines of the microlites are no longer sharply defined. In the holocrystalline
varieties of these rocks the different degrees of crystallization may be
compared with one another by arranging them in a table according to the
size ·of grain of the grounclmass. This has been done in Table XIII, in
which they have been combined with the specimens of breccia from Sepulchre Mountain, and have been separated into mineralogical groups whose
scope may he seen by comparison with Tables XI and XII. The grades
of crystallization correspond to those established for the intrusive rocks of
Electric Peak, with the addition of five more grades, '\vhich embrace two
:finer-grained degrees of holocrystalline structure and three degrees of glassi-
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ness. The rock shown in Pl. XXII, fig. 1, belongs to grade 2, being
microlitic glass. In the dacite shown in Pl. XXII, fig. 2, the grade of
crystallization is 9; and in the dacite shown in Pl. XXI, fig. 2, it is 19.
T .A.BLE XIII.-qrades of m·ystallization of the e1·uptive roak.s of Sepulchre j}{on.ntain.

\

n., ~· n., D 2•

--~

n., B 4, n•. n,.

n.,n•. n •.

1-------------1- -----------

1.--'

394, 396 .• ---. ·--. 416.
401,405,417 ......
397, 398, 421,
422, 423, 427'
428.
3... 390,391,392, 393, 402,403, 406, 407,
409, 410, 411,
400,429.
412, 4-13, 418,
431, 432, 433,
434.
4 ..................... 404,414,415,419,
42o.
·
I
5 ... --- --·-- .... ·- ---. ------......... ...
6 ... 424 .............. 436,437, 439 ... ~ ..
7 ... 425 ...................... ..........
2 .•. 385,386,387, 388,

4.-59.

443,460,461,474 .. 476.

445,462,463... ... 481,482,496.
446,464, 465 .... .. 477,484, 485 .. -... 498,508,509.
466,467,468,475 .. 486, 487 .. -- ...... ,499, 510, 511, 512,
523.
8 ...................... ................. 447,448,449, 470, 478,488,489, 490.. 500,501,502,503,
513, 514, 515,
471, 472, 469.
516, v17, 524,
525.
9 ...................... ................. 451,452,453, 454. 491,492,497 ...... 504,518,519.
455.

10 .. .
11. ...................... ................ 456,457,473 ...................... ·.. 526.
12..................... 440 ....................... .......... 479,480.
13 ...................... ...................... ...................... ......... 505,527.
14 ... 426 .............. 441. ...................... ......... 493.
15 .. .
16 ...................... ... "--· .......... 458.. .... ... . .... 494.
17 ...
18 ...................... ...................... ...................... ......... 520.
19 ...................... ................. ---- .............. 495 .............. 506,507,521,522.

20 ... .................. 442.
21. ..
22 ...
23 ...

24 ...
25 ... 430.
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The microstructure of the acid varieties is not the same as that of
the basic, so that it is difficult to compare the grain of one directly with
that of the other; but. since the intermediate rocks possess microstructures
intermediate between these extremes, it is possible to establish a kind of
relationship between them, and it is admissible to place them in the same
line across the table, it being understood that the correspondence is an
approximation.
A glance at 'rable XIII shows that a large majority of the varieties
are very fine-gra.ined forms that have only reached the crystallization of
the few smallest-grained forms of the Electric Peak rocks. A small number of them are more· coarsely microcrystalline and correspond to the grain
of the dike rocks at Electric Peak. A large number are finer grained than
any of these rocks, or are glassy. The coarsest-grained foi:ms have been
attained by the most basic varieties, but they do not represent bodies of
any considerable extent. Specimen No. 430, grade 25, comes from a small
exposure with no definite limits, surrounded by much finer-grained rocks. ·
It is properly a diorite-porphyry, and carries much biotite of final consolidation, which has not been reckoned with the phenocrysts. The coarsestgrained forms of the acid varieties, however, represent larger bodies and
are more abundant in the field.
In explanation of the degrees of crystallization indicated in the table,
it may be said that the first three are glassy groundmasses, the first one
having fewer microlites th'an the second. · In the third the microlites ai·e
closely crowded together. The next. two represent microlitic structures in
which no glass can be detected; they appear to be holocrystalline. In the
sixth grade ~he form of the microlites is more indistinct, but the general
structure is the same as before. Beyond this the different degrees indicate
increasing grades of a structure which rnay be described in general as
follows: Commencing with the lowest order, the groundmass is composed
of a multitude of indistinct microlites of lath-shaped feldspars; between
crossed nicols this aggregation extinguishes light in small patches which
bear no fixed relation to the· position of the microlites within them. As the
dimensions of the lath-shaped feldspars become larger it is observed that
the patches of light and dru:kness arise from the cementing material between
these feldspars. This cement possesses the same optical _orientation for
small spaces which in cross section produce the patches just alluded to. In
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still coarser-gTained forms it becomes apparent that the cementing material
is quartz which has crystallized in irregularly- shaped patches inclosing
many smaller feldspars. 'rhe size of these feldspars and of the interstices
between them is taken as the grain of the rock, and not the size of the
patches _of ·quartz. For it" is observed that as the rocks become more
coarsely crystalline the feldspars, which are plagioclase, increase steadily
in size and each quartz patch cements fewer of them, until in still coarser
grades the quartz forms allotriomorphic individuals between the plagioclases <:md does not surround any, so that in these varieties of rock the size
of grain is judged by the dimensions of the pla.gioclases and the interstices
of quart.z. The patchy structure just described is that called micropoikilitic.
In the most siliceous varieties of the rocks the microstructure is different. The smallest-grained forms appear to approach a granular structure,
in which, however, the feldspars exhibit a more or less rectangula r shape
and the quartz shows a tendency to appear in minute, poorly defined
dihexahedrons. As the grain becomes larger the form of the quartz grains
becomes more pronounce d (Pl. XXII, fig. 2). They are rudely idiomorphic,
with sections that are in many cases equilateral rhombs, exting·uishing the
light parallel to their diagonals. In the coarsest-grained forms of the dacites
these impelfectl y idiom orphic quartzes are characteristic of the groundmass,
·and reach a diameter of from 0.08 mrn. to 0.10 mm. (Pl. XXI, fig. 2).
Their smface is indented with the ends and corners of small plagioclases,
the structure of the groundma ss being hypidiomorphic. These quartzes
often contain minute colorless inclusions in negative crystal cavities, which
have every appearanc e of being glass and correspond to the glass inclusions
in the quartz phenocrys ts of the same rocks. The partially "diomorphic
quartzes in the groundma ss are to a slight degree p011)hyritical w1th espect
to the other constituents, but belong to the final consolidation of the magma.
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GENERAL CONSIDERATION OF THE MINERAL AND CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
OF THE ERUPTIVE ROCKS OF SEPULCHRE MOUNTAIN.
l\1IN!i:RAL COMPOSITION.

The mineral variations in the group of rocks forming. Sepulchre
Mountain are much simpler and require much less discussion than those of
the intrusive rocks of Electric Peak. They have already been expressed
in Tables XI and XII. From these tables it is evident that the so-called
transitional forms of the rocks are as numerous and as important as those
forms which would be considered type rocks. There is no particular
mineralogical modification of the rocks at this place which from its greater
abundance or its special mode of occurrence renders it a type rock. On the
contrary, the whole accumulation of eruptive rocks which are subsequent
to the bottom breccia, with its admixture of Archean fragments, must be
consi(j.ered as a series of volcanic rocks that vary in mineral composition
through gradual changes from pyroxene-andesite to dacite.
Starting ·with those rocks which carry phenocrysts of pyroxene and
plagioclase, it is observed that as the hornblende makes its appearance and
increases in amount the pyroxene decreases. Biotite accompanies the
hornblende in the more acid varieties, and increases in amount with the
acidity of the rock. Quartz first appears in small quantities, and increases
with the acidity of the rock, the hornblende decreasing at the same time.
To this rule there are exceptions, which are indicated in the table. Biotite
is found to a slight extent in some of the hornblende-pyroxene-andesites 7
and pyroxene occurs in small amounts in some of the hornblende-mica. andesites. It is, of course, understood that this relation between the
essential minenils may be different for groups of ande~ites in other regions.
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CHEl\HC.A.L COMPOSITION.

The chemical composition of the eruptive rocks of Sepulchre Mountain is shown in the accompanyin g table of chemical analyses:
TABLE
_ _c_on_st-it_ue_n_t._

SiO" . . . . . . . . . . .
Ti0 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
AhO" ..........
Fe2 0" .. .. .. .. ..
FeO ............
MnO ...........
CaO...... ......
BaO . .. .. .. . .. .
MgO ...........
SrO .. . . .. .. • • ..
Li20 . .. .. .. .. . •

Na,o...........
K 2 0.. . .. . .. .. ..

P20 5 . . . . . . • • • • •
SO" .. . . .. . . .. ..
Cl .............
C02 .. -..........
HoO .......... ..

XIV.-Ohe1nioa .l ana.lyses of ?'oolcs j1·om Sepu/.clwe llfountain.

~~~ ~~-38-6-l--40-9_
56. 61
55. 92
55. 83
.79
.94
1.05
13.62
17.70
17.11
5. 89
3. 16
4. 07
2.60
4.48
3.75
.35
None. Trace.
6. 61
5. 90
7. 40
. 14
.. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .
5.48
4.34
5.05
.. • • .. .. . . .. .. .. Trace.
. 09 ......
None.
3.13
4.08
_2.94
2. 71
2. 28
1. 71
. 06
. 18
• 21
( ?)
Trace. Trace.
None. None ........ .
........ ........ None.
2.27
1.42
1.28

--1

--4-87- -4-94-

521

67.49
65.66
6.5. 50
64. 27
60. 30
57. 17
.13
.45
1.37
.32
. 76
1.03
16.18
15.61
14.94
17.84
16.31
17.25
1.30
2.10
1. 72
3.36
4. 35
2. 48
1.22
2.07
2.27
1.2$!
1.41
4.31
.OS
.20
None.
None.
.13
None.
2.68
3. 64
2.33
3.42
5. 62
6. 61
..
.13 -·
. 15
.. .. .. ..
1. 34
2.46
2.97
2.00
4.831 2.39
. ....... Trace . ...... .. Trace? -- ....... -... ..
1
.36 -.03 ........
Trace. .........
4.37
3.65
5.46
3.84
3.99
· 3.44
2.40
2.03
2.76
2.48
2. 36
2. 03
.13
. 09 Trace .
.16
. 20
. 05
. 06
.10 Trace.
Trace.,
.131 ..
.12 ...
Trace. . ....... None.
None.
··-~:;;·1 ~·;~;~ 1.32 1.&7 ---~~~;l· 2.69
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100. 33

100. 25

100. 27

100.01

Nos. 421, 471, 386, 487, and 521 1vere analyzed. by Mr. J. E. Whitfield; Nos. 407, 409, and 494 were analyzed by Dr. T. l\'L Chatard; and
·
No. 523 was analyzed by Mr. L. G. Eakins.
The first, 421, and the fom·th, 386, are analyses of pyroxene-andesites
which carry no hornblende. The first is from a dike near the summit of
the mountain; the other is from a smface flow at its soutlnvest base.
Nos. 407 and 409 are of hornblende-pyroxene-andesites, occurring as
breccia in the upper part of the mountain. No. 471 is of hornblendeandesite, which is an intruded body in the small hill northeast of Cache
Lake, at the head of Reese Creek. No. 487 is a hornblende-mica-andesite
from the same locality, also an intrusive rock. No. 494 is the same kind of
andesite from an intrusive mass at the north base of Sepulchre Mountain,
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and Nos. 521 a.nd523 are dacites from the ridge south of Cache Lake. The
13tructure of 521 is shown in Pl. XXI, fig. 2.
The rang·e of variation in the percentage of silica. is about the same as
that of the rocks at Electric Peak The character of the variations of the
other oxides in these rocks is shown by the accompnnying diagram, fig. 3,
which represents the variations in the molecular proportions of the essential
oxides, and has been plotted in the manner already described.
A glance at this diagram shows that it has the same form as that of
the group of analyses of the rocks from Electric Peak.· The variations in

FIG. 3.-:M:olecular variation of the rocks of Sepnkbre Mountain.

the oxides other than silica are quite irregular for a gradual change in the
silica. The alumina varies rapidly in places and retains a high position in
the diagram. The alkalies gradually increase with the silica, the soda molecules being twice as numerous as those of potash, and their variations being
alike, with one exception. Magnesia varies most ••.ridely, and in striking
contrast to the alumina; in each instance they vary in opposite directions.
The lime is nearly as irregular as the magnesia, both deci·easing rapidly
from the less siliceous to the more silic,eous end of the series. 11 he two
oxides of iron are strikingly reciprocal in their variations, the significance
of which has been pointed out in discussing the diagram for Electric Peak.
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In the group of analyses. from Sepulchre Mountain the oxidation of the
iron bears a noticeable rela.tion to the presence of hom blende, biotite, and
magnetite in the rocks.
From a study of these analyses it is evident that the chemical va.riations in this group of rocks a.re the same in character and extent as those
in the intrusive rocks of Electric Peak. Moreover, it appears that the
variations between similar varieties of andesite-suc h as those between
different pyroxene-an desites-are as great as, and in sonie cases grea.ter than,
the variations between varieties of andesites which are distinguished mineralogically from one another. Thus, Nos. 421 a.nd386 a.re pyroxene-and esites
without hornblende, Nos. 407 and 409 are hornblende-p yroxene-ande sites,
while No. 471 is a hornblende-a ndesite. It is not possible to point to. any
chemical character of these rocks that is distinctive of this mineral variation, 1vith the exception of the oxi.dation of the iron, which, though slight,
is an important one; for it undoubtedly relates to forces that did not alter
the fundamental relation betvireen the bases in the magma, but simply
modified it by changing the oxidation of one of them. The last four
analyses are of hornblende-m ica-andesites and dacites. The chemical variations bet,veen them are as pronounced as those between the more basic
members of the series, without there being the correspondin g differences
between the kinds of ferromagnesi an silicates, so far as it can be detected
microscopically. They all carry hornblende and biotite, and no pyroxene,
the relative proportions of these minerals varying. rrhe character and
amount of the feldspars differ in these rocks, .and so do the abundance and
mode of occurrence of the quartz. In Nos. 521 (Pl. XXI, fig. 2) and
523 quartz appears as phenocrysts; in the other rock it is confined to the
groundmass.
THE EXTRUSIVE IGNEOUS ROCKS WEST AND SOUTHWEST OF THE
GALLATIN MOUNTAINS .

These are ·mainly tuff-breccias of andesite, with rarely a massive. lava
flow of andesite, more numerous flows of basalt, and the great rhyolite lava
sheet. Andesitic breccias form the north-south ridge west of the head waters
of Fan Creek, and extensive accumulation s of these rocks underlie rhyolite
in the northwestern corner of the Park, where they are connected with the
range. of volcanic mountains farther north. There are other isolated areas
of andesitic breccia in the gneissic mountains west of Mount HoJmes. In
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aU of these ·localities the tuff-bTeccias have the same g·eneral character as
the tuff-breccia of Sepulchre Mountain, just described. They vary some·what in compactness. In all, the fragments· are small. The general color
is dark, but that of the individual fragments is varied-clark and light
grays, with tones of reel. There ::tre abundant small phenocrysts in most
instances; some. fragments are almost free from them, while others carry
larger and more prominent ones. 11 he mineral composition varies slightly
among the fragments in any considerable mass. The greater part are
hornblende-pyroxene-andesites ancl pyroxene-andesites. Hornblende-andesites without pyroxene are less abundant. Still less frequent are hornblendemica-andesites, representing the most siliceous rocks, ·while the least siliceous
are olivine-bearing pyroxene-andesites or andesitic basalts, which are much
rarer. These varieties naturally grade into one another and are intermingled in the tuff-breccias.
The microscopical characters of the various andesites from these localities correspond to those of the Sepulchre Mountain andesit0s. The groundmasses range from glassy to microcrystalline and microlitic. Some of the
glasses are colorless, others bro·wn and globulitic. The hornblendes in
most cases are brown and reddish brown, seldom green (543), which contrasts· them with those in the andesite-porphyries. They often have black
borders, especially in the more basic rocks, where they are sometimes
paramorphosed to magnetite and pyroxene. . The feldspars are plagioclases,
more calcic in the less· siliceous rocks. They are characterized by
numerous glass inclusions and ma.rkecl zonai structure. The pyroxenes
are hypersthene ::tnd ::tugite. The olivine in two rocks 1vhere it was
observed is serpentinized.
COl\1PARISON

OJ:<~

THE .ROCKS FIWl\1 ELECTRIC PEAK AND SEPULCHRE
l\10UNTAIN.

The geological structure of Electric Peak and of Sepulchre Mountain
ancl the occurrence ancl character of the igneous rocks i1i each locality
having been described, it remains to point out the relationship of the two
groups of rocks to each othei· and the petrological deductions which may be
drawn from their investigation.
To arrive at the relati01iship of the volcanic rocks of Sepulchre Mountain to the intrusive rocks of Electric Peak, it is necessary to observe, in
review of the facts already presented, that the latter cut through Cretaceous
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shales and sandstones, ancl have imparte d to them sufficient heat to metamm·phose them for a great d1stance, indicating the passage of larg·e quantities of molten magma through the fissures, while the lavas of Sepulchre
Mounta in rest on Cretaceous strata and also carry large blocks of black
shale inclosed within them_ ·They plainly sh01v by their crushed and
dragged portions that a profound fault has separat ed the block of Sepulchre
Mounta in from that of Electric Peak, dropping the former down consi<lerably more than 4,000 feet. Conseq uently the volcanic rocks of Sepulchre
Mountain once occupied a higher elevation than the present summit of
Electric Peak and its bodies of intrusive rock.
In Electric Peak there is a system of fissures that radiate outward
toward the south and southwest, as shown by the dikes ?f porphyry.. At
the west base of Sepulchre Mountain there is a system of dikes and intrude d
bodies that radiate outward toward the north and northeast. These fissures
antedat e the great faulting just mention ed and represe nt the east and west
halves of a system of fissures trending· from north and south around to
northea st and southwest, which crossed one another at the point where the
broades t body of intrude d rock is now found. The axis of this system
appears to have been inclined toward the east-th at is, to have dipped
toward the west-a nd was cut across by the great fault which dropped
Sepulch re Mountain.
.The igneous rocks that broke through the strata of Electric Peak
consist of a series of andesite-porphyries, occurring in sheets between the
strata, and another series of diorites and andesite-porphyries that were
erupted through the vertical fissures jus~ alluded to: The central fissui·e
or fissures became the conduit through which the molten magmas followed
one another after successive intervals of time. In the outlyi~1g narrow
fissures the magmas solidified as dikes of porphy ry, while within the heated
conduit they consolidated into coarse-grained diorites of various kinds_ The
magmas of this series of eruptions became 1110re and more siliceous. Their
succession is indicated in the table on the next page.
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TaBLE

XV.-Order of ernption of the rocks at Electric Peak and

Sep~/.lch?-e

Jlfottnta.in.

I----_-_s-,_,:_ce_--ss~io~n~o_r-_e_r_u-p~t_'-."_n-s~a~t~E_,-lec~-1-.n_·-c~P~ea~k~.~~~-:-St-,c-cc-ss-io~~;~~~;:::~;;~~:-~~:u:~~~~--~
A. Intrusion of sheets of audesite-porphyry from the southwest.
13. Intrusion of dike and stock rocks in
the following order:
Pyroxene-porphyries, grading into
pyroxene- and hornblende-diorites
with biotite of final crystallization;
with cUkes of pyroxene- and hornblende-porphyries, gracling into
hornblende-biotite-diorites with biotit.e of early crystallization, with
dikes of hornhlende-.biotite-porphyries;
quartz- biotite-diorite-porphyry with
s~me hornblende, with dikes of
quartz-biotite-porphyry.

L

A. Extravasation ofmulesitic breccia from
some Archean area..
B. Eruption. of :wdesitic breccias a.nd
dikes in the following order:
Pyroxene-antlesites, breccia,n.nd flows,
passing into
pyroxene-hornbl ende-amlesi tes, breccia, and flows, with dikes of similar
andesites, grading into
horn blencle-biotite-andesites, in dikes,
grading int'!

da.cites with phenocrysts of quartz,

biotita, and wma hombl~d•._j

The igneow~ rocks that formed the breccias and lava flows of Sepulchre
Mountain, ·vvith their dikes and larger intruded bodies, constitute a series of
andesites, basalts, and dacites, which reach a degree of crystallization that
places part of them among the poqJhyries. · They commenced with an
andesitic breccia that is filled with Archean . fragments, which must have
been thrown from some 'neighboring center of eruption located in an
Archean area. Such a center exists a fevv miles to the north. This was
followed by a series of ~agmas that were at first somewhat basic and became
· more and more siliceous. The series is represented in the right-hand column
of Table XV. From this it is seen that the succession of eruptions in each
locality was the same after the first period, A, in which the magmas evidently came from diffetent sources. Each series of the seQoncl period began
with basic magmas a1id ended with acid ones. Their d3vision in the table·
into four groups is not intended to convey the idea that they belong to four
distinct periods of eruption; the whole· series· in· each case is, rather, a
single irregularly intenupted succession of outbursts of magma that gradually changed its composition and character. Upon comparing the rocks
which have resulted from the conesponding phases of these series of eruptions, the similarity of the porphyritic forms is immediately recognized.
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The nature and distribut ion of the phenocry sts in the different varieties of
andesite and dacite, which determin e their megascopical habit, have their
exact counterp art in the different varieties of porphyries. The. microscopical
characte rs of the phenocry sts in the correspo nding varieties of porphyri es
and of the intruded andesites ancl dacites are identical The chamcte r of
the various g-roundmasses, however , is different in the two groups, being
more highly crystaliin e in the porphyr ies-man y of the andesites being
glassy. Many of the finer-gra ined diorites have a habit, derived from the
distribut ion of the ferro.mag·nesia.n. silicates and larger feldspars, which
resemble s that of some of the andesites and dacites that correspond to them
chemical ly.
Fina.lly, the study of the chemical composition of the intrusive rocks
·of Electric Peak and of the volcanic rocks of Sepulchr e :Mountain proves
that these two groups of rocks have identical chemical compositions, for
the varieties that have been analyzed are but a few of the many mineralogical and structura l modifications assumed by these magmas on cooling.
The analyses se1;ve as indicatio ns of the range of the chemical variabili ty
of these magmas
From the geological structure of the region, then; from the correspondenc e bet1veen the order of eruption of the two series of rocks; from
the resembla nce of a large part of the rocks of both series, megascopically
and microscopically, and from the chemical identity of all the rocks of
both groups, it is conclusi vely demonst rated that:
I. The volcanic rocks of Sepulchr e Mountai n and the intrusive rocks
of Electric Peak Vl'ere originall y continuo us g·eological bodies.
II. rrhe former ,vere forced through the conduit at Electric . Pea~
during a series of more or less interrupt ed eruptions.
III. 1.'he great amount of heat imparted to the surround ing rocks ·was
due to the frequent passage of molten lava through this conduit.
IN e have, then, in this region the remnant of a yolcano, which has
been fractured across its conduit, faulted, and consider ably eroded, and
which presents for investigation, on the one hand, the lo'tver portio11 of its
accumul ated debris of lavas, with a part of the upper end of the conduit
filled with the final intrusions, and on the other hand, a section of the
conduit within the sedimen tary strata upon which the volcano vvas built.
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CORRELATION OF THE ROCKS ON A CHEMICAL BASIS.

Correlating the two groups of rocks a.ccording to their chemical
composition and aTrang-ing them as in Table XVI, we see that the
hornblende-mica-andesites, Nos. 487 and 494, are the equivalents of the
quartz-mica-diorites, Nos. 313, 311, 303, 323, and 321, and of the guart.zpyroxene-micrt-diorite, No. 309. 'rhe dacites, Nos. 521 a.nd 523, are the
equivalents of the quartz-mica-diorite-porphyries, Nos. 329 and 326. The
hornblende-pyroxene-andesites and the pyroxene-andesites, Nos. 421, 4 71,
407, 386, and 40-9, are the equivalents of the coarse-grained pyroxene-micadiorite, No. 295, with variable percentage of quartz, and of the fine-g-rained
diorites, Nos. 272 and 273, and of a fine-grained variety, No. 267.
The dacites and hornblende-mica-andesites included within this correlation are intruded bodies ·within the breccia, of Sepulchre Mountain, and
have the same mineral composition as the corresponding- porphyries and
diorites of Electric Peak. They differ from them in structure and deg-ree
of crystallizati?n, as already described.
The glassy andesites, with pyroxene and hornblende phenocrysts,
however, present the utmost contrast to the chemically equivalent coarsely
crystalline diorites. In the former the hypersthene, augite, hornblende, and
plagioclase are sharply defined idiomorphic crystals in a groundmass of
glass, which is crowded with microlites of plagioclase and pyroxene, besides
grains of magnetite. 'rhe hornblende is brown, occasionally red, and the
other phenocrysts have all the microscopical characters which disting-uish
their occurrence in g·lassy rocks. In the diorite the hornblende is green; in
some cases brown ; and the hypersthene, augite, and hornblende are accompanied by biotite, and are all intergrown in the most intricate manner, with
evidence that they commenced to crystailize in the order just given. The
labradorite is often clouded with minute opaque particles, which are characteristic of its occurrence in many diorites. It :is surrounded by a shell of
more alkaline plagioclase, which, with occasional individuals of orthoclase
and considerable quartz, closed the crystallization of the magma. Magne. tite, apatite, and zircon are the accessory minerals. The quartz contains
fluid inclusions, which complete the corresr>ondence of this diorite with
typical diorites of other regions.
From the structure of this region, which has been so finely exposed
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by faulting and erosion, it is ev]dent that of the different magmas erupted
a part found their way into vertical fissures and took the form of dikes;
part reached the smface and became 1ava flows and breccias, while other
portions remained in the conduit. Therefore the various portions of the
magmas solidified under a variety of physical conditions imposed by the
different geological environment of each, the most strongly contrasted of
which were the rapid cooEng of the smface flows under very slight pressure
and the extremely slow cooling of the magmas remaining within the conduits ·
under somew hat greater pressure.
TABLE

XVI.-Oorrela.ti.on of the two groups of rooks 1!pon a chem.iaal ba.si.s.
Volcanic rockA of Sepulchre :<\fountain.

s:.o.

p!3r
cent.

Intrusive rocks of :E:lectric Pea.k.

Essential minerals.

No.

Name.

Name.
Phenocrysts.

quartz, hiot-ite, plagioclase
and alkali feldspar, hornblende.
........................... ........................... .. quartz-mien-diorite. biotite, hornblende, plagio·
clase (orthoclase), quartz.
dacite .... .. quartz, biotit<l, horn- holocrystalline,
q nart?., feldblende, plagioclase.
spa-r.
........................... ........................... .. quartz-mica-diorite. biotite, hornblende, plagioclase (orthoclase), quartz.
........................... ........................... .. quartz-mica-diorite- biot-ite, hornblende, plagioclase (orthocbse), quartz.
porphyry.
dacite ....... qnart.z, biotite, horn- holocrystalline,
quartz, feld·blende, plagioclase.
spar.
quartz-mica-diorite . biotite, hornblende (pyroxene), plagioclase (orthoclase), quartz.
hornblende- hornblende, biotite, holocrystalline,
. quartz. feldplagioclase.
mica-a.ndespar.
site.
........................... ........................... .. quartz-mica-diorit<l . hiotite, hornblende, augite,
hypersthene, plagioclase
(orthoclase), quartz.
........................... ........................... .. qunrtz-mioa-dio>•itc. l~arnblondo, biotlto,plagloclase (orthoclase), quartz.

69. 24..

326 ........................... ........................... .. quartz-mica-diorit<l·
porphyr)··

67.54..

321

67.49 ..

523

66. 05..

323

·65.97:.

329

65.66..

521

65. 60..

303

65. 50..

494

65.11..

311

04.85 ..

818

G4. 27 ..

487

04. 07..

Esseutinlminerals.

Ground mass.

hornblende- hornblende, biotite, holocrystalline,
q usrtz, feld·
plagioclase, magmica-nndespar.
netit.e.
site.
309 . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. .. • • .. .. . ... .. q nartz-pyr ox en e ·
mica-diorite.

biotite, hornblende, augite,
hypersthene, magnetite,
plagioclase (orthoclase),
quartz.
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T .A.BLE XVI.-Gon·ela.tion of the two .group11 of rocks upon a chemical basis-Continued.
-----------···---

I

SiOo
per

lnt.rush·e rocks of Electric Penk.

Volcanic rocks of Sepulchre l\ionntain.

No.,-·---------------- Es~::;:;·;~:e-ra-1-s.----l--------;,--------'----l

cent.

.

Name.

Name.

EsscntJnlminerals.

Gronn<lmass.

Phenocrysts.

i
----- ---··-~----·------------ ------1---------1-----------61.22..

2721········ ................................................ pyroxene-mica-dio- biot.ite, hornblende, augite,
rite.

l

60. 30 ..

409 j hornblende' pyroxeiJeI andesite.

58.05 ..

273 ...................................... 1................ .. pyroxonc-tuica ~ tlio·

hornblende, augite, glassy,
hyperstJtene, plagioIitle.
clase, magnetite.

micro-

rite.
57. 38 ..

"" 1.... ··········,······ ······ ......

57.17 ..

386

56. 61 ..

407

56.28 ..

295 .............

enc-~ a.ugite,

ltyperstlJene, I brown
g.lass,
plagioclase.
mi<:rolitic.
hornblende- : hornblenclc, nngitn, ! glas~y, micro·
pyroxene- i hypersthene, plagiolit.ic.
andesite. I dase.

1

471

I hornblmule-

421

I
1

55. 83 ..

!

I

+.........,.. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .

I
55. 92 ..

·····-!-········'·· ...... ,ro.•.•, •.,.,.

pyrox
aulle•ite.

andesite.
pyroxeneandesite.

I

hornblende, plagioclase.
augite, hypersthene,

hypersthene, ma.gnetJte,
plagioclase (quartz).

I
pyroxeiJe-mica-dio ·
rite.

biotite, horn blendc, augite,
hyperstlJene, magnctit.e,
plngioclase (quartz)'.
augite, hyperstb~ne, hio·
titc, magnetite, plagioclase, quartz.

hiotite, hornblende, augite,
hypersthene, ma.gnetite,
plagioclase, quartz.

microcr.rstalline.
glassy, microliti<l.

~----------~------,

rrhe effect of this diversity of conditions upon the degree of crystallization of the various portions of these rocks is well shown in the accompanying 'rable XVII, which has been derived from Tables VIII and XIII.
In this table are presented all of the specimens from Sepulclu;e Mountain and Electric Peak. 'rhey are arranged in four principal divisions:
First, the breccias and lava flows; second, dikes and larger bodies intruded
in these breccias; third, dikes in the Cretaceous strata of Electric Peak;
fourth, the main stock an:d its immediate apophyses. These groups are
still further subdivic).ed · into columns which conespond to mineralogical
differences in the rocks, and bear the. same ietters as the mineralogical
subdivisions in rrables III; VIII, XI, and XII.. Consequently each of
,the four. principal groups has the most basic members at the extreme left
and the most acid ones at the extreme right. 11he mineralogical range is
therefore repeated four times. The table illustrates a number of facts. It
exhibits the relative degree of crystallization of the breccias, lava flows,·
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dikes, and stock rocks, and shows that a great number of intermediate steps
can be recognized between the inost glassy andesite and the con.rsest diorite.
It shows that the dike rocks furnish the connecting link between these two
extremes, and that the dike rocks of Electric Peak have the same-range of
grain as the majority of those of Sepulchre Mountain. But many ~f those
at Sepulchre Mountain a.re still finer grained, and some are glassy, being
vesicular also. Between these rocks there is the closest possible resemblance
megascopically, and the two groups might have been described conjoint-ly,
so far as their petrographical chantcters are concerned. rrhe variation of
grain within each of the four principal divisions is very significant when
taken in connection with the geological occurrence of the different rocks.
The limited range of variation in the first group is in accord with the·fa.ct
that all of these rocks are smface ejectamenta. The range in the thh·cl
group from more crystalline basic rocks to less crystalline acid rocks, a..,
already pointed out, shows the greater tendency of the basic rocks to
crystallize. And since the dikes _here represented are of nearly the same
size, this variation of grain corresponds to differences in the chemical composition of the rocks. On the contrary, the variations in the second group
indicate a slightly g~·eater crystallization of the acid rocks. This, however,
is due to the fact that the basic. rocks in this group, with a few exceptions 7
occur in small dikes, while the acid rocks for the. most part form broad
intruded bodies several hundred · feet wide. In these cases the size of
the mass has had more influence on the degree of crystallization than has
the chemical composition of the magma.. In the fourth group the basic
rocks exhibit a wider range of grain than the acid, being much coarser
and also considerably finer grained than the latter. This arises from the
fact· that the basic rocks form a much larger mass and exhibit great variation
of grain, having fine-grained modifications that have been fully discussed
in an earlier part of this chapter.
· These diorites and others that cut the volcanic lavas in several localities in this region correspond to the andesdio1·ites and andesgmnites of
Stelzner, who described stocks of granular rocks penetrating the andesitic
tuffs .in Argentina. rrhe study of these Te1:tiary granular rocks led him
to the conclusion that the degree of· crystallization of eruptive rocks is
in no way dependent on their age, but depends on the physical conditions.
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under which the mineralogical differentiation and the cooling of tl1e magma.
•
took place. 3
l
Study and comparison of the chemica analyses of the two gTonps of
_rocks under investigation demonstrate that the magmas that reached the
surface of the earth in this place had exactly .the same chemical composition as those which remaine(j. inclosed within the sedime ntary strata..
'rhey prove with equal clearness that the different conditions attendin g the
fimi.l consolidation of the ~iected and of the intrude d magma s affected not
only their c1·ystalline st1·uctuTe, l}'/itt thei1· essential mineml co1nposition. The
most marked illustration of this is in the occurrence of biotite in the two
series. In the volcanic rocks of this locality biotite is an essential constituent of the more siliceous varieties, and is only rarely found as an accessory constituent of the varieties with less than 61 per cent of silica.. In the
intrusiv e rocks it is an essentia~ constituent of all the coarse-grained varieties, even the most basic. In the finer-grained, porphy ritic forms it is a
-constituent of the groundmass to a variable extent. The second most noticeable difference is the presence of considerable quartz in the coarse-grained
forms of the basic magmas and its absence froni the volcanic forms of the
same magmas.
From these observations, then, we see that in this region there are
chemically identical rocks which have distinctly different mineral compositions, but which were .once parts of a continuous body of molten magma.
We are led, therefore, to the conclusion thatThe molecules ·in a chemically homogeneous fluid m.a.r;ma. can _combine in
va1·ious- ways, aJ~d fonn different associations of silicate minemls, produ.cing
minemlogically d{{fe1·ent rocks. 2
Cassel
Stelzner, Alfred, Beitriige zur Geologie und Paleontolo gie der Argentiuis cben Repnblik,
207.
p.
1885,
and Berlin,
mehr erkennen
"Sic [die Andenges teine] wird uns, wie ich meinerseit s glaube, immer mebr und
man so lange
wie
s,
keinesweg
Gesteine
eruptiver
itiit
krystallin
geringere
oder
grossere
lassen, dass die
von den
lediglich
sondern
ist,
a.bhiingig
letzteren
der
uud so hartniicki g behauptet hn.t, von dem Alter
Erkaltung de1· gluthphysikalis chen Umstii.nclen, unter deuen die mineralisc he Differenzi rung uud
fiiissigen Magmen vor sich ging.''
Roth:
2 This eonclnsion is the same as that statecl by Justus
denn feurig"Es konnen mineralog isch ganz verschiede ne Gesteine in diesel])e Gruppe gehiiren,
kiinnen inverfiiissige Massen von gleicber oder sehr nahe gleicher chemische r Zusamme nsetzung
ng bediugen, lassen
schiedene Mineralie n auseinand erfallen. Die Ursachen, welcbe diese Erscheinu
nr, des'ungeb enden
sich hochstens .muthmas sen nnd rnogen in Unterschi eden fles Druckes, der Temperat
cher iJbersicht
tabellaris
in
na.lysen
Gesteius-A
Die
werden."
gesucht
w.
s.
n.
Mediums, der Unterlage
und mit kritischen Erlii.uteru ngen, Berlin, 1861, p. xxi.
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In this region of Electric Peak and Sepulchre Mountain the greatest
mineralogical differences accompany the greatest differences in structure or
degree of crystallization; hence 1ve may assume tha.t the ca.uses lea.cling to
each are coexistent. The source of these causes niust be sought in the
differences of geological environment, and these affect the rate at "\Vhich
the heat escapes from the magmas and the pressure they experience during
crystallization.
It is to be remarked that the most essential mineralogical difference
between the intruded rocks and their chemically equivalent extrusive forms
is the much greater development of biotite and quartz in the intruded rocks,
these minerals being abundant even in the basic intrusions and absent from
their basic volcanic equivalents. That their simultaneous development is
naturally to be expected in many cases is evident from a consideration of
the character of their chemical molecules and that of other minerals conimon to these rocks. For if we assume that biotite is made up of hvo
molecules, corresponding respectively to K 6Al 6Si 60 24 and R 1zSi 60 24 , and
compare thes~ with the molecules of orthoclase, K 2 Al 2Si 60 16, of oli1~ine,
RzSi0 4, and of hypersthene, RSi0 3, we see that molecules 1vhi.ch under
some conditions might have taken the form of olivine or hypersthene and
potash feldspar, which latter may have entered into combination with limesoda-feldspar molecules to form somewhat alkaline feldspars, may under
other conditions combine .as biotite with the separation of free silica or
quartz; in which case also the feldspars of the rock ·would be less alkaline.
Another mineralogical difference bet;veen the hvo groups of rocks
just mentioned is the greater development of hornblende in the intruded
rocks in place of augite, which is chemically similai·, though it has not
been determined whether in this case the hornblende of the diorite has
nearly the same composition as the augite of the andesite. The probability is that there are considerable differences between them.
The crystallization of quartz, biotite, and hornblende in fused magmas,
according to our present knowledge, requires the assistance of a mineralizing agent; for it has been demonstrated by synthetical research that these
minerals will not crystallize in the forms they assume in igneous rocks when
their chemical constituents' are fused and simply allowed to cool under
ordinary atmospheric conditions. But they have been produced artificially
;vith the aid of the mineralizing action of water vapor and of other gases.
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Now, there is ample evidence, both in the ejeetedlavas and in the coarsely
crystallized rocks in the conduit, that ~vater vapor was uniformly and generally distributed through the whole series of molten magmas, and there is
no evidence that there existed in the magmas which stopped within the
conduit any more. vapors than those which existed in the magmas that
reached the surface, or that they ·were different in the two cases. Hence
we conclude that:
The e:fficacy of these abs01·becl VCf!J..JOts as mine1·ali.zin,q a,qents was increased
by the conditions attenclin,q the solidification of the ma.r;mas within the conduit.
Moreover, if mineralizing agents are universally present in igneous
magmas, and if their action, so far as we can observe it, is controlled by
the physical conditions imposed by the geological history of each eruption,
Vi'e should not regard the presence or absence of certain 1U:inerals, relegated
to the influence of mineralizing agents, as evidence of the presence or
absence of these agents in the molten ~agma; but we should see in it the
evidence of special conditions controlling ·the solidification of the magma,
and should seek the fundamental causes of the mineralogical and structural
variations of a rock in thE? geological history of its particular eruption.

CHAPTER IV.
DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY OF THE NORTHERN END OF THE
'rETON RANGE.

By

JOSEPH pAXSON IDDINGS AND

\VALTER

\V EED.

HARVEY

IN'.rJWDUCTION .

The Teton Range is the highest and most imposing of the mountain
ranges that environ the Yellow.stone Park. rrhe three highest peaks, ,vhose
spire-like summits and perpetual snow fields are visible from every outlook
of the Park, form a well-known feature of ·wyoming scenery, giving the
mountains the familiar name of the Three Tetons. Only the northern spurs
and lesser peaks of this range occur within the region surveyed-that is,
north of the forty-fourth parallel of latitude. This northern part presents
none of the impressive features of height and scenery that occur in the
main portion of the range farther south, yet geologically this limited area
is of great interest., since it includes the northern end of the Archean nucleus
of the range, with the flexed and uptun1ed sedimentary rocks encircling it.
The great epochs of geological time are all represented in the stratigraphic
section exposed in these northern peaks, while the relations of the eroded
range to the accumulations of basic volcanic breccias and to the great
rhyolite flows of the Park Plateau are here revealed.
The area shown on the map (Pl. XXIII) includes an accidentecl region
tl1at. is the divide between the waters of Falls River Basin and those of the
valley of the Snake. rrhe hvo most prominent streams, Owl Creek and
Beny Creek, cut deeply into the uplifted rocks, exposing Archean gneisses
and the overlying Paleozoic strata. Two prominent summits, kiw""l:vn
as Survey Peak and Forellen Peak, rise above the general level of the
rhyolite platea.u. The region is well wooded, but is diversified by parks
and grassy valleys that add to Hs attractiveness. The recently built road
.
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extending soutlnvard from the Upper Geyser Basin and the Yellowstone
Lake to the southern limit of the Park, and the wagon trail from the Mormon·
settlements of the Falls River Basin to the great naturai meadows of Jackson Lake, ma.ke the region readily accessible.
Sedimentary series.-The sedimentary rocks begin with the Middle Cambrian,
which rests directly upon the crystalline schists. The Sheridan quartzite
has not been found in this vicinity, nor have any beds resembling the Algonkin,n been noticed in the area mapped as Archean. The Paleozoic includes
beds of Silurian and Devonian age, '"'hose character and relations appear to
be the same as those oflike age in the Gallatin Mountains. 'rhe Carboniferous
series pre.sents no features different from those noted in the northern ranges.
The J uratrias, on the contrary, presents a far 'gTeater development than i~1 the
Gallatin Range, and its typical member, the Teton sandstone, forms bright
red outcrops that are especially prominent features of the scenery whei·ever
exposed. The Ellis limestones appear in full ievelopment and include the
impure, shaly, fossiliferous beds which con:tain an abundant marine fauna,
ancl the overlying littoral deposit whose character varies from a conglomerate or coarse sandstone with comminuted shells to a pure crystalline limestone. 'rhe Cretaceous, as noted in Chapter V, in the description of the
region lying east of the OI).e here described, is essentially a series of sandstones in which the usual subdivisions are not readily recognizable. The
Dakota, has been mapped by the occurrences of the basal conglomerate, ancl
the Colorado has been delimited by the upper belt of clark shales that occurs
in the sandstones. The Montana group is represented by coarse yellow
sandstone, containing numerous fossils. The Laramie has not been found
in the exposures of this locality, but is probably buried beneath the rhyolite
flows of Pitchstone Plateau. rrhe most northern extension of the Teton
Range is a small outlying area of sedin::entary rocks which have been
upturned by the dacite-porphyry that forms the summit of the Birch Hills,
8 miles north of Survey Peak. The structure of the Teton region shows
that it is the end of an anticlinal uplift, modified by faults parallel to the
axis of the fold; thus, in Forellen Peak the crystalline schists have been
faulted against Carboniferous beds, a small area of the Flathead quartzite
remaining attached to the gneissic mass. To the west, in the amphitheater
at the head of Conant Creek, Cretaceous shales have been faulted against
volcanic rocks.
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The region is a.bout 10 miles wide from ea,st to >vest, and 7 miles from
north to south, along the western side of Snake River Valley. 'rhe highest
point, Forellen Pea.k, is 9, 700 feet in altitude, 1vhile others of 9,200 and
8,900 feet occur north of Berry Creek. rrhe clistTict is a.lrnost completely
transected by two deeply cut valleys, those of Owl n,ncl Berry creeks,
flowing into Sna.ke River. T'he extreme western side of the mountains is
drained by Oona.nt a.nd Boone creeks, tributa.ries of ~""'a.lls River. The sides
of these valleys are steep and exhibit frequent rock exposures.
The valley of Owl Creek separates the mountain region situated within
the limits of the map (Pl. XXIII) from the main nmge lying to the south.
The stream has cut a deep gorge at right angles to the uplift, hea.di:1g.in the
Carbonifer ous area south of Forellen Pea.k and on the slopes of Crimsoll
Peak, a prominent Sl1mmit that reaches 10,300 feet o'n the flanks of the
range south of the forty-fourt h parallel of latitude. rrhat portion of
the gorge which is cut in the gneiss to a. depth of nearly 3,000 feet shmvs
steep slopes much encumbere d ·with the debris from the crest of the ridge.
Overlying the crystalline schists, the sedimenta.ry series is well exposed to
the east. This trench, following a.s it does a line that crosses the strike
of the rocks, a.ppears to be an old draina.ge way deflected by the rhyolite
ca.pping which once covered this a.rea, and it proba.bly marks a. gulch cut
along the contaet between the rhyolite sheet a.ncl the underlying roeks, a.
contact which undoubted ly crossed va.rying exposlires, as the country was
much eroded before the outflovir of the rhvolite.
Berry Creek, which head~:; in the mountain a.tnphitheater at the north
base of Crimson Peak and in the grassy valley lying south of Survey
Peak, flows with a general easterly course 4 or 6 miles, then tums abruptly
to the south to join Owl Creek, leaving what is clearly the old drainage
way a.cross the sedimenta ry rocks, but ·which is now occupied by ~,
much diminished stream. It is believed to have been diverted by a small
la,teral drainage whieh cut. back until it robbed the stream of its headwaters. Like Ovd Creek, this stJ:ea.m heads in the Carboniferous area of
the western pa.rt of the mountains, crosses the upturned edges of the Survey
Peak rocks, flows through an open grassy valley cut in the crystalline
schists and across the ba.sic hreceias ·which conceal the Paleozoic beds of
•

J
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the valley bottorn; and passes through the rhyolite ·which a.djoins the
breccias on the east.
Both Conant Creek [l,llcl Boone Creek head in deep amphithef1ter-like
basins, 'vhich have been cut in volcanic tuff-breccia and easily eroded sedimenta.ry formations, the rims of the. basins being formed of rhyolite lava
The lower portions of the channels [l,re canyons cut in rhyolite.
'I'he mountainous portion of the district termina.tes abruptly on the
east, along the banks of the Snake River, ·while outside of the mountains
the country stretches nortlnvard [I,S a high plateau, ·with ridges reaching
8,700 and 8,900 feet in altitude near Berry Creek, gradu[l,lly descending
to 7, 000 feet in the vicinity of Grassy Lake and Birch Hills. \Vest of the
mountains long, nmTOVi" spurs descend somewhat rapidly to the level of Falls
H,iver Basin at 6,500 feet.
\iVith this brief sketch of the topographic features in mind ·we may
proceed to consider the geologic structure of the region, beg·inning with
the oldest fonm1tions; which are the crystalline schists.
CRYSTAJ_,J;IN:P.J AXIS AND H.JiJGION JiJAST.

rrhe crystalline schists consist of light-pink and flesh-colored gneisses
and smaller amounts of mica-schists and amphibolites. Together they form
a. f:lteeply pitching axis, about which the overlying sedimentary formations
have been folded and brokfln. The most northerly exposure of the gneisses,
in Berry Creek, is not higher than 7,800 feet, while on ForelJen Peak they
reach 9, 700 feet, and are still higher in the mountain south of Owl Creek.
In the mountains on both sides of this creek the crystalline schists are seen
to have an almost vertical boundary on the wes~, along the fault line already
mentioned. On the slopes of both these mountains steep, narrow gulches
mark the plane of faulting and the contact between the schists and the
nearly vertica1 limestone beds. This plane passes through the summit of
Forellen Peak and aJso through the summit of the peak south.
On the ea,stern side of this crystalline a,xis the sedimentary rocks
·overlie it, with a gradually increasing dip to·vvarcl the northeast. On the
south side of Owl Creek the structure is the· same as that of Forellen Peak,
which js shown on the map. The southern side of the valley is crystalline
schists nearly to the summit of the mountain, the eastern portion of which is
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covered by Flathead quartzites and Paleozoic limestones, dipping at low
angles toward the -northeast.
Ea.st of Forellen Peak, on the crest of the mountain, the gneiss is
overlain by indurated sandstones having a strike N. 55° vY. and a dip of
20° NE: .Lower down on the northern side of the ridge light-gray mottled
limestones are exposed. in a nearly vertical position. They are associated
with green micaceous shaJes and a thin layer of ferruginous sandstone.
Although no fossils· were found, there is little doubt that the beds belong
to the basal portion of the Cambrian. A short distance farther east the
limestones strike N. 4p 0 ~Y., and dip 30° E.
The crest of the east ridge of Forellen Peak and the eastern slope of
the mountain are covered by a thin sheet of lithoidal rhyolite, like _that
forming the plateau north of Berry Creek, of which it is unquestionably
an extension, being connected with it across the bottom of the valley.
The ea~teni end of the mountain is cut off by the canyon through which
Berry Creek flows to join the Owl Creek drainage.
East of the gneiss the sequence of sedimentary beds is quite the
same as that observed in the Survey Peak section, to be described (p. 160).
The relations of the beds, however, are partially obscured by the sheet of
rhyolite just mentioned.
Berry Creek.-In the canyon of Berry Creek, just above its junction with
Owl Creek, the sedimentary rocks are well exposed, and a section was made
which shows the relative thicknesses of the Cambrian rocks.
Section of sedi1nenta1·y 1·ocks ·in Be1·1·y 01·eek Oanyon. ·
Num-

ber.

· !22

21
20
Madison · · · · 19
j1s
L17
16

Three Forks. {
15
( 14
,Jefferson .... ~ 13

l

f 12
Gallatin .... ~ 11

bo

Feet.

25
Lim~stone, crackled, gray, crystalline, dense..............................
75
Limestone, granular, saccharoidal, buft~ weathering white.................
50
Limestone, magnesian, gray with red layers, also magnesian, with fossils..
10
Limestone, gray, dense .........................•....••......... -- · · · ·---- ·
Limestone, gray, containing patches of red magnesian rock................ 300
Limestone, gray, containing Carboniferous fossils .......................... 2, 000
Limestone, brown, weathering steely gr11y, with fetid odor and resembling
De\•onian; beds arenaceous.
Limestone, thinly bedded; mottling pro<luced by irregular bu.nds of crel1mcolored material.
Limestone, dark gray; thinly bedded, few feet ............ ---- ----- .. ---- l
Limestone, forming great ledge, rough, guttered, and pitted surface; no > 150
fossils, except at top ...................................·____ .........•.. J
Limestone, gmy with sn.n!ly patches ......•.•...............•........ ------ 100
25
Shales, gray and red .......... ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . : ... ~--50
Limestone, formingl1en.vyledge; browngray..............................
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Section of sedimenta1·y roclUJ in Berry Oreek Oanyon-Oontinued .
Num·
ber.

Flathead . . .

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Neet.

Shales, with thin bands of limestone ..........•..... ---- --·: ---------- -· -Shale, green, micaceous; thin bauds of limestone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Limestone, light gray; dense............... ....................... ........
Limestone, massive ledge; lavender, weathering yellow................ . .. .
Limestone, gray, weathering yellow; splintered vertically . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shales, micaceous, calcareous, green-------------- --··········---·········· ·
Limestone, irregularly aucl thinly bedded; chocolate colored........... . . . .
Shales '?; poor exposure ..........•..... --. ---- .. --- •• - .. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Limestone, thinly bedded. Strike N. 50° W., dip 35° NE. ...... ...... .. ....

30
25
15
12
5
5
60
50
35

The slope of the peak to the east of this canyon is benched in a
series of steps, whose upper smface corresponds· to that of the limestone
beds, but exposures are few and unsatisfactory. The summit of the peak is
formed of the cherty Teton sandstone, resting- upon the white Quadrant
quartzites, which here break into small ang-ular frag-ments. The northe~n
slope of this peak is open and grassy near the summit, but the flanks of the
mountain are thickly covered with young- pines and fallen timber. At the
point where Berry Creek leaves its mountain valley to flow in a succession
of cascades and rapids throug-h the canyon just mentioned, the Juratrias
rocks are well exposed. The hig-hest beds noticed were soft and micaeeous
shales, which occur beneath the red Teton sandstones. The beds strike N.
50° E., and dip 25° NW. The rocks are fissile inicaceous shales, containing much pyrite, and nsar the entrance of the mountah1 are warped and
twisted into a number of small folds. In the upper part of the canyon the
granular white limestones, which are generally buff or creamy yellow on
fresh fractures and belong to the Quadrant quartzite, are also well exposed.
The Quadrant quartzite series is underlain by a streak of reddish magnesian
clays~ a part of the limestone series that forms the highest beds of the
:iVIadison formation. The fossils are of Lower Carboniferous age, and are
most abundant above the· hard gray limestones which alternate with the
red streaks.
In descending the creek the str:ike gradually ch::t.nges from N. 50° E.
toN. 30° E., this change occurring within a distance of half a mile. Still
farther down, the strike veers rapidly toward the west, and near the junction
with Owl Creek it has changed to N. 50° W., which is the general strike
of the strata north of Owl Creek, both above and below the mouth of Ben'Y
Creek. · Below the fotks the arenaceous fetid limestones of the Jefferson formation extend down the stream until lost in the meadows of Snake River.
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Although the rhyolite lavas of the Park cover and conceal the higher
series of strata which formed the flanks of the Teton uplift, subsequent
erosion has laid bare a narrow area immediately west of the Snake River
meadows h1 which the l\fesozoic beds are exposed. The attitude of the
strata shows that they form ail anticlinal fold that is one of the lesser
flexures of the northern extension of the Tetpn uplift. This particular fold
has a north-south axis, pitching about 5° N., the fold dying away in the
region covered by the rhyolite sheet.
The rocks forming the peak north of Owl Creek, whose summit has an
elevation of 1, 700 feet above Snake River meadows, have already been
noted. East of this peak a low elevation, whose summit is but 7,200 feet,
presents excellent exposures of the Triassic and Jurassic series. The basal
cherty arenaceous limestones of the Teton formation form the south end of
the hill and are cut by the small stream west of it. The summit is covered
by the red Teton sandstones, -whose detritus is abundant, though good
exposures are rare. These sandstones, which are the representatives of the
great Red Bed series of Wyoming, consist of ·lavender-colored, pink, and
reel sandstones, generally fissile, fine grained, and weathering to sandy
clays. Qn the northern slope of this hill the Teton sandstones are overlain
by the gray argillaceous limestones and calcareous shale beds of the Ellis
formation, carrying characteristic Jurassic fossils. The strike is N. 70° E.,
and the clip 40° N.
Hills west of Snake River.-N orth of Berry Creek a long and high ridge extends
to the shores of the Grassy Lakes. The eastern flanks of this ridge, extending clown to the meadows of Snake River, form benched slopes and a broken,
hilly country, iH which exposures of the sedimentary rocks are often s~en,
though the surface is largely covered by drift and is overgrown by vegetation.
The Teton formation is exposed at the south end of the ridge, a deep cut
eroded in the soft sandstone of this horizon continuing the valley of Berry
Creek eastward. Above these red sandstones the gray beds of the Ellis
formati01~ are seen, forming the 8,500-foot knoll at the south end of the ridge.
This formation presents the same two divisions which are so characteristic
a feature of its development in the Gallatin Range. The lower part of the
series, the Ellis limestone, consists of thinly bedded, impure, argillaceous,
gra.y limestones and lead-colored calcareous shale, weathering readily and
containing an abundance of fossils of characteristic J urass'ic types. These
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beds, which form the lower and greater part of the formation, are capped
by the arenaceous limestone, whose variable nature is its chief characteristic.
This bed varies from a pure white or gray, rather coarse granular limestone,
composed largely of broken frag·ments of shells, to a pure sandstone that is
occasionally conglomeratic. Near the base the bed is ahvays a limestone
and contains carbonaceous remains and fossils of characteristic Jurassic
type. The indurated nature of this bed makes it a noticeable feature. It
forms good exposures and affords a marked horizon which aids in the
working out of the geological structure. The strike of N. 60° E., noted at
8,150 feet on the slopes, varies rapidly, as the bed shows a.n a.nticlinal fold
slightly modified by small local flexures. 'l'he dip vm·ies from 40° to .55°.
The following section ~vas ma.de of the beds exposed at this locality:
Section in hills west of Snake River.
Sandstones; soft, fissile, and crnm uly.

.

r~;~~:e ;~~==~one .~ .................................................................. Feeci

Colorauo.

~

Dakota ..

[~::~:~~~:;a:~:;:: ~~~~:u·r·;;e· ~~~;~:.

Black shales .................................. ...................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1Q{)
Sandstones, ripple-markeel and cross bedded ...................•........... __ ... . . . . 50
Black carbonaceous shale, poorl~· exposed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300

l

-.-... -. -..... -........ -.. ··-··-··············

25

l Sa.nclstones.
Ellis ...... Limestone; arenaceous, cross becldcd, fossiliferous.

The uppermost beds of this section are exposed. about a mile south of
the mouth of Glade Creek, the beds having a strike of N. 50° vV. and.
dipping 30° N.
The Montana formation consists largely of yellowish sandstones,
differing in this respect from the character prevailing in the Gallatin region.
The becl.s form a small but steeply sloped hill ·west of Glade Creek, near its
mouth, being exposed in a bluff 150 feet high and 500 feet long. This
exposure shows a fault, bringing soft, gray, argillaceous shales against
ye1lowish and gray sandstone carrying· abundant fossils of Fox Hills types.
The latter beds strike N. 10° E. and dip 30° \V.
Higher up the ereek flmving past this bluff the stream has eut very
soft, thinly beclcl.ed, fissile, light-colored sandstones, overlain by sandstones
alternating with occasional beds of shale. No fossils ·were seen at these
exposures. The higher slopes are everywhere eovered by the soft sandy
debris derived from the sandstone, and no exposures are seen. In general
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the northern slopes are ma.ntlecl by this material. Many of the bare a.reas
seen on these slopes sho\v no rock in plaee, but are clue to the washing out
of this soft drift material. The highest strata seen consist of shale and
limestone, exposed back of the rhyolite hill west of the forks of Gl~cle
Creek.
No La.ramie rocks ·were identified, but it is probable that tl1e friable
sandston es carrying a 4-foot seam of coal, exposed on the east bank of the
Snake below the mouth of Glade Creek, are of this age. The strata at
thiB locality strike E.-\V. and clip 35 ° N., but on the slope above, R.t 7,400
feet, the beds strike N. 40° E. and dip 25° N\V.
Volcanic rocks.-The erosion of the sedimen tary rocks was unquesti onably
very great before the extravas ation of volcanic material, for basic andesitic
tuff-breccia. is found in the bottom of the valley of BeiTy Creek, resting ~l~on
a very irregular surface of crystallin e schist and Paleozoic strata. In places
it contains -rounded pebbles of gneiss, ·with some of andesite. It proba.bly
occupies what waB an ancient valley draining northwar d, for on the east a.nd
west of it sedimen tary rocks rise to peaks a thousand and more feet higher
than the present lov,rest exposu:re of breccia. The breccia forms a group of
small hills and knolls, rising 500 feet above the bottom of the valley. It is
overlain by massive rhyolitic lava, ''vhich also covered a very uneven surfa~e, being at present GOO to 800 feet thick above the hreecia and1 ,500 feet
thick just east of it, where it seems to have filled a depression between the
hill of breccia and the eastern sedimen tary ridge. Toward the west it
thins out over the limeston es at the base of Survey Peak, where it is
glassy and porphyri tic, probably the bottom part of the sheet which,
farther east, is lithoidal and thinly laminate d, somewha t resembli ng schist.
In this part of the rhyolite the laminatio n 1vhich corresponds to the planes
of flo1v in the lava dip to the north, indicatin g that the lava had been
moving over a northwar d-sloping s1.nface.
REGION '\VEST OF THE CRYSTAT .,T,.,INE AXIS.

\Vest of the fault that hounds the western side of the body of crystalline schists the sedimen tary rocks have been upturned a.t a high angle,
causing them to dip steeply at about 80° W. for a short distance, beyond
This structure is seen in the mountain south
IY hich they become flatter.
of Owl Creek and in Forellen Peak and Survey Peak. In the western
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summit of the mountain south of Owl Creek, steeply upturned limestones
dip 80° W. and appear to be continuous with those, to be described, west of
the summit of Forellen Peak. Directly ivest of them, on the divide south
of the hea.d of Owl Creek, massive limestone abuts against them with a low
easterly dip. These are the eastern portion of a fiat anticlinal arch, whose
axis trends north along the western side of the amphitheater at the head of
Owl Creek. The 1veste111 portion, with slight westerly dip, forms the ridge
between the headwaters of Oivl and Conant creeks, the most northerly point
of which is Crimson Peak·.
crimson Peak.-Here the strata strike S. 50° W. and dip 7° NW. · The
dips farther down the northwest spurs vary .from 7° to 10° in the same
general direction. The red color of the summit, which is so prominent
when the mountain is seen from a distance, is due to the red magnesian
streaks and patches which occur in the higher beds of the Carboniferous
limestones. The summit of the peak, ·which is 10,300 feet ·above sea
level, shows good exposures of the white Quadrant quartzites, the rocks
weathering in great cubical blocks; being of very compact texture, they
resist erosive agencies and are in striking contrast to the same series
exposed near the junction of Ow I and Berry creeks. Fossils collected from
the northeastern spur of the mountain prove to be of lower Carboniferous
age. Farther down the spur, on the saddle· of the divide southwest .of
Forellen Peak, a horizon of fossiliferous limestone, carrying peculiar concretions of chert, occurs above a brown arenaceous bed that is correlated
lithologically and by its stratigraphic position with the Devonian of the
Gallatin section. This sandy limestone, which is believed to correspond to
the Three Forks limestone, is underlain by fine-grained and dense gray
limestone, whose peculiar rough, pitted, and guttered smface makes it a
readily distinguishable hoiizon.. This bed corresponds to the Jefferson
limestone of the Gallatin Range. . These strata continue northward along
the wes~ern slope of Forellen Peak, having a low dip to the west. They
adjoin the ne~rly vertical limestones that have been faulted against the
gneiss in the same manner as in the mountain south of Owl Creek.
Forellen Peak.-N early vertical limestones form the. western summit of Forellen Peak and the steep narrow spur down its northern flank. The beds
forming the summit of the peak are Carboniferous, and 100 feet below
them stratigraphically is the dark-gray massive limestone, weathering with
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guttered smface,. that has just been noted. The beds have a general strike
N. 35° \TV., and dip t50° SvY. Upon the gneiss, direetly east of the fault,
there is Flathead quartzite, dipping at a low migle toward the northwest.
The fissile Cambrian formations have been eompletely displaeed at this point.
The displacement noted on Forellen Peak proba.hly diminishes northward and may fade out east of Survey Peak, the steeply dipping strata
continuing tbroug·h this mount?. .in into the hills north of it. Here the lightgray .and brown striped limestones of the Madison forma.tion, -whieh form
the main mass of Survey Peak, strike N. 25° Vv. and clip 70° SvV. At the
eastern base of the mountain they have the same strike, but a, lower dip,
about 25° S\V.
survey Peak.-On the slopes southeast of Survey Peak the gneiss is :well
exposed, immediately overlain by the rusty Flathead quartzite with strike
N. 70° W. and dip 15° N. Above this ledge no exposures a..re seen for 60
feet, when limestones outcrop, the ledges being eonformable in clip and
strike to the quartzites below. These limestones are dark gra.y, mottled '
with buff spots of sandy .material, and resemble the limestones occurring
in the Flathead shales. Above these beds the slopes shmv poorly exposed
limestones, eroded by glacial action into \vell-marked benches. Six hundred
feet above the gneiss the beds consist of chocolate-colored eherty Hmestones, ·alternating 1vith gray crystalline limestones containing traces of
fossils and much cut up by veins and patches of calcite. On the east slope
of the mountain the beds are well exposed, forming rough, bare ridges
devoid of soil or timber.
The best section of the Paleozoic rocks is to be found north of the
creek, in the slopes which fall away from the eastern flanks of Survey Peak.
Here we have a continuous series of beds from the Archean to the reel
shales and clays of the Teton formation. The section given on the next
page 1vas measured at this point.
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S1wvey Pf}ak section.
"N'nm.

l>cr.

Teton . . . . . . .
Quadrant . . .

Feet.

18 Cherty sandstone, forming slopes of Survey Pea.k.
17 Quartzite, white, etc., forming summit o_f peak.
(16 Limestone, with red streaks, etc., nen.r top ..... ---.----- ......... --- ...... 1, 000±
25
Limestone, gray, splintery ........•• -- - -.---- . ----- -.-.-- ------ ------ . --50
14 Limestone, brecciated ..........•.....• -.. ---- .. ---- .. - --- .. ----- . --- . - ..
1 13 Limestone, gray, similar to beds below . ---- ..... -- .. -----.--------- -----.
50
10
1 12 Limestone, brown, coutaining peculiar chert balls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
Limestone, cherty, fossiliferous, steely gray ......... ---- ---------- ---. --..
300
Limestone, gray, weathering brown, with smooth surface . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . • .
30
Limestone; not·exposed. -----------------------------------------------25
JJimestone, gray brown, obscure traces of fossils .. ----- ..........•• , :. . • • .
30
JJimestone; not exposed-·--------· .................. ------..............
30
Limestone, dense, gray ..................... ---- .. -- .. ----................
10
5 Limestone, brown, with rough, guttered Rurface. Strike N. 5° V1T.; dip
30° w ............ ···---· .................. ·----- ------ ...... ...... ....
100
'l
Limestone, light yellowish green; laminated.............................
10
Limestone, light gray, cherty ............... -. -- ... - ... -- .. ..............
25
Limestone, dark gray, cherty. Strike N. ioo E.; dip 5:: IV................
10
Limestone, great ledge of rough brecciated rock at ba'!e of east slope of
1
the peak ......... --- ........ -- .... -- .......... -----· .............. - .. .
150

115

jn

Madl>m>

----1'1
I

Threo>'~...I:l

The summit of Survey Pea.k is formed of the cherty sandstones which
occnr at the base of the Teton formation, but the western Bank of the
mountain is covered by a narrow strip of rhyolite that connects the rhyolite
sheet near the head of Berry and Conant creeks with the rhyolite plateaus
which sweep northward to the geyser basins. This rhyolite west of the
peak is about one-fourth of a mile wide, its upp·er limit being 8,600 feet,
and it forms a bench terminated westward by hold cliffs, some 200 feet in
height, that form the wall of the Boone Creek amphitheater. The bottom
of the sheet dips to the west. The smface of the rhyolite is quite irregular,
as the sheet rests upon the steeply upturned Teton shales which have
slipped beneath its weight, forming great fissnres of varying width, from a
few feet to many yards across and often many yards long. Huge masses
have become detached and have slid down to the bottom of the amphitheater valley. ·To the south the ·rhyolite. thins out against the cherty
sandstones, but on a projecting point extends to the flat summit at tlie head
of BeiTy Creek. Beneath the rhyolite the walls of the amphitheater show
the red Teton shales and sandstones well exposed and dipping steeply to the
northwest. These Teton sandstones probably extend under the gravelAcapped ridge to the west, but no exposures were seen.
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conant creck.-The Carboniferou s limestones of Crimson Peak south of the
head of Berry Creek extend down the northern spur 1vith a dip of 7° to 10°
N\iV., as already stated, and form. the divide to Conant Creek ancl the creek
south of it; but they are covered with rhyolite farther north, appea.ring
beneath it in several spurs projecting into the valley a.t the head of Conant
Creek. The lower portion of the rhyo1ite sheet is dark colored a.nd glassy,
becoming Jighter colorecl and lithoidal higher up. On the small spurs the
lamination of the lava. dips to the northwest, showing that the slope was in
this direction. On the divide between Cona.nt Creek and the creek south
the limestones terminate abruptly against soft clays and sandstones, presumably of Cretaceous age, but of ·which there are no good exposures,
I'Yhile to the south the massive lime>~tones can be traced along· western
escarpment to where they overlie sandstone and gneiss, which form a g1:oup
of peaks north vvest of the main Teton Range.
The soft clay shales and friable sandstones on the low saddle south of
the head of Conant Creek clip to·ward the west ancl extend northward across
the basin at the head of Conant Creek. Their close proximity to the Carboniferous limestones indicates a fault and consiclerab1 c displacement between
the bvo, which, however, may not exist farther north; for \'vest of Survey
Peak there is sufficient distance between the 1'eton formation and the northward extension of the shales to allow of the intermediate formations being

a:

in place.
The divide between Conant Creek. and the head of Boone Creek is a
narrow ridge composed of well-rounded gravel, mostly quartzite. This also
forms the lower ends of the two short spurs south. 'l'he exact relation of
tbs gravel to the adjacent rocks ·was not discovered. Its character and
general appearance are those of a recent deposit connected w~th the glaciation of the region. ·
Volcanic breccia.-The sedimentary area is hounded on the west by an
accumulation of volcanic tuff-breccia that is exposed for a distance of 6
miles north and south, and again farther north in the neighborhoo d of Birch
Hills. The actual extent of the breccia is unlmo1vn, since it is pa1i.ially
co1 ered by rhyolite. A portion of it has been uncovered in Berry Creek.
It is well exposed in the valleys cut throug-h it by Boone and Conant creeks.
The rocks exhibit rude. assorting, hut are not bedded, the coarse agglomerates occurring with tuffs and fine breccias without order or arrangement.
MON XXXII, PT II--11
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1'he materi~1l consists of ba.sic andesites and basalts, some of which are absarokite and contain orthoclase as an essential constituent. Petrographically
they are like the basaltic breccia,s of the Absaroka Range.
The breccias are dark colored and often iveather into fantastic towers,
pinnacles, a.ncl cliffs, whose clark rich shades of reel, brown, purple, and
gray render them highly picturesque. ·The fragments are angular and subangular and often are several feet in diameter. The best exposures occur
just below the amphitheater at the head of Boone Creek. On the north
side of Conant Creek, where the exposure is nearly 1,000 feet high, there
are indications of r~1de bedding, clipping \lirestwarcl.
The breccias i:Yere throvm upon the surface of deeply eroded and faulted
sedimentary rocks, and undoubtedly were considerably eroded themselves
before being buried beneath the rhyolite, ''vhich forms the western slopes
and spurs ancl extends beneath the later basalt sheets of the Falls H.iver
Basin a long distance westward. The canyons of Boone and Conant creeks
cut into it 400 feet and more without reaching the underlying rocks. The
rhyolite is porphyritic and lithoidal as a whole, but at the bottom of the
sheet, in contact with the underlying rocks, it is clark-colored obsidian.
Birch Hills.-The Birch Hills, ·whose summits rise prominently above
the western border of the plateau, present the most northern exposures
of the sedimentary rocks of the Teton uplift. Separated from the northern spurs of that range by the southern extension of the great rhyolite
plateaus of the Park which so effectively conceal all the earlier rocks, this
small area, which recent denudation has again exposed to view, presents
clear evidence of the same sequence of events so clearly outlined in the
range itself.
The hills consist of a group of pointed eminences, with gentle eastern
slope and steep western declivities.. The surface, formerly heavily wooded,
is now densely covered with a shrubby growth of black birch, concealing
the fallen timber that everyvvhere streYI'S the ground.
North of Falls River, whose beautiful Rainbow and Terrace falls are
near. by, the hills consist of dacite-porphyry, forming the two main summits.·
This rock is light gray and compact, with phenocrysts of feldspar and quartz,
and small biotite plates. It is a holocrystalline, intrusive body, resembling
the rock of Bunsen Peak in composition and structure, but more distinctly
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porphyr itic, the phenoc rysts being larger a1~d fewer. They are: Oligoclase
in fine i~iomorphic crystals, with marked zonal Rt.ructure and little polysyn thetic twinning, .sometimes suggest ing orthoclase; biotite, in thick idiom.orphic crystals, with numero us magnet ite· inclusions; and corroded qu~rtz,
with glass inclusions. 1:'he groundmass is microgr anular with idiomorphic
quartzes, the average grain being about 0.02 mm. in diameter. It consists
of quartz and feldspar, with small amounts of magnetite and biotite. Apatite
occurs in compar atively large colorless crystals, much cracked. Zircon is
present in minute prismatic crystals. The chemical composition of the rock
is shown in the following analysis, and is nearly identica l with that of the
Bunsen Peak rock:
Analysis of dacite-porphy1·y of the Bi1·ch Hills.

b

[J. E. Whitfield, Analyst.]
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Si o... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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I

70. 24
Trace.

17.36
1.38
••••..... ...•.•..•• ..•....... ... -. ·.· .... -II
. 79
FeO .•........ ........•. ........ ··· ·· · · · · · · · · · · · i
MnO ...•...... ..........• .•••.•. -. · · • · · · · · · · · · · None.
.53
MgO .......... .......... ......•... . ·· ·· ···· ····

Fe~Oa

CaO .......... .......... .......... .......... .. .
Na20 .......... .......... .......... ..... --~- ... .

~:~- :::::: :~~ ~:: :: :·~: :: :~::::: :: ::~ ~: ~ :::::::: :J
~::: ~::::: ~::::: ~ :::.: :::: :::: ::::I
.!~~·-: ~ ~:::::::..........
.......... --~.- .... ·--···j
I H.lo ..........
L_Total .......... ... : .......... ........
----~

2.74

3.69
2.65
None .
Tra.ce.
Trace.

.7~1
100.0~

Eastwa rd this rock passes beneath the rhyolites, which reach almost
to the summit of the hills. On the westwR.rd slopes steeply upturne d
limestones, somewh at altered, dip toward the igneous rock. The foot slopes
show a remnan t of the· basic breccias cove1~ing the eroded limestones and
·
porphy ry, and covered in turn by the ubiquit ous rhyolite.
The west spur of the norther n hill is formed of altered limestones,
whose beds strike S. 40° E., and dip 70° NE., toward the dacite-porphyry.
The limestone is dense, gray, mottled with yellow, ~nd underlies thinly
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bedded glauconitic limestones whose lithological character and sequence
place them in the Flathead formation of the Cambrian.
Similar rocks are exposed in the bed and walls of Falls Riv'er below
the Rainbow Falls1 where they a.re covered by a light-colored andesitic tuff
or breccia1 generally fine grained and much decomposed. This breccia
forms low rounded hummocks at the base of the hills 1 and is not yet cut
throug·h by the river1 whose bed it forms for a mile above the meadows.
The exposure in the river bank shows rude bedding1 with northwest dip.
South of Falls River the hills are continued in an irregularly accidented
area. The rhyolite plateau terminates in a wall several hundred feet high,
a deep but narrow depression separating the bluff froin the sedimentary
ridge to the west.
These hills south of the river present exposures of the Carboniferous
and Triassic beds 1 forming pa.rallel ridges with benched slope and trending
· N. 70° E. 1 the rocks dipping 30° N. The red 1 fissile Teton sandstones are
well exposed in the lower slopes1 weathering into a i'eddish soil not easily
distinguished from that of the red patches of the Quadrant formation.
These red sandstones are here underlain by the cherty horizon of the
Teton1 resting upon the Quadrant quartzites. The chert occurs in characteristic rolls 1 rods 1 and nodular masses 1 having a chalky smface 1 and grading
at times into the inclosing arenaceous rock. The Quadrant quartzites correspond· closely in character to the formation as developed in the Gallatin1
consisting of ·white granular quartzite and interbedded limestones that are
often good marbles.
West of the sedimentary a.rea just noted there is a,n exposure of
hornblende-andesite-porphyry. The rock is clearly intrusive and cuts
through the Carboniferous limestones.
The Birch Hills, by reason of the compact character of their rocks 1
present excellent evidences of fo1mer glaciation of the region. The rocks
occur in rounded ice-worn hummocks 1 covered with glacial scorings and
groovings with g~neral east-west trend. In general the eastern and
northern slopes are ~entle,· while steep cliffs bound the hills to the west
and south.

0 HAP T E R

V.

DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY OF HUCKLEBERR Y MOUNTAIN
AND BIG GAME RIDGE.

By

ARNOLD HAGUE.

GENERAT..~

FEATURES.

The country described in this chapter embrac~s a mountainous area
irregular in outline and of great diversity of form. It consists mainly of
a series of ridges, trending northwesterly and southeasterly, composed for
the most part of Mesozoic rocks. Older sedimentary rocks are '\veil exposed
in a number of localities, as well as areas qf coarse breccia and broad
fields of rhyolite, but the region is essenti~lly one formed of rocks of
Cretaceous age.
The southern line of the area described here is sharply defined by the
forty-fourth parallel of latitude, coinciding with the southe111 boundary of
the y ellO'\VStone Park forest reservation. 1 rrhe broad valley of the Snake
separates it from the mountains and uplifted sedimentary rocks of the Teton
Range lying on the west side of the river. On the northwest anclnorth the
rhyolites of the Park Plateau, reaching theh; southern limit, rest directly
against the uptmned edges of the sedimentary beds. In much the same way
the western border of andesitic breccias of Two Ocean Plateau sharply
delimit this area of sedimentary rocks from the unbroken mass of basic
lavas which stretch far away eastward in broa~ plateaus and serrated
ridges. In striking contrast· to these areas of breccias and rhyolites that
surround it, this region stands out strongly marked by its physical features.
In a certain way this group of sedimentary ridges rises as an island, or
rather as a projecting promontory, into a vast sea of lavas. The irregular
1

See map of Yellowstone N ationa.l Park accompany in~ Part I, and Geologic Atlas U. S., folio 30, 18fl6.
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outline is in great part due to the sinuous border of accumulated lavas that
abut against the steep slopes of uplifted strata. Across its broadest expansion, from Snake River to Two Ocean Plateau, it measures about 20 miles.
In length it measures nearly 22 miles, stretching northward with decreasing
breadth across the forest rese1;vation, grad~ally dying out ii1 a narrow ridge
projecting into the rhyolite body which skirts the west shore of the south
arm of Yellowstone Lake.
All of the ridges and mountain masses which make up this region
are clearly defined by salient topographic features, delimited by deeply
eroded valleys, and yet they are all so knit together by outlying spurs and
elevated passes _as to present a single mountain group, with a somewhat
complex topographic structure a.nd an intricate drainage system. The
principal physical features are Big Game Ridge and its extension northward, Chicken Ridge; Pinyon Peak and Bobcat Ridge; HucklebeiTy
Mountain ancl Wildcat Peak. Several of the high mountains of the Park
country are found here, a number of them attaining elevations of over
9,500 feet, hut only one, Mount Hancock, the culminating point of Big
Game Ridge, reaches an altitude of over 10,000 feet above sea level.
With the exception of a narrow strip of country pouring its waters into
Yellowstone Lake, this entire region is drained by Snake River or some of
its many tributary streams. The main branch· of Snake River takes its rise
along the west slopes of Two Ocean Plateau, flows northerly around the
east base of Mount Haneock, and thence, with a sha11J curve around the end
of Big Garr:te Ridge, runs southerly at the west base of the same mountain.
\Vith a gentle sweeping curve it encircles the northern end of H uck1eberry.
Mountain and enters the broad, open plain I ying west of this mountainous
region. Continuing its course southward, it crosses the forest reservation, and soon after widens out into Jackson Lake, a short distance south
of the limit of the map. · With this circuitous course, as thus defined, Snake
River nearly surrounds this group of mountains, and on leaving the forest
reservation has become ~ wide, deep stream. Across the broadest expanse
of these mountains there 1;uns, in an approxiniately east-west line, a welldefined watershed from Snake River to Two Ocean Plateau. North of
this divide such _fine streams as Coulter, Wolverine, and Fox creeks pour
large ·volumes of water into the main Snake. Several mountain tolTents,
notably Lizard, Gravel, and Mink creeks, flow southward into Pacific
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Creek, which nnally adds Hs waters to those of the Snake soon after the
latter stream crosses the southern boundary of the area mapped.
The physical features· of the country present strikingly varied outlines
of mountain, ridge, valley, and upland, 1vith abrupt changes in configuration.
Constantly changing rock formations, 1vith accoml)anying modifications of
topograph ic forms, make the region singularly picturesque, and the alternation of gently undulating and roughly acciclented areas causes the region
to stand out in sharply defined contrast to the more monotonous Park
Plateau.
Much of the country, especially the more elevated portions, are timberless, but large areas of mountain slope present a ·diVersified park-like
appearanc e, covered with a vigorous growth of coniferous forest. Faulting
and folding of strata, with frequent changes in the inclination of beds, have
produced conditions favorable to the flow of springs, the many mountain
torrents making the. region a highly favored one in its water supply.
The region is 1vell adapted to the haunts of 1vilcl animals, and the
dominant ridge of the country, characteris tieally named Big Game Ridge,
in former years furnished abundant sport for the hunter in search of bear,
elk, deer, and mountain lion.
Unlike the areas of sedimenta ry beds which make up the Gallatin
·Range and form the slopes of the Teton or Snowy ranges, the sedimenta ry
rocks of this region do not rest directly upon any exposed body of Archean
rocks, nor do they dip a1vay in any one d.f.r~ection from a eentral mass.
·within this region no Archean rocks are known. Southward , in the "Wind
River Range, the Archean presents a hold unbroken mass of pre-Cambr ian
rocks, but its geological relations 1vith the uplifted sediments of this region
can not be determined , 01ving to the accumulat ed volcanic material, which
conceals everything beneath it in the intervenin g country. In 1puch the
·same manner the l)Teccias of Tviro Ocean Plateau and the rhyolites of the
Park Plateau prevent any precise interpretat ion of the structural relations
of this region ·with the country to the north and east.
It is evident tl~a.t. the pmveiful forces ~~rhich 1.Iplifted.this mountain mass
acted from several different centers and produced a somevvha,t intricate
structure. 'rhe uplifting of the mass ~as accompani ed by profound faulting and folding, and in places by marked compression of strata. Subse~
quent orographic movement produced secondary faulting, adding much in
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certain localities to the difficulties of determining structure. The later
intrusion of igneous rocks tended in some places to break up and confuse
the position of beds, but only in limited areas is such action especially
noticeable, and it may be said to have affected the larger mountain blocks
singularly little as regards the disturbance of beds.
Sandstones of the :Montana ancl La.ramie formations constitute the more
elevated portions of the ridges. Both formations a.re conformable, and
throug·hout their entire development, from base to summit, the prevailing
beds consist of a coarse yellowish-brown sandstone, of varying degrees of
purity. In the absence of a characteristic fauna cliscrimination between
the t'vo formations is very difficult, and in most instances impossible without much detailed work, with results not commensurate to the labor.
Fort Pierre heels, which are ma.inly arenaceous, pass clo·wn into nearly
similar sandy deposits of the Colorado. The fauna which characterizes
these lower beds .is one possessing a wide vertical range throughou t the
Cretaceous sandstones, and the line of demarcation between the Montana
and Colorado is not always easy to draw. It is possible that beds provisiona1Jy placed in the Montana may upon further investigation be found to
belong to the Colorado, the assignment being based upon their faunal
relations rather than upon their lithological habit.
REGION OF 'WILDCAT PEAK AND HUCKT_,EB ERH.Y l\iOUNTAI N.

Snake River sharply defines this gToup of mountains on the west and
north. Above thA broad valley of the Snake the mountains rise abruptly
over 2,.500 feet in long rugged ridges whose outlines are more or less
obscured by dense forests. Northward, along the gorge of Suake River,
the mountain slopes are precipitous and in places rise like canyon walls
above the stream.
Coulter Creek, named in honor of the distinguished botanist, Prof.
John M. Coulter; may be taken as the eastern boundary of these mountains. It drains, by numerous tributaries, nea.rly the entire eastern slope, and
pours a large volume of water into the main stream, being the first important affluent above the gorge of the river. The summit of the mountains at
their northern end, with an average elevation of 8, 700 feet, presents a broken,
gently accidented country, easy to traverse and singularly attractive from
its park-like character. All the dominant peaks attain nearly the same
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elevation, are flat-topped, and easily accessible. Numer:ous groups of coniferous trees, broad areas of grassy upland, and an abundance of "Yvater add
great charm to the region. South of Wildcat Peak the country falls away
uniform in outin long monotoi1ous ridges, with narro1v intervenirw
..
o valleys,
line and dreary in aspect. Structurally this uplifted mass, h1 its simplest
form, presents a synclinal fold, whose axis, with a broad sweeping curve,
strikes obliquely across the mountains north1vest to southeast. rrhis structure is accompanied by local crumpling and folding of beds. Apparently
the force uplifting the beds upon the southern side of the fold came from
the direction of the Teton Range. \Vherever ol?served these beds dip
persistently into the mountains and aviray from the Archean mass v;rhich
forms so broad and continuous a body to the. southwest. Owing to. the
crumbling nature of the beds and the amount of soil, good rock exposures
are rarely seen. Along the banks of Lizard Creek ·and the adjoining
valleys to the east and 1vest the beds lie inclined from 20° to 30° NE. The
axis of the syncline tl'ends across the southern and western slopes of \Vildcat Peak, and is lost beneath the rhyolite forming the steep slopes toward
Snake River.
Wildcat Peak.-A t the base of \iYildcat Peak, near the head of Lizard
Creek, the beds dip slightly to the northeast, but those forming the summit
of the peak belong to the opposite side of the syndine and are highly
inclined, many of them standing on edge. Here they trend clia.gonaEy
across the ridge, with a clip varying from G5° to 70°. 'rhe strata a.re thinly
bedded sandstones, presenting long rov;rs of slab-like exposures. 1'hese are
underlain by black arenaceous shales, in turn follo\\'ecl by other thh1 layerD
of sandstone. The heds striking across the ridge give rise to narrow lateral
spurs, with deeply eroded ravines between them. Along the summit of the
ridge the same beds may be traced eastward 1vith apparently the same dip
and strike. In the open park-like country northwest of Wildcat Peak and
west of Huckleberry Mountain the beds slW"w a southerly dip, indicating
the north side of tl~e syncline. 'l'he beds found on both sides of the axis
of this fold have been referred to the Montana formation. It is possible
that. they include a series of beds which should be assigned to the Colorado, but, owing to the present state of kno"'ivledge and the :very limited
number of organic forms as yet obtained from this region, it has been
found impossible to draw any line of demarcation between the two periods
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of the Cretaceous. :All the sediments are more or less impure sandstones,
and even those characterized by argillaceous deposits are usually sandy.
While the organic forms found here may be such as occur elsewhere in th~
Colorado shales, they are also forms that extend upw~rd into the sandstones
of the :lliontana. These arenaceous shales are well developed in the valley
of Lizard Creek, and along the east side of the stream are exposed in a
number of localities ~bove the stream bed. From them have been obtained
Ostrea, Anomia, Inoceramus, and the 'i'\'idely distributed middle Cretaceous
species, Ca1·diu-m paupe-rculum.
Beds similar in litl~ological habit are exposed in tho valley to the westward, which in its topographic outline closely resembles Lizard Creek, and
still farther westward these rusty sandstones crop out from beneath thin
cappings of rhyolite at a number of localities on both sides of the Snake
River_trail. One such ex1josure is seen along the trail not far from ·where it
crosses the summit of the spur which extends westward to Snake River.
On the ea.'3t side of the river, opposite the mouth of Berry Creek, a small
exposure of sandstone and shale occurs, striking nea.rly due east and west
and dipping north.
Owing to the limited area exposed and the fact that the surrounding
country is ma.inly covered by drift the outcrop is not indicated on the
map. According to Prof. ·J.P. Iddings, this sandstone carries a seam of coal
4 inches in thickness. No~i:hwa.rd, and on the extreme western spur of the
ridge, the sandstones and shales are exposed, extending up the hnl slope for
several hundred feet. Here they strike northeast and southwest, with a
dip of 25° NvV. It is possible these b~ds belong to the Colorado formation, but in the. absence of all organic remains they have been placed in the
Montana, together ~rith other beds of similar lithological character found
in this region.
Huckleberry Mountain.-The central mass of this group of mountains has
been designated Huckleberry Mountain.. Its summit is formed of a broad
sheet of rhyolite, slightly inclined toward the south. On nearly all sides
this rhyolite capping rises above the underlying rocks a8 an abrupt wall,
which along the east side forms an escarpment over 100 feet in height.
This east wall limits the rhyolite in this direction, and the entire eastern
slope of the mountain, down to Coulter Creek, exposes only strata of the
:\1ontana formation. The beds dip at low angles to the southeast. Beneath
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the rhyolite of .the summit the Montana beds present a very uneven surface,
and at one point the sandston es project through the ca.pping of la.va., which
elsewher e forms the top of the mountain. On both the east a.nd west slopes
of Huckleb erry :Mountain the underlyi ng strata present many of the sa.me
general features, being fissile, friable sandstone, crumblin g easily, and in
places showing signs of cross bedding and other evidences of shallo1v-vmter
deposition. On the west side, 1vhere the sandstones are exposed by erosion
of the rhyolite, the beds have yielded Carcliu.m pa.u.perculu.m., and on the east
side, just below the base of the rhyolite, the same species has been obta.ined
from nearly similar rock Again:, near the east end of the long spur
making out to·warcl Ooulter Creek, in fissile sandstone, inelined 10° S.,
there were found the same Cardium , associated with Ostrea, anom.ioicles ..
North of Huckleb erry Mountai n the country suddenly falls a1vay
several hundred feet to a narrow saddle, where the Montana shales are again
well shovm. Beyond this saddle the country again rises in a prominen t
point, >vhich, for want of any distinctive appellation, may he designate d as
North Huckleb erry Mountain. In elevation it falls hut little below the
more southern point, and commands to the north a still more comprehensive
v1ew. Geologic ally the two points possess much in common. A sheet of
rhyolite, resting upon the Montana sandstone, forms the top of the table, as
already described for Huckleb erry Mountain. Probably at one time the
t1vo points were connecte d by a continuo us sheet of rhyolite, erosion having
since >vorn away the rock upon the saddle. In the case of North Huckleberry Mountai n the rhyolite escarpme nt faces nortlnvard, ancl the promine nt
wall of Montana sandston e stret~hes far away to the eastward till buried
beneath the outlying ma.s~es of late basic breccia.
1'he fissile sandstones of the Montana heels are well shown all along the
northern slopes of the mountain and in the valley of the stream tributary
to Coulter Creek Northwa rd, the Montana sandston e still forms the
summit of the main ridge and eastern slopes, till, near the northern end of
the mountain , the beds become decidedl y argillaceous, 1vith sandston e occurring as intercala ted layers. Although no evidence of a fauna was obtained,
the beds, upon their lithological habit in distinctio n to the arenaceous beds
abGve, have been assigned to the Colorado formation. rrheir continuit y
westvmrd is obscured by overlyin g rhyolite. Montana sandstones occur as
the underlyi ng rocks along the .entire western slope of this mountain mass,
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and extend from the open plain of Snake River Valley to the summit of the
ridge. At one locality just south of the Park boundary Cretaceous cla.ys
are exposed in a precipitous bluff at the river, hut the slopes of the hills
are for the most part obscured by alluvial material, followed higher up
by extensive deposits of glacial drift and broad areas of rhyolite, the latter
in places extending from the summit to the plain. An overlying sanely
soil nearly everywhere mantles the mountain side, and large forest areas
conceal the structure of beds, rendering it most difficult to fo1lo1v the continuity of strata. Observed dips and strikes indicate that in general the
sandstones lie inclined eastward, toward the mountain mass, but vvith many
local displacements.
Rhyolite.-By refel'ence to the map it will be seen that the rhyolite is
represented as forming a continuous body from the extreme northern end
of the mountain south to the forty-fourth pa.rallel of latitude. This rhyolite
is very irregular in outline and represents a comparatively thin flow of lava.
Over a large part of the area covered by rhyolite it is doubtful if the lava
sheet is more than 100 feet in thickness. In places it has been entirely
removed by erosion, leaving isolated patches of sandstone exposed upon
the smface. In two localities it caps the westward spurs from the summit
to Snake River, and at other points lies high up on the mountain sides. It
caps the sandstone on the long ridges trending· southward, and presents a
somewhat striking appearance with its long monotonous flows, scarcely 100
feet in thickness, resting urion the deeply eroded anmaceous strata. These
long flows stretch southward nearly to Jackson Lake.
This rhyolite body possesses a fairly uniform appearance from one end
to the other; that is to say, it does not vary throughout its mass more than
many areas of equal extent on the Park Plateau; indeed, it closely resembles
the rhyolite of the Park. It is in general purplish gray in color and lithoidal
iu texture. In places it is fissile, and upon Huckleberry Mountain, and in
several other lo0alities along the summit, it occurs in horizontal heels with
jointing planes. On North Huckleberry Mountain it is thinly beclclecl and
fissile, the debris slopes beirig made up of irregular fragments of lithoidal
rock.
nacite.-Near the junction of the Cretaceotis rocks with the rhyolite, due
west of Huckleberry Mountain, occur two or three exposures of igneous
rock, tha.t rise in lo'N obscure mounds above the general level of the sand-
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stone. In outline these exposures are strikingly different from the sandstone, and in their 1nocle of \'ireathering stand out in strong· contrast with
the surrounding rhyolite. An examinatiw1 shows that these rocks a.re to be
classed as dacite. In composition they are more basic than the rhyolites,
and carry a larger proportion of plagioclase, and, in distinction from the
rhyolites of the region, hold a considerable amount of biotite. Apparently
they are older than the rhyolite and are exposed by the erosion of the latter
rock. Petrographically they are closely related to a dacite occurring in a
nuniber of exposures on the west side of Snake River Valley, and their
interest lies in the fact that they are among the fevi' instances known in the
Park of rocks with a dacitic facies related to rhyolites.
REGION OF SNAKE RIVER GORGE.

From Lewis River to the mouth of Coulter Creek the course of Snake
River makes an irregular curve of nearly 180°, closely encircling the
northern end of the :Wildcat Peak and Huckleberry Mountain mass, the
mouth of Coulter Creek lying 72- miles clue east of Lewis lliver. Sna.ke
River runs through a deeply eroded gorge, \Yhich for several miles above
Lewis River sharply defines the rhyolite Bo1vs of the Sheridan volcano on
the north side from the uplifted sedimentary rocks on the south. Against
the abrupt wall of Paleozoic rocks the rhyolites were piled up to a great
height, and it is along this contact that the river has cut its picturesque
gorge. On the north side the rhyolites stand out in a precipitous ·wall,
nearly 400 feet above the river, and thence rise graduall~y to\vard the central
portion of Mount Sheridan. On the south side a massive wall of limestone
rises 1,000 feet to the summit of the mountain. The beds are highly
cryst.:'"Llline, light in color, and belong to the Madison limestone.
It is possible that older beds, represented by Three Forks and Jefferson
limestones, are exposed in the gorge along the base of the mountain, but
the mantle of drift is so heavy and the timber so dense that they have
nowhere been recognized.
Above the Madison limestone come the brnliant red sandstones and
shales of the Teton formation, standing out conspicuously in contrast with
1vhite and blue limestone. Along the summit of the mountain the Quadrant quartzite has nowhere been recognized. Arenaceous limestone lies
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directly beneath the Teton beds, hut nothing similar to the compact siliceous
deposits which clutracterize the Quadran t quartz'ites in the Gallatin Range
bas been observed.
Overlyin g the Teton beds come the drab limestone, marl, and fine
sandstone ivhich mm·k the Ellis formation, everywh ere defined by JurasBic
fauna .. Fine-gra.ined sandstones which form the uppermo st beds of the
Ellis formation pass graduall y into a coarser and more compact series
of sandstones, which here represen t the Dakota beds. 'l'hese in turn are
fo1lowed by impure sandstones and black shales of the Colorado formation, and these again by the Montana. The latter have already been referred
Mountain.
al feature~ north of Huckleb err'r
the .zeoloo·ic
J
to in describin<Y
0
~
0
This entire mass of uplifted sediments dips to the south, forming a part of
the general syncline which constitutes the 'Wildcat Peak and Huckleb erry
:Mountain orographic block About 5 miles east of Lewis River tl:te physical features of the canyon wall change. 'l'he Madison limestone, dipping
eastward , dies out, and the Mesozoic strata, ·which to the west are seen only
high up on the cliffs, turn and pitch down the mountain slope to-\vard the
nver. The Mesozoic strata a.re much faulted and crumpled, and lie inclined
at varying angles. Overlyin g the Madison limestone the Teton red beds
incline to the southeast, but the dip soon chang·es, aiJd the beds ivhich make
up the long ridge stretchin g doivn to the river clip for the most part to the
southwest.
Both the Teton and Ellis formations are exposed along the south side
of the river, but neither the Dakota nor Colorado have been recogniz ed
-along the river hank Good expoRures are fmv. The Dakota conglom erate
. is not character istically developed, and the slopes for 200 feet above the
river are largely covered by glacial drift. On the ridg·e south of the river
and 1vest of Coulter Peak, where the Ellis beds are well exposed, dipping
at a low angle to the soutlnvest, the drab limestone has furnished Ost1·ea
Several hundred feet
sb·igilecu,la, Ca,.mpt;m.ectes, and Bhynchon ella myrina.
higher up the ridge, in the arenaceous limestone passing into sandstone, the
same species were obtained, together with B. gnathophora, and at still
another locality on the ridge the beds yielded Grypluza planoconvexa. As
regards the relative position of the horizons furnisbin g these species nothing
definite can be stated. Still higher up the ridge the coarse sandston es
assigned to the Dakota formatiqn are well exposed, and above the Dakota
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numerous drainage channels, tributaries of the 'vestern affluent of Coulter
Creek, afford good exposures of the higher Cretaceous formations.
REGION BETWEEN RED AND BASIN CREJ<JKS.

East of Red Creek the gorge of the i'iver narrmvs, and the clear
shallow water presents a striking appearance, flowing for more than ha1f
a mile over a Rmooth, polished floor of Teton reel beds, 1vith the highly
colored sandstone forming the brilliant bm~ks on both sides of the stream.
On the north and east side of Snake River, between Red and Basin creeks,
there is a mountain area con~isting mainly of Mesozoic rocks. It extends
back from the river about 6 miles, and across its broadest expansion measures somewhat less than 4 miles. Rhyolite surrounds it on all sides, except
along the river gorge, effectually isolating it from. adjoining areas. Geologically this region is closely related to the Mesozoic rocks on the south
side of the river, every formation being represented, from the rreton to the
Montana, inclusive.
Red Creek, which is appropriately named from the red "rocks found on
both sides of the stream, marks the eastern boundary of the rhyolite :flow,
stretching southward from the Sheridan volcano. Red Creek enters Snake
River through a narrow chasm cut in the sedimentary rocks. At the
mouth of the creek there iR a bluff of red arenaceous limestone, similar to
the Carboniferous limestone found elsewhere underlying the red sa.ndstone
of the Teton formation. It has been designated on the map as the Madison limestone, but it may belong to the Quadrant formation, for the upper
beds are nearly pure sandstone.
Passing up Red Creek the limestone soon disappears. and is overlain
by the red sandstone. 'rhe stream for nearly its entire length has ca.rved
its channel in these beds, which are here exceptionally well exposed, showing the varying character of the sandstones and the intercalated red clays
and marls. The formation here has an estimated thickness of 400 feet, the
beds dipping north and east. Between Red Creek and Basin Creek the beds
are pressed into a syncline, followed by a sharp anticline. Overlying the
Teton beds of Red Creek come the Ellis and Dakota formations, followed
by the black clays and arenaceous shales of the Colorado, ¥vhich lie in the
syncline, the latter formation being characteristically shown in a depression
between two ridges of less easily eroded beds.
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To the east of this depression the sandstones assigned to the Dakota
formation are clearly defined along the west side of the prominent ridge
separating Red and Basin creeks. They pass gradually, without any sharp
line of demarcation, over into the Ellis beds, which form the summit of
the ridge. The axis of the anticline lies in the Ellis limestone, ''vhich is
here nearly 200 feet in thickness, and is characterized by a small but welldefined Jurassic fauna. Among the species found here are G1·yphcea calceola
var. nebmscensis, Camptonectes1Je1·tenuist1·iatus, Ge1·villia, Pseudomonotis cuda,
.
Jl!£odiola su.bimb1·icata, Ammonites.
At the east base of the ridge and on the opposite side of the anticline
the Dakota sandstones again come in, dipping eastward until finally lost
beneath the rhyolite which skirts the edge of the upturned sedimenta.ry
beds.
East of Basin Creek the :alley of the Snake is broad and open, showing wide alluvial meadow lands, diversified by o~casiona1 growths of pine:
A short distance below the mouth of Basin Creek the river flows through a
narrow chasm before it enters the wider valley near its junction with Coulter
· Creek. At the upper entrance of this chasm the river cuts through. a ridge
of coarse breccia, showing a mural face nearly 300 feet in height. 'rhis
breccia rests upon Montana sandstones, which form the greater part of the
hills on the west side of the river. On the east side of this chasm, about
half a mile above the junction of the river with Coulter Creek, occur hvo
outcrops of coal, exposed just above the river bank. These seams of coal
along the outcrops measure about 15 inches in thickness. They are overlain by fine conglomerate and underlain by black arenaceous clay. rrhese
coals are more or less impure by reason of thin bands of carbonaceous
cla}r. The beds carrying the coal strike N. 30° W. and dip from 15° to
20° E. The bedded sandstones carrying the coal seams pass under the
river, but are not ex1josed on the opposite side, owing to the accumulation
of glacial drift.. Below the junction of Coulter Creek with the Snake the
sandstones clip to the northeast, away from the river, while, as already
noted, they dip to the southwest on the opposite side of the stream.
Notwithstanding the occurrence of coal these s~ngstones are regarded
as belonging to the Montana formation, and probably to the upper part, or
the Fox Hill terrane. Owing to the great unif~rmity in the sedimentation
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of these beds and the absence of organic remains, it is impossible to determine ·with precision the position of these coals. Unlike the :J:Iontana. sandstone north of the Park, these rocks frequently carry well-defined coal seams,
although beds of economic value a.re found ma.i1ily in the Laramie. This
coal is proba.bly of the same age a.s that exposed in the banks of the Snake
River west of \Vilclca.t Peak.
SNAJ{J<} JUVEH. HO'l' SPRINGS.

On the south side of the river, belmv the mouth of Reel Creek, oeeurs
an ·interesting g1;oup of hot springs, more than ha.lf hidden by dense
timber, ·vvhich at this point comes clown to the water's edg-e. A loiY cliff of
blue_ cherty limestone is exposed along- the bank, benenth which, fi: 0 m a.
line of springs, there issues a larg-e volmne of 1varm calcareous 1va.ters.
Near by is a long- bench of rhyolite, rising slightly above the stream, a.ncl
the only one observed on the south side of th~ river. The therm~l ·wat_ers
are probably closely related to this body of! rhyolite, but ~ieir mineral
constituents are derived mainly from the limestone. These s·prings clivic}e
naturally into three groups, but their mode of occurrence is much the
same and they are simj}ar as regards the mineral composition of the
deposits. The travertine deposits in their mounds, basins, and. terraces.
resemble. those found at the :Mammoth Hot Springs. They were visited by
the writer in 1886 and again in 18.n; they presented hut slight changes
after this interval of five years. The most picturesque and powerful of the
springs are situated farthest up the river and are built out over the stream
upon the edge of an olcl meadow. It was estimated in 1886 that the_vol_ume
oJ··vmter running .from these springs reached 50 gallons a minute. This
group of springs is sho1vn in Pl. XXIV. For beauty of.c.olol.:·~·mcl ornamentation of the rim they are unsurpassed by any of those at the Mammoth
Hot Springs, although by no means equal to them in magnitude of the
deposits or in volume of caJca.reous \Yater poured forth. The clear water
is of the most delicate turquoise-blue ~()~?-!'' and the basin is lined with a.
soft 'vhite tra,y:.ex.tiue of exti·emely~-±e-te--xtm·e, impalpable to the touch.
The basins which surround the pool are tinted with on:mge, brown, ~ncl
reel colors, derived from the hot-water algre.
.Mr. "\V. H. \V eecl has furnished from his .notebook the following·
)
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description of the springs lying .to the west1va.rd, ·written R.t the time of his .
visit in the autumn of 1891:
011e spring, issuing from sand~~ mire, is 2feet in diameter, and has buHt up about
the orifiee a deposit of white calcite. It wm,· however, be buried benea.th more sand
with the first freshets of the river. The two main springs of the group ,lie to the west
of this one. Beyond these a dark ledge of limestone prqjects over the slopes terminating the timber bench some· 20 feet a.bove the river. The first of these two springs
is a bowl with a wide terraced mound of great beauty, the deposits being dense
porcelain-like travertine: like that of the first spring noted. The spring attracting
most attention throws up a splashing, steaming body of water between 2 and 3 feet
in height. The smooth, round surface of the bowl is a snowy white, very dense and
compact tra.vertiue. The outlet appears as a break in a, ma.rble bowl and is a foot
deep.
Between this bowl and the springs to the east of it there is a. hot-water outtlow of the type common at the l\'[ammoth. Hot Springs. The spring wa.ters have
formed mushroom nodules in the channel and a fungus-shaped border about. the waters.
There are also a number of warm-wa.ter springs along the edge of the stream, but the
springs issue from the gravel arid have no well-defined basin_ and no deposits.
The old travertine deposits form a low bench abont 5 or 6 feet above the river,
at a place ·where the higher bench and the limestones retreat to the south. 'l'he area
covered does not exceed one-fourth of an acre. The actual area occupied by the
springs is, however, more extensive, for following the grassy, willow-covered bench
there is an extension of the travertiue level to the west, where the rocky bluff again
comes out to the river.
At the foot of a higher bench back of these low hills there is a stream of hot
water which flows west from a recess in the meauow to the base of the clifl' a.nd along
it to the river. The stream i's from 3 to 8 feet wide near its source. The water is
warm, but not hot, probably not over 120° F., judging from the algeons growths, but
the volume of water is very considerable.

The photograph from which the illustration is ma.de JS a vie·w dmvn
the Snake River gorge and northwest across the river to the walls of rhyolite on the opposite side. Forest Creek, which runs through a deep trench
in the rhyoEte, is .shown on the north side of the river, with a gently
inclined mass of lava abruptly terminated a.long the gorge. In the spring
the river is a rushing torrent, s1,.1bsiding after the first melting of the snows,
made up ofr coarse gravels and bowlders. The
leavii1g lmv, broad benche.s,
•
view was taken in late autumn, when the water stands-at its lowest leveL
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REGION OF COUTJTER CREEK AND BOBCAT RIDGE.

coulter creek.-Coulter Creek, before emptying into Snake River, flo1vR
through an open basin, and is greatly augmented by the drainr~ge of two
such large streams as Harebell and \V olverine creeks. All these streams
have brought dovm large accumulations of drift material, and the underlvi1w
.1
b
sedimentary rocks are for the most part obscured by a thick mantle of
gravel, sand, and fine breccia. The mountain slopes snrround:lng this little
basin are well terraced, and five sharply defined benches rise one above the
other to a height of nearly 200 feet. Coulter, Harebell, and ·wolverine
creeks all enter this basin through narrow defiles cut in breccia., with
perpendicular walls 300 feet in height in places. Coulter Creek, for nearly
4 miles, has cut its way through this breccia, and it is practically impassable
from the number and size of the bowlders which lie piled up along the
vaJley. From beneath this dark, somber breccia Cretaceous sandstones and
shales crop out at a number of localities and on the 1vest side of Coulter
Creek extend along the base of the mountain, vvith the breccias lying above.
'l'he main tributary of Coulter Creek from the west has cut through
the breccia, and erosion has carried it a1vay from the mountain slopes sci as
to expose Montana sa.ndstones all the way .from Huckleberry Mountain to
Coulter Creek. Xn the region of Coulter Creek the underlying sandstones
possess a very irregular surface, and in many places the breccia rests upon
them as a thin flow or crust. The sandstones shov,r a prevailing dip to the
soutlr,vest. This body of breccia stands by itself, completely isolated from
the vast pile of breccias of Two Ocean -Pla.teau and the Absaroka Range.
It is very irregular in outline and measures about 8 miles in length,
stretching from the source of Coulter Creek northward along the west
slopes of Mount Hancock.
On the east side of Coulter Creek the breccia attains an elevation of
8,500 feet, and on the slopes of Mount Hancock reaches nearly the same
elevation. Throughout the entire body the breccia presents much the same
general habit, a coarse, firmly compacted agglomerate, dark bro1vn or black
.in color, with a lighter-colored cementing material. Some portions of it are
exceptionally coarse. Fragments of •vell':'rounded gneiss and quart~ ha.ve
been observed embedded in the mass. In general it is free from evidence
of bedding, as is ''vell shown in the exposures along the main stream. At
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n1ount Hancock its mode of weathering is well brought out by the many
a.brupt vmlls of rough, jagged smface and n1.unerous deep trenches nlong
the mountain side, which make travel very difficult a.nd well nigh impossible.
'l'he. breccia, 1vhile closely resembling the imposing ·mass of Ti'VO
Ocean Plateau, and probably allied to it in age, is a distinct body, ha1ring
its source along lines of clil:lplacement west of the Big Game Ridge . uplift
rmcl the continuatio n northward of the Bobcat Ridge fault. It ~vas the result
of a powerful local e1;nption of coarse· agglomera te, nniform in its compo~i
tion, violent in its explosive action, and OD 1y dimmed in interest by its clpse
proximity to the larger masses of the Ahsa.roka Range. It consists mainly
·
of pyroxene- andesite and basaltic fragmenta.l material.
Near the source of Coulter Creek broad sheets of pm1)le lithoidal
rhyolite occur, resting directly upon these basic breccias. On the west side
of the stream there occurs a,n isolated body of rhyolite, lying on the breccia
and completely smrounde d by. it. This exposure is interesting , as it is.
evidently a remnant left by erosion, and probably at one· time was connected with the larger fields to the east. High up the mountai~1s Qouiter
Creek bifurcates and the· two branches encii·cle a, broad table of rhyolite
what'
which lies in the middle of the mountain valley. It is not known
. this rhyolite rests; the base of it is being deeply buried beneath ail accumulation of glacial drift ::mel coarse quartz gravel, derived from the· Eocene
·
conglomer ate of Pinyon Peak
of ·.
Bobcat Ridge.-Bohcat Ridge is one of the marked phys~ca,l features
this part of the country, standing out pTominently above the ·surroundi ng .
ridges by reason of its great elevation. The ridge trends i1ortlnvest and ·
southeast, and measures about 6 miles in length. It is a singp.larly 'narrow . ·
ridge, having an average elevation of over 9,000 feet, with a number of
peah scattered along the summit, which attain altitudes of 9,500 feet or
more. At its northern end it is connected with the Wildcat Peak mass and
the hig·h country around th~ head of Coulter Creek At its southern end it
falls away in long dreary spurs toward the valley below, lying just outside
the limits of the area show'n on the map. Both the east and west sides of
this ridge are abrupt and present arather dreary, monotonous aspect, with
little standing forest, as the mountain sides over large areas are covered
1vith fallen and dead timber.
Geologica lly Bobcat Ridge has not been studied much in d·etail. A·
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fault runs along the \vest base of the ridge, hut the line of displacement
can not he traced, ancl its northern end is lost in the breccias and rhyolites.
·At .the extreme northern end, near the bend of Coulter Creek, there is n,
capping of rhyolite, but between this rhyolite a,nd the higher pa,rts of the
.ridge· the top of the mountain is covered \vith loose sa,nd and coar:se grn.vel,
derived from the wearing av;ray of Pinyon Peak conglomerate.
The entire ridge is a,ppm·ently made up of yellowish-bn nvn sandstones
·..·of the Montana formation. In places the sandstone is massive, but in others
· it is vvell bedded. 'Wherever observed the beds clip to the south-west, am1
the entire ridge is probably a massive block of upper Cretaceous sandstones,
9-ipping a1vay from Mount Hancock and Big Game llidge.
H.EGION OF WOT.;YERINE CREEK.

\Volverine Creek finds its source high up on the ·west slopes of Big
Game Ridge, and flovi'S westerly for 9 miles, joining Coulter Creek a short
.. distance above the mouth of the latter stream. Compared 1vith other high
. mountain streams in this region tributary to the Snake, it runs through a
lJroad open valley, rough and rugged mueh of the way, but interspersecl
~~rith green m.eadows and wide areas of alluvial bottom. · rrhe mountains
rise high above the stream, the valley b~ing practically shut in by steep
· slopes and high vmlls on all sides.
On the north side the long steep spurs of Mount Hancock tovver above
the valley for 1,500 feet to the summit of' Big Game Ridge. On the south
. side the mountains stand out with even greater abruptness, and are more
.· . irregular in outline, with the lmver slopes largely covered with timber and
heavy accumulation s of g~acial drift. For the greater part of the distance
:the .valley is cut in sandstones assigned either to the Montana or to the
Laramie formation .. Near the mouth of \Yolverine Creek stands a grand
. · esca1·pment of. somber breccia, presenting a f-ine section in many ways
·. typical of large masses of this rock..
Beyo:ncl this wall the stream bottom is impassable, and the trailascends
a steep hillside, crossing a spur of the mountain for 2 miles through a densely
wooded country covered v;rith soil and without any good rock exposures.
'l'his spur forms a part of the main mass, lying between Coulter and V\Tolverine creeks, and as exposed on both streams consists ntainly of basic breccia
resting upon a base of Cretaceous sandstone. According to Prof. J. P.
Iddings, this mass is capped by a broad table of rhyolite 3 miles in length,
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which at its western encl is superimposed upon the breccia. The north
slope of this ridge, forming the south wall along vVolverine Creek, consists
mainly of bedded sandstones and impure shales inclined to the southwest,
but, owing to the mantle of soil, both the dip and the strike are most
difficult to determine.
The mountain slopes along the north side of Wolverine Creek present
a remarkable exposure of massively bedded yello·w sandstone, with prevailing dips to the south and southwest-that is, toward the valley. No fossils
have been obtained froni these beds, but they have been assigned to the
Montana formation. Higher up the valley they pass _by insensible gradations into beds less regular in their sedimentation, carrying clays and
earthy material with interbedded ferruginous sandstones. The latter series
of beds, from theh· lithological habit, have been placed in the Laramie, but
1vithout any sharp lines of demarcation between the two formations. They
. lie conformably on the older beds to the north and west, and pass beneath
the valley, dipping into the ridge on the opposite side. Due north of Pinyon Peak, and rising as an abrupt wall on the south side of Wolverine
Creek, stands a somewhat prominent hill, several hundred feet in height. It
. affords an excellent exposure across· characteristic Laramie strata nearly
200 feet in thickness. These co1isist of yellowish-brown sandstones, with
interbedded blue a1id black clays, rusty sandstones, and thin carbonaceous
layers.
.
Along the stream bed are exposed outcrops of five distinct, thin seams
of impure lignite with more or less fragmentary impressions of plant remains.
The beds strike northwest and southeast, and dip from 25° to 30° SW.,
passing under the mass to Pinyon Peak.
.
Higher up the valley at several localities the banks along the Rtream
expose arenaceous blue clays .and black shales with evidence of carbonaceous material, and in places carrying well-preserved leaves. These beds
also clip to the southwest. Again, on the divide between Wolverine and
Gravel creeks, and due east of Pinyon Peak, similar beds of arenaceoi1s
clays are exposed along the ravines and in the banks cut by numerous small
streams. These beds a.Iong the summit of the pass clip. to the southwest and
west and are finally lost beneath the conglomerates of Pinyon Peak. The
divide between these two creeks, -~hich lies at an elevation of 8,500 fe~t
above sea level, is cut entirely in the Laramie sandstones.
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Wolverine Creek flora.-These clays and samly b0ds of the La.ramie ha.ve so
far failed to yield ~u1y evidence of ail inverteb rate fauna; at least nothing
has been found sufficiently ·well preserve d to determin e their specific characters. Plant remains have been obta.ined from several of these localities
by different members of the Survey, but mainly by Dr. A. C. Gill, "'vho was
a member of the field 1Sarty in the summer of 1?:187. Although the eollection embrace s few species, they have proved to be highly importan t, not
only as deterinin ing by the evidence of orga.nic remains the Lararnie age of
these beds, hut also as indicatin g the geograph ical distribution' of Creta.ceous
plants and the association of species found in the same strata.
Prof. F. H. i{nowlto n, ·who has studied these plants, has determin ed
seven species, which he has described in detail, with illustra.tions, in Chapter
XIV of this volume. The following is a list of species from the "Wolverine
Creek heels, extendin g from the north slope of Pinyon Peak to the low pass
at the head of Gravel Creek: Aspleni·um, hagu.ei, Onoclea. minima, Palitwu.s
mininn~s, Sequoia langsfm'clii, Vibu.rnum 1·otunclijoliu.m.., Tmpa m·icrophylla, and
Paliu.1·us sizyphoicles.
Of these species the first three are described for the first time by Pro·
fessor Knowlto n. P. minim,us is closely related to P sizyphoicles, a true
La.ramie species from Black Butte, with which it is here assoeiated. The
last four species are also found in the Laramie of Black Butte and Point of
Rocks. Asplenium haguei, a small delicate fern, in its relationships is more
closely allied to certain Cretaceo us species from Greenlan d than to those as
yet recogniz ed from the Rocky Mountains of the United States. Onoclea
minima is also closely related to forms from Black Butte and Point of Rocks.
The most interestin g among these species is Tm;pa microphylla, which is here
represen ted by several fine specimens. It was first described from Point of
Rocks, "\Vyoming.
This identification and grouping of plants carries the Laramie flora of
central Wyomin g, as develope d at Black Butte and Point of Rocks, north·
of its limits as heretofor e recognized. 'l'he ll{ olverine Creek beds undoubtedly belong to the conformable series of Cretaceo us sandston es upturned
by the orograph ic moveme nt which took place at the close of the Laramie
epoch. They lie near the top of an immense series of sandstones every·where uptilted at high angl~s.
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l1EGION OF PINYON PEAIL

Pinyon Peak, from l'vhatever point of view it is looked at, stands out
promii1ently above the surrounding ·country. It rises boldly above Wolverine Creek for over 2,000 feet, and for more than 1,500 feet above the
connecting saddles which relate the peak to the mountains both east and
west. To the south the country falls avmy rapidly, and the peak presents
a still more isolated appearance when seen from. that direction. In outline it
resembles a tr-lmcated pyramid rising from an elevated base. Dense timber
covers the peak on all sides except where the abrupt cliffs which form so
conspicuous a feature of the mountain are too precipitous 'to permit growth
of vegetation.
Pinyon Peak attains an altitude of 9,600 feet above sea level. The
summit is flat topped, and the long· ridges putting out in all directions from
the central mass resemble a very slightly inclined plane, l'vith occasional
points rising above the general level. It is this peculiar feature of the
peak which, from a distance, gives it the form of a truncated pyramid.
Resting upon the Laramie rocks, which everywhere form the base of
Pinyon Peak, comes a remarkable deposit of coarse conglomerate, measuring nearly 600 feet in thickness. This conglomerate forms the greater
part of the summit of the peak and the many long ridgBs radiating from
the central body. . Nine-tenths of the conglomerate consists of smooth,
highly polished, waterwon1 material of various-colored quartzites. The
prevailing colors are red, white, and yello>vish brown, but all so mingled
toge~her as to give a general tone of reddish g-ray to the abrupt walls
and escarpments which form so prominent a feature of the deposit. This
siliceous material varies from gravel to coarse pebbles and quartzite bo\vlders measuring 10 and 12 inches in diameter, although the largest are
by no means common. :iYfuch of the conglomerate is indurated and .held
together by fine sands and ferruginous material. Occasionally thin beds of
friable sandstone are encountered throughout the conglomerate, but they
are insignificant in amount and do not appear to he very persistent over
any great distance, occurring as lenticular bodies in the coarse conglomerate, then as well-defined strata. Everywhere on the slopes of Pinyon
Peak the beds vary greatly in thickness and in continuity. In general
it may be said that the conglomerate formation carnes more sandstone
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near the base than it does higher up in the deposits. l\:fjngled with the
qua.rtzite are found rounded and polished pebbles of granite, gneiss,
argillite, and indurated sla.tes, probably derived from Archean an~l preCambrian land· surfaces. Occasiona.l fragm.ents of andesite have been
found, indicating a volcanic origin for some of the detrital material Such
pebbles, however, are hard to find and play no part in the great mass of
the deposit. Possibly they may have been derived from the capping of the
breccia found on the top of Pinyon Peak, as described later. Pebbles of
sa.nclstone, limestone, and other sedimentary rocks have been picked up in
the conglomerate , evidently derived from neighboring Paleozoic and Mesozoic sources. Near the base of the conglomerate watenvoi·n fragments of
coal have been observed associated Yfith gray sandstone and resembling
that kno1vn to occur in the Laramie.
Throughout the entire ma:>s o:f the conglomerate the bowlders present
much the same general appearance from base to summit. The characteristic
forms of the long ridges radiating from the culminating mass of the pea.k
are due solely to the peculiar erosion of the indurated coarse conglomera.te.
Erosion has 1vorn deep recesses into the very core of the l)eak, with broad
amphitheater s encircled by nearly perpendicula r walls for long distances,
absolutely impossible to scale. Along their tops many of these ridges a.re
mere knife edgesJ barely permitting one to ·walk in safety. In pla,ces the
vertical walls rise for· over 300 feet witl~out any perceptible change.
Enormous amounts of the conglomerate have been swept away by erosion,
the material >vhen once disintegrated being easily trmisported. · Everyl'i'here the lo1ver slopes of Pinyon Peak are covered by loose pebbles and
bowlders brought do1vn from higher elevations. Coulter and \V olverine
creeks are literally clogged up with quartzite bowlders, and Gravel Creek,
draining the southwest slopes of Pinyon Peak, derives its name from the
huge piles of reassortecl bowlders 1vhich line the valley for miles.
For many years the gravels along Sna.ke River and Pacific Creek in
the neighborhoo d of Jackson Lake have been knovm to yield a slight
amount· of gold to mining prospectors, but not in remunerative quantities.
Evidences of gold may be found by washing with a pan almost anyvfhere ·
in the streams coming down from the conglomerate. It is quite likely that
this gold has in great part been derived from the conglomerates of the
Pinyon Peak formation. In many places the indurated conglomerate and
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associated sands are distinctly bedded. They lie in a. nearly horizontal
position, or a.t a lov,r angle of deposition, resting upon the upturned edges
of the Laramie rocks.
Local faulting a.ncl displacement in the conglomera.te may he observed,
but this may be attributed to fracturing and slipping of limited masses, clue
to the 11rearing away of underlying beds or to ice filling the numerous cracks
and ravines found in the rock mass, causing landslides on a grand scale.
That the conglomerate has been subjected to great pressure and movement
within the mass is everywhere apparent by the action of the quartzite
pebbles on one another. Field study of these pebbles is most interesting
from the curious modifications they have undergone under pressure. In
some instmices they are :flattened and rolled; in others they are indented
and forced one into the other. Many of these pebbles are cracked and
crushed, in some cases almost ground up, so great has been the pressure
exerted upon them. It is curious to observe how these flattened, almondshaped quartzite pebbles, with the pointed end fractured, have been sharply
cut off by dislocation and movement of the mass. Many of the smaUer
fractured pebbles have smooth surfaces; as if cut off by some sharp instrument. A vast number of the pebbles show a peculiar mottled appearance,
being coverecl by white spots of varying size, probably produced by pressure of the pebbles against one another.
The top of Pinyon Peak is capped by a heavy bed of dark basic. breccia, made up of angular fragments in every ·way resembling the breccia,
already described, at the junction of Coulter and 'N olverine creeks on the
west and T1vo Ocean Plateau on the east.
According to ProfessOT Iddings, 1vho studied the west slope of the
peak, the breccia is 300 feet thick. It rests directly on the conglomerate,
stretching for nearly half a mile along the east face of the mountain,
projecting out like a la·va. flow over several of the characteristic long ridges.
Oli the 'Nest side of the peak it stretches westvvard or terminates abruptly, .
with the conglomerate coming to the surface from beneath the breccias.
The conglomerate was evidently deposited before the laying down of the
brecci~t. No animal or vegetable remains have as yet been found in these
conglomerates. and indurated. sandstones, consequently no definite statement can be made as to their precise age. That they are younger than the
Laramie rocks is evident, as they were cleposited unconformably upon the
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unturned Cretaceous sandstones. In all probabiHty the breccia capping
the conglomerate is of the same age as that forming the great mass of Two
Ocean Plateau.
It is quite impossible that this enormous mass of basic breccia should
have been poured out over so large an area, of eleva.ted country before the
deposition of the conglomerate and not have furnished a considerable
amount of material to the latter deposit. A discussion of the age of this
conglomerate will be found· in Part I of this monograph. Evide~ce is
there adduced to show that the b~tsic breccia of this region is in all probability of Miocene age and followed the conglomerate. The conglomerate
has been referred provisionally to the Eocene period, and has been regarded
as a distinct geological formation, to which the name "Pinyon Peak conglomerate'' ·has been given, after the locality where it is so characteristically
exposed. ·
Southwest of Pinyon Peak ·and connect~d with it by a long ridge 8,500
feet above sea level, stands an east-w·est ridge wlwse culminating point
attains an elevation· at least 1,000 feet higher. This prominent ridge, which
has never· received any distinctive appellation, measures over 2 miles in
length, standing out from the surrounding country like a broad rampart.
The underlying rocks of the ridge are apparently all Cretaceous sandstones
ancl have been referr~d to the Laramie formation, although it is quite possible that .M:ontana strata may be ~·epresented, passing by insensible grada~
tions into higher horizons. The summit of this ridge is capped by a thick
deposit of Pinyon Peak conglomerate, which wa.s evidently at one time
connected with the main body of Pinyon Peak. The north slopes of this
ridge are. covere'd by dense. vegetation and by soil, '"rhich completely
obscure the underlying rocks. On the .south slopes. the s;:tndstones are
exposed for a long distance, but near theh· base the glacial drift comes
in and buries everything beneath it.
From the divide at the head of Gravel Creek there is a descent of over
1,000 feet in 5 miles, the country south of Pinyon ;peak falling away steadily
toward Pacific Creek, which lies just south of the limits of the mapped
area. Gravel Creek, characteristically named from the gravels which line
its banks, trends clue south along the west base of Big Game Ridge. A ·
north-south fault probably runs along .the west base of the ridge, although
its course has never been determined. The area of country lying betw.een
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Big Game and Bobcat ridges and Pinyon Peak to the north is m1derlain
by sandstone. ·over the sandstone occur large areas of Pinyon Peak ·c~m
glomerate, and ~nuch of the country is strewn with ·unassorted coarse
gravel, derived from the disintegration of the more compact conglome1~ate.
Accumulations of glacial material cover large a!·eas. It is a broken, hilly
country, with great diversity of topographic .features, but picturesque and
dotied with groves of scattered pine. · It ·is ·fairly 1vell.watered by numerous
smal.l streams, but the gravel deposits are usually dry.
BIG .GA:l\1E IUDGE.

Big Game Ridge is a narrow mom1tain Ui)lift .about 15 miles in length,
and rises abruptly above the valley of .Pa~ific Creek along the southern
limit of the forest reservation, with a trend .slightly 1vest of ·no"rth as far as
the slopes of Mount H~tncock. From the latter mountain,· the culminating
point, the trend of the ridge changes to _nortlnvest, gradually falling away
to:wa.rd the open valley' near the junction of Heart ~tnd Snake rivers. The
eastern boundary of the ridge as far ~s Ci·ooked- C1:eek is defined by the
Snake Ri-\rer fault, which a.pproximately coincides ·with the course of Mink
and Fox creeks, the fault crossing the na~TOI'~r divide separating the two
streams. From Crooked Creek the deei1ly trenche<:l but narrow valley of
.Snake River defines Big Game Ridge from Chicken Ridge:· ·
Geologically Big Game Ridge is formed mainly of. Cretaceous sandstones, singular! y uniform· in color and ·-texture from o.ne end of the ridge
to the other. They have been referred to ti1e ·Montana and Laramie formatioils. In broad masses at certain locali~ieH the two formations may readily
be distinguished by their lithological habit, !)ut they resemble each other
so closely nea~· their junction that any line of demarcation must ot necessity
be drawn somewhat arbitrarily. "In the g~·eat thickn_ess of Montana sediments developed here, coarse yellowish-:gr~y sandstm;ies are everywhere
as
shale been reco!rnized
the prevailing. rock, and nowhere has. the Pierre
0
.
sueh by its lithological .habit. Evidences. deriv~d from organic remains
are entirely wanting. Rhyolite skirts the ridge in a immber of places, and,
as described farther on, caps the very summit of Mount Hancock, and
basic breecias cover the lower slQpes north of Harebell Creek.
Gravel Peak.-This peak is situated· 3 miles north of th.e southern limit
creeks. It has an
Gravel -a11d .Min~
of the mapped area, midway betweei1
. .
.
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el~vat.ion of 9,600 feet above sea level, and is the culm,inating point of the

sonthern end of the 1:idge. Its interest lies mainly in the conglome1:ates,
which· form the upper 400 feet and which rest upon the mounta.in h1 much
upon Pi~1y.on Peale The gravels are in every
the same 1yay as they·
way identical, and belong without doubt to the same horizon. Abrupt
walls of this conglon1erate face east and notth, offering good exposures
aci·oss· coarse gravels \~rith po~ished ancl crushed pebbles held firmly together
by. sands; 'They re~t 'directl}i- upon Laramie sandstones, 1vhich dip to the
en,st at lo.w angles; and nea.r the base of the ridge abut unconformab ly
against Madison Hmestonelyi ng along the east side ofthe Snake River fault.
Isolated patches of Pinyon Peak beds, left by erosion, rest upon sand.stones west of Gravel Peak. They lie at different elevft.tio~ls, but. their
positio1i 'may he due to a. ~eries of s1~1all parallel faults found along that side
of the ridge. The block of sandstone north of Gravel Peak Ridge and due
east 'of 'Pinyon Peak presents a northvmrd continuation of the same Cretaceous ·strata. The r~dge trends a fe1v degrees east of north and west of
south, with beds dipl)ing at low angles to the east. Beds typical of the
upper portion Of the Laraj11ie · n'lake up the entire ridge. The sandstones
. are rustv hi·own in. color, with numerous thin layers of ferruginous material
interbedded with friable white sands. Clay bands and thin, shaly, impure
sandst01ie 1vith evidence. of cross bedding characterize both slopes ..
F1;agmental and irnperfect plant remains lie scattered over the surface,
and certain strata ·seem to .carry a considerable amount of carbonaceous
material. Specimens of leaves a:nd t\vigs were collected, indicating a vigorous fio]:a, but all. too imperfect to permit of specific identification. Over
the top of the ridge are strewn smoothly polisl1ecl quartzite pebbles c1erived
beds of the same were found
from the Pinyon Pea.k congloinerate, ·hut
. in place. . North of the pass from 'N olverine dreek to Fox Creek the ridge
still shm:Vs the lithological 'habit of the Laramie sandstones. At the north
end the massive white beds dip from 5° .to 10° SE.; in fact, all the beds in
this Tegion dip to the southeast.
The line of demarcation hebveen the Montana and Laramie formations
is dra;wn along the southeaste1;n slopes of Mount Hancock, as will be seen
by reference to the map.
Tl;e basal rocks of the Laramie, as thus defined, trend in a general
northea.sterly direction. Starting at the· south base of Mount Hancock 1·
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in the. valley of Wolverine Creek, they cross the summit of Big Game
Ridge, and pass down the steep east slopes, where they are well exposed on
both sides of Snake River just below the mouth of Crooked Creek. It can
not be said with any degree of assurance that this line is conectly laid
down, but no sandstones to the north or ''vest of it have been recognized
as possessing the lithological characters of the Laramie. In the great
thickness of sedimentary sandstones represented in the several orographic
blocks it is possible that Laramie beds may occ~r, 'vithout geological e-\'i·
dence as to their age.
Mount Hancock.-l\1ount Hancock is not only the most prominent mountain ·
of Big Game Ridge, but it stands out as one of the most commanding
points along ~he southern border of the Park. It was named after General
Hancock by Maj. J. W. Barlow, who ascended the peak in· August, 1871.
On a clear day the view from the suminit is unsurpassed, either for detail
of topographic features immediately beneath or for the more distant panoramic outline. It commands the Tetons, the dominant peaks of the Wind
River Range stretching far southward, the entire west face of the Absarokas,
the Park Plateau with its great lakes, the Snowy Range to the north, and
·
the Gallatin and Madison ranges to the west.
Mount Hancock ii.ses above Snake River at its east base for over 2,000
feet, and above the valley of the Snake at its west base for 2,500 feet.
The greater ·part of the mountain _Gonsists of yellowish-gray and white
massively bedded sandstone, which extends to within 400 feet of the
summit. All the beds forming the upper portion of the mountain have
been assigned to the Montana formation, although no organic remains have
been obtained from ~hem. The southeastern slopes offe1~ the best exposures
of these I~ocks,·:which dip to the southeast. It is estimated that there are
over 3,500 feet of sandstones. On the narrow ridge of sandstone just south
of the sum~it the beds strike; north and south and dip 30° W. The
.western spurs of the mountain are largely covered by forests and glacial
drift, rendering it difficult to obtain good exposures,. but the beds for the
most part -apparently dip west. North of Harebell Creek basic breccias
similar to those fo"imd on Coulter and W ol~e1-ine creeks, and part of the
same mass, extend· along the west base of Mount Hancock. They p1'esent
a most irregular outline, the higher portions reaching an altitude of over
s,oqo feet above sea level.
On the summit of Moimt Hancock a capping of dark rhyolite stands
·out boldly, in contrast whh the yellowish underlying sandstones. It rises
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over 400 feet in precipitous walls, facing north .and east, but on the south
falls away with debris slopes, permitting ascent to the smnrnit. r,rhe m~ss
has .a slight inclination to the east, and the greater part of it is lithoidal,
very brittle, anrl jointed in thin fissile layers. At a distance on the slopes
it resembles a debris pile of cherty indurated argillit~s. 1.,his rock is dark
gray in color, 'vith small phenocrysts of feldspar and grains. of quartz.
Obsidian and gray and red pumices are well shown here, with the varying
modifications found elsewhere in the Park and described in detail in
Chapter X of this volume. Mount Hancoek is perhaps remarkable for t~1e
variations in color of its obsidian. Black, brown, and various shades of
red are noticeable, and some of them when highly polished are singularly
brilliant. It is this dark, tunet-like mass· of rhyolite that makes l\~ount
Haneoek so eonspicuous a landma1~k over the Park region. rrhe g~·eat .·
elevation and complete isolation of this small body of rhyolite are by no
means easy to explain.
North of Mount Hancock the slopes of l~ig Game Ridge fall aw~y
rapidly for 4 miles in long timber ridges, mostly buried beneath glacial
drift and soil. No rock exposures ·were observed other than the ~fontana
sandstones and the low rhyolite hills which border the uplifted sedimentary .
beds.
CHICI{EN RIDGE.

Chicken Ridge presents a narrow. north-south chain of mountains
about 12 miles in length. It is a prominent and persistent orographic
block, with several culminating points between 9,000 and 9,GOO feet above
sea level. Over the greater part of this a,rea the mountain slop~s are well
timbered and well watered. The southern end of Chicken Ridge rises
abruptly on the east side of Snake River at its junction with Crooked
Creek, nearly due east of Mount Hancock. Along its east base the ridge
is sharply defined. f1)om 'Two Ocean Plateau by the valleys of C.rooked
and Grouse creeks and the narro'v north-south depression lying betw~en
the two streams.
The Snake River fa.ult, which is described .later in this chapter, follows
the course of these streams, and the marked contrast, both geologically
and topographically, between the .opposite sides of the fault serves to
accentuate the eastern boundary of the ridge. Northward Chicken Ridge
projects into Yellowstone Lake, and its gentle slopes along the base, with
broken, accidented hills rising above them, form the picturesque shores .of
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the south arm of the lake. The deeply trenched valley of Snake River
limits the mounta.ins on the south and southwest, and. the rhyolites of the
Park Plateau, stretcliing from Heart River to Yello,;ystone Lake, submerg e
between an accumulation of lava, the ~\restern flanks of the mountain s to
heights varying from 8,000 to 8,:300 feet.
Topogra phically Chicken Ridge is dosely related to Big Gmne Ridge,
the la.tter trending off to the nortlnvest, while the former. has a nearly
north-so uth course. Geolog·ica.lly the relationship is still closer, and the
Cretaceo us strata of Big Game Ridge <.;an be easily traced crossing the river
at several localities. This is specially well slwwn n.t the southern end of
Barlow Peak, just north of Crooked Creek
Barlow.Pcak.-Barlow Peak is named by the writer in honor of Maj. J. 1N.
Ba.rlow, of the Enginee r Corps of the Army. He conducte d the first official
exploration to the hea(lwaters of Snake River in 1871. The peak atta.ins
an elevation of 9,500 above sea, level,, and rises 1,500 feet above the river.
It forms a well-defined mountain block between Crooked and Sickle creeks,
the former stream encircling its southern base, ancl the latter cutting a deep
trench directly across Chicken Ridge, flowing into Snake River 4 miles
farther downstream.
Just helo·w the mouth of Crooked Creek, beQ.s assign eel to tb e Laramie
are found on both sides of Snake. River, clipping to the southeas t and east.
They cross the spur of the mountain, continuin g eastward until lost in the
accumul ation of drift, and' are finally cut off by the Snake River fault. The
Laramie sandstones reach nearly to the summit, and along· the crest of the
ridge are unclerlain by yellowis h-gray sandstones similar to those found high
up on the· slopes of Mount Hancock . The Montana sandston es cap the
summit of Bm·low Peak, and along the east slope clip 10° to 15° E. From
this point they can be traced northwar d across Sickle Creek, still inclined
in the same direction. ·
Passing clown Sickle Creek the underlyi ng beds graduall y grade into
thinly bedded sandstones, limestones, black shales, and argillace ous sandstones, and are well exposed on both sides of Snake River. Litholog ically
these beds bear the closest resembla nce to the sediment ation of the Colorado
formation found elsewhere. The thickness of these black clay shales and
interbed ded sandston es has been cstjmated at 600 feet. On the north bank
of Snake River, about a quarter of a mile above the mouth of Sickle
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·Creek, there were found in the shale a cross-bedded sandstone 3 feet in
thickness, carrying a-number of eharacteristic Colorado fossils. From this
collection Mr. T. W. Stanton has identified the following species: Inoce?-cwnus
wzclabund1.~s, I. ?,617'/,bonat-ns, I. flacciclns, I. acute1Jlicatus, Bawlites asper, Scaphites vent1·icosus. Along Sna.ke River the base of the Colorado formation
is nowhere exposed; consequently no estimate can be made of its thickness;
but there are at least 400 feet of fissile impure sandstones and limestones
above the heavy shale belt assigned to the Montana.
·The Colorado formation extends along Snake River for more than 2
miles, the deep trench of the river exposing a sharp anticline in the shales.
A mile bel01~v the mouth of Sickle Creek, on the northwest bank, occurs an.
exposure of blue clays inclined nearly 70° S\V., while half a mile upstream
the beds dip 30° NE. Near the point where the Colorado fauna was
obtained the shales dip from 10° to 15° NE. Along the south and ·west
banks of the river the Colorado beds, on the west side of the anticline,
rapidly pass beneath the Montana sandstones at the base of Big Game
Ridge. On the bottom of Heart River, the stream having cut completely
throug·h the flo1v of rhyolite, there is an exposure of dark clay shale
which has been referred to the Colorado and may prove to be au extension
northw_ard of the Cretaceous· shales exposed between Sickle and Crooked
creeks.
Between Sickle and Outlet creeks Chicken Ridge is maJe up mainly
of yellowish-gray, brown, and white sandstones, which in their lithological ·
habit closely resemble those found on Mount Hancock and Barlow Peak.
Along the southern slope the upper beds are a very dense steel-gray rock.
North of Coulter Creek the beds strike obliquely across the ridge, hut
northward trend with the ridge in a nearly north-south direction. rrhe
general dip varies from 20° to 30° E .
. South of Overlook Mountain the sandstones are well exposed, and are
inclined 30° E., towa.nl Grouse Creek, with evidences of local faulting,
accompani.ed by variations in dip. Underlying these beds on the west side
of Chicken Ridge fissile sandstones with interbedded arenaceous shales
prevail. Lithologically these latter beds resemble the Pierre shales of the
Montana, and have been correlated with them, although no evidences of
organic remains were secured. They form the slopes until obscured by the
rhyolite flows, which attain elevations of between 8,200 and 8,300 feet above
l\1:0N XXXII, PT U--13
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sea level. A sha11) contrast is seen between the steep rounded slopes of
the sandstone and the irregular outline of rhyolite. The latter is marked
by long, nmTow drainage channels, with steep bluffs on the west side,
parallel to the valley of Heart River. These bluffs stand out from 20 to
50 feet above the depression. The intervening ravines are the result of
ice rnovements and are occupied by small ponds and meadows carved out
of glacial drift.
OUTLET CANYON.

This impressive gorge cuts a deep, broad passage completely through
Chicken Ridge. In the strict use of the 1vord it is a tt:ue canyon, quite
unlike any other canyon or drainag·e channel in this part of the country,
and is one of the most interesting geological features to be found 1vithin the
Park. It affords an instructive section across the range from Grouse Creek
to Heart River, with the Montana sandstones .constituting the center of the
ridge, flanked on both sides by rhyolite hills. Overlook and Channel
mountains, on opposite sides of the canyon, form a part of the same monoclinal uplift, the strata striking with the ridge.
The interesting feature about Outlet Canyon is that it at one time .
served as the discha.rge for the waters of Yellowstone Lake. This magnificent sheet of 1vater, which now flows Iiorthward and drains to the
Atlantic through the famous Y ello1vstone Canyon, formerly discharged
by way of the south arin through Outlet Canyon to Snake River and
thence omvarcl to the Pacific. The discovery of Outlet Canyon as an
ancient drainage channel for Yellowstone Lake was made by the writer in
1889. ~or several years he had been firmly convinced, by geological
reasoning that seemed unanswerable, that this grand lake at one time
must have discharged southward, and consequently into the Pacific.· All
·attempts to locate such outlet proved futile till the autumn of that year.
It v,ra,s hidden by dense forests, obscured by glacial drift, and abandoned
as a waterway. After the discovery of this old and neglected channel all
fresh observations tended to strengthen and confirm the arguments that the
lake formerly found its outlet to the south. In the chapters treating of
the physiographi c features of the Park, in Part I. of this monograph, the
problems connected with the· ancient drainage of Yellowstone Lake are
discussed at some length and Outlet Canyon is described in detail in its
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bearing upon the subject. In the present chapter, therefore, it is only
necessary to refer to a few facts as given there, so far as they relate to
the geological features of Chicken Ridge.
Pl. XXV is a reproduction from a photograph of the meadow of
Outlet Canyon. The view is taken from the top of a tow glacial mound,
looking eastward toward the crest of the ridge. The Cretaceous rocks
forming the walls of the canyon are shown on the right-hand side of the
picture, the bare white outcrop marking the contact between the sandstone an.d rhyolite. Along the north wall, shown in the picture, the abrupt
precfpice consists of rhyolite, rising more than 150 feet above the valley.
The densely wooded slopes, as depicted in the illusti·ation, represent fa.irly
well large areas of the Park, covered by a vigorous growth of lodge:..pole
pine (Pinus muTrayana), which, although of poor quality as timber; meets
every requii·ement in preserving the soil from being washed away by
freshets and in protecting the snows from the hot suns and dry winds.
Outlet Canyon is a broad, deep gorge, and throughout a long period
of time evidently served as the channel for a rapid, powerful stream ca.rrying a la1:ge volume of water. To-day its bottom is a flat, grassy meadow
with dark, rich soil, through which meanders with sinuous course a sluggish brook of dark, unattractive water. Tall, coarse grasses and lmv
growths of willows line the brook.
During the ice period Outlet Canyon >vas undoubtedly occupied by an
extem;ive glacier. Stretching across the bottom of the canyon, between
Overlook and Channel mountains,. lies an old terminal moraine, whose
material consists mainly of sandstone mid rhyolite, '\'1 ith occasional fragments of andesite and basalt. This obscure morainal heap to-da.y marks
the course of the continental watershed, serving as a barrier between the
waters of the Atlantic and those of the Pacific. From this insignificant
and unassorted heap of detrital'material· a small stream having scarcely any
eroding force has cut itself a channel in the glacial drift, but nowhere has
it penetrated to the underlying rock. Never since the retreat of the ice
has it been anything more than a mere rivulet. The glacial material, overlain by alluvial deposits, completely occupies the bottom of the valley, and
only along the abrupt walls of the canyon a1~e Cretaceous· rocks exposed.
This sluggish stream, which one can easily jump across, emerges from the
canyon through a growth of pines, and comes out into the open valley of
7
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Grouse Creek on the broad 90-foot lacustrine bench of the older and larger
Yellowstone Lake.
On the west side of the moraine aCI:oss which runs the continental
divide there is an abrupt descent to a characteristic glacial lake. From
this lake flows Outlet Creek, the sluggish stream before mentioi1ed. Across
the west end of Qutlet Canyon there stretches· a· somewhat formidable
barrier in the shape of a moraine. Upon reaching this barrier the stream
deviates to the northwest and cuts its narrow channel through the gravel
under the north wall of the canyon. Descending rapidly through the
accumulated drift, it comes out once more upon the old river channel, and
soon pours its 'vaters· into Heart River and out through the Sml.ke to the
Columbia.
CHANNEL l\10UNTAIN.

Outlet Canyon north of Chicken Ridge presents .many of the same
physical features as those noted to the southward, and offers no special
points of geological interest. A conical hill ·which forms the southe111 spur
of Channel ]\fountain affords an excellent bird's-eye view of Outlet Canyon,
its mural face rising high above the river· channel.
From this hill the Montana formation can be traced northward along
the summit of Channel Mountain, a conspicuous and timbered point 9,000
feet above sea level. The sandstones of Chani1el Mountain do not differ
essentially from those of Mount Hancock and Barlow Peak. From this
culminating peak Chicken Ridge gradually falls away tow~n·d the lake on
the north and east.
Lacustrine deposits skirt the lake shore, attaining an elevation of nearly
8,000 feet above sea level. Still above this in certain localitjes come the
remnants of glacial drift, .resting indiscriniinately upon rhyolite and Cretaceous sandstones. Rhyolite encircles the :ridge on all sides, while the central body consists of the ever-persistent Montana sandstone.
FLAT MOUNTAIN.

It may be well to call attention to the fact that near the lake shore,
at the northwe~t base of Flat Mountain, there .comes to the surface from
beneath th(nhyolite an outcrop of sedimentary rocks, exposed by the erosion
of the lava along the southern prolongation of Flat Mountain arm. A short
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distance above the lake level occurs ai1 outcrop of compact blue quartzite,
for the most part obscured by soil and vegetation. It has been referred to
the Sheridan quartzite of the Algonkian period. Resting unconformably
upon. the Sheridan quartzite ~s a series of limestones, marls, and sandstones of the Ellis formation. They extend up t4e slope of Flat Mountain
. for about 300 feet, where they are finally lost beneath the rhyolite. In the
limestone we1;e found Rhynchonella and Camptonectes. The characteristic
Ems sandstone has furnished the following species: Rhynchonella gnathopho1·a, Camptonectes pertenuistriatu.s, Avicula wyomingensis.
WEST BASE. OF TWO OCEAN PLATEAU.

Between Big Game and Chicken ridges and the top of the broad
elevated mass of Two Ocean Plateau lies a comparatively narrow strip of
country characterized by distinctive and peculiar features. It presents
an aspect entirely different from that of the country we::;tv1rard, and stands
out in strong contrast to it, both in its geology and in its topography.
The Cretaceous sandstones which have been so persistent a feature of the
country are wanting and other and older rocks come to the surface.
snake River fault.- This remarkable fault, to which allusion has already been
made, sharply defines geologically the east base of Big Game Ridge and
Chicken Ridge from the country to the east. The line of the fault can be
traced for 18 miles from the head of Grouse Creek southward, beyond
the limits of the mapped area, until obliterated by overlying masses of
Tertiary breccias. For this enti1~e distance the west side of the fault
exposes only Montana and. Laraniie sandstones. In p1aces the sandstones
are obscured by
Occasional outbursts of basalt are
. glacial accumula.t!ons.
.
met with along the line of displacement, which coincides with the line of
least resistance. On the east side of the fault either Madison limestone
of the Carboniferous or the 'reton beds of the J uratrias are brought to the
smface, but they are by no means so persistently exposed, their continuity
being broken by outlying masses of basic breccia from Two Ocean Plateau.
Contaqts between the Paleozojc and Mesozoic rocks are admirably shown
all the way from Grouse Creek to Crooked Creek. At the latter locality
there is a dense black basalt whose outlines are partially obliterated by
loose alluvial deposits, but the large detached bowlders and black basaltic
soil help to define its area along the line of the fault. Still farther south,
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in the valley of Snake River, similar basa.lts have broken out. Along Fox
Creek the fault is not so readily traced, owing to the· broad benches of
morainal drift and the occurrence of basic breccia which lie on both sides
of the displacement.
These breccias are well exposed in the more recent cuts along Fox
Creek, and in every way resemble those found on Two Ocean Plateau.
They are andesitic breccias, firmly held together by finer material, generally
colored red from the.oxidation of the ferruginous material. West of Fox
Creek, on the slope of Big Game Ridge, is an outcrop of rhyolite, interesting
fi·om the fact of its being the most easterly exposure of that rock west of
Two Ocean Plateau. This rhyolite.is evidently a remnant of a much larger
body of i)urplish-gray, normal rock, like most of th_at seen on Flat Mountain.
It disintegrates readily into rhyolitic gravel, in rather strong contrast to the
weathered and crumbling sandstone.
Along Mink Creek the fault contact between the Cretaceous and Carboniferous is strikingly shown, a great thickness of both rocks being well
developed, Mink Creek having cut deeply into the Madison limestone.
Pacific Creek below Mink Creek also marks the fault line until it passes
beyond the limits of the mapped area.
Pacific creek.-This stream, which has its source along the continental
divide, has cut for itself a broad channel on both sides of the older valley.
The breccias have been worn away, exposing a body several hundred feet
in thickness of light-colored crystalline limestone, characteristic of the upper
members of the Madison limestone. The upper beds are highly siliceous
and may possibly belong to the Quadrant quartzites, although no suchheavy
masses of siliceous beds were recognized as to warrant a reference to the
overlying formation. ·An anticline in the limestone crosses Pacific Creek
in a northwest-southeast direction, the beds dipping steeply on both sides
of the fold. In the valley the limestone lies nearly horizontal.
·According to Prof. J.P. Iddings, both the Teton and the Ellis formations
are 'veil exposed, overlying the Madison limestone, just south of the limits
of the area mapped. The red beds have a development fully 600 feet in
thickness, and are followed by a gray limestone can-ying a bed of white
gypsum 5 feet in thickness. Overlying the latter comes a gray fissile limestone, followed by massive beds of limestone characterized by an abundance
of fossils. From these beds were collected the following species, which
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definitely determine their age as belonging to the Ellis formation: Camptonectes · platessiformis, C. pe1·tenuistriatus; C. bellistriat?ts, Cyp1·ina 1.ddingsi,
Neritina wyomingensis.

·Both the red beds of the 1.,eton and the limestones and sandstones of
the Ellis dip steeply down the mountain sides, and are exposed along Pacific
Creek below the mouth of Mink Creek. Here they are abruptly cut off by
the Snake River fault. On both sides of Pacific Creek the limestone bluffs
are covered by the basic breccias.
Mink creek.-Undoubtedly the light-colored limestones exposed by the
deep trench cut by Mink Creek are connected with those of Pacific Creek,
the continuity at the smface being broken by andesitic breccias. All along
Min~ Creek the abrupt walls of light-colored Madison limestone are overlain by the somber breccias; the latter, extending to the top of the plateau,
afford a most impressive view. On the divide between Fox and Mink
creeks the limestone is well shown along the fault just southeast of the
small lake indicated on the ·map. Lithologically the beds. resemble the
upper members of the Madison limestone, passing into coarse cry::;ta.lline
beds of reddish limestone, characteristic of the summit of the formation.
Near the top of the ridge the li_mestones yielded well-preserved specimens
of Spirije1· cent1·o?zatus, which has, however, a wide geographical distribution
and an extended vertical range throughout the Madison Hmestone.
· Immediately north of the small lake just mentioned rises a bold and
isolated hill 100 feet in height and one-half mile in length, in striking
contrast to the surrounding country. It is formed of light-colored pyroxeneandesite, which in its general aspect possesses a remarkable resemblance to
rhyolite. The top of the hill is smooth and polished a.nd beautifully
·glaciated, and the flat-topped summit is marked by long parallel furrows
frequently 20 inches in width and a foot deep, the result of ice movement.
In the cavities of the porous rock Profesf':or Iddings has determined the
presence of trid ymite.
As already mentioned, the Madison limestone and Teton formation are
exposed along the· west base of Two Ocean Plateau. The sedimentary
rocks come to the surface from beneath the breccias along the edge of
the plateau in the deeply eroded valley of Plateau Falls. Thence they
stretch northward in an unbroken line for nearly 10 miles, finally disappearing beneath the ·plateau breccias north of Grouse Creek. In the
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lateral valley of Plateau Falls the upper members of the Madison limestone
are ivell developed, exposing a thickness of nearly 400 feet of beds. They
have yielded 01·thothetes injlata, found throughout the Madison limestone,
and Eudothy1·a baileyi var. wave1·lyensis, as yet known only in the t-ipper
beds. On a low conical hill in the middle of the valley similar limestones,
cari·ying the same fossils, occur nearly horizontal, but northward they dip
· to the east and north. They pass beneath the cherty limestones and red
beds of the Teton formation, which northward are also exposed along the
west base of Two Ocean Plateau, the su~mit being capped by breccias.
Near Crooked Creek the Madison limestone again conies in, inclined southward, with the Teton beds apparently lying within a syncline of the
. Carboniferous beds.
Between Crooked and Sickle creeks a prominent bold· bluff of limestone, facing westward, shows several hundred feet of Madison, which still
farther north passes by gradua.l transition into siliceous limestones and
quartzites. According to Mr. W. H. Weed, the latter beds belong to the
overlying Quadrant quartzite. This long strip of partially exposed sedimentary strata indicates much folding and faulting, and in places excessive
compi·ession of strata. .Geologica.lly it is o~· much interest, as it is probably
a remnant of an old mountain range, now for the. most 'part submerged
beneath a vast pile of volcanic ~jectamenta., which, resting upon the uneven
surfaces of the sedimentary beds, caps their highest summits and stretclies
eastward for 50 miles acros,s Two Ocean Plateau and the Absaroka Range.
Bluish-gray limestones again appear from beneath the breccias upon the
east side of the Absaroka Range, in a high bluff near the mouth of Stinkingwater Canyon, carrying Seminula humilis, Spi1·ijer S~£battenuatu.-s, Spi1·ije1·
'rhey m~rk the limestone as being a part of
str·iat~£8 va.r. 1nadisonensis.
the Madison formation, which comes out from beneath the breccias on both
sides of the volcanic plateau.
TWO OCEAN PLATEAU.

Two Ocean Plateau forms the most western outlier 6f the massive beds
of agglomerates that go to make up the Absaroka Range .. It presents an
imposing_ pile of volcanic ejectamenta, rising lO,OOD feet aboye se;:t level
in it~ most elevated portions. The highest portions lie to the eastward,
with a gentle dip toward the submerged range which rises here and there
above the plateau along the east side of the Snake fault. The plateau
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stands out r.s a prominent ar~d somewhat isolated physical feature, separated from the .A:bsarokas by the wide, fiat valley of the upper Yellowstone,
and sharply defined on the north by the broad sheet of water knovm as
Y ellov,rstone Lake. The continental divide crosses the summit of the
plateau with a riortheast-soli.thwest course, sending its \'iraters either to the
YellO\VStone and the Atlantic or the Snake and the Pacific. Owing to its
broad mass and great elevation the snows 6f -vvinter accumulate upon it to
great depths, and the rains of summer furnish an abundant water supply.
Numerous streams leaving the plateau have trenched deep, narro1v lateral
canyons into the pile of breccias, which, ''vith steep mural faces, drop
abruptly for 2,000 feet to Yellowstone H.iver.
The plateau presents a comparatively uniform mass -of basic breccia
throughout its entire length, from rr,vo Ocean Pass, which clefine8 its
southem limit, northward to Y ello\'vstone Lake. Andesitic and basaltic
fragments, more or less firmly compacted together by fine cementing material, make up the greater part of the mass. In most respects it is qi.1ite like
the basic breccias described elseYvhere as occurring aU along the west slopes
of the Absarokas. Exceptionally fine exposures of the mass are sho·wn in the
abrupt escarpments along the upper Yellowstone all the way from Atlantic
Creek northward to Badger Creek. Seen westward aeross Yellowstone
Valley these walls are specially impressive, and are easily studied along
the cliffs of Falcon and Lynx creeks. Interbedded in the breccias are
occasional fimvs of compact ba,salt, lying in beds one abGve another. They
usually rest upon an irregular, uneven surface of the breccia., and, from
evidences of weathering observed in the disintegrating breccias, indicate
clearly that these basalts wei·e poured out over a surface exposed to atmospheric agencies for a long period of time. The v~.rying thickness of the
basalts, their thickening and thinning, and their entire absence over extended
areas prove how irregular and intermittent were the overflo,vs. They are
by no means so thick or so persistent as the basalt sheets observed in the
earlier basic breccias in the main portion of the ra.rige. The heaviest
developments of these interbedded floi'VS a.re seen in the southern ·end
.of the plateau, but they seldom attain a thickness of 100 feet, and in
such instances are made up of a series of individual flows not al 'vays
continuous.
\Vhile the great body of basic breccia consists of .coarse angular
fragments, with here and there basaltic bowlders measunng 2 feet in
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diameter, beds composed of well-worn and rounded material are frequently
observed. It is evident that this latter material is -vvater-laid, and h1 great
part assorted by the action of running streams. :Much of this material is
sanely, consisting of volcanic gravel deposited under water. It is also
evident that all this material is volcanic in nature and derived from still
higher sources. These water-laid beds are covered by flows of agglomerate
and coarse unaltered breccias derived from explosive action. No dikes
were observed cutti11g the Two Ocean Plateau breccias.
The mass of Two Ocean Plateau, while apparently horizontal as seen
almost anywhere frorn a distance, has a gentle inclination to the north, averaging, however, not more than 3°. It seems probable that the entire
plateau has suffered from a slight tilting of the mass. Evidence of such
movement may be seen throughout the Absarokas. It would seem that
the flow of the coarse brecciated mass at the time of its ejection 1vas from
the eastward, but that a subsequent orographic movement was at right
angles to it, the mass being tilted northward, clue to the intrusion of masses
of granite-porp hyry to the southwest.
The east <:tnd west sides of Tvi 0 Ocean Plateau are sharply contrasted
in the lateral trenches which cut the plateau body. Along the Yellowstone Va.lley they expose masses of breccia 2,000 feet in thickness l'vithout
cutting through the upper basic breccias, while on the west side, only a few
miles across, the walls of the plateau show but a thin covering of breccia,
with the Paleozoic and Mesozoic strata lying beneath them. The border
line between the sedimentary beds and the breccias follows a sinuous course,
with tongues of breccia penetrating into the underlying bodies. One of
these tongues is well shown near the junction of :Mink and Pacific creeks,
where a fine exposure of breccia occurs on the north side of Pacific Creek,
while higher up Mink Creek the blue limestones of the Madison formation
stand out, capped by the more somber breccias.
Between the brecciated mass of Two Ocean Plateau and that lying to
the westward at the base of :Mount Hancock and along Coulter Creek, there
is oile marked difference in mode of occurrence. The former shows evidences of material having been transpoi'ted for a c<:msiderable distance,
whHe at the latter locality there is every indication that the source of
material thrown out was near its present position, with every evidence of
explosive acti011 along a line of profound faulting having an approximate ly
north-south trend.
7

CHAPTER VI.
GEOLOGY OF THE SOUTHERN END OF THE SNO"WY RANGE.
By \V.ALTER

HARVEY

\V EED.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

The northeastern part of the Yello,vstone Park embraces a. small' portion of the great range of mountains which extend northward to the lowlands of the Yellowstone River, a chain known as the Snmvy Range.
Within the limits of the Park only tbe extreme southern end of t1~e ra.nge
occurs, the much accidented and rugged country to the southeast connecting these mountains 1vith the northern part of the eastern mountain
range of the Park. The eroded sedimentary rocks of this area are continued beneath the great accumulations of volcanic materials which have
been heaped up to form the Absaroka Range.
The Snowy Mountains constitute the 1vestern portion of a high mountainous tract which :includes the great peaks of the Beartooth Range, the
highest mountains of :Montana. This mountainous area is terminated on
the west by the broad mountain valley of the Y ello·wstone River, the
region being divided by the deep valley of the Bowlcler River into two
parts, of which the ·westernmost, betvireEm the Bowlder and Yellowstone
valleys, forms the Snowy Range proper. The general structure of this
entire mountain tract is that of a broad anticlinal uplift, the central portion
. of 1vhich has been denuded of its former covering of sedimentary rocks
and variously modi:fied by faulting, especially at the southvi'e.stern end, near
the Y ellmvstone Park. The greater part of the region shows the core of
. crystalline schists, gneisses, and granite which form the central plateaus.
The central portion of the mountains is a broad, flat-topped mass, whose
surface constitutes a plateau 10,000 feet above sea level, deeply cu.t by
canyons 3,000 to 4,000 feet deep. Above this plateau the peaks rise a
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thousand or two thousand feet higher. The plateau is glaciated, and ponds
and lakes diYersify the surface, which is almost coinpletely destitute of soil
or vegetation. Along the southern flanks of this crystalline axis the overlying Paleozoic strata dip away from the central mass of Archean rocks.
The a~·ea embraced within the limits of theY ellowstone Park, although
hut a small. part of the range itself, includes a part of the Archean massif.
The schists and gneisses are deeply trenched by streams flowing southward
from the mountains ·and joining the Yellowstone drainage within the Park.
Only s0at.tered ren}.nants of the Paleozoic rocks which formerly. covered
the crystalline schists are now found. To the south very greatly eroded
sedimentary masses are now covered by the volcanic breccias.
TOPOGRAPHY.

·The topography of that portion of the Snowy Mountains included
within the mapped area presents a variety of configuration, due primarily
to the nature of the rock masses. For the purposes of the present discussion the southern. limit of the range may be regarded as defined by the
Yellowstone River, .its eastern fork, Lamar· River, and the eastern branch
of the latter stream, known as Soda· Butte Creek. vYit.hin the triangular area
thus hlClosed we have, to the south, the sharp volcanic summits of Druid and
· Bison peaks and the long, narrow crest of Baronet Peak. To the north and
west broad, gently sloping sl.unmits extend southward and break abruptly
in steep slopes and limestone cliffs to the valleys of the streams that drain
the ·region. The ·principal drainage of this area is that of Slough Creek
and its tdbutary, Buffalo Creek. The former stream, heading in the glacial
amphitheaters of the rugged peak known as Haystack Mountain, flows in a ·
southwesterly direction through a wide and generally open valley whose sides
expose excellent sections of the mountairt-forrning rocks. The ·topographic
peculiarities of the streain·inclicate that it is of considerable antiquity. The
present valley bottom is deeply filled with alluvium, apparently the result
of the damming of the stream in glacial times and the formation of a lake
above the narrow canyon whjch it has cut-through Archean gneisses. to join
Buffalo Creek. The latter stream has, within the. limits gf the area mapped,
cut a valleyin Archean .gneisses, the gently dipping sedimentary beds
whic:IJ. occur upon the fiat plateau summits on either side being far above
its p1'esent channel.
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The va1ley of La~11ar River, which terminates the range on this side,
is of even greater antiquity, and, as will be shown in Part I, it was
once the principal drainage of this entire region. Isolated patche(, of
the sedimentary rocks occur in the lo,ver part of the valley, where denudation has removed their covering of· volcanic breccias. Soda Butte Creek,
which has been assumed to represent the southeastern boundary of the
Sno1vy Range, presents one of the most impressive mountain valleys to be
found ·within the limits of the Park. The illustration (Pl. XXVI) of
Baronet Peak shovi'S the general ·character of this valley and the rugged
aspect of the high peaks which tmver above. it on either side. Farther up
the stream, at the confluence of Pebble Creek, the sedimentary rocks occur
in the valley bottom. Above this, in the upper valley near the mining
settlement of Cook City, the valley 1valls present bold lin~estone cliffs, over
which numerous streams, draining the higher volcanic slopes, fall in a
succession of casc<".Ldes that are of great beauty. rrhe 1vhite cliffs of sedimentary rocks stand out in bold relief from the somber volcanic slopes, and
their steep walls, presenting an unbroken cliff often extending for miles
along the sides of the valley, offer few opportunities of ascent.
SEDil\1EN'l'ARY H.OCH:S.

Any attempt·to describe the sedimentary rocks of that small portion of
the Snowy Range found within the limits of the Park must be at best a
fragmentary sketch of the Snoviry Range itself. Of the sedimenta,ry series,
only the Paleozoic rocks occur vvithin the limits of this area, nor do these
rocks present any very marked differences from those of the same age
occurring in the other ranges of the region. rrhe lowest beds exposed are
those of the Flathead formation. Above these the Gallatin limestones,
which are, within this region, so frequently seen in long lines of cliffs, are
well exposed and cover considerable areas. The Silurian, knovm within
this region as· the J eff~rson formation, presents the best differentiation of
this horizon found within the limits of the Pm·k. Above these shallowvirater deposits ·are the massive limestones and thinly bedded shales of the
Three Forks formation, in which Devonian fossils have been found. The
highest sedimentary rocks which occur within this regwn are those of
the Madison limestone.
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The sedimentary series everywhere presents undoubted evidence of
great erosion following the uplift of the range, antedating the extravasation
of the volcanic rocks which now so generally mantle it. That this period
of denudation was long is indicated by .the profound gorges which were
cut in the rocks and carved deeply into the underl ying schists. The
Mesozoic beds, if present, were entirely removed, and no trace of them
has been found within this area or in its immediate proximity. It is
further evidence of the long period of uplift and erosion which followed
the deposition of the Laramie. 1
The following table ·presents a generalized section of the sedimentary
formations of the region.
Snowy llfounta in section.
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BUFFA LO PLATE AU.

This flat-topped momitain tract, lying between Hellroaring and Buffalo
'creeks, together with adjacent areas across these streams, constitute8 the
true southern termination of the Snowy Range. The plateau is of gneiss,
on which remnants of sedimentary rocks now form the highest points. The
gneiss presents considerable variety, but consists usually of feldspathic
forms, and shows a well-defined lamination toward the east. The smface
is glaciated, smooth ice-worn bosses and striated smfaces being commo~,
H. Weed: Bnll.
The Laro.mie and the overlyin g Livingst on formatio n in Montana , by W.
Geol. Survey No. 105, Washing ton, 1893.
1
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while the southwestern slopes m·e largely covered by moraina.l drift.
\Vithin the limits of the Park the gneiss forms the west side of the plateau
to '~rithin 100 feet of the top, where it is overla.in by a horizontal bed of
indurated sandstone, which is undoubtecllv the basal bed. of the Flathead.
formation. The rock is mottled with red and white streaks and layers, -a.nd
resembles the beds exposed on the southwestern flank of Bison Pea.k.
The exposure is 100 feet thick, 50 feet of which is vertical cliff. · The top
of the· plateau is generally covered with a growth of pine, but 1vhere the
sandstone prevails the surface is open and grassy and. in strong contrast
to the gneissic areas. The summit of the plateau rises graclmtlly to the
east to a high ridge, trending north. About 100 feet above the quartzite a
thinly bedded. mottled limestone occurs, the rocks being horizontal. This
rock closely resemb1es the limestones found in the va11ey of Soda Butte
and Slough creeks. The high point (9,100 feet) on this plateau, which
lies just within the Park line, is formed of massive limestone that weathers
with a very rough surface and shovvs a. few fossils 1vhich prove tha.t the
beds belong to the Three Forks formation. 1.'wo hundred feet below
this summit a massive-bedded, coarsely mottled, dark-gray limestone
occurs, the strata forming the base of the Gallatin limestone a.ud having a
dip of 3° E. These bvo prominent beds of massive limestone a.re readily
recognizable horizons, which are as prominent in the SnO\vy Range as
they are in the Gallatin Mountains. The extreme erosion of the old land
surface before the deposition of the volcanic breccias and the Cambrian
rocks is well illustrated in this area. Basic breccias rest upon the various
beds just noted and also upon the gneiss, and in the valleys and lo·wer
slopes at the south end of Buffalo Plateau the volcanic rocks fill hollows in
the greatly eroded smface.
.J

•

LAMAR VALT_,EY.
'

The valley of L·amar River, which appears to be one of the most ancient
drainage ways of the Park, is cut through a variety of rocks, most of which
are volcanic. The gneissic rocks are exposed on the south flanks of Speci·men Ridge and are cut through by the river and by its tributary, Slough
Creek. On the west the gneiss forms rough and rugged slopes, but near
Crystal Creek the rounded bosses of the summit slope gently to the
southeast and pass beneath the adjacent rocks. On the south side of Lamar
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River the gneiss is overlain by a remnant of the limestones that once covered it. The rock sequence of Cambrian and higher rocks has not been
recognized, ancl it is probable that a fault exists between the exposures of
the gneiss a.nd of the limestone, for the latter carries poorly preserved fossils
of Carboniferous types, the beds clipping gently to the southeast at 5° and
forming lo>v rounded knolls near the wagon road. 'l'hese limestones are
somewhat crystalline, have but indistinct bedding, and differ quite materially from the Paleozoic strata seen elsewhere in the vicinity. A thickness
of between 200 and 300 feet is exposed in an area whose boundaries can
not be closely defined ovving to the overlapping· rhyolite sheet a.ncl the pre- .
vailing mantle of drift, but the sedimentary rocks certainly cover the high
ground ea.st of the wagon road.
North of Lamar River the western slopes of Bison Peak shmv ·wellbedded, clark-colored basic volcanic breccias, separated from the gneissic
hill lying between Slough Creek and Lamar River by a well-marked depressi?n which defines the boundary line between the two rocks. The gneiss
is overlain at the highest point on this boundary line by a bed of quartzite,
which is of the usual pink and white va.riety, dipping 5° S., the strike
being N. 12° \V. 'This quartzite makes a cliff 25 to 40 feet high, that
rises abruptly above the lakelet found upon the divide. The rock is generally somewhat fissile, well bedded, and of the normal character of the
Flathead quartzite.
SLOUGH CREEIL

The valley of Slough Creek above the confluence of Buffalo Creek
presents the picturesque scenery characteristic of this part of the Snowy
Range. The broad meadow lands which cover the valley bottom a.reflankecl
by gentle slopes, with scatterecl groves of aspen and pine, above which are
the bold cliffs of white limestone that separate the lower slopes from the
crags of somber-colored breccias which.form the upper part and summit of
the mountains .. This valley presents the best exposures of the lower Paleozoic serjes to be found in this part ()f the Park, and the general section of
the sedimentary rocks of the range which has just been given is compiled
from observations made in this valley and in the cliffs of the neighboring
valley of Soda Butte Creek.
In the lower end. of Slough Creek Valley the slopes on either side.
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·present sharply contrastilig geological conditions. On the north Archean
gneisses prevail, and the sedimentary rocks 1vhich are present fa.rther up
the valley are here entirely absent. The gneisses form bold but smooth
aLld glaciated exposures, extending clown to the valley floor a:ncl showing
in abrupt hillocks and knolls, rising like islands above the meadows. The
Archean rocks present evidence of glaciation 1vhose movement was from
the northeast, and the present topography is eminently gla.ciated. On the
opposite side ·of the valley the sedimentary rocks outcrop along the foot
slopes of Bison Peak and extend continuously along the valley v,rall to the
Park boundary. The thinly bedded shales and limestones of the Flathead
series forni gentle slopes, whose covering of soil a.ncl vegetation generally
obscures the rocks. The Flathead quartzite is not seen here, the bed being
completely concealed beneath the alluvial bottom land.
The lo1ver slopes of Bison Peak below Plateau Creek show ledges of
a mottled, heavy-bedde d, massive limestone exposed in cliffs 75 to 100
feet hig·h, the summits of the beds forming flat-topped benches sloping
g·ently to the south. North of Plateau Creek the limestones extend clown
to the valley bottom, and are well exposed on the slopes to the ea.st, bench
upon bench of limestone showing on the slopes, with continuous bluffs
which are extremely diffieult to cross in ascending the moll,ntain. The beds
have a strike of N. 60° E. and dip 5° S., the highest ledges exposed being
foun~l at an elevation of 6,400 feet, where the breccias rest upon them.
These limestones were traced along the mountain flanks as far north as
Elk Tongue Creek. This stream has cut along the contact between the
breccias. and the limestones, and the exposure gives additional evidence
of the rugged nature of the country at the time the volcanic breccias were
laid down. The lower rocks exposed are thinly bedded limestones carrying
Middle Cambrian fossils, and the rocks are covered by groves of aspen and
grassy slopes whose character is readily recognized as differing from that
of the breccia slopes above them.
The most conspicuous exposures of the sedimentary rocks are those on
the northern side of this valley, near its upper end, where the limestones
form cliffs which extend along the valley slopes for many miles to the
~lorthwiJ,rd. The lowest exposures are thinly bedded limestones, lig·ht gray
in color, with yellowish. mottlings, and lithologically similar to the Flathead lim~stones seen elsewhere. These strata make steep slopes which are.
l\WN xxxn, PT n--14
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terraced, the floor of each bench being the bedding plane of the stratum ·
below. These· limestones are capped by a thick bed that is the mottled
limestone forming the base of the Gallatin formation. This bed is n.bout
200 feet thick, and from the meadow lands of the valley it can be seen
as a persistent cliff that is a readily recognizable horizon, and forms an
almost impassable barrier in the ascent of the slopes. It is overlain by less
massive limestones, capped ·by basic volcanic breccias. The irregularity
of the surface upon which these breccias were deposited is beautifully
illustrated by the exposures seen in this escarpment. The face of the cliff
shows the massive bed of mottled limestone, with a deep indentation that is
clearly a eross section of an old drainage way filled by volcanic breccias
which are now firmly indurated. The top of the mottled limestone bed
forms a broad and distinctive bench ·which extends along the slopes. Above
this bench the thinly bedded limestones are seldom seen, and thoi1gh the
slopes are terraced and are open and grass covered, no good exposures are
found, owing to the abundance of rounded a.ndesitic drift from reassorted
breccia beds which cover the summit of the plateau.
At the upper end of the Slough Creek Valley the mountains close in
and the stream flows through a gorge cut in Archean gneiss and massive
igneous rocks. At one point the stream forms a picturesque watelfa11 in
which the water, cutting along joint planes ·of the rock, is separated into
two cascades, given the name of Twin Falls. Above this canyon is the
upper mountain valley of Slough C::.·eek, whose bottom is a labyrinth of
beaver ponds, ·sluggish channels, and "villow groves, making the name of
the stream most approp~·iate. 'vVest of the valley the same sedimentary
formations noted are seen in terraced slopes, above which the persistent cliff
of mottled limestone is again present, extending northward to the forking
of the creek, where gneisses and volcmiic breccia replace the sedimentary
rocks. The eastern side of this upper valley of Slough Creek shows no
sedimentary rocks, the dark, heavily timbered slopes rising to sharp craggy
summits of volcanic breccias.
SODA BUTTE CREEK.

Carboniferous limestones are found at the southeastern base of Druid
Peak, and form the valley floor about the hot-spring cone which has given
Soda Butte Creek its name. The rocks are horizontal or but gently tilted
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and belong to the Madison formation. On the north bank of Lamar River,
near the mouth of Soda Butte Creek, there is an exposure of 50 feet of
limestone. The beds are horizontal, from 2 to 4 feet thick, and possess a
peculiarly rough, weathered smface, but so far as observed do not carry
fossils and are not cherty. Another exposure nearer Soda Butte Creek is
· found 200 feet above the river, the most prominent ledge being a fissile
limestone 20 feet thick, carrying variegated chert and Carboniferous fossils.
These beds dip west of south at 10°. These limestones form the low flattopped knolls which are so distinct a topographic feature of the southeast
base of Druid Peak, as they are quite unlike the topography prevailing in
the breccia areas. On the shores of the small lakelet which a landslide of
breccia has formed on the lower slopes of the peak the beds are tilted,
dipping west at 55° and striking north and south, but it is probable that
they have been dislocated by a landslide.
PEBBT..JE CREEK.

Light-gray, massively bedded limestones are exposed at the mouth of
rounded knoll on the south side of the stream.
Pebble Creek, forming
The rocks contain rather scanty fossil remains, which prove that the beds
belong to the Madison formation. These beds also outcrop alollg the north
base of Abiathar Peak, 1,300 feet above the creek lJottom. Pebble Creek
has cut a narrow gorge through the limestone, whose beds form vertical
walls 100 feet high. The strata are nearly horizontal and are exposed for
300 feet above the channel of Soda Butte Creek. Above the mouth of the
stream the valley of Pebble Creek shows heavily wooded slopes, with no
exposures until, near its head, limestone again appears, being exposed on
both sides of the valley beneath a capping of andesitic breccias, as shown
in the accompanying plate (Pl. XXVI). Above the creek on the spur just
outside of the Park boundary occurs a thickness of 800 feet of limestones, the
beds dipping at a low angle to the southwest. 'rhe west base of Baronet
Peak and the ridge of which it is the highest point .show limestones dipping
from 1° to 5° S. On the south side of Pebble Creek, just north of the
iimits of the area mapped, but within the Park, about 100feet lower than the
low saddle that indents the · ridge, occurs a mottled Cambrian limestone
carrying fragments of trilobites, the rocks being nearly horizontal.

a
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For some distance above the mouth of Amphitheatre Creek the valley
of Soda Butte is muTovl', tlie stream flowing through a gorge cut in volcanic
rocks. Its upper course is, hmvever, through a ·broad valley, with flat"
gravelly bottom and with stJ:iking cliffs of limestone appearing on either side.
The limestones exposed at the niouth of Pebble Creek extend up the western
side of the Soda Butte Valley to near the mouth of Amphitheatre Creek,
As no exposures appear on the east side of Soda Butte Creek, it is evident
that the sedimentary rocks \Vere cut away before· the deposition of ~he
volcanic breccias.
An examination was also made of the rocks exposed on the south
slopes of the high limestone mountain that is capped by breccia and lies
north of Soda Butte Creek. The lower slopes of this peak are covered
with large blocks of limestone, the talus from the cliffs above.· The lowest
exposures are of strongly mottled dark-colored limestones, overlain by
limestone conglomerates, with light-gray, chert-bearing, massive-bedded
limestones above. These rocks show an old surface that is quite irregular.
The andesite rests upon a cemented mass of large blocks and fragments of
liinestone. The heavy limestone belt of Soda Butte Creek above this point
is exposed some 500 feet above the stream, the·rock1'l being nem·ly horizontal.
'l,he following sections, made by Professor Iddings, show the sequenee
and character of the sedimentary rocks exposed in this vicinity:
Section of beds on n01:th sir]e of Soda Butte 01·eek.
.

,

Feet.

..
{Gray limestones, carrying fossils and. chert ....................... ·"----..........
.Jefferson·--· White limestones, much crackled and brecciated .......................... ·.......
.
Massively bedded, light-gray limestones, forming cliff .• ~.-- .......................
(No exposure......................................................... ....... ....
Thinly hedded limestones, carrying trilobites....................................
Thinly ])etlded limestones and limestone conglomerates, carrying abundant fossils
near top. ·The limestones are glauconitic, thinly bedded, and weather with.a
yellowish surface; often studded with fossils in relief. • .'... . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
Go.lla.tiu. .. . • Thinly bedded. limestones and much limestone conglo~ern.te. The r.oek is n.
dense light-gray limestone, and the conglomerate is form ell of flat and, very thin
beach pebbles, and the rocks carry trilobites and a. few shell remains at summit
of ex1>osU:re. The conglomerate is intraformational; that is, the pebbles are of
the same limestones ................. __ •. . . . .. . . . • • • . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

. l
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{Trilobite remains occur in a black limestone that is ooliti<', full of dark glaucon)tic
Flat.hea.d. ··• . grains, and is quite characteristic for this horizon. The thickness of limestone
probably does not exceed .100 feet. It is underlain by soft laminated. sha1es ..•. 400
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The foregoing section ''vas observed on the north side of Soda Butte
Oree}z, nea,.r tlw_ forty-fifth meridian, the locality being _a mile we~t of that
just noted. Mottled limestones form the lowest strata. exposed, ·occurring
100 feet above mi exposure of quartz-porphyry. The lo1vest bed is a fissile,
dark-colored limestone, carrying numerous fragments of trilobites and overlain by a massive, dark-colored, mottled limestone, which is the base of the
Gallatin formation, and ·which here forms a cliff fully 100 feet high. This
is the lowest horizon seen on the north side of the creek, but on -the south
there are patches of shale virhich belong to the Flathead formation. Above
the dark, coarsely mottled limestone cliffs are more thinly bedded, gray
limestones and limestone conglomerates. Fossils collected from this horizon are of Cambrian age and ·were obtained GO feet above the top of the
eliff. At 1,050 feet above the stream similar limestones form projecting
ledges, and the rock carries many trilobite spines and a few fossils. rrhe
rocks 50 feet higher up are similar and carry similar fossils and a few crinoid stems, which in this region are not commonly found at this horizon.
A heavy belt of light-gray limestone, weathering with a rough surface and
sho-vving no fossils except crinoid stems, and representiug, it is believed, the
Jefferson formation, occurs at 1,150 feet above the stream. This belt is
about 200 feet thick and is overlain by a white, much brecciated limestone
~tbout 20 feet thick, overlain in turn by gray limestones 5 to 10 feet thick,
carrying traces of fossils and some chert. These limestone beds are nearly
horizontal, although at the west end of the lo_1v saddle betvveen Pebble
Creek and the Soda Butte Valley they dip 30° s·w. 'l'his sudden change
in clip is probably due to intrusive quartz-porphyry that may form a
laccolithic mass under the horizontal beds that occur at the highest point.
Section of beds a.t north base of Abiatl~a1· l?ea,k.
Feet.

' Andesitic breccia, forming summit of mountain.
Madison . . . . { Limestones, ca.rrying Carboniferous fossils ....................................... 150
Massive belt of indurated, gray limestone in which no fossils were found ........ 175
(Beds generally covered by talus from the cliff' above. At the base the ledges arc
fossiliferous and carry an abundance of sh<3ll rema-ins, which are of Devonian
, types. The rock is a fine-grained buff or yellow limestone, varying to a- brown.
Three
Forks.
·
·
.
· )J gray 11mcstonc,
very fi ne1y crys t a 11·me an<1 ca.rrymg
an a b nn d a11ce of fi nc1y s t ri-

I
J

a ted shells .................................................................... 200

l Purplish a.nd reel limestones, thinly bedded a.ncl carrying gastropod remains . . . .•. .

20

·_ {J3:own, earth);, and argilla:eous__ limesto:1e conglomerates ...•........ _······ :-~-- ~
.
Light :wd dark colored, tbmly bedded limestones .........•........ '........... · 200
Jefferson.... Crackl
. 1m1es
.
t ones ......... _.............._.... ·'····., .......•..... , .•..
• e d w 11 Jtc
Massive bed of light-colored limestone, forming pe1sistent cliff ................•.. 200
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Limestone conglomerates and thinly bedded limestones, with trilobite remains .. (

Gallatin.....

M~:s:~: ~~~a~~11d~:~::~~:~. ~~~~~~~. ~i~~~~~~~~ ~~s·e-~~-1~~~- ~~e- ~~-~~- ~~~~~·~~~~~ ~

850

Flathead ...... Shales.

This section was made on the high limestone bluff at the north
base of the north spur of Abiathar Peak. At the northwest base of the
spur the strata dip to the soutlnYest. The dark-colored, coarsely mottled
limestone belt ·which is the base of the Gallatin formation is again exposed,
overlain by finely bedded limestones bearing· trilobites and by limestone
conglomerates. Higher up the slope the massive belt of light-colored
limestone belonging to the J effersou formation ·weathers in an almost
insurmountable cliff extending along the valley vmll for a long distance.
The top of this heel is about 1,000 feet above the creek. It is overlain by
a stratum of broken limestones, followed by light and dark limestone beds
without noticeable fossils up to 200 feet above the gray belt. At this point
a purplish layer carrying gastropods overlies a brmvn earthy and clayey
layer of limest~ne conglomerate with a fossiliferous ledge 20 feet above.
Fossils collec4ed from these beds shovir that it belongs to the Three Forks
formation. The talus slope for 200 feet above these Devonian strata shows
no exposures until we reach the base of a massive limestone about 1,500
feet above the cliff of Jefferson limestone.· The limestones composing this
upper belt are indurated and not fossiliferous, but the strata exposed above
it, at 1,675 feet above the stream, contain numerous fossils. The limestones
extend150 feet higher, 'vhere the eroded smface is overlain by dark-colored
basic breccias.
The limestone bl'...1ffs extend along both sides of the Soda Butte Valley
to Cook City and continue up Republic Creek for 2 miles. Crystalline
schists are exposed on the road 100 feet above the Republic Creek road,
and also on the lower slopes of Mount Hende1;son, the gneiss forming
obscure outcrops. The Flathead shales are exposed hjgher up the slopes,
at 700 feet above the stream bottom. Above them the dark-colored and
mottled Gallatin limestone is exposed, but the rock is much altered and
mineralized. Still highei· on the south slope of Mount Henderson, east of
the road, are altered shales and limestones with hornblende-mica-andesiteporphyry well exposed. The summit of Mount Henderson consists of
heavily bedded mottled limestone, broken through by intrusive rock, which·
cuts across the bedding and also forms intrusive sheets.

CHAPTER VII.
THE DISSECTED VOLCANO OF CRANDALL BASIN, WYOMING.
By

JOSEPH pAXSON IDDINGS.

INTRODUCTION .

The exploration of the country in the northeastern corner of the Yellowstoue Park and immediately east of it led to the discovery of a volcano
so eroded as to expose its internal structure and to permit the connection or
relationship between coarsely crystalline and glassy forms of the same
magmas to be distinctly made out. 1 More or less satisfactory demonstrations of this relationship have been made at different times within the last
twenty-five years, but few of them have been based on occurrences where
the evidences of the fonner existence of a typical volcanic· cone have been
unquestionable.
The classic studies on 1 ' 'rhe secondary rocks of Scotland," 2 by Pro£
John W. Judd, and his memoir "On the ancient volcano of Schemnitz,
Hungary,'' 3 describing the "basal wrecks" of Tertia1~y volcanoes in these
regions, while accepted by many as conclusively demonstrating the contemporaneity of the granular rocks and volcanic lavas at these localities,
failed to convince a large number, who imagined that the observations
might be susceptible of other interpretations.
The dissected volcano of Tahiti, visited in 1839 by James D. Dana, 4 was
considered by him to have been sufficiently eroded to disclose a granular_
core, but there was no opportunity offered at the time of his visit to explore
,Jour. Geol., Vol. I, 1893, p. 606.
Qua.rt. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, Vol. XXX, 1874, pp. 220-302.
3 Idem, Vol. XXXII, 1876, p. 292.
4 United States Exploring Expedition during the years 1838, 1839, 1840; 1841, 1842, under the
command of Charles Wilkes, U.S.N., Vol. X, Geology, by James D. Dana, Philadelphia, 1849.
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the mountain thoroughlyl. The coarsely crystalline bodies of rock noticed
. by Charles Darwin in the Andes, and found by Prof. A. Stelzner m the
andesite lavas of Argentina, lack satisfactory description.
The volcanic center at Electric Peak and SepulchrG Mountain, in the
Y ello,vstone National Pa~·k, described in a previous chapter, 2 furnishes
indisputable evidence of the relationship in question and of its -former
existence as the center of a volcano. Hovi'ever, the geological structure of
this locality doe::; not meet our expectations of what a great volcano should
look like ,vhen deeply eroded. In fact, profound faulting and extensive
erosion have left very little of the original volcanic pile.
But no simpler or more obvious model of the internal arrangem ent of
a great volcano could be \Vished for than that. which is exhibited by the
deeply cut valleys and steep, high ridges that constitute the drainage basin
of Crandall Creek and its immediate vicinity. The coarsely crystalli ne·
gabbros and diorites, with smaller bodies of granite, exposed for a height of
3,000 feet, are plainly seen to have been intruded within a vast accumul ation
of basaltic tuff and scoriaceous breccia, ·which they have metamorphosed.
From this coarsely crystalline mass as center, dikes of fine-grained rock
penetrate the surround ing lavas in all directions, the dike rocks becoming
finer grained rapidly as they leave the once heated core. They form a network of branches which connect the outlying aphanitic and characte ristically
volcanic rocb with the more crystalline dikes near the core, ·which finally
merge into the granular l:,lody of the gabbro and diorite. The 1vhole complex is so intimatel y interwoven that there is not only no possible doubt as
to the relative time of eruption of the glassy basaltic scoria and lavas and
of the gabbro and diorite, but there appears to be no ground for designat ing
a part only of the rocks involved in the complex as volcanic.
GEOLOG ICAL DESCRIP TION.
GENERAL FEATURE S.

The tract of country embraced in the description of the volcano of
CrandaU Basin lies immedia tely e?,st of the northeas tern corner of the
Yellowstone Park, and includes an ar;ea somewhat larger than that drained
1 Also, A dissected volca.nic monntain;
some of its re>elations : Am. ,Jour. Sci., 3tl ..eries, VoL
XXXII, No.190, Oct., 1886.
2 Page 89.
See also The mineral composition and geological occurrence of certain igneous rocks
in the Yellowston e National Park: Bull. Pbilos. Soc. \Vashington , Vol. XI, pp. 191-220; and The
eruptive
rocks of Electric Peak and Sepulchre Mountain, Yellowstone National Park: Twelfth Ann. Rept.
U, S.
Geol. Survey, Part; I, 1891, pp. 569-664.
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·by Crandall Creek, extending a· short ·distance into the Park. It -is defined
by.the accompanying map (Pl. XXVII). · The area of volcanic rocks here
.represented. is but a· small portion of the great belt of igneous material
that forms the mountains of the· Absaroka Range, which sttetches along the
eastern margin of the Yellowstone Park from the Bowlder Plateau on the
north to the Wind River Mountains on the south. The volcano of Crandall
-Basin is one of a chain of volcanic centers situated along the l.wrthern and
eastern border of the Yellowstone Park, which are all distinguished by a
greater or less development of radiating dikes, and by a crystalline core,
eroded and exposed to a variable exter1t·. Electric Peak and Sepulchre
Mountain constitute oneof these centers.
Since the volcanic ejectamenta fprming the Absaroka Range -hn,ve
been thrown from numerous centers situated at no great distance from one
another, it would. be impossible to separate the mP,terials which have originated from the .different vents, si_nce they must lutve intermingled; ann. it
would be h1eorrect to assume that any particular area of volcanic rocks
had been derived exclusively from one center of eruption. But since the
material ejected from closely associated vents may be considered to have
come from the same general source, or to belong to a connected series of
eruptions, we may regard the volcanic rocks occurring in the hnmediate
vicinity of a well-marked center of eruption as representing: the various
results of volcanic activity which have existed at that place. rrhe area
embraeed within the limits of the map may not be sufficiently large to
include all of the·material thrown out from the minor centers of eruption,
which, during the period of volcanic activity, must have shifted about 'i'i ithin
the region of Crandall Basin, but it is large enough to furnish data from
which the geological history of this particular volcano may be derive·d.
To understand the geology of so limited an area as that represented
on the·map it will be necessary to explain the general features of the surrounding region. A high and massi've range of AI•chean granite and gneiss
forms the country north of Clark Fork and st~·etches in a northwest-southeast
direction. The river channel is situated within this granitic district, near
·its southern margin. The Paleozoic strata ·which overlie the Archean rocks
have been greatly eroded, leaving an in·egular layer of limestone, which
dips gradually to the southwest. This limestone forms a. cliff along the
south side of Clark Fork and extends for considerable distances up the
7
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valleys of the .streams -emptying into it from the south. It also extends
down the valley of SodR: Butte Creek near to the mouth of Amphitheatre
Creek, and disconnected a,reas of it occur at the mouth of Pebble Creek
and near Soda Butte, as described in the previous chapter. It also forms
the head of Pebble Creek and the valley of Slough Creek, a small portion
of which is shovm in the nortlnvestern corner of the map. The limestone
embraces the Cambrian, Silurian, and Devonian, which attain a thickness
of only 1,800 feet, the strata of the last two periods being very poorly
developed and not exceeding in thickness 400 feet. In most places the
limestone extends up into the Carboniferous. The whole series is very
poor in fossils within the area of the map, and the identification of the
horizons rests on evidences obtained from neighboring sources.
The very irregular form of the eroded surface of the limestone is shown
by the variable heights of the limestone cliffs, which range from 400 to
2,400 feet. The highest ·within the area are in the peak southv;;est of Cook
City, in Hunter Peak, and in the escarpment south of the mouth of Crandall Creek. The extensive erosion which preceded the ejection of the lavas
was subsequent to the orographic movement that involved the coal-bearing
Laramie strata in this region. Upon this greatly eroded surface were
thrown volcanic tuffs and scoria, with occasional streams of lava, until the
accumulation exeeeded in thickness 4,000 feet .. 'l,he breccias were traversed
in various direr.tions by dikes of lava 'i'l'hich filled the crevices made during
the later eruptions.
The close of volcanic activity in the vicinity of Crandall Basin vms
followed by another period of erosion which removed the upper portion of
the volcanic accumulation, leaving over 4,000 feet of it in the form of high
ridges and peaks, with deeply eut valleys bet'iveen. The occurrence of
nearly horizontal layers of massive lava alternating with crudely bedded
tuffs and breccia, which in places are piled one on another to the number
of hventy or more, gives rise to precipitous mountains, which are quite
inaccessible from most points of approach. The highest of these is Index
Peak, whose steeple-like summit, 11,700 feet in altitude, has not yet been
scaled. A view of this peak from Clark Fork gives an idea of its sharpness.
(Pl. XXVIII.) Tfle readiness with which the scoriaceous breccia and tuffs
are eroded causes the drainage channels to be narrow and rocky, so that the
valleys traversing this region are h1 general very difficult to travel through.
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After erosion had reduced the breccia country to very near its present
configuration, the region to the soutlnvest was flooded by a.n immense body
of rhyolitic lava. One edge of this rhyolite covered a portion of the
breccias in a thin sheet, remna.nts of iY hich are found in the southwestern
part of the district. They occur in the most unlooked-for places, as, for
instance, at an elevation of 10,000 feet on a narrow spur near the summit
of Saddle l\fountain and at various altitudes over its slopes; also near the
bottom of Cache Creek Valley, where they form a bench behveen the
levels of 7,500 and 8,000 feet. The rhyolite was erupted from a distinctly
differerit center and after the volcano of Crandall Basin had long become
extinct, so that it need not be considered in connection with the history of
this volcano.
After the rhyolite had been in turn· eroded and the valley of La.ma.J.·
River had been cut 500 feet belo·w the surface on which the rhyolite had
flowed, basalt vms again erupted and filled the bottom of the valley. The
source of this eruption has not been discovered. The period of volcanic
activity may be considered as not yet ended, though it is at present confined to such manifestations as are found in geysers, hot springs, and fumaroles, some of which occur withh1 the district under discussion.
The general features of the region having been sketched, the geology of
the volcanic rocks within the area of the map may be taken up and described
in greater detail.
EARLY ACID BRECCIA.

The breccias and lavas covering the country are essentially basaltic,
hut there are remnants of an older breccia 1vhich is acid. The term breccia is used for subaerial accumulations of tuff and scoria and fragments
of rock derived from explosive action, and it will be seen hmv great a proportion of all of the material has been subjected to this kind of action.
The acid breccia is found underlying the basaltic lavas in several localities in the district. It is exposed about Republic Creek, where it is rudely
bedded, the bedding being produced by layers of different mhtures of tuff
and angular fragments. They pitch steeply to the south and pass under
basaltic breccia, y,rhich also is rudely bedded at the bottom, hut becomes
well bedded higher up. The lower layers clip steeply to the south and
southwest, but the upper layers are nearly horizontal. . The acid breccia
is light colored and variegated, a,nd consists of hornblende-mica-andesite
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:mixed with some pyroxene-andesite. It is also expose~ in the valley of
Cache Creek in two places, the larger exposure extending for abci.ut 8 miles.
Here it is light colored and .consists of the same kinds of andesite. It is
indurated and somewhat decomposed, and its smface. indicates that it •vas
eroded before the basaltic breccia was thrown on it. A much smaller body
of hornblende-mica:..andesite-br<;3ccia occurs in t.he heart of the district within
a mile of the center of the volcano. It is at the junction of Closed Creek
and Timber Creek, and rests directly on .limestone, as it also does in the
vicinity of Republic Creek It appears to have been at one time on the
outskirts of the earlier volcanic district, for its lowest portion is co'mposed
of layers of andesitic gravel which were deposited by water. It passes up
into light-colored breccia· of hornblende-mic~vandesite, which carries fragments of Archean rocks. Fragments of gneiss and schist characterize the
early acid breccia wherever it has been found along the northern boundary
of the Yellowstone Park. They have already been mentioned as occurring
in that which forms the base of Sepulchre :Mo;untain, and they occur in that
at the base of the Washburne volca?-0. This ea.rly acid breccia has been
shown by Mr. Hague 1 to belong to the Eocene· period, and to corresponii to
the Fort Union horizon. Throughout the remainder of the district the
basaltic breccia rests directly on the sedimentary strata, or forms the bottom
of the valleys where erosion has not yet cut through them to. the underlying
rocks. It is to he remarked that the basaltic lavas pass under a second
series of acid breccias of hornblende-mica-andesite, which are like the older
ones in mineralogical character. The younger or late. acid breccias form a
considerable part of the Absaroka Range south of Lamar River. Neither
the older nor the younger of these accumulations of. hornblende-micaandesite appears to have been erupted from what we have called the volcano
.of Crandall Basin. This was essentially a· basaltic center, the last eruptions
of which became acid, and in part more basic,· but were of small extent.
BASIC BRECCIA AND FLOWS.

A conception of the magnitude and proportions of this volcano must
.be derived from a study of .the geological structure of the basaltic breccia
and flows-early basic breccia-for nothing 1;emairis to indicate a single
line of· the original ·form of the mountain. In place of a volcanic cone
t Hague, .Arnold, The age of the igneous rocks of the Yellow~tone National Park: .Am. Jour. Sci.,
4th series, Vol. I, 18~6, p. 450.
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thete is a systeni.l of narrow ridges and valleys, three of the deepest val1eys
p·assing through what was the center of the volcano. The arrangement of
the rocks, however, is so marked that there can be no doubt about the location of the cente1; of volcanic activity or of the general nature of the
mountain.
DISTINCTLY BEDDED l3U.ECCI.A..

The ·geologist who approaches the region by \vay of the Lamar River
is impressed with the great masses of almost horizontally bedded breccia
which form the chocolate-brown mountains on either side of Soda Butte
Creek They are finely shown in the panoramic sketch by Prof. vV. H.
Holmes in his report on the geology of the Yellowstone Park, 1 notices of
this portion of the. country being found on pages 44 to 49. rrhe sketch is
as faithful to i1ature as it is. artistic, and it is possible to calculate the point
from which it was made by reference to the map.
The breccias rise from 2,000 to 3,000 feet above the river, and appear
so unif01;mly bedded as to give the impression that they have been waterlaid; but a nearer view shows their ·irregularity and proves their subaerial
deposition. Upon examination the bedding .is found to be crude a1id ill
defined, the layers consisting of tuff with various-sized fragments of scoria
. and compact rock. Between the layers are occasional sheets of massive
lava. In some places the tuffs are quite light colored and are very noticeable among the dark-brown beds. The deposits contain .the stumps and
roots of trees, whose erect position shmvs that they have not been distm;bed
since. they" were buried beneath showers of dust and ·stones. . Their situation at different horizons in the breccia and their large size indicate how
great a time must have elapsed between the explosions which covered the
country with debris in beds from 1 to .3 or more feet in thickness..
A more or Jess distinct and nearly horizontal bedding is characteristic
.
of the breccias forming the mountains west of Cache Creek, i:ncludiug the
i·idge from l\1omit Norris thro"ugh 'rhe Thunderer to the great wall sur:..
rounding A1nphitheatre Creek. The east face of this ridge is shown in
Pl. XXIX, from a photograph which was t~ken from the divide at the head
of Republic Creek. The same breccias form the precipitous ridges on both
.sides of Pebble Creek, and are well exposed in the face of Bm;oliett Peak,
·
·
·
10,300 feet in altitude.
J

Twelfth .A.nn. Rept. U.S. Geol. and Geog. Surv. Terr., Part II, 1883, pp. 1-62.
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The horizontally bedded breccias and lava flows extend eastward across
the head of Cache Creek .to Index Peak and the range of peaks immediately south, but the lower. portion's of these mountains are irregularly
bedded. The upper parts, above 10,000 feet, consist chiefly of basalt flows
resting one upon another, with occasional intercalated layers of breccia.
This is also the case at the summit of the mountains northeast of Amphitheatre Creek, and southward to the summit of Mount Norris.
The ridge between Cache Creek and Crandall Basin, with its western
spurs, is compos'ed of neady horizontally bedded breccias with few lava
flo~s. They carry numei·ous silicified trunks of trees, which are exposed
in a standing position on the western slopes of the Needles. Similarly
bedded breccias exte1id south of Cache Creek across Calfee ·and Miller
creeks, and.form the plateau west of Lamar River and the high mountains
south of its head. Here, .again, in the upper thousand feet massive basalt
flows prevail, forming the top of· the plateau and the upper portion of the
peaks just mentioned. In this vicinity the basalt sheets are plainly seen
to slope gradually to the west and southwest, their highest pr~sent altitude
of about 11,000 feet being found on the summits of Castor and Pollux
peaks. Basalt sheets to the· thickness of 400 feet cap the summit of Saddle
Mountain, at10,400 feet.altitude, where irregularly shaped flo,vs of vesicular
and scoriaceous basalt ilidicate by their position and by the arrangement
of the columnar cracking that they flowed clovn1 an uneven smface, appar.ently a drainage channel,. sloping toward the southwest.
Occasional flows .of massive basalt occur in the lower portions of the
series of basic breccias and tuffs. A notable one is found near its base
over the limestone on Soda Butte Creek and Lamar River, but the great
bulk of 'the lava sheets is at the top of the series. Columnar structure is
common to· all of these· flows except when very thin and scoriaceous, and
they possess· all of the superficial chai·acteristics and variations of smface
flows of basalt. None of those observed in the localities just described.
appear to have been intruded sheets.
CHAOTIC BRECCIA.

In striking contrast to· the almost horizontally bedded breccias and
flows are the chaotic and absolutely orderless accumulations of scoriaceous
breccia which form the mountains and ridges about the head of Lamar
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River and l\1iller Creek and the central portion of Crandall Basin. To one
who has spent much time among the well-bedded breccias of Two Ocean
Plateau a.nd of the greater portion of the Absaroka Range, nothing could
be more noticeable than the difference of structure exhibited by the breccias
in the locality just mentioned. It is to be remarked, hO\vever, that while
this difference is so noticeable in extreme cases, there is no sharp line to be
ill·awn between the different areas in the field, and from the nature of their
origin they often merge into one another.
The most typical exposure of chaotic breccia has become well known
for the grotesqueness of the shapes assumed by the rock when cut by
erosion into pinnacles and buttr~sses. The heterogeneous agglomeration of
. scoria and tuffs with angular masses of various sizes has been carved into
turrets of the most irregular and remarkable shapes, whose dark color n.nd
forbidding aspect suggest to a fanciful imagination goblins and demons,
popularly termed "hoodoos."
The Hoodoo Basin, a.t the southern base of the mountain of the same
name, is the best example of this form of erosion. Other occunences of
this character are found in various localities in the district. Some of the
grotesque pinnacles are shown in l?L XXX, from a photograph t..<tken by
l\1r. Weed. The rocks; though dark chocolate-brown as a whole, often
appear on closer examination to be brilHantly colored and variegated,
ranging from brick red to purple and pink, and being in places bluish and
gre~nish, and also yellow and brown. These colors are characteristic of
the chaotic breccias in a number of localities; as, for example, on the
eastern slope of Parker Peak, on the divide between Miller and Papoose
creeks, and on that east of the head of Lamar River. There is a noticeable
.increase in the number of large masses of rock occuning as fragments h1
. the breccia, which often exceed a diameter of 8 feet, som~ being 20 or
more feet thick. The petrographical character of the rocks forming large
areas of this breccia is more uniform than in the outlying region of wellbedd~d deposits, where fragments with. quite different habits may be found
intenningled. The whole accumulation is, besides, more scoriaceous and
slag-like.
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A still more noticeable feature of the central portion of the district is
the occurrence of dikes which form proininent walls of rock traversing the
country in all directions. They are specially numerous in the region of
c}:taotic' breccia, but are not confined to H. Owing to the importance
attached to the position and trend of the dikes, it has been thought advisable
to describe tliem in ~onsiderable detail, in order to assure the reader that
their location on the map is the result of careful o?servation.
In the southwestern part of the district they are most i1oticeable crossing the spurs at the head of Miller Creek, where they were observed by
Superintendent Norris. They are Ilearly ~11 parallel, and trend· northeast
and southwest, a few having a more westerly direction. Eight of them cut
the slope of the amphitheater at the northern base of Parke!' Peak. They
are from 3 to 8 feet wide, and often rise· from. 3 to 15 or 20 feet above the
ground. They are nearly vertical and parallel, almost straight, with slight
curves and sometimes sharp bends, and may be traced by the. eye across
the spurs in a north-northeasterly direction. The long spur south of the
branch of Miller Creek is crossed by several dikes having a northeast trend.
They consist of the same kinds of rock as two dikes cutting the summit of
Saddle Mountain, which also have the same trend a.nd appear to be continuations of these dikes.
Hoodoo Mountain and the ridge between Lamar River and Timber
Creek are traversed by numerous dikes, some of which trend about N. 10°
W. and N., and others S. 30° E. and SE. Most of these dikes are from 3
to 8 feet wide.
Proceeding. from Hoodoo Mountain northwest and north, one finds
that the divide between Miller and Timber creeks is cut by dikes trending
northeast; and the high ri.dge through Indian Peak, and the Peak itself,
are traversed by dikes trending N. 30° E. and N; 20° E. In this peak, as
at Saddle Mountain, the dikes cut the massive flows of basalt, which were
therefore some distance beneath the surface of the volcano when the dikes
were injected. "
The valley of Timber Creek is covered with a heaYy growth of pines
and :firs, which obscures the geology and prevents the location of dikes
except by closer ·study than there was opport~nity to bestow on it. But
the long narrow ridge north of this branch is bare of timber on its crest,
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and is deeply furrowed by lateral gulches with rocky spurs, vd10se upper
slopes are thinly clad. The geological structure of this ridge is specially .
sig1iificant and was carefully studied. The brec.da. composing it at its
southern base ·is basaltic and scoriaceous, with massive :ftm~rs of vesicular
basalt of the same petrographical habit. On one of its southern spurs,
about 9~ miles from its eastern end,·a. number of dikesltrend N. 70° E.
Near.the top of the ridge two trend N. 80° E., and one trends ea.st. They
vary in width from 18 inches to 8 feet A nmTow dike near the top trends
s. 10° E.
. On the crest of the ridge, a.bout a mile .and a. half from its Vi'estern
end, there is a light-gray indurated tuff, in places containing small fragments of rock and carrying some plant remains. 'I'he northern face of the
ridge at this point" is an almost vertical precipice, exposing breccia without
a trace of bedding, utterly chaotic, slaggy, and scoriaceous, .containing large
fragments of massive basalt. In some pla.ces it is composed of small m~gular
fragments; in others it is brightly colored, and is cut by dikes 'vhich trend
a little north of east, very nearly parallel to the crest of the ridge. ·
About a· mile east of this point the breccia consists of vesiculnr basalt,
with very large feldspar phenocrysts. Some masses of this rock are 20
feet in diameter. Near this a.n amphitheater on the nmth side of the ridge
exposes alte111ating layers of breccia and lava flows, havii1g a rather steep
dip to· the southeast. They appear to have been part of a. small cone at
one time. This part of the ridge is cut by dikes trending a little north of
east, and also by a broad dike, ~ 0 feet wide, trending north mu.l south, 'vith
a steep hade to the west. Farther east on the crest of the ridge the breccia.
becomes indurated and weathers into small fragments. It continues to be
indurated eastward as far a.s explored. It is traversed by dikes trendi.ng
N. 50°. E., and by one dike, 18 feet wide, running S. 85° E. Farther east
there are other dikes cutting the ridge in a northeasterly direction and·
· trending toward the two deep gulches on. Hurricane JH.:esa., on the northern
side of Closed Creek branch of Crandall Creek. Some of the dikes are
. narrow, but several are quite large, ·one being 10 feet and another 18 f~et
wide. Al6ng the portion of the ridge explored by the vn-iter, a distance
of about 4 miles, there are 31 dikes; of these 26 are basalt and 5 are
hornblende-mica-andesite. 'rhey are not uniformly distributed along the
crest of the ridge, but occur in groups of from 3 to 8,. the largest groups
MON XXXII, PT II--15
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being situated at the east. Besides these dikes others were observed at the
eastern end of the ridge, and 6 or 7 were found by Mr. \i\Teed at the 1•vestern
end, making over 40 in all.
From the distribution and trend of these dikes it is evident that they
radiate from that portion of Hurricane Mesa which is situated between the
deep gulches just. alluded to. · The dikes are not absolutely straight, but
trend in genere1.l toward this spot. They are more numerous directly south
of it, vdiere the ridge is nearest to this center, and are less frequent toward
the west, vd1ere the ridge is more remote.
The southern slop~ of the ddge north of Timber Creek is traversed
by dikes of the same kinds of rocks as those occurring on the crest, and
having similar trends 1 leaving no doubt that they are continuations of the
same dikes. The breccia cut by these dikes is indurated where they are
close. together. . It is to he remarked tha.t all pa1-to of the country in this
vicinity ·which were explored were found to be traversed by dikes, but,
owing· to the limited amount of time and the difficulty of traveling, a thorough exploraticn~ of the country was not made, and only those dikes which
were observed, sometimes. from a distance, have been mapped, their probable
.
c01itinuations being indicated by dotted lines.
On the end of the northeastern spur of Indian Peak there are dikes,
some of which trend west of north toward the center on Hurricane M.esa,
while others trend northeast. Dikes trending northeast occur on the ridge
between Papoose and Hoodoo branches of Crandall Creek.
The structure of Hurricane Mesa and the ridge west is clearly seen
from the ridge south of it.. A sketch of it was made from a point on the
11<?1-theast spur of Indian Peak (Pl. XXXI). It shows the ridge with its
eastern table-land, from 10,000 to 10,600 fee1. in altitude, and the western
chain of peaks, reaching heights of from 10,400 to. 10,800 feet; the valley of
Closed Creek, whose bottom has been eroded down to 8,000 and 6,800 feet;
the steep narrow ridge south of the latter, whose high point in the middle
ground is 9,600 feet, and the valley of Timber Creek, with the divide to
Cache Creek, at about 9,500 feet. To the right is the outline of Hunter
Peak, at the mouth of Crandall Creek.
'rhe western head of the vallP-y of Closed Creek, which is the divide
to Cache Creek, consists of horizontally bedded breccia with a slight dip
to the southwest.. It contains a few intercalated flows of basalt and is cut
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by dikes trending east and vvest. The bedded breccias continue eastward
across the saddle to the first pe~k of the ridge west of Hurricane Mesa.
Neat the summit of this peak they are ·cut off and overlain by beds of
.breccia dipping slightly to,vard the east. These beds pass under the massive
rocks which form the upper 600 or 700 feet of the western ha.lf of this ridge.
The massive rocks form nea.rly horizontal sheets capping the peaks of this
part of the ·ridge ·and constituting the top of the fiat eastern half or mesa.
Theyexhibit prismatic cracking, and appear to be sheets of ba.sa.lt intruded
in the breccia. Benea.th them the breccia shows no bedding, and in the
eastern part of the ridge-that is, in the mesa-it is highly indurated and
weathers like massive crystalline rock with long taJus slopes . of smn.ll
fragments.
On the southern side of the head of Closed Creek the bedded breccias
of the Cache Creek divide are cut off near the top of the ridge between
Closed and Timber creeks, and are overlain by chaotic slaggy breccia,
which exhibits a rude bedding, with steep dip to the eastward. Halfwa.y
up the northe1;n slope of the ridge, beneath this point, there . is a la~·ge
irregularly shaped body of massive columnar· rock intruded in the breccia.
Exposures of massive hornblende-mica-andesite were observed by Mr. ·vleed
on the southern side of the ridge opposite to this body..
The southern slope of the ridge west of Hm-ricane Mesa JS traversed
by dikes running east and "\Yest and more or less parallel. As ah·eady
remarked, the eastern half of the ridge is a high table-land, whose top, at
10,200 feet, consists of a horizontal sheet of basalt, 200 to 300 feet thick.
On the south there are steep slopes and spurs, with much slide rock and
little vegetation. On the north are four deep amphitheaters, with precipitous
walls, and high rocky spurs betv1reen them. In the middle of the table-la.nd
on the southern side are two narrow gulches encircling a round-topped spur.
·At the western end of this table-laud dikes are numerous. Across its
southwestern spur there are 11, from 2 to 10 feet wide, trending N. 70° E.
and S. 70° E. At the northvi'estern end of the plateau there ro·e dikes
trending northwest, ''vhich are well exposed in the wall of the amphitheater.
A 10-foot dike follows the ridge along the saddle and cuts the turreted peak
to the northwest. 'rhe dikes also cut _the basalt sheets.. The long spur
north of this end of the plateau is traversed by 18 narrow dikes trending
toward the northwest and converging southeastward toward the round-
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topped spur in the middle .of the platea:u. Small dikes cut the northern
edge of the platen,u and a small spur from it, and trend toward the north'Nest at various ano·les.
Thev can be seen at a distance of 4 or 5 miles
t:>
traversing the country to the north in the same direction, but of course it
is only the largest and most prominent that can be recog·nized in this ·way.
The basalt sheet on top of the plateau is massive and is jointed in
· la.rge rectanguhLr blocks. The walls of the amphitheater appear to consist
of similar massive rock for a. depth of a. thousand feet, but'they are highly
ind m·ated breccia.
The western half of the mesa is cut off by the gulch west of the
roimcf-topped spur, and presents a cliff facing eastwa.rd. This is intersected
by numerous dikes, one of which iH 12 feet wide. The cliff passes south
into the pinnacled spur west of the gulch.
A high and narrow ridge extends around the northern side of the head
of the twin gulches, and consists of massive rock cut by a fe\v dikes trending north. From it a high spur runs towa.rd the northeast. It is composed
·of chaotic breccia, which is somewha.t indurated and is traversed by a
num be1· of dikes trending northeast.
The portion of Hurricane l\1esa east of the twin gulches is less
indurated than . that immediately west, and contains fewer dikes. Its
northern side \vas not explored, but undoubtedly exhibits some dikes.
Across the upper part of the southern slope there is a long' straight dike
trending· south of east; .rmd several others occur lower dovm the slope, and
trend toward the round-topped spur. 'rhe southeastern spurs are traversed
by 10 dikes, which trend toward the northeast and converge toward a point
in the gulch which drains the eastern end of the mesa. Near this point on
the long- eastern spur the breccia is indurated and a large body of finegrained crystalline rock is exposed, 1vhich is probably connected 1vith the
center toward which this group of dikes converge. Near the junction of
Olosecl and Timber creeks a, number of dikes were observed, most of 1vhich
trend toward the northeast. There is a large one trending toward the
round-topped spur. Where the two systems of dikes intersect, the dikes·
from the round-topped spur· are found to be the younger, since they cut
those trending toward the eastern c~nter.
These observations have been plotted on the map in such a manner as
to show where the dikes have been actually found, the dotted lines being
.J
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introduced· to emphasize the structure and indicate where the dikes ·would
have been found if there had been sufficient time to hunt them out. · Slide
rock and forest obscure parts of the country, and parts of it have not been
visited, as the general character of the geology was recogniza.ble ·from n.
distance. From the data obtained there can be no reasonable question as
to the arrangement of the dikes. 'l'he great majority of those in Crandn.ll
Basin radiate from the niidclle of Hurricane :Mesa. A smaller nnmber
radiate from a second center, 3 or 4 miles east of the first.
It was during the study of the district, 1vhich wa.s tra.versed along- much
the same lines as those along- 1•vhich it has just been described, that the
convictio1i forced itself upon the writer that the locality toward which the
majority of dikes converged must have been the center of g-reat volcanic
ac.tivity, and vmuld prove to be the location of what was once the conduit
or throat of an ancient volcano, ai1cl might possibly exhibit rocks representing a coarsely crystalline development of the mag-mas which had filled the
dikes. It vms, consequently, with g-reat expectations that he led his pack
train over the uninviting and even forbiclcli.ng- country clra.ined by Crandall
Creek, from Miller Creek across the densely timbered valley of 'l,imber
Creek, and over the precipitous ridg-e into the bottom of Closed Creek; n.nd
having reached the g-ulches draining the suspected core, it was with great
satisfaction that he found himself surrounded by blocks of gab bros and
diorite of decidedly coarse grain. Here was in reitlity the core of an ancient
volcano, the conduit through which la.va had risen to the surface, from
which it had escaped in lat_era.l fisures throug-h the surrounding- rocks, and
in which it had eventually solidified.
A description of this core necessarily involves a. consideration of the
petrog-raphical character of th8 rocks composing it, which in the ca.se of tl1e.
other rocks of the district ha.s been deferred to a subsequent part of this
chapter; and in order to maintain a log-ic::t.l sequence in the study of a.Ji of
the rocks of this volcano the detailed descript.ion of the graimlar core will
be given in connection 1vith the petrography of the rocks. A general
statement of its character, however, >•vill be in place here.
The round-topped spur between the twin g-ulches, frequently referred
to, consists of granular g-abbro ·which g1;ades into diorite. Gabbro also
forms the bottom of the g-ulches and extends up the flanks of the precipitous
spurs encircling the g-ulches. rl'he greater part of the spur on the west
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a.bove the timber is g<"tbbro, which here attains its highest degree of crystallization. The outline of the gabbro mass is not \7irell defined against the
suiTOl.mding breccias, for several reasons. 'rhe breccias become highly
indurated as they a.pproach the core, and finally appear as dense aphanitic
rock, with jointing planes like those of the finer-grained parts of the m.assive
intnHled rocks, and evidences of their originally brecciated character are
almost obliterated. Moreover, the gabbro becomes finer grained and darker
·eolorecl near the encircling rocks, and in some places is so :fine grained as
to he distinguished with difficulty from the metamorphosed breccia. The
shape of the granular core is very il:regular and indefinite, for it is found
upon investigation that it does not consist. of one continuous body of
.so1icli:fied magma, but is made up of smaller bodies differing in grain and
mode of crystalJization and in mineral composition. Many of tliese bodies
appear as dikes or veins cutting one . another and the larger masses of
gabbro. They penetrate the breccia :=ts dikes of crystalline porphyries,
whose identity with the more distant, finer-grained dj]zes is shovirn by their
mega,c;copica.l habit and mineralogical charaeter. It is evident that ~n the
immediate neighborhood of the heated conduit they cooled at a rate which
permitted them to. assume a higher degree of crystallization than that
a.ssumed by the dikes in the cooler breccias. The transition in grain from
the core outward is mpid, and, owing to the. v:=triability in the size of the
dikes and the differences of crystallization clue to this cause, no definite
ratio of change vms noted.
Returning to the consideration of the distribution of dikes, it is to be
remarked that they <"tbound in the breccias lying north and also east of Crandall Creek In the most easterly mountain of breccia on the map, and on
the northwestern spur of "'Windy Mountain, the breccia of which consists of
basaltic scoria and flows, there are numerous dikes, some of which trend a
little east of south and others a little west of south. rrhe high limestone
escn,rpn1ent north of \Vindy Mountain is cut by many small vertical dikes,

whose black COlor COntrasts Strongly With that of the I'Vhitened limestone
containing them. In different localities in Crandall .Creek where the limestoi1e is cut by dikes it is ''vhitened in the same martner.in the vicinity of the
intruded rock The~e dikes a.lso trend east of south, and it is to be observed
that there \vere no signs of a radiation of dikes within the limestone, but
the dikes appeared to he located along a system of parallel joints.
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No dikes of volcanic rocks were found in the stneiss and bo·ra.nite a.lmw
b
offered
surfaces
g·lacia.ted
smoothly
and
Clark Fork, aJthough the bare
ample opportunity for detecting them if present.
The sti·ucture of the h1gh ridge north of the upper portion of Orandn.11
Creek is s1wwn in the escarpment on its northern side-that is, n.long the
southern side of Clark Fork and of the creek· south of Index Peak. The
basaltic breccias appear to be rudely bedded at various angles andare cut
by numerous dikes. The top of the western end of the ridge, as a.lreacly
stated, consists of twenty or more basalt sheets, 1vhich a.re nea.rly horizonta.l.
"When vie1ved from Hurricane Mesa it appears tha.t the low, rugged peak
about 4 miles north of the gabbro core· consists of rough beds of breccia
dipping steeply eastvmrd. In the middle of the ridge \Vhich is being
described there is a lovi' ~rch of breccia beds that ·a.re rough and irregular.·
Higher up on the peaks to the west the bedding is more regular and clips at
a low angle to the south·west.
At the eastern end of the ridge the breccias resting on the limestone
are traversed by dikes trending S. 10° E. One of speeia.l importance is 3
feet wide and trends S. 25° E. It rises 8 or 10 feet above the surface of
the ground and exhibits horizontal prisms. It "\vill he referred to a.ga.i11 on
account of its composition and of the presence of large crystals of primary
quartz.
The southeastern spur of Index Peak is cut by dikes trending northwest and southeast, and some mor~ northerly. Numerous dikes cut the
northern and northwestern spurs of the sam,e mountain, a.nd a. fe1v· were
observed on the ridges surrounding Republic Creek.
In the neighborhood of Cook City 1ve approach another center of
eruptive action, 1vhich ma.njfests itself in the form of intrusive. sheets
of porphyry that occur within the Cambrian strata. along the valley of
Soda. Butte Creek, and more. especially in the mountains north of Cook
City, just beyond the. limits of the mapped area.. Dikes of similar rocks
cut the breccia of Mount lVGller, one of the peaks of this group of mounta.ins. Several intrusive sheets occur in the limestone south of Cook City,
and are located on the map. 'l'hey include a. dense porphyry, a. finegrained gabbro-porphyry, a.nd hori1hlende-a.nde.:;it.e. A few miles west of
Cook City there a.re two small intrusions of dacite-porphyry.
1..}
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EXTENT OF EROSION.

As already stated, the volcanic ejectamenta I'Vere thrown over the surface of greatly eroded sedimentary rocks. It appears from a study of the
R.djacent reg·ion that an apparently conformable series of deposits from
Cambrian to the Laramie of the Cretaceous had been greatly disloca.ted and
faulted, and in places entirely eroded clown to the crystalEne schists, before
the volcanic lavas of Crandall Basin were erupted, thus representing a period
of great orographic movement and denudation. It becomes equally evident
from a study of some of the area.s of volcanic rocks that, after the earlier of
these rocks were extravasated, both orographic movement and denudation
took place on a grand scale. The region of Electric Peak and Sepulchre
.Mountain exhibits the e~tent of the faulting which eut in two that audesitic
volcano. But in the region of Crandall Basin, ·which seems to have
escaped serious disturbance since the accumulation of the basaltic lava, vi'e.
may discover a measure of the erosion ·which has affected this portion of
the country subsequent to the eompletion of this volcano, which must have
been active in upper l\Iiocene time. 1 However, it should be confessed at
the outset that all such calculations must be of the cruelest and most general
chara.cter.
A consideration of the geological structure ·which has been briefly
sketched, a.ncl which has been indicated on the map and in three vertical
sections across the district ,through the gabbro core, leads to interesti11g conclusions. The profile sections (Pl. XXXII) are clraw1i to natural scale and
exhibit the steepness of some of the n1ountains. The first passes through
the core in a direction N. 24° E., and cuts Pollux, Parker, and Indian
peaks, the narrow ridge south of Hurricane Mesa, and the low hills.north,
ending in the gneiss on Clark. Fork. 1.'he second lies N. 20° 30' . W., passing from the divide betwee1i Ora.nda.ll and Sunlight basins, through the gabbro core and Index Peak, to the gneiss at the head of Soda Butte Creek.
'rhe third passes S. 77° 30 E., from Druid Peak across the valleys of Soda
Butte and Cache creeks, cu~ting the ridge of The Thunderer 'vhere it is
na.rr01vest, and, traversing nearly the whole length of Hurricane Mesa,
passes through the summit of ·windy Mountain.
The chaotic accumulations of scoriaceous breccia. and the occurrences of
steeply clipping beds and lava flows throughout the area of Crandall Basin
1
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and the country south of it show this to have been the scene of great
volcanic activity, which shifted about from place to place, building up and
blowing to 1)ieces cone after cone of moderate proportions.
The uniformly bedded tuffs, breccias, and lava flovl's, which clip at
angles not exceeding 5° and form the mounta,ins >'vest and southvl'est of
Crandall Basin, sho1v Vfith equal clearness th~tt they cover an area. of inaction, ·where the ejectamenta and lava streams rema,ined undisturbed during
their accumulation. 1'he same is true of the nearly horizonta.l beds of lava
and breccia which cap chaotic breccias, as at Index Peak. Sine<? they
began to accumulate the region beneath them must have rema.ined quiet,
however active it had been previously, for they exhibit no evidences of
uphea-\rnl These subaerial deposits and flows must have been derived .from
some neighboring center or centers of eruption. The slope of the lava
flows toward the ''vest and southwest and their petrographical cha.raeter
prove conclusively tha,t they have been erupted and ~jectecl from centers
situated in Crandall Basin. ..While it is evident that the breccia within this
basin a.nd the lo·wer portion of the bedded breccia smTounding it came
from shifting vents,· it. seems necessary to assurne tha,t the l.ava streams
which occupy high positions near the summits of the present mountains
must have fio,ved from still higher vents on the slopes or summit of some
great volcano. The exploration of the regi<;m ha.s led to the discovery
of one large central conduit anc1 a multitude of radiating channels which
extend to distances of from 7 to J 2 miles fi:om the center, besides another
· smaller center.
rrhe great conduit and its .radiating channels belong to a period succeeding that in which the chaotic breccia of Crandall Basin was thrown
out, and to one in 1vhich the volcanic energy had concentrated into one
place, foi· the dikes from this gabbro core traverse the country in nearly
straight lines, and have not been throvm into confusion by the breaking
out of ne1v centers of eruption. They belong, in fact, to the latest phase of
volcanic activity in the district.
The coarsely crystalline character of the rock at the top of the core, .
as it is exposed a.t 10,200 feet, as well as the topography of the country,
makes it clear that very considerable erosion has taken place since the
volcano was active. Hmv great the erosion ma.y have been will appear
when the attempt is made to combine the facts just mentioned and to compare them \vith ·what is known of great volcanoes 1vhich are still active.
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One of the largest and most thoroughly investigate d active volcanoes
is Etna., whose majestic cone rises from the sea to a height of 10,835 feet.
According to the elaborate study of Etna by Sartorius von \iV altershausen,
as completed by von Lasaulx, 1 the central mass and basal portion of this
mountain consist of thick beds of tuff (or breccia) tnwersed by dikes of
massive rock, filHng clefts vvhich are for the most part nearly vertical.
Between the layers of tuff or breccia are sheets of crystalline rock. These
~re pa.rtly connected with thedikes, and have been injected horizontal ly in
the tuff, or they are in part smface flows of lava. The beds in the central
part of the mountain dip as steeply as 29°, and show by their positions and
by the different groups of radiating dikes that the centers of eruption
have been shifted from southeast to northwest. The iower flanks ·of the
volcano are composed of more numerous la;\ra flo·ws, and slope. at angles
of from 2° to 5° .. rrhese lavas have been mostly erupted from lateral or
parasitic cones, the arrangeme nt of which on the surface proves that they
all belong to groups in more or less straight lines which exhibit an exactly
radial direction from the center of eruption- that is, the present crater of
the volcano. In the earlier period of the building of· the mountain, as at
present, fissures were formed from the center outward, radially. These
fissures often lay close together, and were then almost parallel; through
them. the molten lavas rose a~1d formed dikes; and 1vhere they reached the
surface they gave rise to parasitic cones. Modern fissures that are radial
to the present crater are those of 1669, 1792, 1811, 1852, 1S65, 1874, and
1879. ':ehere are many others which are approxima tely ra.dial, and others
exhibiting no such arrangement. The lav~ flows on the flanks of the
volcano have reached the smface through the radial fissures connected with
the central conduit.
The profile of l\1ount Etna along a vertical section through the summit,
from Catania to Randazzo, drawn to natural scale, is shown in Pl. XXXII.
The scale is the same as in the profiles across Crandall Basin-125~000 .
The diameter of the volcano in the direction taken is about 27 miles.
Etna is of very recent age, geologically considered, for its lowest rocks
rest on Diluvial, or Pleistocen,e, deposits, since which period it has piled
up scoria and lava to a height of nearly 11,000 feet.
From the foregoing there appears tq be a close analogy between the
J
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conditions at present existing in the active ba.sa.ltic volcano of Etna. a.nd
those 1vhich probably obtained in the basaltic volca.no of Cntndall Basin.
In the last-named region, as it is now exposed, four-fifths of the volcanic
material is fragmentary ejectainenta, forming subaerial breccias of ftngula.r
pieces of massive and scoriaceous lava l'vith tuff or dust. But in the upper
parts of the outlying mountains massive flows of lava, predomimtte. In the
case of Mount Etna it is knmvn that the central mass, as exposed in the
Val del Bove, is mostly fragn1entary ejectamenta, hut the surface of the "\rolcano consists of lava flmvs to a very great extent.
In Vesuvius there is a cone of much steeper slope, consisting largely
of tuff-breccias, which dip at high angles in the slopes of Monte Somma.
The latest eruptions, which form· the cone of Vesuvius, ha.ve been· quiet
outflows of lava. A meridional profile of Vesuvius on the same scale a,s
th<:tt of Etna is placed under the latter for compa.rison (Pl. XXXII).
It is to be remarked that the subaerial hreccias and tuffs of Monte
Somma, while differing in rnineral and chemical composition from those of
the Crandall district, resemble them most closely in outward appeftrnnce
and in the manner of their agglome1~ation. The subaerial breccias of the
Yello·wstone Park and its vicinity are for the most pm·t more comp:::tct than
those of Monte Somma, but exhibit the sn,me structure. 1\:Iany of them,
however, present the same degree of cohesion and all the characteristics of
recent eje.ctamenta.
The volcanoes of the Hawaiian Islands are said to be the results of
non-explosive eruptive action, very little fi·agmentary material entering into
the construction of the mountains. But it must be borne in mind that the
ce1i.tral portions of the great volcanoes there m·e not exposed and their true
character is not definitel}r known.
Assuming that the volcano I'Yhich must have existed in the region of
Crandall Basin resembled closely the type represel{ted by Etna, and neglecting the erosion which undoubtedly removed material from abo"\re the outlying
peaks of horizontally beddedla,vas, we may gain some ide<:t of the origimtl
form and ·proportions of this volcano by constructing above the profile
sections through ·its center the outline of Etna, as represented in the plate
of sections. Placing the crater of Etna over the center of the dikes of
Crandall Basin (Pl. XXXII), and allm'lring its outer slopes to rest on the summits of the surrounding mountains, we obtain theoretical elevations of the
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Crandall volcano, which, if reckoned from the level of the ancient smface
of the limestone in the neighborhood of the gabbro core, are 13,000, 13,400,
and 13,800 feet. These results are sufficiently close to one another when
it. is noticed that the peaks used as datum P?ints lie in a.n a.rc of 133° ~md
at distances of from 9 to 14 miles from the center-from Index Peak in the
north to Pollux Peak in the south. 1\ioreover, the highest altitude is
obtained by using Pollux Peak as a base of reckoning, and this m~untain
lies within the radius of other volcanic centers near the head of Stinkingwater River, and has probably been built up by lavas from :two great
centers.
A volcano 13,400 feet in elevation with a. radius .of 20 miles "is not so
large as many in existence at the prese1it day. The volcano~s of Hmvaii
a.re familiar examples. Of these, l\1auua Loa, with an altitude of 13,G75
feet, has a ma.ximum radius of about 40 miles and a minimum radius of 20.
1\i:auna Kea, 13; 805 feet in height, has an average radius of 20 miles. 11 hese
estimates, it should be remembered, are taken from the sea line. The
heights of these volcanic piles above their ac.tual base, and the real diameters
of their cones, are not known. The profile of Kea. is shown on the same
scale as that of Etna and has nearly the same ~mtline (Pl. XXXII). A
volcano with the profile of Vesuvius, if as large in diameter as Etna, 'vould
be 5,800 feet higher, or about iG,GOO feet in height.
The conclusion, therefore, that the ancient volcano of Crandall Ba.sin
rose to an elevation of 13;400 feet a.bove the preexisting surface of the
limestone is within reasonable limits, and is probably too low. Upon this
basis vve find that the gabbro core in Hurricane Mesa must have solidified
at ·a distance of 10,000 to 12,000 feet below the level of the ancient crater.
Erosi.on must have removed 10,000 feet from the highest portion of the
volcano to the level of the mountain tops, and 4,000 feet more into the valleys between them, thus' cutting 14,000 feet veitically below what was
once the summit of the volcano. At Index Peak the present topography
shows an erosion of nearly 5,000 feet from the summit of the peak to the
valley of Clark Fork.
The foregoing estimates ''vere based on the assumption that the tops
of the highest mountains of horizontal lava flows had not been materially
affected by e.rosion; hence we must regard the calculated amount of eroRion
as a minimum. There seems to be no way of avoidi1ig this conclusion,
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unless 1ve conceive the last act of vulcanism to have been the greatest and ·
imagine a gigantic explosion to have blown the upper part of the volcano
into the air and to have left no evidence of such a culmination of events.
On the contrary, the evidence furnished by the structure of the granular
core indicates that the last eruptions were feeble, injecting· narrow veins of
rock into the body of the core.
It is to be remembered that the erosion ·which has thus laid bar~ a basal
section of so great a volcano was .accomplished after the accumulation of
thif:l vast pile of lVliocene ~jections and before the extrusion of the immense
flood of 1;hyolitic lava forming the plateau of .the Yellowstone Park. In
the region of Electric Peak and Sepulchre l\fountain there are evidences of
orographic movement accompanying this period of denudation, shown ~n the
profound faulting which cut in two that andesitic ~olcano; but the region
.of Crandall Basin seems to have escaped serious orographic disturbance.
PE'l'ROGRAPHY 01<' THE ROCKS OF 'l'HE DISTRICT.

The extrusive rocks of the volcano of Crandall Basin are in the main
the same as those found iii various parts of the Yellowstone Pa.rk, those
of Sepulchre· Mountain having been desCI~ibed in Chapter III. It will not
be necessary to repeat in detail the characteristics of most of the rocks, but
the petrographical features that are distinctive of this volcano will be fttlly
described.
EARLY ACID BRECCIA.

The early acid breccia consists of small fmgments and dust of
hornblende-mica-andesite, hornblende-andesite, and hornblende-pyroxeneandesite. The microscopical characters are quite normal. The andesites ar~
partly holocrystalline and partly glassy. The structures of the groundmass
are typical· of andesites, and th~ phenocrysts of plagioclase, hornbl~?nde,
biotite, hypersthene, and augite exhibit the usual characteristics. The color
of the hornblende varies from reddish brown and brown to brownish green,
green, and bluish green, and is often strongly pleochroic. In one occurrence there is a little quartz in microscopic phenocrysts. There is a considerable range of composition, and the rocks grade into varieties which are
like the more siliceous andesites of the overlying breccias, a small portion of
which is hornblende-pyroxene-andesite. The3i- also appear to pass upward
into the basic breccias in certain localities, though in ot11ers there are evidences ·of a:a intermission accompanied by erosion.
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BASIC BRECCIA AND LAVA FLOWS.

The basic breccia is, with some exceptions, dark colore~, gray, and
reddish brown, and is as a '~hole basaltic. Variations in mineral composition occur 'vithin. narrO''I; limits, and are most noticeable in the amounts
of olivine and hypersthene. All proportions of olivine exists. According
to the preponderance of one. or the other the rocks may be classed as
basalts or pyroxene-andesites, thougl.1 their other characters remain much
the same. V m1.ous modifications of the rock are mingled in the breccias,
but to a different extent in different localities. In some cases the material Is
very uniform in its habit. Of the specimens collected two-thirds are basalt.
Hornblende-bear ing varieties are extremely rare, and occur in the neighborhood of the early acid breccia.
In most instances the rocks exhibit no large phenocry'sts, but carry a
multitude of minute tabular feldspars and somevirhat larger pyroxenes, 'vith
more or less olivine. There are modifications of the rock-Virhich are more
numerous within the region of chaotic breccia-that carry tabular feldspars
5 to 8 mm. long, and still others with the same form of feldspar 30 mm.
long, the large feldspars being crowded with inclusions. The rocks are
very generally vesicular and scoriaceous, but a part are dense and compact.
In thin sections the groundmass possesses an andesitic habit, and consists
of brown and reel globulitic glass, which is. occasionally colorless, 'vith
microlites of feldspar and grains of pyroxene and magnetite. In some
instances it is opaque through an excess of iron oxide, and in other cases it
is holocrystalline. The phenocrysts are plagioclase, augite, magnetite, and
more or less hypersthene and olivine. The microscopical characters of
these minerals are the sam~ as in other occurrences in this region. A basalt
with andesitic habit f1;om Saddle Mountain is shown in Pl. XXXIV, fig. 3.
H :ypersthene is more abundant as olivine is less so, and is absent from
the rocks with much olivine. Occasionally hypersthene is surrounded by
aug1.te with parallel orientation. In some cases augite is brown at the
center, with a zonal structure. In most cases it is pale green. The olivine
is unaltered in many occurrences and completely serpentinized in others.
In general the rocks are very fresh, with slight indications of weathe1-ing;
and only an occasional development of zeolites An unusual and interesting
variety of th~ latter miner::tl was collected and investigated by Prof. L. V.
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Pirsson, who determined it to be mordenite. 1 Very gl~ssy forms of rock
are found in the breccia on the ridge south of Indian Peak. Some are
fragr'nents of black glas~ with ~ fm"r small phenocrysts of tabular feldspar.
Others are gray aud exhibit spheroidal cracking, and constitute masses of
considera.ble size. The· black fragments are basalt-andesite glass, which is
dark brown and almost opaque in thin section, ·with fe1Y scattered microEtes.
In some sections the glass is mottled and streaked \Vith light brown. The·
microlites consist of feldspar needles and grains of magnetite surrounded
by halos of colorless glass, besides a few small augite crystals and serpentinized olivines. There are somewhat larger plagioclases with inclusions of
brown glass. The chemical analysis of this rock (analysis 6 on pa.ge 260)
proves it to be intermediate between basalt and andesite. The gra.y g)assy
varieties belong to pyroxene-andesite. In thin section this glass is eolorless
to light brown, 1vith small crystals of plagioclase and fewer of magnetite,
augite, and hypersthene, and in rare instances hornblende.
The variety of basalt virith feldspar phenocrysts 30 mm. long is characterized by a slightly different microstructure. The groundmass consists
of tabular feldspars, composed of kernels of labradorite with margin of
orthoclase, besides smaller augites and magnetite, throug·h which are scattered larger microscopic crystals of the same minerals, \Yith patches of
serpentine. 'rJ1e phenocrysts are small megascopic labra.dorite, augite,
decomposed serpen6ne and mag·netite, besides extremely large tabular
labradorite~ with abundant inclusions of glass or groundmass. These basalts
are intermediate between normal basalts and the shoshonite described in
Chapter _IX.
BASALT FLOWS.

The lava flows intercalated in thE? breccias are all basalt, with varia,ble
amounts of olivine, judging from the thirty specimens of them whi~h were
collected·. None proved to he andesite. In general they come from higher
parts of the volcano, and represent later phases of its eruption. But some
of them occur ~tmong the earlier products, and while it may he said that
the basalts formed almost the vd10le of the later outflows of the volcano,
and that the magma became more basic np to this period, it must not be
forgotten that the eruptions varied constantly within narTOiY limits, and that
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in the earlier history of the volcano this variation was within such a part of
the chemical scale of variation tha.t the resulting rocks might he called
andesites or lJa.salts, hut that this difference. of na.me corresponds to no
greater difference in compositio.n than tha.t bet,veen the varieties of basalt
of the later period. It is also probable that flo1vs of pyroxene-andesite
occur among the hwa. streams, but that they were not distinguished in the
field.
The greater part of the:hasa.lt flo··ws are a.ndesitic in habit-that is, in
microstructure-and are like the basalts forming the breccias. None of them
are ophitic. T'he grounclmass is in most cases glassy; in others, holocrystalliue. Some of them carry large phenocrists of feldspar and resemble the
same va.riety of breccia in microstructure. Some contain n little orthoclase in
the groundmass, and are intermediate bet1veennormal basalt and shoshonite.
INTRUSIVE ROCKS.
OU'l'L YING DIKES.

As already pointed out, the dikes belong to several converging groups,
the largest of which centers in the gabbro core and a smaller one in a focus a
few miles east, while a great number of dikes in the southern part of the
district belong to an outlying volcanic center situated near the headwaters
of Stinkingwater River.
The rocks constituting· these dikes exhibit more variation than the breccias, though the 1najm·ity of tbem are like the brecciag in eomposition and
habit, being basalt. But toward the end of the period of vo1caniq activity,
as •ve leari1 from the structure of the granular core, the eomposition of the
magma became more and more siliceous, and the volume of the lava
erupted, or the size of the fissures from ·which we estimate this Yolume,
became smalle_r. At the same time 1ve learn from certain dikes that peculiar
phases of the magn:m made their appearance, the roeks of which deserve
special consideration. It is to be remarked that while the most siliceous
modifica.tions of the magma occur within the core, the most basic phases of
it are found. at consiclerable dist~.mces from the center, ·with one exception.
This accords 1vith the idea that the more siliceous products of differentiation
will occur near the center of the reservoir in which differentiation takes place,
presumably beneath the crater of a volcano, while the less siliceous products
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will occur near the margi1i of the reservoir, away from the crater. 1 :Moreover, it is to h~ noted that while many of the exceptional modifications of
the magma appear to be connected with the center of eruption in Crandall
Basin, they are mor~ numerous in the southern district, about the head of
Stinking·water River. In describing the intrusi'-ve rocks I've. shall commence -with those which resemble most closely the breccia.s and surface
flows.
Basaits.-The basalts of the dikes exhibit the same megascopical habit
and variability as those of the breccias. Part of them have a multitude of
small phenocrys ts of tabular labradorit e and a.ugite, and part ca.rry very
large labradorites. 'l'hey appear to be the same varieties of magma which
have cooled in dikes, and consequen tly possess a slightly different groundmass. In a large number of cases the grounclmass consists of lath-sha1)ecl
labradorite and crystals of augite mid magnetite in a small amount of
microlitic base-. · The augite is occasional ly sEghtly pleochroic. The phenocrysts are tabular labradorite , augite; and olivine, with magnetite and stout
colorless apatite.. In a number of dikes the groundma ss contains orthoclase
as margins around the microlites of labradorite . One of the most _pronounced of these varieties (1325) forms a dike on the ridge south of Closed
Creek. Its chemical composition is given by the third analysis on page 2GO.
It is closely related to shoshonite, as pointed out in Chapter IX. Others
contain less orthoclase and are h1termediate between shoshonite and normal
basalt. To this vari_ety belong most of the dikes at the head of l\iil1er
Creek and those cutting the summit of Saddle Mountain.
In some cases the groundma ss contains microlitic and globulitic glass
base; in others it is holocrystalline. A glassy basalt from Hunter Peak
contains microlitic needles of feldspar, slightly curved, and magnetite grains
pointed at the corners, b~sides augite microlites 1vith magnetites attached.
In some occurr~nces these needles are coated with magnetite- and resemble
thin black lines,
It is often .observed that the fac!;: of a dike along the plane of contact
is glassy, while the center is holocrystalline. In one instance this contact
facies consists of almost opaque brown globulitic glass ·with mueh iron
oxide in minute rods, and thin feldspar needles with long forked longitudin al
sections shaped like an H, the groundma ss extending to ne.ar the middle of
J

L. V. Pirsson, Complementa ry rocks and ra.dia.ting dikes: Am. Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. L, 1895, p. 120.
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the crystal. Cross sections are square, with large square inclusions of
groundrnass. Ilmenite occurs _in many of the rocks in rod-like crystals, and
a small amount o~ serpentine is present in most of the groundmasses.
· Olivine is decomposed to serpentine in most inst~nces, a.nd origina.lly
·formed small as. well as large crystals. In one of the freshe1: rocks the
· g1~oundn{_ass .contains many small olivines, which are proba.bly the mineral
from which the serpentine in the groundmass of the more altered rocks was
derived. As a whole, the basaltic dikes are not so fresh as the breccia.s
·s.urrounding them, although the)r are the younger rocks. Those with large
· tabular feldspars acquire a very characteristic appearance through the
whitening of these crystals, which are ·strongly contrasted with the dark
dense groundmass. The large dark-colored a.ugites are also distinctly
noticeable.
Gabbro- and diorite-porphyries aod andesites.-The rocks which would· be placed
under this division in consequence of a microscopical examination probably
belong quite as closely to the bas.alts. \Vith one exception they all occur
in close proximity to the granular core, and some of them are included in
it. !'he one exception is a narrow dike of pyroxene-ai1desite, the groundmass of which is filled with serpentine, indicating the former presence of a.
magnesian mineral, possibly olivine.
The rocks of this division exhibit all of the modifications of megascopical habit shown hy those just described, and resemble them closely in
hand ·specimens. They· are, however, more crystalline and present microstructures both distinctive and characteristic, which are related to differences
in mineral composition. A few of the andesitic dikes which cut the summit
of the plateau west of the core are very fine grain~d and are considerably
.
altered, and contain chlorite and epidote.
The absence of olivine from most' of the more crystalline forms of
these rocks appears to be due to the causes which influenced the CI·ystallization of the rocks and not to their chemical composition; for· the hand
specimens in some cases show what seem to be decomposed crystals of
olivine, which in thin section are found to be paramorphs after this mineral.
·This group of rocks includes the ·intrusive sheets on top of Huni.cane
Mesa and certain dikes. In the immediate neighborhood of the core and
within the zone of indur~ted breccia the massive sheet of intrusive royk
appears dense and aphanitic (l359, 1361, 1369), and mirries abundant tabu-
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lar feldspars 5 mm.long and large augites~ · In thin section it is holocrystalline, the groundmass consisting of short tabular and indistinctly outlined
·plagioclase, with low double refraction and moderately low extinction angles,
besides considerable magnetite and minute grains of. epidote and chlorite,
which appear to replace pyroxene. The degree of Cr)~stallization, compared
with the rocks of Electric Peak, varies from grade 8. to 16. Throughout
the description of the .more crystalline rocks of this district it has been
found convenient to.refer to the grades of crystallization established for the
series of rocks .at Electric Peak and Sepulchre l\1ountain ('rable XVII,
Chapter III). This serves to correlate the various phases of crystallization of the rocks of Cranda1l Basin, not only with one another, but also
with those of the district just named.
In the more crystalline forms of this rock the feldspars are more lathshaped, magnetite is abundant, and the ferromagnesian minerals are pale-·
green augite, some hypersthene, a little biotite, pale-green .amphibole, and
a little quartz. Apatite occu1:s in stout crystals. The phenocrysts are
large, and are mostly lab1•adorite in idiomorphic crysta.ls and augite in less
regularly defined ones. The labradorite is especially noticeable on ~ccount
of ·ciouds .of dust-like and rod-shaped inclusions, which give it. a· brownish tint, besides clusters and rows of rounded grains of magnetite, augite,
an~ biotite.. Immediately surrounding these larger inclusions is a zone of
feldspar substance, f~·ee from the cloud of miimte inclusions, indicating that
the material c-omposing the minute incl"':lsions is the same as that forming
the larger ones, which ·has been concentrated in certain spots into the
minerals mentioned. This phenomenon appears in perfectly fresh feldspars
which exhibit no cracks or signs of alteration, and in those which are
greatly cracked there is no relation between the position of the cracks and
the distribution of the inclusions, which frequently lie in crystallographic
zones. They are unquestionably primary microlitic. bodies, inclol'ed at the
time of the crystallization of the feldspar, and-are not of secondary origin,
like those described by Judd in the minerals of certain peridotites.1 . In the
unaltered rock the augite is fresh, and biotite appears as a primary crystallization, but not in phenocrysts; The . amphibole is secondary and
.accompanies the uralitization of the augite. There are patches of irregular! y
1 J. ,V. Judd, On the Tertiary and older peridotites o~ Scotla-nd: Qua-rt. Jour. Geol. Soc., Ang.
1885, pp. 37-!-389; n.iso, On the relations between thtl solution planes of crystals and those of secondary
twinning, etc.: Min. Mag., Vol. VII, pp. 81-92.
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oriented augite, magnetite, and biotite, which correspond to more definite
paramorphs after olivine in some of the other rocks.
Similar rocks occur in dikes· within .. h,e margin of the core.· They are
slightly coarser grained. One (1378) forms a 4-foot dike ·near the base of
the pinnacled spur on the. west, and a still coarser-grained form (1418)
occurs in a 12-foot dike on the.same spur, somewhat nearer the center of
the core; its grade of crystallization is about 20. · The micros~ructure
becomes more pronounced as the constituent crystals. are larger and more
disti1,1ct. The labradorit'e has the same kinds of inclusions, but the outlines
are in part serrated by the interference of adjacent grains in the groundmass.
The rusted paramorphs have outlines more ·characteristic of olivine. The
massive intrusive sheet on tl1e eastern side of the core (1372) is like the last
in compos~tion and microstrncture, but there is a little more biotite. There
is some orthoclase as margiris around prisms of labradorite, precisely iike
the occurrence of orthoclase in shoshonite, but its amount is small. The
chemical analysis, No. 11 on page 261, shows a relatively high percentage of potash, and the rock is closely rel~ted to shoshonite, but is a little
higher in lime and magnesia and a little lower in alkalies. It is almost a
shoshonite-porphyry or monzonite-porp!1yry. The two rocks.are quit.e fresh,
and exhibit no signs of crushing or other indications of alteration, the large
feldspars being glassy and not cracked. The microstructure of 1372 is
·shown in Pl. XXXVII, fig. ·2. This rock is pyroxene-diorite-porphyry
approaching monzonite-porphyry.
Another variety of massive intrusive rock is· exposed at .the bottom of
the s_outhwest spur of the core (1377, 1379, 1383). It appears to be a dense
aphanitic form of the gabbro, and is prob~bly an ap·ophysis or the margin
of the core. It is a basalt-porphyry. The porphyrit.ical crystals of augite
rise above the groundma~:~s of the rock on weathered and fractured smfaces.
It is to be borne in mind that the chemical composition of this rock (analysis
4 on page 260) is the same as that of some of the basalts of· the district,
so that the rock is a. special phase of crystallization of this. ma.gma.
In thin section the finest-grained forms have an andesitic structure in
the groundmass. A slightly more crysta]line vari~ty :is still andesitic, but
consists of lath-shaped and rectangular plagioclase in a matrix· of grains of
feldspar, augite, hypersthene, ·and magnetite, besides minute crystals of
light~ brown biotite. In places the· fen~omagnesian minerals preponderate.
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· In s0n1.e· cases the small plagioclases are clouded bmwn in the same mmmer
as the larger ones already described. The phenocry sts are light-gre en
augite and paramor phs after (~) olivine. The augite phenocry sts contain
much magnetit e in mi1iute grains, which are sometimes arranged zonally.
One of the thin sections contains several clusters of grains of grass-green
augite, slightly pleochroic, which form borders around other minerals. In
one instance they inclose grains of quartz, calcite, and pale-yell ow garnet,
the grains of garnet ·being mingled '<vith those. of augite.
. A question now presents itself which is interestin g because of its
importan ce in discussions regardin g systems of classification of igneous
rocks, all of vvhich systems are designed to be as natu.ral as possible. 1.'he
question is, Which of two lines of relations hip is to be followed iii a
partieula .r instance~. \Ve have described the subaeria l breccias and lava
flows together in a group, and then given 1vith a descripti on of the
dikes and sheets of intrusive rocks of similar character. Shall lYe continue
the desc1:iption of the remainde r of the rocks occurrin g in dikes, which
exhibit a ·wider range of variation than those just described, or shall we
follow the dikes continuo usly a fe1v fee~ .Jarther into the granular core and
take up the consider ation of their more crystallin e forms~ In the first
instance we have a natural grouping based on simihrit y of oecurren ce and
of outward petrogra phical habit-th at is, of general aspect derived from
their phase of crystalliz ation, 1:Yhich is combined with variation s in mineral
and chemical composition. In the second case v,re have a natura] connection. based on actual continuit y of mass, and when this is not directly
traceable in the field the connection is one of idei1tity of chemical composi-.
tion. 'With these constant factors are combine d the variable ones expressed
by differences in mineral composition and in degree of crysta,llization. . In
nature these relations hips either exist as accomplished facts in regions of
extinct volcanoes or they are in process of developm ent in regions of active
· ones. In the former they exist, not in two grouping s such as we have
depicted, but as one great complex system of relationships, invoiYing variations in chemical composit1on and crystallin e structure and still more
intricate variati<;>ns in mineral composition. While in regions of active
vulcanism we may readily conceive of a number of processes of rockmaking being in action in different places at one time) in the vast complexity of i·ocks resulting from the -working out of these processes it is the
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characters ··which express the active principles of vulcanism whose
laws are the ultima,te object of our investigations. Hence it is. that in the
treatment of intricate groups of rocks belonging to any one region we are
constantly confronted by questions as to the best methods of studying and
of d~sqribing the variability of the rocks. In the present instance it will ·
be most advantageous to proceed with a consideration of the development
. of crystallization in the core of the volcano, postponing. the description of
the remaining dikes in order to connect them .more closely with other
bodies of similar rocks from different parts of the Yellowstone Park, which
wil~ be described collectively in another chapter (Chapter IX).
vari~tble

GRANULAR CORE AND INTERSECTING

DIK.I<~S.

Gabbro and.gab~ro-porphyry.-The- western and central iJortions of the granular
core have· been explo~·ed with as much care as the time allowed, but the
eastern _part below the sammit of the plateau was not visited. The main
mass consists of coarsely granular rock intersected by dikes or veins from
20 feet (o 10 inches in width, which are more noticeable in the margin of
the cote, where they exhibit a radial arrangement. The character and.
composition o(the granular 1;ock vary to some extent. _ It is a gabbrothat is, it consists primarily of labradorite-bytownite and pyroxene, with
biQtite and very little, if any, hornblende, with some orthoclase and a little
quartz, and grades into facies which m:e quar~z-~iorite. In places the
alkalies are higher than i:J,lnormal gabbro or diorite and lead to the. produc'
tion of considerable orthoclase, yielding varieties of rock approaching
monzonite, and in some c:;tses 9eing mo'nzonite. 1 I.t becomes finer grained
toward the 1nargin of the core, and an idea of its microscopical chm·acter- _
istics is best obtainec.l by following the changes from fine to coarse grain·
through tw:o series of specimen~ collected for the purpose.
One series of nine specimens represents the modifications which have
taken place within a distance of 100 feet. The finest-grained form (1388)
is near the southwest I!J.ai~gin of the core on the southwest spur, at a spot
225 feet higher up the slope than the specimen (1383) already described,
which was collect~d from the inassive exposm~es and __which has been called
a baaalt-porphyry. The two rocks resemble each other in the character of
their phenocrysts, but the latter has a finer-grained groundmass.
1 Brogger, W. C., Die Eruptiv'gesteine des Kristianiagebietes: II. Die Ernptionsfolge der triaclischen Eruptivgesteine bei Predazzo in Siidtyrol, Christiania, 1895.
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·-The first two rocks of the series (1388, 1389) ·are yellowish gray and
silicates' r)artlv
crystalline, plainly composed of feldspar and ferroma()'nesian
,}
0
biotite, with small phenocrysts of augite. In thin section they .are medium
grained, grade 23 of Table XVII, Chapter III, and consist of lath-shaped,
and also short; rounded plagioclase crystals and some of orthoclase. The
feldspars are very fresh, but contain a crowd of minute crystals of magnetite,
biotite, pyroxene, and apatite. rrhere is a large amount of ferromagnesian
minerals· in the rock. rrhey are augite and hypersthene in rounded and
irregular grains of variable size, ·besides biotite in very irregularly= shaped
individuals, and much magnetite. There ·are a fev1' phenocrysts of augite
crowded with magnetite grains in clouds and zones, and in some cases there
are characteristic rod-like . ii1clusions. Magnetite, pyroxene, and biotite
frequently occur in irregular aggregations. Olivine is present in i)art.ly
ser1;entinized individuals. The· resemblance of many of these characteristics to those already. Q.escribed for some of the intrusive masses immediately connected with the core will he recognized. The· chemical
composition of this modification of the 1;ock (analysis 1 on pa.g·e 260) is like
that of basalt. · The next two varieties (1390, 1391) are coarser grained,
grade 27, with a slight modificat~<in of the previous structure, caused by
the presence of abundant phenocrysts of tabular labradorite in a groundmass with the structure just described. In ylaces there is a poikilitic
st.ructure, occasioned by small rounded plagioclases and .pyroxenes being
inclosed in a broad- individual of unstriated feldspar, which is undoubtedly
orthoclase. 'rhese poikilitic feldspars act as the cement for the idiomorphic
plagioclases and often equal the feldspar phenocrysts in size. There are
traces of a grap·hic intergrowth of quartz ill orthoclase. The rock is very
fresh and unaltered. There ~s much hypersthene, augite, and magnetite,
·some biotite, and a little green hornblende. The labradorite is very clear
and .fresh, with some transparent rectang~1lar inclusions resembling glass,
and in some cases with many inclusions of microcrystals of pyroxene,
biotite, and magnetit~. The augite has a purplish tone, i_s light colored,
·with niany rod- or needle-like inclusions in the 1arger individuals. Besides
the prismatic cleavage there is distinct pinacoidal cleavage. The hypersthene is light colored, with the usual pleoc.hroism. It is occasionally in
long prisms, witll. the color stronger along the m::J.rghi. Some of the crystals
have needle-like inclusions. In both pyroxenes these inclusions exhibit no
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. connection 1vith the cracks in the crystals, and are undoubtedly primary.
The biotite frequently surrounds magnetite and is attached to it and the
pyroxene. In one of the rocks there is a moderate amount of compact
green hornblende, '~hich forms borders aiid intergrowths with pyroxene in
exactly the same manner as in the diorite of Electric Peak. In one of these
forms of the rock one augite 11as, besides the rod-like inclusions characteristic of this occurrence, others which are immediately connected with distinct
cracks and are undoubtecllysecondary. rrhis was the only instance of the
kind noticed in these remarkably fresh rocks.
The next two modifications of the rock (1392, 1393) are still coarser
grained, but have the same microstructure. The outline of the porphyritical
feldspars is lost in an irregular interlocking· of adjacent crystals. The
poikilitic orthoclase is more distinct. In the next two plu1.ses of the rock
(1394, 1395) the grain is· still coarser, resembling ·that of a fine-grained
granite. 'rhey have a s~ccharoidal texture in hand specimens, which is
characteristic of the greater number of all of the rocks of the core. \iVhen
broken they appe.ar loosely coherent, the crystals parting along faces and
cleavage planes rather than in smooth planes across the rock. The microstructure of these forms of the rock resembles that of the preceqing, without
the porphyritic development. The feldspathic minerals are in excess of the
ferromagnesian. The largest-sized individuals of feldspar are the poikilitic ·
orthoclases, but the lath-shaped plagioclase is far more abundant: Some
individuals of orthoclase haye a marked micrographic and plumose arrangement of quartz inclusions, associated ·with which are l?ug hair-like needles,
·which in places pass into lines of black clots. They also contain some
microcrystals of mica. The ferromagnesian minerals are partly idiomorphic
an~ consist of augite, hypersthene, green hornblende, and biotite in about
equal proportions. It is to be remarked. that in these gabbros the color
of the hornblende is generally stronger and purer green than in the
diorite of Electric Peak. The crystals of apatite and zircon are noticeably
larger in these modifications of the rock than in the finer-grained ones. In
specimen 1395 biotite occurs. in large interrupted patches. This is characteristic of the coarsest-grained membRr of the series (1396), which is a gray
granular rock that is exposed in large rounded masses, weatheii.ng into sand
and resembling a crumblirig granite superficially. In thin section it exhibits
the same microstructure as the previous variety, but is still coarser, being
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grade 43, nearly that of the coarsest rock. found a.t Electric Peak The
minerals are the same as in the last variety, but the ferromagnesian silicates
are more abtmdant, especially biotite. The pyroxenes ·do not carry many
microlitic inclusions. The micrographic structure in l'cattered patches is
pronounced. Olivine is absent from the more crystalline members of this
series of specimens, and the chemical analysis (No.8 on page 2GO) shows that
the most crystalline portion ·of the rock is more siliceous and feldspathic
than that nearer the margin of the core. rrhese rocks are orthoclase-gabbro
and orthoclase-gabbro-diorite , approaching monzonite.
Along the crest of the spur toward the northvi'est the gabbro becomes
less coarse and more porphyritic, with agundant tabular feldspa.rs (1397),
and assumes the phase of crystallization represented by 1392, already
desc1;ibed.
Another series of specimens represents the gabbro just south of the
lake at the head of the west gulch. The coarse.st-grained variety (1430, ·
1431 ), near the outlet of the lake, is dark colored and granular, but not
saccharoidal. It is like 1395, the coarsest-grained form in the series first
described, in degree of crystallization and· microstructure, but contains more
ferromagnesian silicates, and its chemical analysis (No. 5 on page 260)
. places it behveen the extremes of the othe1: series. There is much augite
with pinacoiclal cleavage and characteristic needle~like inclus1ons, and less
hypersthene, hut numerous serpentinized olivines. There is considerable
biotite and magnetite, a little orthoclase, and very little quartz. Its microstructure is sho·wn in Pl. XXXIII, fig. 1.
The finest-grained member of this series is p~rphyritic and medium
grained. 'rhe plagioclases are dusted with black dots and rods, the margin
of the crystals and the smaller grains being free from them. The clots
appear to be magnetite in large part, for when recognizn.ble grains of magnetite occur in the feldspar they are surrounded by halos of clear feldspar
substance.
Slightly different modifications of the gabbro occur in various parts of
the core, some of which have been analyzed chemically, and should therefore be described in more detail than would otherwise be necessm;y, in
order that the analyses may gain greater significance. ·The gabbro becomes
still coarser grained down the 1vest gulch, and a short distance below the
lake is quite micaceous (1412). This rock and a large body of gabbro-.
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diorite (1399) on the soutMvestern spur have the same degree of crystalli- ·
zation ancl the same characteristics. The microstru cture is like that of the
coarsest variety already described. rrhe essential feldspar is labrador ite ''vith
a small amounto f orthocla se.andlit tle microgra phic quartz. There are also
allotriomorphic grains of quartz, a,gainst which the orthoclase is idiomorphic.
There is much hypei"sthene, augite, biotite, and magnetit e, with some primary gTeen hoi·nblende. rrhe .hypersth ene in certa,iil Sections exhibits a
very fine microscopic lamination, produced by the parallel .intergro wth of
monoclinic and orthorho mbic .pyroxene , as the .optical behavior proves.
Thi~ laminatio n is found througho ut the hypei·sth ene of this gabbro, but is
.
recognizable only in certain secti9ns and may be easily overlooked. 'rhe
pyroxene s have· the characteristic inclusions and pinacoid al cleavage.
Apatite and zircon occur in compara tively large c1~)rstals. · The chemical
composition of this rock, shown in analysis 7 on page 260, is like that of ·
1396, No. 8 of the same ta.ble.
The lowest exposure of gabbro in the west gulch is about 1,000 feet lo11;er
than the lake. It is compact (1437) and clark colored, and is like that near
ti1e outlet of the lake, but is coarser grained, being higher than the highest
grade of crystalliz ation found at Electric Peak. One of the coarsest- grained
varieties (1411) occurs near the lake (Pl. XXXIII , fig. 2). · ·It is once and
a half as coarse as the most crystallin e diorite at Electric Peak; and oi1
the crest of the west spur, at about 10,000 feet altitude, a variety (1436)
is found which is twice a~ coarse gTained a.s. that at Electric Peak. The
feldspars are from 2 to 3 mm. long.. The structure is like that last described,
· but there is more. feldspar, and biotite and hornblen de predomi nate over
the pyroxene and rilagnetite. By its mineral composition as well as it~
chemical (analysis 9 on page· 261) it is shown to be a dioi;ite facies of the
gabbro. In some parts of the core the dark-colo red gabbro carries small
light-col ored masses, which are highly feldspathic.
In this connection may be described a remarkab le variety of crystallin e
rock ·vvhich does not occur within the gabbro core, but is found on the
northeas tern spur of Hurrican e Mesa, near the center towm·d ·which tlie
second group of dikes converge. It is a special phase of crystalliz atiqn of
the magma, ·whose chemical composi tion (analysis 10 on page 261) corresponds to certain dioritic facies of the gabbro in the core. The rock (1442)
is compact and fine grained, with a crystallin e luster and brilliant reflections
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from mottled feldspars 3. mm. long, which are i)oiknitic. There are no
phenocrysts. In thin section i~ consists of small, stout idiomorphic prisms
of plagioclase -which haye the optical characters of labradorite, besides stout
prisms of augite and hypersthene, partly idiomorphic, together with magnetite
and a very small amomit of biotite. These minerals are scattered irregularly in broad allotriomorphic individuals of orthoclase, which act as a
cementing matrix, but do not equal the plagioclase in amount. It is nearly
· a. monzonite. There is ·a very little quartz. Its· structure is shown in Pl.
XXXIV, fig. 1. Apatite occurs ~n stout. and in slender prisms. The
hypersthene is very slightly altered in places; otherwise the rock is
extremely fresh. The small ·-amount of biotite is specially noteworthy
when the chemical composition of. the rock is compared with that of 1396
and 1399 (aualyses.8 and 7 on page 260), both of which are ·rich in biotite .
. Returning to the gabbro core, ·we have to consider a. number of intru-'
sions within the 1nain body of g~·anular gabbro and in the aphanitic
marginal zone which fon~1 dikes representing finer-grained· and porphyritic ·
modifications of the gabbro magma. The size and distribution of the
phenocrysts of feldsp11r and pyroxene. show their relation to the rocks of
th~ 011tlying dikes with porphyritical feldspan; and pyroxene, as well as to
. those of the breccias and flows, while their microstructure connects them
with the gabbro. They present intermediate phases of crystallization
between the two, .and if followed continuously into the surrounding country
·
would connect the granular gabbro with the basalt.
west spur, at
_the
on
· Of these intrusions or dikes one (1398) occurs
8,650 feet altitude, cutting the ·granular gabbro: In thin section it consists
of labi·adorite with irregular outlines in a g1~ound~ass of rounded crystals
of feldspar, augite, hypersthene,. and magnetite, with some biotite and
orthoclase· and a little quartz. The structure is similar to tliat of 1383, but
is coarser grained. The phenocrysts of labradorite, augite, and hypersthene h:ave the inclusions characteristic of the gabbro-porphyrie s:
Another dike of this rock (1413) cuts the gabbro near the outlet of
the lake. rrhe dike is 6 inches wide, and the ro~k is. dark gray and crys- .
ta.lliue, with_-the same mic1•oscopical habit as the one just described. · The
microstructure is int~rmediate between the latter and 1388. The feldspars
are dusted at the center, the outer portion carrying niany small cry.stals of
b~otite, which is spc;lcially abundant in this rock. The third occurrence is
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a 2-foot dike (1387) in the aphanitic· zone. It resembles the preceding
rock in outward appearance and has the same microstructure, but is coarser
grained.
Diorite, quartz-mica-diorite, and diorite-porphyry.- The
granular rock of the core
changes to a more siliceous facies on the. southern slope of the central
rmnid-t~pped spur. The structure of this part of the coi·e will be better
understood if its description is commenced at the base of the middle. spur,
where the lowest .exposure's of massive rock are dense and aphanitic and
dark colored, like the rock at the base of the southwest spur. This is cut by
dikes with parallel ·walls, but higher up the slope their form is not so regular and they widen out toward the center of the core, the rocks composing
them becoming coarse grained (1419; 1420). 'rhe structure of this part of
the middle spur 'is obscured by slide rock, so that any one body can not
be traced far. Higher up the co1;e is well exposed and the rock 1s found to
be lighter colored, with a strong res~ntblance to medium-grained diorite.
The rocks from above 9,000 feet (1425, 1427), when ·studied in thin
section, prove to be quartzose and feldspathic facies of the gabbro, with
less ferromagnesian minerals, which .,have the same characteristics as those
in the gabbro pr?per. Their degree of crystallization: is about 40, and the
structure is more nearly granular, since the orthoclase and quartz nearly
equal the lime-soda feldspar in amount. They· correspond to Bragger's
. ban::ttite.1 . The last-named mineral is almost idiomorphic and appears to
be andesine. There is no micrographic structure. The rock at 9,300 feet
altitude (1425) contains biotite, augite, hypersthene, magnetite, and a little
hornblende. 'rhere is much magnetite in the pyroxenes and biotite, but
the rod-like inclusions are less common.
The rock (1427) 100 feet higher up has "the same grain and structure
as the last, but has less ferromagnesian !ninerals. The _andesine, orthocla~e,
and quartz are the same, except that there is a little micrographic intergrowth o! quartz and orthoclase. The orthoclase frequently surrounds
plagiodase in parallel orientation. The ferromagnesian minerals are hornblende, biotite, magnetite, and a. little py'ro~ene, which l.s inclosed and·
int.ergrown in the hornblende. The latter is idiomorphic.and has an olivegreen color, which is .like that of the hornblende in the diorite of Electric
Peak. There are numerous stout crystals of apatite and zircon. One
1

Brugger, W. C., Die }~ruptivgesteine des Kristianiagebietes: II. Die Eruptionsfolge der tria.Eruptivgesteihe bei Predazzo in Siidtyrol, Christiania, 1895, p. 65.
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zucon inclosed in hornblende is surrounded by a pleochroic halo. The
chemical composition ·of ·this rock (analysis 14 on page 261) is that of a
quartz-mica-diorite rich in orthoclase-that is, hanatite.
Higher up the spur, at 10,000 feet, the main body of rock (1429)
beeomes finer grained, the feldspars are more nearly idiomorphic, and the
quartz forms large, irregular individuals with micropoikilitic structure,
inclosing small feldspars (Pl. XXXIII, fig. 4). The phgioclase is andesine, and contains rectangular inclusioils resembling glass. Orthoclase is
not so abundant. There is considerable biotite, with augite, hypersthene,
and magnetite, but no hornblende.
.
A still finer-grained form of this quartzose facies of the core oceurs
north of the top of the middle spur. It is a ''ery fine-grained gray. rock
(1414), '"'ithout phenocrysts. In thin section it exhibits a structure similar
to that last mentioned, the idiomorphic labradorite-andesine having a .border
of allotriomorphic felcbpar. 'l'here is a moderate amount of augite and
hypersthene, 1-..;rhich occur in groups of small grains rather than in compact
individuals, besides magnetite and very little biotite. The chemical analysis
(No. 13 on page 261) shows its resemblance to 1427, as well as the
chemicai differences between them, 1vhich correspond to difference in mineral composition, the latter rock being richer in biotite, orthoclase, and
quartz, with more hornblende than pyroxene.
In some of the thin sections from the bod v of the core there are traces
of decomposition,. producing a little chlorite and serpentine, and in some
cases uralite accompan:ying evidences of slight crushing in the feldspa.rs.
But tbe rocks are to a very great extent perfectly fresh and unaltered. The
quartzose facies of the gabbro is yomiger than the main mass of more
basic rock, for it is -found cutting it as dikes. Thus, a fine-grained variety
(1419), with the same microstructure and composition as the fine-grained
form (1414) on top of the core, cuts •the aphanitic zo'ne of more pyroxenic
rock at the base of the middle spur. It grades directly into more gra.nular
rock (1420), 1vhi.ch has the structure and cornposition of the lower part of
the main nmss of the spur represented by 1425.
There is also a 20-foot dike of this qliartzose variety which cuts the
gahbro on the southw~st spm at 9,100 feet and trends toward the southwest,
while a body of similar rock, whose form 1vas ·not observed, ocours on the
crest of the same spur, more within the core. The rock from this body
(1400) has the same composition as that at the ba.se of the middle spur
.J
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(1425), with more hornblende intergrowths. The pyroxenes ha,ve the characteristics of those in the gabbro. 'l'he microstructure iseoarser than that
of the 20-foot dike, which is represented by specimens 1407, 1405, the
finer-grained form (1405) being about grade 28. Hock 1400 has less ferromagnesian minerals and resembles in outwa.nl appearance the fine-grained
rock from the top of the core (1414). Its structure i_s shown in Pl. XXXIV,
fig. 2.
'l'wo small d1Jces of similar q1,mrtzose clio~·ite-porphyry cut the aphamtic
zone at the base of the west spur. They are dense and erystalline; \vithout
noti<;.eable phenocrysts (1385, 1386). The coarser of the t\vo resembles
the rock last mentioned in microstructure, and is about grade 27. It has
the same mineral composition as the finer-grained rock which occurs in a
dike 1 foot \'Vide. rrhe latter (1385) differs from it slightly in mi-crostrUCture, and is about grade 18. Its phase of crysta.l1ization is specially interesting. In thin section it consists of lath-shaped feldspars of yari?ns sizes,
and small grains qf feldspar, with considerable quartz, which h3:s· a micropoikilitic structure. The grom~dmass also contains magnetite; biotite,
augite, and altered hypersthene. Its most notable characteristic is the
development of small phenocrysts of orthoclase in_ Carlsbad twins with
irregular outlines. 'l'he outer portion of these crystals incloses the ferromagnesian minerals, and occasionally plagioclase. There are few phenocrysts of plagioclase. The orthoclase appears to belong to the period of
crystallization when the quartz formed in poikilitic ii1clividuals of nearly the
smne size as the orthoclase, but ~nclosing more plagioclase. The outline
between the_ quartz and the orthoclase is irregular. Thus the porphyritical
orthoclase crystals are younger than the lath-shaped plagioclase and ferromagnesian minerals of the groundmass of the rock. The rocks are banatiteporphyry.
There are still more quartzose facies of the magma., which cut the
dioritic facies of the middle spur in dikes or veins. A coarsely crystalline
variety (142•8) forms a 4-foot dike ci1tting the main body of rock (1429),
which is somewhat finer grained and has been described .. The dike rock
is about grade 40, and is like the main part of the spurlower clown (1425),
being of the same degree of crystallization. The microstructure is ·like
that of the latter rock, but there is more quartz and feldspar and less
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ferromagnesian minerals, which are biotite and a little chlorite, but no
pyroxene. . Some of the· chlorite carries zircon \vith pleochroic halos, and
bmiches of rutile needles. Magnetite, zircon, sphene, and stout apatite
crystals are the accessory minerals. The rock is a quartz-mica-diorite,
approaching granite in composition. It has the same J:l1icrostrncture, degree
of crystallization, and mineral composition as the quartz-mica-diorite or
hornblende-granite (323) which occurs at Electric Peak The latter,
however, contains hornblende besides biotite, and has no chlorite, which in
the rock in Hurricane Mesa may in part replace hornblende. The chemical
composition of the rock at Electric Peak has been determined. Its silica
percentage is GG.05.
A still more quartzose and feldspathic variet)T (1424) forms a vein 10
inches wide on tl1e middle spur. It has the general habit of the ro~ks of
this facies, but is lighter colored and carries less ferromagnesian minerals.
Its texture is saccharoidal In thin section it has a granular structure about
grade 40, and is composed of quartz, orthoclase, and oligoclase, 1vith biotite
and magnetite, very little hornblende, ancl some chlorite. The accessory
minerals are the same as in the previous variety.· It is a fine-grained
granite, whose chemical composition is shmvn in analysis 16 on page
2Gl. Its microstructure is shown in Pl. XXXII~, fig. 3. There are also
narrovv veins of white rock, composed of quartz and feldspar, with little ferrojnagnesian minerals, and numerous small cavities lined with crystals of
quartz ancl feldspar. These veins present the most highly siliceous facies of
the rock.
A porphyritic form of the very quartzose facies also occurs on the middle .spur. It is not noticeably porphyritic in the hand specimen (1423), but
in thin section is distinctly so, with a granular quartzose groundmass, grade
23. It exactly corresponds in microstructure and degree of crystallization,
as well ;:ts in mineral composition, to the quartz-mica-diorite-porph yry
(331) of Electric Peak The pherioci'ysts are biotite, ai1desine, and quartz,
and occasionally orthoclase. Their outlines are nearly idiomorphic, but the
quartz in some individuals loses its proper form by merging into the smaller
quartzes of the groundmass in the m?onner described for the rocks at Electric Peak. There is considerable sphene and zircon. Its chemical composition (analysis 15 on page 2Gl) is like· that of the rock (329) of Electric
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Peak, .and· is quite the same as that of the quartz-mica-diorite (1427) in
which it occurs. From its chemical composition it should be classed with
banatite.
Less quartzose diorite-porphyries were collected from talus at the southwestern ~ase of the southwest spur, an~ from that under the cliff west of the
lake at the head of the west gulch.
Having been led from the petrographical study of the breecias and_
flovvs of glassy basalt and pyroxene-andesite along the converging lines
of microcrystalline dikes of )ike composition to the coarsely granular core
of gabbr~ of the same chemical composition which represents the highest
phases of crystallization of these basaltic magmas, and h~tving found the
gabbro· passing into more siliceous facies which have been erupted after the
main mass qf gabbro, and from which have proceeded dikes of finer-grained
rocks of similar composition, we may follow these more siliceous dikes out
into the surrounding. country, and consider in connection with them the less
numerous dikes whose variations of 1nineral composition express a still further development of facies of the basaltic inagma.
These dike· rocks exhibit a wide range of composition, and, together
with the dikes already described, form a natural group. The latter represent the main body· of magma ~n this region, of which the rocks to be
described may be considered facies by different_iation, the variations being,
on the one hand, tovirard more siliceous and more feldspathic rocks, and, 01i
the other hand, toward less.siliceoi1s rocks, some of which are highly feldspathic, while other~ are high _in ferromagnesian minerals. Th13se dikes
appeal' to have been erupted after the greater number of basalt dikes were
formed, but the exact relationship between them was not observed in every
case.
Hornblende-mica-andesite-porphyries.-Commencing with the more siliceous varieties, we have a group of light-colored rocks in various tones of gr~y, which
are compact, and are filled with small-phenocrysts of feldspar, homblende,
and biotite. There is a striking similarity of habit throughout the rocks of
the group, which· corresponds to the habit .of the· fine-grained quartz-micadiorite-porphyries ah·eady described. _
Within the granular· core they form a few dikes, one of which cuts the
gabbro on the crest of the southwest spur, and another, 10 feet wide, cuts it
a little higher and trends west. These hornblende-mica-ai1~esite-porphyries
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(1401, 1408) are uot quite so rich in quartz as the diorite-porphyries of the
core, but they carry considerable quartz in the groundmass, a.nd a few
crystals of it occur as phenocrysts. Their crystallization is grade 23 in the
first case, ·ana grade 18 in the second.
Near the base of the west spur there is an 8-foot dike of this rock
(1384), trending west of south, and still lower dovm the slope there is another
(1381 ). A small dike of this rock cuts the soutlnvestern edge of the top
of the middle spur, and in the cliff west of the lake there is a 15-foot dike of
it (1367), trending N. 45° \V. Besides thes.e there are indications of other
bodies of the same kind, fragments of which are found in the talus in
various places. rrhese rocks are fine grained, ancl resemble the remainder
of the dikes of hornblende-mica-andesite-porphyry so closely that a. general
description will serve for alJ of them.
The outlying dikes of this character are found in the immediate neigh:.
o01·hood of the core, the longest noted extending a.bout 5 miles to the BOnth"iYest. A 10~foot dike of it forms the saddle northwest of the plateau of
Hurricane Mesa and trends northwest, being in line with the H)-foot dike
1vest of the lake.
On the narrow .ridge south of Closed Creek there are a number. of
these dikes, vvhich cut the ridge at a i)lace southwest of the core. Five
were noted, three of 1vhich are 10, 18, and 20 feet wide and trend toward
the south and southwest. They fork and branch out in these directions,
and dikes of identical-rock are exposed on the southern slope of the ridge,
Jmving the same general trends. They may be traced a.lmost continuously,
in some instances diagonally, across the steep spurs.
In thin section the rocks are holocrystalline and fine grained, ranging
from grade 18 in the dike (1381) at the 1Ja.se of the southwest spur of the core
to grade 10 in the most remote dike (1319), which is 4 or 5 fe·et wide. The
habit of the rocks is andesitic, passing into that of andesite-porphyry at the
more crystalline end of the series. The groundmass consists of tabular
J;1a.gioc1a.se in a. ma.trix of irregular grains of feldspar with a little quartz,
besides idiomorphie crystals of magnetite, biotite, hornblende, and pyroxene.
Through this n.re scattered lm·ger crystals of the same minerals. rrhe megaficopic crystals are abundant, and m~e andesine-labradorite with zonal structure n.nd variable ;tmounts of inclusions; and icliomorphic hornblende, brownish green with a brown border, m places i1itergro1vn with augite in the
l\ION XXXII, l'T II--l'i
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same mamier as in the rocks of Electric Peale Augite is pale green, n.nd
occurs in sma.ll amounts. Hypersthene is often decomposed. Biotite is
abundant in the groundmass of some of the rocks when it does not form
large crystals. In. other cases it is abundant as phenocrysts.· S01b,e of
the more altered. rocks ca.:t-ry'· chlorite and epidote. Apatite and zircon
appear as accessory minerals. \iVhen the biotite has been altered to chlorite
the zircon inclusions are sometimes surroJ.Inded by pleochroic lmlos.
T'here are more silieeous a.ud feldspathic. varieties of the rock, in which
biotite preponderates over hor1:1blende. The groundmass carries less fe~To
ma.gnesian minerals, ancl a distinctly micropoikilitic structure is recognized
in the qua.rtz.
From the foregoing it is evident that we have followed this facies of
the magma from the core out into microcrystalline forms, '""hid1 may be
ciassed as andesitic forms of hornblende-mica-andesite-porphyry, or as
holocrystalline andesites. The chemical anaJ.ysis of the most distant dike
of this rock (1310) (analysis 12 on pa.ge 261) shows that it belongs to a
less silic.eous phase of the general magma thmi the quartz-mica-cliorite of the
core. No highly siliceous dikes were found outside of the core in connection
w~th this system of intrusions .. Similar rocks occur in the. neighborhood
of Cook City in such a nia.nner as to ii1dicate the ·presence of another center
of eruptio~1 near that place.
The more basic dikes which remain to be described., though they an~
scattered. over the ·distric~ and are somewhat sporadic, may properly be
considered to be~ong to the C1~andall center, since varieties of them occur
within the core, although the extreme forms ·do not. T1 hey are less numerous
than those just described, and vary coHsiderably in mineral composition.
Hornblende-pyroxene.. andesite.-There. are only two of these dikes which may
be classed as ~1ornhlende-pyroxene-andesite, but dikes of.this rock are more
·numerous in the neighborhood.of Cook City. One of these rocks (1317)
forms a dike on the ridge northeast of .Indian Peak and trends toward the
gabbro core. The other (:i3G8) was fouml on the top of Hurric~ne Mes~t
east of the core, but not in place .. ~t carries large black crystals of hornblende from 10 .to 20.mm.long. Both of the rocks mentioned are compact,
.the only prominen~ pbenocry~ts. In thin section the
with hornblende
groundmass .is ·andesitic and holocrystalline,. and consists of lat~1-shaped
plagioclase microlites with fluidal a.rrangeinent, besides small patches of
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quartz ivith n1agnetite and altered pyroxene. The phenocrysts vary in
amount and size, and are plagioclase, augite, and hypersthene, l'vith larger
crystals of hornblende, 1vhich is brown and brownish green and in one of
the rocks has a narro1v border of magnetite.
Lamprophyric rocks.-The remaining. dikes do not constitute a distinct group
which may be sharply sepa.rated from the majority of -the rocks of the district, though certaii1 of them possess marked characteristics, Their chief
distinction·is an li.nusual miueral combination, but they are <.;Onnected with
the ordinary rocks of the district by mineralogically intermedia,te v~rie
ties. · In general appearance they resem.ble the rocks with which tbey are
associated.
'
They are fine-grained rocks, characterized by an abundance of biotite
and other ferromagnesian minerals, including augite n,ncl olivine, ·with feldspar subordinate ~n sol'ne cases, and partly alkaline, while analcite appears
as· a secondary mineral in son1e modifi.ca,tions of the rock. In other cases
the rocks are distinctly feldspathic. J3ecause of their unusual composition,
and of the occurrence of similar rocks in dikes and~ lava flows in other parts
of the Yellowstone Park, their petrographical description is deferred to Chapter IX, where they a.re clasf'ed as absarqkites, shoshonites, and banakites, and
are considered as exceptional facies of the normal magma of the region.·
They seem to represeri.t less common differentiations of this magma than
the more numerous varieties of igneous rocks do, and for this reason may
be discussed separately.
MINERAL AND CHEMICAL VARIATIONS OF TiiE ROCKS.

The variations in minerai composition of the igneous rocks of this district are evidently ~ependent on more than the chemical composition of the
magmas from which they have crystallized, rocks of .the same or of similar
chemical composition having different mineral components, which has also
been shown to be the case at Electric Peak and Sepulcb.Te Mountain.
The range of mineral variation among the extrusive rocks, ,when considered in the order of their eruption,. is from siliceous andesites with biotite
and hornblende, through those 1vith hornblende a.nd pyroxene, t·o pyroxeneandesites, which grade into basalt by decreasing percentages of hypersthene
·and increasing amounts of olivine.
This is succeeded in a neighboring part of the country by a recurrence
of the same se1'ies from· hornblende-mica-andesite to hasalt, and £nally by
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rhyolite and basalt. There are three distinct periods of basaltic eruptions
and an indefinite number of minor outbursts of the s.ame rock. 'rhe study
of the whole region shows the freque1~t recurrence of certa1n lavas.
Among the intrusive rocks the mineralogical varia.tions differ according
to the phase of crystallization of the rock. In the finer-gra.ined dike rocks
they range from olivine-augite-labradorite-basalts, through those with little
or no olivine, to hornblende-pyroxene-andesites a,nd to still more si.liceous
mica-hornblende-pyroxene-andesite-porphyries, and iu another direction to
more basic rocks, which range from olivine-augite-mica rocks, through
augite-mica rocks, to augite-hornblende-mica rocks with orthoclase and
plagiocllise.
There is also a mineral variation which accompanies the degree or
phas~ of crystallization of the rock. It is illustrated by the transition from
basalt to gabbro. The character of the variation will be shown by a compa]:ison of the, mineral composition of rocks whose chemical composition has
been determined to be similar.
Analyiies of ?'ocl~~~ from the C1·anda.ll volcano.
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Gabbro-porphyry; core on Hurricane Mesa, Cr:mdall Basin (13..-<lS).
Bnsnlt; flow, north ~ide of Timber Creek, Crandall Ba.sin (1252).
Basalt; dike, ridge south of Hurricane Mesa, Crandall Basin (1325).
Basalt-porphyry; core, H~rricane Mesa, Crandall Basin (1Ss3).
Gabbro (with mica); core, Hurricrtne Mesa, Crandall Basin (1430).
Basalt-andesite glass, bre<:cia; ridge south of Indian Peak, Crandall Basin \1241).
Orthoclase-gabbro-dio rite (rich in mica); core, Hurricane Mesa, Crandall Basin (1399).·
Orthoc:ase-gabbro-dio rite (rich in mica); core, Hurricane Mesa, Crandall Basin (1396).
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9. Dioritic facies of gabbro; core, Hurricane Mesa, Cranda.ll Basin (1436).
10. Monzonite;. east core, Hnrricane Mes:., Craudall Basin (1442).
11. Pyroxene-diorite-porphyry, a.pproaching nwnzonite-porph~-ry; intrusive sheet, Hurricane Mesa,
Crandall Basin (1372).
12. Hornblende-mica-andesite-porphyry; dike. ridge sont.h of Hnrrica.ne :Mesa, Crandall Basin
(1319).
13. Quartz-diorite (tine grained); core, Hurricane Mesa, Crandall Basin (1414).
14. Quartz-mica-diorite; core, ~urricane Mesa, Crandall Basin (1427).
15. Qua.rtz-mica-diorite-porphyry; core, Hurricane Mesa, Crandall Basin (1423).
16. Aplite; dike in core, Hurricane l\1esn, Craudnll Basin (1424).

The chemical analyses show what is known of the composition of
the surfaye flo1vs, dikes, and stock rocks of this district, exclusive of those
classed as absarokites, etc. Of these analyses, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 11, 12, and 16 were made by Mr. L. G. Eakins, ~'Lnd Nos. 10; 13, 14,
and 15 by the late Dr. \V. H. Melville, in the chemical laboratory of the
United States Geological Survey. They are arranged according to the
increasing percentage of silica, which varies from 51.81 to 71.62. The
range of silica is greater than in the -rocks of Electric 'Peak and Sepulchre
Mountain, most of the analyses showing less than 58 per cent silica. The
more siHceous rocks in both localities are similar. The variability of
the chemical composition of the rocks of this district has been discussed'
in another place. 1 The analyses show that the basalts of the district vary
in composition within certain limits.
1

Iddings, ,J.P., The origin of

igneon~

rocks: Bull.

Philo~.

Soc. \Vashington, Vol. XII, 1892, p. 151.
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Compa.rins the.fi.rst three analyses (1, 2, 3), it is seen how closely they
agree with one another. The first has slightly less a.lumina. and somewha.t
m·ore magriesia and lime. · 'J.1he second and third n.re of ba.salts, the second
being a smface :flow, and the third a. dike. They n.re rich in olivine, augite,
n.ncl magnetite, without hypersthene. The third conta.ins l~trge phenocrysts of labradorite, and carries a little orthoclase in the groundrnass.
'rhe first of the three analyses is of the finest-grained form of one of the
series of specimens from the core, }tnd is a gabbro-porphyry. Its component minerals are plagioclase 1vith much augite, hypersthene, biotite, and
magnetite, and a little olivine. Although it is richer in magnesia, and has
only two-thirds as much potash as the third· rocl~, it lms developed a great
amount of biotite, much hjrpersthene, and only a little olivine, while the
third rock has abw1dant olivine and no biotite or hypers,thene.
Comparing the next three analyses (4, 5, G), we find a close correspondence in chemical composition, with a srnaller amount of alumina and
alkalies in the first and a greater nmount of i~·on, lime, and magnesia.. The
fifth analysis holds a.i1 intermediate place bet\veen the fourth and sixth.
The greatest variation is in the magnesia, which is t\vice as great in the
fourth as in the sixth. The rocks represent three very different phases of
consolidation. The sixth (1241) is a glass \Yith few crystals of olivine, ·
augite, and plagioclase, and microlites of magi1etite, augite, and feldspar.
The fourth is a fine-grained basalt-porphyry, composed of plagioclase,
augite, hypersthe1~e, biotite,' and magnetite, with no olivine. The fifth is
coarsely granular gabbro, composed of plagioclase with some orthoclase, a
Ettie q_ua:rtz, much m.1gite ( diallage), some hypersthene, considerable biotite
and magnetite, and a fe\v crystals of olivine. ·
The next two analyses (7, 8) arB only a little higher in silica than the
previous three, ancl are very similar ·to t~1at of the ba,salt-andesite glass
(1241) in all other respects. They are analyses o~ coarsely <.~ry~ta.lline
g::~,bbro-diorite, which grades into less siliceous rock (1388) within a short
distance. There are lio analyses of extrusive rocks from this district
with the same percentage of silica 1vith ·which to compare them, hut at
Sepulchre· Mountain the_re are andesites 1vhos.e chemical composition has
been' detem1inecl, ancl with which these may be compared.
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A.na.lyses of andesites from Sepulch1·e Motmtain .
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These analyses are higher in magnesia and lime and a little lower in
alumina and alkalies. ·The rocks from which they were made are pyi~oxene
andesite and hornblende-pyroxene-a-ndesite, without miea or olivine .. Their
co.arsely crystalline equivalents at Electric Peak a.re pyroxene-andesitepm;l)hyry ·ai1d pyroxene-mica-diorite. The rocks from which a.nalyses
7 a.nd 8 were made are orthoclase-gabbro:..diorite. They consist of plagioclase _with some orthodase and a little quartz, much· biotite, augite, hypersthe'ne, and magnetite, mid a little hornble1ide, but no olivine.· When:
coinpared with the corresiJonding granular rocks at Electri~ Peak) they are
found to differ .from them in having· less hornblende and more augite and
hypersthe1ie, with less quartz and coi1siderable orthoclase.
11 he next three analyses in the table (9, 10, 11) are slightly more
siliceol.1s, ni1d are all from intrusive bod1es. They are similar to t.he previous analyses, but the ninth shows more alumina and less magnesia. This
rock is very coa.rse grain~d a.nd feldspath:ic) and is ·a diorite facies of the
ga.bbro. · The tenth' is the fine-gra.ined monzonite wW1 the poikilitic orthocla.se and little biotite, besides· much augite, hypersthene, and magnetite, and
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very·little, if a.ny, quartz.· The eleventh is a pyroxene-diorite-porphyry
approaching monzonite-porphyry, 1vhich is very fine grained and is composed of plagioclase, augite, hypersthene, magnetite, and some biotite and
a little quartz, with no olivine, but para.morphs after olivine, now consisting
of augite, biotite, and magnetite. It a.Iso contains microscopic feldspars,
which are in part orthoclase.
The t\velfth analysis is still higher in silica, with some1vhat lower
alumina,· lower lime, and about the same alkalies. The rock is a dike of
hornblende-mica-andesite-porphyry with phenocrysts of andesine-labra-dorite, hornblende, and biotite, besides a smali amount of augit~ and
hypersthene. The groundmass is microcrystalline, and consists of feldspar
and the ferromagnesia.n minerals just named, with considerable magnetite.
There is a little chlorite or serpentine. It is interesting to compare t.lns
rock with that of the I1~dian Creek laccolith.
The next three analyses (13, 14, 15) are of diorites that form pa~·t
of the core of the volcano. They have nearly the same percentage of
silica., but that with l~~est silica has highest alumina. and lime and lovl'est magnesia. aJ?-d potash. This rock also differs from the others miperalogically. It is a very fine-grained rock without phenocrysts. It consists
of labradorite-andesine _and a small amount of orthoclase and quartz,
besides a moderate amount of au:gite, hypersthene, and magnetite, and
very little biotite. The second of the three, with 63.97 per cent of silica,
is of a coarser-grained quartz-mica-diorite, composed of andesine with a
nearly equal amount of orthoclase and quartz, besides considerable bi~tite
and hornblende, some magnetite, and a little pyroxene. The third of these
three analyses is of_ a quartz-mica-diorite-porphyry, with ~bundant quartz.
The phenocrysts are biotite, andesine, and quartz, and occasionally orthoclase..
.
It corresponds chemically to the diorite last described, aud is almost
exactly the same mineralogically and structurally as one of the quartzmica-diorite-pOI1Jhyries (331) of Electric Peak, and chemically it resembles
another of tho::~e rocks (329).·
· The sixteenth 'analysis is of a fine-grained granite which fohns a
10-inch vein in the diorite. It consists of quartz, orthoclase, and oligoclase, with biotite and· magnetite, besides a very little homblende and some
chlorite.
·
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From the foregoing it is evident that magmas which may crystallize
into extrusive rocks whose essential minerals are plagioclase, augite; and
olivine may crystallize into coarsely granular rocks with· plagioclase,
augite, hypersthene, and bioti!e, ·with a small amount of orthoclase and
qua.rtz, with or 1vithout hornblende; and that olivine may be present m
some c~tses, when the other magnesian minerals 1vill he less abundant.
Hornblende, which is so important a constituent of the diorite of
Elertric Peak, plays a very subordinate role in the granular rocks of Hurricane Mesa. Biotite· becomes more pronou:o.cecl as the rocks become more
granular. Hypersthene also develops under the same conditions. And
orthoclase and quartz make their appearance in the granular equivalents of
many bas.otlts. rrlms we find minerals that are clmra.cteristic of more and
n~ore siliceous members of the series of extrusive rocks developed in basic
magmas under conditions which render the magmas. more highly crystalline
and more or less granular.
These. minerals, then, are in par;t functions of the chemical composition
of igneous magmas, while ip part they are functions of the phase of crystal.lization of chemically identical or similar magmas. This is another demonstration of the law that "the molecules in a chemically homogeneous fluid
magma combine in various ways and form quite different associations of
silicate minerals, producing mineralogically different rocks."
CRYSTALLIZATION.

It may be well to call attention to some of the conditions under 1vhich
the molten magmas within the dikes and the core of the Crandall volcano
must have solidified. Heferring to the profile_ sections of the district and
the probable outline of the ancient volcarno (Pl. XXXII), it is evident that
the magmas which cooled within that portion of the core 'vhich is no1v
ex1iosed, and those in the dikes within a radius of 2 miles, must have occilpied positions at nearly the same distance beneath the surface of the volcano.
And if the former may be considered to have solidified 10,000 feet below
this surfa.ce, then the latter must have solidified 10,000 feet below the surface.
The one is as deep seated as the other, and yet their degrees of crystalliza.tion
range from glassy to coarsely granular. The influence of pressure alone on
the crystallization of these rocks is not recognizable in the size of the grain
or in the phase of crysta.Iliza.tion.
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The changes of crysta.llization may be traced horizontally in the immediate .:._,icinity of the core, 'increasing from the outlying bodies toward t)1e
core, the chang·e being rapid near the core and accompa.nied hy induration
m~d metamorphism of the surrounding rocks. It is in grea.t measure independent of the size of the body, since nmTO\Y dikes· 1vithin the core a,re
coarsely crystalline, while much broader ones in tbe surrounding country
a,re very fine gmined.
It was unquestionably the differences in the temperature of the core
rocks and of the outlying breccias ·which determined the degTee of crystallization. The core 1vas undoubtedly much more hig·hly heated than the
SUlTOl.mcHng rocks, and the bodies of. magma that solidified within it cooled
much more slowly than those iT~jected into the outlying parts of the volcano, or even ·within a mile of the central conchiit.
·From this it follo,:vs that th~ a,pplica,tion of the terms "deep-seated"
a,nd "a,byssa.ln to c9arsely crysta.lline rocks is misle<1ding, sine~ it is not
distinctive n,nd applies equal1y \vell to rocks o( totally different crysta,Jline
characters. The depth a,t which a magrna lu1s solidified appears to be of
little moment in comparison with the tempemture of the rocks surrounding it.
DEVELOPMENT OF PHENOCRYSTS.

A consideration of the va,rious minera,logica,l· phases of i·ocks which
have the same chemical composition, as they occur in this (Hstrict, leads to
important conclusions reg~rding the crystaJlization of phenocrysts. The
great majority of the basaltic dikes carry porphyritical crystals of olivine,
augite, and plagioclase in a microcrysta,Jline groui1dmass of plagioclase,
augite,· and magnetite. In other varieties the phenocrysts are almost
wholly olivine a,nd augite. \Vithin the ~ore there are rocks with phenocrysts of augite a,nd plagioclase; sometimes with olivine, sometimes with
pa,ramorphs after 'olivine. The outlines of these crysta,ls show that their
crystallization continued uninterruptedly into the period of crystallization
of the grounc1m<1Ss. These rocks are more generaJl y the :fine-grained
forms. The greater part of the gabbro does not carry olivine, or at least
only in occasimial crystals, while the augites possess char~cters different
from those in the basalt; besides which, hypersthene and biotite have
developed in crystals a,s lnrge as those of aug·ite. It is also observed that
the apatite and magnetite a,re differently developed, being in larger and
fewer individuals in the coarse-grained rocks. ·
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From this it is evident that magmas of similar chemical composition,
which were erupted at different times, reached. positions of like elevation
within the volcai).O in different stages of erystallization. Some carried
large crystals ·of plagioclase, augite, and olivine, some only augite and
olivine, and others had no crystals developed in them. For, as shown in
the cha.pter on Electric Peak (Chapter III), the molten Ii1agmas must have
been c'ompletely fluid when they reached those places in the conduit where
the character of crystallization referable to tlle su:rrouucling COliclitions
affected all of the constituei1t niinerals, including the apatite and· zi1·con.
From the fact that the magma virhich was forced ]nto the outlying
dikes must have been the advariced portion. of that ivhich stopped in the
conduit in any particular eruption, and since the dike tocks are niore
usually porphyritic, and the core or stock rocks ·show by their mjcrostructure and mineral development that they 1vere genetally co'inpl~tely
fluid when they came to rest in the conduit, it may be infeiTed th.at the
phenocrysts of the dike rocks were formed in the advanced portion of the
magma of a particular eruption, and that the rear part of the magma was
in mo~t cases free from the1n.
The magma having been assumed to be chemically homogeneous, and
the influence of pressure not being recognized in the crystallization of
these rocks, the most variable coi1dition which remains is the temperature of
the rocks througli which the magma flowed, and the consequent difference
in the rate of cooling of the advanced portion of the magma and of the rear
portion. The former would cool more rapidly. While the magma advances
through hot rocks it may cool gradually, but when it enters less highly
heated rocks the· cooling will be more rapid.
There are many reasons for concluding that the. pheiwcrysts of porphyritic rocks are the re.sult of crystallization whic],J. has taken place very shortly
before the final solidification or crystallization Of the whole rock mass, and
that they are comparatively rapid growths, and are not minerals that have
existed within the molten magma for any considerable length of time prior
.
~ili~~~~
As indicating their rapid growth, we may cite the abundant inclusions .
of mother .liquor with gas cavities, which are of common occurrence in
phenocrysts in extrusive rocks; and that they could not have existed for
any great length of time within the molten mag1ha is prove~ by the
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uniform distribution instead of the segregation of the heavier minerals
in feldspathic magmas, such as phenocrysts of augite and magnetite in
rhyolite. The specific gravity of the former, about 3.3 and 5, is so much
greater than that of even the solidified magma in the form of obsidian, 2.3,
that it is difficult to imagine how fairly large crystals of these minerals could
have remained suspended for any length of time in this matrix ·when it wa.s
in a fluid state.
Cross 1 has called attention to certain large crystals of orthoclase i11
dacite-porphyries (" quartz-porphyrites ") and in granular diorites in Colorado, which appear to have cry~tallized after the magmas of these rocks had.
been erupted and had come to rest. And Pirsson has presented, in a paper
read before the eleventh annual meeting of the Geological Society of
America, further evidence of the relatively late growth of phenocrysts in
many porphyritic. rocks.
1 Cross,'''·, The laccolitic monnta.in groups of Colorado, Uta.h, ana Arizona. : Fourteenth :Ann.
.
Rept. U.S. G-eol. Survey, 1895, p. 229.

CHAPTER VIII.
THE IGNEOUS ROCKS OF THE ABSAROKA RANGE AND
T\VO OCEAN .PLATEAU AND OF OUTLYING PORTION8
OF THE YELLO\VSTONE NA'riONAL PARK.

By

JOSEPH pAXSON IDDINGS.

INTRODUCTION.

The volcanie lavas that ·were erupted. fi·om the chain of ancient volcanoes situated along the eastern border of the Yellowstone Park, and from
minor vents lying outside of this range, 1vere to a very great extent t'uffs
and fragmental material. They were thrown over large areas of country,
and often traveled long distances, so that after erosion had reduced the
size of these vast accumulations of tuff-breccia, not only were the original
forms of the bodies destroyed, but deposits that may have been at one time
connected have become separate. Thus, it is not always possible to decide
1vhether isolated areas of volcanic breccia belong to neighboring larger
bodies or are the result of local eruptions.
In the present chapter no attempt will be made to describe the mode
of formation or the history of the lavas of these portions of the Park, or
the topographic features of the Abs1iLroka niountains. DesCliptions of
these will be found in chapters by Mr. Arnold Hague in Part I. 1.'he
petrographic trea.ti'nent of the rocks in this chapter-will be confined to an
account of their field occurrence and distribution and to a systematic
description of their mineralogical characteristics and composition. The
account of their occurrence and distribution must of necessity proceed
along g·eographicR.J lines, which mR.y be follo1ved either upon the map of
the Y elJowstone Park accompanying this monograph or on the atlas sheets
of folio 3'0 of the Geologic Atlas of the United States, issued by the Geological Survey. For convenience, we shall start at the noi'thern boundary
269
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of the Park, ai1d mention the lav::t.s forming the mountains east of the·
Yellowstone River, from the northern boundary southward. rnwse in the
vicinity of Soda Butte Creek and east of Lama.r River hn,ve been described
in connection with the dissected volcano of Cnmdall Basin, but their mention again here will serve to make clear the connection of that volcano
with others that combined to form the Absaroka Range. In proceeding
from the north south·ward, the rocJ~:s encountered will follo>v one another
more nearly according to the order ·of their eruption, the youngest being
found farthest south.
EARLY ACID BRECCIA.

The volcanic ejectamenta of the Absaroka Range rest upon crystalline
schists and sedimentary rocks in the vicinity of tbe northern border of the
Y ellqwstone Park. The contact is exposed aloi1g the valley of Clark Fork,
Soda Butte Creek, Slough Creek, and lower Lama.r andY ello"''i'Stone rivers.
In. all of these localities there n.re exposures of light-colored andesitic
.breccia, often variegated in color. rrhese represent masses of various
dimensions, sometimes .very large. They rest immediately upon the schists
and sedimentary.rocks, and are o~erlain by dark-colored breccia. In some
places the tvm grade into. each other gradually; in others there is a. 'Nelldefined plane of contact, and evidences. of a period of erosion, between the
deposition of the two breccias. The gradation bet1veen the two indicates .
continuous deposition, or that both belong to a prolonged series of eruptions, during which . the cQml)osition of the lavas changed. A precisely
similar relation between lower acid and upper basic breccias obtains at
Sepulchre Mountain, ·where the volcanic activity was synchronous with
that of the volcanoes of the Absaroka Hang-e.
Exposlues of the early. acid breccia are few, and their areas are comparatively small, in the regi'on about to be described In the vicinity of Junction Butt~, immeCliately over the gneiss there is tuff-breccia of light~colored
acid andesite· and trachytic rhyolite, quite the same as those 1vest of Y ellolvstone River jn the neighborhood of Crescent Hill, and undoubtedly part of
the same -formation. These breccia deposits have been more or less ·worked
over by 1vater. and rearrangeq, and. include many fragments of gneiss. and
schist. · Similar lavas and breccia ·with buff-colored tuff (1025, 1026, 103~)
and some massive hornblende-andesite (1024) form the top of the northwestern end of Specimen Ridge.· The trachyte is brecciated with lumps of
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tuff and altered perlite having distinct perlitic structure (1027, 1028, 1031,
1032). Trachyte also forms the ba.se of Junction Butte, nml rests upon
the· gneiss directly north. It also forms the banks of the river at the
month of Slough Creek. 1'he acid a.nclesitic breccia extends several ]niles
farther up the Lamar River and is overlain by a lava. sheet of porphyritic
basalt (1129). The breccia is dense and dark colored and might be
n1istaken for basic breceia, but contains much biotite and even rninute
phenocrysts of quartz. The acid breccia, is cut by a 3~foot dike of pyro~ene
anclesite, which is clark colored and has sma.ll phenocrysts of pyroxene and
feldspar (1038). The relative age of these rocks is thus plainly shown in
this localitv.
"
Mica-bea.ring anclesitic breccia occurs at the northern base of Specimen Ridge, about a mil~ 1vest of Crystal Creek. It is green, compact; and
carries dark-colored fi·ag·ments.
It mav be a mixture with more basie
.
andesites .. The only other exposures of the earliest acid breecia in this
vicinity a.re . in Ca.che Creek and nea.r Cook City. These have been
described in connection with the Crandall volcano. T'he acid breccias in
all of these localities are the same. But in some cases there is more or less
of an admixture of basic material. Of course there are loca.Eties 1vhere
the basic breccia rests directly upon the nonvolcanic rocks. Either the
. first acid breccia was not· so extensive as the basic, breccia. or it ·was eompletely removed by erosion in some places.
The microscropical study of specimens collected from bodies of the
earliest a.cid breccia shows it to vary in mineral composition, the varieties
falling· under three elasses: Ho:rnblende-mica-a.ndesite, hornblende-andesite,
and hornblende-pyroxene-and esite. 11 he frag-ments constituting any la.rge
mass often differ considerably anwng themselves in habit, color, and minerai composition. Sometimes their characters are nearly constant for large
bodies of breccia. Massive bodies· occur either as lava streams or as intru~
s1ve masses. In most. places mica-bearing varieties abound. They are
seldom absen.t. But the relath"e proportions of the different varieties i!:' not
constant enough to permit a. close estimate to be made of the average composition of the whole. The follo·wing- analyses represent the chemiea.l
composition of the three va.rieties, one of which has been ah;eady given in
· connection '",rith the description of the Electric volcano.
(._,

.;
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~4:na.lyses of 1·ocks occt~rring in ea1·ly a.cid breeeia, _Absaroka Ra.nge.
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The first is a massive rock in the early acid breccia near the head of
Tower Creek. rrhe second ·is from the breccia of Crescent Hill,· and is
above the average in percentage of silica, judging from the mineral composition of the breccia as a whole. The third is from early acid breccia of
Sepulchre Mountain, and i.s considerably above the average for silica. It
is· probable that the average percentage of silica for the wliole of these
earlv acid breccias is 62 or 63.
These rocks are usually light gray, with greenish, reddish, and purplish
tones, sometimes havil~g darker colors. The appearance of the breccia is
generally variegated. It may he loosely aggregated, but is oftener compact
and indurated. The habit of the andesite fragments varies from those with
abmidant small phenocrysts of feldspar, biotite, hornblende, and r>yroxene
to those with fe·wer and larger phenocrysts of the same minerals, which
seldom exceed 5 mm.
The groundmass is g·lassy in some cases, ·usually colorless glass filled
with rectangular and prismatic crystals of feldspar and fewer microscopic
crystals of the other constituent minerals, including pyroxene in many cases.
Or the groundmass may be microlitic with little or no glass; or holocrystal- ·
,J
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line grading into micropoikilitic structures," which indicate that the rock fragments are broken portions of volcanic cones where the lavas had crystallized as dikes and other. intrusive bodies. rrhe shape of the fragments,
usually angular, is such as to show that nl.ost of the breccia. was fonned by
th~ explosion of already solidified lavas, which hacl consolidated near tl~e
centers of volcanic nction. Few, if nny, exhibit the slaggy surface of bombs.
'rhe phenocrysts are sharply icliomorphic, and zonal structure is 1vell
developed in the feldspars, which often contain numerous glass inclusimi.s.
The feldspars are nlmost wholly polysynthetic h\rins, in the lime-soda
feldspar series, their; optical properties indicating oligoclase and oligoclaseandesine. Sanidine is seldom present; in fact, is almost entirely ahsent.
It is fori.ncl in some associa,tecl tuffs, but mny have been derived from the
trachytic lava occm;ring ir~ the vicinity of Junction Valley. The feldsi)ars
are sometimes quite free from inclusions; in other cases they contain minute
crystals of the other constituent minerals, as well as pm;tions of the
groundmass.
Biotite forms six-sided ...nlates, often rather thick. Its color is brown to
reel, with marked absorption pnrallel to the plane of cleavage, and sometimes with strong pleochroism between orange, reel, and light yellow.
Greenish yellov(s also occur. Frequently the hornblende e~hibits the same
colors as the biotite in the same rock, both being red, or both brown or
greenish ·brown. Appareutl y the same cause affected t.he color of both
minerals at the same time. Often the biotite is brown when the hornblende
is greenish brown, or even green. ·Biotite resists decomposition longer
than hornblende in many cases. It is often free from inclusions, but frequently contains magnetite, apatite, or zircon, a.nd less often the other
mineral constituents. In some cases it has a border of magnetite grains,
. or ·may be more or less completely changed to a pseudomorph of magnetite ·
with or -\vithout pyroxene. This is usually accompanied by like changes in
the hornblende.
Hornblende has its customary stout prismatic forms, usually with colors
like those of biotite, but green tones occur more frequently than in biotite.
The pleochroism is tha.t ordinarily observed. Often free ftom inclusions, it
sometimes abounds in them, glass a.nd magnetite being the common kinds.
Paramorphism to magnetite a.nd augite occurs, as with biotite.. Intergrowths
with pyroxene are occasionally seen. Pyroxenes are more numerous m
iliON XXXII, PT II--18
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those rocks in which biotite is scarce, but both also occur together, accompanying ·hornblende. 'fhe pyroxenes are monoclinie and orthorhombic
species. Malacolite or augite is pale green in thin section, wi.th no ple- .
ochroism.. Hypersthene is more or less pleochroic with pale colors in thin
section; green parallel to the prismatic axis, a.ncl reddish perpendicular to
it. · The optical characters are the same a.s those of these minerals in the
pyroxene-andesi~es, and they "'vill be more particularly described under
that heading.
Qu.art.z phenocrysts are occasionally seen in 'the more siliceous ro·cks
approaching dacite in composition. Microscopic quartz is a.bunclant in the
groundmass of the more crystalline varieties .
.·Magnetite is always present in microscopic crystals, and appears to be
the form of iron oxide common to·this group of _andesites. 'ritanium oxide
is present in only small amounts. It is to ~e remarked in this connection
· that titaniferous iron oxide occurs in the rhyolites of this region, where it
shows itself in the character of the alteration product, which appears to be
leucoxene. Apatite, in short stout crystals, is usually colorless, but is
sometimes gray, yellowish, or red. The latter colors occur when the biotites and homblendes are more or less reddened. Zircon is alw·ays present
in small amou~ts and in minute crystals.
The subdivision of rocks into hornblende-mica-andesites, hornblendeandesites, and hornblende-pyroxene-andesites is based on the relative proportions of the ferromagnesian minerals. All three-biotite,. hornblende,
pyroxene-may be present together, those in very small amounts being
left out of the name of the rock. IIi general, the first group is the most
siliceous, the second next, and the third least of the three·. But the· transition through the mineralogical series. is not strictly coordinate with the
transition in the chemica:! series, s·o far as the silica is concerned. l\1:ore-.
over, we know that the mineral composition of a rock is not rigidly concordant with the chemical composition. So that rocks· that might be classed
as hornblende-andesite and others that are. hornblende-pyroxene-andesite
may be alike cl~emically.
As already said, some fragments of the overlying breccia are mingled
in places with the acid breccia; hence the collections ftom these masses in
some cases contain basic andesites, such as pyroxene-andesite.
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This breccia includes all of the darker-colorecfbTeccia., with some lightcolored breccia, ·which directly overlies the early acid breccia and ·which·
consists mainly of pyroxene-andesites, ·with some hornblende-pyroxeneandesites and basaltic andesites and basalts.
By correlation it corresponds to the basic breccia of Sepulchre Mountain and that west and south of the Ga1latin Mountains. It constitutes the
great accumulation of basic breccia that formed the bulk of the volcano of
Crandall Basin, including the mountain masses from Index Peak, through
those on both sides of Soda Butte Creek to Slough Creek, south through
Fossil Forest a.nd Mirror Plateau, to the ·mountains surrounding the drainage of Lamar River and the drainage of Crandall Creek. Basic breccia
connected with this extends along the mountain range east of the head of
the "Stinking·water River and west up to the tributary canyons, and underlies the summits of the northern half of the Absaroka Range ·within the
boundary of the Y ello1vstone Park.
Basic breccia forms the mountains north· of Lamar River, including
Bison and Druid peaks and the high ridges on both sides of Pebble Creek
and Soda Butte Creek, the bedding in all of· these masses being nearly.
horizontal, with a slight dip toward the south. 'rhey appear to be continuous with the breccia south of Lamar River, and, as already pointed out in
Chapter VII, they may be considered as the outlying base of the Crandall
volcano. In these breccias pyroxene-andesite is the prevalent rock, hornblendic varieties being less common, and basaltic varieties subordinate.
Associated with these breccias-that is, intercalated in them at the base- .
are several sheets of basaltic rock, which are exposed in d~sconnected
bodies along the bottom of' the valley of Lamar River and Soda Butte •
Creek. They distinctly underlie the great mass of the basic breccia where
they are- exposed on Soda Butte Creek and near its junction with Lamar
River. Thev also overlie some of the same kind of breccia. The charac·'
teristics of these ba,saltic rocks are sufficiently pronounced to distinguish
them from a much more recent basalt, ·whose eruption wa,s posterior to the
excavation of the present ·valley of Lamar River, and which will be
described later on. The olcler basaltic rock is found over the acid breccia
and trachytic breccia in the vicinity of Junction Butte and about the mouth
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Slough Creek. A remnant caps the breccia on the east side of Yellowstone Canyon, opposite the hot springs above Baronett Bridge (1126). It
is dark, dense, and crystalline, with a slightly resinous luster. It has large
tabular phenocrysts of plagioclase, some 8 or 10 mm. long, but none of augite
or olivine. Another sheet of basa.lt at the north base of Specimen B.idge
is dark and dense, with many medium-sized phenocrysts of tabular plagioclase, and fewe~·.of augite (1127). A somewha.t simila.r basalt overlies the
acid breccia just east of the mouth of Crystal Creek. It is dense and full
of medium and large phenocrysts of feldspa.r a.nd augite. It iH pa.rtly
amygdaloidal 'vith agate and quartz (1128). Over it is another sheet of
dense basalt, da.rk and crystallin~, with. ma.ny large phenocrysts of rectangular and tabular feldspars, and fewer and less noticeable augites (1130).
A similar basaltic rock occurs farther east, at the south base of Bison
Peak. It is dense, has a slightly resinous luster, and is filled with large
brilliant feldspars and numerous smaller a.ugites, and contains some amy.gdules of .zeolite (1131). Similar basalt occurs at the southwestern base of
. Druid Peak (1132). It is underlain by a massive sheet, which is dense an<.l
crystalline, with abundant large phenocrysts of tabular plagioclase 10 mm.
long, and fewer ·a.ml smaller augites (1133). Farther east, at the first gulch
below the mouth of Soda Butte Creek, basalt similar to the last is exposed
200 ~eet above the river. (1135). Three miles up Soda Butte Valley a basalt
cliff exp9ses a sheet of dense black rock, with abundant. small phenocrysts
. of feldspar and augite (1137). ·
rrhese rocks have a peculiar mineral composition that distinguishes
them from ordinary basalts. They are like some of the bfl,saltic lavas
occurring in the upper parts of this breccia, or overlying it, which are characterized by a varying content of orthoclase, and since they have never
been d~scribed in detail their specific characters will be given in Chapter
IX, w1~ich is devoted to a general description o{ all similar rocks occurring
'\vithin the Yellowstone Park. ·
The basic breccias belonging to the main mass of the Cr"andall volcano,
a.nd forming the mountains on Cache and Calfee creeks and the body of
Saddle Mountain, extend across Lamar River tow~rd the west and s·outh
and constitute the basal portion of Mirror Plateau arid of the mountains
between Lamar River and the head of Stinkingwater River.
:, ·Overlying this breccia in :lYiirror Plateau are numerous sheets of basalt,.
<:>f
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'",rith some intercalated layers of scoria· and breccia, forming a compound
sheet 700 to 1,000 feet thick This massive sheet caps the northeastern
spurs of lVIirror Plateau and forms the eastern half of its top, passing westward under rhyolite. 'I'he basalts of this sheet differ somewhat in outward
appearance. Some are clark and dense, ·with small phenocrysts. Others
have a semiwaxy luster a.ncl belong to the orthoclase-hearing varieties
alrea.clv mentioned.
·'
\Vest of the mouth of Cold C]:eek irregularly bedded ba~ic lweccia
forms the lower thousa,ncl feet of the ridge between this creek and \Villow
Creek. Immediately ov(~r it is a sheet of porphyritic basalt, ·with phenocrysts of feldspar ~mel pyroxene. 'l'his sheet is 200 feet thick, and constitutes the base of the broad shoulder which sets back from the steep face of
the ridge.
East of the mouth of Cold Creek basic breccia forms the lo1ver 1,500
feet of the northern end of the flat-topped mo1.mtain east of Pyramid Peak,
.and rises still higher in the next peak east, which is just lJeyoncl the ~ne
hundred and tenth meridian. Here, at 9,850 feet elevation, it forms the
northern summit of· the peak, the breccia being rough a.ncl unbeclcled and
dark gray in color (1472). The northern face of the peak is precipitous,
and consists of rudely bedded breccia carrying masses 3 feet in diameter.
The rock bears abundant phenocrysts of pyroxene. and ·feldspar, n.nd is
mostly clark colored, in places r0d. On the southern ::;lope of this peak it
is composed of very small fragments (1473) in a purplish-red matrix.
Ho'!:izontal basalt flovi'S. cap the next peak south, ·whose summit is
about 10,025 feet in altitude, and also form the top of the ridge to the east
and the smooth table-topped mountain lying southeast. 'l'he basalt on the
peak is dense,' with few phenocrysts of olivine (1475, 1476). It proves to
be a leucite-bearing shoshonite, described in Chapter IX. Other flows of
basalt in this neighborhood are more porphyritic.
The precipitous exposures on the ridge east, and on the south face of
the twin peaks Castor and Pollux, show the Jo,ver parts of these mountain
masses to be made of similar clark, rough, and rudely bedded or unbeddecl
breccia. But the upper thousand feet, ahove the 10,000-foot line, consists
of nearly horizontal sheets of basalt of various thicknesses. T'he slope of
the top of the table mountain south is at n, slight inclination westvvard.
The basalt sheets extend westyv-ard across the saddle at the southeastern
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end of the flat-topped mountain east of Pyramid Peak, and form the upper
GOO feet of this mountain, the bottom of the sheets lying nt about 9,000
feet ~tltitude, and resting on .basaltic breccia. The chmacter of the different
sheets varies somewhat, a highly vesicula.r and strongly porphyritic basalt
.(1477) being found at the northern e1icl.
Glaciation has left its ma.rks upon the surface of these table-lands,
having planed out lake basins a.nd dep?sited rounded drift. The extension
of the basalt sheets westwa.rd is clearly indica,ted by the topography of
Pyramid Peak. From the saddle northward there is a fiat bench or series
of benches along the ea.stern base of the pyramidal peak, ''vhich broaden out
into a flat-topped spur bet,veen the bra.nches of Cold Creek. The basalt
pass.es beneath the upper thousand feet of this mountain and descends steeply
into the valley of Cold Creek, thence across a. broad spur i1ito Mist Creek,
north of which it forms the basalt ledges already noticed, which are continuous with those of Mirror Plateau.
The same or similar basic breccia, topped by sheets of massive basa.lt,
continues southward ~loi1g the base of the mountain forming the west ,,vall
of Stinkingwater Canyon, and extends far up the valleys draining the
1:egion 1ying east of the watershed of the Yellowstone Lake. As in the
vicinity of Lamar River, these breccias and lava flows Tepresent the ancient
slopes of basaltic vo.lcanoes ~ying east of the one hundred and tenth
meridian.. Along Jones Creek, Crow Creek, and Middle Creek basaltic
breccia forms· the lo·wer portion of the eastern end of the mountain ridges.
It is overlain. by successive sheets of porphyritic basalt, which; on th.e
·northern side of Middle Creek, attain a total thickness of between 9C)O and
_1,000 feet. In each of these three valleys the basalt ledges have given
rise to high-shouldered spurs and benches on. either side of" the valleys, in
the same manner as on Cold Creek. ·The surface of the basalt flows
descends gradually to the westviard, _and. disappears beneath more recent
breccia in the heads of the valleys. The character of the basalt is similar to
· that near Lamar River. Some of the flows are full of large phenocrysts of
feldspar and pyroxene (1530)' others exhibit only large olivines .(1527).
This ea,rly basic breccia, ·with its assoeiatecl basaltic lavas of peculia~·
composition, continues beyond. the. divide at the head. of Middle Creek,
through Sylvan Pass, and forms the mountains and ridge as far as the shore
of Yellowstone Lake at Signal Point. It also occurs in isolated patches at
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the head of the soutlrwesten1 branch of Middle Creek, and on the other
side of the divide at the head of Rocky Creek, beneath 1i1ore recent light·
colqred acid breccia.
On the southern side of Sylvan Pass breccia of pyroxene-a.ndesite is .
highly i11durated by the many dikes that traverse it, and the pyroxenes are
more or less uralitizecl. At the forks of Middle Creek, east of this, it is
full of large phenocrysts of pyroxene and resembles much of the basalt of
the·Crandall Basin, and at Signal Point ·and near Park Point, on Yellowstone Lake, there are basalts anc1 breccia. of this type (161G-1G19). Signal
Ridge and the mass of Grizzly Peak are composed of pyroxenic 'breccia
without prominent phenocrysts, \>;rith some olivine and little or no hornblende, while hornblende ·a.ppears in the breccia at the summit of Grizzly
Peak (1521-1525) .
An isolated exposure of basaltic rocks belonging· to this series occun3 at
the head of the southeastern branch of Beaverdam Creek and just north of
Ooulter Creek At this pl~ce there are two horizontal sheets of porphyritic
basalt, one upon the other, and over them is a light-colored tuff of trachytic
rock, with many inclosed fragments of basalt and andesite. This tuff corresponds to the tra~hytic tuff in the neighborhoo d of Junction Butte.
Almost precisely similar basaltic lavas and trachytic tuff occur at T1vo
Ocean Pass, beneath the basic andesitic breccia ·which forms T1vo Ocean
Plateau, and though the exact period of eruption of these basaltic lavas, as
compared with the basalts of the Crandall volcano, is a matter· of uncertainty,
still on. purely petrographic al grounds they may be described in this connection.
On the northern side of Two· Ocean Pass there is a ledge of basaltic
rocks composed of five sheets resting directly one on another. · The' basalt
of the different sheets varies somewhat and belongs to the group of shoshonites. That of the top one ·is a dark, dense rock, with rather small
phenocrysts of feldspar, .augite, and decomposed olivine (1715). The top
smface is red, the middle of the fiov~< dense, and the bottom somewhat
vesicular. The top has probably been eroded. The sheet belo~; is similar,
with numerous larg·e feldspa~·s and altered olivines (1716). It is vesicular
. in the upper portion, dense in the middle, and slightly vesicular at the bottom, and is 25 feet thick Beneath this is a layer of scoria 2 or 3 feet thick,
having the character of the underlying flow, which is full of large. feldspars,
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is dense in the middle, but vesicula.r for 2 or 3 feet at the bottom (1717).
It is about 20 feet thick and is filled with zeolites (1722) and calcite; \Vhich
line cavities and cracks.
_rl'his sheet rests directly on the slaggy, scoriaceous top of the next
lO\'Irer one, \Yhich is a. basalt with only a few phenocrysts of pyroxene.
(1718). It is distinctly vesicular for some depth (1719). The lowest sheet
is a dark, dense basalt with numerous pl1enocrysts ·of augite and olivine
(1720). rrhe top and bottom of the sheet are vesicular (1721). This
basalt extends across the valley south. It rests on a.ssorted basic breccia.,
and may be traced west along the northern side of the valley for 2 miles
(1724), where it is similar to the upper two sheets at '1\vo Ocean Pass.
The more crystalline forms of these basalts have a slightly resinous luster.
T'he petrographical character of the rocks constituting the early basic
breccia is variable ·within limits, and is slightly different in the hyo principal localities n:1entioned, Sepulchre Mountain and Crandall volea,no. In all
cases it is pyroxene-andesite in large part, grading into hornblendepyroxene-andesite on the one hand and into olivine-bearing andesite and
basalt on the other. At Sepulchre Mountain the hornblendic end of the
series 'is more pronounced and the basaltic end is subordinate. But it is
to he remembered that the size of the mass of this mountain is insignificant
when compared with that of the groups of mountains embraced in the
Crandall volcano. The breccias more directly connected ·with the Crandall
volcano are hu•gely pyroxE:ne-andesites, only a very. sma1l proportion of
\vhich carry hornblende. Basaltic forms are very abundant, and true
basalts preponderate in the upper parts of the volcano. The bulk of this
breccia lies within the district already described as the dissected volcano of
Crandall Basin, and its petrographical characters have been given m
Chapter VII.
· The .basaltic lava flows or streams connected ·with this breccia, as
already pointed out, occur partly near its base, as do the flo1vs exposed in
the lower Lamar River Valley and in the valley of Soda Butte Creek. The
greater part constitutes the thick accumulation of lava sheets forming Mirror
Plateau and the summits of .the mountains immediately south of Lamar
River. .The petrographical character of these rocks is somewhat vadable.
A large number of sheets consist of normal andesitic basalt-that is, basalts
:with abundant phenocrysts of lime-soda feldspar (labradorite-bytownite),
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a.ugite, and olivine, and occasionally hyi)ersthene, in different proportions
in different cases. In some rocks the phenocrysts are large; in others, small.
Augite is usually the most prominent mineral. 'l'he groundmass is gla,ssy
and microlitic, or holocrystalline, 1vith lime-soda feldspar, augite, and magnetite, and having the various modifications of microstructu re characteristic ·
of basic anclesitic lavas. Olivine, ·which is abundant, is in some cases partly
decomposed to green serpentine, in others to orange or reel serpentine, 1vhich
appears to p'ass into the mica-like mineral hrwing similar colors anchnclices
of refraction, but marked pleochroism, v,rith strong absorption fo1; rays
vibrating parallel to the plane of perfect cleavage. The pmfect clea,vage
appears to be parallel to some plane in the prisnmtic zone of olivine.
Other bodies of these rocks have R,n exceptio11al composition, and for
this reason will be described in detail in Chapter IX, together with ·other
similar rocks in the region.
T.1ATE ACID BRECCIA.

·Overlying the massive basalts tha.t top the early basic breccia, and' in
marked contrast to their clark-gray or black color, are breccias and tuffs of
light-colored and brightly variegated andesites. This superposition is
clearly shovn1 in Pyramid Peak and on the fiat-topped inountain east of it.
\Vest of the ponds on the latter mountain there are scattered exposures of
compact and also of friable beds of light-gray tuff, composed of small fragments of hornblende-m ica-andesite and homblende-a ndesite, with larger
rounded and subangu]ar pieces of the same kinds of rock (1481, 1482).
Just west of the saddle east of Pyramid Peak the basalt is exposed
with overlying beds composed of fine grains of hornblende-mica-andesite,
acting as a cement for fragments and 1;ounded masses of vesicular basalt,
simila.r to the basalt of the neighborhood . Above this the pyramidal
mountain is formed of light-colored andesitic breccia a,nd tuff to its summit.
The whole mass is exposed in bold escarpment, and consists of nearly horizontal beds of tuff and breccia, with layers of large fragments tlmt are
subangular, i·onnded, and also angular. There is great variety of cplor
and habit in the rmdesite. 'l'he greater part is hornblende-a ndesite, some is
hornblende-mica-andesite, and some pyroxene-an desite; portions of it are
dense and compact, other portions porous. The beds are bro·wn and gray,
some being very thick ·without distinct bedding. At the s<YL1thern end of
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the escarpment there 'is much gray ash with leaf impr~ssions (1478, 14 79;
1480) .
. Sin1ilar· light-colored breccia extends south and west arid forms the
upper part of the mountain ridge through Cathedral Peak, lying between
Cold Creek and Jones · Creek. It constitutes the main mass of :Mount
Chittenden an9. the low mountains north to Raven Creek; and beyond to
Pelican Cone and the ridge west (1160, 1161).
In these low mountains the· character of the andesites constituting the
breccia varies considerably, and acid and basic andesites are often
intimately mingled, many fragments being hornblendic, while others are
vdwlly pyi·o~enic. .However, it is evident in numerous places that the
more siliceous and hornblenclic andesites predominate in the lower parts of
the mass, and are overlain by disti~ctly later accumulations of basic andesite.
Thus, at the falls on Raven Creek, at about the 8,200-foot contour of the
m~p, and within a short distance of the limit15 of the older basalt, hornblendeandesitic 1-Jreccia is exposed in indurated beds which can·y round~d bowlders
of the same rock. It is also found immediately south of this point 01i the
summit of the ridge, where. it is capped by dark-colored basic breccia,
which is well bedded in places.
.On the southern side of the meadow at the head of Mist Creek and
near the limits of the older basalt, compact breccia of hornblende-andesite
is exposed in such a manner as evidently to be over the basalt, although an
immediate contar.t was not. discovered. Similar breccia, not so indurated,
however, forms the ridge south of this locality. Many of the fragments
are light colored, with phenocrysts of feldspar and hornblende; others a.re
darker, have .less noticeable phenocrysts,. and are more pyroxenic (1483).
At the knob about the middle of this ridge the hornblendic. breccia is
capped by a remnant of clark-red basi.c breccia, the line of contact between
the two being plainly visible (1484). Similar relations exist between hornblendic breccia an(!. basic breccia on the ridge. across the head of Mist and
Cold· creeks (1485, 1486). The various altitudes at which the overlying
basic breccia is found indicate. a very irregular smface for the previously
accumulated hornblendic. breccia.
The breccia west of Raven Creek forms the mass of Porcupine Cone,
·which is hornblende-pyroxene-andesite at·its summit (1159), mostly light
colored. West of the mud springs on Pelican Creek similar andesite occurs,
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that on the top of the ridge being hornblende-micR.-andesite (1160, 1161).
R.esting upon the great sheet of ba_salt on top of Mirror Phteau a~·e areas of
andesitic brecciR. with light-gmy tuff. In the vicinity of Mirror Lake the
light-gray tuff is composed of bits of hornblende-mica-andesite (1158), biotite not being very plentiful. N em· the falls on Raven Creek the tuff is gmy
R.nd fine grained (1157), and consists of particles of hornblende-pyroxeneandesite with much hornblende. The light-colored breccia of Mount Chittenden is bedded in its northe1~n spur, and carries hornblende R.nd some
biotite. The R.nclesitic fragments are sub angular;· many R.re glassy and
light colored; some are pyroxenic and Vesicular (1487). Similar breccia
forms the western spur (1492). At the northern part of the suinmit of the
peak the breccia contR.ins many .large masses of hornblende-andesite 1vith
abundant hornblendes (1488 to 1497). The acid breccia in the eastern
base of the mountain summit and around the head of Jones Creek is 1vithout
bedding and occurs in irregularly accumulated bodies. It is overlain by
clark-colored, well:-beclcled basic breccia, consisting of small angular fragments. This is distinct along the crest of the ridge east toward Cathedra.!
. Peak and on the southern slope of the summit of Mount Chittenden and
along· th~ crest of the ridge to the south and southeast. A broad dike of
hori1blende-andesite-por phyry cuto the southern summit of Mount Chittenden, and will be described with other ·dike rocks.
The character of the upper basic breccia is basaltic on the summit of
Mount Chittenden (1504 to 1507), with01:r't prominent phenocrysts. Farther ·
south, beyond the pass, it is dark pyroxene-R.nclesite (1514). The underlying unbeddecl breccia at the top of the ridge south of Mount Chittenden
is mostly pyroxene-andesite (1513, 1515) with little or no hornblende. It
extends .d.own the long spur west1vard to Lake Butte, where it overlies massive hornblende-mica-dR.cite (1509, 1510). This rock is light colored, gray·
and reel, with abundant sma.ll phenocrysts of qua.rtz, feldspar, hornblende,
and biotite. It is extremely porous R.ncl appears to have been a surficial
lava.
Homblencle-R.nclesitic breccia forms the ridge around the heR.d of Crow
Creek to AvalR.nche Peak a.ncl its western spur, which lies north of Clear
Creek. Just north of A va.la.nche Peak the breccia is dark colored and
hornblendic, 1vithout bedding, a.ncl carries large_ blocks of hornblendeandesite from 3 to 8 feet long (1511 ). N orthwarcl it passes into lighter-
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colored breccia.. The northern faqe of A vala.nch~ Peak is composed of
unbedded. breccia, wbile the breccia of the nortlnvestern spur is bedded.
At the northern m~d of the sun:11;1it of the pea.k it is variegated ~"tnd full of
hornblende phenocrysts (1516). Hornblende-andesitic breccia forms the
main mass of the peak southeast of Avalanche Pe~1k, and extends along the
crest of the mountain ridge eastward between Crow and Middle creeks.
Here it rests upon the basa.lt. sheets already mentioned. South of the peak
on this ridge, 1~ miles 1vest of the one hundred and tenth meridian, it is
w.ell exposed in bare bluffs and spurs. It is light-colored, .variegated, and
well-bedded breccia, mostly hornblendic, some ±i·agments having t-:,bunda.nt
pyroxene phenocrysts (1528, 1:329).
It is overlain by massive laminated andesite, ·which is rudely columnar,
and forms the high peak just mentioned .. This mass was undoubtedly a
surficial flow over an uneven surface of breceia which sloped to the north
and also to the south at this point rrhe mass is at present about 400 feet
thick, and at its base is dense, gray, and crystalline, ·with no prominent ·
phenocrysts (1614). Farther east on the crest of the ridge, and 400 feet.
lower, the same massive andesite forms a. capping to the breccia. It is
laminated and finely columnar, luwing large vertical columns in the middle,
and smaller ones beneath, -vvith irregular parting at the top (1615). Near
it the breccia consists of similar pyroxene-andesite. It ca:n be seen fi:om
this ridge that light-colored breccia forms the crest of the ridge north of
Cro1v Creek and overlies the. basic' breccia and basalt sheets constituting the
base of the ridge. The light-colored breccia is in turn capped by massive
·columnar lava on Silver Tip Pea.k and on the next pe_ak east. Another
remnant of massive andesite rests on the breccia at the hea.d of Cro1v Creek. ·
It iR about 200 feet thick, is jointed horizontally, and consists of hornblendeandesite with inconspicuous phenocrysts (1512).
From the summit of the ridge north of Middle Creek it also appears
that the mountain mass south of this creek is similarly constructed, its
lower portion of basic breccia, 1vith lJasaltsheets, forming high, fiat-topped
spurs about 1,000 feet above the valley. ·The upper portion consists of a
high ridge of light-colored, v;rell-bedded breccia, 1vith a number of pinnacles
on its northern slopes, the pinnacles-being beautifully columnar, dark-colored
rock. The southwestern end of the upper part of this ridge has been visited,
and consists of light-colored breccia of hornblende-andesite. The high peak
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on this ridge 4 miles northeast of Mount Langford, vvhen seen from the
southwest, appears to consist of indurated light-colored breccia, traversed
by numerous dikes. The same ridge a mile southwest of this point is cut by ·
ten dikes withii1 a distance of a mile, and the breccia composing· the ridge
at this place is hornblende-andesite, ·with abundant h01nblende in most cases,
and often with very light-colored tuff. The dikes of this vicinity will be
described in connection with the great system of dikes at Sylvan Pass. The
light-colored hornblendic breccia, which has been traced from its northern
limit in the neighborhood of Lamar· River, continues south·warcl as far as
1\Iountain C~·eek It forms the mountain ridges around the southern head
of Middle Creek, being well exposed in precipitous amphitheaters on either
side ~f Mount Langford. The rude bedding of the mass east of the latter
pea.k is a.bout horizontaL The chara-ete1· of the breccia in places is. very
variable, but is. distinetly hornblenclic (1634, 1635). l\!Iount Langford consists of nea.rly horizontal beds of light-colored breccia, n,ncl the same is·
true of its northeastern spur and the ridg·e 1vest to Mount Doane and north
around the head of :M:iclclle Creek. On the summit of :Mount Langford the
breccia consists of andesites of various colors and habits, with smaU or large
phenocrysts, mostly hornb!endic. Some fragments are pyroxene-andesite
(1632, 1633). · On the west slope of Mount Doane, above the saddle, the
light-coloi·ed hornblende-andesitic breccia contains masses of hornblenclemica-:-andesite, very lig-ht gray and pink, 1vith abundant phenocrysts (1636,
163 7). This breccia also forms the southe111 base of Mount Stevenson, the
bedding being about horizontaL
'l'he mountain ridge from Mount Stevenson as far as the Yello1vstone
Lake is composed of dark-colored breccia, in part hornblendic, but mostly
of basic· andesite (1623, 1624) .. The andesitic breccia in the ridge between
Rocky and Beaverdam creeks is similar to that of Mount Langford ; light
colored, in places darJ~; largely composed of hornblende-andesites of
various habits, together I'Yith some basic pyroxene-andesites (1625 to 1631
anc11447 to 14MJ). The same light-colored breccia forms the ridge east of
. Beavenlri.m. Creek, from the stream bed to its 'summit, except in the peak of
Mount Humphreys and tha.t northvvest of it., where the light-colored breccia
is capped by dark breccia. Bold escarpments on the northwest side of the
last-mentioned mountain exhibit nearly horizontal beds of light breccia
overlain by similarly bedded clark breccia, the bedding of the two being
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continuous and .not. interrupted. Occasionally one pMses into the other
horizontally near .the line of contac~. The dark upper breccia consists of
basic andesites with more or less hornblende in phenocrysts. rrhe greater
number are very dark, with minute phenocrysts of feldspar and pyroxen~
(1638, 1639).
Light-colored breccia forms the ridge southwest of this ·mountain,
through Coulter Peak, being overlain along the crest by a horizontal layer
of basic breccia. The light-colored breccia passes beneath basic breccia at
the eastern base of the peak south of Beaverda,m Creek, the lower ·breccia
being pink and hornblendic, the upper breccia dark colored a.nd pyr<?xenic,
with a little hornblende and some olivine (1642, 16.43). It is distinctly
bedded, and dips about 20° \V. At the head of the south fork of Beaverdam Creek the light-colored brecda overlies t'''t'O superimposed sheets of
basalt, over which is a deposit of trachytic breccia, already referred to. The
petrographical character of these basalts and the· trachyte, as wen as their
geological position with respect to the hornblende-andesite, relates them
to the older basaltic period of the Crandall volcano, though they probably
were emptied from some other center.
.
- .
.
The light-colored breccia ~ontinues around the eastern head of Trappers
Ci·eek, ·from Mount Humphreys to Table l\iomitain and the Turret. At
the head of Mountain Creek, northwest of Eagle Peak, the light-colored
breccia. consists· of light-gray tuff and various-sized fragments of hornblende-andesite (1655 to 16~0). · These andesites differ in color and habit,
a few having large phenocrysts of hornblende. There is occasionally some
mica. In places the rock over considerable areas is all of the same material, though apparently brecciated, solid angular masses being cemented
by c1;umbling material of the same character. There are also large masses
of somewhat fissile andesite, but nothing re~embling intrusive rock in place.
Similar andesite forms the northern spur of the peak at the head of·Mountain
Creek, and is well exp·osed in the ridge west of the creek to Table Mountain.
~t is but rudely bedded, and is capped by. well-bedded, dark, basic breccia,
vvhich forms the plateau of 'rable Mountain. It is also overlain by pat.ch~s
of basic breccia on the peak at the head of Mountain Creek, and passes
beneath tlie mass of Eagle Peak.
- ··
·
At the southern end of the ridge of Table Mountain the light-colored
·breccia is well exposed.' It is like that farther north and is highly varie-
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gated (1652 to 1654). It carries large masses of andesite, from 1 to 8 feet
in diameter. The bedding is irregular-in some places horizontal, in others
dipping 20° vV. It is topped by well-bedded basic bre'Ceia., ·which forms.
the smpmit of the Turret _and covers what ·was once a very uneven suifa.ce
of older·breccia. The light-colored breccia extends down to the valley of
Trappers Creek on the west and down to the bottom of Mm~ntain_Oreek on
the east,_ but the southern. end of the ridge for 1,000 feet above the creek
is pyroxeue-andesit ic breccia, whose relation to the hurnblendic breccia 'va.s
not dis.covered.
The most southern exposure of what has been definitely recognized as
the light-colored hoi·nblende-andesitic breccia is in the vicii1ity of the forks
of Th'lountain 01~eek. On the eastern· bank of the north fork it appears to
be somewhat indurated in places. It has abundant hornblendes,· and ·some
fragments are hon1blende-biotite-andesite (1661 to 1666). At one place it
consists of horizontal layers of tuff with_ it1tercalated layers of large waterworn and rounded fragments. It is cut by small bodies of intrusive andesite. It forms the lo)¥·er ei}d of the spur between the ma:in forks of the
creek, exten~ing up it to a point 500 feet above the stream, ':vhere there is
an exposure of massive hornblende-andesite, porous and light red, with
some large, stout hornblende phenocrysts and segregations ·of red hornblende and biotite (1664, 1667). Il'1 this vicinity the hornblendic breccia is
overlain by· dark-col01~ed basic breccia, the superposition being. shown in a
number of· places.
So1,1th of this point no distinct accumulation of light-colored hornblendeandesitic breccia has been observed. It is possible, however, that the lightcolored layer of breccia at the western base of the most n01t.hern prong of
The Ttident may represent this series of breccias. It is not separated into.
thin layers or beds, but weather's into a massive cliff with vertical prisms.
The exposed layer is over 100 feet ~hick, and consists of light-colored tuff.'5
and breccia, with andesitic fragments of various kinds. They are mostly.
pyroxene-andesite, but many carry a little hornblende and others a little.
mica, while some are decidedly hornblendic, as is also the light.,.gray tuff
(1683, 1684). This layer is overlain by distinctly bedded, dark-colored
breccia, which continues up to the summit of The Trident.
The tuff-breccia and occasional lava flows that have just been described
far
·consist of andesites, for the most part light colored and hornblendic. ·
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the larger number of rocks are hornblende-pyroxene-andesites. w·w1 these
are intimately mingled hornblende-ai.1desites and hornblende-mica-a.ndesites,
and in a few instances dacites. In some pln.ees pyroxene-andesites are.
abundant, :so that there is a transition into the overlying basic breccia. In
fact, a distinction between the two is hardly possible except in a broad way,
the. upper breccia being prevailingly clark colored, and the .predominant
kinds of rock being pyroxene-andesite a.nd basaltic varieties, with basalt,
and much less hornblende-pyroxene-andesite.
IIi the ~cid breccia there are places where fragments of basaltic andesite occur spa.ring·ly. Such a mingling of varieties is natural beca.tlse of the
occurrence of tliis breccia-upon the fin.nks of volcanoes which are composed
of basic andesites and basalts. Curionsly enough, there ·is less mingling
tha,n might be expected; and the contrast between the underlying basalts
mid the overlying a.cid breccia is well mark ~d in many places. The
uncertainty of limhs and the transitional ehara.eter of the breccia are most
marked between this upper acid breccia and the overlying upper basic breccia..
In describing the microscopical clmracters.of these rocks, it seems best
to follo-\v ·a, mineralogical sequence, rather than to trea.t the rocks iJ,J. the
. order of their relative a,bunclance. In the first ca.se the order would be:
Daeite,' hornbhmde-mica-and.esite, homblende-a.ndesite, hornblende-pyroxene-an~lesite, pyroxene-andesite (basaltic anclesite).
nacite.-The only rocks belonging to this terrane that are Clearly dacite
occur in tviro iocalities sonw distance apaJ:t: Lake Butte, on the northeast
shore of Yellowst.one Lake, and the north base of Mount Doane. . At the ·
first locality the rock is massive, and is exposed for only a short distance,
so that the geological character of the m~ss is not evident. It was
probably a lava flow of considerable thickness, for the sections examined
microscopically are holocr}rstalline. The. rock l.s light colored, gra.y and
reel, and extremely porous, but not pumiceous, and has abundant srna1l'
. phenocrysts of quartz, feldspar, hornblende, a1icl biotite. · The quartzes are
first recognized under the microscope, when they are found to be very
abundant. They are partly i~iomorphic, in double six-sided pyramids,.
more or h~ss rounded. They contain, as inclusions, lumps of glassy
· groundmass, colorless ·glass in pyramidal cavities, ci·ystals of biotite, and
the other mineral constituents of the rock. In some cases rhombohedral
cleavage is noticeable.
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The feldspar phenocrysts are all polysynthetic twins, and are limesoda feldspars, some of which exhibit symmetrical 'extinction angl~s indicating labradorite; hut others appear to belol}g to· more alkaline species.
Zonal structure is highly developed. Inclusions are not abundant, and
consist of occasional crystals of biotite, hornblende, apatite, zircon, and
magnetite. The biotite, ·which is abundant., is in six-sided plates, and also
in relatively thick crystals, occasionally the thickness being gTeater than
the ·width. Its color is clark brown in thin cleavage plates, and strongly
pleochroic in sections perpendicular to the cleavage, being pale ,yello·w for
light vibrating pg,rallel to u:, and almost opaque for that at right angles to
this direction. In places the lamellre of a crystal are. bent at one end
where they approach another phenocryst, inclicating the forcible crov.rding
of these crystals during the movement of the magma before solidification.
Inclusions of minute apatite crystals are common;· those· of magnetite and
zircon less so. The hornblende is less abundant than biotite, and is green,
with a tinge of brown, with marked pleochroism, pale brovm II a, brOI'i'llish
green !Ill, strong green I c. Crystal forms are seldom observed, except in
the prism zoiie, where the unit prism predominates, ai1d both pinacoids
may be present. Often the outline _is very irregular. Inclusions of biotite
occur, and sometimes apatite and magnetite. It is a later crystallization
than biotite. Apatite, magnetite, and zircon are present in their usual
forms.
The groundmass is holocrystalline, · very fine grainecl, apparently
microgranular, but the· indistinct grains when highly magnified are found
.to have a micropoikilitic structure-that is, they consist of quartz cement
and feldspar microlites. There is also a much smaller amount of magnetite
in minute crystals, and som~ shreds of biotite.
The dacite found in fragments in the breccia at th~ base of Mount.
Doane (1637) is glassy and pumiceous, with abundant minute phenocrys~s
of feldspar, quartz, and hernblende, and less biotite. These crystals are
nearly all idiomoqJhic, except 1\rl~en in fragments; or in the case of quartz,
whet~ rounded. The quartzes contain numerous inclusions of colorless glass
with gas bubble and surrounding strain phenomen:a. Other inclusions are
rare. The feldspars are plagioclase, probably labra.dorite. They have beautiful zonal structure and frequent glass inclusions. Minute prisms of apatite
and crystals
is
. of the other constituents a.re sometimes included. Hornblende
'
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abundant and dark brown, with strong absorption. It incloses some magnetite, and in one case ha.s grown around augite. Idion:lorphic and broken
crystals occur beside one another. Biotite; with the same color as hornblende,
is less abundant. Some crystals are idiomorphic; others are ?ent and
crumpled by the pressure from other phenocrysts prior to the solidification
of the mass. Small crystals of these minemls; almost microscopic, occ1.1r in
the glassy groundmass. 1\fagnetite, apatite, and zircon a.re present in idiomorphic crystals. The groundmass is colorless glass with a relatively small
amount of ver)r minute crystals. It is .pumiceous, with vesicles more or less
spherical, or drawn out into spindle-shaped tubes.
Hornblende-mica-andesites.-The varieties of these rocks are microcrystalline
andesites with multitudes of minute phenocrysts of plagioclase, feldspar, ~nd
. hornblende, and fewer of biotite, so that in some cases they might be
called mica-bearing hornblende-andesites. In thin sections the hornblendes
are seen to be differently colored in different rocks. In some they are green
and brownish green, with very sligh~· boi·der of magnetite gra.ins, or none at
all. In others they are deep chestnut ·brown, witho~ut borders; in still others,
strong reddish brown with pleochroism from orange to red without 1~order,
or with narrow magnetite margin. Otherwise they are alike, having similar
forms and inclusions. They are partly idiomorphic. Inclusions are not
common. Some contain numerous glass inclusions.
~iotite varies also in color and is easily confused with hornblende in
some of the rocks, usually,having the same colors where the hornblende
is brown and red-brown; but where hornblende is green, biotite is brown.
Its chief inclusions are ·magnetit~ and apatite.
·.
Hypersthene ancl augite occur in only a few rocks, and then in very
small crystals. In one case hypersthene with pronounced pleochroism has
a dark border, as though from magmatic action. It accompanies red honlblendes. In another instance, where the hornblendes are red, the few small
augites are nearly colorless.
·The plagioclase is toward the labradorite part of thB series, exhibiting
rather high extinction angles and hav"i.ng forms and inclusions similar to
those of the plagioclases of the dacites just described, except that zonal
structure is not so frequent, being most pronounced in the larger, nearly
equidimensional crystals, and nearly wanting- m the smaller, narrow
rectangular ones.
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The· groundmass in the different varieties of this rock varies from
microcryptocrystalline and microlitie to microcrystalline with micropoikilitic
structure, which is very :fine grained, the structures and mineral compositions being typically andesitic.
Hornblerrde-andesites.-'i'he habit Of these rocks is generally similar to that Of
the andesites just describ~d-a holocrysta1line groundmass with abundant
minute phenocrysts of feldspar and hornblende. In one case feldspar phenocrysts are ·wanting. The hornblendes. have the same varieties of color and
other characteristics as those in the andesites last described. In most of the
cases studied they are reel. Bla.ck borders occur in soni.e varieties, but with
no special connectien with any particular microstructure of the groundmass. Biotite is present in several rocks in small amounts. Small crystals
of pyroxene are rare. The feldspar phenocrysts are similar to those
described in the hornblende-mica-andesites. The groundmass structures
are also similar-holoCI:ystalline and microlitic, with andesitic habit
Hornblende-pyroxenc-andesite.-The 101 thin sections of this kind of andesite
which were studied exhibit a range of mineral eomposition from rocks with
much ferromagnesian phenocrysts to others 1vith few, ~mel from varieties
with much hornblende and little pyroxene, which are closely connected witli
hornblende-andesite, to those with more pyroxene than hornblende, which
might. be classed as hornblende-bearing pyroxene-and·esites. The groundmass also differs greatly in various ro~ks, and the amount, size, and shape of
the feldspar phenocrysts are equally var1able. In general, however, the
habit is like that of the rocks just described-a groundmass cro'i:vded with
small phenocrysts. The actual. character of the groundma.ss can be discovered only v;rith the l'nicroscope. It is glassy and microlitic in many cases
a11d holocrystalline in others.
The feldspar phenocrysts, which are present in great abundance, a~~e
mostly rectangular and elongated in thin sections. They are all plagioclase, and, like those before described, probably labradorite. But there
appears to be some variability in the kinds, and some smaU crystals exhibit
extinction angles suggesting anorthite (33°). Polysynthetic twinning is,
always present to a greater or less extent, and zonal structure is highly
developed in some crystals, over 100 alternating zones of light and shade
having been counted in one feldspar, which was 0.46 mm. from center to
ma.rgin, the average width of a zone being 0.0002 of an inch. In some cases
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the zones alternate in the values of their extinction angles, so that it would
seem as though the composition of. the feldspar oscillated betvireen narrow
limits from the center outward. In other cases the center exhibits a higher
angle of extinction than the marginal zones, from which it may be inferred
that the composition changed interruptedly from the center outward. 'l'he ·
feldspars are sometimes free from inclusions, sometimes· crowded with glass
inclusions, or these may be arranged in zones. Microscopic crystals of
pyroxene, apatite, and magnetite are also included in some feldspars.
The hornblende is like that in the varieties of andesite just ·described;
not often idiomorphic, except in the prism zone; freci"L~ently 1vith dark border,
which is sometimes broad and compact. Often the border consists of minute
pyroxenes. Sometimes the hornblende is surrounded by comparative! y
large crystals of pyroxene, magnetite, and feldspar, the aggregnte having
an irregular outll.ne in some instances, and in others having the outvmrd
form of hornblende. The colors are reel-brown, ·brown, [\,Jld, less often,
green. Occasionally the· color varies in strength zonally. Hornblende
incloses both [l,ugite and hypersthene .in comparatively la.rge crystals, and
also in smaller grains, and exhibits the same relations of intercrystallization
1vith the pyroxenes 1vhich exist between these three minerals in the diorites
of Electric Peak. In one rock (1652) the lJrmvn hornblende is intimately
intergrown with plagioclase, as in the case of hypersthene in the andesite
lava from Mount Hood, Oi·egon.1 The pyroxenes are augite and hyper-·
sthene, generally in almost identical small ci·)rstals, ·with like forms in the
prismatic zone-unit prism and both pinac~ids, tqgether with flat terminal
faces. The cleavage and twinning are non~al. They have nearly the same
color in thin section-pale green. But the hypersthene has reddish tones
for rays vibratii1g transversely to the prismatic axis of the crystal. They
.are distinguished only by the differences in their double refraction and
their extinction angles, measured from the prism axis. Their most frequent
inclusions are crystals of 1i1a.gnetite: Rarely they inclose reel hornblende.
The gro_undmass of most of the hornblende-pyroxene-and esites studied
is glassy and crowded 1;vith minute microlites. Often these are so close
together that it is not possible to say whether there is any amorphous
.
'
.
glassy substance between them. In some cases it is evident that the whole
1 Iddings, J. P., The eruptive rocks of Electric Pev.k and Sepulchre Mountain, etc.: Twelfth
Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, 1R92, p. 612.
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mass is crystallized: The more glassy varieties afford -the best opportunity
for observing the character of the microlites. For tl~is reason it ma.y be best
to begin with the descriHtion of the most glassy var-ieties. Of these, some
have glass, which is colorless _in thin section, with many distinctly crystallized microlites, which, however, are not crowded together. Ti1e microlites
are feldspar, pyroxene, and magnetite. The feldspars have not always the
same habit. In some varieties of the rock the microscopic feldspars are
1;ectangular, .square, and elongated, with lamellar twinning, both albitic
of 33° to 35° indicatin&
and periclinic, the symmetrical extinction angles
b
.
anorthite. They range in size from the most minute crystals to those 0.6 mm.
long. They are at times indented at the ends. In other varieties of the
rock the microlites of feldspar are J?artl y thh1 tabular crystals, some~imes
-crossing one another in QaJ.·lsbaq twinning position. 1'hey are lime-soda
feldspat·s yielding lath-shaped· cross section. In the glassiest rocks the feldspars have the most abundant glass inclusions, wh1ch occur even in microscopic crystals, although the SJ?allest feldspars are quite free from inclusions.
The pyroxene microlites, like those of feldspar, range in size from the
minutest to those t4at might be. called small phenocrysts. Augite and
hypersthene are both present, but in some cases hypersthene is the prevailing species. Both pyroxenes occur in prisms, sometimes stout, sometimes
slender, occasio~1ally .very thin. T.hey are often cracked across as with
basal parting, the pieces of crystal slightly separated in some cases. These
. grade into case~ in which the pyroxene prisms are represented by a line of
grains whose distance apart equals. or exceeds the thickness of th~ grain.
From the resemblance of these grains to the globulites. in some of-the
glassy groundmasses it is probable that these globulites are augite to a con·
siderable ~xtent. .
frequently inclosed in the pyroxene in great
are
Magnetite crystals
.numbers, but in some cases th~y are nearly free from them. The mag. netite c~·ystals are idiomorphic in many cases, but in. others theiT forins are
indistinct. One perfectly developed crystal which was· inclosed in a fel~spar
had the form of a dodecahedron combined with an octahedron. Apatite
occurs in minute hexagonal prisms.
In groundniasses where the glass is crowded ·with microlites their
.
.forms appea.r to be the same, but on account of their frequent superposition
the forms are not so easily observed.
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In some glassy varieties the glass is brown in very thin sections, and
the microlites of colorless feldspar and pale-green augite are distinctly
contrasted 'vith the gl~ss. In other parts of the same rock the pyroxene
crystals, small and large, are reddened on the surface and have a reel
opaque margin or incrustatiori, the smallest crystals · being reddened
throughout, the large ones only margina.lly. In these parts of the rock the
glass is more often colorless, as though the bro1vn pigment had been segTegatecl about the pyroxenes. But there are cases 1vhere reddened pyroxenes
occur in bro1vn glass. In one. rock the glass is yellow and orange in thin
section, and the pyroxenes are reddened and there is a reddish opaque
border to many crystals. This is more pronounced· about the hypersthenes
than about the augites. Brown and yellov-;r glasses grade into one another
in one rock. One variety has a beautiful brovm globulitic glass base, with
the usual microlites. Another groundmass consists of colorless glass,
crowded with very minute thin prisms of pyroxene, feldspar, and magnet-:ite. .'I'he form of these crystals may be observed when a thin layer of
groundmass wedges out over a large crystal of feldspar. In thicker layers
the groundmass appears as a gray felt of these crystals. In the few bolocrystalline modifications the rnicrostructure seems to he that which would
he caused by the crystallization of the feldspar microlites against one
another. Their outline is lost, and all of the coloring matter of the glass
base is concentrated in the ferromagnesian constituents. Sometimes these
are distinctly formed pyrrxenes, together with magnetite.. In other cases
there i~ considerable chloritic or serpentinous material scattered among the
feldspars. In several instances the groundmass contains· amygdules of
what appea,rs to be chalcedony, sometimes coating and inclosing _yrystals
of tridymite. The chalcedony accompanies the opalization of hypersthene,
a form of alteration noticed by Kiich 1 in the a.ndesites of Colombia. In
general the rocks collected are almost free from decomposition of any kind.
Pyroxene-andesite.-These andesites have essentially the same habit as the
hornblende-pyroxene-andesites, but are darker colored as a whole. The
abundant small phenocrysts are lime-soda feldspar, hypersthene, and augite.
In a few cases there is a small amount of hornblende with black border, or
1 IV. Reiss and A. SttlbeL Reisen in Stld-Amerika.
Geologische Studien in der Repnblik Colombia. I. Petrographic. I. Die vulkanischen Gesteine. Bearbeitet "YOU Richard Klich. Berlin, 1892.
Reviewed in Jour. Geol., Vol. I, No.2, 1893, pp.l64-175.
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of hornblende paramorphs. The groundmass is apha.nitic and dark gray
or black, or light gray, occasionally red.
In thin section the feldspar phenocrysts are mostly rectangular, 1vith
polysynthetic twinning after both lavi'S; relatively strong double refraction
and high extinction angles, indicating labradorite-anorthite. Zonal structure is pronounced, and glass inclusions are abundant, the larger feldspars
being sometimes £lied with them. The pyroxenes are hypersthene and
augite in ~rariable proportions. In some varieties of the rock hypersthene is
greatly in excess of augite, and is distinctly pleochroic. It occasionally
forms small aggrega.tions ·with labradorite, the crystals of feldspar projecting Tadially from the margin of the aggregate. Similar aggregates sometimes surround hornblende phenocrysts. Inclusions of magnetite. are·
common, and those of glass less frequent. There are occasiona.l evidences
of the nearly synchronous gro·wth of the pyroxene and feldspar, crystals of
the former being .interrupted in their gro-wth by those of feldspar. Rare
cases of actual synchronous crystallization resulting in mutual intergrowth
have a,lready been mentioned. Augite is almost identical with hypersthene
in its modes of crysta,llization and association. They are sometimes intimately intergrown, and are distinguishable only between crossed nicols.
Zonal structure is occasionally noticeable in the distribution of color, and
in the optical properties, the colo~· varying from pale green to bro-wn and
reddish brown. In most cases they are fresh and not decomposed. H.arely
they are partly altered into opal. . rrhe small individua.ls of hornblende,
usually irregularly outlined and 1vith magnetite or pyroxene border, are
generally reddish brov;;rn. Magrietite and apatite are the same as in the
other andesites, but are some"''vhat more abundant.
The groundmass structures of the pyroxene-a.ndesites are almost identical with those of ti~e hornblende.:.pyroxene-andesites. They are mostly
microlitic, ·with prisms of plagioclase and pyroxene and crystals of magnetite. The more glassy modifications have colorless glass, and often brown
g-1obulitic glass as the matrix. Not infrequently the glass inclosed in the
feldspar phenocrysts is brown while that in: the surrounding groundmass is
co]orless. Bro"'vn glass is rather more frequent than in the more siliceous.
varieties of andesite. Only a few of the s1jecimens examined ·were holocrystalliiie.
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Basaltic andcsitc.-One of the fnigments collected has a peculiar character.
It has ·::~, red glassy and microlitic groundmass with :tbundant small phenocrysts, in habit being simila.r to the rocks just described. But the porphyritical minerals arq augite, ·red. mica with variable optic ailgle, numerous
·serpentinized olivines, some red hornblende, and very few plagioclase feldspars. There are numerous microlites of plagioclase in the groundmass.
The rock is a more ·magnesian phase of the andesitic magma, related .to
hornblende-pyroxene-andesite. It is not knovvn in any large mass in the ·
region, although it 1llllSt have existed as a lava flow at some period in the
history of the volcanoes of this range.
Segregations. are not often noticed, partly because they are easily overlooked in the breccia, where the small fragments generally appear ·with
slightly different characters. In the massive. bodies associated 1vith the
· breccia segTegatiOI1s sometimes occur. They are composed . of crystals
about the size of the phenocrysts, either crystallized together in a hypidiomorphic mass of . plagioclase, hornblende, biotite, and pyroxene, ·with
magnetite, or combined as Ja.rge crystals, with smaller ones forming a
. relatively co:;t.rse-gnt:ined groundmass between (1652, 1667).
LATE BASIC BRECCIA.

The chai·acter and mode of occurrence. of the· basic breccia, 1vhich
overlies the light-colored and more siliceous breccia, have been indicated
in the paragraphs describing the late acid breccia; but they shoul~1 be
i:estated in greater deta.il. In the vicinity of Mist Creek the basic breccia
overlies the light-colored breccia in several places, and is found to consist
of dai·k-colored pyroxene-andesites, sometimes with ·hornblende, sometimes
wi_~h olivine, or both (1484, 1486). On the south side of the summit of
l\1ormt Chittenden, and on the ridges east and south, the dark-colored brecciR.
forms 1vell-bedd.ed accu:rimlations whose layers are nearly horizontal and
overhe irregularly bedclecl or wholly unbeddedlight-colored bteccia. The
upper breccia is composed of pyroxene-andesites, >vith more or less olivine,
and occasiot1ally hornblende. This breccia probably extends down the
.ridge to Lake Butte ·(1504 to 1507 anc11514, 1515).·
In the vicinity of Mount' Humphre:ys the upper basic breccia overlies
the light-colored breccia in distinctly bedded accumulations which are
nearly horizontat The breccia consists of dark-colored pyroxene-andesite,
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sometimes ·with hornblende, sometimes with olivine (1638, 1639). It caps
the ridge to the southeast and forms its western spur (1641, 1642), and also
· a small point on the southern spur of Coulter Peak. The upper basic
breccia becomes thicker and more extensive aboi1t the southern end of the
area of earlier: breccia. At Mount Humphreys and the peak. northwest it
is about 600 feet thick, 1vhile on 'rable Mountain and the Turret it is about
800 feet thick. It constitutes the mass of Eagle Peak.
The breccia on the summit of Table Mountain is dark colored and is
composed of eompai·atively small fragments of basaltic andesite, with small
phenocrysts (1668). The layers of this mass dip gently tovmrcl the west.
The mass of Eagle Peak; hmvever, presents a wholly different aspect (Pl.
XXXV)_. The breecia fonning this mountain is distinctly bedded, but the
layers are· not horizontal, clipping at various angles and forming a slight
syncline, the dip being to the southeast, away f~·om the light-colored
breccia at the head of Mountain Creek and toward the northwest from the
southern end of the rnountain. 'rhe breccia is more slaggy and scoriaceous,
·with less tuff .than the beds on Table Mounta.in, and the mineralogical
character of the rock is more uniform. It is da.rk colored, mostly pyroxenic
with much olivine, and .in places carries some hornblende. There are dense, ·
porous, and vesicular modifications of the rock (1669 to 1676). In places
it has been partially. altered, producing layers and patches which are bright
red, brown, and yellow, with purple, lavender, and green. The alteration
seems to have followed certain layers, but was not confined to them. That
there is considerable divergence in the bedding of the breecia may be seen
from the eastern side of the mountain. The lower beds dip at steeper angles
than the upper ones, the general dip being to the nortlnvest. One n1assive
bed was observed to thin out upward toward the southeast,, and to thicken
arid separate into several beds to1vard the northwest.
The mountain range east of the northeastern branch of Mountain
Creek is composed of steeply dipping layers of similar dark breccia, in
places brightly colored by decomposition. The dip ~n general is toward
the northwest. The high northern portion of this rarige is composed of
nearly horizonta.l beds of dark breccia. North of this range the mountains
are made up of similar breccia in nearly horizontal layers, which occa:..
sionally dip steeply to'_'irard the north, and thicken in the steep parts of the
layers.
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Basic breccia ove:r:lies the eadier: breccia Oli the spur northeast of the
forks of Mountain Creek, and forms the mountains to the northeast. · It is
distinctly bedded in places in horizontal layers, with more tuff than in the
breccia of Eagle Peak. It is composed of pyroxene-andesites, some with
abundant small phenocrys ts of feldspar and pyroxene, others with almost
no noticeable phenocrysts. I\'[uc],I of it contains olivine. Only a very
little carries hornblend e (1679 to 1683). Similar dark-colored breccia
forms the main mass of The Trident, where it occurs in nearly horizontal
layers or beds. These horizontally bedded breccias extend south to
Thorofare Creek, and west across the canyon of the upper Yellowstone
River, ancl form Two Ocean Plateau.
Two Ocean Plateau.-1'he mass of T\VO Ocean Plateau above the valley
of
the upper Y ello-vvstcme River consists of dark-colored andesitic breccia in
nearly horizontal layers. The bedding appears much more regular at a
distance than upon close inspection, when it is often found to be very
irregular. In the vicinity of Two Ocean Pass the layers of bedding dip
about 5o NE. rrhis dipping proves that there has been a change of position
since the breccias ·were ·accumulated, and indicates a depression or faulting·
toward the east, or in the Absaroka Range.
.
Near the mouth of Mink Creek, and south of it, the breccias are dark
colored and basic and are associated with flows of massive basalt with
porphyriti cal felclsiJar aild augite, resembling those at Two Ocean Pass.
Over the limestone near ~he head of Pacific Creek there is basic breccia in
the stream channel, while on both sides of the valley at higher altitudes are
flows of basalt, whid1 cross the valley just ·west of the divide. These sheets
of basalt form a distinct ledge on both sides of the valley, which varies in
thickness from 200 to 400 feet, and is ·rudely columnar. Owing to the
peculiar composition of these basa~ts they have been classed with the shoshonites froin other parts of the Park, and are described in connection
with them. Above the western end of the basalt ledge, in the assorted
andesitic breccia, there is a layer of unassorted light-colored tuff with
large phenocrys ts of sanidine and small biotites (1723-172 5). There are
clay-like lumps through it, and many fragments of basic andesite or basalt.
It is overlai1i by basic andesitic breccia. The same kind of tuff is exposed
on the southern side of rrwo Oceari Pass, in a layer about 30 feet thick.
Here it passes up•'vard into fine-grained tuff, which is gray and bedded.
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This passes up into assorted basic anclesitic breccia.,· in the lower portions of
which are rounded fragments of the sanidine-:bearing tuff m: breccia..
.In the escarpment of the plateau ivest of TivO Ocean Pa.ss the lo1ver
part of the breccia contains many layers that are distinctl)r waterlaid and
assorted, the masses of andesite being more or less rounded. But the
upper portion is true l;n·eccia, angular and 1massort;d. On the southern
side of T'\vo Ocean Pass the lower part of the plateau mass consists of
assorted breccia which in places shows evidence of having been rearranged
by 1vater action. Layers of fine sand and gravel and large masses alternate
with one another, but the bedding is decidedly irregular. rrhe layers are
not of uniform thickness, and are in places cross bedded. This condition continues for about 1,000 feet above the valley, the upper 1,000 feet
consisting of true breccia without vmterlaid layers. Here, as else·where in
the breccia,, there are evidences of the former existence of localized bodies
of water. The matrix is light colored, ·with angular fragments of all sizes
up to those 6 feet in diameter. The andesites vary in character; some
are dark, others light; som.e dense, others vesicular: They carry phenocrysts of feldspar and p) roxene, 1:-;rith occasional hornblende or olivine.
The whole mass has a distinct but irregular bedding, clearly seen at a
distance. The smfaces of the layers are rough and irregular. They are
generally denser at the bottom of each, so that the top of each weathers
more easily and causes the line of bedding to. become pronounced in
exposures. \Yhere layers differ in color and ca.n be traced for any distance,
they are observed to thin out laterally, and are not persistent for long
distances.
Horizontally bedded breccias fonn the plateau ridges about Jay Creek
and those west of the Yellowstone River, and also the mountains at the
head of Buffalo Fork of the Snake lliver, which are the southern extension
of this region. Here they have a slight dip to the northeast. They also
form the body of rr,vo Ocean Plateau, and are exposed in the latera]
canyons cut into it by the tributaries of the ·yellowstone. From Atlantic
Creek to north of Lynx Creek the petrographical character of the rocks is
the same, and there are pla,ces where the material has been assorted and
rearranged by water action. But the great hulk of the material is purely
subaerial ejectamenta. At the head of Lynx Creek, on the continental
clivjde, are remnants of a s111mcial flow of basalt which extends down the·
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present valley for a sh~rt distance, all<l it:i therefore ·la.ter than the period
in which the vailey vvas eroded. The basa.Jt is light gray and somevvhat
vesicular, with small phenocrys ts of olivine (17 34, 17 35). A similar basalt
oecurs on Chipmunk Cteek (1736).
A small hill on the divide between .Fox Creek a.nd Mink Creek is
fo::.·med of a massive flow of pyroxene-a ndesite, which is jointed into great
slabs and is thinly :fissile in places. It resembles many occurrence s of
rhyolite. It is partly massive a1\d vesicular, and is light gray, v,rith small ·
phenocrys ts of feldspar and pyroxel.1e (1 ?27). It· carries segregatio ns of
· feldspar and p.yroxene·, and has cavities coi1taining tridymite (1726). Other
portions of the same lava sheet are darker and denser (1728, 1729, 1730).
The breccia along the 1vesteru ·nra.rgin of the plateau is basic,· and in places
there are remnants o{porphyr itic basalt. At the southern end of the valley .
of Fox Creek it is composed of fragments of basic i'tndesite in a light-red
matrix, and on the limestone hills east of the mouth of Crooked Creek it is
also basie.
Isolated areas of basic andesitie and basaltic breccii'L oceur overlying·
very irregular surfaces of sedimenta ry rocks on the peak south of Pinyon
Peak, in the valley of Coulter Creek, in the vicinity of the northern end
of the Teton Range, on Berry, Boone, and Conant creeks, anci. at Birch
Hills. The last of these occurrences are described in connection with the
general geology of the northern end of the Teton Range (Chapter IV).
Those in the region· of Qoulter and 'N olverine creeks and Pinyon Peak
are described by Mr. Arnold Hague in Chapter V, devoted to the descriptive geology of Big Game Ridge and Hhckleber ry Mountain.
Of 116 specimens from the upper basic breecia, one-half contain olivine
in variable amounts, and may be classed as basalt and basaltic andesite;.
the ot.her half are free from it, and are pytoxene-a ndesites and hornblend epyroxene-a ndesites, the last-named rocks being much fe-vver than the pyroxene-andesites.
Hornblende-pyroxene-andesite.-The few specimens .of this kind of andesite
whieh ·were studied prove to be gla.ssy microlitic modifications, some with
da.rk-brown glass, one with 'reel glass. Reddish-b rown hornblend e 1vith
magnetite border, or an outer zone of pyroxene, magnetite; and plagioclase,
is the usual variety. In o11e rock. brown hornblend es without any border
of foreign material occur so· closely associatecl with pyroxene as to inclose
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·it in a variety of ways. They form a narro1v zone of small prisms around
a large augite in one instance, and in another case hornblende contains
small grains of augite as inclusions. It is also intergro·wn with pyroxene
in the manner already described in other oecurrences.
Pyroxene-andesites.-The pyroxene-midesites of the late basic breccia, are
quite the same as those of the late acid breccia just described. Most of
them have glassy microlitic groundmasses, the g·lass being brown in the
majority of cases. .Some have holocrysta.lline groundmasses. 'l'he habit
of most of the modifications is that produced by abundant small phenocrysts and a microlitic groundmass. In some cases· distinct phenocrysts
are wanting, but there are many microscopic prismatic feldspars in the
groundmass, usually arranged in curving parallel lines, moducing fluidal .
.structure.
In a fe1v rocks these rectangular microscopic feldspai·s are in excess of
the mic:rolitic groundmass. In the holocrystalline varieties the dark color
of the groundmass gives way to g~·ay shades. The clegreeof crystalliza.tion
does not exceed that of holocrystalline-microlitic or finely microgrami.lar.
rrhe phenocrysts are lime-soda feldspar, hypersthene, and augite, ·with small
crystals of magnetite.' H.arely hornblende or. olivine is present in small
amounts.
'l'he feldspars are labradorite-byt.mvnite, "ivith ·marked t1vinning and
zonal structure, and generally rectangular outline in cross section. Glass
inclusions are frequent. In some varieties of this rock the feldspar phenocrysts are anorthite. . H yperstheue a~1d augite have the sa.me colors,
forms, and microscopical characters as in the pyJ:oxene-andesites already
described. · In some cases pale-yellowis h augites are hvinned on the orthopinacoid, and, being cut so as .to exhibit symmetrical extinction angles. on
both sides of the twinning plane, furnish au inclination of the bisectrix a
equal to 42° to. the trace of the hvinning plane, indicating hedenberg·ite or
.augite. Zonal structure is occasionally exhibited between crossed nicols, and
sometimes by variations in color. Glass inclusions are ofte1i present. The
pyroxenes a,re mostly fresh and ui1altered. An alteration of hypersthene to
. pale-green pleochroic amphibole is sometimes observed, the fibers of amphibole lying parallel to the vertical axis of the hypersthei1e. A narrow opaque
border and a darker-colore d margin are sometime's present.· Occasionally a
serpentinous mass is included 'and suggests the former presence of olivine.
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rrhe pyroxene-andesite occurring as a massive lava flow west of the
head of Mink Creek has a habit somevi•hat different from that of the
. pyroxene-andesites already described. It has a smaller number of phenocrysts, which are labradorite, distinctly pleochroic hypersthene, and augite,
the pyroxenes being more prismatic than usual The groundmass when
very dense is globulitic and microlit.ic glass, 1vhi0h is dark coloredvvhere
the microlites are very minute. Through it are scattered long prismatic
microlites of hyperRthene, augite, and feldspar. In varieties vvith larger
microlites the color is lighter, ai.1d it is seen that pyroxene is more abumlant
than feldspar; magnetite also is abundant. Apatite occurs in comparatively
few large crystals, vvith brownish color and distinct pleochroism. 'l'ridymite is present in small aggregates.
Basaltic andesite and basalt.-These rocks are like the pyroxene-andesites in
habit, both · megascopically and microscopically. They consist of an
aphanitic gToundmass with multitude::; of small phenocrysts of feldspar
and pyroxene and more or less altered olivine. In some varieties the
phenocrysts are almost absent, or are of microscopic proportions. The
colors of the rocks· are dar~er as a whole than those of most of the andesites.
Dark grays to black and red are most common. Light grays occur. Many
of the rocks are porous or finely vesicula.r.
In thin sect~ons the groundmasses ar.e seen to be glassy, 1vith abundant
microlites of feldspar, pyroxene, and magnetite, the latter minerals being
rather more abundant than in the pyroxene-andesites, and being equal to,
or sometimes more numerous than, the feldspars. The microlitic _pyroxenes
appear to be augite. The feldspars are lime-soda feldspars, apparently
about andesine-labradorite, hut not always of the same kind. The glass is
usually brown globulitic, when in noticeable amount. Holocrystalline
modifications occur; they are very fine grained and are formed by the
growing together of microlites. Ground:masses so crowded with iron oxide
as to be opaque, even in very thin sections, are common.
The feldsr)ar phenocrysts are labradorite-byto\'vnite, in some rocks
being more calCic than the proportion An 3 Ab 2, in other cases having the
optical properties of this variety of labradorite. The forms are mostly
rectangular and prismatic, tabular forms being common in some rocks. The
twinnil.1g is according to albite, pericline, and Carlsbad laws, usually all three
combined; occasiona11~~ only two. Zonal structure is pronounced, especially
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in those sections exhibiting little polysynthetic twinning. In a few instances
there is a central core of feldspar, first recognized between crossed nicols,
amr this is invariably more calcic th~n the marginal feldspar. Glass inclusions are the same as in the feldspars of the pyroxene-andesites. Contemporaneous cryshllization with pyroxene is occasiona1ly observed.
The pyroxene phenocrysts are augite :in nearly all the rocks in ·which
olivine is abundant. In a few case~ hypersthene is a:lso preseut, hut in smaller
amount than augite. Transitional varieties with hypersthene and olivine in
reciprocally Yarying proportions have been mentioned in connection "\Yith .
the rocks in other parts of this region. The augites have the same a.ppearance and characters as in the andesites. The same is true of the hypersthene when present. Olivine occurs in very sma.ll idiomorphic cry~tals,
yielding rhombic and characteristic six-sided sections. It is in most cases
wholly altered either to green serpentine or to the red and orange pseudomOl·phs which often result from weathering. In the fe~r cases where olivine
is still preserved :it is colorless in thin section. The se1;pentinization is quite
normal Both modes of alteration are frequent, but the green serpentinization is probably more common. They do not occur by the side of one
another in one rock section. In only one instance was anything like a
combination of the two observed. The processes appear to be due to local.
causes, for it is found that all the varieties, with olivine, that were collected
at any one locality bear the same kind of pseudomorphs.
· · Occasionally colorless olivine is coated with opaque iron oxide, which is
red by incident light. It occurs in minute grains penetrating the crystal in
rows normal to the side plan<3s. The shape of the grain suggests that the
original oxide ,vas magnetite. In cross s~ctions the coating appears as an
opaque· border of vai"ia hie width. In one rock olivine is replaced by calcite..
.The irregular and amygdaloidal cavities in these rocks are sometiuies
filled with secondary minerals, of .which chalcedony and hyalite or opal
and several zeolites are the commonest kinds. The first two are often
associated together, chalcedony coating the walls of the cavity in a spherulitic layer, opal filling the central portion. In one of the pyroxeneandesites the chalcedony of the margin passes :into fibrous or platy quartz,
which fills the center of the amygdule, the two being. continuous optically
as well as in substance. In some sections through s1.1ch amygdules the·
central quartz exhibits undulatory extinction, not very unlike tha.t produced
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in quartz by dynamic forces. It is, however, in this case . the result of
Such section.s exhibit uniaxial interference
aggr~gate crystallization.
crosses which are optically positive. 'rhe aggregation appears to be made
up of thin hexagonal plates, pa.rallel to the basal pina,coid. The aggregation of plates into,. spherical masses takes place in .trid ymite, as is well
knovn1. Spherulitic aggreg·a.tions being only modifications of spherical
ones, such structures may he produced by the ·attempts of thin plates to
form spherical clusters. The rods would then be at right angles . to the
vertical axis of the mineral-that is, the apparent fibers \vould be pa.ra11el
to a, the direction of vibration of the. swiftest-traveling ray. The lighter
specific gravity of chalcedony, as compared with quartz, l'voulcl seem to be
due to inelusions, proba(Jly of hyaline silica, since minute inclusions <tre
observed in thin section, and a variable percentage of water is found upon
chemica] analysis. Opal replaces the feldspars in a ·few of the rocks
studied.
Sometimes the amygdules consist of minute zeolites with very low
doub1e refraction an.cl a marked pinacoidal clmwage with parallel extinction. It is probably heulanclite. The spaces bet>veen these crystals are
filled ·with a colorless, low-refracting substance, apparently composed of
minute spherules or plates, resembling triclymite. But the 1vhole mass is
spherulitic, with delicately fibrous rods that are optically positive. The
double refraction is low. There seems to be no structural relation betvi'een
the minute spherules an0. the spherulitic structure. One appears to be
subsequent to the other. The chemical character of this substance was not
discovered. Similar mineral with stronger double refraction occurs in
other varieties of the rock. Other secondary minerals,- probably zeolites,
are present in a fe,v cases (1682, 1075).
DIKES AND SURFICIAT_, FLOWS.
VICINITY OI? SYLVAN PASS.

Subsequent to the accumulation of the ,late a·cid and basic breccia of
the Absaroka Mountains there broke out a series of eruptions ''vhose center
of activity was· in the vicinity of Sylvan Lake. In this neighborhood the
breccias are traversed in all directions by dikes of rocks which have a wide
range of composition and which also atta,ined great variety of crystalline
structure.
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In the valley of Sylvan Pass and on the slop·es of the mountains on
both sides the breccias have been highly indurated by the intrusion of dikes
cl0se to one another, and of larger bodies of magma. This is particularly
the case on the southern side of the valley. This metamorphism is limited
· in extent north and south, but cOI1tinues a greater distance east and ·west.
The induration of the breccia and the presenc~ of m~ssive rocks produce
mountain slopes very differei~t in' character from tho~e of the breccia.s of the.
region. 'rhe indurated and massive rocks weather in sma.ll angular frag- ·
ments that· form long, bare talus slopes, giving to th:e southern flanks of
Avalanche Peak and of. the mountain southeast a smooth, light-colored
appearance, which is quite distinctive.
The southern slope of Avalanche Peak has the character just nqt~d.
It consists of indurated heeccia of hornblende-andesite, traversecl b.y intrusive bodies of hornblende-mica-andesite and of hornblende-andesite. So1ne
of these bodies have been crushed and fractured so as to resemble breccia
in places.. They furnish evidence of dynamic movements. One body of
hornblende-mica-andesite (1532), ·whose outline is obscured by talus, is
altered considerably.· The phenocrysts of mica are large, as are also so~11e
of hornbl~nde and feldspar It is finer grained and fissile near the southern contact wall, and is distinctly mottled in l)lanes parallel to this contact,
and carries inclosed fragments ~f other rocks. The southern· end of the
summit of the mountain is formed of · a bro.ad dike of hornblendeandesite (1533), compact and gray, 1vith abundant small phenocrysts of
hornblende and feldspar.· The trend of this dike is ea.st and \'I' est, and that
of three or four others cutting the summit of the peak is northwesterly.
These are hornblende-andesite. Another dike on this summit, trending
south and north, is hornblende-mica-andesite (1534). It is greenish gray
and den~e, vvith a multitude of small. phenocrysts-white and prominent
·
feldspars, altered hornblendes, .and fi'esh biotite.
with hornrock
massive
of
cons!sts
summit
the
of
end
The noithen1
blende and pyroxene phenocrysts. The northern mass of the peak is composed of chaotic breccia of hornblende.,.andesite not specially indurated.
Six dikes cut the northwestern spur, five having a general east-west trend,.
and . one, lower ·down, a north-south trend. Three dikes cut the northeastern spur. 'rhey have a ~ortheast trend. On the eastern spur· there are
MON XXXII, PT II--20
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three dikes \•.rith n, southerly trend. One of these dikes consists of hornblende-andes ite with many phenocrysts of hornblende and feldspar. The
rock is columnar, with horizontal prisms.
In the gulch. west of Avalanche Peak the breccia of hornblendeandesite is indurated, and is cut by bodies of hornblende-a ndesite that have
been much fractured and cracked. Similar indurated breccia forms the
ridge west, and is traversed by ten or more dikes of hornblende-a ndesite
with variable trends, mostly north and south or northeasterly . On the
west end of this ridge are other dikes, ·whose trends were not observed.
Other dikes of hornblende-a ndesite cut the ridge from Avalanche Peak
to Mount Chittenden. They have a general north-south trend, as indicated
on the ma.p, several trending northeast and one east. Dikes may be seen
cutting the southern face of Silver Tip Peak At the head· of Crow Creek
several of the dikes traverse the sheet of massive hornblende-p yroxeneandesite, cutting it in different directions.
These dikes extend into the head of Jones Creek, the most northerly
intersecting· the eastern edge of the summit of Mount Chittenden. . Here
this dike is 50 or 60 feet wide, is horizontally columnar, and trends a little
east of north. The rock is hornblende-a ndesite (1498 to 1500), dense, fine
g1:ainecl, with abundant small phenocrysts of hornblende,· sometimes in
stellate groups, and less prominent feldspar.. No dikes were observed in
the mountains northeast of Mount "Chittenden, or in those in the vicinity
of Pyramid Peak, or in Castor and Pollux peaks.
In the region of Sylvan Pass, the mountain mass of Hoyt Peak
consists of indurated breccia of hornblende-a ndesite \Yith some pyroxeDe.andesite. It is traversed in various directions by dikes,· some trending
northeast and east, and. . others southeast. 'l'hose cutting the northern
crest of the .mountain are mostly hornblende-andesite. They are from
4 to 10 feet v.ride, and i~1 one instance 20 feet. The rock of the 20-foot
dike (1535) is dense, light gray, with a hackly fractu1·e, a.nd is crowded
with small phenocrysts of minute feldspars and larger hornblendes, with a
very little mica. One of the andesite dikes is very fine grained, with few
phenocrysts. The dikes on the south slope are largely covered. by talus.
Their general trend is tovmrd the southeast. Among them,· near the bottom
of the slope, are several dikes of quattz-mica-dacite, ''vith phenocrysts of
these minerals. Farther clown the slope, j.ust east of the divide, there -is
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an intrusion of hornblende-mica-andesite (1545), ivhich is dense and dark
gmy, iYith abundant hexagonal plates of biotite, J~u.merous feldspm·s, and
inconspicuous altered hornblendes.
Immediately north of the pass is an exposure of granite (153G, 1538).
It is massive ancl breaks into large blocks. rrhe exposure is about 75 feet
high and 150 feet long. The rock is fine grained, '~rith porphyritical
biotites, resembling those in the andesite just noticed, but less numerous.
Dikes of light-colored andesite cut the high peak east of Sylvan Pass,
which is composed of dark-colored basic breccia. They have a general
trend a little south of east, ancl are fom1d tmversing· the valley of Middle
Creek in the same direction. Here they cut the older basalts. At the
uppe~: forks of this creek, a short distance east of Sylvan Pass, there .is a
great dike of hornblende-mjca-dacite (1546), with some quartz phenocrysts
and abundm1t large feldspars. The biotite forms comparatively long pi-isms,
one being 5 mm. in length. T'hey taper slightly tovmrd the ends. The hornblende is more or less decomposed. The dike is 80 feetwide, and forms a
high wall on the southern side o{the valley, and·passes across the south fork
of the stream. It is almost verti.ca1, with slight hade to the north, and is
distinctly jointed· in horizontal ptisms. Parallel to this is a smaller dike of
compact hornblende-mica-andesite with multitudes of miimte phenoerysts
(1547). The breccia in the immediate vicinity is indurated. Halfvmy
clown Middle Creek on the north .side are two dikes of dense gray rock
with very fe1v phenocrysts of hornblende· (1548, 1548). They have an
east-west trend.
At Sylvan Pass, east of the divide, the valley is filled with masses of
rock from the dikes and breccia on either side. Some of the dike rocks are
dense crystalline andesite-porphyry, with abundant thin crystals of hornblende (1538, 1539); others are less crystallized, with various habits. On
the· south side of the pass indurated breccia, cut by many parallel dikes of
andesite, forms almost vertical cliffs 500 feet high. Some of these dikes are
clark colored, dense, and lithoidal, 1vith comparatively large hornblende
phenocrysts (1540); others are darker, 1vith abundant, though not so prominent, phenocrysts of hornblende (1541 ). Some are light gray and compact,
with extremely few phenocrysts, while some are alte1:ec1 and green, 1vith
spots of epidote (1542, 1543). 'l'here is, ho·wever, 1iot much alteration
noticeable in the vicinity, most of the rocks being fresh. · The slopes
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west of this cliff on the south side of the valley are greatly obscured by soil
and drift. The scattered exposures show the breccia-highly indurated, and
a more crystalline form of intrusive rock. The coarsest-grained variety
is a medium-grained diorite (1554), which w~s not found in place. Several
other forms of diorite are found in the morainal accumulations (1552, 1553);
also a porphyritic va.riety (1555) with hornblende phenocrysts. At the north
base of Grizzly Peak fine-grained diorite-porphyry, 'vith small phenocrysts
of hornblende and some biotite, forms a large body extending for.about a
mile in an east-west direction (1550, i551 ). It is blue-gray and compact.
A broad dike of hornblende-andesite, 76 feet wide, cap be traced for a
long distance up the· nottheast spur of Grizzly Peak. It trends north of
east. Along the crest of the ridge from Grizzly Peak to ToiJ Notch at·
least 16 dikes have been observed, trending at. vari0us a1igles toward the
southwest, south, and southeast. One is a 40-foot dike of hornblende-micaand0site (1566) trending northeast. It is dark gray, with abundant pheno. m·ysts of feldspar,. altered hol'nblende, and fresh ·biotite. Five others are
of hornblende-andesite. Dikes also cut the upper en~ of Signal Ridge.
On the saddle west of Top Notch Peak a dike of hornblende-andesite,
trending northwest and southeast, is intersected by a 30-foot dike of hornblende-mica-at1desite (1557), ~hich trends N. 10° E. The rock is dense
and dark colored, with numerous small phenocrysts of feldspar, decoD?-posed
hornblende, and. fresh biotite. On the ridge southeast of the summit of Top
Notch. Peak there are two dikes of hornblende-andesite trending S. 20° E.,
· v.rhich appear to extend across the head of Middle Creek in a southeasterly
direc~ion; east of them, on the spur between the forks of this creek, are
several other dikes wHh the same general trend toward the southeast. The
summit of Top Notch Peak is traversed by dikes in several directions. A
25-foot ~ike of hornblende-i~ica-audesite·(1558) trends S.· 20° E. The rock
is light gray, and is :filled with phenocrysts of feldspar, biotite, and hornblende, and a few of qua:rtz. Another of this kind of andesite trends with
the ridge of the summit. A dike _of hornblende-andesite east of the summit
trends N. 15° E., and two others occur northeast of the summit.
All of these d.ike rocks are holocrystalline with the exception of two,
which may be glaf'?sy and cro\vcled wHh mjctolites or may be holocrystalline.
When studied microscopically they are found to be, one, pyroxene-andesite
with paramorphs after hornblende (1499); five, hornblende-pyroxene~
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andesites (1498, 1500, 1533, 1540, 1541); another, the same with a little
mica (1535); two, hornblende-pyroxene-~ndesit.e-porphyry (1538, 1539);
two, hornblende-andesite with ·possibly a little pyroxene (1548, 1549);
eight, hornblende-mica-andesites (1532, 1534, 1556, 1543, · 1545, 1557,
1558, 1547); and one, dacite (1546). The majority of them are thus seen
to be hornblende-pyroxene-andesites and hornblende-mica-andesites, while ·
·more basic and more acid varieties are comparatively scarce.
The pyroxene-andesite (1499) which is a dike in Mount Chittenden
is holocrystal1ine with typical pilotaxit.ic microstructure, produced by
mie1·olites of plagioclase, augite, altered hypei"sthene, and magnetite. The
very small phenoci·ysts are labradorite, augite, and hypersthene, with
opaque param01·phs after hornblende, which sometimes have ·a centra.!
portion composed of pyroxene and magnetite. · The hornblende-pyroxEmeandesites are holocrystalline, with :nicrostrnctures ranging from pilotaxitic
(1498, 1500) in the dike rock at the summit of Mount Chittenden, ai1d in
a dike on the south side of Sylvan Pass (1540), which rocks have rather
large phenocrysts of hornblende, through those that are slightly micr9poikilitic (1533, 1535, 1541 ), to those that are so i)lainly microcrystalline as to
be classed as andesite-porphyry (1538, 1539). In these latter varieties
quartz is recognizable as a component of the groundmass. It is probably
present also in the rocks 1-vith incipient micropoikilitic structure.
The phenocrysts are very small and abundant, and vary somewhat
in their relative proportions, pyroxene being scarce in some cases, and
biotite being present in small amount ·in one instance (1535). The
feldspar, which is abundant, is labradorite, but probably of different compositions, which is indicated by th~ optical properties. Hon1blende is
greenish brown, with no black border, but ii1 a few cases with a narrow
border of magnetite grain-s. Intergr<;>wth with augite· was observed in one
instance.. Augite and hypersthene have the characteristics common to
these minerals in all the andesitic rocks of this region. They are subordinate to hornblende, and generally iii smaller crystals. Magnetite and colorless apatite in small crystals may be classed with the phenocrysts. . The
rock forming a narrow dike on the north side of j)fiddle Creek, halfway
down its course, has a quite different character (1548, 1549). It consists
almost wholly of groundmass, with only a few scattered phenocrysts of
greenish-brown hornblende an!ilime-soda feldspar. The groundmass con-
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sists of twinned' prism of plagioclase with low extinction angles. In most
cases the rectangular cross sections exhibit high extinction angles; there is
some rectangular, unstriated feldspar with nearly parallel extinction, ''vhich
may be oligoclase or orthoclase, besides chloritized pyroxene a.nd magnetite. 'l'he hornblende-111ica.-andesites are holocrysta.lline, with groundmasse s
that are microlitic and microcrystalline in some· cases· and slightly micropoikilitic in others (1532, 1534, 1543, 1545, 154 7, 1556, 1557, 1558). The
phenocrysts, though a.bundant, are inconspicuous in most -cases, but
are promineut in a few rocks. rrhey are labradorite, green and greenishbrovni hornblende, and bro·wn biotite. Magnetite, apatite, and zircon are
also present. Hornblende is completely altered to chlorite, calcite, epidote,
and quartz in some rocks, the biotite being unaltered. The latter is oftener
unaltered. 'l'he dike on the summit of Top Notch (1558) is very fresh, with
abundant biotite and hornblende, and. also some phenocrysts of quartz,
-vvhich indicate ihat the rock is 1iossibl3~ a dacite. Allanite is present in
chestnut-bro wn crystals. 'l'he 80-foot dike nea.r the upper forks of Middle
Creek (1546) is like the last,· and contains some quartz phenocrysts. The
groundmass is slightly more crystalline, a.nd is hypidiomorp hic granular,
with minute idiomorphic quartzes and feldspars in prisms and grains. rrhe
feldspar phenocrysts m;e andesine. It ifl holocrystallin e dacite.
The diorite-porphyries found at the base of the north side of Grizzly
Peak (1550, 1551, 1555) have about the same habit as the hornblAndemica-andesite with abunqant small phenocrysts, except that they are distinctly more crystalline. The largest crystals a.re about the size of the
phenocrysts in the andesite-l or 2 mm. long. rrhe remainder of tbe rock,
however, is crystallized into relatively large grains of quartz and feldspar.
In thin section the rocks consist of . idiomorphic rectangular crystals of
labradorite, ''vhich form the gr~ater part of the rock. "\Vith variation in
the amount of small grains of quartz and feldspar the structure grades from
that of diorite-porph yry to that of a :fine-giainecl diorite. The large body
of this xock founcl in places may properly lJe called fine-grained diorite,
slightly po11Jhyritic. The labradorite has probably the composition indicated by An1 Ab 1. The1;e is little orthoclase and a small amount of quartz.
Ferromagnes ian minerals are abundant, a.nd are J~ore or less completely
altered to uralite and chl0rite. They· are brown biotite, ·brownish-green
hornblende, and pyroxene. Allanite, epidot.e, and magnetite are present in
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small amounts. Coarser-grained modifications occur (1552 to 1554) that are
fine-grai ned diorite, the average-sized crystals being about 2 mm. in length.
They consist of nearly idiomorphic labradori te, very little quadz, considerable brown biotite intergrovvn with . brown hornblen de, and uralitized
pyroxene . In one rock (1554) there is a little ·augite still unaltered .
Apa.tite is abundan t in long, stout prisms, with cross fractures, and sometimes bent or broken. 'l'he rocks beloi1g to the group of mica-l~yroxene
diorites, and are similar to some of the diorites of Electric Peak.
'l'he very fi1ie-grained granite or granite-p orphyry (1536, 1537) consists
of nearly idiomorphic crystals of labrador ite and ~tndesine, about 1 nmi.
long, ··with smaller grains of orthoclase and quartz, besides considerable
biotite and magnetit e; also small apatites and zircon. There is a little chlorite and calcite. It is a question 1:vhether the rock might not he inore
properly classed as quartz-mica-diorite. It is very similar to the quartzmica-diorite (321) from Electric Peak, which has G7.54 per cent of Si0 2,
and 1-;o;rhich may well be classed· ftS granite.
DIKES SOUTH AND SOUTHEA ST OF SYLVAN PASS.

So·uth and southeas t of the neighbor hood of Sylvan Pass there are
dikes and intrusion s and surface flows of massive rocks which by their
coinposition and petrogra phical habit, as well as by their mode of occurrence, appear to belong to the eruption s we have just b.een describing. It
is noticeab le, however , that they differ from the intrusive rocks in the immediate vicinity of Sylvan Pass in the degree of crystallization attained by
the groundm asses of the rocks. They are still finer grained. A number
of dikes have been observed along. the ridge southwes t of the hea~·waters of
Middle Creek A large dike cuts the southern slope of the ridge bebveen
Mount Doane and Mount Langfm:d, and tr~nds north-nm thwest with a hade
of 60° NE. It is about 300 feet wide in its lowest exposure, growing
narrowe r near the crest of the ridge. It consists of hornblen de-andes ite
(1559, 15GO), with abundan t small phenocry sts of hornblen de and smaller
feldspars in great abundanc e. rrhe groundm ass of the rock is light gray
and ·lithoidal , with many small cavities or pores. At the contact it is
darker· colored. In the center of the dike it is holocrystalline, with slight
micropoikilitic structure ; while near the margin it is almost glassy, with
crovl'ded microlites, though in .places even here it is holocrysta.lline. The
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hornblende is greenish bro·wn. The feldspars are labradorite. There is a
little augite in phenocrysts, and some altered hypersthene and magnetite.
Oil the peak south of Mount Langford a small dike trendh1g east and
west consists of very dark-colored and dense hornblende-andesite, with
many small hornblende phenocrysts and none of feldspar (1561). The
groundmass is globuli~ic. glass crowded with microlites of feldspm· and
pyroxene. There are many small.phenocrysts of augite, besides those of
greenish-brown hornblende.
The dikes cuttiilg the ridge east of the south fork of Middle Creek
have a general trend to the northwest, but vary somewhat and intersect one
anot1ler. They may be seen traversing the ridges to the northwest and also
to the south~ast. Other dikes were observed traversing the ridge nort.hea8t ·
of the farthest point visit~d, and it is probable that the country south of
Middle Creek is f!lled with dikes, but none have bee1i mapped in that
locality.
.
·
rrhe most northerly dike reached on the ridge in question is about 20
feet wide, and trends a ·little south of west, with steep hade to the northwest. It is hornblende-andesite (1562), ·compact and dark purplish gray,
with prominent phenocrysts of hornblende and white feldspar. It splits
in. plates parallel to the walls of the· dike. 11he ·gi·oundma.ss is a crowded
mixture ot feldspar prisms, brown globulitic particles, and magnetite grains,
and is possibly glassy. The hornblende is green, and there is a little brown
biotite. The feldspars art? probably labradorite. Immediately south of
this dike a steeply dipping sheet or dike of hornblende-andesite (1563,
1564) caps the ridge for a distance of three-eighths of a mile. It -is at
present from 20 to 50 feet thick, but the upper 1vall ~1as probably been
eroded. The clip· is to the southeast. At the i1orthern end of the ~xposure
it is relatively dense and prismatic and light gray; at the southern end it
is more porous; or almost vesicular and £ssile, and is dark gray (1563). ~t
the bottom plane of contact it is dense, bluish black, and glassy (1564),
is rich ih phenocrysts of hornblende, with smaller feldspars, and carries
scattered. segregations of coarsely crystalline hornblende and feldspai'. The
lighter-colored part. of the rock mass is holocrystalline, but microlitic, and
slightly·gJ.·anula.I; in places. In the darker p~rts it is pilotaxitic, and at the
margin is glassy, consisting of beautiful .brown globulitic and microlitic
glass. The phenocrysts are alike throughput-brown hornblende, labra-,
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d01·ite, probably with the composition Ab 1 An 1 , and a little augite and
magnetite. One of the coarse-graine d segregations, or simple crystallizations, con~ists of labradorite and ho'n1blende, in a1l?triomo1~phic crystals
1 mm.· in diameter, with magnetite and apatite ii1 irreguhrly shaped grains .
. The feldspar and hornblende have the same characters as the phenocrysts
in the surrounding andesite, and there can be no doubt as to their being
crystallizatio ns from the same magma. The structure is granitic. T'his
sheet is cut by two dikes of !wrnblende-a ndesite (1565, 1566), 15 and 20
feet 1vide, that trm1d northwest. They are rather dense and slightly vesieular, with flattened cavities, are light .gray, and· carry scattered pheno- ·
crysts of hornblende and few feldspars. The groundmass is pilotaxitic
to hyalopilitic in one c~se, and holocrystalli ne with prismatic and tabular
feldspar microlites in the other. The phenocrysts are like those 111 the
andesites just described. South of the inclined sheet are hvo sma11 dikes
trending northwest. They are ·hnrnbl.ende-andesite, similar to the last.
Another parallel dike, 15 feet 1vide, consists of gray hornblende-a ndesite
(1568) crowded with minute phenocrysts, some of the hornblendes being
prominent.. The rock. is dense, and is black and glassy near the contact wall
(156'7). It cracks into small prisms. The groundmass of the center of the
dike is hyalopilitie, and at the margin is a beautiful brown glass with abundant microlites of· feldspar,· pyroxene, ancl magnetite. The phenocrysts are
labradorite, greenish-brovl'n hornblende, hypersthene, and less augite, 1vith
magnetite.
Another dike, with the same northwest trend, consists of several vertical
sheets, from 2 or 3 to ·4 or 5 feet thick, inclosing 1Vedges of breccia. It is
dark bluish gray, compact, without phenocrysts (1569), and proves to be a
basalt rich in olivine. It exhibits fine prismatic crackin~ in cm:v·ed columns
perpendicula r to 'the walls of the dike, and is in patt' thinly fissile p·arallel
to the walls, and in places is fissile ac:ross the columns. The rock is dense and
glassy near the contact, and consists of an aggregate of prismatic feldspar
micro1ites and more abundant grains of aug·ite and magnetite, ·with almost
microscopic phenocrysts of serpentinized olivine.
Some distance south of the dikes just noted is a dike of dense gray
rock without megascopic phenocrysts (15'70, 15'71). It is a hoiilblendepyroxene-anclesite, and is ·glassy and black near the contact face. The dike
is from 10 inches to 3 feet wide and trends nortlrwest. The groundrnass of
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.the· centi·al})ai:t ·,is j)ilolar~iti.c,- ,:Vi.th son:1e tabular· mim:olites of feldspar. · At
the maro·in
it is brown glass, with prismatic mierolites of .feldspar. The
b
minute phenocrysts are hypersthene and augite, and there are very few
of hori1blende.
Another parallel dike, about 25 feet wide, consists of hornblende. andesite (1572) with small hornblendes and still smaller feldspars. The
rock is porous and fissile. The groundmass is pilotaxitic, with tabular feldspars and microeryptocrystaJline portions.
The next dike south is parallel to the l~st and has a hade of 75°. S \V
It consists of compact ·dark-gray hornblet1de-andesite, with many large.
phenocrysts of hornblende. There are some small vesicular ca.vities (1573).
The groundmass consists of pi·isms of labradorite with interstitial material
t!1at is nearly isotropic, is somewhat globulitic, and contains magnetite,
minute augite, and considerable serpentine, which colors the whole rock.
The phenocrysts are brown hornbler).de, labradorite, and a little augite.
It is probable that the serpentine has been derived from hypersthene.
The most southerly dike has a general northwest trend, is about 5 feet
wide, and· consists of compact hornblende-andesite wHh sma11 scattered
phenocrysts of feldspar and hornblende. The rock is dark purplish to reddish, aud has weathered to green, crumbling, rounded masses, leaving a
"slide" between indurated breccia walls (15'74). The groundmass is pilotaxitic, '\v-ith much reddish-browh iron oxide. The rocks of these dikes are .
all andesitic in hab_it, and ?-re for the most part glassy in thin section; some
are holocry:-:;talline. They are probably not as deeply seated intrusions as ·
those at Sy Ivan Pass..
·
MASSIVE FLOWS AND INTRUSIONS OF LIGHT-COLORED ANDESITE.

There a.re several bodies of massive andesite whose mode of occurrence
has not. been fully discovered. . 11 hey occur at. the present for the most part
at the summits of peaks, and give evidence of having .been surficial flows
that occupied drainage channels on the ancient smface of the country. But
in several instances they appear to have been intrusive bodies, since they
are accompanied by branching offshoots or apophyses The porous or
vesicular nature of the andesite composing these bodies makes it evident
that they must have ·consolidated under little pressure, and that if they
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were intrusiye bodies they had reached ve:ry close to the surface of the
breed as.
Two of the most conspicuous bodies of massive andesite forn:{- the
conical summits of Mount Doane and Mount Stevenson, and constitute the
·upper 500 to 900 feet of these mountains. The n1ass at Mount Doane consists of light-gray compact hornblende-mica-andesite, :filled IYith minute
. crystals of feldspar, hornblende, and biotite, 1vith a few larger phenocrysts
(1575, 1576). Near the bottom contact· it is dark colored and vvea:thers
into sma11 rounded masses. Higher up in the body it is columnar, passing
into platy parting, in more or less vertical slabs.
The groundmass of the rock from near the bottom contact is micro.
.
'
crystalline and microlitic, and is gray in thin section.· The phenocrysts
are greenish-brown hornblende and brown biotite, both wW1out l)lack
borders or any noticeable inclusions of magnetite. Magnetite also forms
small phenocrysts, the size of the small ones of hornblende and biotite. It
is abundant as minute crystals in the groundmass. The labradorite is centra.lly and also zonally altered to a brovm substa.nce, probably kaolin .. In
the rock from the summit of the mountain the groundinass is slightly more
coarsely crystallized, and the structure is almost microgranular, the grains
being·about 0.015 mm. in diameter. The phenocrysts are the same as in
the :finer-grained varieties, but the hornblendes and biotites are :filled with
minute grains of magnetite, some of, .the smaller hornblendes being ahi1ost
completely replaced ·by it, a.nd also by some pyro.xene. Magnetite forms
small phenoerysts, and there are a fe>v of augite. The labradorite is almost
fresh. A cross section of the v,rhole body is shown in the almost Yertical
cliff at the northern face of the mountain. The massive andesite is seen to
he resting on almost horizontal layers of light-colored breccia, the plane of
the bottom c~ntact being. curved, and rising several hundred feet at the east
and west ends of the section. The andesite body appears to have been a
surficial flow 'vhich :filled an ancient drainage channel.
The same appears to be true of the massive·hornblende-mica.-andesite
forming the top of Mount Stevenson (1577 to .1581). ·This rock is light
gray, with more prominent hornblende thm·i in the mass of l\{ount Doane,
a.ncl c.ontains segregations of hornblende and feldspar, with a little biotite.
T'he groundmass of the light-gray rock is holocrystalline, 1vith a mixtme of
feldspar prisms and grains, besides magnetite and pyroxene gi·ains. The
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hornblendes are surrounded, ~ncl in pa.rt replaced, by pyroxene and magnetite~ Biotite is scarce. The labradorite phenocrysts contain some calcite, .
and there is a considerable amount of zeolite scattered through the rock,
'vhich is probably heulandite or mordenite, which are very much alike
optically. Another minerft:l a.ssociated with them is in fan-like aggregates
of less .refractive crystals, and is probably tridymite. 'rhere is also considerable calcite. \Vhere the rock is darker, probably near a contact plane .
(1577), the grm:indma.ss is pilotaxitic and the hornblendes are fi·ee from
magnetite borders. The ?oarsely crystallized segregations consist of large
idiomorphic labi·adorite and hornblende crystals, with some smaller ones,
. and skeleton forms of labradorite and some globulitic glass base in places.
The1:e are comparatively large crystals of lllagnetite and apatite and considerable zeolite. Occasional large crystals of biotite occ~r. It appears to
reach a lower altitude on the west side of the mountain. Beneath it there is
a layer of rounded and waterworn pebbles of andesite. This would also
appear to have occupied the valley of an ancient channel, and may have
been continuous with the mass of l\1ount Doane.
Another lai·ge body of hornblende-mica-andesite forms the upper portion of the high northwest spur of J\iount Schurz. 'rhis body is well exposed
and was studied on
. its northwestern and northeastern sides. It .rests on
nearly horizontal layers of light-colored breccia, but its relations ~o the darkcolored breccia were not determined. A fine section across the body is
exposed on its northeas~ern side. It is beautifully columnar, the columns
standing in various directions. The arrangement of the colum!1s, as well as
the slope of the bottom contact with the underlying breccia, which is
from both sides inwards, indicates that the andesite occupied a·broad channel
sloping toward the southwest, since the western end of the a~desitic mass is
lower than the eastern. The altitude .of the body ranges from 10,000 to
10,600 feet. Tpe columnar structure is very well developed in curved
groups, some of the columns being· 40 feet long and 1 foot iii diameter. In
general the columns. start perpendicular to the surface of contact with the
breccia. Those in the lo~er part of the mass are larger than those in the
upper portion.
The· rock is darker colored near its contact with underlying breccia,
and is dense (1582 to 1584), but becomes lighter. colored and more crystalline farther from the contact. It IS more or less vesicular or porous,
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and is parted into plates parallel to the plane of contaCt and also into
columns perpendi cular to the same. The megascopical habit varies considerably in different parts of the body. Fifty feet from th~ northwes tern lower
contact the rock is full of prominen t phenocry sts of feldspar, -..vith smaller
biotites and hornblen des (1585). At 75 feet it has less promine nt feldspa.rs
and more noticeab le hornblen de and niica (1586). In the central part of
the body it is stHl lighter colored, and compact, with the same variabili ty of
phenocry sts (1587, 1588). In the cavities of some of the porous forms there
are good crystals of tridymite (1585, 1589).
At the higher parts of the body the rock is darker colored aga.in
(1590, 1591). Among the fragments lying at its northwes tern base are
.large masses mid columns of various modifications of the . rock. One
·column, 8 feet long, is a dark-colored, finely vesicular variety (1:'592),
without promine nt phenocrysts. · Another variety is still more vesicular,
with light-blu e coating to. the vesicles. It is basalti0 in appearance, ·with
noticeab le feldspars (1596). Others are clark and ha::;altic looking, but more
compact, with promi1~ent feldspars (1594, 1695). They all belong to the
large andesitic bodv.
The light-colqrecl rock which constitutes the ma.in, mass of this body
has a grounclmass that is microcry stalline and microlitic. It is very much
like that of the rock forming the summit of l\iount Stevenson. It contains
much tridymite in c1 usters of minute crystals and in groups of twinned
plates. The abundan t small' phenocry sts are labraCiorite, brQVi'n hornblen de
with magnetit e and pyroxene border, brown biotite with magnetit e border,
and some augite. ·There is a small amount of serpentin ized mineral, '\ovhich
\vas probably hypersth ene. In the. rock from -..vithin 75 to 50 feet of the
margin of the body the groundmass is microlitic and possibly glassy. The
phenocry sts of hornblen de and.bioti te have only a ve{·y nanmv magnetit e
border in the rock at 75 feet from the contact plane, m~d none at all in that
at 50 'feet from the plane.
At the bottom contact the chara.cter of the rock is some;vhat changed.
The groundma::;s is hya.lopilitic, consisting of brown gla.ss filled with microlites. Phenocry sts are fewer, and are labra.dorite with beautiful glass inclusions, hornblen de almost complete ly paramorp hosed to pyroxen e and
magnetit e, brown biotite with nari·ow b.order of magnetit e and pyroxene ,
many small phenocry sts of augite, and many others that are serpentin e
ol
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pseudomorphs n.nd have the outline of olivine in some cases. and of hypersthene in others. In one rock section the serpentine is replaced by calcite.
This appears to be n. more basic facies of the ma.in rock.
The dark-colored, vesicular, and basaltic-looking modifications of the
rock, ah·ead y mentioned as lying· at the base of the north slope of the
spur, resemble the rock from near':the bottom conta,ct in the nature of the
l)henocrvsts 'vhich are more abundant in these rocks. But the groundmass
is highly glassy, and is fine brown glass with Jnany n1icro1ites of feldspar,
l)yroxene, and magnetite. This is specially true of the most vesicular
modification. In it are some small phenocrysts of colorless olivine ''vith
nari·ow border of pyroxene, like that surrounding· the serpentine pseudomorphs just described.
rrhe occurrences of massive andesite -at Coulter Peak and in its vicinity
are most probably intrusive in two inl:ltances and surficial in the others.
There are four distinct occurrences, three of wh~ch have been investigated.
'l'he rock in all three is the same in composition and habit.
At Coulter Peak it forms the upper 800 to 1,000 feet of the mountnin.
The rock is light gnt.y, without noticeable phenocrysts, and is quite uniform
throughout. There are a few thin crystals .of hornblende, fewer of feldspar, and sporadically biotite. It is slightly vesicula.r, especially at the.
summit of the peak (1605), but in the lovi'er portions is dense and lithoidal
(1604 ); and near the planes of contact with the underlying hrecci~t. it is
dark colored and glassy (l603, 1606). The rock at the ·summit consists
of square prisms of twinped labradorite, averaging 0.15 mm. in length,
besides shorter rectangular crystals and Jess well-defined grains with a
brownish tinge. These have a slightly lower refraction and are probably
more alkaHne felclspm·, with some minute pyroxene. There is a little magnetite. The small scattered phenocrysts .are labradorite, paramorphs after
homhlende, •Nith some hornblende in the center of the larger ones; oceasion:ally biotite with magnetite border, and more or less completely serpentinized hypersthene. In the lovi'er part of the rock mass the granular·
feldspars are larger, the whole being slightly coarser grained and lighter
colored. Quartz is recognizable among the constituent minerals. Phenocrysts are fewer and the hornblen4e i::; less changed.
.
At the bottom contact the ro~k is beautiful brow~ glass, 1vith microlites of prismatic and tabular feldspar, in part at least labradorite; delicate
ol
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prisms of pyroxene, for the most part hypersthene, and little magnetite:
The few small phenocrysts are labradorite, brownish-green hornblende with
little or no border, hypersthene, and augite. The mass is distinctly columnar, in groups standing at various ·angles and sometimes curved. Near
planes of contact the columns are' normal to the contact plane. On the
southeastern spur the massive andesite overlies dark-colored breccia, an_d
the surface of. bottom contact,. though quite irregular, slopes toward the
north. At the northern end of the. mass the pla.ne of bottom .contact dips
steeply south, its trend being east and ·west. On the west spur of the
mountain a body of similar massive rock caps breccia, the contact dipping
north. The breccias beneath the body at Coulter Peak lie horizontal, and
the indications point to the massive andesite being a surficial flow in a
drainage channel trending west.
A large body of similar rock forms the upper portion of the mountain
1 ~ miles northwest of Coulter Peak. It has· the same petrographical characters, but is denser and more crystalline in its.main mass, approaching a
porphyry or felsite (1596, 1597, 1601, 1602). Near its contact with the
breccia it is dark colored and glassy (1598), becoming lighter colored and
lithoidal at .a distance of 6 in_ches (1599), and still more so at a_ distance
of 10 feet (1600), where it is vesicular, with tridymite in good crystals.
The rock representing the body of this mass i::> similar to that of
Coulter Peak in general characters, but is more highly crystallized. It
consists of prisms of labradorite about as large as in the other rocks, 0.15
mm. long, hut few in number. The tabular or. granular feldspar is more
abundant, and much of it is intergrown with quartz in micrographic
and micropoikilitic structure, which is. shown in Pl. XXXVIII, fig. 4.
:M:agnet_ite occurs in minute grains, and there is some serpentine or chlorite.
. The few small phenocrysts of ho~·nblende and biotite have narrow borders
of magnetite in some cases and none in others. At the contact with breccia
it is a brown glass, as at Coulter Peak, in thi!3 .case faintly polarizin15·, as
though devitrified. The beautiful microlites are like those in the other
brown glass just described, except that there is more. green hornblende,
without dark border. At .a distance of 6 inches fr~mi the contact the general
character of the rock is the same, but the brown glass base is replaced by
a gray microcryptocrystalline aggregate, which at 10 feet distance is-microcrystalline1 many of the parts being idiom011Jhic crystals of feldspar. The
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hornblende has a narrow border of magnetite gra.ins. This body of andesite
is columnar and has probably cut up through the breccias, its plane of
contact on one side trending southwest and dipping steeply to the southeast.
· It is exposed in an easterly escarpment, 'vhere the massive andesite can be
seen cutting irregularly across the layers of breccia. It is also well exposed
in a southerly escarpment. In the eastern escarpment there is an inclined
sheet or dike of similar roek, which cuts up through the hreecia at an angle
of about 20° and thins out. It appea.rs to be an offshoot from the large
body. Directly east of this peak, on tbe ridge north 9f Coulter Peak, there
is another body of massive andesite of the same kind. Its plane of contact
with the underlying upper basic breccia is steep and trends toward the
northeast. It is also columnar a.long its western exposure. Near it at the
south end is a small intruded seam or dike of similar rock, which is ·wholly
glassy (1607, 1608). It is yellowish brown near the margin and clark
colored at the middle.. It cracks into i'ouncled lumps and has a perlitic
structure on a large scale. It is a beautiful yellow glass in thin section,
with well-defined microlites of prisma,tic and of less nume'rous tabular feldspars, delicate prisms of pyroxene, and grains of magnetite. The very
small phenocrysts are brownish-green hornblende without dark border,
hypersthene, augite, and labradorite; in all respects like the glassy portions
of the rocks just described.
Massive andesite of the same character occurs as intrusive bodies in
the valley of Mountain Cr~ek. The largest is at the mouth of the valley
in the base of the mountain on the north side. Its boundary is obscured
· by soil and debris. It cracks h1to plates and is compact and light gray,
with a fe-w thin crystals of hornblende (1609). The rock is a fi.ne-grah1ed .
aggregation of feldspar crysta.ls, quite like the more· highly crystallized
portion of the rock of Coulter Peak, except that there are fewer prisms and
more iiTegularly shaped grains. The component minerals are the same,
and the few small phenocrysts of green hornblende and brown biotite
inclose much magnetite.
Several small intrusive bodies cut the breccia east of the mouth of the
north fork of the creek. One is a na.ITOI'V vertical dike. It is light gray,
with a few thin crystals of hornblende, and is slightly vesicular. It
becomes clark colored and glassy near the contact, and is brecciated in
places (1612). Parts of it are conipact, reddish brown a.ncl mottled, but
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not distinctly brecci~ted (1613). ·Microscopically it is the same as the
rock of Cou1ter Peak, the lithoidal portion being holocrystalline, with
abundarit prismatic n:iicrolites of feldspar that exhibit a pronounced :fluidal
arrangeuient. 'rhe glassy portion consist~ of clear ye1lowish-brown glass,
\vith microlites, as in the glass of the Coulter Peak rock. The few s:nall
phenocrysts of brownish-green hornblende have ~nargins of loosely aggregated pyroxene and magnetite. The other mass has the same characters.
It is dense, gray, and lithoidal, and is partly vesicular with good crystals
· of tridymite (1611, 1610). It also has the ~arne microscopical characters.
A surficial :flow of pyroxene-andesite occurs on the summit of the ridge·
north of Middle Creek, already r~entionec1 in another place.
TRACHYTIC RHYOT_,ITE.

Closely connected with the early acid breccia. on Yellowstone River
in the neighborhood of Crescent Hill and Junction Butte are remnants of
a lava. streani. of light-colored lithoidal rock whose most proriounced mineralogical feature is the presence of abundant phenoe1:ysts of sanidine
without any· of quartz. It passes into breetcia ·irl places, and appears to
have been contemporaneous with the earlier· acid andesitic breccia of the
regwn. W1rether the scattered occUl'rences of this rock in the bottom of
one ·large valley were originally connected and were parts of one large
sheet, or ·whether the)- belong to several eruptions, is not definitely known .
. Areas of this rock occur ·along the south side of Yellowstone River,
forming a cliff at about 6,400 feet altitude from Geode Creek a.round the
north base of Crescent Hilt to Yanceys. It occurs somewhat higher on
the north side of the Yellowstone River west of Hellroaring Creek, lying
between 6,600 and 7,200 feet altitude. It extends east around the north
end of Junction Valley and forms the ba.se of Junction Butte ·east of· the
river'. It occurs on the north of Lamar River opposite the butte, and 500
feet above the rivei·, and also near the mouth of Slough Creek. P~tches
of it are found on the end of Specimen Ridge 1,500 teet above the river.
lAtYaS similar to this OCCUr as intimately associated with the basic andesitic
breccias north of the Yellowstone Pa.rk, on Buffalo Plateau and on the
flanks of Sunset Peak.
The rock is generally light colored, and varies from white and gray to
yellow, buff, brown, red or pink, purplish, and green. In most places it is
MON XXXII, PT II--21
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lithoidal to earthy; also compact and dense. In one locality it is glassy
and greenish gray, in pnxt perlitic, passing .into dark-gray and black glass,
and constituting a pitchstone (683, 684). In nea.rly every insta.nce it is ·
mottled with ·what appear to be inclosed fragments ·having a different
character, and '':hich are mostly tuff of the same rock. 'J.lhey are often
flattened, giving the rock a distinct fio·w structure. rl'he phenocrysts vary
in abundance and size in different n:wdifications of the rock. They are
sanidine, plagioclase, and biotite. Sanidine is generally perfectly fresh and .
exhibits a brilliant cleavage surface, while the plagioclase is often decomposed and is fresh in only a few cases. Biotite is subordinate in amount.
In places the rock cnrries many fra.gments of andesite and of crystalline
schist, and passes upward into breccia filled 1:vith the latter, and merges into
andesitic breccia similar to that already described as underlying it. T'his
relation may he observed at the northern base of Crescent Hill and on the
ridge opposite the mouth of Hellroaring Creek. It was the produet of
eruption of an exceptional modification of magma, i·ich in sanidine, which
oecurred early in the period of the extravasation of the hornblende-micaandesite, when erystalline schists formed the surface of the country through
which the eruptions took place.
'rhis light-colored porphyritic lava comists of an abundant groundmass,
which is in nearly all cases megascopically lithoidal .and under the microscope is highly varied in structll.re. In this groundmass are numerous
phenocrysts of sanidine a1idlime-soda feldspar, which in numerous cases is
decomposed. Ferro magnesian minerals are scarce. The only ones recognized megascopically are small biotites. In thin sections of the rock
pyroxene is seen, in some eases in almost microscopic crystals. A very
little green hornblende occurs in a few cases. The sanidine crystals are
2 mm. long and smaller, and are usually twinned according to the Carlsbad
law. Their cross sections are generally rectangular, but they often have
irregular outlines, as though fragments of former well-~haped crystals. The
same is also true of plagioclase. The sanidines are very free from inclusions
of foreign material; occasional inclusions of glass, apatite, and zircon occur.
The pinacoidal cleavages are often ·well developed, but some crystals are
almost free from cleavage cracks a.ncl are easily mistaken for quartz. The
lime-soda feldspar is similai· to sanidine in size and general form, but exhibits
polysynthetic t1'\rinning according to albite, pericline, and Carlsbad laws. In
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a number of cases the symmetrical extinction angles tested by Michel Levy's
method indicate that the feldspar is labradorite as high in lime as Ab 2 An3•
·In ·other rock sections the only symmetrical extinction angles are }ow, but
they are few, and may possibly belong to labradorite. These feldspa1;s also
are quite free from inclusions. They are more easily decomposed than sa.ni·dine, ai1d in a number of rock sections are completely altered, while the
sanidine is fresh. The usual alteration is to a microcrystalline aggregate
with. low double refractio;n, probably kaolin. Occasionally the feldspar is
replaced by calcite. Biotite occurs in in;egularly outlined Cr};stals of very
small size. It is brovm and has a very small optic angle. Augite, when
present, forms idiornorphic and also irregulady shaped crystals, apparently
fragments of la1:ger crystals.· Its colors and general character ar~ the same
as those of the augite in the associated andesites. The same is true of the
few small fragments of green and brownish-green hornblende.. Ilmenite,
or titaniferous magnetite, is present in .comparatively large microscopic
crystals and grains. Its. character is indicated by its alteration product
and its form, since it alters t~ a 'vhite opaque mineral crossed by lines in
three directions. It is similar to the occurrence of titaniferous iron oxide
in the rhyolite of the region. "'With it are associated colorless apatite and
zircon. There are a fe,v yellow, almost isotropic, pseudomorphs, possibly
after hypersthene.
The groundmass is in many cases brecciated, and is made up of patches
with different kinds of microstructure. It also contains fragments of othei·
rocks, S.l~ch as andesite and the crystalline schists. Large fragments of the
latter are found in places, and the massive lava grades into tuff-breccia in
some localities: Only a small part of the rock is glassy and unaltered _(683).
Numerous thin sections show that the rock was once glassy in many places
but has become more or less completely devitrified. The glassy form con..:
sists of glas.s that is globulitic and brown in places, vfith streaks and lumps
that are colorless, and microlitic and trichitic, with pyroxene and magnetite,
quite like some rhyolitic glasses. It has eutaxitic and flow structures and.
is spherulitic in places. Perlitic cracking ·is developed to some extent.
Small lumps. with beautiful brown glass full of microlites, and others contahling augite and hypersthene, and holocrystalline pieces of pyroxeneandesite in this glassy lava, suggest that its eruption was subsequent to that
of pyroxene-andesite, which is the case for similar trachytic lava farther
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north on Buffalo Pla.teau and southeast of Sunset Peak. These rocks are
also .identical microscopically 'with this glassy modification of the trachytic
lavas north of Crescent Hill.
Other parts of the rock are brecciated flows: with lumps that are
clevitrifiecl perlitic glass, ·with microgranular and microcryptocrysta.llin:e portions. These retain the small phenocrysts nncl microlites intact. Some are
composed of minute fragments of glass 1vith very irreguhr shapes, v.relded
together as in many rhyolites. They are clevitri.fiecl and microcryptocrystalline. Some of the grounclmasses a.re colored yellovir, orai1ge, or reel hy
clouded pa.rticles .of hydrous oxide of il;On. Less often the color isgreen,
from chloritic infiltration.
1
The grou11clmass is who11y devitrifiecl in many cases where the feldspar
phenocrysts are still fresh. In a number of instances the rock is ";holly·
altered, both ki1ids of feldspar having been reduced to kaoli1i, a.ncl the other
phenocrysts being decomposed and the grounclmass reduced to a microcrystalline to microcry_ptocrystalline aggregation. One modification of the
rock is somewhat andesitic, all of the feldspar phenocrysts being lime-soda
feldspar· (709).
·
·
The chemical composition of the rock is shown l;y h.Iialysis 1. It
is of a variety (679) which has fresh phenocrysts of sanidine in abundance
and fresh labradorite ancl a little biotite. The groundmass .1s de·vitrified, and
there is smi1e chlorite. The loss upon ignition is high and indicates partial
alteration. If anhydrous- the silica 1vould be 66 per cent, and the rock
would be about on the dividing line bet·ween quartz-soda-trachyte or highly
siliceous soda-trachyte and rhyolite. The presence of labradorite in a rock
1vith so little lime and so much soda is surprising, and it is evident that the
orthocla.ses must be rich in soda. rrhechemica.l composition oftheverysimilar
rock near Sunset Peak on Bear Gulch, mapped in the .Livingston folio
(~o. 1) of the Geologic Atlas, is slwvm in the accompanying analysis 2.
It·is higher in silica a.nd in alkalies, the potash being exceptionally high for
rocks of this region. This rock is chemically trachytic rhyolite. Mineralogically all of these rocks are characterized by the absence of quartz as
phenocrysts. The groundmass is highly siliceous, and quartz is present in
the microcrystalline modifications:
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Analyses of tra.chytic 1·hyolite.
[Analysts: 1, J. E. Whitfield; 2, L. G. Eakins.]
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Trachytic tuffs similar in com1iosition occur in two other localities in the
Park. One is on the south fork of Beaverdam Creek, where it overlies
shoshonite, and· the other is at '1\vo Ocean Pass, where it occurs in the
bottom of the andesitic breccia near the basaltic lavas (shoshonite). They
are all alike in being composed of a glass/ groundmass, 1vith phenocrysts
of sanidine and lime-soda feldspar, besides biotite, magnetite, or ilmenite,
aJ.~d many inclusions of other rocks, pyroxene-andesites for the most part
(1650, 1722, and 1725). In the rock from Two Ocean Pass there are
la]Jradorite crystals and fragments and numerous broken augites,_ as \Yell as
piecel::l of andesite. In this rock it is possible that the lab1;ad.orite crystals
. may have been derived from the a.ndesite dust. The presence of labradorite
in association ·with orthoclase in parts of this rock corresponds to the sii11ilar association of these two feldspars in shoshonite and banakite, and indicates a genetic relationship, which is also indicated by the close association
of these rocl-.:s in the field.
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There are certain basaltic-looking rocks associated with the older
andesitic breccias in various localities within the Park, which forn) lava
flov;rs in most cases and dikes in others, and which more ra,rely constitute
part of the ba,sic breccia itself. They are usua.lly quite subordinat e in
amount, judging from the extent of their exposures, but, considerin g the
probable size of their original masses, before being exposed by erosion
they must have had very considerable volumes. As fio~s they are basaltic
in character, being clark colored and heavy, with oEvine among the phenocrysts in most cases .. They are massive and compact or vesicular. 'rhey
are porphyriti c in some cases, but not notice::tbly so in others, and generally
exhibit a semiwaxy luster that suggests the presence of nepheline, 1vhich,
however, is not present. The waxy luster is due to the alkali feldspar in
the grounclma.ss. rrhey are often dull greenish black owing to the serpentinization of olivine. As dikes they are basaltic in some cases and trachytic
.in others, being gray ii1 various shades, and having a some1vhat vmxy luster .
in the rocks of darker shades. The luster, as in the case of the fio·ws, is
due to the alkali feldspars, as ther·e is no nepheline. They are porphyriti c
· or not. in different cases, and range. from aphanitic to phanerocry stalline.
As will be seen later, they represent a rather •vide i·ange of composition,
both chemical and mineralogical, and though genetically related and connected by gradual transitions, so that they constitute a natural group, they
could not be embraced by any one definition and must be divided into
several classes.
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The chief charactetis tics of the most basic class are the presence of
abundant phenocrys ts of olivine and augite and the absence of. any of feldspar. The groundma ss may be anything from a dark glass to an almost
phanerocr ystalline light-gray mass. It is oftener aphanitic and dark
greenish gray. The phenocrys ts are large and pronounce d in many cases,
but are very small in others. The· microscopical characteristics will be
gi~7 en at length. Chemicall y they are low in silica, from 46 to 52 per cent;
low in alumina, from D to 12 per cent; high in magnesia, from 8 to 13 per ·
cent; comparati vely high in alkalies, with potash considerab ly higher than
soda, except in one case. The molecular ratio of the a.lka.lies to silica is
0.08 and 0.09. After the crystalliz8tion of abundant phenocrys ts of olivine
and augite the remainder of the magma, owing to the low alumina ~mel to
relatively high alkalies, was so constituted tha.t a1kali-feldspathic mi1iera.ls,
in the form of orthoclase or leucite, might crystallize out, ·which they did
or not according to the conditions under -vvhich soliclific~.tion took place.
The principal characteristic of the second class is the presence of
phenocrys ts of 'labradorite, toget.her with those of augite and olivine, in a,
gromidma ss that is· usually dark gree·nish gray, with a semiwaxy luster,
but which may be glassy or 'phanerocrystalline, and 1vhich vvhen distinctly
crystallize d contains a notable percentage of orthoclase. They range from
varieties rich in olivine and aug~ite, 1vhich, with decreasing labradorite ,
grade into. rocks of the first class, to varieties with few ·olivines or augites.
Chemicall y they contain from 50 to 56 per cent of silica. Alumina is
moderate to high, from 17 to 19.7 per cent. Lime and magnesia are moderate
to low, the former from 8 to 4.3 per cent, the latter from 4.4 to 2.5. The
alkilies are mo~erately high, .1vith potash compa.ratively high for rocks of
this region, with like,amou nts of silica, .from 3.4 to 4.4 per cent, the soda
ranging from 3 to 3.9 per cent. The molecular rntios of the a,lkalies to
silica is 0.10 and 0.11. Mter the:crystallization of phenocrys ts oflabrador ite,
olivine, and augite, the remainder of the magma, 1:vas rich in al1qdi-feldspathic material, usuaily that of ortho~lase, which .shows itself in the ground·
mass a.ccording to conditions of crystalliza,tion.
Rocks correspond ing chemically to both of these classes occur with nv
megascopic phenocrys ts, and in va.rious phases of crystallization, from
glassy to holocrystalline, and almost phanerocry stalline; consequen tly they
differ from them not only in microstructure but in the minerals that have
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been developed. They occur both as lava flows and as dikes, but no special
charact~ristics can be connected ·with either mode of occurrence, except
that the more highly crystallized forms are found as dikes. Not all the
dikes, however, are more crystalline than all the lava flows.
Rocks of the third class are knovm mostly in the form of dikes, and
in oi1ly a few localities. The rocks are highly feldspathic, with small
am~ount of ferromagnesia.n minerals, and these chiefly· biotite ';vith Sl1bordinate augite. The phenocrysts are labrador ite in a groundmass rich in
orthoclase. Chemically they have 51 to 61 per cent of silica, 16.7 to 19.6
per cent of alumina, 3.5 to 6 per cent of lime, ·1 to 4 per cent of magnesia,
3.8 to 4.5 per cent. of soda, and 4.4 to 5.7 per cent of potash. The ratio of
alkalies to silica is 0.13 m'ld 0.14. Since nwch of the calcium and sodium
goes into the phenocrysts of labradorite, the feldspathic groundmass is rich
: in potash and is lai·gely orthoclase. The rocks stand at the end of the
series, representing the variation rea.ched when all the phenocry sts are
· labadorit e and vvhen biotite occurs instead of olivine and augite.
The division of the series into three parts is wholly artificial and for
convenience. There is gradati0n from oi1e end to the' other, and from the
middle of the series into the normal basaltic rocks of the region, which will
be pointed outlater. TJ1e three classes will be described under the names
absarokite, shoshonite, and banakite.
ABSARO KITE.

All of the rocks hei·e classed as absarol{ites carry abundan t phenocry sts
of olivine and a.ugite, except tvvo (1282 and1624 ). These are classed ·with
them on the ground of chemical identity. The rocks occur in the Absarok a
Range, and also in other ·parts of the Yellmvstone Park, being found upon
Mirror Plateau (1151, 1152), within the region of the Crandall volcano (1282,
1277, 1306, 1307); at Signal Point, Yellowstone Lake (1617, 1618), at
Two O_cean Pass (1719, ~1720), on Coulter Creek (1743), about the headwaters of Conant Creek (1745, 1751), and in the Ishawoo a Canyon (1698).
The absarokite is found as bovdders on the west shore of Yellowstone Lake,
. south of Bridge Bay, pi·obably coming from Signal Point, on the east
shore.
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The chemical composition of six of these rocks is sho\vn by the following analyses, the characteristic features of which. have already been
indicated:
Analyses of absarokites.
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Analyst, J. E. Whitfield. (1698.)
dike at head of Lamar River. Analyst, L. G. Eakins. (1306.)
dike south of Clark Fork River. Analyst, L. G. Eakins. (1277.)
lava flow, head of Ra;ven Creek. Analyst, L. G. Ea-kins. (1151.)
dike, divide east of Cache Creek. Aual~·st, L. G. Eaki_us. (1282.)
lava flow, Two Ocea-n Pass. Analyst, J. E. Whitfield. (1720.) ·

1. JJeucite-absarokite, Isha.wooa Canyon, Wyoming.

2." Absarokite,
3. Absarokite,
4. Absarokite,
5. Absarokite,
"6. Absarokite,

The six analyses are. arranged accordjng to decreasing percentage of
. magnesia. The first two have the highest; the second two, over 9 per cent;
the· fifth and sixth have 7.96 and 7.72, \vhich are ·not very high for a ro.ck
so low in silica. There is an increasing range in alumina and in potash.
The se~ond, third, an4 fourth analyses are closely alike·. The first and last
two are not so much alike that they might not be considered separately.
The chief differences are in the magnesia and alkalies,· but they are related
in other respects. rrhey all exhibit considerable loss upon ·ignition, corresponding to the ~;tmount of hydration due to. alteration or to the presence of
zeolitic mi1ierals..
As ah·eady said, t}le rocks here grouped together differ somewhat in
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the mi1ieral composition, of the groundmass as ·well as in .its microstructure.
1.1 he rock with the largest grain and most highly aeveloped crystalliza.tion
is that whose chemical composition is given in the first analysis (1698). It
was not found in place, but ·was collected from a bowld er 3 or 4 miles from
the junctio n of the streams in Ishawo oa Canyon. It is nearly holocrystalline, and was probab ly an intrusive rock in the form of a dike. It consists
of abund ant phenocrysts of olivine and augite, about 3 I)1m. in diamet er and
smaller, and of a subordinate amount of gray crystalline groundmass. In
thin section the olivine is colorless and very free from inclusions, with
almost no serpentinization. The augite is pale green, with high extinction
angle, reaching 42°. It incloses some olivine and magnetite. The form
of these phenocrysts is only partial ly idiomorphic, the outline being quite
jagged in some cas~s, and the reentra nt angles being occupied by orthoclase,
as though the crystallization of the olivine and augite had cm~tinuecl into
the period il~ which the feldspars of the groundmass were forming. There
was·no hiatus between the crystallization of the phenoc rysts and that of the
groundmass. The two were connected and continuous. The groundmas.s
consists of crystals of orthoclase and leu cite, which are nearly idiomorphic,
althou gh the mass is holocrysta.lline, except for occasional possible remna nts
of glass base, which form angula r patches betwee n the. crystals. There are
also small irregu larly shaped crystals of augite and olivine, with magnetite·
and much apatite in Jong slender UE~edles. rrhe orthoclase and leucite are
not uniformly minglecl, but are clustered in .groups. . The orthoclase is in
rectan gular prisms, t'vinned according to the Carlsbad law, and about 0.4
mm. long and smaller. Very rarely they contahi minute cores of limesoda feldspar, with symmetrical extinction angles of 30°' corresponding to
labradorite. The 1mbstance of the feldspar is very fresh and unaltered.
The leucite is pa1~ly idiomorphic, pai:tly allotriomo11)hic, and in some cases
exhibits the. characteristic double refraction, though most crystals are
isotropic. Centra l aggregations of minute augite grains occur. In places
a cloudy alteration has set in, resulting in a zeolitic mineral whose exact
nature has not been determined. Owing to the small amoun t of material
collected, no separations or partial analyses were attempted. The determination of the· alkalies was repeate d and found to accord closely with the
first determination.
The needles of apatite are very delicate and traverse. the feldspathic
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m;ystals of the groundmass in all directions, but do not penetrate the phenocrysts of olivine ancl augite, indicating that the formation of the apatite was
not a_mong the earliest of the crystalliza.tions, but took pla.ce -.;vhen the
gronnclmass crystallized. 1
The development of orthoclase and leucite. from a magma. so low in
alkalies and >vit.h so little potash is nota.ble. 'l_lhe almost total absence of
lime-soda feldspar is plainly clue to the low percentage of alumina., which
was nearly all combined -.;vith the alkalies to form alkali-feldspathic minerals. It is evident that both the orthoclase and leucite must be rich in
soda. The formation of leucite was. undoubtedly contro11ecl by the low
percentage of silica, vvhich if higher would ha.ve formed a polysilicate of
all the aluminum and alkalies, instead of a metasilica.te and po1ysilicate.
T~1e earliest compounds to crystallize-olivi11e and augite-consumed the
magnesia and lime, with iron oxide and some nlumina, ancl possibly some
·soda. It is evident that the remaining magma contained lime in sufficient
. amount to satisfy the phosphoric oxide, besides a little that· combined ·with
alumina and silica to form labradorite. Moreover, the alkalies mid alumina
were left il;l the proper proportion~ to form alka.li-feldspathic minerals. In
molten condition they did not exist as molecules of these minerals, yet
we see the il1dication of an influence tha.t controlled the proportions of the
partially dissociated elements. At the time of the crystallization of the
alkali-feldspathic constituents there were small amounts of ferroma.gnesian
silicates stillliqu1c1, which crystallized at this time.
'l'he rock most closely related to the one just described in chemical
composition occurs as a dike, 4. feet wide, on the divide between Lamar
River and Crandall Creek, south of Hoodoo Mountain. It is dark colored
(1306, 1307) and. aphanitic, with abundant large crystals of augite 5 to 10
mm. in diameter and smaller phenocrysts of olivine. On the ·sides of the
dike a thin layer of the rock is glassy a.nd black.
In thin section the body of the dike is holocrystalline a.nd very ii.ne
grained. rrhe groundmass consists of indistinctly outlined lath-shaped feldspars 1vith lov,r angles of extinction, besides an ii1distinct feldspathic mineral
as cernent, which is cloudy. The lath-shaped feldspars a})pear to be, in pm't
at lea.st, orthoclase with minute lath-shaped cores of lime-soda. feldspars.

a

'Arnold Hagne, Notes on the occurrence of a. lencite rock in the Absaroka. Ra.nge, \Vyoming
·
Territory: Am ..Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. XXXVIII, Jnly, 1889, pp. 43-47.
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Nothing resembling leucite or suggesting it is present. This feldspar matrix
is crowded v;rith microscopic crystals of augite, magnetite, and brown biotite
in thin tablets and long narrow crystals which often resemble hornblende.
In one part of the rock ilmenite accompanies magnetite. The groundmass
of the edge of the dike is brown glass ·with microlites of augite and some
of plagioclase. These microlites have clark-brow11 clouds attached to their
ends, or in the case of augite are colored brown.
The aug·ite phenocrysts are light green in thin section and are filled with
irregularly shaped inclusions of crystalline groundri1ass containing ilmenite
rods,·which· are not generally found in the groundmass of the rock outside
of the augites. These ilmenite rod~ withh1 the inclusions of one augite lie
in several orientations, apparently with rhombohedral symmetry. Although
they are confined to the inclusions of groundmass and· do not penetrate
the augite substance, their shape and arrangement suggest the microscopic
rod-like inclusi~ns in the diallage and hypersthene of gabbro, \'lrhich may
possibly be ilmenite. The augites alsc inclose small crystals of olivine and.
magnetite.
The olivine phenocrysts are sharply idiomorphie and of very pure substance, ,,;rith small inclusions of magnetite and glass and occas~onally bays ·
of groundmass. It is sometimes t'i'vinnecl in pai1;s of attached crystals, the
twinning plane being (011 ). There is a slight serpentinization along
the smface and cracks in some cases. 'rhe olivine c_rystals are much
smaller than those of a1;1.gite, but are more numerous. The appearance of
this rock in thin section is shown in PI. XXXVI; fig. 1.
It is to be observed that the glassy groundma.ss of the marginal surface
of the dike is unlike the groundmass of the main body of the dike in
mineral composition; Biotite is not developed, and the only feldspars are
the microlites of plagiocla13e, which may correspond. to the cores in the
lath-shaped orthoclases of the main body of rock. As compared vl'ith the
leucite-bearing rock from Ishawooa Canyon (1G98), it is to be noted tbat
the phenocrysts of augite and olivine in the dike rock just described are not
quite so numerous as in the Isha·wooa rock, while there is much more
augite in the groundmass, besides abundant biotite. The microscopic
crystals of feldspar are not so large ancl distinct, and nothing. corresponding to leucite can he seen. Chemically. the rock is richer in, potash,
with about the same per cent of soda. Alumina is slightly higher, and
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magnesia and lime a.re slightly lower. There ·is a little more silica. The
high loss on ignition indicates that there is a hydrous silicate iu the groundmass, possibly a zeolite. As has been pointed out in another place, 1 the
leu cite in one rock with abundan t .olivine .may be represen ted by biotite
and less olivine in the other, with an increased amount of orthoclase. The
less distinct crystalliz ation of the second rock prevents a pe1fectly satisfactory comparison. They i1lustrate, however, ·what mineralogical differmi.ces
· .may exist among rocks with almost the same clu:~mica.l compositions.
The next tvvo rocks whose analyses are given still further illustrate the
same .thing. One (1277) is a dike 3 feet 1vide on the high ridge south of
Index Peak and of Clark Fork River, in places weatheri ng out from the
andesitic breccia in a wall 8 or 10 feet high, ''rith horizontal columns. The
second (1151) is a surficial lava flow east of the head of Raven Creek on ·
.Mirror Plateau. Chemica lly they are almost identical, and nearly the same
as the dike south of Hoodoo Mountain, just described. They have slightly
less magnesia , and the lava flow has 3.4 per cent more silica thai1 the dike
rock The latter experiences considera.ble loss upon ignition.
The dike rock (1277) is cla.rk greenish· gray, aphanitic, 1vith small
megasco pic phenocry sts of augite and occasional large grains of qumi.z IYith
·augite shells. The quartzes are crackecl and filled 1vith calcite. In thin
section the fevir megascopic crystals of augite are crowded with iuclusions
of grounclmas~, and resemble the augite· phenocry sts in the rock last
' described. The other constituents may be considered as pa.rts of the
groundm ass, which is holocrys talline and consists of much pa1e-green augite,·
brown biotite, and magnetit e, with a ·subordinate amount of feldspa~hic
matrix. There are larger augites which are colorless at the center and
green on the margin, with a zonal structure, besides many small serpentin -ized olivines. The feldspathic mati·ix is la.rgely decomposed. It is pmi.ly
lath-shap ed feldspar, 1vhich is orthoclase v•lith prismatic cores of plagioclase,
~tncl ·often in radiating groups suggestin g orthoclase or albite~oligoclase.
Besides the recogniz able feldspar there is much cloudy microcry ptocrystallin e material 1vith no definite form, except a very frequent occurren ce
of spots with an approach to the outline of an isometric mineral. These
are often darker colored at the center, and suggest the former presence of
1 Iddings,

p. 176.

.T. P.; The origin of igneons r~cks: Bull. Philos. Soc. \Vnsbington , Vol. XII, 1892,
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leucite. The occmrence of leucite in simnar rocks in this region makes
this highly probable. In one thin section of the rock there is much transparent allotriomorphic minen1l, vdiich is in part isotropic, hut is also doubly
refracting. rrhis is undoubtedly analcite. It is probably secondary, as it
is found in vesicular cavities, sometimes accompa.nied by other zeolites.
The large rounded grains of quartz which occur sporadically through the
rock are single individual crystals and not aggregations. The originaJl y
dihexahedral form of the crystal, slightly rounded, can be seen on some of
the individuals, and in the shape of the cavities in the rock from \vhich
they may have fallen when the rock was broken. They are surrounded by
a shell of augite crystals ·with some brown altered glass, as in other instances
in hasaltic rocks. The substance of the qua.rtz is extremely pure and free
from inclusions of foreign ·matter, or of gas and liquid. · Ii1 some cases
there are a few dihexaliedral inclusions of altered groundmass· or glass.
This rock resembles that forming the dike south of Hoodoo Mountain
in the general character of the gromidmass, except that ti1e phenocrysts of
olivine and. augite are almost microscopic, and may be considered part of
the groundmass. The ferromagnesi an minerals are about the same in each,
and the feldspathic components are obscure, ·with indications of alkaline
character.
The rock of the lavaflow east of the head of Raven Creek (1151, 1152)
is dark gray, with abundant small megascopic phenocrysts of oHviue and
augite. In thin section these crystals are quite fresh and like those in the
rocks of this cla.ss already described. There is a slight serpentinizat ion of
the. olivine. 'rhe groundmass eonsists of small rectangular prisms of orthoclase, sometimes with minute cores of prismatic labradorite, besides abundant
microscopic crystals of augite . and magnetite. There is some serpentine,
'vhich occupies angular spaces between the feldspar crystals, and may replace
glass base. The feldspars are distinctly crysta.llized, and their orthoclastiQ
character is ui1questionable. · They resemble the orthoclase crystals in the
leucite-beari ng Tock from Ishawooa Canyon. No leucite, however, was
observed in this rock. Only a very small part of the groundmass is lime~
soda feldspar. There is no biotite and no analcite. Apa.tite occurs in
delicate needles. The absence of biotite may be correlated with more pro·nounced orthoclase and abundant olivine, anc1 the absence of leu cite accords
"5Vith the higher percentage of silica in the rock as compared with the rock
from Ishawooa Canyon.
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The fifth rock of this. class, of which the chemical analysis has been
given, occurs as a massive body in the andesitic breccia on the southeast
fork of Cache Creek. Another rock of like character forms a narrow dike
on the divide between Cache and Crandall creeks (1282, 1283). 'rhey are
aphanitic, brownish-gray rocks, without phenocrysts, but having minute
brown pseudomorphs, presumably after olivine. The rocks are identical iii
every respect and carry occasional rounded grains of dark-colored, crackled
quartz, inclosed in a thin green.shell.
In thii?- section these rocks .are holocrystalHne and fine grained, consisting of thin lath-shaped feldspars, frequently grouped in fan-like clusters.
They are. not distinctly striated, and are probably orthoclase: Others are
plagioclase with low angles, and some a.re irregularly bounded and obs~mre.
This matrix is crowded with idiomorphic crystals of pale-green augite,
dark-brown biotite/ and ma.gnetite, the ferromagnesian minerals equaling
the feldspar in amount. There are a few porphyritical augite groups,
which are almost colorless at the center, with pale-green margins. 'rhe
pseudomorphs have the ·outline of olivine. · 'rhe feldspars exhibi~ slight
alteration, but the augiteH and biotites are pe1fectly fresh. In places there
are ilmenite rods.
There is considerable serpentine scattered through the rock in small
aggregations of pale-green spherulites. Mineralogically the rock is very
similar to the quartz-bearing dik~ rock (1277) from the ridge southeast of
IJ?.dex Peak, which it resembles megascopically'. Chemically it is slightiy
higher in alumina and potash, and slightly lmve1; in magnesia and lime ..
The high loss on ignition is most likely due to the serpe~tine, 'vhich was
· probably derived from olivine.
Fortunately, this phase of the magma is found in immediate connection
with the gabbro core on Hurricane l\1esa, Crandall Basin. It forms the
dense bluish-black margin (1422) of a 4-foot dike, the middle of which is
gray and crystalline (1421). The di:ke cuts granular rock ~1ear the base of
. the middle spur of the core. The aphanitic marginal rock (1422) carries a
few small micas, hut 110 prominent phenocrysts. In thin section it has the
'\Vhen first studied, some of the brown minerals were considered to be brown hornblende, but
a careful review fails to establish the presence of hornblende. Some of the biotite plates are long
and narrow, and when they overlie a crystal of feldspar they appear to possess a dqnbl~ refraction not
found in other lJiotite plates, which led to their being mistaken for hornblende. The rock was doubtfully JJa.med hornblende-minette in the list of rocks whose ana-lyses were given in Table III in the
pa.per on The origin of igneous rock, in Bull. Philos. Soc. Washington, Vol. XII, p.l99.
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same habit as the roc.k la.st described, consisting' .of colorless feldspar
crowded. ,vith idiomorphic crystals of pale-green augite, brown biotite, and
magnetite, which predominate over the feldspar. rrhere is a little brownishgreen hornblende, a.ncl many pa.ramorphs of olivine, the centers of l'vhich in
some cases a.re surrounded· by a border :of magnetite, and outside of this,
biotite. Along a seam in the rock there is much ·secondary green honlblende, which replaces the pyroxene foi· some distance on both sides of the
seam. The feldspar matrix has n variable .structure and is perfectly fresh. ·
In places it .consists of comparativel y long and broad individuals of unstriated
feldspar with low double refraction and almost parallel extinction, ''vhich is
presumably orthoclase. These prisms are clustered in radiati1ig groups
inclosing the feiTomagnesian minerals, the cementing feldspa.r prisms being
much larger than the other minerals. In other parts of the section the
feldspars are small, lath-shaped in some cases, and granular· in others.
None of the feldspar is distinctly striated. ·
The rock from the middle of the dike (1421) differs considerably from
that of the margin. In thin section it is seen to he more feldspathic and is
coarser grained. The feldspar is mostly striated plagioclase 1vith borders
of orthoclase. The plagioclase kernels are sometimes altered and cloudy.
There is a very little quartz. The .microstructu re of the rock is produced
by ill-defined lath-shaped crystals and some g-rains. There is considerable
· augi.te, changed to uralite, much biotite, little magnetite, and numerous
paramorphs of olivine. It is probable that there was .some primary hornblende in the rock before uralitization set in. rrhe margin of the dike is
richer in ferromagnesi an minera.ls and magnetite, and the feldspars are
more alkaline and represent a phase ·of differentiation of the gabbro
magma brought about within the dike.
Rocks from other l)arts of this region which are like those just described
in mineral composition and structure are the follo1ving: Massive lavas
associated with ba.sic andesitic breccia at Signal Point on Yellowstone Lake
(1617, 1618, 1619), coiTesponding to the lava fiOI'Y (1151) ·east of ~he head
of Raven Creek. One modification (1618) has much orthoclase in the
groundmass and little lime-soda feldspar, and contains crystal~ of isotropic
or faintly doubly refracting mineral clouded yellowish in transmitted light,
which, from analogy with similar olivine-augite-orthoclase rocks from this
region, is or was most probably
. leucite. Brown biotite, probably secondary,
.
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and needles of apatite complete the resemblance bet1veen this rock and that
just referred to. It. appears to be an interm.ediate variety .between the
latter and certain orthoclase-bearing basaltic rocks from the head of Conant
'Creek, to be described presently (p. 338). Its appearance in this section is
shown in Pl. XXXVI, fig. 2.
Another modification of the lava at Signal Point (1617) contains much
orthoclase in the groundmass, no isotropic mineral, but· considerable reddish
brown mica, which appears to be secondary and accompanies chlorite or
serp€mtine. It is sometimes sha11:)ly idiomorphic, and ha.s a sma1l a.xial
angle. · There is also some i.·ed oxide of iron. Another variety has a nearly
opaque groundmass, with reddish~brmvn color, carrying phenocrysts of
augite and olivine like those in the rocks associated witl1 it. In very.thin
section.the groundmass is seen to contain much iron oxide and feldspathic
mineral, partly in lath-shaped microlites, altered .to faintly doubly refracting substance. The ·rock is undoubtedly a somewhat altered, opaque,
scoriaceous modification of this kind of rock.
The massive lava :flows at T1vo Ocean Pass belong in part to this same
class of rocks, but vary somewhat in composition in the different sheets,
1vhich directly overlie one ariother. The rock most closely reseJ:t?.bling those
just described forms the second sheet from the bottom (1720, 1721). Its
chemical composition is shown in analysis 6, p. 3~9. It contain.s similar
phenocrysts. of augite and olivine, ivith none of feldspar. The feldspar of
the groundmass is. almost ~".;holly orthoclase, sometimes in simple pl'ismatic
crystal, sometimes in Car:lsbad twins. It is nearly idiomorphic. There is
a small amount of isotropic mineral as interstitial filling beti~'een orthoclase
prisms. It has a slightly lower index of refraction. It may possibly be
glass. The groundmass also contains augite, magnetite, serpentine, redbrown biotite,.a.nd needlesof apatite. No lime-soda feldspar was observed.
The groundmass is holocrystalline, the average size of the component orthoclase being about 0.07 mm. wide by 0.14 mm. long. · Chemically it differs
from the most typical absarokite by being higher in alumina and lower in
magnesia, approaching shoshonite in chemical composition, with 1vhich rock
it is associated in the field.
·
The scm:iaceous portion of this rock (1721) i~ almost opaque in thin
section, and· in very thin edges is seen to consist of minute .crystals of magnetite, pyroxene, and a feldspathic mineral whose character is not recogniz1\:I:ON XXXII, PT II-.-22

.
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able. The rock of the sheet immediately o~erlying this one is very vesicular
(1718, 1 719) and carries fev,r phenocrysts. In thin section it is extremely
fine grained, and consists of microlites ·of feldsiJ~tr,. augite, and magnetite.
ThP- feldspars are prisms of lime-soda feldspar with outer zones of orthoclase:
l\1odifications of these rocks in ,:Vhich the lime-soda feldspar cores
within the 01ihoclase are more frequent and larger, ai1d which constitute
transitional va.ri.eties bet1.Veen absarokite and basalts rich in olivine and
augite, occm; in the breccia. south of the head of Conant Creek. 'rhey
have abundant small phenocrysts of augite and se11Jentinizecl olivine (17 45),
the same minerals OCCUrring in the gi:omiclmn.SS IVith magnetite and COnsid- .
erable feldspar. There. is much red oxide of iron through the mass in thin
fibe1:s and as coatings. of the sma.llest augites, magnetites, and olivh1e pseudomorphs. The n:iicroscopic feldspars are nearly idiomoriJhic, though the
rock is holocrystalline. 'fhey m:e rectangular, partly taqular, partly pris-.
matic, and consist of a central idiomorphic crystaJ of lime-soda feldspar
with polysynthetic twinning and higher refraction thail the marginal zone,
.which is not·striated, but is in Carlsbad twins. The relative sizes of these
t:wo parts of e'ach complex c~·ystal are variable. In so~e cases the kernel
exceeds the shell; in others, the reverse. The outer portion is orthoclase;
the inner feldspar is labradorite. 'l'he latter is clouded with minute specks
·or inclusions; the ortho~lase is quite pure. There is a little light-brown
mica. Othei· breccias north of this consist largely of basalts somewhat
related (1747 to 17fi0). 'They are characterized by phenocrysts of augite
and olivine, witl10ut any of feldspar. Augite and olivine both contain glass
in~lusions, often in abundance, and the augite incloses olivine. The augite
is pale browni_sh green, sometimes with zonal structure; the olivine is colorless. The groundmass is the same as in the rock from near the head of
Qonant Creek (1745),_ but is finer grained.
_A similar rock occurs west of Glade Creek on Coulter Creek (1743).
The augite and olivine iJhenocrysts are fre.er from inclusion's. The groundmass is holocrystalline and consists of labradorite and orthoclase, augite,
some serpentinized olivine; se11Jentii1ized prisms th.at probably were orthorhombic pyroxene, magnetite, and thilJ. needles of 'apatite. There .is a very
mica.
little brown
I
.
Intermediate between absarokite and shoshonite are rocks (1623) that.
are dark gray with a. waxy luster, which have abundant phenocrysts of
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olivine and augite, with fewer of labradorite. They are holocrysta.lline and
consist of plagioclase with orthoclase and some analcite, besides augite,
magnetite, and delicate n,eedles of apatite.
SHOSHONITE.

The rocks classed as shoshonites are niore numerous than the absarokites,
and embrace a soinewhat.wider range of composition. They occupy the
middle grou~1d, as it were, in this series, and pass by gradual transitions into
absarokite, banakite, and the normal basalts of the· region. They occur
. associated with absarokite, and consequently at the same ·localities~ Their
principal occurrences are· on the La1nar River, Mirror Plateau, in Cr~.ndall
Basin, in the Stinkingwater and Isha.vwoa canyons, on the southeast fork
of Beaverdam Creek, and at Two Ocean Pass, one of the heads of the
Shoshone or Snake River. This is the locality from which the rock was
first collected and identified as an orthoclase-basalt.. The rock also occm·s
on Grayling Creek and west of The Crags, southwest of Gallatin lVIountains.
l\1ost of the rocks are characterized by prominent phenocrysts of _labrad<?rite, together with those of augite and olivine. A few. are without feldspar
phenocrysts, but quite a number are, without megascopic phenocrysts and.
are correlated with the porphyritic forms on chemical ~s well as mineralogical grounds. A small number are leucite hearing. The chemical com.:
positions of eight of these .rocks are given in the following tabie. To
these are added three analyses of transitional varieties. The analyses are
a1ranged so as to bring those inost alike by the .side of one another.· As
ah·eady ·said, the mineralogical variations range f1;orp. an abundance of
olivine and augite to a pauCity of them, which corresponds to the chemical
variation from higher magnesia and lime to lower magnesia and lime,
ai1d the corresponding changes in the alumina and alkalies in the opposite
direction. In describing these rocks those that are chemically and mineralogically ali~e will he considered first, and afterwards those that are chemica!ly
·
alike but mineralogically different.·
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Analyses of .'5ho.Yhonites a.nd tmnsitional rocks.

50.06 51.75 '53.49 52.86 52.49 54.86 56.05 54.97 50.99 52.11
.53
.67
.97
.98
.69
.81
.71 1. OJ,
.86
.51
17.00 17.4-8 17.19 17.51 17.89 17.28 19.70 18.38 15.62 16.58
2.96 6.42 4.73 5.18 5.76 4.08 3.74 3,06 8.47 3.66
5.42 1.46 3.25 3.31 2.08 2.28 2.32 4.22 1.43 4.99
.23
• 19 Trace. Trace. Trace.
•14 Tra.ce.
·• 09
.14 Trace.

53.71
:74
18.00
3.99
4.05

.24

.67 ............ -· .... -........

Ri\•er, south of Bison Peak. Analyst, L. G. Eakins. (1131.).
sheet, Lamar
1. Shoshonite, lava
.
e
.
2. Shoshonite, lava flow, northe:i.st base of Sepulchre Mountain. Analyst, J. E. Whitfield. (379.)
. 3. Shoshonite, lava sheet, s~~theast fork of Beaverda.m Creek. Analyst, L. G. iEakins. (1647.)
.4. Shoshonite, lha sheet, southeast fork of Beaverdam Creek. .Ana.lyst, J. E. Whitfield. (1651.)
5. Leucite-shoshouite, lava sheet, mountain ea.st of Pyramid Peak. Analyst, L. G. Ea.kins. (1476.)
6. Olivine-free shoshonite, dike northeast of Indian Peak. Aua.lyst,'L. G. Eakins. · (1316.)
7. Shoshonite, lava sheet, Two Ocean Pa-ss. Analyst, J. E. Whitfield. (1715.)
K Shoshonite, summit of Baldy Mountain, Bear Gulch, Montana. Analyst, ,T. E. Whitfield.
9. (~)Hornblende-basalt, dike nea.r head of Stinkingwater Ca.nyon. (1462.)
10. Orthoclase-bearing basalt, dike, ridge south of. Hurricane Mesa. ( 1325.)
,11. Orthoclase-bearing gabbro, core, Hurricane Mesa, Crandall Basin. (1430.)

The rock whose chemical compositi01i is shown by the first analysis is
exposed as a surficial lava flow at the base of Bison Peak on Lamar. River
(1131). It is dark gray, w~th a waxy luster, and carries abundant phenocrysts. of labradorite, augite, and olivine, and 'some small .amygdules of
zeolite and calcite. In thii1 section it is holocrystalline, the groundmass
consisting o~ lath-shaped lime-soda feldspar and considerable orthoclase in
zones surrounding the plagioclase microlites and also in twinned prisms,
besides augite, magnetite, aJ?.d a little serpentine. The phenocrysts of
labradorite are twinned, with v~ry narrmv lamellre. Those of augite and
•

J
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olivine are like the phenocrysts of these minerals in absarokite; the olivirie
is partly serpentinized.
Similar lava occurs 0t the north base of Specimen Ridge (1127). In
this the phenocrysts of feldspar are labradorite 1vith about the composition
An 3 Ab2. The groundmass is partly globulitic and microlitic glass, c.ontaining many rectangular orthoclase crysta:Js with lath-shaped lime-soda feldspars at their center, some of which prove to be labradorite (An3 Ab 2); most .
of them exhibit lov\r angles, and may be andesine-oligoc.lase. Some small
recta.ngu1ar p1agioclases '"rithout orthoclase margins are labradorite (An3 Ab 2).
There is nearly as much orthoclase as plagioclase in the groundmass.
There is, of course, augite, apatite, and magnetite, as h1 the other rocks.
Other modifications of this rock have a less highly crystallized groundmass,
in which orthoclase has not been developed. Such forms could not be
distinguished microscopically from some ordinary basalts.. Other rocks
of this type 1vith glassy and micro1itic groundmasses occur at 'the· Greek
south of Opal Creek (1143 \,and in. a cliff 3 mnes up Soda Butte Creek (113 7).
A holocryst.alline roek of this character forms a dike on Timber Creek,
Crandall Basin (1328). Another forms a Java. flow on the mountain east
of Pyramid Peak (1474, also 1457). A modification with· sma.ll phenocrysts occurs as a surface flow. at the falls of Timothy Creek on ·Mirror
Plateau (1153), and elsevd1ere on this plateau (1155), and is exposed in
association with andesitic breccia beneath rhyolite west of The Crags,
southwest of Gallatin llfountains (5BO). . It has also been found in bowlders
east of the lower Geyser Basin.
·
Another basaltic rock belonging to this class because of its chemical
composition occurs in an obscure exposure at the north base of Sf3pulchre
Mountain. It appears to have been a surficial flov;r of lava contemporaneous
with the acid a.ndesitic breccias at that place. It is da.1:k greei1ish gray
(379, 381), with few megascopic phenocrysts of augite and serpentinized
olivine, and without any of feldspar, and is vesicular, with amygdules of
agate and quartz. In thin sectioi1 it is holocrysta.lline, with lath-shaped
p1agioclftse microlites surrounded by a zone of -orthoclase, which is in consiclemble amount. 'rhere ftre also prisms of augite and crystals of magnetite.
Apatite needles are a.bundftnt. Its chemical composition is shown in the
second analysis of the table just given. It resembles the first one .closely
except in the oxidation of the iron. The lime-soda feldspars are confined
to the grounclmnss, in the form of microlites.
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The ·rock whose chemical composition is given in the third and fourth
analyses occurs ·as a massive sheet beneath another of very similar character
on the southeast fork of Beaverdam Creek. It is dark purplish gray, with
numerous phenocrysts of labradorite, augite, and serpentinized olivine
(1647, 1648, and 1651). A lighter-colored modification (164!:-l) carries porphyritical biotite and white amygdules of zeolit~. In thin· section it is
holocrystalline, and i·esembles closely the rock from the south base of Bison
Peak (1131), except that the olivine is serpentinized. The groundmass is
similar and there is. coiisiderable orthoclase. In the variety with biotite
there are cloudy isotropic })atches, which· may be analcite. The massive
lava immediately· overlying it is similar.in general appearance, but contains
leucite, and will be described later in connection with the banakites.
The rock whose chemical composition is given by analysis 5 is a
massive surficial flow on the top of the mountain east of Pyramid' Peak,
resembling in general appearance the lava flow from the same place_ already
cited as similar to that from the base of Bison Peak, but the phenocrysts
are fewer and smaller (1475, 1476). , The two specimens collected differ
slightly in grain. They m;e holocrystalline and very fine grained, with an
abundance of· augite· and magnetite micro lites in the groundma.ss. The
feldspars are minute lath-~haped crystals a:nd allotriomorphic grains, with
low double refraction. · There are spots where minute grains of augite and
magnetite are clustered together and are inclosed in a yellowish substance
which is almost isotropic· and has the outline of leucite. These impure
· leucites are scattered through the rock and are not very numerous. They
, are very small and can not be more definitely identified. Their outline
. and inclusions are characteristic. The ground.mass carries irregular patches
of light-Drown mica, small phenocrysts of augite and serpentinized olivine,
and still fewer brger crystals of augite and olivine. It is a leucite-bearing
modification of this magma. 'yithout any chemical differences in composition.
The rock of analysis 6 (1316) is from an 18-inch dike on the ridg·e
northea~t of Indian Peak. It is gray and aphanitic, with abundant small
p!J.enocrysts of au:gite and· liine-sod.a feldspar, with rather low extinction
angles. In thin section it is seen to be holocrystalline and yery fine graiJ?,ed,
consisting of indistinctly outlined feldspar microlites, in part alkaline, with
low double refniction and no polysynthetic twinning. There is a subordinate
amount of idiomorpl~ic microlites ~f biotite, prisms of augite, and grains of
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magnetite. There is no olivine, and it is this fact which chiefly disting·uislies
it from the other varieties of these rocks.
'
Another dike (1318) in the same place resembles the one just described
in mineral composition, except that the only phenocrysts are small augites.
rrwo other dike rocks in this vicinity (1344, 1354) are like these in mineral
composition, v;rith phenocrysts of labradorite and augite, but none of
olivine. In 01i.e case (1344) the microlites of plagioclase are surrounded
by orthoclase margins.
The rock of the seventh analysis (1715) is the \1ppennost of the five
surficial lava sheets that ovBrlie one another at Two Ocean Pass. It is
dark gra.y, with a waxy luster, and carries scattered phenocrysts of feldspar
and serpentinized olivine. In thin section the groundmass is seen to be
holocrystalline, and is composed of orthoclase crystals, both idiomorphic
and allotriomorphic, with much mag·netite and augite and some chlorite or
serpentine, with red-bro1vn biotite ancl hair-like needles of apatite. There
are comparatively large hut microscopic dusted apatites amoi1g the 'phenocrysts, showing this mineral .in hvo generations. The large apatites are
comparatively abundant, and>vere in part inclosed in the olivine, 1vhich is
wholly serpentinized. The feldspar phenocrysts are labradorite, 1vith highly
developed polysynthetic twinning. Several crystals are clustered together
into groups. In the rock of the second sheet (171 G) the feldspar phenocrysts are labradorite-bytownite, being decidedly basic, with high extinction angles and relatively strong double refraction. R.ectangular inclusions,
probably feldspar, are numerous; also considerable mag·netite and augite,
and some serpentine. The groundmass is like that of the top sheet, except
that the orthoclase crystals sometimes have a small nucleus of lime-soda.
feldspar. These nuclei are sometimes colored green from serpentine, when
they are easily confoundBd 1vith partly altered pyroxene. In other respects
the rock is like the Ul~permost sheet. rrhe rock of one of these sheets
(1724) on the north side of Pacific Creek, 2 miles west of Two Ocean Pass,
i::; like the one last described, with somewhat larger phenocrysts of labraclOl·ite, 5 mm. long. They have the same character and inclusions a.s the
labradorite phenocrysts of the last-mentioned rock. The. olivines are
entirely a.ltered to serpentine. .The grol:ndmass ha.s the same composition
a.nd structure. Some serpentine in the groundmass occupying spaces
between icliomorphic orthoclases may replace small interstitial bits of glass;
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othenvise the rock appears to be· holocrystalline. In one specimen (1714)
there is less serpentine, and considerable colorless minerai ·with lower
refraction than orthoclase, ·which is not isotropic, but lms weak double
refraction. 1'he p1icrostructure of this rock ancl the c-haracter of the large
feldspar phenocrysts are sh~1vn in Pl. XXXVII, ~g. 1.
The rocks of the other hvo sheets (1717 to 1719) m·e se0riaceous and
vesicular, and m.'e microlitic with much opaque mineral. They are somewhat altered, and their exact mineral composition can not be made out.
They are related in general character to the rocks associated >vith them. A
rock of the sam~ kind as the .more crystalline forms from Two Ocean Pa;ss
is found on .Fox Creek (173.1). Shoshonite, quite like that at Two Ocean
Pass, with pl.·ono1.mced orthoclase in the groundmass, but carrying phenocrysts of hypersthene and augite and l.ess olivine, \:vith large labradorites,
occurs west of the summit of Baldy Mountain, east of Bear Gulch, just
north of ·the Yellowstone Park. Its chemical composition is shown in
analysis 8. It is low in magnesia and is chemically more like the shoshonite of 1'viro Ocean Pass than the ot}1ers. There a.re no carbonates
discoverable in the thin section of the rock corresponding to the considerable percentage of carbon dioxide in the analysis. The rock is very fresh,
and it is possible that the material a.nalyzed contained fragments of limestone
·
or of calcite.
Verv similar rocks occur on Lamar River 2 miles abo'\re the mouth of
Slough Creek. (1129), and ·also a short distance belo·w the mouth of Soda
Butte Creek (1136, 1135). They are surficial lava sheets and have phenoThe
crysts of feldspar and very small ones of augite a.nc1 olivine
groundmass is .nearly the same as that just described. Other rocks like
the last narnec1 are from the spur of Mirror Plateau south of Flint Ci·eek
(1147), and from the north side of Grayling Creek. west of the end of
Crowfoot Ridge (578), and from a point west of The Crags· (579). All
of these were lava flows that poured out upon the smface of the ea.rth.
A comparison of the chemica.l analyses and of the rocks of this group,
besides making evident the relationships already noted, also sho\vs what
mineralogical differences may obtain for rocks of 1~early the same chemical
composition.· Some of these differences haye already been described in the
case of the leucite-bearing varieties. Other differences may be mentioned.
The lava flow from the southeast fork of Beaverdam Creek (164 7) and tl~e
dike rock from the ridge nC?rtheast of Indian Peak, though nearly alike
J
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chemically (analyses 3, 4, and 6), are quite unlike mineralogically. The
first has abundant phenocrysts of labradorite, olivine, and augite, ,i,hile
the second contains no olivine. The groundmass of the first contains
some brown mica 1vhich m:ay be secondary, while that of the second con-tains much mica that is primary. Other differences will ~ppe.~r vvhen several rocks which are closely related to shoshonites have been described.
The chemical analyses of three of these are appen~ed to the table on
p. 340-Nos. 9, 10, and 11. These rocks are not so different chemically
from no1:mal basalts, except that alkalies are rather higher, and potash is
specially so. The alkalies are like those in analyses 1 to 5; magnesia is
higher than in shoshonites, and more nearly that of normal basalts.
Analysis 9 is of a dike rock fi·om near the head of Stinkingwater
River (1462). The rock is very dark gray, with long megascopic crystals
of hornblende, and some of augite, but none of feldspar. In thin section
· it is holocrystalline. The groundmass is composed of lath-shaped plagioclase with low extihction angles and of cryptocrystalline- material, probably
· an alteration product, besides augite and magnetite, and considerable serpen.,.
tine, ~hich is evidently the alteration product of small olivines 1vhose origi-.
na1 form is still preserved. The phenocrysts are large h?rnblendes vvith
irregular outlines and a border ·of magnetite grains, and smaller a.ugites.
There are none of feldspar. The ro~k might be called a hornblende-basalt,
with feldspar averaging about the composition of oligoclase. It is possible
that some orthoclase may exist in the groundmass, but ·it >vas not recognized in the rock section. The shoshonite nearest to this rock in chemi. cal composition is th~ lower sheet from the southeast fork of Beaverdam
Creek (1647), analyses 3. It differs from it .mineralogically in not having
hornblende, in having large phenocrysts of labradorite, and in the presence
of orthoclase in the grounchnass.
The rock whose composition is given in analysis 10 is a basalt-like
lava, forming large blocks in the basic breccia on the ridge south of the
core of Crandall volcano (1325). It carries large phenoci·ysts of labradoritebytovmite, and abundant ones of olivine and augite. The groundmass is
holocrystalline, and consists of irregularly lath-shaped feldspars that ar.e
labradorite at the center and orthoclase in the margin. Orthocla.se is in
subordinate amount. Augite, magnetite, and some serpentine, with delicate
needles· of apatite, a1"e the other constituents .. · It is like the shoshonites
already described, but is richer in lnJwadorite.
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Analysis 11 :is thit of a .hypidiomorphic granular.. pyroxene-dioiite or
gabbro (1430) from the.volcanic core on Hurriea.ne Mesa, Crandall Basin.
It consists of crystals 1 or 2 ;mm. in diameter, which are labradoritebytownite, nearly idiomorphic, a moderate amount of orthoclase, alvl'ays
allotriomorphic, and a very Iit.tle quartz, besides much augite with diallagic
· character, some hypersthen!3, considerable biotite and magnetite, with
apatite a.nd a few. serpentinized crystals of olivine. 'rhe structure and
microscopj_cal characters are the same as those of the gabbro of. this volcanic
core,· which are fully described in Chapter VII. The orthoclase does not
. form a margin around the crystals of labradorite, but occm;s as independent
·
crystals:
Transitional varieties between shoshonite and the normal basalt of the
region are numerous. Chemically they are recognized by·'lower percentages of alkalies and higher magnesia. Mineralogically they are recognized
in the rriore crystalline forms by the smaller amount of orthoclase margins
to the labradorite crystals; but in the less crystalline forms, where the
groundmass is partly glassy, or where the feldspar microlites are very
minute, or where the groundmass is n.early opaque with iron oxide, as in.
many scoriaceous forms of basalt, it is not possible to recognize orthoclase,
and the exact 'character of thE rock is uncertain unless its geological continuity yvith coarser-grained forms or,. its chemical compositi'On be knovm.
A nuinber of basaltic rocks collected from the Yellowstone Park belong
in this c~tegory. Some are seen ·to contain very little orthoclase (1137,
1143, 1150, 1304, 1353). In others the presence of orthoclase is questionable (1145, 1303, 1459, 1460, 1470, 1471,.1526, 1697? 1703). Others have
groundrnasses·that are but slightly crystallized. Coarse-grained equivalents
of these transitional varieties occur in the granular. core as orthoclasegabbros..
Transitional varieties between shoshonite and highly feldspathic·forms
closely related to banakite occur as dikes in the breccia near the head of
the cai1yon _of the Stinkingwater Riv~r (1468, 1455). One is :o~ gray, finegrained rock, resembling . diorit~ in outward appearance. It consists of
.cloudy feldspai-s, which are mostly allotrim~orphic orthoclase with partly
altered kernels of plagioclase whose exact charactei· is not determinable,
besides small crystals of labradorite and a small amount of an allotriomorphic, isotropic mineral w}1ich is also clouded. "With these is a considerable amount of augite, biot~te, and- magnetite, and fewer serpentinized
olivines. The augite 1s_ idiomorphi~ in part. The other rock, which might
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ve~·y well be a coarser-grain ed portion of the one just described, is whiter

in color and coarser grained; and is full of irregularly shaped ta.blets of
biotite, from 1 to 3 mm. broad. It has the same mineral composition as the
first one, except that biotite is more abundant, and some of the f0ldspars
are 2 mm. long.
BANAKITE.

The most feldspathic rocks of this series, which occur as dikes associated with dikes. of shoshonite and absarokite, are not so numerous. A
larger proportion of them, however, have been analyzed. They occur in
Crandall Basin, in Ishawooa Canyon, and near the head of Stinkingwate r
River. A leucite-bear1ng variety forms a lava sheet near Beaverdam C1:eek.
Their chemical composition is shown by the analyses in the accompanyin g
table:
Analyses of banakite a.nd qna.rtz-ba.na.kite.

~mo<iW.•<
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1. Banakite, dike, head of Lamar River. Analyst, L. G. Eakins. (1309.)
2. Banakite, <like, Hoodoo Mountain. Analyst, L. G. Eakins. (1296.)
3. Banakite, dike, Ishawooa Canyon. Analyst, L. G. Ertkius. (1699.)
·L Banakite, dike, near bend of Stinkingwater River. Analyst, -W. H. Melville. (1466.)
5a.. Lencite-banakite , lava sheet, southeast fork of Beaverdam Creek .. Analyst, L. G. Eakins.
(1643.)
· · 5 b. Len cite• banakite, lava sheet, southeast fork of Beavo;rclam Creek. Analyst, J. E. '\:Vbitfield.
(1643.)
6. Qnartz-lJanakite, dike, near head of Stiukingwater River. Analyst, ·w. H. :Melville. (1463.)
7. Quartz-bnn!tkitc, dike, near bend of Stinkingwater Hiver. Analyst, W. H. :Melville. (1469.)
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The rocks of arialvses 1 and 2 form dikes, the second one occurring
"
on the south face of Hoodoo Mountain and the first one on the divide south,
the t\VO dikes trending in the same direction, a little east of south. The
rock is· the same in both (1296, 1309). It is light gray and aphanitic, ·with
a glistening luster. There are prominent phenocrysts of black augite and
rusted spots of serpentinized olivine, but no porphyritical feldspar. In the
rock from Hoodoo Mountain (1296) there are numerous mnygdi.1les of white
stellate zeolite.
In thin section the rocks are holocrysta.lline, with more feldspar than
ferromagr1esian minerals. The feldspar is lath-shaped and tabular, with
irregular outlines. The crystals are simple hvins with lo:"' extinction
angles, and. are orthoclase with kernels ·of plagioclase, which is mostly
altered, the centers of the crystals being decomposed in many cases.
There· i~ considerable serpentine scattered through the rock. The
ferromagnesian minerals of the groundmass have the same characters as in
the allied rocks; they are augite and biotite, with magnetite, and some
ilmenit<7 in rod-like shapes; apatite occurs in needles. The rocks contain
much an~lcite, forming clusters. of crystals, which are partly cloudy hut
mostly transparent. They frequently fill cavities, and sometimes occupy
spaces whose outlines appear to have belonged ·prim~rily to isometric
minerals, while in places the irregular outline and inclosure of other minerals
make 'it appear to he a part of the original groundmass of·t.he rock. It is to
be remarked in this connecti'on that basalts with abundant crystals of analcite
which appear to be primary minerals have been found and dc;scribed by
Lindgren 1 in the Highwood Mountains, about 200 miles north of this district.
The dike on the divide south of Hoodoo Mountain is parallel to that of the
absarokite (1306) whose chemical composition is shovm in analysis 2 of the
'
table on p. 329.
A rock from the ridge west of .Rocky Creek (1624) is almost identical
with that just described. The groundmass. is nearly panidiomorphk The
orthoclase is pronounced, and there is much biotite aud augite, besides
grains of an isotropic mineral, probably analcite. Its microstructure is
shown in Pl. XXXVIII, fig. 1.
Others of the same kind are from Hoodoo Basin (130~), from the south
1 Tenth

Census, Vol. XV, 1886, p. 727; also Proc. California Acad. Sci., 2d ser., Vol. JII, p. 51.
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side of the amphitheater at the head of Stinkingwater River (1460), and
,
from a,dike on the Ishawooa (1702).
The rock of the third- analysis (1699) is similar· to the last, but is
more feldspathic. · It forms a· dike in the Ishawooa Canyon. ·It is dark
gray and waxy looking, with tabular phenocrysts of feldspar, and many
smaller ones. In ~hin section it is holoc~ystalline, with abundant lath-shaped
twins of orthoclase, having a rectangular central inclusion of labradorite
(An3 Ab 2). There is an isotropic cement between the feldspars, which in
·places is cloudy, and may be analcite or sodalite. Biotite and augite are
abui1dant in small crystals, besides magnetite and a little serpentine, which
appears to have been derived from small olivines. The phenocrysts are
labradorite (An 2 Ab 3), some of which have borders of orthoclase. There is
also a large individual of isotropic mineral without crystallographic bound'
ary. This rock is shown in Pl. XXXVIII, fig. 2.
A closely related.rock (1466) from a dike near the head of Stinkingwater River has almost the same· chemical composition (analysis 4). It
carries more phenocrysts . of serpentinized olivine. In thin section it is
coarser grained than the last variety, and the feldspars are more altered
and less distinct. The mineral composition is like that of the rock just
described, but a few of the augites are bright green, indicating an approach
to regirite-augite.
_Analyses 5a and 5b of the table on page 347 are of a leucite-bearing
variety (1643), previously alluded to as forming a massive surficial sheet
of lava immediately overlying the shoshonite which occurs on the southeast fork of Beaverdam Creek, and.whose chemieal composition is given in
analysis 2 of the table on page 340. Its chemical composition is but
slightly different from that of the rock last described (1466), analysis 4.
The rock is dark gr~y, ~ith a some·what 1vaxy luster, and carries small
phenocrysts of feldspar, serpentinized olivine, and a few augites. In thin
section it is. holocrystalline, and has a groundmass of microscopic leucites
and unstriated feldspars, which appear to be orthoc.lase, but may be plagioclase 1vith low angles of extinction, besides augite and magnetite a.nd some
serpentine. There are a fe1v patches of light-brown mica. The phenocrysts are labradorite, serpentinized olivine, and fmver augites, magnetites,
and stout apatites. The crystals of leucite have the_ characteristic form and
inclusions, 'and in places are somewhat altered.

.I
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'l'his rock grades into denser, finer-grained forms (1 601 ), and also into
vesicular forms (1645, 1G4G), ·which are purplish gray and some1vhat
deconiposed. In these varieties the groundmass is finer grained and the
leucites are more obscure, being· filled with a cloud of minute dots with
only a narrow marg·in of pure substance around them. ·The remain,der of
the groundrnass consists of microlites of feldspar, augite, and mag·netite,
with soine serpentine. Phenocrysts are few and are labradorite, serpentinized olivine, and magnetite. Leucite is abundant, and the greater pa.rt
of the groundmass appears isotropic between crossed nicols.
rrhe rocks of analyses G and 7 belong to this series both mineralogically and chemically, but are sori1evvhat more siliceous, having 5 to 9 per
cent more silica. They might properly be given specific names, but at
present we prefer to class them with banakite, under the name quartzbanakite, although the amount of quartz is very small. The two rocks
analyzed are Closely alike in alkalies ancllime, but the first is lower in silica
and slightly higher in alumina, iron oxide, and magnesia. 'l'hey differ
somewhat in mineral composition, tJ10ugh both are characterized by, abun:dant feldspar and biotite. The first one (1463) is a gray rock, distinctly
crystalline, with a few rnegascopic crystals of feldspar and mica. In thin
section it is seen to be holocrystalline, and is composed of _lath-shaped,
rectangular, and allotr~omorphic feldspars, with consiqerable brown biotite,
in part idiomorphic, besides magnetite and a little augite, partly decomposed. There is very little quartz and calcite. The central part of the
feldspar crystals is lime-soda feldspar, in some cases labradorite, judging
from the optical properties. The marginal part is ortl~oclase, which
forms a considerable portion of the feldspar, but is subordinate to the
plagioclase.
The second one (1469) is a light-g1'ay rock ·with numerous sl'nall tabu·lar feldspars and some large ones, and few phenocrysts of biotite. Most of
the meg?-scopic feldspars exhibit polysynthetic twinning, but a few appear
to have the brilliant unbroken cleavage of sanidiue. None of these, holYever, are found in the thin .sections prepared, in which all the feldspar
phenocrysts are pol ysynthetic twins. In thin section the rock is seen to be
holocrystalline and nearly panidiomorphic, the feldspar of the groundmass
being in small rectangular to lath-shaped crystals with fluidal arrangement
(Pl. XXXVIII, fig. 3). The rock also contains a comparatively small
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amount of biotite, very little magnet ite and augite, and some colorless apatite.
The feldspar phenoc rysts are labradorite, while the feldspar of the groundmass is mainly orthoclase, with kernels of fresh feldspar that has the optical
ch,aracters of oligoclase. There is very little quartz, and some Httle chlorite
or serpentine. The feldspars of this rock are quhe fresh, as are also the
. biotites. A coarser-grained an~ more altered modification of this rock
occurs in another dike near the head' of the main stream (1467). The
feldspars of the groundmass are not idiomorphic, _but acicular, with the
microst ructure characteristic of syenite-porphyries. 'rhe mineralogical
analogy betwee n banakit e and shoshonite is chiefly in the association of
labrado rite phenoc rysts with orthoclase rnicrolites. Biotite and augite are.
com1i1on to some varieties of both, while olhrine is present in one variety
of banakit e and is common to most shoshonites. These rocks are the
higlily feldspathic modification of shoshonite magma, and a.re complementary t~ absarok ite, which represents the least feldspathic modification of the
same magma ..
Sll\HLA R ROCI{S IN l\10NTA NA.

Rocks almost identiqaJ with absarokite occur in the i·egion about Bozeman, lVIontana; and, have been thoroug hly describ ed by l\1errill 1 in a
bulletin of the United States National M:useum: They ar~ intrusive
bodies in part,, and have been described under the head of questionable
basaJt and lamprop hyre. The}r are more or less decomposed in some
cases and quite fresh in others. Their mineral composition and habit are
like those of the rocks here called absarokite. The phenoc rysts are olivine
ai1d monocHnic pyroxen e, whose chemical composition in the case of the
rock from near Fort E1lis is tha~ of chrome-diopside. The rock itself is
unusua lly rich in magnes ia and comparatively low in iron oxide, so that it
is probabl e th~t the monoclinic pyroxen es in the other ahsarokites are not
. such pure diopsides, hut are most likely malacolites or augites. The pyroxene in the coarse-grained shonkinite of Squ-are· Butte, Montana, which is
·related to absarokite chemically, has been f."hown by Weed and Pirssgn to
be augite. There are no phenoc rysts of feldspar, and ~he groundm ass contains orthoclase, or ·when ~1ot distinc~ly crystallized is found to be comparatively rich in. potash and soda. The chemical compositions of the rocks
.

I

Merrill, Geo. P., Notes on some eruptive rocks from Gallatin, Jefferson, and Madison
counties,
1\ionta.na.: Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., "Vol. XYII (No. 1031), 1895, pp. 63i-6J3,
1
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described by :Merrill are shown in the first four analyses in the table,
which is introduced here for comparison with those of absarokite in the
·
Y ello\:vstone Park.
Ana.lyses o'f a.bsa.rokite and sim.ila1· 1·oclcs.
Const.itnent.

I Si0

1

!

2

- Il -

46.90
.• 41
Ti0 2 ••••••• •••• ••••
•,
10.17 i
Al20a ................
.33
..
..
Cr20a -....................
22
1.
-....
....
.........
-.
Fe,03
5.17
FeO .............. ..
.10
MnO ....... ---- ....
MgO .......... , .... 20.98
6.20
CaO ...... ---- ......
1.16
Na,o .......... .... :
2.04
K20 .............. ..
.4zb '
PoOs .............. .
Ba.o .............. .........
. SOa ............. ...........
1. 04
H 2 0 at 100o .. .. .. ..
2 ---------------

c-- - - - - -

49.13
.42
9.05
. 39
3.57
5.05
.15
17.21
5·. 68

3

1

4

50. 821 51. 65

~

i

50. 03.

1

6

52.33
. 14
15.09

54.15
Not det .
18.92

. 61
. 551
. 591
14.08
13.89
11.44
. 80 / Tr11ce. .. -............
.03
4.31
2.70 I 2.92
.25
6.79
4.03
6.11
4.80
8.94
.09 :N·ot <let.
.08
.15
.19
1.90
73
6.
10.73
14.01
11.561
3.72
7.06
7.46
.
4.07
8.14
5.47
3.14
1.79
2.01
2. 991 1. 46
8.44
3.76
2.61
4.15
3.45
2.24det .
rot
02
1.
N
.42
.21
.20
. 38
I
42
CJ.
'
07
.
.04
.19
. 06
.051
.19 .. -...... -...
1. 30 .......... -- .. --·;_-~l~
.84 ........
.58 1. 89 3.70 .... ----~ N'ot dot.
3. 5o I

I
-

---- ----r--, ----

Total .. .. .. .. 100. 54

5

[

99.671 100.49

101.09

I

100.28

..
}

I

100.45

I

I

99.81

1. Fort Ellis, 2;! miles southeast of Bozeman, Montana. Analyzed by T.l\f. Chatard.
2. Bear Creek, Madison Valley, Montana. Analyzed by T. M. Chatard.
3. South Bowlder a.nd Antelope Creek, Montana. Analyzed by L. G. Eakins.
·
4. Cottonwood Creek, Montana. An,a.lyzecl by T.l\1:. Chatard.
Eakins.
G.
L.
by
5. Cottonwood Creek, Mont:ma. Ana.lyzed
6. Cotton wood Creek, Montana. Analyzed by L. G. Eakins.
7. ·Cottonwood Creek, iHontana.. Analyzed by G. P. Merrill.

The variability of these rocks within certain ·limits is evident, the
1
greatest range being in magnesia. ;while not exactly alike chemically,
~hey agree in being low in silica and alumina, high in magnesia, comparatively high in alkalies, with. high potash. The rock from which the fifth
analysis was made is a transitional variety betwe~n absarokite and the
normal basalt of the region.
The sixth analysis is from an intrusive rock C?--lled augite-por phyri0
by Merrill. It corresponds to shoshonite in alkalies, but is lower in alumina
and higher in magnesia and lime. It is intermedia te between shoshonite
a1id absarokite. It is associated with the rocks whose chemical composition
is given by analyses 4 and 5, and plainly belongs to this series.
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Near the a,bsarol>::ite of Cottonwood Creek is a. svenitic rock ·which
eorresponds in some respects to the ba.na.kite of the Stinkingwater region,
in that it is highly felclspa.thic ·with abuncbnt biotite and some pyroxene.
Its microstructure is that of trachyte-porphyry. Chemically (analysis 7)
it is much richer in aJkalies, having 8.44 per cent of potash a,ncl 5.47
per cent of soda, and, as Merrill points out, is quite Eke the sodalitesyenite of Square Butte, l\Iontan:::1., described by Lindgren. 1 They a.re
more alkaline feldspathic modifications of magmas which have yielded
absarokite and the sommvhat similar magma which at Sqm:re .Butte has
crystallized into the coarse-grained rock cnJlecl shonkinite. 2
This new type of granular crystalline rock consists essentiaJly of a.ugite
and ortlwclase, ·with biotite, olivine, magnetite, e:1.lbit.e, and anorthoclase, .
l'vith accessory nepheline and soclalite, and other minerals. Its chemical
composition, as sho1vn in the accompanying analysis, is t'iimilar to that of
the absarokites of the Yellowstone Park, except in the higher percentage
of lime, but the low silica and alumina and the relatively high alkalies,
with bigh potash and high ma~·nesia and lime, sho1v its ehemieal relation
to this group.
In the LHtle Belt Mountains of :Jiontana3 there are rocks ::tlmost the
same ns ::tbsarokite chemically, but coarsely crysta.lline, as at Square Butte.
And \Veecl and Pirsson have described the petrographical characters of the
rocks from Y ogo Peak, whose chemical composition, tog·ether with that of
the rocks from Square Butte, Higlrwoocll\Iountains, is sbo1vn by the analyses
in the table on the following page.
.)

1

Lindgren,

'N.,

Eruptive rocks fromllfont.a.mt: ]'roc. Ca-lifornia Aca.d. Nat. Sci., 2d series, Vol.

III (Part I, 1891), 1893, pp. 45-47.
"·weed, IV. H., a.ncl Pirsoou, L. V., Highwood ::llouutains of ~lou tan a: Bull. Geol. Soc. Amei:ica,
Vol. VI, pp. 389-422, pls. 24-26.
"Weed, IV. H., an<l Pirsson, L. V., Igneous rocks of tbe Yogo Peak, ::IIontnua: Am. Jour. Sci.,
3d series, Vol. L (No. 300, Dec., 1895), pp. 467-479.
iliON
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Analyses of ·igneoti.s Tacks jhnn Yoga Peak and Squ.m·e Btdte, J11ontcc:na..

56.45
. 2B

.10

6. 12
7.72

. 3'l
~

K a,O. - - - - - - -- - - - - .. - ...

KoO -- - ... -- -- -- -- -- -- -- :

~:-~~:]- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::~ ::~ ~ ::::~ :i

4.35
4.50
. 33
Trace.
.10
Trace.

SrO ------------ ______ __
Li20 ~ ..... _. - _.. _____ ..
Fl .... _.· ... ___ . _. _. __ __ ....... _. _
. 26
H 20 at ll0° _____ . __ ____

3.44
4.22
.59
Trace.
.13
Trace.

. 08
i
9.Hl :
9.65 I
'
.43
2.22
4.96

5. 61
7.13

1 .. 81
3. 76

.13
1. 51
" . 98 :
lrace., .......... ------.----

.08 1 -·--- ------ ----------Trace. ; Trace. . .... ___ ...
. 43
. i2 iI Cl . 18
. 22
.26!
1. 77 I
1. 24 I
I}
. 38
. 41
H,O above 1100. __ __ ____
I
.56
-------~1--------1---100. 19
100.15
Total ........ ____ ..
45 '
991-100. 971

I

L ________

:9.
O=H

.o8 1o=CI .04

99. 91

I

10~.

1

•

10

1100:93/ "100:35

1

Analyzed by \Y. F. Hillebrand.
:Monzonite, Yogo Peak. Analyzed by W. F. Hillebrallll.
Shonkinite, Yogo Peak. Analyzed by W. F. Hillebrand.
Shonkinite, Square Butte. Analyzed by L. Y. Pirsson.
Sodalite-syenite, .Square Butte. Analyzed by W. H. MelYille.

1. Syeuite, Yogo, Peak.

2.
3.
4.
5.

These authors state that the three rocks from Y ogo Pe8,k grade into
one another, and are facies of one mass, whose variations are the result of
differentiation .. 'rhey are granular crystalline, and consist essentially of
orthoclase and augite in different proportions, 'i~ith subordinate amounts
of· plagioclase, biotite, magnetite, and in the syenite, hornblende, and in
shonkinite, olivine, besides accessory minerals. In the syenite orthoclase
exceeds augite, ·in monzonite 1 orthoclase equals augite, and in shonkinite
augite exceeds orthoclase. Chemically the series from Yogo Peak is
characterized by' comparatively low :=tlumina, 1vith relatively high potash,
'The rock called yogoite in the paper cited has been shown by these authors in a subsequent
paper to lJe the same as Bri)gger's monzonite, and the name yogoite has been withdrawn. See The
Bear Paw Mountains of Montana: Am ..Jonr. Sci., 4th series, Yol. I, 1886, pp. 351-362.
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which is nearly constant. The sum of the alkalies decreases :vvith decrease
of silica and alumina. Magnesia and lime are fairly high. In the two
rocks of Square Butte the shonkinite is like that of Yogo Peak, but alumina
and alkalies are some1vhat lo·wer, and. magnesia. and lime higher. The
syenite of Square Butte,· the compleme ntary rock of shonkinite, is high in
a.lumina and alkalies and very .low in magnesia and lime, 1vith very high
potash. In these two cases vve find shonkinites as extreme forms of differentiations in connection with syenitic rocks quite different from one anqther
in chemical composition, one being· comparativ ely low in alumina and the
other high, the sum of the alka.lies in one case being 8.85 per cent and in
the· other 12.74 per cent: In each instance the associated roaks are facies
of .,one igneous mass. A comparison of the series of ·differentiation products
just described shows to what extent the:y may differ from one another in
neighborin g regions.

CHAPTER X.
THE RHYOLI1.'ES.
By

JOSEPH .p A..XSON IDDINGS.

.
INTRODUCT,ION
...

The rhyolite of the Yello,vstone National Park occurs alm~st wholly
as extrusive surficial lava flows in the form of nearly horizontal sheets,
some having enormous prop9rtions. In only one locality does it assu:me
the character· of a volcanic mountain, in which place it occurs as breccia and
also as intrusions and surface flows. It constitutes the great plateau of the
Park, and sends out arms into valleys in the surrounding ranges of mountains, and is found in isolated remnants upon their slopes. Owing to its
great areal extent, and also to the fact that it is in J)laces more than 2,000 ·
feet thick, its, volume is very large. It is exposed to view in· many cliffs
and bare slopes throug·hout the region, and has been studied in detail in
·
many places.
Its two most striking petrological characteristics are the uniformity of
its composition chemically a:ncl mineralogically and the multiformity of its
physical aspect. \Vith a range of only 5 per cent in the silica, and of much
less in the other co.nstituents througl10ut miles of matetial, there is the
· greatest diversity .in the appearance and texture of the rock, even within
the limits of a fe,v feet. Its color may be white, black, yellow, red, brown,
gr.a.ys of various tones, which may be uniform for broad areas, or mingled
in blotches, streaks, and layers, or finely speckled in small spo~s. Its
luster may be dull and stony or vitreous and btilliant, and its texture may
be rough or smooth as the rock is porous, vesicular, and pumiceous, or
dense and compact. In some localities the characters are quite uniform for
a large extent of rock; in others they are highly diversified. In order to
convey a proper idea of the relations of these various modifications to one

or
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another and to show their origin, it will be necessary to describe the field
occurrence and megascopical characteristics in a number of localities within
the Park, and afterwards to treat systematically the microscopical characters.
MEGASCOPICAT.J CHARACTERS.
VICINITY OF MAMMOTH HOT SPRINGS.

The rhyolite at the Golden Gate, where the road to the Geyser Basins
passes along the face of a rocky cliff at the south end of Terrace Mountain,
is a dense, light purplish-gray rock, separated into distinct horizontal
layers, and jointed by iiTegular vertical cracks, which cause it to weather
in pinnacles of angular blocks. . In the lovver part of the cliff the rhyolite
is dense and dark pm·ple, passing up into lighter-colored and more porous
forms, with occasional flattened cavit~es and yello\v spots. The rock has a
stony lithoidal gi·oundmass, in which glisten small crystals of quartz and
sanidine (1775, 17_76).
It also forms a prominent cFff, 100 to 150 feet high, along the top of
the southern. portion of th_e Yi'est escarpment of l\:Iount Everts, which is
-\vell shown in the panoramic view of this mountain, by \V. H. Holmes,
which accompanies his report on the geology of the Yello1vstone National
Park.1
He1~e the rhyolite is massive, with a rude columnar structure. It is
reddish purple and lithoidal, with many small phenocrysts of quartz and
feldspar. Near the northern end of the sheet, on the summit of Mount
Everts, it passes into a grayish-white rock, finely porous in spots (1762).
Beneath the rhyolite sheet there is a deposit of rhyolitic dust or ash
about 4 feet thick, in places more, which, a.s Holmes has pointed out, is
beautifully and delicately laminated in light and clark grays, brown, and .
buffs. The top of the sandstone strata on which this ash rests is coYered
with a thin layer of small fragments of the same kind of sandstone and
sandy soil, only a few inches thick. Upon this is a layer of rhyolitic ash.
or sand, passing up into Yery fine white dust (1763), formed of microscopic
angular pa.rticles of glass and a small amount of crystalline grains. This is
thinly laminated.. Over it ro·e alternating layers of coarser rhyolitic sand
and finei' dust, all laminated, with the thinnest possible lines, which are
---·--··-----------~---------······--··-·-··-····-----

1 Twelfth

Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. :md Geog. Snrv. Terr. (Hayden), for 1878; Part II, Pl. XXXII.
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persistent and pe1fectly parallel to one another and to the plane of contact
of the overlying massive rhyolite. This friable portion passes upward by
insensible gradations into dark-purple dense ·rock with abundant phenocrysts, almost indistinguishable from the overlying rock, fi·om which,,
however, it is separa.ted by a thin la);er of black perlitic glass (1769) less
tha.n one-fourth of an inch thick. A similar deposit- of dust underlies the
.rhvoHtic sheet in the mountain north of Terrace Mountain, where it has
·
been indurated in the same manner.
The rhyolite sheet of Mount Everts extends over the whole southern
half of the top of the mountain and clown the slopes of the southeastern
spurs to the valley, and overlies a thin sheet of vesicular basalt -vvhich is
exposed in a number of places. It is found nea.~· the top of the plateau wall
south of Lava Creek, where it is about 150 feet thick, and extends south
into the great .plateau. In the .neighborhood of Osprey Falls, east of
Bunsen Peak, the same rhyolite sheet is exposed in the cliff near the falls.
Beneath it is a deposit of light-gray rhyolitic dust, which grades upward
into more compact rock and th~n into dark glassy rock immediately beneath
the rnassive rhyolite. The rhyolite sheet is froJn 100 t,o 150 feet thick and
overlies 8 sheets of basalt, whi~h are superimposed nearly horizontally,
and it .is in turn overlain by a 50-foot sheet of basalt, the whole series,
including the rhyolite, being finely columnar. The surfaces of the columns
of the rhyolite and of those of basalt are very similar in color, owing to
weathering and· to the lichens) so that the two rocks are scarcely disting{lished f1:~m one another at a distance, the rhyolite appearing a~ clark as
the basalt. Near the falls, however, the rhyolite colum1~s are longer and
straighter, and become granular at the upper ends, where they weather into
·
pinnacles.
Tl:Ie rhyolite forming the cliff at the Golden Gate continues as a
n~arly horizontal sheet northward beneath the travertine· deposit on Ter.I:ace Mountah.t, and forms the top of the hill north of this, where it is from 150,
to 200 feet thick. It is exposed in a bold cliff heading an amphitheater on
the northeast side of this mountain, and has the same ch?>racters as in the
cliff on :Mount Everts. It is clark purple, lithoidal, and full of rather large
phenocrysts. In the top of the cliff it is in places glassy and perlitic, and
contains large vesicles. Beneath the sheet, as already mentioned, t~1ere is a
deposit of rhyolitic dust, ·vd10se upper portion is indurated like that on
J
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Mount Everts, the materia,l from both localities being identical. The
rhyolite sheet continues north until it reaches the andesitic, breccia forming
the southeast spur of Sepulchre Mountain, upon ·which it rests, its lower
portion inclosing fragments of andesite. It extends along the base of
the south slope of Sepulchre :M:ountai}l west to the divide between Glen
and Reese creeks, and forms the bench of cla.rk-purple rock with small
phenocrysts south of Cache Pond, and also an isolated remnant of lightreddish earthy rhyolite overlying the andesite on the west base of Sepulchre
Mountain.
From this we see that in the neighborhood of the Mammoth Hot
Springs the rhyolite has a very uniform character, being mostly lithoidal,
except in one place on the old Norris road northwest of Terrace Mountain,.
·where a small mass of clark-colored rhyolitic perlite is exposed, viTl1ieh, as
Holmes has remarked, "is similar to that forming the under surface of
most of the rhyolitic flows in this region." In this vicinity, ho·wever, the
under surface of most of the rhyolite sheet has only a thin film of perlitic
glass al01ig its COntact I'Vith the underlying rhyolitic tuff. rrhe tuff deposit
has not beeri observed on Glen Creek, nor at the heftd of Reese Creek,
nor. does it underlie the most no1i.hern remnant of rhyolite which occurs on
the west side of Bear Gulch, north of the Park boundary.
OBSIDIAN CLIFF.

The rhyolite which forms the platea;n country and the fiat-topped
bluffs, 300 or 4:00 feet high, on both sides of \Vi1lo1~T Park ftlong Obsidian
Creek is· a lithoidal to earthy rock, reddish purple in darker ftnd lighter
shades, and filled with brilliant phenocrysts of quartz ·and sanicline, the
latter exhibiting a blue iridescence in many localities. Rhyolite of the sftme
character continues to form the plftteau as far south as the Norris Geyser
Basin, being well exposed all along the road. It also extends east to Lava
Creek and forms the \Vest base of the mountains \Vest of rrower Creek,
overlying andesitic breccia and reaching <tn altitude of 8,800 feet.
At the northern end of Beaver Lake the lithoidal rhyolite is overlain
by a great flow of rhyolitic obsidian, which covers the high country to the
east in a sheet 75 to 100 feet thick a.ncl hfts accumulated in an ancient valley
to the depth of 200 feet. The stream erosion of this thicker mass has
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f01.:med Obsidian Cliff/ whose. shining black columns of glass rise 100 feet
above the road.
The cliff st1;etches for half a mile from the outlet of Beaver Lake
alOng the east·side of Obsidian Creek, being 150 to 200 feet high near the
lake ancl becoming lower northward. 'rhe upper half is a vertical face of
rock, the base of which is obscured by debris of b.rge blocks of the same
material. The obsidian sheet extends eastward up the rude benches to the
top of the plateau 400 feet above Beaver La.ke. Along the ·west edge of
this table-land it forms a cliff about 50 feet high, ·which extends south to
the ;Lake of the \Noods. ·
Following the obsidian back from the face of this upper cliff, over the
huinmocky s1uface of the plateau, the· black glass 'becomes filled with gas
cavities and passes into banded pumiceous rock, and finally into light-gray
pumice. This covers the smface of the plateau for 2~- miles eastward, to
the 'valley of Solfatara Creek. Here again the lava flovv is exposed in a
cliff, the]ower portion of which is black and red obsidian. 'roward the
south the obsidian flow extends a mile beyond' the Lake of the Woods, and
northward it crosses the east-west drainage that cuts off the higher portion
of. the plateau a distance of some 6 miles. The original thickness of this
lava flow is not known, sin:ce the upper pumiceous portion has been eroded
to a variable extent. The denser obsidian portiop is from 75 to 100 feet
thick.
·
. The point at which the obsidian broke through the older rocks has not
been discovered, but it -is evident that the lava forming Obsidian Cliff
flowed down from t11e high plateau in a northwest direction into a preexisting valley. 'rhe planes of flmv in the lava clearly indicate that it crept
dowi1 the slope back of Obsidian Cliff. and accumulated in the bottom of a
channel bet,~een rhyolite hills.
·
-~he most noticeable feature of this body of obsidian is its columnar
structure, which is confined to the southern end of the cliff. It is shown
in Pl. XXXIX. ·The glassy coluinns rise from a talus slope tha~ extends
50 feet ~1p the cliff. 'rhey are ,~ertical prisms 50 or 60 feet high, and vary
in width from 2 to 4 feet near the south end of the cliff, the width of each
column being quite constant throughout its length. On the south face of
1 Iddings, J. P., Qbsidian Cliff, Yellowstone National Park: Seventh Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol.
Survey, 1888, pp. 249-295.
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this end of the cliff the columns are the same, but grow less clearly defined
tmova.rcl the east, where a sha.rp bend in the lava sheet has formed gaps in
the rock and has destroyed the continuity of the mass. Beyond this the
columns incline considerably toward the west, as though the U11derlying
smface of contact sloped to,'Vard the west also. ·· ·The columns in the main
face of the cliff are tilted li5° to the eastward, and the planes of flow which
cross them have an avera.ge clip of 10° E., indicating that the underlying
surface at this place sloped toward the east. The columns become broader
to the north, the largest being 20 feet in ''vidth, and with the change in the
character of the rock from glassy to lithoidal they grade into massive blocks
formed by vertical cracks farther apart. The columns have four, five, and
six sides, which are unequally developed, but at a distance the general effe?t
is quite regular.
The ob~idian forming the lower part of the columns is dense and black,
and transparent only on very thin edges. It is traversed by bands or
layers of sillall gra;; spherulites. In· this paTt of the columns there are
almost no cavities or lithophysre, and but little contortion of the layers.
Higher up, the obsidiail is less massive and contains large 'lithophysre
flattened parallel to the pla1l.e of flow. The tops of the columns pass into
obsidian, which for 10 feet is quite dense, but above this is full of large
cavities which honeycomb the mass. This may be seen in the photograph
of the columns· (Pl. XL). This upper portion, about 50 feet thick, is
divided by vertical cracks into broad quadrangula-r blocks. The sides of
the columns are comparatively straight, and are independent of the flow
structure within. the mass, .which is indicated by the spheri1litic layers that
traverse the rock in parallel planes more or less contorted These layers
pass through the columns at all angles, exhibiting abrupt folds and curves,
which have been cut across sharply by the columnar cracks. The crystalline spherulitic layers formed planes of we.akness, along which transverse
cracks were produced. There is another kind of parting, v;rhich took place
while the lava vms still molten, but when it '\vas so viscous that in places
'"'here vertical layers pulled ai)art in flowing down the slope the gaps did
not close up. These are of only exceptional occurrenee.
The eolumnar portion of the west {ace of the cliff extends for. only a
few hundred feet northward, the character of the rock also changing in this
direction. 'rhe spherulitic and lithoidal layers also become more frequent,
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until the black glass appears as thin bands in a light-gray rock, and finally
the whole ma.ss is a laminated lithoidal rock. The lithoidal form of the
rock is not f01.~nd in the thinner portions of the lava flow, but only where it
has accumulated in the ancient channel. It is split into thin plates along
the ·planes of flow, owing to the differences in texture of the alternating
layers, which vary in degree of crystal1ization. This delicate.lamination
and variability of cry~ta1lization '"ill be referred to aga~n, after the microscopical characters have been described.
Owing to the fact that the sphernlitic structure, -vd1ich is highly developed in the obsidian at this place, is typical of that which occurs in a great
number of other localities in the Yellowstone Park, it seems advisa.ble to
describe it in considerable detail, in order to give a clear impression of ~his
very charact.eristic mode of crystallization. The spherulites foi'm isolated
spherical bodies or groups of spheres, often so intimately intergrown as to
form layers in the rock. Theh· substance is lusterless and stony, dull
bluish gray and pink. They are of various sizes, the larger ones frequently
being hollow or porous.
The simplest form of the megascopic spherulites is that of small clarkblue spherules, about the size of a mustard seed, embedded in the black
obsidian. When broken, they appear Hghter gray within, have a dense
porcelain-like texture, and exhibit slight indications of a 1;aclially fibrous
structure. They are usually located along fine lines of minute clots on the
smface of the obsidian. The .small blue spherules are generally crowded
together along these lines, or more properly along the planes of which these
lines are the traces, and which a.re planes of flow. Sometimes a number of
layers will lie close together with the thinnest possible sheet of black glass
between them, or th~y will unite to form a band a fourth of an inch thick,
whose surface is covered with protruding hemispheres. Occasionally groups
of spherules are prolonged i'\}1 one direction, forming parallel ropes through
·
the black glass.
The surface of the spherules is brown or reel, and constitutes a plane
of weakness between the spherulite and the glass, along which the two
separate with ease, leaving a dull pitted smface on the obsidian. The
arrangement of the spherulites in the plane of flow is quite inegular, tl~ough
occasionally in arborescent figures.
Spherulites about the size of peas have an agate-like banding in con-
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centric shells, combined with a radially fibrous structure. Their form is
moi·e or less spherical, sometimes being depressed on one side, or they are
elongated into gourd shapes. They are frequently aggregated in botryoidal
and kidney-shapecl·groups. Their surface, ·where separated from the obsidia.n, has a delicate velvety hloom, like that of a peach, 1vhich in rich shades
of brown and terra cotta contrasts strongly with the black glassy matrix.
The larger spherulites, an inch or more in diameter, are usually lighter
colored, in shades of reddish gray, often having a blue center. They have
a. more earthy texture than the small ones, and a, distinct, radially fibrous
structure, with satiny luster. In some cases there is a granular spotted
ap1)earance in the outer portion, and frequently a distinctly concentric structure is present. the shells being either broad and dense ·or of the most del~
cate thinness. The smface of these spherulites is often ridged with rings
· running parallel to the flow planes of the rock, closely resembling the smface
of concretions in sedin~entary rocks.· Their. shapes vary from spheroidal
to flattened disks and hemispheres and irregular forms resulting from the
intelference of spherules that have grmvn close together.
The delicate banding of the rock which marks its flow structure passes
uninterruptedly through all these spherulites, although it is not always
recognizable without the aiel of a lens. This. indicates that the spherulites
were formed after the lava came to ~·est aml when the parallel layers of
flow had become ··motionless. There is no definite order in which the
different kinds of spherulites crystallized. Sometimes the larger ones have
developed first; in other cases, the smaller ones.
The spherulites are not aU solid; the larger ones especially are more or
less porous, often cavernous. 'l'he large earthy ones, which appear densest,
have microscopic cavities between the crystals cori1posing them. Others
have a saccharoidal texture and are made up of slightly adhering crysta.ls.
Many of them have poro~s or open cavities ·within their mass, the periphery
often forming a solid crust or shell, like the rind of a cantaloupe. In some
cases these cavities ramify through the heart of a, spherulite and are coated
with brilliant crystals. The porous spherulites often resemble pithy berries,
v'll1ile th~ more, open ·ones appear to have shrunk and cmcked apart, like
the hea.rt of an overripe watermelon. This character is· illustrated in
figs. 1 and 5 of Pl. XLI. The cavity is confined to the limits of a single
spherulite when this occurs isolated in the rock; detached ones with per-
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fectly continuous shells a~·e often very hollow within. Isolated spherulites
in dense black obsidian, without the trace of cracking, are sometimes half
hollow, presenting a 1vhite skeleton of crystalline_ fibers. and nodules, or
concentric shells 1vhich are dotted 1vith minute pellets of tridymite. This
form, which is a typical lithophysa, is represented by fig. 3 of Pl. XLI.·
The shells are usually so delicate that parts of them fall out when the rock
is broken. On the white frosted substance of these lithophysffi rest the
honey-yelJm.y crystals of fayalite/ vi'b.ich have not yet been attacked by
atmospheric ag-encies. In most other cases the porous nature of the inclosing- rock, when lithoidal, has allowed these agencies to attack the fayalite,
when it is usually more or less altered to an opaque metallic substance,
through the formation of ferric oxide. ·Cavities are less frequent in the
small blue spherulites, but occasionally the smallest spherules are white
and porous; and in places 0long· the spherulitic layers, or through the black
glass, there are granulated bands of small cavitie~ 1vith a white, g-ray, or
pink coating-.
Besides the thin blue layers with spherulitic structure, the obsidian is
also banded by light-gTay. ones of a more crystalline or porcelain-lik e
nature. As these become more numerolis the rock assumes a lithoiclal or
stony appearance and grades into purplish-g-ray rock, delicately banded
v,,ith blue-a lithoidal rhyolite, or li_thoiclite in this case, since there are no
phenocrysts in it. 'l'his rock is thinly fissile in plates parallel to the handing-, which are sometimes not more than one-sixth of an inch thick (Pl.
XLII). Occasionally the rock breaks into blocks which bear the strongest
resemblance to silicified wood.
The lithoidite is completely sphert1litic, but the spherulites are microscopic and have a character some1vhat different from that of those just
described, the meg-ascopic ones being almost all i)Orous or hollo1v. The rock
abounds in lithophys& of g-reat delicacy n:nd beaut;y, and often of great size,
the largest being a foot or more in diameter. An idea of their abundance
is given by fig. 2 of Pl. XLIII, which represents a slab of lithoidite, in
natural size. The lithophysre in this rock are mostly hemispherical, and
consist of concentric shells which arch over one another lik~ the petals of a
rose (fig-. 4 of Pl. XLI and fig. 1 of Pl. XLIII). · The shallmver ones present small rose-like centers surrounded by thin circular shells (fig-. 2 of Pl.
1
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XLIII). The disks are sometimes oval, and· are sometimes composed of
several sets of shells, which have been started from centers near together.
and have developed in sections, givirig a scalloped form to the curves.
Others are eccentric or sencl out long curving arms, as fig. 2 of Pl. XLI.
The concentric shells are generally very thin, and · often so close
together that in one instance fifty occur within a raclius of 2 inches. They
are very fragile and crumble under the touch, being ma,de up of small and
slightly adhering crystals of brilliant quartz and orthoclase. In the lithophysa represente d on natural scale by fig. 1 of Pl. XLIII the rose-like
center is surrounde d by delicate shells. rrhe outer portions to the right
and left are soi11ewhat massive, though finely porous and crystalline, and
are. traversed by 1vell-Inarkecl shrinkage cracks, which gape open from the
base of the rock to 1vhich the lithophysa adhered; fi.ncl clearly indicate the
contractio n of the massive portion. In the ca.vities between some layers
of the laminatecllithoiclite there are small ta.bular crystals of sanidine, with
blue iridescence. They are l\i~mebach twins, the basal pinacoicl being
the tabular plane. They contain soda and p\)tash in equn1 molecular
·
proportions. 1
In recapitulat ion, then, this rhyolitic lava is a flow about 100 feet
thick, except where it has piled up in a small valley. It is glassy, except
the lithoidal portio:..1 in the valley, and is free from phenocrys ts. The
obsidian is dense in the lower part of the sheet and carries numerous
spherulites. Large vesicles occur in the upper portion, and toward the
surface of the flow .the spherulites disappear and the glass becomes filled
with gas· cavities and passes up into pumice. The lithoidal portion is filled
.·with lithophysre and ha.s numerous porous layers. These characteristics
repeat themselves in the rhyolite in various parts of the Park
The columnar strnc.ture >vhich is so 'vell developed in this' obsidian is
also observed in the rhyolite in many other places in this region. It occurs
in the p01vhyritic lithoidal rhyolite on the west side of Obsidian Creek,
direct] y opposite the cliff, and is shown in the accompan ying illustration
(Pl. XLIV). These eolumns are short and sto:ut, about 15 feet high and 2
or 3· feet broad. T'hey are traversed by pronounce d jointing, which splits
the rock into plates paraJlel to the planes of flow. From the inclination of
these it 1yould appear that the original smface of the lava sloped northward
•

J

Obsidian ClifT", loc. cit., p. 267.
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somewhat more steeply than does the present ridge. Similar. columnar
'structure occurs in the purpl~ lithoidal rhyolite (1815) on "Winter Creek, 2
miles west of this locality.
CANYONS OF GIBBON RIVER AND MADISON RIVER.

The lava forming the high bluff back of the Paint Pots and just ea.st of
the Gibbon River as it leaves the Geyser l\1ea.do1•v is a. variety of rhyolite
somewhat different from that forming· the plateau country roundabout. It
is lithoidal and porphyritic, like the occurrences already described, but is
dull steel-gray in color, and full of minute, irregularly shaped cavities,
producing a very rough fracture. The phenocrysts are mostly small ·white
feldspars, which are plagioclase, and much fewer transparent sanidines, ?·nd
very rarely quartz; small augites may he seen with a lens. The rock ·
appears more like a basalt than a rhyolite. It passes southward along the
east side of the river into light-purple lithoidal rhyolite with similar plagioclases, but much more quartz and sanidine.
The Gibbon H.iver after leaving Geyser l\1eadov;r cuts a narrow ca,nyon,
500 to 600 feet deep, through rhyolite, ·which is almost entirely lithoidal,
but of va.riable character. On the west side it is exposed in· high vertical
cliffs of dark lithoidal rock witl~ pronounced banding or flow structure,
which is greatly contorted. Back of the hot springs on the east side there
are a number of angular fragments of reddish-brolvn glassy rhyolite full
of small phenocrysts of quartz a11d feldspar (1852). 1'hese are probably
not in place. The west wall near the bridge consis,ts of reddish-purp le
lithoidal rhyolite, full of irreg·ula.r pores, and crumbling. It is rich in
phenocrysts of quartz and feldspar (1851, 1853), and is a nevadite, strictly
speaking. 1'he great ma~sive cliff 1veathers int9 columnar pinnacles, which
are very characteristic of crumbling i·hyolite. 'rhe denser variety of the
rock weathers into fragments with smooth st.ufaces and sha.rp edges.
At the falls of the Gibbon the rhyolite is reddish and lithoidal, passing
into g·lassy rock, that at the base of the falls being black obsidian full of
porphyritical crystals; which is so thoroug·hly crack~d that it is difficult to
obtain a compact hand specimen of it (1855, 1856).
The canyon made by the Madison River below the junction of the
Gibbon and Firehole rivers has been cut 1, 700 feet through the· rhyolite
mass without reaching the underlying rocks. The canyon presents fine
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exposures of rhyoEte. A rude columnar structure is plainly seen in the
rhyolite, vvhich is evidently one thick sheet and not a succession of thin
sheets superimposed on one another.
The face of the cliff on the north ~ide of the canyon exhibits long,
slender, vertical columns of rhyolite, 200 feet high, with sborter ones somewhat incli11.ed. The upper part of the cliff is traversed by approximately
horizontal joints, 1vhich arch over the tops of the vertical columns, a structure
similar to that in the upper part of the glassy end of Obsidian Oliff. The
rhyolite at this point is lithoidal, with numerous small phenocrysts, and is
banded dark and light putple. 'rhe lighter-colored parts are finely porous
(1857). \Vest of this prominent point the rhyolite is massive, in nearly
hori~ontal layers, and \v.eathers into rounded pinnacles, which are shown
in Pl. XLV. The rock from this mass breaks into great rounded. blocks,
like granite, and weathers into angular sand. It is literally cro1vded 1vith
phenocrysts of quartz and. sanidine, with abundant smCJJ] rusted augites,
and is a nevadite. In places it has a dark-purple bm1ded groundmass a.nd
is some1vhat vesicular (1858). Parts of it are filled with hollow spherulites,
1vhich are highly crystalline and porous, with gaping cracked hollows at
their centers, which are encrusted with tridy1i1ite and minute feldspars, with
larger crystals of quartz exhibiting the characteristic steep rhombohedral
faces,-~- R. There are also a .fe,v rusted fayalites.
In some instances there
are indications of concentric shells (1859,.1860). The same nevadite fornis
the summit of the highest point of the north ·wall of the canyon (1862).
From a distance it appears as though there 1vere a thinner sheet of rhyolite
overlying a very thick one, the top of the lower fiov,r 1veathering av1ray and
leaving the bottom of the upper one dense and well defined, but this
appearance may be deceptive, since the rock occurring in the talus at the
base of the slope is all one variety, very rich in phenocrysts. The apparent
difference may arise from slight variation in the physical character of the
rock at that place.
MADISON PLATEAU, NORTH OF THE LOWER GEYSER BASIN.

The northwestern arm of the rhyolite plateau, west of Obsidian·
Creek and Gibbon River and north of the Madison River, covers all the
lower portion of the northwestern corner of the Yellowstone Park, reaching
up the slopes of the Gallatin Mountains to a~titudes of8,000 and 8,600 feet.
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It forms the long fla.t-topped. spurs .extending out from the base of these
mountains, and passes under the Pleistocene valley of the l\:fadison River.
It carries on its smface a few remna.nts of a once extensive basalt sheAt,
and in places has been eroded clown to the underlying rocks, which are
mostly gneiss. Throughout most of this m·ea the rhyolite is lithoidal,
reddish purple, and slightly porphyritic. Phenocrysts are not very
abundant in the rock soutlnvest of Mount Holmes (1816) and in that found
in the vicinity of Gneiss Creek and its northeast branch (HilS to 1820)._
At its extreme north1vestern encl, north of J:i'an Creek, the rhyolite overlies
a conglomerate of andesitic fragments, n.nd is exposed in a, cliff 200 feet high,
the lower portion being dense ancllithoiclal, the upper part cont<.tining lithophysre. Small Jithophysm are also found filling the clark-purple rhyolite on
the summit of the ridge to the west.
At the base of the ·west slope· of the plateau south of Cougar Creek
the lava is glass}; black obsidian, closely resembling that of Obsidian Cliff,
except that it can;ies a few small phenocrysts. It is spherulitic, with sm~1ll
blue spherulites (1864) and smaJl lithophysm .containing quartz, tridymite,
a.nc1 fayalite. Part of the obsidian is filled ·with small Hthophysre, whic11
are mostly hollo·w, gaping spherulites, 1vith very distinct delicate prisms,
which radiate fi:om v;rlmt was once the center of the pasty spherule, a.nd
consequently appear to have been formed prior to tl~e cmcking and gaping
of the spherule. The sides of the hollows are clotted with brilliant pellets
of tridymite. These very hoHow Iithophysm, some of which exhibit a
tendency to1vard concent6c shells, existed as hollow bodies ·with very slight
but rigid shells before the surrounding magma solidified, for a. number of
them have been crushed in such a manner a.s to prove that the thin shells
were rigid a,nd th~1t the matrix 1vas very viscous and the pressure not very
great; for the glass ha.s not forced its way into the cavities, and in one case
did not fill up the space made .by the cracked shell.
At the ·west end of Madison Canyon the river cuts through lithoidal
rhyolite, which forms the western foothills of the plateau south of the
river. It is light colored, with lithophysre and spherulites, and in one place
is full of irregular cavities which are coated with crystals of quartz and·
hematite. The quartz is prismatic, 1vith the unit rhombohedro ns and a
steeper one less strongly developed, but perfect when present. The hematite is in thin tablets with crystal faces, and is usually twinned (1867).
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The top of the plateau south of :Madi~on Canyon is almost entirely
glassy rhyolite, perlite, and obsidian. At the western edge of the top, near
the road, is black porphyritic obsidian, which is vesicular in layers, the
vesicles in places having been elongated in one direction and flattened in a
plane .perpendicular to the layers. \Vith it is associated a grayish-1vhite
pumice of the same magma, into which it undoubtedly passes (1865, 1866).
The edge of the plateau north of Sentinel Creek is partly lithoidal rhyolite,
reddish purple, with abundant prominent sanidines and sma.ller quartzes
(1877, 1878), some of it containing beautiful white lithophysm vvith concentric shells (1873). But the g-reater part of the rock is obsidian or perlite, with the same phenocrysts as the lithoidal portion of the rock. Much of
it is spherulitic, having abundant small blue or reel spherulites, both com- .
pad and porous, 1•vith radial fibration and concentric zones. ·Through these
spherulites the phenocrysts are scattered indiscl'im.inately, not appearing to
act as a nucleus. Larger· spherulites occur, and more typical lithophysm
(1874 to .1876), and the obsidian in places is red and black, especially
in the small alcoves and arroyos along the southern edge of the ph1.teau.
The eastern side of this hlock of table-la.ncl is a cliff from 300 to 500 feet
high, at the base of which runs the Firehole River. The rock is lithoidal
and banded, while along the. east bank of the river above the· falls the
rhyolite is glassy for the most part.
VICINITY OF LOWER GEYSER BASIN.

On the east bank of Firehole River east of Madison Plnteau the rhyolite occurs with markedlnyer structure. The layers, which are bent and
folded, trend almost parallel to ti1e direction of the stl'eam. The rock
exhibits great variability. Some of it is lithoidal, dense, purple, and
banded. Much of it is black perlite, ·with small blue spherulites in layers,
so cro·wded together as to leave but small patches of perlite glass; other
layers are microspherulitic (1869). Large spherulites are scattered through
the rock, together 1•vith numerous phenocrysts of sanidine and quartz, 1vhich
exhibit nO COnnection I'Vith the layer Structure SO far as their distribution is
concerned, but show a tendency for the longer crystals of feldspar to lie
more nearly parallel to the layers than transverse to them.
. . The perlite outcrops in Iong ridges parallel to the river, and stands in
nearly vertical layers of alternating characters, includiilg spherulitic perlite,
JYION XXXII, l'T II--24
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p_urer. glass, mid 1:ed pumice, with layers of lithophysre. This is shown in
Pl. XLVI, \vhich represents several masses of this rock that have been eroded
into rude monuments situated about a mile above the lovirer falls. The vertical lavers are well shown in .the illustration. rrhe small ~nonument is filled
with lithophysre. A few hundred iards above the falls, on the east bank,
there is· an exposure of black perlite bearh1g very large Jithophysre, from
1 to 2 feet in diameter (1870). This is sho~n i1i Pl. XLVII.. Some are
compact spherulites, with little. if any cavity, purplish· reel in color, and
breaking with radiating cracks. Others have distinct concentric shells, onefol~rth of an inch thick, with a spherical nucleus, ''vhich is shrunken and
cracked, and have hn·ge cavities. The radiate crystallization is very pronounced· in the more porous p~.rts of the lithophysre, and the feldspar rays
can be seen with a pocket lens. They are studded '\Vith minute brilliant
and transparent crystals of tridymite, and the sides of the cavities are spotted
with pseudomorphs of fayalite, like those at Obsidian Oliff.
The rock iii which these remarkable bodies occur is a black and gray
perlite, full.of small spherulites and phenocrysts, some layers of the rock
bemg very dense. They stand vertical and in places are much bent. .Most of
the perlite is very crumbling, and consists of gray glassy shells, surroundilig rounded a~d subangular grains of black glass, which weat~er out into
black sand. The small spherulites are ·beautifully banded in concen{ric
.
shells, .being ~)lue at the centei· and red outside (1.868).
· Where the river near thi~ ph't.e.e cuts a narrow gorge through the rhyo-.
lite, the rock is lithoidal and banded. Farther south, at the end of the ridge
east.of the river, about 2 miles·below· tl~e mouth cif Nez Perce Creek, there
is a breccia of perlite and lithoidal rhyolite carrying fragments of an almost
:fibrous variety (1871), piece's of which were found west of the road 4 miles
north of. the Lower Geyser _Basin (1872). Jt is lithoidal and porphyritic,
and .is traversed by long, slender pores so close together as to _produce a
frbrous structure, the :fibers curving around the phenocrysts. The sides of
the elongated vesicles are coated with white pellets of tridym.ite, the rock

itself being dark slate color.
·Brecciated rhyolite occurs. ~ short distance to the southeast, in the :first
low ridge north of the Nez Perce Creek. North of this the low ridges are
covered ,.fith light-red pumiceous glass, delicately banded with black, producing the most pe1fect and beautiful lamination. It is rich in phenocrysts
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of sanidihe and smaller quartzes, the larger feldspars lying parallel to the
lamination (1879). This pumice passes into dark-gray porphyritic perlite,
full of red and blue spherulites (1882). In places it contains lithophysre
several inches in ¢l.iameter, 1vith wide· gaping ce1iters, which have been
. crushed and dislocated to some extent, and into the cavities of which the
viscous matrix 1-vas in some instances forced.
Rhyolite exhibiting variations similar to those just described-lithoidal,
glassy, perlitic, pumiceous, spherulitic or with lithophysre-forms the plateau northeast of the Lower Geyser Basin and· north of Nez Perce Creek
(1890, 18Bl). On its southern edge, about 3 miles east of the Lovver Geyser
Basin, the bluff exposure is rhyolite, which is lithoidal and beautifully laminated, or, perhaps more properly speaking, streaked in ·layers, the dark
purplish-gray rock being marked with lighter-colored lines or streaks, which
appear to be more highly crystallized, and are spotted with minute round
holes about the size of a pin·point (1884). In a neighboring exposure, where
the bluff on the south side approaches ~he river, the banded rhyolite is light
reddish purple streaked 1vith yellow (1883). It is filled with phenocrysts of
sanidine a1id smaller quartzes, which, ho1veve1:, a.re scarcely noticeable
except on close examination, because of their transparency and the general
mottling. of the rock. 'rhe rock is parted in parallel pl.ates, "'vhich appear
to be independent of the direction of the flow structure and stand at all
angles in the cliff. In one place the jointing is semicircular.
·
The plateau south of Nez Perce Creek and east of the Lower Geyser
. Basin is of the same character as that no1ih. Lithoidal rhyolite alternates
with much glassy rhyolite, whieh is in many places a ver}r fine gray perlite.
Southv;rest of the. broad vallev at the forks of Nez Perce Creek there is a
breccia of gray perlite, some fragments of 1vhich are of large size. It is
both compact and vesicular to pumiceous, the vesicles being flattened and
elongated (1885 to 1887). The southeast branch of this stream cuts a
narrow gulch through black, porphyritic obsidian, 1Vhich is so thoroughly
cracked that it weathers into a black sand. Glassy breccia occurs in
other places over this plateau (1889). A very remarkable form .of com- .
pactly spherulitic rhyolite is also found sparingly. It js megascopically
axiolitic, the spherulitic crystallization having taken place from short, curved
planes that cross one another at all angles, and also froni most of the
phenocrysts vi'lrich act as nuclei of small spherulites. The result is a brown
.I
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and blue mottled rock 1vhich on a srnooth jointing surface exhibits a curious
pattern of curved blue lines and spots (1892). The numerous gulches a,nd
small canyons around the east and southeast corner of the Lower Geyser
Basin afford excellent opportunities for studying the character of the rhyolitic lava in this neighborhood. Fine exposures of perlite a,nd obsidian,
more or less spherulitic ~nd usually a,ssociated with lithoidal rhyolite, a,re
found in many places.
On the north side of the mouth of the canyon south of that draining
into Hot Lakes spherulitic rhyolite is exposed in "'vhich spherulites from
the size of large shot to an inch in diameter constitute almost the entire
rock mass. In places where they are yery closely packed together the
exposures vvhen seen from a short distance have the appearance of evengrained conglomerate or bits of pebbles or coarse gravel. Exposures of
such character occur many feet in vertical thickness and many yards in
horizontal exte.nt. Farther up this canyon vesicular rhyolite and fine gray
perlite ai·e exposed (1916, 1920).
Similar gray perlite with very peifect perlitic structure forms the bluff
on the east side of the .B'irehole H.iver opposite Excelsior Geyser. It is full
of small phenocrysts and is slightly vesicular (1904, 1905). In places it is
lithoidal. It is separated into nearly horizontal layers by joints which curve
clown to the northward· at a somei'Yhat steeper pitch than the slope of the
hill, indicating the descent of the lava into a bash1-like depressicm to the.
north and the subsequent eros~on of the top of the hill. There is a, tendency
to prismatic jointing. The slope of the bluff farther south is covered with
a fine sand of perlitic grains. Porphyritic rhyolite .of the same variable
character forms the spurs a.round the drainage of Rabbit Creek.
'rhe spur of the plateau southwest of the Lower Geyser Basin has a
precipitous wall on the north and east sides, 1vhich exposes lithoidal porphyritic rhyolite, the top of the plateau being almost 1vholly glassy perlite
and cracked obsidian,' which form the canyon of the Little Firehole River
near its falls (1922, 1923). ·
UPPER GEYSER BASIN.

Though the plateaus on all sides of the Upper Geyser Basin are
normal rhyolites like the various forms just described, the rock in the immediate vicinity of the great geysers of this basin is abnormal. It is a dull
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'lithoidal rock, slate color speckled with light gray, carrying abundant phenocrysts of feldspar, most of which a;·o white or yellow and exhibit brilliant
striated cleavage planes. Th~re are none of quartz. .This rock resembles
that forming the bluff at the southeast corner of Geyser 1\rieadow. It is
exposed in the rounded hills hack of the Splendid Geyser (1824), and in
tabular masse's back of the Grand (1926), and forms the west bank of the
Firehole River ea.st of Old Faithful Geyser. The microscopical features will
be described in another place. Its extent and its relation to the normal
rhyolite of the neighborhood were iiot made out. Perlite with large
spherulites oecurs on the bank of the Firehole River a short distance above
Old Faithful Geyser (2166, 2167).
Above the Upper Geyser Basin the road along the Fire11ole River
traverses rhyolite like that of the plateau, for the most part lithoidal, and'
weathering into crumbling sand. . Through it the river has cut a narrow
rocky channel which is filled with great 1nasses of rhyolite that have fallen
fror;_ the steep sides. Just below Keplers Cascade the rivm: passes 'through
a narrow gate in a channel not more than 2 feet wide. The cut exposes
vertical layers of spherulitic rhyolite, mostly lithoidal (1933), the layei"s
crossing the stream at right angles.
Following the southeast branch of the Firehole River to the pass of the
old trail near t.he north end of Shoshone Lake, one tr;averses country covered
with lithoidal and glassy rhyolite. For long distances the road lies in a fine
glassy sand derived from the disintegration of perlite. The. cliff that stretches
for 3 miles along the south side of the road presents a vai·iety of phases of
rhyolite. At its western end it is lithoidal and v-ery porous and vesicular,
with here and there patches and streaks of glassy rock. Farther east the
glassy rock predominates, with smaller masses of lithoidal· rhyolite. Near
the pass south of the road well-banded lithoidal rock abounds, and at the
jJass glassy and spherulitic modifications occur, as varied as those of Obsidian
Cliff. The vesicular lithoidal rock at the west end of the cliff is light
bluish gray, discolored by brown and. y'ellow stains. It carries numerous
phenocrysts, which are so transparent a.s to be easily overlooked. The small
irregular vesicles are not distributed uniformly through the rock, as is usually
the case in basalt., but are very unequally scattered, being abuiidant in
some spots and almost absent from others. This is a very common mod.e
of occurrence in the lithoidal rhyolite of this region (1934, 1935). The
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well-banded lithoidal portion near the pass is dark sla.t.e colored, striped with
layers of light purplish gray, often of the utmost delicacy, in this respect
resembling the laminated lithoidal part of Obsidian Oliff. There are occasionally small cavities with transparen~ tabular crystals of sanidine a.ncl
some of quartz. The phe1iocrysts a.re abundant, and consist of sanidine,
plagioclase, and quartz, with numerous rusted crystals of a. ferromagnesian
mineral, which has been found to be augite. rrhe langei' phenocrysts lie
more . or less parallel to the lamination (1937).. Some of the obsidian
contains small black spherulites, the size of small shot. Other parts of it
are streaked with r~d and brown glass (1936). The most perfect perlitic
structure is developed in places, together with curiously crenulated cavities
that traverse the rock in streaks and are coated with crystalline grains,
which in some instances appear to be fragments of broken ph(mocrysts of
feldspm: (1939-1940) that have ·been dFagged apart along the line of the
cavity.
MADISON PLATEAU SOUTH OF THE GEYSER BASINS.

The whole of this plateau is rhyolite, mostly black glassy obsidian,
with porphyritical crystals, in places spherulitic. This alterna:tes vi'ith
pumiceous glass, which occurs in bands or layers. The alternation of dense
and pumiceous glass is very persistent over the whole top of the plateau, but
the majority of outci·ops consist of the denser obsidian, since the pumiceous
portions of the rock have been more easily eroded. The character of the
country and of the rocks is very mono~onous and uniform, varied only in
the neighborhood of Summit Lake by small areas of hot springs and fmnaroles. The top of the plateau southwest of the Upper Geyser Basin is.
glassy, but the lower part of the bluff along Iron Spring Creek is lithoidal
gr_ay rhyolite, more or less porous and vesicular. The shallo1\r drainage·
chan.nels, as they approach the edge of the plateau, drop into deep ravines,
where are large streams of water v;•hich are not met with on the top of tl;e
plateau. The water comes from the edge of the plateau, out of the mass of
the rhyolite, the upper portion of which is porous and vesicular, while the
lower part is dense and c<?mpact. The smaller of the strea~s draining southwesterly into Boundary Creek, east of Buffalo Lake, cuts a gulch 150 feet
h1 the edge of the bluff which forms the ei&t 1vall of the basin of Buffalo
Lake. - The gulch has veliical, rocky walls, exposing a fine section of the
rhyolite lava, the flo~ of which has been greatly contorted. The lowest·
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portions of the cliff are bluish- gtay lithoidal rhyolite, passing up into black
and red obsidian (1951Ywith small phenocrysts.. The rock is richly spher. ulitic, with large lithophysre. in thick layers. The lava sheet is slaggy on
top, with layers that have been stretched and cracked transversely. From
the structur e of the lava it is evident that the flow pom~ed down a steep
·slope westwa rd into the valley basin of Bu:ffaJo Creek. rl11e present
eastern wall is a bluff 150 to 200 feet high. F~rther down Bounda ry
Creek, as far as the bluff north of Falls River Basin, the rhyolite is lithoidal, but the ·bluff west of the falls .of Bounda ry Creek, forming the edge of
the plateau, is black and red spherulitic and porphy ritic obsidian (1950).
The sa:r;ne observation was made by Professor Penfield in traveling from
~1a(j.ison Lake across the southe'ni end of the plateau to Falls River Basin.
The wh.ole smface of the country is black obsidian and grayish-white
pumice (1941, 1942), which is pOI})hyritic with large sanidines and smaller
quartzes, but as the level of the basin is approached the rock grows
lithoidal.
On the continental divide south of Madison Lake the bl,ack obsidian
is in some places finely vesicular and in others s1iherulitic, with smalllit hophysre ·coated with tridymite pellets and containing a small amount of
fayalite. It incloses many angular fragments of very fine-gmined basalt,
which is often highly vesicular and which has the·petrographical character~
of the so-called "recent basalts." Simil~r inelosed fragments of basalt.were
found in various places I?-orthwest of this locality. They indicate· the
existence of basalt flows. in this vicinity prior to the outbrea k of ·the top
sheet of rhyolite, but no large. body of basalt was observed..
BECHLE R CANYON .

a

Bechler River cuts fine canyon through the great rhyolite ma:.ss, thris
separating Madison Plateau from Pitchstone Plateau. The canyon trends
marked difference
in a northeast-southwest direction and exhibits a verv
"
between its western and eastern walls. The former is a. rather persistent
bluff 800 feet high, while the latter is from 1,000 to 2,000 feet in height,
presenting the greatest thickness of rhyolite exposed within the Park.
rrhe rock of the country forming the northe111 head of Bechler River
has the character of that on the smface of the .plateaus, the rhyolite being
mostly glassy and pumiceous, in some places crowded with spherulites, in
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others perlitic. Pa.rts of it are 'lithoidal Before the va.Uey commences to
canyon, at a.n a.ltitucle of a.hout 7,900 feet, the stream cuts its vmy through
lithoidal rhyolite, well laminated and much contorted, with most of the
layers standing in a vertical position. Below this the strea.1:1 continues to
cut. throug·h cla.rk-gray porphyritic rhyolite, which is lithoidal and finely
banded, ·while on the top of the western wall a.t the uppel' end of the ·
canyon proper the rock is glassy and hea.utifnlly spherulitic in irregularly
shaped forms, inclosing grains of obsidian, and producing· the appearance
of la1;ge axiolites on the s1.uface of the rock in a manner already described.
It also ·contains small hollow spherulites, distinctly fibrous (1946), and
passes into highly vesicula.r to pumiceous lithoidal rock, light bluish grn.y
in color (1945) ..
Half a mile above the mouth of Bechler Canyon the rock exposed in
the stream bed is dense lithoidal rhyolite (1949). It forms the bed of the
stream up to near Colonnade Falls, ·which is about a mile above the mouth
of the canyon. Here the rhyolite is ~:rverlain by a horizontal sheet of bnsalt
which. is at the same altitude as that of the great basalt sheet in Fa.lls River
Basin, a tongue of which must have flowed up into the canyon. It gives rise
to Colonnade :B"'alls, where the stream drops GO feet from a ledge of rock into
a basin partly inClosed by a semicircular wall of columnar basalt. At the
base of this wall the large vertical columns are 30 feet high; they pass up
into irregularly cracked basalt, which at the top is· massive and vesicular,
forming a layer which projects over the face of the 1vall. The \vet columnar
rock forms a dark background for the free-falling \Vater with its rainbowed
mist, 1vhile the banks, kept moist by the shifting spray, are covered with a
luxuriant g-rovi'th of ferns Oll the one side and of flowers on the other.
A hundred yards upstream is Iris Falls, about 40 feet hig-h, of
different character. It is broad and is broken by large masses of rock at
its base. The rock is porphyritic rhyolite, which is a later flow than the
basalt, and must have been a small on~ in the bottom of the canyon. The
lower portion of this later flow of rh)rolite is glassy, being a spherulitic
obsidian (1961), and is brecciated with inclosed masses of older rhyolite.
·It grades up1vard into lithoidal rock which is light gray colored (1948).
This passes up, at. the top of the falls, into black, g-lassy, and spherulitic
forms ag-ain. Half a mi1e farther upstream is a1iother \vate1fall, of 50 feet,
having the same general character as the last. It cuts throug-h the later
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sheet of rhyolite, which is finely exposed on ·the east wall. I~1 the hott01~
portion of the flmv are large masses of inclosed rock. The central layer is
massive, with well-marked planes of flow. A short distance upstream are
fine clou ble cataracts, and above these. are others in· continuous succession,
the river descending in all about 150 feet. The rocks on both sides of the
canyon appear to be soaked with water, which runs ·into the river froin a
multitude of small streams and. springs ~long the base of t~1e walls.
FALLS RIVER BASIN ..

Falls River Bas~n, which in reality is a. ten:ace of the great plateau, at
an altitude of from 6,300 to 6,500 feet, is abo1l.t 15 miles long and 8 miles
wiqe. It is a portion of the vast rhyolitic Java flow, ·whic!1 is partially
covered by a thin sheet of basalt. The river has cut its way down to the
rhyolite, which forms the bed of the stream·fr9m a point 1 mile below the
mouth of Boundary Creek clown as far as explored, below Boone Creek.
The rhyolite is lithoidal and fissile, and at the falls below the inouth of
Falls River there is evidence of more than one flow of rhyolite. The upper '
of these falls is a cataract. The middle one is a beautiful fall, 15 or 20 feet
high and about 200 feet wide, with a cascade in loYI steps above it. At the
west end of this fall there is a low arched cave, formed by a sheet of dense,
gray, glassy rhyolite; with small phenocrysts (19.52), overlying a mass of
brecciated glassy rhyolite, which is more easily eroded. ·Above the gray
layer the rl~yoiite is glassy and spherulitic (1956), passing up into banded
lithoidal rock. rrhe exposure appears to be that of the bottom of a lava
flow. The· third watelfall is broad and low, not more than 5 feet high.
About 2 miles above the mouth of Boone Creek there is another fall, where
the river cuts 50 feet into the rhyolite, leaving isolated blocks of the rock
standing l~ke monuments in the stream. The rhyolite forms a bench on
both sides of the river, with bluffs of basalt 100 feet high standing back a
short distance. This branch canyon of the Snake River begins to assume
the same geological char~cter which the deeper can}Ton of the main st~·eam
possesses in the neighborhood of Shoshone Falls, ldaho, where numerous
sheets of columnar basalt overlie a glassy and lithoidal dacite of peculiar
characters, which closely relate it to the rhyolite of the Yellowstone National
Park.
The valley of Conant Creek, just·north of the forty-fourth parallel of
7
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latitude, is cut into lithoidal rhyolite, which is somewha.t spherulitic and is
filled with small'phenoc~·yt:;ts (1955). 1'his rhyolite continues south beyond
the limits of the area explored and forms the nortlnvester11 base of the
foothills of the Teton Range up t? an elevation of over 8,000 feet. ·where
it has been cut across by the valley of Cona.nt Creek its contact with the
underlying rocks is seen to be ve~-y steeply pitched to the ·west, indicating
how steep the preexisting stu·face must have been at this place. The rhyolite near the contact is rudely columnar.. It is part of the great lava flood
·which buried the slopes of the noithern foothills of the sa.me range, and is
found overlying sedimenta1;y and Arehean rocks and volcanic breccias of
andesite which had -accumulated on them. About the head of Conant and
Boone creeks and along Berry Creek thin tongues of the rhyolite sheet,
continuous ·with the heavy ma.ss of Pitchstone Plateau, have been left in
favored places, and ha,i-e escaped the erosion which must have considerably
. modified· the contour of the surface in the vicinity of this high range of
mountains. These portions of the lava lie at higher altitudes than the top
of the plateau north, and even exceed in some places the highest elevation
of the main body of Pitchstone Plateau. In two points north of Berry
Creek the altitude of the present surface of the rhyolite is 8,900 feet, and
just east of Forellen Peak it reaches 9,300 feet, resting in a thin sheet on
·
sedimentary rocks.
The petrographic al character of the rhyolite ~7 aries somewhat in this
neighborhood, but the variati<;ms are mainly due to the' fact that the
exposures are in many cases at or near the bottom of the lava flow, where
it has been affected. by coming in contact vi'ith underlying Tocks.. Thus, on
the west slope of the mountain north of the head of Conant Creek. the
mass of the rhyolite is lithoidal and but slightly porphyri_tic, but near
the bottom of the fl.ovv it is in places black. obsidian (1958) >vith a fine
mottling that is almost imperceptible and is more pronounced in a gray,
glassy form of the rock (1954) from. the same locality·, >'vhich ·is similar
to that at the middle falls on Falls River (1952). In places the 1ithoidite
is light bluish orpurplish gray and. has large flattened vesicular cavities
. intimately related to hollow spherulites a.ndlithophys re (1953, 1957). These
exhibit characteristic V-shaped cracks, and have evidently resulted from the
gaping open in spots of a viscous substance·. They m;e coated with yello>vstained crystals of the same minerals as those which occur in lithophysre,
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and around the ca.vity the rock is lighter .colored. Another modifica.tion
of the rock, which has numerous small phenocrys ts of quartz, occurs 2 miles
northeast of Survey Peak. It is laminated and fissile in thin plates, resembling a schist (1960). A similar form of rhyolite is found on.the long spur
east of Snake River, opposit~ the mouth of Owl Creek. The rhyolite capping the limestone on the divide bt~t~veen Berry and Conant creeks belongs
to the nevadite type, being filled with phenom;ysts. Near its contact 1vith
dark slate colored, glassy, ·and spherulitic (1959). It
the limestone it
grades upward into lighter-colored, purplish, and yellow lithoidal nevadite, ·
fun of irregularly shaped cavities. 'It weathers in great rounded and
roughened masses like granite., The same is true of the rhyolite in the
neighborh ood of Birch Hills, in the valley to the northeast, and a.t Terrace
Fans. Here the coarsely porphyriti c, reddish-pu rple rhyolite, or nevadite,
has been weathered and eroded int() great rounded to wei"s 100 feet hig·h,
which resemble exposures of coarsely cr~ystalline g;ranite.
It is to be remarked that while the rhyolite h1 the vicinity of Birch
Hills is lithoidal along the valleys cut by both forks of Falls River at
altitudes of from 6,700 to 7,000 feet, yet within the ·amphithea ter at the
head of I\~ountain Ash Creek the stream at 7,·ooo feet cuts a narrow canyon
through porous and glassy rhyolite, ''Yhich also forms the spur on the north
side of the amphithea ter at 7,350 feet, where it is black porphyriti c obsidian
and perlite. This is 1,200 to 1,500 feet below the edge of the Pitchstone
Plateau, where the rhyolite is black and red spherulitic obsidian 1vith many
phenocrys ts (1972). Fa.rther clown Mountain Ash Creek, at an altitude of
6,800 feet, where t:wo branches unite at the crest of ·Union Falls, 80 feet
high, the rhyolite is lithoidal. The occurrence of glassy forms of rhyolite
in the bottom of this amphithea ter overlying lithoidal ones indicates that
this 1vas the s1.nface of· a flmv, and not the interior portion of one which
has been exposed by the erosion of a vast amphithea ter.

is

PITCHSTON E PLATEAU.

One of the most interesting exposures of rhyolite is that furnished by
the high spur between the branehes of Glade Creek, a tributary of thE)
Snake River, 1vhich enters the latter about 5 miles north of the forty-fourt h
parallel of latitude. The spur is from 600 to 1,000 feet high, and at its
sout1lern end presents a high bluff of lithoidal rock, exhibiting greatly
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contorted bands of flow. Its base consists of a talus of large blocks. 'l'he
rhyolite is dark gray, speckled with white and b.rown. It bears many
phenocrysts of ·white plagioclase and fevirer of quartz and sanidine, besides
many small rusted crystals of augite (1964, 1966, 1967). T'hrough the
rock are scattered cavities of various sizes mid shapes with gray or 1vhite
walls, which are coated 1vith brilliant crystals of quartz, tridymite, or sanidine, 1vith opaque crystals of fayalite. The quartzes have been studied by
Professor Penfield, who has found them to have a ;simple but very unusual
· development. In addition to the common quartz forms-prism and unit
rhombohedrons-there a.re steep rhombohedrons (3032); 3/2' and (0332),
3/2, and narrow trapezoheclral faces± 3/2.-3/2. 1
The · saine rare forms occur on the quartzes in the lithophysre at
Obsidian Oliff and in other localities within the Yellowstone Padz. rrhe
white walls of these ca_vities vary in thickness from mere lines to an inch,
and some of them have a· distinctly spherulitic structure vvith wiclel y gaping
cente'rs. They are in part hollow spherulites of a peculiar character, very
closely related to the irregular e?'vities in the rock, ·which could not
te1'med spherulites~ The outer margin of the hollow spherulites is not
sharply defined against the groundmass of the rock, as in most instances.
rrhe radial fibration is not recognizable by the unaided eye, and a concentric zonal structure is obserYed in only a porti01?- of them. The most
characteristic feature of these hollow spherulites is the occurreilCe of eomparatively large quartz crysta.ls jn two habits, usually in different parts of
the cavity. .One form of the quartz consists of stout crystals, seldom over
2 mm. in diameter, in one ·instance 5 mm., very tra.nspa.rent, ·with n, pale
smoky to amethystine color. The others are slender white prisms, 10 mm.
long.. The transparent crystals ·are often located on a. nearly flat side of
the cavity, vvhile the white prisms, intersecting in all directions, form a kind
of ·network which occupies the thicker part of the center of the spherulite.
The light-colored streaks and more crystalline parts of the, rock are punctured with niinute rou:nd holes. Along the cliff to the w~stward the rock
passes into laminated lithoidal rhyolite with open layers incrusted with the
same minerals as those in the cavities just described.
The rhyolite on the second ridge east of Glade Creek is black and

be

1 Iddings and Penfield, The minerals in hollow spherulites of rhyolite from Glade Creek, Wyoming: Am . .Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. XLII, 1891, p. 39.
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brown obsidian, \Yith many phenoc rysts and small spherulites. The spherulites have crystallized around phenoc rysts as nuclei in many cases. There
are also .small crenula ted cavities, which lie indiscriminately iu the g·lass
and spherulites and are coated with minute crystals (19G8, 1969). rrh:ese
cul'ious cavities occur in the rock of Obsidia n' .Cliff and elsewhere m
the Pa.rk..
RED MOUNTA INS.

On the edge of the plateau of rh:yolite which lies betwee n theY ellmv- ·
stone Lake and S~1ake H.iverrises a small group of mountains, ·whose highest
peak at the eastern end is M.ount Sherida n (10,200 feet). It is an east-west
ridge with four promin ent spurs trendin g north and south, separat ed by
deep amphitheaters. Its summits are from 1,500 to 2,000 feet above the
plateau , bt1t the eastern peak is 2,700 feet above Heart Lake, w~1ich lies· at
its base. rrhe slopes and spurs on the . east and north are short and steep,
and only the souther n ones fall a'vay gradual ly to the level of the plateau.
'rhese mountains are of rhyolite, whose charact er in the body of Mount
Sherida n differs somewhat from that of the plateau . On the steep northeastern spur south of the H~art Lake G.eyser Basin much'o f the rhyolite
is white and gray lithoidal rock, with a modera te number of ~mall
phenocrysts, in some places very·few , and belongi ng to the variety liparite.
The main mass of Mount Sherida n and the ridge immedi ately ~''est is
composed of this dense liparite, which is light pm;plish gray in color a.nd
fissile in thin plates (19 80). Similar rhyolite o~curs near the top of
the ridge and on the. summit. of Mount Sheridan, where it is coated ,vith
hyalite in places and contains many transpa rent crystals of triclymite in
· thin fissures (1984). The rhyolite on the top of the ridge and on the upper
norther n slope and s~nnmit of Mount Sherida n is brecciated, but it is compact, arid is evident ly breccia ted flo~' rock and not an aggrega tion of 1oose
fragments and dust, 'vhich is the case '''ith almost all of the ai1clesitic breccia
of this region. In places on the summit the rhyolite is brown and glassy,
and the breccia ted portion is intersec ted by anws of massive hmiclecllithoidat
rhyolite of no considerable extent. ·'].''his appears to be ·the only instance
in 'vhich anythin g resembling a dike of rhyolite has been observed in the
Yellowstone Park. All of the .rhyolite exposures observed by the "\Vriter
appeare d to be surface flows ·of lava resting upon old~r rocks. In the ·cases
where later bodies of rhyolite have been recognized they have always been
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ju the form of surficia,l flows, the orifices or fissure through which they
Teachecl the surface not being exposed to vie·w. This is most 1ioticeably
the case in the outlying remnants of thin sheets whose plane of contact
1vitll the underlying rocks is frequently observed.
. The eastern face of l\iount Sheridan is composed of massive ·white
and gra.y liparite, like the northeastern spur. rrhe upper i)ortion of the
long- northern spur consists of a heavy flow of rhyolite, about 700 feet
thick, 1vhich appears to have the same. clmmcter as the plateau. rock.
In the neighborhood of Lewis and Shoshone lakes the rhyolite exhibits
variations from lithoidal to glassy forms. rrhe bluff \Vest of Lewis River
.at the crossing
the old trail; 2~ miles below Lewis La.ke, exposes
very fine lithotclal rhyolite, mottled dark and lig-ht gray, which is i)orphyritic and ba~1ded (1971). The top of the plateau west and north of Lewis
Lake is mostly glassy or hyaline rhyolite-black and red obsidian and
perlite, which is spherulitic and porphyritic (1973). This may be observed
a1ong the trail between the t'vo lakes. The character of the rhyolite on
the ·east si.cle of Shoshone Lake near its outlet is particularly varied. It is
. porphyritic ~nd is &treaked with black and red glass and blue· spherulitic
layers, besides blue lithoidal portions, Vi'eathering- pink on the exposed
surface. The lake beach is made up of very irregularly shaped pebbles
.of this rhyolite, which are but ·partially rounded and form a beautiful
.variegated sand.

of

VICINITY OF YELLOWSTONE LAKE.

The most striking variability in the rh)rolitic lava, hovirever, is found
along the shores of the Yellowstone -Lake. The many miles of coast offer
numerous bluffs which ha1~e been cut into the HUiface of. the great rhyolite
sheet, and the slightly glaciated hills of the plat(Jau country immediately
west of the lake shore present all possible modifications of this variable
lava.
.
.
A good example of this is found in the cliff on the second point south
of the mouth of the \.Vest Arm of the lake and the first one north of Flat
Mountain Arm. Here red and black glassy forms occur, separately and
also intimately mixed. 'rhe rock is porphyritic.and more or less spheru.litic. There are masses of black obsidian completely shattered by irregular
Dracks, which cause it to crumble readily into small angular fragments, and
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others. of dark and light brownish -red obsidian carrying dark-blu e spherulites with gray, hrovm, or pm·ple outer shells, also ~ompletel)'" crackled.
·Black and red streaked obsidians ~lternate in layers with hands of densely
spherulit ic material, and occasionally_ of porous spherulites. In plaees the
laminatio n is very 'pronounced, and thin spherulit ic layers, when broken
from the obsidian, are. covered -with 1vart-like excrescences, which are
protrudi ng spherulites, ribbed with parallel lines correspo nding to the planes
of lamii1ation of the rock. Parts of" the rock ftre fissile and consist of lightbrown glass streaked 'with black and red in small blotches, and even rather
large lumps, which have been drawn out into-lent icular shapes during the
flmv of the rock (1994 to 1998).
· Pumiceo us glassy rhyolite forms the top of the·pla,teau in many places
about the V\T est Arm of the lake. Southwe st of Riddle Lake the drainage
exposes light-gra y pumice overlyin g black, glassy, porphyri tic rhyolite or
obsidian. Lower downstream, near the forks, the rhyolite is .lithoidal,
purplish gTay, and hanclecl, ancl is accompanied by black glassy va.rieties
carrying spherulites,. which are the commoner kinds over this part of the
plateau.
In the in:imediate vicinity of Duck La,ke light and clark gray pumice
and perlite form a brecciate d ffmv (1986 to 1989), -while farther ·west the
rhyolite is in places lithoidal. At Rock Point porphyri tic obsidian ·with
small spherulit es occurs in a brecciate d mass. The surface of the spherulites and of the glass immedia tely in contact with them, as 1-vell as that of
the obsidian hlocks, is dark red, like other portions of the body of obsidian
in many places. There is also black perlite 1vith sma.ll_lithophysre; and
light-bro-wn a.nd black, streaked and blotched l)erlite; and silvery-g ray
fibrous pumice (2003, 2004).
An idea of the great diversity of the rhyolite along the west shore of
the lake may be gotten from several typical exposures in the neighbor hood
·of Bridge Bay, from which extensive collections have been made. On the
south side of Bridge Creek, about a mile west of the lake, a branch stream
has cut into brecciate d pumiceous and hyaline rhyolite. It is po11)hyritic
and partly spherulit ic cra(fkled obsidian and perlite, with many small
roughene d cavities. The brecciate d portion contains some fragments 1vhich
are 2 feet in diameter. A highly vesicular modification of it is almost
fibrous, OYI'ing- to the elongatio n of the vesicles, which have been ffi·awn QUt ·
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in thin tubes. This form of the rock is· microspherulitic or lithoida,l, with
~ome glass·y portions, and the breccia., which ~s largely composed of this
. material, is the same as that which occurs on: the .Firehole River a short
distance below the Lower Geyser Basin (2020 to 2023). A more varied
occurrence is crossed by the trail in a coulee a.bout a mile south of Bridge
Creek. It is mostly' glassy a.nd is full of phenocrysts of quartz and feldspar.
One bla.ck projecting mass of rock consists of finely vesicular to pumiceous
perlitic obsidian. This grades into a light reddish" brown pumiceous breccia
inclosing fragments of white puniice v,rith .light-ln:ow:n borders and smn.ll .
fra.gments of Jight-bro·wn pmnice and pieces of black obsidian. This passes
into a dense red perlite mottled with black a.nd gray, mi.cl the latter grades
into reddish-brow1i and also clark dra.b-colored perlite, which in thrn
passes into spherulitic obsidian banded with ri1inutely spheruliti~ or lithoidai layers full of small roughened cavities. · It is scoriaceous in places and
exhibits a. great v~1.riety of colors on weathered smfaces (2013 to 2019).
All this vai·iation of texture and color takes place 1vithin a distance of 100
feet. Fa.rther south the rhyolite becomes more )ithoiq.al in pla,ces, purplish
lithoicla:l and spherulitic bands being intermingled with obsidian and perlite.
It is often rotighly vesicular and slag-l~ke (2014). rrhe modifica.tions of
rhyolitejust described constantly recur over the plateau in this vicinity.
. A still more va;ried assortment of rhyolite is ~ouncl in a lo'-v bhiff on the
lake shore. half a mile south of Bridge Bay. ·It consists of brecciated pumice
and scoria, 'ivith some massive lava, and appears to be the surface or the
forward end of a :flow of porphyritic rhyolite. The colors of the rock, all
of whose va~·ieties appear to be textural modifications of one magma, range
from jet black through different shades of gray to alinost white, besides
reds 1\,hich are clark liver colored to pink, and browns that are reddish and
others that approach ye1low. These colors occu~· separately in large masses
or are combined in brecciated bodies in blotches and streaks, or as mottlings .
and bandi1igs in massive rock. The greater part of the rock is glassy, but
some of it is lithoidal. 'rhere is black crackled obsidian grading into perlite banded by delicate layers of spherulites. Some of it is more spherulitic
and ca1;ries hollow spherulites, which are distinctly fibrous on the inside
and are coated with tridymite pellets. There is dense black obsidian so
filled with hollow spherulites as to appear like ·a porous or vesicular
rock. Black, red, and br.own obsidians occur togethe{·, with and without
spherulites1 some of which are blue and red, while others ~re porous and
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hollow. A pitchy black obsidian vi!ith bluish metallic luster is filled with
minute pores that give it a rough fracture surface, besides some larger
pores which are pumiceo us and generall y occ"L~r about the phenocry sts, some
of the larger f0ldspars appea.ring to have been fractur8d ancl dragged apart.
Another form of obsidia,n is so finely vesicula.r a.s to be almost a pumice; it is clark: gray colored, ·with grains of bla.ck glass scattered through it..
Others are lighter gray, and the most pumiceo us rock is silvery 1vhite and
fibrous, In the larger cavities the glass has been drawn ont to the finest
threads, like spun glass. ,c'\.mong the phenocry sts the fewlight -'green augites
are plainly recogniza.ble. · There is black glass with l.wight yello1v pmniceous spots, and sanidine crystals which have split ope\1 clown the middle
lengthwi se, and others irregular ly cracked and pullecl apart, the cracks not
having· become filled 1vith the glass,· which must have been expandin g into
pumice at the time. rrhis grades into rock in which the yellOI:V pumice
prepor1derates over the black glass.. rrhere is perlite of black, reel, a.ncl
bro·wn glass intimate ly min.glecl a.ncl handed, with feldspars arrangecl nem:ly
parallel to the planes of flow; also a light-red dense perlite vvith small
black spots. rrhere is a lig·ht-recl, lithoidal, fibrous, vesicular variety
1vith irregula.r patches and ·remnan ts of bla_ck glass, besides light-gra y
lithoidal rock, -vvith. streaks of clark-gray and bla,ck glass and porous ·ancl
scoriaceous portions. Some of these forms of the rhyolite are masses in
the breccia, but the more finely brecciate d niaterial presents a still more
va.riegatecl appea.rance. The most striking breccia is a light-red , also
reddish-b rown, finely porous glass filled with lumps of Eght-gra y glass of
all sizes which is finely porous and minutely crackled, besides others of
clark-gray pumice and rounded lumps of highly inflated ve~icula.r black
glass. S~:nne of the black glass is compact and occasion ally spherulitic.
Another form of breccia consists of fragment s of black and red obsidian in
'a matrixo f smaller fragments of the same, most of >vhich a.re reel, apparently cemented together hy a porcelain -like material, which is pink or
white. There is distinct evidence of plasticit:y· and flow in the form and
arrangem ent of the small pieces of glass, and the porcelain-like portion is
a crysta.Hine modification· of the magma., which can be traced into spherulitic patches. rrhe. reddenin g of the glass seems to ha:ve occurred subsequent to its breaking up, for the fragment s of bla.ck obsidian have a reel
margin or surface of va,riable thiclmess.
MON XXXII; l'T II--25
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Bridge Creek has received its name' from a small na.tura.l bridge of
rhyolite which spans a nmTO'\Y gulch through which runs a tributary to the
main creek. This bridg·e, l'vhich is shovm in the illustration (Pl. XLVIII),
consists of two vertical slabs of lithoidal rhyolite, parts of the contorted
layers of lava flmv, which stand about vertical in this place. The vertiei:l1
layers just east of the north end of the bridge rtre sho\vn in Pl. XLIX.
rrhey are slightly curved and m·e separated by open crevices with roughenecl scoriaceous walls. Of the tvvo slabs forming the bridge the eastern,
or. that seen in the illustration, is 2 feet thick at its ends and thinner in the
middle. There is a space of 2 feet bet"i'veen it and the western slab, whieh
is 4 feet thick. 'rhe span of the a.rch is about 30 feet a.nd its rise about 10
·feet, the top of the bridge being some 40 feet above the creek. 'l'he eastern
slab is traversed by two ve1tical cracks, and by horizontal m~es just bel01~v
the base of the arch. 'l'he rhyolite is porphyriti c and lithoidal, dark bluegray, mottled l'vith light gray, and distinctly banded in places. It bears
numerous hollow spherulites of considerable size and many small lithophysre with delicate concentric shells, but . no small megascopie dense
spherulites. The lithoidal rock alternates with glassy layers of black
perlite having dense spherulitic hands and some large dense spherulites
(2048 to 2052).
The large hollow spheruJites"'have been Cl'ushed while the matrix '\vas
plastic, though not liquid, for, the broken shells have been dislocated and
the sides of the spherulite forced in and the cavity partly filled by the
matrix. But this was not liquid enougl1 to enter very far into the hollow
cavity, nor has it filled up the cracks on the outsid<'l of the· shells. It i~ .
evident that there was motion in the lava after the large hollo'v spherulites
had formed, ancl that they wei_.e rigid crystalline bodies. It is quite as
evident that the delicate lithophysre of various sizes were not formed before
the lava came to rest, because they have not been e1·ushed in any case,
although their ·shells are often much thinner than those of the hollow
spherulites. Moreover, their eccentric and irregular shapes are more or
less in accord with the crooked and distorted banding which marks the
planes of flow in the rock. They have the same character as those at
Obsiclian Oliff and are highly crystalline; but the fayalites have been
changed to light-yello·w opaque pseudomorphs, and the iron has been
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concentrated to stout ta.blets of hematite, with brilliant crystal faces, some
of them set upon the fayalite pseudomorphs, and of later origin. In some
of the lithophys:p, hematite occurs· 1vithont pseudomorphs of fayalite. The
Natural Bridge is one of the best localities for the study of these hollow
forms of crystallization.
NORTH AND EAST OF YELLOWSTONE LAKE.

The spur of the pla.teau lying west of the outlet of Y ellovvstone Lake,
and knovvn as the Elephant Back, is ribbed and grooved by numerous
drainage chamiels that cut deep gulch~s down its slopes and permit the
nature of the mass of lava forming it to be observed. T'he surface of the
slopes and the top of the plateau consist for the most part of glassy forms
of rhyolite, strong·ly porphyritic. Black obsidian, passing into red pumiceous
breccia like that south of Bridge Creek, is the prevailing rock, with occasional areas of lithoidal rhyolite. The obsidian is markedly handed ·with
parallelly oriented feld.s1)ars ahd layers of spherulites, some of them reel,
porous, and distinctly fibrous, with white pellets of triclymite, the feldspar
fibers radiating from the center of the spherulite, though often separated
from it by an open space (2066, 2068). But as the drainage channels are
follo1'ired from the top of the plateau clovnnvard the glassy forms become
less abundant, and in the deeper gulches the ·whole mass of the rock is
lithoidal and well banded (2067). T'his relationship between the ·lithoidal
and the glassy forms of rhyolite is the usual one for the large :fio1vs; the
upper surface is glassy and more or less pumiceous, the lower part of the
mass is lithoidal, and the bottom of the :fimv, when exposed, is glassy for a
variable thickness in many cases, but not in ~.ll.
Along the Yellowstone River 3 miles below the outlet of the lrtke,
about opposite the mouth of Thistle Creek, the rhyolite is lithoidal· ancl
purplish gray, not noticeably banded, and full of phei1ocrysts, of which the
quaitzes are more perfectly crysta.llized than in the greater number of cases
noticed. T'his chm:acteristic becomes more pronounced in the vesicular
brecciated rhyolite which forms a massiYe exposure about 2 miles below
the head Qf Thistle Creek. In this rock \veil-developed double pyramids
of quartz, ·with l:lmooth crystal faces, project into the cavities of the rock
and from broken s1..nfaces. The sanicline is iridescent in blue and sometimes in more bril1iant prismatie colors. Fa.rther up the creek the rhyolite
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is dense and. dark colored. But. on the summit of the peak, 9,000 feet high,
at the head of the creek, it is light pink a.ncl gnty, ea.rthy in texture, and
brecciated like a tuff, ·with frngments of andesites, and v,rith phenocrysts
like the vesicular brecciated rock lower clovm the creek. There is no
evidence, ho>'vever, that it is a tuff, but it appears to be a finely brecciated.
massive rock, of the same kind as the rhyolite opposite the mouth of Thistle
'Creek, except that the latter is denser. m1cl not. brecciated (2059 to 2064).
Along the east shore of Y ello1vstone Lake the rhyolite extends from
the ,7icinity of Pelican Creek on the north as fa.r south as Brimston~ Ba.sin,
a Bmal1 area of hot springs2 miles south of Columbine Creek. It forms a
sheet of lava >'vhich constitutes the table-land and fiat-topped spurs bebveen
the lake and the Absaroka Mountains, reaehii1g an elevation of about 8,500
feet. rrongues of it extend. up the long valleys and are found a.t still higher
altitudes. In the valley of Sylvan Lake it forms a massive bluff on the
north side, which reaches 8,700 to 8,800 feet elevation. This is several
hunch·ed feet higher thtl,ll the divide in Sylvan P~1,ss; still it has not been
found east of the watershed in the valleys draining into the Stinkingwater
Hiver. In the next valley north of that of Clear Creek the rhyolite sheet
is found at 9,000 feet. The rock throughout the greater part of this area is
massive, lithoidal, purplish, and porphyritic. The glassy and pumiceous
pa.rts 1vhieh probably formed its surface ha,~e been eroded. away.
VICINITY OF YELLOWSTONE RIVER.

rrhe .s1.uface of Central Plateau, which extends from the Elephant Back
west to the head of Nez Perce Creek, and around the west end of Hayden
Valley nortlnvard, is covered, like the country south, with glassy rhyolite.
It is mostly porphyritic black obsidian, more or less spherulitic, and is in
plaees vesieular. On the south branch of Alum Creek, a short distance from
the road, the obsidian is spherulitic and carries lithophysre m~d. hollow
spherulites from 1 to 6 inehes in diameter (2072, 2073). The obsidian in
places is traversed by jointing planes, along ':vhich the surface of the rock
is smooth and polished, but sligbtly uneven and wm1)ecl. The cr;Tstals of
qmtrtz and feldspar have been cut across smoothly in most instances, though
in many cases the plane of jointing has curved around the end of a erystal,
or followed the cleavage of the feldspar when this was nearly coincident
with the plane of jointing. A small elevation and depressio~1 extends for
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a short distance ii·mn each of the larger crystals, all being .parallel and
pointed in one. direction. They appear as though they had resulted from
the resistance offered by the'phenocrysts to a shearing stress. rrhe hill south
. of the hot springs. east of Marys 'Lake is fonned of porphyritic perlite;
full of small hollow spherulites and lithophysre, which ha.ve been partly
altered by the action of heated vapors, which· come up through it and
deposit crystals of sulphur. rrhe phenocrysts of feldspar and the spherulites are much decomposed, the quartzes and grouudmass remaining unaltered. The hollow sphetulites are partly filled with opal, and less ·often
·
with sulphur (2070).
The. top of the plateau fi·om the north side of Hayden Valley to· Gibbon River and Grebe Lake is covered with porphyi·itic glassy rhyolite or
obsidian, in.places spherulitic. This· is the character of the rock along the
road from the Yellowstone Falls to the valley of the Gibbon, and along the
west bank of Yellowstone River from Alum Creek to Cascade Creek. 'At
the north side of .the month of Otter Creek there is much silver-gray
pumice, which is beautifully fibrous, exhibiting a satin-like she.en when the
light is reflected from the sides of the fibers, but appearing dark gray and
vitreous on transverse smfaces. It is filled '\vith phenocrysts (2084 to 2089).
A somewhat similar pu~nice, or more correctly, a highly vesicular J?6rphyritic perlite, occurs in a small gulch west of the Upper Falls of the Yello"ivst.one. It forms a loosely adhering breccia of pmniee and perlite. Some
masses of perlite are quite dense, with oilly .sn1a1l vesicles, but most of it is
greatly inflated, with flattened cavities. In places the perlitic structure is
not complete, leaving kernels of irregularly sh~ped obsidian, which weather
out and cover the ground with black sand (2080 to 2083). . In the meadow
of Cascade Creek south of Dunraven. Pea.k the rhyolite exposed iri the
creek bed is finely vesicular lithoidal rhyolite, purplish gray, with many
phenocrysts of plagioclase and fewer of sanidine a.nd qua.rtz (2092, 2093).
The rock closely resembles tha.t which forms the bluff at the southeast
corner of Geyser l\'Ieadoy,· and also the rock of the Uppe1; Geyser Basin.
VICINITY OF THE GRAND CANYON OF. THE YELLOWSTONE.

Since the topu'gra.phic and scenic features of the Grand Canyon, ·and
the character and· condit10n of the rocks forming it, are desc~·ibed· jn detail
by Mr. Arnold ·Hague in Part I of this monograph, it is not necessary
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to repeat rmy of the petrographica1 description of the rhyolite in this, its
most notable, exposure. There is, ho1vever, an occurrence of co]umna.r
cracking in an inconspicri.ous loca.lity which is of considerable petrological
interest on n,ccount of its bea.ring· on the general question of the production
of prismatic parting, and which may properly find a place in this chapter.
'rhe · fine columnar parting on the east side of the canyon north of
Agate Creek are described in. Part I. Here the columns are 80 feet
long and several feet in diameter. But the prismatic cracking to he
described occurs in a small gulch on the v.r~st l'vall of the canyon a mile
south of Deep Creek. The rhyolite forming the upper part of the plateau
at this pla.ce is lithoidal a.nd porphyritic, light purpJish gray, with a rough
fracture. It is jointed in broad blocks which weather into rough granitelike masses. This· passes downward into more distinctly coluninar, denser
rhyolite, which is exposed on the south .side of the gulch in a beautifully
columnar cliff 300 feet high. ·The vertical columns are so regular in shape
that they n'tay he ea.sily mistaken at a little distance for basaltic ones.
On thenorth sideof the gri.lch there is a ledge of columnar basalt 100
feet thick resting upon gravel and andesitic breccia. Immediately overlying the basalt is the bottom contact of a younger flow of rhyolite. The
lowest portion is tuffaceous and yellow, passing upvmrcl into denser matm·ial,
ancl this into clark-gray, brownish, porphyritic glass, ·which has cracked in
thin, straight prisms, some quadrangular, others irregularly shaped. The
prisms vary in size from 4 to, 8 inches long and from one-third to threefourths of an inch thick, and. thicker. This glass grades into lithoidal
purplish rock, which is also cracked int.o small prisms and columns. Some
of these are 3 or 4 feet long and 4 inches thick; others are very sniall,
aboiit 6 inches long-, and irregularly shaped, like prisms of starch. rrhey
are more or less curved, and occur grouped together in the form of larg-e
blocks, whose relation to the orig-inal form oL the 1vhole mass 'vas not made
out. They appear to have resulted from a shrinka.ge 1:vithin these blocks.
The jointing planes which constitute the faces of these prisms or columns
intersect the many porphyritica.l crystals of quartz and feldspar, producing
smooth faces, which shm>,r that the groundmass of the rock was rigid ·when
the cracking took place. The small cc,lumns, in tbeii· sh::pe and arrangement, are pr~cisely like those formed. in dried starch. ·
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NORTHEASTERN CORNER OF YELLOWSTONE PARK.

Toward the northeast the rhyolite sheet thins out ancl overlies the
andesitic and older rocks, which had previously been greatly eroded. East
of the Y ellOi'I'Stone Canyon the plateau top co~1sists of rhyolite, into 1vhich
have been cut the canyons of Broad, Deep, ancl Agate creeks. The rhyolite
reaches an altitude of 9,000 feet where it is found in contact with the
basalt of Mirror Plateau, and also on the peak nort.lnvest of the heacllvaters
of Broad Creek. At the latter place the rock is reel, glassy, and somewhat
pumiceous (2058), with abundant phenocrysts and included fragments of
obsidian Do~vn the drainage channels from the summit of this point the
rhyolite is denser and -\resicular a.nc1 contains large lithophysre, while still
lovirer down it is dense, banded, and lithoidal. ·In the cliff east of l\firror
Lake the rock is dense, has small phenocrysts, and exhibits characters
that ftre found in the parts of the sheet near its bottom contact. There is
rhyolite along the west base of Amethyst Mountain ftncl Specimen H.idge,
where it constitutes the margin of the greftt plateau. Beyond this to the
·north a.nd east it occurs· only as disconnected remnants, which lie at fLll
altitudes on the slopes and sur~mits of mountains ftnd in the bottoms of
valleys, in almost every instftnce forming a bench or tfLble of greater or less
prominence.
Southeast of M1rror Plateau rhyolite forms a flat-topped spur betvi'een
Mist and Cold creeks, lying between the altitudes of· 8, 750 ftnd B,300 feet.
East of the mouth of Cold Creek it forms a flat spur, and stretches ±i·om
8,000 to 8,600 feet, reaching to within 200 feet of the bottom of Lamar
River, ·while on the spur east of this it lies between 8,200 and 8,G50 feet
elevation In each of these occurrences the rhyolite is lithoidal, purple,
.
and porphyritic.
T'he fla.t spurs and ridges on the east side of Lamar River from the
base of Saddle l\Ionntftin to Cache Creek are rhyolite, which also occurs
in isolated p:ttches within 200 feet of the river at Opal Creek and :tt the
south base of Bison Peak, and also ·within a short clista.nce of Amethyst
Creek. The character of the rhyolite in these places is quite the same,
being purple andlithoiclaJ,· with small phenocrysts (2135, 2155, 21Gl). This
is also. the character of remnants of the rhyolite sheet that occur on the
north side of the north1vest end of Specimen Ridge (2158), and in a bench
north of the mouth of Lamar River, GOO feet above the stream (2157), and
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also on the east slope of Garnet Hill (2160). All of these patches a.re
undoubtedly portions of one continuous sheet, which has been a-lmost con1:pletely eroded.
Remnants of the rhyolite sheet lie high up the slopes of Saddle
Mountain, even near its summit. One area is on the west spur of the pe:;tk
southwest of Saddle Mountain, at an altitude of from 9,200 to 9,500 feet.
Near the bottom cont}tct the rhyolite is dense and dark col01;ed; hig·her up
in the mass it is somewhat fissile, forming thick slabs. It is lithoidal, with
traces of black glass, and is dark colored and carries sma.U phenocrysts
and lithophysre (2141). ·It rests directly upon basaltic breccia.
·
Or~ the northwest spur of the peak of Saddle Mountain, .about 700 feet
below. the summit, there .is a small patch of rhyolite forming a. nearly
horizontal sheet not more than 160 feet in length. It rests upon basaltic
..breccia, which is plainly exposed in the steep faces of the na.rrov1' ridge.
At the bottom of the rhyolite is white rhyolitic tuff; over this is fissile,
light-gray, lithoidal rhyolite with small phenocrysts (2137). rrhis passes
up· into dark-colored spherulitic and glassy rhyolite with Hthophysre and
small phenocrysts (2138), similar to the rhyolite on the spur to the "';est.
There are patches of rhyolite at various altitudes on the northwest spur,
down to 8,000 feet. At about this altitude in the gulch south of this spur
and of Miller Creek there is a small group of fumaroles in rhyolite that is
partly. dense. am~ light gray, and is jointed in rect.angulai· plates mid small
straight prisms, and is partly l?erlitic and glassy (2145 to 2149).
Rhyolite covers the southern portion of the fiat-topped ·spur north of
Miller Creek, and patches of it occur on the ridge near ·Parker Peak, at
9,500 feet, and on the south slope of the divide at the head of Lamar River,
at 9,800 feet. In the last two places the rock is partly lithoidal, with small
phenocrysts, and partly glassy. Some of it is. fissile and some of it massive,
carrying lithophysre. ·None of it has been found on the north side of the
divide, in the drainage basin of CraiJ.dall Creek. . Scattered patches of it
~ccur .on both sides of Cache Creek, and a long· mtrro\v tongue extends
along the west side for 4 miles, being situated between altitudes of 7,000
to 8,000 feet. In all these cases the structure .of the rh;yolite masses is that
of smface Bows, resting on an uneven smface of older rock, and iww here
in this vicinity was any of it exposed in the form of a dike or other intrusive ·
body.
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:MICROSCO PICAI.; CHARACT ERS OF THE RHYOLIT E.

'From the description of the megascopical characters and. the mode of
occurrence ?f the rhyolite just given, it is evident that the rock varies
greatly in the manner of its solidification and crystalliza tion in resti·icted.
areas, as "\Yell as throughou t the ';vhole region. Its microscopical chaJ:acters,
therefore, may be expected. to be equa1ly varied.. An examination of 315
thin sections of this rock sho"\'irs that this is true within certain limits. There
is great variability among the sections, but it is confined. to a definite range
of crystalline structures and to a limited. number of minerals, and is so often
repeated in the rocks from different locaJities that a clear idea of the microscopical characteristics of the rhyolite can be given only by treating them
systematic ally for the whole region. It then becomes a comparativ ely
simple undertakin g..
The phenomen a investigate d by a microscopic-al study are expressions
of the mode of solidification of the lava a.ud. the extent or degree and tl1e
manner of its crystallization. The mode of solidification of the rhyolitic
lava in this region is that of a surface flow of variable thickness. rrhe lava
has been in part inflated and chilled into pumice, or has exploded and
formed tuff. Parts of it have solidified to dei1se glass, sometimes rendered
vesicular by large gas bubbles. But the greater mass ot it has solidified in
the central parts of deep flows or streams, forming lithoidal rock, whose
crystalline character can not be recognized by the unaided eye. rrhe
_p"Q.miceous portion occurs at the top of the flmvs, and passes dovvnward into
dense glass, which in deep flows passes into lithoidal rock. The latter constitutes the center of the flow, and generally passes again into glass at the
bottqm, which may or may i10t pass into pmnice, or more usually into tuff,
the pumice having been ground to pieces berieath the weight of the lava
stream.
The extent or degree of crystalliza,tion in most cases manifests itself in
two ways: One is in the amount and kind of porphyriti cal minerals present; the other· is in the amount of microscopical crystalliza tion that ha.s
taken place in the rock, ·which has led to the production of microlites and
aggregatioi1s of t'''O or more minerals in various kinds of arrangeme nt. It
is evident in many instances that the first-mentioned group of products
resulted from a process of crystalEzation that antedated the arrival of the
lava at the surface-of the earth, for the porphyriti cal crystals are scattered.·
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uniformly and generally through large masses of rock, without reference to
the boundaries of the rock body---that is, they are uniformly scattered
through the pumiceous, compact, glassy, and lithoidal portions of the lava
flow in a. given locality, or are entirely absent from aJl of them. It is quite
as evident that the second grm::p of crystallizatio n products came into existence after the lava reached the surface, a.ncl to a. great extent after it had
ceasecl to flow. rrhe reasons for this will appear npou studying the microstructure of the various forms of rhyolite, for they will he found to exhibit
a definite relation to the form of the body of the rock.
It does not follo1v from this that ~be porphyritical crystals or phenoc-rysts were developed prior to the act of eruption of the· lava; on the contrary, it has been shown elsewhere 1 tha,t the phenocrysts of rocks were
probably crystallized during the act of eruption, R,Ud tlmt in some cases
their growth continued uninterrupted ly into the period of final crystallization of the whole magma. But in the case of the rhyolite of this region
there is nothing to indicate what were the conditions of crystallizatio n in
different parts of the rhyolite lava previous to its arriva.l at the surface of
the earth. There is simply the fact that in places, or in particular flows,
phenocrysts are entirely wanting, and that in others they are few or are
very abundant, and that they may be small in some cases and large in
others, 'l'he rhyolitic lava of Obsidian Cliff is an example of a. comparatively small flow in which no phenocrysts have bee.n developed. The main
body of rhyolite, however, is variable in this respect; but the variations
obtain for larger areas of la,~a. Let us first consider the microscopical'
characteristics of the phenocrysts.
PHENOCRYST S.

The minerals that have crystallized porphyritica lly are quartz, sanicline,
plagioclase, augite, and magnetite. In this category may be included zircon, though its crystals are ahvays microscopic in size. Its period of crystallization is the same as that of the phenocrysts. The same may be said
of pseudobrook ite, which is closely associated ·with the iron ores and zircon,
a.ncl also of apatite and allanite, which· occur sporadically'.
1

Cba,pter III, p. 105, ancl Chapter VII, p. 267.
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QUARTZ.

The phenocrysts of quartz vary in amount a.ncl in size in different 1;arts
or bodies of the rhyolite. They i11ay be '"'holly absent or quite abundant.
In some cases they are 4 or 5 mm. in diameteq in others, any size less than
this, generally from 2 to 4 mm. They are noticeably smaller tha.n the
sanclines in most instances. Their crystal form is that of hexagonal
bypyramids, formed by the equal development of the plus ancl minus unit
rhombohedro ns, tog·ether with small prism faces, but the crystals a.re often
rounded to a greater or less extent (Pl. LTV, fig. 4). They are generally
much cracked, the cracks being largely spheroicla.l, so that the quartzes on
rock stufaces usually appem· as rounded grains. In some instances their
crystal form is preserved and they fall from the rock in perfect double pyramids. Owing to the highly fractured condition of the quartz; much of· it
falls out whBn thin sections of the rock are prepared, a.ncl a false impression may thus be gotten of its relative abundance unless the thin section is
compared ''vith the rock In some varieties of the rhyolite it is in excess of
the other constituents, and from this proportion its relative amount. decreases
until it is entirely absent in some varieties, which may be rich in feldspars.
Its microscopical characteristics are much the same in all varieties of
rhyolite from the Yellowstone Park Its substanee is colorless ancl very
pure, except for well-defined inclusions of. glass, and very rarely crystals
of other minerals. Individuals of quartz differ in one rock section both as
to outline and as to inclusions. Distinctly idiomorphic crystals occur by
the sid~ of rounded ones. Some quartz sections are free from inclusio1is,
1vhile others in the same rock section contain a. few or many inclusions of
glass and bays of grounclmass (Pl. LI, fig. 1). 'l'he glass inclusions usually
occupy pyramidal cavities, or they may be rounded; :they are seldom
irregularly shaped. They generally contain one gas bubble, whose size
appears to va.ry in proportion to the vohtine of the glass in a.ny one section.
In some instances there are i1o gas bubbles present.
The inclosed glni:ls is in some cases colorless, in others bro·wn, as in the
illustration just referred to, usually one cha.ra.cter or the other prevailing
throughout the q11a.rtzes of a rock section. But often colorless and bro1vn
inclusions occur by the side of one another in the same qua.rtz crystaL It
frequently happens that the glass inclosed in the quartz is different in char-'
acter from that forming the groundmass of the rock 1 when this is glassy.
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The inclosed glass may be colorless and tha.t of the groundm ass strongly
colored, yellow, brown, or red; or vice versa. It often happens that the
inclosed glass remains such, though the groundm ass of the rock becomes
holocrystalline. In a fe1Y instances the colorless glass inclusions contain
minute idiomorphic crystals, which are probably a,ugite, for in one case a
uompara tively large crystal exhibits the optical character s and green color
of augite. One glass inch1,sion contains hYenty of these crystallites. In
another section two colorless glass inclusions contain curved trichites. No
fluid inclusions have been observed,
In the great majority of cases each quartz phenocry st is a single
individual, with perfectly uniform optical orientation, and no indicatio n of
internal strain or displacement, except around the glass inclusions in a few
instances. In several rock sections some of the phenocry sts of qua.rtz consist of t1vo or three quartzes groi'Vn together, with more or less divergen t
orientations. They are partly idiomorphic and partly rounded.
· In most of the rhyolite sections the quartzes occur entirely isolated
from phenocry sts of other minerals. \Vith the exceptio n of sanidine, it
is almost never observed in juxtapos ition 1vith other minerals, EL common
occurren ce among the phenocry sts in andesites, where several kinds of minerals are often crystallized in clusters. The phenocry sts of quartz in this
· rhyolite almost never inclose fragment s or <.:rystals of magnetit e, zircon,
· augite,_plagioclase, or sanidine, so tha.t the relative period of crystalliz ation
of these minerals with respect, to quartz l'vould be a matter of conjectu re
1vere it not for t~e fact that intergTowths of quartz and sanidine in direct
connection 1vith the phenocry sts of these minends occur in more than one
modification 6f this rhyolite. The intergrow th possesses the well-knovm
microgra phic structure , which is often strongly and beautifu lly developed.
This microgra phic intergrow th is of two kinds, or rather it is the
result of two different phases of crystallization. In some cases it belongs
to the period of crystalliz ation ii1 ·which the phenocry sts of quartz and
sanidine were produced ; in others it was formed when the groundm ass
of the rock crystallized.. The. latter conespon ds to its .more com moll
occurren ce in certain quartz-po rphyries and granite""porphyries, and will be
referred to again in connection I'Yith the description of the groundm ass of
the rhyolite. 'rhe microgra phic intergrow th which belongs to the first
perio~l of crystalliz ation in the rhyolite is spec.ially well develope d in the
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highly inflated pumice from near the mouth of Otter Creek, on the 1vest side
. of Yellowstone River, above the Upper Falls (2084, 2088, 208D). In this
pumice of colorless glass, almost free from microlitie erystalli~ation ancl
filled with gas cavities, there a.re comparatiyely Ia.rge phenocrysts of quartz
ancl sanidine. In places where two of these minera.ls lie near ea.ch other
they are connectecl by a micrographic patch, the qunrtz substance extending irregularly beyond the boundary of the feldspar. In one case a,
Carlsbad twin of sanidine is filled with quart~ shreds, having one orienta.tion, and a simple crystal of sanidine is intergrmvn 1vith quart~ at one end
(Pl. LIV, fig. 1). Isolated micrographic patches oceur in the pumice sections. The structure is comparatively coarse, and the form of the intergro·wn minerals is clearly shown.
. · The micrographic gro1vth is not only a.ttaehed to distinctly icliomorphic
phenocrysts, but to a great extent ha.s crystallographie boundaries. Its
character as a primary crystallization in the niolten rhyolitic ma.gma is
beyond question, for, besides the crystallographic evidence just given, is
the fact that the phenocrysts with which it is connected contain glass
inclusions l'vhich occasionally occur within the intergrowth itself, being
easily recogni~ed by their brown color, the surrounding glass being color. less. The intergrm:vth of quartz and sanidine proves that the crystalli~ation
of the phenocrysts of these minerals was contemporaneous. Its occurrence
in highly inflated glass proves that its formation antedated the· inflation of
the pumice, which took place on its arrival at the smface of the earth .
. A slightly different micrographic crystallization is found in the rhyolitic pumice on thewest shore of Yellowstone Lake, about a mile south of
Bridge Bay (2024, 2029). In one section a phenocryst of quart~ has a
partial micrographic fringe, which consists of minute intergrowths of quartz
and feldspar, with the general form of feldspar crystals, that project from
the quart~ phenocryst at various angles, as though it ·were "sprouting"
with feldspar. The quartz of the fringe has the same orientation as tha.t of
the phenocryst. In the sa.me rock section are several isolated micrographic
intergro·wths of great delicacy and beauty, like the 111icroscopic ones in the
obsidian of ObsicUan Cliff. In this instance also it is evident that the
micrographic crystallization a.ntedated the inflation of the pumice.
In the holocrystalline varieties of the rhyolite there are instances in
which qu::-utz phenocrysts extenclindefinitely into the SUlTounding ground-
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mass, quartz belonging· to the :fina.l crystallization of the rock having
a.ttached itself to the quartz phenoeryst with the same orientation (Pl LIV,
:fig. 4). 1.'he original form of the phenoeryst can generally be deteeted by
a faint line of impurities. rJ'his Structure IVill be described in COnnection
with tha.t of the vgToundmass.
S.A.NIDINE.

The phenocrysts of feldspar are pmtly idiomorphic, partly rounded,
and often fragmental 1.'hey consist of orthoclase and plagioelase, which
are present in different varieties of the rhyolite in vadous proportions. In
some cases orthocla.se is the only feldspar present; less frequently plagioclase is the predominant, if not the only, feldspar in porphyritical crysta.Js.
The orthoclase usually possesses t.he habit of sa.nidine, and may be described
under that narne.
Sanidine usually occurs in simple crystals, 5 to 7 mm. long, and also.
in Carlsbad and J3aveno hvins, the latter being uncommon. ·when in
unbroken crystals, its usual form is a rectangular prism with truncated
edges, furnishing square cross sections and rectangular longitudinal ones,
often with the customary terminal planes. It is less frequently in tabula.r
Carlsbad hvi~1s. Occasionally it has irregular outlines, caused by rom~cled
intrusions of the grounclmass, indicating a partial resorption of the magma.
In many cases it occurs in angular frl'J-gments, and sometimes the crysta.ls
are split in two and the parts ar~ separated by a stream of groundmass.
In some crystals the cleavage l?lanes a.re well developed and close together;
in n~ost instances they are poorly developed and the crystals are traversed
by irregular cracks. (Pl. I~, :fig. 1; Pl. LI, :fig. 4.) rrhe substance of the
sanidine is generally very pure and free from decomposition, but inclusions of glass and groundmass a.re common. They are numerous in some
forms of the rock, and are partly confined. to crystallogn,phic cavities
and partly occur in irregularly shaped ones. rrhe glass inclusions· are
often colorless, often brown, the two _kinds occurring in the same crystal.
Frequently they contain more than one gas bubble, sometimes as many as
thirteen, which is in striking contrast to the single bubble in those in the
quartz phenocrysts. Inclusions with several bubbles are generally found
in the feldspars in pumice. Crystallites are less common in the glass inclusions than they are in those in the quartzes. Sanidine occasionally incloses
crystals of augite and magnetite. It frequently surrounds crystals of plagio-
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clase with nearly parallel orientation, and sometimes extends outward in
micrographic intergrovirth with quartz in the manner already described, the
feldspa.r substance of the intergrowth having the same orientation as that
of the inclosed sanidine.
. Some crystals of feldspar with rectangular outline or cleavage, which
appear to be orthoclastic, exhibit a very faint striation between crossed
nicols, 'which is not sufficiently distinct to he positively determined a.s multiple twinning, but l'vhich suggests the microcline hvinning which l\1iigge 1
observed in the sanicline of certain trachytes of the Azores. An irregular
optical behaviorbet1 veen crossed nicols is sometimes observed, by 1vhich the
extinction of light 1s unevenly distributed over the section of the feldspar.
PLAGIOCLASE.

'l'he phenocrysts of striated feldspar have much the same general
characters as those· of sanidine, but they are usualJy small!ilr ancl exhibit n
great number of thin strire, or lamellre, hvinned after the albite law, rarely
after that of pericline. They are sometimes in Carlsbad twins. 'l'he optical
beJ1avior indicates that they are oligoclase or albite. In a fe1v instances
the symmetrical extinction angles indicate.labr adorite. Such crystals yield
square sections. They carry the same kinds of inclusions as sanicline, but
often a greater amount of them. Small recta.ngular glass· inclusions occur
in abundance in some plagioclases, ·while others are honeycombe d w·ith
inclusions of grounclmass which equal the feldspar in amount. Inclusions
of augite are more common than in sanidine, and less frequently those of
magnetite, zircon, and apatite. Plagioclase is often inclosed by sanidine,
as already remarked, which sometimes only forms a thin shell around a
portion of the plagioclase crystal, and may take part in the micrographic
structure of the grounclmass. But the plagioclase in these rhyolites has not
been observed to enter into micrographic intergrowth with or to inclose
quartz.
PYROXENE •

.'l'he ferromagnesi an phenocrysts in all of the rhyolite of this region
belong to the pyroxene group, with the exception of a small amount of
microscopic biotite in the rhyolite of Glade Creek Fayalite is a product
':111iigge, 0., Petrogrnpbisc1Je Untersuchungen nn Gesteinen von den Azoren: Neues .Jabrbuch
fiir Mineral., 1883, vol. 2, Jlp.189-244 (p. 204-).
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of the final consolidation of the magma, and is not included among the
phenocrysts. In. most instances the pyroxene is augite, which oceurs in
almost all of the thin sections examined, but is present in va.rin,ble amounts.
Like the other phenocrysts, it is sometimes icliomorphic, with the crystal
form usual to its occurrence in similar rocks, or it may be partially rounded,
or in fragments. 'rhe crystals range .fron1 3 mm. long to microscopic ones.
The color is green, 1vhich is ·strong grass green in moderately thick sections,
and pale green in thin ones. Its substance is very pure, 1vith comparatively few inclusions, which are for the most part magnetite or ilmenite,
zircon, and pseudobrookite, and rarely apatite. In one instance augite
incloses a nearly idiomorphic crystal of quartz ·which is almost the same
size. In this particular case the augite is the younger of the two minerals; it is the only case in the 315 thin sections in 1vhich phenocrysts of
these two minerals may be observed in conjunction. The augite is usnally
associated with crystals of iron oxides, zircon, and pseudobrookite.
In many cases the augite has a narrov\r opaque border, or a transparent
reel one, undoubtedly composed of iron oxide. Rarely there is a nmTow
border of brown glass surrounding the augite, ·when the glass of the groundmass is colorless. Occasionally fragments of augite show that the crystal
'"cas inclosed in the black shell before it vms broken-.that is, the cori·osion
took'place before fracturing. The iron oxide S0\11etimes penetrates cracks
in the augite. In one crystal there is a set of secondary inclusions like
delicate needles, '''hich are arranged along cracks and lie p<~,tallel to one
a.nother and to the orthoa.xis of the crystal In rhyolite that has been
subjected to the action of thermal waters the a-l1gite has been completely
decomposed and replaced by secondary minerals.
In a few cases an orthorhombic pyroxene is also present in small
amount. It is faintly J)leochroic, and appears to be hypersthene, though
possibly enstatite. It seldom occurs independently of augite, ai1d is generally inclosed within the latter with parallel orientation.
l\:IAGNE'l'I1'J!: AND 1'IT ANIFEROUS IRON OXIDE.

Magnetite and titaniferous iro~1 oxide are prominent porphyritical
constituents of these rhyolites, although they are usually of microscopic
proportions-that is, they stand out plainly as relatively large ci:ystals in
djstinction to those forming the groundmass, and show by their mode of
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occUl'rence and grouping that they belong to the phase of crystallization
in which the l~rger phenocrysts were formed. The same may he said 6f
zircon, pseudobrookite, apatite, and allanite.
In most cases it is not possible to determine ·whether the ii·on mineral
present ·is magnetite or ilmenite. Cleavage lines intersecting at 60° are
recognized in vartially decomposed crystals, ·which occur in more or less
altered rhyolite from the \Vest lYall of the Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone (2090, 2102). In other cases of altered rhyolite the iron oxide has
beei! converted into a white opaque substance, indicating the presence of
titanic oxide, whose general presence in the rhyolite of this region is shoYvn
by the widespread occurrence of pseudobrookite, as well as by its chemical
determination. .In most cases the iron mineral is perfectly fresh. Its form
is often crystallographic, but quite as often irregular. Some crystals are.
definitely magnetite; others are not determinable by thei1: outline, but
differences of luster are sometimes recognized. It occurs in isolated grains
from 0.15 mm. in diameter to smaller, and also in groups of several grains. It
is generally attached to augite crystals, 1vhich sometimes inclose ctS many
as nine grains in one section.
ZIRCON.

Zircon is almost universally present in well-developed microscopic
crystals, which. are stout prisms with very simple forms, often consisting of
the unit prism and pyramid, 1vith corners tn1ncated by the ditetragonal
pyramid (311 ). The zircons are colorless, with few inclusions; occasionally
irregularly shaped inclusions and prismatic ones are numerous. The amount
of zircon present in different varieties of the rock varies from none to
relative abundance, one large grain of magnetite having as many as ten
crystals of zircon attached to or included in it.
PSEUDO BROOKITE.
·

..

Pseudo brookite is almost as const~nt an accessory ingredient .of these 1
rhyolites as zircon. It is not quite so abundant, but attains larger dimensions, in one case reaching a length of 0.09 mm., but usually being much
smaller. Its determination rests wholly on its optical characters. It
generally occurs in. idiomorphic crystals, whose habit differs somewhat.
T'he more common forms are short stout prisms with pyramidal terminal\WN XXXII, PT II--26

•.
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tions, or minu.te crystal g-rains; also long slender prisins, which a.re flat and
lathlike. In ·a few cases it occurs in thin prismatic plates, not wholly
reg-ular in outline .. It is evidently a biaxial, orthorhombic mineral with
hig-h index of refraction n.nd brilliant luster. Its color varies from fox red
to reddish brown and opa.que, and there is usually complete absorption
parallel to the long-er axis of the prism. Cleavage or inclusions v;rere not
obser~ved. It is closely associated with iron oxide ·and zircon, being
attached in many cases to the former. But it often occurs isolated.
.A.LLANI1'E AND APA1'!1'E.·

Allanite occurs in only one of the specimens of rhyolite examined-that
(2059) from the head of Sour Creek. Three or four crystals of it are formed
in two thin sections of this rock. They are considerably larg-er than the
crystals of pseudobrookite, but resemble them in exhibiting n,n almost total
absorption. The color.is chestnut to olive brown.
Apatite is present in very small amount and rs only occasiona.lly
observed. It forms minute hexagonal prisms.
GROUND MASS.

In studying the different phases of gi·otmdmass in the various modifications of this rhyolite, we should commence with those exhibiting the least'
degree of crystallization and proceed to those exhibiting the greatest. No
other rocks possess the variability of microstructure in their groundm~isses
that is found to exist in those 'of the acid lavas, especially the most siliceous.
The microstructure of the groundmass of rhyolites not only varies in different parts of the same rock body to a very considerable extent, but in an area
of a few square millimeters the yariations are strongly marked, glassy and
holocrystalline structures occurring together in some instances within the
field of vision of a microscope. This variability arises frorri a lack of homogeneity in the constitution of the most highly siliceous magmas at the
moment of their eruption upon the surface of the earth. The demonstration
of this connection was furnished by the earlier studies 1 on the rocks now
being de~cribed, and will be i·eviewed in. the general discussion of these
rocks.
In a systemati.c description of all the modifications of structure exhibited
1

Obsidian Cliff, Yellowstone National Park: Seventh Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, 1888, p. 286.
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by the rhyolites of the yellowstone National Park, lYe shall consider, first,
those most nearly amorphous-that is, almost completely glassy; and subsequently, those 1'\'ith more· and more crystallized mineral constituents, or
those in 1vhich the mineral crystals have atta.ined their most advanced
developjnent. This method of procedure 1vill separate for the time neigh:.
boring portions of one rock vd10se connection can be })Ointed out subsequently, but it has the advantage of allowing a comparison of all similar
structures and the selection of those which offer the best illustration of the
probable explanation of the cause or origin of the structure under discussion.
GLASf?ES :FREE OR ALlliOS'l' FREE FROlli l\UCROLD.'ES.

Glasses absolutely free from' microlitic crystallization are seldom met
with, but many of them have so few microlites tbat they may be classed·
with th.e former as glasses free or almost free from microlites. Such glasses
may be colorless in thin section, or colored to a. greater or less degree.
rrhe colorless glasses free from microlites are in almost every instance highly
pumiceous; so that the glass solidified in thin rods or films, and it is found
that those portions of the mass not so highly inflated carry abundant microlites. It must therefore have been the sudden expansl.on of the inclosed
vapors, and the consequent chilling of the magma, that prevented the
microlitic minerals from crystallizing· before the magma solidified. In such
cases it is evident that the magma reached the surface of the earth in a.
wholly amorphous condition, except for the phenocrysts, which may or
may not have been developed. In one instance a pumiceous glass is full of
microlites, which must have· crystallized before the rock became pumiceous.
Colorless pumice free from phenocrysts forms the upper portion of the
obsidian fimv on the plateau southeast of Obsidian Cliff. It is slightly
microlitic. Pumices free from microlites, but with more or less phenocrysts,
occur on Madison Plateau south of Madison Canyon, on the eclg·e of the
plateau west of Yellowstone River near the mouth of Otter Creek, on the
west shore of Yellowstone Lake south Of Bridge Creek Bay, and in other
localities. The gas cavities in these pumices are sometimes microscopic,
and are genenilly elongated, spindle-shaped or drawn out to long thin tubes.
Occasionally they appear to contain a small amount of liquid. In many
cases the cavities are comparatively large, as in ordinary pumice. In some
instances jt is evident, from the confusedly twisted and curved arrangement
'
.
.
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of the glass fibers and films, that the inflated glass mass settled back upon
itself, or collapsed, after the escape of much of the gas. rrhis is possible
from the fact that after a magma has· been rendered pumiceous it may
still remain viscous before its temperature is reduced to the point of solidification. It has been observed during the artificial fusion of obsidian that
rhyolitic pumice will retain its expanded form at a temperature at which it
is viscous enough to bG easily compressed or penetrated by a rigid body.
Hence, in a moving stream of rhyolitic lava, portions ·which have been
inflated to pumice may he forced while yet plastic into more compact
masses by the movmnent of the lava, and they may be expeqted to exhibit
some indications of their former pumiceous condition: When '"e remember
the enormous extent of· many of the streams of rhyolite in this region, we
may easily imagine the formation of1mmice over the smface of an jntensely
heated area of lava, thus permitting of its subsequent welding.
An example of collapsed pumice is found in that "vhich occurs on the
plat6au forming the continental divide southwest of .Madison Lake (1942).
It is a colorless ·glass free from microlites n.nd with _phenocrysts. It is
partly pumiceous, but the bubbles are small, elongated, and greatly twisted,
as are also the glass fibers and films, which curve about one a.nother in
endless complication. Theh· form is indicated by faint lines, which may
matk films of gas, or may be the bot1ndary between glasses with slightly
different refraction and color. Parts of the glass are faintly yellowish, and
most of it exhibits the double .refraction common to perlitic glass. A perlitic
structure is present in portions of the glass.· The direction of vibration
of the slowest-traveling ray is normal to the perlitic cracks and to the
the fibers, which should also be the direction of the least str~ss,
smface
the fmcture having relieved it. It is observed in some cases that there is
a distinct margin to the cross sections of some of the glass rods, and this
ma.rgin: has a faint color and different refraction from that of the ce1!ter.
It is more strongly refracting parallel to the direction of vibration of the
slowest ray, normal to the smface· or boundary of the rod. The central part
of the rods and perlitic masses exhibits an opposite state of strain. Thus,
within the glass rod the direction of vibration of the slowest ray coincides
with that of the axis of_ the rod-that is, the direction in which it was
stretched. But in the marginal portion the direction of vibration of the
slowest ray is normal to the first; it' must th~refqre b~ due to some other
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cause, as alreaay mtimatecl. This double condition of refraction does not
appear. on thin rods taken from a paJ:allelly fibrous pumice. There is only
the adjustment of refraction produced by the stretching-.
.. Colored glasses free from microlites are rather more frequent among. the rhyolites of the Yellowstone Park than colorless ones. They are-largely
pumic~ous, .or are collapsed pt1mice. The colors in thin section are clark
seal brown to yellow, less frequently orange and reel. In most cases the
coloring matter can not be resolved :into discrete particles, but appears to
have been in solution. It seldom happens tliat the glass !s of uniform color
throug-hout the extent of a rock section. It is usually variegated, brown
and yello\v, and either or both of these occur with colorless g-lass. Brown
g-lass pumice occurs on the ·west shore of Y ellovirstone Lake and elsm'lrhere.
In it the brown color g-rades into yello·w along the margin of gas cavities
and along the surface of rods; in some places the cont1~ast is sharply
marked. It is not due to a thinning of the glass. The color is different h1
' kind, and its distribution is very similar to that of the intelference phenomena in the colorless pumice. In the brcnvu glass, however, no double
refraction is noticeable. A change from brown to colorless takes place in
· the same manner, and in some cases the transition is from brown to yellow,
and then to colorless. It is evident that in these instances the change of
color is connected ·with the inflation of ~he glass into pumice. In other
cases a cause is iwt so ap})arent.. But the fact is obvious that the chang-e·
has been from darker to lig-hter color, from brown to colorless. I~ is often
observed tlmt the inclusions in phenocrysts are brown, ·while the groundmass surrounding them is lighter colored or colorless. In one case (1909) the
_g-lass inclusions are brown, and the bays of g-roundmass in the phenocrysts
9-re brown and yellow, the groundmnss as a whole being yello·w, with some
patches of brown scattered through it. rrhese appear to be remnants of a
once brown g-lass almost wholly chang:ed to yellow. A collapsed )Jrown
and yellow glass purn,ice is. shown in Pl. LI, fig. 1. It carries phenocrysts
of quartz and sanidine, with glass inclusions ttnd "bays." In a few cases
col~rless glass rods are seen to have yellow margins, as -though the change.
had been from colorless to yello,v.
In numerous cases a pumiceous character is entirely 1vanting. The
mass is compact glass, but it coi1sists of irregularly shaped· streaks and
patches of different color. These twist and curve about one another and
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appear like a perfectly ·welded mass of strips or ribbons and irregular fragments of variously colored glass. In some cases their shape closely
resembles that of fragments of pumice pressed together and welded (Pl. L,
figs. 1, 2, and 3). In others it appears as though such fra,gments had been
dravm out and twisted by a movement of the mass (Pl. LI, :fig. 2).
Undoubtedly this has been the case, hut it is doubtful 1vhether a.ll the
streaked and variegated glasses have passe~ through the process of ii1flation,
collapse, and ·welding with subsequent flow. However, the distinctly outlined and strongly contrasted streaks a.nd ribbons .of variously colored
glass, are 1vith difficulty explained in any other manner. Another possible
explanation IYill be given in connection 'vith the development of microlites.
rrhis streaked arrangement of colored glasses has ·been called "entaxitic"
structure.
GLOJ3ULI1'IC GLASS.

The eolorecl glasses 11,re in many cases crowded with minute clots or
particles, ·which a.re the pigment, the glass itself being colorless. Such
glasses are said to be globulitic. The connection between the globulitic
and_ colored glasses is 'vell shown in certain banded and stre11,ked colorless
and orange glasses, as well as in brovn1, yellow, and colorless ones. In the
former it is observed that the orange-colored bands in plaees become
globulitic with minute orange. or yellow particles. As these particles
become more distinct and larger they are farther apart and are usually
darker colored, in extreme cases becoming opaque black grains, disseminated through colorless glass. Brown glass in like manner passes into
colorless glass virith brown globulites, which may be opaque in the extre1i1e
forms. Si.H~h globulitic glass may appear bluish by transmitted light when.
not in focus, owing to dispersion of the light. It is evident that the globulitic pigment is a segregation, and eventually a crystallization, of the
coloring matter, which sometimes permeates the glass as though in solution.
There is a distinct qontraction or condensation of. the coloring materJal, for
bands which grade from colored glass to globulitic, and into .those with
.·crystalline grains, become thinner andnmTo·wer, often resulting in a :film of
particles, or in a contracted belt noticeably smaller than the undifferentia ted
belt.. In some cases of welded pumice of variously colored glass· the
general color is yellow or orange (2058). Some fragments are colorless at
the center, 1vith yellow margins, w·hile the larger fragments are either
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· ·yellow, grading in places into glqbulitic brown surrounded by a colorless
zone with ?- yellow margin, or the ·central portion is colorless with s·warms
o~ minute grains, the margin being as iiY other cases. The minute grains
are bright yellow in ii1eident light, and almost opaque by transmitted light.
""With high magnifying lens they appear to be partly transparent, but no
double refra.ction is noticeable.
In other cases these globulites are represented by microlites, many of
"~hich are opaque grains, apparently magnetite, together with others which
will be described. The transition of yePow and brown colored glass streaks
into globulites and microlites is '"'ell shown in the colored obsidian from
-Obsidian Cliff, represented by fig._ 1 of Pl. XVI in the Seventh Annual
Report of the United States Geological Survey, in which the curved a.nd
contorted bands of c~lor and streams of trichites produce grotesque shapes
in thin section, like imitations of various forms of organic nature. From
this it appears that the tones of yellow, orange, reel, brown, and black are
due to different states of oxidation of the iron in the magma, which may be
crystallized out as magnetite ai1d sometimes subsequently oxidized to the
ferric state, as shown by the red color of many trichites in incident light,
'or _the iron oxide may be disseminated in minute particles whose precise
character is not determinable, or the coloring matter may he in solution.
In some parts of Obsidian Cliff the red and black streaked glassis brecciated, the angular fragments being welded into a compact mass, as shown
in Pl. LI, fig. 3. An extremely delicate banding is shown in Pl. L, fig. 4,
caused by _alternating streaks of colorless and red and yellow globulitic
and trichitic glass. The folding of the streaks is well shovm. They pass
. through faint spherulitic growths.
A frequent microstructure is on~ produced by thin films of globulites
and partjcles like dust, which appear to be scattered in planes through
colo1~less glass. The films curve and fold about one another in the most
intricate mminer, producing the effect of thin veils. This structure appea1:s
to have resulted from the welding together of fragments of glass, as in the
case of certain colored glasses ah·ead y describe~. This veil structvre is·
often retc"tinecl after the whol~ mass has become crystalline, and serves to
.
indicate one of the .phases through which the magma has passed.·
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Iviost of the rhyolitic glasses jn the Yellowstone Park are microlitic.
The microlites may be uniformly scattered through the glass,. or they may
be abundant in alternating layers or bands, or they may' occur irregularly
in patches and streaks with colored and globulitic glass, as already mentioned
They are usually .distributed m~iformly in massive obsidian, but often
exhibit a somewhat parallel arrangement, or, more properly, a slight variability in abundance in parallel planes, which mark the plai1es of flow or
movement within the magma. This may be seen in Pl. LV, fig. 1. This
variability is more pronounced in portions of the glass which nre partly
vesicular or pumiceous-.that is, where dense microlit.ic obsidian passes into
pumiceous nonmicrolitic glass, as in the 1.1pper portion of the lava near
Obsidian Cliff and elsewhere.
The character of the microlites may be surmised from their shape and
color in some cases, and from their optical behavior in others, or by tracing
simHar forms from the minutest to those large enough to be recognized:
In this way it is found that they are undoubtedly ·magnetite, augite, feldspar, and quartz, and rarely hornblende a.nd hematite, and probably pseudobrookite. Magnetite occurs. in minute crystals and grains, isolated· 01:
attached to prisms and needles of augite. The opaque haii·-like trichites,
straight and curved, in some cases are separated into rows of opaque grai!lS
resembling magnetite. In other cases they foni1 threads on ·which are
strung transparent rhombic plate-like microlites, as in the ·illustration, PI.
LII, fig. G. Such microlites h~ve a pale-greenish tinge.
Feldspar microlites are sometimes thin plates parallel to the clinopinacoid, with t~1e outline formed by basal plane and prism or orthopinacoid..
They are often in Carlsbad twins, in juxtaposition and cruciform. These
are pro.ba?ly orthoclase. In some less siliceous glasses the feldspar crystals
are tabular< ·and rectangular with projecting corners. \V"ith these are associated lath-shaped crystals, forked or fibrous at the ends, which are probably
oligoclase;
·
·· ·
···Quartz occurs in minut~ hexagonal pyramids, whose form and double
i·efraction can be distinctly recognized. They range in size fr~:nn 0.002 to
0.015 mrn. in diameter. They may easily escape detection, and 1vere overlooked in the obsidian of Obsidian Cliff when the first study of it was
made. They are not found in all the rhyolitic glasses in the Yellowstone
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Park which carry I)J.ic.rolites. In parts of the obsidiai1 of Obsidian Cliff.
they occur with feldspar microlites and sHghtly larger micrographic
intergr owths of quartz and feldspar in banded swarms, alterna ting laiers
· . being Ilearly free from microlites. It was the presence of the microscopic
micrographic. interg:rowths in association with feldspar microlites which
led the presen t writer to infer the presence of quartz microlites, althou gh
1
quartz had not been .observed in such form before that time. If q1.1artz
crystallized synchr onousl y in conjunction with feldspar to form such
micropraphic microlites, and if the feldspar also crystallized alone, ·why
had not quartz also crystallized by itself at the same time~ After a very
· short search the quartz microlites were found in recognizable individuals.
In the colored·glasses, in ~ome instances, a few dark-colored microlitic
"
prisms and grains occur surrol.mded by a light-colored zone or "halo,
which indicates the concentration of the coloring matter in the microlite.
In parts of the pumice at Obsidian Cliff there· are microlitic grains, probably augite, each of which is surrou nded by a minute sphere of colorless
substance, al)out 0.023 mm. in diameter, with a higher index of refraction
than th9 surro~mding glass. In anothe r pumice (1909) the outline of the
colorless bodies is seen to be jagged , as though ma~e up of crystal iildividuals, and in some cases they project beyon d the glass ·walls of vesicular
cavities. rrhey. are noticea bly douhl y refracting, and may be incipient
spherulitic growths.
The various kinds of microlites are not always presen t in like amounts.
In many cases the glass appears to svmrm 1vith trichites and microlites of
augite, in short prisms ancl grains. In some cases the trichites seem to be
magne tite; in others they .are augitic needles. In a compact glass (1941)
,
from the plateau south of Madison Lake, which is colorless in thin section
there are long, curved, opaque trichites which are groupe d about thin layers
of opaque grains, the trichites themselves in many cases consisting of
opaque grains, as though the trichite had been disjointed by sln;inking.
With these are very few ·other microlites.
In some of the obsidian at Obsidian Cliff (2210, 2241, 2242) the microlites are mostly feldspar and quartz with needles of augite and a few magof Colombi a was not
The obser,,at ion by Dr. Kiich of quartz microlite s in the dacitic 'glasses
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netite grains, and a few needles '\vhich are possibly pseudobrookite. In an
obsidian from the plateau .northeast of Obsidian Cliff, which ca.rries many
shrunken hollow spherulites (2215 ), there are scattered microlites of great
beauty. Th~ largest are micrograph1c intergrowths of quartz and feldspar 'vhich sink to the minutest dimensions; also tabular feldspar, simple
and in Carlsbacl twins, as well as sorne rectangular forms_ with horned
con~ers; pyramidal quartz, one of the larger individuals containing a glass
inclusion; hexagonal plates of hematite or ilmenite, opaque, with metallic
luster; prisms of augite, some knobbed ~t the ends, like bones; and occasionBl dark-green prisms of hornblende.
In the same neighborhood is obsidian with duller luster and a. greenish
tinge, ·which is less siliceous and approaches dacite in cheniical compo.sition.
It consists ·of compact colorless glass (2164) with a multitude of microlites.
:M:any are augite in prisms, many are feldspar, while some ·are n1agnetite.
The feldspar .microlites are mostly tufted or horned and some have multiple
twin,ning. A ·very few are in Carlsbad twins. There are some larger
microscopic crystals of feldspar and augite, but no microscopic phenocrysts.
.There are no microlites of qua1~tz and no trichit.es. Another part of this
obsidian is still richer in augite, with smaller feldspar needles and magnetite
grains. The microstnl.cture is almost andesitic.
In some of the compact, microlitic glasses perlitic structure is highly
developed, as shown in Pl. -LI, fig. 4. Its character· is too well known to
need description in this place.
FORMS OF GROWTH OF MICROSCOPIC CRYSTALS.

There is a marked tendency exhibited by the microscopic crystals in
rhyolitic magmas to form intergrowths and also compound groups of crystals. The well-known .graphic intergrowth of orthoclase and quartz is one
of the most characteristic. J\:IiCl:osc~pic examples are of· frequent occurrence and have beeii. described in the paper on Obsidian Cliff. They
can be traced from megascopic groups in which the 1~ature of the component minerals can be determined to microscopic o~es of the minutest
dimensions in which only the general form, crystalline structure; ·and
·general optic~l beh_avior can be .recogn,ized. Such groups are seen in thin
section to consist of several in~ividuals of feldspar intersecting one another,
I

1

Seventh Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, 1888, :pp. 274-276.
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each ii1dividual having a fibrous structu re in several directions, and in places
a granul ar structure. This is shown in Pl. LII, fig. 3, which represents a
.
section thro11gh two individuals of feldspar with nearly rectan gular outline
The fibration lies almost pe11)endicular to the sides of the rectangles. The
s.
·outlin e of the rectangles is .serrated by the projection of minute crystal
The identit y ·of such forms with intergrowths of quartz and feldspar is
apparent. An illustration of a large group is introduced for comparison
(Pl. LII, fig. 5). It is similar to the graphic structu re associated with
phenocrysts ii1 rhyolitic pumice, alread y described. Such intergro,vths
are primar y crystallizations from the molten magma, and exhibit the idiomorphic outline of quartz or feldspar when large enough to be recognizable.
As the numbe r of feldspars which combine ·in a group .increases, the
outline of the cluster becomes. more ·and more oval or.circ ular and the form
of the feldspar individuals is lost. An illustration is given in Pl. LII, fig.
4, in which the feldspars wedge out tmvard the center, their outer ends
makin g an almost continuous. outline. The fibration is in wedge-shaped
sets and does not radiate uniform ly from the center.· In this case the extinction of light· betwee n crossed nicols is quite irregula.r, as shown in the
illustration. This is due to the variable orientation of the feldspar crystals,
which have a genera lly radiate arrangement,· and also to that of the quartz,
which is more irregular. Other compound growths which are analogous in
structu re and optical behavior to the micrographic are certain kinds of
spherulites that occur in great profusion in most of these rhyolites. The
simplest· and smallest. of this class. of spherulites are minute colorless
spheres, 0.2 to 0.05 mm. in diameter. They have a fibrous structu re noticeable in strong ly convergent light, and exhibit a more or less well defined
dark cross betwee n crossednicols. The arms of these crosses change tl1eir
shape and split into branches near their outer ends during the rotation of the
section (Pl. LII, fig. 2; also Pl. LIII, ~g. 1).
In some cases a colorless fibrous margin surrounds the micrographic
groups; its charac ter and length of fiber correspond to those of the
microspherulites just described.. From its optical hehavior'it appears to be a
crystallographic continuation of the materials of the micrographic kernel.
These spherulites are often in rows and layers· (Pl. LIII, fig. 1), and sometimes ~heir centers are so close togeth er along straigh t lines that in thin
section they produce the effect of transp arent fibrous bands (Pl. LIII,
fig. 1): Such a band of colorless spherulites is shown in Pl. LV, fig. 1. It
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traverses larg·er brown spherulites. rrhey are also shown in bands of more
or less isolated spherulites ·within the bro1vn spherulites. These spherulites
are represented megascopically by minute dots ~rranged in lines on the
surface of some obsidian.
Spherulites similar to these 1 hut slightly larger, occur crowded tog·ether
in bands or in irregular areas, in which case the rock is lusterless and
lithoidal, and is usually colored gray in various sha~les. In thin section
the finely spherulitic portions may be crowded ·with trichites in the same
manner as the surrounding glass is. These are more perfect as the spherulitic structure is more minute, and their form and arrangement in fluidal
lines ar0 lost when the spherulites are coarser. In these cases they are
sometimes crowded out toYmrd the margin of the spherulites, or they may
be accumulated in radial lines.
The small spherulites exhibit an extremely minute granulation by
transmitted light, and appear brown; but by incident light this is white,
evidently in consequence of the reflection of light from innumerable small
surfaces or cracks. In small spherulites lying isolated in, and also bordering, areas of greater crystallization the centers of the spherulites are
granulated and brown, while the margins are often colorless and transparent. In some cases the ceriters of the spherulites are colorless and the
outer zone is brown. In such spherulites the fibers of the outer zone are·
more delicate than those at the center. In these si)herulites the direction
of vibration of the fastest ray (~xis.of greatest elasticity) lies approximately
parallel to the direction of the radial fibers. The spherulites bordering
more crystalline areas in lithoidal rhyolite have sometimes continued their
crystallization a· short distance into these areas, when they exhibit distinct
·prismatic rays that project beyond the apparent periphery of the spherule
and resemble the teeth of a cog>vheel. Sometimes the projecting prisms
assume a comparatively large size. Such forms are represented by a and b,
fig. 4. The projecting prisms have crystallographic ·boundaries and extend
with uniform optical orientation toward the center of the spherulite. Their
form and optical b.ehavior show them to be crystals of orthoclase elongated
in the direction of the clinoax.is, with the direction of vibration of the fastest
ray nearly parallel to the sides of the prism. The extinction angle varies
from 0° to 12°, being i.1sually lo1v., The high limit of the extiriction angle
in the clinodiagonal zone, as 1vell as the chemical composition of the rock,
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r
a1icl of the spherulite, since then~ appears to ~e but one variety of feldspa
present, indicates that the orthocl~se is rich in soda, the molecular r~tio of
the potash to the soda in the rock being 1 to ·1.
The projecting prisms are free from the granulation which is at the
center of. the spherulites. In some instances this assumes a radiating,
feather-like structu re which suggests the micrographic intergr owth of
feldspar and quartz. This is undou btedly its true character, as shown elsewhere; so the small spherulites are unques tionab ly composed of orthoclase
prisms elongated in the direction of the clinoaxis, >'V hich. radiate from a
. center, and are intergr own with quartz in a micrographic manner. vYhen
the ·margin of pure feldspar was being crystallized, the free silica remained

crescent.sl>npcd belt. free from granulatio n.
FIG. 4.-Section s of spherulite s with proJecting prisms of orthoclase a1Hl a

uncrystallized until subsequently, when it filled the interspherulitic spaces
with tridym ite or quartz, according to circumstances.
not occur
Ther~· ar~ instances in which the clear zone of feldspar ~oes
on the margin of the sphe1;ulite, but forms a crescent-shaped transp arent
belt within it (c of fig. 4 above, and fig. 2 of Pl. LTV). The optical behavior
of such spherulites shows that the feldspar fibers or prisms are continuous
from center to circumference, and that 'it is simply the granul ated or feather
like intergi·owth that was interrupted. This is in accord with other signs of
a lack of uniformit)r of microstructure in these highly siliceous rocks.·
megascopic·,
.
Still larger forms. of this kind of spher;ulites are the small.
blue-g ray spherulites, which are from less than 1 mm. to 5 mm. and rarely
10 mm. in diameter. In thin section they have inuch the same characters.as
the microscopic ones. They are distinctly fibrous in sections, the fibers
not all radiati ng from a single point. They often have a micrographic
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group or minute spherulite at the center. Between crossed nicols the
da:rk arms seldom form a distinct ·cross,_ but split into many arms, some
making an ang·le of 45° with the princii)al sections of the nicols (Pl. LII.,
fig. 1). .
rrhese larger spherulites are generally traversed by streams of trichites
ancl minute spherulites which continue the flow lines of the· rock through
the spherulite without chang·e ·of direction (Pl. LV, fig. 2). But in some
cases these interpositions have been croivcled in, to radial and circular lines
(Pl.. LV, figs. 3 and 4, and PL LVI, fig. 1). These produce the bands or
zones of. color in the small spherulites. Often the trichites and grains a.re
· red by inciclei1t light, as though the magi1etic oxide had beei1 changed to
ferric oxide, and it is noticeable that the black trichites and nearly colorless
microlites in the glass as they pass into spheruHtes become red; as though
they had encountered an. oxidizing agent not active.in the surrounding glass.
Th~ shapes of spherulitic gi·owths are not limited to spheres, but may
be hemispheres, disks, and sectors, or plume-like (Pl. LVI, fig. 1), or in a
br~sh like a fox's .tail. They may also appear in thin section in the form
of fibrous bands or fringes with all possible curvatures. All the spherulitic
grov1rths just described may be referred to stellate groups of prisms of
orthoclase elo11gated parallel to the clinoaxis, and intergrown 1vith quartz
whose orientation is not known to be fixed with respect to the feldspar
prisms.
There are. other kinds_ ·of ·spherulitic ·structures in these lavas which
have crystallized in a different manner. Their nature may be understood
from a consideration of certain forms of microlitic growth assumed by
orthoclase· in these magmas.
Prisms or needles of feldspars sometimes occur associated together in
nearly parallel groups, or in n1ore or less divergent ones. In some cases
.they are separated from one another by glassy groundmass; -in other
·cases ·by a colorless, almost isotropic mineral; probably tridymite, as will
be shown subsequently. These needles are straight or curved, and some~irnes have a rough, jagged outline, sometimes a smooth one. Long delicate
feldspar needles, the spaces between which are filled with tridymite, are
·shown .in Pl. LVI, fig. 2. . rrhe rock also carries dark-bro1~n spherulites,
.which are nearly opaque in the figure. The cross sections· are generally·
six-sided or rhombic, with the acute angle truncated by a plane more largely
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developed than the othets. In some cases the sections are twinned para1lel
to the broad plane. In the rhombic sections the extinction is diagonal and
no twinning is noticeable. The long prisms or needles are· tvi'inned. in
nearly all instances, the composition pla~1e being paraJlel to the length of
the prism. The direction of vibration of the fastest r{l:y is nearly para.llel
to the direction of the length of the prisms,· proving them to be elongated
parallel to the clinoaxis. The twinning is after the 1\ianeba.ch law; itnd
the cross sections show that the crystals· have a clii1oclome 1vith basal plane
and possibly with clinopinacoids.
These crystals branch out in two different 1va)rs. In some cases they
appear to split, the parts being slightly inclined to one another at first, ::mel
becoming more divergent farther on. rrhis is shown in tbe right-hand half
of Pl. LIII, fig. 2. Both parts are twinned in the same manner ancl have
the same optical orientation-that is, each is a prism para1le1 to the clinoaxis. By this method a succession of branchings takes place, the prisms .
becoming more and more numerous and thinner, often terminating in it
spherical surface, the aggregation in thin section resembling a rounded
bush of branching stems, especially when the prisms terminate in broad
leaf-like fronds, IYhich often happens (Pl. LTV, fig. 3). In other cases the
branching of the long, twinned prisms is seen to obey a cry.sta.Jlographic
law. Short prisms project from opposite sides of the Manebach twin at an
angle corresponding to that between the vertical axis ·and clinoaxis, about
64 ° (left-hand .half of Pl. LUI, fig. 2). rrhese branches are prisms parallel
to the vertical crystallographic axis. rrhey are sometimes long and slender, .
and are curved to a position para1lel to that of the prism or stem from which
they branch; in such cases the bundle of feldspar needles ivill consist of
numerous prisms elongated parallel to the vertical axis, and a central one
elongated parallel to the clinoaxis. ·The optical orientation of prisms
parallel to the vertical axis will differ according as the plane of the optic
axes lies in the plane of symmetry or is at right angles to it. In the first
case the direction of vibration of the slmvest ray will always make a small
angle 'vith the axis of the prism, or be parallel to it. In the second case
the speed of transmission of the ray vibrating in the direction 'of the prism
axis will sometimes be less and at other times· .greater tha.n that of the ray
vibrating at right angles to it, according to which side it i~ viewed from .
. Closely allied to these grol'vths and .associated with them are delicate rays
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or needles of feldspar which are composed of minute stout prisms attached
to one another end to end, in parallel position, producing a rude microscopic
rod with uneven sides. 'l'hese prisms are elongated parallel to the vertical
axis, and for the reason just given are optically sometimes negative and
sometimes positive, or they may all be positive. They form branching
arborescent growths, and constitute rays of spherulites, usually of considerable size. A phase of this kind of spherulitic growth is shovi'll in Pl.
LVI, fig. 3. Bet\veen the feldspar· rays there are minute grains of tridymite, 1vhich are often clustered in small spherical pellets with cavities
between them. Such spherulites are porous. In the more coarsely crystalline spherulites, with large cavities, the same kind of feldspar crystals
may be seen with a low magnifying power. Both kinds of feldspar prisms
often occur in the same spherulite.
Some spherulites are composed of a dense micrographic spherulite
at the center, which passes outward into the branching variety, 1vhich may
be porous to a greater or less degree, the free silica being in the form of
tridymite. In some areas of the tridymite grains between comparatively
coarse prisms of feldspar (Pl. LVI, fig. 2) there are crude spherulitic aggregations of tridymite, probably composed of interpenetrating tablets.
LITHOPIIYS...t"E.

The microstructure of the lithophysre can not be studied so easily as
that of the more compact spherulites, because of the slight coherence of
the crystals composing them and the .difficulty of preparing thin sections.
But in many cases the component crystals are large enough to he seen vi'ith
a pocket lens, and their character and arrangement can be made out. It is
evident in the case of hollow or gaping porous spherulites, which are one
phase of lithophysre, that the mass consists of short prisms of orthoclase or
sanidine attached to one another end to end, in a manner already described
for some spherulites. These jointed rods ·of feldspar radiate from what was
the center of the spherulite, the gaping appearing to have taken place after
their crystallization. With them are associated tridymite, quartz, and·
fayalite. ·when there is no marked banding in the surrounding rock mass,
the hollow spherulite may have the form represented in cross section in
Pl. LVII, fig. 1. "When pronounced banding is present in the· grmmdmass,
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it often traverses the hollo11i spherulite and the gaping or spaces are between
·
the layers, as in fig. 2.
In lithophysce ])roper there are concentrie shells of crystals and concentric spa.ces between them, as in fig. 3 of the same plate. The minute
feldspar prisms in the shell stand ra.cliall y with respect to the center of the
lithophysre; the other minerals have no definite arrangement. Often the
tridymite occurs in minute pellets, dotting the shells. 'rhe concentrie shells
correspond to the concentric bands of color and of varying composition
which characterize certain solid spherulites. They probably result from a,
pulsation in the act of crystallization, such as has been observed in the
growth of crystals and spherulites of artificial salts 1vhen the latter grow
very rapidly. It is clue to the lowering of the saturation of the surrounding
mother liquor, caused by the sudden liberation of heat in the ~tct of crystallization, and to the rapid extraction of crystallizing molecules. 'l'he spasmodic
advance of the crystallization appears to have produeed layers that were
more coherent than others, and the latter became the open spa.ces upon the
shrinkage of the partly crystallized inagma before its final erystallization.
The position of the quartz, tridymite, and fayalite upon the surface of these
shells in some c~tses indicates that they formed after the spaces clicl. \Vhen
the groundmass is markedly b,anded the lithophysre are often modified, as
in fig. 4 of Pl. LVII. Similar structures occur in hemispherical lithophysm,
as shown in figs. 5 and G. The presence of these cross walls proves that
the shells are not the result of expanding gas bubbles, but must have been
formed by the contraction of the magma within the boundary of the lithophysa at the time of its· formation. . In a very few cases there a.ppear to be
evidences of a slight expansion, ·virhich is shovm in the arching of the layers
of the groundmass over the lithophysa, as in fig. 7. But it is quite possible
that the curving of the layers may have antedated the formation of the
lithophysa, and have lecl to . its formation. ·. When we consider that the
.known condensation of mass in the passage of anhydrous glasses of orthoclaose and quartz into the crystal form ·is about 10 per cent in the first case
and lG per cent in the second, and 1vhen we remember that hydrous g·lasses
possess still greater volume than the anhydrous ones, we are prepared to
understand the comparativel y la.rge cavities which often occur in these
forms of ntpid erystallization. In the case of the dense spherulites, we
must assume that the condensation vms more gra,dual, though rapid, and
MON XXXll, J>T II--27
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was uniformly towa.rd a center, the surrounding magma closing in about the
growing crystals, which must always happen in the case of phenocrysts,
though generally by inappreciable stages, owing to the comparative slowness
of their growth,
The origin of lithophysre must be due to the more abundant presence
of water vapor in spots in the magma., the greater viscosity of the surrounding magma and its generally viscous couclition, the very rapid
crystallization of jointed rods of feldsp<1r and attendant condensation, followed by the further condens<1tion of the remainder of the mass upon the
crystallization of the silica, ·which must have taken place in the presence
of highly heated water vapor. The minerals produced are like those
crystallized artificially in closed tubes in the presence of highly heated
\'17 ater vapor. 1
In certain cases the spherulitic grm:vths appear to be little more
than incipient crystallizations, although the spherulites may be megascopic.
They are only faintly doubly refracting, and probably consist of extremely
minute fibers. ·where such spherulites occur in colored banded glass the
irregularly twisted bands pass through the brovmish-gray spherulites without interruption, but their bright colors are changed to brown, with the
formation of opaque grains (Pl. L, fig. 4). \Vithin such spherulites in
some cases there are delicate branching trichitic needles, radiating from the
center, which are probably augitic, besides other delicate curved needles
with high index of refraction and strong double refraction, whose character
was not made out.
In some forms of rhyolite the appearance of :welded glass fragments
or veil structure is retained, although the mass is faintly doubly refracting
and may be spherulitic in part, incipient spherulitic needles traversing the
rock in various directions without regard to the former lines of flow, virhich
are marked by opaque clustlike ·particles. In these cases it is evident that
the spherulitic crystallization took place after the molten mass had come
to rest.
1 Friedel a.nd Surasin, Bull. Soc. min6ralogie, 1879, vol. 2, p. 158; ibid., 18RO, vol. 3, p. 171;
Comptes renclus Acad. sci., Paris, 1881, vol. 92, p. 1374; ibid., 1883, vol. 97, pp. 290-294. J{. von
Chrnstschoff, Am. Chcnlist, 1883; Tschermaks mineral. Mittheil., vol. 4, p. 536. Sta.nislas Meunier,
Cornptes rendus Acad. sci., Pn.ris, vol. 93, 1881, p. 787. De Haldnt, Annales chimic, vol. 4.6, p. 70;
Neues .Tahrbuch fiir Minera-l., 1833, p. 680. A. Danbree, :£tudes synthetignes, etc., Pa.ris, 1879, pp.
154-179. For a historical review of the theories regarding the formation of lithophysre, see page 287
of the author's paper on Obsidian Cliff, in the Seventh Annual Report of the U.S. Geological Survey.
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In certain kinds of rhyolite, apparently composed of welded g·bss
fragments, there is a microspherulitic growth which bears a definite relation
to the form of the supposed glass fragments. The feldspar fibers are in
groups, ·which are approxima tely normal to the outline of the fragments,
and radiate imvard. Where the fragment had a rudely triangular shape
the central part often attained a g-reater degree of crystalliza tion than the
margin. and sometimes consists of distinct crystals of feldspa.r with tridymite
or quartz and a small amount of, ferromagn esian mineral 'Nhere the
fragments were long anc1 naiTO\Y the spherulitic growth from the sides
inward produced the effect of parallel fringes-'' axiolites" of Zirkel. This
tendency to develop spherulitic gro-vvths from old surfaces or cracks is
shown in another modification of the rock in ·which the axiolitic structure
can be seen megascopically. In hand specimens the:-e varieties, appem· to
be dark lithoidal or glassy rocks, traversed in all directions by nmTO\Y
spherulitic bands. In the glassy forms of the rock the black glass inclosed
by the lithoidal hands occasionally falls out, like a kernel fron1. a shell,
proving the spherulitic portion to be a growth along· intersectin g planes.
In thin section it is observed- that the spherulitic bands ha.ve a clark
line a.long their centers, as though they were ancient cracks. They intersect one another in some cases, but are not persistent in others. Their
behavior toward phenocrys ts 1vhen present is the same as that of perlitic
cra.qks. 'l'hey encircle them, but never traverse them (Pl. LV, fig. 4).
'l'hey do not often occur in as many concentric circles as ordinary perlitic
cracking, but they are unquestion ably of-· the same general character,
namely, tlle cracking of an amorphous glassy substance. 'l'he spherulitic
crystalliza tion is subsequen t to the cracking and is located along the cracks.
It is like other forms of spherulitic growths in these glasses, and is evidentlyonly a special case. In one instance similar spherulitic growth had formed
about the edge· of an oi)en crack in such a manner as to show that the
magma had been so viscous l)revious to its last movement that a small gap
in it was not closed. Upon its ,~;alls pellets of tridymite formed. It must
have been after it had reached this highly viscous state that this particular
spherulitic crystaJlization toc-ik place. In cases where perlitic glasses
contain spherulites it is observed that the perlitic cracks encircle spherulites
· in the same manner as they encircle phenocrys ts, and do not traverse them.
'l'he perlitic cracking is subsequen t to the· spherulitic crystallization and is
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confined to the gla.ssy groundmass. In the rather uncommon occurrence s
just noted, '':here a cracking has been . followed by crysta.llization, it is
probable that the shrinkage n.ncl cracking took pla.ce in a highly heatec~,
stiff mass, which was subsequen tly 1ve1clecl together, as the collapsed pumice
ma.y have been-tha t is, it may ha;ve been surrounde d by n, hotter portion of
the same Java flow and its temperatur e may have been raised to some.extent.
Instances of this kind of structure are found on the continenta l divide
south of l\iadison Lake and on the summit of the west wn.ll of Bechler
Canyon, 5 miles from. its mouth (1945, 1946), and n.lso in the vicinity of
the Lower Geyser Basin.
From. the foregoing· it appe~irs that· certain forms of crystalliza tion
which unquestion ably ta.ke place in molten .magmas at or near their point
of solidification, a.nd ·which may be classed as pyrogenou s and primary,
may take place in a mass at <'t time subsequen t to the. developme nt of features which seem to be dependent upon . a certain amount 'of rigidity of
the magma, such as· the formation of cracks. Such rigi~it.y is generally.
supposed to indicate perfect solidification and completed pyrogenou s
crystailiza,tion; and undoubted ly it does in most ·cases. But rigidity has
a relativ~ significance, and ·vvhat is rigid with respect to a force acting
through an extremely ·short period of time may be plastic t'o1va.rd the same
force acting through longer time. Hence a highly .viscous magma may
. he torn to fragments hy an explosion, or be highly .inflated by the sudden
expansion of vapor~ and in some cases· be still viscous. Generally, ho1vever,
the sudden expansion and escape of inclosed vapors tend to lovirer the temperature of the magma m1d increase its viscosity. But it may 1iot necessarily be solid or rigid .. Similarly, shrinkage cracks may he produced in a
viscous mass by sudden contractioil before the mass has solidified and while
it is still highly hea,ted, the fracturing bei1ig clue to the rapidity of change
of volume, a.ndnot necessarily to the absolute amol.mt of contraction. Such
sudden contraction of unsolidified lavas is not of common occurrence, it
would seem, but the instances of postperlitic spherulitic crystalliza tion just
described indicate its occasional occurrence.·
In. the 11:!-assive glasses which are sti·iped and marked with bands of
various color it is sometimes noticed tluit lines of color traverse the mass
1ike ancient fractures which· closed up before the solidificatio~ of the mass.
They pass across the lines of flo1v, 1vhich someti.~es e_nd abruptly against
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these lines, appeariiJg as though faulted and. displaced to a slight extent.
In many instm~c~s the ·arrangem ent of the streaks of color is such as to
indicate that the compact mass vms once an aggTeg~te of fragments of
similar magma, the lines of flow having various orientations in the different
fragments. They have been welded into one _continuous homogeneous
mass. In those varieties of rhyolite in which the :first kind of spheni.lites
m:e developed -namely,· the compact ones which are closely related to
micrographi-c intergrow ths-there are irregularly shaped areas between
bands and clusters of microscopic spherulites ·which exhibit a diffe1~ent sort
of crystallization. They are more highly crystallin e-that is, the size of
the inClividual crystals is larger. 'l'he spherulites bordering these ·areas
generally terminate in distinct prisms of orthoclase, which have already
been _described, while isolated crystals of orthoclase ·of similar habit and
size lie in various positions ·within the more crystalline area.. 'l'he cement
to these crystals in some i1~stances is triclymite, in niinute grains or in welld.eveloped t1vinnecl crystals with characteris tic wedge-sha ped cross section.
In other cases the quartz forms the cement, and is wholly R,llotriomorphic,
producing a. micropoikilitic structure (Pl. LIV, :fig. 4). In places some of
the feldspar prisms are nearly parallel to one :1,nother, so that the interstitial
quartz appears in the shape of thin strips or needles, l'vhich is misleading ,
producing the effect of idiomorphic crystals. rrhis quartz is unquestion ably of igneous or of aqueo-igneous origin, occupying the same relation
to the orthoclase as do_es the tridymite in the other cases, the d·evelopment
of o1~e or the other depending on very slig·ht differences of physical condition, as demonstra ted by
. experiment. In some experin1~nts both forms
have been produced together. Often the tridymite is accompani ed by gas
cavities of variable dimensions. \iVith the orthoclase and quartz or tricly. mite are some magnetite a.ncl small amounts of ferromagn esian minerals.
The latter differ in character in. different occurrences, ancl ma.y be faya.lite,
mica, or tourmaline, and in rare ·instances possibly garnet. The fayalite
forms comparativ ely 1a~·g~ individuals, allotriomorphic with respect to the
feldspar, sometimes with an opaque border, which may entirely replace the
original indivi clual.
Tounnalin e ancl mica are found in minute crystals about 0.025 mm.
long and 0.01 mm. thick 'l'hey a.re abundant in places, or lie. scattered
through the triclymite and quartz, a.ncl also in the ma.rgin of the bordering
.

.
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spherulites. Sometimes they occur together, but usually independently.
The tourmaline is recognized by its strong a.bsorption and by its other
optical properties. Its color is brownish green to colorless. The mica
is green, and also yellowish brown to reddish. The green mica. is easily
confounded with the tourmaJine, hut may be distinguished by the direction
of the absorption. The tourma.line and mica ~1.re idiomorphic, .and must
have erystallized just before the outer portion of the small spherulites did,
and also before the tridymHe and quartz in 1vhich they lie. 'J.1hey are· confined to the region of these interspherulitic spaces and are not found
scattered indiscriminately through the spherulites. A mineral which is
probably garnet occurs in the same manner as tourmaline and mica, and
forms irregular grains, 1;vhich are colorless ancl isotropic and have a high
index of refracti.on. Occasionally the more coarsely crystallized quartz and
feldspar in the interspherulific spaces a.re traversed by oi)aque material
segregated in. curved layers, suggesting the structure of Eozoon. In Pl.
LV, fig. 2, these streaks appear to be continuations of the lines of trichites
that traverse the spherulites and originally marked the flo1v planes in the
lava. They have been displaced by the crystallization of the larger crystals
of feldspar and quartz.
In the handed lithoidal rhyolite the layers, often microscopic m s1ze,
consist of minute spherulites alternating with various modifications of the
crystallizations just described. These are really holocrystalline, 1vith gas
cavities, a phase of miarolitic struc~ure. The size of the cavities is sometimes considera,ble, and may be observed megascopically, giving rise to
planes of weakness in the rock along 1;vhich it splits. The micl'ospherulitic
layers may also grade into glassy layers, so that holocrystalline and glassy
layers alternate with one another in some modifications of rhyolite, notably
in certain parts of Obsidian Oliff. This is illustrated in Pl. LVI, fig. 4,
representing a section across laminated lithoidite. l\iicrospherulitic layers
altemate 1vith layers containing compar~tively large feldspar crystals with
quartz and tridymite. In one layer the coloring matter is segregated in
streaks, like ribs.
n-IICI'WGRANULAR STRUCTURE.

\Vhile.the glassy and spherulitic structm;es are those most commonly
found in the rhyolites of the Yellowstone Pai·k, several modifications of
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~he rock exhibit a_ more or less evenly granular microstructu re, which may

be microcrystall ine or microcryptocrystal1ine. In places it is hypidiomorphic ; in others the grains are so minute as not to be .distinctly discernible.
In some cases this structure accompanies a distinct flow structure which is
marked by. opaque grains. In others no flo vi~ structure is noticeable. It
appears to be a primary crystallizatio n in many cases, even 1vhere a flow
structu~.~ is observed, 1•vhen it must have been a crystallizatio n accompanying the £nal solicli£cation of the rock But it is undoubtedly secondary in
some instances, 1vhich are not of frequent occurrence among the extremely
little altered rhyolites of the Y el1owstone Park.
:i
.)

RELATIONS OF THE V AIUOUS ~IICROSTH.UCTURES TO ONE ANOTHEH.
I
IN THE H.OCK l\IASS.

The various microstructu res which have been described in detail m a
systematic manner occur together in· quite different combinations. . Puinice
· is found associated. with dense glass, and. grading into it. Usually the
surface of a flow is pumiceous, as at Obsidian Oliff, but the easily abraded
pumice has undoubtedly been carried away by glaciation in most places.
It is not, 11owever, a necessary accompanim ent of obsidian flows, as is shown
by such lava streams in the island of Lipari. It was probably more
frequent in the Yellowstone region. Pumiceous and compact g·lass is often
intermingled over the smface of the plateaus. The dense glass is usually
microlitic and often spherulitic, but in no case has pumice been found to
contain spherulites. They occur in vesicular obsidian.
The various kinds of microlitic glass may be found in close association
with one another, ·and all the different forms of incipient crystallizatio n and
_spherulitic aggregation may be found -in a single specimen of rock, even in
one thin section. It oftener happens that a particular forin of spherulitic
grmvth prevails throughout a considei·able mass of rock. But in such
occurrences as the rhyolitic flow at Obsidian Oliff there are parts of the
mass in which there is great variability in the microstructu re within short
distances. In a great many localities it is clearly seen that the thick flows
of rh~yolitic lava were pumiceous and glassy at the top and glassy for
some distance dowmvard, usually \vith megascopic spherulites. . They then
became lithoidal by the development of microspherulitic stru.cture, as in the
lithoiclite at Obsidian Oliff. The microcrystall ine to microcryptoc rystalline
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modifica;ticins exist in son-ie cases near the bottom of the la.va sheet, hut no
definite mode of occurn:ince has been made out. In places the bottom part
of the flo1v is glassi nnd dense; in places it. rests on a bed of puri1iceous
tuff antl is lithoidal; th~t overlying the rhyolitic tuff on Mount Everts is
microcrystalline (i7G2). The indurated tuff, indistinguishable from the
. overlying ~uassive lava, exhibits a fragmenta ry glass structure, 1vith some
axiolites, and occasional spherulitic structure independe nt of the outline of
the fmgments, while parts o£ the mass are isotropic.
T-'Al\IINAT ION AND BANDING .

Lnmination and banding are highly clevelol)ed in the lithoidal portion
of the rhyolitic flmv a.t. Obsidian Cliff. 1'hey are very generally present
in ~t higher ot lower degree .in all the rhyolites of the Park. In fact they
form one of the commonest characteristics of acid lavas, and a.re equally
uncommon among the basic ones. 1'hey are clearly clue to the spreading
less heterogeneous viscous fluid. Homoout through. flowage of a more
geneous portions of the mass, of whatever shape, will spread out and flatten
of the whole body of lava, becoming thin lenticula.r layers
during the flow
.
.
if the spreading or flow is sufficiently extended. A mass consisting of portions which differed from one another in color or composition 1vould
become, after spreading out upon the smface of the earth, a body made up
of layers of different color or composition, which would: 1vedge out in thin
edges between one another. A cross section of such a body ,,;ould exhibit
a more or less streaked, banded, or iaminated structure according to the
original size of the different portions and to the extent of the spreading.
In the case of the _lithoidite a~ Obsidian Cliff, it can be shown that
the cause of the differences in the la)rers was unquestion ably the different
amounts of water ·vapor present in them. For in the. lithoidite the
layers differ in t.heir degree of crystallization, some being glassy, others
microspherulitic, others more coarsely so and porous, while others are

or

.

ni.icrogran nlar "\vith larger cavities.

Some layers have locally developed

crystallization ·in the form of large spherulites and lithophysre. In the
obsidian the differences consist in layers of spherulites, large and small, in
bands of lithophysre, and inlayers abounding in micrographic feldspars,
microscopic spherulites, microlites, and trichites- that is, in the different
phases of crystallization. Near the surface of the lava flow the laminated
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condition of the rock sho1Ys itself in layers of compact glass full of microlites which alterna.te with layers full of gas ca,vities and with little or no
microlites. And in the highly pumiceous part of the flow it is seen tha.t
the inflation of the glass is more marked in some layers, while there are
spots in which the inflation is specially pronounced. These differences
in the pumiceous parts of the rock .are due to variable amounts of water
vapor in the la.yers of the lava; and similar differences must have existed
in lo>"ler parts of the same lava sheet. Moreo,7er, the kinds of minerals
crystallized are those whose formation is kno·wn to ·be aided by the presence of wa.ter vapor and other vap01~s. Further, the locali~ation of more
abundant .water vapor·, ·which gave rise to specially inflated spots in the
pumice, is undoubtedly the cause of the crystallization of isolated ·spherulites in the compact glass.
.
The greater frequency of lamination. and localized crysta:llization in
acid lavas as compared with basic ones is a consequence of the generally
greater viscosity of acid lavas at the time of their eruption. The basic
rocks have a considerfl,bly lower melting point and are much more liquid
up to very near the temperature of solidification. Hence diffusion would
take place more rapidly and the magma would be more homogeneous,
other things being equal. The heterogeneity of the acid lavas, so far as
known, is confined to the .distribution of vapors, presumably of water,
and suggests tb.at the water thus irregularly disseminated has not existed
1vithin the magma long enough to become uniformly diffused. It must
therefore be looked upon as water absorbed near the earth's surface.
\Vhether there may als.o have existed water vapor in the magma having
a much longer connection ''lith it, is more difficult to demoi1strate, though
it is h1ghly probable.
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T:HE RIIYO LITES .

The lavas which would be classed togeth er as rhyolites on account of
their field relationships and similarity o.f habit are found to differ somewhat
in composition, both chemical and mineralogical. The chemical composition of the COmill:Onest and also of the extreme varieties is shown by the
analyses in the accompanying table: vVith t.hem have been placed for
comparison analyses of the most siliceous intrusive rocks from several locali.
ties in the Park.
The range of silica in the rhyolit e is from 70.92 ~o 75.89 per cent.
:B'our varieties contain betwee n 74.70 aud.'75.89 per cent. They are the
flow forming Obsidian Cliff, in part obsidian, in part lithoidite; lithoidal
rock at Mount ·sheridan; obsidian from the Elepha nt Back, and lithoidal
rhyolit e from Madison Platea u north of the canyon. These represe nt
the normal rhyolit e of the region. Anoth er variety of rhyolite, which
appears to be a common form and carries abund.ant quartz· phenocrysts,
has 71.85 per cent of silica. It is lithoidal and is part of the great mass
forming the table-t opped spurs at the head of Tower Creek. A variety
(!f obsidian occurring north of Obsidian Cliff and appare ntly a portion of
the obsidian flow of that locality, though not certain ly so, contains 72.59
per cent of silica. This rock is more of a pitchstone than obsidian, and
has a dull resinous luster. The variety lowest in silica, with 70.92 per
r
cent, constitutes the lava in the immediate vicinit y of the Upper Geyse
Basin.· It is lithoidal and dark colored, withou t noticeable phenocryst<:; of
quartz.
Alumina. varies but slightl y in these rhyolites, from 12.27 to 14.11 per
cent. The alkalies are mo-nerately high, being 6.65 to 8.50 per cent, with
soda in excess of the potash in most cases. The alkaline earths a1;e the most
variable, lime rangin g from 2.25 to 0.68 per cent, magnesia from 1.05 to
0.07 per cent, and fenic oxide from 3.54 to 0.42 per cent. Ferrou s oxide
forms 1.55 to 0.08 per cent, the sum of the iron oxides rangin g from 4.20 to
1.63 per cent. There is about 0.30 per cent of titanium oxide in three cases,
a1icl none was found in three other cases. Phosphorous pentoxide was found
only in the less siHceous varieties.
The chemical composition of the rhyolit e .f1;om the head of Tower
Creek is not wholly in accord with the mineral composition and habit of
the rock, which has abund ant gl~ssy feldspars and quartzes, plagioclase being
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prominent. There a.re some small crysta}~ 9f augi.te ~.nd magnetite. 'rhe
mineral composition is not very different from that of many other rhyolites,
·but the1~e are mimite inclusions cif dark-colored rock not clearly recogniz;able, probably basalt. This would explain the. rather abnorma1 amount of
lime and the lo-w silica.
'rhe chemical composition of the lava from the Upper Geyser Basin
is in accord 1vith the mineral. composition and habit of the rock, which
represents the least siliceous varieties occurring· in the Yellowstone Park.
The rock is dull brownish gray, with numerous small phenocrysts, >'vhich
are mostly white feldspars. 'These are plagioclase, apparently oligoclaseandesine, the presence of orthoclase being doubtful. 'rhere ~s no quartz.
Magnetite is in comparatively large grains; augite is partly' <tltered, and has
dropped out in preparing the sections. Apatite and zircon occur. The
groundmass i·s microspherulitic, with brownish spherulites a,nd numerous
strongly doubly refracting needles, dotted >vith minute opaque grains.
T'hese are altered microlites· of augite 1vith attached grains of magnetite.
These brownish mi~;rospherulites >vith dark needles are characteristic of this
variety of rhyolite, which might properly be classed as dacite. Occurring·,
as they do, as rather infrequent modifications of the great bodies of rhyolite, they are here treated as dacitic fades of rhyolite. Exposures of this
rock occur back of the Grand Geyser and in a small hill near the Splendid
Geyser, in tJle Upper Geyser Basin. It forms the bluff west of the Paint
·Pots, near the road in Geyser :M:eado1v, where the finely vesicular rocks
resemble a basic andesite or basalt in out,va.rd appeanmce, but contain
phenocrysts of quartz, sanidine, and plagioclase. There are other localities,
less accessible, in 1vhich clacitic facie!3 of the rhyolite occur.
The chemical composition of pitchstone north of Obsidia,n Oliff is that
of a dacitic· rather than of a rhyolitic glass, and yet the microscopical
characters indicate a closer relation to basalt, or augite-andesite. 'rhere
are, in fact, small inclusions of basalt scattered through the glass. The
character of the microscopic crvstals and. their similaritv to those of the
inclosed basalt have been pointed out. The comparatively high percentage
of lime and magnesia, ancl the much greater amount of soda than of potash,
correspond to these mineralogical characteristics, and are not wholly due
to the inclusions of basalt. The different specime?s of this dull obsidian
.....
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or pitchstone exhibit R, gradual transition in the character and proportions
of the microscopic crysta1s or microlites fron1 those of normal obsidian to
the R,l:mormal basaltic facies (21 64). It is to be noted that this fa,cies is not
dacitic ii1 its habit; although the silica percentage is 72.59. Such facies
. are unco1muon. The· occurrence, as well as its transition into obsiclian
with lithophysre, suggests that its magma is a transition form het1veen
rhyolite anrl'basalt.
rrhe slight variations in composition which a.re expressed by the mineralogica1 cha,racter of the rhyolite in different pla.ces do not appear to be·
connected vvith any particular locality, although they are. sometimes characteristic of large areas of rh)rolite. They recur in all parts of the region,
and appear to be oft-repeated modifications of the magma, dependent as
much on physical conditions as on chemical variabnity.
From the table of chemieal ai1alyses (p. 426) it is seen that the most
siliceous facies of the Holmes bysmalith, which occurs along its margin at
Echo Peak, is almost identical chemically with portions of the lava. flow at
Obsidian Oliff, while the main mass of tl1e bysmalith has nearly the COJllpositiojl of the dacitic facies of the rhyolite at the Upper Geyser Basin, but is
lower in potash and higher in alumina. The fine-grained granite from tl1e
volcanic core.of the Crandall volcano has almost exactly' the sanie composition as the rhyolite from the Upper Geyser Basin. The dacite-porphy1~es
of Bunsen Peak and Birch Hills have nearly the composition of the rhyolite
from Tower Creek and of the abnormal obsidian from the plateau ·east of
\Villow Park, but they are higher in alumina and a trifle higher in lime,
IYith a little less silica. The quartz-mica-diorite-porphyry from the volcanic
core of Electric Peak, though nearly as high in silica as the rhyolite of the
Upper Geyser Basin, is distinctly higher in lime and lower in potash. On
the other hand, the trachytic rhyolite from the flanks of Sunset Peak, north
of the Park boundary, IVhile agreeing with the rhyolite of the. Upper
Geyser Basin in most of its chemical composition, is lower in soda and
higher in potash.
· rnw rocks here compared with the rhyolite are the more acid phases
of magmas that belong to much earlier periods of eruption. They .show
tbe tendency of these magmas to di:fferentia,te into facies whose composition
approaches that of the rhyolite more or less closely.
·
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·In several localities, ehiefly on the plateau west of Beaver La.Jw a.nd
on the south bank of Gardiner River south of Bunsen Peak, there a.re bvas
whose abnormal appearanc e is striking-. At the first-mentioned locality the
rock is partly lithoidal and dark gray, with phenocrys ts of feld::;pa.r and
quartz, partly purplish gray to reddish, and finally porous or vesicular.
The latter contains small phenocrys ts of feldspar, generally lath-shape d or
tabular, besides q'liartz grains, and occasionally olivine. 'fhe vesicular·
cavities have minute white pellets of tridymite. Other parts of the same
rock are dark gray and lithoidal or glassy, 1vith dull gray spherulites, 8 or
10 mm. in diameter and smaller. These are distinctly radially fibrous and
slightly porous, in some part's of the rock passing into hollovi' spherulites
(1804, 1806). These various modifications of the rock gra.de into one
another and intermingl e in streaks ·without any distinet line of demarcation between them. The appearance is that of a completely fused mass of
· somewhat differently constituted materials. In· places in this vicinity the
spherulitic glassy rhyolite incloses distinct fragments of basalt (1802).
The microscopical characteristics are somewhat different from those of
normal rhyolite. . The glassy portion in thin section is in places colorless
and sometimes pe1;litic. The number of microlites varies; in some places
they are scarce, ii.1 others abundant. They consist of recta)lgula r feldspars,
and some with pointed corners. 'rhere are microlites of quartz and microprisms of augite, with a few of hornblend e, and in some instances minute
hexagonal plates· of hematite or biotite. In plac.es the colorless glass grades
into brown along the contact with basalt. 'rhe brown glass contains crystals
from the basalt, and appears to have been produced by <1 fusion of the
latter, largElr crystals of feldspar occasionally projecting into. the brown
glass. The colorless glass has penetrated vesicular cavities in the basalt
and has partly fused the latter. The brown glass grades into globulitic
and trichitic colorless glass by the concentration of the coloring material.
By a more distinct crystalliza tion tbere arise augite prisms and needles
with minute grains of magnetite attached to their smface; also thin curYed
needles or "hairs" of augite, to which are attached clusters and clouds of
minute specks of magnetite. The extremely delicate .hair-like needles
of augite are straight or curved and sometimes curled up at the encl.
'Occasionally the stouter needles ·are broken into lines of "margarite s" whose
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augitic character is unquestionable. The~e augite needles often project
from the basalt into the gla.ss. In one cas~ the colorless glass contact zone
contains moss-like aggregates of .red and or>aque iron oxide attached to
augite needles.
Spherulitic crystallizatio n has taken on a variety of forms. In several
instances it produces a border against the basalt, radiating into the glass,
in which there are also isolated spherulites of the same character-.tha.t is,
distinctly fibrous and faintly doubly refracting, with no well-marked dark
arms. \Vhere megascopic sphei:ulites occur they are distinctly fibrous and
i)orous, with spherules of tridymite. The fibers or microprisms are mostly
optically positive; occasionally negative. These spherulites surround phenocrysts and also fragments of basalt. Some smaller spherulites are brown
in transmitted light and have brown curved rays or fibers, distinct from
those of feldspar. In the rhyolite-basa lt fusion on Gardiner River the augite
spherulites have been beautifully· developed,
needles associated ·with the
.
·
and 1vill be described in that connection.
The phenocrysts of quartz are sometimes rounded; those of sa.nidine
m. certain cases possess a marginal zone "vhich is clouded, and appears
to contain another transparent min.eral. This exhibits uniform orienk"tion throughout. Porphyritica l plagioclase is less common. Fragments of
basalt and detached crystals from it are scattered thi·ough the rhyolitic rock.
In one instance the rock mass had more of the appearance of basalt than of
rhyolite, and yet contained rounded phenocrysts of quartz 1vith numerous
olivines, occasionally in skeleton forms, and plagioclase and augite, IYith
one individual of sanidine. The augites in the basalt are pale green in
thin section; those from the rhyolite are stronger green.
\Vith the pellets of tridymite which are attached to the sides of cavities
in the basalt are occasional projecting crystals of brownish-gre en hornblende. Parts of the rhyolite. are holocrystalline, with an almost microcryptocrystal line texture and hypidiomorp hic structure, in which the shapes
of feldspar crystals are recognizable.
In the intermingling of rhyolite and basalt on the south side of Gardiner
River, south of Bunsen Peak, the resulting product is quite the same as
that just described. l\fost of the rhyolitic portion, however, is holocrystalline, in part microspherulitic. A smaller part is glassy. The brown
fibrous spherulites exhibit numerous dark anns, and are optically negative.
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They also contain delicate needle-like prisms of augite, speckled with
magnetite grains. These radia.t~ from the center of the spherulite and are
curved and forked, or branch into fern-sha.ped groups, with· the branches
making an angle of about 36° 'vith the main stem. . Some spread in fan-like
forms; others branch at nearly 90 °, the branching prisms being different
lengths. The cross sections are those of augite prisms bounded by prism·
faces and a pinacoid. The outlines are often indistinct, as though the
p6sms consisted of a number of parallel crystals. The extinction angle
reaches 42 °.
It is evident, both from the occurrence of large fragments of basalt
completely surrounded by rhyolite and from the microscopical character
of the rocks, that the rhyolite fused the basalt and vms the more recei1t
eruption. The rhyolite must have been in a completely fused condition
when it came ir+ contact with the basalt, so that its temperature iYas higher
than that of the melting point of basalt. The latter i'vas not m~lted at miy
considerable distance from the contact.with rhyo1ite, but behaved as though
dissolved in the rhyolitic magma along the contact.

0 HAP T E R· X I.
R E C E N T B .A SA L T S.
By

JOSEPH pAXSON IDDINGS.

The recent basalts are those that were erupted after the extravasation
of the rhyolite or during the period of rhyolitic eruptions.· They are in
most cases distinguishable from those basalts that were associated with the
early andesitic breccias, and which have been described in connection with
those breccias. They occur immediately overlying the rhyolite, or intercalated between rhyolite sheets, or directly beneath them, in such a manne1·
as plainly to be closely connected with them in respect of the time of
eruption. In many cases the basalt has been partially removed by erosion,
leaving isolated patches and sheets scattered over the rhyolitic plateau.
Remnants of once extensive sheets of recent basalt occur west of the Gallatin :Mountains and The Crags, overlying rhyolite. They are scattered
over the plateau south and occur in the broad valley of the :Madison Rl.ver.
These basalts are characterized by the scarcity or total absence of noticeable
phenocrysts. They are mostly dark gray and porous or minutely vesicular.
They are extremely fresh and unaltered, and the feldspars, when large
enough to be seen megascopically, are brilliant microtine. Phenocrysts of
microtine are sometimes scattered sparsely through the rocks. In a very
few instances rounded grains of quartz were observed.
In a gray porous basalt with multitudes of minute feldspars and
numerous brilliant phenocrysts of microtine, which is found on the :i·idge
on the northern side of Madison Plateau (589), there is a narrow streak
through the basalt of vesicular and perlitic glass, which is mottled .white
and dark gray. It is apparently rhyolitic, and is probably the result of a
fusion of the two rocks, resembling the occun·ence of intermingled basalt
MON XXXII 1 PT
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and rhyolite found on the plateau ridge 1 mile ''.rest of Beaver Lake (1804
et seq.) and just described in connection with the rhyolite.
The basalt sheets alm~g Gardiner .River, around the base of Bunsen
Peak, and at Osprey Falls, and those in the valley of ·Lava Creek and at
Undine Falls and in this vicinity, occur partly ov'erlying rhyolite, partly
beneath it. At Osprey Falls there are eight horizontal sheets of columnar
basalt directly overlain by a similar sheet of colummtr rhyolite, which in
turn is overlaii1 by a horizoi1tal sheet of columnar basalt. Owing to the
dark color of the surface of the columns of rhyolite, all of the lava sheets
appear alike when seen from a, short distance. The rhyolite sheet is a thin
edge of the great sheet of the plateau south. The petrographical character
of the basalts at this place is like that of those just described-· dark gray,
with abundant minute feldspars and occasionally larger ones of microtine.
The same is true of the basalts in the valley of Lava Creek and of those
at Undine Falls. He~·e the position of the sheets is like that of those at
Osprey Falls, hut their 'relation to the rhy~lite is not so plain. Just north
of this valley, along tl~e crest of the south fa~e of 1\iount Everts, there are
several exposures of basalt directly undemeath the rhyolite sheet ·which
tops the mountain. The basalt is dark colored, vesicular, and sco:riaceous,
with f~w small phenocrysts of feldspar and pyroxene (6J.8 to 62l). In
another exposure it is more crystalline and· vesicular, with numerous
phenocrysts of medium-siz~d microtine, and a few of olivine (622).
Remnants-of basalt sheets occur on both sides of Yellowstone Valley
from nea1; Gardiner to Broad Creek, and also up the Lama1· Valley. In
some cases the time of their eruption, relative to that of the ~·hyolite, can
not be leamed. But in most cases their position with respect to other
formation_s is such as to correlate. them _with the recent basalts. Petrographically also they resemble them.
.
· In the neighborhood of Tower Falls basalt forms a masRive sheet restirig.9,.i.l:eCtly upon andesitic'breccia, and has the kind of columnar structure
characteristic of ·surficial lava streams. On the west side of the canyon,
north of the falls, it forms a vertical cliff 150 feet high, with beautifully
developed .columnar structure, shown in Pl. LVIII. The lowe~t part consists of dense basalt, cracked into vertical columns, 2 to 2~ feet wide and 5
to 12 or 15 feet high. These merge upward through continuous rock into
small, slender columns, which curve slightly toward centers near the top of
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the cliff, where the basalt is vesicular. The sniall columns m~e 3 to 4 inches
in diameter. All the columns, large and small, have a wavy outline, with
cross markings, like crude chiseling. In l)Iaces the top of the cliff projects
beyond the base, and sheets of small columns hang down like curtains.
The petrographical characters of these basalts is described in a l~ter
part of this chapter. .The younger basalts in the valley of Lamar River,
near Amethyst, Soda Butte,. and Opal creeks, are dense and dark gray and
sometimes vesicular. They are aphanitic, rarely with small phenocrysts.
Similar basalt occurs at the mouth of Miller Creek. In. nearly all these·
occurrences the basalt sheets are columnar.
B~salt cove]:s the rhyolite over the bottom of Falls River Basin. It
must have formed a thin sheet of lava, for it has been cut through by the
_ drainage channels, which are for the most part in rhyolite. The basalt
forms ledges or low cliffs ~ short distance hack from the streams, in some
cases crossing them and giving rise to waterfalls. It seems to have stood
at about the altitude of 6,500 feet around the margin of the basil~ and up
the canyon of Beckler River. . On Boone Creek, 4 miles above its mouth,
it is very porous and also vesicular, very. fresh, purplish and steel gray,
and is filled with minute feldspars and some larger ones, also clusters of
feldspars and oliyine, which has a submetallic luster (1760, 1_761). North
of the mouth of Mountain Ash Creek it is denser and aiso vesicular, is
gray and also mottled, and has few phenocrysts (1757, 1758). At Iris
Falls, on Beckler River, it is dark gray and highly vesicular, without phenovertical
crysts (1759), the lower portion of the flow being columnar
prisms, 30 feet high: These basalts extend south and southwest and eonsti.tute the great lava plains of the Snake River Valley in Idaho.
The recent basalts differ among themselves in habit and microstructure,. and some of them resemble closely some of the older· basalts; but
the greater number of them are distinctly. different from the older basalts.
In general they are dense, dark rocks, almost free from megascopic phenocrysts. Some are partially ophitic, and a great number are Closely related
to these, but ar~ so fine grained that an ophitic structure has not been
developed. For convenience of description they may be classified under
the following heads:
(a) Ophitic. . ·
(b) Related to ophitic, but finer grained.

in
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(c) Very fine grained, with small feldspar phenocrysts. ·
It must not be forgotten, however, that, these are often merely phases
of crystallization that may sometimes occurin:one and the same rock body.
OPHITIC BASALT .

. The basalts with ophitic structure are very fine-grained, holocrystalline
ro.cks, with very.few smalL-phenocrysts of lime-soda. feldspar, in some cases
none. They occur in all parts of the Pai·k, having been found at. a number
of places on Y ellowst~:me Eiver, in the sheet opposite Tower Falls (661 ),
near Garnet Hill (652), in the sh_eets: at the mouth· of Blacktail Deer Creek
(625), and in those near Be~.r Gulch and elsewhere. It is a structural facies
of the basalt ~mderlyingorhyolite_'on Mount Everts (622) and occurs in the
basalt on the rhyolite plateau (588, 596). It also forms a facies of the basalt
of Falls River Basin (1758).· The proportions of_ the minerai constituentsaugite, labradorite, olivine, and magnetite-vary in different rocks. In
some, augite is in excess of feldspar; in,others, they a.re nearly equal to each
other. rrhe ophitic augites ra'nge from 0.5 to 1 mm. in diameter, while the
·inclosed feldspars average 0.1 mrn. in length. The basalt overlying gneiss
on the summit of Hellroaring Peak, just north of the Park boundary (658),
has the greatest .amount of augite and magnetite and rod-shaped iron oxide
:(iimenite ~), with subordinate labradorite· and olivine. The olivine is in
small, nearly idiomorphic crystals, and also in a few small p·henocrysts,
besides' a few of labradorite. -A:- basalt from the plat(i)au southwest of the
Gallatin :Mountains (588) is similar, :but the labradorite .is more abundant,
a~i.d olivine in minute crystals, slightly reddened on the surface, is very
~bundant. Augite and magnetite are plentiful. 'l'here are no megascopic
phenocrysts. Others are similar, but are finer grained. In one case (1 041)
augite and labradorite (about An 3 Ab 2) are in nearly equalJJroportions, and
:rpagnetite and olivine are .less than in the two pTevious cases. There are
no megascopic phenocrysts. This structure is shown in Pl. LIX, fig. 1.
rrhe· basalt from north of the mouth of 1\fountain Ash Creek, Falls H.iver
Basin (1758), is like the last in composition, buthas sniall phenocrysts of
long prismatic labradorite anq. olivine. These four rocks ·are almost perfectly fresh, and are holocrystalline, with numerous small:pores. rrhe basalts
occurring near Junction Butte and opposite Tower Fall (652, 654, 661) ·are
also ·holocrystalline, but have rela.tively more labradorit(3. in tabular crys-
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tals, with not so high double refraction as. in the previous rocks. There is
serpentine, resulting from the partial alteration of olivine. · The iron oxide
is mostly in rod-like crystals. rrhe ophitic form. of the basalt beneath
rhyolite on Mount Everts (622) is like the first ophitic basalts in composition. The augite is about the same size, but the labradorite prisms are
larger, and there is considerable globulitic and microlitic g·lass base scattered
through the mass. Olivine is abundant in microscopic crystals. A fevi'
labradorites form phenocrysts. 'rhe rock is full of irregular cavities. The
top sheet of basalt near the mouth of Bear Gulch, east of Gardiner, and.
another basalt :Bmv in this vicinity,. are like the last one, but in these there
is an approach to a parallel arrangement of the feldspar prisms inclosed. in
the augite crystals (Pl. LIX,· fig. 2).
BASALTS RET.,ATED TO THOSE WITH OPHITIC STRUCTURE.

These basalts resemble those just described. in mineral composition and
in the character of the minerals, except that augite occurs in smaller crystals
and grains, ancl not in relatively large micropoikilitic ones. Augite occupies
about the same spaces as when it takes part in ophitic structure, but is in
aggregates of small crystals. Olivine and magnetite are the same as in the
ophitic rocks. There is a small amount of microlitic glass base.
Another modification of the basalt beneath the rhyolite on Mount
Everts (623), and a vesicular basalt from the northern base of Prospect
Peak (634), are finer-grained rocks, like the ophitic form of the firstmentioned basalt in composition, but with only a part of the augite inclosing
labradorite, and thus being pm'tly ophitic, the remainder of tl~e augite being
.in small allotriomorphic grains between id.iomorphic feldspars. The ferromagnesian minerals are in excess of feldspar, and. magnetite is abundant.
The chemical composition of the ·basalt from the north base of Prospect
Peak (634) is shown by the following analysis. In ~his rock lime is considerably higher than ma.gnesia, and soda is greatly in excess of potash.
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Analysis of basalt from the no1·th base of P1·ospeot Peak.

~

c,,,m,,,,. .

Si Oo ••• _• • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • . • . • • • • . • . • • • • •
Ti 0 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
.A.lo03.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fe,O:; .............. .............. .............
FeO ...... .... ...... ...... .... .... ...... ......
MnO ......... :..... .... .... .... .... .... ......
:t.fgO .............. .............. . ~...........
CaO ... . .... ...... ...... .... .... ...... .... ....
Na.o .............. .............. .............
KoO -.-· .............. ........... - ••• ...... ••••

•~ "'' I
48. 49
2. .19
18. 35
7.63
1. 21
None.
6.72
10.40
3.02
. 57

P.o............. ............. .... ·-----......

. zo

Li2 0 . .. .... ...... ...... ... ... .... ....... ......

.02

so3 .. _. ____ ............. :. ___ .... .... .... .....

. 52

·"'
H,O .............. .............. .............. . 99. 99
Total .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . ..

I

The basalt from another exposure on Mount Everts (618) and one from
Falls .River Basin (1757) have a little ophitic augite and much that is in
grains. It is in excess of feldspar. A basalt from thesouth side of Lava
Creek below Undine Falls (613) is richer in feldspar and the olivine is
altered; otherwise it is similar to the basalts just described. The basalt
from 4 miles above the mouth of Boone Creek (1739) and one from the
Snake River Valley (1760; 1761) have no ophitic augite, but the prismatic
labradorite is idiomorphic and the general character· of the rock is the same
as that of those just described; there is, however, considerable microlitic
base, ancl ilmenite rods are numerous. Olivines are small, and the darkcolored minerals are in excess of the feldspar. The basalt from Iris Falls,
Bechler River (1759), is very fine grained and partly ophitic, with rr1inute
feldspar phenocrysts._
The basalt overlying dacite-por phyry east of Bunsen Peak (606) is
very much like the ophitic basalts. The lath-shape d labradorite is similar
to that in the foregoing, but in places shows a slightly parallel arrangement. Basalts from numerous localities in the Park (582, 584, 589, 591,
598, 603, 614, 615, 624, 627, 632, 655, 663, 671) are quite the same as the
one last mentioned, but vary slightly in the relative proportions of augite
and feldspar and in the size of the component crystals. All are holocrysta lline, or nearly so. In some modifications of these rocks (605, 614) the
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labradorite prisms are more nearly parallel, ·with fluidal arrangement (Pl.
XXXIV, fig. 4). · Some of the phenocrysts of labradorite-b ytownite are
almost free from polysyntheti c twinning, having but two or three parts.
Others (597, 612, 1139) are nearly the same, with small grains or crystals.
And still others (593, 610, 611, 636, 1138, 1141) are like the last, but contain more augite than feldspar.
"\.TERY FINE-GRAIN ED BASALTS WITH M£NUTE PH:ENOCRYS TS.

In the still finer-grained modificatioi1s of these basalts, which are very
· numerous, the lath-shaped or prismatic labradorite crystals range in size
from about l1mn. long to extremely minute microlites~ They are in a mass
of magnetite grains and minute augite grains or cr3i-stals, sometimes with
brown glass base, as in the coarser-grain ed forms, some resembling the
foregoing rocks in microstructu re (581, 616, 626, 662, 1140). The average
length of the labradorite prisms is 0.06mm. Even in thin section they are
very dark gray. \Vhen still less crystalline they are darker, being nearly
black in thin section. There is more microlitic glass base, 1vhich is cro·wded
with grai11s of magnetite, some forming skeleton aggregates of the usual
stellate or cruciform shapes (619, 637, 653, 660). One variety from beneath
the rhyolite sheet on Mount Everts (621) has an almost panidiomorph ic
structure, the augites being in minute prisms: Olivine is scarce.
A modification of the fine-grained structure with feldspar prisms of
nearly uniform size is one in which many small prisms of labradorite are
in a groundmass of minute grains of magnetite and augite, about 0.01mm.
in diameter, and olivine also forms small phenocrysts (594, 607, 609, 638, 639,
GGG). r:ehe finest-grained form consists of a groundmass of grains of magnetite and augite 0.004mm. in diameter, and very minute feldspars, with
many small phenocrysts of labradorite and olivine, about 0.5mm. in length
and smaller (586, 587, 599, 1796).
In all of these 69 recent basalts, I'Vith the single exception of the few
almost microscopic augites in a basalt on Gardiner River, south of Bunsen.
Peak (1796), no augite phenocrysts occur. The most usual ones are labradorite, and less often olivine. In most cases there are no distinct, megascopic phenocrysts. Moreover, none of these basalts possess andesitic
structure. If 1-.nore coarsely crystallized, theywould probably have all become ophitic.

CHAPTER X I I.
P A L E 0 Z 0 I 0 Ji, ·O S S I L S.
SECTION I.-CAl\1BRIAN FOSSILS •..

By

CHA.RLES DOOLITTLE wALCOTT •

..The Cambrian fauna of the Park includes 10 species that are referred
to the. upper division, .and 21 that are referred to the middle and lower
divisions, of the Middle Cambrian fauna. Of these, Acrot1·eta gemma is
common to the- upper and middle divisions. The Middle Cambrian fauna
includes the following species:
Haguia sphrerica.
Obolus (Lingulepis) acuminatus var. meeki.
Iphidea sculptilis.
Iphidea. (sp. undet.).
Acrotreta gemma.
· Platyceras prirnordialis.
Hyolithes primordialis.
Agnostus bidens.
Agnostus interstrictus.
Agnostus tumidosus.
Ptychopari!i penfieldi.
Ptychoparia antiquata.
Ptychoparia (sp. undet.).
Crepicepha.Ius te-tanus.
Ptychoparia (Lonchocephalus) hamulus~
Ptycboparia (Lonchocepha.Ius) wisconsensis.
Ptychoparia ( ~) diademata.
Arione1lus (sp. undet.).
Liostracus parvus.
Solenopleura weedi.
Zacanthoides (sp. undet.).
Bathyuriscus~ (sp. undet.).

This fauna is more int~mately related to that of the Black Hills _and·
the Upper Mississippi Valley in Wisconsin and Minnesota than to the Middle.
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Cambrian fauna of Nevada or British Columbia. There are no indications
of the Lower Cambrian or ,Olenellus Jauna. The upper-division fauna is
also strongly related in its Brachiopoda to the Mississippi Basin fauna. It
includes the following species:

l'

Obolus (Lingulella) desideratus.
Dicellomus nanus.
Billingsella coloradoensis.
Orthis remnicha.
Orthis sandbergi.
Ptychoparia (E.) a:ffinis.
Ptychoparia lla.noensis ~
Ptychoparia (sp. undet.).
Arionellus levis.

The species common to the Cambrian fauna of the Park and the Upper
Mississippi Valley are as follows:
Billingsella coloradoensis.
Orthis remnicba.
Orthis sandb<.>rgL
Platyceras primordialis.
Hyolithes primordialis., .
Ptychoparia (Lonchocephalus) hamulus ~
Ptychoparia (Lonchocephalus) wisconsensis.
Ptychoparia ( ~) diademata..

Of other species, A.gnostus bidens and A.gnostus inte1·strictus are closely
related to .A. josepha, and it is quite probable· that Dicellomus nanu-s and
· Ptychoparia antiquata will be found in the Upper Mississippi Valley fauna.
Billingsella colm·adoensis, Orthis 1·emnicha,· and G1·epicephalus texanus are
found in the Cambrian rocks of central Texas, and Ptychopa1·ia ·antiquata and
Grepicephalus texanu-s occur in the_ Middle Cambrian of northern Alabama.
It is anticipated that a large addition will be made to this fauna when
the Cambrian collections from. the Gallatin Valley north of the Yellowstone
National Park are studied. The purpose of this paper is to describe and
illustrate only the species found within the limits of the Park and the
immediately adjoining Absaroka Range on the east.
Preliiilinary exam!nations of the collections ,were made from year to
year as the specimens were brought from the field and reports were made·
to Mr. Arnold Hague. \iVhen it was found possible to make a detailed study,
I requested Mr. G. H. Q-irty to prepare the brachiopods contained in the collection, and I am indebted to himfor assistance rendered.in this drrection.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF GENERA AND SPECIES.
CAMBRIAN .
·HAGUIA n. gen.
Spherical bodies without any central axis or opening; with irregular
lacunre or canals separated by irregular walls of varying thickness that
are built up of minutely granular. carbonate· of lime. . The outer wall is
pelforated by the apertures of the I}umerous canals.
The genus is based on small spheroidal bodies that occur on slabs of
limestone scattered among the fragmentary re"!llains of trilobites (Ptycho- ·
pa1·ia (L.) wisconsensis, P. (~) diaden?,ata) and the two valves of Billingsella
pepina. The transverse sections recall at once sections of Protopha1·etra
densa Bornemann/ butthere is no central axis or cavity. Dr. Bornemann
regards Protopharetra as a lower stage of development of Archreocyathus
forms, but Dr, Hinde is inclined to consider it as a distinct generic.type. 2
The form now under consideration is clearly distinct from the cup-shaped
and branching forms of" the Archreocyathinre and evidently the simplest
type of the family. In fact, were it not for the absence of si)icules and the
presence of a canal system, somewhat like that of Protopha1·etra densa,
I should refer it at once, to the. sponges It is on the border land between
the corals, as repres.entecl by the Archreocyathinre, and the sponges, with a·
ter;dency to the latter, which yv-ould have placed it among theni previous
to Dr. Hinde's studies.
HAGUIA SPHERICA .n .. sp.
Pl. LXIII, figs.

?' 6a.

Small_ spherical bodies, varying from 2 to 8 "mm. in diameter, formed
of minutely granular carbonate of lime. The irregular laminre or canals.
are filled with crystalline calcite. The canals penetrate the outer wall
and give the outer sui·face a roughened appearance, owing to the irregul~r
disposition of the openings. In one section there is a rough radial arrangement of the canals, but in sever~l others there is .no trace of any regillarity.
1

Nova Acta, Leop.-Carol. DeutscherAkad. Naturfoi'scher, Vol. LI, Pt. I, 1886, Pl. VIII, fig." 8.
Jour. Geol. Soc. London, 1889, Vol. XLV, p.136.

~Quart.
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Formation and locality: Middle Cambrian, Flathead formation; north
side of Soda Butte Creek, below saddle on ridge between Pebble and Soda
Butte creeks, Yellowstone ·National Park.
OBOLUS Eichwald.
Subgenus LINGULEPIS Hall.
Lingulepis Hall, 1863: Sixteenth Ann. Rept. New York State Oab. Nat. Hist., p.129.
Lingulepis Meek and Hayden, 1864: Pal. Upper Missouri, Pt. I, p. 1.
. Lingulepis Hall, 1867: Trans. Albany Institute, VoL V, p. 106.
Lingtdepis Hall and· Clarke, 1892: Eleventh Ann. Reilt. State Geologist New York
(author's ed.), p. 231, Pl. I, figs. 16, 17.
Ling~tlepis Hall and Olarke, 1892: Pal. New York, Vol. VIII, Pt. I, pp. 59, 163.
Ling'Ulepis Walcott, 1897: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th series, Vol. III,"p. 40J.
Type, Ling1dct acuminata Conrad sp. = Lingula pinniformis Owen.

A comparison of a series of specimens of Obolus (Lin,qule1Jis) acum~i. natus from the Potsdam· terrane and the base of the Calciferous formation
of Saratoga, Washington, Franklin, a11d J effe1~son counties, New York, and
"from the same horizons in Ontario, Canada, with a large series of specimens from the St. Croix sandstone of Wisconsin, leads to the conclusion that
Obolus· (Lingulepis) pinn~fonnis is a synonym of Obol~r,s (LingulejJis) acuminatus. This makes Obolus (Lingulepis) acuminatus the type of the subgenus
Lingulepis,· the original description of the genus being based upon specimens from the St. Croix sandstone of Wisconsin.
The further study of the types of the species that have been referred
to Lingulepis results in the elimination of all o£ them from the subgenus
with the exception of Obolus (Lingulepis) acuminatus and its variety meeki.
The sp~cies that have ·been referred to Lingulepis heretofore ar;e now
referred as follows :
Linglilepis dakotaensis M. and H.= Obolus (Lingulepis) acuminatus.
· Lingulepis pinniformis Owen = Oboli:ts (Lingulepis) acuminatus.
Liilgulepis minima Whitfield= Obolus (Lingulepis) acuminatus.
Lingulepis perattenuata Whitfield..:... Obolus (Lingulella) perattenuatus.
Liugulepis cuneolus Whitfield= Obolus (Lingulella) cuneolus.
Lingulepis ella H. and W. = Obolus (Lingulella) ella.
Lingulepis matiualis Hall= Obolus (Lingul~lla) matinalis.
Lingulepis mrera H. and W. = Obolns (Lingulella) mrera.
Lingulepis ~ min uta H. and W. = Obolella min uta.
Lingulepis morsensis Winchell (Miller)= I.Jingula morsii.
Lingulepis prima M. and H. =Dicellomus politus.
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In a revie\'1 of the Cambrian Brachiopoda, now being prepared, the
Cambrian species referred to the subgenus Lingulepis 1vill be fully illus.,.
trated.
0BOLUS. (LINGlJLEPIS) ACUMINATUS var. l'.IEEKI \Valcott.
7

Pl. LX, figs. 1, la..

Lingulepis 1neelci \V alcott, 1897: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th series, Vol. III, p. 405.

Shell small, attenuate, marked by rather strong concentric lines and
strire of growth, and by inter1:upted iri·egular radiating st.l·ire.
. Ventral valve narrow, elongate; beak acuminate, rostral slopes long,
nearly straight, passing gradually into the curvature of the· anterolateral
margins, and posteriorly meeting at a very acute angle; front strongly
rounded. Lenth of valve, 8 ~m.; width, 3.5 mm., the widest portion being
near the anterior extremity. Beak slightly upcurved, the ·longitudinal
median line straight, or even slightly concave from the apex of the beak to
the middle, where it begins to slope gently to the frontal margin; transverse curvature very slight anteriorly, more convex near the beak .
Dorsal valve more convex than the ventral, linguliform; beak depressed,
bluntly rounded, curving evenly and gradually to the semitruncate anterioi·
margm.
,
The interior markings of this shell have not been ascertained, but the
external characters are such ·as to make a reference to the genus Lingulepis
more than probably correct. 'rhe :flat acute-acuminate ventral valve, with ·
its elevated or retrorse beak, which is not covered by the smaller dorsal
shell, is peculiarly characteristic of Lingulepis.
·There is a form from Texas, probably identical with Obolus (Lingulella)
pemttem~atus, that might ?e mistaken for this species, but it is an un:doubted
Lingulella, and does not show the external characteristics of Lingulepis. A
comparison with the young and narrow specimens of 0. (L.) acuminatus ·
shows it to be clearly distinct from that species; the posterior rostral slopes
of 0. (L.) acuminatus possess a peculiar incurving which is not shown in
the variety meeki.
Formation and locality: Middle Cambrian, upper beds of Flathead
terrane, Crowfoot section, Gallatin Range, Yellowstone National Park.
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OBOLUS Eichwald.
Subg~nus

LINGULELLA. S.alter.

0BOLUS (LINGULELLA)
DESIDERATUS "'\VaJcott.
.
.
Pl. LX, figs. 2, 2a.
Obolus (Lingulella) desidera.tus Walcott, 1898: Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. XXI, p. 399.

Shell small, ·subovate, with the ventral valve obtusely acuminate, and
.the dorsal valve broadly ovate. Valves are strongly convexed, with. the
ventral valve fully as much so as the dorsal. There is a little variation in
the outline of the valves, some being slightly more rounded posteriorly
than others.
·
The surface of the shell is marked by fine, concentric lines of growth
and, between them, very fine, slightly irregular strire. A few rather narrow
indistinct undulations radiate from the .umbo tovvard the front and lateral
margins. When the outer shell·is partially exfoliated the outer smface of
the inner layer is marked' by very fine indistinct radiating strire. There
are a few traces of small, scattered pits or punctre on the inner smface of
the shell. The shell is thin and is formed of an outer la~yer and one or
more inner layers or lamellre.
The average length of the ventral valve is about 4 mm.; width, 3 mm.
_ A dorsal 'ralve 3~5 mm. long has a width of 3 mm.
·
.
A cast of the interior of a dorsal valve shows an area of medium ·
length, divided midway by a, nan·ow, cleai·ly defi~ed pedicle groove. 'rhe
.area of the dorsal valve is short. Nothing is known of the interior of the
ventral valv_e, but .in a· cast of a dorsal valve may be seen traces of
the main vascular sinuses and central median ridge, and of the central
muscle scars.
observations.-'rhis. species from th,e Upper Cambrian may be compared .
with tl-ie Middle Cambrian 0. (L.) je1·rugineus of the Atlantic Basin fauna.
· Compared with the Rocky Mountain species it is intermediate between 0 .
.(L.) manticulus and 0. (L.) 1·ot·unda:tu8'. It. may also .be. compared with 0.
(L.) granvillensis of eastern New York, upper Olenellus fauna.
"'\Vhat appears to be an identical species also oc-curs in the upper beds
of the Secret Canyon shale just beneath the HamhlU'g limestone, 1,20·0
feet lower in the Eureka district Cambrian section.
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Formation and locality: Upper Cambrian, Gallatin ·limestone, Crowfoot section, Gallatin Range, Yellowstone National Park; Hamburg shale
near Hambu1·g mine, Eureka district, Nevada: A variety also occurs m
the Secret Canyon shale 1,200 feet below the Hamburg shale.
DICELLOMUS Hall.
Dicellomus Hall, 1873: Twenty-third Ann. Rept. New York State Oab. Nat. Hi st., p. 24_:6.
Obolella Hall, 1~92: Pal. New York, Vol. VIII, Pt. I, p. 72.
.

When proposing that the genus Dicellomus includ(3 Qbolella polita, Profes-:;oi· Hall stated that the grooving or emargination of the apices of both
valves and the thickening of the edges of the shell on each side below the
apex, together with the form and character of the muscular impressions,
would separate the species from Obolella. Again, in 1892, Messrs. Hall and
Clarke gave a fuller description of Dicellom~r.s politus, but owing to the poor
character of the. material, he did not feel confident that it should be recognized as generically distinct from. Obolella clwomatica. Material now in the
collections o£ the Geological Survey clearly shows that Professor Hall's
provisional conclusion was correct, an·d that Dicellomus politus is generically
distinct from. Obolella clwomatica. rrhe generic characters are also finely.
shown by specimens of Dicello~nus nana (M. and H.) from the Little Rocky
Mountains of Montana, and also by the interior of the ventral valve, figured
by Me~~ and Hayden. The cast of the interior of the .ventral valve
is shown by fig. 3c, Pl. LX, and the interior of the ventral valve from
.the Black Hills by fig. 3d, Pl. LX. These will he found to differ from the
illustrations of -Obolella polita given by Professor Hall/ but the material
from ·which the figures were drawn was poor, and, to a certain extent, the
drawings ar~ somewhat constructive, as stated by Professor HalP From
the specimens before me, as shown· by figs. 4, 4a, Pl. LX, it is clear that
Dicellomus politus and D. nanus are congeneric. Further illustrations of
the characters of D. polit'lis will be given ip. a review of the Cambrian
Brachiopoda.
1 Sixteenth Ann. Rept. New York State Cab. Nat. Hist., 1863, Pl. VI, figs. 20, 21.
2Pal. New York, Vol. VIII, Pl. I, p. 72.
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DrcELLOMUS NANUS M. and H. sp.
. Pl. LX, figs. 3,

3a~d.

Obolellc~

nana 1\ieek and Hayden, 1861: Proc. A cad. Nat. Sci. Phila.deJphia, 2d series,
Voi. V, p. 435. Billings, 1862: Pa.Ieozoic Fossils, Vol. I, p. 67. Hayden, 1863:
Am. Jour. Sci., 2d series, Vol. XXXIII, p.73. Meek and Hayden, 1864: Pal.
Upper Missouri, Pt. I, p. 4, Pl. I, figs. 3~d. Whitfield, 1880: U. S. Geog. aml
Geol. Surv. Rocky Mountain Region, p. 340, PI. II, figs. 14-17. Han and Clarke,
1892: Pal. New York, Vol. VIII, Pt. I, p. 69.

Only a singJe specimen of the outer surface of a ventral valve of this
species occurs in the collection. It has the characteristic a.ppeara.nce of
the species. The species also occurs in abundance in the Little Hocky
Mountains to the north, in :Montana, and [l,lso to the eastw::trd in the Bla.ck
Hills.
The specimen from the Park is illustrated, and, in addition, the types
from the Black Hills ancl two specimens from the Little Rocky Mountains.
Formation a1id locality: Upper Ca.mbri::tn, Gallatin limestone (upper
portion); Crowfoot section, G::tllatin Hang·e, Yellowstone National Pa.rk.
IPHIDEA .Billings.
IPHIDE.A. scuLPTILIS Meek.
Pl. LX, figs. 5,

5~o.

Iphidea ( ~ ~) soulptilis Meek, 1873: Sixth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. and Geog. Surv. Terr.,
for the year 1872, p. 479.
K~~to1·gina mim~tissima Hall and \V"hitfield, 1877: U. S. Geol. Ex pl. 40th Par., Vol. IV,
p. 207, Pl. I, figs. ll, 12.
K~dorgin(l., soulptilis Walcott, 1884: Mon. U. S. Geol. Surv., Vol. VIII, p. 20, Pl. I, figR.
7, 7~b; Pl. IX, fig. 7.

In the description of Iphidea (~~) sculptilis, l\fr. Meek d.ecidecl that, as
the shell had a very narrow, slightly flattened margin on each side, repre~
senting a fa.lse area, and as there seemed to be a wide, open, triangular
foramen, it could not be referred to the genus Acrotreta or the genus
Iphidea. He was not positive that there was not a permanent pseudodeltidium present, but, assuming the absence of that structure, and with the
probability that when all the characters of the shell Vi'ere known it would
be found to bel01ig to a different genus, either of the Brachiopoda or of
some other group, he would propose for the genus the name "Micromitra."
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A study of the material collected from the same horizon at a point not
far distant from the original locality shovi'S the presence of a false area and
a pseudo-deltidium of the same character as that of Iphidea bella, the type
of the genus Iphidea. There is, however, a difference in the two forms that
might possibly be considered of subgeneric value. The smface of Iphidea
bella is covered with fine concentric strire, while the surface of Iphidea
scu~Jtilis is marked by very fine, ~harp, elevated, concentric lines that
coalesce ·or bifurcate irregularly, imparting a peculiarly interrupted vl'avy
appearance that is highly cha~·acteristic. The. variation. in the surface
character is continued still further in Iphidea pannnla \Vhite, in which the
· smface is marked by a very fine network of oblique raised lines that divide
it into minute porelike pits, ·which cause it to resemble under the lens
the texture of finely woven cloth. The difference in character of surface
between Iphidea jJannula and I. scu.lptilis is the same difference as between
the surface characters of Trematis and· Ungulella; and the difference in
smface characters between the two species mentioned,· on the one hand,
and Iphidea bella and I. la.bmdorica, on the other hand, is equally important,
as the latter have the plain concentric strire ana lines of growth that are
characteristic of the species, while the former have highly ornamented surfaces. If we ~hould find the genus on the surface characters of the shell, it
would be necessary to place I. bella, I. lcib1:aclorica, and I. prospectensis under
one genus, I. oma.tella. (Linnarsson) and I. scu~Jtilis under another, and
I. pa.nnula. and I. 'cmlata 1.n1der still another. There are, hmvever, specirnens
of I. pa.nnula. on which the outer portions of the shell show the surface
characters of I. belle~ j and more or less complete transitions may be found
between the ·varying types of smface ornamentation.
There are too many similarities in form to \VaiTant us in removing
I. sculJ.Jtilis from Iphidea without the evidence of interior markings to prove
that it is generically distinct.
Formatl.on and locality: Middle Cambrian, Flathead terrane (lowest.
fossiliferous bed); Crowfoot section, Gallatin Ra~1ge, Yellowstone National
Park. It also occurs in the Middle Cambrian shales of Antelope Springs,
Utah.
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sp. undet.

Pl. LX, fig. 6.

Dorsal valve semicircular, slightly convex. Hinge lh1e somewhl'l.t
shorter than the width of the shell below; nearly straight, the rostral angle
about 180°. Beak small, not elevated. Surface ornamenta.tion consists of
extr~mely fine radiating and undulating concentric strire that ca.n be seen
in detail only with a strong magnifying glass. Shell substance horny.
T'his form is as~ociated with I. scu.~Jtilis, and, judging fi·om external
characters, is closely related to it. The smface ornamentation is of the
same character, and,. in the absence of the ventral valve, it is difficult to
distinguish any specific characters on which to bgse a n~w species, although
the shell is much larger than that of typical I. scu~Jtilis.
Formation and locality: Same as last, for Iphiclea scu.lptilis.
ACROTRETA Kutorga.
AcROTRBTA. GEMMA

Billings.

Pl. LXII, figs. 2, 2a-e.

Aerot?·eta. ge1mna. Billings, 1865: Pal. Foss., Vol. I, p. 216, figs. 201a--:f.
Aerot1·eta. S1tbconica.l\ieek, 1873: Sixth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geoi. Snrv. Terr., p. 463.
Acrotreta. attenuata. Meek, 1873: Ibid., p. 463.
Acrotreta. pyxidicula. White, 1874: Geog. and Geol. Expl. Surv. W. 100th Merid.;
Prelim. Hept., Invert. Foss., p. 9. White, 1875: Ibid., Final Rept., Vol. IV,
p. 53, Pl. III, figs. 3a-d.
A.erotreta. gemma. Walcott, 1884: Mon. U. S. Geol. Surv., Vol. VIII, p.17, Pl. I, figs.
1a, b, d,f; PI. IX, figs. 9, 9a.. Walcott, 1886: Bull. U .S. Geol. Surv. No. 30,
p. 98, PI. VIII, figs. 1, 1a., b. Walcott, 1891: Tenth Ann. R.ept. U. S. Geol.
Surv., p. 608, Pl. LXVII, figs. 5: 5a-e. Hall and Clarke, 1892: Pal. New York,
Vol. VIII, Pt. I, p. l 02, figs. 55-57. ( ¥) 1\'Iatthew, 1895: Trans. New York Acad.
Sci., Vol. XIY, p.126.

This species was describe& and illustrated by me in Bulletin No. 30,
Monograph VII, and the Tenth Annual Report, of the United States Geological Survey. It occurs ':vith both the Middle and the Upper Cambrian
faunas in the Park.
Formation and locality: Middle Cambrian, Flathead teiTane, ranging
from the lowest terra.ne; Gallatin terrane, upper beds; Crowfoot section,
Gallatin Range; spur at southeast head of first branch fi'om head of Gallatin
Valley, south side; Yellowstone National Park.
MON XXXII, PT II--29
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BILLINGSELLA Hall.
Billinrfsclla. Hall aud Clarke, 1892: Pal. New York, Vol. VIII, Pt. I, p. 230, Pl. VII
A, figs. 1-9.
BILLINGSELL.A. COLORADOENSIS

Shumard.

Pl. LXI, figs 1, la-d..
01·this col01·ad.oensis Shumard, 1860: Trans. St. !Jouis Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 627.
01·this pcpina. Hall, 1863: Sixteenth Ann. Rept. New York State Cab. Nat. Hist.,
p.134, PI. VI, figs. 23-27. Hall, 1867: Trans. Albany Institute, Vol. V, p. 113.
Whitfield, 1882: Geol. Wisconsin, Vol. IV, p. 170, Pl. I, figs. 4, 5.
Orthis ? ( Orthisina ?) pcpina. Hall, 1883: Second Ann. Rept. New York State Geologist, Pl. XXXVII, figs. 16-19.
Billingsella pepina Hall and Clarke, 1892: Pal. New York, Vol. VIII, Pt. I, p. 230, PI.
.
VII, figs. 16-19; PI. VIlA, :figs. 7-9.

This species was described by Shumard, in 1860, as from the Potsdam
sandstone of the New York series, near the head of Morgans Creek, Burnett
County, Texas. He states that "the general form of the shell is very
similar to a. species in my cabinet from the Potsdam sandstone of
Minnesota."
In 1863. Professor Hall described a similar shell, from the sandstone
r·"
above Lake Pepin, Minnesota, under the name of 01·this pepina, stating that
when compared with 01·this coloradoensis from Texas the species is much
smaller, the length of tl1e ventral valve is greater, and the strire are finer.
However, a coniparison of an extended series of specimens co.Jlected. in the
U1iper Cambrian of Burnett County, Texas, leads me to believe that. the
speeimens from widely separated localities all belong to the one species
.
Billingsella coloradoensis.
The size and form of these species appear to be remarkably constant
·wherever found, as is also the surface ornamentation, which consists of fine
concentric strire and slender radiating costre, ·which are often unequal in
size. The concentric strire are unusually well shown in the material from
Texas, while the radiating costre are very faint. On specimens from the
St. Croix sandstone of Lake Pepin, Minnesota, the costre and the concentric
strire and lines of growth are· strong and well shown in the casts of the
outer surface of the shell. The generic characters are finely sho1vn by
specimens from the Gallatin Range in the Park, in which the characteristic
muscular scars of the ventral valve of Billingsella are well preservedi also
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the high, nearly vertical area, and the large delthyrium, partially closed
by a convex .deltidium.
Formation and locality: Upper Cambrian, Gallatin terrane, Crowfoot
section, Gallatin Range; a1so on the north slope of the Crowfoot Ridge,
on the south side of the Gallatin Valley, and on the divide betv1een Panther
Creek and tbe Gallatin H.iver.
0 RT'HIS Dalman.
0RTHIS (~) REli1NICHA

\Vinchell.

Pl. LXI, figs. 3, 3a-j Pl. LXII, figs. 1, la-d.
01·this 1·emniclta ViTiuchell, 188G: Fourteenth Ann.
Minnesota, p. 317, PI.ll, fig. 7.

l~el)t.

Geol. a-ll!l Nat. I:Iist. Surv.

Shell of medium size, usually slightly transverse, with an oblong, oval
outline for the ventral valve, and a subquadrate to semicircular outline for the
dorsal valve. Valves moderately convex, with an almost straight hinge line
that varies in· length from nearly the greatest width of the shell to twothirds the greatest width; cardinal angles varying from 90° or less in the
extreme forms, with ears somwiv hat angular, to the other extreme, 'N here
they are very obtuse and have the appearance of being almost rounded,
their angle being not less than 120°. Cardinal area narrow but 1;vell developed on each valve, and divided by a rather large delthyrium.
The ventral (pedicle) valve has in some specimens a slutllow· mesial
de1~ression, and in some examples it is slightly flattened toward the cardinal
angles; beak small and curving dovm toward the hinge line, beyond which
it projects slightly. Dorsal (brachial) valve slightly less convex than the
ventral. Beak small, scarcely projecting beyond the hinge line.
Smface marked by bifurcating, radiating c_ostre, that vary on shells of
similar size from 16 in the space of 5 mm. to 3 -in the same space. rrhis
variation is shown in. the specimens from the Park, as well as in those from
Texas and V\Tisconsin. In well-preserved specimens very fine, radiating,
raisecl strire occur both on the costre and· on the intervening depressions.
These are shown on the casts of the shells from the St. Croix sandstone of
"Winfield, ·wisconsin, and on the larger shells from the limestones of the
upper Middle Cambrian horizon of Texas and the Park
The interior of the ventral (pedicle) YalYe shows· <L slightly raisecl,
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rather smaJl muscula,r area, and the interior of the dorsal (brachial) valve
a slightly elevated n,rea. upon which occurs a m"trrow, short median s~ptum.
The crural plates are also well shown. In casts of the interior from the
St. Croix sandstone of ·wisconsin the dental lamellre of the ventral valve
are finely shov;rn, and in the dorsal valve the median septum and e.rural
plates.
'J.lhis is one of the most variable shells that occur in the Cambrian
fauna. Its range of variation is such in all of the widely separated localities in which it occurs that one would scarcely hesitate, if in possession
only of the extremes, to identify two ·well-marked species. The variation
is not only in the radiating costre, but also in the general form of the shell.
It is proposed to illustrate this variation some'lvhat fully in a memoir on
the J3rachiopoda of the Cambrian fauna.
Formation and locality: Near base of Upper Cambrian, Gallatin terrane, Crovvfoot section, Gallatin Range, Yellowstone National Parle It
also occurs at a slightly lower horizon on the south side of the Gallatin
Valley, and specimens ·were collected. farther to the north by Dr. A. C.
Peale, opposite the mouth of Pass Creek, in the Gallatin Valley, Montana.
0RTHIS (~) SANDBERG!

""Winchell.

Pl. LXI, figs. 2, 2ar-d.

01·th·is scc.ndbergi Winchell, 1886: Fourteenth Ann. Rept. Geol. and Nat. Hi st. Surv.
· Minnesota, p. 318, Pl. II, figs. 8, U.

Shell small, transverse, subquadrate in outline, exclusive of the acute
angular ears. Valves slightly convex, ·with a straight hinge line longer
than the greatest wid.th of the shell; cardinal area narrov.r but well developed on each valve and divided by a rather large open delthyrium.
The ventra.l (pedicle) v·alve slightly flattened a.t the ears, rising toward
the center 'vith a convex triangular swelling, broadening from the narrow
beak to the front; bea.k small, rounded, and extending slightly beyond the
hinge line. Dorsal valve flattened at the ears, with well-marked rounded
ridges rising between the ears, and a rather broad, well~defined median
sinus; beak very small, slightly encroaching upon the hinge line.
Smface marked by fine, regular, radiating strire, betweei1 which one or
more faint intermediate strire are sometimes visible; under favorable con-
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ditions very fine concentric strire can be seen, and there are also usually
present inore or less distinctly marked lines of grO\vth.
'1'he generic character of this species has not been fully ascertained,
but the material from the Park and specimens from the typical locality
at Red \Ving, Minnesota, lead me to think tha.t this can not be referred to
the genus Billing-sella. It appears to he an Orthis of the Plectorthis group
of Hall and Clarke.
·
A comparison with specimens of Ortl~is sm~rlbergi from the typical
locality at Red 'liVing, Minnesota, shmvs the two shells to he specifically
identical, as far as the comparison of casts in sandstone can be made 1vith
well-preserved shells on the surfa.ce of a limestone slab. This is the only
species of the type known to me in the Cambrian fauna. It is a, type that
is developed in the Ordovician fauna, and I think it vvill be found to occur
in the Calciferous-Chazy fauna of New York and the St. La\vrence Valley.
Formation and lo~ality: Upper Cambrian, north side of Elk Pass,
between Buffalo and Slough creeks, Y ellmvstone National Parle
PLA TYCEHAS Conrad.
PLATYCERAS PRil\IORDIALIS

Hall~

Pl. LXIII, fig. l.
Platycm·as p1·imoTdialis Hal1, 1863, Sixteenth Ann.
Hist., p. 136, PI. VI, fig-. 28.

l~ept.

New York·State Cab. Nat.

A single species of Platycer~s occurs on a slab of limestone in association with Billin.gsella pepina, Ptychopa.1·ia (L.) wisconsensis, and Ptychoparia

(~) cliadematt~s.

So far as can be determined from a comparison of the single specimen,
it is probable that the forms are identicaL
Formation and locality: M~ddle Cambrian, Gallatin terrane, north side
of Soda Butte Creek, below saddle on ridge between Pebble Creek ancl
Soda Butte Creek, Yellowstone National Park
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HYOLI'rHES EichwaJd.
HYoLITHES PRIMORDJALIH Hall.
Pl. LXIII, figs. 2, 2a..
Theca. pri11W1·dial-is Hall, 1861: Ann. ·Rept. Progress Geol. Surv. ·wisconsin, p. 48.
Hall, 1862: (j eol. Rept. Wisconsin, Vol. I, p. 21, fig. 5. Han; 1863: Sixteenth
Ann. Rept. New York State Cab. Na.t. Hist., p. 135*, Pl. VI, figs. 30, 31.
Pur;i11.ncult6S 1n·i11W1'dialis Hall, 1863: Ibid., p. 135*.
Theca (Pttgittncul16S) g?·e.qa.Tia llf. and H., 18()1: Proc. Amtd. Nat. Sci. Phiiadelphia., 2cl
series~ Vol. v, p. 436. M. antl H., 1864: Pal. Upper Missouri, Pt. I, p. 5.
Hyolithes (Theca) pTinw1·dialis Eall and Whitfield, 1873: Twenty-third Ann. Rept.
New York State Cab. Nat. Hist., p. 242, Pl. II, fig. 3.
Hyolithes pTi1n01·d·ialis? White, 1874: Expl. Surv. ·west 100th l\Ierid., Prelim.l~ept.,
Invert. Foss., p. 6.
Hyolithes prinwrdialis White, 1875: Ibid., Finall~ept., Vol. IV, Pt. I, p. :;7, Pl. I, figs.
'
5a-e.. Whitfield, 1883: Geol. Wisconsin, Vol. IV, p.175, Pl. I, fig.12. Walcott,
1884: Mon. U.S. Geol. Surv., Vol. VIII, PaL Eureka District, pp. 23, 24.

Forms of this species occur at several localities, and are identical ·with
those found in the l\Iiclclle Cambrian St. Croix sandstone of \Visconsin.
rrhey vary in length from 1 to 5 em. The young individuals ·when grouped
together in the limestone are very closely related to, if not identical with,
Theca ,gregaria.1 The type specimens of the latter· were found near the
head of Powder River in the Bighorn Mountains of Idaho Territory, now
in \Vyoming.
Formation and locality: l\iicldle Cambrian, Flathead formation, Crowfoot section, Gallatin Range; .Clark Fork Valley, south side, bet\veen
Lodge. Pole and Reef creeks; and bluff on south side of Pebble Creek,
north of saddlE? to Soda Butte Creek, Yello,vstone National Park
AGNOSTUS Brongnia.rt.
.AGNOSTUS INTERSTRICTUS \iVhite.
Pl. LXIII, figs. 3, 3a..
Agnosttls interstriet~ts vYhite, 1874: Geol. and Geog. Expl. West 100th Merid., Prelim.
Rept., Invert. Foss., p. 7. White, 1875: Ibid., Final Rept., Vol. IV, Pt. I,
p. 38, Pl. II, 5a., b. Walcott, 1886: Bull. U.S. Geol. Surv. No. 30, p. 149, Pl.
XVI, figs. 6, 6a.
.

A comparison of the specimens from the Gallatin Range with the type
specimens from the Springhouse Range of Utah leads to the conclusion
1

Pal. Upper l\iissonri, Pt. I, 1864, p. 5.
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that they represent the same· species. There are no good specimens of the
head, hut there is one very ''vell preserved pygidium. This and the type
specimen are illustrated.
Formation and locality: Middle Cambrian, Flathead formation, Crowfoot section,· Gallatin Range, Y ello-vvstone National Parle
AGNOSTUS BJDENs,

Meek.

Pl. LXIII, fig-s. 4, 4(1..
Agnostus bidens l\feek, 1873: Sixth Aun. Rept. U.' S. Geol: aud Geog. Snrv. Terr., for
18721 p. 463. ViTalcott, 1884: l\fou. U. S. Geol. Surv., Vol. VIII, p. 26, Pl. IX,
figs. 13, 13a..

The specimens representing this species include the head and pygidium
only. There is considerable similarity bet'l'\ een this species and .A. intcrst1·ictus and A. josephus, the latter from the St. Croix sandstone of ··wisconsin.
They all belong to the Middle Cambrian fauna, ancl it 1vill be only after a
careful examination with an extended series of specimens t.ha.t the specific
characters are well determined.
The originals of the type specimens were found on the east side of
the Gallatin: River, above the town of Gallatin, they being associated 'lvith
essentially the same fauna as that with ·which they occur in the Gallatin
Range.
Formation and locality: Middle Cambrian, Flathead formation, Crowfoot section, Gallatin R.ange, Yellowstone National Park.
7

AGNOSTUS TUMIDOS"GS

Hall and \Vhitfielcl.

Pl. !;XIII, fig-s. 5, 5ct.
Agnost7ts t1t1nidosns Hall and Whitfield, 1877; U. S. Geol. Ex pl. 40th Par., Pt. II,
p. 231, Pl. I, .fig. 32.

This species is represented by a small cephalic shield, and there is an
associated pygidium that is referred to it. The species was founded upon a
small hea.d discovered in the Eureka district of N evacla. It is a strongly
marked species and not liable to he confused -vvith any other species of the
genus from the Cambrian rocks of the Rocky Mountain region.
·Formation and locality:. Middle Cambrian, Flathead formation, CrO\vfoot section, Gallatin Range, Yellowstone National Park.
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PTYCHOPARIA Corda.
PTYCHOPARIA PENFIELD!

ll.

sp.

Pl. LXV, fig-s. 4, 4a, b.

Of this species there are in the collection the central parts of the he~d,
the interior of one free cheek, and one pygidium. The general form of the
head is transverse, semicircular; the frontal rim strong, rounded, and
separated from the frontal limb and free cheeks by a well-defined rounded
furrov/; posterior lateral angles prolonged into slender spines. Gla.bella
truncato-conical; nearly as broad at the base as long; marked by three
pairs of glabella furrows, 1vhich penetrate about one-fourth the distance
across; the posterior pair bend slightly backward and penetrate to1vard the
center. Fixed cheeks narrow and separated from the glabella by a welldefined dorsal furrmv, from the 11arrow posterior rim by a rather broad,
clearly defined furrow; anteriorly they merge into the rather narrow
frontal limb. Palpebral lobes naiTO\V and clearly defined by a groove from
the fixed cheek; they are nearly one-third the length of the cheek; ocular
ridges barely discernible above the general surface of the cheek The
posterior lateral lobe of the fixed cheek extends outward, so as to giYe a
total length from the glabella outi'Yard some1vhat greater than the width of
the glabella at the base. The associated free cheek has a strong marginal
rim and well-~11arked furrow bet1'veen it and the mairi body of the cheek,
which reaches up to the palpebral lobe.
Pygidium small, semicircular; axial lobe strongly defined and marked
by three segments and a short terminal portion; lateral lobes marked by
three rather broad segments that merge into the smooth outer rim. Surface
apparently smooth.
Formation and locality: Middle Cambrian, Flathead terrane, Crowfoot section, Gallatin Range, Yellowstone National Park.
PTYCHOPARIA ANTIQUA.TA Salter sp.
Pl. LXV, figs. 7, 7a.

Oonocephalus antiquatus: Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, Vol. XV, p. 554, fig-. 2.

rrhis species was founded on an entire trilobite sent to the great exposition in London in 1851. It was said to have been discovered some1vhere
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in the State of Georgia. From the occm-re~1ce of large numbers of entire
specimens on nodules in the Coosa Valley, in Alaba.ma, a few miles west of
the Georgia State line, it is thought proha.ble that the specimen referred to
came from that locality. A comparison of a series of specimens from the
Coosa Valley locality "'IYith the Gallatin Range specimens sho·ws a very
close resembh:tnce between them. The Alabama specimens have two
marked variations in the frontal limb and bordm'; in one the limb is gently
rounded to a marked groove that separates it. from a strong rounded frontal
rim; in the other, the groove in the frontal rim eurves backward from each
side to"ivard the glabella so as to indent the frontal limb. As a result of tht.
comparison, it is found that the range of variation among the incliviclua.ls of
P. antiqu.ata includes not only the Gallatin species but also the varieties of h.
Formation and locality: Middle Cambrian, Flathead formation, Crowfoot section, Gallatin Range; bluff on south side 'of Pebble Creek, north of
saddle to Soda Butte Creek; on ridge near Crowfoot section, Gallatin
Range, Yellowstone National Park. East of Dea,d. Indian Creek, Ahsa.roka,
Range, \V yoming.
PTYCHOPARIA (E.)

AJ!'FINIS

\V aJcott.

Pl. LXV, fig. 8.
Ptychoparia. (E.) a:tfinis \Valcott., 1884: Mon. U.S. Geol. Snrv., Yol. VIII, p. 54, Pl.
x, fig. 12.

With the material at hand it is impossible to make a positive identification with the type species from the Upper Cambrian of the Eurekrt,
district, Nevada. 'rhere is, however, a striking similarity in the only portions we have for comparison, the center of the head.
A similar species oecurs in the Cambrian beds of Honey Creek, Burnett County, Texas, and it is probable that the specimens from the three
widely separated localities are identical.
Formation and locality: M:Wdle Cambrian, Gallatin limestone, Livingston section, at head of Davis Creek, Snowy Hange, l\iontana.
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PTYCHOPARIA LLANOENSIS ·walcott

(~)

Pl. LXIV, fig. 4.
Ptychopa!·ia. lla.noens·is Walcott, 1890: Proc. U. S. :Nat.

IVIns., Vol. XIII, p. 272, PI.

XXI, figs. 3-5.

The fragments that have been compared· and provisionally identified ·
1vith this species shol">' onl)' the central portions of the head.. 'rhe frontal
rim anc1 border, separated by a na.rrmv, raised, crenulated line on the east
of the under surface of the test, rmd the gla.bella, appe<or to be identical with
those of some of the speciniens of P . llanoensis .
Formation a.nd loea.lity: Middle Cambrian, Livingston section, at head
of Davis Ci·eek, Snowy Rang·e, Montana, .
PTYCHOPARIA sp . unclet.
Pl. LXIV, fig. 5.

This is a ra.ther strongly marked form, of which only the central por·tion of the head is preserved.. It differ>" from other described species in
having the frontal rim project inwa.rclly almost to the front margin of the
glabella.. A figure is presented. of the only specimen in the collection.
The head may he compared ·with the head of Ptychoparia te-ucer·, from the
red sand rock of Highgate Sl)~·ings, V ermont. 1 It is possible that this is a
strongly marked va~·iety qf P. antiquata .
Formation a.ncl locality: l\fiddle Cambria.n, Flathea.cl formation, near
Crowfoot section, Gallatin Range, Yellowstone National Park
PTYCHOPARIA

(~)

sp . unclet.

Pl. LXIV, fig . 3.

This is a clearly marked form, represented by the central portion of
the head.. The small eye lobes and strong postero-latera.l limbs suggest
Ptychoparict eryon Hall, 2 but the glabella is less elongate and the frontal limb
is marked by a rounded rim .
Format1on and locality: l\iicldle Cambrian, CroYI'foot section, Gallatin
Range, Y ello"'vstone National Pa.rk..
1 Tenth Ann . Rept . U . S. Geol.. Surv., 1891, Pl.. XCVI, fig . 3 .
• Sixteenth Ann. Rept . New York State Cab . Nat . I-Iist . , 1813.'3, Pl.

VIII,

figs . 16, 31..
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OREPICE:PHAL US Owen.
0Tepicephal-ns Owen, 1852: Rept. Geo1. Surv. ·wisconsin, Iowa., and Minnesota., p. 576,
Pl. I, fig. 8; Pl. IA, tigs.lO, 16, 18. Ha.II, 18G3: Sixteeutll Ann. Rept. New York
State l\ius. Nat. Hist., p. 147. Hall and Whitfield, 1877: Rept. Geol. Expl. 40th
Par., Vol. IV, Pt. II, p. 209. .vVhitfield, 187G: Rept. Reconnaissance from Oarroll, :J1:ontana., to Yellowstone National Park (Ludlow), p. 141. Whitfield, lSSO:
Rept. Geology and H.esources of the Black Hills (Jenney), p. 341. Whitfield,
1882: Geol. "YVisconsin, Vol. IV, p. 182. vValcott, 1884: Bull. U.S. Geol. Surv.
No.lO,p.3G. Walcott, 188G: Bull. U.S. Geol. Surv. No. 30, pp. 20G, 207.

Attention was called to this genus in 1886/ but in giving nn entire
figure of C. texa:Juts I will repeat the description given by Dr. Owen, and
also add a fe-vv remarks.
Dr. Ov,ren proposecl the generic name Orepicephalus for some fragmentary remains of trilobites, the characteristic features of the central portion of
the heacl of which he described, and he F~lso gave fig·ures of the associated
pygidia. The clescription of the central portion of the hea(l is as follo,vs:
The rather flat slipper-shaped glabella is taJ)ering and slightly acumi11atecl
anteriorly, with a fa.int ridge in the median line; two small and very snperficia.l
depressions, and a J)osterior faint furrow, very partially divide the glabella. The
facial sutures run nearly parallel to the margin of the glabella, and join a tllickened,
corcllike, anterior narrow border, inclosing a convex area, narrower b1 front than at
the sides. Oblique plications ca.n sometimes be traced on tbe cheek plate, in advance
of the eye, converging toward the apex of the glabella.

In his remarks on the genus, he refers to figs. 10, 16, ancl 18 of .PJ,.
IA, as illustrating the central portions of the cephalic shield of the genus.
The comparison of these figures with typical specimens of Crepicephalus
(Owen's Dikellocephah~s) iowensis shov,rs clea.rly that the types of the genus
Crepicephalus should have been referred to this species. He also refers to
the associated pygidia which are illustrated by his fig. 8 of Pl. I aml fig. 16
of Pl. IA, a comparison of the pygidium of C1·epicephal~~s iowensis with these
figures sho,ving it to be identical.
In the description of fig. 13 (Pl. I) the species wisconsinensis is referred
1vith a (~) to the genus Ore pi. cephalus. No reference, ho1vever? is made to it
in the text. Professor Hall, in referring to the genus, 2 speaks of this as the
only species designatecl by Dr. Ow,en, and states that it offers no distinction, in
regard to the head, from a species placed under the genus Lonchocephalus.
1

Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 30, pp. 206, 207.

~

Loc. cit., p. 147.
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He considered it difficult to sustain this genus, or either of them, upon the
characters given, and referred aJl to the genus Conocephalites.
Messrs. Hall and . Whitfield, in describing Cambrian trilobites from
Utah and Nevada, discussed the genus Conocephalites and revived Crepicephalus as a subgenus equivalent to Loganellus of Devine. They did not,
however, describe the genus Crepicepha.lus, but referred a number of species
to it "\vhich possess more or less distinctly marked "slipper-shaped" glabellre.
Professor ·whitfield subsequently used the genus in his description of
· Crepicephalus (Loganell~~s) ·nwntanensis ;1 also in the Paleontology of the
Black Hills of Dakota. 2 But later (1882) he omitted reference to Loganellus
in describing C1·epicephalus onustus. 3
In 1884 I stated that Crepicephalus might be used as a subgenus of
Ptychoparia on account of its peculiar pygidium, but, from a. recent study of
an entire specimeri of the type species and of C. texanus, I think that we can .
\vith propriety use it as a full generic term. The essential elements of the
head are generically identical with those of the head of Ptychopa1·i(& st1·iata,
but the pleura of the thoracic segments and the pygidium vary in a marked.
manner.· The pleura terminates in the graceful backward-curving acuminate points so characteristic of many species of Paradoxides. This may
not be considered a character of generic value, but it gives a marked aspect
to the body of the trilobite in both C. iowensis and C. texanus. 11 he pygid.ium
of C. iowensis is ·short, broad, and provided ·with two long postero-lateral
spines which appear: to· be an extension of the border, but in reality a.re the
lateral extension of one of the segments of the pygidium. This feature is
more clearly shown in the pygidium of C. texanu.s. The combination of
characters in the head, thorax, and· pygiclium clearly distinguishes the
genus from Ptychoparia. and other genera of the Conocephalidre.
CREPICEPHALUS TEXANUS Shumard sp.
Pl. LXV, fig. 5.

A1·ionellus (Bathy~wus) te:ranus Shumard, 1861: Am. Jour. Sci. and Arts, 2d series,
Vol. XXXII, p. 218.
A 1·ionellt~s tripnnctatt~s Whitfield, 1876: Rept. Reconnaissance from Carroll, Montana
Terr., on the Upper Missouri, to the Yellowstone National Park (Ludlow), p.l41
Pl. I, figs. 3-5.

Num_erousheads of this species occur in a dark-greenish-colored oolitic
1

Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 30, p. 141.

2

Loc. cit., pp. 34-1-343.

3

Loc. cit., p. 182.
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limestone, with a few fragments of the pygidium. The material is too poor
to pro'perly illustrate the species, and a figure is introduced that was drawn
from specimens collected in the .Middle Cambrian shaly beds of the Coosa
Valley, Alabama. A detailed description of the species and fnll.illustratious
will be given in a memoir on the Middle and Upper Cambrian faunas, now
being prepared.
The type specimens of the species were described by Dr. Shumard
from Llano County, Texas. I collected a sei'ies of specimens from the type
locality, and a comparison of these. with those fro1n Moss Agate Springs,.
near Camp Baker, Montana (described as ArioneUus t·r·ipunctat~ts by vVhitfield), and the Coosa Valley, Alabama, shows them to belong to one species.
Formation and locality : Middle Cambrian, Flathead terrai.1e, north
side of Soda Butte Creek, below saddle on ridge between Pebble Creek
and Soda Butte Creek; Flathead terrane, Crowfoot section, Gallatin H.ange,
Yellowstone National Park.
PTYCHOPARIA (LONCHOCEPHA:Lus) HA};IULUS

Ov,ren~

Lonchocephal1.t.s ham~·nlus Owen·, 1852: Geol. Rept. Wisconsin, Iowa., and Minnesota,
p. 576, Pl. IA, figs. 8, 12.
Oo1wcephalites hmnulus Hall, 1863: Sixteenth Ann. Rept.. New York State 1\fns. Nat.
Rist., p. 166, Pl. VII, figs. 4:5, 44; PI. VIII, figs. ~5, 26.

One imperfect he~d is all there is in the collection on whieh to base
the presence of this species. Little more· can be said than that there is a
form which represents it..
Foi·mation and locality: :Middle Cambrian, Flathead formation, north
side of Soda Bntte Creek, on ridge between Pebble Creek and Soda
Butte Creek, Yellowstone National Park.
PTYCHOPARIA (LONCHOCEPHALliS) WISCONSENSIS Owen sp.
Pl. LXIV,.figs. 1, let-c.

Orepicephalus ( '?) wi.~consensis Owen, 1852: Rept. Geol. Surv. vVisconsin, Iowa, and
Minnesota, description, Pl. I, fig. 13.
Dicellocepha.lu.~ latifrons Shumard, 1863: Trans. St. Louis Acad., Vol. II, p. 101.
Oonocepha.lites 1.oisconsensis Hall, 1863: Sixteenth Ann. Rept. New York State OalJ.
Nat. Hist., p. 164, Pl. VII, figs. 39-41; Pl. VIII, figs. ~~-24, 27, 28.

This species occurs in abundance in thin-bedded limestone in the
northeastern portion of· the Park. It is associated with Ptychoparia (~) dia-
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demata, an association which also occurs in the Middle Cambrian St. Croix
sandstone of 'V{isconsin. N1.~merous heads occur, but only one fragmentary
·pygidium has been seen. An illustration of the pygidium is taken from a
specimen found in the St. Croix sandstone 4 mileB southeast of Lake City,
·
Minnesota.
Formation and locality: Middle Cambrian, Flathead formation, north
side of. Soda Butte Creek, below saddle on ridge between Pebble and Soda
Butte ci'eeks, Yellowstone National Park.
PTYCHOP4RIA

(~) DIADBMA'rA

Hall sp.

PI. LXIV, figs. 2, 2a-c.
Oonocephalites diadematus Hall, 1863: Sixteenth Ann. Rept. Ne~ York State Oab.
Nat. Hist. 7 p. 167, Pl. VII, figs. 36-38; PI. VIII, figs 18, 21.

This _species is associated with Ptychoparia (L.) wisconsensis. 'J1he central portions of the .head are quite abundant and associated with the separated free cheeks. Two finely preserved hypostomas and one imperfect
pygidium also occur· on the slabs of limestone. The pygidium is illustrated
by a specimen from the St. Croix sandstone, found in the bluff near Hudson,
Wisconsin.
Formation and locality: Middle Cambrian, Flathead formation, north
side of Soda Butte Creek, below saddle on ridg~ between Pebble and. Soda
Butte creeks, Y ello.''vstone National Park.
ARIONELLUS. Barrand..
ARIONELLUS LEVIS ll.

sp.

PI. LXV, fig. 1.

It is with little doubt that the specimen illustrated is referred to this
genus. It has a strongly convex, minute head, 4 mm. in length; glabella
nearly as broad as long, narvov1ring slightly toward the broadly rounded
front; glabella fmTows barely visible as four short, slightly depressed lines.
It is separated from.the fixed cheeks and frontal limb 1?Y a narrow groove,
which is all that breaks the general convexity from -th~ frontal margin back
to the occipital furrow. The occipital fuuow is deeply impressed betvireen
the glabella and the very narrow depressed occipital ring. Fixed cheeks
slightly convex, sloping abruptly toward the facial sutures; anteriorly they
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pass into the rather broad fronta 1limb, IYhich slopes directly downward to
the frontal margin, without any frontal groove or rim. The palpebral lobes
are situated opposite a point about two-thirds the distance from the posterior to the anterior margin of the glabella.
Formation and locality: Middle Cambrian, Galhtin limestone, Crowfoot section, Gallatin Rang·e, Y ellovvstbne National Park
ARIONELLUS

sp. undet.

Pl. LXV, fig. 2.

Only the central portion of the head of this species is knmvn. It is so
distinct a type that I do not hesitate to refer it to the genus Arionellus. The
. glabella is elongate, subconical; the glabella, fmTOI'VS are indicated by very
slight depressions, and the occipital furrow is almost obliterated. Fixecl
cheeks as broad as ~he glabella and merging into the broad, rounded,
anterior frontal limb. The palpebral lobes are broken· away and there
does not appear to he any frontal rim, the gently rounded slope from the
glabella to the margin being unbroken. The. specimen strongly recalls
specimens of Arion ellus from the Paradoxides zone of Newfoundland.
Formation and locality: Middle Cambrian, Flathea.cl formaJ.ion, north
side of Soda 'Butte Creek, below saddle on ridge between Pebble and Soda
Butte creeks, Y ellov;rstone National Park
LIOS1lRACUS. Angelin.
LIOSTRACUS PARVUS

n. sp.

Pl. I;XV, :fig. 6.

This form is represented by the central portions of three small heads.
1lhe glabella is a little longer than broad; sides subparallel, broadly
truncated in front; three pairs of small glabella furrows are slightly indicated; occipital fmTOVi' narrov;r and slightly impressed; occipital ring narrow
at the sides, broader at the center, and provided with a short occipital spine.
Free cheeks ·broad, convex, and separated from the glabella by a welldefined dorsal fuiTOIY; anteriorly they merge into the narrow frontal rim;
ocular ridges narro1v, passing almost directly outward from a point opposite
the anterior pair of glabella furrows to the anterior end of. the small,
narrow palpebral lobe; anterior rim nearly flat and distinguished from the
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frontal lobe by its smoothness and by being nearly flat; posterior lateral
limb of fixed eheeks strong and extending obliquely outward and backward
from the base of the palpebral lobe; posterior rim narr?w.
Smface slightly granular under strong magnifying power.
Formation and locality: Middle 8ambrian, in bluff south side of
Pebble Creek, north of saddle to Soda Butte Creek, Yellowstone National
Park.
SOLENOPL EURA Angelin.
SOLENOPLEUR A ~ WEEDI.

Pl. LXV, figs. 9, 9u.

Of this species, only the central portions of the head occur in the collection. The entire individual attained considerable size, as the largest.
head has a length of 20 mm. The characteristic features of the head are
also shov1rn in heads 9 mm. in length.
The glabella is obtusely conical, having a width at the base in the
largest specimen of 10 mm., and a length from the center of the occipital
fmTo1v· to the frontal limb of 13 mm. It is separated from the strong
rounded occipital ring by a relatively broad, well-defined furrow. The
posterior pair of glabella fmTo1vs is indistinctly shovm by very shallow
grooves in the case of the largest individuals; on the smaller individuals it
is not shown, except by a smooth spot. The glabeila is separated from the
fixed cheeks and frontal limb hy a well-marked dorsal fmTOVi', and as it is·
quite convex it stands_ out in clear relief from the general surface of the
bead. Frontal limb short, 1.5 mm. in length in the large specimen. It is
. separated from the strong rounded fi-onta.l rim by a well-defined groove;
laterally it passes into the free cheek, which is of medium 1vidth. The palpebral lobe is of medium size and situated at a point opposite the transverse
central line of the glabella. A faintly defined occula.r ridge extends abruptly
backward across the fixed cheek from. a point a little back of the front of
the glabella to the front angle of the palpebral lobe. It is defined more
by the presence of a slight groove in front of it than by the elevation of the
ridge itself. The posterior lateral limb of the fixed cheek extends outward
two-thirds of the width of the glabella at the base; it is separated from the
posterior rim by a well-defined furrow.
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Fragments of the free cheeks a.ssociatecl 1vith the glabella. show that
they are convex and that the strong rounded rim is separated from the
cheek proper by a ·well-marked groove.
The entire smface of the head, with the exception of the occipital
groove and the groove within the outer rim, is sttongly pu~tulose, the
pustules being scattered irregularly over the smface. \Vhere the true test
is broken mvay the pustules are shown on the surface of the cast.
This species resembles Bathytwus conicus Billings, from the Calciferous
formation of northeastern N mv York and St. Timothy, Canada. It differs,
ho·wever, in the strongly marked frontal rim and the form of the glabel1a.. 1
It may be also compared with Hall and 'iVhitfield's C1-epicephalus (L.)
1naculosus. 2
Formation and locality: Middle Cambrian, Flathead formation, Crovvfoot section, Gallatin Range, Y e1lowstone National Park
ZACONTHOIDES \Valcott.
ZACONTHOIDES sp. undet.
Pl. LXV, fig. 3.

Head moderately coiwex; glabella convex, subclavate, narrowing
very slightly from the anterior toward the posterior end; marked by three
pail·s of slightly impressed glabella furrows, the posterior pair cutting in
obliquely backward toward the occipital furrow. Occipital furrow narrow,
but distinctly impressed; occipital ring strong and provided with a short
strong spine, 1vhich projects from the upper posterior margin; fixed cheeks
narrow anteriorly. and a little less tha,n half the 1vidth of the glabella
opposite the posterior margin of the palpebral lobe; anteriorly they pass
down to the frontal rim, there being practical1y no frontal limb, the glabella
extending directly down to the margin The palpebral lobe is nearly
half the length of the glabel1a.; anteriorly it extends to a point opposite the
anterior glabella fmTO\Y and posteriorly to a point opposite the occipital
furrow .
. The largest specimen of 'this species is 3 mm. in length; a second, a
sma.ller one, occurs on the same piece of limestone. It is possible that they
Geol. Snrv. Ca.nadn., Pa.l. Fossils, Vol. I, 1865, p. 353, fig. 341b.
U.S. Ge~l. Expl. Fortieth Par., Vol. IY, 1877, p. 215, Pl. II, fig. 24.
MON XXXII 7 P1' Il--30
1

2
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represent the young of Z. spinosus. 1 The head differs in details, but not
more so than behveen the young and adults of Z. typicalis. 2
Formation and locality: Middle Cambrian, Flathead formation, Cnnvfoot section, Gallatin H.ange, ·yellowstone National Park.
BATHYURIS(;US

Meek~

Pl. LXIV, fig. 6.

A single specimen of the pygidium is placed provisionally under this
genus. Its pri1icipal characters are '.vell shovm in the -figure. It is
associated with Hyolithes primordialis, a.nd is probably from the Middle
Cambrian horizon. 'l1 he genus Dolichometopus Angelin might include this
form, but with the material at hand it is difficult to maize any detailed
comparison: of generic characters.
Formation and locality: l\1iddle Cambrian, Flathead forma,tion, ea.st of
Dead Indian Creek, .Absa.roiGl. Hange, \Vyoming.
1

Bnll. U.S. Gcol. Snrvey No. 30, p. 184; Pl. XXV, fig. o.

2

Loc. cit., Pl. XXV, fig. 2, 2a.
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Fig. 1. Obolus (Lingztlepis) aczt1ninatus va.r. nteeki. .. . . . . ..•....... .•••••. .• •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . •.
1. Ventral valve. x 3.
la. Dorsal.valve. x 3.
Fig. 2. Obolu$ (Lingit.lella.) desi.d.eratu$ •• ~ •••..•.•....... ~ •• . . • • •• . . . • • •• . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
2. Ventra.! valve. x 6.
2a. Dorsa.! valve. :li: 6.
Fig. 3. Dicellom.us nana...... . . . . •• •• • . . . • . •. . • • ••• . . . • . . • . . . . . . . •• • •• . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3. Yentral valve, from Gallatin Range. x 6.
3a. Dorsal valve, from Little Rocky Mountains, Montana. x 6.
3b. Ventra.! valve (type specimen of Meek and Hayden) from Black Hills, South
Dakota. x 6.
3c. Ca:st of interior of ventral valve, from Little Rock Mountains, Montana. x 6.
3d: Cast of interior of ventral valve (type specimen of Meek and Hayden), from
Black Hills, South Dakota.
Fig. 4. JJicellO'IIt~tapolitus ......•........•••...•••. ·...•..•.. ·.••..••••...............•. '····· .•..
4. Interior of dorsal valve. x 6.
4a. Interior of :ventral- valve. X 6.
Fig. 5. Ipkideascu.lptilis:................................................ ................ ......
5. Summit view of ventral valve. x 4.
5a. Side view of :fig. 5. x 4.
5b. View of the broken false area and pseudo-deltidinm of :fig. 5. x 4.
5c. Surface of :fig. 5, greatly enla.rged.
Fig. 6. Iphidea sp. undet .....•••.....•••.........•.. ~........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6. Dorsal valve described in the text. x 4.
·
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Fig. 1. Billing sella. coloradoensi.s .••••• ... _.. , .......................... , ...................... .
1. Ventral valve, from Gallatin R.a.nge. x 2.
la. Dorsa-l valve, from same locality as fig.l. x·2.
lb. Interior of dorsal valve, from sa-me locality as fig.la.. x 3.
lc. Interior of ventral valve,_ from sa.mc locality as fig.l. x 3.
ld. Cast of interior of ventra-l valve, Gallatin Range. x 3.
l<'ig. 2. Ortl1-is ( ?) sa.11dbm·gi...... . . . . • .. .... . • . .. . .. .. .. • .. • .. • . . .. .. • .. . .. . • . . .. .. .. • .. . • .. . .. . .
2. VeutraJ vaive. x 3.
2a. Dorsal valve. x 3.
2b. Interior of dorsa-l valve. x 6.
2c. Interior of ventml valve. x 3.
2d. Enlargement of fig. 2c. x 12. ·
Fig. 3. Orth·is 1'e1nnicha.. . . • • . . . • .. .. . . • .. .. • .. . .. . .. . . . . . • . . • .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. • • .. .. • • • • • • . • • .. .
3. Interior of dorsal vn.lve. x 3.
3a. Interior of ventral valve. x 3.
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Fig.l. Orthis re11oni.cha.••••• .. ·••••. . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . . . .. • • . . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . • • • . . • . • • • . . . • • . • • • . . .
1. Ra.t.her strongly costate dorsal valve. x 2.
la. Finely costate ventral valve. x 3.
lb. Finely costate dorsal valve on same bit of rock as fig. la. x 3.
lc. Strm)gly costate ventral anu dorsal va.lves. x 3.
ld. Dorsal ancl ventral valves, showing fine rac1iating strire on costre. x 3.
Fig. 2 . .A Cl'Oi1·eta gernma •••••••• : • .•••••.•••• ·. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . . .. . . . • • • . .. • • .. . • . • . • . • • • . .
2. Summit view of ventral valve. x 6.
2a. Posterior view of ventral valve. x 6.
2b. Side view of ventral valve.
2c. Summit view of cast of interior of ven tra.l va.Ive. x 6.
2d. Dorsal valve. x 4.
2e. Interior of dorsal va.l \·e. x 6.
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Fig. 1. Platyce1·as p?'im.ordialis .••.•.. ....•••.••.•... :. • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • •• • . • • • • • •• • • •• • • • • • • • • • .
1. Ca«t of interro:· of shell.
Pig. 2. ByolithestJI'irnontiali8 ..•.•....... .••••..•. .' ••••••..••••••••••••••...• ·•. . •.• • . . . • . . •• • •• •
2. View of flat side and two sections of a large specimen.
.
2a .. Reproduction of photograph of a sla.lJ of s:mclstone, with numerous specimens of
H. J17'imordia.li.s, from tl1e St. Croix sandstone of Wisconsin. The small shells are
identical with H .. grega1·ia of M. and H.
:Fig. 3. Agnostus in.te1:stdetu.s ......... ,. . .. . . . . •• . .. . .• ••••. •• •• . ••• ••. • • • • •• .. • ... . . . •. . • . . • •.
3. Entire specimen, from Antelope Springs, Utah.
3a.. Pygidium, from Galla.tin Range. x 6.
Fig. 4. Agrwstu·s bidens...... ...•.. .••.•....•.• .... .... .... .... .••. .••...••.. ...... .... .... ..•.
4. Cephalic shield. x 6.
•
4a. Pygiclium. x 6.
Fig. 5. Agnost·us tu.m.idosus ..••••• ............... : ........ ·.••••••• ·•••• ··.·········----· ..........
!5. Cephalic shield. x 6.
5a. Pygidium, assoc~ated with fig. 5. x 6.
Fig. 6. Hag1tia splrrericrz ............................. ,.. •••••• ....... .... •••••• ...... •••• .......
6. Reproduction of photograph of thin section. x g,
6a. Drawing of thin section, x 9. The ligbt-color~cl spal'es are the fillings of the canals.
They correspond to the darker spaces oftbe photograph.
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••• ---Fig. 1. Ptychopa1·ia (L.) wisconsensis . •••••••••• .••••..•... •.•.••.••• •••••••••• ••••••••••
1. Central portions of head :md side outline of media.n section of head and occipital
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· spine.
la. Free cheek associated with :fig. 1.
.
lb. Central portions of head of specimen f:com the St. Croix sanclstone of Wisconsin

After Hall.
lc. Pygidium from the St. Croix sandstone of Wisconsin.

... .........
Fig. 2. Ptycho1Ja1·ia ( ~) diadema.ta ..••.•••••• •••••••••• •••••••••• ••• , .... ...... ....
head.
of
portions
Central
2.
2a. Free cheek associa.ted with fig. 2.
2b. Hypostioma., associated with fig. 2.
2c. Pygiclium from the St. Croix sandstone of Wisconsin .
iasv. nndet ....... ·.. : .......... .......... ........ '·--·· .... .... ...... .... ....
Ptychopar
•.
3
Fig.
·
3. Central portion of head. x 3.

.

..........
Fig. 4 .. Ptychopa?~-a.llanoensis .......... .......... ...... ·...... ...... ...... ..........
Reproclnctidn of illustratio n of.the type specimen.
...... ......
Fig. 5. PtychO]JariaRp .. undet:. .... .... ...... .... .... ... ... ...... ...... ...... ......
coll~ction.
the
in
specimen
only
5. Central portion of head of the
'
.... ......
Fig. 6. Bathyzwisc us sp. undet ........... ........... ......·... ... . . . .. ... • .... •••• .•••••
6. Figure ·of &he specimel!l referred to in the text.
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Fig.l. A?"ioneUu8 levis ...•.. --------------------........... ...................................
1. Central portions of head of type specimen, and side outline. x 4.
463
Fig. 2. A1·ionellus sp. undet .................................. ..................... -- ...... -.-.
text
in
to
referred
specimen
2. l!,ignre of
465
.Fig. 3. Zacanthoides sp. undet... ... .. . . ...... ... . .. •... ........... .... .... . . . .•. . .. ... ... . . .. .
3. Central portions of head. x 5.
456
Fig. 4. Ptychopa.ria.penfieldi. ..•••. .. . ... ... . ... . .••••• .•.. .• . .•. ... . .. . . .. .. • .•. .. .... .... ....
4. Central portions of head.
4a. Free cheeks, associ:tted in same layer with fig. 4.
4b. ·Associa.tecl pygidium.
460
Fig. 5. C1·epicephalus texanu.s ...... .•••••.. ."......... --···' .... .... ..•••. .••••• .••.•.• .••• .•••••
5. Pa.rtially restored drawing from specimens in the Middle Cambrian shales of Ala.ba.ma. ·
Fig. 6. Liost1·acus 1>a-1'1ms .• ....................... ~ ............ :. . • . . .. . .. . .. .. .. • .• . .. .. . . . . • . . 463
6. Central portions of head of type specimen ..x 6.
456
Fig. 7. Ptychoparia. ant.iquata ..•... ...... ...... .••••. .•••.• .••••. ...... ..••.. .•.••• .... .......
7. Entire individual, slightly restored. x 2.
7a. Side outline of liead of a variety of this S'[Jecies. x 2.
457
Fig. 8. Ptychoparia. (E.) affinis.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • . . . • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . .
8. Reproduction of figure of type specimen.
464
Fig. 9. Solenoplenm (?) 1veedi .• • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • . . . . • • • . .. • • • • . • • . • • ..
9. Central portions ofhea.cl of type specimen.
9a.. A small hea-d, showing same general chara.cters as fig. 9.
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INTRODU CTION.

In the following- pagesare described the Paleozoic faunas, with the
exception ?f the Uambrian, whic1i have been found in tJ1e Yellowstone
National Park. The point of interest in this connection is the presence of
the Devonian and the apparent absence of the Coal I\l[easm·es in this region.
The Ordovician and Siluria11 are also absent,. and the only Paleozoie formn.tions indicated by the collections are the Cambda n, the Devonian, rmd the
. Lo1ver Carboniferous.
The g-reat bulk of the materinJ 1vas furnished by. the Madison Emestone,
1vhose fauna, though showing close relations only with that of the Kinderhook period, may have survived nearly through the Mississippian. 'I'he
1
fauna is essentially that described by ·vvhite and by Hall and ,\Vhitfi.eld,
but it is more extensive than that recorded by them.
Devonian types are rare and constitute a fauna, more sca.nty, though
nearly akin to that described· by Meek and by Vvalcott from the Rocky
Mountain region of Nevada.
The collections which I have had the privileg-e of examining were
made by the geologists of the Yellowstone National Park survey, whose
careful stratigraphic observations rendered easier the solution of many
,·As is well known, the 11rincipal literature dealing wit.h the paleontolog J of the Devonian and
by Ha.U ·
Lower Carbonifero us in the Rock~· 1\Ionntain region consists of a report by l\ieek and another
nud \Vhitfield in King's U. S. Geol. Expl. 40th Par., Vol. IV, 1877; a. report by White in Wheeler's
S. Geol.
Ex pl. an<l Surv. W. lOOth :Merid., Vol. IV, 1875; a1Hl a. monograph by Walcott, Mon. U.
1884,.
District,
Etlreka
Pal.
VIII,
Vol.
Survey,
Meek has a.iso identifietl certain Mississippia n. horizons in this region: Prelim. Rept. U. S. Geol.
ibid.,
Snrv. \Yyoming, etc., Hayden, Fourth Ann. Rept., 1871, p. 288; ibid., Fifth Ann. Rept., p. 76;
Sixth Ann. Hept.. , pp. 432-433.
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problems that would otherwise have been left in doubt. To them I desire
in this place to make ample a.cknowledgments, <1nd especially do I wish to
express my obligation to Mr. Charles Schuchert, of the United ~tates
National M:useum. A prelimin ary study of this collection was. made by
him before the 1vork was assigned-to me, and. he also supplied n:le wi.th facnities in the National Museum, gave me free access to the Museum collections for comparison, permitted the use of his Bibliogr aphy of North American Brachiopoda, then unpublished, and placed at my disposal his fine collection. of brachiopods and his no less extensive knowledge of the same. It
gives me pleasure also to a.clmowledge my obligations to l\fr. J olm L.
Ridgway , by whom the greater number of the drawings accompa nymg
this repC?rt were made.
DEVONIA N.

The material believed to he of Devonian age is unsatisfactory in that
it is scanty and often poorly preserved, ~vhile the species· represt;nted are
almost the worst that could have been selected for stratigraphic correlatio,n. Consisting mostly of corals, with a few gastropods and brachiopods,
it would he difficult, unassisted by the richer though related· fauna of
Nevada, to a.ffirm of some of the local representation~ anything· ~ore than
that they are older than the Carboniferous and younger than the Ordovician.
The strata represented fall into three groups, distinguished so mew hat by
their lithologic cha.racter as well as by the fossils 'vhich they carry. More
extensive collections .would probably show a closer connection than now
appears.
The age of the exposure on the north side of Soda Butte Creek has
not been definitely ascertained. It is 'represented only by an undeterm ined
species of Favosites, in a fragmen tary condition. The most .likely reference
would be to the Silurian or Devonial)., for if Carboniferous the coral belongs
to none of the few related siJecies known in Carboniferous rocks. The
locality is therefore provisionally referred to the Devonian, since no fossils
of Silurian age have been recognized in the Yellowstone Park.
The locality at Wall Canyon, Clark Fork V a.lley, stands by itself.
It is represented only by Pleurotomaria isaacsi (?) (a solitary specimen), both
fossil and matrix being highly siliceous. P. ·isaacsi was described from
Lower Devonia n strata, probably of the age of the Schoharie grit, but its
range is not known, and my identification is questionable.
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From the base of the bluff on Little Sunlight Creek only AtryjJa 1·eticula1·is is known, a small coarsely plicate variety. It is similar to, perhaps
identical with, the type :figured by Walcott (l\ion. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol.
VIII, 1884, Pl. XIV, figs. 6, Ga., Gb), and mentioned as occurring in the
upper part of the forma~ion (p. 150). l\Ieek cites the same form (King's
Rept. U.S. Geol. Expl. 40th Par., Vol. IV, 1877, p. 38) from Pinon Station,
Treasure Hill, ·white ·Pine district, etc., and figures it on Pl. III, figs. 6, Ga..
The horizons of Bighorn Pass, Gallatin Range, near the divide between
.Gallatin Va.lley a.ncl Panther C1:eek; the east slope of Antler Peak, Gallatin Range; and the south slope of the same, can be correlated with one
another and constitute a separate group. The matrix is a ca.Jcareous sandstone; and the included fossils, almost exclusivelv cora-ls, are cr'udelv silicified. · The common fossils are Cladopom sp., .Pachyphyllumz, sp., Cyathophynu;n
ccespitos~61n (?), and Actinostroma sp. Every indication points to the Devonian
age of this bed. The gem-is Actinostroma is characteristic of, though not
restricted to, Devonian roeks. Cyatlwphyllum ccespitoswm, as identified in
this country, occurs in Upper Helderberg strata. The genus Pa.chyphyllum
is characteristically Devonian, and Cladopom sp. is more closely related to
certain Upper Helderberg forms than to·ai1y I have found described.
The material from the south· side of Soda Butte Creek, northeast of
Abiathar Peak, Absaroka Range, from northwest of Abiathar Peak, Soda
Butte Canyon, and from the north side of saddle west of l\fount Miller,
Absaroka Range, represents, perhaps, the same horizon as that from 'rhe
Gate, Fossil Hill, and Eureka district, who~e fauna, as described by Meek
and by Y{ alcott (loc. cit.), is quite similar, as far as it goes. In the Yellowstone Park this consists of At1·ypa ·m,iss~u,riensis, ?pirifer en,qelmanni, Athyds
vittata var. t1·iplicata n. var., PleuTotoma?·ia (?) sp.; .Pachyphyllu-m sp., C,yathophyllum ccespitosum (?), etc. At1·ypa missow·iensis is, I believe, the same form
figured by Walcott as A. desquamata So1~r. (loc. cit. Pl. XIV, figs. 4, 4a), and
by :M:eek as A. 1·eticu,laris var. As in their collections ..A.. missour-iensis was
associated with the small, coarsely plicate Atrypa, which I have found alone
at Little Sunlight Creek, it might pE}rha.ps be better to regard the latter as
forming one of the group of localities under consideration. 'rhis group, on
the other hand, is connected with the other previously mentioned (Bighorn
Pass and Antler Peak) by having in common CyathophyZZ.um ccespitoswn
(doubtful identification) and Atrypa missou1·iensis. A bed at the south side
J
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of Soda Butte Creek, northeast of Abiathar Peak, Absaroka Range, is unique
in the collection, and may fitly be called a gastropod limestone. The rock
consists of comminuted organic remains cemented by a shaly limestone, a.nd
carrying certain smaJl gastropods in great abundance. '1\vo of the types
represented are desci·ibed below, under the names of Platystoma min.utwn
and Loxonem.a delicatum, but the others, of which there are perhaps three or
four genera and some half dozen species, are too poor for either identification ·
or description. They are small, and nea.rly all badly eroded, and often
concealed by a matrix from which they are not easily separated. It has
therefore proved difficult or impossible to acquire data even for certain
generic references; but Loxonema, Pleurotomaria, lHurchisonia, Platystoma,
and perhaps other genera are probably present. The associated brachiopods
show this fauna to be of Middle Devonian age.
It can be affirmed beyond question that all the localities· here discussed.
occur below the Carboniferous. Indeed, there is a decided faunal break
between them and the great series of beds regarded as representing the
base of that formation, so much so that the two groups have not a single
species, and scarcely even a s~ngle genus, in common. At the same time,
I believe that the lower series is neither wholly nor in part Silurian, but
that it was in fact laid down in Lm:ver or Middle Devonian time, representing the Hamilton, or perhaps the Upper Helderberg, of the New York
system. Many of the gene6c identifications strongly suggest a Devonian
facieB, or, at worst, are ambiguous, while the specific references, though
often doubtful, all point to the Devonian rather than the Silurian age of
these strata. Finally, the fauna seems to be rather closely related to that
of the White Pine distri?t, etc., al?ove referred to, of which l\feek says
(loc. cit.., p. 6): "Hence we can not doubt that these beds belong to the
Devonian, and probably to about the horizon of the Hamilton group of
the New York series."
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Ta.b?.e of Devon·iam. species.
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-j- ·- · · · j· · ·- · '· ·---- 1-- ·-- •
Athyrisvittat:1va.r.trip1icatan.Yar ....... \ ............ . : .... ------i------' x ............. ' .... ..
P1enrotomar~a ~?) sp:. ~--- ................ :...... ! .................. ~-- ..........
!.. .... .. .... X
1
Pleurotoman~Isaacsi ( .) ............ ··---·;·--···
x ...... ······;····-.... ..
1
Platystoma mmntum n. sp ................ 1...................... --I· .... ·I X 1.......... --; .... ..
1• • ---Loxonema delica.tum n. sp ................ , .....................
X
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LOWER CARBONIFEROUS.

The Madison limestone has been divided by the g-eologists of the
Survey, upon lithologic chara.cters, into nine beds, ranging from 24 to 32,
both inclusive, of their section scheme. The following table, representingin condensed form the stratigraphic succession ascertained in the Yellowstone National Park, vms kindly supplied by Mr. Arnold Hague, g-eologist
in charg-e of the Yellowstone National Park survey:
Quadrant quartzite.
Madison limes tone.
Bed.

l!'eet.

Four strata of light-gray, more or less cherty lim~stone ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gray banded limestone, with abundant fossils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Massive light-gray limestone... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ligbt-gray and brown, very finely crystalline or granular limestone.. . . . . . .
Limestone, crysta11ine, light gray a.nd generally massive.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Limestone, dark gray a.nd buff, very argillaceous, thick and thin bedded...
15 feet of quite pnre and GO feet of thin-bedded argillaceouR limestone,
both containing fossils -. . . . . . . . . . . . ........................ , . . . . . . . .
25. Coarsely crystalline, dark-gra.y limestone...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
~4. Limestone, finely crysta.Iline and massive below, cherty in its upper portion..

655
400
65
85
200
50

32.
31.
30.
29.
28.
27.
26.

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .
Tbree Forks limestone.

75
80
60
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All the evidence available seems to indicate that the Madison limestone
is fa.unallv a unit and can not be subdivided on the basis of its contained
fossils.
Although the fauna comprises ma.ny K.inclerhool~ species, I doubt
·whether it can justly be reg<wcled. as representing the Kinderhook aJone;
possibly it is equivalent to the major portion of the Mississippian. The
exact correlation of this fauna..has proved impossible, but its affinities
seem to be rather IVith the Kinderhook. than with any other division of the
Lmver Carboniferous.
The follo,ving table represents the various species of invertebrates
recognized in the :iVIadison limestone and their range through the nine beds
'':hose character and succession have just been described. The table is
defective in that a. number of localities from which collections were made.
have not been located in the section scheme previously given, and consequently the data so furnished could not he tabulated. And again, the
collections from many localities are so meager as not to contain, probably,
many of even the commoner species. Other sources of error exist i~1 the
possibility of incorrect reference of the localities to their true horizon in the
section, and of mistaken identifications in the course of paleontologic 'vork.
:J:Iuch care has been taken to minimize both these sources of error, and it is
believed that the accompanying table is a fair statement of thE. chai·acter
and range of the fauna of the Madison limestone.
ol

Ta.ble showing the TML[Je of Lowe1· Oa.rbonifeTous species.·

I

-----~-----::cies.

------ .i~: --~~-l.i-. !~~~--2~~-~~~- -29-]~~; ·:-_·~~- ~[32

Enclotllyrn. bnile:yi vnr.parvan.var.

v

------\------1------i------ ------ ------ ______ :______ ......

X

Holn.sterell:1 wrig~ti var. america nan. Y~r.
I.. -... --- --·
geometnca n. sp .. --- --.-- ... --·
X
-- ....... -·- ...... , .. - · .. 1.. -- .. ·-- --.·
Synugopora a.culeata. n. sp ........ _....... , ___ --- ------,------ -----· -----· X
...
X

Aul~pom

v

Number of bed.

I

S~l'iug~p.orasurcnlaria.n.sp

\-----·! .. --..

------1------1------!. -·-.. --.-..
---1------

-1--.---1------1

···--·--1·----·1-----·
...... X X -----· ------~-----x .. ____ .. ____ ........ ____ .. __________

·-·--·
M1cllehma. pla.ceuta .. ---- ...... ____ ......

X

1 ___ . . . ------

1

J\Ienophyllum(?)exc:wn.tumn.sp .........
Lithostrotion sp ___ ..... _--·.-. --· .......
"" Clisiophyllmn teres n.sp ...................

X

[X

......

X

·j' ...... !...... ...... ......
X

1. . . . . .

X

X

X

x
X

x 1 X
.. ---· ................. .
x ______ ...... x
x -----· ...... ~

Platycrinussymmetricns -----·--·-----··-~·-----· ...... X ------ ......
Scaphiocrinns sp. ------------------ .................. ------ ...... X ...... -----· ··--·- -----·
Anisotrypa, sp ...................... ------ ................. ·................... -----· x 1----~-
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Table showing the ·ran,ge of Lo1ce1· OMbon~{e1·ou.s species-Continued.
Number of becl.

· Species.

,-

24

I ·;-·T·~-j -3~--·-1--;;l--;-

---,------- ----1---·-·1 ----l· ....,-J-r·
25

26

27

!

I

.

X
-Er~dopora ( 'l) sp - ................ -- ..................... ....
1
vPtllQpora. sp.. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . X • • • • • • • • • • • . • •• _.. • • • • • • • ••••• ! ••.••. , .••••• : .... ..
1. . . . . .
Stictoporella (f) sp ...................... •..................... • ; . x .....
1
9 v'Fenestella, 5 sp _.. _....••.............. : ................ : ..................... i............. __ ... .
Archimedes sp.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X •••••• j ..... .

-I-...........

Crania lrevis ...................... __ ...... J X •••••••••••.•••••••••• ••••••••••••••.. __ •••• I..... .
.Rhipidomella:nichel~ni .........•......... 1, •••••••••••• -····· X · --~--- ••••••
••••••
X
X
X
X
X
X
. X
0rthotbeteSI1llequ ahs.................... X
x
-----~
...........•..
Orthothetes sp •.•.•........•........ ······;······ ................•.....
.
.....
x
......
......
......
......
......
!......
.......................
keokuk('~)
Derl.>ya
-----X
X
1
1
rhomboidalis ....................
. / Lep~rena
I
.
, ___ .... 1~·X
X
X 1 X
X
·x
x
X
Chonetes loganensis .........•.. -~-- ...•.. X
•••••••••••• -··---1 X ······!······
X
X
Chonetesornatus ........•.............. .• , X
X 1- .... .
.................. 1 X
X
X
Productella cooperensis. •... .... .... ...•.. X
, __ . . . .
Pprodductella albif~ra n. sp ................ --: .. . .. . X ...................... .....
•••••••••••• 1. . . . . .1. . . . . .
• • • •• • X
X
X
ro nctus sea rrcu us .............•.• ····j X
X ~-- ••••
Prodnctns parviformis n. sp ............... ! .• •••• X .. . . .. . . . .•. . .. . .. .. . .. . X
••••••••••••
X
••••••
••••••
X
X
X
X
. ProductusgaU~tinensisn.sp .............
X . . . . . . X' X
X
X
X
X
Prbductuslre~cos~a ...................... , X
X
X
X 1 X
X
X
X
X
X
i
Productus semnet1culatus ......••.....•..
1
••••••••••••••••••
X
..
.
...
..
.
.
.
.
X
••••••
Camarophoria ringens ....................
•••••••••••••••••••••• ••
X
X
Ca.marotcechiaherrick anan.sp ....•...... ' ............. X
X ...... . . . . . .
X
X
X
X
X
Camarotrechiametallic a .... ~---··········J X
1
Camarotcecbia sappho ( ~)- ..•.... ·... ... ... .... .. X ••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••.•••••
X
X
Camarotcecbia camarifera (?) ............. ---~-- ...... ·x
..... C~marotrechia sp. .... ... ... ..•. ...... .•.. ...... X ...................... .. ·: . ... 1•••••• , ••••••

·-----1---···i······

1·· .... ---................ ------ -... -- I

I

···!··: .. _

1

J

1···· ·-/-··· ··
!------!---···
>< ,..... -I...... I---- .. ;..... .
I !--····
...... X

Liorhyncbus ha.gnei n.sp ..... ............ X •••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••• : ••••••
i
X
X
Dielasma utah................. ........... X
X
X
X
X
Spiriferinasolidiro stris................... X
Xi-·····
X
X
X
X
X
/Sphifercentronatus •.••.................. X . X
1
: ••••••
••••••••••••••••••
X
X
Spirifercent~onatusvar. semifurcatu.sn.var .•.•.• . . ... . X
!P q(.,

······I···· ..

i··· · ··; ···· ··
·· · ·· · ·· ···X···
s8p~r~fifier subattenuatus ..••.•.. -···- --- ---- ··· · · · ·· · · · ., .•..
. ...•....... ,....•.•......
p1n ersp.... .... .... .••. .... ............ ...... ...... ...... ......
Spirifer marionensis (f) ....•. _•.... --- .... ---- -- --.- -- ---- -- ---- ·- ---- · · ·- · · ·- -· · · -- i· · · · ··I X
Spirifersp ...................... .............••....... .................. X ······!······J--c ...
----.--!··.--··

Spirfferstriatusvar.m adisonensisn.var... X .................. 1..................
X
X
X
X
X
Martin in- rostrata n. sp ...•. .. . . . . . .... ... . X 1 X
X
X
X
X 1 X
X
X
Reticularia.cooperensi s ................... X
X. . .....•...
Reticnl:;t.ria cooperensis var... .... ........ . . . ... X .••••••••••
· Reticularia (?) peculia.ris.. .... ... . ...•... X 1...... X .... --• ............... - ... ...... ..... .

I

j··· ... ......

--1

-+··· ... - ...
1

, -- ...•X.-- _- -_ -_-_·_-_I-_--_·-__--- .--- -_ -_ -_ -. _- -. -_ -__- --~---_-_ -_-_-_,-__--.·.·.·.
............. --- ... ....
Ret~cularia ~ ?) subr~tundata
...... .... ....... .... ...... X
1

Syrmgothyr1s carten.
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Table shou:ing the range of LoLcer OarbowiferMt8 speoies-O ontinned.
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X
X
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X
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X
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.
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1
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The following data are derived fro:p1 the table just given, and go to
show that the Madison limeston e fauna is practica} ly p, unit, evincing very
little progress ive differentiation, and not q,ffording sufficient evidence to
>varrant its suhc;livision upon paleonto logic considerations.
Seventy- nine species have been recogniz ed in the nine heels which go to
make up the formation . Of these, 4 species have not been. assigned to any
particula r bed, because it has not been ascertain ed what position the locali-ties from which they c~me would occupy in the type section. These, with
5 species of Platycer as and 5 .of Fenestell a, have not been taken into consideratio n in collectin g the following data. Therefor e only G5 species have
been considere d in making up the tables from 1vhic.h these data are supplied. Of these 65 species, 29 are found to be rare and scattered among
·single beds, but some 17 or 18 are common, a.ncl may be said to range
from the bottom to the top of the formation.
If the nine beds constitut ing the l\Iadison limeston e be artificial ly divided
into three groups of three beds each, the central group is represen ted by 38
species, only G·of ·which are not found in the upper or the lower gronp,
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while the upper Madison/ represented by 33 species, and the lowe1; Ma.clison by 4 7 species, have 21 species in common. In other words, 64 per
cent of the forms found· in the lo1;.,rest beds occur also in the middle beds,
while 45 per cent survive into the upper beds; GO per cent of those in the
middle beds are found also in the upper, and .64 per cent of those in the
upper are introduced in the lower Madison. 'rhese percentages include
species which were founcl in only a single locality, and which, though perhaps alien to the beds "in which they are not recorded, at the same time
can not be said to be characteristic of that 1vhich alone provided them.
Althoug h the table (see p. 484) shows a number of species in the upper
portion of the Madison which have not yet been found in the beds below,
it would scarcely be true to say that they materially changed its character.
The fauna of the Madison limestone is closely related to that which
was described ·in reports by "'\Vhite/ by Hall and Whitfie ld/ and probabl y
also by Meek.4 'J.1he close relationship of this· fauna with that of the
Kinderh ook formation of the Mississippi Basin was recognized by the
authors mentioned. Writing· in regard to this correlation in 1877, White
says (loc. cit.): "The collections of the expedition contain fossils from
only three localities that I have definitely referred to the sub-Carboniferous
period. These localities are Mount~in Spring, Old :i\1ormon road, N evacla;
Ewells Spring, Arizona (upper horizon), and a place below Ophir City,
Utah. The collection ma9-e at the. first-named locality is the most characteristic and importa nt one of all, and is referred to the horizon of the
Kinderh ook formation, to which horizon it is not improbable the others also
belong." Arid again: "The case is far different, however, with the collection from the Mountain Spring locality, which I refer without hesitation to
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the Kinderhook group" (p. 14). The fauna of this locality seems to
include the follmving species : Platyc1·inu-s sp., Actinocrinus viaticus, P1·ocluctus parvus, 8trophomena rhombo·idalis, 8pidfe1· cent?·onatus, 8. st-riatu-s,
8. extenuat·us, 8. ( llfa-rt-inia) pecu.lia1·is, 8pi1·i,q.e1·a mont-icola, 8. obmaxima, Tm·ebratu..la (Dielasma) bu,rlin.r;tonensis. The Madison limestone contains the
following equivalent or identical speGies : Platycd·nus symmetTicu,s of the
same type as the form :figured by White; P·rocl~tctus pa1·vf:fo,-mis n. sp., considered to be different from P. pat·mr,s 1\L and \V., but the same as P. pa1·vus
White; Leptcena 1·homboidalis; 8J_Ji1·ife,- centronat-~tS; 8. st1·iatus var. madisonensis n. var., which I believe to be varietally different from 8. striatu,s of
\Vhite, though corresponding to it in the fauna ; 8y1·in,qothyr·is carte1·i, representing the closely related 8. extenuatus 1 of "White's fauna; Reticula1·ia (?)
pecu.lia1·is; Athy1·is incmssata.2
Dielas11u~ ~r,tah, which I have recognized in the Yellowstone National
Park collections, is probably" the same as D. burlin.r;tonense "; at least, with
the limited material at my command, I am unable to :find any characteristic
difference. · Some of the species from the other localities also have their
analogues in the l\iadison limestone fauna. S. harveyi \Vhite may be one
of the two species of Syrin,c]opo1·a described belo1v, although the original
description is insufficient for identification. Oonocardium pulchellum (?) of this
report is certainly of the same type. as, and may be identical with, 0.
t1·i,qonale White, which is unfortunately unidentifiable, while Euomphalus
l:ux·us is represented by Stmpcwollus ~r,tahensis, both closely allied forms.
Hall and Wh:ltfield also describe a similar fauna from the limestone of
Dry Canyon, Oquirrh l\Iountains; and from Ogden, Little Cottonwood, and
Logan canyons, in the \Vasatch Range, Utah. This fauna is described
and figured under the name of the vVaverly group, and is said (lo~. supra
cit., p. 201) to contain an assemblage of fossils considered to ·be "of about
the age of the Waverly group of Ohio" and the yellow sandstones of Bur1 Some of tbe specimens which I have irlentifierl as S. ca1·teri can not he s~tiil. to differ. in nny
essential particula.r from that fignred. by 'White as S. extenuatus.
2 This form is very close indeed to ·white's Spiri,qera obma.r.ima in form and general characteristics.
Strictly speaking, .t1. incras.~ata is a true Athyris, while Spirige1·.a obmaxima. belongs to the subgenns
Cliothyris. In point of fact I have not been able to discover spines on \:llhite's specimens, and they
m~y prove to be the same as the form which I have called .t1. incrassata.
'~The V\T averly group of Ohio is now known to be c.omposite in its nature and to contain several
different faunas. The lower portion, Herrick has been led to believe, is Devonia.n, aud the upper
portion corresponds.to the Kinderhook and the Burlington-Keokuk phases of the Mississippian. A
close acquaintance with t~e Waverly faunas, inv.olving several years of collecting and study, has
convinced me that Herrick is altogether mistaken in this view. The whole o_f tbe Waverly, including
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The follo·wing
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as that of the :Madison limestone, and had the material been worked by the
same hand the specific determinations ·would doubtless have been more
uniform. The two areas are geographically closely related.
Considering the fauna of the l\iaclison limestone as a whole, it can be
pointed out that, of the 79 species known from this formation, 29 1vere
described from or have been identified in Kinderhook beds of Ohio, Michigan, and the :Mississippi Valley-that is, about 37. per cent of the Madison
limestone fauna consists of. Kinderhook species. These are: JI!Iichelinia
placenta, Platyc1·imc,s symmet1·icus, Cmnia.lmvis, Rhipidomella. ·michelini, 01·thothetes incequcdis, Derbya keokuk (?), Leptcena Thomboidalis, Chonetes lo,qanensis/
Chonetes ornatus, Proclu.ctella cooperens·is, P1·ocl·uctus lmvicosta, P. semi?·eticulatus, Ctmnaropho1·ia rin,qens, Cama1·otmchic~ hmTickana n. sp., C. metalliccL,
C. ccmw1·ije1·a (?), C. sappho (?), Dielasma ~~tah, 2 'Spi1·ij'e1·ina solidirost1·is,
Spi1·ij'er ce?ztrorn~t?,c,s, S. subattemtatu.$, S. marionensis (?), Retic~tla·ria coope1·ensis, R. (?) pecu.Z.iaris, R. (?) subrot:undata, Sy1·in,r;othy1·is cm·te1·i, .Athy1·is
lamellosa, Cliothyr·is crassicardinalis, and Conocanliu;m pu.lchellu;m (?).
After making the necessary deductions from this list, some of whose
identifications are rather in the nature of approxima,tions, it still must be
Rpparent that the fauna of the Madison limestone has many peculiarities of
the earlier :Mississippian, and in particular shows a marked affinity throughout with the Kinderhook fauna.
Taking R more general view of the fauna, the presence of Sy1·in,r;othyris
speaks for lower l\Hssissippian, since it is not known there above the Keokuk,
and the same is true of Le1Jtce1za 1·honiboiclalis, since it does not occur Rbove
the lower Burlington. It must be noted, however, that these forins
appear to be restricted to the lower portion of. the Madison also. The
absence of Procl~£ct~ts p~mctat-us from this formation is evidence in the same
direction, as it is introduced in· America in the Keokuk, and in general
there is to he noticed in the l\1aclison limestone fauna an absence of those
highly differentiated ancl often peculiar species which characterize the
heels of the middle ancl upper l\1ississippian. Tliis is perhaps most noticeable
in the Spiriferoicls and Procluctoicls, foJ.· they are the commonest forms. In
the Madison these comprise a few comparatively simple, stn.ble, ancl persistent
·--------I.A. form, probably the same, is common in the Cuyahoga shale of northern Ohio, passing usn ally
as C. illinoisensis.
"Probably a synonym for D. lnwUngtone118e.
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do not pass over into
forms, often real Kind erhoo k types, which, however,
to the same gene ra .
the high ly developed and differentiated species belon ging
in the Tliississippi Valle y in Burlington time and later.
tone show bv
On the other hand , several gene ra in the Madison limes
Kind erho ok fn.un~.
their pr~sence that we are not deali ng with· a pure
inia., Seminula, and
Here must be ment ioned the gene ra Archimedes, 1\iart
uk, nor Enclothyra
Endo thyra . Archimedes is not Immvn below the Keok
described from the
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and Martinia range
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throu ghou t.
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Such species as De1·bya keoku.k (?), Camc&rophorict, 1·i·r~r;
consideration in
metallicet, and E1.tmet1"ia venw~Liliana dema.nd individual
discussing the age of the lVIadison limestone.
Uppe r CarbonIf Rhynchonella metallica was reall y originally found in
long range or else
iferous rocks, eithe r it must have an extra ordin arily
ifications on external
this is an insta nce of the dang er in maki ng iclent
a.nd the matei·ial
chara cters from a single specimen; for betw een the type
ction.
. from the :M:adison limestone I ca.n find no specific distin
single poor ly
Derbya keokuk (?), whose identification is based upon a
·with Syrin gothy ris
prese rved specimen, is know n in Indiana. a.ssociated
a is clutmcteristic of
and a \Vav erly fauna. \Vhile E~~·metria venzewilian
k Acambona. osa,r;ensis
the uppe r Mississippian, "Ne find in the Kind erhoo
stris ·white, Betzia
Svmllo,'lr, Hustedia f1·iangzdcwis :L\Iiller, Ezflmetria (?) a.ltim
low, a.ll Retzioids
ci1"C'&dcwis lVIiller, R. plicata Miller, and R. popeana S·wa.l
that the form 1vhi.ch
and of a more or less similar type. It is note,:vorthy
to the lmver beds of
I ha.ve refer red to Enm.etria venzeuiliana is confined
mentioned, but in
the Madison. It may reall y be one of the species just
bette r-kno wn form
its prese nt condition can not be distinguished from the
was described from
with 1vhich I have identified it. Canw1·ophoria ·rin.r;ens
I have called by that
the Burli ngton chert of 1\iissouri, but the form 'vhich
name is prese nt in the Kind erhoo k fauna a.s ''vell.
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No one familiar with the passage heels between the Devonian and
and the Carboniferous would hesitate to refer even the basal portion of the
Madison limestone to the latter. Yet the fauna of the Madison, and especially, perhaps; that of the lower portion, is not without Devonian affinities.
These are vested chiefly in the genera Productella, Aulopora, and Michelinia, and in the species Ca.mm·ot03chia sa.ppho (?) and Spirifer subattenuatu.s.
P1·oductella. alifera n. sp., it will be noticed, is confined to the lower pottion
of the formation, but P. cooperensis, a highly characteristic Kinderhook species,
beginning in the lowest bed of the Madison limestone, survives ahnost to its
upper limit. A~dopom ,r;eoniet1·ica n. sp. is found at only one locality in our
collections, which occurs a little below the middle of the formatio!l (bed 26).
Michelinia seems to be restricted in its occurrence to the lo,vest bed.
Cama1·ot03chia. sa.ppho (?) also is found toward the base, in bed 25, while S.
subattenuat~~s has not been located in any bed of the section scheme.
As is well lmowil, C. sapplw and Sp. s~~battenua.tus occur in both
Devonian and Carboniferous deposits. ·
The following conclusions have been drawn from the evidence afforded
by the table of distribution of species given on page 484, some of which
has a.ln~ady been dwelt upon: (1) rrhe. fauna of the Madison limestone
can be referred wholly and without question to Carboniferous time; (2) it
has a marked Kinded10ok facies; (3) it is essentially the same fauna as
that described by \~Thite, by Hall and \Vhitfielc1, and by Meek, and by
them referred to the.Kinderhook or \Va.verly; (4) the fauna is not sepai·able into independent units, but must be regarded as a whole.
The last statement should perhaps be qualified to some extent, for while
a large percentage of types, often primitive and indicating a Kinderhook
fauna, are persistent almost to the very top, at the same time there are
unquestionable indications of adva.ncing development, while certain admixtures, sometimes specific, sometimes generic, indicate an age much later than
the Kinderhook. For instance, the only representatives of the Devonian
genera· Aulopora and Michelinia a.re confined to the lower portion of the
Madison, as are also the species Leptcena 1·homboiclalis, Productella a.lifera. n.
sp., Ca.m.arot03chia sappho (?), and Syrin.r;othyris carteri, while Endothym baileyi
var. pa?"Va n. var., Derbya keok~tk (?), A1·chimecles sp., and Seminula madisonensis n. sp: (of the· type of S. s~r.bquadrata and S. subtilita) are peculiar to the
upper portion. At the same time it will not be amiss to recall again that 45
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per cent of the fauna, of the lowest third of the :Madison persists into the
upper third, many of the species being of Kinderhook age, or primitive and
a,11ied to Kinderhook species; that such genera as Martini a and Seminula
ramte from the verv bottom to the to1) of the Madison: and, in 0o·eneral,· the
incompleteness of much of the data tnbulated, by reason of which the many
species known nt present from a single horizon, and giving an individual
facies to different portions of the series, might on fuller information be
found to have a more extended range. A complete record would doubtless
show even less progressive differentiation in the se1·ies than now appea,rs.
The fact that Bumetric~ vernG'I.ri.liana is apparently restricted to the
lo1ver beds remains an interesting ~momaly.
I do not believe that the facts warrant :m exact correln,tion of the
Madison limestone with the Kinderhook horizon of the niississippi BP"sin,
although the Kinderhook n.ffinities of its fauna are obvious. rrhe evidence
of such genera ~'Ls Endothyra, Eumetria, Archimedes, n.nd other forms
already mentioned, can not he set aside, and the probabilities involved in
placing the nfadison limestone, 1 '700 feet thick, to offset the 300 feet 1 of
shales, sandstones, and limestones of the Kinderhook in the Mississippi
V aJley, are significant.
A more probable interpretation of the facts observed seems to he that
the Madison limestone represents a large portion, possibly even the whole,
of the Lower Carboniferous period, being a Kinderhook fauna which
through uniformity of conditions of environment hacl maintained its
essential characters long after its contemporar y fauna to the east had been
..__,

.J

I

superseded.
This would presuppose a nearly continental distribution of the Kinderhook fauna during ea,rly Mississippian time, '"'hich, indeed, 1ve have some
'In Missouri the Louisiana limestone (Keyes, 189<1, Geol. Surv, Missouri, Vol. IV, p, 51 et seq.) is
said to have a thickness of over GO feet, tlle Hannibal sllales or Vermi cnlar snnd8tone of over 70 feet; and
t,he Chouteau limestone of nearly 100 feet, making a maximum .thickness of 230 feet. Tl1e same nutbor
(loc. cit., p. 46) gives a section at Burlington, Iowa, in which the Kinderhook is given a maximum of 110
feet of limestones, sanclstouc8, :mel sllalca. Daua (l\Iunnal of Geology, 4tll ed., 1805, Pll· 637-630) gives
t,he "Knobstone" below the Keokuk in Indiaua a maximum thickness of 500 feet. Iu Michigan the
Marshall grou.p, the equivalent in part of the Kinderhook, is said to have 173 feet of grit and sandstones,
the overlying Napoleon group having 123 feet of shale and sandstones. In Ohio the ViTaverly group
has a maximum thickness of 1,150 feet, chiefly shales a,nd sandstones (Orton, Geol. Surv. Ohio, Vol. VII,
1893, p. 4), or, a,s is avera,ged in the same table, 500 to 800 feet. However, Herrick considers a portion
of this to be of Devonian a,ge, while the rest represent's the Kinderhook, Burlington, and Keokuk
periods.
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evidence for believing to have been the case, but no ca.taclasmic interposition of barriers is necessary to a.ccount for the individual course of development which the fauna seems to have pursued in the Rocky Mountain region
and in what is no'v the Mississippi Valley.
The approximate uniformity ·of the Madison limestone is evidence of a
protracted period of quiet and uniform physical conditions, while the rapid
altemation of sediments in the typical Mississippian would seem to indicate
frequent and important changes in environment ·which find equal expression
in the varied faunas that have resulted. The wide sepa.ntt.ion of the hvo
regions geographically would readily permit of their independent development, both fauna.lly and physiographieally.
Still, the conclusion is not warranted ·that the Madison limestone represents the entire period of Mississippian deposition. In Montana, at "Old
Baldy," near Virginia City, Meek has rep~rted fossils of the Chester group,
with a probability of the lower formations being present; and from near
Fort Hall, between Ross Fork and Lincoln Valley, in Idaho, the same
authority has identified many speeies characteristic of the oolitic beds of
the St. Louis group at Spergen Hill, Indiana..1
These localities are both comparatively near the Y ellovi·stone National
Park region, and it is hard to believe that if the Madison limestone was
contemporaneous in part with either of these periods the fauna should not
clearly indicate it. Indeed, Meek, commenting upon certain collections
made at various localities in Montana not far from the Yellmvstone Park,
and from a horizon which I believe to be equivalent to the l\fadison limestone (see ante, p. 487), makes the following statement: "At the same time
that I would refer the beds from which these fossils were obtained to the
Carboniferous, it should be remarked that "ve have every reason to believe
that they belong to a lower horizon in the series than those from ·which
n~arly all the collections from 'Old Baldy' Mountain were obtained; also,
than the fossiliferous beds on the divide between Ross Fork and Lincoln
Valley, Montana." (Loc. cit., p. 433.) .
We may therefore conclude that the Madison limestone does not probably represent the period of the Genevieve group, but, while showing distinct
affinities with the Kinderhook, may have persisted through the period of
the Osage group as well.
1

Ha.ydeu, Sixth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Snrv. Territories, etc., for 1872, 1873, pp. 433, 434.
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'rhe fact that the entire Coal Measure series is la.cking in this region,
or, if represented at all, finds expression in the unfossiliferous Quadntnt
quartzite, makes it probable that the same forces 1;.;•hich resulted in the nondeposition or removal of the overlying forma.tion affected the later portion
of the Lov.rer Carboniferous time in the same ·way.
Ta.ble sho1.cing the 1·epresenta.tion of zoolog·iea.lgr01l:J.)S in the Jll((.dison lim.estone (rw.na .
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It will be seen from the foregoing· table that an unusually large percentage of the fauna of the Madison limestone, not only in the number of
speeific types, but in the abundance in 1vhich they are found, consists of
brachiopods. Most conspicuous for their rarity are the lamellibranchs,
of which only two specimens, representing two different species, 1 have
been collected. This is, perhaps, explained by the consideration that the
Madison limestone ·is usually rather pure in composition, no true shales
occurring interbedded with it. On the other hand, . crinoids, which we
might expect to find abundantly in such extensive calcareous deposits, are
also comparativel y rare. Other organic types appear, perhaps, in not far
from the average proportion.
'I'wo localities are interesting as presenting a local or perha.ps more
than local development of the Madison limestone fa1.ma. One, the· cherty
limestone of Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin H.ange, forms the upper portion of
bed 24 of the section. The fauna consists of Prodtr.ct1JS semi1·eticu-latus, Menophyll~Mn (?) excavahw~, N aticopsis (?) sp., Platycems form. a., Cliothyris 1·oissyi,
C. cmssica1·dinalis, Spirifer st?·iatus var. maclisonensis n. var., 8pi1·{(er cent?·ona.tu.s,
'One of these, very fragmentary (but perhaps referable to Gypricardinia. consimilis Ha.ll or G.
scitr£la HerTick), is not mentioned iu the report following.
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Sj;irifedJut solidiros{ris, Lim·hynchu.s haguei n. sp., Camarot03cll:ia metall·ic£~,
Prod·uctella cooperensis, Chonetes ontatus, Orthothetes ·injl.atus, Gmnict lcev·is,
Ptilopora sp., Fenestella sp. Of these L. haguei, Naticopsis (?) sp., Platycen~s
sp., Orania. lcevis, Ptilopom sp., and Fenestella sp. have not been idei1tified
elsewhere in the J\iadison lime~tone, with whose fauna, however, that of
these localities is very close} y rela.tecl.
rrhe red beds exposed at the hea.d of Conant Creek, Teton Range, may
also be separated from the Madison limestone, with which lithologically as
'\vell as faunally they are slightly connected. The matrix is a red calcareous shale, more shaJy than is common in the J\:fadison limestone, in
which the. fossils are, as a. rule,· very badly crushed. The fauna, which
is scantily knovm and, on account of the condition· of the materia],
inadequately identified, consists of Sem.intda madiso.nensis n. sp., Spi1·ij'er·
mCl!rionensis (?), 01·thothetes sp., and Ericlop01·a (?) sp. None of these is
unquestionably ide1itical with species found in beds below, though they a.re
perhaps q1.-lestionahly distinct. This locality is provisionally referred to
bed 32, the highest in the formation. More evidence may show it to be
later than the \Vaverly.

DESCRIPTIONS OF SPECIES.
DEVONIAN .
C<ELENTER.ArJ.1A.

ACTINOSTROM A Nicholson, 1886.
AcTINOSTROMA

sp.

At least one species of Stromatoporoid is represented in this collection;
but the materia.l, badly weathered and poorly silicified, scarcely affords the
promise of more than a. generic identification. Therefore it has not been
studied by mea.ns of microsc~pic sections. · A careful examination shows a
large concentrically laminate ccenosteum. The laminre are more or less
contorted, and the division into latilaminre is not apparent. The very fine
laminre are eonnected by minute radial pillars, which on favorably exposed
smfaces are seen to be continuous. This is the well-known characteristic
structure of the genus ActinostrOI~m, very abundant in Devonian strata in
both hemispheres.
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Formation and locality: Three Forks limestone, nea.r the divide
betv,reen Gallatin Valley and Panther C1~eek, Bighorn Pass, Gallatin
Range, bed 21; S. L. Penfield. -East slope of Antler Pea.k, Gallatin Range;
A. C. Gill. South slope of Antler Peak, Gallatin Range; J. P. Iddings.
PACHYPHYLLUM Edwards and Haime, 1850.
p ACHYPHYLLUM sp.

Corallum attaining large size (the present specimen measures 150 mrn.
in longest diameter and is fragmentary). Corallites small (9 to 10 mm.
in diameter), separated by mural zones of about 2.5 mm. Septa, 32 to 34
in number, and alternating in size.
The specimen studied is a massive weather--worn fragment, which does
not show the external smface of the corallum, nor the nature of the calyces.
The rock has also suffered considerably f1·om compression, for, though the
limestone is scarcely altered, the corallites are flattened and the lines of
the septa and spongy exothecal and dissepimental tissue often broken and
discontinuous. The corallites vary much in size, owing probably to
difference in age, but are more uniform where the corallum is crovi'ded.
The average of 1i1ature cells is, perhaps, as above stated. That measure- ·
ment, however, relates to the septate portion only. The mural tissue is
very finely vesicular and is not penetrated by the septa, ''vhich are about 34
in number. They are strong,. but have not the Acervularia-like expa.nsion
so strongly developed as in P. devoniense. Longitudinal sections show alternating stripes of finely vesicular mural tissue and the longitudinally handed
septate portion. This is occupied by dissepimental plates, but the presenee
of complete tabulre h.as not been ascertained.
\Vhile I am convinced that this species is as yet undescribed, and
although the characters established a.re sufficient to enable one to distinguish
it from any forms known and to recognize it again at the type or adjacent
localities, yet I have not felt justified in proposing for it a ne'v name, since the
material is scarcely suitable for illustration; and it is not improbable that
from other stations, more or less remote, new types will subsequently he
described, which it will not be possible to separate from this, owing to the
imperfections of the latter.
The only species whieh, so far a.s I am aware, ha.ve been refeiTed to
MON XXXII, PT II--32
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tl~is .genus in this country are the three mentioned by Miller in his North

American Geology and Paleontology, viz: P. d.evoniense, P. wooclmani, and
1?. solita1·ium. The last mentioned of these can scarcely be referred to the
genus Pachyphyllum, since it is described as a simple coral with an epitheca
(or theca) ann without exotheca.l tissue. Pachyphyllum woodmani was
originally mentioned by \V"hite as Smithia -wood·man:U Hall and Whitfield
describe an~l figure it 2 under the name of Pachyphylh~m -wooclmani, saying
"the exsert form of the cells, and their limitation by an outer wall, are
features which do not exist in Smithia, but pertain to the genus Pachyphyllum." In point of fact, Pachyphyllum seems to be a synonym of Smithia.
The genus is characterized by Edwards and Haime as follows: "Corallum
compound, increasing by lateral gemmation. Corallites not separated by
an individual epitheca, but united in their lov1rer portion by a large development of costre and exothecal tissue; septa and tabulre well develop0d.
Pachyphyllum is disting·uished from all other Cyathophylloids by the
development of the costre and exothecal tissue." 3 rrhe description of
P. bouchaTdi, the type (ibid.), accords with the generic description, but,
unfortunately,
. by . some oversight, it vvas not figured by the authors.
Although there is the usual reference heading the specific description, there
is no corresponding plate or description of plate in the accompanying atlas.
I am not a'ivare that it has subsequently been figured. Smithia is described
by the same authors in the following terms: "Corallum compound, astreiform, multiplying by submarginal gemmation. Cora.llites intimately
connected, having the same structure as Acervularia (i. e., with two walls;
septocostal structure well developed between the walls; much less in the
central area. No columella. Tabulre little developeil), except that they
lack external walls and that the septocostal rays are more or less confluent.
No columella." (Loc cit., p. 142.)
A comparison of the two gel.1era shows that they are at least very
closely related. One great distinction, implied rather than expressed, is
that in Smithia the one wall is regarded as homologous with the inner
wall of Acervularia, the intercellular tissue being then simply confluent
intermural tissue of· adjacent cells. In Pachyphyllum, on the other hand,
Geol. Rept. Iowa., 1870, Vol. I, p.188.
Twenty-third Ann. Rept. New York State Cab. Nat. Hist., p. 231, Pl. IX, fig. 9.
3 Hist. Nat. des Coralliaires, Y ol. III, Paris, 1857, p. 39i.
1

2
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the imperfect 1vall is rega.rded aa equivalent to the theca of most rugose
corals, the outer wall of Acervularia., while the surrounding tissue is
exothecal in nature, a sort of cCBnenchyma, If this distinction can be
established, the two genera would be 1videly different h1 fact, however. difficult it would be to distinguish them in practice. However, there seems to
be little if any reason why the single, imperfect central walls in both genera
should not be homologous with each other and. with the imperfect inner
wall of Acervularia. Thus the two differentiating characters mentioned by
Hall and Whitfidd fa.ll to the ground, for in neither genus a.re the corallites
limited by an outer wall. As to the exsert. form of the cells, this character
is not mentioned in the generic description of Pachyphyllum, ·but P.
bou,chanli is described with "\Valls strong and distinct; calyces circular,
deep, vvith edges rather elevated." This character, then, is not regarded as
of generic value, and in the type species is not especially striking. The
chief points of distinction Virhich can be dra.wn from Edwards and Haime's
description (leaving out their.view of the homologies of the inner wall,
·virhich I hold to be questionable) come to this, that Pachyphyllum has
very extended ta.bulre, while Smithia has them only slightly developed, a.
character I'Yhich, taken alone, is of doubtful generic importance.
Smithia is generally rega1·ded as a. synonym for Phillipsastrrea, but
Ed·vmrds and Haime claim that it is disting~uished from the latter by the
presence of a columella. If constant, this would seem to be a good
character. After studying the type species, Nicholson states that PhHlipsastl·rea (== Smithia) has essentially the structure of Heliophyllum-i. e., with
carinate septa, fossula, and without an inner ·wall. If Smithia is indeed
synonymous with Phillipsastrrea, then Pachyphyllum is a quite different
thing. But if Smithia and Pachyphyllum are as Edwards and Haime bave
described them, it seems probable that the latter is a synonym of the
former.
It is possible that three types are included among the five species
referred to Pachyphyllum. One of these, P. solita-rium, I think, beyond
a doubt, must be placed elsewhere. Or, is it perhaps the initial cell
of a Pa.chyphyllum colony~ Another type which is structurally near
Smithia is that represented by P. bo~tchm·di and P. tooodmani. A third
type is found in P. devoniense and the form above · desci·ibed. It is
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characterized by a mural ~one of vesicular tissue, which is not penetrated
by the septa. Edwards and Hahne say that in ·p. devoniense this zone is
traversed by the costre, which are not very pronounced, but distinct. This
is scarcely apparent in the figure, but, if so, the form represents an intermediate stage between P. boucha1·di and Pachyphyllum~ sp., where the thick
costre terminate in the mural zone without penetrating it.
Formation and locality:. Three Forks limestone, north side of saddle
west of Mount Miller, Absaroka Range; Louis V. Pirsson.
OYATHOPHYLLUM Goldfuss, 1826.
0YATHOPHYLLU:L\-r cJESPITosmr Goldfuss

(~)

Oyathophyllu1n acespitosmn Goldfuss, 1826. Petrefacta Germanire, p. 60.

. In the calcareous sandstone, associated with specimens of Actinostroma,
Pachyphyllum, Atrypa, etc., is a species of Oyathophyllum, which may be
identical with 0. ccespitosum Goldf. It consists of isolated fragments of
cylindrical corallites, which have about forty alternately long and short
septa, a tabulate central portion, and a vesicular outer zone. In size, general
character, and in specific detail, as far as determinable, these strongly
resemble Goldfuss's species, and may, like it, ·when entire, have grown in
tuftlike masses. Indeed, the small . diameter and the cylindrical form
of the corallites are favorable to such an interpretation. 0. ca:spitosum is
already known to. occur in American strata, being found in Upper Helderberg rocks.
Formation and locality: Three Forks limestone, near the divide betvveen
Gallatin Valley and Panther Creek; Bighorn Pass, Gallatin Range, heel 21;
S. L. Penfield. East slope of Antler Peak, Gallatin Range; H. 0. Gill.
North side of saddle ''vest of Mount Miller, Absaroka Hange; Louis V.
Pirsson.
CLADOPORA Hall, 1852.
0LADOPORA sp.
Like the other corals from the same bed, specimens ot Oladopora are
coarsely silicified and considerably weathered. The branches are circular,
and about 5 mm. in diameter. 'rhe pores are nearly circular, small (about
0.25 mm. in diameter), and separated from each other by a distance about
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equal to their own diameter. "What the shape of the orifice may have been
originally it is impossible now to determine. Iu its present condition the
corrallum resembles C. labiosa and C. pinguis, both of Rominger, 1 but more
especially the form figured as a variety of C. labiosa. 2
The form 1inder discussion resembles C. labiosa in the slenderness of
the stem, but the pores are more distant, and at present not labiate. It
resembles C. pinguis in the thick inter;;titia1 ti~:~sue between the cells and
in the less labiate condition of the latter; but the branches are less i'obust
and the cell apertures apparently smaller.
Formation and locality: Three Forks limestone, near the divide
between Gallatin Valley and Panther Creek, Bighorn Pass, Gallatin Range:
bed 21; S. L. Pei1field.
FAVOSITES Lamarck, 1812.
FAVOSITES sp.
Pl. LXVI, fig. 8a.

Corallum rather small, about 50 mm. (~) in diameter; cells small, very
closely tabulate, tabulre being about 0.5 mm. apart. Number of rows of
mural pores, character of the same, and nature of the epitheca, not known;
The material subniitted was not found in place. It consists of a fragmentary silicified example, which, while showing. some characters very
plainly (e. g., the tabulation), has others obliterated so that specific identification of the fo1m is impossible. It can, however, be affirmed that it does
not belong to any Car·boniferous representative of the genus, at least such
as are yet desc1ibed, and it can therefore with great probability be regarded
as belonging to Devonian or Upper Silurian time.
Formation and locality : Three Forks limestone, north side of Soda
Butte Creek, Ab~a1~oka Range; J. P. Iddings.
I Geol. Surv. Michigan, Vol. III, P~. II, 1876, pp. 52-53, Pl. XXI, :figs. 2, 3.
• Loc. cit., :fig. 3, lowest specimen.
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BRACHIOPODA.

ATRYPA Dalman, 1827.
ATRYPA .RETICULARIS Linne.
Pl. LXVI, figs. la, 1b, lc..

At1·ypa retimtla.1·is Linne, 1767: Systema N aturre, ed. xii, Vol. I, p.l132. Hall, 1852: Pal.
New York, Vol. II, p. 72, Pl. XXIII, figs. 8, 8a-8n; p. 270, Pl. LV, figs. 5a-5n.
Billings, 1863: Logan, Geol. Surv. Canada., Rept. Progress 1843-1863, p. 318,
figs. 335a-335c; p. 384, figs. 416a-416c. Hall1 1867: Pal. New York, Vol. IV, p.
316, Pl. LII, figs. 1-3, 7-12; Pl. LIII, figs. 3-19; Pl. Lilia, figs. 22, 23. Meek
and Worthen, 1868: Geol. Snrv. Illinois, Vol. III, p. 432, Pl. XIII, fig. 11.
Meek, 1877: King's U. S. Geol. Expl. 40th Par., Vol. IV, p. 38, Pl. I, figs. 7, 7£L;
PI. III, fig. 6. White, 1880: Second Aun. Rept. Indiana Bureau Statistics and
Geology,·p. 502, PI. V, figs. 7, 8, 9. Walcott, 1884: Mon. U.S. Geol. Surv., Vol.
VIII, p. 150, Pl. XIV, figs. 6, 6a., 6b. Beecher and Clarke, 1889: Mem. New
York State Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 51, Pl. rv, figs. 12-20. Hall and Clarke, 1893:
Pal. New York, Vol. VIII, Pt. II, p. 165, fig. 153; Pl. LV, figs. 1-17. Herrick,
1895: Geol. Ohio, Vol. VII, Pl. XX, fig. 7.

This well-known. and universally distributed form needs no further
description. It has as yet been identified from but one locality in the
Yellowstone National Park, is represented entirely by casts, and is a small,
coarsely plicate form, similar to that from the Lockport (often called Niagara) limestone, and. identified by ·walcott from Upper Devonian·strata.
Formation anti locality: 'rhree Forks limestone, base of bluff, Little
Sunlight Creek; Arnold Hague. Silurian and Devonian· throughout the
.
·
world.
ATRYPA MISSOURIENSIS lVJiller.
Pl. LXyr, figs. 2a, 2b, 2c.

!1-tryp_a reticulari.y (var.) Meek, 1877: King's U. S. Geol. Expl. 40th Par:, Vol. IV,
p. 38, Pl. III, fig. 6~.
Atrypa desq1trunata ·walcott (non Sowerby), 1.884: Mon. U. S. Geol. Surv., Vol. VIJI,
p. 150, PI. XIV, figs. 4, 4a.
Atrypa rnissou1·iensis Miller, 1894: Eighteenth Ann. Rept. State Geologist of Indiana,
1893, p. 315, Pl. IX, figs. 19-21.

Shell rather small, subcircular, variable in shape. Dorsal and ventral
valves moderately and equally convex, finely striate, not at all or only
obscurely marked by distant concentric strire, which, moreover, are not
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squamose. Beak of the ventral valve sma.ll, not much incurved; a.rea small.
Anterior margin distinctly but not strongly si1iuate.
There can be little doubt that this is the same form for ·which Miller
proposed the name At?·y)JCl ·missonriensis, and 1vhich had been previously
referred to by Meek as Atrypa 1·eticu.laris and by \V alcott as At·rypa. dcsqua.mata (loc. cit.).
A. missou.riensis is described froni :lliidclle Devonian rocks (probnJ:?ly ·
Hamilton age), and the type locality is 3 miles from Otterville and 17
miles 1vest of Sedalia, Missouri. A form, probably referable to Miller's
species, is found at Fulton, Missouri, in rocks of Hamilton age, and with
this the material from the Yellowstone National Park is very closely
allied, perhaps specifically identical. It is possible that the :finely striated
variety of A. reticula1·is, mentioned by \Valcote and s~:t.id to resemble a
variety from the Hamilton and Chemung groups in Iowa, may also be
placed in the list of synonyms.
A. misso~wiensis occurs in considerable abundance at several localities
in the Yellowstone Park, but it is rarely found associated with Atrypa
?"eticularis, which is kno>•m from the same region. The two forms a.re thus
distinct in distribution as well as intrinsic character, when this region
alone is contemplated, and the natural tendency is to refer them to
.different species, but in view of the -almost universal distribution of A.
retic~~laris, and its equally extensive range of variation, perhaps a varietal
distinction is all that is warranted. Only a monographer will be competent to determine specific limitations in this protean type.
A. clesqnamata in this country is nothing more than A. 1·eticu.lcwis
with an erect beak, area, and unconcealed foramen; and the same appears
to he equally true of the European forms. 11 his character or group of
characters seems scarcely of specific value, but in any case the s~tme
, peculiarities of surface, etc., which distinguish A. missMwiensis from A.
1·eticu.la?·is serve to differentiate it from A. clesquamata also. Although it
is a mature form, A. missou1·iensis is characterized by neologic traits, and
agrees very closely 1vith young examples of A. desqu.am.ata as figured by
Daviclson. 2 Still, full-grovm shells are the only ones with which we· are
justified in comparing it.
1
2

Mon. U; S. Geol. Surv., Vol. VIII, 1884, p. 150 ..
British Fossil Brachiopoda., Vol. III, Part VI, Pl. XI, figs. 6, 6a..
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Formation and locality: 1'hree Forks limestone, south slope of Antler
Peak, Gallatin Range; south side Soda Butte Creek, northwest of Abiathar
Peak, Absaroka Range; J. P. Iddings. North side of saddle west of Mount
Miller, Absaroka Range; Louis .V. · Pirsson. Near Otterville and Sedalia,
Missouri.
SPIRIFER Sowerhy, 1815.
SPIRIFER ENGELl\:fANNI

Meek.

Pl. LXVI, :figs. .)a., 3b, 3c, 3d.
Spirifera enge!.nw.nni Meek, 1860: Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 308. Meek, 1877:
King's U. S. Geol. Expl. 40th Par., Vol. IV, p. 41, Pl. III, figs. 3-3a.
Spirije1· engeln~anni Meek, 1876: Simpson's Rept. Expl. Gt. Basin. Terr. Utah, p. 34fi,
Pl. I, figs. la-Ic.

There is only one example of this species. Though otherwise apparently identical with the smaller forms of S. engelmanni, it is abnormal in this,
that the strong plication bounding the sinus bifurcates, the two inner ribs
lying upon the sides of the sinus. I have not observed this inS. engelmanni ·
from ,Nevada, but have seen dorsal valves with a sha.llow median sulcus on
the fold, so that there is little reason for believing that such irregularities
do not occur on the other valve as well. The specimen could scaJ:cely be
a young individual of S. dis}unctus, for that species has finer plications,
w?ich are distributed in large numbers ·on both fold and sinus.
Formation and locality: Three Forks limestone, south side Soda Butte
Creek, northwest of' Abiathar Peak, Absaroka Range; J.P. Iddings. lVlidclle
Devonian, Neils Valley, Utah;· White Pine District, Nevada.
A1'HYRIS McCoy, 1844.
ATHYRIS VITTATA.' var. TRIPLICA'J'A

11.

var.

Pl. LXVI, figs. 4a, 4b, 4c.

Shell small, subcircular. The two valves. moderately and equally
convex. Ventral valve marked by a broad, shallow median sinus. On
either side is a faint sinuation separated from the median one by a sha11J
1idge. Dorsal with well-d-efined, square fold, bounded on either side by an
angular depression, after which follow, one on each· side, two other slight
folds. All the plications of this shell are discernible for only a short
distance back from the margin. Width, 9 mm.; length, nearly the same.
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The shell is so badly exfoliated that its smfR,ce characters are unknown,
and the generic reference, as a whole, is doubtful. It resembles Athyris
vittatci of the Corniferous and Hamilton groups, and A. angelica of the
Hamilton, some examples of ·which approach this shell, though not very
closely. It finds a close ally in A. angelica var. occ·iclental·is \Yhiteaves
(Cont. Canadian Pal., Vol. I, Pt. III, 1891, p 227, Pl. XXXII, figs. 3-3a),
from which it differs chiefly in having an additional low fold on either side.
The two forms resemble · each other more than either A. angelica or A.
vittata. VYhiteaves's shell is probably '\YOrthy of specific distinction, R,llcl the
relation behveen it and the form from the Madison limestone would be best
expressed by making the latter a variety of the former. The name of my
shell would then be Athy1·is occidentalis var. t1·iplicata.
Formation and locality : Three Forks limestone, so1.ith side of Soda
Butte Creek, northwest of Ahiathar Peak, Absaroka Range; J. P. Iddings.
GASTROPOD A.

· PLEUROTO MARIA Defrance, 1824.
PLEUROTOII:IARIA ISAACS! Hall and \Yhitfield.

(~)

Pl. LXVI, figs. 5a, 5b.
Pleurotomaria. isacwsii Hall and Whitfield, 1873: Twenty-third Hept. New York State
Cab. Nat. Hist., p. 238, Pl. XII, figs. G, 7.

form which I have referred to Hall and \Yhitfield's species occurs
as an isolated spec.imen of a large gastropod shell. As far as the so mew hat
imperfect condition of the material permits a comparison, the specimen from
Yellowstone National Park is very close to P. isaacsi. It is a large flattened
shell, about 59 mm. in diameter, agreeing in size, general proportion, and
peritreme section with the species to which I have referred it. On the
otl1er hmid, ·the spire is a little more elevated than the specimen figured by
Hall and ·whitfield, the whorls a little more angular in section, with the
upper smface obliquely plane or slightly concave. The shell a.ppears to be
1vithout ornamentatio n.
Pleu1'otomaria isaacsi is from the Lo1ver Devonian, probably the Scho'l~he

harie grit.
Formation and locality: Three Forks limestone, vVall Canyon, Clark
Fork Valley; Arnold Hague. Lo1ver Devonian, near Raymond Station,
Iowa.
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PLEUROTOJIARIA (~)

sp.

A rather large gastropod shell, broken an<l embedded in limestone.
Height, about 22.5 mm.; diameter at base, 25 mm.; whorls, five or six.
UmbiHcus extending through three or four whorls. Apparently without
ornamentation. Cro.ss section of whorl subquadrate, the upper and lower
faces converging centripetally, the dista.l and pr-oximal faces converging
·
toward the apex. Shell thick, interior section of whorl nearly circular.
The matrix inclosing the specimen is >veathenvorn so as to form a
transverse section somew hat more than half through the shell. From this
the above notes were taken. The surfrtce as represented by section is
unvrnamented, for the line representing the outer face is simple and entire.
Although a certain identification is impossible, this fact operates against
referring the form to Pleurotomaria. It may go with the genus Palreotrochus, but is distinct from anything yet referred thereto.
Formation and locality: Three Forks limestone, north side of saddle
west of Mount :Miller, Absaroka Range; Louis V. Pirsson.
LOXONE:M:A Phillips, 1841.
LOXONE11f.A DELICATUM

n. sp.

Pl. LXVI, fig. 6a.

Shell very small, elongate. Spire consisting of about five volutions;
whorls well roundec;1 and suture line depressed. Aperture nearly circular.
The specimen described is a cast, not showing any surface characters.
It is found associated with Platystoma mimdum and other ·gastropods (see
ante, p. 482).
Formation and locaHty: Three Forks limestone, south side of Soda
Butte Creek, northeast of Abiathar Peak, Absaroka Range; J. P. Iddings.
PLATYSTOMA Conrad, 1842.
PL.ATYSTOM.A MINUTU11I

n. sp.

PI. LXVI, figs. 7a, 7b.

Shell extremely small, conical, flattened. Spire low and consisting of
about three volutions. Apertme somewhat oblique, elongate, elliptical.
·smface nearly smooth, orna~ented, if at all, only ':vith lines of growth.
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This species occurs at the south side of Soda Butte Creek, northeast
of Abiathar Peak, Absaroka Range, associated with LoJ:onema clelicatu,m nnd
a number of other gastropod forms too imperfect for description (see
ante, p. 48.2). ·
Formation and locality: Three Forks limestone, south side of Soda
Butte Creek, northeast of Abiathar Peak, Absaroka Range; J. P. Iddings.

LOWER CARBONIFE ROUS.
PROTOZOA.

ENDOTHYRA Phillips, 1845.
ENDOTHYRA BAII-EYI Yar. PARVA n. var.
Pl. LXXI, :figs. 13a, 13b, 13c.

This form is known only by microscopic sections and therefore Yery
inadequately; but the con;ectness of the reference to Endothyra seems
unquestionable, and I am even in doubt whether it is Yarietally distinct
from Hall's speGies. So far as my obserYations go, it is never much over
half the size of Endothym baileyi, 1 and is more simple-i. e., less numerously
cha~nbered. Although these characters are ordinarily of questionable diagnostic Yalue, appearing as it does in quite different associations, theWestern
form seems worthy to be· classed as a distinct variety. And it is not impro bable that a study of the shell under auspices more favorable than by
microscopic sections will more fully justify the distinction. This form
should be compared with E. bowmani Phi.llips and E. lobata Brady, which
Brady 2 considers to be the same as E. bailey·i. They are less robust and
more simple forms.
Formation and lecality: l\1adisonlimestone, \Vhite Mountain, Absaroka
Range; Arnold Hague. Amphitheater east of Bannock Peak, Gallatin
Range, bed 30; Snake River Valley, west of Two Ocean Plateau; W. H.
YVeed ..
J

2

See Pl. LXXI,, :figs. 12a., 12b.
Palreontngraphical Soc., Vol. XXX, p. 92, Pl. V, :figs.l-4•.
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PORIFERA.

HOLASTERELLA Ca.rter, 1852.
HoLASTERELLA WRIGHTI var. AMEHICANA n. var.
Pl. LXXI, fig. lla.

The only trace <;>f sponge remains which has been observed in Yellowstone N a.tiona.l Park consists of t1'1ro or three delicate silicified spicules,
which, for lack of a better designation, I have called by the above name.
While closely related to Carter's species, 1 I think it is undoubtedly distinct.
At the same time, in view of the limited amount of material at my disposal,
I do not feel justified in proposing a new spe6fic name, 1vhile the occurrence
of the form seemed worthy of notice and a name of some sort desirable.
The spicules in question are of the regular hexactinellid type. The
six arms are stout and short, each quickly subdividing into four long
tapering branches. These are set at an acute angle with one another, and
ornamEmted with fine nodes, 1vhich tend to an arrangement in transverse
rows, giving the branches a finely annulated appearance.
The genus Holasterella, so far as I am aware, is restricted in its range
to Lower Carboniferous strata; and this is the first notice of its occurrence
in this country.
Formation and locality: lVIadison limestone, divide between Gallatin
Valley and Panther Creek, near Bighorn Pass, Gallatin Range, bed 24;
Arnold Hague.
C<ELENTERATA. ·

AULOPORA Goldfuss, 1826.
AULOPORA GEOMETRICA n. sp.
Pl. LXVII, fig. 6a.

Corallum free (~), spreading. Corallites small, each regularly budding
off two other individuals, which diverge at an angle of about 120°, so that
the colony as a whole presents a regular network with hexagonal openings.
Length of corallites about 5 mm.; diameter, from 1.25 to 1.5 mm
1 See Carter, 1880: Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., Vol. VI, p. 209, t. 14b, figs. 1-17; and Hinde, 1883: Cat.
:Foss. Sponges, Brit. Mus., p. 153, Pl. XXXII, figs. 4-4g.
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This species is interesting as being the first representative of the· genus
Aulopora described from the Carboniferous rocks of this country. rrhe
form in question presents some aJ)parent divergences from typical Aulopora
habit and structure, such as, if they could be established, would be sufficient for generic differentiation. However, I have but one specimen of the
species, and it does not afford conclusive evidence on the points in question.
The corallum appears to have been free, or a.t all events to have outrun the
surface on which it was creeping, and the unannexed portion to have been
broken away; for there is no evidence of attachment in its present condition.
The corallites are small and cut up internally by infundibuliform dissepimental
tissue, somewhat as in Syringopora. At least, there are usually to be seen
one or more cylindrical 1valls internally concentric with the theca. It may
be thought, and perhaps correctly, that this is the initium of a Syringoporoid
colony. As against this view, it may be stated that no such colonies a.re
known from the locality in- question, nor would the hypothetical colony
restored from this initium prqbably agree specifically with any yet
discovered in the Yellowstone Park.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone,. Bighorn Pass, Gallatin
Range, cherty belt; Arnold Hague.
SYRINGOPORA Goldfuss, 1826.
SYRINGOPORA ACULEATA

Pl. LXVII,

fig!'~.

n. sp..

5a, 5b.

Corallum large, never favositiforri1; corallites small, radiating, separated by di::;tances varyingfrom one-half to five or six times the diameter
of the ~verage corallite. Usually about 1 diameter apart.
Corallites about 1.5 mm. in diameter. Septa represented by spines
set in about twenty-five vertical rows. The number appears to b_e variable, and can not be stated with exactness. The spines are long and very
numerous, so that they form a striking feature in any transverse or longitudinal section. Dissepimental structures well developed, spinose, vesiculose
infundibuliform, the dissepimental plates converging very gradually. ·
Formation aud locality: l\1adisonlimestone, White lVIountain, Absaroka
Range; Arnold Hague. Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, bed 29; J. P.
Iddings and W. H. Weed.
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SYRINGOPORA SURCULARIA

n. sp.

Pl. LXVII, figs. 4a, 4b.

Similar to the above, but larger. Average diameter of individual
corallites, 2.5 mm. \Valls thickened by stereoplasma.. Infundibuliform
dissepimental tissue vvell. developed, spinulose; the spines appear as nodes
of greater or less prolongation, often radially directed betvveen parallel
dissepiments. They are irregular, ho1vever, have no constant connection
with the spiniform septa, and never give the corallite the septate appearance
·
of rugose corals.
This species is, in a general way, very close to the preceding, but the
-eye differentiates them at a g·lance mi the basis of size. The walls of S. suT.cularia are more thickened by stereopla.sma than are those of S. ac·uleata,
and the septal spines, which are embedded in it, appea.r to be relatively not
·
so long, so numerous, nor in so many rows.
Both species are easily distinguished from S. m.ultattennata l\1cChes., by
the fact that the cora.llites in the latter often grow in contact and are
scantily supplied ·with septal spines.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, \Vhite Mountain, Absaroka
Range; Upper Gallatin Valley, west of Bighorn Pass; Arnold Hague.
Crovdoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, bed 28; J. P. Iddings and VV. H. Weed.
Head of Gallatin River, west of Three River Peak; Arnold Hague.
MICHELINIA DeKoninck, 1842.
MICHELINIA PLACENTA

\Vhite.

Pl. LXVII, figs. 3a, 3b.
jJfichelinia (?) placenta, White, 1883: Twelfth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Geogr. Surv.
Terr., Pt. I, p, 157, Pl. XXXIX, figs. la-lrl.

This species is knovm at t1vo localities in the Yellowstone National Park.
It appears to be the same form described by \Vhite, from Sedalia, Missouri,
'vhere it occun5 at the top of the Chouteau limestone. I have not seen
specimens from White's locality, but his description and figures

shO\Y

the

t:wo. forms to be verv similar.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, east side of Gallatin
River west of Electric Peak; divide between Gallatin Valley and Panther
Creek, near Bighorn Pass, Gallatin Range, bed 24; Arnold Hague. Top of
the Chouteau limestone, Sedalia, Missouri.
.;
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lVIENOPHYLLUM Milne Edwards and Haime, 1850.
nfENOPHYLLUM (~) EXCAVATU:M 11.

sp .

. Pl. LXVII, :figs.la, lb, lc, lcl, le, lf.

Comllum simple, regularly and rather rapidly expanding, very slightly
curved. Length of an average specimen, 41 mm.; dia.meter at the top,
23 mm. Septa of t1vo series. Calyce very deep, half or more than half
the entire length of the coralhnn. In the calyce the primary septa. are short
and· the secondary septa shorter still. Below, only the primary septa are
Vi'ell developed. They are there sometimes so thickened by stereoplnsma
as to make the bottom of the corallum almost solid. rrhere is no columella
nor dissepimental development, but a well-marked fossula. is a.hvays present.
The deep calyce uninterrupted by transverse partitions, the smaller
number of septa, and large fossula, strongly characterize this form
'l'here is only one species of :M:enophyllum known heretofore, J.l£. tenuima1·ginah~m; and11f. excavatum is, so far as I am a·ware, the first reference made
to the genus in this country. rrhis reference may, however, perhaps justly
be called in question, since 11£. tenu.inwrginatu-m is said to possess crescentshaped tabulre, and to be al1ied to Amplexus, '\Yhile 111 excavatu.m is without
tabnlre and dissepimental tissue. On the other hand, as seen in transverse
sections, the structure of the two forms seems to be so closely analogous
that I ean not but believe that, if not congeneric, M. excavatum is at least
nearly allied to M. tenuima1·ginatum~. It resembles the genus Cyatha.xonia
in being without tabulre or dissepiments, but differs from .it in lacking a
columella as ·well. I have avoided the genus Petraia., ·which is perhaps
founded on a similar type, for it is little known and can scarcely be regarded
as well established. Nor clo I believe a reference to Zaphrentis to be ·warmuted, for, as before stated, M. excavatum is without endothecaJ structure
except the septa, and tlie manner in which the ends of all the septa are bent to
form an inclosing wall for the fossula is very characteristic.
.Compared with M. ten·uima.rginatum, JYI. excavatwn ha~ fewer i)rimary
septa, and those of the second order are not so well developed.
The structures of the earlier corallum of this eoral have not heen
observed. The secondary septa attain only an inconsiderable development.
'l'here are about twenty-six primary septa, which are bent at the ends and so
united as to leave a large fossula, reaching to the center of the theca. The
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fossula is bisected by a cardinal septum, which also reaches to the middle
and is there connected with the other septa. The theca and all the septa,
except the ca.rdinal septa, are sometimes so thickened by stereoplasmic
deposits as to form a nea.rl y solid mass, obscuring details of arrangement.
This description is taken from a. section belov1r the ca.lyce, well clown in the
septate portion.
A section through another coral, apparently at a somewhat later stage
than. the above, sh01vs a very interesting co~1dition. The septa on one side
of the theca, about fifteen in number, are inclined toward a point, eccentric,
and lying within the cliametral segment under cliscussiqn. Their ends are
bent and connected by a thick stereopla.smic deposit into a counterseptal
wall. There are twelve other septa. Of these, six on one side and five on
the other are inclined toward the visceral 1v~tll aforesaid, and their bent
ends are united into a partition which, in one case, appears to connect >vith
the counterseptal wall, and in the other is still free. This leaves a 1vicle
terminally inflated fossula, but the septum occupying it, or cardinal septum,
is very short. There is no stereoplasmic thickening.·
Another secti01i through the same specimen, at a point farther from
the apex, s~1ows the primary septa (twenty-nine in number) inclined
and >'vith bent terminations as before described, but not extended so as to
form by their ends three visceral partitions-a counterseptal and two alar.
The secondary septa are represented by low ridges. The fossula is strongly
marked. It is partly distinguished by the nondevelopment of the fossular
septum, ''vhich js ·scarcely more strong than the t1vo secondary s~pta
between vi'hich it stands; and all the septa diminish in size t'ts they approa,ch
the cardinal septum.
Another section, farther toward, yet still some distance from, the mouth
of the calyce, shows thirty short primary septa with as many still shorter
secondary septa. 'rhe general position alone of tl1e fossula is indicated by
the obsolescence of the septa in that region.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, near summit of ridge,
west end of Hunter Peak, Absaroka Range; Upper Gallatin Valley west
of Bighorn Pass ; Anwlcl Hague. Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin R.ange, bed
25, lower part of bed 27, bed 31; J.P. Iddings and \V. H. Weed. South
of Forellen Peak, Teton Range ; S. L. Penfield. South base of Quadrant
Mountain, Gallatin Range; J. P. Iddings. Crowfoot Ridge, GallatiiJ.
Range, cherty limestone, top of bed 24; A. 0. Gill.
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Lr:rHOST'R OrriON Llnvyd, 1869.
LITHOSTROTIO N

Cor~llnm

sp.

compound, massive. Cor~llites smaJl, about 7 mm. in
diameter, polygon~l. T'here ~re usually in .the neighborhood of thirty
radiating septa, ~lternately long and short. The longer ones extend almost
to the center. rrransverse sections shov-r that the ·whole interseptal space is
more or less vesicular. Toward the periphery the vesicula.r tissue is coarse,
stretching in extended loops, among >vhich, in some individu~Is, the peripher~l ends of the septa lose themselves. In others the sept~ can be tr~ced
quite to the inclosing wall. To·ward the center the vesicular appem:s to
give place to dissepimental tissue, and regularly a. series of these dissepiments equally distant from the center ~re thickened and joined together to
form a bort of inner wall. This inner wall is circular in section, having ~
diameter of about 4 mm. The septa, too, appear thicker and denser at this
point, so that the demarcation between the inner and outer zones is well
ma.rked. In the inner zone is found loca.lizecl dissepimental tissue, which
usually unites to form one or two concentric sheaths about the columella.
The latter is linear, often united at either end with two opposite septa which
bisect the corallite and give it a conspicuous hUatera1 symmetry. rrhe
other primary septa terminate in one of the columella sheaths, ~s do- often
all the primary septa.
The calyces are deei), flar·ing toward their mouth. The columella
projects from the center of each, high, thin, and knifelike above, but belo1v
thicker and complicated with ridges. About thili.y altern~ting septa ~re
present, of which the primary ones descend into the calyce aud unite with
the coluinella at its thicker complicated base.
Longitudinal sections where not central show an outer vesicul~r zone,
the strong vesicle walls curving dowmvarcl and overlapping, thus forming
by their inner surface the so-called inner w~ll of the theca. Vvithin this
are the vertical, parallel, cut edges of the septa intersected by dissepiments,
or what appear sometimes to be up>varcl-arching tabulre. In a section
through the columella the septa are not seen, only the upcurving tabulre,
cut by the linear columella..
Formation and loc~lit.y: l\iadison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin
MON XXXII, PT II--33
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Range, bed 28; J. P. Iddings and \V. H. \f\Teed.
west of Three River Peak; Arnold Hague.

Head of Gallatin River,

OLISIOPHYLL UM Dana, 184G.
CLISIOPHYLLUM TERES

n. sp.

Pl. LXVII, figs. 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d •.

Corallum of medium size, tapering, slightly curved, and often laterally
compressed; but little marked by constrictions and irregularities of growth.
Length from 75 to 100 mm.; diameter of about 25 mm. There are fiftythree septa of the first order; secondary septa short and coalescing with
the primary ones. Columella .small, complex, composed of radiating and
concentric plates. The primary septa extend to the· center and a.re there
connected with the columella, about which they twist: · Dissepimental tissue
present in· moderate ·abundance. Fossula well marked, situated on the
convex side, bisected by the fossular septum.
This description is not taken from any one specimen, but is the result of
observations made on somewhat fragmentary material from several localities.
The specimen figured is a somewhat undersized individual, from the
summit of Three River Peak, referred to this species. A section taken
where the diameter is only 7.5 mm. shows· thirty-two (primary) septa,
which are thick and straight, joining tb,e columella, like radii drawn fi·om
the center of a circle, and not twisting around it, as they do later. The
columella is large, apparently solid, showing a . diametric line of greater
density in the direction of the fossular septum. Fossula large. Dissepiments numerous and rather regularly disposed, but not enough to suggest
tabulre, which appear to be absent. No secondary septa have yet made
th~ir appearance.
A section taken near the distal. extremity, where the diameter is about
14 mm., shows a different condition. It appears to intersect a basinshaped tabula, or perhaps the floor of the calyce, for we see the appearance
of a strong inner wall, which is evidently traversed obliquely by the plane
of the section. It is. decidedly eccentric, being only about 2.5 mm. from
the periphery at the fossula and twice as far at the opposite diameter.
This tabula is apparently dissepimental in its nature, and not an inner wall,
because it does not begin at the bottom of the theca, because it is seen in
section to be strongly divergent, and because it depends for its expression
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upon the primary septa, between 1vhich it is rene1ved at each interval. The
primary septa are more numerous here, and the peripheral portion, Jike the
floor of the calyce, is dense with stereoplasma; but within the second wal1
they become suddenly extremely thin, sweeping in a shong eurve ;t.bont
the rather large, solid columella. Dissepiments nearly absent. 'rl1e secondary septa also have appeared, but bend abruptly to the left (looking
into the theca) and unite ·with the primary septa. rrhe columella at this
point ha.s become distinctly compound.
.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, limestone bluff north of
Little Sunlight Creek, Absaroka llange, GOO feet a.bove the stream; IVhite
Mountain, Absaroka Hauge; Arnold Hague. East side of Ga.11atin H.iver,
west of Electric Peak; divide between Gailatin River and Panther Creek,
Gallatin Range; \V. H. IVeed. Crmvfoot Ridge, Gallatin H.ange, heel 28;
J. P. Iddings and IV. H. IVeed. East slope of Survey Pea.k, 'reton Ha.nge;
S. L. Penfield. Summit of Three H.iver Peak.
ECHINOD ER!UATA.

PLATYCH .INUS l\:filler, 1821.
PLA1'YCRINUS SYMMETRrcus IV aclwmuth and Springer.
Plcttycrin?LS sym.metTicu.s \Vachsmut h and Springer, 1890: Geol. Surv. Illinois, Vol.
VIII, p. 186, Pl. XV, fig. 8.

The material examined is unsatisfact ory in that it has not permitted
the determinat ion of the structure of the arms with absolute certainty, while
the character of the vault is completely hidden. The suture lines of the
five basals are quite iilVisible, forming an a.pparently solid a.nd rather brg·e
basa.l disk. The first radials, as in P. symm.et1·icus, are slightly higher than
wide; indeed, the 1vhole calyx structure appea.rs to be as ·Wachsmuth and
Springer have described it, except that the suture lines a,re not indented ns
in the Iowa form, the whole surface being in the plane of curvature. The
absence of this chara.cter (the impressed suture lines) may be the result of
weathering.
rrhere are, apparently , thirty arms with the same structure as those of
P. symmet?·ic~ts, but I can not assert this absolutely..
·
P. haydeni .M:eek, described from Montana/- differs from the form in
1 Meek, 1873: Ann. Hept. U.S. Geol. Surv. Terr. for 1872, p. 469; White,
1883: Ibid. for 1878, Pt. I,
p.122, Pl. XXXIII, fig. 7a.
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question in being much smaller and in having twenty instead of thirty
anns. The constituent plates appear to be sculptured, and to have elevated
margins, while this is not the case .·with the forin referred toP. symmeb·icus,
although preservation may have ·obscured this chai·acter.
I believe this species to be identical witli that which \iVhite described
and figured as Platyc1·inus sp., 2 although it is impossible to be certain upon
this point, as neither material is very good.
··
}""'ormation and locality : Madison limestone, divide between Gallatin
River· and Panther Creek, Gallatin Range; head of Conant Creek, Teton
Range ; vV. H. \iV eed. Kinderhook beds, Legrand, Iowa.
SCAPHIOCRIN US Hall, 1858.
ScAPHioCRIN_(JS

sp.

This form has a rather small cup-shaped calyx, about 19 .mm; hig·h
and 19 mm. in greatest diameter. There are five large basals, above
which al.·e a ~lumber of smaller plates; but the summit of the· calyx is
incomplete and the outline of the plates is obscured by exfoEation, so that
even the generic position is only approximately correct.
Formation and locality: M.adison limestone, Crowfo.ot Ridge, Gallatin
Range, bed 28; J. P. Iddings and W. H. vV eecl.
BRYOZOA.

ANIS01,RYP A Ulrich, 1883.
ANIS01'RYPA

sp.

This genus is not yet known below t.he Keokuk. It is represented in
the Yellowstone N a.tional Park collection bnt from one locality and by a
single species. This grows in a hollow club-shaped zoarium, enlarged and
rounding at one end. Diam<?ter of the branch, from 5 to 7 mm. Height ·
of the zooidal tubes, which measures the thickness of the zoarium, is very
slight, amounting to less than 1 mm. Diameter, about 0.4 mm. The zooidal
tubes seem to be nearly uniform in size, and I have not been able ·to distinguish clusters of larger cells. Such may, however, exist.
This species appears to he distinct fi:om any kn:own representation of
the gen11s.
2

\Vheeler's U.S. Geog. Surv. W.lOOth Merid., Vol. IV, 1877, p. 81, PI. V, fig. 2.
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Formation and locality: Madison limestone, Crovl'foot Ridge, Gallatin
Range, heel 31; J. P. Iddings and \V. H. \Veecl.
ERIDOPORA Ulrich, 1882.
EmDOPORA (~)

sp.

Quite abundant at the head of Conant Creek, Teton Range, on specimens of Semint6la maclisonensis, is a low incrusting bryozoan, whose exact
affinities among kno1vn forms I have been una.ble to determine. It seems
to he related to the genus Fistulipora. The colony is not maculate, the
cell walls rather thick, the cells very short, usually nearly squa.re and
arranged in .somewhat curving rows, about four in the space of 1 mm.
Often at the angle between four cells, sometimes situated laterally hetwem1
t1vo of them, may be seen one or perhaps two minute interstitial eeils,
1vhich are not seen on the smface (~). ·Younger, or perhaps better preserved, parts of the colony show the terminal portions of the cells to be
cylindrical, slantingly supe1jacent, somewhat contracted at the cireular (?)
aperture. It is o·wing probably to erosion that the distal })Ortions of the
colony are missing, v.rhich leaves exposed below the angular crov,rcled cells
of the colony, as seen under ordinary conditions.
For a Fistuliporid the intermediate cells are extremely scarce.
For~nation and locality: l\iadison limestone, head of Conant. Creek,
Teton H.ange; \V. H. \Veed.
PTILOPORA McCoy, 1844.
PTILOPORA

sp.

Zoarium, an extended, ~...,enestella-like frond. H.everse: Midrib large,
about 0.5 mm. in diameter, :very prominent, cylinclrica.l, 1vithout onmmentation except for a median rmv of strong distant nodes. Branches given off
pinnately at an angle of about 30°. Occasionally from these secondary
bnwches, branches of a third series are developed, but on tbe distal side
only, ·at the same angle (30°). 'l'he midrib is eonspicuously larger than the
bra-nches, which are uniform and about fourteen in 1 em. Dissepiments of ·
nearly the same size as the branehes, a.ncl, like them, without orn::1.mentation.
Fenestrules square to reetangular, with an angular 0utline; about fourteen
in 1 em.
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Obverse: Midrib with two or three rows of small, circular, zorecial
apertures (exact number not ascertained). Bi·anches ·with n, double row of
n,lternate circuln.r apertures, three to four opposite each fenestrule, making
about fifty in 1 em.
rrhe genus Ptilopora ranges from the Hamilton to the base of the Coal
Measures, but, after occurring in the Hamilton, it does not reappear until the
Burlington, where a single species is known. The form from the Yellowstone National Park is distinct from anything yet described.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin
Range, top of bed 24; J. P. Iddings.
STICTOPORELLA Ulrich, 1882.
STICTOPORELLA (~)

sp.

By this name I wish to designate a frondose Bryozoan colony not
more than 1 mm. thick, but fully 2 mm. across, and apparently bifurcate,
or at all events bilobate. Both surfaces are alike, showing the circu-:lar apertures of numerous thick-walled pores, which are about 0.5 mm.
apart (measuring from the farthest ·walls), and without any conspicuous
order of arrangement. The intervening space is filled in v.rith a large number of more or less circular mesopores, and the surface as a whole is raised
at intervals into low rounded monticules, which factor seems not to affect
the size or disposition of the zooidal openings.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin
Range, bed 28; J. P. Iddings and 1N. H. \V eed.
FENESTELLA Lonsdale, 1839.
This genus is representecl at several localities, and by a number
of forms, but as the material is both fragmentary and poorly preserved,
and 1vhen fragmentary can not always be distinguished from Archimedes,
nor even from Ptilopora, I have not attempted to make specific determinations.
At the locality on the east side of Lamar Valley, mouth of Soda Butte
Creek, Absaroka Range, there are probably two forms present. One has
very slendei· branches and thin clissepiments, leaving elongate angular
feuestrules froi11 2 to 3 'mm. long and 0.5 mm. broad. This is a very regular
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form; the branches are thin, straight, and pa.ra.llel, and the bifurcations
infrequent. The other species is finer, more delica.te, and very irregular.
The material at this locality is preserved as red ferruginous impressions in
an ocher-colored argillaceous limestone, and no details of structure could
be ascertained.
At the head of Conant Creek, Teton H.ange, Fenestella. is the most
common fossil present. It is preserved chiefly as casts in a. hard, 1vhitish
limestone, and tv;ro species can probably be distinguished. rrhe first is
very regular in growth and attains large size. One incomplete fra,gment
is 5.5 em. across. 'rhe clissepiments a.ncl branches are nearly equa.l in size,
the fenestrules oval or subcircular.. Measuring radially, there are ten or
eleven fenestrules in 1 0 mm., and sixteen or seventeen measuring transversely. There are three cells opposite each fenestrule. Another probn.bly
d'istinct species is quite similar in general appea.mnce, but more delicate
than the last. Fenestrules nearly circular, eighteen or nineteen oceurring
in a. radial direction of 10 mm., and twenty-five or twenty-six in the same
distance measured at right angles to the first.
Another species is found in bed 28, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Ra.nge.
The frond is quite regular, branches the same size as the dissepiment.s.
The fenestrules are long, elliptica,l, eleven or twelve in 10 mm., raclialJy
measured, and seventeen in transverse direction. Twelve or thirteen zoceci}'t
are found opposite four fenestrules (thirty-four to thirty-six in 10 mm.).
Another type, from the top of bed 24, Crawford Ridge, Ga,llatin B.ange,
is perhaps specifically related to the last. It is somewhat coarser, with
stronger branches a.nd dissepiments. Fenestrules oval, a.bout nine in 10 mm.
radia,ll y and fifteen or sixteen tra.nsversel y. Eleven to thirteen ~orucia
opposite three fenestrules (about thirty in 10 mm.).
ARCHIMEDES Lesueur, 1842.
ARCHDIEDES

sp.

The axis of this form has not been observed, but the peculiar manner
h1 which the branches overlie one ftnother can not be mistaken, and makes
the generic reference certain. It has not been possible to make sufficiently
detailed observations on which to ba,se a specific description. The branches
are rather slender, not frequently bifurcating, about tl:venty-six in the space
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of 1 em. Dissepiments more slender, regular, uniform, t1venty to twentythree in the space of 1 em. Fenestrules a little longer than ·wide, subquadrate in outline, angular. Zomcia in t1vo rows, circular, n.bout three to each
fenestrule, amounting to between fifty and sixty in the space of 1 em. It
will be seen tha,t 1;vhile the description shov,rs this form to be elose to several
known species (A. dist,cJ..ns, A. inva_qinat~~s of the Chester, A. negligens of the
Keokuk), it is not specifically ·the same n.s any of them. Several other
Fenestellids occur in the sa,me beds, but their condition does not vmrrant the
attempt to identify them.
Formation and locality: Madison Emestone, south of Forellen Peak,
'I'eton Range; S. L. Penfield.
CRANIA Retzius, 1781..
CRANIA LJEvrs Keyes.
Pl. LXVIII, fig. la..
Granic~ lwvi8 Keyes, 1894: Geol. Surv. Missouri, Vol. V, Pt. II, p. 40.

rnle single specimen by which this species is represented is somewhat
crushed, but appears to be of an elliptical or subcircular shape, the larger
diarneter being 23 mn.1., the shorter about 19 mm. Beak lying in the short
diameter, and eccentric with regard to the long one. Side nearest to it some-vvhat truncated. Convexity moderate, a.bout 7.15 mm. Surface smooth,
without radiating strire, but 1vith :fine concentric lines of growth.
Keyes's description, ·which is unaccompanied by figures, is very brief
and contains 'little which is of value in identifying species. According to
the original description, C. lcevis is rather above the medium size, somewhat
depressed, apex subcentral, outline subcircular, truncate. Smooth but for
fine concentric lines. In all these. points the Yellowstone N ationa] Park
form agrees 1vith C. lcevis, which is furthermore said to occur in rocks of
\Vaverly and Burlington age.
Only four species of Crania have been described from Carboniferous
strata: Omnia lcevis Keyes, Omnia 1·owleyi Gurley, Crania pe1·miana Shumard, and Omnia modesta White and St. J olm. The :first two are of
·waverly age, the last two of Upper Carboniferous. It is extremely
improbable that either C. modesta or C. peTmiana would be found in these
beds associated with low Lo-vver Carboniferous fossils, while C. ?"owleyi is
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much smaller than the form under discussion, and ornamente d ·with closely
arranged radiating stri::e. Thus thei·e is presumptiv e as 1vell as direct
evidence that the individual here referred to C. lewis Keyes is correctly
identified.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, Cro1vfoot H.idge, Gallatin
Range, top of bed 24; J. P. Iddings. Choutea.n limestone, Louisiana,
Missouri. Burlingtoi.l limestone, Louisiana, Missouri.
RHIPIDO M:ELLA Oehlert, 1880.
RHIPIDOME LLA MICHELINI

Leveille.

Tm·ebmtula michelini Leveille, 1835: l\iem. Soc. Gtiol. France, 1st series, Vol. II, l)· 3D,
Pl. II, figs. 14--"17.
Orthis michel.ini Yandell and Shumard, 184'7: Contributio ns GeoL Kentucky, p. 21.
"\l\7inchell (A.), 1865: Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 116. (?)Winchel l (A..),
1870: Proc. Am. Pllil. Soc., Vol. XI, p. 251. ( ~) Hall, 1883: Second Ann. Rept.
New York State Geologist, Pl. XXXYI, figs. 10-21.
Rhipidomella 1nichelini Hall and Clarke, 1892: Pal. New York, Vol. VIII, Pt. I, pp.
194-225, Pl. 6a, fig. 12.

This form is rare, and the material almost too poor for identification.
As far as it is possible to judge, it is identical 1vith R. m:ichelini as identified
from the .,Na.verly of Richfield, Summit County, Ohio, and from Cuyahoga.
County, Ohio. The latter is a small form, subcircula r; width, 9.5 mm;
length slightly less, not very gibbous, marked by about ·one hundred
regular strire.
Rhipidomella michelini occurs in two localities in the Yellowstone
National Park.
Formation and locality: · Madison limestone, amphithea ter east of
Bannock Peak, Gallatin Range, bed 27; east side of Lamar Valley, mouth
of Soda. Butte Creek; vY. H. \Veeq. Vvaverly age, south of Louisville 11nd
near Lehanqn, Kentucky ; Newark, Granville, Richfield, Bagdad, etc.,
Ohio; Shafers, Pennsylva nia; Lake Valley mining district, New Mexico.
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ORTHOTHETE S Fischer de Waldheim, 1830.
0RTHOTHETES IN.iEQU.A.LIS

Hall.

Pl. LXVIII, fig. 3a.

Orthis inequctlis Hall, 1858: Geol. Surv. Iowa, Vol. I, Pt. II, p. 490, Pl. II, figs. 6a-6c.
St1·eptO?·hynchus incequalis A. "Winchell, 1865: Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 117.
St1·ept01·yhnchus eq1tivalvis Hall and Whitfield, 1877: King's U. S. Geol. Expl. 40th
Par., Vol. IV, p. 252, Pl. IV, figs. I, 2.
St1·eptor.hynch~ts cequivai-vis Hall, 1883: Second Ann. Rept. New York State Geologist,
PI. 42, figs. 20-23.
01·thothetes incequalis Hall and Clarke, 1892: Pal. New York, Vol. VIII, Pt. I, Pl. 9a,
figs. 20-.23.

01·thothetes inmqualis is extremely abundant in the limestones and calcareous sandy shales of the Yellowstone National Park. 'rhe largest shells
measure 25 mm. in length by 38 mm. in breadth, but the average is
somewhat· smaller tha1~ this. The shape is semicircular. The outline is
somewhat contracted at the cardinal extremities, and the hinge line slightly
shorter than the greatest width of the shell. The smface is marked by
numerous elevated, sharp, radiating strire, about fourteen in the space of
5 mm., which leave between· them intervals wider than the strire themselves, from which they abruptly rise. .They do not bifurcate, but in the
widening intervals which result from their radiating direction new strire are
from time to time introduced. They sometimes become much crowded
through the center of the shell and arom1d the periphery. The strire are
not all of the same size. Sometimes they are alternately large and small;
sometimes every fourth one is large, hut moi·e often there is no conspicuous
a.nangement. They are crossed by numerous fine concentric sh-ire characteristic of the genus. As a result of the surface structure just mentioned,
casts of the exte1-ior are misleadi1~g in ·that they seem to present a form
with broad, close-set, and bifurcating radiating plications.
The dorsal valve is usually gibbous, but sometimes is more gently
curved. As a rule the curvature :is regular from beak to frontal margin, with·
a somewhat prominent umbo; but forms occur where the umbo is flattened
and there is a point of prominent elevation in the middle of the valve; or,
where the shell is depressed, with almost a geniculation near the margin.
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The ventral valve is nearly fiat. Sometimes it is slightly convex, but
usua.lly the umbonal region alone is convex and the outlying portions of
the shell are somewhat excavated.
Both valves are often marked by concentric corrugations, clue to unequal
gro1-vth, while old shells are sometimes plieatecl into loose and irregnla.r
radiating folds or corrugations along the periphery.
The generic identification of this form, as represented in the Yellowstone National Park, I can not regard as clou btful. T'he septum in the
ventral valve characte1istic of Derl?ya, the only other genns ·with which it
could be confused, did not exist here.
01·thothetes injlatns is somewhat larger than 0. incequalis. rrhe height
of the area is said to be one-third as great as its \vidth, and three times the
width of the foramen. It is described as differing from.. 0. inceq~~alis in
having a much more ventricose dorsal valve and in the much greater height
of the a,rea of the :ventral valve, in which the foramen is about three times
as high as wide, 'while in that species it is much wider than high. The
strire are also coarse and more elevated. 1 In the Yellowstone National
Park form the area is many times as wide a.s high and the for:tmen is very
slightly higher than it is wide. rrhe dorsal valve is also much less inflated
than the correspondin g valve figured by Hall and Clarke (loc. cit., Pl. 8a,
fig. 24)
I have not identified 0. injlatus in the collection studied.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, near summit of ridge,
west end of Hunter Peak, Absaroka Range; limestone bluff north of
Little Sunlight Creek, Absaroktt Range, 600 feet above stremn; Amold
Hague. East side of Gallatin River, west of Electric Peak; divide
betvveen Gallatin River and Panther Creek, Gallatin Range; east face of
Antler Peak, Gallatin Range; saddle west of Antler Peak, Gallatin lhng·e;
amphitheater 'vest of Bannock Peak, Gallatin Range, becl 26; a.mphitlleater
east of same, bed 2'8; .,N H. \V eed. Crowfoot. Ridge, top of bed 25 ;
J. P. Iddings and G. M. \Vright. Same, bed 2G; lower part of becl 27;
upper .part of bed 27; beds 28, 29, 31; J~ P. Iddings ancl \V. H. \V eed.
South of Forellen Peak, Teton Range; northwest slope of same; S. L.
Penfield. 'Nest of Antler Peak, Gallatin Range; north of Big-horn Pass,
Gallatin Range; A. C. Gill. Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range; top of bed
-----------·----------·-t

\Vhite nncl Whitfield, Joe. cit., :P· 293.
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24; J. P. Iddings. Head of Conant Creek, Teton Range; north of 01vl
Creek, northeast slope of rreton Range; north eud of Teton Range, north
of Ov,rl Creek; Snake River Valley, east of Two Ocean Platem.1; \V. H.
\V eed. Limestone bluff south side of Soda Butte Creek, nortlnvest of
Abiathar Peak; J. P. Iddings. North side of North Fork of l\1ill Creek,
Snowy Range; Louis V. Pirsson: Under quartzite ridge north side of Burnt
Fork. Kinderhook age, Budington, Io·wa; Dry Canyon, Oquirrh Mountain,
Utah; :Montana.
0RTHOTHETES sp.
This species is represented by a single imperfect specimen, which seemsto differ from any of the other forms recognized in the collection. It is
about the size of De1·bya keokuk(~), and much larger than 0Tthothetes incequalis,
but the surface ornamentation is different from either. "Tbile the strire in
D. keokuk (~) are rounded and contiguous, in this form they are narrow and
threadlike, more as in 0. incequalis, the space bet1veen any two strire being
wider than the strire themselves. 'fhus the surface as a 1vhole is more
coarsely striate than in 0. inceq~wlis, although the strire themselves are of
the same size and character.
This form is without the median septum peculiar to the genus Derbya.
Formation and locality: :l\iadison limestone, head of Conant Creek,
Teton Range; \V. H. \V eed.
DERBYA Waagen, 1884.
DERBYA KEOKUK Hall(~)
Ortl~is c1·enist·ria Yandell and Slmmard, 1849: Contributions Geol. Kentucky, pp. 19, 21.
Orthis ke.olculc Hall~ 1858: Geol. Surv. Iowa, Vol. I, Pt. II, p. 640, Pl. XIX, figs. 5a., 5b.

Keyes, 1895: Geol. Surv. Missouri, Vol. V, Pt. II, p. 63.
St1·eptoThynchtts lceok'nk Hall, 1883: Second Aun. Hept. New York State Geologist, Pl.

XLI, figs. 1-3.
De1·bya keokuk Hall aml Clarke, 1892: Pal.
figs. 1-3.

~ ew

York, Vol. VIII, Pt. I, p. 262, Pl. XI,

This form occurs only at a sing·le locality, and the material present is
highly unsatisfactory. It seems to be nearer to D. keokuk than to any
Strophomenoid shell with which I am acquainted, but its exact generic
position can not be ascertained. . It is about hvice the size of even the
largest specimen of Orthothetes incequalis, finely and evenly striate,. the strire
round, proximate, and crossed by fine, lamellose, concentric strire.
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Format ion and locality: Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin
Range, bed 31; J. P. Iddings a.nd Vv. H. Weed. Keokuk a.ge, Keol\:uk,
Iowa; 'VVarsaw and Nauvoo, Illinois; New Providence, Indiana; Clark
County, Missouri; Nevada.
LEPT.J ENA Dalman, 1828.
LEPT1ENA RHOMBOIDALIS \Nilckens.
Conchita 1·hmnboidalis Wilcken s, 1769: Nacbrich t von selten Verstein ernugen, p. 77,
PI. VIII, figs. 43, 44.
Leptwna teit1bist1·iata Ha11, 1847: Pal. New York, Vol. I, p. 108, Pl. 31A, figs. 4a~4g.
8t1·ophomena ?'hO?nboidaUs White, 1875: "VVlH~eler's Ex11l. Surv. V\r. 100th lVIeritl., Vol.
TV, p. 85, Pl. V, fig. n, Hall and "VVhitfield, 1877: King'sU . S. Geol. Expl. 40th
Par., Vol. IV, p. 253, Pl. TV, fig. 4. vVa.lcott, 1884: l\ion. U.S. Geol. Survey,
Vol. VIII, p. 118.
Leptccna 1·homboidalis Ball a.nd Clarke, ~8!)2: PaL New York, Vol. VIII, Pt. I,
p. 279, Pl. VIII, figs. 17-31; Pl. 15A, figs. 40-42; Pl. 20, figs. 21-24.

The amazing stratigraphic and geographic range of this species makes
it too well known to require any additional description. It is a comparatively rare form in the Yellowstone National Park, ancl is found only in the
lower part of the Madison limestone.
Format ion and locality: Madison limestone, Crmvfoot Ridge, Gallatin
Range, top of bed 25; J. P. Iddings and G. I\1:. \Vright. \Vest of Antler
Peak, Gallatin Range; A. C. Gill. Crowfoot Ridge, ·Gallatin Range, top of
bed 24; J. P. Iddings. East side of La1nar Valley, mouth of Soda Butte
Creek, Absaroka Range; Arnold Hague. Universally distributed, from the
Trenton to the Waverl y.
CHON ETES Fischer de Walclheim, 1837.
CHoNETES LOGANENSIS Hall and \~Thitfield.
Pl. !;XVIII , figs.

5a.~

5b, 5c.

Chonetes loganensis Hall and Whitfiel d, 1877: King's U. S. Geol. Expl. 40th Par., Vol.
IV, p. 252, Pl. IV, fig. 9.

This form is very abunda nt in the Carboniferous.limestones of the Y ellowstone N a.tional Park. Specimens have been examii1ed from a number
of localities, and they can be referred without hesitation to d. loganensis Hall
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and "Whitfield. In general, C. lo,c;anensis is almost exactly similar to C. illinoisens·is \V orthen. Hail ·and YVhitfield say (Joe. cit., p. 254): "The species
resembles somewhat C. ilhnoisensis \~T orthen, from the Burlingt on limestone,
in the size and convexity of the valve, and !'Llso in the strire, but differs in
the g~·eater proportional length of the hinge line and in the flattening of the
mesial portion."
Chonetes lo,c;anensis is described and figured with submucr onate alar
extensions, but this characte r is a. restoration, for the type specimen is imperfect; and <tn incorrect one, for a study of considerable material, including
Hall and ·whitfield's, as well as my own, shows that the prevailin g form is
subcircu lar with parallel rectilinear sides ·which meet the hinge line at nearly
a right angle, the corners being usually either rectangu lar or rounded.
The mesial flattening referred to is well shown itt the type specimen,
but it is not a constant character, and, in fact, the curvatur e seems to be
most often regular and even. On the other hand, specimens of C. illinoisensis \li(orthen, from one of the type localities, shows exactly the same range
of variation, some having a distinct sinus or flattening, just as has been
observed in C. loganensis. In general I have been unable to discover any
constant diflerences l'l'hich might distinguish the two species.
The surface ornamen tation of C. lo.c;anensis, whereve r shown on areas
v1rhich are not, as usual, badly exfoliated, consists of fine, flexuous, often
bifurcate, radiating strire, which are rather angular and are separated by
interspaces about equ,al to their own diameter. These are crossed by very
fine, threadlike, concentric strire.
The average size of mature shells is: breadth, 14 mm. ;- length, 10 mm.;
but the dimensions run up as high as lG mm. in breadth by llJ) mm.
in length. The radiating strire number about one hundred and fifty.
It is impossil1le to confuse this with the only other ·species of Chonetes
known from the Yellowstone National Park. 'rhe radiating stl·ire are finer
and much more numerous, the shell itself is less tumid, and the outline
is more quadrate.
Formatio n and locality: Madison limestone, Hunter Peak, Absarok a
Range; \Vhite )\!fountains, Absarok a Range,· just below Quadran t quartzite;
T. A. J aggar. East side of Gallatin Hiver, west of Electric Pea.k ; east
of Antler Peak, GaJlatin Range; saddle west of Antler Peak, Gallatin
Range; amphithe ater east of Bannock Peak, Gallatin Range, bed 27;
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W. H. Weed. ·Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, top of bed 25, bed 26, bed
28, bed 29, bed 31; J. P. Iddings and G. M. \Vright. South of Forellen
Peak, Teton Range; nortlnvest slope of same; S. L. Pen£eld. Head of
Conant Creek, Teton Range; north of Owl Creek, northeast slope of Teton
Range; north of Ovirl Creek, north end of Teton Range; "r~ H. \Veed.
Limestone bluff south side of Soda Butte Creek, northwest of Abiathar
Peak, Absaroka Range; J. P. Iddings. North side of north fork of Mill
Creek, Snowy Rang·e; J.P. Iddings and Louis V. Pirsson. Slide east side
of Gallatin River, below Fan Creek; under Quartzite Ridge, north side of
asatch Ra.nge,
Burnt Fork. Beds of the age of the V\T averly group,
Utah.

'r

CHONE'l'ES ORNA'rus Shumard.
PI. LXVIII, figs. 4a., 4b, 4a, 4cl.

Chonetes o1·nata Shumard, 1855: Geol. Rept. Missouri, p. 202, Pl. 0, figs. la-la. Keyes,
1894:: Geol. Surv. Missouri, Vol. V, Pt. II, p. 53, Pl. XXXVIII, fig. 2.

This also is a common species in the limestones of the Park, though
perhaps less abundant than the preceding. It differs somewlw.t from Shumard's description, but agrees with specimens which, I have every reason
to believe, are eorrectly referred to Shumard's species.
This form is often quite highly inflated with fiat and depressed triangular wings, a character not sufficiently emphasized by the author.
Another misleading point is that the species is described and £gured as if
with submucronate alations. I have not seen this feature, at least to any
extent, in a series· of specimens from both the Chouteau and Lithographic
limeston,es. Usually the eardinal angle is but slightly less than 90°.
However, it often happens that the anterior portion of the shell is concea.led
by rock, so that the apparent shape is that of Shumard's £gure. This condition is quite decepti.ve, but I have rarely failed to £nd the nearly square
alar angle upon removing the superincumbent matrix. In its large forms
this species measures 13 mm. (over 6 lines) along the hinge line, and
8 mm., or nearly 4 lines, in length, while some imperfect examples evidently exceed these dimensions. 1'hese data are derived from.the stlldy of
material from the Mississippi Valley.
In the Yellowstone National Park representatives of Chonetes ornatus
are in nearly perfect accord with the larger forms coming· from Missouri.
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Breadth, 14.5 mm., or mo1'e; length, 8 to 8.5 mm. Radiating strire from
forty to fifty in number, often bifurcating tO"\'i'ard the anterior border,
crossed by numerous thread-like concentric strire. Number of spines not
determined with ce1-tainty; ·two_ or three, perhaps more, on either side of
the beak
There can be no difficulty in distinguishing this species from C. loganensis, even 1vhere both occur in the same beds. It is somewhat smaller,
more coars'ely striate, and very much more gibbous. The alation, also is
more striking and forms a characteristic feature.
The smaller type of C. onzatzts has sometimes been confused with C.
logani var. ClltrO?~Cl Hall; but the surface ornamentation of _the latter 1s very
distinctive.
I venture to predict that this species, or at least the form from the
Chouteau hmestone, ·will be found to be the same as C. log ani Norwood and
Pratten.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, east side of Gallatin River,
west of Electric Peak; Crovdoot Ridge, Gallatin Hauge, bed 25 ; J. P.
Iddings and G. l\1. Wright. South slope of Quadrant Mountain, Ga.llatin
Range; A. C. Gill. South base of same; cherty belt, Bighorn Pass, Gallatin Rai1ge; J. P. Iddings. Crovdoot Ridge, Gallatin Bange, bed 24 ;
A. C. Gill. No1-th of Owl Creek; northeast slope of rretou li.ange; W. H.
W eecl. Limestone bluff south side of Soda Butte Creek, northwest of
Abiathar Peak, Absaroka Hauge; J. P. Iddings. Chouteau limestone,
Louisiaria and Hadnibal, Missouri.
PHODUCTELLA Hall,
PRODUCTELLA COOPERENSIS

1~67.

Swallow.

Pl. LXVIII, figs. Sa, Bb, Be, 9c~, 9b.

Pro ductus coope?·ensis Swallow, 1860: Trans. St. Louis A cad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 640.
\VincheJl (A.), 18615: Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, p.l15.

Shell small. Ventral valve strongly arched, beak rather produced
and incurved. Ventral valve slightly concave or subplane over the visceral region and more or .less sharply geniculate near the margin. Surface marked by nearly obsolete spiniferous ridges and by strong concentric
wrinkles, especially noticeable about the posterior portion and near the
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hinge.· The ears of the ventral valve are furnished l'vith a bunch of spines.
The dorsal valve is similarly ornamented except that it does not a.ppear to
be spinose and the I 1adiating ridges become grooves. Ho1vever, as the
convex side is usually presented to view, the surface seems a counterpa.i-t of
the other valve. Viewed from this side, tvlo broad, strong, slig·htly divergent grooves are seen near the hinge line, marking off the somewhat
upturned ears.
Pl. LXVIII,, figs; 9a, ~b, shov{ a type which I had thought to constitute a distinct variety, but more careful comparison shows that this conclusion
was not warranted.
P. cooperensis is said by S"vallow to be common h1 the Chouteau Hme-stone of Cooper County, .Missouri. 1 have studied a large series of specimens from the Chouteal! limestone of Stevens Fork, Missouri,' and Chouteau
Springs, Cooper County, Missouri. This material agrees with Swallovv's
description and is specifically identical with the specimens from the Yellowstone National Park.
P. cooperensis proves to be a variable form. Ma.ny of the differences
noticed are without doubt due to differences in age, but a considerable
i·ange of variation can not be ascribed to this factor. The ventral valve is
sometl.mes low and fiat, like that figti.red by Hall, 1 bnt often it is hig·hly
arched. The dorsal valve is mouerately concave, semielliptical; bea.k
small, depressed. Often nearly plane at first, or sometimes concave, but
later becoming geniculate at the margin, and the geniculate portion is often
considerably prolonged. There is also a va.riation in size, some large shells
being depressed and immature in appearance, while much smaller ones are
highly arched ariel look fully grown. No reliance can be placed upon the
spines for specific identification. They are scattered over the surface,
sometimes irregularly, sometimes in rows, sometiines nea.rly absent. There
is often a bmich of strong spine bases on the rather small ears; but this,
too, is not a constant feature.
rrhe specific integrity of P. concent1·ica Hall, P. shwnardiana Hall, and
P. pyxidata Hall has often been questioned. As early as 1865 \Vinchell 2
stated the opinion that P. shumardiana and P. pyxiclata are both synonyms·
.

\

Geol. Surv. Iowa., Y ol. I, Pt. II, Pl. VII, £g. 2.
• Winchell, 1865: Proc. .A. cad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, p.l15.
1
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for P. concentric a, and in 1888 Herrick 1 says: "P1·odudus shumard·iana is
doubtless identical ·with P. spimtlicostattcs H., P. concentr-icu.s H., a.nd P.
pyxiclata H."
I believe that P1·oductella shwnanliana and P. concentrica are distinct, but
the former is probably identical with P. pyxiclata. .I also feel confident that
P. cooperens·is will be found to be the same as P. concent?·ica., but, not having
the material to prove the point, I have used Swallow's name, "''l'hich,
however, will have to be dropped in casemy suspicions prove correct.
P1·oclu.cttts. coope1·ensis (?) of Winchell 2, from Sciotoville, I believe to be
a quite different species, and have accordingly omitted this citation from
the synonymy,
Formation and locality. Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin
Range, top of bed 24; J. P. Iddings. Same, lower part of bed 27; J. P.
Iddings and \~l. H. \V eed. East side of Gallatin ·River, west of Electric
Peak; George l\1. "'\Vright. East fac~ of Antler Peak, Gallatin Range;
W. H. Weed. Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, top of bed 25; J. P.
Iddings and G ..M. 'Wright. Summit of rrhree River Peak, Gallatin Range;
J. P. Iddings. North of Owl Creek, northeast slope of rreton Range;
W. H. Weed. Kinderhook age, Burlington, Io1va, Cuyahoga shale of the
Waverly group, Richfield, Lodi, Bagdad, Burbank, Cuyahoga Falls, etc.;
Chouteau limestone, Stevens Fork, Missouri; Chouteau Springs, Cooper
County, Missouri.
PRODUCTELLA ALIFERA n. sp.
Pl. LXVIII, figs. lOa., lOb, 10c.

Shell rather above medium size. Ventral valve strongly arched both
longitudinally and transversely. A transverse section near the umbo
woulcl be subquadrate, broadly flattened on top (but not impressed); sides
curving sharply downvmrd, but turning again near the margin for a
slightly projecting lip. Longitudinal section also slightly flattened about
the middle; posterior slope strongly cleflexed and incurved; anterior slope
falling more gently and reflexed toward the margin. Sometimes, however,
this valve is geniculate in front and somevd1at spread out posteriorly. The
beak is formed by the gradual convergence of the lines defining the body
I

2

Herrick, 1888: Bull. Denison Univ., Vol. III, Pt.l, p. 32.
Pro c. Am. Phil. Soc., Vol. II, 18701 p. 249.
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of the shell, which falls away quite -rapidly on either side, giving rise to
large produced and flattened ears. This is a variable feature, ho1vever,
and the lateral margins may meet the hinge line at nearly right angles.
Dorsal valve only slightly convex, but geniculate toward the anterior
margm.
Surface nearly smooth, marked by numerous gentle rugosities, and by
ve1;y fine, confused, radiating strire, 1vhich may he the result of exfoliation
joined. with shell structure.
The dimensions of a slightly undersized auriculate specime~·, figured
on Pl. LXVIII, fig. 10c, are: Length, 25 mm.; 1vidth at hinge line, 44 mm.;
width a little in front of hinge line, 25.5 mm. rl'he largest specimen
observed, a spreading individual, vvith a nearly vertical posterior outline,
measures 54.5 mm. in length; width probably about the same.
Formation ancl locality: Madison limestone, limestone bluff south
side of Soda Butte Creek, northwest of Abiathar Peak, Absaroka Range;
J. P. Iddings.
PRODUOTUS Sol,.rerby, 1814.
PRODUCTUS SCABRICULUS :Wiartin.
Pl. LXIX, figs. 7a., 7b, 7o, 7d.

Anontites scabTioul?ts Martin, 1809: Petrefacta Derbiensia, p. 8, Pl. XXXYI, fig. G.
Pr-oduot1ts soabr-ic7tlus Norwood and Pratten, 1854:: Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia.
(2), Vol. III, p. 17. Marcou, 1858: Geol. North America, p. 47, Pl. Y, fig. G.
Newberry, 1861: Ives's Rept. Colorado River of the West, Pt. II, p. 125.
'?Geinitz, 18G6: Carbon. und Dyas in Nebraska, p. 54.

This form was at first identified with P-roductils newben·yi Hall. It
closely resembles the figure of P. newben·yi (Pal. New York, Vol. VIII,
Pt. I, 1892, Pl. XVII, fig. 1)1 (non figs. ~ and 3), but a comparison with
specimens made me doubt the correctness of the identification.. I have
been able ·to examine a large series of P. newber-ryi from Bagdad, nea.r
Medina, Burbank, and other localities in the Cuyahoga shale, in Medina
County. It is perhaps the most abundant form at these localities next to
Chonetes illinoisensis? and Hall's figure seems to me quite misleading in
regard to the. surface ornamentation. 'I'he figures show numerous close-set
1 Figs. 2 and 3 of this species seem to be different from P. newberryi.
The surface urnamentatlon
does not appear! but it is a much more profoundly arched shell, and comes from a different geologic
horizon.
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spine bases shaped like small rose thorns, tapering at either end. In the
specimens 1vhich I have examined (none of them, it may be noticed, quite
attain the size shown in the figure) the posterior portion alone presents this
appearance, and even the1;e the .spine bases are so long as· to resemble
discontinuous strire. They taper only in one direction anteriorly, and end
suddenly and acutely, looking like slender spines, appressed or in demirelief. The termination, ho1vever, itself formed the base for a small spine.
These ridges then are longer, more distant, and differently shaped from the
figure. The ridges grow stronger, broader, a.nd more continuous as the
shell increases in size, so that the whole anterior ma.rgin is regularly and
strongly marked 1vith spine-bearing strire, from ten to twelve in iO mm.
I do not know the condition of Hall's types; but I have noticed that in
localities such as Burbank, where the shell substance has been leached
away, leaving casts in the sandstone, these are apt to show the features
.
represented in the figure.
figured
that
to
The smface ornamentation of P. scab1·icul~cs is similar
for P. newbe1Tyi, consisting of fine, numerous, elongated, spiniferous pus~
t.ul~s; the spines being situated nectr the anterior end; and it is also very
similar to, though· somewhat finer than, that of P. papulata of the Hamilton
group. rrhis is, however, different from the \V R.verly specimens of P. newberryi, and the shape is also different, being more highly ai'Ched, less spreading, and with a more produced incurved beak. In shape and smface this
form is very similar, toP. scabriculus from the Carboniferous of Glasgow,
Sco~land, the chief difference arising from the fact that in the latter the
pustules are somewhat more coarsely distributed and show conspicuous,
though irregula.r, inequalities in size.
The dorsal valve of this species, as seen at a different locality from the
'
specimen figured, when viewed from the convex side, is crossed by numer.:.
ous fine concentric 1vrinkles, and is covered with fine pustules, smaller and
moi.·e closely arranged than those of the other valve. The casts of small
.spines can be seen among the pustules The ventral valves associated with
these are of the normal type.
I have retained the collected synonymy of this species, although I
doubt whether any of the citations are really identical with the form under
discussion or with P. scabTic~dus. P scabTiculus, it should be noticed, is in
Europe a Devonian and Lower Carboniferous form, while all or nearly all·
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the citations in this country have been from the Coal Measures. N orwoocl
and Pratten, however, have identified this species from the "Mountain lime'
stone" of Paris, Missouri.
Formation·~nd loc~lity: Madison lirnestone, east side of Gallatin River,
west of Electric Peak; Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, top of bed 25, top
of bed 26; J.P. Iddiiigs and VI. H. Weed. ·North side of north fork of Mill
Cr~ek, Snowy Range; Louis V. Pirsson.
PRODUCTUS GALLATINENSIS 11.

sp.

Pl. LXVIII, figs. lla., llb, llc, lld, 7a., 7b, 7c.

Dorsal valve not known. Ventral valve smali, strongly arched, the
curves on either side of the most elevated point being nearly alike. Beak
small, rapidly expanding, produced, so that the Rmall distinct ears occur
about oi1e-third the shell length in front of the apex. Top of the she1l
broad, flattened, but not sinuate; sides nearly plain and vertical. rrhe
width slightly exceeds the greatest length, and is about one and one-half
times the height. The ''isceral region is marked by numerous distinct concentric wrinkles, and the shell is ornamented with fine, straight, radiating
strire, which bifurcate on the anterior portion. A fe,v large spine ba.ses
can be seen on the anterior portion of the. shell.
Figs. 7a, 7b, 7c, of Pl. LXVIII, represent a fonn which was· at first
identified as P1·oductella Cl;rcuata -Hall, but which I now regard. as only a
variety of P. gallatinensis. It is represented from only one locality, the
top of bed 25, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin ~ange, and is there found a~so
ciated with true P. gallatinensis. The shape is narrower and 11?-0re elongate,
while the strire have not the even, rigid, wirelike appearance characteristic .
of the latter. It differs from P. a1·cuata in having the strire fi1:1er and more
regular and strong.
The relations of P. gallatinensis, P. pa1·vijonnis, and P. semireticulatu.s
are close, and I am almost disposed to regard them as only varieties of
the same type. P. gallatinen.sis is smaller than P. semi1·eticulatus, more
arched, finer striated, narrower, and with . more vertical sides. However,
some of the variations of either t~ype approach each other closer than the
figured specimens would indicate. Still more nearly related to the species
under. discussion is P. parvijo1·1nis. In shape the latter appears to· he a
.miniature reproduction of P. gallatinensis,. but the surface ornamentation is ,
/
. . of about the same fineness. ·
I
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Formation and l~cality : lVIadison limestone, Limestone bluff north of
Little Sunlight Creek, -Absaroka Range, GOO feet above the stream; Arnold
Hague. Divide between Gal~atin Riv~r and Panther Creek, Gallatin
Range; \V. H. Weed. Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, becl 25, bed 26;
lower part of bed 27, upper part of bed 27; J. P. Iddings and W. H.
Vveed. South of Forellen Peak, Teton Ra:nge; S. L. Penfield. Head of
Conant Creek, Teton Range; W. H. Weed.
PRODUCTUS LiEVICOS'l'A \Vhite.
PI. LXIX, figs. 9a., 9b, 9c.
Productus lcevicostus White, 1860: Jour. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. VII, p. 230.
(~)Hall and Whitfield, 1877: King's U. S. Geol. Expl. 40th Par., Vol. IV, p. 266,
Pl. V, figs. 7, 8. Keyes, 1895: Geol. Surv. Missouri, Vol. V, Pt. II, p. 41, Pl.
XXXVIII,. fig. 1.

This is the type identified by Hall and \~Thitfield as P. lcevicosta. and
figured by them in King's U. S. ·Geol. Expl. 40th Par., Vol. IV, Pl. V, figs.
7, 8. The figure there given js somewhat restored, and in view of new
material, which unquestionably belongs to the same species, appears to be
only partially correct. The broken portion consists of the ears, which,
instead of being small and inconspicuous, are rather large, marked by the
same fine strire which traverse the body of the shell, and in addition by
strong longitudinal wrinkles, together with, in some cases, numerous spine
bases.
This is one of ihe most common species in the Yellowstone National
Park and in some localities is found in great ai:mndance. As there represented it appears to answer White's description in every detail.
Formation and locality: M.adison limestone, White Uountains, Absaroka Range, just below the Quadrant quartzite; T. A. J aggar. East side
of Gallatin River, west of Electric Peak; divide between Gallatin River
and Panther· Creek, Gallatin Range; W. H. Weed. Crowfoot Ridge, GallR.t.in Range, top of bed 5; J. P. Iddings and G. U. Wrjght. Same, top
of bed 26, lower part of bed 27, bed 31; J. P. Iddings and W. H. Weed.
East slope of Survey Peak, Teton. Range; S. L. Penfield. Summit of
peak west of Antler Peak, Gallatin Range; south slope of same; J. P.
Iddings. North of _Bighorn Pass, Gallatin Range; A. C. Gill. Head of
Conant Creek,· Teton Range; W. H. Weed. Kinderhook age, Burlington,
Iowa; Louisiana, Missouri; Oquirrh Mountains, Utah.

'·'
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Martin.

Pl. I1XIX, figs. 8n, 8b, 8c, 8d.

Ano1nites semi?·eticula-tus Martin, 1809: Petrefacta Derbiensia, p. 7, Pl. XXXII, figs.
1, 2; Pl. XXXIII, fig. 4.
P1·ocltwt1ts semi·reticulnt1<-S Norwood and Pratten, 1854: Jour . .A. cad. Nat. Sci., 2d series,
Vol. III, p.ll. Hall, 1858: Geol. Surv. Iowa., Vol. I, Pt. II, p. 637. lVIeek, 1872:
Final Rept. U.S. Geol. Surv. Nebraska, p. 160, Pl. V,figs. 7a, 7b. White, 1875:
Wheeler's Expl. Surv. vV. 100th Meriel., Vol. IV, p. 111, Pl. "VIII, iig. 1. Meek
1877: King's U. S. Geol. Expl. 40t11 Pa.r., Vol. IY, p. 6n, Pl. VII, flg. 13. Ha.U
and Whittield, 1877: ibid., p. 267, Pl. V, :figs. 5; G. Dawson, 1818: Aca.dian
GeoL, 3d ed., p. 296, :fig·. 97. White, 1884: 'rhirteenth H.ept. State Geologist
Indiana, p. 125, Pl. XXIV, figs. 1-3. Herrick, 1S85: Bu11. Denison Univ., Vol.
III, p. 31, Pl. I, fig. 26; Pl. III, fig. 24; Pl. VII, fig. 11; Pl. X, fig. G. l:Iall and
U1arke, 1892: Pal. New York, Yol.VIII, Pt. I, Pl. XVIIA,figs .16-18; Pl.XVlii,
figs. 11-13; Pl. XIX, tigs. 19-23. Keyes, 1895: Geol. Surv. Missouri, p. 50, Pl.
. XXXVI, fig. 4.

The specimens assembled under this name come from a. mn'nber of
localities ancl present considerable variation. Takejl as a. 1vhole, the size
is smaller and the beak more attenuated than specimens from the Coal
Measures often show. 'I'he median sinus, 1vhich often constitutes a. marked
character in those forms, is either indistinct or not developed at all, while
the concentric 1vrinkles, which produce along- the strire the characteristic
reticulate appearance , are less strongly marked and are confined to a more
limited area.
The ventral valve fig-ured (Pl. LXIX, fig-s. Sa, 8b, Sc) is distinctly more
coarsely striate than other individual s from the same locality, ·while material
from other localities is mo1;e finely striate still. The fig-ured specimen has
about .ten strire in 10 mm. along the marg-in; while others, perha.ps the
g-reater number, have about fifteen. Again, the dorsal valve (fig. Sd) is,
thoug-h quite large, nearly flat over its entire area. This specimen has .a
transverse diameter of about 33 mm., while other individuals, only 23 mm.
, across, already show a well-mark ed geniculation. rl'l1ese data show about
the character and range of the variation observed.
A form identical with this occurs in the Chouteau limestone at Black
\Vater, Saline County, Missouri; Chouteau Spring-s, Cooper Uounty, Missouri,
etc; and in the Cuyahog-a shale of the '\Vaverly group at Richfield, Summit
County; Bagdad, Medina County, etc. It is closely related, perhaps
identical, with P. fle-mingi var. btwlingtonensis, as iclentified by Hall and ·
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Whit:field. 1 It differs in having the sinus less strongly developed, but is
otherwise indistinguishable. P ..fiemingi var bu1·lingtonensis of the West,
however, differs from the true type seen at Burlington, Iowa, by being· more
coarsely striate and less distinctly bilobed. . In many respects P. semireticulatus of this region resembles P. newben·yi var. amws~~s from the \Va,rerly
sandstone of Ohio, but the strire in the latter, as seen in the :figure, are more
angular, more irregular, and show a tendency to be discontinuous.
. Formation and locality: Madison limestone, near summit of ridge,
west end of Hunter Peak, Absaroka Range; Arnold Hague. East side of
Ga1latin River, west of Electric Peak; divide between Galla.tin River
and Panther Creek, Gallatin Range; east face of Antler Peak, Gallatin
Range; amphitheater west of Bannock Peak, Gallatin Range, bed 2G; \V.
H. '0l eed. Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, top of bed 25; J. P. Iddings
and G. M. \Vright. Same, bed 27, bed 28, bed 29, bed 31; J. P. Iddings
and W. H: YVeed. South side of Gallatin Valley, bed 32; J. P. Iddings.
Northwest slope of Forellen Peak, Teton Range; S. L. Penfield. Summit
of Three River Peak, Gallatin Range; J. P, Iddings. Crowfoot Ridge,
Gallatin Range, cherty limestone, top of bed 24; A. C. Gill. Head of
Conant Creek, Teton Range; \V. H. \Veed. Chouteau limestone. Black
\Vater, Saline County, Missouri; Chouteau Springs, Cooper County,
Missouri.
PRODUCTUS PARVIJ?ORiYII:5 11.

sp.

PI. LXVIII, figs. 6a., 6b, 6c, 6d.
P1·oductus pa1·vus White, 1875; Wheeier's Expl. Surv. W. lOOth l\feritl., Vol. IV,p. 83,
PI. V, figs. 6a, 6d; non P1·odtwt1~s pa1·vus Meek and W ortllen.

Shell very small. somewhat wider than long. Smface ornamented by
:fine, even, radiating strire, which sometimes exhibit a tendency to become
confluent, a·s in P. costat~~s .
. Ventr!ll valve deeply arched, making considerably more than a semicircle; front vievir subquadrate, with nearly parallel sides and slightly curved
upper outline. About the beak are a fe'\Y deep. concentric wrinkles, and the
entire surface is crossed by :fine concentric lines. Occasional spines of
comparatively large size are scattered over the surface, especially near the
anterior margin, on the heavier compo~nd plications when ·present.
' King's U.S. Geol. Expl. 40th Par., Vol. IV, p. 265, Pl. V, figs. 9-12.
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The only dorsal valve observed is that figured. .It is nearly flat at
first, and geniculate, -with well-mm·ked, somewhat pointed ears.
The material from the Yellowstone National Pa.rk seems to be identical
with the form identified, described, and figured by ·white as P?-odu.ctu.s parvus
(loc . cit.).
Compared with Meek and \Vorthen's figures of that species, P. parvifonnis is seen to be uniformly smaller, narrower in proportion to the width,
more deeply arched, and more elongate. It seems like a miniature form of
P. gallatinensis, ·with ·wbich I have at one locality found it a.ssociated, and
of which, although no intermediate forms have been observed, I am almost
disposed to regard it as a variety.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Ga.l1a.tin
Range, top of bed 25; J. P. Iddings and G. M. -wright. Same, bed 30, bed
31; J. P. Iddings and \V. H. \Veed.. South of Forellen Peak, Teton Range;
S. ·L. Penfield. Mountain Spring, Nevada.
CAMAROPHORIA King, 1846.
CAMAROPHORIA RINGENS Swallow.
Pl. LXIX, figs. 1a., 1b, 1c.
Rhynchonella 1·ingens Swallow, 1860: Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 653. Keyes,
1895: Geol. Surv. Missouri, Vol. V, Pt. II, p.102.
Oamaropho1·ia 1·ingens Hall and Clarke, 1893: Pa1. .N·ew York, Vol. VIII, Pt.ll, p. 214.
Rhynchonella (sp.) Keyes, 1895: Geol. Surv. n1:issouri, Vol. I, Pt. II, Pl. XLI, :figs. 8, 11.

There is a little doubt that the form under discussion is identical with
that described by Swallow under the name Bhynchon.ella ringens. His was
a large shell (length, 1.90 inches; breadth, 1.43 inches; thickness, 0.99
inch), triangular in outline, marked by about fourteen la.rge plications,
eight ·of which were in a_ broad shallov;r ·sinus. More recently Keyes (loc.
cit.) cites the species and says there are twelve plications.
The materia) from the Yellowstone National Park is scanty. Shell
large, acuminate-ovate. Dorsal valve flat on top, bending abruptly at the
sides and at the front. Ventral valve shallow. Beak long, sharp, not much
incurved, apparently pierced .by a triangular or oval foramen, without
deltidial covering. The smface is marked by twelve or fourteen large
but some\vhat lax, rounded plications, two 1 or three of which on the
lateral slopes are not very dist1nct. Two or three plications are on the fold,
I

.
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though the exact nui11ber is diffic~1lt to ascertain, as that feature is almost
obsolete.
If this is not Rhynchonella ·ringens of Swallow it must be a new form,
for there is no other representative of the genus ·with ·which it could be
confused. C. subt1·igona 1\ieek and \Vorthen, the nearest form, is yet c;onsiderably different. However, if this reference is correct, Swallo·w's specimen may have been abnormal in having so many plications .on the fold,
as it is certainly a larger and more '.11ature individual.
In any case the stratigraphic value of this species remains unaltered,
for I can vouch for the identity of the Yellowstone National Park material
1vith a form from the lo·wer Burlington chert of Louisiana, Missouri, ·which
passes among local collectors as R. 1·ingens.
R. 1·ingens was described from the chert heels of the Encrinital limestone
of Qallaway County. S1vallow (loc. cit.) cites the species from the Burlington of Calfaway and Marion counties, while two forms, illustrated by
Pl. XLI, figs. ~a, Sb, and 11 (Geol. Surv. Missouri, Vol. V, Pt. II), prob. ably referable to C. ringen.s, ·were found, the one in the Burli1~gton limestone,
the other in the Kinderhook shales.
Formation and locality: :Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin
Range, top of bed 25; J. P. Iddings and G. M. \iVright. Same, bed 28;
J. P. Iddings and \iV. H. \Veed. Keokuk age, Callaway County, Missouri.
Burlington age, Callaway and :Marion counties, Missouri. ·Kinderhook
shales, Missouri.
, CAlYIARO'I'CECHIA Ha.ll, 1893.
rrhe following species occur in the lower divisions of the Madison
limc1'ltone. They have been referred to Hall and Clarke's genus, Camarotrechia, although the generic characters have not been ascertained in
detail. Yet a process of exclusion· makes it very probable that this reference is correct.
All the shells have a strong median septum in the dorsal valve, while
the ventral valve is aseptate, hut with two converging den~allaminre in ti1e
beak. rrhese characters, together with their geologic position, form, nature
of fold and sinus, plications, etc., thr;ow out most of the other genera and
subgenera into which the Rhynchonelloid type h[)..s been divided.
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n. sp.

· Pl. IJXIX, figs. 2a., 2b, 2c.

Ventral valve rather shallow, most promh1ent a little behind the middle, flattened in front and at the sides. Outline nearly that of a square.
Shms shallow, beginning near the middle of the shell; ma.rked by two
strong plications, on either side of whicll"are :five· or six others slightly finer ..
Dorsal·valve considerably wider than long, sectoriform, more gibbons
than the ventral; sides reflexed. Fold not very high, marked by three
strong angular plications. On either side are five plicatfons, the 1i1ore
·
lateral two smaller than the others.
This species occurs in about the same beds as C. metall-ica, but is seldom associated with it at the same locality. It is rea<lily distinguished
fi·om C. metallica by its somewhat large size, less strong fold and sinus,
and coarser and less numerous plications. Of these, C. metallica has five
on the fold and eight on either side, while G. hen·ickana has but three on
·the fold and five on each side.
Th:s species has not been observed with the two valves in conjunction,
but it seems to have been a much less inflated form.
It is possible that this species inight correctly be referred to some one
of the numerous :Rhynchonellids described from the Marshall" group by
Winchell. I have studied his descriptiops with care, but none cover the
characters of this form sufficiently closely to warrant an identi:fication in
default of both illustrations and identi:fied material
Length of a single ventral valve, 10.5 mrn.; \vidth,. 12 mm. Length
of a separate dorsal valve, 8.5 mm.; width, 10.5 mm.
This same form, or one probably only varietally distinct' from it, is
:f'ound at Pellas, Marion County, Iowa.
. Formation and lo.cality: Madison limestone, limestone bluff north of
Little Sunlight Creek, Absaroka Range, 600 feet above the stream; Arnold
Hague. Divide between Gallatin River a1id Panther Creek, GallatinH.ange;
amphitheater east of Bannock Peak, Gallatin Range, bed 28; W. H. Weed.
Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, top of bed 26, upper part of bed 27, bed
.28; J.P. Iddings and W. H. \Veed. North end of Teton Ra.nge, north of
Owl Creek; W. H. Weed. Chouteau limestone, Pellas, Marion County,
Iowa.
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CAlliAROTCECHIA J11ETALLICA \Vhite.
Pl. IJXIX, figs. 3a., 3b, 3o, 3d, 3e.
Rhynohonella. meta.llioa \Vhite, 1874: Wheeler's E.xpl. and Surv. W. lOOth llferid.,
Prelim. l~ept., p. 20. White, 1875: Ibid., Final Hept., Vol. IV, p. 129, Pl. X,
figs. lOa., 10d.
Rhynehonella, pnst11.losn (?) Hall and vVbitfield, 1877: King's U. S. Geol. E:xpl. 40th
l'~r., Vol. IV, p. 257, Pl. IV, figs; 12-14.

'rhis species was described by \Vhite from Carboniferous (Upper Ca.rboniferous ~) rocks. It 1vas founcl associated with Hemip1·onites crenist1·ia
and Spirije1· cameratus. My material occurs in the lower .beds of the Maclison limestone, whose fauna is regarded as closely related to that of the
Kinderhook period. As far as is shown by a careful comparison with the
type specimen, this \~T averly form is identical with ·white's species, and
1vere the latter of more nearly the same age I should consider the reference
unquestionable. As has been said, Rhynchonella metallica was described
from Old Potosi mine, and II. crenistria and S. camemtu,s are cited from the
same locality.
Spi1·ijer came1·at~~s is closely related to S. st1·iatus, and has sometimes
been mistaken for it, while almost any Lower Carboniferous 01ihothetes o_r
Derbya might pass as· IIemip1·on·ites crenist1·ia. Therefore, it is not impossible that R. metallicct wa.s derived from lo·wer strata than "White supposed.
It is also more than probable that R. metallica is another representative
of the genus Camarotmchia, which fact is not without some stratigraphic
bearing, as Camarotcechia is not known in Upper Carboniferous rocks, nor
indeed as yet above the \Vaverly.
1.'he form here under discussion is the same as that described and figured
as R. pust~dosa (?) by Hall and Whitfield, in King's U. S. Geol. Expl. 40th
Par., Vol. IV, p. 257, Pl. IV, figs. 12-14, where it is cited from \Vaverly rocks.
The material from Yellowstone National Park, though scanty from any one
place~ the localities being numerous, aggregates a number of specimens
which agree with one another and exactly with B. pu.st~dosa (?) HaJJ and
Whitfield; but all are without the punctate shell structure characteristic of
true Rhynchopom pustulosa. C. metallica is also much smaller than mature
R. pust~dosa, with thinner, sharper, and finer plications. These, as stated
by Hall ·and \~Thitfielcl, are inore numerous than in R. pustulosa, ?-nd five of
them instead of fou1: (as in the latter) regularly surmount the fold.
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This same shell is found in the Chouteau limestone of Cooper County,
Missouri, and at the base of the Lo\ver Carbonifer ous at Providenc e Landing, Missouri, and at Bhickvmte r Bri.dge, Saline County, Missouri ..
Formation and locality: Maclison_limestone, Hunter Peak, Absaroka
Range; Arnold-Ha gue. Limestone bluff north of Little Sunlight Creek,
Absaroka Range ; Arnold Hague. East side of Gallatin River, >vest of
Electric :I=>eak; divide bet1veen Gallatin River and Panther Creek, Gallatin
Range; amphithea tre east of Bannock Peak, Gallatin Range, bed 28;
\V. H. \V eed. Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, top of heel 25; J.P. Iddings
ancl G. l\1. \Vright. Same, bed 2G; J. P. Iddings a.ncl vV. H. \Veecl. South
of Forellen Peak, 'l'eton Rang·e; S. L. Penfield. Northwest slope of same;·
S. L. Penfield. South slope of Quadrant Mountain, Gallatin H.ange; north
of Bighorn Pass, Gallatin Range; Crowfoot H.iclge, Galhtin Range, bed
24; A. C. Gill. Same, top of bed 24; J.P. Iddings. Head of Conant Creek,
Teton Range; 'N. H. Vv eed. North of Q,d Creek, no]:theast slope of Teton
Range; \V. H. \V eed. Upper Ca.rhonif~rous, Lincoln County, Nevada.
Cho~1teau limestone, Cooper
\Va.verly age, .\Vasatch Range, Utah.
County, Missouri; Providenc e Landing, Missouri; Blackwa.ter Bridg·e,
Saline County, Missouri.
CAMARO'l'CE CHIA SAPPHO

Hall

(~).

Bhynchonetla. sappho Hall, 1860: Thirteenth Rept. New York State Cab. Na.t. Hist.,
p. 87. Herrick, 1888: Bull. Denison University, Vol. III, p. 40, Pl. v, fig. 1;
Pl. VII, fig. 25. Herrick, 1895: Geol. Ohio, Vol. VII, Pl. XXI, fig. 1.
Bhynchonella. (Stenocesma), sa:ppho Hall 1867: Pal. New York, Vol. IV., p. 340, Pl.
LIV, figs. 33-43.
Oq,ma1·oto:chia sappho Ball and Clarke, 1893: PaL New York, Vol. VIII, Pt. II, p. 192.
Pl. LVII, figs. 10-14.

The specimei1 which represents this type is larger than any in the
collection referred to the genus Ca.marotrochia. \~Then perfect it must have
measured 1 G mm. in length by 21.5 mm .. in width. It is a rather flat,
explanate shell, resembling in this respect C. hen·iclcana rather than the
other forms represente d in the Y ello1vst0ne National Park. The lateral
slopes are nearly ~tra.ight. or slightly concave, and extend about half the
entire length of the shell, where they are met by the deeply bowed anterior
margin. The fold is not high, hut can be traced to the rostral region. It
is traversed by six small, rounded plications, and ab<mt se~en others are to
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be· found on each of the sides. In every respect this very closely resembles
Hall's species, although only a provisional reference is possible, owing to
insuffici~nt material. C. sappho first makes its appearance in beds of the
Marcellus period, but is known to extend up into the upper Waverly
(HeiTick, 1888, loc. cit., p. 40).·
.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, Limestone bluff south
side of Soda Butte Creek, n~)lihwest of Abiathar ·Peak, Absaroka Range;
.J. P. Iddings. lVIarcellus to Waverly, Leroy, Geneseo, and York, New
York; Licking County, Ohio.
CAMAROTOWHIA CAMARIFERA Winchell

(~).

Rhynchonella ca.mMijem Winchell (A.), 1862: Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, p. 408.

This species is represented in a somewhat fragmentary manner, and
the material is too poor for illustration. It resembles C. her1·ickana, but at
the same time seems to be specifically distinct from· it. Shape. ovate;
Jength ·equal to. or slightly. exceeding the width; convexity moderate.
Sides straight, meeting at the beak in something less than· a right angle;
front deeply rounded. Plications rounded, four on the fold and three in
the sinus, with five or six on the side~. rrhe plications are nearly straight
.and not very divergent, which makes the shell look longer than it really is.
It can be distinguished from C. he1·rickana by the somewhat different
.arrangement of plications on fold and sl.des. The propo1iions of the sl~ell
are also different. The plications are slightly finer, less angular, and not
so strongly outcurved at their extremities. The nearest described species
which I have found is C. cama1·ife1·a of WinchelL
·
Length, 10 mm.; width, 9.5 mm.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin
Range, bed 26, bed 28, bed 30; J. ,P. Iddings and W. H. Weed. l\farshall
group, Point aux Barques, l\fichigan..
CAMAROTCECHIA sp.
Pl. LXIX, figs. 4a, 4b.

This species is represented by a single specimen, which seems to be
distinct from any type occurring in the collection from the Yellowstone
National Park. It was found at the limestone bluff on the south. side of
"
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of Soda Butte Creek, nortlrwest of Abiatha.r Peak, Absaroka Range, a
locality which has already furnished several new species, and seems to
possess a some1vhat distinct local fauna.
Ca1narotwchia sp. consists of a single dorsal valve. The sha.pe is
slightly oval, length and width about equal; curva.ture of the outline regular, and not angular where the anterior margin meets the lateral slopes.
Extremely gibbous, the thickness of the valve being more than half the
length or width. Fold not very high, but defined to the vicinity of the
beaks. It is marked by five rounded plications, and a like num bm; }:tre to
be found on the two sides.
This form seems to be related to C. orbicu.la.ris, of Chemung age.
Formation and locality: . Madison limestone, .Emestone bluff south
side of Soda Butte Creek, northwest· of Abiathar Peak, Absaroka H.ange;
J. p; Iddings.
LIORHYNCHUS Hall, 1860.
LroRHYNCHUs H.A.GUEI n.

sp.

Pl. LXIX, :figs. 5a, 5b.

Shell rather large, tumid. Ventral valve flat in effect; subguadra.te in
outline; beak strongly incurved; fold deep. Thus the anterior and posterior
angles of the quadrate shell are strongly flexed in one direction, ·while the
lateral angles are prominently elevated. Dorsal valve very rotund; fold
high; sides strongly recurved. The surface is smooth(~), sometim~s showing varices of growth. Fold and sinus alone plicate. Strire on the sides
of the shell entirely ob8olete. rrhere are five plications on the fold, neither
sharp nor strong. The central three ar~ slightly larger than the lateral
ones, which are not defined on the outer side, but lie in the regular curva.tuTe of the shell. Four nearly obsol~te plications in the sinus.
The general appearance of the shell suggests the genus Pugnax, but a
reference to that type is impossible by reason of internal structures. A
section across both valves near the beak shows that the dorsal valve is
provided with a "well-developed median septum, and that the ventral valve
has two converging laminar plates in the rostral region.
Liorhynchus haguei is very close to L. greenian~~m Ulrich,. of Keokuk (~)
age, from New· Albany, Indiana, but the latter has three coarse plications
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on the fold, while the former regularly has five fine ones. L. hag-uei also
resembles to a certain extent L. kelloggi of the Hamilton group, but it is
more gibbous, with a hig·her fold, while the latter has, as a rule, six to ten
plications on fold and sinus, 1vith five or six faint lateral plications.
Comparison can also be made with Lio1·hynchus (Pu.gnax?) striatocostat-um
JYieek and 'N orthen, which has three or four plications on the fold and two
or three nearly obsolete ones on either side. The fold is lower, broader,
and more quaill·ate, and the plications surmounting it are much coarser,
than in L. haguei, ·w·hich has the lateral plications either entirely lacking
or more indistinct. The latter appears also to be without the fine striate .
surface ornamentatio n of Meek and \li( orthen's species.
,
Formation a.nd locality: l\1ftdison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin
Range; cherty limestone, top of bed 24 ; A. C. Gill.
DIELAS:M:A King·, 1859.
DrELASMA UTAH Hall and vVhitfield.
Pl. LXIX, figs. 6a, 6b 1 6c.
Tm·eb1·atula. tda,h Hall and Whitfield, 1877: King's Geol. Expl. 40th Par., Vol. IY1

p. 258, Pl. IV, fig. 18..

'l'he type of this species is a dorsal valve, with a pentagonal outline
and a punctate shell. · The rectilinear outline is not constant, however, for,
on a block of limestone from the same locality containing other type mateTial (Athyris planosulcata ?), is a second specimen ·whose outline is regularly
curved.
The material from theY ellmvstone National Park agrees with the above
so perfectly in general f01;m, proportion, size, etc., that I am confident both
belong to the same species.
Although it has not been possible to determine the inten1al cha.rac- ·
ters of this form, it has been referred to the genus Dielasma because of its
geological position, punctate shell, and characteristic shape of the ventral
valve.
Dielasnta utah very closely resembles D. fonnoswn Hall, which occurs
in the Mississippi Valley, in strata of Keokuk age; but D. utah is found
in the lower beds of the :Madison limestones.
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Dielasma. rowleyi Hall and Clnrke 1 (non \Vorthen) and Terebm.tu]a
go1·byi S. A. Mi1ler 2 are closely related forms, but I have not ·been able to
examine them personally.
It js .probable that D. u.tah will prove synonymous with JJ. lnwlingtonense White, of the same geologic horizon, but the scanty materiaJ of the
former species, joined to the very inadequate desCI·iption of the latter, renders it impossible to determine this point.
Sr)ecimens of D. bu·rlinatonense
·white from the Cuvahoo·a
shale as
,'}
"
b
exposed at va.rious points in Summit and :Medina counties can not be
distinguished f1·om D. 1.~tah by any characters that I ha.ve. been able to
discover.
Formation and locaJity: Madison limestone, limestone bluff north
of Little Sunlight Creek, Absa.roka Range, 600 feet ahov·e the stream.; ·
Arnold Hague. East side of Gallatin River, ·west of Electric Peak; Crowfoot RiCige, Gallatin Range, bed 28 ; .J. P. Iddings ~tncl \V. H. \Veecl.
Lower Carboniferou s, CottoiTwood Divide, \N asa.tch .Range, Utah.
SPIRIFERI NA cl'Orbigny, 1828.
SPIRIFERINA soLIDIROSTRIS

\~Thite.

Pl. LXXI, fig. lOa..
Spi1·ifer svlidi1·ostris White, 1860: Jour. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. VII, p. 232.
Spirifm·ina. solidirost1·is \iVhite, 1862: Pro c. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist.; Vol. IX, p. 24.
Winchell, 1865: Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, p. 120.

A.

'rhis is not a common species in the Yellowstone National P~Lrk. It
has been observed at <t number of localities, but is represented by only one
or two specimens at each. These correspond so entirely 1:vith 8. solidirostris1
as far ~ls characters are indicated, that I refer them very confidently to
\Vhite's species. The area, shape of shell, number and character of
plications, and smface ornamentati01i are exactly as \Vhite has described
them. The ]argest specimen, a ventral valve of unusual size, measured
21.5 111111. in width by 12.6 111111. in length; but the one figured (Pl. LXXI,
fig. lOa), which mea.sures 16 mm. in width by 12 mm. in length, is perhaps
nearer the average.
I Hnll nnd Clarke, 1895: Pnl. New York, Vol. VIII, Pt. II, Pl. LXXXI, figs. 27, 28.
"8. A. Miller, 1892 (for 1891): Seventeenth Rept·. State Geologist Indiana, p. 687, Pl. XIII, figs. 3, 4.
:UWN XXXU, P1' H--35
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The identifications of this species are usually incorrect, the current type
of spedmens differing markedly fi·om the original description, which is
appended belo·w. S. solidi1·ostds Herrick1 is nu example of this, and the
form he has figured can not be included with "White's type.
"Shell rather small, nearly semicircular, wider than long, widest at
the hinge line, where it is sometimes extencl.ecl into submucronate points,
rounded in front. ·
Dorsal valve more _convex from beak to front than t.rnnsversely. l?eak
scarcely prominent, slightly projecting beyond the hinge line.
Ventral 'Valve ·about t'vice a.s deep as the opposite one, reguln.rly
arcuate front heak to front, but a little depressed near the cardinal extremities. Area large and well defined, foramen narrow, beak acute, incurved,
and becoming solidified as· the foramen is progressively closed. Dental
plates strong, projecting a little forward. of the hinge line. From six to
eight prominent plications on each side of the mesial fold and sinus, ':vhich
decrease regularly in size tovmrd the hing·e extremities. Sinus rather
broad and deep, distinctly defined even to the point of the beak. A
slightly elevated ridge extends along its bottom, and a corresponding
.
depression along the mesial fold.
:Mesial fold prominent and widely separated from the plications.
Smface marked by fine, lamellose, concentric strire, which arch upon the
plications and the ridge in the mesl.al sinus, and doubly arch upon the
mesial fold."
'
White's reference of the species to Spiriferina. is undoubtedly correct.
Shells from the Madison limestone show the characteristic finely punctate
struc.ture.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, east side of GaJlat.in River,
west of Electric Peak; George N· \Vright. Divide bet,veen Gallatin H.iver
and Panther Creek, Gallatin Range; amphitheater east of Bannock Peak,
Gallatin Range, bed. 28 ; \V. H. Weed. Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range,
bed 26, bed 27, bed 31; J. P. Iddings and \V. H. Weed. South of Forellen
Peak, Teton Range; S. L. Penfield. Vvest of Antler Peak, Gallatin H.ange;
Antler Peak, Gallatin Range ; A. C. Gill. Summit of peak ·west of Antler
Peak, Gallatin Range; J. P. Iddings. South slope of Quadrant Mountain,
'Herrick; 1888: Bull. Denison Universit;;, Vol. III, p. 47, Pl. II, figs. 9-11; Pl. V, fig. 13; also
Geol. Ohio, Vol. VII, Pl. XXI, fig.13.
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Gallatin Range ; north· of Bighorn Pass, G::1Jlatin Range ; A. 0. Gill.
Cherty belt, Bighorn Pass, Gallatin Range ; J. P. Iddings. Crowfoot
Ridge, Gallatin Range, bed 24; A. 0. Gill. North of Owl Creek, northeast
slope of Teton Range; vV. H. \Veed. North side of south fork of Mill
Creek, Snowy Range; Louis V. Pirsson. Slide, east side ·of Gallatin
River, belo1v Fan Creek. Kinderhook age, Burlington, Iowa; Ha.mbnrg,
Illinois; SciotovilJe, Ohio.
SPIIUFER Sowerby; 1815.
SPIRIFER CB:NTRONATUl" \V"inchell.
Pl. LXX, :figs. 3a., 3b, 3c, 3d.
Spir~fm· cent1·ona.tu,~

Winchell (A.), 1865: Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, p. 118.
White, 1875: 'Wheeler'~ Expl. Snrv. \V. 100th 'iVfericl., YoJ. IV, p. SG, Pl. Y~
:figs. Sa-So. ·
Spi1·ifem centrona.tcb Hall a.nd vVhit:field, 1877: King's U. S. (}eol. Expl~ 40th Par.~ Yol.
IV, p. 254, Pl. IV, figs. 5, 6.

Spi1·ifeT centronatu.s is by far the most abundant and universal form in
the Yellowstone National Park. It has been identified at nearly every
locality from which collections have been made, and appears often to have
been present in large numbers. The species is already knOI'Vll in the Rocky
l\1ountain region from the reports of C. A. \Vhite and of Hall and Whitfield. I have compared my material ':vith their types, and also with specimens
fror:n the Waverly rocks of Richfield, Ohio, and all m;e without doubt
specifically identical
Spi1·i:fe1· cent1·onat-us usually develops four equal plications on the fold
and three in the sinus, 1vith sixteen or more (usually) simple· plications on
the wings. The hinge line is always the widest portion of the shell. The.
anterior outline is curved, with a tendency to become quadrate. In other
words, the shape is sometimes that of the smaller segment of a circle,
sometimes more tumid below, with angular or mucronate extension at the
hinge line. Always transverse. Area of the ventral valve not very broad;
beak incurved, small. Sinus beginning- a.t the extremity of the beak. It is
there relatively deep, and sharply defined on either side by a prominent
plication, but grows broader and shallower, some'l-vha.t losing definition
below. Subsequent! y a central rib develops in the sinus, and this is at
about the same time supplemented by two others, one on either side,
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sprung as bifurcations from the two prominent bounding· ribs. Thus there
are normnJly three plications in the sinus. In n.ddition, the shell is ma.rkecl
by about thirty-two radii, sixteen on either side of the sinus, which m[tkes
of thirtv-seve n 1)1ications for the entire valve. U sua.ll)r at
an a,<roTeO'[l,t,e
t:>
,..,t:>
maturity these are all nearly or quite of <t size. Sometimes, ho\'l'ever, the
t'iVO bounding ribs remain prominent, while those in the sinus are almost
undeveloped. This constitutes the variety 8. albap·inensis, and represents
tl1e condition of rnost young shells. Bifurcation is common among the alar
ribs, but occasionally a shell will have nearly all its plications bifurcate.
'rhe area of the dorsal valve is narrovv; bea.k small, inconspicuous.
There is a low but usually well-ma.rked fold, on which at first are only t\vo
. plications. T'hese subsequen tly bifurcate, giving four plications on the folcl
of mature shells. Bifurcation is centrifugal and does not result :in the
formation of primarily equal ribs. 'rhe narrower ridges are. in each case
tm'irarcl the ~~:ings, while the two original ribs remain central and contiguous.
The surface ornamenta tion consists of fine radiating strire, parallel to
and superimpo sed on the radiating ribs. These are interrupte d by a system
. of concentric imbricatin g lmnellm, as in 8. biplicat-us.
The chief deviation from the type above described consists in an
increase in the number of stl·im, accompanied by a diminution in their size,
so that four or five strim are found in the sinus, and tvirenty or more on the
wmgs.
I believe tha~ this species will be found to be synonymo us with 8.
bipliccdu-s, but until proved I have employed the name of the better- kno·wn
form.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, near summit of ridge, west
end of Hunter Peak, Absaroka Range; limestone bluff north of Little
Sunlight Creek, Absaroka Range, 600 feet above the stream; east side of
Gallatin River, west of Electric Peak; Upper Gallatin Valley, west of Bighorn Pass; Arnold Hague. Upper Gallatin Valley, divide between Gallatin River and Panther Creek, Gallatin Range; east face of Antler Peak,
Gallatin Range; saddle west of Antler Peak, Gallatin Range; amphithea ter
1vesc of Bannock Peak, Gallatin. Range, bed 26; amphithea ter east of Bannock Peak, Gallatin Range, bed 30; \V. 13:. \Veecl. Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, bed 25; J. P. Iddings and '0l. H. \Veed. Same, top of bed
2:'5; J. P. Iddings and G. :WI. \Vright. Same, to'p of heel 26, lower part of
.J

•
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bed 2J, upper part of heel 27, bed 28, bed 31; J. P. Iddings and \Y. H.
1N eecl.
Pass bet\veen l'ox and Mink creeks, west of Two Ocean Plateau;
Arnold Hague. East slope of Survey Peak, Teton Range; south of Forellen Peak, Teton Range; northwest slope of sa.me; S. L. Penfield. Antler
Peak, Gallatin Range; west of same; A_. C. Gill. Summit of peak \:Vest
of Antler Peak, Gallatin Range; south slope of same; summit of Three River
Peak, Gallatin H.ange; J. P. Iddings. South slope of Quadrant Mountain,
Gallatin Range; A. C. Gill. Scmth base of same; J. P. Iddings. North of
Bighorn Pass, Gallatin H.ange; Cro1vfoot H.idge, Gallatin Range, heel 24;
A. C. Gill. Bighorn Pass, Galla.tin H.ange; J. P. Iddings. Hea.cl of Conant
Creek, Teton H.ange; north end of rreton H.ange, north of Owl Creek; east
side of Lamar Valley, mouth of Soda Butte Creek, Absaa~oka H.ang·e;
v'\T. H. \V eed. Limestone bluff south side of Soda Butte Creek, 11orthlvest of Abiathar Peak, Absaroka Range; J. P. Iddings. North side
of north fork of M:ill Creek, Snowy H.ange; J. P. Iddings and Louis
V. Pirsson. Vl averly age, Cuyahoga Falls, Richfield, Lodi, 13agc1ad, etc.,
Ohio; Black Hills, Dakota; Vilasatch H.a.nge, Utal1; Mountain Spring,
Nevada.
SPIRIFEH CENTRONAT US va.r. SE:MII:<'URCATUS n. var.
Pl. LXX, fig.

4a..

This form is related to 8. centronatus and to 8. mesicostalis, standing about
micl-lva.y between them. It seems to me to be sufficiently out of the rn.nge
of ordinary variations of 8. cent1·onatus to he described as a distinct variety.
It is of the imbrex type, semielJiptical in outline, fold a.ncl siuus
strongly expressed; surface ornamente d with regular imbricatin g grmYth
lines and strong radiating ribs. Of the latter there are ten or eleven upon
the 1vings and two some1vhat larger ones upon the median fold. These,
hovvever, shovi' a constant tendency to bifurcate, which often results in the
formation of four plications; but the medi;.:m furrow of the fold is strong-er
tha.n the tvw others. Length of the dorsal valve is 30.5 mm. transverse ly;
longitudin ally, 12.5 mm.
1.1 he dorsal shown by Pl. LXX, fig. 4a, can be almost exactly mated in
size, in sha.pe, and in the number, size and distribution of the plication~ by
specimens of 8. me.sicostalis. This, however, is rather small for mes·icostali.s,
and I have not observed, in a. la.rge series of this species,. a.n:r tendency
toward bifurcation in the two plications on the fold. Compared ':vith 8. ,
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lriplricatus var. sem~fnrcatus, S. centronatns ha.s somewhat sma.ller and more
numerous plications, and the fold, which is perhaps not quite so elevn.ted,
is surmounted by four or more equal radii.
Formn.tion n.nd loca.lity: Madison limestone, Hunter Peak, Absaroka
Ra11ge; T. A. J aggar. Near summit of ridge, west end of Hunter Peak,
Absaroka Range; Arnold Hague. Cro·wfoot Ridge, Ga1la.tin Range, top of
bed 26; J.P. Iddings and \V. H. \Veed. Under Quartzite Ridge, north side
of Burnt J:;-<ork.
SPIRIFEI~ SUBATTENUATUS Hall.
Spi?·ifer s·nba.tten~w.tus (by mistake, Sp.irifm· stt.bm:lWTo?wta) Hall, 1858: Geol. Surv.
Iowa, Vol. I, Pt. II, p. 504, PI. IV, figs. 3a.-3c.
Sp·i1·~rm· subattenuata. Winchell (A.), 1862: Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philadelphia,
p. 4C5. Whiteaves, 1891: Contributions to Canadian Palreontology, VoL I,
'p. 223.

Shell rather small, semicircular, alar angles somewhat rounded to sharp.
On either side of the fold and sinus there are eight to ten compara.tively
large radiating ribs, ·which are crossed by strong concei1tric imbricating
ridges. Very variable in the number of plications on fold and sinus. One
dorsal valve sho,vs a low fold with two strong radii equal to those on the
wmgs. Another specimen has a rather high fold with a very faint median
furrow. One ventral valve, on the other hancl, shows a sharp median ridge
in the rather deep sinus, while still another has the sinus simple for over
half its length, when suddenly four low plications, somewha.t smaller than
the rest, appear in it. Length· of this la.st specimen, 10.5 mm.; width, 15
mm. Another example is considerably larger than this.
The form in question seems to be closely allied to S. cent-ronatu.s, from
some varieties of which it is not widely sep11.rated. It a.lso bears some
resemblance to 8. strigosus :iVIeek and S. m:qentari·ns Meek, to the latter in
point of size, to the former .in the plications of fold and sinns. 8. a1-gentarius
and S. st1·i,r;osus are both described from Devonian strata; so is S. subattem~
cdu.s, but it is known to occur in the Wa.verly also. The material studied
is unsatisfactory.
Formation and locality: l\Iadison limestone, Stiukingwater Valley,
below mouth of the eanyon, Absaroka H.ange; Arnold Hague. Chemung
age, Independence and Buffalo, Iowa; H.ock Island, Illinois; Naples, New
York; .A.thabasca River, Cana.da. Marshall group, Point aux Barques,
l\tlichigau.
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SPIRIFER l\IARIONENSIS Shumard (f)
SpirffeT nu~1·ionensis Shumard, 1855: Geol. l\ept. Missouri, p. 203, Pl. 0, figs. Sa~Sc.
Hall, 1858: Geo1. Surv. Iowa., Vol. I, r~t. II, p. 501, Pl. VI, figs. 1a.-1o. Hall
and Clarke, 1893: Pal. Ne·w York, Vol. VIII, Pt. II, Pl. XXXI, fig. 15.
Spi1·ffcra. 11utrionensis Winchell (A.), 1870: Proc. Am. Phil. Soc., Vol. XI, p. 2;'52.
Hall, 1883: Second Ann. Rept. New York State Geologist, Pl. IJ\TI, fig. 15.
Herrick, 1888: 13ull. Denison University , Yo!. III, p. 43, PI. VI, figs. 2-4; Pl.
VII, fig. 11; Vol. IV, p. 26, Pl. II, fig. 2.

This form is found only at the head of Conant Creek, T'eton Hn.nge.
The material, 1vhich is much crushed and broken, so far as ascerta.iDed, enn
well be referred to Shumard 's species. It is much larger aml more coarsely
plicate than S. centronatus, and much resembles S. striatus of thi.s report,
except tha,t the surface is c.rossed by numerou s b.mellose concentric strire,
where as the other is smooth. A satisfactory identification is rendered
impossible by the characte r of the material.
Formatio n ancl locality: Madison limestone, head of Conant Creek,
Teton Hauge; \¥. H. \iV eed. ""White :Mountain, Absarok a Hauge, just below
Quadran t quartzite ; 'r. A. Ja.ggar. Chouterm age, Louisian a ancl H<.tnnib~tl,
Missouri; Portsmo uth and Sciotoville, Ohio.
SPmlFER STRIATUS var.

~IADISONENSIS

n. var.

Pl. LXX, figs. 2a., 2b, 2c, 2d.

This form in general appearan ce resembles 8. str·iatus Martin, of the
Mountai n limestone of variouH Europea n localities. It does not a.ttn.in
so large a size as is often seen among specimens. of S. striatu,s, and the
strire are coa.rser and less numerou s than in some of the forms figured by
Davidson.
The material under discussion approaches most closely to certain
speeimens from Cork, Irela.ncl, with ·which it has been compa.red, but
certain differences obtain which a.re worthy of at least varietal distinction.
The area in S. striat-us var. madisonensis is higher, even in specimens of
consider ably smaller size; the ventral beak more overhanging, and the
foramen higher in proportio n to its width. 'rhe outline shape of both
types is nea.rly the same, likewise the number and size of the strire. The
fold is some1vhat higher in the Irish form, and consider ably more angular.
'l'he strire bifurcate in the immedia te vicinity of the beak, and often again
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near the anterior margin. In the variety madisonensis the stria~ bifurcate
near the anterior margin, but can be tra.ced backward to their origin at. the
beak without bifurcation. In neither form are the strire interrupted by
imbricating lamellre.
Hall and \i'Vhitfield distinguish tvfo types among the forms from Utah,
"\'i'hicJ1 they refer to S. st1·iatu.s. The one v.rhich is lower in the stratigraphic
series is said to be transversely elonga.ted, \Yhile the higher one is about. as
long as ''vide, and has finer, more angular, and more fasciculate strire.
Their material is so crushed that it is impossible to institute a satisfactory
comparison, but if S. striat·u.s var. madisonen.sis is identical "\'Vith either of
these, it must be with the former (lower) type. It differs distinctly from
the form figured on Pl. V, figs. 13, 14 (loc. cit.), which is somewhat larger;
the area, instead of being nearly straight and '"ertical, .is deeply curved, at
first. nearly horizontal, then resurgent; the fold is sudden, high, a.ncl thin.
Spiy~(e1· striatus var. madisonensis, when mature, can be readily distinguished from S. cent1·onatu.s, with ·which it is associated. It is much larger,
the fold and sinus less defined, plications more llUI?J.erous, but less sharp,
and not covered virith the imbricating concentric lamellre ·which weUpreser-..:ed smfaces of S. cent1·onatus show.
rrhe largest specimen, an incomplete ventral valve, measures 55 mm.
in breadth. Another shell measm·es 55 mm. in breadth by 35 mm. in
length, which is perhaps near the avenige. Young specimens, however,
are broader in propoition to their length, and ca.n scarcely be distinguished
in shape from S. cent1:onatus of the same size.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, Stinkingwater Valley,
belovv mouth of the canyon, Absaroka Range; Arnold Hague. Crowfoot
Ridge, Gallatin Range, cherty limestone, top of bed 24; A. C. Gill.
SPIRIFER

sp.

Pl. LXX, :fig. la.

This form is known only from an incomplete dorsal valve, but it is so

striking that. it seems worthy of some notice. It is very transverse, the
width being 51 mm. and the length 16.5 mm. Shape triangular; truncate in front; wings acutely angular, mucronate (~). 'rhe fold is unclefined and scarcely at all raised above the general curvature of the shell,.
surmounted by four or five bifurcated plications. On either side are found
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about hventy other plications, 1vhich (on the cast) gradually beco1i1e finer
and more obsolete until they .disappear and the extreme alar p~ntion is
smooth. I knovv of no type with which this can aptly he compared
except 8. fo?·besi, of the Burlington group.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, east slope of Surv.ey
Peak, Teton Range; S. L. Penfield.
SPJRIFER

sp.

A solitary specimen, not refei·a.hle to any of the forms yet recogniz_ed
in the Yellmvstone National Park. It is a large shell, probably when
complete not less than 63.5 111111. ·wide by 44.5 mm. long; a ventral vahe.
There is a broad, shallow sinus, ·which, together 1vith the wings, appears to
be covered by comparativel y fine, obscure, radiating strire. 'l'he entire
rostra] cavity is filled witl~ shell deposit, as in S. plenu.s, o{ the Burlington.
Externally this form approa.ches Syringothyri s; the beak is erect a.nd the
whole shell has what may be called a hemiconica1 shape; but it is
development ally not a true species of that genus.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone~ Snake River Valley, west
of T1vo Ocean Plateau; \V. H. \V eed.
MAHTINIA McCoy, 1844.
MARTI~IA ROSTRATA n.

sp.

Pl. LXX, figs. 5a, 5b, 5c 1 5d, 5e, 5.1; 5g .

.A.thy1·is pla.nosnlca.ta. Ha.1l and Whitfield, 1877 (pars): King's U. S. Geol. Bxpl. 40th
Par., Vol. IV, p. 257, Pl. IV, fig. 10.

Shell large, obese, lozenge-shaped; when young, 1vider than long;
when old, length and width about equal. Ventral valve productiform;
beak prominent, incurved over a moderate-sized area. Foramen large, open.
Hinge line half or three-fourths the whole ·width of the shelL Surface
smooth; marked by a shallow sinus extending to the extremity of the beak,
1vhere it is defined; less marked below and accompanied by a flattening of
the whole valve. Dorsal valve rouncled behind, converging in front in
somewhat straight lines, whose junction is anticipated by the truncation of
a very lov,r fo]c1. Beak prominent, but not produced. 1'ransverse curvature gentle and even, or so1~1etimes formed by the tvw planes of an obtuse
dihedral angle, whose edge is the median line. Highest point is at the umbo.
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· :&fature specimens can scarcely be mistaken for anything else in the
sa.me beds. rrhe smooth surface and a.rea with triangular foramen would
suffice to distinguish even young shells fi·om C. c?·assica1·clinalis, which they
most resemble, but vi'l1en these characters are obscured the prominent beak
and mesial sulcus of the ventral valve a.re dia.gnost.k rrhere is some simiim:it.y with Spirife·r (Ma·rt-inia) plaber Martin, to which I believe this type
to have been usually referred. The produced a.nd overhanging beak and
large area. of 1l:I. ·rost-rata are well-marked specific cha.racters. The fold and
sinus of JYI. ,qlabm are stronger than t.he sR.me features of li!I. 1·ostmta, where,
in fa.ct, they are but slightly developed, and often exhibit a tendency to
bifurcate, manifested by a. median sulcris and ridge of more or less depth,
never- seen in the latter.
The synonymy of this form includes, so far .as I am aware, besides 8.
glabm·, of va.rious authors, only Athyris planosulcata (?)" Hall a.nd "Whitfield
(non Phillips), figured in King's U. S. Expl. 40th Par., Vol. IV, p. 257, Pl.
IV, fig. i"O, which appears t.o be a. young specimen of Jl!I. ·rostmta. "Width
of large spechnen, ventral va.lve, 38 mm.; length, 36.5 mm. vVidth of
medium-sized specimen, ventral valve, 29 mm.; length, 25.6 Jmn. Width
of large specimen, dorsal valve, 51 mm.; length, 34.5 J).lm. \Vidth of merlium-sized speci1nen, dorsal va.lve, 29 mm.; length, 23.5 mm.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, east side of Gallatin River,
\vest of Electric Peak; G ..M. w·right. ·Amphitheater west of Bannock
Peak, Galla.tin Range, heel 26; vV. H. 17\T eed. Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin
Range, top of bed 25; J. P. Iddings a.nd G. :&1:. \Vright. Same, lower
part of bed 27, bed 31; J.P. Iddings and vV. H. Weed. South side of
Gallatin Valley, bed 3~; J. P. Iddings. \Vest of Antler Peak, Gallatin .
Range; A. C. Gill. South slope of peak west of Antler Peak, Gallatin
Range; summit of Three River Peak, Gallatin Range; J.P. Iddings. South
slope of Quadrant Mountain, Gallatin Range; north of Bighorn Pa.ss, Gallatin Range; A. C. Gill. North of Owl Creek, northeast slope of Teton
Range; W. H. vV eed. Lim~~tone bluff south side of Soda Butte Creek,
northwest of Abiathar Peak, Absaroka Range; J. P. Iddings.
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RETICUL ARIA McCoy, 1844.
RETICULARIA COOPERENSIS Swallow.
Pl. LXX, figs. 9a, 9b, 9a.

Spi1·i;(e1·ct aoopm·ensis Swallow, 18GO: Trans. St. Louis .Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 643. Keyes,
1895: Geol. Surv. Missouri, Vol. v, Pt. II, p. 78.
Spi1·i;te1· hi1·tus "'\Vhite ~tnd Whitfield, 18G2: Proc. Boston Soc .. Na.t. Hist., Vol. VIII,
p. 293. ~ Wincl1ell (.A.), 18();): Proc . .Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphi a, p.l19. HaU
and Clarke, 1895: Pal. New York, Vol. YIII, Pt. II, Pl. XXXVIII, fig. 14
,
( '? Pl. LXXXIV, figs. 3G, 37).
Vol. II, p.155, Pl.
niinois,
'? Spiri;ter aoopm·ens·is lVIeek and W ort.ben, 186G: Geol. Surv.
XIY, fig. 5.

The specimens here referred to B. cooperensis Swallow ha;ve been
compared 1v:ith material from the Choutea,n limestone of Cooper County,
Missouri, 1vhere Swallow's tyr>es vvere found. The unusu~lly perfect agreement exhibited in the hvo forms leaves no doubt of their specific identity.
The same form occurs in the ·waverly at Richfield, Ohio.
Although Spirf(er coope1·ens·is Meek and \V orthen is reta,inecl in the
synonymy of this species, I believe they were dealing 1:\rith a distinct
though similar form. It is only about half the size of mature B. coope1·cnsis,
and has a distinct fold 1vith three or four plications on either side, lJlOre as
in R. peculiaris Shumard. In fact, it. seems highly probable that they were
dealing with the shell described by HalF from the same (Goniatite) beds,
three years previously , as Spir~fer semiplicatus. On account of differences
mentioned above, I believe this constitutes a. rlist:inct specific type, although
Hall may have included :in his description some of Svmllow's species.
:Meek and \~T orthen seem to be in error ·when they state tha.t Swallow
refers to his species "obscure, radia.ting plications" (Meek and vV orthen,
loc. cit., p. 156). He does, indeed, speak of "punctate and plicfLte folds"
and "concentri c folds m2urkecl with small pits and short longitudin al plica.tions," but this had reference to the delicate long-itudinal fluting-s of the
ln.mime, due to the spines or their bases (a character shown in a.ll the specimens examined) raJher than to the larg-e radiating folds shown in Meek
mid "'\V orthen's figure.
------·-···--·-··--·
1

···-------·----- -·------·----·- ···-··---·--- -------··· ---------- ---

Thirteenth Hept. New York St.a.te Ca.b. i\'at. Hist., p. 111.
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Spi·ri;fer hirtus, from the same beds and the same region as B. coope?·ensis, may almost certainly be placed in the synonymy of the latter species.
Formation a.nd locality: Madison li.mestone, east side of Gallatin
River, west of Electric Peak; Upper Gallatin Valley, west of Bighorn
Pass; Arnolcl Hague. Amphitheater west of Bannock Peak, Gallatin
H.ange, bed 26; \V. H. \Veed; Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, top of
bed 25; J. P.· Iddings and G. l\1:. \Vright. Same, top of bed 26, top of bed
27, heel 28, bed 31; J.P. Iddings and \V. H. \~Teed. South of :F'orellen
Peak, Teton Range; S. L. Penfield. South slope of peak west of Antler
Peak, Gallatin H.ange; J. P. Iddings. North of Bighorn Pass, Gallatin
Range; A. C. Gill. Head of Conant Creek, Teton Range; vV. H. Weed.
Chouteau age, Chouteau Springs, Missouri; Rockford, In diann; Burlington, lol'va; Hickman County, Tennessee; Richfield, Bagdad, etc., Ohio.
RETICULARIA COOPER.ENSIS var.
Pl.

l~XX,

:figs. Ga., 6b, 6c.

Spir~fmy;.,

setigera. Hall aud Wllitfielcl, 1877: King's U. S. Geol. Expl. 40tll Par., Vol.
IV, p. 270, Pl. Y, figs. 17, 18.

rrhis form is once again as large as R. cooperensis, of which, for the
present, I regard it as a variety, but I am not in a position to designate
any otli.er character. on which a cEfferentiation can be made. The single
specimen found in the collection stands out so strikingly from the material
referred to B. cooperen;sis that it is significant of further difference, but the
specimen is so exfoliated and erushecl that a detailed comparison, 1vhich
might bring out constant importai1t contrasts in surface ornamentation, etc.,
is impossible.
As far as the limited material permits me to judge, the same form
occurs in the Eureka. district and at Dry Canyon, Utah, where it has
uniformly been identified as B. seti.c;e1·a Hall, of the Chester limestone,
which it strongly reseJDbles. However, in the Yellowstone National Park
it is in the lo11:er part of the Carboniferous series, associated ·with \Vaverly
forms (R. cooperensis, etc.).
A comparison 1vith specimens of R. seti,qem from Chester, Illinois,
shows that the averly form is of a.bout the same size, but more transverse,
beak less incurved, a.rea higher anclla.rger. As has been sa.icl, a. comparison
of the smface ornamentation of the two forms is not possible.
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Compare d with the Burlingt on form, R. coope·rensis var. is smaller, less
transvers e; fold and sinus less pronouncecl; area proportio nally not so
broad.
The specimen figured is from the EureJza. district, N evacla.. 1.~he
original shape and proportio ps are better maintained.
Formatio n and locality: :i\Iaclison limestone, Cro·wfoot Ridge, Galla,tin
Range, top of bed 26; J. P. Iddings a.nd G. l\I. \V right. Lo··wer Carboniferous, Eureka district, Nevada; Dry Canyon, Uta.h.
RETICULARIA (f) PECULIARIS Shumard.
Pl. LXX, figs. Sa, Sb.
Spiri.je1·? peoulia1·is Shumard, 1855: Geol. Rept. Missouri, p. :l02, Pl. 0, figs. 7a, 71!.
Spirifern (Ma.rt·inia.) pecnlia1·is vVhite, 1875: Wheeler's Bxpl. Snrv. W. 100th lVIeritL,

Vol. IV, p. 90, PI. V, figs. 7a., 71!.

species is so rare in the Yellowstone National Park, and its
preserva tion is so unsatisfactory, that any less striking form could sca.rcely
be identified.
It can be distinguished from R. sub?·ot·unda.ta by its larger and less
numerou s plica.tioi1s, of 'vhich there a.re only six or seven on either wing,
while the fold and sinus are sim])le.
R. pem6liaris is found in the yellov,r sandstone at Burlington, Iowa, a.nd
in the brown limeston e of Choutea u age at va.rious places in Missouri.
I am not confident that this is correctlY referre.d to Reticularia. Exfo· lia.ted specimens from the Chouteau limestone a.ppear to have possessed a
finely la.mellose-spinose smf<Lce.
Formatio n and locality: Madison limestone, summit of Three River
Peak, Gallatin Range; J. P. Iddings. East side of La.mar Valley, mouth
of Soda. Butte Creek, Absarok a Range; \V. H. \~Teed. Kinderho ok age,
Cooper County, Missouri; Mountain Spring, Nevada.
1.~his

.1

RETICUL.A.RIA (~) suBRO'l'UNDATA Hall.
Pl. I1XX, figs. 7a, 'ib.
Ha11, 1858: Geol. Surv. Iowa, Vol. I, Pt. II, p. 521, Pl. VII, :fig. 8.
Keyes: 1895: Geol. Surv. JYJ:issouri, Vol. V, p. 78 ..

Spir~(erasnb1·otund.rJ..tn

I hrwe this species from a. single locality beyond the confines of the
Y ellowst.one National Park, but associ<Lted with a fauna clearly identical
1vit.h that of the l\hdison limestone.
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. rrhe ventntl valve is strongly arched in an .antero-la.teral direction,
sommvhat fla.ttened transversely, with a. broad, shallow sinus which can be
traced quite to the beak, losing distinctness as it grows broader.. Beak
high, strongly incurved. Area. triangular and not 1vell defined. Foramen
large and high. Surface marked by abont tv{enty-six fine, low plications,
about six of 1vhich lie in the sinus, and with a.bout ten on either wing.
rrhe shell is superii.cially marked by imiumera.ble fi11e pits, much resembling
the punctation in the genus Spiriferina, but tbis chara.cter is restricted to a
thin outer layer, beneath which the shell substa.nce is fibrous and impunctate. This appearance is probably secondary, resulting from an originally
spinose extei·ior, which, with the general character of the species, elong·ate
slmpe and obsolescent plica.tions, distinguishes it from any representativ e
of the genus Spiriferina, and seems to denote an alliance with H.eticularia.
As regards its specific position, a comparison with typical ~...({pirife·m
s~tbTotu.ndata Hall, from the yellow sandstone of Burlington, Iowa, leads me
to believe that it is identical with that species.
B. subrot-undata is in many ways comparable to B. pecnlia1·is, hut the
character of the plications affords a.n easy basis for discrimination. B. sub?·otunclata has finer and more numerous plications, of which six or more are
in the fold and sinus, while h1 B. peculia1·is the fold and sinns a.re undivided.
The same form occurs in the lower Burlington of Pike County, Missouri, and seems to have been usually identified a.s B. peculiar-is.
Formation and locality: 'Madison limestone, Little Belt l\1ounta.ins, .
east side of Belt Creek, !5 miles above M anarch, Montana; \V. H. ·weecl.
Lower Burlington chert, Pike County, Missouri.
SYRINGOT HYRIS A. 'Winchell, 1863.
SYRINGOTHYIU S CAH.TERI

Hall.

Pl. LXXI, figs. 1a, 1b, 1c.
8pirife?' ca.1·ter·i Hall, 185'1: Tenth .A.un. Rept. New York State Cab. Nat. Hist., p. 170.
(partim) Meek, 1875: PaL Ohio, Vol.II,p. 285 (not llis fignrcs = S. texta. Ha.ll).
Spirifm· (Oy1·tia?) hanniba.lens-is Swallow, 1860: Tra.11s. St. Louis ..A.cad. Sci., VoL I,
p. 647.
Syringothy1·is typa \Vinchell, 1863: Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelvhia, p. 7. Winchell,
1870: Proc. Am. Phil. Soc., Vol. XI, p. 252. Hall and Clarke, 1R93: Pal. New
York, Vol. VIII, Pt. II, p. 48; :fig. 40. Hall and Clarke, 1895: Pal. New York,
Vol. VIII, Pt. ll, Pl. XX VI, figs. 6, 7, 10; Pl. XXVII, figs. 1-3.
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cttsp-ida.tns Meek, 1865: Pro c. A cad. Nat. Sci. .Philadelp hia, Vol. XVII 1 p. 27;).
1\'Ieek, 1867: Am. Jour. Sci., VoJ. XLVII(:.~), p. 407.
Spi1·Uer C76S]n:da.f.tts? Meek, 1t-577: U.S. Geol. Expl. 40th Pa.r., Vol. IY, p. 87, Pl. III, figs.
11, 11a. (non Martin).
Syringothy1·is cuspidatt6S ·walcott, 1884: Mon. U.S. Geol. Snrv., Vol. YIII, Pal Eureka
District, p. 219 (non Martin). Herrick, 1888 (partim): Bull. Denison Univ., Vol.
III, p. 41, Pl. I, fig. 7; Pl. IL fig. 17 (not Pl. V, figs. 4-7 = S. he1-ricki).
Syringoth yris caTteri Schuchert , 1890: Ninth Ann.l~ept. New York State Geologist,
p. 30. Keyes, 1895: Geol. Surv.l\iiss ouri, Vol. Y, Pt. II, p. 87, Pl. XI1, fig.lO.
8yringothyTis hannibalensis Hall and Clarke, 1895: Pal. New York, Vol. VIII, Pt.. II,
Pl. XXV, tig-s. 33-35.

Spir~fer

I have adopted for this species the synonym y composed by Schuche rt/
who has given the specific limitations of these forms more detailed study
than any other investigator. The material from the Yellowstone N ationnl
Park includes only four specimens, one of 1vhich is the external cast of a
dorsal valve, shown on Pl. LXXI, fig. 1a; the others are three ventral
valves, exfoliated so as to be almost interna.1 casts. 1'hese specimens agree
well with Hall's description and with Meek's 2 figures of Spi·rife1· cuspicla.tus (?)
1vhich are here reproduc ed for reference. 'rhe dorsal cast shows the peculiar
"textile" surface ornamen tation of the genus, and the shell substance, 'Nhere
preserved, gives evidence of being punc.tate. 'rherefor e, althoug·h the characteristic structure s of foramen and beak ha.ve not been observed, referenc.e
to the genus and to the species under the genus seems to be justified
It should be noticed that one of the ventral valves above referred to
has every characte r of the specimen figured by 'White as 8yringothy1·is
exten'uat~~s (\~The.eler's Rept. U. S. Geogr. Surv. \V. J OOt.h l\1ericl. 1 Vol. IV,
1877, p. 88, Pl. V, figs. 9a-9cl).
}..,onmttion and locality: Madison limestone, divide between Gallatin
River and Panther Creek, Gallo..tin Range; \~T. H. ·weed. Crovdoot H,idge,
Gallatin Range, top of bed 25; J_ P. Iddings and G.lVL \~Tright. Limestone
bluff south side of Soda Butte Creek, northwes t of Abia.thar Peak., Absarok a
J.P. Iddin£rs. '\Vaverlv and Burlimtt on a~re, Lickin.2.· County, and
RanO'e·
Q
Bedford,· Cuyahog a County, Ohio; Burlington, lo1va; Marion and Pike
counties, l\1issom·i; \Vhite Pine and Eureka districts, Nevada; near Clendennin, Montana.
l

'--'

,/

'--'

'--'

'Ninth. Ann. Rept. New York State Geologist, p. 30.
Geol. Expl. 40tb Par., Vol. IV, Pl. III, figs. 11, 11a.
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EUMETIUA Hall, 1864.
EuMETRIA VERNEUJLIANA

Hall.

Pl. LXVIII, figs. 12a., 12/J.

Retzia. ·vemenila.nct Hall, 1858: Geol. Surv. Iowa, Vol. I, Pt. II, p. 657, Pl. XXIII,
figs. 1tr,-lcl. Hall, 1858: 'I'rans. Albany lnst., Vol. IV, p. !).
Retzia vera Hall, 1858: Geol. Surv. Iowa, Vol. I, Pt: II, p. 704, Pl. XXVII, figs. 3a.-3c.
Hall, 1863: Sixteenth Rept. .New York State Cab. Nat. Hist., p. 55, ngs. 1-3,
p. 59.

Retz·ia 'l.le1'1te?i.ili Hall, i8G3: Ibid., p. 55, fig. 2.
Ewiwt1·ia. 1;m·neuilanct Whitfield, 1882: Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. I, p. 50, Pl.
VI, figs. 28-30.
Eumet1··ia verneuiliana Ha.II, 1883: Twelfth R.ept. State Geologist, Indiana., p. 335, Pl.
XXIX, figs. 28-30.
Retzia radialis Walcott, 1884: l\ion. U. S. Geol. Surv., VoL VIII, p. 220, Pl. VII, figs.
5, 5ct (5b?).
Emnet1·ia verneu,ilianct and vm·a. Hall and Clarke, 1893: Pal. New York, Vol. VIII, Pt.
II, p. 117, figs. 104, 105; Pl. L I, figs. 13-26, 34-37; Pl. LJL"'(XIII, figs. 26, 27.

In the :Mississippi Valley E_u.nwtria venwU'iliana is confined to the St.
Louis and Chester divisions of the Lower Carboniferous series. It includes
a number of shells varying extremely in size, proportion, and surface sculpture, but which it has not yet been possible to subdivide and establish as
independent specific types.
The same type of shell, however, ap.pears much earlier in the Lower
Carboniferous; for in . the Kinderhoo~ division we find Eumet1·ia alt·i1·ostris
White/ Iiustedia t1·iangula1·is :&iille1} Acam.bmw osagensis Swallow} Retzia?
ci1·cuiaris l\1iller/' Betzia? plicata Miller, 5 and Betzia popcana. Svvallow} a.ll
externally similar and more or less closely related forms.
The genus Acambona includes mostly species from Lower Carboniferous horizons, but the internal structu,re of the genus is imperfectly known,
and externally it is inseparable from Eumetria, even Eumetria vemeuiliana..
E. veme·uilicma, as .it occurs in the Madison limestone, does not attain
the size often seen in specimens from the Mississippi Valley.
1862.
1894.
a1860.
4 1894.
'·1894.
61860.
1

2

It is, on the

Proc. Bost<Yn Soc. Na.t. Hist., Vol. IX, p. 28.
Eighteenth Ann. Rept. Geol. SnrY. Indiana., p. 315, Pl. IX, figs. 25, 26.
Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 653.
Eighteent.h Ann. Hept. Geol. Surv. Indiana., p. 316, Pl. IX, figs. 32-34.
Ibidem, p. 316, Pl. IX, figs. 29-31.
Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 654.
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whole, small, finely plicate, and profusely punctate, but showing considerable variation in size, shape, and plication. The largest specimen is 16 mm.
long and of the same width; )Jut it. is badly crushed. Another example,
more nearly the average size, is 11.5 mm. long and the same in width; it
has about twenty-eight sbi.re. A third specimen is 14 mm. long, 5.5 mm.
wide, and is ornamented with about thirty-eight strire. These data show
the range of variation among the specimens in the collection.
I have not been able to ve1i.fy the generic reference of this form by
the study of internal structure, but on .external evidence it can not be
distinguished from the species to which I have referred it.
It is probable that Terebmt~tla nw1·cyi Shumard belongs to this same
specific type, and if so, as it has p1i.ority of date over Eumet1·ia vemeuiliana
by four years, the name will have to be changed to E. m.a1·cyi.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, Limestone bluff north of
Little Sunlight Creek, Absaroka Range; Arnold Hague. East side of
Gallatin River, west of Electric Peak; amphitl~eater east of Bannock Peak,
Gallatin Range, bed 28; W. H. \Veed. Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range,
top of bed 25; J.P. Iddings and G. M. Wright. Same, top of bed 26, top
of bed 27, bed 28; J. P. Iddings and W. H. Weed. Slide east side of
Gallatin River, be1ow Fan Creek. St. Louis and Chester horizons, \~Tashington and Crawford counties, Arkansas; Floyd County a11d elsevd1ere in
Indiana; Alton, Illinois; ·Green County, Missouri; Iowa; Cumberland
Mountain, Tennessee.
ATHYRIS McCoy, 1844..
ATHYRis

L.AMELLosA

Leveille.

Pl. LXXI, fig. 7a.
Spi1·ijm·lamellosus Leveille, 1835: Mem. Soc. Geol. de France, 1st series,Vol. II, p. 39,

figs. 21-23.
A.thy1·is lam.ellosa Meek, 1875: Pal. Ohio, VoL II, p. 283, PI: XIV, fig. 6a, 6b. Hall and
Clarke, 1893: Pal. New York, Vol. VIII, Pt. II, p. 90, PI. XLVI, figs. 16-20.
Herrick, 1888: Bnll. Denison Univ., Vol. III, p. :4:9,"Pl. II, fig. 7.

'This species has been identified in theYellowstone National Park from
one locality only, where, however, it can scarcely be considered rare. As
there exhibited, it more nearly resembles the form figured by Herrick from the
lower "\Vaverly" of Ohio (lac. cit., Pl. II, fig. 7) than that of Meek (lac. cit.
MON XXXII, PT I I - 3 6
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Pl.. XIV,· fig. 6), or Hall and Clarke (loc cit., Pl. XL VI, figs. 16-20). This
>vil1 be seen by comparing the figure given on Pl. VI, fig. 7a, which represents a somewhat crushed, exfoliated specimen, 1vith the illustration above
cited. 'I'he rather unusual ·variation in shape among- these forms, especially
in regard to the length a.nd straightness of the hinge line, may in part be
accounted for by the fact that somB of the specin'lens are casts, "the thick
shell of the rostral region when present causing the hinge to appear sJ:mi.er."
(II~ eek, loc. cit., p. 285.)
I suspect that none of the forms will prove to be quite identical with
. A. lmnellosa of Leveille. Compared 'vith Leveille's illustrations the specimens from· the Y ello>'vstone National Park are less elongated transversely,
and lack the high, sha.rp fold and sinus that characterize the type, ''vhich has
in addition the projecting· lip of the a.nterior margin. bilobate through a.n
acute emargination. A still further point of difference is that in the
American forms the beak is uniformly smaller and ineurved so as to conceal
the foramen, which is 1vell shown in the type.
Athy,-is ashlanclensis of Herrick may be a synonym of A. la·mellosa.
In the exfoliated condition in which the shell occurs it might be referred a.
priori to either Athyris (sensu stricto) or Cliothyris. The only related forms
with 1vhich it is necessary to compare it are Athy1·is incrassata a.nd Cliothy1·is
crassica1·dinalis \Vhite, and CZ. 1·oissyi Yv alcott. It can without· difficulty
be distinguished from Cl. cmssicanlinalis, for it is much larger and more
transverse, with a clistinct though low median fold and sinus. On the
other hand, it is considerably smaller than either A. inc,-assata <?r Cl. ·roissyi
\iValcott. The shape is transversely elliptical, with a long and nearly
straight hinge line, vi'hile the other fonm, are subquadra,te in outline, with a
.
much curved hinge margin.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone. \Vaverly to Keokuk,
Europe; Sciotoville, Ohio; Licking .County, Ohio; Leba.non, Kentucky;
Crawfordsville, Indiana; New Mexico.
ATHYRIS INCRASSATA Hall(~)

Athyris ·incra.ssata. Hall, 1858: Geol. Surv. Iowa, Vol. I, Pt; II, p. 600, Pl. XII, fig. 6.
Hall and Clarke, 1893: Pal. New York, Vol. VIII, Pt. II, p. 90, Pl. XLVI, fig.
21; Pl. LXXXIII, fig. 39.

The she1lfor ·which l have used this name is represented only by an
impelfect cast of the ventral valve. It must have 11feasured_between 50 and
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75 min. across, with the length about the same. The smface appear;s to. he
smooth except for numerous fine growth-lines, and there is also a shallow
median sinus.
The large size of this shell is the only characteristic ':vhich is practicable for identification, and I know of only two species of Athyroids to which
it could possibly be referred, Cliothyris obm.axima and Athy;·is inc1·assata..
The spinose smface of C. obmaxim.a puts it out of the question, while A.
inc1·assata often. appears quite smooth. Still I am not at a.U clear that this
specimen is properly_ referred to A. incmssata.
I am inclined to believe that Cliothy1·is obmaxima vVhite 1 would more
.properly bE? referred to Athy1·is incmssata, a.nd ·that it is perhaps identical
with the species unde1; discussion. So far as can be ascertained in the
fragmentary and exfoliated condition of \Vhite's material, that form did not
possess the spinose surface, nor any of the characters of Cliothyris.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, northwest slope of Forellen
Peak, Teton Range; S. L. Penfield. Burlington age, Ht.i.rlingtou, Iowa;
Quincy, Illinois·; Hannibal, Missouri.

SElVIINULA McCoy, 1844.
SEl\HNUL.A. MADISONENSIS

n. ·sp.

Pl. LXXI, _figs. 2a., 2b, 2c.

Shell of medium size, subpentagonal in outline, somewhat longer than
broad. Smface marked by thick lamellose growth-lines, whose edges a.re
smooth, and not prolonged into sheeted or spinose frills as in Athyris (sensu
stricto) or Cliothyris. Sometimes marked by fine .radiating strire, which are
not the result of exfoliation of the fibrous _shell structure, but may nevertheless be structural. Convexity moderate.
Ventral valve rather fiat, with a shallow angular sinus which can be
traced indistinctly .nearly to the beak. Beak rather large and not strongly
iucurved. Dorsal valve broadly a.ngular in cross section; fold defined for
a short distance by shallow .converging sulci. ·The rostral angle of the
,7entral valve is nearly 90°; that of the dors~i valve is obtuse.
Length of the type specim~u, 19 mm.; width, 16.5 mm.; thickness,
11.5 rom.
'Wheeler's Rept. U.S. Geogr. Surv. v;r. lOOth Merid., Vol. IV, 1877, p. 94, PI. V, :fig. 12.
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This shell occurs ·in the upper beds of the Madison limestone, and as
it bears at first sight a strong resemblance to the general type of S. subtilita
Hall, I referred it to that.form. A comparison with specimens of S. subtilita
from the type locality, near "\Veston on the Missouri River, reveals certain
differences which seem to prove 'the two forms distinct.
S. subtilita 1 is some1vhat larger than S. madisonensis, narrower in proportion to its length, ''vith the widest portion near the anterior margin, so
that the outline is suhtriangular. S. madisonensis, on the other hand, is
l'videst near the middle of the she1I, and the outline is pentagonal.
The sinus inS. subtilita is broad and shallow, not apparent more than
one-third the shell, length back of the anterior margin. The anterior sinuosity is nearly rectilinear, with subparallel sides. The dorsal valve, on the
contrary, can scarcely be said to have any corresponding fold, as that
structure falls into the general curvature of the valve, which is highly
arched. In S. madisonensis the sinus is no deeper than in S. subtilita, but it
is angular and can be traced back to the umbonal region. The sinuosity
is triangular and the fold is defined for a short distance by lnteral sulci.
In shells of the same size S. subtilita is more obese than the other, the
dm·sal vahre especially being highly tumid, pa-rticularly a.bout the beak,
which is narrow, high, and pinched. The ventral beak also is more deeply
incurvecl than is the case in S. madisonensis; and the rostral angle is more
acute.
Formation and. locality: Madison limestone, head of Conant Creek,
Teton Range; YV. H. "\Veed.
SEMINULA

MADISONENSI~,

var. PUSILLA, n. var.

Pl. LXXI, figs. 3a., 3b.

In bed 28, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, and also probably 600
feet above the stream at the limestone bluff nmi.h of Little Sunlight Creek,
Absaroka Range, occurs scantily a small Seminula which I provisionally
refer to S. maclisonensis as a variety of the same. It is specifically distinct
from other members of the genus observed, and is perhaps distinct from
S. madisonensis also.
I have seen only four or five specimens of this type, but these indicate
that it is much smaller than S. maclisonensis, and more elongate; the ventral
t

See Pl. LXXI, figs. 4a-4£l.
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valve more highly arched both longitudinally and transversely; sinus not
so distinct.
Length, 11 mm.; width, 9 mm.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, limestone bluff north of
Little Sunlight Creek, Absaroka Range, 600 feet above the stream; Am old
Hague.
SEMINULA HUM:ILIS n. sp.
Pl. JJXXI, figs. 6a., Gb, 6c.

Shell moderately gibbo:us, small, circular. Smface smooth, except
for a few growth-lines.
V eritral valve nearly circular, but for the beak, which is rather l~rge
and strongly incurved over the other valve, completely concealing the
foramen, which appears only ·where broken back through the rostral shell.
Dorsal valve circular in outline, moderately curved; beak somewhat
prominent by reason of a slight flattening on either side. The dorsal valve
has an indistinct fold and the ventral valve an insignificant sinus, which are
perceptible only by a sinuosity in their anterior margins.
Length of a medium-sized specimen, 15 mm.; breadth,· 14.5 mm.; thickness, 9 mm. Length of a somewhat smaller individual, 12.5 mm.; breadth,
11.5 mm.; thickness, 7.5 mm.
Were it not tl:at S. wasatchensis is an Upper Carboniferous form,
while this one is found in the lo·wer bed~ of the Lower Carboniferous, I
would have unhesitatingly referred it to ·white's species. The great anterior
thickening of the shell, which appears to individualize the latter type, is
due to old age, and ean not be considered a specific character. Othenvise,
if occurring in the same beds, the two forms could scarcely be distinguished.
Seminu,la humilis also approaches SpiTigera fonnosa and Sp. euzona, both
of Swallo·w. These forms, however, are marked by a high fold and corresponding deep sinus, while Sp . .foTmosa is said to have a punctate shell,
and radiating strire when exfoliated (fibrous shell structure~). 1.~hese
characters are decisive in separating Swallow's species from the one in
question.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, Hunter Peak, Absaroka
Range; T. A. Jaggar. Crowfoot R.idge, Gallatin Range, lower and upper
part of bed 27, bed 28, bed 31; J. P. Iddings and \V. H. Weed. Stinkingwater Valley, below mouth of the. canyon, Absaroka Range; Arnold
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Hague. VV est of Antler Peak, Gallatin Range; A. C. Gill. Summit of
peak \'vest of same; cherty belt, Bighorn Pass, Ga.llatin Ra.nge; Crowfoot
Ridge, Ga.llatin Range, top of bed 24; J. P. Iddings. Head of Conant
Creek, Teton Range; W. H. VV eed.
SEMINULA IMMATURA 11.

sp.

Pl." LXXI, figs. 5a, 5b 1 5c, 5r7.

Shell rather small, ovate, gibbous. Length some>vhat exceeding the
width. Dorsal valve full, highest at the umbo, without, a fold, but slightly
emarginat ed in front; beak small, inflated, deeply incm·ved. V entra.l valve
oval, beak small, incurved so as to conceal the true foramen. There is a
shallow sinus, which, however, is perceptible only near the miterior margin,
forming there an upturned projecting lip to fill in the emarginati on of the
opposite valve, and producing a sinuousity in their line of union.
Length, 18.5 mm.; width, 15 mm.; thickness, 12.5 mm.
Stratigrap hically this is the lowest of the Seminulas obtained in the
Yellowstone National Park, of which S. maclisonensis is the highest. The
obsolete fold and sinus, the regular, deeply arched valves, the evenly
rounded, ovate shape, the tumid dorsal umbo and incurved beak, and the
small resupin.ate ventral beak are all characteristic, and sharply differentiate it from the latter.
Compared with S. humilis, it is considerab ly la.rger, more tumid; ventral
beak smaller and narrower; beak of the dorsal valve larger, more inflated
and incurved.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, ·west of Antler Peak, Gallatin-Rang e; A. C. Gill.
CLIOTHY RIS King, 1850.
This genus (or subgenus) is practically coextensive with the species
Cl. 1"oissyi Leveille, as the latter at present stands. Partly because the
character of the smface ornamenta tion renders it difficult to secure wellpreserved specimens, the discrimination of species in this group, if indeed
it has been systematic ally attempted, has not, I believe, proved successful.· .
The Athyris 1"oissyi question has thus become too complicated through
the prolonged sedimenta tion of cliothyroid forms to admit of its ready
solution. That it is desirable to subdivide this group is obvious; that it wiU
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be possible to effect this scientifically by the use of constant characters
seems probable. Just ·what characters will assume such import, a. detaDed
critical study of the genus will develop. Therefore, I have ventured to
recognize certain types in the Yellowstone National Park collections which
I feel confident to be distin'ct from Cl. 1·oissyi of Leve.ille. ·whether these
will ultimately prove tenable or be synonymic >vith other names from
different horizons, future investigations I'Vill disclose.
CLIOTHYRIS CRASSICARDINALIS. '\Vhite.
Pl. LXXI, fig. Sa..
Athyris crassica.rdina.lis vVhite, 1860: Jour. Boston Soc. Nat. Hjst., Vol. VII, p. 229.

This species is referred to the genus Cliothyris on tl1e strength of a
clause in the original description, which states that ''occasional specimens
slww fringes of considerable length" proceeding from the squamose growthlines. 'l'his, in conjunction with the shape, which is not markedly wider
than it is long, seems to make this reference secure. On the other hand, not
having had access to specimens from the type loca.lity, and as the species
has never been figured, I can consider my identification as only provisional.
In the Yellowstone National Park the type here called Cl. cra.ssicarclinalis ranges from the bottom to the top of the Madison limestone. It is
seen to be a rather small,· nearly circular shell, slightly wider than long,
lenticular. Fold and sinus indicated only by a slight ema.rgination of the
anterior outline. Beaks small and pointed, that of the ventral valve being·
usually incurved so as to conceal the foramen. The surface is covered with
numerous imbricating lamellose expansions, which under good preservation
are seen to be subdivided into long spines. The large specimen figured on
Pl. LXXI, fig. 8a, measures 15 mm. in width by 14 mm. in length, but
the average size seems to be somewhat less than this.
This form is perhaps identical 1vith the one figured in Mon. U. S. Geol.
Surv., Vol. VIII, Pl. XVIII, fig. 5, under the name of Athy1"is hi-rsu.ta.
It is often extremely difficult in practice to separate Cl.· c1·assicarclinalis
from other f~rms found in the same beds-that is, when one or both are
ill preserved in one w::cy or another. Exfoliated specimens might easily be
referred to the allied genera .Athyris or Seminula. On the other hand.,
1vhere single valves occur embedded in limestone 1 from which· they break
exfoliated and vl'ith the convex side upward, concealing the area, it is very
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difficult to distinguish even ventral valves from the genera Ret.icularia and
Martinia. It is only by a ca.reful system of comparison of the poor with
more perfect specimens that the proper affinities can be ascertained.
The greatest difficulty is experienced in the ease of Semimtla humilis,
especially when the material is scanty and poorly preserved.
UnfOl:ttinately, this is the usual condition. The characteristic smface
ornamentation renders the genus Cliothyris peculiar} j liable to exfoliation.
Usually the spines have been broken away, their base giving the lamellre a
scallope4 appearance. Whei: the shell is entirely gone, casts of the interior
show only a few heavy growth-lines. "When exfoliation has obliterated surface characters, reliance must be placed up.on other peculiarities jn distinguishing Cl: c1·assicardinalis from Seminula humilis. The shell of.the former
is less convex and the beaks are more attenuate. 'rhese characters do not
always afford satisfactory results; yet I am unable to designate others.
The two species occur together at several localities, notably from the upper
part of bed 2.7, Crowfoot Ridge, ·Gallatin Range, but it so happens that
they are there especially well preserved ~nd their distinctive characters
shown in the clearest manner.
Where the area is concealed, exfoliated specimens might well be taken
for the young of Martinia 1·ostmta or the ·reverse,· but the latter will be seen
to have a more prominent beak, and to be provided on the ventral valve
with a shallow but perceptible sinus reaching to the extremity of the beak.
Reticula1·ia cooperensis is more transverse and the ventral valve more
elevated.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, limestone bluff north of
Little Sunlight Creek, Absaroka Range, GOO feet above the stream; Arnold
Hague. Upper Gallatin Valley; divide between Gallatin River ai1d Panther
Creek, Gallatin Range; east face of Antler Peak, Gallatin Range; W. H.
Weed. Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, top of bed 25; J.P. Iddings and
G. M. Wright. Same, upper part of bed 27, bed 28, bed 29, bed 31; J.P.
Iddings and W. H. \Veed. Summit of peak west of Antler Peak, Gallatin
Range; south slope of same; summit of Three River Peak, Gallatin Range;
south base of Quadrant Mountain, Gallatin range;. cherty belt, Bighorn
Pass, Gallatin Range; J.P. Iddings_. Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, bed
24; A. C. Gill. North of Owl Creek, northea:st slope of Teton Range; W. H.
Weed. Kinderhook age, ·Burlington, Iowa.
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n. var.

PI. LXXI, fig. 9a..

The form here refeiTed. to is a rare one, and I am in doubt whether
to consider it only young or dwarfed specimens of Ol. cmssicanlinalis, a
true variety of the same, or a distinct species. Its occurrence is restricted
to two or three localities, where it is not uncommon to find famniar types
represented by unusually small individuals. It has not been possible to
ascertain whether this shell is a true Athyris (sensu stricto) or belongs to
the genus Oliothyris, though the circularity of its outline favors the latter
reference.
The shell is very small, nearly circular in shape, moclerately convex.
Beaks small, s1..uface ornamented by numerous close, regular, imbricating,
concentric lamellre. It occurs in a limestone and is always more or less
exfoliated. There is no fold or sinus, but both valves have a mesial flattening, which in some shells is quite marked. I1-l size, shape, and general
appearance this form is very close to specimens of Ol hi1·s·~~ta from Spergen
Hill, Indiana.
Length, about 0.30 inch; width, nearly the same.
Formation and locality : Madison limestone, east side of Gallatin River,
west of Ele.ctric Peak; Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, top of bed 25;
G. l\1. Wright.
0LTOTHYRIS ROISSYI

\Valcott (non Leveille).

Athyris royssii Walcott, 188±: Mon. U. S. Geol. Surv., Vol. VIII, p. 280, Pl. XVIII,
figs. 9, 9a.' ·

I have referred to th~s species a single large Athyroid which, though
so exfoliated as to appear almost smooth, yet bears so strong a resemblance
to the speeimen referred by Walcott to Ol. 1·oissyi (loc. cit.) that I can not
but believe them identical. There is, however, one striking difference,
namely, in the size of the ventral beak, that in my collection being of
medium size, the other extremely minute. But as b?th specimens are more
or less crushed, it seems that this is only an appearance due to relative displacement of the two valves.
The generic position of the form figured by Walcott, which shows very
clearly the overlapping spinose lamellre characteristic of Oliothyris, is
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beyond all question. · Not so the specime1is figui·ecl ·by Meek, 1 and doubtfully referred· by him to Leveille's specie~. In comparing this form with
the one under discussion, I find it different not only from it ht~t also from
the European type. The shell is large, thick, transversely elliptical; fold
but slightly defined, sinus broad. and shallow, with ~t sharp median sulcus;
surface lamellose ,,,rith thick layers, which, on· the best-preserved surfaces,
shovir no trace of having been produced into spines. The ventral beak is
ra,ther large, not strongly incurved, and instead of heh1g furnished with a
round pedicle aperture, as shown in the figure, a careful study of the rostral
portimi discloses that this appearance is due to a fracture which has also
partially removed the shell covering the arch of the beak, and that below the
point where the pedicle opening is indicated in the figure there is the anomalous character of ·an open triangular delthyrium. These facts are
developed from a study of the type material itself, which ii1 the figured
specimen alone preserves the ventral beak entire, or nearly so. As the
form seems to be distinet from· anything yet described from the same
horizon, I propose for it the name Athy?"is mim.
The specific. identity of Cl. 1·oissyi Walcott with Leveille's species I
hold to be doubtful.
That form as figured by its author is smaller (34.5 mm. in width by 22.5
mm. in length) and more deeply folded, the two depressions .defining the
fold being so deep and triangular as to ·give the ·shell a trilobate appearance. The fold is surmounted by a faint sulcus (~), rel:lulting in a slight
emargination of the anterior border. Beak no.t incurved, so that the open
round foramen is a noticeable character. The smface is marked by not
very numerous but strong lamellar expansions, whose ragged edges suggest
that they may have been the origin of the characteristic spinose ornamentation of the genus Oliothyris. .In the specimens from the Yellowstone ·
National Park and the .Eureka district the ·fold and sinus are scarcely
discernible. The latter has a small, sharp beak, whose deep incurvature
com1)letely conceals the foramen. 'l'hat from the Yellowstone National
Park shows an indefinable aperture, partly beneath the beak, partly -broken
through it. This contradiction is doubtless due to the same displacement
which makes the beak of one specimen seem so small, that of the other ·
comparatively so large.
'1877. King's U. S. Geol. Expl., 40th Par., Vol. IV, Pl. IX, figs. 3, 3a, 3b.
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Formatio n and locality: Madison limestone; Crowfoot Ridg·e, Gallatin
Range, bed28; J.P. Iddings and \V. H. 'Weed. ·same, top of bed 24; J.P.
Iddings. Keokuk to Kaskask ia; Europe; Mississippi Valley; \Vhite Pine
a.ncl Eureka districts, Nevada; Salt Lake City, etc., Utah; Lake V a.llev
•'
mining district, etc., New Mexico; Lake -County, Colorado; Guatema la;
Bomjard in and Itaituba, Brazil.
CONOC ARDIUM Bronn, 1835.
CONOCARDIU.i\1 PULCHl<~LLUM 'White and "Whitfield (~)
PI: LXVI, fig. Ha..
Oonrcardi?nn 1Julchell1m1. White and \Vhitfield, li:$62: Pro c. Boston Soc. Nat. Hi st.,
Vol. VIII, p. 299.

In the absence of identified material I am not sure that the reference
to \Vhite and \~Thitfield's species is correct, for I have but a single specimen,
so that it is impossible to determin e the range and normal expression of the.
shell; while C. pulchellum, has not been figured, at least by its authors; and
a description unaccom panied by illustrations, especially in this genus, is
almost sure to be unsatisfactory.
My shell is small, not vel'y convex. Trun·cation of the anterior margin
slightly concave, nearly the same length as the straight hinge line, which
it meets at an obtuse angle. Posterior cardinal angle ·rounded. Ventral
margin sloping and c:urving from the posterior angle to the anterior truncation. Posterio r wing somevi'lmt flattened and concentrically rugose. Surface otherwis e marked by about twenty-fi:ve ra<liating strire, ·which are
strong and abrupt, leaving between them spaces greater than their 01'1'11
·diamete r. Length along the hinge line, 6.5 rom.; greatest diameter (from
posterior caclinal angle to the junction of the ventral ma.Tgin 1vith the
anterior truncatio n), 12.5 mm.
This species seems to have some points of resemblance with C. na;poleonense \Vinchell, but it is nearer \Vhite and ~Thitfield's form.
C. A. \Vhite 1 has proposed the name Conoca1·dium sem.iplenu·m for a form
from the same region as that under consideration. It belongs likel'l~ise to
the same type of shell, as comparisons are made with C. trigonale Hall,
which C.Jn~lchell~f;m also resembles. It is not improbab le that he may have
1

U.S. Geol. Surv. W. lOOth Meridian, Vol. IV, 1877, p. 94.
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had in hand the same form vvith which I am dealing, but his descriptive
remarks .are too g-eneral to. render the species identifiable.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin
Range, bed 24; A. C. Gill. Kinderhook age, Burlington, Iowa.
NATIOOPSIS l\1c0oy, 1844.
NATICOPSIS (~)

sp.

Pl. LXVI, fig. 13a..

There is only one specimen of this gastropod, an internal cast in a
siliceous matrix. The. peritr,eme is incomplete and there is no telling to
what extent the .lower whorls are broken cLway. Specific identification is
therefore out of the question. It al)pears to beloi1g to the genus Naticopsis.
F0rmation and locality: Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin
Range, top of bed 24; J. P. Iddings.
LOXONEl\1A Phillips, 1841.
·LoxoNEMA

(~)

sp.

Pl. LXVI, fig. 9a.

This species consists of the cast of a rather larg~ elongate gastropod
shell, probably belonging to the genus Loxonema. The specimen consists
of four whorls and part of a fifth, and is very gradually tapering. It somewhat resembles L. ten~dlineat·um Swallow, of the Chouteau limestone, but
the sides converge less rapidly and the peripheral outline of each whorl is
much flattened. The shell must have been very thin, for the convolutions
'
are now almost in contact.
Length of the imperfect specimen, 27 mm.; 1vidth at the base, 12.5 mm.;
width at the top, 7.5 mm.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin
Range, top of bed 26; J. P. Iddings and W. H. V.,r eed.
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STRAPAROLLU S Montfort, 1810.
STRAPAROLLUS UTAHENSIS Hall and \Vhitfield.

.

Pl. LXVI, figs. lOa., lOb,. !Oo.

(Strapa.rollu8) uta.hensis Hall and Whitfield, 1877: King's U. S. Geol.
Expl. 40th Par., Vol. IV, p. 259, Pl. IV, figs. 20-23.

E~tim~pha.~us

This genus is represented in.the collection from eight or ten localities,
but the specimens are in so poor condition, being worn or broken, that a
specific identification was a matter of difficulty. The beds from which
the material was derived are mostly the lower strata of the Madison limestone, but some specimens, indistinguishable from the others in their present
impe1fect condition, occur near the very top of the same fon~a.tion.
It was evident at first sight that the Yellowstone National Park form
was close to Euo1nphalus luxus \i'lhite, and Eu. utahensis Hall and Whitfield.
After a careful comparison of the three types "the balance of the evidence
seemed to favor an identification with Eu. utcihensis, and a section through
one of the specimens justified the conclusion. It will be remembered that
the two species just mentioned are both from .the Rocky Mountain region,
occurring in "'raverly rocks, and often found at the same locality. Eu. h(,X?,£8
is somewhat smaller than Eu. (Stmpa1·ollus) utahensis. The whorls are
flattened on top, with a slight distal carination. I1~ S. ·utahensis, however,
there is a strong carination on the summit of each whorl, from which the
sides slope away nearly plane, .one toward the center, the other toward
the periphery.. This proved to ·be the case with the specimen sectioned,
but it is not at all improbable that some of the other smaller spechnens
may belong to Eu.luxu:S.
The shell of S. utahensis is thin, but thickened on top and on the two
sides to form the carinations (Pl. LXVI, fig. 1Oc). The outer side of each
whorl" as ,¥ell as the top is carinated, and the shell on the inner side is also
considerably thickened, but indented to receive the carina of the preceding
whorl.. The interio~· cross section, therefore, is circular or ellipiical, and
all distinguishing characters are lost when the shell is reduced to a cast.
This species should be compared with Euomphalu.s obt?,f,St(,S Hall (Geol.
Surv. Iowa, Vol. I, Pt. II, p. 523), which was d~scribed from the Oolitic
limestone of Burlington, Iowa.
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]'ormation and locality: Madison limestone, east side of Gallatin River,
west of Electric Peale divide behveen Gallatin River and Panther Creek,
Gallatin Range; summit of Antler Peak, Gallatin Range; amphitheater east
of Bannock Peak, Gallatin Range, bed 30; \V. H: \~Teed. Crowfoot Ridge,
Gallatin Range, top of bed 2G, lower part of bed 27, bed 28, bed 31; J. P.
Iddings and \~T. H. \Veed. \V averly age, Dry Canyon, Oquirrh Mountains;
Ogden and Logan canyons, ~Tasatch Range, Utah.
PLATYCERAS Conrad, 1840.
This genus is represented ·by specimens which a.re rather scarce.
numerically and as to size much belo'N the average. Taken as a 1vhole,
they are closely similar to _the group of "Taverly Platycerata figured by
Keyes in Geol. Surv. Missouri, Vol. V, Pl. LIIt, figs la-ld, 2-8, 9a, 9b. In
a genus where the species vary so enormously 1vithin themselves-where,
in fact, it may almost be said that there are no species-my material is
much too scanty and fra.gmentary to show the range of specific variation
and afford the concept of a specific type. Accordingly, no elaborate effort
has been made to identify the material with existing species, much less to
propose new names, and it has seemed best to describe each form without
using sp~cific appellations.
FoRM

A.

This form is founcl on Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatiri Range, from the top
of bed 24. It is'small and loosely coiled. The apex is wanting, but the
whole specimen appears to have completed little more than half a turn.
The apical portion is t'''isted slightly to the left (looking at the anterior
peripheral face), and the base expands rapidly, but unsymmetrically, flaring
a little more on the .side toward which the apex is turned-the left. There
is a broad carination on the front face, delimited by the two shallow
grooves. Aperture subcircular. This form appears to be close to P.
conn~fonne/ \Vinchell, but that shell is said to be phu1orboid, whHe in this
the apex is distinctly turned to the left. It also resembles P. vo11W1·ium 1 of
the same author in size and in the :riat~·e of the carination. Both. these
species are of ~Taverly age.
1 Winchell, 1863: Proc.- A cad. Nat. Sci. Philadelpllia, pp. 18, 19; anu Keyes, loc. cit., Pl. LUI,figs. 3a, 3b.
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Madison limestone ' Crowfoot Ridge ' Gallatin
Formation and localitv:
.I
Range, top of bed 24; J. P. Iddings.
.

FoRM B.
Shell very small, not spirally turned; of a, conical or pyramidal shape,
much inclined. The front is edged or sharply rounded; the back, under
the apex, is fiat, meeting the right side, which is more inflated than the left,
at an angle. The angle at which the posterior face meets the left side is
truncated. Peritreme subquadra te.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, north of Bighorn Pass,
Gallatin Range; A. 0. Gill.
FoRM 0.
Larger than either of the two ah·eady described, yet not very la.rge;
much flattened transverse ly, very rapidly expanding. rrhe right-hand face
of the fossil is somel'vhat fiat; more inflated on the other side. Very
abruptly rounded in front and behind. But slightly inclined, so that ·a line
let fall from the apex onto the posterior extremity of the peritreme 1vould
be nearly perpendic ular to the plane of the base.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, north of Bighorn Pass,
Gallatin Range; A. 0. Gill.
FoRM D.
Pl. LXVI, figs. 12a., Db, 12c.

Small, gradually expanding and closely im'olled for about one volution;
then very rapidly expanding for about half a volution, which is highly
inflated and not in contact with the involved portion. The latter is minute
and turned to the left. The peritreme is broken, but appears to have been
subquadra te. rrhe sinistral side of the large whorl (that tow.arcl which the
involved apex turns) is somewhat fia.ttened; the anterior end is sharply
rounded. Another angular turn, sinistro-posterior in direction, would bring
this subplanate face to the original one at an acute angle were nut their
junction truncated or broadly' rounded (~). Height about two-thirds the
antero-pos terior diameter. A line from the most posterior point of the
peritreme tangent to the involutions would be about perpendicu lar to the
plane of the base:
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This form, though eonsiderably smaller, is closely similar to the specimen identified by Keyes as Ca1_n~lus pa.ralius \Vinchell, and figured on Pl.
LIII, fig. ld, of the work cited.
The largest of these· forms is about 9 mm. in height, with a maximum basal measurement of 12.5 mm.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, east side of Gallatin River;
west. of Electric Peak; south slope of Quadrant Mountain, Gallatin Range i
A. C. Gill.
FoRM E.
Pl. LXV I, :figs. lla., llb, llo, lld.

Shell rather small, though larger compared with the other forms in
this collection. Very rapidly expanding. Laterally compressed, being
flatter. on the sinistral side, away fi·om ·which the small coil is turned.
Dextral side more inflated; dorsum sharp, almost carinate. Shell marked
by conc~ntric growth-lines, sinuous, following the shape of the peritreme.
Peritreme oval in outline.
This should be compared with P. nebra.scense Meek, 1 and more especially with Ca.p~~lus pamlius \Vinchell, as figured by Keyes (loc. cit., Pl.
LIII, figs. lb, lc), ·which is perhaps not identical ·with \Vinchell's type,
shown by fig. la. of the same plate.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, east side of Gallatin River,
west of Electric Peak.
CRUSTACEA.
P~OETUS

Steininger, 1830.

PROETUS PEROCCIDENS Hall and 'Whitfield.
Pl. LXXI, :figs. 14a., 14b.
Proetus peroooidens Hall and Whitfield, 1877: King's U.S. Geol. Expl. 40th Par., Vol.
IV, p.·262, Pl. IV, :figs. 28-32.

This species is represented in the Yellowstone National Park collections by three cephalic shields (without the free cheeks), which are in exact
ag1;eement with the description and figures of P. peroccidens. Each of the
three heads was found at a separate locality, but one of them occurs on the
1

White, 1877: \;>,'lleeler's

U.S. Geogr.

Surv. W. 100th Merid., Vol. IV, p. 159, Pl. XII, figs. 5a-5d.
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same block of limestone which carries the p}rgidium referred to P. loganensis.
They are without smface ornamentation. The occipital ring is narrow a.nd
not strongly marked. The glabella is mode1'ately high, reaches nearly to
the anterior margin, evenly rounded in front, about onc.e and ::.t half as
long as wide, sides parallel the greater distance, but expanding suddenly
behind. Marked by three or four pairs of transverse· furrows. Of these;
only the posterior one is well defined, and it is bent backward .at its inner
end so as to be almost continuous with the occipital furrow. Frontal border
narrow, thick, elevated; Greatest width of the anterior portion of the
head, as limited by the suture line, just equal to the length of the glabella.
The suture lines. contract gradually, but round out strongly for the palpebral lobe, the most convex portion of which is not more than one-fourth the
length of the head, forward from the posterior edge.
Formatio1i and locality: l\:I:adison limestone, east side of Gallatin
River, west of Electric Peak; G. :M:. Wright. Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin
Range, bed 31; J · P. Iddings and W. H. vVeed. East slope of Survey
Peak, Teton Range; S. L. Penfield. \iVaverly age, Ogden and Logan
canyons, Wasatch Range, and Dry Canyon, Oquirrh l\iountains, Utah.
PROETUS

LOGANENSIS

Hall and \iVhitfield.

Pl.· LXXI, fig. l5a..

logancnsis Halland Whitfield, 1877: King's· U.S. Q-eo1. Expl. 40th Par., Vol.
IV, p. 264, Pl. IV, .fig. 33.

Proet~~s

The identification of this species rests upon a single pygidium which,
but for being considerably smaller in size., is ·exactly identical with that
figured a.s the type of P. loganensis. The surface is ";ithout ornamentation.
The axial lobe is high, marked by eleven annulations including the terminal ones. The lateral lobes have nine annulations each, which extend
do·wn upon the border and become obsolete upon the marginnea.r the edge
of the shell. It occurs associated with P. perocciden.s.
?1·oetus peroccidens and P. lo,ganensis, both of Hall and \iVhitfield, rest
upon three structural units-a small unornamented pygidium, a· large
pygiclium with more annulations, ornamented1vith pustules or nodes, and a
head with free cheeks more nearly corresponding in size with the larger
pygidia, but destitute of the ornamentation which clmracterizes them. The
MON XXXII, PT
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heads and larger pygidia. were 1:eferred by the author to P. pe·roccidcns, a.nd
the small type of pygidium was described as P. lo.r;ancnsis.
In the Y ello1vstone National Park collectimis no pygidia of the type
of P. pcrocciclcns (the unornamented form) have been observed, but· the
large heads have hem~. identified as P. per'occiclcns, and the small pygidia as
P. logancnsis. As the pygidinm and a. large head occur a.ssoeia.tecl at the
same local~ty, even on tl~e same slab of limestone, the1:e is ~;ome presumptive e-v-idence that they should be referred to the same specific type, especially as there is only one kind of head and one Jrind of pygidinm known
from the Park· The fact that both portions are vvithout ornam.entation
supports this view. rrhe disparity in . size, especially \Yhen viewed in
connection with a ·similar condition of affairs in Utah, is oppo·sed to it.
One of three hypotheses seems probable. Both species (and the
pygidia show that they ~"Lre two) may have had nnornamented cephalic
shields, similar in detail and size; or, since it is nmv known that the two
species occur in the same beds, Hall ancl \Vhitfield ma.y have been in error
in referring the eephalon from Dry Ca.nyon to the associated pygidia; or,
the smooth, plain heads do not belong to the smooth pygidia with which
they are associated in the Yellowstone National Park, but (what is not
intrinsically improbable) to the ornamented nodose pygidia with whid
they occur at Dry Canyon, as Hall and \Vhitfielcl have suggested. More
.evidence will be necessary before the point involved in thi8 uncertn.inty
cn.n be ascertained·.
Formation and locality: Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Galla.tiu
Range, bed 31; J. P. Iddings and
H. Weed.· 'Waverly age, Logan
Canyon, \V asatch Range, Utah.
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PLATE LXVI.·
FIG. 1. A.t1·ypa 1'Cficu.Zaris ....................................... -·- ..•• - ••••••.••••••• - •• --.- •• ·
a. Type nsua.Ily found in Yellowstone National Park; after Walcott.
b. Lateral view of same; after Wa-lcott.
Devonian, Eureka district, Nevada..
c. View of another specimen; a.fter Meek.
( ~) Middle Devonian, Pinon station, White Pine distric-~, Nevada.
FIG. 2. A.trypa missuu.riensis .••••. ...·.............................. - ••. ----- ----- • --- ~-- • • -'-- •
a. Rostral view of a small individual, of a type common in Yellowstone National
Park; after Walcott.
b. Ventral aspect of same; after ·walcott.
Devonian, Lone l\fountain, Nevada.
c. Do1·sal view of .another specimen ; after Meek.
Middle Devonian, Pinon station, White Pine district, Nevada.
FIG. 3. Spirifer en.gelma·nn.i .••.•.••••.••..••••••• _._ ••••....••••...••.•..•.••••••••••••••••••••
a. An anterior view; after !\-leek.
b. Cardina1 view, showing area and foramen; after :LVIeek.
c. Side view of same; after Meek.
d. Dorsal view of sa.me; after :L\Ieek.
:Middle Devonian, Nevada.
FIG. 4, A.thy1·is 1:itta~ var. t1·iplicata n. va.r ....... --~-.. .... .... .. .. .... ...... •••. •.••• .••. ....
a. Lateral view of type specimen.
b. Dorsnl view of same.
c. Anterior view of same.
Three Forks limestone, south side of Soda Butte Creek, northwest of Abhtthar
Peak, Apsaroka Range.
Fro. 5. Plem·otomaria isaacsi (f) ......................................................... ~...
a. Specimen doubtfully identified with Hall aucl Whitfield's species.
b. Side view of saine.
Three Forks limestone, Wall.Canydn, Clark Fork Valley.
·FIG. 6. Loxonema delicatmn n. sp.... .... .. .. .. .... .. .... ............ ...... .. .... .. .. ...... ....
a. Yhiw o~ type specimen, enlarged.
Three l!'ol:'ks limestone, .south side of Soda Butte Creek, northeast of Ablathar
Peak, Absaroka Range.
FIG. 7. Platystorna minut?t'llt n. sp .......... ... .. .. .. . ... .. .•. ... .... •. .. . ... ...... .. .... .• . ...
a. Apical view of type specimen, enlarged.
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b. Ln.ternl aspect of same, enlarged.

Three Forks limeston.e, south side of Soda Butte Creek, northeast of Abiathar
Pea-k, Absaroka Range.
Pro. 8. Favosites sp ................................................... ·.................... ~..
a, Silicified example, showing size of corallites and character of tabulation.
Three Forks ·limestone, north si9,e of Soda Butte Creek, Absaroka Range.
FIG. 9. Loxonen~a (i') sp ............. ----- ..................................... ___ ......... .•.
a. Lateral view of an internal cast.
:Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, top of bed 26.
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FIG. 10. 8trapizroll1c.s utahensis ...•..•.••......••. --- ....•.. __ ..... ___ . ___ ...•...•.. ---· .. ____
a. Apical view of a small specimen; aft~r Hall and ·whitfield.
.
b. Apica-l view of a larger, somewhat exfoliated specimen; after Ha.Il and \Vhitfield.
\Yaverly age, Dr;~~ Canyon, Utah.
c. Section through a specimen from Yellowstone National Park.
Madison limestone, east side.of Ga-llatin River, west of Eleetric Peak.
FIG. 11. Platyceras, form E ...... ------ ......•......... ------..................................
a. Lateral view of a small example attached to :m exfoliated base of Platycrinus
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symm.etricus.
b. Posterior view of same.

c. Same seen from aboYe.
d. Side view of a larger specimen.

Ma.c1ison limestone, divide between Gallatin River and Panther Creek, Gallatin
Range.
FIG. 12. Platyceras, form D•• ---·..............................................................
a. View of specimen resting on its baae, aa seen from above, enl:trged.
b. Side view of same.
·
c. Posterior view of same.
Madison limestone, south base of Quadrant Mountain, Ga.llatin Range.
FIG. 13. .Naticopsis (?) sp ..••.................. -- ... --. ---· ..... ~- .......... --- ... . . . . ••. . . . .. ..
a. Internal cast of a specimen from the lower part of the Madison limestone.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, top of bed 24.
· FIG. 14. Conocardi.1c,1n pulchellum (?) •••.••.......•.•••.••••.•.....•........•.•.. - •..• -.........
a. View of the only specimen found, enlarged.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, bed 21.
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FIG.l. ;lfenophyllurn (i') exca~:atmn n.sp. ·----- -------------- -----· ------ ---··· -··--· --·· -----511
a. View of a typical example of this species.
l\iadison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, lower part of bed 27.
b. Longitudinal section of another specimen, showing, but not c•ompletely, the depth
of the calyce.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, bed 31.
c. Transverse section of another specimen taken through the calyce, showing septa
of two orders slightly deYeloped.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, lower part of bed 27.
d. Transverse section of the same specimen, taken a little lower down. Indications
of the fossula nnd the commencement of the fossular wall cnn be seen. Septa
of the second order are not shown in the drawii1g, but appear in the original
section as small projecti!lg points.
e. Another section of the same, still more proximal. The large fossula is well
developed; the fossular wall and a.borted fossular septum are well showp.
Septa of the second order· are represented by low ridges, two of which, not
shown in the figure, are found on either side of the fossular septum.
f. Transverse section through another specimen referren to this species. The fossular
·septum here is extended clear through the fossula to the opposite wall, bisecting it, a.llCl the whole is much thickened by stereoplasma.
:Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range; bed 31.
FIG. 2. Cli8iophyllurn teres n.sp ..•......... ·----· ----·----- -----· ·----· •... ---------- -----· ---514
a.. Transverse section showing fossula, columella, and tabula ( ?). The latter is 110t
adequa.tely represented in point of continuance and distinctness·. Secondary
septa, not shown in the figure, can be seen in the original. x 2.
b. Another section a little more proxima.! than the above, and showing much the
same cha.racters. x 2.
c. Another section still more }Jroximal, fi:om the same specimen. The figure shows a
somewhat too great development of dissepimental tissue. x 2.
a. Another section of same, still more proxima.!. · x 2.
Madison limestone, summit of Three River Peak, G.allatin Range.
FIG. 3. Micl1elinia placenta .••.. , ..•... -----·----.:•••• ·"·--·-----··----· .•.•.• ---··--- •... ____
510
a. Lower or epithecal sm·face of a specimen.
Madison limestone, divide between Gallatin Valley and Panther Creek, near Big. Iiorn Pa.ss, Gallatin Range, bed 24.
b. Another specimen, showing size a.nd other characters of the cell a.pertures.
Madison limestone, east side of Galla.tin· River, west of l<~lectric Peak.
FIG. 4. Syringo1Jora Bitrottlaria n. sp-.- ... -- ••.... --- ........•. _: . . _.... ____ . ____ ... __ .. _. _.. ___ 510
a. Portion of a section showing size and arrangement of the coralhtes.
b. An enlargement of the same.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, bed 28. ·
FIG. 5. Syringopora. am,leata n. sp.- •.•....... _._ ••.......••...... _. __ . _. ___ ... __ .. __ .. ____ . ____ .509
a. Portion of a section of the type specimen, showing size ancl arrangement ofth!!
corallites.
·
b. An enlargement of the same.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, bed 29.
FIG. 6 . .4ulopo?·a geontetrica n. sp ---- .........•..... --- .•••.. ___ .. _·---- _.. _•.... _... ____ .. __ ..
50fi
a. Portion of the corallunJ of type specimen, showing size a11d arrangement of the
corallites. ·
Madison limestone, cherty belt, Bighorn Pass, Gallatin Range.
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FIG. 1. Crania la:vis .••.••.•..••••.• . . . . . . . • . • • . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . • • . • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . • .
a. Figure showing genera.! character of the specimen referred to this species.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gal~atin Range, top of l>ecl 2.J..
FIG. · 2. Otthothe.teB in:flatus.
'
a. Figure, after Hall and Whitfield, showing char1tcter of an unusna.IIy large specimen.
\¥averly age, Dry Canyon, Uta.l;t.
FIG. :3. Orthotltetes inrequaUs .•••••. •••• ·.. -··.······ ••••.• •••. •• . ••. • • . ••. .. • • . . . . . . .••• •. . • . . . .
a. :B'igure, after Hall and \1\Thitfield, showing the character of this species.
W.averly age, Ogden Canyon, Utah.
FIG. 4. Chonetes ornatus...... . • • • • . • • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • ••• • • . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
a. View of an average specimen showing outline and surface ornamentation, slightly
enlarged .
. b. Enlargement of the surface.
M-adis<>n limestone, east side of Gallatin River, west ·of Electr~c Peak.
c. Another, more auriculate specimen, similarly enlarged.
Madison lime~:~tone.
·
d. Another, yery obese specimen, natnral size.
Ma-dison limestone, east side of Gallatin River, west of Electric Peak.
FIG. 5. Chonetes loganensiB .•••·•• . • • • • . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
a. View of type specimen showing slight. median sinus; cardina.l angles somewhat
restored; after Ha~l ancl Wh it~eld.
Waverly age, I,.ogan Canyon, Utah.
b. A characteristic spenimen, from Y:ellowstono National Park, with rounded ca.rdina1
angles a.ncl without a sinus.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, top of bed 25.
c. A dorsal valve, twice enlarged, showing sha-pe amd character of the very finely
striate surface.
Madison limestone, east side of Gallatin River, west of Electric Peak.
}'IG.. 6. P1·odnctus parviforntis n. sp .............·.. ....... ... .. .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..••.. .. . .
a. ·Lateral view of a typical example.
b (lower figm:e). Posterior view. of same.
c. Outline of same, ventral aspect.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, top of lJed 25.
b (upper figure). A dorsal valve referred to the same species.
:Madison limestone, south of Forellen Peak, Tetqn Range.
FIG. 7. Prodtwtus g_allati'ltensis n. sp. (See also fig. 11) ...........•....... ·•.. . . . . . . . . • • . • . . • •• •
a. Anterior view of a cba.ra.cteristic specimen.
b. Posterior. view of sa.me.
c. Sisle view of same.
:Madison -limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Ga.Ilatin Range, top of bed 25.
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8. P1·oductella cooperensis...... . . . .. . .. . • .. . .. . .. .. .. . • • •• • . .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. • • . . . • .. . .. .. .
528
a. Laterrtl view of a specimen identified as Pro(lnctella cooperensis.
b. Anterior view of same.
.
o. A dorsa.l valve associated with the above and referred to the same species.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, top of bed24.
FIG. 9. Prod1wtella cooperensis ............ ................................................ ~...
528
a.. A dorsal va.lve of a type common in Yellowstone National P~.rk.
b. Ventral valve of the same species.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Ga.Uatin Range, top of bed 25.
FIG. 10. P1·oductella alijem n. sp ..·......... .. .. .. . • . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . • .. .. .. ..
530
a. A dorsal va.lve of a common size (tnd shape.
b. Outline view of ·a highly vaulted ventral valve.
o. A very auriculate ventral valve.
Madison limestone, limestone bluff south side of Soda Butte Creek, northwest
of Abiathar Peak, Absaroka Range.
Fiq. 11. P1·od1tct1t8 gallatinemris n. sp. (See also fig. 7) ..................... --.. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..
533
a. Ventral view of the type specimen.
b. Anterior view of same.
o. Posterior view of same.
d. Side view of same.
li:Iadison limestone, divide between Gallatin River ani!. Panther Creek, Gallatin
Range.
FIG. 12. B11mwt·ria vemeu-il.i.ana .................... - ............. --.---- ......... : ......... -....
560
a. Dorsa.l view of a somewhat crushed specimen of a type common in Yellowstone
Natibnal Pa.rk. x 2.
b. Side view of same. x 2.
l\iadison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Ga.Uatin 1'-ange, top of l)ed 25.
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·FIG.·l. Cama.J·ophoria. ?'i.ngens ..•••. ------ ...... ------ .................................. .. ·-----

537

a. Ventml view of a. large specimen.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Hauge, top of bed 25._
b. Dorsal view of t< smaller specimen.
c. Side view of same.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge,· Ga.llatin Range, 1J.ed 28.
539
l!'IG. 2. Camm·ot.o:chia herriclca.na n. sp......................... 7 . . . . . . . . -- - . . . . . . . . . . . - : . . . . . . . .
a. (l.Jy mistake left unnumbered ou plate) Ventral valve, slight!;~; enla.rged.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Bange, top of berl 25.
b. Dorsal valve, similarly enlarged.
c. Anterior ·view of Sltule.
ll'ladison limestone, divide between Gallatin River and Panther Creek, Gallatin
Range.
540
FIG. 3. Cama?·oto:chia. metallica ...... . : .. ................................. : .. -:...... .. .. .. . .. .
a. Dorsal view of a specimen irlentified by Hall anc:t \Vhitfield ns Rhynchonella pustulosa (?); after Hall and Whitfield.
·waverly age, Dry Ca.nyon, Utah.
b.' Dorsa.l view of a large specimen from Yellowstone National Park.
Madison limestone, divide between Galla-tin River and Panther Creek, Galla:tin
Range.
c. Anterior view of a. sma.Uer a. specin;en from Yellowstone Na-tional Park.
d. Side view of same.
e. Dorsal view of same.
Madison lime:;tone, northwest slope of Forellen Pe:tk, Teton Range.
542
FIG.- 4. Cam.aroto:chia. sp .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
a.. Dorsal valve. x 2.
b. Front view of same. x 2.
Madison limestpne, limestone bluff south side of Soda Butte Creek, northwest of
Abiatha.r·Peak, Absaroka Range.
543
FIG. 5. Liorl1ynchusha,quei.n.sp .. ...... -----·- ------ ...................... ---·-- ...... .... ......
a.. Dorsal view of type specimen.
b. L~tteral view of same.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, cherty limestone, top of ·
bed 24.
54.-4
FIG. 6. Dielasma 11-~ah ..·.... ...... ............. .... . ...... ..•... .... .... ...... ...... ...... ......
a.. Dorsal view of an imperfect example.
b. Side view of same.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, bed 28.
o. Ventral view of type specimen; after Hall rtnd 'Whitfield.
\Yaverly age, Cottonwood divide, \Yasatch Range, Utah.
531
FIG. 7. Productus scaln·icnl1ts --·---- ------ ...... ------------ ........................ --~--- ......
a. Side view of a ventral valve from the ll:l:adison limestone.
b. Posterior view of same.
o. Outline of same, looked at from above.
.
d. Surface ornamentation, enlarged.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot IUc1ge, Gallatin l~ange, top of hed 25.
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FIG. 8. Prodnctus semireticulat1HL •.... ..•••..•••••.••• :. . • • • • • • • • .. • • . . • • • • . . . . . • . . . • • • .. . • . • . .
a. Ventral valve, posterior view.
b. Jjateral aspect of same.
c. Outline a,s seen from a.bove.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Ga1latin Range, lower part of bed 27.
a.. Dorsal valve of same species.
Madison limestone, head of Conant Creek, Teton Range:
FIG. 9. P1·od1wtmslw1:icosta ...... ...... ------ ...... ...... ...... .... .... ...... ...... ...... ......
a. Ventral valve of a specimen from Utah, restored; after HaU a.nd vVhitfield.
Waverly a.ge, Dry Canyon, Utah.
·
b. .A. ventral valve from the Madison limestone, flat and immature in expression.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Galla.tin Range, top of ])ed 25.
c. La.tern,l outline of a ventra1 va.lve of the usua.l type.
·
1\fa.dison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin R.ange, lower·part of bed 27.
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FIG. 1. Spirifer sp ....•...••.... ••••.. ; .............. .............. .............. .• --. -- .... -a. View of nn unidentified dorsal valve.
i\:I:adison limestone; east slope of Survey Peak, Teton Ra.nge.
FIG. 2. Spiri;fm• striatus var. m.aduonensis n. vnr .............. .............. ............ ----.---a. Dorsnl view of a large specimen.
b. Side view of same.
Madison lime~tone, Crowfoot Ridge, Ga.llatin Range, top of bed 24.
o. Dorsal view of a somewhat smaller specimen.
d. Side view of same.
.Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, cherty limestone, top of
bed 24.
:B'IG. 3. Spirijm· centronatus ............ .............. .............. .............. ... --.........
a. Ventral valve of a characteristic form; after \:Vhite.
\:Vaverly nge, Mountain Spring, Old Mormon road, Neva.cla.
b. A characteristic dorsal valve; after Hall and \:Vhitfie.!d.
Waverly age, Dr~T Canyon, Utah.
o. Another type, probnbly no more ihan varietally distinct from Spirifer centrona.tus,
described by Hall aJ?.d Whitfield asS11irijer albapinensis; after Hall and \Vhitfield.
Waverly age, Logan Canyon, Utah.
d. A young specimen of t!Je general type of Spi1·ijer albapinensis, referable to Spirifer centronatus; after Hall and Whitfield.
Wa'l'erly age, Dry Canyon, Utah.
FIG. 4. S]Jirifer cent1·ona.tu.s var. semifu.rcatus n. var ... :............. .............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a. A dorsal valve of this type in which the incipient l,>ifurcation of the two plica.tions
surmounting the fold is less apparent than usua.J.
Ma.dison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, top of bed 26.
FIG. 5. Martini a ro8trata n. sp....... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. • . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . • • ..
a. Ventra.} view of a rather young specimen.
b. Ontline of the same, viewed from one side.
Madison limestone, east side of Ga.llatin River, west of Electric Peak.
c. Ventral view of an old specimen.
d. Lateral outline of same, showing the elevated and produced beak.
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Madison limestone.

e. A large dorsal valve, referred to this species.

f. Front view of same in outline.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, top of bed 25.
.A very young ventral valve, described by Hall and Whitfield as .Athyris planOBltlcata. (?). After Hall and Whitfield.
\:Vaverly age, Logan Canyon, Utah.
FIG. 6. .RetwuJaria cooperensis.va .r... .... .. .... .. .... .... ...... •••••• •• •••• .... .. • ... ...... ••••
a . .An exfoliated but otherwise perfect ventra] valve. The heavy concentric lines are
due to growth. Between these lie finer atrial, j;_he bases of the chara-cteristic
g•

spinulose fimbriations.
b. Lateral outline of same.
c. ,Posterior view of same.
Eureka district, Nevada, Lower Carboniferous .
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FIG. 7 . .Reticula.ria. (f) subrot1mdata .••••• •••• •••••. •.•. •.•• •••• •••••• •••••. •••• •••• •••• .... ....

557

a. View of a ventra-l valve.
b. Side view of same.
Madison limestone, near Monarch, Montana.
FIG. 8. Reticularia (?) peculia1·i~ ...... .... .... .... .•••. .•.. .... •••••. ...... •..• .... .... .... ....
a. Ventral valve, identified by IVhite with Shumard's species; after White.
b. Side view of same; after White.
\Vaverl.y age, Mountain Spring, Old Mormon road, Nevada.
FIG. 9. Reti.oitlaria cooperensis . ................. ................. ...... -- .... .. .. • ••• •••• •••• ••
a.. A dorsal valve, identified as R. coope1·en8is.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, top of bed 26.
b. A ventral vn.lve fr?m anot.her locality.
c. Side outline of same.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, upper part of bed 27.
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FIG. 1. Syringothy1·i.s carteri ....................... ..... ---- ...................... ........... .
a.• Dorsa.l valve of a specimen from Yellowstone National Park, drawn from an
impression of a. natural mold.
Madison limestone, limestone bluff south side of Soda Butte Creek, northwest
of Abiathar Peak, Absaroka. Range.
b. Anterior view of an entire e:s:a.mple of the same species; after Meek; figured by
that author as Spi1'{fer (Syringothyris) cuspidat1ts.
'
o. Cardinal view of same, showing high area and foramen, and, within the latter, the
transverse septum and internal tube; likewise after Meek.
Lower Carboniferous ( ?), I:Vbite Pine district, Nevada.
FIG. 2. Semimtla madisonensis n. sp _____ ......... _.-. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . • .. • • • •

558

563

a. Dorsal view of type specimen.

FIG. 3,

FIG. 4.

FIG. 5.

FIG. 6.

b. Side view of same.
c. Interior of a ventral valve, showing hinge teeth, pedicle ca.vity, aml posterior a.nd
a.nterior adductors.
:U1adison limestone, heacl of Conant Creek, Teton Range.
Se1ninula ntadisonensis var. p111JSiUa n. var ........... __ ......... -- .. .. .. ... . . .. . •• • • • •• •
a. Ventral valve of type specimen, showing sba.pe, enlarged.
b. Lateral view of same.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot R.idge, Gallatin Ra.nge, becl 28.
Seminula .S!tbtilita ....... ....................... . ------ ...... ...... ...... .... ..........
a. Dorsal view of a characteristic specimen from the type locality, for comparison
with Sen~inu.la madisonensis.
b. Side view of same.
o. Anterior view of same.
Upper Carbo~iferous, nea-r \Veston, on the n:lissonri River.
Seminu.la immatlt?'a, n. sp .. - •• - ---- -.---- ---- ---- .. ---- ------ ---- .•.•••
a. Dorsal view of a specimen with the \;entral beak broken.
b. Side view of same.
c. Dorsal view of another specimen which is somewhat crushed.
d. Side view of same.
Madison limestone, west of Antler Peak, Gallatin Range.
Seminu.la. hmnilis n. sp .. . • . . . . • • • • . . .. .. . . . • . . . . .. .. . • .. . . • • . . . • . . • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • •• •

n... .... .•• . ... .

a. Dorsal view of a rather large specimen.
b. Side view of same.
c. Dorsal view of a sma.Uer specimen from the same locality.
:Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Gallatin Range, npper part of bed 27.
la.mellosa ...... .•.• .••••. •••. .... .... ....... .... •••• •••••• •••• •••• •••• •••• ••••
Athy1·i.s
FIG. 7.
a. Ventral view of _a badly exfoliated specimen.
1\>Iadison limestone, Yellowstone National Park.
FIG. 8. Cliothyris crassicardinalis..... •• . . .. . • • • • . . • • • • • •• • ... •• • . • • • • . • • ••• . • • •• • ••• • ••• • ••••
a. Dorsal view of a specimen showing the usual characters of size and shape, but
almost completely exfoliated.
Madison limestone, north of Owl Creek, northeast slope of Teton Range.
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FIG. 9. Cl.iothyris cra.ssica1·dinali.s va.r. na.na. n. var .......................... _.. .. .. .. . • . • . .. • ..
a. Ventral view of a somewha.t exfoliatecl specimen, which is regarded as varietally
distinct from the above.
Madison limestone, Crowfoot Ridge, Ga.Uatin Ra.uge, top of bed 25.
FIG. 10. Spi.riferina. solidi1·ostris .. . • .. . .. . .. .. • . .. .. .. . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. . . . . • . • . . • • . . • • • .
a. Ventral valve characteristic of this species.
Madison limestone, amphitheater east of Ba.uuock Pea.k, Gallatin R.ange, bed 28.
FIG. 11. Holasterella wrighti var. am~eri.cana n. var .. .. . . . . . . .... . . . ... .. . . . . . . . ... . .. . .. . . . . ... .
a.. View of au isolated spicule magnified about twenty diameters.
Madison limestone, divide between Gallatin Valley a.nd Pant.her Creel;:, near Bighorn Pass, Gallatin Range, bed 24.
FIG. 12. Endothyra baileyi... ... . .. ... ...... •..... .. . ... ..... .. .. ......... ••. ... .•. ...... ...•..
a. An example from Spergen Hill, Indiana, of a not unusua.l size. x 12.
b. Another, smaller specimen from the same locality. :i 12.
Warsaw group, Spergen Hill, Indiana.
FIG. 13. En do thyra. ba.ileyi var. parva. n. va.r.... .... .. . . . .. . . .. . .... . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. ... . .. . . •...
a, b. Two specimens of the ordinary character, from the Madison limestone. x 12.
Asmall specimen from the Madison limestone. x 12.
a.
Madison limestone, White Mountain, Absaroka Range.
FIG. 14. Proetusperocciclens ...... ........................................ -... .. • . . . . .. . . . . • • .. .
a, b. Ulabella and free cheek of the kind occurring in the Madison limestone; after
Hall and Whitfield.
v\Taverly age, Dry Canyon, Utah.
FIG. 15. ProetwJ lo,qa.nensis .................... --- .....•••••.•...•••• • ....••.•••••• • • • •.•.• • • • ·
a. Pygidium of a type a.ssociated with the above in the Madison limestone; a.fter
Hall and Whitfield.
Viraverly age, Logan Canyon.
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CHAPTER. XIII.
MESOZOIC FOSSILS.

By T.

w.

STANTON.

The ¥ esozoic fossils obtained in and near the Yellowstone National
Park and submitted to me for ~tudy include 78 species of invertebrates, of
which 31 are Cretaceous, 46 are Jurassic, and 1 is from beds of supposed
Triassic age. The number of species from a single horizon is not large
enough to be dignified with the designation "fauna,'' excepting, perhaps,
in one or two cases; yet the study of these fossils and the comparisons
made with known horizons have led to some general results that are worthy
of brief discussion. The subject will be treated by geological horizons,
and after reviewing the general considerations an annotated list of the
'species with descriptions of new forms will be given.
TRIASSIC.

The Teton formation, of supposed Triassic age, yielded a few specimens of a Lingula at a locality on the summit of Quadrant Peak. This
fossil resembles Lingula b1·evirostris M. and H., from the Jurassic of the
Black Hills, but in the absence of other fossils it should be given little
weight in d~termining the age of the "j;)eds. Linguloid shells are so slightly
differentiated that it would. not be safe to distinguish, by them alone, even
between Paleozoic and Mesozoic. The determ~nation of the age of this
formation must, for the present at least, rest on the evidence of stratigraphy
and lithology. The paleontologist can only say that the underlying beds
yield Carboniferous fossils, while the overlying formation has a welldeveloped Jurassic fauna.
600
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The only marine Triassic fossils that have been found in the Rocky
Mountain region are from the Lower Trias, beneath the "Red. Beds" in
southeastern Idaho 1 Th~ very fe,'ir fossils that have been obtained from
the Red Beds farther south (jn N evv Mexico and southern Colorado) seem
to be of fresh-'ivater origin.
·.In California and Nevada, however, marine Triassic.beds are well developed, and have-yielded a varied fauna which is as yet mostly undescribed.
JURASSIC.

The Jurassic fossils form much the ·largest and most important part of
the Mesozoic collection. r:I.'he fauna is not large, but most of the species
are abundantly represented, and in number of species it compares favora.bly
with the Jurassic of other parts of the Rocky Mountain region. r:I.'he collections are from many localities in two generaJ areas-one; which yielded
the most fossils, in the northwest corner of the Park, on the headwaters of
Gardiner and Gallatin rivers and near the Yellowstone; the other on the
slopes of Sheridan Peak and farther south·west of Snake River.
The fossils from all these localities evidently belong to a single fauna.,
though two zones are recognizable~ distinguished more by lithological
differences than by faunal peculiarities. The upper zone of arenaceous
limestone has yielded an abundance of Rhynchonella gnathophom, R. my1·ina,
Ost1·ea st1·igilecula, Camptonectes pe1·tenuist1·iatus, C. bellist1·iat~ts, and. a few other
forms. Most of these also occur in the underlying calcareous clays and
marly limestones associated with many other species, of 1vhich the most
abundant are Ple·u1·omya subcompressa, Pholadomya kingi, and Gfryphcea ca,lceola var. neb1·ascensis.
The same fauna is represented in the beds just beyond the northern
limits of the Park, at Cinnabar Mountain, 1vhere fossils that are included in
the present report were obtained by Dr. A. C. Peale in 1872. These were
identified and some o.f the species named by Prof. F. B. Meek, 2 but it was
not until 1880 that they. were illustrated· and more fully described by
Dr. C. A. \Vhite. 3 Stili em·lier Captain Raynolds had brought back G1·y. phcea ca~ceola var. nebm.scensis am1 a few other fossils of this horizon from
'See 'White, Triassic fossils of southea-stern Idaho: Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol..Surv. Terr. for 1878,
pp.105-118.
• Ann. R.ept. U. S ..Geol. Surv. Terr. for 1872, pp. 471-474.
3Idem for 1878, pp. 143-153, Pls. XXXVII an<.l XXXVIII.
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\Vind River Valley, and they ·were described by Meek and Hayden, 1 who
had previously 2 announced the discovery of Jurassic fossils from the Black
Hills. These Black Hill::; fossils are fully described and illustrated in the
Paleontology of the Upper Missouri. Subsequent geological explorations
and surveys have sho·wn that the marine Jurassic is 1videly distributed in
South Dakota, "Wyoming, Montana., Idaho, and Utah, and have made considerable additions to the fauna that have been described l')y White, 3 Hall
and \Vhitfield, 4 Meek 5 and \~Thitfield. 6 All of these authors seem to have
assumed that the fossils they desci·ibed belonged to a single fauna. At
least they made no attempt to recognize distinct horizons in the Jurassic.
The meagerness of the fauna-usually only a few species having been
obtained at any one locality-was perhaps sufficient reason for not making
attempts of this kind. Prof. Alpheus Hyatt's recent comprehensive studies
of the earlier Mesozoic faunas of the United States, and especially of Cali.,.
fornia, where all· the gTeater divisions of the Jura are developed, have led
him to express the opinion that both the Upper .Jura (Callovian or Oxfordian) and the Middle Jura (Oolite) are represented in the Rocky Mountain
regimi. 7 In the former he 'places the Jurassic of the Black Hills, and of
Red Buttes and Aurora, \Vyoming, 1vith probably some localities in Utah.·
Of the Middle Jura he says: "The \)olite certainly seems to have been
found by Dr. Peale near the lower canyon of the Yellowstone .in Montana,
and out of the few fossils from Utah described by Dr. \Vhite some are
closely similar to those of the inferior Oolite at Mount Jura."
It has already be<?n stated that this ·collection of Dr. Peale's belongs
to the same horizon that is rep1;esented. in the Park. It contained the following species:
Ostrea strigilecula.
Gryphrea planoconvexa.
Oamptonectes platessiformis.
Pinna ki.ngi.
Gervillia montanaensis.
Mofliola snbimbricata. ·
Trigoni.a americana.

Trigonia. monta.naensis.
Astarte meeki.
Cypricardia b a.guei..
Pleuromya subcompressa.
Pboladomya kingi..
Goniomya montanaensis.

Pro c. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pbila., 1861, p. 437, and Pa.leontology of the Upper Missouri, 1865, pp. 7.J, and 80.
Acad. Nat. Sci. Phi1a., 1858, pp. 46, 49-59.
3 U. S. Geog. and Geol. Expl. West of 100th Meridian, Vol. IV, Pt. I, 1875.
4 U. S. Geol. Expl. 40th Parallel, Vol. IV, Pt. II, 1877.
"Idem, Pt. I, 1877, and Simpson's Rept. Expl. Great Basin, Utah, 1876.
,;Newton and Jenney's Rept. Geol. Black Hills of Dakota, 1880, pp. 344-382.
7 Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. III, 1892, pp. 409-410.
1

2 Proc.
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Besides the speGies nam.ed, there are fragments of two species of
ammonites, and several other forms are represe nted by casts or other imperfect material. All of the species named in this list, excepting Ooniomya
montanaensis, occur at va.rious localities in the Pa.rk, as sho·wn in the
annotat ed list of species (pp. 00~:_631).
Compa ratively few Jurassic fossils are known from Utah, a.nd they are
probab ly all from one horizon. According to the various reports published,
as well as personal observation in both the norther n and souther n pa.rts of
the Territor y, the fossiliferous zone is a calcareous bed near the base of the
local Jurassic sections. In \Veber Canyon it has yielded C1,t,cu.lla;rl haguei,
Pleu?·o)nya S~lbcomp1·essa, Pentacrimls asteriscu.s, and a few other forms; in
Thistle Canyon the peculia r Lyosoma powelli was obtained, and in a collection made by Mr. Robert Forrest er on San Rafael River I. have recognized
Trigonia americana and Pholaclomya kingi, all of \vhich occur in the Pn,rk.
For these reasons I regard all of the fossiliferous Jurassic heels now knovm
in Utah as belongi ng to the same horizon that is so well represented in the
Y ello\vstone Nationa l Park.
The questio n still remains whethe r the Jurassic of the Black Hills
belongs to a higher horizon. There are some facts in favor of the opinion
that the Jurassic fossils of the two regions may not be contemporaneous.
For example, a number of the most abunda nt species in the Yellowstone
Nationa l Park region, such as Pleuromya subcon'bpressa, Pholadomya kingi, a.ncl
Cypricarclia hagllei, have not been reporte d from the Black Hills. The
Yellow stone species of Trigonia, 1\iocliola, and Gervilli a are also distinct.
Pseudomonotis (E·umicrotis) curta, which is one of the most abunda nt species
in the Black Hills, is represe nted in the Park collection by a single doubtfu l
specimen. No example of Cardioceras cord~forme has ·been found in the
Y ellowstmie Nationa l Park, and several other common Black Hills forms
are either absent or rare there.
On the other hand, there is a considerable list of species common to the
h'lro regions, among which may be mentioned:
Pentacri nus asteriscu s.
Rbyncbo nella myrina.
Hbynchonella, gnatbop hora.
· Ostrea strigilec ula.
Gryphrna calceola var. nebrasce nsis. 1
'The J3lack Hillti

Rpc<~imcns

Camptonectes bellistria tus.
Cam ptonecte s platessiformis.
A vicula wyomingensis.
Belemnites densus.

of t!Jis species :ue all small.
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Many of the species that are considered distinct are closely related.
It should be remembered, also, that we know only fragments of the fauna
that m.ust have existed at that time if it approached in size those that
are llO"W living. "'\Vhitfielc.l records only 43 species from all the Black Hills
country, and we now have about .the same number from the Yellowstone
region. If more exhaustive collections were made in both djstricts, it is
probable that the list of common species would be c01isiderably increased,
but even as the record stanch; it shows rather close relationship of faunas.
Possibly the lovirest Jurassic beds in the Yellowstone region may be slightly
older than the lowest in the Black Hills, but the difference in age can not
be great-not great enough, as it seems to me, to put them in different divisions of the Jura. Throughout all the Rocky Mountain region, wherever
marine Jurassic strata are found they are only a few hund1~ed feet in thickness and they rest directly on the Triassic "Red Beds" or on older formations. It does not seem possible that Upper Jurassic marine beds could
have been deposited in the Black Hills and "'\Vyoming 1vithout leaving any
traces in the Yellowstone, Montana, and Utah-that is, the stratigraphic
relations a_nd the geographic distribution of the marine Jurassic of the
Rocky Mountain region are in favor of. the idea that all of these deposits
were made contemporaneously in a single sea.
CRETACEOUS.

Dakota (?) formation.-The collection shOIVS that several horizons of the
Cretaceous are represented in. the Park. The lowest of these, according
to the geologists, is a thin bed of limestone, not far above the local base of
the Cretaceous section, that is filled. with fresh-water gastropods and a few
Unios. This fauna at once suggests a comparison with the fresh-water
forms (Lioplacocles vetenn~s. and Viviparus gilli) from beds of supposed
Jurassic age overlying the marine Jura in Wind River Valley, vVyoming,
but theAe forms are not represented in the Park collectio11s.
The few species obtained do not show their generic characters very
distinctly; still it is evident that they are not closely related. to the freshwater Bea1· River fauna of southwestern ·wyoming nor to the few fresh-·water
forms known from the Dakota of Nebraska, both of ·which seem to hold.
about the same stratigraphic position as this bed. There is one other
possibility, and that is that the Lower Creta.ceous Kootanie formation is
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represented here. It has been recognized by means of its fossil plants at
Great Falls, Montana, and. in the Black Hills, but its fresh-1vater mollusks
are almost entirely unknown, and the fevir that have been seei1 are entirely
different from these. All that can now be said concerning· the age of these
fossils is that they come from a bed that is conveniently_ referred to the
. Dakota on account of its stratigraphic position. I have named three of
the most common forms of gastropods from this bed, so that they may be
definitely referred to, although they are rather obscure and unsatisfactory
species.
colorado formation.-The marine Cretaceous beds on Snake River one-fourth
to one-half mile above the mouth of Sickle Creek may be directly correlated
with the upper part of the Colorado formation as it is developecl on the M:issom'i River near Fort Benton. The locality near Sickle Creek has yielded:
Inoceramus uudabulldus M. and H.
Inoceramus umbonatus 1\i. and H.
Inoceramus acuteplicatus n. sp.

Inoceramus flaccidus ·white.
Baculites as per Mort. ( '?)
Sca.phites veutricosus l\L and H.

All of these, except the third and fourth, occur together in the upper
part of the so-called Fort Benton shales on the Missouri, and associated
with them are Inoce1·amus exogy1·oid~s l\1. and H., I. clqfonnis Meek, I. tenu.i?"ost·ris M. and H., Veniella 17W?"toni M. and H., and Pholaclomya papymcea l\1:.
and H., and a few undescribed species.
This well-characterize d zone was included in the Fort Benton shales
by Meek and Hayden when they gave that name to the "No. 2" of their
Cretaceous section, and they regarded all these clark shales near Fort
Benton as the equivalent of the shales underlying the Niobrara limestone
in Nebraska, Kansas, Colotaclo, and elsewhere. The fact is, however, that
the Niobrara also is represented by shales in this upper Missouri region,·
and the fossils indicate that this zone is really the equivalent of the v.pper
portion of the Niobrara. The evidence for this statement rests on the
occurrence of several of the above species in the Niobrara limestone and
overlying shales of Colorado and in the equivalent Austin limestone of
Texas, and also on the absence of all these species except Veniella mortoni
from beds lower than the Niobrara in the same region and elsewhere. In
Colorado I?wcemmus deformis is the most characteristic species of the Nio.:.
brara limestone. Recently Mr. G. K. Gilbert has collected Inoceramus
umbonatu.s from shales in the Niobrara above the limestone near Pueblo,
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Colora(!.o, and it is probable that the type of I. flaccidus came from about the
same horizon. 1. ~1,1nbonatus and I. exogyToides are reported from the Austin
limestone of Texas, and Bacu.lites aspe1· (~) occurs in the same formation.
The European I. involutus, which is very closely related to, if not identical with, I. umbonatus, is also confined to the Emscher lVIergel, according to
Schliiter, which appears to be the homotaxial equivalent of the Niobrara.
The fact that within the Colorado formation experience has shmvn the
various species of Inoceramus to be good guide fossils for the different
zones gives this evidence of a few species greater weight than it would
have otherwise.
The name Colorac~o formation has come into general use for the
combined equivalents of the Fort Benton and Niobrara, and it is a vety
convenient term, especially in the regions where the lithological differences
are not clearly marked.
A fragment referable to Scaphites ventricosus, obtained on the southeast
spur of Electric Peak, makes it probable that the shales there also belong
to the upper part of the Colorado formation. The same horizon is represented at Cinnabar Mountain, just north of the Park, though no Cretaceous
fossils from that place are included in these collections.- Professor- Meek
examined fossils obtained there in 1872 and listed1 Scaphites vent1·icosus,
Baculites asper (~), and undetermined species of Thracia, Trigonia,
Inoceramus, and Ostrea.
There are two other localities in the northern part of the Park, on
Fan Creek and the nm}h branch of Gardiner River, that have yielded
an abundance of Ost1·ea anomioides, a species that occurs in the Colorado
formation at several localities in Montana.
Montana formation.-The Fort Pierre and Fox· Hills divisions of the Meek
and Hayden sectioi1 are frequently combined under the name Montana
formation for reasons similar to those that caused the union of the Fort
Benton and Niobrara. In the western part of the Rocky Mountain Cretaceous area it is often difficult to draw. a sharp line between even these two
broader divisions .. !he lower part of the section is distinc~ively Colorado
and the upper part distinctively Montana, but there is frequently a doubtful
zone in which the faunas are more or less blended. This is especially true
in· northern Utah, at Coalville, and in western Wyoming, where both the
l.A.nn. Rept. U.S. Geol. Snrv. Terr. for 1872, p. 475.
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Colorado and Montan a formations contain several heavy beds of sandstone
with closely relatecl littoral faunas. 1 It is evi.clent that the seashore remaine d
in that region through out nearly all of Upper Cretaceous time, giving the
shallow vntei·s and sanely bottom favorable to the continuance of the littoral
fauna that was early establishe(J. there. The Colorado forma.tion is easily
recogni zed in these sections by the occurrence of a number of ·widely distributed charact eristic species, but for some unexpl_ained reason very few
of the species that charact erize the Montan a formation fa.rther east a.nd north
occur there.
This phase of the Cretaceous is 1vell developed on Hams Fork, in
·wester n \Vyomi ng, and it extends nortb'i'mrcl from there nearly to the
souther n bounda ry of the Park, for it is well represe nted in the collection
from a sandsto ne on Glade Creek and at other localities near Snake R.iver
in the same region. Fossils are abunda nt, hut only about 20 species
1vere obtained. Judgin g from the fauna, the horizon is not very far from
that of the Colorado shales near Sickle Creek- probab ly· a little above
them-a nd it is provisio nally referred to the lower part of the Montana
formation. Several of the species occur at Coalville, Utah, and in southwestern vVyoming, and some of them there range do,~rn into the Colorado
formation.
More thoroug h collecti ng from all the Cretace ous beds exposed in the
Yellowstone Nationa l Park, and a little farther north and east, will probabl y
give both phases of the Upper Cretace ous faunas in one section and enable
us to assign these sandstones to a more definite place in the standar d Upper
· Cretace ous section.
In the following list of species references are usually given only to
the first description and to publica tions in which the species is figured.
For fuller references consult Boyle's Catalog ue of American Mesozoic
Inverte brates: Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 102.
------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --·-------

and its invertebra te fa.una.:
r See, for a fuller discussion of this subject, The Colorado formation

Bull. U.S. Geol. Surv. No.l06, pp. 37-46.
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ANNOTATED LIST OF SPECIES, WITH DESCRIPTION OF NEW
FORMS.
TRIASSIC (?) S:PECIES.
LINGULA sp. undet.
A few specimens of Lingula from beds on the summit of Quadr<:tnt
Peak, supposed
be of Triassic age, closely re~emble the Jurassic Lingula
brevi?'Ostris NI. and H. from the Black Hills.

to

JURASSIC SPECIES.
ECHINODERliliATA.

PENTACRINUS ASTERISCUS Meek and Hayden.
Pentacrim<s a.steTiscus Meek and Hayden, 1858: Proc. .Acad. ·Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 49.
White, 1875: Geogr. and Geol. Surv. W. 100th Meridian, Vol. IV, Pt. I, p. 162,
'Pl. XIII, figs. 6a, b. Clark, 1893: Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 97, p. 26, Pl. III,
figs. 2a-d.
PentacTinites asteTiscu8l\1eek and.Hayden, 1865: ·Palreont. Upper:l\'l:issonri, p. 67, Pl.
III, figs. 2a., b, and fig. in text. Whitfield, 1880: Geol. Black Hills Dakota, p.
345, P1. Ill, figs. 1, 2.
Penta.crinus whitei Clark, 1893 :· Bull. U. S. Geol. Snrv. No. 97, PI. III, figs. 4a-c.

rrhis species, which is known only from portions of the columns, occurs
in collections from divide between Fawn Creek and Gallatin Valley, from
the slopes of Mount Sherida~1, and from west of Snake River, north of Berry
·Creek.
The joints of the columns vary in diameter, in thickness, and in the
depth of the reentrant angles, but they do not vary more in these respects
than do the different portions of the stem in a single individual of a recent
Pentacrinus. The joints of the upper part of the colp.mn are always thinner,
more distinctly star-shaped, and diffet in all other details from those of the
lower portion.
The name P. whitei was proposed by Prof. W. B. Clark for large, thin
joints with deep reentrant angles, but the author of the species informs me
that he has abandoned the name for reasons similm: to those just given, and
in a forthcoming monograph of the Mesozoic Echinodermata. of the United
States he will refer all the known American Jurassic Pentacrini to P.asterisr:us.
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ECHINOIDEA.

Fragmentary casts of one or more species of eehinoids ·were obtained
near the lower canyon of the Y elJo·wstone River a.ncl at a loealitv north of
Berry Creek, a tril;utary of Snake Hiver. They are doubtl;,ss ne-~v species,
but they are not sufficiently well preserved for generic determination, and
we must therefme :wait foT additional and better material.
BRACHIOPODA.

RHYNCHONELLA

M¥RINA

Hall and \Vhitfield.

Rhynchonella myrina Hall and Whitfield, 1877: U. S. Geol. Expl. 40th Pa.ralle1, Vol.
IV, Pt. II, p. 284, Pl. VII, figs.l-5. \Ybitfiehl, 1880: Geol. Black Bills Dakota,
p. 347, Pl. III, fig. 67 not fig. 7.

The type of this species is a finely plicate shell ·with a,bout eight plications in the median sinus. In Prof. R. P. \Vhitfielcl's later publica.tion he
has united ·with it the much more coarsely plicate forms, \vith only three or
four plications in the meclian sinus, that ha;ve usually been referred i"o B .
.r;nathophom. As the numerous specimens in the present collection do not
show the intermediate varieties of form and sculpture, I prefer to tren.t them
as distinct species.
'rypical B. my·rina occurs at a number of localities in the northwest
corner of the Park and near Snake Hiver southwest of it, in the hard
arena.ceous limestone.
HHYNCHONELLA O:NATHOPHORA l\feek.
Pl. LXXII, figs. 1-4.
RhynchoneUa gnathophora lVleek, i8G4: Geol. Surv. California., Palreont., Vol. I, p. 39,
Pl. VIII,. figs. 1a~f.
Rhynchonella. gnathopho1·a.? Hall and Whitfield, 1877: U. S. Geol. Exp1. 40th Parallel,
Vol. IV, Pt. II, p. 284, Pl. VII, fig. 6.
Rhynchone/ln 1ny1·i1w (H. and W.) \Vhitfield, 1880: Geol. Black Hills Dakota, p. 347,
PL III, fig. 7, not fig. 6.
Rhynchonel.la. sp. Meek and Haydeu, 1865: Palmont. Upper l\:Iissonri, p. 71, Pl. III,
fig. 4.

rrhe specimens referred to this species have neatly the same outlines
as B. myrina, but they are some1vhat more capacious and much more coarsely
plicate. The type of B. myrina has thirty plications on each valve, with
MON XXXII, PT II--39
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in the median sinus, ·while the plica.tions on these shells vary from
fourteen .to twenty, with three or fqur in the median sinus, three being
much the more common number. A few specimens have only two.
I have not seen Meek's types from the Jura.ssic of California, but
specimens from the Mormon sandstone near Taylorsvil le (probably Meek's
original loca.lity) have been kinclly loaned by Professor Hyatt for comparison. 1"hese are larger tl~an any of the Uta.h or Yellm·vstone specimens,
and none of them has Jess than four plications in the n:{eclian sinus, but in
all other respects they agree quite closely. All the figured specimens from
the Black Hills and Rocky Mountain tegion above referred to have been
examined, and I have no doubt of their specific identity. In Yellowstone
National Park, where the species is very abundant ht the upper zone of the
Jurassic and occasionally occurs in the underlying shales, the specimens are
. usually small, many of them being no lm·ger than the one. from the Black
Hills figured by l\:feek ancl Hayden.
It is knovm from northweste rn Colorado and frop1 the Uinta. Mountains, Utah, and it occurs in the Park near the northern H..nd Lake heads of
Fawn Creek; on south slope of ,ridg1e south of Gray Mountain; south side
of Fan Creek Pass; on saddle at head of Fawn Creek, northeast of Monument Peak, in beds 100 feet above principal fossiliferous horizon· of Jurassic;
in saddle •vest of south head of Gardiner; 4 miles north of second crossing
of Snake River, at 7,500 feet elevation; on hill northeast of Mount Everts;
on ridge south base of northwest slope of Flat Mountain; at Mammoth
Hot Springs, on maitt terrace.
eigh~

PELECYP OD A.
OsTREA tSTRIGILECULA.

\iVhite.

Ost?·ea. stri,qilecnla. White, 1875: U. S. Geog-. and Geol. Surv. W. 100th Meridian, Vol.
IV, Pt. _I, p. 163, Pl. XIII, figs .. 3a-d~ 1884: Fourt.h Ann. Hept. U. S. GeoJ.
Snrv., p. 289, PI. XXXV, figs. fl-11. \Vhitfteld, 1880: Geol. Black Hills Dakota,
.
p. 348, PJ. III, figs. 8-12.

Specimens referable to this small and somewhat. obscure species were
collected fi·om almost every locality with Rhynclwnella ,r;nathophora and on
northeast spur of peak west of moutb. of Coulter Creek; '.vest end of ridge
southeast of Mink Creek; l\1ount Sheridan; lmvm~_ limestone on F~nvn
Creek plateau; east end of northeast spur from Signal Peak; saddle in
ridge west of south head of Gardiner.
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ENGELMANNI l\ieek.

Ost.1·ea. engelma.nni Meek, 18GO: Proc. Acad. Na.t. Sci. Phila., }). 311. 1876: Simpson's
H.ept. Ex pl. Great Basin, Utab, p. 355, Pl. III, fig. G. l\1eek :wd Hayden, 1865:
Pal<eont. Upper Missouri, p. 73, figs. A, B. 'I'Vhite, 1884: Fourtb Ann. Rept.
U. S. GeoL Surv., p. 280, Pl. XXXIV, figs. 3, 4.

A few fragments and inimature specimens of this species were obtained
near the head of drainage of northeast valley of Fan Creek and top of bill
3 miles southeast of Gravel Peak
GRYPH)EA PLANOCONVEXA \Vhitfielcl.

Gryphcca planoconve:r.a., \Vhitfield 1876: Ludlow's J~.ept. Heeoniwi~sancc from Oarr.oll,
lVIontana, to Ye1lowston0 Park, p. 142, Pl. II, i:igs.!) ancllO.

Shell of medium size, s~1bcircula.r in outline; attachec1 valve moderately
eonvex ·with rather prominent beak, and in most specimens with an obscure
shallow furrO\v \vhich separates a rather broad triangular lobe froni the
body of the shell; upper valve \ <'1rying from nearly flat to deeply coneave;
surface marked only by lines of growth and irregnlii.r eoncentrie undulations. The cartilnge pit is very broad <'1nd s1m1lo·w.
An average specimen measures 57 mm. in length, 50 :mm. in height,
and 27 mm. in thickness of the two valves united.
This form was mentioned by l\1eek 1 a.s "Gryphrea., n, small species of
the form of G. clilatata." It also resembles some varieties of the Upper
Cretaceous G. vesic~rla1·is ancl Ost1wt. patina. ·whitfield's type, from the
Bridger Mountains, l\fontana, is some1yhat mo;re eonvex than any of our
specimens, and the figure does not show nny furrow or Jobe, but I ha.Ye no
doubt that it is the same Yariable species.
The specimens :figurecl a.re from near lo·wer ennyon of Yellowstone
H.iver, collected by Dr. A. C. Peale, and ridge southwest of second cros::;ing
of Snake H.iver, collected by l\1r. VV. H. '\Veecl It was also obtained on
north slope of ridge north of Gray Mountain; on divide at head of Fa1Yn
Creek; ridge \Yest of south braneh of headwaters of Gardiner, nnd near
Snake Hiver 3 miles west of month of Coulter Creek
7

1

Ann. Hept. U.S. Geol. Sun-. Terr. for 1872, p. 472.
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GRYPHJEA CALCEOLA var. NEBRASCENSIS J\Ieek and Hayden.
Pl. LXXII, figs. 5-7.

Gryphcca calceola var. nebra.scensis Meek and Hayden, 1861: Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.
Phila., p. 437. 18G5: J?a.Ireont., Upper l\:Iissouri, P: 74, Pl. III, :figs. la-e and fig-s.
A-Eon p. 75. Whitfield, 1880: Geol. Black Hills Dakota, p. 349, Pl. Ill, figs.
13-1G. White, 1884: I•'ourth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Surv., p. 290, Pl. XXXV,
figs. 1-5.

This is one of the most a.bund.ant species in the lower fossiliferous zone
of the Yellowstone N at.ional Park Jurassic, occurring in the collection from
south slope of ridge south of Gray Mountain; south end of northeast spur of
Signa1 Peak; east sicle of Fan Creek Pass; head of north-fork of Fawn
Creek; saddle in ridge 1vest of south branch head1vaters of Gardiner;
summit of 1vagon road between Sentinel Butte and Terrace Mountain, 1
mile from head of Swan Lake Valley; hills west of Snake River, ·4 miles
south of second ·crossing;. on north side of old road to Mammoth Hot
Springs, and slopes of Mount Sheridan.
The species was originally described from the ·wind H.iver Mountains
and from the Black Hills, though· the specimens from the latter locality are
all very small. Similar small specimens, hov,rever, are very abundant in
the Park collections.
LIMA CINNABAH.ENSIS n. sp.
Pl. LXXII, fig. 8.

Shell small, obliquely elong·ate oval in outline; beaks large and prominent; hinge line short, the 'triangular ears being small and inconspicuous;
anterior side straight or slightly concave; posterior side broadly convex and
prominent; smface marked by lines of gro'\vth and by about twenty prominent rounded radiating ribs, vvhich are not quite equal in breadth to the
.
spa,ces between them.
The species is represented by only t\:yo right valves, the larger of which
is figured. It measures 16 mm. in its gTeatest dimension, obliquely downw::~,rd a.nd forward from the beak, andlO mm. across the middle of the shell
at right angles to that line; convexity about 4 mm.
No American Jurassic species has l:•een described '\vith which this
should be compared, ~xcept, perhaps, the form from Sigutlat Lake, British
Columbia, referred by '\Vhite·aves to Li·1iw dupl·icata Sowerby, f1:om which
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Lima cinnaba.Tensis is distinguished by its simi)le equal ribs. It has more
resemblance to the Cretaceous Lim.a utahensis of the Colorado forma.tion. .
Locality: Cinnabar l\fountain, Montana., where it is associated with
Pleu1·om.ya S'ttbcomp1·essa, Phola.dom.ya kin,r;i, T1·igonia montanaensis, etc.
Genus CA:M:PT<?NECTES (Agassiz) l\ieek.
Shells belonging to this genus are very abunda.nt in the Jurassic of
the Rocky Mountain region. In Yellowstone National Park almost everv
·'
.
Jurassic locality has yielded specimens, but in many cases they are fragmentary or mere casts 'that. can not he assigned to species with any confidence. Five American Jurassic ~pecies have been described, of whieh
three at least are sufficiently well characterized to be easily distinguished
when good. speeimens are examined. 'rhese are Ca.ntptonectes bellistriatus
(to which a nevi' val·iety is added belo,v), C. platessifonnis, and C. 'stygh.tS.
The types· of C. extenuatus are ca.<:;ts· in sandstone that show neither
sculpture nor the forms of the ears. It may be a. distinct species, but it is
more probable that it is either the young of C. bellistriatu.s or the form afterwards named c: pe1·tenu.ist1·iatu.s by Hall and ·whitfield. I do not feel qujte
certain that the latter is distinct from C. bellistriatu.s, young- specimens of
which when slightly exfoliated would be very similar; but in the present
collection there are many specimens that can be most conveniently referred
to C. peTtenuistriatus, and the name is therefore retained. All of the species
mentioned excepting C. sty,qi'tts are represented iu these collections.
CA:MPTONECTES BELLISTRIATUS

l\1eek..

Pl. LXXII, :fig. 12.

Peaten bellist1·ia.ta. Meek, 1860: Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pbila., p. 311.
OamLptoneates bellist?·ia.tus .i\ieek and Hayden, 1865·: Palmont. Upper l\iissouri, p. 77 1
figs. A-D. .Meek, 1876: Simpson's 1-tept. Expl. Great Basin, Utah, p. 35G, Pl.
III, :figs. 3a-d. Hall and Whitfieid, 1877: Hept. U.S. Geol. Expl. 40th Pantllel,
Vol. IV, Pt. II, p. 289, Pl. VII, fig. 13. Whitfield, 1880: Geol. Black Bills
·
Dakota, p. 351, Pl. IV, :figs. 6-11.
~ Oamptoneates etctenuatns (l\1:. and H.) Hall a.nd Whit:field, 1877: H.ept. U. S. Geol.
Expl. 40th Parallel, Vol. IV, Pt. II, p. 2DO, Pl. VII, :fig. 18..

Impe1fect specimens that appear from general form and details of
sculpture ·to agree 'vith this well-known species were collected at head of
Fa-wn Creek, ·upper bed; divide between Fa:vm Creek and Gallatin Valley;
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south slope of ridge south of Gnty :Jionntn,in; S<tddle in ridge west of
south branch of henrhvaters of Gn.nliner; north side of Norris road pn,ss;
hill southwe::;t of second erossing of Sna.keRiver; west end of ridge southeast of mouth of Mink Creek, and 1 mile from hen.d of Swan Lake V n.lley,
on north side of road to l\hrnmoth Hot Springs.
As supplemental to the published cleseriptions, it may be stated that
the left valve is considera-bly more convex tha.n the right nml that both
valves have the same sculpture. · The smooth rig-ht valve figured by \VhittielcP is either exfoliated or, possibly, another species. The anterior ear in
that figure is clifferent in form from that of C. bellistria.tu.s, as may be seen
on comparison with our figure of a. specimen identified by :Meek from the
Bighorn Mountains.
The small specimen figured by Hn.ll and "Whitfield as C. extem.t.atu.s is
an immature left valve of this species or of C. pe1·tenu:istria.tns.
CAJHPTONECTES HELLISTRIATUS var. DISTANS n. var.
Pl. LXXII, fig. 13.

This variety, as far as known, is smn.ller tha.n the typicn.l form of the
species, from which it differs in having the radin.ting, impressed, punctate
lines less closely arranged <tncl consequently fevver in number, a.nd it also
differs in the outlines of the ears. The anterior ear is comparatively broacler,
with n nn.rrower rmcl deeper byssalnotch, and the posterior ear is somewha.t
sma1ler and slightly less oblique. Left valve of this variety unknown.
The specimen figured, ·which is from near the source of Gardiner
River, has the fo1Jmving dim'ensions: Height, 38 mm.; greatest length, 38
mm.; _length of hinge line, 19 mm.
The variety has also been collected east of Small Lake, hea.cl of Fawn
Creek, and in north wall of Fawn Creek.
CA:\I.PTONECTES PERTENDISTRIATUS Hn.ll and ..Whitfield.
Pl. LXXII, fig. 11.
Oa1nptoneete8 pertmw..istriatt~8 Hall and Whitfield, 1877: Rept. U. S. Geol. Bxpl. 40th
Pa.rallel, Vol. IV, Pt. II, p. 201, Pl. VII, :fig. 17.
Of. Gmnptonectes e;-ctenna.tns :i\ieek ancl Hayden, 1865: Palreont. ·upper Missouri, p. 78,
Pl. III, iig. G.

The original type in the National Museum 1s a young individual,
------·--·---·-·-----··-·-----·-----·--- ..
1

Geol. Bln.ck

Hill~,

------~-

Pl. IV, tig.lO.
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slightly fiitttened by pressure and somewhat exfoliatefl The radiating
strire are barely visible under a lens, awl they are considerably exaggerntecl
in the original enla.rge<l figure. It differs from typical examples of C.
belhst1·iatus in.its more slender form and srnoother surface, the radiating strire
being almost obsolete, though it .is sometimes c1ifficn1t to determine whether
this is a nn.tnral feature or due to exfoliation. T'he doubt. as to its identity
with C. e:r;tenualus has already heen mentioned.·
In the Park it is most eommon in the upper fossiliferous ba.ncl of the
_Jurn., occurring on Gardiner Hiver southeast of Electric Pea.k; south slope
of ~·idge south of Gray Mountain; saddle \vest. of south heftcl of Gardiner;
·west of Snake Hiver, 4 miles south of second crossinf2; top of hill 3 1niles
southeast of Gravel Peak, northwest of .Fla.t. :i\Ionntain; ridge south of
l\Iammoth Hot Springs, on main terrace; east slope of :Mount Sheridan, and
ridge south of Mount Sheridan.
CAMPTONECTES 1,1-..,A'l'ESSIFOR.~:DS ..White.

Oa-mptonectes pla.tessi;fonn·is White, 1876: Geol. Uinta, l\iountains; p. 93. 1880: A TJll.
l?ept. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr. for 1878, p. 143, 1'1. XXXVII, fig. ;)a.
O((.?nptonectes e.vtennat11s (l\L ami H.) ·whitfield, 1880: Geol. Bla.elz Hills Dakota, p. 3:33,
Pl. IV, fig. 4.
Not Ocwnptonectes? e.r;tennatus :l\ieek a.ucl Ha.yden, 1865: Palreont. Upper i\-Iissouri 7
p. 78, Pl. III, fig. 6.

rrhis species is more slender than c. 7Jellistria.tus, the height from bea.k
to base beirig considerably greater than the length, and it is apparently
somewha.t more convex. ri'he sculpture is coarser than in the typical form
of that species, but the radiating lines are somewhat more closely arrangec1
than in the variety distans. The most importa.nt difference, however, is in
the ears, which in the left vaJve are very large and· lu"Lve the form of rig-htangled triangles, so that the hinge line is almost ns long as the greatest
length of the shell. No good specimens of the right va-lve hnve been seen,
but an internal ca.st from the lower canvon of the Y ellowst.one shows tha.t
it has a deep byssal sinus, and that the posterior ear is nearly rectangular,
instead of h<wing the very oblique fonn seen in C. bellistriatu.s. From C.
perte·Jmistriatu.s this species may be easily distinguished by its much coarser
sculpture and by differences iri outline.
'The specimen figured by \Vhitfield in t.he Geology of the Black Hills
as C. e.?Jtenu.atns JS clearly ic1enticit1 with C. platessi:fo·nnis, as may be seen
J
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by comparing the two specimens. After studying the types of C. cxtemw.tu.s
I can see n<) reason for .referring to it this eomsely sculptured form, IYhieh
also differs in outline. As has already been stated, the types of C. extenua.tu.s
are unl'ecognizable casts in sandstone, showing neitl1er the seulpture nor
the form of the ea.rs. It is probahly either C. bellist?·iatu.s or C. pertcnnistricdus, and in consideration of this doubt I prefer to use the later name, C.
pertenuistriatus, because it is better characterized.
The figured specimens of C. platessi;fo·nn·is abov<? referred to came from
the south base of Aquarius Plateau, southern Utah, and east of Belle
Fourche River, near Bem· Lodge, Black Hills. 11 hose in the present .collection 1vere obtained nea.r the head of southeastern valley of Fan Creek;
north side of Fan Creek Pass; top of hill 3 miles southeast of Gravel Peak,
anc1 near the lower canyon of the Y ello·wstone.
A YJCULA

(0XYTOMA) WYOMINGENbl S

n. sp.

Ptm··ia, (O.r:ytonw) mnnstm·i (Bronn) l\1eek and Hayden, 1865: J:>alreont .. Upper
Missouri, p. SO, figs. a.-b.
Ptm·i(t or Avicnlcb mncrona.ta. l\1eek and Hayden, 1865: Ibid., p. 81, suggested mune for
the species in case it proves distinct.
Avicnla. ( O.r:ytom.a.) ?n1w?·ona.ta. (l\L aud H.) Whitfield, 1880: Geol. Black Hills l)a.kota,
p. 357, Pl. IV, figs. 1,·2.
Not O.r:yto?na ?n1~'CTOna.ta (l\'l:eek) vVhiteaves, 1884: Geol. Surv. Canada, 1\Ies. Foss.,
Vol. I, pp. 238 a.nd 251, Pl. XXXI, fig. 9, Pl. XXXIII, Jig. 6.
Not A·viculc~ ?JWC?·ona.ta. Gll·?b, 1864: Palmont. California., Vol. I, p. 30, Pl. V, fig. 27.

A new name is proposed for this fairly 1vell knmvn species for the following- reasons. In Meek and Hayden's original work it was provisionally
referred to A. mwzsteri, 1vith the statement tha.t it 1vould. probably prove to
be distinct, and if so it should be na.med Pte1·ia m~~c1·onata. A comparison
with figures of A. munsteri shows that they are not identical in either form
or sculpture, and later authors have recognized the American fossil as a
distinct species under Meek and Hayden's suggested name. This name
can not be used for it, however, because it IV<t.S previously applied by Gabh
to an entirely different species from the rrriassic of California.
Tl~e fossil from the Lower Cretaceous of Queen Charlotte Islands
referred to this species by \iVhiteaves seems to me to be specifiea.lly distinct.
rrhe collections from the Y ello1vstone National Park contain only two
small immature specimens from the foothills at the base of north slope of
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Flat lVIountain. It was originally described from \Vind River Valley,
Wyoming, and it also occurs in the Black Hills. The type is lVIeek's
figured specimen, No. 1893, United States National Museum collection.
PsEUDOMONOTIS cuRTA

(Hall)~

A '1-'ioula (?) ousta. Hall, 1852: Stansbury's Rept. Gt. Salt Lake Exp., p. 412, Pl. IV,
·
figs. la., b.
Eun~im·otis mt?·ta. (Ha:ll) l\ieek and Hayden, 1865: Palreont. Upper l\:Iissouri, p. 81,
Pl. III, figs. lOa-d..
Pse1~domonot·is (EmnioTotis) ou1·ta (Hall) Whitfield, 1880: Geol. Black Hills Dakota,
p. 354, Pl. III, figs. 20-25.

A single imperfect specimen from summit of ridge between Reel nnd
Basin creeks is doubtfully referred to this species. rrhe hinge and umbonal
region are wanting, and the identification is based Rimply on general form
and surface sculpture of the fi·agment. rrhe species is a.bundant in the
Jurassic of the Black Hills. The original spelling of the specific name
custct seems to have been a typographical error that was corrected by :Meek,
and the form cu1·ta. has since been followed.
GEH.VILLIA MONTANAENsrs Meek.
Ge1·villia 1nontana.ensis Meek, 1873: Ann. H.ept. U. S. Geol. .Surv. Terr..for 1872, p. 472.
"White, 1880: ·Idem for 18i8, p. 145, Pl. XXXVII, figs.la. and b.

Distinguished by its larg·e size ·and its long posterior ·wing. 1]1e
types are from near the lower canyon of the Yellowstone, and it has been
··collected 01.1 divide between Fawn Creek and Gallatin Valley; east side of
Fan Creek Pass; Cinnabar Mountain, and summit of ridg·e between Red a.ncl
Basin creeks, near Sheridan Peak.
GERVILLIA sp.
A smaller and much more slender species of Gervillia. is represe1ited
by fragments from east end of northeast spti.r from Signa.l Peak, stream bed
west of Quadrant, jr., and saddle in ridge west of south head of Gardiner
River.
l\.fomoLA ·SUBlMBRICATA Meek.
Jlfodiola (1T1llsella) subim.b1·ioata. Meek, 1873: Anu. Rept. U.S. Geol. Surv. Terr. for

1872, p. 472.
Volsella subi1nlwioa.ta White, 1880: Idem for 1878, p. 145, Pl..XXXVII, figs. 2a-o.

This speeies seems to be .1videsprea,d, but not very abnnchtnt at any
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place. A few specimens were obtainecl on. divide between Fa,•m Creek
and Gallatili Valley; saddle hi ridge west of south head of Gardiner; hills
west of Snake lEver 4 miles south of second crossing; top of hill 3 mHes
southeast of Gravel Pe::~.k; ridge between Basin and Red creeks, and slopes
of :Mount Sheridan.
PrNNA KINGI Meek.
P.inna. lcingi Meek, 1877: U. S. Geol. Expl. 40th Pa.ralle1, Vol. IV, Pt. I, p. 131, Pl.
XII, figs. 9, 9a..

A few fragments of this species were obh~ined in. ridge west of l:\Onth
heaclof Gardiner, and on north side of old road between Terraee l\ionntain
·and Sentinel Butte. 'rhe species was described from \Veber Canyon, 'Utah.
CucuLL . 'EA

HAGUE!

·l\Ieek.

PJ. LXXIII, fig. 1.
Ouanllfw hug1tei j\feek, 1877: U. S. Geol. I~xpL 40th Parallel, Vol. IV; l)t. I, p. 1341
Pl. XII, figs. la., b.

The type of the species came from \V eber Canyon, Vv asatch Range,
Utah. In ::\leek's figure the radiating striru of the body of the shell are
somewhat exaggerated and the conc'entrie lines are not given quite as mneh
prominence as they usually have. On most of the Yellowstone Naticmnl
Park specimens the radiating lines are prominent and widely sepa.rated on
the ~mterior third, and are numerous on the umbones, but all excepting the
anterior ones usually fade out before reaching the :nidd1e of the shell. The
fine, regular, closely arranged concentric lines cover the whole valve.
Sonic of the casts show t,he horizontal teeth at both ends of the hinge
line characteristic of Cucullrea, but there are no traces of the ridge bordering the posterior nmscula.r impression that is s~en in typical species of
t_hat genus.
The specimen figured is from a loca.lity near Sentinel Butte. The
species is also represented in ,the colleetion .from north side of Fan Creek
Pass; saddle in ridge 1vest of south head of Gardiner River; summit of
wagon road between Sentinel Butte and Terrace l\fountain; Cinnabar
Mountain, and west sicle of Stmke Hiver north of Berry Creek.
'rRIGONJA A:UH::RICANA

l\Ieek.

l\Ie~k, 1873: Am1. H.ept. U. S. Geo1. Surv. T~rr. for 1872, p. 472.
White, 1880: Idem for 1878, p. 14:8, Pl. XXXVIII: fig. 1a., b.

Trigon·ia, americana.

A single specimen from ridge northwest of second crossing of Snake /
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·River. The type came from Spring Canyon and lower canyon of the Y ellov·vstone, J\iontn.na.
I'RIGONIA ELEGANTISSiiiU. l\Ieek.
Pl. LXXIII, fig. 2.

'I?·igowia. ele.!Jant·issimo. :i\'Ieek, 18?3: Ann. H.ept. U. S. Geol. Snrv.

'l~err.

for 1872, p. 4'i 4.

Shell small, subtrigonal in outline, moderately convex, ·with prominent,
acute, recurvecl beaks; posterior umhona.l ridge prominent,·· angular, and
curved; anterior encl broadly rounded; posterior end subangulnr below at
the extremity of the umbonal ridge and forming a convex slope to the beak
above; escutcheon not distinct.l y marked; posterior area. depressed n.nd
bearing numerous equal, fine, radiating lines; remainder of surface with
regnla.r, closely arrangec1,. small concentric. ribs tha.t show a tendency to
bend down·warcl to1varcl the front.
Length of figured specimen,. 21 mm.; height, 1-± mm.; convexity of
single valve, 4 mm.
This species is closely related to T. a·nu:;rica.na, from 1v hich it differs in
outline, and more especially i1~ having nn1-:;h smaller nncl more numerous
concentric ribs. In specimens of T. americana no larger than the type of
this species the spaces behveen the ribs are at least a. millimeter wide.
·Meek's original description, given in n. footnote to the list of fossns
from Devils Slide, Cinnabar :Mountain, l\iontana, is as follows: "A sma.ll
species of the type of T. costa.ta., but having the· concentric or horizontal
costre on the sides of the vn.lves very c1elica.te, closely a-rranged, and but
slightly larger than the radiating ones on the posterior clorsa.l region, or
corselet. The valves are rather compressed, alxmt one-fourth longer than
wide, and have the posterior nmbonal slopes a.cutely a.ngula.r," A fSingle
valve corresponding to this description, but not labeled, is in the origina.l
collection from Cinnabar Mountain studied by 1\Ieek, and this is probably
his type. The specime1i figured 1vas collected at the same place by 1\ir.
·vv. H. vV eed.
TRrGONIA :l\IONTANAENsrs l\feek.
11wnta.naensis l\ieek, 1873: Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr. for 1872, p. 472.
'\Yhite, 1880: Idem for 1878, p. 247, Pl. XXXVIII, fig. 2a..

Tri(Jonicb

The types are from the locality near the lower canyon of the Yello-wstone. A few spemmens v1rere obtained 1 mile from Swan Lake Valley,
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north of old road to Mammoth Hct Springs; Cinna.bax Mountain; saddle in
ridge west of south branch of Ga.rdiner River; SOt.lth slope of ridge south
of Gray Mountain, and east end of nortlnast spur from Signal Peak.
AsTARTE :MEEKI n.

sp.

Pl. LXXIl I, figs. 3-5.

Sheil of medium size, ~ubcircular in outline, moderately convex; bea.ks
prominent, median in position; dorsal marg·in descending rapidly fi·om the
beaks, \:vith a convex curve -oehind. and slightly excavated in front; anterior,
posterior, and ventral 1nargins forming a regular curve; smface madred ~)y
numerous fine, regular, concentric costre. Margin crenula.te 'vithin.
One of the types, an average-sized specimen, has the follo1ving dimensions: Length, 1G mrn.; height; 14 mm.; convexity of single valve, ~"Lbont 3
mm. The largest specimen in the eollection is 23 mm. in length and 20
mm. in height. Associated with these there are- several more elongated
shells, one of l'vhich is figured, that I was at first inclined to regard as a
distinct species, hut it is probable that the difference i1 1 . form is clue to distortion by pressure.
ComprLred with Astarte packcwcli . .White this species is proportionally
some,vhat more elongate, less convex, and the concentric sculpture is mueh
finer and more regular. 'rhe species wfLs first noticed by Meek, \vho mentioned it a.s "Astarte(~)" in a list of Jurassic fossils eollected by Dr. Peale
near the lower canyon of the Yellowstone. 1 It ·occurs in the collections
from head of Gardiner, Sentinel Butte, Cinnabar l\1ounta,jn, west side of
Snake River north of Berry Creek.
AsTARTE

sp.

Another species of Astarte is represented by fragmentary specimens
v.rhich show the specific features fairly well, but as they are not sufficient
for a good illustration the species has not been named. It is a very
elongate form, vvith str.ong, regular, concentric ridges. In its younger
stages, as slwvm by the lines of gTowth, it is a short subtriangular form,
but later it rapidly increases in length and the posterior end becomes
obliquely truncate. It oecurs on the divide at head of Fmvn Creek,
Sentinel Butte, Cinnabar :Mountain, and near lower canyon of Y ellOi'vstone
River.
----- ..------·---Am1. l~ept. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr. for 1872, p. 472.

1
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TANCREDIA ~ KNOWLTONI

11.

sp.

Pl. LXXIII, fig. G.

Shell small, obliquely suhovate in outline; beaks prominent, submedian; dorsal margin behind the beaks descending rapidly to the broadly
rounded posterior end, ·which is most prominent belmv; nnterior end
rounded, most prominent above, somewhat more narrow than the posterior
end; ventral margin gently convex; posterior umbonal ridge ·with a
tendency to become angulaT; surface marked hy fine lines of grmvth.
Length, 15 h1m.; height, 12 nnn.; convexity of single valve, a.bout 2 mm.
The hinge is unknown ancl the generic reference is based merely on
external form. The species seems to be congeneric with' the species -from
the Black Hills referred to Tancreclia by Whitfield, though the difference
in outline prevents its reference to any of his species.
From shales on north side of roa.d nea.r Sentinel Butte, collected by
Prof. F. H. Knowlton.
PROTOCARDIA SHUMARDI l\ieek and Ha.vden .
.;

shuma.1·cli Meek and Hayden, 18GO: Proc . .1\.cad. Nat. Sci. l:)hi1a., p. 182.
P1·otoca1·clia, shu?JW.?YJ.i Meek an·d Hayden, 1865: P:JJmont. Upper .Missouri, p. 98;
figs. A. and B in text.
Oa1·di~WL

The collection contains several speCimens of a small Protocarclia that
seem to belong to this Black Hills Jurassic species. They have the outlines of that species, though some of the shells are nearly twice as large as
the figure of ~he type. The body of the valve is marked only by {~ne
lines of growth, and the posterior area bea.rs about eight to twelve ra(j.iating
ribs that are broader than the interspaces.
Collected on the divide between Fawn Creek and Gallatin Valley;
head of north fork of Fawn Creek; Sentinel Butte, and Cinna.bar Mountain.
CYPRINA '} CINNABARENSIS

11.

sp.

Pl. LXXIII, figs. 7 and 8.

Shell of medium size, moderately convex, subcircular in outline, 1vith
prominent submedian bea,ks; dorsal margin excavated in front of the beaks,
gently sloping· behind, and in both cases passing gradually into the rounded
ends; posterior end in some individuals slightly straightened, so as to become
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almost vertica.Uy suhtrnnca.te; ventral margin broadly rounded; surface
sculpture "imknown. There is a very obscure posterior umbonal ridge, and
the muscubr and pa.llial impressions are not c1ea.rly shown on the cast.
One cast showing impression of part of hinge has three strong cardinal
teeth, of which the posterior one is very long and oblique. The specimen
is not in condition to show whether la.teral teeth are present.
Height of a.n average shell, 28 mm.; length, 32 mm.; eonvexity of t"vo
valv~s united, 15 mm. 'J]1e largest specimens in the eollection have the
corresponding dimensions about one-fifth greater.
The only described American Jurassic species ''vith which. this need be
compared is Dosi1~ia. .ftw·assica \Vhit:field, which is a smaller, more eonvex
species, with less prominent beaks and slight differences in outline. It is
not probable that the two species are. closely related.
Collectecl from Cinnabar Mountn.in; divide between Fa.wn Creek ancl
Gallatin V~lley; east end of northeast spur from ·Signal Peak; saddle in
ridge west of south head of Gardiner li.iver; head of Fawn Creek northeast
?f :Monument Peak, -and ridge between Basin and Reel creeks, nea.r Sheridan
Peak.
0YPRIN A~ IDDINGS! n. sp.
Pl. LXXIII, fig-. 9.

Shell small, eonvex, subova1 in outline; beaks rather prominent., submedian; dorsal margin sloping gently from the beak to the posterior end,
slightly excavated in front of the beak and descending rather more rapidly;
anterior and posterior ends broadly ·and a.Imost equa1ly rounded; Yentra.l
ma.rgin gently c.onvex; posterior m:pbonal slope with a subangula.r ridge
extending from the beak to the postero-basa.I margin; smfaee 1vith obscure
lines of growth and a. few irregular cor~centric undulations near the free
margm.
Length of largest specimen, 24.5 mm.; height, 18.5 mm.; convexity of
·
both valves, about 12 mm.
rrhis species differs from c. cinnab~wensis in its smaller size, proportionally greater convexity, more elongate form, narro1v:er posterior end, less
prominent beaks, and more distinct umbona1 ridge. Its generic position is
doubtful, as its hinge characters are entirely unknown.-. From saddle at head of Fawn Creek northeast of Monument Peak,
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and (the type) from 1vest end of ridge southeast of month of Mink Creek,
where it was collected bv Professor Iddimts.
v
•

J

0YPRICARDIA ~ HAGUE! 11.

sp.

Pl. JJXXIII: figs. 11-13.

Shell large, inflated, suhquadrate in outlii1e; beaks very prominent,
strongly curved in'i'vard and forward, approximate, a.ncl pr~jecting fa.r
beyond the· hinge line; posterior umbonal slope whh a prominent n.ngnla.r
ridge descending from the beak to the postero-basal angle and dividing the
surface of the shell into two distinct areas, of which the posterior is
· obliquely flattened, while the rest of the shell is pretty eveniy convex;
dv1;sal margin, exclusive of beaks, gently descending behind and excavated
in front; anterior end broadly rounded; posterior end obliquely truncate;
vent'ral margin almost straight; surface sculpture not known, l.mt _prohn.hly
· consisting only of lines of growth.
1'he two figl'tred specimens, both of 1vhich a.re probably somewhat
distorted in different directions, give the following measurements:

I
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--- ----.
I Com-exit.y I
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I

of l><>•.h'
,-ah·~s.

I

"~'~--~-- ?)~1~-52
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. The shorter specimen is more nearly of normn1 proportions than the
other.
The species is represented by about twenty-five specimens, all of whieh
are internal casts, and, as the details of the hing·e have not been :mtisfaetorily
made out, the generic reference is only provisional Impressions of a pa.rt.
of the hinge show the presence of hvo or three strong carclina1 t~eth and
make it ·reasonably certain that the shell belongs to the Cyprinidm.' 'l'he
casts also show the adductor muscular impressions a.nd the pallial line. 'J'he
anterior scar is rathei· large, semilunar, and (on the east) much elevated,
while the posterior one is somewhat smaller and scarcely at all elevated ..
There are no American species ·with which this need be compared, but
Cyp1·icardia. bathonica. d'Orb., as ·figured by :Morris and Lycett in Mollusca
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of the Great Oolite, Pt. II, p. 75, Pl. VII, fig. 8, seems to be a closely
related form.
It occurs at east end of northeast spur from Signal Peak; saddle in
ridge west of south branch of head of Gardiner; head of Fa:wn Creek
northeast of :Monument Peak and Cinnabar l\ionnta.i.n. Specimens collected
bv Dr. Peale at Devils Slide, Cinnabar l\Iountain, ·were la.beled and listed
by l\ieek1 as "Cucullrea."
PHOLADOMYA KINCH

l\feek.

PI. I;XXIV, figs.1-3.
Pholaclomya, king·i .Meek, 1878: Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr. for 1872, p. 473. ·
White, 1880: Idem for 1878, p. 150, Pl. XXXVIII, figs. a. and b.

This abundant species varies considerably in sculpture, and the fact
that almost every specimen in the collection is distorted in various ways by
pressure causes it to appear much more variable in both form and sculpture
than it really is.
The type specimen figured by \Vhite, which is itself some1vhat distorted,
has eleven radiating costre on the central region of the valve·, though they
are not quite so prominent as they are represented in the drawing_ above
referi·ed to. :Most of the specimens from the Park have fewer (usually not
more than eight or nine) costre, and on flattened specimens these are sometimes barely visible.
Pholadomya nevada1w Gabb, from the Lias of Volcano, Nevada, is evidently a related species, and Professor H yatt 2 has treated P. kin,qi as a synonym of it. Compared with Gabb's figure and description, however, P. kin.r;i
is smaller and more slender and has the beaks fRrther from the anterior end.
The costre also are differently arranged. Professor Hyatt has compared
for me specimens of the Yellowstone Jorm ·with those from California
referred to P. nevadanc~, a.nd he is now inclined to regard them as distinct.
It is at least safer to keep them separate until direct comparison can be.
made with Gahb's type, which seems to he lost, or with specimens from the
orig·ina1

Joc~.lity.

'rl1e species occur in the collection from divide between Fmvn Creek
and Gallatin Valley; east end of northeast spur from Sig·nal Peak; saddle
'Anu. Rept. U.S. Geol. S·:rv. Terr. for 1872, p. 4-74.

< Bnl.

Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. V, p. 418.
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in ridge 'Nest of south branch head of Ga.rt1iner; head of Fa'l'vn Creek northeast ·of Monument Peak, Cinnabar Mountain.
PHoLADOMYA. INLEQUIPLICATA. n.

sp.

Pl. LXXIV, fig. 4.
Of. Phola.ilomyc6 ?n16ltilinea.ta Gaub, 1869: A.m. Jour. Conchology, Vol. V, p.lO, Pl. V,
.
fig. G.
.

Shell small, ventricose, elongate. suboval in outline, with prominent
approximate bea.ks situated near the anterior end; anterior and ventml margins forming a nearly regular curve, 1vhich is most prominent a lit.t.le behind
the · middle; . posterior end rounded, slightly su btruncate above; surface
marked by about twenty radiating costre that vary both in size and in distance from each other and cover the 1vhole vR,lve, excepting a very small
space in front and a larger one in the postero-dorsal region.
Length, 39 mm.; height, 31 mm.; convexity of both valves, 24 mm.
Pholaclomya multilineata, which is associated with P. nevadana, se.ems to
be about as closely related to this species as P. nevacland is to P. kingi. P.
117-'~dtilineatct is larger than P. incequ.iplica.ta, l1a.s more numerous costre (about
thirty, according to Gabb ), and is more a.ngular at the posterior end, besides
differing somewhat in other details of outline.
Only a few specimens 1vere collected on divide between Favvn Creek
and Gallatin Valley, 1vhere it is associated with P. kingi.
HOli:WMYA GALLATINENSIS n.

.

sp.

P1. LXXIV, figs. 6 and 7.

Shell of medium size, oblong subcylindrical; beaks rather prominent,
in curved, approximate, and situated near the anterior end of the shell;
dorsal margin in front of the beaks declining rapidly to the broadly rounded
anterior encl, which passes by a gentle curve into the nearly straight dorsal
margin. Smface marked by lines of growth ancl irregular concentric
undulations. The posterior encl gapes slightly.
Length~ 85 mm.; height, 42 mm.; convexity of both valves, 36 mm.
·This species apparently belongs to the subgenus Homomya as defined
in Zittel's Handbuch der Palreontologie, hut Fischer does not recognize the
group and divides the species that have been referred to it between Arcomya
and Pleuromya. The specimens from Yellowstone National Park do not
l\lON XXXII, PT II--40
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show the structure of the hinge nor other details of the interior that are
used as generic characters.
The type is from the divide between Fawn Creek a.nd Ga.llatin Valley.
The species is represented by nine other examples from Fan Creek Pass,
head of Gardiner; saddle in ridge west of south branch of head of Ga.rdinet; head of Fawn Creek northeast of Monument Peak, and Cinnabar
Mountain.
PLEUROMYA SUBCOMPRESSA l\'Ieek..
PJ. LXXIV, figs. 8-11.

Jlfycwites (Plet1.romya) s7~boon~pressa Meek, 1873: Ann. Rept. U. S .. GeoJ. Surv. Terr.
for 1872, p. 472. 1877: U.S. Geol; E:xpl. 40th Parallel, Vol. IV, Pt. I, p. 136,
Pl. XII, figs. 6, 6ci..
jjfwwites Stlbcomp1·essus (l\f~ek) White, 1880: Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr. for 1878,
p. 151, Pl. XXXVIII, figs. 5a.-e.

This most. abundant species, v\rhich was origilially described from
\Veber Canyon, Utah, is represented by several hundred specimens, from
e~rery Jurassic locality in the Park -region at lli~hich fossils ·were collected
from the lo'Ner argillaceous limestone and shale. Almost every specimen is
more or less distorted, ·and every variation in form is seen that a thin-shelled
elongate species can be made to assume when embedded in soft strata. and
subjected to pressure. In addition to these accidental distortions, it is evident that the species is naturally quite V2oriable in both form and sculpture,
some individuals being nearly smooth while others are marked by rather
strong concentric plications. Extreme variations approach the plicate
Pleu1·omya weberensis ~feek on the one hand and the nearly smooth elongate
Pleuromya newtoni \iVhitfield on the other. 'rhe extent and directions of variation are. f'airly well shown by \iVhite's figures above cited, though some of
these forms are slightly modified by pressure.
Single specimens representing three or four extreme varieties could be
selected that if t~ken alone might be r"egarded as distinct species, but '"'hen
the attempt is made to classify the entire large collection coming from
practically one horizon and a limited area, it is found that none of the distinctions will hold good.'
The specimens figured show some of the principal variations in form,
and were selected from those am)arently least modified by a:ccidental dis,.
t01:tion. 'rl1ey are from :.fan C1~~-e~ Pass, divide between Fawn Creek and
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Gallatin Valley, hills "Yvest of Snake River 4 miles south of second crossing\
ariel Cinnabar Mountain.
The general custom )f recent authors is followed in using the name
Pleuromya in~tead of Mya.cites.
THRACIA. WEEDI 11 ..

sp.

Pl. LXXV. figs. 1-3.

Shell of medium size, thin, compressed, elongr~te, subelliptical in outline; beaks ra.ther promii1ent, submedian; · dorsal margin sloping rather
rapidly and almost equally hefore and behind the beaks; anterior end
broadly rounded, most promi1J.ent helmv; posterior end su btruncate; ventral·
margin slightly convex, somEh'irhat sinuous toward the posterior end; l)Osterior umbonal ridge narrmv and sharply defined; s"Luface marked by irregular concentric unQ.ulations and by numerous fine lines of gro·wth.
The specimens selected for illustration, which are of average size, ha.ve
the follqwing dimensions, respectively:

I "~"··
l

Height.

Com·exit.y
of both
YalYes.

?nm ..

?nm ..

mm..

29

19
18
20

li_
4

4

I

I

_ij

All the examples in the collection have suffered more or less accidental
compression and distortion in the rocks, so that they show considerable variation in outline, and probably on account of this· compression they do not
shovi' the posterior gape that they should have if they really belong to the
.
genus Thracia.
The species differs too much in outline and proportions from the t'\vo
forms of Thracia (~) described from the Jurassic of ·the Black Hills to
·
require detailed comparison.
The type~ are from stream bed west of Little Quadrant Mountain
and from sa.ddle in ridge west of south head of Gardine1; River. Other
specimens were colle~ted at head of Fawn Creek, northeast of Monume1it
Peak.
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THRACIA ~ MONTANAENSIS (lVfeek)~
Pl. LXXIII, :fig. 10.
Gotim.ya. m.ontcL1Utensis 1\'Ieek, 1873: Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr. for 1872, p. 474.

Shell small, subquadrate in outline, convex, with prominent beak situated a little in advance of the middle; dorsal margin nearly sttaig·ht,
declining slightly on each side of the beak; a!1terior end broadly rounded,
forming almost a right angle with the dorsal margin above, and uniting
1vitp the convex ventral mru:gin belo-yv by a regular curve; posterior end
obliquely truncate; posterior umbonal ridge subangular and· accompa~1ied
by a narrovv depressed area or groove; smface marked by lines of growth.
. Length, 17 mm.; height, ~4 mm.; convexity of single valve, 4 mm.
The above description is dra1vn from a single valve from "Devils
Slide, Cinnabar Mountain, Yellowstone River," which may be the original
type named by Meek in the report above referred to, though it was not
labeled by him. It ~~ras named in a list of fossils from this locality, with a
footnote saying that "'rhis is very similar to some varieties of C. glabm
Agassiz, but it is a smaller, proportionate ly shorter, and more convex shell,
with the anterior margins just in front of the beak more excavated."
ANATJNA (0ERCO:ilfYA) PUNCTATA n. sp.
PI. LXXIV, fig 5.

Shell of medium size, not so slender as the typical forms of the sub- .
genus; beak pr01ninent, somewhat in advance of the middle of the shell,
directed backward; dorsal n.:iargin aJm~st straight and· descending slightly
in front of the .beaks, concave behind; anterior end broadly rounded, subangula.r above; posterior end much more narrow and rounded, ventral
margin slightly sinuous; smface of the shell divided into two distinct areas
by a narrow w~ll-defined groove. that descends almost vertically from the
beak to the ventral margin; anterior area marked by broad concentric
ridges and sulcations and by very fine lines of growth, the latter continuing
over the posterior area; middle third of the posterior area slightly more
convex and prominent than the rest and bearing about 11ine distinct granular radiating lines. In addition to this sculpture, which is seen on internal
casts,. a mold of the exterior of the shell shows that the· entire surface bears
radiating lines of minute tubercles, which are most prominent on the posterior
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area, and give the punctate appea.rance that suggested the specific name,
though it can hardly be considered a specific character, sipce it is common
in this and related genera.
The species is represented by three imperfect valves from the divide
between Fawn Creek and Gallatin Valley, south slope of ridge south of
Gray Mountain, ai1d ·west side of Snake River north of Berry Creek. The
specimen figured, which is from the second locality mentioned, measures
39 mm. in length and19 mm. in height.
In the 1vell-defined radiating lines of the posterior. area this species
resembles the Upper Cretaceous forms to which Conrad gave the name
Anatimya,.
ANATINA (CERCO:MYA) sp.
Another species of this genus is represented by a single specimen from
the east side of Fan Creek Pass, which is too imperfect for illustration a,nd
full description. It is much la,1'ger than A. 1nmctcda, measuring 76 111111. in
length, and it differs from that species .in the outline of the anterior end and
in the entire absence of radia,ting lines on the posterior area.
GASTROPODA.

N ERITINA
Pl.

WYOMINGENSIS

~XXV,

n. sp.

figs. 4 and 5.

Shell small, consisting of about two and a half or three rapidly
increasing volutions; spire very low and inconspicuous; last whorl slightly
. shouldered and forming about nine-tenths of the visible bulk of the shell ;
smface smooth, with rather distinct lines of growth near the aperture,
which has the thin sharp outer lip and straight inner lip ·with broad Battened columella characteristic of the genus. The inner lip is smooth, or
nearly so, but the specimens are not in condition to shmv whether it bears
minute denticulations.
Height of the type, 6 mm.; greatest breadth, 6~ min.
This species has a superficial resemblance to Neritina? phaseolaris
White from the Jurassic of Utah, but, besides slight di_fferences in form, the
columella in that species is not flattened and the inner lip is not straight,so
t~at it has been referred to Lyosoma.
The only other described American Jurassic N eritina is N. neb1·ascensis
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M. and H., which is much larger and moi·e slender in form,· differing in all
its details from this species, wh~ch is somewhat" similar in fotm and size to
Ne1·itina pisum :Meek from the Upper Cretaceous of Utah.
The type was collected by Prof. A. 0. Gill about 3 miles southeast of
'
Gravel Peak.
LYSOM.A POWELL! "White.
:Neritina powelli White, 1876: Geol. Uinta l\iountains, p. 110.
. I.;yosoma po·well-i White, 1880: Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Surv. Terr. for 1878, p: 153, Pl.
XXXVIII, :figs. 6a-d.

One well-preserved~:?pecimen was obtained on saddle at head of Fawn
Creek, northeast of :M:onument Peak, and another on ridge south of lVIammoth
· Hot Spring~:'(, on main terrace. The species has _not before been reported
from any locality excepting at the mouth of Thistle Creek, Spanish Fork
Canyon; Utah.
Both Zittel and Fischer are inclined to make Lyosoma a synonym of
Otostoma d'Archiac, an Upper Cretaceous subgenus of Nerita, but Lyosoma
really has the thin inner lip without any callus or flattening of the columella,
while the Cretaceous form has been shown to have the characteristics of·
N eritiria in these respects.
TuRRI'l'ELLA sp.

A single small specimen from 3 miles southeast of Gravel Peak has
the form of this genus, but· is insufficient for specific description. It consists of six flattened whorls with channeled sutures.
NATICA~ sp.
A naticoid form is represented by imperfect internal casts from Fan
Creek Pass, saddle west of south head of Gardiner, head of Fawn Creek
northeast of ·:M:onument Peak, and near Sentinel Butte.
It is probably undescribed, being very much larger than Nat-ica ~·lelia
Hall and Whitfield, which is the only described naticoid shell from· the
Jurassic of this western interior 1;egion.
CEPHALOPODA .
. 0PPELIA ~

sp. .

Ammonites are rare in the Yellowstone National Park collection, and
the few that were obtained are too fragmentary and badly preserved for
accurate classification.
One species is represented by, two flattened specimens, about 3 inches
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in diameter, from the divide bf3t\veen Fawn Cn:Jek and Gall~ttin· Valley ..
This is a nearly smooth, discoid, invol{1te form,. with narrow umbilicus and
rounded R.bdomen. The outer two-thirds of the body . >vhorl appears to
have been entirely smooth. On the other third the abdom€m is crossed hy
small ribs, giving it almost a de;ntate outline; and on earlier stages these ribs
a-re relatively longer and more prominent, passing nearly haJfway across.
the flanks of the shell. In general form R.nd sculpture this species resembles
Oppelia snbplicatella Vacek, 1 from the Oolitic of Ca.p San Vigillo. · The
septa are not preserved.
Fragments ~f largeT individuals thR.t may belong to the sitme species
1vere obtained on' Fan Creek Pass, saddle in ridge \Vest of south head of
Gardiner, and from Cinnabar Mountain. 'rhey l'tre less compressecl than
the specimens a.bove described, but 1vith the ma.teria.l at hand it is impossible to determine '\Vhether this difference is clue to accidental distortion.
Some of the fragments show strong· plications on the a.hdomen. .A large
specimen, 8 inches in diameter, from limestone on ridge south of Shericla.n
Peak, appears to be related to the forms a.bove mentioned, thot1gh it is
somewhat more involute, a.ncl is so much ·weathered that all the surface
clmracters ancl the finer subdivisions of the septa liave disappeared. 'rhe
specimen is septate throughout. ·.The septa a.ppea.r not to have been very
complex and the lateral saddles are very broad. It is possible· that this
specimen should· be referi·ed to Ammonites hen-ryi lVL and H., virhich it some·· ·
what resembles both in general form and in the septa.
PERISPHINCTES sp.
Collections obtained b}T Dr.. Peale near the lower canyon of the
Yellowstone contain fragmen~s of two species of Ammonites that probably
. belong- to Perisphinctes , judging from the sculpture. Fragments of one of
these species 1vere also ob~ained on saddle in ridge west of south head of
Gardiner River.
BELE~HHTE~ DENSUS Meek and Hayden.
Belemnites densusl\'Ieek anci Ha.yden, ·1858: Proc. Acad. ?:{at. Sci. Phila., p. 58. 1865:
PnJreont. Upper Missouri, p. 126, Pl.IV, figs. 10a-c; Pl. V, figs. 1c&:-i. Meek,
1876: Simpson's l~ept. Expl. Great Basin, ·utah, p. 358, Pl. III, figs. 4a., b. Whit-.
field, 1880: Geol. Black Hills Dakota, p. 381, Pl. VI, figs. 15-19.

This species, whicl~ is
1

abm~d~nt in

the Jurassic of _the BlackHills_a n.d

Abhandl. IC-k. geol. Reichsanstalt, Vol. XII, p. 82, Pl. XI, figs. 1-5, 1886 ..
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va.rious localities in \V'yoming-, is represented in the Yellowstone N ationa.l
Park collection by only a few specimens, from saddle in ridge west of south
head of Gardiner; west of Snake River 4 miles south of second crossing
and 3 miles south of mouth of Glade Creek.

CRETACEOUS SPECIES."
DAKOTA (1) FORMATION. 1

PELECYPOD A.

UNro sp. undet.
Several casts of a small species of Unio 1vere collected 1vith the gastropods named below in Three Forks .Valley, Montana, and on Fawn Creek
Plateau. The species is doubtless new, but the material is insuffiCient for
description.
GASTROPODA.

· GoNroBAsrs ~ PEALE I n. sp.
Pl. LXXV, fig. 6.

Shell small, slender, e~ongate, consisting of about eig-ht convex whorls;
apex of spire acute;. upper third of each whorl slightly flattened, so that it
is most prominent below the middle; suture linear, deeply impressed;
smface nearly smooth, being marked. only by fhie lines of g-rowth, and on
some specimens by faint indications of spiral lines. The full form of the
apert:ure is not shown on any of the specimens, but it appears to have been
suboval and slightly produced in front. Shell apparently not umbilicated.
Length of an average specimen with eight whorls; 14 mm.; breadth of
body whorl, 7 111111.
This species is very .doubtfully referred to Goniobasis, though it seems
to be related to G. gracile1da Meek, from the Judith River beds. In general
aspect and in the form of the whorls it resembles some recent species of
Pomatiopsis, hut the form. of the aperture and the absence of an umbilicus

.separate it from that genus .
. The specimen figured was collected by Dr.
J

A C. Pealein Three Forks

See remarks on pp. 604-605.
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Valle}r, Montana. Other examples were obtained in the Gallatin Range
and at several points in the noytlr1vestern part of Yellowstone National Park
from fresh-water beds of the Cretaceous section of that region.
GoNIOBASIS ~ INCR.EBESCENS n. sp .
. PI. IJXXV, fig. :/.

Shell of about the same length as the preceding, but more robust
in form, consisting of only about five rapidly increasing convex ·whorls;
surface nearly smooth, with fine lines of gro·wth; other features, a.s far as
known, the same as in G.~ pealei.
Length of an average specimen, 13 mm.; breadth of body whorl,
7.5 mm.
Nearly all the specimens are in the form of imperfect internal casts
retaining portions of tho shell, but of course not showing .the generic
features fully. It seems to be related to G.~ pealei.
The type is from the same horizon as the preceding on Fawn Creek,
and it occurs in this bed at several localities in that region.
A:MNICOLA ~ CR.ETACEA n. sp .
. PI. LXXV, fig. 8.

·Shell small, conical, consisting of four or five rapidly increasing convex whorls; suture deeply impressed; surface marked only by lines of
growth; aperture oval.
Height, 9 mm.; breadth of last whorl, G mm.
Occurs 1vith the preceding species on Fa1•m Creek.
COLORADO FORMATION.

PELECYPOD A.

OsTR.EA ANOl\UOIDES Meek.
Ostrea a.nomioides 1\feek, i873: .dnn. Rept. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr. for 1872, p. 488.
· White, 1880: Idem for 1878, p. 10, Pl. XI, figs. 4a., b. 1884: Fourth Ann. Hept.
U.S. Geol. Snrv., p. 291, Pl. XXXIX, figs. 4 a-nd 5. Stanton, 1894: Bull. U. S.
Geol. Surv. No. 106, p. 55, PI. I, figs. 5 and 6.

This species, which was originally described from the Missouri River
below Ga.llatin, Montana, is abundant in sanely shales near the base of
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the Colorado formation on ridge north of north head of ·Gardiner and
north side· of Fan Creek

Oil

INoc:Em.Allms Ui.\:fBONATUS Meek and Hayden.
Inoceramus 1w~bonat1ts l\:Ieek and Hayden, 1858: · Proc; Acacl. Nat. Sci. Pllila., p. 50.
:Meek, 1876: U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr., V 01. IX, p. 44, Pl. III, figs. la., b, c; PI.
IV, figs. 1a, band 2(/,, b. Stanton, 1894: Bull. U.S. Geol. Surv. No. 106, p. 81,
Pl. XVJII, figs. 1 and 2.

One specimen wa.s collected on north bank of Snake River one-fourth
mile above the mouth of Sickle Creek. 'l'he species is abundant in -the
shales of the upper p~rt of the Colqra.do formation on the Missouri River
below Fort Benton, Montana, and it has recently been collected by l\ir.
G. K. Gilbert in the Niobrara sha.les near Rocky Ford on the A]:kansas
River below Pueblo, Colorado. It also occurs in the Austin limestone
of Texa.s ..
INOCERAll:fUS UNDABUNDUS Meek and Hayden.
Inocerct?n1i8 1mdcibuncl·u.s Meek and Hayden, 1862: Proc; A cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 26.
lVfeek, 1876: U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr., Vol. IX, p. 60, PI. III, figs. 2a, b. Stanton,
1894: Bull. U.S. Geol. Surv. Nq. 106, p. 84, PI. XVI, figs. 1 and2.

Occurs with the preceding· at the locality on Snake· River, and also on
the Missouri helo\v Fort Benton ..
INOCERAniUS FLACCIDUS "\Vhite.
Inocera1n1r,s flaccidns ·white, 1876: U. S. Geog. and Geol. Surv. "'V. 100tll lVIeridiau,
Vol. IV, p.178, Pl. XVI, figs. 1a and b. Stanton, 1894: Bull. U.S. Geol. Snrv.
No. 106, p. 80, PI. XIII, fi.g. 1.

. Occurs with the preceding, and at the same horizon, one-fourth· mile
farther up Snake River. It has _hitherto been found only in the Niobrara
shales near Pueblo, Colorado.
INOCERAMUS ACUTEPLICATUS n. sp.
PI. LXXV, figs. 9 and 10, and PI. LXXYI, fig.1.

ShelllaJ:ge, moderately convex; elongate, with the height much greater
than the length; hinge line rathei· short, oblique to the longer axis of the
shell; beak prominent, acute,· near the anterior· end of 'the hinge line;
ant!?rior side gently convex, posterior nearly straight; .base hroacll y rounded,
with a tendency to angulation at tbe junction with the sides; smface marked
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by linet3 of growth and by regular, nanow, elevated, c~mcentrie ridges that
are about one-third as wide as the interspaces.. These ridges are somewhat
stronger on the anterior half of the shell than on the posterior, and in very
large specimens they tend to become obsolete, making the basal portion of
the shell nearly smooth.
The a1Jove description is drR:wn mainly from a large right valve
(Pl. LXXVI, fig ..1) from the Sickle Creek locality. The specimens associ~
a ted with it and having the same general form and sculpture are all much
smaller. These are I{ot distinguishable from specimens from sandstone
believed to belong to a higher horizon on Glade Creek. T'here are small
left 'valves in· the collection from both lbca.1ities, and one of those from
Glade Creek is figured. It is proportionalLy more convex than the right
valve, and the.beak is more prominent a.nd more curved.. 'l'he concentric
ridges are very prominent on the convex median region, anc1 fade out
toward the borders.
The largest type specimen measures 201 mm. in its longest diameter,
and 13_5 mm. at right angles to that line.
This species is related to I. fragilis and I. altus, all three belonging to
the typical section of Inoceramus. It differs frmn both. of them in beir-ig
more strongly rllicate, in its shorter, slightly more oblique hing·e line, and in
other details of outline.
Locality and position: On _Snake River one-fourth mile above the
mouth of Sickle Creek, associated ·with I. ~~mbonatus, Sca:phites vent1·icosus,
etc., in sanely shales of tbe upper part of the Colm;aclo formation, and near
the mouth of Glade Creek in ~t sandstone Sllpposed to belong to a. higher
horizon.
CoRBUL"A. SUBTRIGONALIS Meek a~1d Hayden.
OoTbtdc& subt1·igonalis l\Ieek and Hayden, 1856: Proc . .Acatl. ~at. Sci. Ph ila., p. 116.
White, 1880: .Ann. H.ept. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr. for 1878, p. so, Pl. XXV, figs.
6a-f White, 1883: Third .Ann. I{ept. U. S. Geol. Surv., p. 442, Pl. XIX, figs.
-10-13. Stanton, 1894: Bull. U.S; Geol. Surv. No.10G, p.123, Pl." XXVII, figs. 7
ancl8.

This species and its variety peTundata were obtained. in black shales
supposed to belong to the Colorado. forr'nation :o,ear Electric Peak and on
the Cone head of Gardiner River. These forms were originally Cleseribed
from the La.ramie, but they are known to range as low as the qolorado
formation in southwestern \Vyoming. ·
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BAcULITES ASPER

:Morton~.

Bacnlites nspe1· Morton, 1834: Syno1)sis Org. Rem. Cret. Gr., p. 43, Pl. I, figs. 12 and 13;
Pl. XIII, fig. 2. Stanton, 1804: Bull. U. S. GeoJ. Surv. No. 106, p. 167,
Pl. XXXVI, figs. 4 a1~d 5.

Occm;s with Inoce1·amu.s a.c~deplicatus, etc., at t~1e locality one-fourth
mile above the mouth· of Sickle Creek, and is .abundai1t associated ·with the
same fauna on the Missouri River below Fort Benton, in the upper part of
the Colorado formation. It is also found at Cinnabar Mountain.·
ScAPHITES VENTRICosus Meek and Hayden.
Scaphites vent1·icosu.s .Meek and Hayden, 1862: Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 22.
l\ieek, 1876: U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr., Vol. IX, p. 425, Pl. VI, figs. 7a, b, and Sa, b.
Stanton, 1894: Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 106, .P· 186, Pl. XLIV, figs. 8-10;
Pl. XLV, fig.l.

Several specimens from the localities above mentioned on Snake River,
and a fragment believed to belong to this species from the black shales of
Electric Peak
It occurs well preserved at Cinnabar Mountain just north of the Park,
and with the preceding species _below Fort Benton.
MONTANA FORMATION. 1

BRACHIO.PODA.

LINGULA ·suBsPATULATA Hall and Meek.
Lingula subspat1tlata Hall and Meek, 1854: Mem. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. V,
p. 380, Pl. I, figs. 2a, b• . White, 1876: U. S. Geog. and Geol. Surv. w: lOOth
Meridian, Yol. IV, p. 169, PJ. XV, fig. 4a.

Two specimens from sandstone overlying bi.tuminous shale on Rattlesnake Creek, probably same horizon as the remainder of the speCies
mentioned belo,v.
1

See pp. 606-607 for remarks on the horizon of the

fo~owing

species.
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PELECYPOD A.

OsTREA soLE:inscus Meek.
Ostrea solenismLs Meek, 1871: Proc. .Am. Philos. Soc., Vol. XI, p. 435. White, 1880:
.Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Surv. Terr. for 1878, p. 9,.PI. XI, figs. 2a, b. 1884: Fourth
.Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Surv., p. 300, Pl. XLII, fig. 1. Stanton, 1894: Bull. U.S.
Geol. Surv. No. 10~, p. 56, PI. II, fig. 1; PI. III, figs. 1 and 2.

This species is abundant in both-the Colorado and Montana formations
at Coalville, Utah, and in southwestern ·wyoming. It was obtained near
the second crossing of Snake River, just south of the Park.
OsTREA sp.
A sm:all species related to 0. pellucicla M. and H. occurs at the same
locality with the preceding.
ANOMIA sp.

A small species resembling A. p1·opatm·is ·white is represented by
several casts from Glade Creek, Lizard Creek, and nea.r second crossing of
Snake. River.
AVICULA NEBRASCA~A Evan~ and. Shumard.
.

.

A vioula nebrascana Evans and Shumard, 1857: Trans . .A.cad. Sci. St. Louis, Vol. I, p. 38.
Pteria ( Oxyto1na) nebmsoana (E. and S.) ~1eek, 1876: Rept. U. S. Geol: Surv. Terr.,
Vol. IX, p. 34, Pl. XVI, fig. 3a., bj PI. XXVIII, .fig.ll. Whitfield, 1880: Geol.
Black Hills Dakota, p. 385, PI. VII, fig. 4.

Several specimens from the locality near the mouth of Glade Creek.
It is a widely distributed species in the Fort Pierre shales of the Montana
·
formation.
AVICULA ~INGULEFORMIS Evans and Shumard.
Avioula lingucej0?'11tis Evans and Shumard, 1854: Proc. .Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p.153.
Pte1·ia linguiformis (E. and S.) :Meek, 1876: Rept. U. S. Geol. Snrv. 1'err., Vol. IX,
p. 32, PI. XVI, figs. lar-d. Whitfield, 1880: Geol. Black Hills Dakota, p. 384,
Pl. VII, figs. 2 and 3.

This species 0ccurs with the precedin&' on Glade Creek and has about
the same geographic and vertical range.
INOCERAMUS A.CUTEPLICATUS n. sp.
Numerous small specimens referred to this species from locality near
the mouth of Glade Creek. (See description on page 634.)
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. .. AReA sp.

A single impetfect specimen, probably of a11 undescribed specie~, from
the locality near the second crossing of Snake River.
NucuLA sp.
A cast near mouth of Glade Creek.
CARDIUM PAUPJ<jRCULUM Meek.
Oa.rditt?n jJCt1tpe1·oulmn Meek, 1871: Ann. Rept. U. _S. Geol. Surv. Terr. for 1870, p. 306.
White, 1879: Idem for 1877, p. 291, Pl. IX, fig. 3a... Stanton; 1894: Bull. IT. S.
Geol. Surv. No. 106, p. 99, Pl. XXII, figs. 9-12 .
.Oa1·diu1n subcurt1tmt· Meek, 1873: Ari1i. Rept. U.S. Geol. Surv. Terr. for 1872, p. 476.
I, p. 152, Pl. XV, fig. 3a.
IV, Pt.
· 1877:. U. S. Geol. Expl.. 40th
.
.
.
. Parallel, Vol.

This is the most abundant species in the sandstones near Glade Creek,
near second crossing of Snake River, and on Lizard Creek. ·
It is common in the Colorado formation at Coalville, Utah; in southwestern Wyoming, and in Hue1fano Park, south~rn ·colorado. In these
localities it is not known to range a.s high as the Montana. formation .

.

BARODA WYOMINGEN!:!IS Meek.
Tapes ~oyontingensis Meek, 1871: Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr. for 1870, p. 310.
Bat·oda 1.cyom.ingensis Meek, 1873: Idem for 1872, p._ 493. White, 1879: Idem for 1877,
·
p. 293, Pl. X, figs. 3a, b.

A single specimen· from Glade Creek.
It is possible that this species belongs to Conrad's genus Legumen,
described from: the Creta~~ous of. Ripley, Mississippi. I have .elsewhere 1
expressed the' opinion that Baroda· is probably a synqnym of Legumen,
·which is a. prior name.
DoNAX CUNEATA Stanton.
DoNAx(~)

OBLONGA Stanton.
Both these species occur on a. single hand specimen from near the
second crossing of the Sna")re River. The type of D. cune.ata was collected
in san~stone of the Colorado formation at Old Bear River City, southwestern
. Wyoming, 2 and D. oblonga came from .the same horizon at Coalville, Ut~h.
D. cuneata occurs also iu the Montana formation of. the Cpalville section.
I

Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 106, p. 107.

2

Idem, p. 110, Pl. XXV, fig. 1.
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MACTRA w ARRENANA Meek · and Hayd en.
Sci. Pbila.., p. 271.
llfact?·a ~oa.1'renana Meek and Hayde n, 1856: Proc. Acad. Nat.
U. S. Geol. Surv.
Rept.
111cwt1·a (Oymbophom?) 1va.1-rena.na (l\L and H.) .l'I:Ieek, 1876:
Terr., Vol. IX, p. 208, Pl. XXX, figs. 7a~d.

abund ant
Casts in sandstone appar ently belon ging· to this species are
in the Montana.
near Glade Creek. The species is 1videly distri buted
formation.
MACTRA ARENARIA Meek~
pl. 40th Parall el, VoL IV,
iliactm (T1·igonella ?) a.?'e?w-ria Meek, 1877: U. S. Geol. Ex
Pt. I, p. 154, Pl. XIV, fig. 5.

ille, Utah.
This species is abun dant in the Mont ana formation at Coalv
pre.ceding
A single· cast that· seems to belon g to it is associated. 1vith the
species near Glade Creek.
GAST ROPO DA.

GYRODES DEPRESSA Meek.
el, Vol. IV, Pt. I, p. 159,
Gy1·odes depressa Meek, 1877: U. S. Geol. Expl. 40th Parall
Surv. No. lOG, p. 1351
Pl. XV, figs. 1, la. Stantq u, 1894: Bull. U. S. Geol.
Pl. XXIX , figs. 11-14.

origin ally
Common in the sands tones on Glade Qreek. It was
and is found at
descr ibed from the Colorado formation at Coalville; Utah,
Gyro des has
the same horizon in H uerfa no Park, Colorado. The genus
of the Rock y
not hithe rto been repor ted from the Mont ana formation
same age in the
Moun tain region, but it is well repre sente d in beds of the
sa (Morton) from
Atlan tic al.1d Gulf boTder region. In fact, Gy1·odes _pet1·o
sa.
the Riple y formation is scarc ely distin guish able from G. clepres
CERITHIUM ~ sp.
al
A small, slend er form of doubt ful affinities, represented by an intem
cast from sands tone on Huck leber ry

1\iountail~.

PYRULA. ~ sp.

A fragm entar y cast from Glade Creek.·
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ScAPHITES cf. VENTRrcosus Meek and Hayden.·
A.mere fragment from Glade Creek, resembling this spemes m sculpture. (See p. 636.)
PLACENTICERAS PLACENTA

(DeKay)~

Ammonites plaeenta DeKay, 1827: Ann. New York Lyceum Nat. Hist., Vol. II, p. 278,
Pl. V, :fig. 3.
.
Plaeentieeras placenta. (DeKay) n1eek, 1876: Rept. U. S. Geo1. Snrv. Terr., Vol. IX,
p. 465, Pl. XXIV, :figs. 2a, b.

. A fragment probably belonging to this well-known species was
collected n'em; the second crossing of the Snake River. The species i~
abundant and vvidely distributed· in the Montana formation and its equivalents, and a few specimens of it, ?r of a very closely related species, have
been obtained in the Colorado formation.·

..

PLATE LXXII.
G4l
:\ION XXXII, P'l' II--41

PLATE LXXII.
Bhy11chonella {J1ta.ihoplwm Meek?
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FIGs. 1, 2. Two views of a small specimen from near Snake H.iver; enlargea 1~ diameters.
3, 4. Similnr views of a larger example from near Venn ilion Canyon, northwestern
Colorado; enlnrgecll~ diameters (United Stutes Nationall\'lnseum, No. 88;33).
G1·yphma calc'eola var.·nel11"ascensisl\I.nn<1 H ...........
FIG. 5. Sm:1llleft valve with strong st.riru; enlarged 1~ diameters.
6, 7. Two views <if a larger speciruen; natural size.
Li.ma. cinna.IJaJ·ensis n. sp ....
·0: .. ......·.....
FIG. · 8. Right valve; eulargecll~ dia;::-.1eters.
G1"!J]Jiuua planoconvexa \YhitfiehL ;_·_ ~~-.
FIG. 9. Left valve from ·near lower ca.nyon of the Yellowstone (United States Na.tioual
Mnsenm, No.12369).
10. H.iglit valve from near Suake H.iver.
Oamptonectes pe1·te:nilistl"iatu.s H. a.n<l \Y ..
FIG. 11. Right vahe from Fla.t Monntn.iu, slightly distort,ed, The obscure mdiatii1g.riclges
are probably nccideutal.
Oamptonectes IJe.llistriatns ?deek ...
FIG. 12. Right va.lve from the Bighorn Mountains, Wyoming (Uuite<1 Stat.es National
1\lnseum, No. 1885).
Camptonectes 7Jeltistria.tns var. rl-ista.ns JL var .
PIG. 13 .. 'R.ight valve.
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Cucullwa hagu.ei .Meek ..•.••.......•.....................•... --- .. -. -~----- -------- -·- --- --· ---~
l!l.G. 1. Left valve slightly flattened and showing both surface sculpture and hinge impression; enlarged 2 diameters.
T1·i.gonia elegantissi.?na Meek .............•..•.... :·.-"--~- ...•........• :---- ...•.....•..... - ...
FIG. · 2. Left valve; enlarged lt diameters.
Astarte meeki n. sp ............ : ........ ·...................................................... .
FIG. 3. Right valve from Cinnabar J.\iountai.i1; enlarged lt diameters.
.
4. Left valve from lower can you ofY ellowstone; enla.rgedlrr diameters (United States
Nationall\iuseum,No.12374).
5. Elongate right valve;_ probably distorted by pressnre, and showing' impressioiL of
the creuulate interior ma.rgin; enlargecl2 cliameters.
Tane1·cd-ia? kn.owltoni n. sp .................. •................................... __ ........•.••.
FIG. 6. Cast of right valve; enlarge<llt diameters.
Dy1n·-ina? cinnaba1•ensis n. sp .............................. ~ ....... : .. ......................... .
FIGs. 7, 8. Two views of au internal cast, .one of the types.
Cyprinc~ ~ icldingsi n. sp. _........ ;_ ... _........ ---~-- _____ .................................... ..
. FIG. 9. Right valve of the type.
1'Ttracia '? montmzaeusis (.i.\ieelt) '? .. _............................ ___ ........................... ..
· . FIG. io·. Right valve, supposed to be Meek's orlgiual type;· enlarged It din.meters. .
Gyjn•icardia? hag~wi n. sp ........ : ... .............................. '· ......................... .
FIGs. 11, 12. Two views of a.n av,erage specimen, interna.l cast.
13. Right valve of a large elongate specimen.
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Pholadomya kinrfi :Meek........................ . . . . . . . . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .

}'IGs.l, 2. Two views of Meek's type (United States National :\Iuseum, No. 7815).
3. Left valve·of nnusnally smooth form.
Pholadom?JCG ·inwqu·iplicata n. sp . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FIG. 4. Right valve of t.he t~·pe.
A11atinn pu1rctata. n. sp ...................... '··. .. . . . . ... .• . .•. . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . ... . . . . . . . .. . •. .
l'"IG. 5. Left valve of the type. The scnlptnre is somewh:tt restored.
Homomya galla.tiuensisn. sp .............................•.... ..... : .... .... ... ... .... .... .....
FIGS. 6, 7. Two views of the type, an internal cast.
PleuTomya subcompressa :i\:Ieek .....••••....................... :. . . . . ...•.. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
FIGS. 8-11. Specimens showing variation in outline and· sculpture of forms assigned to this
species.
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PLATE LX XV.
•n;RAS~lC SPECIE$.

Pa.ge.

T hracia 1oeedi n. sp .................................. .......... - ...... --- •••. -- .. -. , ••• -- .••••.
FIG. 1. Right valYe of usual size and outline.
2. Left valve of a. shorter form.
3; Left valve of an elongate specimen.
Neritina wyomi71[!1l118is n. sp .......................... :..... .. . .. . . . . ... ............. .• •.. .. .. . .
FIGs. 4, 5. Opposite views 6f the type; enlarged 3 diameters.
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CRETACEOUS SPECIES.
Goniobasis~

11calei n.sp...... .•.••. ....•. ...... ...... .... ........ ...... ..•••. ...... ...•.. ......
6. An a vera.p;e specimen; enla.rged 2 diameters.
G onioba.sis '? inCJ·ebescens n. sp .................................. ...................- .. . . .. .. .. . . .
FIG. 7. A medium-sized specimen;. enlarged 2 diameters.
Am.nicola.~ cretacea11. sp...... .... ...... .... .... ...... .... ...••. .... .... .......... ..•. .........
FrG. 8. ·An u,vera.ge specimen; enlarged 2 diameters.
Inoceramus acu.teplicatus n. sp............ .... .. .••• ...... ...• .•. . .. ...... .. .. . .•. .. • •.. .. • •• . . .
FIG. 9. A smalllcft valve snppose<l to belong to this species.
10. A small right valve. (See Pl. LXXVI for additional figure.)
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P L.A T E LX XV I.

.lno.cera.~w,~ ac!ttep1icaius ~._sp •• ~ ••••. : -~ ~·- .••••••••••••••....••...••.•.. .: .- ~,· .•••.••••..•• _••••••
)'IG. 1. A large right valve, forming the prin<;ipal type specimen. (See Pl. LXXV for audi.
tional n~es;)
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CHAPTER XIV.
FOSSIL FLORA OF rrHE YELLO\VSTONE NA1'IONAL PARK.

By

FRANK HALL KNOIVLTON.

HISTORICAL SUl\E\I.ARY Ol!' WORR ON 'l'HE :FOSSH-' FT.,OR.A.

As nearly as I have been able to determine, the first colle8tion of fossil
plants made in the Y ello~vstone National Park 1vas obtainecl·by members
of the United States Geological Survey under· Dr. F. V. Hayden, in 1871.
11 hey were found in t.Yvo localities, and were recorded by Prof. Leo Lesquereux/ as follows: "Divide between the source of Snake River and the
southern shore of Y ellov;rstone La.ke," and "NearY ellowstone Lake, a1:nong
basaltic rocks." It has not been possible to rediscover thtlse localities, and
several of the species remain unique.
In the following year. (1872) the Park was again visited by a pa.rty
under Dr. Hayden. The members of this party investigated the northeastern portion of the Pru·k and discovered the ri,Gh plant deposits on the
Yellowstone River, a, short ilistance below the mouth of Elk Creek. The
actual collectors were l\iessrs. A. 0. Pea.Je, Joseph Savage, and 0. 0. Sloane.
The plants represented five species, ·which vvere determined by Professor
Lesquereux. 2
The Fossil Forest, that has since become so widely known, was :first
described by l\:Ir. vV. H. Holmes in 1878.:{ He visited and quite thoroughly
explored the Fossil Forest and vicinity ancl made a small collection of
plants that 1vere submitted to Professor Lesquerenx. Most of these pla~1ts
virere determined to be new to science, but they 1vere neither named .nor
'Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. and Geop;. Snrv. Terr. for 1871, pp. 295, 299. ·
cit., Rept. for 1872, p. 403.
a Op. cit., l{ept. for 1878, Pt. II, pp. 47-50.
o Op.
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described. Holme.s pointed out the fact; since abundantly confirmed, of
the succession of forests that have been entombed one a.bove another. His
secti"on of Amethyst Mountain sl"-ows clea.rly this rema.rkable phenomenon .
In October, 1874, Dr. Otto Kuntze, a. celebrated German botanist, then
on a botanical exploring journey around the IYorlcl, Yisitecl the Park and
made some interesting observations on the process of petrifaction of trees
now going on in the vicinity of the geysers and hot springs. His paper
vms not printed, however, nntil his retum to Germany in 1880.1
rrhe thorough exploitation of the Park was begun and carried on for
several years by the Yellowstone Park Division of the present Geological
Survey. In 1883 the work was extended toward the northeastern portion
of the Park, and collections of greater or less extent ·were made at many
places. In 188:) the Fossil Forest section was worked out, and large collections were made by l\1:r. Arnold Hague, Mr. \V. H. \V eed, lVIr. George lVI.
\Vright, nnd Prof. J. P. Iddings.
In the summer of 1887, Prof. Lester F. ·ward and. I spent about six
weeks in the vicinity of the Foss~l Forest, making large collections of fossil
wood and leaf inl.pressions. The exact localities are enumerated belo·w.
The following season I spent two months in the same area, discovering
many new heels of plants a.ncl more thoroughly exploring and collecting
from beds pre\·iously kno-w. n. These are also recorded in the following list
of localities.
LIST OF LOCALITIES AT WHICH FOSSIL PLANTS HAVE BEEN COLLECTED IN
THE YELLOWSTON E NATIONAL PARK.
187l.

Divide between the source of Snake· River and tbe southeru shore of Yellowstone
Lake; Hayden sun'ey. (Not since observed.)
Near Yellowstone Lake, among basaltic roeks; Hayden survey. (Not since
found.)
1872.

Yellowstone River below mon tll
and 0. C. Sloane.

or Elk Creek;

A. C. Peale, J vsepll Savage,

1878.

Amethyst l\iouutaiu in vicinity of Fossil Forest;. W. H. Holmes.
·----.
1 Das

-----------·- --·--·--·· ..

----------~

AnslanJ, 1880, pp. :-361-364, 390-::i$3, 669:..6i2, 684-689.
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1883.

Andesitic breccia. near gulch northwest of pea.k west of Dnnrn.ven; J.P. J ddings,
.
September 12, 1883. (Fielcl Nos. 86, 77.)
Needle Hill near Yanceys; Vv. H. vVeed, O<.:tober 9, 1883.
Tower Creek; Am old Hague, September 16, 1883. (Field Nos. 1030, 1031.)
1884.

Fossil Forest section, lower stra.tnrn ; Arnold Hague, September 24, 1884.
(No. 1221.)
Fossil Forest section, middle strntum; Arnold Hague, September 24, 1884.
(No. 1220.)
Fossil Forest section, upper stratum; Amolcl Bagne, September 24, 188-1.
(NOS. 1217, 1218; 1219:)
Sandstone on top of ridge west of Mink Creek; Arnold Hague. (No. 23:32.)
1885.

Signal Hill; vV. H. "\~7 eed, September 28, 188;}.
Head of Tower Creek; '1111. H. Weed, September 25, 1885.
East slope of high hill three-fourths mile south from Yanceys; George :M. vYright,
September 4, 1885.
Near top of south wall of canyon of Yellowstone l~iver, :1bout·1 mile llp strea.m
from mouth of Hellroaring Creek; George l\L Wright, September D, 1885.
Fossil Forest section, No.1 of section; vV. H. Weed a.ucl George lVL Wrigllt,
September 19, 1885.
Fossil Forest sectioD, No. 15a. of section; \V. H. vVeecl ftnrl George l\i. ·wright,
September 10, 1885.
Fossil Forest section, No. 22a of section; W. H. ·wl~etl <llHl George l\L vVright,
:September 20, 1885.
Fossil Forest section, No. 20 of section; V'-l. H. vVee<l and George :\I. \Vrigl1t,
September 20, 1885.
Fossil Forest se<.:tiou, No. 26 of sectiou; IV; H. Weed and G·eorge .i\L vVrigbt,
September 20, 1885.
Top of l\1ount Everts, west face, nearly opposite bridge over Gardi11er I\.i ver,
betweenl\:Iammoth Hot Spring-s and Gardiner; George i\I. \Vright, July 7, 1885.
1887.

Fossil Forest, bed No.1, lowest becl a,bout 7,700 feet altitude; IJester F. Ward
and F. H. Knowlton, August, 1887.
:Fossil Forest, bed No.2; Lester F. vVard a.ncl F. H. Knowlton, August, 1887.
Fossil Forest, becl No.3, "Magnolia bed," 300 feet above bed No.1; Lester F.
Warcl and F. H. Knowlton, August, 1887.
Fossil Forest, bed No. J, "..:\.n:>Jia bed/' 420 feet above bed No.1; :rjeste1; F.
'iVard and F. H. K11owlton, August 20, 1881.
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Fossil Forest, bed No.5, "Sa.lix bed," about 400 feet ltbove bed No.1; Lester F.
Ward and F. H. Knowlton, August 19, 1887.
Fossil Forest, bed No. G, "Platanus bed," 425 feet above bed No. 1; Lester F.
Ward and I<'. H~ Knowlton, August 19, 1887.
:Fossil Forest, bed No.7, llighest bed, 515 feet above bed No.1; Lester F. ~Yard
and F. H. Knowlton, A11gust, 1:-;87.
Hill back o_f Yanceys, near standing trunks; IJester F. "\Va.rd and F. H. Know!-.
ton, .August 10, 1887.
Oliff west of Fossil Forest H.idge, ncar Chalcedony Creek, lowest bed,· altitude
about 7,900 feet; Lester F. Wa.rd and F. H. Knowlton, August 15, 18Si.
Oliff west of Fossil Forest Ridge, upper bed, 250 feet above lower bed; JJester
F. "\7\Ta.rd and F. H. Knowlton, .~ugust 15, 1887.
East end of Fossil Fo~est Mountain, bed on same horizon as fossil. trunks;
Lester F. ·ward and F. H. Knowlton, August 13 and 22, 181'37.
Specim~n l{idge, head of Crystal Creek, opposite mouth of Slough Creek,
"Platanus bed.," altitude about 7~500 feet; Lester F. Ward and F. H. Kr10wlton,
August 24, 1887.
Specimen H.idge, opposite mouth of Slough Creek," Quercus. bed,".100 feet above
''Platanus be.d;" Lester F. vVard and F. E. Knowlton, August 25, 1887.
North of Pinyon Peak, on "\Volverine Creek, altitude 7,900 feet; Arnold Hague.,
August 10, 1887.
1888.
'

Yellowstone River, one~hal.f mile below mouth of Elk Creek, bottom of bluff;
F. H. 1.\:nowlton, August 29, 1888.
Y:ellowstone Hiver, one-half mile below mouth of Elk Creek, 30 or 40 feet above
the river; F. B. Knowlton, August 27, 1888.
Yellowston e River, one-half mile below mouth of Elk Creek, top· of bluif; F. H.
Kuowlton, August 27, 1888.
·Bluff on Yellowstone River, 1 mile below mouth of Elk Creek; F. H. Knowlton,
August 4, 1888.
Oliff ori Yellowstone River, short distance above mouth of Hellroaring Creek;
F. H. Kuowltou, August 10, 1888.
Southeast side of hill above Lost Creek, bed No. 1; F. B. Knowlton, August.
8,18:38.
Southeast side of hill above Lost Creek, betl No.2; I<'. H. KnowJtou, Angu:;t
8,1888.
Southeast side of hill above Lost Creek, beds No. 3, 4, 5; F. H. Knowlton,
August 8, 1888.
Southern end of Crescent Hill, 300 feet fl.bove wa.gon road; F. H. Knowlton,
August 9, 1888.
_
Southern end of Crescent Hill, "Plata.nus bed"; F. H. Knowlton, August 9,1888.
Northeast sidt~ of Crescent Hill, opposite small poud !n slope, a,ltitude about
7,500 feet; F. H. Knowlton and G·. E. Culver, August 2, 1888.
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The Thnnderer, opposite Soda. Butte; F. H. Knowlton and G. K Oulver 1 August
29, 1888.
East ba.nk of Lamar H.iver, between Cache and Calfee creeks; F. H. Knowlton
·
and G. E. Culver, August 21, 1888.
Hill on road just ~tbove Yauceys; F. H. Knowlton, August 6,1888.
Hiilnear the Yancey fossil trunks; F. H. Knowlton, August 28,1888.
Mount Everts, near summit of west end; F. H. Knowlton, July 27,1888.
Mount Everts, coal opening on side facing the Gardiner H.iver (fragments) ; I<'. H.
Knowlton, July 26,1888.

DESCRIPTION OF KNOWN FOSSIL PLANTS FROM. THE LARAl\lU~
. 0}, THE YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK.
AsPLENIUM HAGUEI n.

sp.

Pl. LXXVII, figs. 1, 2.

Frond thin, delicate, lanceolate in outline, bipinnate, s1enc1~r, straight;
pinnre alternate, scattered, oblong-lanceolate in shape, cut into few coarse
divisions lvhich are either entire or again eut i1ito few obtuse teeth; nerv~.
tion obse1.:1:re, consisting of a delicate midvein and few forked branches
fi·on1 it.·
This delicate little form is represente d by a dozen or more specimens.
The longer fragment (fig. 2) is about 4.5 em. in length and about 1.5 em.
broad. Th~ ·others are more fragmenta ry.
Nothing like this has been before reported from the Laramie group. It
has some resemblan ce .to SphenopteTis g~~yott·i·i Lx., 1 fi·om the Green Hiver
group at Florissant, Colorado, but is much smaller and of decidedly different shape.
It is not certain that it belongs to the genus Asplenium, as no fruit bas
been observed, but it resembles, at least generically, a umnber of forms
so referred from the Cretaceous of Gre-:mland. For the present it may be
retained in this genus.
I have named jt in honor of the collector, Mr. Arnold Ha.gue, of the
United States Geological Survey.
Habitat: North of Pinyon Peak, on \Volverine Creek, Yellowstone
Nationa.l Park; collected by Arnold Hague, August. 10, 1887.
1

Cret. and

T~rt.

Fl., p. 137, Pl. XXI, figs. 1-7, 1883.
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0NOCLEA MINii\1A IL.

sp

Pl. LXXVII, figs. 11-15.

FertUe frond unlnlO\'m; sterile frond small, apparently deltoid in
outline, deeply pinnatifid into short, rounded, obtuse pinnre, which are
pmfectly entire or R-re ·cut into few large, coarse teeth; nervation as in the
.
living 0. sensibilis.
This fine little species is represente d by a doze1i or more speciinens,
the best of which are figm·ed. They are all apparently fragments, and
consequently· jt is impossible to make out the real shape of the frond with
any certainty. One of the most perfect specimens (fig. 13) is about 3.5
em. long·, and represents the upper portion of a frond or possibly pinnule,
if it is a large compound fi·ond. The larger fragment (fig. 15) i::; 4.5 em.
long and about 4 em. broad, but it is broken at both ends and there is no
means of determinin g how long it was odginally. Fig. 12 ·at first sight
seems to be entirely differen~ from the others, but on comparing it with fig.
14 the only difference observable is that one is cut into a few coarse teeth
and the other is entire. rrhe nervation seems to be the same in all and to
be identical with that of the living sensitive fern.
Regarding this interesting species, I am ·somewhat uncertain as to the
shape of the frond, and less so as to the genus to which it belongs. Two of
the most perfect forms (figs. 11, 13) seem to hav~ come from the upper
portion of a frond similar in general shape to the sterile frond of Onoclea
sensibilia; but, on the other hand, figs. 12 aucl 14 ha.ve much the appearance of being deeply lobe,d pinnre, resembling some of the lo,ver ones in
0. sensibilia. l\'Iore material •.vill be necessary to settle this point, but in
the meantime the species is characteristic enough to be readily distinguishable, and hence is available for geological purposes.
This species was at first thought to be identical whh a. plant that has
been described under the l\1S. name of vVoor.lwarclicb crenata., which comes
from Point of Rocks, \'Vyoming. This latter is known only from a mere
fragm~nt, however, and if additional material could be obtained it might
show them to be the sa~ne. At present TF. crena.ta may be distinguished as
being much larger and in ~1aving undulate-c renate margins which are
minutely serrate. rrhe nervation is practically the same in both.
Onoclea minimct has some resemblance to 0. sei~swili.s .fossilis from the
J:!'ort Union group, near the mouth of the Yellowstone. It differs in being
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hardly one-fifth the size and in hn;ving the lobes obtuse and coarsely toothed
instead of acute and entire. The nervation is nearly the same in both.
The species under consideration has also the same nervation as vVoodwarclia prearcolata from Crescent Hill, but differs essentiallv
., in siz.e and
shape.
The resemblance to vVooclwarcl-ia latiloba Lx., from the Denver grorip of
Colorado, is still more remote.
Habitat;. North of Pinyon Peak, on ·wolverine Creek, Y el1o1vstone
National Park; collected by Arnold Hague, August 10, 1887. (Field No.
3031.)
ANEJIIA SUBCRETAC.:EA (Sap.) Garcl. and Ett.
subc1·etaoea. (Sap.) Gard. and Ett.: l\Ionogr. Brit. Eoc. Fl., Vol. I, Pt. II, p. 45,
Pl. VIII; Pl. IX, 1880.
GymnogTamma. haydenii L.: Ann. R.ept. U.S. Geol. a.ncl Geog. Snrv. Terr., p. 295, 1871
(1872); Tert. Fl., p. 59, PI. V, figs. 1-3, 1878.

Anem·ic~

The type locality of this species is described as "Divide between the
source of Snake River and the southern shore of Ye1lovvstone Lake." It
has not since been found inside the Park.
Habitat: As above given.
SEQUOIA

LANGSDORFII~

(Brg·t.) Heer.

Pl. LXXVII, :fig. 5.

It is v<vith some hesitation that I refer this fragment to this species. It
is small and not vvell preserved, but the leaves appear to be decurrent and
to approach closer in character to this species than to any other with which
I am familiar.
Habitat: North of Pinyon Peak, on \Volverine Creek, Yellowstone
National Park; collected by Arnold Hague, August 10, 1887.
SEQUOIA REICHENBACH! (Gein.) Heer.
?'eioherwaohi (Gein.) Heer: Flor. Foss. Arct. 1 Vol. I, p. 83, Pl. XLIII, figs.1c7 7
2b, 5a, 1868.
Abiet·ites d1~bins Lx. ex p. Lesquerenx: Tert. Fl., p. 81, Pl. VI, figs. 20, 21, 21a.
Knowlton: Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 105, p. 46, 1893.
8eq~wia

Tvi'O small virorn fragments are referred to this species. They are
obscure, but 1vith little doubt are correctly referred to this form.
Habitat: Mount Everts; about 100 feet above coal mine on ·west end,
below l\famrnoth Hot Springs; collected by F. H. Knowlton, July 26, 1888.
1\WN XXXII, PT II--.42
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PHRAGMITE S FALCATA 11.

sp.

Pl. LXXVIII, :fig. 5.

Leaves narrowly lanceolate, with a long acuminate a.pex; nerves rather
sparse, about ten in the width of the leaf; intermediate nerves obsolete.
This species rests upon the fragment figured, and, scanty as the
material is, differs niarkedly from the species with which it is associated
and to which it is most closely related-th at is, P. alaskana Heer.
The fragment is 8 em. in length and 11 mm. in width. It tapers for a.
distance of 5 em. to a long, sharp })oint, thereby differing from P. alaskana,
which is."obtuse or obtusely mucronate." The primary nerves are 1 min.
apart and reasonably distinct. The secondary or fine nerves can not be
made out, owing to. the poor state of preservation.
Habitat: Mount Everts, near summit of west end; collected by J:i'. H.
Knowlton, July 27, 1888.
GEONOMITE R SCHIMPERI

Lx.

Geonomites saliimperi Lx.: Tert. Fl., p. 116, Pl. X, fig. 1 (1878).
Sa.ba.l major 'I Ung. Lesquereux : Fifth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. and Geog. Surv. Terr.,
p. 295, 1871·(1872).

This species·was collected with Anemia subc1·etacea, and the specimeus
<>n which it is based are preserved in the United States National Museum.
The species has not been since collected.
Habitat: "Divide between the source of Snake River and the southern
.shore of Yellowstone Lake."
MYRICA. BOLANDER!~

Lx.

Pl. LXXVIII, fig. 4.

JVIyriaa bolande1·i Lx.: Tert. Fl., p.133, Pl. XVII, :fi.g.17.(1878).
·llex tc.ndulata Lx;: 1 Seventh Ann. l~ept. u.S. Geol; and-Geog. Surv. Terr., 1873 (1874),
p.416.

I refer this single fragment with some hesitation to this species. It
differs slightly from the type ·specimen, which also appears to be the only
one thus far mentioned. · The one un:der discussion is about the same size
When this was transferred to Myrica., the specific ·name 11ndu.lata became preoccupied by M.
undulata .(Heer) Schimp., Pal. Veg., Vol. II, P· 546 (1870-1872).
1
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and has the same toothing in the upper portion, differing only in being a
little more acute than the type. The basal portion is wa.nting.
The locality which afforded the original specimen is unknown ( cf. Tert.
. Fl., p. 133), but from the fact that it vfas sent to Lesqnereu x with a lot of
material from near Florissant, Colorado, it \vas assumed to belong to the
Green River group. It is preserved in the collection of the United States
National Museum (No. 1652), and appears to have a.etua.lly cmne from the
Inori:'sant shale.
Habitat: Mount Everts, near summit, on .western end; collected by
F. H. Knowlton, July 27, 1888.
QuEHCUS ELLISIANA

Pl. LXXVII, fig.

Lx.

o.

Qu.m·c1M ellisiana TJX.: Fifth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. and Geog-. Surv. Terr., 1871 (1872),
p. 297; 'rert. Fl.,}). 155, Pl. XX, figs. 4, 5, 7, 8, 187ti.

A considerable number of specimens tha.t leave no doubt· as to the
correctnes s of their determination.
Tht:l example figured is only partially preserved and is much la.rger
than is usual in this species. It has, however, the shape a.nd nervation of
Q. ellisiana, and I refer it with some hesitation to this form.
Habitat: Mount Everts, Ilear the summit of the west end; collected
by F. H. Knowlton, July 27, 1888. 'rhe figured specimen vms collected
by George M. \Vright, July 7, 1885, on the top of .Mount Everts, on the
west face.
MALAPOEN NA WEEDIANA ~ Kn.
Malapoenna tr-eediana Kn.: Bull. U.S. Geol. Snrv. No. 1(>2, p. 142, 1898.
Litsea weediana Kn.: Bull. U. S. Geol. Sun·. No. 105, p. 55, ISB3.
Te1·anthem sessil·~tlont. IJx. ex. p. Lesquerenx : Tert. Fl., p. 217, Pl. XXXV, fig. !J, 1878.

There is a single, much bi·oken fragn:ient that appears to belong to this
species. It is too fragmenta ry to be· positive.
Habitat: Top of Mount Everts, west face;· collectecl .by George M.
Wright, July 7, 1885.
p ALIURUS MINaiU~ ll. sp. .
. Pl. LXXVII, figs. 7-'-'9.

Leaves thin, membranaceous, 1}ea1~ly_ ~il'cular 'in· outline, very slightly
wedge-sha ped at base, rounded and- obtuse at apex; margin perfectly
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entire; equally five-nerved from. the base, with .an occasional branching of
the ot;tside nerve, maki1ig the leaf appear seven-nerved; midnerve thin,
straight, passing to the upper border; other nerves of same strength,
camptodrome, arching in bows and joining the m:idvein or midrib; lateral
branches fe'"~' at an acute angle; finer nervation not preserved.
This fine. characteristic species is represented by a number of fairly
well preserved examples, the best of which are figured. rrhey are about
2.8 em. in length and about the same in width. rrhey are nearly circular
in shape, being :;lightly wedge-shaped at the base, but pe1fectly obtuse at
the apex. The nerves are all of about equal strength and divide the space
of the blade into approximately equal areas. 1."'hey occasionally branch,
especially the thin central ones.
1.'his species is undoubtedly quite closely allied to several described
forms. From Pali~wus colombi Heer 1 it differs in shape and nervation. It
is very much like some of the small leaves of P. zizyphoides Lx., 2 from the
Laramie of Erie, Colorado, and Black Buttes, \Vyoming, but they differ in
having the nerves arising from the midrib ·well above the ba.se of the blade.
~he species under discussion has precisely the same shape nnd much the
same nervation as Zizyphus meekii .Lx.,S hut this cHffers essentially in having
a dentate margin.
On the whole it may he characterized by its circular shape, entire
margin, and five nerves from the base.
Habitat: North of Pinyon Peak, on Wolverine Creek, Yellowstone
National Park; collected by Arnold Hague, August 10, 1887.

P ALIURUS

ZlZYPHOIDES ~

Lx.

Pl. LXXVIII, fig. 3.

Paliu1·us zizyphoides Lx.: Tert. l!"'I., p. 274, Pl. LI, :fi.gs. 1-6, 1878.

This very small leaf is broken at the. base and otherwise obscure, but
seems to belong to this· species.
Habitat: North of Pinyon Peak, on Wolverine Creek; collected by
Arnold Hague, August 10, 1887.
Lesquei:eux, Tert. Fl., p. 273, Pl. L, figs. 13-17.
.
cit., Pl. LI, fig. 2.
3 0p. cit., p. 275, Pl. LI, figs.10-14.

1

~op.
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DoMBEYOP SIS PLATANOID ES

Lx.

Pl. LXXVIII, fig. 1.

JJornbeyopsis platanoides Lx.: Tert. Fl., p. 254, Pl. XLVII, fias. 1, 2, 1878.

A single specimen.
Habitat: Top of Mount Everts, west face; collected by George ni.
Wright, July 7, 188n.
ANnRmiED A GRAYANA

Heer..

And1·omeda g·1·ayana Heer: Fl. Foss . .Alaska, p. 34, Pl. VIII, fig. 5. Lesqi1ereux:
Tert. Fl., p. 234, Pl. XL, fig. 4. Knowlton: Bull. U. S. Geol. Snrv. No .. 105,
p. 56.

Habitat: l\fount Everts, near the summit of the west end; collected
b)~ F. H. Knowlton, Ji1ly 27, 1888.
TRAP A 1 MICROPHYL LA

Lx.

Pl. LXXVII, figs. 3, 4.

Trapa? microphylla Lx.: Tert. Fl., p. 295, Pl. LXI, figs. 16-l/a.. Ward: Types Laramie .Fl., p. 64, Pl. XXVIII, figs. 2-5.

This is undoubted ly the same spedes as that figured by Lesquereux
from Point of Rocks, V\Tyoming, and by ·ward from Burns Ranch, on the
l<?wer Yellowstone. It shows more the habit of the specimen figured by
Ward, but has the general nervation of all the specimens referred to this
species.
In fig. 15a of Tertiary Flora the leaflets are petioled, while in fig. 15
they are clearly similar to Professor \Vard's examples.
These curious but well-marked leaves can not possibly belong to the
genus Trapa as we now understand it, but as I am at present absolutely
unable to suggest any other affinity, I can do nothing but leave their
correct determination to be settled by future workers.
Habitat: North of Pin:yon Peak, on .Wolverine· Creek; collected by.
Arnold Hague, August 10, 1887.
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DIOSPYROS STENOSEPALA Heer.
Diospy1·os stenosepala Heer. Lesquerenx: Fifth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. and Geog.
Surv. Terr., p. 296, 1871 (1872).

Habitat: "Divide between the source of Snake River and the southern
shore of Yellowstone Lake."
FRAXINUS DENTICULATA Heer.
Pl. LXXVIII, fig. 6.
Fraxinus denticulata Heer: Fl. Foss. Arct., Vol. I, p. 118, Pl. XVI, fig. 4; Pl. XL VII,
fig. 2. Lesquereux: Tert. Fl., p. 228, Pl. XL, figs. 1, 2.

Several well-preserved specimens that are referred with certainty.
Besides these there are several other well-preserved examples, of which the
one figured is perhaps the best, that are somewhat larger than the types,
but still appear to belong with them. The nervation is obs~ure, but the
shape and toothed margin are· quite similar.
Habitat: l\Jount Everts, near summit of the west end; collected by
F. H. Knowlton, July 27, 188'8.
VIBURNUM ROTUNDIFOLIUM

Lx.

Pl. LXXVII, fig. 10; Pl. LXXVIII, figs. 3, 8, 9.
Viburnum 1·otundijolium, l;x.: Tert. Fl.", p. 225, Pl. XXXVII, fig. 12; Pl. XXXVIII,
fig.10; Pl. LXI, fig. 2,2.

'rhere is considerable difference in size among the specimens, but they
seem to belong together, and to approach quite closely to Lesquereux's
species. The small leaf shown in fig. 9, for instance, is certainly the same
as the plant figurecl. by Lesquereux (loc. cit., Pl. LXI, fig. 22), while fig. 8
is like fig. 10, Pl. XXXVIII (loc. cit.).
Habitat: North of Pinyon Peak, on ·wolverine Creek; collected by
Arnold Hague, Augu~t 10, 1887.
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Ta.ble showing geological distribzttion of La7'a1nie plants.
Yellowston e National
Park.
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DISCU SSION OF LARAM IE FLORA .

It will ·he observed that there are only three localities within the
Yellowstone N ationa.l Park that have afforded Laramie plants, viz: Near the
summit of' l\1ount Everts, the valley of Wolverine Creek, and ·the more or
less doubtful locality known as "divid e between the ·source of Snake River
and the southen1 part of the Yellowstone Lake." It has not been possible
to relocate the .latter.place, but as it is in a region in which Laramie strata
are known to occur, and several of the species represented have since been
found in Laramie strata outside, it is assumed to be correct.
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This flora embraces only 18 spe.cies, of which number 8 are confined
to the :Mount Everts locality, 7 to \Volverine Creek, and· 3 to the· abovementioned doubtful locality.
Of the 8 species found at Mount Everts, 1 (Phmgmites .falcata) is
described as new, and 2 species (Quercus ellisiana ~mel Dombeyopsis platanoicles) have never before been found outside of the so-caliecl Bozeman
Laramie. The 2 species regarded as doubtful (J.lfyrica bolandcri · and
111alapoenna u;eecliana) depend on n. single fragment ea.cli and are obviously
of no value in determining the age. They are found normally in much
higher horizons. Of the 3 remaining species, Sequ.oia reichenbachi has
been found in the Livingston beds, but is also foun(l in the true Laramie,
and· abundantly in still older strata. Andromeda grayana and Pmxinus
denticulata have been found in both Laramie and Livingston beds in the
Bozeman area.
The evidence of the fossil plants confirms that derived from the study
-of the stratigraphy, namely, that the beds near the summit of Mount
Everts are of Laramie age.
Of the 7 species from Wolverine Creek, 3-Aspleniu.m, hag·uei, Onoclea
1ni1zima, and ·Paliun(.s minimu.s-are described as new. The first of these
does not a})pear to have any very close relatives in North America., but
apparently finds its nearest a~1alogue in certain species from the Cretaceous of Greenland. Onoclea 1ninima, on the other hand, is very close indeed
to a fern from Point of Rocks, \Vyoming, that has been described under the
manuscript name of JiVooclu;ardia crenate~. The \Vyoming plant depends on
two or three small fragments, which, as pointed out under the diagnosis of
Onoclea, are hardly sufficient to properly characterize it. It is quite possiNe that ·when nevY material shall be obtained these hvo plants will be found
idei1tical. Palh~ms'minimus is perhaps nearest to P. zizyphoides from Black
Buttes, Wyoming, and Erie, Colorado. The 4 remaining species are
distributed as follows : Sequ.oic~ langsclorfii is represented by 1 small branch- .
let, and the identification is probably correct, as it is an easily recognized
species. It has a wide geological and geographical distribution, being
-especially abundant in the lower Fort. Union beds. Paliunr..s minimus is
doubtfully identified in this material. As stated abo~'e, it is a t1ue Laramie species. Vib~wnum 1·otuncli.foli~~1n is also a Laramie species. It has
never before been found outside of the type locality, ·which is Point of
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Rocks and Black Buttes, \Vyoming-. 'rhe most interesting species is Tmpa.?
micTophylla. It is represented by several perfectly characteristic specimens.
and was
1.,his species vvas first described from Poi1~t of Rocks, \V vomilw,
b
·'
found later by Professor Ward in lowest Fort Union beds, near the mouth
of the Yellowstone River. The \V olverine. Creek specimens a.p1~roach
closest to Professor \V ard's specimens. Professor \~Tard is of the opinion
that these lmver beds represent the Laramie, since the plants in them differ
from those in the undoubted Fort Union beds.
The three species from the divi.de between Snake River and the
southern part of Ye1lovi Stone Lake are of little value in determining the
age. Geonomites schimpe1·i. has never been found in any other locality, and
Dio,spy1·os stenosepala is ,;.ery doubtful indeed. It has not since been collected, and the specimen on which Lesquereux based his determination can
not now ·be found. The only remaining species, Anemia s~r.bc1·etacea or
Gymnog·ramma haydenii of Lesquereux, has a wide distribution, having been
found in the Laramie, Denver, and Eocene.
7

DESCRIPTION OF FOSSlL PLANTS FROM THE TERTIARY OF THE
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK.
PLANT S, EXCLU SIVE OF FOSSIL WOOD .
.FILICES.
WooDWARD IA PREAREOI,A.TA n.

sp.

Pl. LXXIX, fig. 1.

Frond pinnate; pinnre alternate, lanceolate, with slightly undulate
margins, connate at their bases, forming a broad wing on the rachis; nervation strongly reticulated, consisting of one or two rows of long hwume
next to the main rachis and along the secondary rachis, and the remainder
forming large polygonal, slightly elong-ated, meshes.
Unfortuna tely the specimen figured represents the only example found.
It is far from perfect, being only ·a segment from the middle of a fro;nd,
and consequently no idea can be gained of the outline of the whole frond.
The segment of the main rachis is. 8 em. long. The pinmB are regularly
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alternate-th at is; are the same distance apart. They ::tre a.t least 6 em. in
length and 2 em. in width. · The full length and form of the ::tpex could not
be determined. The nervation is well shown in the figure.
This species is undoubtedly very closely related to the living TiJToodwarclia areolata (L.) Moore-so closely, in fact, that it is hardly possible to
separate them satisfactorily: 'rhe pinnm are alternate, of the same shape,
and have identical nervation in both. The only difl'erence is that the
margins of the pinnm are entire in the fossil and more or less serrate in the
living species. It is possible that more material of the fossil form 1vould
show differences in this respect and bring them absolutely together.
This new fossil species· much-resembles Onoclea sensibilis fossilis Newberry, from the Fort Union group, but it differs i1.1 having strictly alternate
pinnre that are as far apmt as it is possible to be; The pinnm are also without
lobes of any kind, being only slightly unclu:lated. The nervation differs
slig·htly in producing more elongated areolm in 0. sensibilis fossilis.
In nervation TY p1·ea1Y:.olata resembles liV. lc~tiloba Lx./ from the Denver group, but differs markedly in having· the pinnre unlobed.
Habitat: Northeast side of Crescent Hill, opposite small pond; collected by F. H. Knowlton and G. E. Culver, August 2, 1888.
AsPLEXIUM IDDING::n n.

sp.

Pl. LXXIX, figs. 2, 3; Pl. LXXX,· figs. 9, 10.

Frond large, at least twice pinnate; main rachis thick, slightly zigzag;
pinnm alternate, remote, standing at an n,ngle of 30° to 45°, long-lanceolate,
tapering to a rather slender apex, rachis strong, often abruptly curved
upward, cut into numerous alternate, oblong, obtusely-acu minate pinnules
with upward-turn ing points;. nervation of pinnules simple, consisting of a
slender midnerve ancl ::tbout 9 pairs of unforked, close, parallel branches,
·which are slightly arched fonvard in passing to the borders; sori oblong,
nearer the margin than the miclnerve.
This fine species is represented by a large number of \Yell-preserved
specimens. It appears to have been a very large fern, possibly several
times pinnate, but none of the specimens show the larger connections. The
largest rachis with pinnm attached is 4 mm. thick, but m1 the same stone,· and
Tert. Fl., p. 54, Pl. III, figs. 1, la.

1
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evidently of the same species, are stems or rachises fully 8 mm. thick. There
is some evidence to indicate that they 1vere combined into a very larg-e
frond, but it is not conclusive. The long-est example is a.bout 20 em. longand· spreads about 9 em. The longest pinna (Pl. LXXX, fig. 9) is preserved
for 9 em. and still lacks the terminal portion. The pim1re vary in width
from 10 to 24 mm., depending upon the portion taken.
The pinnre are cut into oblong acuminate pinnules, the sinus sometimes extending to within one-third of their length of the base, but usually
to about half the length. Pinnules 1vith a slender midnerve a.nd 7 to 10,
usually 9, pairs of close, unforked nerves. The lower nerves of adjoining
pinnules unite at a low angle mid pass upvmrcl and end in the sinus.
Fruit dots were observed only on one small fragment (PL LXXIX,
.fig. 2). They are obscure, but as nearly as can be made out they. are
oblong and near the margin of the pinnules. Unfortunately none of the
larger specimens are fruiting, but a.pparently they a.ll belong to the same
.
specres.
I do not recall any fossil species to which this seems to be allied. A
number that have been described resemble it, but none closely enough to
constitute specific similarity.
I have named this species in honor of Prof. Joseph P. Iddings, of the
University of Chicago, who pointed out the loc<tlity which afforded the best
specimens.
Habitat: Yellowstmie River, above mouth of Hellroaring Creek (figs.
3, 10); bank of Yellowstone, one-half mile below mouth of Elk Creek, base
·of bluff (figs. 2, 9); collected by F. H. Knol'.'lton from Fossil Forest Ridge,
bed No. 6, "Platanus bed," August, 1888. One specimen collected by
Lester F. "\Vard and F. H. Knowlton, August, 1887.
AsPLENIUM MAGNUM n.

sp.

Pl. LXXIX, figs. 5-8, Sa.

Frond simple, pinnatifid, sometimes nearly pinn<tte below, long lanceolate in outline, from a regular obtusel)r wedge-shaped base, and extending
into a long slender apex; cut into numerous, mainly alternate, ovate, sharppointed lobes, those at the base being sometimes cut nearly to the rachis,
those above less and less until the apex is nearly entire; nervation of the
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lobes or pinnules consisting of a strong miclnerve passing to the tip, :and
6 or 8 pairs of alternate once-forked lateral nerves; fruit dots ·not seen.
This large and striking species is the most abunda,nt fern found in the
Park. It is represented in ·the collection by fully,40 specimens, all from
one locality. The largest example (fig. 7) is 17.5 em. long a:nd 2.5 em.
broad, and still lacks the terminal portion. It has n, stipe 8 mm. long and 2
mm. thick. Fig. 5 is lG em. long and 23 mm. broad, and lacks both base
and apex. Some of the fronds must have been fully 25 em. long.
This species is 1vell characterized. It has a thick grooved ra.chis (lmm.)
and a short thick stipe.. The lobes or pinnules are irregularly ovate, separated usuaJly to the middle by a, sharp sinus, and having a sharp upwardpointing apex. The nervation consists of a stroug miclnerve ending in the
apex and al:JOut 7 pairs of alternate forked branches. As in the former
species, the lo"\ver nerves of adjacent lobes unite and pass upward to the
sums. Occasionally there may be an unforked nerve, but it is the exception.
This species is associated in the same beds with A. iddingsi and much
resembles it, differing, however, in having apparently simple fronds that
are uniformly larger than the pinnre of the former species, and in having
the nervation of the lobes always forking (see fig. 8 and 8a). It differs
further in having a short stipe and in lmving the upper portion nearly or
quite entire.
The correctness of this generic reference is of course a matter of more
or less doubt, as no fruiting· specimens have bee1i found, but the fern appears
to be allied generically at least to A. icldingsi. It is certainly a well-marked
species for geological purpo'ses.
Habitat: YeJlowstone Hiver, one-half mile below mouth of Elk Creek,
Yellowstone National Park, at base of bluff; collected by F. H. Kno~vlton,
August, 1888.
AsPLENIUM

ERosmd. (Lx.) Kn.

Pl. LXXX, fig. 6.
A8plenium e1'08U7n (IJx.) Kn.: Bull. U.S. Geol. Surv. No. 152, p. 45, 1898.

Pter'is

erose~

Lx.: Tert. Fl., p. 53, Pl. IV, fig. 8.

This appears to be the same as described by Lesquererix, but is obscure
and difficult to make out. None of the specimens are complete, and all have
the nervation very poorly preserved. The margin seems . more erose than
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the type, and. the nerves may not fork. It is possible that it is a. new
species, but until better materia l can be obtaine d I have preferre d to retain
the specimens unc.le1· this species.
Habitat : Yellowstone River, one-hal f mile belo,,; mouth of Elk Creek;
collected by F. H. Knowlt on, August 13, 1888 (£g. G). Yellowstone H.iver:
1vall of canyon above mouth of Hellroa ring Creek; collected by ·w. H.
"\Veec.l, Octobe r 13, 1887.
AsPLEN IUM REMOTID ENS n.

sp.

Pl. LXXX, fig. 7.

Pinnre large, coriaceous, broadly lanceolat.e, taper pointed, obtuse
and unequa l sided at ba.se; margin with few remote sharp teeth; mid vein
strong; lateral veins at n.n angle of about 45°, simple o~· forking once some
distance above the mid vein; sori not seen.
The very perfect exampl e £gured is the only specimen 'obtained. It
is 11 em. in length and 2.5 em. broad. It is broadly lanceol ate with a
slencler taperin g a.pex and obtuse unequa l-sided base. T'he nervatio n is
Yery obscure. It is probabl e that all of the lateral Yeins fork, but. it was
not possible to make this out, and the £gure shO\vs many as unforked.
The ones that are made out to have the fork show it some distance above
their base.
This species is very closely allied to, if not indeed identical with,
Aspleni nm eroswn (Lx.) Kn./ from the Denver formation of Coloraclo. It
has exactly the sa1ne shape, but differs in having fe1v remote teeth, aiJ.d in tl1e
branchi ng of the veins. In A. eroswn the veins fork at the base and occa.sionally above the middle. In any case the species are very close togethe r
and may be combin ed at any time if future materia l from. the Yellowstone
Nationa l Park shows variatio n in the characte rs now relied upon for their
separati on.
Habitat : Yello~rstone River, one-hal f mile below mouth of Elk Creek7
at base of bluff; collecte d by F. H. Knowlt on, August, 1888.
DRYOPT ERIS WEEDII 11.

sp.

Pl. LXXX, :fig. 8; Pl. LXXXI, fig. 2.

Frond twice pinnate ; pinnre probabl y lanceola te in outline; pimiule s
1

fig.l.
Under Pteris erosa Lx., Tert. Fl., p. 53, Pl. IV, fig. 8; Cret. and Tert. Fl., p. 121, Pl. XIX,
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opposite or subopposite, nearly at right angles to the rachis, long-lanceolate,
rather abruptly acuminate, cut to within a very short distance of the rachis;
nervation simple, consisting of a strong straight midvein and numerou s
(about 20) pair13 of opposite, parallel, unbranch ed, lateral nerves; fruit
dots small, round, on the backs of the nerves midway between the midvein
andthe margin.
Thi~ beautiful species is represen ted by several specimens, the best of
which is shown in fig. 8. The pinnules are opposite or subopposite. They
are long, slender, and pointing upv.rarcl. The nervation is very regular,
consisting of the strong mid vein and 18 to 20 or more pairs of opposite
parallel veins. The fruit clots are distinct, though small, and borne on the
veins midway between the midvein and margin.
rrhis species is closely allied to Lastrea golcliana (Lx.) Kn.,' from the
Denver beds of Golden, Colorado. It does not so closely resemble the
figure given by Lesquere1.1x as it does certain forms that hiwe been referred
to it in my forthcoming monogr~ph of the Laramie and allied formations.
'rhe t)rpe of the species is described by Lesquere ux as having 5. to 7 pairs
of nerves, ·while the forms that I have referred to it have 10 pairs, with
no other apparent difference. Dri;opteris weeclii, as stated, has 18 to 20 or
more pairs. The pinnules are from 10 to 1G mm. long and about 5 mm.
broad, whereas those of L. golclia.na are only 7 to 9 mm: long and 3 or 4
min. broad.
From this it is clear that these tvw ·species are quite closely related,
a.nd possibly a larger series of specimens might show them to be identical,
but for the present it is best .to regard them as different.
I have named this species in honor of 1\fr. Walter Harvey \Veed, by
whom the first specimens 1vere collected.
Habitat: Yellowstone River, breccia in wall of canyon above mouth
of Hellroar ing Creek (Pl. LXXXI, fig. 2); collected )Jy \V alter Harvey
Weed, October 13, 1887. Oliff on Yellowstone River (left hand), short
distance above mouth of Hellroar ing Creek (Pl. LXXX, fig. 8); collected
by F. H. Knowlto n, August 10, 1888.
'This was first called Aspidimn goldia.nu.m by Lesguereux (Seventh Ann. Rept., 1873:. p. 393), but.
was
later cltHnged to Laetrea ( Goniopterib) goldiana ( cf. Tert. Fl., p. 56, Pl. IV, Jig. 13).
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DRYOPTERIS X.A.NTHOLITHENSE 11.

sp.

PI. LXXXI, fig. 1.

Frond pinnate~; pinnre lanceolate; pinnules opposite, lanceolate-deltoid,
obtuse, cut to within one-third of their length of the bnse, much arched
upward at the point; nervation simple, consisting of 1vell-marked midvein
and 9 or 10 pairs of opposite, parallel, unbranched lateral veins; sori large,
round, on the hicks of the .veins at about one-third of their length from
the midvein.
·Of this well-marked species the single specimen figured was the only
one found. It is not preserved entire, the fragment being ·about 5 .em. in
length. There is therefore no means of knowing whether. or not it was
simple or compound. The portions of the pinnre preserved are of the ~:lame
vvidth throughout, showing that they probably came from the middle portion. The pinnules are opposite and arise at au angle of 30° or 40° from
the rachis. They are lanceolate-de ltoid in shape, and about 12 mm. long
and 5 mm. broad, being much arched upward at the extremity. The fruit
dots are .large, round, and placed on the backs of the veins near the midvein.
This species is allied to Dryopte1·is weedii, from which it clearly differs
in hav1ng much shorter, arching pinnules, only 9 or 10 pairs of nerves, and
larger fruit clots which are neare~· ~he miclvein. 'l'he nervation is the same
in character, but differs,· as stated, in number of pairs of ,;eins.
From Last1·ea ,qolcliana this species differs in much the same manner.
It has more arching pinnules, and i·s quite different in general appearance.
rrhe number Of pairs of nerves is, however, about the same i all of IYhich
.
goes to show that these three species are closely related.
Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge, Yellowstone Nationa1Pai·k, bed No. G,
"Platanus bed;" collected by Lester F. ··ward and F. H. Knowlton, August
19, 1887.
DEY ALLIA ~ MONTANA ll.

sp.

PI. LXXIX, fig. 4.

Frond thin, twice pinnate, possibly more compounded; rachis strong;
pinnre alternate, lanceolate, ·ending· in a sharp, hair-like point; cut into 5
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or 6 lobes or pinnules, the sinuses toward the base going nearly to the
seeonclary rachis, more entire near the apex; ·lower pinnules or divisions
2 or 3 toothed, all, but especially the terminal· pinnules, ending. in long,
slender, outward-pointing teeth; nervation simple, .consisting of a strong
secondary rachis with rather delicate nerves pointing to the pinnules; the
nerves near the base two or thre.e times branching, the branches entering
the teeth; nerves near the extremity unbranched.
The small fragment figured represents all that was found of this
species. It is only about 30 mm. long and 25 rhm. broad, the pinnre being
17 mm. in length and approximately 10 mm. in ·width.
N otwithstauding the smallness of the fragment, there is. enough to
show that it differs markedly from any other form in the Park flora. I am
quite at "loss, however, to indicate its generic affinities. I have placed it
under Devallia tentatively, and can only hope that subsequept material will
serve to fix more satisfactorily its position.
·'
Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge, Yellowstone National Park, bed No.
3, "Magnolia bed;" collected by Lester F. ·ward and F. H. Knowlton,
August 16-19, 1887.
LYGODIUM

KAULFUSII

Heer.

PI. LXXX, ftgs. 1-3.
Lygod·i~tm

neu1·optero·irles Lx.: Tert. Fl., p. 61, Pl. V, figs. 4-7; PI. VI, fig. 1.

According to Gardner, 1 the lAjgodium neuTOj)teToides of Lesquereux is
absolutely identical with L. kaulfusii of Heer. Lesquereux was shown
specimens of the true L. liaulfitsi·i from the British Eocene and prop.ounced
them "positively identical" with his ·species from the Green River group
and later formations. A glance at Gardner's 2 figures shows that it is impossible to separate the American specimens.
This species was found at two localities in the Yellowstone National·
Park, namely, on the Yellowstone River below the mouth- of Elk Creek,
and on the north bank of the Lamar River between Cache and Calfee
creeks. The specimens from below Elk Creek are h1 hard., rather coa,rsegrainecl rock at the base of the section. T4ey are very large, having lobes
I

Brit. Eoc. a., Pt. I, Filices, p. 47.

•Op. cit., Pl. VII, :figs.l,_ 3-8; Pl. X, :fig.ll.
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8 em. long and 2 em. broad, and very much resemble a figure of this species
given by Ne·wberry, 1 from the Pacific coast.
The specimens from the Lamar River are much slenderer, being 7 em.
long and less than 1 em. broad. Some of them, as fig. 2, are very small and
delicate. In nervation the specimens from both localities a.gree perfectly,
as they do with European specimens.
Habitat: Y ello1vstone River, one-half mile below mouth of Elk Creek,
at base of section; co1lected by F. H. Knowlton, August 13, 1888. North
bank of Lamar River, between Cache and Calfee creeks; collectecl by F. H.
Knowlton, Ang·ust 21, 1888.
Osn:IUNDA AFFINIS

Lx.

Pl. LXXX, figs. 4, 5.
Os?Jwnrln a:t'Ji.nis Lx.: Tert. FJ., p. GO, Pl. JV, fig. 1.

The Park collection contains specimens. of several detached pinnules
that it seems necessary to refer to this species. They are about the same
size as Lesquereux's type specimen, but are better, in tha.t they shovi' the
bases of the pinnules.·
In the collection of Denver group plants recently 1vorkecl up there are
a number of specirnens of this species, some of which are very fine. One
in particular, which has been figured for the forthcoming monograph of the
Laramie and allied formations, is very large and perfect. It has a long
zigzag rachis with numerous sessile pinnules alternately atta.ched. They
have a distinctly heart-shaped base, a slightly undulate margin, and a
tapering but obtus.e apex. In all these particulars, as well as in nervation,
the P::t,rk specimens agree. The latter are a Httle shorter than the Denver
specimens, and one is a trifle broader, but the differences are unessential.
·There is no knowing the part of the frond from which they came, and this
may readily account for discrepancies.
.
Habita.t: Southeast side of hill north of Lost Creek, Yellowstone
National Pa{·k, bed No. 1, about 6,5!10 feet altitude; collected by F. I-I.
Knowlton, August 5, 1888.
J

MON XXXII, PT I I - 4 3

Plates, Pl. LXII, fig. 1. [Ined.]
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EQUISETACE1E.
EQUISETUM HAGUE!

n. sp.

PI. LXXXI, figs. 3, 4.

Stem simple, striate, articulate; articulations _rather long; sheaths
short; teeth long, appressed, sharp-pointed.
1'his species is represented by numerous fragments, ma.ny of which,
however, show the sheaths. 1'he stem is from 4 to G mm. broa.d and the
articulations are 5 to G em. in length. It is pla.inly striate, with usually ~
ribs. 1'he sheaths, ·which are darker in color than the Rt~m, are G or 7 mm.
in length and are provided with closely appressed,-very sharp-pointed teeth,
about 3 mm. long.
If there are 8 or 9 ribs now visible in the flattened stems, it seems
safe _to assume, inasmuch as they were cylinc1rical, that they have 1G or 18
ribs, and an equal number of teeth.
It was at first. supposed· tha.t these specimens could be referred to E.
limosum L. [see following speciesJ,I as identified by Lesquereux from ~nate
rial collected by Hayden froni basaltic rocks near the Yellowstone Lake;
but an examination of the type specimen preserved in the United States
National Museum (No. 41) shows that they can iwt be the same. Lesquereux's specimen has only 4 or 5 ribs visible, making, as he says, about 10
for the entire diameter, 1vhile this has 16 to 18, and possibly as many as 20.
The segments of the stem are only about 1 em. in length in Lesquereux's
specimen and G ·or 7 en;.. in the one under discussion. rrhe sheaths are
alRo longer and the teeth sharper in E. hag~wi.
Among living species this seems to approach closely to E. limoswn L.;
more closely, in fact, than does the specimen referred to E. limos·wm by
Lesquereux.
·
I have named this species in honor of Mr. Arnold Hague, ·who pointed
out the locality where it was found.
Habitat: Southeast8rn end of hill north of Lost Creek, Yell01vstone
N ationa.l Park, bed No. 5; collected by F. H. Knowlton, 1888.
1 Fifth

Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. mHlGeog. Surv. Terr., 18il. (1872), p. 299; Tert. Fl., p. 69, Pl. VI, fig. 5.
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Kn.

Eqniset11.111. lesq11.ereu.rii Kn.: Bull. U.S. Geol. Surv. No. 152, p. !H, 1898.
Eq1tisetnm limos1tm Linn. Lel'lq nerenx: Fifth Ann. l~ept. U. S. Geol. a11d Geog. Surv.
Terr., 1871 (1872), p. 29U; Tert. Fl., p. 69, Pl. V 1, fig. 5.

As already stated under E. haguei, the type specimen of this species is
in the United States National Museum (No. 41). 'I'he figure given in Tert.
Fl. (Pl. .VI, fig. 5) is much more perfect than the specimen proves to be.
The figure shows 7 ribs and the same number of teeth, ·which would make
at least 14 ribs for the vdlOle stem. rrhe specimen shows only 4 or 5 ribs,
and the sheaths and teeth are very obscure.
As it seems very unlikely that it should belong to the living species,
I have ventured to change it, and have named it in honor of Professor
Lesquereux.
Habitat: "Near Yellovirstone Lake, among basaltic rocks."
EQUISETUM OANALICULATUll:r

n. sp.

Pl. LXXXI, figs. G, 7.

Stem large, about 50-ribbed; articulate; articulation long; shea.th
obscure, but apparently short; teeth numerous, short-appressed, sha-rppointed.
This species is represented by the hvo fragments figured and a number
of other doubtful ones, which are hardly enough to properly characterize
the species; but they seem to differ from all described species likely to
occur in this region, and I have ventured to give them a ne1v name.
More pe1fect material may bring out the relationship.
The longest stem (fig. G) is about G em. in length, and the broadest
on that piece of material is 13 mm. The other specime1:- (fig. 7) is 5 em.
long and 21 mm. broad. ~The ribs are distinct, yet not specially strong.
They number, as nearly as can be made out, about 25 on a side, or
approximate ly 50 for the entire diameter. The length of the segments can
not be made out. The sheath is also obscure. It may be that fig. G represents a single sheath; if so, it is long, but the other specimen gives slight
evidence of having a short sheath. The teeth are short and appressed and
end in slender points. As near as can be made out, there are about 25
teeth in view, or something like 50 for the whole· stem.
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The two stems shown in the upper part of fig. 6 show a distinct line
of tubercles about the slight constriction. They probably represen t the
lower portions of the stems.
Habitat: Yancey Fossil Forest, heels near the upright stumps (fig.
6); collected by F. H. Knowlton, August 28, 1888. End of Specime n
Ridge, opposHe Junction Butte, near large upright stumps; collected by
Lester F. \Varcl and E. C: Alderson, August 26, 1887. Yellowstone River,
one-half .mile below Elk Creek, at base of bluff; collected by F. H.
Knmlirlton, August 27, 1888. Cliff west of Fossil Forest Ridge; collected
by 'Nard and Kno-vvlton, August 16, 1887.
EQUISETU M DECIDUU:M

n. sp.

PI. LXXXI, :fig. 5.

Stems large, many-rib bed, articulate, sheathed ; sheaths short, without
teeth.
This form is represen ted by several specimens, all very fragmen tary
and obscure. It has the stem 15 mm. in diameter, and the sheath 14
mm. in length. The. diaphrag m is _clearly shown in 2 specimens, and
appears to have been thick. The sheath is r.lose and without teeth,
which probably inidcates relationship of this species with living species,
such as E. hiemale, E. 't"Obustwn, etc., having deciduous teeth.
Habitat: · Yellowstone River, one-half mile below the mouth of Elk
Creek, base of bluff (fig. 5); collected by F. H. Knowlto n, August 27,
1888. Fossil Forest Ri~ge, bed No. 6, "Platanu s bed;'' collected by
Ward and Knowlto n, August 19, 1887.
CON][FER.iE.
PINUS GRACILIST ROBUS 11

sp.

Pl. LXXX, fig. 12.

Cone lanceolate, about 12 mm. ii1 diameter and about 45 mm. long
(neither ba.se nor apex preserve d); scales in 7 or 8 rows, regularly
rhomboi dal in shape, about 6 mm. in transvers e and about 5 mm. in vertical
dimension; scales umbonat e, with usually 3 slight projections on the
lower angle.
The specimen figured is the only one found of this species. At first
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sight it seems hardly possible to have so long and narrow a cone with so
large scales, but this cone is preserved entire-that is, it has been pressed
flat, and by turi).ing· it around· the entire series of scales may be made out.
It is now pressed into- an elliptical shape, with a long diameter of about
12 mm. and a short diameter of about 5 mm. Its length, as already stated,
is approximately 45 mm.
I have not been able to find any fossil species with vvhich this can be
compared. There are a number having scales of much the same sha.pe,
but none with the same sized cone.
Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge, Yellowstone National Park, bed No. 7,
"Castanea bed;" collected by Lester F. "\Vard and F. H. K1wwlton, August
16-20, 1887.
PINUS PREMURRAYANA n. sp.
PJ. LXXXII, :fig. 5.

Cone narrowq ovate-conical, rounded at base and gradually narrowed
above to a very obtuse and rounded apex; scales thick, regularly rhomboidal, transversely wrinkled, each provided with a rounded blunt umbo, or
possibly with a short, stout spine. .
'J.lhis species is represented by the single specimen figured, and is the
most pelfectly preserved cone I have ever seen, being preserved entire, with
little or no distortion. It is about 8 em. in length. It is broadest at base,
where it is about 2.5 em. in diameter, from 1vhich point it tapers gradually
to the apex, ;where it is about 1 em. in diameter. The scales are very
tightly closed, sh01'ving that with little doubt the cone was serotinous. They
are quite regularly rhomboidal, being about 10 mm. long and 6 mm. high,
and appear to have been transversely wrinkled. The tip is thick, raised,
and was provided, in all probability, ·with a short, stout spine.
In seeking the probable affinities of this cone, a number of interesting
problems are presented, first of 1vhich is the state of rnaturity. It is, of
course, a well-known fact that all cones are tightly closed after fertiliza.tion.
and until the seeds are matured. In the majority of cases the scales open
for the discharge of the ripe seeds, yet in a number of species they remain
closed, or practically so, for many years. 'l'he seeds of these serotinous
cones may retain their vitality for years-a provision for the continuance
of the species.
Whether the cone under consideration is immature, and has the scales
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closed on this account, or is a strictly serotinous form,· is a difficult matter
to decide. On the whole it seems probable that it was nearly or quite
mature, and should be placed ani.ong those wW1 normally closed scales.
The next question is, \Vhat is the age of this cone ~-that is, is it a
coue of a recent species or does it represent an extinct form~ The phenomena are so active in the Park a.t the present time that it is perhaps.
possible for a cone of this kind to be replaced ·with silica 1vithin a comparatively short space of time. It hov.rever came from a part of the Park
where the hot-springs phenomena have ceased for a long period, and this
lends color to the idea that it is not of very recent origin. 'The probability
is, therefore, that it represents an extinct rather than a living species.
This cone clearly belongs to the pitch pines and not to the soft or white
pines, and in determining its affinities this latter group must be excluded.
At the present time there are 3 species of pines gro1ving. in the Yellowstone National Park, as follows: Pimts scopulontm, P. fi.exilis, and P. contorta
1mr1-rayanc&. Of these, P. flexilis belongs to the white pines and the others
to the so-called pitch pines, and. of these the last, or P. conto1·ta m~wrayana,
is by far the most· abundant.
I have shmvn this cone to a number of botanists familiar with the
present flora, and there seems to be much diversity of opinion as to its
probable relationship. Mr. F. V. Coville, botanist of the Department of
Agriculture, inclines to regard it as allied to au immature cone of P. scopuloncm, but a careful comparison fails to sustaii1 this vie1v. Mr. George B.
Sud \vorth~ dendrologist of the Department of Agriculture, regards it as
most closely R.llied to P. col~torta 1JUtrTayana, the lodge-pole pine, and I have
so considered it. It is of R.pproximately the same shape as mature cones of
this species, but is longer and rather narrower. It is not improbable, as
suggested by Mr. Sudworth, that it represents a form which ''vas the immediate an_cestor of P. contorta m~wrayana, and I have given it the tentative
name of p?·emu?Tayan~'Habitat: East of the Yellowstone Lake, Yellowstone National Park.
Collected by members of the Yell ow stone National Park division of the
United States Geological Survey.
PINUS

sp.

Cone lanceolate~, about 16 mm. in diameter, length of part preserved
18 mm.; scales 5 rows in part preserved, probably about 10 or 12 in
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whole cone, approximately square (or, better, rhomboidal), 5 mm. in each
direction; each scale marked by a distinct umbo, and with a prominent
ridge. along the lower part.
The sp.ecimen described is also. the only one observed. It is possible
that it may be the same as P. gracilistrobus, as jt comes from the same beds,
_but it is nearly twice the size, and differs sHghtly in t11e character of the
scales and their ma.rkings.
Neither the base npr the apex is preserved, and it is therefore impossible to know the length, but there is a slight indication that the part
preserved is near the upper end, as it is slightly narrowed. This may,
however, be due to the poor state of preservation. .
As stated under P. gracilist1·obus, it is hardly ·worth while to attempt
working out affinities with such impe1fect material.
Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge, Yellowstone :National Pa.rk} bed. No.7,
"Castanea bed;" collected by Lester F. w·ard a.ncl F. H. Knowlton, August
16-20, 1887.
Pnms MACROLEPIS n. sp.·
Pl. LXXX, fig. 11.

Sca.les thick, spatulate, rounded above, slender below, with a raised
margh1 or rim.
The mere fragment figured represents all. that ,;as found of this species.
It consists of portions of 9 sca.les, arranged in 4 spiral rows. They a.re
broadly spatulate, being rounded. above and narrow below. The largest
one is 13 mm. in length, 6 mm. broad in the upper portion, and about 3 mm.
in the lower portion. The scales were thick and. have a strong raised. rim.
There is every evidence that this was a large cone, but it is so fra.g.· mentary that. nothing can be made out but the few scales. It is useless to
attempt to work out affinities, except that it vms probably a white pine.
Habitat: Cliff west of Fossil .Forest Ridge, Yellowstone N ationa.l Park;
collected by Lester F. Ward and F. H. Knowlton, August 15, 1887.
PINUS WARDII 11.

sp ..

Leaves linear, long, apparently in twos, ribbed, not terete.
There are a considerable number of fragmentary. specimens that seem
in all probabilit y to belong to this gen.~s. They are slender,· needle-like
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leaves, about 1 mm. broad and at least 8 em. in length. They appear to
have been ribbed, or at least not terete in cross seetion. In no case has the
point or base of the leaves been observed, but from the fact that t\-vo leaves
seem to be found side by side, it seems quite probable that they were
arranged in twos, as in the living Pinus edulis Engel., P. contorta Dougl., etc.
These leaves ·have a more or less close resemblance to certain described
species, but they are too indistinct and poorly characterized to make any
comparison valuable.
Habitat: Fossil Forest. Ridge, Y ellovi'stone National Park, bed No. 4,
"Aralia bed;" altitude about 8,175 fee~; collected by Lester F. Ward and
F. H. Knowlton, August 20, 1887.
PINUS

IDDINGSI Il.

sp.

Pl. LXXXII, figs. 8, 9.

Leaves linear, very long, teretish, ribbed, in bundles of three, sheath
obscure, but apparently short.
rrhe collection contains a number of needle-shaped leaves that without
doubt belong to Pinus. 1'hey are about 2 mm. broad and at least 13 em.
long, but none are preserved entire. They appear to be associated in threes,
and h1 one case (see fig. 8) the upper portion of a sheath is preserved with
three leave's arising out of it. As near as can be made out, the leaves are
round on one. side and fiat and channeled on the other.
I have named this species in honor of Prof. Joseph P. Iddings, the
collector.
Habitat: Andesitic breccia near gulch northwest of peak west of Dunraven; collected by Joseph P. Iddings, September 12, 1883.
TAXITES

OLRIKI

Heer.

Pl. LXXXII, figs. 1, 4, 5.

Several specimens of this fine species were found. They agree closely
with the figures given by Heer 1 of specimens from Atanekerdluk, Greenland.
Habitat: Walls of the canyon of Yellowstone River above mouth of
Hellroaring· Creek, Yellowstone National Park; collected by \Valter Harvey
Weed, October 13, 1887. (Field No., 2961.)
1

Fl. Foss. Arct., Vol. I, p. 95, Pl. I, figs. 21-24c.
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SEQUOIA COUTTSVE Heer.
The material which I incline to refer to this species \vas found at only
one locality -vvithin the Park, namely, the northeast side· of Crescent Hill.
It was abundant a~1d fairly 1vell preserved. It consists of masses of slender
branches with short acute appressed leaves, in som.e cases 1vith recurvingor at least spreading· tips. In a number of cases the male aments were preserved. They are on short, slender branches covered with short scales.
The aments are made up of fev1' small, irregular scales.
'rhere is undoubtedly much confusion in regard to this species. According- to Gardner, 1 wuch of the material referred to by Heer and others,
from Greenland especially, should be relegated to another species, which
he proposed to call S. whymperi.. Gardner is also of the opinion that portions of the foliage have by various authors been separated as Glyptostrobus
ungen. These, as he points out,. are usually associated 1vith Sequoia
cones, and are "never accompanied by any trace of the persistent. ~mel very
distinct cones of G l yptostro bus." I believe this to be true, and consequently I 1vould refer to Sequoia couttsice the numerous specimens figured
by Lesquereux as Glyptost1"obu.s ~mgeri, 2 from the Green River g-roup of
Florissant, Colorado. I am also of the opinion that the specimens from the
Fort Union g-roup, at the mouth of theY ellovirstone, described by·N ewberry 3
under the name of Glyptostrobu.s e~wopceu.s Brongt., should be placed under
Sequoia couttsice. I have never seen any of these specimens, however, and
base this conclusion on the figures. I have seen a, number of specimenf3
from near the same place, collected in later years, and they seem to bear out
this conclusion. Some of the material from the so-called Laramie of Canada
also appears to be properly referable to this species. The whole subject
needs thorough revision, with specimens at hand from all 1oca1ities, and
until this can be had no determinations can be reg-arded as :final.
Habitat: Northeast side of Crescent Hill, opposite small pond, Yellowstone National Park; collected by F. H. Knov;rlton, August 2, 1888.
'Monog. Brit. Eoc. Fl., Yol. II, Pt. I, GymnosJ)crmnc, p. 39.
Cret. and Tert. Fl., p. 139, Pl. XXII, figs. 1-6a.
3 See Cret. and Tert., PI., XI, figs. 6-8.

Q
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SEQUOIA

L~NGSDORFII

(Brongt.) Heer.

Pl. LXXXU, fig. 2.
Sequoia langsdor.fii (Brongt.) Heer.: Fl. Tert. Helv., Vol. I, p. 54, PI. XX, fig. 2; Pl.
XXI, fig. 4.

This is by far the most abundant and widely distributed conifer found
in the Yellowstmie National Park, with the possible exception of Sequoia
magnifica, known only from the internal structure. It occurs in many places
and in a variety of forms-tha t is to say, the branchlets and leaves are of·
various sizes, showing that they have come from many individuals and
from dHfererit parts of the tree. They are not of the same size and character as specinien::-~ from the Fort Union group near the mouth of the Yellowst~ne, 1 being re,ther smaller and not so spreading, but they are very
much like the typical leaves figured by Heer 2 from Greenland.
In all cases, however, the attachment of the leaves appears to be
characteristic of this species. In one exceptional case the cellular structure
of the leaf could be made out. rrhis agreed pelfectly with one given by
Heer (loc. cit., fig. 21).
In one or two cases male aments were observed which much resemble
those figured by Heer (loc. cit., fig. 19).
Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge, beds Nos. 4, 6, and 7; collected by
Lester F. ·ward and F. H. Knowlton, August 16-20, 1887. Oliff west of
Fossil Forest Ridge, altitude about 7,900 feet; collected 'by Lester F.
Ward and F. H. Knowlton, August 15, 18-"17. East bank of Lamar River,
between Cache and Calfee 'creeks; collected by F. H. Knowltori, August 21,
1888. Southeast side of hill above Lost Creek, bed No. 1.; collected by
F. H. Knowlton, August 9, 1~88. Yancey fossil trees; collected by F. H.
Knowlton, August, 1888. South end of Crescent Hill, about 300 feet
above main wagon road, bed 6 feet below "Platanus bed;" collected by
F. H. Knowlton, August 9, 18~8. Northeast side of Crescent Hill, opposite
pond; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August 2, 1888. Yellowstone below
mouth of Elk Creek, bottom of.bluff; collected 'by F. H. Knowlton, August
29, 1888. Also obtained by Mr. Arnold Hague (September 4, 1897) from
1

2

Of. Newberry: Ill. Cret. and Tert. Fl., Pl. XI, fig. 4.
Fl. Foss. Arct.', Vol. I, Pl. II, figs. 2-22.
-
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the south side of Stinkingvi'ater Valley, at a high lJlu:ff east of the mouth
of Crag Creek, Vlyoming.
SEQUOIA, cones of.
Pl. LXXXI, :fig. 8; Pl. LXXXII, figs. 6, 7.

The specimens figured are fairly representative of these organisms.
They are quite fragmentary, yet appear to be cones. They are found in
the same beds with Sequoia langsdo1:fii, b:at not in actua.l connection with
that species, and I have preferred to keep them distinct, at least for the
present.
Habitat: Fossil Foa·est, beds Nos. 5 and G; collected by Lester F.
Ward and F. H. Knowlton, August, 1887.
TYPHACE.iE.

PHRAGMITES ~ LATISSIMA

11.

sp .

. Pl. LXXXIII, fig. 5.

Leaf very broad; strire fine, close together.
The frag·ment figured represents all that has been collected of this form.
It is, of course, quite insufficient for proper diagnosis, yet it seems to be
different from anything hitherto described from that region. It is certainly
quite unlike anything found in the Yellowstone N at.ional Park.
It must have been a very large leaf, for the fragment is over 3 em.
broad, and it was probably a thick leaf. The strire are very fine, straight,
and close together. It differs ir'J. size and fineness of strire from P. alaskana,
to which it seems to be most nearly rela.ted.
I have given it a new name with great reluctR.nce, for it is too fragmentary to found a new species on, but for the present it may remR.in as
a.bove.
Habitat: Northeast side of Crescent Hill, Yellowstone N ationa.l Park;
collected by F. H. Knowlton andG. E. Culver, August, 1888.
§P AR.GANIACE.iE.

SPARGANIUM STYGIUM Heer.
Spa.t·gani11,m stygi1w~ Beer. Of. Ward: Types of the Laramie Fl., p.18, Pl. III, figs. 6, 7.

These specimens do not agree in all particulars either with those figured
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by Professor Vvard or with the types as shown by Heer. They are quite
obscure;·but in all probability they are identical with Heer·'s form.
Habitat: Y ello1vstone River, one-half mile below the mouth of Elk
Creek, Yellowstone National Park ; collected by F. H. KnowI ton, August,
1888.
CYPER.ACE.iE.

CYPERACITES ANGUSTIOR (AI. Br.) Schimper.
Oype1·acite.s cmg1t.stior (AI. Br.) Schi.mp.; Pal. veg. Vol. II, p. 414,1870.
Oypm·ite.s angu.stio1· Al. Br. Lesquereux: Ann.l~ept. U.S. Geol. aud Geog. Surv. Terr.,
1872 (1873), p. 403.

'I'his species wa~ identified by Lesquereux, but the material can not
now be found.
Habitat: "Elk Creek, near Yellowstone River; collected by A. C.
Peale, Joseph Savage, and 0. C. Sloane."
CYPERACITES GIGANTEUS n. sp.
Pl. LXXXII, fig. 10.

Leaves large, thick, ·with strong midvein and numerous close nerves.
This species, althoug·h fragmentary, ·is represented by several leaves
and stems. The largest is 18 em. in length and about, 7 mm. in width. It
has a well-defined midnerve or vein and numerous close veins. It was
evidently of very firm texture.
Habitat: Yellowstone River, one-half mile below mouth of Elk Creek,
at base of bluff; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August, 1888
CYPERACITES ~ sp.
Pl. LXXXIII. fig. 4.

'rhis fragment is all of this species, whatever it may be, that has thus far
been found. It was at least 2.5 em. broad and had a well-marked keel. The
veins are strong, about 1 mm. apart, with a fine intermediate vein. There is
altogether too little of it to venture a specific description or determination.
·Habitat: CEff \Vest of Fossil Forest Ridge; collected by Ward and
Knowlton, August 15, 1887.
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CYPERACITES ~

sp.

Pl. LXXXIII, fig. 6.

The fragment figured is the only specimen of this kind in the collections, and it is too imperfect to be of much value. It is about 3 mm. broad,
and appears to be two-ribbed-that is, two of the ribs are slightly stronger
than the others. The fossil is rathe1: faint, but there seems to be only one
slender rib between the strong ones.
w·ith so small a fragment it is impossible to be certain even of the
generic reference, but in thjs respect it seems to a.gree 1-vith forms that. ha.ve
been referred to Cyperacites. It is left for future material to determine its
status.
Habitat: Northeast sicle of Crescent Hill, Yellowstone N ationa.l Park;
collected by F. H. Knowlton and G. E. Culver, August, 1888.
Sl\HLACE1E.
SMILAX LAMARENSIS

Pl.

n. sp.

oxxr, figs. 3, 4.

Leaves large, of firm texture, ovate or ovate-oblong, rounded truncate
at b~se, abruptly and obtusely acuminate at apex, margin entire; 3-nerved
or obscu:rely 5-nerved; ·petiole. splitting into 3 equa.l branches, the middle
of which passes straight to the apex, the others bending out to half the
distance between midrib and margin, then curving toward and entering
the tip; th~ lateral strong nerves branch on the outside, beginning first at
the base of the blade, thjs branch sometimes reaching up to. or near the
apex or becoming lost near the middle; sometimes there are lateral strong
nerves with 5 or 6 branches on the outside, all_ of which unite in broad
loops to produce a false fifth nerve.
This species is represented by several large, finely preserved examples.
The largest, represented in fig. 4, was 9 em. broad and at least 14 em. in
length, and the smallest (see fig. 3) about. 4 em. broad and probably
about 8 em. in length.
In outline the leaves are broadly ovate or ovate-oblong, with a rounded
truncate or cordate base. The apex in some cases appears to be long and
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rather obtusely acuminate, in other cases quite abruptly and obtusely
acuminate.
The nervation is strongly matked. The petiole splits at the very base
of the leaf, almost outside of the blade, into three equal divisions, one of
which, the middle one, answering to the midrib, is straight and ends in the
apex. The others arch out regularly a,nd pass nround and enter the apex
also. Each lateral strong nerve or rib branches on the outside, the lowest
branch, which originates just inside the lower margin of the blade, sometimes
passing up and entering the apex with the other, at other times being lost
below the middle of the blade. In still other instances there are 5 or
G branches in the outside of the lateral ribs which join by a broad loop,
forming a false nerve. In all cases this outside interrupted nerve is much
lighter than the others.
Smilax appears to be rarely found fossil in North America, as only 5
species have been detected. Of these, 3 are from the Dakota group,
and 1 each from the Laramie and Miocene. None of them is at all closely
related to the one under discussion.
Smilax lamarensis seems to be closely related to a number of living
forms. Thus the smaller romided leaves are quite like S. 1·otundijolia L.,
both in shape and nervation, while the larger forms are hardly to be separated from S. pseudo-china L. It is certainly closer to living American
forms than any heretofore described from this country.
Habitat: East bank of Lamar River, between Cache and Calfee creeks;
collected by F. H. Knowlton and G. E. Culver, August, 1888. Fossil Forest
Ridge, bed No. 6, "Platanus bed," 1 large specimen; collected by Lester
F. Ward and F. H. Knowlton, August, 1887.
MUSACEJE •.
MusoPHYLLUM cm:rPLICATUM

Lx.

Pl. LXXXIII, fig. 1.
llfusophyllunt complicatum Lx.: Tert. Fl., p. 96, Pl. .XV, .figs. 1-6.

'rhis species was described by Lesquereux from a "shale over a thin
bed of coal, 8 miles southeast. of Green River Station, Wyoming," in what
he at first regarded as the. W ashaki group, but which he later 1 decided was
1

Cret. and 'l'ert. Fl., p. 143.
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the true Green River group. This locality has not since been visited, and
in fact can not now he satisfactorily located. It is more than probable;
however, that the former determination of horizon is correct.
So far as I no\'1' know, this is the second time this species has ever been
found. It is represented by i5 or G fairly ··well preserved specimens, \vhich
agree perfectly with Lesquereux's specimens and :figures. ·
On one of the specimens there are a number of thick stems or stipes.
They are longitudina.Uy striate as described by Lesquereux, and bear only
fragments of the leaves preserved. In the specimen :figured we have a
narrow leaf preserved almost entirely. ~t is about 5 em. broad and 7 em.
long·, as preserved, with perfectly .entire margins. In still another specimen
the stipe, with portions of the lamina attached, is fully 20 em. long. There
is no evidence from these specimens of the leaves having been as broad as
described in some of the original specimens, but Lesquereux also speaks· of
narrow-leaved forms.
Habitat: Northeast side of Crescent Hill, opposite small pond, Yellowstone.National Park; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August 2, 18t$8.
JUGLANDACE.iE.
· J UGLANS CALIFORNIEA

Lx.

J1lglans califonLica Lx.: Foss. Fl. Aurif. Grav. Deposits, l\1em. M:us. Oomp. ZoUI., Vol.
VI, No.2, 1878, p. 35, Pl. IX, fig. 14; Pl. X, figs. 2, 3.

'l'here are 2 specimens which I rder to this species. They are of
the same size and nervation as the leaf shown in ii.g. 2, Pl. X, of Lesquereux's
paper.
Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge, bed No. G, "Platanus bed;" collectec~ by
\Vard and Knowlton, August 19, 1887. East hank of Lamar River, between
Cache and Calfee creeks; collected by F. H. Knowlton and G. E. Culver,
August 21, 1888.
JuGLANS RUGOSA Lx.
J1~glan8_ru.r;osa

Lx.: Of. Tert. Fl., p. 286, Pl. LV, figs.1-9.

The collections contain a number of very perfectly preserved specimens
that undoubtedly belong to this species. Besides these there a.re a number
of fragments that probably belong to it.
Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge, bed::; Nos. 3, 5, G, 7; The Thunderer;
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Hill above Lost Creek, becl No. 4; Crescent Hill, G feet below Platanus
bed; Yellowstone River nearly opposite Hellroaring Creek; collected by
Ward mid Knowlton, 1887, 1888.

J UGLANS

SCHIMPERI

Lx.

· J11.glans sakimpe1·i Lx.: Tert. Fl., p. 287, Pl. LVI, figs. 5-10.

The collection contains a number of '''ell-preserved examples that
seem. without doubt to belong to this species. The type is described by
Lesquereux as having the margins sli'ghtly undulate. The P~trk specimens
are slightly undulate, and also very slightly toothed. The nervation is
absolutely the same in both.
Habitat: Andesitic breccia near gulch· northwest of peak west of ·
Dunraven; collected by Joseph P. Iddings, Septem her 12, 1883.
JUGLANS LAURIFOLlA 11.

sp.

PI. LXXXIII, figs. 2, 3.

Leaves large, membrana,ceous, lanceolate or ovate-la,nceolate, slightly
unequal-sided, narrowed to a ,wedge-shaped base and rounded to an
acuminate apex, margins remotely a,nd slightly denticulate; midrib thick
below, becoming much thinner in the upper part; secondaries about 10
pairs, thin, alternate, emerging at an angle of 45° or 50°, cainptodrome,
much curving, ascending near the margin for some distance, where they
arch by numerous Joops; intermediate secondaries occasional; nervilles
very irregular, much bra~1ched; finer nervation forming irregularly quadrangular areolre .
. This species is represented by a number of well-preserved leaves.
They are from 9 to 13 em. long and 3 to 5 em. 'vide, a,nd are somewhat
unequal-sided, the difference in. the width of the sides being about 4 mm.
This species is marked by its large size, remotely denticulate margin, and
strong nervation.
Among fossil · species, Juglans lau1·zfolia is somewhat related to
J. e,qre,qict Lx./ from the Auriferous gravels of California. The ]eaves of
the latter species differ, however, in being pbovate-lanceolate, with the broadest part above the middle, and in having quite numerous, fine, sharp teeth.
1

Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. VI, p. 36, Pl. IX, flg.12.
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The nervation is somewhat similar, except that the seconcla.ries are more
numerous.
The relation between J. lau1·ifolia and J. dentic·u.la.ta Heer, from the
Green River 1 group, Carbon, \Vyoming, etc., while apparent, is much more
remote than in the case of the California species. This species has very
unequal-sided leaves, with large and more numerous teeth and more
numerous arched secondaries.
Habitat: Hill above Yanceys. and near the upright fossil trees; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August 28, 1888: Also found on southern spur
of Chaos ~fountain, altitude 10,100 feet; .collected by :F'. P. King for
Arnold Hague, August 11, 1897.

J UGLA:NS

CRESCEN'l'IA 11.

sp.

Pl. LXXXIV, fig. 8.

Leaflets large, of firm texture, lanceola.te, narrowing to a, lcng acuminate apex, truncate and slightly unequal-sided at base; margin pelfectly
entire·, slightly undulate; midrib thin, straight; secondaries 15 or 18
pairs, alternate, at an angle of 35° to 45°, camptodrome, forking below
the margin .and joined to the one next above, forming a series of strong
bows; intermediate secondaries frequent, about michvay between two secondaries, thin and soon vanishing or rarely passing to the loop made by the
secondaries; a series of small loops are produced by outside branches from
the large bows which nearly or quite reach the margin; finer nervation
dividing the space between the secondaries and intermediate secondaries by
large quadrangular areolation.
This fine species is represented by a number of beautifully preserved
specimens. Th~ best is the one figured, which is 20 em. in length ~mel
nearly 4;5 em. in width. As stated in the diagnosis, it is truncate and
slightly unequal-sided at the base and long acuminate at the apex. 'rhe
margin is slightly undulate, but not otherwise cut or serrated. The secondaries are numerous, about 16 or 17 pairs, and strictly alternate. They
fork at half or two-thirds of their length from the· midrib and, uniting
with the one next above, form a series of broad, strong· loops well inside the
margin. 'rhe finer nervation is very perfect! y preserved, forming large
but quite regula.rly quadrangular areolre.
1

::l:WN XXXII, P1' II--44

'l'ert. Fl., p. 289,, Pl. LVIII, fil!.l.
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Among described forms this has some resembbnce in shape . to
J. schimpe1··i Lx., 1 from the Green River group of Colorado, but differs markedly in the forking of the secondaries. It is undoubtedly very close to
J. acuminata Heer, 2 ·which in turn is hardly to be distinguished from the
J. rugose& of Lesquereux. Additional material of all these will be necessary
to settle the status of each.
Habitat: Northeast side of Crescent Hill; collected by F. H. KDO'\'dton and G. E. Culver, August 2, 1888. · Fossil Forest, bed No. G; collected
by \Varcl and Kno'\vlton August, 1887.
HrcoRIA ANTIQUORUM. (Newby.) Kn.
Hic01·ia. cmtiqu01·wn (Newby.) Kn.: Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 152, p. 117, 1898.
Oa1·ya. a:ntiquon•m Newby.: Later Extinct Floras, p. 72; Ill. Oret. and Tert. Plants,
Pl. XXIII, figs. 1-4. Lesquereux: Tert. Fl., p. 289, Pl. IJVII, figs. 1-5.

The collection contains a number of somevvhat fragmentary specimens,
but the characteristic teeth and nervation suffice to enable their certain
reference to this species.
Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge, bed No.5, "Platanus bed;" collected by
vVard and Knowlton, August, 1887.
HICORIA CRESCENTIA · Jl. sp.
Pl. LXXXIV, fig. 7.

Leaflet thick and. firm, elliptical-lanceolate, inrequilateral; rather long
wedge-shaped at base .and apparently nmTo\ved above to an acuminate
apex; margin serrate, teeth small; sharp; mich·ib rather thick, straight;
secondaries about 15 pairs, alternate, irregular; at obtuse angles, arching
upward, rarely forked, craspeclodrome, or subcraspedodrome, either arching
. near the margin ancl sending branches to the teeth, or dividing and sending
weaker terminations into the teeth; intermediate secondaries occasional,
short, and soon disappearing; nervillesnumerous, mainly percurrent, approximately at rig-ht angles to the secondaries; finer nervation forming· rather
la.rge quadrangular areolre.
rrl1e specimen figured is the ordy one referred to this species, and
unfortunately it lacks both base and apex. It is now about 7 cm.loug and
'Tert. :FJ., p. 287, Pl. LVI, figs. 5-10.
"Fl. Tcrt. Hclv., Vol. III, Pl. CXXVIII.
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\Vhen entire: it must ha.Ye been nearly or quite 10 em.

T'his species is evidently related to Oarya. (Hicoria) amt·iquorum Newby.,
and it may possibly be au anomalous form of that species. It appears to
differ essentially, ho\vever, in being very much smaller, less unequal-sided,
and in having larger and less numerous teeth. · T'he secondaries are much
tbe same in both, except that they are more. decidedly eamptodrome in
0. am.tiqu,(Jntm..
It is also s1.1ggestive of Juglans ni.gella Ung., as identified by \Varc1 1 from
the lower Y ello1vstone River.
Habitat: Northeast side of Crescent Hill, opposite snw.Jl pond, at an
altitude of a.bout 7,500 feet; collected by F. H. Know ltm1 and G. E.
Culver, July 27, 1888.
HrcORIA cuL VERI n.

sp.

Pl. LXXXIII, fig. 7.

Leaflets thin, slightly inrequilatera.l, rather long obovate, narrowed from
above the n1iddle to a long wedge-shaped base, and upward to an acuminate
apex; margin toothed from above the lower third, teeth flat, obtuse; midrib slender; secondaries about 10 pa.ii·s, a.lternate, irregular, camptodrome,
arching upvi'arcl and joinh1g by a broad curve, with branches ontside entering the teeth; intermediate secondaries occasional, joining the secondary
. below; nervilles very irregula.r, broken; finer nervation forming irregular
meshes.
The fine specimen figured appears to be a terminal leaflet, as it is only
slightly inrequilateral. It is perfect, except at the apex. It is preserved
for 8 em., and was probably 9.5 or 10 em. long. It is 2.7 em. broad at the
1viclest point, \Yhich is high above the middle. From this_ point it tn.pers
regularly to the base and appears to pass rather abruptly to an acuminate
apex.
'l"'his species has the same shape and arrnng-ement as Bhus bendi1·ei Lx., 2
from John Day Valley, Oregon, but differs in the serration of the margins
a.ncl in the finer nervation. It seems likely tha.t Lesquereux's species 1s a
Hicoria rather tlmn a Rhus.
Types of the Laramie Pl., p. 33, Pl. XY, fig. 1.
• Proc. U.S. Nn.t.Mns., Vol. XI, 18:38, p. 15, Pl. IX, Jig. 2.

1
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Among living species H. c~dveri appears closer to H. ovata (old Ca1'ya
alba Nu:tt.), 1vhich has, however, sharper teeth and more regular nervilles.
The secondaries and their branches entering the teeth are much the same
in both.
Habitat: Yellowstone River, one-half mile below mouth of Elk Creek;
collected by F. H. Knowlton and G. E. Culver, August, 1888.
l\IYRICACE.iE.
MYRICA SCOTTII

Lx.

Pl. LXXXIV, fig. 6.
Jlfyr·ioa saottii Lx.: Oret. and Tert. Fl., p.147, Pl. XXXII, :figs.17, 18.

A single fairly well preserved leaf, that seems >vithont question to
belong to this species. It has been found before only at Florissant, Colorado.
Habitat: Yellowstone River, one-half mile belmv Elk Creek, at base
of bluff; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August, 1888.
MYRICA. WARDII

n. sp.

Pl. 'LXXXIV, fig. 4.

Leaf of firm texture, lanceolate, long wedge-shaped a.t base, obtusely
denticulate from some distance above the base; midrib thick; secondaries
thin, rather scattered, alternate or, subopposite, emerging at an angle of
about 50°, arching evenly around and joining· the one next above at a little
distance from the margin, their union forming a continuous marginal line,
from the outside of which' small veins enter the obtuse teeth; nervilles thin,
per current.
Unfortunately the fragment figured is the only specimen of this form
collected. rrhis is 5.5 em. long and about 12 mm. 1vicle. vVhen entire, it
1vas probably 10 em. or 12 em. in length.
·
This species resembles more or less closely a number of described
species, yet undoubtedly differs from all. Thus, in the matter of the intramarginal nerve it resembles M. torreyi Lx.,l from the Montana and I,aramie,
but is much larger and has a greater ~mmber of parallel secondaries. In
size ancl shape 11£. wanlii ·is much closer to 11![. polymorpha Schimp,., 2 from
l
1

Tert. Fl., p. 129, Pl. XVI, figs. 3-10.
Cret. and Tert. Fl., p. 146, Pl. XXV, :figs. 1, 2.
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Florissant, Colorado. It differs essentially- in havmg ratller numerous
secondaries, which parallel enter the somewhat sharper teeth. 111. fallax
Lx./ also from Florissant, is evidently related, but has much larger, sharp
teeth, and nervation as in li!I. jJolym.o1]_Jha Lx .
.Habitat: F0ssil Forest Ridge 1 bed No. 5, "Sa.lix heel";" collected by
'\Vardand Kno,vltoii, August 19, 1887.
JH:YH.ICA LAMARENSIS

n. sp.

Pl. LXXXIV, fig. 5.

Leaf firm in texture, narro·wly lanceolate, narrowed belo\v, apparently
acuminate at apex; margin at some distance above the base, provided with
numerous, small teeth; petiole short; midrib rathor·t.hick, straight; nenatiori pinnate, camptodrome, the secondaries joining and forming a thin line
from inside the border; other nerva.tioil destmyecl
The little leaf has only the lovirer portion preserved. It is 110\Y 3.!) em.
in length, ancl when entii·e 1vas probably not. less than G em. long. It is
only 7 mm. broad, and has a short petiole about 2 mm. in length. The
nervation· is also destroyed, except the midrib and about a dozen seconda.ries, which are seen to be alterna.te. They a.rch and join, producing a
margina.l line just inside the margin.
rrhis little leaf does not appea.r to ha.ve a.l~ y very close relative in
this country. Those approaching nearest, perhaps, are the na.rrow lea.vecl
species so common at Florissant, Colora.clo, such as ll!I. .fa.lla;r; Lx.,Z and li!I.
scottii Lx. 3 rrhey differ ma.rkedly, ho,vever, in the sharply serrate margin
·
and craspeclodrome nervation.
4
My1·'ica banksicqfolia Ung., as :figured by Heer from the Baltic Miocene,
is perhaps nenxer to our species. This has the na.rrowecl base a.nd simila.r
teeth, but differs in the a.pex ::mel in the nervation.
Hahita.t: Ea.st bank of Lamar River, betvireen Cache and CaJfee
creeks; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August 21, 1888.
1 Op. cit., p. 14-7, Pl. XXXII, figs. 11-16.
o Cret.. :wd Tert. Fl. p. 147, Pl. XXXII, figs. 11-16.
3 Loc. cit. p. 14-,7, Pl. XXXII, iigs. 17, 18.
•M:ioc. Bnlt. Fl., 11. 67, Pl. XVIII, fig. 4.
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· PoPULUS GLANDULIFEl{A Heer.
Pl. IJXXXIV, Jig. 1.

Populus glanduZ.(.t'em. Hecr. Lesquerenx: Oret.. and Tert. Fl., p. 226, Pl. XL VIA, figs.
3, 4-. \Varcl: Type;;; of the Laramie Fl., p. 19, Pl. IV, figs.l-4.

'rhe collection contains 3 specimens with very fine rounded or sharp
teeth, that are referred 'lvithout hesitation to this species, a.s figured by
Lesquereux and 'Nard, from the typical Fort Union group of the lower
Y ello'lvstone. 'rhe best of these is figured.
Habitat: 'yellowstone River, one-half mile below the mouth of Elk
Creek; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August, 1888.
PoPULUS SPECIOSA \Vard.
Pl. IJXXXIV, fig. 3.

Popu.lns spec·iosa, vVard: Types of the Laramie Fl., p. 20, PI.

v, figs. 4-7.

The Park collection contains something over 50 specimen::; that are
referred to this species. They are very perfectly preserved, and the petiole
is in some cases 8 em. in length. rrhere can be no question as to their
correct reference to the Fort Union species. I should aJso incline to refer
to. f.his species certain of the leaves described as Popuh6s ambly1·hynclw \V ard
and P. oxy·rhynclw \V ard, f1'om the same beds. The very slight differences
separating these forms seem hardly to he worthy of specific ra.nk
Habitat: Yellowstone River, one-half mile . below mouth of Elk
Creek; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August, 1888.
PoPULPS ZADDACHI Heer.
Pop·ul11.s z·a.ddaohi Heer: Fl. Tert. Helv., Vol. III, p. 307.
Tert. Fl., p. H>S, PJ. XXXI, fi.g. 8.

Lesquereux: Oret. and

A fe1v specimens ·w.ere obtainecl that must be referred to this species.
Habitat: Late acid breccia, Pyramid Peak; collected by Arnold
Hague, 189 7.
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PoPUL US XANTH OLITHE NSIS 11.

sp.

Pl. LXXX V, figs.1, 2.

long,
Leave s la.rg-e, nearly rvlmd in outline, hut a little broad~r than
n strong ly
trunca te or slight ly hea.rt-shaped at base, round ed above; ma.rg-i
the side of
too_thecl; teeth in lower portio n simple and round ed, others, nJong
has oi1e or
the blade, incEnecl to he doubl e-too thed- that is, each la.rge tooth
d; cen2 smalle r round ed projections; petiole long: slende r; blade 7-nerve
originatingtra.l or midrib strong, straight, pair of ribs neares t the midrib
and reachat a little distance above the base of the blade, nxching- aronn d
of the
ing the apex near together, other 2 pairs n.rising- from the apex
midrib
petiol e and dividi ng ecpi<tily the remai ning portio n of the blade;
ribs ·with
·with about 3 pttirs of secondaries in the upper pa.rt, next pair of
whieh
4 or 5 h·anch es on the outside, other ribs with numer ous branch es
ws to the
anastomose, producing- hwge irregu lar areaf:l, with minut e hmnd
rent.; finer
teeth; nervil les numer ous, mainl y broke n, occasi onally percnr
nerva tion quadr angul ar.
this
T'he 2 beauti ful specimens figured are the only ones refene d to
and 7.5
speCies. Fig·. 1, \vhich lacks the upper portion, is 9.5 em. bron.cl
Jacks <t
em. long. It has the petiol e preser ved for 5.5 em. Fig. 2, which
length ' ~mel
portio n of one side ancl a fragm ent at the apex, js 8.5 em. in
·
10 em. in width. The petiol e is not preserved.
y./
rrhe relatio n of this species is eviden tly \Vhh Populus genatr ix Newb
the
much
from the Lo>ver Yellowstone. This is about the same size and
margi n is
The
same shape, excep t that it is more prolon ged at the npex.
of P. :rxt:ndescri bed as havin g "rathe r smal1, appressecl teeth," while those
The forme r
tholithensis are larger , sometimes doulJle, and never appressed.
the figure
species was descri bed by New berry as "3-ne rved/' aJthough
a.q clen.rly
shows it to he clearl y 5-nerved. The presen t species is just
dly in the two
7-nerve d. The midrib and its branc hes also differ ma.rke
forms.
bed
This species has also some affinity with certain of the forms descri
nship is not
by Profes sor vVard from the lower Yellowstone, but the relatio
close.

----- ----· --·-- ----- -- - - - --1

Lntel' Ext. J?l., p. 64-; Ill. Cret. and Tert. Fl., Pl. XII, fig. 1.

·----'- -
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Habitat: Yello,vstone River, one-half mile below the mouth of Elk
Creek, t<?p of bluff; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August, 1888.
PoPULUS D.A.PHNOGENOIDES

VIa.rd.

Pl. LXXXIV, fig. 2.

Populu.<J daphnogenoides Ward: Types of the Lara.mie Fl., p. 20, Pl. VII, :fig·s. 4-6.

The collection contains some · 20 specimens that are referred to this
species. Th~y have the same general character, but a.re a little larger,
with a more prolonged point and rather stronger nervation. · 'rhere are no
essential differen~es, however.
Habitat: Yellowstone River, one-half mile below the mouth of Elk
C1~eek, top of bluff; collected by F. H. Knovdtou, August, l88H.
PoPuLus BALSAMom Es

Gopp.

Pl. LXXXVI, :fig. l.

Populus balsa.1noides Gopp. Lesquereux : Oret. and Tert. Fl., p. 248, Pl. IJV, :figs. 3-5.

The fragment figured iR the only specimen of this species detected.
It represents the basal portion of, a medium-sized leaf, and agrees sati~fac
torily with the figures of this species ftS given by Lesquereux. .
Habita.t: Cliff west of Fossil. Forest Ridge; collected by ·ward and
Knowlton, August 15, 1887.
PoPuLus~ VIVARIA n .. sp.

PJ. LXXXVI, fig. 2.
'
Leaf thick, roundish, or
broadly elliptical in outline, toothed to .near the
base; teeth large, acute; nervation pinnate, camptodrome, or imperfectly
craspedodrome; secondaries strong, opposite or subopposite, emerging at
various angles, forking near the margin, the branches arching into bmvs
and apparently sending branches from the outside to the teeth; nervilles
obscure, but apparently percurrent.
This doubtful species rests on the single fragment figured. It was
apparently about 10 em. long and 7 em. wide. It has some resemblance to
certain species of Populus from the Fort· Union grour) of the lower Yellowstone, as, for example, P. g1·ewiopsis \Va1;d/ but differs in the branching of
1

Types of the Laramie Fl., p. 23, Pl. IX, fig. 1.
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the lower large secondary, and somewhat in the teeth. The. nerves a.re
also cra.spedodrome in P. grewiopsis.
It is really too fragmentary and uncertain for identification, yet it differs
from ai1ything else found in the collection, and is simply named in a purely
provisional manner, awaiting subsequent collections.
Habitat: \TV est end of Fossil Forest H,idge; eollected by \N arcl and
Knowlton, August 15, 1887.
SALIX vARIANS Heer.
Pl. LXXXV, fig. 3.
Salix

~;a1·ians

Heer: Fl. Tert. Helv., Vol. II, Pl. LXV, figs. 1-3, G-16.

The example figured certainly belongs to this sp~cies. It is the same
shape, but a, little larg·er, and has the same erose-dentate m.a.rgin and the
same midrib and general nervation.
Habitat: Lamar River, between Cache and Calfee creeks; eo1lcctec1 bY
•'
Knowlton aml Culver, August 27, 1888.
SALIX ANGUSTA AI. Br.
Sali,x; angusta Al. Br. IJesquereux: Tert. Fl., p. lGFI, Pl. XXII, figs. 4, 5; Oret. and

Tert. Fl., pp. 157, 247, Pl. LV, fig. 6.

This species, originally described lJy Heer from the Sv;riss Tertiary,
has been found by Lesquereux in the Green River group at Florissant,
Colorado, and in the l\iiocene of Oregon. A number of doubtful fragments
1vere reported from Spring Canyon in the Bozeman coal field, but they a.re
too fragmentary to be of any value.
Habitat: Lamar River, between Cache and Calfee creeks; doubtful
fragments; collected by F. H. Knowlton,' August, 1888; also specimens
No. 19 67 of Hague's Park collection.
SALIX

LA VATER!

Heer.

Salix l((.va.ter·i Heer: Fl. Tert. Helv., Vol. II, p. 28, Pl. LXVI, figs. 1-12; Fl. Foss.

A1ask., Pl. II, fig.10.

Lesquereux: Proc. U.S. Na.t.l\1:us., Vol. XI, 1888, p.35.

Habitat: South end. Crescent Hill, bed 25 feet above '' Plata.nus bed;"
collected by F. H. Knowlton, August, 1888.
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SALIX ELONGA:TA ~

0. ·web.

Salix elonr1a.ta 0. Web. Lesqnereux: Tert. Fl., p. 169, Pl. XXII, figs. 6, 7.

A single quite well preserved specimen that seems to belong to this
species. 'rhe nervation: however, is not well preserved, but as nearly as
can be male out it may be referred to this form.
Habitat: Fossil Forest, lower stratum, No. 1221 of Hague's Yellowstone National Park collection; collectecl. by Arnold Hague, September
24, 1884.
BETULAOEJE.
BgTULA IDDINGS! n.

sp.

Pl. LXXXVI, figs. 4, 5.

Leaves membranaceous, ovate, slightly unequal-sided, rather abruptly
rounded to the base, more prolonged above; margin regularly toothed from
near the base, teeth slightly unequal, a little hooked; nervation pinnate
and craspedodrome; midrib ';\'ell marked, straight; seconda.ries about 10
pa,irs, mainly alternate, occasionally opposite, arising at an angle of about
45°, straight or nearly so, terminating in the larger teeth, often with forks
near the margin, all of which enter the other teeth; nervilles obscure, but
apparently percurrent and at right angles to the secondaries; finer nervation not preserved.
This species is represented by 3 very perfect leaves, a.ll of which are
preserved on the· same piece· of matrix. The most perfect one ·figured is
8 em. in length and 4.5 em. wide, \Yhile the other is about 8 em. long and
less . than 4 em. wide. rrhe petiole belonging to this specimen is 7 mm.
in length.
This species somewhat resembles ~"\. number of described forms, as, for
example, Betula stevenso1~i Lx./ from Carbon, ·wyoming, from which it differs·
somewhat in sha.pe, number of pairs of secondaries, and in the more regularly
serrate margin. Bet~~la elliptica- Sap., as identified by Lesquereux 2 from
,Jolm Day Valley, Oregon, is perhaps closer, yet this differs in having only
6 or 7 pairs o.f secondaries and also. in the teeth. Bet~~la _parce-clentata
Lx., from the same locality, .has the same kind of teeth, but differs in size.
-·--·

....

_______

Fl., p.l39, Pl. XVIII, figs. 1-5.
Cret. and Tert. Fl., p. 242, Pl. LI, fig. 6.

t Tert.
2
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Besides these, belonging to the genus Betula, there are a number of
others more or less resembling this leaf; e. g., Aln·us carp'ino·ides Lx., 1 from
Bridge Creek, Oregon, mid Celastnt.s ovatus vV ard, from the Fort Union
group of Montana.
Among living species this appears to be closest to Betula lu.tea. l\Iichx.,
but even this is somewhat remote. In the future it may be thought best
to place this fossil species under some other genus, for 'vhich, no doubt,
reasons may be found, but for the. present it seems best to place it in Betula..
Bet~£la cequalis Lx., 2 from the Auriferous gravels of California., is evidently
closely related; but this differs in being much narrmver, more wedge-shaped
at base, a.nd in having fewer and smaller teeth. B. prisca Ett., as figured by
"\Va.rcP from the uppermost Fort Union, near the mouth of the Yellowstone
River, is similar but much smaller.
'rhis species is named in honor of Prof. J.P. Iddings, of the .UniversHy
of Chicago, who pointed out the locality at which it was first collected.
Habitat: Yellowstone River, one-half mile below. the mouth of Elk
Creek, top of bluff; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August, 1888. Hill
above Lost Creek, bec1 No.2; ·collected by F. H. Knowlton, August 5, UH:!S.
CoRYLUS :MACQUARRYI (Forbes) Heer.
Pl. LXXXVI, fig. 3.

Oo1'JJlus

ma.cq~£at·ryi

(Forbes) Heer: !Jrwelt d. Schweiz, p. 321, 1865.

. 1,he collection contains a single '1-vell-preservecl specimen that is referred
Vi'ith some little hesitation to this '1-vell-known species. · It has the proper
shape, including the hea.rt-shaped base and identical nervation, but differs
slightly in the marginal dentation. In the typical form the margin has
numerous rather small, sharp, upward-pointing teeth, while the one under
consideration has fewer, rather blunt teeth. It may not be the same, but
rather than make a new species -I have referred it to C. macqucwryi.
Habitat: Fossil Forest, middle stratum, Hague's Yellowstone National
Park collection (No.1220) ; collected by Arnold Hague, September 24,1884.
• Op. cit., p. 243, Pl. LI, fig. 5.
;\Ins. Comp. Zoo!., 1878, p. 2, Pl. I, figs. 2-4.
3T~·pes of the Laramie Fl., Pl. XIV, fig. 2.

2~Iem.
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FAGACEM.
FAGUS ANTIPOFII

Abich.

Fag~Ls anU:pofii Abich. Lesquereux: Ann. H,ept~ U. S. Geol. and Geog.

Surv. Terr., 1872

(1873), p. 403.

Identified by Lesquereux, but not since observed.
Habitat: "Elk Creek, near Yellowstone R.iver; A. C. Peale, Joseph
Savage, and 0. C. Sloane. 11
FAGUS UNDULATA

n. sp.

PL LXXX\1 , figs. 4, 5.

Leaves small, of very finn texture; elliptical with a broadly wedgeshaped base and apparently obtuse apex; margin regularly undulatetoothed, the teeth being regularly rounded and separated by similarly
rounded sinuses; midrib strong, straight; .secondaries numerous, opposite,
parallel, unbranched, all entering the 6htuse teeth; nervilles very numerous,
at right angles to the secondaries, usually broken and anastomosing,
although sometimes irregularly percurrent; finer. nervatio~1 producing
small, irregularly quadrangular areolation.
This fine· species is fortunately represented by several very perfectly
preserved examples, the two figured showing both the basal and apical portions. T'hey vary in length from G to 10 em. and in 1vidth from 2.75 to 4
em. T'he margins are very regularly undulate-toothed, the sinuses being
almost an exact reverse of the nearest teeth. The ivedge-shaped base is,
however, without teeth for a sh01t distance. The secondaries are at. an
angle of about 45°. They are parallel, and all enter the obtuse teeth. All
of the finer nervation is beautifully preserved and is seen to he irregularly
quaclrangular.
T'his species does not approach closely to any living species known to
me. It is perhaps nearest to ce1·tam forms of the eommon American F.
je?Tuginea Ait., but the living form differs in being proportionately broader,
and when toothed has sharp teeth, quite like Castanea, and pointing upward.
Among· the 80 or more fossil species that have been described from
various parts of the ·world, there are se"\~eral that our species. more or less
closely resembles. Of these, F. clentata Gopp., as identified by Heer 1 in the
t

:Fl. Foss. Arct., Vol. I, p. 106, Pl. X, Jigs. 7b, 9.
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Eocene beds at Atanekerd.luk, Greenland, per1mps approaches most closely.
They are, however, larger leaves, v~Tith coarser, more acute teeth and fewer
strictly alternate secondaries. 'rhe leaves of F. umd1.6lata are quite unlike
the type specimen of F. dentata as described. by Goppert 1 from the Tertiary
of Schossnitz, as indeed. are the leaves doubtfully so identified by Heer.
rrhe Yellowstone National Park leaves are also quite like leaves of
Fagus castanecefolia Ung., as figured by Heer 2 from the same beds. These
were afterwards refen;ed by Hem· 3 to his Castanea -nngeri on wha.t se.ems to
me to have been insufficient grounds. There is ha.rdly any difference
·betvveen these and leaves of F. u.ndulata., except that the teeth are a little
sharper. It is probable that they should be placed tog·ether, but as the
status of Hem·'s plants is somevvhat unsettled., I have preferred to keep them
separated for the present.
Goppert has also described another species, F. attenuata, from Schossnitz, 'vhich is really quite close to F. ~mclulata. It is a.bout the same size and.
has rounded teeth, but there is uniformly a tooth between two of the teeth
which are entered by the secondaries. In F. u.nd~data every tooth is entered
by a secondf!.ry.
Fa.gus antipojii Abich, as figured by Heer, 4 ±i·om the so-called. Miocene of
Alaska, is not greatly unlike the species under consideration. It has the
outline, parallel secondaries, and finer nervation, but not the same kind of
teeth. rrhere are a number of other species, as F. atlantica Ung., F. feroni.03
Ung." as figured by Lesquereux 6 from Elko, Nevada, etc., that resemble
F. wzcl~data in one ·or more particulars, but not by any means sufficiently
for specific identity.
But among all fossil forms, two of the leaves described by Heer as
Castanea ~mlJeri/ from the supposed Miocene of Alaska, are undoubtedly
nearest to the species under consideration. . They are of about the same
size and shape, but have teeth a little more acute. The secondaries aTe
numerous, parallel, and enter the teeth as in Fagus u.nchdata., but in origin
11'ert. Fl. v. Schossnitz in Schlesieu, Giirlitz, 1855, 1J, 18, Pl. V, fig. 11.
2 Fl. Foss. Arct., Vol. I, p.106, Pl. X, iig. 7a; Pl. XLVI, figs. 1-3.
"Loc. cit.. , Yol.ll (Fl. Foss. Alask.), p. 32.
4 Loc. cit., Pl. VII, fig. 4.
"Chlor. Prot., Pl. XXVII, fig. 2.
6Tert. Fl., p. 146, Pl. XIX, figs. 1-3.
' Fl. Foss. Arct., Vol. II (Fl. Foss. Alask. ), Pl. VII, figs. 1, 2.
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they ~tre uniforml y alternate instead of opposite. The 2 leaves figured
by Fleer I regard as very doubtful. ll'rom their general faeies they are
much more likely to belong to Fagus than to Castanea. The other leaf
figured with then1 1 does not ~t,ppea•· to he the same~ and is probably a Castanea, although somGi'\'hat anomalous.. 'rhey are founcl associated in the
same beds with 2 speeies of Fagus, from whieh they are hardly to be
separa.tecl.
. Habitat: Bluff 011 Y ello-vvstone River 1 mile below mouth of Elk Creek,
and about same distance above 1nouth of Hellroa:ring Creek; collected by
F. H. Knowlto n, August 4, 1888.
CASTANEA PULCHELL A 11.

sp.

Pl. LXXXYl , figs. 6-:8; PI. LXXXVI I, figs. 1.-3.
qne1·cu8 dT;lJ'nwJa Ung. Lesquereu x: Oret. and Tert. Fl., p. ~45, Pl. LIV1 fig . 4.

Leaves of very· thick, firm texture; long-la.nceolate in outline, with
wedge-sha.ped base and long, slender, acumina.te apex; ma;rgin evenly a.ncl
regularly toothed; teeth large and sharp, separated by promine nt sinuses,
or more obtuse with shaJlower sinuses; petiole long, slender; 111idrib strong,
straight; secondaries very numerous, opposite or alternate , parallel, all,
except two or three of the lmvest, entering the teeth; nervilles well preserved, numerous, at right ang·les to the seconchtries, mainly brok.en.
This fine species is represen ted by a very large series of specimens,
nearly all in exeellent state of preservation. rrhey range in size from n1Jout
8 to 20 em. in length and from 2 to Gem. in ·width, while the petiole in so1ne
cases is 3.5 em. long and rather slender. rrhey a.re lanceolate in out1ine,
1vith a long 1vedge-shaped base, which is without teeth for some distance,
a.nd a very long· slender apex provided 1vith numerous strong teeth. The
teeth of th.e margin are numerou s and reg·ular, in some eases, as in fig. 2
of Pl. LXXXV II, being very large and sharp, 'while in others the:y are
less prominent. They are, however, all sharp and upward pointing. rrhe
secondaries are numerous, paralJel, and entering the teeth. The finer
nervation is \'irell preserved, the nerviHes being- numerou s a.ncl mainly
broken in crossing:.
v
It is l'lrith some hesitation that these leaves are described as new to
sctence. At first they were thought to be the same as the leaves from
'Lor:. cit., Pl. I'll, lig. 3.
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the Auriferous gravels of Califomin. referred by Lesquerenx to Castanea
of theY ellowstone N at.iona1 Park material,'
1mge1·i Heer, 1 but a ca.refnl stnc1v
•'
comprising nearly 100 specimens, n.ncl of n. fine collection from Independence Hill, Placer County, California., has eonvinced me that they are
distinct, although elosely related. The California species diffe1 ]n hn. ving·
a. shorter petiole, in the wedge-shaped base being destitute of teeth for a.
greater distance, in having serrate nmrg·ins rather tha:n Castanea-like teeth,
and in having in general eloser ::;econclaries. This study hn,;; also brought.
out the fact thn.t Le8querenx could hardly have been correct in identifying
the California ::;pecimens with Castanea. 1.rngeri as figurecl by Heer 2 from
Alaska. As n1ready stated under Fag~ts 1f.nrl1llnta. (p. 700), it is more than
probable that 2 of the leaves :figured l)y Heer (loc. cit., Pl. VII, fig·s. l, 2)
should be restored to Fagus, and the other is certainly specifically distinct
from the California leaves. The California speeimens, as state~1, differ nJso
frorn the Yellowstone National Park species, ancl should pro ba.bl y be given
anew name.
Lesquereux iclentifiecP as Quercus d'i'ymefa Ung., a single leaf f1·om
Bridge Creek, Oregon, thn.t must cert<1inly be the same as Castanea pu.lchella.
It is, for example, absolutely indistinguishable from fig. 7 of ])]. LXXXVI
and :fig. 2 of Pl. XXXVII. A comparison of certa.in of the European figures
of Q. cl1"yin~ja. makes it more than probable that it was not correctly identified
· a.mong the Bridge Creek material 'l'he leaf figured by Lesquereux is
. referred to c. z;u.lchella., and Q. clry·mqja should be stricken from the 'vestcoast flora, at least so far as it depends on this particular specimen.
It was at first thought best to separate the small leaves represented in
:fig. 7 of Pl. LXXXVI and :figs. 2 and 3 of Pl. LXXXVII, as a distinct
. species, but the only difference is one of size, and in the large series nt hand
this breaks down. All gradations from the smallest to the la.rgest; may be
found, which is quite in a.eeord ·with the well-known differences in size of
leaves to be found on living· Castanea.
Habitat: Fossil :F'orest lliclge, Yellowstone N rrtional Park, bed No. 7,
altitude about 7,250 feet; collected by Lester F. VV a,rd ancl ]3'. I-I. Knowlton,
August lG-20, 1887. Yellowstone River, one-half mile below mouth of Elk
Cret. :tll(l Tert. Fl., p. 246, Pl. LIT, figs. 1, 3-7.
Foss. Arct., Yol. II (~'L Fos8. Alask. ), p . 32, Pl. VH, figs. l-3.
:1cret. and. Tort. Fl., p. 2J5, Pl. LIV, fig. 4•.

I
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Ol~eek, bluff 300 feet above stream; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August

27, 1888. · ,Junction Butte Fo.ssil Forest, altitude about 7,450 feet; collected
by Lester F. Ward and F. H. Knowlton, August 25, 1887.
QUERCUS GROBSIDI<:NTATA 11.

sp.

·pi. LXXXVII, fig. 7.

Leaf large, coriaceous, broadly lanceolate (base destroyed), apex
acuminate; margin strongly toothed, the teeth sharp, upward pointing;
rniclrib perfectly straight; seconclari.es about 8 or 9 pairs, alternate, at
an angle of 45 °, craspecloclrome, sEghtly arching upward, ending in the
la.rge teeth; nervilles strong, at rig-ht angles a.pproximately to the midrib,
mainly percurrent, but occasionally forkecl or broken, finer nervation not
reta.ined.
Unfortunately this fine species is Tepresented by the single specimen
fignrecl, and this, it may be seen, lacks the basal portion. The part retained
is 10 em. long and 4.5 em. wide. It was probably 14 or 15 em. in length
when perfect. It has the margin strong-ly toothed, the teeth ,,rith J.ong,
rounded or sharp points, each of which is entered by a seconda.ry.
Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge, bed. No. 5; collected by vVard and
Knowlton, August 19, 1887.
QuERCUS CONSIMILIS '?

Newby.

Pl. IJXXXVII, fig. 6.

Qner<:ms consimil-is Newby.:

Pro~.

U.. S. Nat. l\1us., Vol. V, p. 505, 1883 [1883].
rL LIV, figs. 5-8.

(Juen;us bnncet·i Lx.: Oret. and Tert. Fl., p. 246,

This is only a fragment of the 1Jase of a leaf. It does not agree
absolutely with the figures of Lesquereux, but ra.ther than make it a. new ·
species I have referred it provisionally as above.
Habitat: Yellowstone River, one-half mile below mouth of Elk Creek,
at top of bluff; collected by F. H. Kno,viton, August, 1888.
QUERCUS~ MAGNIFOLIA 11.

sp ..

Pl. ].;XXXVIII; fig. 1.

Leaf large, of firm texture, long, broadly obovate, narrowed to tl~e base,
rounded-obtuse a,t apex; margin at base entire, remainder of margin
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destroyed, but probably toothed or lobed; midrib thic],, straight; secondaries about 18 pairs, alternate, at various angles, curving upward, apparently
camptodrome; finer nervation entirely effaced.
The figured specimen is 19 em. in length, ancl 1:vas probably a.t least 22
· em. in length when entire. It is about 7 em. broad in the 1•.ridest pn.rt, 1vhieh
is above the middle of the leaf. Unfortunately the margin, \vith the exception of a small portion near the base, is destroyed, and consequently it is
impossible to properly characterize this leaf. There is, however, a. little
evidence to show that the margi1! was not entire for the ·whole distance, hut
this. is too vague to be of much value.
·
I have referred this leaf provisionally to the gemu;, Quercus, frorn its
resemblance to certain living forms, but it will be necessary to see adclitional
material before the correctness of this view can be tested.
Habitat: ·Yellowstone River, one-half mile belO\Y mouth of Elk Creek,
a.t top of bluff; collected by :F'. H. Knowlton, August, 1888.
QuERcus Fl'RC:INELWIS AMERICANA
P!~

Kn. ·

LXXXVIII, fig. 5.

(J1wrcus j1wainervis americnna Kn.: Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 152, p. 192, 18!)8.
(J!te1'CUS jtwciner!,is Rossm: Lesqnereux: Oret. aml 'l'err:t. Fl., p. 244, PJ. Ll v, figs. I, 2.

The specimen here figured is certainly the same as tha:t figured hy
Lesquereux (loc. cit., Pl. LIV, fig. 1) for this species.
Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge, bed No. 5; coHected by ·ward a:ncl
Knowlton, August 19, 1887.
Qmmcus WEEDII n.

·

sp.

Pl. LXXXVII, fig. 4.

Leaves membranaceous, 'ovate, rounded at base, acuminate a.t a.pex,
margin strongly, ·irregularly toothed, teeth minutely spiny-pointed; nervation pinnate; midrib straight; secondaries about 8 pairs, alternate, at
an angle of about 45 °, fiexuose, craspedodrm:ne, entering the teeth or
forking near the margin and the branches passing into the teeth, or with
· strong nervilles crossing between 2 secondaries ancl sending a branch to
the intermediate teeth; ~1ervilles numerous, strong, at various angles,
ilWN XXXII, PT II-45
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percurrent or forked and broken; finer nervation beautifully preserved,
forming' quite regular, large areolre.
This beautiful species is represented by a considerable number of more
or less pe1fect leaves, the best of which is figured. This figured example
is 11 em. in length and nearly 6 em. in ·width. Others are only 7 em. long
and 3.5 em. i"vide. None ·larger tban the one figured were obtained.
One of the marked features of this species is the number of teeth,
there bei:Ug quite regularly twice ~ts many as the number of secondaries.
These intermediate teeth are usually a li~tle smaller than the others, and
are supplied with a branch from the middle of a strong nerville, which
crosses betiveen ~ secondaries at soni.e distance belo1v the margin. This
character is so constant and so peculiar that it may even be of generic
value, but for the present the species may be retained in the genus Quercus.
This spe~ies has a more or less ·close resemblance to a. number of
described fossil forms. It is, for example, some1vhat like Qnercu.s vibu.nz.ifolia Lx./ from Golden, Colorado, Black Buttes, ·wyoming, etc. This is
more wedge-shaped at base, has more irregular teeth, ·which are supplied
by branches from the forking secondaries. Ql,(,e?·cus gronlandica Heer 2 as
figured from Spitzbergen also l)elongs to this group, but is a much larger
leaf, with relatively smaller teeth and forked secondaries.
The very much larger leaf figured by Newberry as n young form or
variety of Platanus haydenii Newby 3., and coming from the Fort Union
beds at the mo.uth of the Yellowstone, also belongs nea.r this group. It is
impossible to se~ any generic, or even specific, differences behveen this
figure of P. hayclenii a11cl Heer's figure above referred to of Quercus
grunlanclica. They must certainly be the same.
All of the species mentioned seem to he very close to the one under
consiclen"Ltion, brit they differ constantly by the manner of the supply of
nerves to the secondary teeth.
I have named this species in honor of Mr. \Valter Harvey \Veed, who
collected the best specimen observed.
Habitat: Fossil Forest H.idge, middle stratum; collected by \~T. H.
\Veed. Bed No. 6, "Platanus heel;" collected by \Vard and Knovdton,
August 19, 1887.
Tert. Fl., p. 159, Pl. XX, fig. 11.
Fl. Foss. Arct., Vol. II, i'dioc. Fl. Spitz b. (K. Vete~sk. Akacl. Handl.; Vol. VIII, No.7), Pl. XII, fig. 5.
·
a Illustrations Cret. and Tert . Fl., Pl. XXI.
I

2
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QUERCuS

sp.

Pl. LXXXIX, fig. 'i.

'rhis is a fragment of the base of what appears to have been a large,
thick leaf. It has a thick midrib, and alternate, thin, parallel, straight
secondaries, which arise· at an angle of about 45°. None of the finer
nervation is preserved.
This has some resemblance to the basal portion of \)'hat has been
described as Q. culveri (p. 708), but it was several times ·larg·er than this
and lacks the marginal toothing. They come from the same beds.
Habitat: Yellowstone River, one-half mile below mouth of Elk Creek,
at base of bluff; collected by F. H. Knowlton, Aug·ust, 1888.
QuERCuS OLAFSENI

Heer.

Qum·ous ol~fseni Heer: Fl. Foss. Arct., Vol. I, p. 109, Pl. XLVI, fig. 10. Lesqnerenx:
Cret. and Tert. Fl., p. 224, PI. XLVIII, fig. 4; p. 245, Pl. LIV, fig. 3.

'rhere are a number of examples of this species, some of which are
Yery well preserved. They are, with the exception of some minor details,
identical with the figures given by Heer and Lesquereux. Thus only
occasionally are they doubly dentate, and the secondaries rarely branch.
'rhey are undoubtedly the same as the leaves figured by Lesquereux.
This species was reported by Lesquereux from the .Bad Lands of
Dakota ·(Fort Uni~m group), and from Table Mountain, California
(Miocene~).

Habitat: Yellowstone River, one-half 1mle below the month of Elk
Creek, top of bluff; collected by F. H. Kno,,vlton, August 27, 1888.
QUERCUS YANCEY! 11.

sp.

Pl. LXXXIX, fig. 2.

Leaf of fi1m texture, broadly lanceolate, somewhat wedge-shaped at
base and acuminate at apex, with undulate toothed margin; midrib strong,
straight; secondaries 9 or 10 pairs, alternate, remote, emerging at a low
angle, curving upward, the lower ones arching along the border, upper.
ones entering the teeth or often arching al~mg and joi"n:ing the one next
above; nervilles few, irregular, broken; finer nerva.tion formiug irregular
areolre.
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The leaf figured is the only one of this species observed. It is 10 em.
long and 17 mm. wide in the broadest part, which is about the middle.
The entire leaf, with the exception of a fragment at the base, is preserved.
The margin is entire for the lower third, then it is undulate-toothed, the
teeth being rounded or rarely with a minute sharp point. In the lower
-part the secondaries arch and join, while those above either enter the teeth
or join by a long loop and send a branch from the outside to the teeth.
'rhe finer nervation is well preserved, forming irregula1~ meshes.
'rhis beautiful species does not seem to be very closely related to any
fossil oak with which I am familiar. Perhaps its nearest relative is Q.
laudfolia Newby./ from "burned sha~es, over lignite beds, Fort Berthold,
Dakota," the age of which is not well indicated, but is certa.inly Tertiary.
It has only very faintly undulate-toothed m_argins, and the secondaries are
at a more acute angle than in the one under discussion.
I have named this spec~es in honor of Mr. J olm Yancey, proprietor of
the stage station, and the namer of the fossil fotest near by.
Habitat: Yancey Fossil Forest; slope near the standing trunks; collected by Lester F. Ward and~· H. Knowlton, August 10, 1887.
QUERCUS CU~VERT 11.

sp.

Pl. IJXXXVII, fig. 5.

Leaf small, of thick, firm texture, approximately oblong in general
outline, obscurely 3-lobed; margin strongly, irregularly toothed; teeth
obtuse or rounded, pointii1g outward, separated by broad, shallow sinuses;
petiole slender;. midrib rather slender, nearly straight; secondaries 6
pairs, subopposite, emerging at an angle of about 45°, or the 2 lower
pairs only 25°, all nearly straight and entering the teeth; third pair of
secondaries longest, entering the lateral lobes, with branches on the lower
side which pass to smaller teeth; nervilles strong, apparently broken; finer
nervation not preserved.
This beautiful species is represented only by the specimen :figured. It.
is a small leaf, being about 7.5 em. long, including the petiole, wl;ich does
not seem to be. entirely preserved, and_ 5 em. broad bewteen the lateral
.

1

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1882, p. 505; Plates inec1., Pl. LIX, fig. 5.
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lobes. As already stated, the leaf is obscurely oblong in general outline,
being slightly ·wedge-shaped at base and having the strongest teeth or
lateral lobes ::1.t about two-thirds of the distance from the base. The apex
is not preserved, but judging from the contour it must have been rather
obtuse. The teeth of the margin are also rather obtuse. The nervation is
strongly craspedodrome, the .secondaries or branches all entering the teeth.
Only a few nervilles are preserved and those appear broken. None of the
ultimate nervation has been preserved.
This species is quite unlike any American fossil species with 'vhich I
am familiar. Among living species it approaches quite closely to occasional
leaves of Q. prinoides Wmd., of the eastern United States. The living
leaves incline to be more wedge-shaped at base and to have stronger teeth
separated by deeper sinuses. · It is hardly probable that the resemblance is
close enough to warrant the assumption that Q. p1·inoides has actually
descended from this fossil form.
I take pleasure in having named this fine species in honor of Prof.
George E. Culver, some time professor of geology in the University of South
Dakota, who assisted me in making the collection of pla.nts in the Yellowstone National Park.
Habitat: Bank of Yellowstone River, one-half mile belo1v the mouth
of Elk Creek; top of bluff 300 feet above stream, in white, coarse-grained
tuff; collected August 28, 1888, by F. H. Knowlton and G. E. Culver.
QUERCUS HESPERIA

n. sp.

Leaf of firm texture, broadly lanceolate in outline, passing from about
the middle down into a long ,:yedge-shaped )Jase,.ra.tber abruptly pointed at.
apex; margin with few (8 to 10) strong, sharp, upvmrd-poh1ting teeth;
midrib strong; secondaries 10 to 12 pairs, alternate, straight or slightly
curving, ending directly in the teeth; intermediate secondaries frequent,
about midway between the secondaries, disappearing about halfvvay between
midrib and margin; nervilles irregular, producing large, coarse areolation;
finer nervation flimilar.
The specimen upon which this species is founded is nearly perfect,
lacking only the tip. It is G em. long and a little more than 2 em. wide.
The lower half of the leaf is regularly wedge-shaped and the upper portion is
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appare ntly rather abrupt ly pointecl The teeth are strong and sharp-pointed,
'vith rounded sinuses..
_
This spedes seems to be alliea to Q. bowe1~ian,a Lx./ from California, but
diffeTs essentially in hM·-ing much larger, sharper teeth and straight
secondaries. It is also allied to Q. yanceyi which has undula.te or slightly
toothed margin and fewer, more curved secondaries. It somewhat
resembles a leaf that has been described as Hicoda culvm·i, which, however,
differs in the teeth, and in having a camptod:rome instead of a craspedodrome
nervation.
Habita t: Yellowstone River, on~-half mi1e below mouth of Elk Creek,
at top of btuff; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August, 18.88.
DRYOPY LLUM LONGIP ETIOLA TUl\f Jl.

PI. LXXX VIIl,

sp.

figs. 6, 7.

Leaves lanceolate, long wedge-shaped at base, long narrow ly acuminate
at apex, margin regula rly undulate"'"toothed, the teeth sharp, upward pointing, separated by rather shallow sinuses; petiole very long, slende r; midrib
thick, straight_; secondaries num:eTous, alternate, 12 pairs or more, at a low
angle in the lower part, more acute above, slightly curving outwar d in
passing to the margin, all ending in the teeth ; nervilles at right angles to
the secondaries, obscure but apparently mainly percun ent; finer nervation
· destroyed.
This species is represented by a number of specimens, none of which
are complete in a single ex,amp1e, but by combining several a good idea of
the species is g·iven. The length appea1·s to have been about 20 em. and
the width in the middle 4 ~m. 'I'he petiole is long, being 2.5 em., and possibly not aU preserved. In the larger leaves the seeonclaries are quite
remote and distinctly alte1nate. 'J.1hey arch slightly in passing to the teeth.
'I1he leaves. of this species were at first confounded with leaves of
Castanea pulchella, with which they occur in the same beds, but they differ
in the longer petiole, the smaller teeth, and in the irregular, arching
secondaries, with an occasional intermediate seconclal'y between. The
teeth of the upper third of the leaf are also of a different character.
1

Mem.Mu s. Comp. Zoul., Vol. VI, No.2, p. 6, Pl. II,-fi.gs.5, 6.
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Among species of Dryophyllum this species has some resemblance to
D. aquamannn Wa.rcP from Black Buttes, \iVyoming. The.la.tter differs in
being broadest below the middle, ~mdulate or sinuate toothed, and in having
more numerous, often camptodrome, seco11daries. D. subfalcatu.m Lx.,z from
Point of Rocks tLnd Hodg·es Pass, Wyoming, also has some resemblance,
but is much smaller, with more numerous close secondaries.
Habitat: Fossil Forest Hidg·e, Yellowstone National Park, bed No. 7,
"Castanea becl ;'' collected by Lester F. \V arcl a.nd :F'. H. Kno·wlton, August
16-20, 1887.
UL]UCE.LE.

ULMUt-\

PSEUDO-FUL YA~

Lx.

Pl. l;XXXVIli, fig •.2.
Ulm1t-spsetuloj1~iva.

Lx.: lVIcm.l\1ns.Comp. ZoOl., Vol. YI, p. 16, PI. IV, f\g. 3, 1878.

The fragment :figured is all that has been found of this form, and it is
doubtfully referred to this species.
Habitat: Lamar River, between Ca.che a,nd Calfee creeks, Yellowstone
National Park; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August1 1888.
ULMUS MINIMA~

\Varcl.

mmns min·ima. Ward: Types of tile Laramie FL, p. 45, PI. XXII, ft gs.- 3, 4.

A sing·le small broken specimen is re£erred doubtfully to this species.
It is of about the sarne size, but has the secondaries at a little loYver ang·le,
and has the nervilles well preserved. They are strong and percurrent.
The margin is toothed, but the teeth are not well preserved.
rrhis leaf is found on the same piece of matrix with Ficu.s tilicefolia,'? ,
Al. Br.
Habitat: Mountain back of Yanceys, near the fossil trees; collected by
F. H. Kn01vlton, August., 1888. ·
1 Types of the L:namie Fl., p. 26, PI. X, figs. 2-4.
'Cf. D. brnncri. Ward, now referred to D. su.bfa.lcat·u.n~: Types of the Laramie FL, p. 27, Pl ..X,
figs. 5-8.
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ULMUS RHAMINFOL IA ~

·uz,_nus rhaminfolia Ward:

Ward.

Types of the Laramie Fl.,_ p. 45, Pl. XXIII, fig. 5.

This species is also represented by a single, much broken leaf, with only
It has the size and nervation of
Professor Vv m·d's species, and is with ha~·dly any doubt the same.
Habitat: Yellowstone River, one-half mile below the mouth of Elk
Creek, top of bluff; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August, 1888.

asmall portion of the margin pre.served.

U LMUS 7 fruits of.
Pl. LXXXVIII , figs. 3, 4.

As it is impossible to determine the species of Ulmus to which these
fruits belong, or properly to characterize them, I have preferred to leave
them unnamed specifically.
Habitat: Yellowstone River one-half mile below mouth of Elk Creek,
top of bluff; collected by F. H. Knoyv-lton, August, 1888.
PLANERA LONGIFOLIA

Lx.

Planera longifolia Lx.: Tert. Fl., p. 189, Pl. XXVII, figs. 4-6; Cret. and Tert. Fl.,
p. 161, Pl. XXIX, figs. 1-13.

The collection contains some 40 rp.ore or less well-preserYed examples
of this species, which agree :rery well jndeed with the various figures
given by Lesquereux. A numbei· are so well preserved that the finer
nerYatiou is retained. The nervilles are numerous, parallel, and mainly
percun·ent.
Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge, bed No.3 (30 specimens); bed No.5
(10 specimens); collected by Ward and Knowlton, Augus_t, 1887.
URTICACE.lE.

Frcus

DEFORMATA

n. sp.

Pl. XCI, fig. 2.

Leaf large, thick, long-obovate, slightly unequa:l-sided at base, abruptly
rounded above to an obtuse apex and rather abruptly narrowed below;
marginent ire, conspicuously indented or deformed on one side, the margin'
of indentation rounded; midrib thick; secondaries thick, 10 or 12 pairs,
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alternate, emerging at an angle of 35° to 45°, curving upward, camptodrome; none of the finer nervation preserved.
This leaf is 15.5 em long and almost 8 em. wide in the broadest part,
which is high above the middle of the blade. It is long-obovate, obtuse at
apex, and very broadly or obtusely wedge-shaped a.t base. rrhe margin is
entire except for a curious indentation on one side, 1vhich has probably
resulted from an injury of some sort. This indentation passes nearly to the
midrib and has rounded lobes. The secondaries adjacent to this are also
distorted, being much curved. The finer nervation is not preserved.
It is possible that the fragment of tl:e base of a leaf described and
figured on Pl. LXXXIX, fig. 7, is the same as this species, but it is obviously impossible to be certain of this. It is also undoubtedly related to,
and is possibly identical with, F. asimin~folia Lx.,I from Placer County,
California. rrhiR has the same shape and nervation, but for obvious reasons
it .is best to keep them separate, at least until additional specimens can he
obtained.
Habitat: YellOI'\rstone River, one-half mile below mouth of Elk Creek,
base of bluff; collected by F. H. Knmvlton.
Frcus

UNGERI

Lx.

Pl. XCI, fig. 3.

Ficus ungeri Lx.: Tert. Fl., p. 195, Pl. XXX, fig. 3; Cret. a.nd Tert. Fl., p. 163, Pl.
XLIV, figs. 1-3.

Habitat: Yellowstone River, 1 mile below mouth of Elk Creek, west
side; and about same distance above Hellroaring Creek; collected by
F. H. Knowlton, August 4, 1888 ..
Frcus sp.
PI. LXXXIX, fig. 3.

This is too fragmentary to permit even the generic determination, buf
it seems to belong to Ficus. It consists. of the base of a thick leaf having
a thick midrib, with rather thin parallel secondaries and a short very thick
petiole.
Habitat: Yellowstone River, one-half mile below mouth of Elk Creek,
base of bluff; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August, 1888.
I

Cret. and Tert. Fl., Pl. LVI, :fig. 3.
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Frcus SHASTENsrs ~ Lx.

Pious sha8ten8is Lx.: Proc. U.S. Nat.l\fus., Vol. XI, 1888, p. 28, Pl. XI, fig. 3.

This species was described by Lesquereux from Sha.sta County, California. It ·was said to be 6 em. long and 3.5 em. broad, and with a very
thick petiole. The Park leaf is 8 em. long and 4.5 em. wide, and lacks the
petiole. 'rhe nervation appears identical, but I have hesitated to make a
positive identification on such sca:nty materiaL
Habitat: Lamar ~iver, between Cache and Calfee creeks, on the same
piece of matrix as Salix anpusta and Lygoclium ka·~~lji6sii; collected by F. H.
Knowlton, August 27, 1888.
Frcus soRDIDA Lx.
Ficus so1·dida Lx.: Mem. Mus. Oomp. Zool., Vol. VI, No.2, 1878, p.17, Pl. IV, figs. G, 7.

A single fragment, representing the lower side of a leaf of a.bout the
same size and nervation as fig. 7 of ~esquereux's plate.
Habitat: Specimen R.idge, Fossil Forest, "Platanus bed;" collected by
\Yard and Alderson, August 25, 1887.
FICUS DENSIFOLIA 11.

sp.

Pl. LXXXIX, fig. 1; PI. XC, figs. I, 2; Pl..XOI, fig. 1.

Leaves large, very thick, unequal-sided, irregular long-obovate ,
broadest at or above the miadle, obtuse above, narro-vved below to a
rounded truncate or slightly heart-shaped base; margin entire or very
slightly undulate; petiole not preserved; midrib very thick, slightly
:fl.exuose; secondaries 8 or 9 pairs, lower opposite or subopposite, others
alternate; lov,rer secondaries thin, nearly at a right a.ngle with midrib,
others irregular, remote, at various angles, much arching upward, occasionally forked, all camptodrome, and joining ·by broad loops; middle
~econdar-jes sometimes branched o1i the outside, ~he branches joini11g by
broad loops near the margin; nervilles strongly marked, mainly broken,
producing by union la.rge quad1'angular areas; finer nerva.tion producing
irregular quadrangula r areas.
'l'his fine species differs markedly from all others obtained· in the
Yell ow stone National Park, and is quite unlike any American form. 'fhe
smaller leaves are 13 or 14 em. long and 5 or 6 em. broad, while the larger
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examples are fully 25 mi1. long and nearly or quite 10 em. broad. They
are broadly obovate, being broadest usually above the middle. At ba.se
the leaves are na.rrowed into a small rounded, truncate, or even heartshaped part. Above they a.ppear rather abruptly narrowed into an obtuse
a.pex.
The nervation is strongly marked. The midrib is very thick, as are
most of the secondaries, especially in the micldJe, when they pass· to the
broad portion of the hla.de. They a.re then alternate, thick, and sometimes
forked, and not rarely branched on the outside. The secondaries and their
branches a:·e arched and joined by broad bo·ws.
Habitat: Southeast side of Crescent Hill, largest specimen (Pl.
LXXXIX, fig. 1); Yellowstone River, one-half mile below mouth of Elk
Creek, one peculiar, somevirhat doubtful, specimen; also one from b[),se of
bluff (Pl. XC, fig. 1); hill above Lost Creek, typical specimen. All of the
above collected by F. H. Knowlton, August, 1888. Specimen Ridge, Fossil
Forest, opposite Slough Creek, "Plata.nus bed" and bed 100 feet above
same; specimens numerous; collected by Lester F. \V ard a.nd E. C.
Alderson, August25., 1887. Fossil Forest Ridge, bed No.5, "Sa.lix bed,"
one broken specimen; collected by \Vard and Knowlton, August 9, 1887.
Frcus

H.A.GUEI

n. sp.

PI. XO, fig. :1.

Leaf thick, broad, rounded-ovate, apparently rounded and truncate at
base and rather abruptly acuminate at apex;. margin entire; midrib thick,
perfectly straight; leaf palmately 3-ribbed from above the base, apparently a pair of thin secondaries originating- from or near the base of the
lamina, then a pair of very strong subalternate ribs or secondaries, at an
angle of about 45°, which arch upward; above this pair, in the upper
part of the bl?>de, are 4 or 5 pairs of alternate thinner secondaries a.t a
lower angle; all of the secondaries are joined some distance from the
margin by a broad loop, 1vith another series of smaller loopd outside .
these, at least in the lower portion of the leaf; a number of irregular intermediate secondaries occur betl'ireen the primary secondaries; nervmes thin,
h-regula.r.
The specimen figured is the only representative of this strongly char~
acterized species. It unfortunately Jacks both base and apex, but the por-
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tion preserved is 8 em. long and nearly 8 em. wide. There is, of course,
no means of knowing the configuration of base and apex, but from all
indications it is probable that the base was rounded-truncate and the apex
abruptly acuminate.. It is well characterized by secondaries, of which the
lower prominent pair are strongest and arch up and join by a. broad loop
to the secondaries above, producing a palmately ribbed leaf.
I am uncertain as to the conectness ?f this generic reference, but it
seems to approach closer to Ficus than any other. In any case, it is so
well marked that it can be readily recognized. It does not appear closely
related to any fossil species with which I am familiar, but among living
species it has considerable resemblance to F. noclosa Tey. and Binn., and
F. proce1•a R., both from British India.
The species is named in honor of the discoverer.
Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge, middle stratum; collected by Arnold
Hague, September 21, 1884.
Frcus TILI.iEFOLI.A. ~

AI. Br.

A fragment of the basal portion of a large leaf, apparently of this
species. It is, for example, very much like the figure given by Lesquereux, 1
from the AuriferO!J.S gravels of California.
Habitat: Hill above Yanceys and near t.he fossil trees; collected by
F. H. Knowlton, August, 1888.
Frcus .AsrMIN.iEFO LIA

Lx.

Ficus asiminrefolia Lx.: Oret. and Tert. Fl., p. 250, PI. LV I, figs~ 1-3. ·

A single deformed leaf, which agrees in nervation with this species and
with the upper portion of another perfect leaf.
Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge, bed No.3, "Magnolia bed;" collected
by Ward and Knowlton, August, 1887. Yellowstone River, one-half mile
below mouth of Elk Creek, base of bluff; collected by F. H. Knowlton,
August, ~888.
ARTOCARPUS ~ QUERCOIDES n. sp..
PI. XCII, fig. 1.

Leaf large, thick, 5 (7~)-lobed, lower lobes large, rounded; upper
lateral lobes smaller, turning upward, of about the same size at apex as
1

Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol., VI. No.2, p.18, Pl. IV, fig. 8,1878.
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central or terminal lobe, ·all separated by broad, rounded sinuses; midrib
very thick belo'v and to the middle of the leaf, from which point. it. ntpidly
diminishes to the apex; secondaries numerous, a.lterna.te, at angle of 30°
to 45°, about 4 in each lobe, except the small central lobe, the upper
ones passing to the apex of the lobe, the other curving near the ma.rgh1
belo·w it; short. secondaries pass up to and arch along above the sinuses,
occasionally in the upper part fmking and passing on both sides; nervilles
strong, percurreut, nearly at right ang·les to the secondaries; :finer nervation
not 1:weser'ved.
The specimen :figured is the only one obtained of this rema.rkabl<~ and
highly characteristic leaf. It is not perfect, yet it a.ppea.rs to repref:'ent
practically all of the leaf. The part preserved is 14 em. long and 8,5 em.
broad between the upper lobes. It was probably at least 17 em. in length,
and if there \Vere 7 lobes it was of course much larger. It 1vas probably
12 to 14 em. broad between the lo·wer lobes. The ·width at the middle
sinus is a little less than 3 em. It is strongly 5-lohed, and, following the
analogy of A1·toccwpus lessigiana (Lx.) Kn., may have been 7-lobecl.
There is, ho·wever, no evidence that it had more than 5 lobes. The
lovl"er lobe is 5.5 em. wide at a distance of 1.5 em. from the midrib,
while the upper lateral lobe is fully G em. wide at the same dista.nce from
the midrib. The extreme length of the upper lobe is less tl1an 5 em., the
apex being curved around and up. The secondaries, as pointed out in the
diagnosis, are about 4 in number in each lobe. 1.'hey are about 1 em.
apart, the upper one only entering the apex of the lobe. The only trace of
the :finer nervati.on consists of a few strictly percurrent nervilles.
I am in doubt as to the proper generic reference of this leaf. ·when it
was collected in the :field, the conclusion ·was hastily formed that it was a,n
oak, hut the nervation is not at all that of this g-enus. It seenrs to have rather
a moraceous character, hut I have not been entirely successful in finding
affinities. It has some resemblance to species of Ficus, but on the whole
approaches closest to Artocarpus. Compared with living species it is of
the A. incisa type, yet of course differs in marked peculiarities, having-, for
example, only :five instead of many lobes. Among- fossil species this undoubtedly approaches A. lessigiama (Lx.) Kn., 1 found in the Laramie and Denver
formations of Colorado, Wyoming, etc. The Yellowstone leaf has much the
'Science, Vol. XXI, p. 24.
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shape and thick midrib of the other, but differs essentia lly h1 having 3
or 4 seconda ries instead of 1 in each lobe. It is, howeve r, a leaf sufficiently well charact erized to permit it to be readily recogni zed, and if
materia l is hereafte r found that will throw addition al light on its affinities,
it can be easily transfer red to its proper genus. For the present it may
remain under Artocar pus.
Habitat : Yellowstone River, one-hal f mile below rnouth of Elk Creek;
coJlected by F. H. Knmvlt on, August, 1888.
'
lUAGNOLIACE.lE.
MAGNOL IA CALIFOR NICA ~

Lx.

JJiagnolia californi ca Lx.: Foss. Pl. Aurif. Gravels, Mem. Mus. Oomp. Zoi5I., Vol.
Vl,
No.2, 1878, p. 25, Pl. VI, :figs. 5-7.

A single specimen, of 1vhich only the upper part is preserv ed. It has,
so far as can be made out, the shape a:1d nervatio n o~ this species, but. it is
so much broken that its positive identification is not possible.
Ha.bitat: Fossil Forest Ridge; Hague's No. 1960.
lVIAGNOL IA SPECTAB ILit:; 11.

sp.

Pl. XCIII, :figs. 1, 2.

Leaves very thick, coriaceo~1s; broadly elliptica l-lanceo late in outline,
1vith regular ly rounded base and rather abrupt obtusel y acumin ate apex;
margin perfectl y entire, not undulat e; .midrib thick, straight ; seconda ries
about 18 or 20 pairs, alternat e, regular and parB,llel or slightly irregula r
on emerge nce from the midrib, becomi ng parallel above; seconda ries either
forking near the margin or arching along and joining the one next a.bove
in a series of loops, 1vith a series of smaller loops outside; interme diate
seconda ries usually numero us, sometimes passing nearly to the junctio n of
the primary ones, or becomi ng lost at one-hal f or two-thi rds of the distance
from midrib to margin, irregula r and not para1lel to other seconda ries;
nerville s numero us, irregula r, broken, approxi mately· at right angles to
the seconda ries; finer nervatio n beautifu lly preserv ed, forming strongl y
marked quadran gular areolre.
This fine species is represe nted by a large 1111~nber of well-pre served
specimens. The larger leaves are fully 20 em. long and 7 or 8 em. wide,
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and some of the smaller ones 12 or 15 em, long and 4 to 6 em. '\vide. 1"he
leaves are thick and leathery, and evidently belonged to an evergreen
spec1es.
It is altogether probable that the leaves obtained by Mr. \V. H. Holmes
in 1878 from Amethyst Mountain and identified by Lesquereux as llfa,qnolia
lanceolata Lx./ really belong to this species. As nearly as can he made
out from Holmes's description of the locality, 2 it is the same as that which
afforded the specimens under discussion. But a careful comparison of these
numerous leaves with the figures given by Lesquereux, as well· as with
specimens from the Auriferous gravels, makes it certain that they can not
·belong to M. lanceolata. Magnolia spectabilis differs in being broader, more
rounded at base, with secondaries more curved and with numerous inter~
mediate secondaries. A still greater point of difference is in the texture of
the leaf. Of M. lanceolata, Lesquereux says: 3 "1"his leaf is not coriaceous,
rather of a thin substance," while llf. spectabilis is thick and distinctly coriaceous or leathery. The finer nervation is not preserved in JVI. lanceola.ta,
so it is not possible to compare that point.
From further evidence it appears that these identical specimens were
again submitted to Lesquereux in 1887, and he then identified them with
M. inglefieldi Heer, 4 a species that he has also reported from Lassen County,
California, Green R1ver group, etc. It is certainly much more closely
related to this than to M. lanceolata, as may be seen from Heer's figures 5 and
specimens identified with it from California. It is of the same shape and
size as ·.J.w. spectabilis and is described as being coriaceous, but it differs
somewhat in having the secondaries more scattered, apex irregular, etc.
The finer nervation also differs. 11 hey are undoubtedly close, but seem to
. be sufficiently distinct for specific separation.
Among living species the affinity of JJ!I. specta.bilis is unquestionably
with M. gmndijlo1·a L., or .Ll!I. fmtida. Sargent, as it is now called. The size,
outline, texture, and nervation are practically the same.
According to Sargent, 6 the direct ancestor of llfa.gnolia fmtida ·was

··

'Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. VI, 1>· 24, Pl. VI, fig. 4.
2Twelfth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. aud Geog. Snrv. Terr., 1878 (1883), Pt. II, p. 49.
3Loc. cit., p. 24.
4Cf. Proc. U.S. Nn.t. Mus., Vol. X, 1887, p: 46.
&J!'l. Foss. Arct., Vol. VII, 18831 p. 121, Pl. LXIX, fig.l; Pl. LXXXV, fig. 3; Pl. LXXXVI, fig. 9.
ssnva of North America, Vol. I, 1>· 3.
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probably M. inglefieldi as exemplified from Greenland, the type locality.
As already pointed out, this species is also the closest relative of M. spectabilis,
which in turn is closely allied to J.W. fcetida. It is possible that M. inglefieldi,
the earllest arctic representative, was pushed clown by the invading ice,
occupying unde1; a slight variation (J.lf. spectabilis) the Yellowstone National
Park, and suniving at the present day as .llf. jwtida.
Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge, bed No. 3, "Magnolia bed;" collected
by Ward and Knowlton, August, 1887.
MAGNOLIA l\HCROPHYLLA

n. sp.

Leaf thick, elliptical-lanceolate in outline, with slightly undulate entire
margin; midr~b very thick, straight; secondaries 4 or 5 pairs, alternate,
very irregular, at an angle of 30° to 45°, much curved upward, forking
near the margin, the fork joillecl by the branch from the secondary next
below; intermediate secondaries present, irregular; nervilles irregular; finer
nervation obscure.
A single broken fragment is. the only example of this species observed.
The part preserved is G em. long and 4 em. wide.
This leaf was associated on the same piece of matrix with 11-1. spectabilis,
yet differs by the characters enumerated.
Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge, br•d No. 3, "Magnolia bed;" collected
by \iV ard and Knowlton, August, 1887.
MAGNOLIA CULVERI

n. sp.

PI. XCII, fig. 5.

Leaf large, membranaceous, broadly ovate, truncate at base, obtusely
pointed above; petiole short; midrib thin, straight; secondaries G or 7
pairs, alternate, at an angle of 40° or 45°, forking some d1stance below the
margin, carnptodrome by broad loops; intermediate secondaries occasional,
soon lost in the middle area between the secondm·ies; nervilles numerous,
irregular, thin, broken; finer nervation producing large irregularly quadrangular areas.
The specimen figured, which is that best preserved, is 14 em. in length,
including the petiole, but hicks the apex. It must have been some 15 ern.
long when perfect. It is broadest just .below the middle, where it is 8 em.
wide. The petiole is 1 em. long and 1i1oderately thick.
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This fine species belongs certainly to the genus 1\ia.gnolia, as attested
by the shape and the forking, campt.odrome secondaries. It is, however,
quite unlike any of the other species found in the Yellowstone ;Na.tional
Park. Perhaps its closest relation is Jl:f. califomica Lx., 1 from the Cha.Jk
Bluffs of CaJif01~nia. It is different in shape, being ovate instead of broadly
oval, ·and has somewhat different secondaries. The large quadrangu lar
finer nervation is similar in both.
It does not approach very closely to either of the living American
species, being perhaps closest to lrtf. acuminata L., the well-Jmm•m cucumber
tree. 2 The shape of the leaves is practically the same, but the nervation
differs somewhat.
I have named this species in honor of Prof. George E. Culver, who
assisted in making the collection from this place.
Habitat: East bank of Lamar River, between Cache and Calfee creeks;
collected by F. H. Knowlton and George E. Culver, August, 1888.
MAGNOLIA~ POLLARD! 11.

sp.

Pl. LXXXI, figs. 9, 10.

Petals of firm texture, elliptical or elliptic-ovate in outline,. narrowed
below, rounded-o btuse above; nervation of numerous approxima tely pa.rallel nerves about 2 mm. apart.
'J.1he best preserved of these 2 specimens (fig. 9) has 7.5 em. in length
preserved, and was probably fully 8.5 em. in length when perfect. It is
3 em. broad in the middle, and is narrowed at base to a point of attachment some 5 or 6 mm. broad. The upper point is unfortunat ely destroyed,
but it seems probable, from the appearanc e of the margin and nerves, that
it was obtuse. The nerves arise from the basal part and run approxima tely
parallel, spreadii1g slightly in the middle and converg·ing toward the apex.
In the middle these nerves are. between 3 and 4 mm. apart., but in the apex
they are separated by only about 2 mrn. 'J.1here is some evidence of intermediate nerves, or possibly cross veinlets, but these are so indistinct that
a positive statement concerning them can not be made.
The other specimen (fig. 10) is a trifle over 5 em. in length, but lacks
both upper and lower parts. It was probably 6.5 or 7 em. in length when
tMem. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. VI, No.1, p. 25, Pl. VI, figs. 5, 7.
•Cf. Sargent: Silva of N. A.., Vol. I, Pis. IV, V.
MON XXXII, PT II--46
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perfect. It is exactly 3 em. in 1vidth at the widest portion, which is a little
a.bove the middle. There is no indication of the form of the base, as it is
destroyed. The apex was quite obviously obtuse. The nerves are less
distinctl)r preserved than in the other specimen, but by careful search they
can be made out as shovm in the :figme. Beyond these nothing can be
made out.
It is with some hesitation that these specimens are described as petals
of Magnolia. They were 'at :first supposed to be spathe-like gTovvths of
some monocotyledonou s plant, and their identification as Magnolia· petals
1vas first suggested by Mr. C. L. Pollard, of the United States National
:Museum, in 1vhose honor I take pleasure in naming the species.
The
probability of their being petaJs of a large-flowered Magnolia is greatly
strengthened by the fact that undoubted Magnolia leaves in abundance are
found in the various beds of the Yellowstone National P~trk, whereas no
Tnonocotyledonous plant has been found to which these apparently could
have belonged. There is a fac}es to the specimens that is difficult to
describe and wholly impossible to show in a :figure, ·which is very suggestive of Magnolia. petals. The manner in which they curve and narrow
on the rock, although this appearance may of course be only accidental,
is very similar to the petals of certain large-flowered forms-such, for example, as ll!l. conspicu-a. In any case they are distinctive forms that may be
readily recognized, and, for the purposes of geologic correlation, are of
undoubted value. Several· botanists to whom the specin:iens have been
submitted a.gree that their reference to Magnolia is fully warranted, and
for the present at least they may be so considered.
Habitat: Y ello1vstone River, ·one-half mile below the rnouth of Elk
Creek (:fig. 10); collected. by F. H. Knowlton, August, 1888. · Fossjl Forest Ridge, opposite Slough Creek; collected by Lester ·F. \V ard, August,
1887.
LA UR..ACEJB. ·
LAURUS PR.I.MIGENIA ~ Ung.
Pl. XCI, :figs. 4, 5.

Lau,nts primigenia Ung. Of. Ward: Types of the Laramie Fl., p. 47, Pl. XXIII, :fig. 8.

The much broken specimens are the only ones of thi~ species found.
Their identi:fica.tion is open to doubt, :yet· they are obviously the same as
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the leaf figured by Professor \Y a.rd as this species from Carbon, \Y yoming.
l\iore material ·will be necessary before its status can be fixed with cert:"iint.y.
Habitat: Y ellcnvstone Ri,'ei·, half a mile below month of Elk Creek,
foot of bluff; collected by :F'. H. Kno·wlton, August., 1888.
LAURUS PERDI'l>\ ll.

sp.

Pl. XCIV, iigs. 1-5.

Lea;\res coriaceous, broadly lanceolate, ·wedge-shaped at base, obtusely
acuminate at apex; margins entire, but very slightly undulate; petiole
short, stout; midrib thick, straight; secondaries 7 or 8 pairs, alte1:nate,
camptodrome, arising at an angle of 40° or 45° and curving upward ;:~ml
arching along near the margin and forming numerous brortd loops or
bows; nervilles numerous, irregular, mainly forked, approximately at right
angles to the midrib; :finer nervation not preserved.
The collection contains a number of specimens of this species, none of
them, however, quite perfect. rrhey are a.bout 15 em. long nnd about
4.5 .em. broad. 'l'he 5 specimens figured show well the character of the
species. They are broadly la.nceolate, 1vith a regula.rly nanwwed base and
apparently a rather obtuse apex. The secondaries are about 7 prtirs, whieh
arch much upward and along the borders. 'l'he nervilles are numerous,
mainly at right angles to the midrib, and irregular and often broken.
'l'his species has some resemblance to La,u.rus .r;randis Lx., 1 from the
Auriferous gravels of California, differing in being smaller, narrower, and
not so obtuse at apex. rrhe resemblance is close enough, hovvever, to make
it reasonably certain that the 2 species are quite closely related.
Persea, pse?,tdo-cw·olinensis Lx., 2 from Table Mountain) California,, is somewhat similar, but differs in being broader, more obtuse, and in h2vving- ii.ner
nervation.
Habitat: Hill a,bove Y anceys ancl near the stunding fossil trees; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August 28, 1888. Near same locality; collected
by George M. \Vright, September 24, 1885.
1
0

Cret. and Tert. Fl., p. 251, Pl. LVIII, figs. 1, 3.
Mem. :i\ius. Coinp. Zool., Vol. VI, No.1, p.19, Pl. VII, figs. 1, 2.
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LA.uRus MON'l'ANA. n.

sp.

Pl. XCV, iig. 2.

Leaves large, evidently coriaceoLlS, elliptical-Ianceolate, narrowed gradually(~) to the petiole and(~) Ulw;rard to an acuminate apex(~), slightly
unequal-sided in the upper pa.rt; margin entire; midrib thin, straight; secondaries 5 or G pairs, alternate, the lower at a very acute angle, upper ones
slightly less so, all, but especially the lower ones, with numerous branches
on the outside, which join and form broad loops just inside the margin;
-nervilles strong, percurrent, approximately at right angles to the secondaries;
ultimate nervation not preserved.
· ·The leaf by which this fine species is represented unfortuna tely lacks
both base and apex, but is otherwise well preserved. It is 10 em. long as
now preserved, and was, when entire, probably at least 14 em. in length.
The width is 5.3 em. As stated, it is a little (3 mm.) wider on one side of
_the ~nidrib than the other, making' it slightly unequal-sid~ci.. The nervation is peculiar, consisting of about 5 pairs of secondaries, of which the
lower, on the narrower side of the leaf, begins well toward the base and
passes up to the middle of the blade, with numerous branches on the outside at right angles to the midrib. The lower secondary on the broad
side of the leaf is very thin and short, and anastomoses with a branch
from the lower portion. of the, second secondary. This latter is strong, and
passes above the middle of the leaf, and has only 4 or 5 branches on the
outside, all being at an acute angle with the midrib. The other secondaries have 1 or more branches on .outside,. and also a number of strong
nervilles.
This species appears to be related to some of the forms figured by
Lesquereu x as LawrMs g1·anclis,l from California, and may possibly be an
anomalous form of this species. It is larger, more rounded, slightly unequalsided, and has quite different nervation. It also resembles L. californicct Lx., 2
from the same place.. ·
Habitat: Yellowstone River, one-half mile below mouth of Elk Creek,
base of bluff; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August, 1888.
1

Cret. and Tert. Fl., Pl. LVIII, :fig. 3.
cit., PI. LVIII, fig. 8.
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LAURUS PRINCEPS Heer.
PI. XCV, fig. 3.
La.unts p1·inceps Heer.

Lesquereux: Cret. and Tert. Pl., p. 251, Pl. LVIII, fig. 2.

The fine leaf sho1vn in the plate is absolutely pelfect. It has the
same size, shape, and nervation as fig. 2 of Lesquercux's plate (loc. cit.).
Habitat: Yellov;rstone River, one-half mile below mouth of Elk Creek,
base of bluff; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August, 1888.
LAURUS CALIFORNICA Lx.
Lam.nts californica. Lx.: Cret. and Tert. FJ., p. 250, PI. LVII, fig. 3; Pl. IJVIII, figs.
G-8 ..

Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge; beds Nos. 3,. 5, and G; Specimen Ridge,
Fossil Forest, opposite Slough Creek; collected by \Va.rd and Knmvlton,
August, 1887. Northeast side of Crescent Hm, opposite small pond,
altitude 7,500 feet; collected August 2, 1888, by F. H. Knowlton and
G. E. Culver.
LAuRus GRANDIS Lx
Pl. XCIII, fig. 3; Pl. XCV, fig. 1.
Ea.nru.s granclis Lx.: Cret. and Tert. PI., p. 251, Pl. LVIII, figs. 1, 3.

Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge, beds Nos. 3, 5, and 7; collected by
'Nard and Knowlton, August, 1887. Specimen H.idge, Fossil Forest, head
of Crystal Creek; collected by ·ward and Alderson, August 25, 1887.
Hill above Lost Creek; collected by George Tlf. ·wright, September 24, 1885.
PERSEA PSEUDO-CAROLINENSIS Lx.
Pl. XCV, fig. 4.
Persect pseudo-cct1'olinensis Lx.: Auriferous Gravels of California, lVlem. lVlus. Oomp.
Zool., Vol. VI, No.1, p.:J-9, Pl. VII, figs. 1, 2.

The specimen figured, which is the best one found, agrees clo?ely -.,vith
the fig,ure of thjs species given by Lesquereux (loc. cit., fig. 1).
Habitat:. Specimen H.idge, Fossil Forest, head of Crystal Creek; collected by \Vard and KnOI'\'lton, August 25, 1887. East hank of Lamar
River, between Cache and Calfee creeks; collected by F. H. Knowltonl
August 21, 1888.
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l\:fALAP OENNA LAMARE NSIS ll.

sp.

Pl. XCIII, figs. 4, 5; .Pl. XCVI, fig. 5.

Leaves thick, coriaceous, ovfl.te-oblong, taperin g .downward to a long
wedge-shaped base fl.nd upwar d to an acuminate 01' obtuse ly fi.Clllninate
apex; margin entire; midrib thick, straigh t; nervation pinnate, consisting
of 2 pairs of opposite thick ribs or secondaries, of which the lower .pair
1trise near the base and pass up for nearly half the length of the blade,
\vhile the other ai·ise some distance up and pass nearly or quite to the
apex; several pairs of small secondaries arise from the midrib in the extreme
upper part of the blade; ribs with. occasional branch es on the outside
;
nervilles appare ntly percurrent.
This species is represented by several specimens, 3 of the best of
which are figured. Unforttmately none of the specimens are pelfect. The
larger and best-preservecl specimen has 9 em. retained, and must have
been 11 or 12 em. in length when complete. This specimen is 4 em. wide.
Anoth er example has 7 em. of the 'upper portion preserv ed and is about
4.5 em. wide. The small one figured is not .quite 4 em. in length and
about 1.15 em. in width.
Among living species M. lamarensis very much resembles Tetmnt hem
(Litsea ) dealbata R. Br., from Australia, and also f.tpproaches Litsea glauca
Seib., from ,Japan -that is, it approaches these living species closely enough
to make it certah1 that the ge:q.eric reference is correct. Among the fossil
species, Tetmnt lwa prcecu1·soria Lx.,l.from the Bad Lands of Dakota , is quite
suggestive. This species is somewhat obovate instead of ovate-oblong, and
h1ts about 4 pairs of secondaries, which do not differ in size as they do in
11£. lamareq~sis.
Habita t: East bank of Lamar River, betwee n Cache and Calfee creeks;
collected by F. H. Ki1owlton, Augus t 21, 1"888. Yellowstone River, onehalf mile below mouth of Elk Creek; collected by :B-,. H. Knowl ton,
Augus t 27, 1888.
LITSEA UUNE.ATA 11.

sp.

Pl. XCII, figs. 2-4.

Leaf membranaceous, broadl y lanceolate, wedge-shaped- at base and
narrow ed ~n about the same manne r at ape:J!:; midrib very thick, straigh t;
l Cret. 3.ntl Tert. Fl., p. 228, Pl. XLVIII, fig. 2.
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secondaries at a. very acute angle, cra.spedodrome, nlterna.te, lower pair
thinnest, those above much thicker, brm~ching on the outside, branche~ nJ
an acute angle, craspedodrome; intermediate seconda.ries severa,1, generally
lost in the space between the secondaries; nervilles strong, at va.rious
ang·les, ma,inly percurrent; finer nervation irregular.
No perfect example of this species has been found, the frn.gments
figured being all that 1ve have to represent it. 'rhe specimen showing the
1veclge-shaped base is only 5 em. long, but 1vas 11robably 10 or 12 em. in
length \lirhen · pelfect. It is 4 em. wide. 'rhe larger of the otbers is the
wedge-shaped apical portion, and is G em. long, ·with the proba.bi1ity of its
having been at least 12 em. long. 'rhe sma.ll specimen was proba.bly
hardl3r more than 8 or 9 em. in length when perfect. The upper portion
appears to have more numerous secondaries than the.lo1ver pm-t. They are
also branched on the outside.
Habitat: Yellowstone River, 1 mile below the mouth of Elk Creek;
collected by F. H. Knowlton, August, 1888.
CrNNA:i.IW:i.IIUl\:1: SPECTABILE Heer.
Pl. XCIY, fig. G.
Cinnamom.wn specta.bile Heer: Fl. Tert. Helv., Vol. II, p. Dl, Pl. :XCVI, figs. 1-8.

'rhe leaf figured, which a.ppears to be the only one obtained, differs
slightly from the figures of the European form to which it is referred. The
lower pair of secondaries, for example,_ are nearer the base of the len.£ tha.n
in the figures given by Heer, but, granting the slight differences, I have
hesitated to make it a new species.
Habitat: Tower Creek, Y el1owstone National Park; co1Jectecl by
Arnold Hague (field No., 103G), August 16, 1883 .
.PLA'l'ANACE.iE.

PLATANus

GUILLEL~r11~

Gopp.

Pl. XCVI, fig. l; Pl. XCVII, fig. 5.

This species is very a.bunda.nt, being· represented by over 125 more or
Jess perfect specimens. Some of these-as, for example, the one figuredare particularly perfect. They differ somewhat in size, the average being
about 7 or 8 em. broad between the lobes and 8 or 9 em. in length. An
ocea.sional one js 14 em. broad' and about the snme length.
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These lenves noTee 1vell ·with the usual description and figures of this
speci<?s, espeeinlly as given"b y Lesque reux 1 from Carbon, ·wyomi ng.
Habitat : Fossil :B"orest mdge, Yellowstone Nationa l Park, bed No. 1,·
the lo1vest bed, rare; bed No. 5, nn·e; heel No. 6, the "Platan us heel,"
most a.bunda.nt locality, over 7 i5 specimens noted; heel No. 7, rare; collecte d
bv Lester F. \Varcl and F. H. Knmvlton, Aug·ust, 1887. East end of Fossil
Forest Mountain, middle bed, 775 feet above valley below; specimens rare;
collected by \~Tarcl and Knowlton, August 13 and 22,1887. Specim en Ridge,
opposite Slough Creel(, rare; collected by \Vard and Knowlt on, August ,
1887. Hague's Yellowstone Nationa l Park collections (field No., 1960),
Fossil Forest section, very abunda nt; collected by G.l\'L \~Tright and \Valter
H. ·weed, Septem ber 20, 1885. Hague's Yellowstone Nationa l Park col. ~ee.tions (field No., 1217), Fossil Forest sectioJ.?., upper stratum ; collected by
Arnold Hague, Septem ber 24, 1884. Hague's Yellowstone N a.tional Park
collections (field No., 1219), rare; collected by Arnold Hague, Septem ber
24, 1884. South end of Crescent Hill, G feet belo\v "Platan us heel;"
collected by F. H. Knowlt on, August 9,1888.
.l:)

~

u

PLATANU S :MoNTAN A n.

sp.

Pl. XCVI, figs. 2, 3.

Leaves membranaceous, somewhat roughened, rounded -oblong in
shape, decurre nt on the petiole, rounded above or acumina.te, possibly
slightly 3-pointecl; margin sin,1ply undulat e toothed ; nervatio n obscure ly
pahna.te; petiole stout; midrib thick, straight ; secondaries several (about
5) pairs, the lowest some distance above the base of the blade, emergin g at
an a.ngle of about 30°, pa~sing nearly straight to the border and ending in a
small margina l tooth, with sevei·al branches on the outside approxi mately
at right a.ngles to the midrib and ending in margina l teeth; second pair of
secondarie::; strong, arising· at an a.ngle of 46 °, much arching up-1vard and
ending either in the mmgin or possibly in short lobes, with several strong
forking tJranches on the outside, the terminations ending in the teeth; other
secondaries also occasionally forked on the outside; nervilles strong, occasionany percurr ent, hut mainly forked or broken; finer nervatio n quadran gular.
This species is based on a number of more or less fragme ntary leaves,
the best of ·which are :figured .. The most pe1fect specimen is 12 em.
····-------·--------1

---------·-----------

Tert. }'1., p. 183, Pl. XXV, :figs. 1-3.
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long and about 10. em. broad. · It was probably, when. living, a.t least 15
em. long.
The marked feature of this leaf is that it is not strictly palmately
nerved, having, as pointed out in the diagnosis, the 2 lower p::tirs of
secondaries with branches on the outside which end in the marginal teeth~
Otherwise it is hardly to he distinguished from Platanus mynolch;ii N ev;rby.,
as figured by Lesquereux 1 from the Denver beds of Golden, Colorado.
This species was described by Newberry 2 as having the margin doubly
sen;ate, but a number of specimens referred to it by Lesquereux have the
margin undulate, dentate, or even entire. Newberry's type had 3 lobes or
points in the upper portion, while certain of Lesquereux's specimens •vm·e
rounded and entire above.
The smaller leaves from.the lower Yellowstone described by Professo)'
Ward under the name of G1'ewiopsis 1JO]nd~folia., 3 especially fig. 4 of his pla.te,
approach the leaves under discussion. 11 hese, a.s he has alreR.dy poilitecl
out, a.re suggestive of P: mynoldsii. They can hardly belong to Grewiopsis.
\Vhether the leaves from the Yellowstone National Park should be
regarded as nevi' to science or referred to Platanu.s mynoldsii is an open
question. They agree closely enough in size, shape, and marginal dentition,
but differ in the nervation. It is possible that this character may he of
sufficient importance to keep them distinct, and also to exclude them from
the genus Platanus, hut for the present at least, and until better material
can be obtained, they may remain R.s above.
Habitat: East slope of high hill about three-fourths of a mile south
from Yanceys; collected h}- George l\1. \Vright, September 4, 1885.
LEGUl\UNOS.iE.
AcACIA :M:ACROSPERM.A n.

sp.

PI. XC VIII, fig. 8.

Legume large, more thR.n 8 em. long and 2.2 em. wide, broad linear,
possibly constricted, 'lvith obtuse, regularly rounded end; apparently surrounded by a vi'ing 5 mm. hroa.cl; seeds numerous, large, oblong, 10 mm.
long, G mm. broad.
Tert. Fl., Pl. XXVI, fig. 4; Pl. XXVII, figs. 1-3.
Later Ext. ~'1., p. 69; Ill. Cret. and Tert., Pl. XVIII.
s Types of the La-r:nnie Fl., p. 90, Pl. XL, figs. 3-5.
t

2
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This species appears quite unlike any species before found in America,
but is not greatly unlike A. microphylla Heer from the Swiss Tertiary . The
latter species is not quite as broad as A. 17Wcrospenna, and has not the end
preserved. Tl~e seeds are about the same size in both.
Habitat:· Fossil .B'orest Ridge, bed No. 7, "Castan ea bed;'' collected
by ·ward and Knowlt on, August 1G-;W, 1887.
AcACIA LAMARE NSIS 11.

sp.

Pl. XCVIII, 1ig. G.

Legume linear, broad, more than 7 em. long, and 1.7 em. broad; end
pointed ; a.pparentl y with margina l wing· 2 or 3 111111. 1vide; seeds ova.l, 10 ·
111111. long, 8 mm. wide.
This mf:l,y possibly be the same as A. macrospenna, but it appears to
differ essentia.lly in being na.nower and in having a,n acumin ate instead of
an obtuse termination. 'l'he apparen t 1ving and the seeds are much the
sa,me in both.
Habitat : Lamar River, between Cache and Calfee creeks; collected by
Knowlt on and Culver, August 21, 1888.
AcACIA

w ARDII

n.

sp.

Pl. XCVIII, fig·. 7.

Legume narrow, linear, constricted, G em. long, 9 mm. 1vide in the
broades t portion and 5 mm. wide ::1t the constricted point; point of attachment reduced to a slight extension, opposite ext1~e·mity with a decided curved
beak; seeds api)aren tly present, but obscure.
'l'his species differs· marked ly from the others just described, and also, so
far as I know, from any heretofore found.
Habitat : Fossil Forest Ridge, heel No. 4, "Aralia bed;" collected by
\Vard and Knowlt on, August 1G-20, 1887.
LEGUMIN OSI'l'ES LESQ.OE REUXIAN A

Kn.

Pl. LXXXI X, fig. 4.

Ler;n1ninosi.tes lesquerettxia.na. Kn.: BulL U. S. Geo1. Snrv. No. 152, 131, 1898.
Ler;wnin osites oassioides Lx.: Tert. Fl., p. 300, Pl. LIX, figs. 1-4.

Habitat : Northea st side of Crescent Hill opposite small pond; collected by F. H. Knowlt on and G. E. Culver, August 2, 1888.
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731
n. sp.

Pl. LXXXIX, :figs. 5, 6.

Leaflets thin, oblong-lanceolate, rounded-truncate a.t base, long acuminate at apex; midrib strong, perfectly straight; secondaries about 9 pairs,
alternate, at an angle of 45 °, slightly curving up1varcl; remainder of nen~ation not retained.
,
This little leaflet is 6 em. in length anc117 mm. in ·width. It :is very
regularly rounded, almost truncate at base, and apparently regularly narrowed above into an acuminate apex. The petiole, if there was one, is not
preserved. The seeondaries are alternate and camptodrome, and a.bout
8 or 9 pairs.
The nearest relatecl species is Leguminosites lesquereu.xiana, 1 from the
. Green River heels of Green River, Wyoming, and also Spring Canyon,
Montana. This differs in being la.rger, broader, and more oblong·-ovate
than the one under discussion. The relationship is evidently close, and.
perhaps more material would show closer affinity than I have recognized.
This species also resembles some of the species of Leguminosites from
the Tertiary of Switzerland, as, for example, L. proserpin(J3 Heer. 2 rrhere
can be no question as to the correctness of the reference to this genus.
Habitat: East bank of Lamar River, between Ca.che and Calfee creeks;
collected by F. H. Knowlton, August, 1B88.
ANACAR.DIACEJE.

RHus

MIXTA f

Lx.

Rhtis 1ni.1;ta Lx.: l\1:em. Mus. Oomp. Zool., Vol. VI, No. 2, p. 30, Pl. IX, :fig. 13.

A single small and somewhat fragmentary specimen. It resembles the
smaller of the two specimens figured by Lesquereux.
Habitat: East bank of Lamar River, betlveen Cache and Calfee creeks;
collected by F. H. Knowlton, August 21, 1888 .
1 Tcrt. Fl., p. 300, Pl. LIX, figs. 1-4.
2Fl. Tert. Helv., Vol. III, Pl. CXXXVIII, figs. 50-55.
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CELASTRACEJE.
0ELAST RUS CULVER ! 11.

sp.

Pl. XCVII , fig. 4.

Leaves membranaceous, ovate-lauceolate, appa.rently ra.ther abrupt ly
rounde d at the base, but gradua lly narro~ved above to an obtuse ly acuminate
apex; margin vvith rather remote, small, sharp, outward-pointing teeth;
midrib thick belovi', much thinne r above; secondaries about 10 pairs, alternate at an angle of 35 ° or more, much curved upward, camptodrome
very near the margin, v'yith branches outside entering the sma.Il, weak teeth;
intermediate secondaries occasional, thin, disappearing before reaching half
the distance to the margin; nervilles pereurrent; finer nervat ion obscure.
This species is represented by 2 well-preserved leaves, both, unfortunate ly, representing the upper portion only. The longest specimen is
10 em. in length, which is probab ly not far from its original full length. It
is a little over 5 em. broad at a poin~t which seems to be some distance
below the middle. .Judging from the contour near the base, it seems probable that it was either truncate or, possibly, heart-shaped at base. The
teeth of the margin are peculiar, being scattered, small, sharp, and outvvard
pointing.
This species appears to find its nearest relative in some described from
the Fort Union group along tq.e lower Yellowstone. Thus it resembles
Celast1·us cu1·vine1·vis \Vard1 in shape and nervation, but differs considerably
in size and wholly in the teeth. Oelastr·us ovatu,s \Vard 2 has somewhat the
same shape, but differs considerably innerv ation and in the teeth. Several
of the other species described by Professor \Vard 3 also resemble this in
one or more particulars, but none closely enough for specific identit y..
I take pleasure in naming this fine ·species in honor of Prof. G .. E.
Culver, who assisted in collecting at this place.
Habita t: Yellowstone River, one-half mile below the mouth of Elk
Creek, top of bluff; collected by F. H. Kilowlton and G. E. Culver,
August, 1888.
1 Types of the Laramie
Fl., p. 82, PI. XXXVI, figs. 3, 4.
··op. cit., p. 81, PI. XXXVI, :tig.l.
aop. cit., Pl. XXXV.
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CELASTRus IN..tEQ.UALIS n.

sp.

Pl. XCVIII, :fig. 3.

Leaf of firm texture, elliptica.l~obovate in outline, strongly unequalsided, rounded, obtuse above, and narrowed belo·w into an apparently
winged petiole; ma.rgin strongly sinuate-clentate from above the lo·wer
third or half of the blade; midrib thin, approximate} y straight; seconda.ries
10 or 12 pairs, lower pairs opposite, others alternate, two lo·wer pairs,
and about 6 secondaries on the larger side of the blade at right angles to
the midrib, those on narrow side of blade and in upper portion of other
side from right angle to· 45° or more, all camptodrome, arching upward
abruptly near the margin and apparently joining, sending branches from
the outside to the teeth and other parts of the margin; nervilles ancl finer
nervation obsolete.
rrhis species, as exemplified by the specimen figured, is very peculiar.
It is 7 em. long and a little more than 4.5 em. ·wide. It is abruptly obtuse
at apex and appears to be expanded at base into a winged petiole.
'l'he margin in the lower portion is quite entire, ·while above it is
strongly sinuate-tooth ed. The nervation is markedly peculiar. The lo1ver
secondaries are at right angles \Vith the midrib, as are several more on the
broader margin,· while those on the narrow side of the blade all arise at
a less angle and curve abruptly near the margin. Those in the extreme
tip of· the blade curve very much after the manner of Cornus. All send
branches from th.e outside to the teeth. 'l1 he finer nervation is not
preserved.
This species is vvholly unlike any 1vith which I am familiar. It
possesses the cha.racter clescribecl by Professor 'N ard 1 as especially
chai·acteristic of the American fossil forms of this genus, namely, the
arching of the secondary nerves near the extremities, with short subsidiary
nerves to the marginal teeth. Its unequal-sidedness, winged petiole,
and siuuate teeth above the middle of the blade seem to still further
characterize it.
Habitat: Yellowstone River, one-half m.ile below the mouth of .Elk
Creek, base of bluff; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August, 1888.
t

Types of the La.ramie Fl., p. 78.
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0ELASTRUS ELLIPTICUS

11.

sp.

PI. XCV II, fig. 3.

Leaf of firm texture, near ly regu larly elliptical
in outline, abru ptly
roun ded above to an obtuse apex and below to an almo
st trun cate ly roun ded
base which is slightly decurrent along a short petio
le.; marg in irreg ularl y
sinuate-toothed from a short distance above the base
; midrib rathe r thick,
1::iassing strai ght to the apex; secondaries abou t 15
pairs, alter nate or subopposite, at an even angle. of abou t 35°, strai ght;
distal termination of
secondaries unkn own ; nervilles and :finer nervation
obsolete.
'rhis pe1fect leaf is 7 em. long and 4.5 em. broad.
It is very sligh tly
unequal-sided, the differe1ice being, however, hard ly
3 mm. It is very regu-·
larly elliptical, with a sinuate dentate margin, "\Yhic
h begins abou t .one-fourth
the leng th of the leaf from the base, the lower porti
on bein g entire. The
nervation is very regular, consisting of about 15 pairs
of secondaries, which
emerge at au angle of abou t 35° and i·uu straight
towa rd the margin, but
the man ner of the termination at the margin can
not be made out, from
lack of preservation. It is probable that they
arch abru ptly near the
marg in and l:iend secondary nervilles to the teeth.
None of the nervilles or
:finer nerva.tion can be made out.
It is possible that this species is closely relat ed
to q. inaJqualis, just
described, as they come from the same beds, but it
seems hard ly probable.
rrhis latte r species, as alrea dy pointed out, is very
unequal-sided, 'vith large
sinuate teeth, and peculiar aiTangement of secondar
ies. G. elliptic·us, on the
othe r hand, is almost regu lar in shape, has twice
as man y and smaller
sinuate teeth, and regu lar second.aries.
This species does not approach closely to any
described species of
Celastrus with vThich I am familiar.
Hab itat: Yellowstone River, one-half mile below
the mou th of Elk
Creek, at base of bluff; collected by Y H. Knowlto
n, August, 1888.
ELJEODENDRON POLYMORPHUM Ward.
Pl. XCV II, fig. 1..
Elwodend1·on polymorphu1n ·ward : Type s of the
Laram ie Fl., p. 84:, Pl. XXX VIII ,
figs. 1-7.

The :fine specimen figured is referred with some doub
t to this species.
It has much the same shape, serration, and type
of nerv ation as E. poly-
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but differs in being much larger and m having more numerous
and closer secondaries. It is undoul~tedly close to this species, and rather
than make it a nevi' species I have referred it to this.
Habitat: Yancey Fossil Forest, near the standing trunks; collected
by F. H. Knowlton, August, 188~.

?JW?'j_Jhum,

ACERACE.iE.
ACER VIVARIUM

n. sp.

Pl. XCVIII, fig-. 4.

Le.af membranaceo us, palmately 3-lobecl, narr01vecl below to a ·wedgeshaped. base, sinuses rounded, middle lobe lanceolate-acunJ.inate, as long
or longer than the body of the blade below the sinuses; la.teral lobes
at an acute angle (points not preserved.); margi_ns remotely toothed 1vith
small, sharp, upward-poin ting teeth; midrib, or central rib, strong, straight,
slightly stronger than the lateral ribs, whieh arise from the midrib just
above the base of the blade at an angle of about 70° anc1 pass up straight
to the points of the lateral lobes or curve slightly outward; lateral ribs
with .several pairs of secondary branches, those on the outside beginning
just above the b~1se of the blade and passing straig·ht or with a slight
upward. curve to or entering· the teeth; secondaries on the upper or inside,
beginning below the sinus, which the lowest one enters, the others probably
entering the teeth; middle lobe 1:vith about 6 pairs of alterna.te secondaries arising at an angle of 70° or 75°, and passing up nem·ly straight, to
end in the teeth or fork just belo>v the teeth, one branch e1itering and. the
other going upward near the margin to the one above; nervilles numerous,
mainly percurrent; finer nervation beautifully preserved, forming quadrangular areolre.
The example figured is the only one observed of this species. It is
about 10 em. long and G em. broad. The central lobe is about 5 em. long
· and a little more fhan 2 em. >vide. The lateral lobes appear to have been
about 2 em. wide and. of an unknowu length.
This leaf belongs io the Ace1· t?·ilobatum group, so many forms of which
-vvere described by Heer from the Swiss Tertiary. In sluipe it is most like A.
t?·ilobatU?n p·roductum, 1 hut differs in having only very small, sharp teeth. It is
1

Fl. Tert., HelY., Vol. III, Pl. CXV, figs. 6-12.
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also some\vhat like A. trilobatwn tric1,(,Spidatwn Heer, as figured by Professo r
\Vard from the Fort Union 1 group, differing in being much more wedgeshaped a.t base, and in the angle of the lateral ribs and secondaries.
Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge, bed No. 3, "Magnol ia bed;" collected
by \V ard and KnowIton, August, 18 87.
AcER, fniit of.
Pl. XOYIII, fig. 5.

The collection contains several of these fruits, the best of which is
figured. While they are very definite and clearly belong to Acer, they are
not usually regarded as being sufficiently distinctive for specific reference.
A number have been figured and named also, but I have preferred not to
name these. They may possibly belong to the precedin g species, but of
this there is no proof.
Habitat: Crescent Hill above Yanceys ; collected by \V. H. \Veed,
Septemb er 28, 1885.
SAPINDACELE.

SAPINDUS AI<'FINIS Newby.
Pl.

on, :figs. 1-3.

Sa1Jindus a.tfinis Newby.: Later Extinct Floras, p. 51; Ill. Oret. and Tert. Pl., Pl. XXY,
:fig.l.

The material upon -vvhich this determination is based is ample, as it
consists of fully 100 specimens, all.more or less ·well preserved. These
specimens differ so much in size that it 1vas at first thought that atleast 2
species must be represented, but after a careful study it has been found
impossible to draw any satisfactory line between them. There are all
gradation s qf size from the little slender leaflets, hardly 4 em. long, to the
large ones, fully 10 em. long.
In the only publishe d figures of this species by Newberr y the nervation is not shovm, but the National Museum contains the original Newberry material, and ?n studying this it is found that the nervation agrees
perfectly with the specimens from the Y ello1vstone National Park. It may.1

Types of the Laramie Fl., PI. XXIX, fig. 3.
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also be noted that Newberry's material does not sho1v the leaflets a.s petioled, but in the description of 8. a:fjinis he says, "leaflets * -r, * sessile
or short-petioled ." l\iany of the detached leaflets in his material; named in
his handwriting, are distinctly short-petioled , in -vvhich particular the Pa.rk
specimens a.gree. Some have, it is true, very short ·petioles, yet a.ll seem
to have them.
In only two cases have leaflets been found in this collection a.tt.a.checl
to the rachis, and these have both been :figured.
Habitat: Y ellovvstone River, one-half mile below the mouth of Elk
Creek; found throughout the section, and most abundant at the bottom;
collected by F. H. Knowlton, August, 1888.
~

SAPINDUS ALATUS \iV ard.

Sapinclus alatus Ward: Types of the Laramie Fl., p. 68, Pl. XXXI, figs. 3, 4.

This specimen is ~he only one that I venture to refer to this species.
It was found in the same beds 1vith the abundant 8. afjinis Newby., and
possibly may be an abnormal or unusual leaflet of that species. It is, hmvever, more regular, ancl has the thick or winged petiole of 8. alatus.
Habitat: Yellowstone River, one-half mile below the mouth of Elk
Creek, Yellowstone National Park; top of bluff, 300 feet above the river;
collected by F. H. K11o1vlton, August, 1888.
SAPINDUS GRAN.DIFOLIOLUS Ward.
Pl. XCIX, figs. 1, 2; .Pl. Oil, fig. 4.
Sapindus rrandijoliolt(,s V'{ard: 'I'ypes of the Laramie Fl., p. 67, Pl. XXX, :figs. 3-:3;
Pl. XXXI, :fi.gs.l-2.

Several small doubtful leaves are referred to this species. One in
particular has some resemblance to leaves of Ju.,r;la.ns ·rugosa Lx., but seems
to be closer to the Sapinclus ,r;m.ncli;/oliohts of \V ard.
Habitat: Fossil Forest H.idge, bed No. G, "Platanus bed;'' collected
by \Varcl and Knowlton, August, 1887. Also found o.n the south side of
Stinking1vater Valley, on a high bluff east of month of Crag Creek, collected by F. P. Ring for Arnold Hague, September 4, 1897.
:liON XXXII, l'T II--47
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SAPINDUS GRANDIFOI,IOLOIDES ll.

sp.

Pl. C, :fig. 2.

Leaflets large, of firm texture, ovate-la.nceolate, unequal-sided, rounded
at base to a well-marked winged petiole, apex acute, slightly falcate;
midrib. of moderate strength, stra.i.ght; secondaries about ·7 or 8 pairs,
strongly alternate, emerging at a low angle and soon curving up and
passing· along near the border; the secondaries on the narrmver side of
the leaflet emerge at a greater angle (30° to 45°) t.ha.n on the opposite
side; finer nervation not preserved.
The SiJecimen figured is absolutely perfect so· far as outline and
prineipal nervation go. It is just 10 em. long and 3.7 em. wide ·in the
broadest portion, which is a little belm.,r the middle. 11 he ma.rgin is
sEghtly undulate, almost toothed in one part.
· 11 his species so closely resembles Sapindus ,qmndifoliohcs Ward 1 from the
Fort Union group, that I haYe named1tg?·andifolioloides. It differs, however,
from the latter in being more markedly imequilateral and in having a
winged petiole. It also has fewer secondaries than S. g1·andifoliolus.
This species is also related to S. obtusifolius Lx./ found in the Fort
Union group. From this it differs in having half the number of secondaries a·nd a 1vinged petiole, otherwise being much the same.
Professor \V'ard's S. c£lat~68 3 from the same place as S. grandifoliolus has
a winged petiole, but differs in'being much smaller and in having a broken,
loose nervation. It is p~ssible, however, that if more material could be
obtained it could he referred to one or the other of these evidently related
~~

.

Habitat: Northeast side of hill above Lost Creek, bed No. 1 , collected
by F. H. Knowlton, August 8, 1888.
SAPINDUS WARDII 11.

Pl. XCVIII, :figs. 1, 2; Pl.

sp.

::x;:ciX, :fig. 5.

Leaflet curiaceous, broadly lanceolate, rounded wedge-shaped at base,
with long acuminate falcate apex; margin perfectly entire; midrib thick,
Types of the Laramie Fl., p. 67, Pl. XXX, figs. 3-5 (1887).
Cret. and Tert. Fl., p. 235, Pl. XLVIII, figs. 5-7 (1883).
30p. cit., p. 68, Pl. XXXI, fig. 3, 4 (1887).
1
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passing through the midclJe of the blade; secondaries about 8 pairs, alternate, strongly camptodrome, forming broa.d loops a.t a marked distance
from the margin, occasion ally ·with a. series of smaller loops outside; intermediate secondaries occasional; nervilles few, percurre nt; finer nervation
forming large quadrang ular meshes.
The specimens figured a,re the only ones observed of this species. 'rlw
best preserve d is a little over 10 em. in length and 4 em. broad. It is
marked by the long, slender, and falcate apex, and the peculiar looped
secondaries, 1vhich are joined fa.r inside the margin. One side of the basal
portion of the lea.fiet is missing, but from the direction of the secondaries
it is probable that it was some1vhat unequal-sided.
:B'ig. 1, Pl. XCVIII, which lacks both base a.nd apex, must hav·e been
at least 13 em. in length, and was probably longer. The other (fig. 2, Pl.
XCVIII) was about the size of the best-pres erved example.
These leaflets very closely resemble Fm.xinus cffjlnis Newby./ from
Bridge Creek, Oregon. This has the same type of nervation, but is much
smaller, very slightly unequal-sided, and with more numerou s and more
regular looped seconcla.ries. The finer nervation is identical in each.
There is some doubt as to the correctness of the reference of N elYberry's leaf to the g·enus Fraxinus . 'rhis much resembles the genus
Sapindus and may possibly belong to it. SatJindus g·randifoliolus ·warc1 2
from the Fort Union group, for example, has much resemblance in general
characte r to these leaves. It would seem that they should all be in the
same genus. However , the leaflet under consideration is undoubte dly
closely allied to what VV ard has called Sapinclus, and for the present they
may remain the\·e.
I have named this character istic species in honor of Prof. Lester F.
ViTarcl, who was present vvhen it was collected.
Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge, bed No. 5; collected by. Lester -F. \V ard
a.nd F. H. Knowlto n, August 16-19, 1887. Yellowstone River, one-half
mile below mouth of Elk Creek; collected by F. H. Knmvlton, August,
1888.
1

U.S. Nat.. Mus., Vol. Y, 1882, 11. 510; Plates (iued), Pl. XLIX, fig. 3.
of the Laramie Fl., p. 67, Pl. XXX, figs. 4, 5.
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RHA~lNACE1E.

RHAMNUS RECTI:\'ERVIS Heer.
Rlwmnus ·reotinen:is Reer: Fl. Tert. Relv., Vol. III, p. SO, Pl. OXXV, figs. 2, 6.
querenx: Tert. Fl., p. 27!), Pl. LII, figs. 12-15.

Les-

This species ·was first detect eel in the Pn.rk by Lesguereux, 1 and the
present collection conta-ins a number of specimens that may be similarly
referred. They are all entire, in which respect they resemble fig. 14 of
Lesquereux's plate (loc. cit.).
Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge, heel No. 3, "l\iagnolia bed;" bed No. 7,
''Castanea bed;" collectecl by \iVard and Knowlton, August, 1887.
p ALIURUS COLOMBI Heer.
Pl. OI, fig. '7.

Paliu?'16S eolombi H eer. Lesquerenx: Ter~. Fl., p. 273, Pl. L, figs. 13-17 (1878).

The little specimen figured appears to be the only one obtained in the
area under discussion. It is of the same size and shape as many of the
figures of this species, but seems to differ t:>lightly in having 2 strong secondaries on one side of the midrib. It, ho·wever, approaches certain of the
figures given by Heer 2 of arctic examples of this species.
Habitat: Head of Tower Creek; collected by \iV. H. \iV eed, September 25, 1885.
ZIZYPHUS SERRULATA "\Varcl.
PI.

or, figs. 4, 5.

Zizyphus serntl.atc6 '\Yard: Types of the
(1887).

L~tmmie

I?J., p. 73, Pl. XXXIII, figs. 3, 4

'rhe bvo figured examples agree very closely ·with the figures given by
Professor \V arcl. They both ha.ve teeth well marked, and thus agree with
:fig. 4 (loc. cit.). They are not quite so well preserved as the types, and do
not show the finer 1iervation, but there can be no doubt as to their identity.
Habitat: Yellowstone River, one-half mile below the mouth of Elk
Creek, top of bluff; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August, 1888.
/
---------- ---------·- -------'Hayden's Ann. Rept., 1878, Pt. II, p. 49.

°Fl. Foss Arct., Vol. I, Pl. XIX, fig. 3.
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YITACE..iE.

Crssus

HAGUE!

n. sp.

Pl. CI, fig. 2.

Leaf membrana.ceous, quadrangular-ovate, truncate or possibly slightly
heart-shaped at base and acuminate at apex, lateral lobes short, obtuse;
margin toothed, the teeth lo\'1', obtuse or some>v hat acute; ner,·a.t.i on
palmate, midrib thin, perfectly straight, lateral ribs of same strength ns
midrib, ·arising at an angle of 45°, passing directly to and terniinating
in the obtuse lateral lobes; ribs 1vith 4 or 5 branches on the ~mtsidc,
>vhicl~ terminate in marginal teeth; secondaries about 4 pairs, aJternnte,
at same angle as the ribs rtnd terminating in the teeth; nervilles thin,
sparse, percurrent or often broken.
This fine leaf is 8.5 em. long, 5.2 em. broad between the lobes n.nd 6.5
em. broad in the widest part, which is only a short distance above t.he base.
In outline it is vdmt may be called quadrangular-ova.te-tha t is, between
ovate and squa.re. It. is palmately 3-ribbed, the lateral ribs being at an
angle of aboli.t 45° and of the sr:tme strength a.s ·the midrib. 11 hey pass
straight to and terminate in the short lateraJ lobes, and ha.ve 4 or 5 outside branches ·which also terminate in the margi1ial teeth.
The relation of this species is undoubtedly with Cissus parrotice.folia
Lx., 1 from the Green River gToup. 11his latter species differs in being
relatively long·er, >vithout especially markeclla.terallobes, with larger, more
obtuse teeth, and unforked outer branches of the lateral ribs. rnwre nre
also more secondaries in the upper part of the leaf. These, hovYever, are
but slight differences, and are possibly only such as might be expected in
individual variation. But as only one example has been found in the
Y ello1vstone National Park, there is no means of knowing what Jnay be
allowed for individual variation, so I have prefened to keep them separate.
I take pleasure in naming this species in honor of 1\fr. Arnold Hague,
1vho collected it.
Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge, middle strn.tnm; eolleeterl by Arnold
Hague, September 24, 1884.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------------------1

Tcrt. Fl., p. 239, 1'1. XLII, fig. 1.
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STERCUL IACEJE.
PTEROSPER MITES HAGUE! 11.

Pl.

xorx,, fig.

sp.

4.

Leaf of firm texture, broadly oblong in outline, slightly inrequilateral,
truncate at base, obtusely pointed at apex; margin,·except at base, irregu·larly sen·ate, the teeth small, sharp, upward pointing; midrib strong,
flexuose; secondaries 6 pairs, alternate, at an angle of about 45°, fl.exuose,
craspedodrome, or subcamptodrome, with branches outside entering the
teeth; lower pair of secondaries forming a series of broad loops; nervilles
strong, mainly broken; finer nervation not preserved.
The figured specimen of this speciefi' is 11 em. long and nearly 7 em.
broad. As stated, it is quite regularly broad-oblong in shape, with sp~rsely
toothed mal'gins except near the base. The lower pair of secondaries form
a series of broad loops, "':hile the upper ones are mainly craspeclodrome.
This species is evidently quite closely related to P. mino1· Ward 1 from
the Fort Union group near the mouth of the Yellowstone. Fjg. 2 (lac. cit..)
is especially like. this species, but differs in being hardly half the size and
in being markedly heart~shaped at the base. It perhaps should be referred
to this species except for the fact that the other 2 leaves included by
Professor vVard are so very different that they can.harclly be allied to the
one under- discussion.
Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge; eollectecl by Arnold Hague (No. 1219).
CREDNERIACEJE.
0REDNERIA ~ PACJHYPHYLLA 11.

PI..

sp.

or, fig. 6.

Leaf J.arge, thick, round-ovate, rounded and truncate or very slightly
hen,rt-shapecl at base, abruptly Rcmninate at apex; margin apparently
coarsely sinuate-toothed; petjole long (4.5 em.), thick ( 4 mm.); . midrib
thick, pas~jng to the apex; secondaries 6 or 7 pah·.s, the 3 lo·wer pairs (of
'v hich the. very lowest is slender and near the margin) opposite and arising
from almost the same point at the base of the blade, others alternate, "all
1

Types of tbe Laramie Fl., p. 95, Pl. XLII, fig. 1-S.
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seemingly craspedodrome, occasionally branching· near the margin; finer
nervation not preserved.
The specimen figured is the only one that h::ts been found. It is 14
em. long without the petiole, which is 4.5 em. in leng·th. Both sides of the
leaf are destroyed, but it was probably about 10 em. wide.
Habitat: Yellowstone River, one-half mile below month of Elk Creel~:,
bluff about 40 feet above the river; collected by F. H. Knovl'lton, August
27, 1888.
TILIACEJE.
TILL\ POPULIFOLIA

Lx.

Tain 1JOp1tl'i;folia L:s:.: Oret. and Tert. Fl., p. 179, Pl. XXXIV, figs. S, fl.

A single large, fairly 'Nell pteservecl specimen is all that hns been
found of this species. It i~ referred with very little doubt to Lesquereux's
species, >vhich was before known only from Florissant, Colorado. It is a
little less heart-shaped at b~tse than fig. 8 (loc. cit.) of Lesquereux's pla~.e,
but in the discu-ssion of this species Lesquereux describes 1t as "round or
subcordate at bas.e." The teeth are of precisely the same character, being
only slightly smaller. The thick petiole ;mel fine palmate nervation are
identical,. as is the other secondary nervation.
Habitat: Yellowstone River, one-half mile below the mouth of Elk
Creek, top of bluff; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August 27, 1888.
GREWIOPSIS ~ ALDER:50NI 11.

sp.

Leaves of firm texttl.re, broadly ohovate, truncate or slightly hea.rtshapecl fl,t base, obtusely Rcuminate above; margin entire at base, slightly
undulate-toothed above; midrib thick, straight; nervation pinna,te; secondaries about 6 pairs, alternate, at an angle of 45 °, camptodrome; lmvest
pair subopposite, arising some distance above· the base of the bl~de, \vitli
3 or 4 tertiary branches from the outside which are camptocu:ome and
arch >'vell inside tbe margin; upper secondaries occasiona.lly forked near
the margin; nervilles strong, percurrent.
I refer several specimens to this somewhat do\1btfnl species. Neither
of them are perfect, but as far as can be made out the average length
appears to have been about 9 em. and the 1vidth about 6 em.
It is doubtful if these leaves belong to the genus Grewiopsis, but at
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present I am unable to suggest a closer affinity. They have the same size,·.
shape, and approxim ately the same nervation as G. platanifolia "\Va.rd/ from
the Fort Union group, differing, ho1vever, in not having a toothed margin.
Professo r ·ward writes that the specimen upon ·which his species 1vas
founded is quite obscure, and it is possible that they may really be nearer
alike than appears from the dravl'ings. Additional material is needed to
fix their status.
I have ventured to call this a new species, ~md.have named it in honor
of Mr. E. C. Alderson, who accompanied the expedition on which it was
obtained and assisted in making the collections.
Habitat: Specimen Ridge, opposite mouth of Slough Creek and near
h~ad of Crystal Creek; collected by \Yard nnc1'K.no1vlton, August, 1887.
AR.ALIACEJE.
ARALIA WHIGHTII 11.

sp.

Pl. UI, fig. 1.

Leaf firm, coriaceons, narrow in general outline, palmatel y 3 · (possi.
bly 5) lobed; central lobe largest, long, ovate-lanceola.te; slender-pointed;
lateral lobes slender-lanceolate, half the length of the central lobe; all
margins pe1fectly entire; basal portion of leaf unknown ; primary nervation
palmate; middle lobe ·with a. pair of opposite nerves nearly at right angles
to the midrib, which pass to the. sinus, those above with about 10 pairs of
alternate camptodrome secondaries, 1vhich are much curved upvvard and
arched along near the margin; intermed iate secondaries occasional; lateral
lobes v1rith a strong midrib and about 8 pairs of alternate or suboppos ite
much-arc hed ca.mptodrome secondftries; finer nervation consisting of very
fine q uaclra.ngular areolation.
This very peculiar species is unfortun ately represen ted by only the
fragmen tary leaf figured. The basal portion is entirely destroye d and
it is therefore impossible t.o determine whether there ·were 5 or only 3
lobes. There is some evidence in favor of its having been 5-lobed. rrhe
sinuses separatin g the lobes are somewhat rounded. The central lobe is
very ·much the larger. From the sinus it has 6 em. preserve d and must
have been 8 em. or more in length when entire. In the broadest part,
I

Types of the Laramie Fl., p. S9, Pl. XL, fig. 1.
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which is about one-fomi,h of its length from the sinus, it is 2.5 em. broad.
The lateral lobes are about 3.5 em. long, not enla.rgecl upward. At base
they are 1 em. broad, from 1vhich point they taper graclu<'l,ll:y to a slender
acm11inat(O) apex. The nervation has been described in the diagnosis, and
may a.lso be clearly made out from the excellent :figure.
It is hardly possible to compare this species \Yith described forms, from
the fact that it is so fragmentary that the perfect form e~tn not be made
out. 'l'he cha.racters of. the larger middle lobe n.nd ,the very much sma.ller
lateral lobes seem to be so nmrked that it is strongly separated from a.ny
described species. Aralic~ angu.stiloba Lx./ from the Chalk Bluffs of Ca.lifornia, perhaps is closest to this species, yet it differs ma.rkedly. It will he
necessary to >vait for ~tdditional material before its exn,et elmracter can be
made out.
I have named this species in honor of l\ir. George M. \Yright, one of
the colh;ctors of this and many other valuable specimens in the Yellowstone
National Park.
Habitat: Fossil Forest (N <.'l. 22c of section); collected by \~Tright and
vVeed, September 20, 1886.
ARALIA NOTATA

Lx.

Pl. O, fig. 1.
Anrlia. notata. Lx.: Tert. Fl., p. 237, Pl. XXXIX, figs. 2-4.

Ward: Types of the

La,ra,mie Fl., p. oO, Pl. XXVli, fig. 1.
Pla.tam1.s dnbia Lx.: Hayden's Anu. H.evt. 1873 (187 4), p. 40G.

The collectiom, contain about 60 specimens that evidently belong to
this species. None of them a:·e a.bsolutely perfect, yet the general character
can be made out. The)' come from three localities, one of vd1ieb, the
Y ello>vstone below Elk Creek, vms given as a type locality hy Lesqnereux. 2
rrhere appears to have been a tendency among later writers to rega.rcl
this as the same as N ewb_erry's Platanus 1zobilis 3 from the Fort Union group,
·which indeed it much resembles. They were both very la.rge species, not
often preserved entire, but they seem to differ essentially. On this point
Lesquereux says: "rl'his species (A. notata) seems very elosely alli~d

to

Iliem. l\Ius. Comp. Zool., Yol. VI, No.2, 1>1. V, figs. 4, 5.
Tert. Fl., p. 237.
3Later Ext.inct Flora, p. 67.
1
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Platanus nobilis Newb y.; I should not hesita te to consider it as identi
cal, but
for the charac ter of the latera l nerves, which are descri bed by the
autho r as
straig ht, and termin ating in th~ teeth of the ma.rgin. In this
species the
borde rs are entire and the latera.l nerves camptodrome. rrhe differe
nce may
be merel y casual, for one of the specimens from Troub lesom e
Creek has
the close seconda.ry veins ca.mptodrome along the borde rs of the
inner side.
of the lobes, vvhile on the outer side the borde rs are obscu rely
cut by a
fe1v small teeth, into which the veins enter as craspecloclrome. Other
specimens, thus of Elk and Yellmv creek s/ have the charac ters of P.
nobilis."
It would thus appea r that Lesqu ereux himse lf incli11ed to regard
the
Park specimens as being refera ble to Platanus nobilis, but in the 50
or more
specimens that I have studie d·from this place I have not found one
showi ng
the teeth n.nd craspe dodro me nervat ion of P. nobilis. They aJl
have the
distinc tly campt odrom e nerves, a.s shm•vn in Lesqu ereux' s figure
s. I have
theref ore decide d to keep them under Aralia.
The furthe r questi on of the correctness of this generi c reference,
or
rather of the relatio n of this Amz.ia 1?.otata to the genus Platan us,
will not
now be taken up. .Janko has saicP that Platanus nobilis "non est
Platan us,"
while on the other hand Profes sor \V arcl has sugge sted 3 that severa
l of the
so-called species of Aralia ma.y have to be united into a group
, .under tbe
nanie of Protop latanu s, repres enting the ancestors. of Platan us.
A small
specim en of tl1is species, obtain ed by Prof. J.P. Idding s from a gulch
northeast of the peak 1:\rest of Dunra ven, is excep tional ly Vl'ell preser ved,
at least
as regard s the £ner nervation. This is very regula rly square ,
lJeing only
about 0.25 mm. in size. The leaf a.ppears to have been rather thick,
possib ly
conac eous.
No other specim en that I have seen has this £ner nerva tion so
well
preser ved.
Habit at: Fossil Fores t Ridge, Yellowstone Natio nal Park, bed
No.
7, "Cast anea bed", about 25 specimens; collected by Lester
F. ·ward
n,nd F. H. Know lton, Augus t lG-20 , 1887. · South east
end of hill above
(north ) Lost Creek, bed No. 4, 2 leaves; collected. by F. H.
Know lton,
Augu st 8, 18S8. Yellowstone River, one-~1alf mile below mouth
of Elk
Probabl y Elk Creek on Yellows tone River. P. H. K.
Abstn.rn mung d. Platane n, Englers bot .. Jnbrh., Vol. XI, 1889,
p. 456.·
"Types of the Laramie Fl., p. 63.
1

2
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Creek, top of bluff; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August 27, 1888. Andesitic breccia, near gulch northwest of peak "\Ves~ of Dunraven; collected by
J. P. Iddings, September 12, 1883. Also found on Overlook Mountain, in
breccia., at an altitude of 10,070 feet; collected by Arnold Hague, August
6, 1897. Southern spur of Chaos Mountain, at an .altitude of 10,100 feet;
collected by Arnold Hague, August 11, 1897. South side of Stinkingwa.ter
Valley, on high bluff east of mouth of Crag Creek; collected by Arnold
Hague, September 4, 1897.
ARALIA SERRULATA 11.

PI.

sp.

or, fig. 3.

Leaf apparently subcoriaceous, palmately 3-lobed, middle lobe longest,
ovate, obtuse; lateral lobes short, pointing upward; herders sharply serru. late, with small, sharp, upward-poi11ting teeth; secondaries numerous, close,
alternate, at·an angle of 25° to 40°, curving npwa.rd and entering the teeth,
or sometimes camptodrome with outside branches to the teeth, usttally 1
tooth between the 2 entered by two contiguous seconda.ries, "\Yhich is supplied with a branch from the middle of a percurrent nerville, which crosses
ju~t below it; nervilles numerous, mainly percurrent and approximately at
right angles to the secondaries; finer nervation quadrangular.
This fine and apparently characteristic species depends upon the single
example figured. It lacks the entire lower portion of the leaf, but 2 lobes
are entirely preserved, and a large portion of the other. 11he central lobe
is 4.5 em. long to the sinus, and the lateral one about 1 em. higher than the
sinus. The distance between the lateral lobes is 8.5 em.
This species has exactly the same size and shape as many of the
3-lobed specimens of Aralia notata Lx., 1 found in the same beds.
The main difference is in the sharply serrate margins, the teeth extending even down to and through the sinus, and in the secondaries or branches
from them entering the teeth. Occasionally, as indicated under the cliagnosis, some of the secondaries are camptodrome, as all are in A. notata, with
outside branches passing to the teeth. These species are evicleutly closely
related and may possibly be the same, although probably not, for in 100
specimens of A. notata not one was found th~t possessed these teeth.
As pointed out under the discussion of A1·alia notata (see ante, p. 745),
.

I

·-·-·---

--···---------

·---------

Of. Lesquereux, Tert. Fl., Pl. XXXIX, figs. 2, 3.

Ward: Types of Laramie Fl., Pl. XXVII,fig.l.
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there was some tendency to refer it to Platanus nobilis Newby., which is
sometimes slightly toothed. . The teeth of the species under discussion are
distinctly aralioid, and not at all like those of P. nobilis.
Amlia sen·ulata. is distantlY i·ela.ted to A. cligitata \Vard/ from the
:B"'ort Union beds. This latter species is 3-lobed, or, more often, 5-lobed,
with the lobes enlarged upward, and serrate with shallo\v teeth only
near the apex. A. mac1·ophylla N evi'by.,Z from the Green River group of
. -wyoming, has the lobes serrate, but the teeth are large, coarse, and often
scattered, and, moreover, the leaf is twice the size of this and always
5-lobed.
A number of species of Aralia have been described fi·om California.,
but none of them agree with A. sen·ulata.
Habitat: yellowston e River, one-half mile belOVi' the mouth of Elk
Creek, top of bluff; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August, 1888.
J

ARALIA WHITNEY!

Lx.

Pl. XOIX, :fig. 3..
A1·a.lia 1.ohitneyi Lx.: Foss. Pl. Aurif. Gravels, Mem.l\fus. Comp. Zool., Vol. VI., No.
~, 1878, p. 20, Pl. V, :fig. 1. Hayden's Aim. Rept. 1878, Pt. II, p. 49.

This fine species was described by Lesquereu x from the Auriferous
gravels of Chalk Bluff, N evacla County, California, 0<ncl was also recognized
by him in material collected by Mr. Vv. H. Holmes on Fossil Forest H.idge 3
in 1878. The specimens here ~·eferred to this species come from probably
the same locality as tha,t which afforded Holmes material. They ·are, v•;rith
one exception, larger -leaves than clesci·ibed in the type. None of the
specimens are pe1fect, and hence it is difficult to determine the exact si~e,
but they must have been 15 to 20 em. long and probably broader.
The small specimen mentioned is referred with some hesitation to this
speCies. It is only about 9 em. broad and 7 em: long, but otherwise hardly
differs.
Habitat: Fossil Forest Ri~ge, Yellowstone National Park, heel No. 4,
"Aralia bed," small leaf only;. bed No. 7,· "Platanus bed; " Specimen ·
Ridge, Fossil Forest, opposite Slough Creek, and near head of Crystal
Creek, "Platanus bed;" several large fine leaves.
I Types of the Laramie Fl., p. 62, PJ. XXVIII, fig. 1.
•Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1882, p. 1S13; PJa.tes (ined.), Pl. LXVII, fig. 1; Pl. LXVIII, fig. 1.
a Cf. Ha.yden's Ann. Hept., 1878, Pt. II, p. 79.
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ARALIA

74D

sp.

This fragment is the only cme of this type observed, and is too poor
to admit of satisfacto ry identification or characterization if it be new. It
consists of a portion of what appears to be the central lobe ancl 2 la.tern.l
lobes of a 3-lobed form. The sinuses are rounded and the middle lobe is
enlarged above, vvith the margins entire. A secondar y nerve pn.sses up to
the sinuses, and the lobe has about 5 or 6 pairs of alternate much arched
camptoclrome secondaries. It is quite unlike any other form observed, so fa.r
as can be made out.
Habitat: Hag·ue's Yellowstone Parle collection, Fossil Forest section,
No. 22c; collectec1 by vVright and \Veecl, Septemb er 20, 1885 (:field No.,
1959).
OORNACE.iR.

CoRNUS N e\vberryi Hollick.
Pl. CIII, fig. 6.

Oonw.s Newben·y i Hollick, in Knowitou : Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 152, p. 77, 1898.
Oormts ac~tmina.ta Newby: La,ter Extinct Floras, etc., Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. New York,
Vol. IX~ 1868, p. 71; Ill. Cret. ancl Tert. PI., PI. XX, figs. 2-4; Plates (ined ),
Pl. XXXVII , figs. 2-4.

Represen ted by a number of well-preserved leaves, agreeing well ·with
New berry's :figures and description.
Habi.tat: Yellowstone River, one-half mile and also 1 mile below mouth
of Elk Creek, at top of bluff; collected by F. H. Knowlton. Also found
on soutl: side of Stinking1v~1.ter Valley on high bluff east of the mouth of
Crag Creek; collected by Arnolc1 Hague, Septemb er 4, 1897.
CoRNUS

WRIGHTII

n. sp.

Pl. OIII, tigs. 4, 5.

Leaves of :firm texture, elliptical-lanceolate, nan;mvecl below and
apparent ly slightly decurren t, rather obtuse at apex; ma.rgin pe1fectly
entire; .midrib rather thin, slightly flexuose; secondaries 4 or 5 pairs, lm:ver
pair opposite, others altern:>,te, at various angles, curving along the margin
and in the upper part, turning by a broad bow to the apex; .nervilles fevv,
approxim ately at right angles to the midrib; finer nerva.tion not preserved.
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Several specimens of this interestin g species are known. 'I'he most
pelfect one is figured, and is 7 em. in length, and yet lacks a small poltion
of both base and apex. It is a little more than 2.5 em. broad. It is quite
regularly elliptical-la.nceolate in shape, ·with a rounded, rather obtuse apex
and a more narrowed base. The secondaries appear to be uniforml y of
4 pairs, those in the upper p01tion of the leaf arching around and entering
the point.
This species has some resemblance to the precedin g species, which
differs, ho\vever, in being much larger and in having an acumina te apex and
numerou s (8 or 9) secondaries. 'Chey can not be identica.l.
It differs from Con~us ovalis Lx} from Table l\iountain, California., in
slmpe and nervation , this species being oval, with obtuse base and apex.
Among living species this has considerable "affinity with 0. panic~tlata
l'Her., especiall y ·with certain of the narrow-l eaved forms.
I have named this species in honor of l\ir. George l\1. \Vright, one of
the collectors.
Habitat: Fossil Forest section, Hague's Yellowstone Park collection,
No. 22c of section; collected by \~Tright and \V eed, Septemb er 20, 1885.
ERICACEJE.
ARCTOSTA PHYLOS ELLIPTICA

n. sp.

Pl. XCVII, fig. 2.

Leaf ver)r thick, leathery; elliptical in shape, obtuse above, slightly
wedge-sh aped at base; midrib thick, slightly flexous; seconda.ries about
5 pairs, alternate , lovi'er ones short, at a low a.ngle, upper ones at an angle
of about 45°, soon curving· upward and arching about near the margin to
join the one next above; nervilles strong, percurre nt; finer nerva.tion
obsolete.
This fine little leaf is almost perfect It is 4.5 em. in length and18 mm.
in width. The petiole is about 3 mm. long and is very thick, as is the
flexuous midrib. 11 he secondaries are also strong, the upper ones arching
and joining in the upper part of the leaf.
This leaf is very tl;ick, sho·wing that it was of firm, leathery texture.
It is evidently related to the bearberr y (A1-ctostaphylos uva-~t1"si) in shape,
1

Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. VI, No.1, p. 23, Pl. VI,flgs.l, 2.
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texture of the leaf, and nervation. It differs in being· almost twice the size
of the living form a.nd in having coarse nervation. It has also a short petiole.
Habitat: Yello1vstone H.ivGl', one-half mile belov,r mouth of Elk Oroek;
collected bv F. H. Knowlton.
J

EBEN ACE.it~.
DI08PYROS BRACHYSEP ALA

Diospyros brachysepala. AJ. Br.
figs. 1, 2.

AL Br..

V\7 ard: 'l'ypes of the Lara.mie I<'I., p. 104, Pl. XLIX,

A finely preserved leaf, almost identica1ly the same fLs \Varc1's fig. 2,
except that the secondaries are a little eloser together.
Habitat: Fossil Forest Ridge, bed No. 4, "Ara.lia bed;" collected by
""Ward and Kncnvlton, August, 1887.
DwsPYROs LAi\IARENSIS n.

Bp.

P1. XCV, fig1':. 5, 6;. PI. XCVI, jig. 4.

Leaf membranaceous, regularly elliptical or ovate-elliptical, equa.1ly.
rounded at base and apex, or slightly broader at base; petiole not preserved,
apparently with a !:'light 1ving; midrib thin, straight; secondaries 7 or 8
pairs, altemate, thin, cainptodrome, arising at an angle of 45 ° or 50°, passing straight toward the borders, near which they arch and join by loops to
the secondary next above; intermediate seconda.ries oecasional, thin, tlsually
joining the secondary next helmv; finer nervation consisting of numerous
irregular nervilles, producing iiTegularl y quadrangular a.reolre.
This species is about 5 em. long and a little more than 3 em. wide, and
is quite regularly elliptical in shape. As stated, the petiole is not preserved,
but judging from the ba,se of the blade it seems probable that it was
slightly winged. rrhe lower pair of secondaries arise from the .very base of
the blade and are very thin; the others are all alternate aml cmnptodrome.
One of the other leaves figured is approxima.tely of the same shape, but
has slightly more indication of having had a 'ving-ed petiole. It is rounded
at base and has a. loose nervation, as in the other.
This speeies is closely related and possibly identical with Diospy1·os
· r;opeana Lx., 1 from Florissant, Colorado. This latter species differs in being
'Tert. Fl.; p. 232, Pl. XL, fig. 11; Cret. uu<.l Tert.. Fl., p. 175, 1'1. XXXIV, flg. 3.
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more or less distinctly wedge-sha.pecl at base, and is obovate rather than
elliptical in sl1ape. The nervation is similar in both.
JJ. lcwwrensis is also like cert~tin leaves of JJ. bmchysepala AI. Br., from
Florissant a,nd the Fort Union group of l\Iontana,. 1 'rhe lea,ves from the
Fort Union group are rather larg·er, a,ncl have the secondaries at a different
angle and are without the peculiar finer nervation. It seems best, however,
to keep thern distinct, at least for the present.
Ha.bitat: Lamar River, between Cache and Calfee creeks; collected by
:F'. H. Knowlton, August, 1888. Fossil Forest; eollectecl by Arnold Hague,
September 24, 1884.
DIOSPYROS HAGUEI 11. sp.
Pl. O, fig. 3.

Leaf coriaceous, elliptical, entire, obtuse at apex and base; petiole
thick; midrib thick, fiexuose; secondaries about G pairs, a;lternate, very
irregular, the pair at the base "of the blade thin, vanishing near the margin,
next pair strongest, passing to the 'upper part, camptodrome , branching
on the outside and. forming broad loops well inside the margin; upper
secondaries smaller, camptodrome, forming broad loops; nervilles sparse,
strong, percurrent; finer nervation obsolete.
This species rests on the fine, nearly perfect leaf figur~:;(l. It is 7 em.
long, including the petiole, ·which is 14 mm. long and 2 mm thick.. 'rhe
blade is nearly regularly e1lipti~al in shape and 3.3 em. broad. 'rhe nervation is peculiar, as may be drawn from the description and figure. All of the
secondaries except the lovi'et pair are camptodrome, forming· by union with
the one next above a series of broad loops some distance inside the margin.
This type of nervation is peculiar and is clem·ly that of Diospyros. It
approaches quite closely to certain small-leaved forms of JJ. virginiana L.
Among fossil forms it somewhat resembles Diospyros obtusa \Varc1, 2 fmm
Sevenmile Creek, Montana, in the Fort Union group. The latter species
is of approximate ly the same size and sha.pe, -but differs in the details of
nervation. It is, however, quite close.
I have named this species :in honor of 1\fr. Arnold Hague, of the U'nitec1
States Geological Survey.
- - - - - - - - - -----·---·-··-----·-- ·-·-····---------- - - - - - 1 Cf. Lesquereux Cret. aorl Tert. Fl.,
Pl. XXXIV, fig. 1, 2; \Yard, Ty11es of the Laramie Fl.,
Pl. XLIX, fig. 1, 2.
c Types of the Laramie Fl., p.l05, Pl. XLIX, fig. 5.
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Habitat: Yellowstone RiYer, one-half mile below the mouth of Elk
Creek, base of bluff; collected by F. H. Knovdton, August, 1888.
OLEACE.iK
FRAXINUS WRIGHTII 11.

sp.

Pl. XC, fig . .J.

Leaflet sma1l, membranaceous in texture, oblong in outline, unequalsided, wedge-shaped at base, obtuse at apex; marg·in 1vith fe1v irregnln.r
scarcely pointed teeth; midrib &trong, slightly flexuose; secon(b,ries nl1out
7 . pairs, alternate, ~t various angles, flexnose, camptoclrome or subcraspedodrome, mostly arching and joining by bows some distance inside the
margin, sometimes entering the teeth, and nsua11y 1vith outside hrai.1ebes
to the minute, often obtuse, teeth; nervilles numerous, irregular, all forked
or broken; £ner nervation producing irregular quadrangular meshes.
The specimen figured, 1vhich was the only one found, is 4 em. long
and 2.2 em. wide. It is decidedly inrequilatera1, with a wedge-shaped base,
and undulate-toothed margin. rrhe nervation iB camptodrome, with the
secondaries arche4 and joined by broc1.d bo·ws wen inside the margin, or
occasionally with a secondary entering a tooth, thus becoming craspedoclrome. The £ner nervation is beautifully preserved, producing· very
irregularly quadrangular meshes.
The relation of this species is undoubtedly with Fmxinu.s heerii Lx.,I
from Florissant, Colorado. Lesquereux's species differs in being much
larger and narrower, with merely undulate margin.. rrl.1e nervation is
stricti y carnptodrome, but otherwise identical.
I have named the species in honor of l\fr. George l\1. \iVright, by whom.
it was collected.
Habitat: Yellowstone River, below Elk Creek, top of bluff; collected
by George l\1. \iVright, September 9, 1885.
PHYLLITES CH.ASSIFOLIA

n. sp.

Pl. OII, :fig. 5; Pl. OIII, fig. 1.

Leaves very large, thick, appa.rently rudely oval or orbicular :in· outline; base rounded or slightly heart-shaped, upper portion rounded(~); margin
1 Cret. and Tert. Fl., p. 169, PI. XXXIII, figs. 5, 6.
MON XXXII, P1.' I I - 4 8
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entire or undulate ; petiole usually very thick (7 mm. in diameter); midrib
thick (5 mm.), straight, splitting above into 2 equal branches; secondaries
thick, straight, alternate or subopposite, often forking, craspedodrome or
subcamptodrome, the secondaries or their branches united by broad loops
with. branches from the outside to the margin; nervilles very numerous,
strong, mainly percurrent, yet often forked or broken; finer nervation, proclueing large, mainly irregular, quadrangular areolre.
This species is based on a number of fragments that a.re insufficient to
sho1v the true character. Two of the largest are :figured, showing 1vhat is
assumed to be the base and upper portions. The largest is 13 em. long and
about 10 em. wide, but this could have been· only a fragment of the original
srze. 'rhis specimen (fig. 5 of Pl. CII) is peculiar in that the midrib splits in
the upper portion into 2 equal branches, both of which are again branched
on the outside. This leaf appears also to have been 2-lobed at the apex,
all of which may be abnormal and clue to an injury to the midrib. The
nerva,tion in the upper portior1 quite marked! y camptodrome.
The lower portion that I have assumed to belong to this species has an
exceedingly thick petiole, of 1vhich only a fragment is preserved, and also
a thick midrib. They appear so different that it seems hardly. probable
tha,t they can be identical, but rather~ than multiply unsatisfactory species
they may remain as above until additional material can be obtained. None
· of the margin except the very base is preserved.
On account of the fragmeptary nature of these leaves, I mn unable to
determine with satisfaction the proper genus to which they should be
referred. In this uncertainty I have placed them. provisionally under
Phyllites.
Habitat: Cliff on west end of Fossil Forest Ridge; Fossil Forest Ridge,
near head of Crystal Creek, various beds; collected by "'Ward and Knowlton, August, 188 7, ancl by \V. H. ·weed, September 20, 1885.
CARPOLITHES OSSEUS

Lx.

Ga.rpolithes osse1t8 Lx. :·Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. and Geog. Snrv. Terr., 404, 1872 (1873).

A very doubtful species, of 1vhich the type is lost and the ·species
11ot since obtained.
Habitat: "Elk Creek, near Yellowstone River; A. 0. Peale, Joseph
Savage, and 0. C. Sloane."

'
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0ARPITES PEDUNCULATUS 11.

sp.

Pl. CUI, fig. 3.

Fruit round, apparently 4 or 5 celled; pedicel short, thick
This fragmentary fruit is lutrdly vvorthy of description, for it may be
so deformed by pressure that it can not be recognized again.
Among the described fruits of this heterogeneous cla.ss G. vibun?.i Lx., 1
from Black Buttes, ·wyoming, is perhaps closest., but probably the resemblance is only superficial.
Habitat: Yellovvstone River, one-half mile belO\v the mouth of EJk
Creek, top of bluff (with Ulmus fruits)i collected by F. H. Knowlton,
August, 1888.

FOSSIL FORESTS.
The fossil forests of the Yello-.,vstone National Park a.re, beyond
question, the most remarkable of their kind that have thus far been discovered in any part of the world. Isolated pieces or stumps of fossil wood
are of common occurrence, being found in almost all quarters of the globe,
from near the point farthest north that was reached by the Greely Arctic
Expedition to southern South America; from Spitzbergen and Nova Zemhla,
to South Africa and Australia, and geologically from the Devonian to beds
in process of formation at the present day. In many localities there are
aggregatio1is of logs and stumps that are worthy to be dignified by the
name of fossil forests; as, for example, in Chalcedony Park, near Holbrook,
Arizona; uear Calistoga,, California, and in the vicinity of Cairo, Egypt.
But in all of these places, so far as knovm, ·all or most of the trunks are
prostrated a.nd lie scattered about in the greatest confusion. In some cases
there is evidence that the logs ·were transported by currents before being fossilized. The fossil forests of the Yellovi'Stone N ati01ial Park and vicinity, on
the other hand, are not only more extensive in area:, but the trees are almost
all standing upright in the exact positions in w·hich they grew originally.
l\hny of these trunks, standing on the slopes and steeper hillsides, rise to a
height of 20 or 30 feet, and are covered with lichens and blackened and
discolored by frost and rain. At a short distance it is harcl to distinguish·
them from the near-by living relatives. The follo1ving account by Prof.
1

Tert. J!,I., p. 305, Pl. LX, fig. 26.
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\Ill. H. Holmes, the discoverer of these fossil forests, shows the impression
first made by the sight of them:
AH we ride up the trail that meanders tl.te smooth river bottom, we have but
to turn our a.tteutiou to the cliff's on tile rigllt hand to discover a multitude of tl.te
bleached trunks of the ancient forests. In the steeper middle portion of th.e mountain face, rows of upright trunks stand out on the ledges like the columns of a ruined
temple. On the more gentle slopes, farther down, but wllere it is still too steep to
snppm~t vegetation, save a, few pines, the petrified trunks fairly cover tile surface,
and were at first supposed by us to be the shattered remains of a recent forest. 1

Foflsil trees or fragments of ·wood of gTeater or les~ size are found in
many parts of the Park, but their distribution is mainly coDfined' to the
northern and northeastern portions. The forests of standing trees are ali
found in the vicinity of the Lamar River, the most striking being exposed
on the slopes and cliffs of Amethyst Mountain and Specimen Ridge. Nearly
all of these forests <"tre easily accessible from the well-traveled road between
the 1\iammotl1 Hot Springs and the town of Cooke, Montana.
As the visitor enters the area drained by the Lamar River and by
the smaller streams running into the Yellowstone below the Grand Canyon,
evidences of proximity to the fossil forests are soon at hand. In the bed
of every stream pieces of wood, often of considerable size, may be found.
These pieces have in many cases been carried miles from their original
source by the torrents incident to the melting of the snows in spring. In
this ·way the pieces of wood ha'."e become rounded and worn and at remote
distances are changed into smooth, Tounded pebbles.
'rhe first forest to be visited is near Yanceys, and is known as Y anceys
Fossil Forest. It is located a,bout 1 mile south of the hotel, on the middle
. slope of a hill that rises about 1,000 feet above the little valley. It is
reached by an easy trail, and. as one a,pp1~oaches, a number of trunks are.
observed standing upright among the stumps and trunks of living trees,
and so much resembling them that a near view is nec.essary to convince the
visitor that they are reaJly fossil trunks. Only tvi'O rise to a considerable
height above the surfa,ce. The larger one is about 15 feet high and 13 feet
in circumference; the other is a little smaller: The l.·oots are not exposed,
so that it is impossible to determine the position of the r)art in view. Its
original length can not, of course, be ascertained. ·It is also impossible to
1

U.S. Geol. aud Geog. Survey of the Terr., Hayden's Twelfth Anuual Report, ltl78 (1883), p. 48.
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determine the original diameter, as the hark is in no case preserved. The
standing trees are· both conifers, and belong to the genus Cupressinoxylon.
Above these standing trunks many others are visible, but the disintegrating forces of nature keep them at about the same level as that of the
surrounding rock, from the fact that they tend to break up easily into small
fragments. Some of these trunks rise only a fevv inches, while others a.re
nearly covered by the shifting debris. rrhey vary in size from 1 to 4 feet
in diameter, and are so pe1fectly preserved that the annual rings can be
easily counted. The internal structure is also in most C}1Ses nearly as
pe1fect as though the tree were living. The cells still retain their delicate
markings, and often their pe1fect form.
There are numerous fossilleaves.found in the rocks about the ba.ses of
these trees, bt1t none apparently corresponding to the trunks; that-is, the
trunks are all coniferous, "\vhile the leaves are dicotyledonous; hut from the
nature of the case a coniferous trunk is much more readily preserved than
_
a dicotyledonous one.
The next forest that claims attention is the one mentioned by l\Ir.
Holmes; and is the one most frequently visited by observers. It is known
locally as the Fossil Forest, and is exposed on the n01t.hern slope of Amethyst
Mountain, opposite the mouth of So~a Butte Creek. The trunks !llay he
easily seen from the road along the Lamar River and quite a mile away.
They staJ?.d upright-as Holmes has said, like the pillars of some ancient
temple-and a closer view shows that th~1:e is a succession of these forests,
one above the other, through the entire 2, 000 feet of this mountain. rrhat
is to say, in early Tertiary time a magnificent forest flourished in this region,
which was buried under the debris ejected from volcanoes of greater or
less size that are. supposed to have existed in this vicinity. The trees were
surrounded by silica-charged waters and were turned to stone. The area
on which they grew was probably undergoing a very gradual submergence
and the trees ''rere slowly entombed. 'rhis is shown by the fact that the
trees are in ·an upright position and were not b~·oken by the incoming
material which covered them.
After .the first forest was entombed, quiet was restored for a sufficient
length of time for a second forest to grow above ·it. Then volcanic activity
was renewed, and the second forest was buried and silicified as the first had
been. This process ~ras repeated until 2,000 feet of volcanic material had
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been accumu lated and not fe"'er than :fifteen forests were entombed. Then
the volcanoes ceased their activity and :final quiet was restored. Probab ly
an upward tendenc y vms given to the area, but it must have been very
gradual a.ncl not attende d by the distortion which so frequen tly accompanies
mounta in l)Uilcling. · The disintegrating action of frost and rain immedi ately
set jn and has carved out this mountain, in the heart of which may be
read the story of its origin.
In the foothills and several hundred feet above the valley there is a perpendicu lar wall of breccia, ·which in some places attains a height of nearly
100 feet. The fossil trunks may be seen in this wall in many places, all of
them standin g upright in the positions in which they gre·w. Their upright
position proves that if there have b~en changes of level they have been
gradual and in the same plane, as otherwise the trunks would be various ly
inclined. Some of these trunks, which are from ~ to 4 feet in diamete r
and 20 to 40 feet in height, are so far weathered out of the rock as to
appear just ready to fall, while other!? are only slightly exposed. Niches
mark the places from ·which others have already fallen, and the foot of the
cliff is piled high with fragments of various sizes. ·
Above this cliff the fossil trunks appear in great number s and in regular
succession. As they are perfectl y silicified they are more resistan t than the
surroun ding matrix, and conseq1tently stand out above it. In most cases
they a,re only a fe1v inches above the surface, but occasionally one rises as
high as 5 or G feet.
The largest tru~1k observed i1i the Park is found in this locality. It is
a little over 10 feet in diameter, which includes a portion of the bark. It
is very much broken down, especially in the interior, a condition which
very probab ly prevaile d before fossilization. It projects about Gfeet above
the surface.
rrhe most remarka ble of all the forests, however, is located on the western end of Specimen Ridge,· a.bout 1 mile s'outheast of Junctio n Butte and
opposite the mouth of Slough Creek. It was :first brough t to the notice, of
the scientific 1vorld by l\1r. E. C. Alderson and the writer, who discovered
it in August, 1887. It is found on the higher portion of the ridge, and is
several acres in extent. 'rhe trees are exposed at various heights on a
very steep hillside, and the remarka ble feature is that most of them project
well alwve the smface.
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One of the larg·est and best-preserved trees stands at the very summit
of the slope. It is 26& feet in circumference \Yithout the bark, and rises
about 12 feet in height. The portion of this huge trunk preserved is the
base, and below ground it becomes somewhat enlarged and passes into
the roots, 1vhich are as large as the trunks of ordinary trees. The roots
are embedded in the solid rock, as shown in the figure (see Pl. CIV).
This trunk is a true Sequoia, and is so closely allied to the modern
redwood (Sequoia sempe1·vi1·ens) of California as to be hardly distinguishable
from it. It would he interesting to learn the height this tree attained, but
it seems safe to assume, from what we know of its living representative,
that it must have been more than a hundi'ecl feet high.
Just below the large trunk, on the steep hillside, are tv,ro more ·standing trees (see Pl. CVI), which we may imagine to have formed the doorposts
of the "ancient temple" of which Holmes speaks. rl,hey stand about 20
feet apart and rise about 25 feet in height. They are both about 2 feet in
diameter and are also without the bark.
In other parts of the area there are standing trees which atta.in a
height of 12 to 20 feet They a.re all under 2 feet in diameter. In a few
cases the bark is also preserved. It is hardly ever more than 3 inches in
thickness.
Scattered about over the area are a great many trunks tha.t rise only a
few inches above the surface. These vary in diameter from 2 to 5 feet.
They are often hollow in the center and have the cavity lined with brilliant
amethyst crystals.
One of the larger trees appears to have been prostrated before it w~ts
fossilized (see Pl. CVIII).. It is about 4 feet in diameter and is exposed for
a lengtb of 40 feet. There is nothing to indic<:tte the portion of the. trunk
in its relation to roots and branches, but neither shows on the exposed part.
Tliere is no appreciable diminution in diameter, and consequently it 1i1ust
have been a very tall trunk.
The matrix about the bases of these trees, as well as those in the Fossil
Forest, contains numerous impressions of leaves, branches, and fruits. In
the Fossil Forest there are at least 6 horizons at which plant remains occur.
These are separated by a fev\T inches, or in some cases by many feet. In
the forest last described, which may be called the Junction Butte Forest,
there are only 2 or 3 plant horizons.
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Most of the trunks in all three of the described foi·ests are coniferous:
but occasionally a dicotyledonous trunk is found, showing that the forest
was to some extent a mixed one. It is of course more than probable that
the leaves found in the matrix about the bases of the trees ·were at one
time attached to them, but as they have never been found in association, it
is manifest ly impossible. to correlate them.
The next fossil forest in rank of size is, perhaps, the one found on
Cache Creek, about 7 miles above its mouth. It is exposed on the south
bank of the creek, and covers several acre:-;. The trunks are scattered
from hottom to top of the slopes, through a height of probably 800 feet
Most of the trunks are upright, although there is only now and then one
projectin g more than 2 or 3 feet above the smface. rrhe largest one
observed was G feet in height and about 4 feet in diameter. ·while most of
the trunks appear to the naked eye to be coniferous, there are a number
that are obviousl y dicotyledonous. It is certain, however, that the conifers .
were the predomin ant element in this ,as in the other fossil forests.
'l_lhE; slopes of The Thunder er, the mountain so promine ntly in view
from Soda Butte on the south, have also numerou s fossil trunks. They are
mainly upright, but only a very few are more than 2 feet above the surface.
There were no remarka bly large trunks observed, the average diameter
being less than 2 feet.
:M:ount Norris, which is hardly to be separated frorri The Thunder er,
has a fossil forest of small extent. The trees are of abm:it the same size
and characteristics as those on the larger mountain.
Forests of greater or less extent, eomposecl mainly of upright trunks,
are exposed on Baronett Peak, Bison Peak 1 Abiathar Peak, Crescent Hill,
and Miller Creek. In fact, there is hardly a square mile of the area of this
northeas tern portion of the Park v;rithout its fossil forest-sc attered trunks
or eiTatic fragments.
1.1he vast area to the east of the Yellowstone Lake has never been
explored thorough ly from the paleobot anical side, but enough is kno>vn to
be certain of the presence of more or less fossil wood. The stream beds
contain occasional fragments, 1vhich is a sufficient indicatio n that trunks
of trees must be near at l1and.
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DESCRIPTION OF. SPECIES.
SEQUOIA li!AGNIFICA

n. sp. ·

Pis. OIV, OV, OX, OXI, CXVII,

fig~>.

1-6.

Diagnosis.-Trunks often of great size, 6 to 10 feet in diameter, ·30 feet
high as now preserved, bark when present 5 or 6 inches in thickness;
annual rings very distinct, 2 to 3 mm. broad; fall 'lvood reduced to narrov;r
bands of 3 to 15 rows of thick-walled ·cells; cells of spring and summer
wood large, hexagonal or often elongated; resin tubes numerous, composed
of short cells; medullary rays numerous, of a sing·le series or occasionally
with a partial double series of superimposed cells; \Vood cells with ·one or
two rows of small cireular pits.
Transverse section.-In this section (Pls. ox, OXI) the structure appears
beautifully preserved. The rings are rather narrow, being only 2 or 3 mm .
. broad, or often only 1 mm. rrhey are very sharply demarked, even to the
naked eye. Under the microscope the rings are found to consist of a band
of thick-walled cells that ·is never more than 15 rows ·of eells deep and
often is reduced to 2 or 3 rows. The cells composing the spring and summer
wood are of uniform size and inclined to be hexagon~! in shape. Those of
the fall wood are, of course, compressed.
The resin cells are numerous and may be readily distinguisl1ed by
the dark contents. They occm· mainly in the spring and summer wood.
The medullary rays se.en in this section are long, straight, and separated by usually about 3 rows of wood cells.
Radial section.-This section (Pl. OXVI, fi.gs. 2-3) is the least satisfactory
.of all. · 'rhe wood cells show well ui1der the microscope, but their markings
a.re very obscure. By prolonged search it is made out that the pits are in
1 row, or sometimes 2 parallel rows. They are small, as fa1; as can be made
out, and are too obscure for satisfactory measurement.
The rays are composed of long, unmarked cells.
Tangential section.-This section (See Pl: OXVI, fig. 1) is very satisfactory.·
rrhe wood cells are long and unmarked. The resin ducts are numerous,
but scattered, the cells being twice or three times as long as. wide. In
many cases they are filled with or contain masse~ of dark material, repre-·
senting the resin now turued to a carbonaceous mass.
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The medullar y rays are composed of 1, or in some cftses of a partifL1ly double, series of 2 to about 25 superimposed cells. rrhey are large
and quite thick walled. The average riumber of cells in each ray is
about i2.
rrhis species is closely related to the living Sequoict sempe1'ViTens Endl.,
more closely than any other fossil species with 1vhich I am familiar. They
are hm·clly to be separated by any well-defined characters. The living
wood has the same clearly marked mmual rings, resin cells, partially double
rays, and pits on the wood cells. The medullar y rays in the living wood
m·e provided with numerou s round pores or markings. These seem to be
absent from the fossH specimens, but, as already related under the diagnosis,
the fossil ·is not well preserve d in the radial section and they nmy have
been present there ·when it 1vas living·. The dilnensions of the various
elements are much the same in the living and fossil specimens, thus leaving
no doubt as to their close affinity.
In size of trunks these species ~re · also similar. The la.rgest trunks .
observed in the Yello-vvstone. National Park belong to S. mctgnijicct. They
range in size from 4 to 10 feet in diameter, one- of the largest being shown
on Pl. OV. This is 26~ feet in circumference and stands upright on the
hillside. It is 12 feet high, and represents the base of the trunk, as the
large roots are '"~rell preserved. Their height is of course unknmvn, but one
was fortunate ly prostrate d before fossilization (Pl. OVIII), and is 40 feet
long, with no apparent diminution in diameter. It is altogethe r likely that
they may have been equal in height to some of the living representatives.
I have thought best to give this fossil species a name different from
that of the living tree, notwiths tanding the fact that they are evidently so
closely related .. The fossil comes from a locality remote geographica1ly
from the living redwood, and, moreover, from a horizon that, although comparativel y recent, is so ancient as to make it extremel y improbab le that
the type has actually been living for so long a period. There can, however,
be no doubt that the living redwood is the direct descenda nt of this
remarkab le tree that wa.s once so abundan t in the Yellowstone National
Park.
Habitat: Specimen Ridge, Fossil Forest at head of Crystal Creek,
Fossil Forest on Cache Creek, etc.; collected by F. H. Knowlto n, August,
1887-Au gust, 1888.
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n. sp.

Pis. OVI, CXII, OXIII, OXVIII, fig-s. 3, 4; Pl. O:XIX, fig. 2.

Diagnosis.-Trunks of large size, 3 to 5 feet in diameter; annual rings
very distinct, often 8 or 9. mm. broad, very sharply demarked; resin ducts
numerous, large, scattered, occurring in late summer and fall wood; wood
cells long, with a single irregular row of medium-sized pits; medulla.ry rays
in. a single series, or occasionally with divided cells; rays from 2 to 25
cells high, the average being about 10 or 12 cells.
T~ansversesection.-The annual rings are very distinct, being plainly discernible to the naked eye. Some of the broadest rings are fully 9 mm.
wide, and none are less than G mm. The demarcation bet,veen fa11 and
spring wood is very pronounced (see fig. 4 of Pl. OXVIII and 2 of Pl.
OXIX), the cells of fall being small, compressed, and thick-wa.lled, while
those of the early spring wood are very large, and, of ~curse, thh1-walled.
The cells of the spring and summer wood coiitinue for a width of
5 mm., but little, if any, diminished in size. ·Then they become slightly
smaller and thicker-walled and pass gradually into the fall wood.
The resin ducts are very large.. They are not found in the summer
wood, but occur inegularly in the early fall and late fall.wood.
The medullary rays, as observed in this section, are straight and
separated by froin 3 to ~·or. 10 i·ows of wood cells. The individual cells
are apparently long.
Radial section.-N otwithstanding the fact that the wood seems to be perfectly preserved, it does not reveal the structure well in this section. The
wood cells are seen to be sharp-pointed where they join. They are, ~f
course, broad in the spring and summer wood, and very narrow and thickwalled in the fall wood. It is very difficult to make out the pits, but in
exceptionally well preserved portions a few may be faintly seen. rrhey
are scattered, but in a single series. They are so obscure that no satisfactory measurements can be made.
The medullary rays in this section are long, thick-walled, and without
markings, so far as can be made out.
Tangential section.-This section is very plai~. The medullary l;ays are
numerous and in a single series, although occasionally a ray may be observed
in which there are 2 series of cells for a short distance. In such cases the
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cells are always smaller than the ordinary ray cells. The number of
cells making up each ray ranges fr~m 2 to 30 o.r more, but the a.verage
number is about 8 to 15.
The rays in which there is a. resin duct are rather rare. The duct is
large, ta;king up all the width of the ray. The ren1ainder of the ray is 3
rows of celk high in the middle and is reduced to 1 at the exti·emities.
The wood cells sho·w clearly in this section. They are not pro·videcl
,Nith pits or other markings.
Habitat: Specirnen Ridge, Fossil Forest, near head of Crystal Creek;
collected by F. H. Knowlton, August, 1887. Yancey Fossil Forest; col-·
lected by F. H. Knowlton,.August, 1H87.
PrTYOXYLO N AME'l'HYSTINUM n.

sp. 1

Pls. CVII, CVIII, OXIV, CXV,.CXV III, :figs. 1, 2.

Diagnosis.-T runks of sma1l or rn,edium size; annual rings sharply
demarked, 3 to 8 mm. broad; resin ducts numerous, scattered, but mainly
.
.
in fall wood; wood cells long, sharp-pointed, provided with a single row of
scattered, small, somewhat irregular pits; medullary rays numerous, in a
single series of 2 ~o 12 cells, the average being about 5 or 6. ·
Transverse section.-l\1:uch like the . preceding species·, except that the rings
are narrower, the cells of spring and summer wood are smaller, and the
late fall cells have thinner walls: The resin d~cts are also much the same,
being in general only a little smaller. · A few are found in the .summer
wood, but most of them are in the fall wood. The rays are not nearly so
numerous as in the last species. They are often separated by as many as
25 rows of wood cells.
Radial section.-The radial section. of nearly all woods from the Yellowstone National Park is more or less obscure. 'rhe one under consideration
is no exception to this rule, and it is only after considerable search that the.
pits can be determined. They are in a single row (see Pl. CXVIII, fig. 1)
1 In 1888 Dr. ,J. Felix, of Berlin, visited,
a,nd collected fossil wood in; the Yellowstone National
Park. 'l'he results of l!is work were published in Zeitschrift der Deutschen geologischen Gesellschaft,
for 1896. He described six species of fossil wood, of wl1ich number I have 'recognized four. The
following two species were not figured, .and as the locality whence they came is more or less in doubt
I have not included them in the systematic enumeration. They are as follows: Pityo:cylonfalla.x and
Cupressinoxylon eu.treton. They may be identical with certain of the species I have described, .but of
t!Jis I am uncertain.
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and are rather small. They are so obscure that it i~ impossible to make
trustworthy measurements.
The medullm;y rays, as seen in this section, a.re composed of long, thinwalled ce1ls, and so far as can be determined they are 1vithont pits or other
markings.
Tangential section.-This section (Pl. CXVIII, fig. 2) shows the structure
very plainly. 'T'he medullary rays are abundant and always in a. sing·le
series, except the large compound ones. The number of cells in ea.ch ra,y
va.l'ies from 2 to 10 or 12, the average number being about G. The compound rays inclosing the resin ducts are rather small, with three rows of
cells in the middle portion. No markings ca.n be made out on the wood
cells in this section.
This species is very closely allied to the one preceding, and should
perhaps be referred to it~ 'rhe main points of differenee are the following:
N arrowet annual rh1gs; smaller resin ducts, that are occa.sionally found in
the summer wood; sma.ller wood cells throughout; sma11er a.nd shorter
compound medullary rays; ordinary rays always in a single series of 2 to
12 cells (a.verage 6) instead of from 2 to 30 or more (average 12).
Habitat: Specimen Ridge, Fossil- Fonest, near head of Crystal Creek;
collected by F. H. Kno\vlton, August, 1887.
LAURINOXYLON PULCHHU:M 11.

sp.

Pis. CXVI, UXIX, figs. 3-5; PI. CXX, fi.g. 1.

Transverse section.-Annual ring very distinct to the naked eye, 2 to 4 mm.
broad. The demarcation between the rings results from 10 or 12 layers
of thicker-walled cells, representing the 1ate fall wood, ::mel from the greater
abundance of ducts in the immediately following spring wood.
The wood cells are small a.ncl arranged in serial rovvs except in tl1e
vicinity of the ducts, where they are somewhat irregular (see fig. 1 of Pl.
CXX). Surrounding the ducts, and s·ometimes filling the rema.incler of the
space between rays, the cells are larger and not so completely seriatecl.
The ordinary wood cells are about 0.01 mm. in diameter, and those near the
duets 0.015 or 0.02 mm. There is an occasional row of the large-sized
wood cells along a ray, as in fig. 1 of Pl. CXX.
The ducts are very plainly shown in this section. At least half of
them are single and nearly or quite circular in section. Of the remainder,
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most are double 1 while occasionally there are 3 in a row or series, and
exceptionally as many as 4. The number in a square millimeter is only
from 4 to 6. The smallest of the single ducts range in diameter fi·om
0.03 to 0.06 mm. T'he largest observed are 0.21 mm. in long diameter
and 0.16 mm. in short diameter. 'rhe largest double duct-that is, when
there are two together-is 0.31 mm. The larg·est c:f the series of 3 is 0.36
mm., and the largest of the few in series of 4 is 0.44 mm. The averag·e
diameter of large and small ducts is probably about 0.12 111111.
The medu11ary rays are 1 to 3 cells wide, and run irregularly among
the ducts. They are about 0.01 m111. broa.d.
Radial section.-The wood cells are long·, slender, and apparently sharp.pointed. · There is evidence also that some of these are divided up into
short cells by square divisions.
'rhe medullary rrtys form plates of short, i·ather thin-l'valled cells.
They are from 0.02 to 0.04 mm. in diameter and from 0.05 to 0 09 mm. in
length. They do not appear to he marked, yet there is some evidence that
there ·were minute pits; but the specimens are not \veil enough preserved.
to be certrtin of this.
The ducts shown in longitudinal section (Pl. OXIX, fig. 3) are very ·
pronounced. The individual cells are from 0.10 to 0.20 mm., or sometimes more, in length. The walls cxe covered with small round pits, which
occasionally pass into regular scalariform markings (see figs. 4 and 5 of
Pl. dXIX.) Each duct is surr~mnded by a mass of tissue from 2 to G or 8
layers of cells thick, of 1vhich mention 1-vas made under the discussion of
the transverse section. 'rhe individual cells of this sheath are of about the
same size and [lppearance as the large .cells of the medullary rays.
Tangential section.-The fine photomicrographic reproductions of this section
(Pl. CXVI) give a far better idea of the structure than any description can.
The medullary rays, it will be observed, are very numerous (about 3 to
each square millimeter). 1'hey are from 1 to, exceptionally, 4 layers of
cells hroac1 an:c1 about 12 layers high, the extremes being 5 <l.nd 20.
This plate shows admirably. the ducts and related tissue. The one in
the center of the plate shows well the manner of division, although the
magnification is hardly sufficient to show the pits or markings.
This species is one of the handsomest with which I am familiar. It
has affinities 1vith a number of described forms, as, for example, Laums
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triseriata Caspary/ from the Tertiar.Y of Prussia. From this it differs
in the arrangement of ducts and in rays, and some,vhat in the markings.
It is also evidently allied to the two forms from the 'rertiary of Arkansas,
Lau1·inoxylon branneri Kn. 2 and L. lesquereMxia:nrk Kn. 3
The genus Laurus was evidently abundant in this flora, and it is to be
expected that the trunks vvould be occasionally preserved. It is of course
probable that this ;,vood may belong to a species that has also been described
from the leaves, but there is manifestly no means of connecting them.
Habitat: Specimen Ridge Forest, near head of Crystal Creek, Yellowstone National Park, a prostrate log; collected by F. H. Knowlton. August
25, 1887.
. PERSEOXYLON AiWMATICUM Felix.
Perseo.rylon a1'Mnatiomn Felix: Untersuclmng tiber fossile Holzer, v. Stiick: Zeitschr.

d. Deutsch. geol. Gesell., J ahr. 1896, p. 254, 1806.
La1winoxylon a1·01na.tiown Felix: Die Holzopole Ungarns, p. 27, Pl. I, fig. 7; II, fig. 7, \),

This species was detected by Felix in his visit to the Yellowstone
National Park in 1888. I did not meet with it.
Habitat: Vicinity of Y anceys, Yellowstone National Park. Collected
by J. Felix, 1888.
PLATANINIUM HAYDENI FeHx.
Pl. OXX, figs. 3-ti.
Plataniniu1n hafjdeni Felix: Untersuchung tiber fossile Holzer, v. Sttick: Zeitschr. d.
Deutsch. geol. GeselL Jahr. 1896, p. 251, 189G.

annual rings are faint, yet they may be seen with
the naked eye. They are about 2 mm. broad. 'rhe meclnllary rays are
very distinct in the vveathered specimen.
Under the microscope the structure is shown to be 'vell preserved.
.The \vood cells 8,re not arranged 'in .radial rows, but a.re quite irreg-ularly
placed. They are large (0.01 to 0.03 mm.) and angular, being 3 to 6 sided
.by compression.
Transv~rse section.-The

'Einige foss. Holzer Prcnssens: 'Abha.ncll. z. geol Specialk. Y. Prenssen u. Thiiringischen
.
Stnateu, 1889, p. 60, Pl. XI, figs. 6-12; Pl. XII, figs. 1-5.
Arkansas, 1889, Vol. 11, p. 256,
Survey
Geol.
Rept.
Ann.
Arkansas:
of
lignites
and
woocls
"Fossil
Pl. IX, figs. 8-9; Pl. X, figs. 1, 2; Pl. X, fig. 4.
3 Op. cit., p. 258, Pl. X, figs. 3, 4; Pl. XI, figs. 3, 4.
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The ducts (Pl. OXX, fig. 4) are very numerous. They occupy at
least one-third of the area, exclusive of the rays. They are almost always
single, although often placed close together, especially in the beginning of
the spring wood. They are uniformly oblong in shape. In the sprh1g
woo~r' the average size is 0.09 mm. in long a,nd 0.06 mm. in short diameter.
In the fall wood they are froi11 0.03 to 0.06 mm. in long and· 0.025 to 0.05
mm. in short diameter.
rrhe annual ring consists of a layer of slightly thicker wood cells, but
it is mainly distinguished by the abruptly larger ducts in the spring wood
(see fig. 4 of PI. OXX).
The medullary rays are very abundant as seen in this section. They
are from 1 to 10 or 15 cells broad. Fully 30 per cent of the area is
covered by the medullary mys. The i·ays uniformly contain· a black carbonaceous substance, these making them stand out in bold relief.
.
Radial section.-The most prominent feature in this section (Pl. OXX, fig.
5) is the medullary rays. They form high plates of usually short cells
with black carbonaceous contents. The ducts are also prominent, and
appear to be. marked with scalariform thickenings; but as they are quite
obscure, this is not positive.
Tangential section.-The structure of this section is very clearly revealed
under the microscope. The medullary rays are yery numerous. They
range from· 1 to 10 or 15 layers of cells broad and more than 100 high.
The cells are round, thin-wall~cl, and usually or not at all compressed.
They take up, as already sta.ted, fully 30 per cent of the sr)ace. In some
cases the rays are 0.5 mm. long and 0.35 mm. hroad ( cf. fig. 3 of Pl. OXX).
The wood cells are long and sharp-pointed. So far as can he made
out, there are few if any square divisions of' the cells .
. The ducts, of c~urse, show woll .in this section, but the markings, if
present., are now obscure.
This species is quite closely related to the living Platanu.s occidentalis
L., the common sycamore or plane tree. 'rhe living wood shows the indistinct annual ring, the irregula,r wood cells,. and numerous medullary rays
almost identical with the fossil wood. Th.ere are certain minor points of
difference, such as markings on the rays, lignification of the ducts, etc., but.
they are certainly close .enough to make their gene~c identity reasonably
sure.
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The fact that Platanus leaves a,re very abundant in the beds surrounding the fossil trunks makes it extremely probable that the generic reference
is correct. It is of course also probable tluit some of the leav~s belong to
the wood here described as different, but as they have never been found
attached, it is m?>nifestly unsafe to assume that there was ever organic
umon.
A number of fossil species have been described from various parts of
the world; none, however, from North America. 'rhe general agreement
between these and the one under consideration is close, but the specific
differences are marked in certain cases. One of the nearest forms is
Platam(;S klebsii Casp., 1 from the 'rertiary of Prussia. It differs in importailt
minor characters, as does P. bo1·ealis Casp} from the same place. The two
species described by Felix, Plataninium~ poTosum Felix and P. ·re,q1tlMe
Felix, have only general resemblance.
In the original 1\18., which was submitted in l\iarch, 189G, I had of
course given this another specific name, and it may still prove to be different
from the P. hayde1~i of Felix. Unfortunately Felix has not figured his
species, and it is difficult, from a mere technical description, to be entirely
certain of their identity. It is reasonably certain, however, that they are
identical, and I have so regarded them.
Habitat: Specimen Ridge Forest, near head of Crystal Creek, Yellowstone N ationa.l Park. From a trunk 6 inches in diameter and about 1 foot
in height; collected by F. H. Kno·wlton, August 25, 1887.
RHAi\:INACINIU:M RADIATUM

Felix.

Pl. OXVIII, figs. 6, 7; Pl. OXIX, fig. 1.
Rkamnacini1m~ mdia.tum Felix:

U ntersnchnug iiber fossile Holzer: Zeitsehr. d. Deutsch.
geol. Gesell., Jahr. 1896, p. 252, Pl. VI, fig. 3, 1896.

Transverse section.-Annual ring broad (7 mm.), very indistinct, consisting
of only 1 or ~ rows of slightly thickened wood cells ancl rather abrupt
presence of numerous large ducts in succeeding spring wood. Ducts very
numerous, in radia.l rows. A few of the ducts are single, but mainly they
are contiguous, with 2 to 10 in a series. The usual number is 3 or
t Einige foss. Holzer Preussens : Abha.ndl. z. geol. Speciallc
Staaten, 1889, Pl. VIII, fig~:~. 1-24.
• Op. cit., Pl. IX, figs. 1-11.

ii:ION XXXII, Pl' II--49

Y.

Pl'enssen u. Thliringiscben
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four. The ducts occupy 1~early one-half of the area, thus_ produc ing an
open, soft wood. The longes t series of ducts, embrac ing 10, is 0.50 mm.
in length. Series of 4 or 5 having a length of 0.30 mm. are commo
n.
The small single ducts are 0.05 to 0.07 mm. in long and 0.04 to 0.05 mm.
in short diameter. rrhe averag e short diamet er of all ducts is abolit 0.07
or 0.08 mm.
The wood cells are arrang ed in distinct radial rows. 'rhey are rather
large and thin-walled, also sh<.nving that the wood was a sott, porous one.
The medul lary rays in this section are rather numerous. 'rhey are
2 or sonretin1es 3 cells wide, and the cells are short and thii1-walled.
Radial section.-The d:ucts appear especially numer ous in this section.
rrhe markin g 011 'the walls is rather obscure, but they seem t.o be uniform
ly
provid ed ·with minute pits.
The rays form high pla.tes of short, thin-w alled cells, appare ntly with
s~nall circula r or oblong pitlike markin gs:
The wood cells are very long. They have sharp-p ointed extrem ities
and thin \va1ls.
Tangential section.-'J:'his SeCtion is Very Characteristic, the most promin ent
feature being, of course, the cut-off ends of the medul lary rays. The rays
are various, being 2 or rarely 3 or 4 layers of cells wide. The mnnbe1~
of
vertica l rows is very indefinite, being rarely les~ than 10 or more than 30.
'rhe cells are rectang ular, being often twice as long as wide. Some of the
cells in the middle of the rqy are more or less irregul ar in shape. All are
very thin-walled.
The vvoocl cells are the same as in the radial section.
'rhe ducts are also pro.minent. 'rhey have obliqu e partitio ns and the
·walls are vrovi~ed \Yith round pits. The markin gs 011 the walls are not
different fi·om those to he observed in the radial section, but they happen
to
be better preserved.
·In my original 1\:IS. this form was described under the new generi c
lHtme of Populo xylon, from its undou bted elose
resemb lance to wood of
· living Populu s. It is with some hesitati-on that I transfe r it to Felix's
species, for they do not agree in every particular. On the 'vhole, however,
it is more than probab le that they are the same, and I have so regard
ed
them The generi c diagnosis, based upon the wood from the Park only,
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may he dra1vn up as foll01vs: Annual ring present, but faintly demarkecl;
·wood cells long, na.n·ow, sharp-pointed, thin-walled; ducts very numerous,
occupying about one-half of the area., in radial rows of from 2 to 10,
pitted, the pits small, round; medullary rays numerous, of.short, thin-walled
cells, rectangular or irregular in transverse section, arranged in· 2 to sometimes 4 vertical roivs of approximately 10 to 30 cells each.
Habitat: Specimen R.iclge, near head of Crystal Creek, Yello1:vstone
National Park; collected by F. H. Knowlton, August 22, 1887.
QUERCINIU:M. LAMARENSE 11.

sp.

Pl. OX VIII, fig. 5; Pl. CXX, fig. 2; Pl. CXXI, figs. 1, 2.

Transverse section.-Annual ring present; but very fa.int; consisting of bnt
1 or 2 rows of thickened cells. In the succeeding spring wood the ducts
are much larger, thus making the ring visible to the naked eye.
Ducts numerous, scattered, most abundant in spring and summer
wood; all single-that is, not contiguous. They are nlmost perfectly
circular, being very slightly elongated radially. T'hey are large, though
not remarkably so for the genus; the larger ones ranging in diameter
from 0.1 G to 0.23 mm., the smaJler being about 0.~0 mm. The very
t:;mallest ducts are 0.05 mm. in diameter, and the more common of the
small ones m;e 0.10 or 0.12 mm. in diameter. None of the ducts are
arranged in notable radial rmvs.
The wood cells are in distinct radial rows, and are large and thickvmlled. In most the lumen is nearly obliterated. 'l'he average Hize of the
wood cells is 0.02 mm.
The medullary rays are neither v0ry numerous nor conspicuous. They
are mainly only 1 cell broad, ·with. an occasional wide ojle of 20 or more
cells, as 1vill be described under the tangential section. Some of the sing-lecelled rays pass for a considerable dista.nce among the ducts, but by far the
larger number lie between two ducts (see fig. 1 of Pl. CXXI).
Radial scction.-The only sections available in this direction were, unfor.,.
tunatel y, from poorly preserved portions. of t.he specimen, and do not show
the structure clearly. The 'vood cells, so fax as can be made out, are very
long, and, as shown by the transverse. section, have thiek walls. The rays
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form high plates of cells, the exact length of 1vhich can not be determined
with satisfaction. If there were markings on the rays they can not be seen;
neither can the markings on the ducts be observed.
Tangential section.-This section shows much better under the microscope
than the radial one.
The rays are found to be of two distinct kinds: The most numerous
a.r~ only 1 cell broad and from 10 to 25 cells high, the individual cells
being thin-\>;ralled and oblong ·in shape. At scattered intervals are very
broad rays composed of 10 to 20 rows of cells and extending for long
distances through the section (see :fig. 2 of Pl. CXXI). These broad rays
are often somewhat cut by wood cells passing diagonally through them
(see :fig. 2 of Pl. OXXI). This does not, however, interfere with the ray
a.s a whole, which is clearly c1emarked from the small ra.ys of a single
series of superimposed cells. The individual cells of the large rays are
neariy circular in cross sectioi1, or more or less 6-sided by mutual pressure.
They are also thin-wa.llec1.
Associated with the small rays is usually a layer or t-vvo of short-celled
tissue or series of pa.renchymatous cells. Except for there being shorter
cells they are not to be distinguished from the ordinary wood cells.
The ducts show clearly enough in this section, but they are not well
enough preserved to permit the markings on the w~dls to be made out. It
would seem that the walls \Vere pitted, but this is largely surmised.
A considerable number of species of Quercinium, 1 or oa.k wood, in a
fossil state, have been described from various parts of the ·world. '\Voocl
of this kind is readily distinguished by the large isolated ducts and the two
kinds of medullary rays.
The species under consideration resembles a number of described
forms, but they are all f)·om the Old '\V.orld, and are readily distinguished
from it.
rrhis species is closely .allied to Querciniwn knowltoni Felix, anc1 may
possibly be the same, but a.s Felix's species is not fully illustrated it is
difficult to be positive. Q. lam.arense seems to differ in the shape and size
of the large ducts, but it will need a careful comparison of the sections to
be positive. For the present, at least, they may remain distinct.
Habitat: Specimen Ridge, Y ello·wstone National Park; specimen from
I

Fifteen species aml varieties.
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an upright trunk, 4 feet in diameter; c.ollected by F. H. Kno1vlton, August
22, 1887
QuERCINIU:i\I KNOI'ILTONI

Felix.

Querciniu1n knowltoni Felix: Undersuchung iiberfossile HOlzer: Zeitschr. d. Deutsch.
geol. Gesell., J ahr. 1896, p. 250, PI. VI, fig. 2, 1896.

As stated under the preceding species, these 2 forms may be identicnJ, but in absence of full drawings of Q. knowlton:i it seems best to rega.rcl
them as distinct. The size and shape of the ducts certainly differ greatly.
Habitat: Amethyst MountR.in, Y el1o1vstone N ationnl Park; eo11ected
by J. Felix in 1888.
BIOT..~OGICAJ"_,

CONSIDERATION O:B' 'l'Hl<J TEH.TIARY

I~'LOR.A •.

The rrertiary flora, of the Yellowstone National Park possesses great
biological interest. It is a rich flora, n.nd on comparing it with the liYing
flora it becomes apparent that great climatic changes must. have taken plaee
since the close of the Miocene period to have ma.cle these modifications in
plant Hfe possible. T'he fossil flora embraeeR n.bout 1!)0 forms that have
been distributed among 33 natural fmnilies. Following is n. list of these
families, with the number of species or forms referred to each: 1
Species.

Filices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Equisetacew . ....... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Oonifercu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Typhacece . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . .
Sparga.nia-cere .................· . . . . . .
Oyperacew . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Smila,cew . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Musa.cere .....................·......
J uglfindacere . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Myricacere............ . .. . . . . . . . . . ..
Salica.cere . _.............. - .................. - . Bet1~la.cew . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fagacem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ulm acere . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U1·tica.cecu . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l\iagnolia.cere .............•.... -.. . . .
Laurace::e .. : .......................
1

The orders thn.t. ure

al~o

10
4

13
1
1
4
1
1

8
3
10
2
15
5
10
5
12

Speci~s.

Platanacere . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Leg1b1ninosw. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Ailacardiacere. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Celastracem. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Aoemcea.> . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 2
Sapindacere ............... -.. . . . . . . . . 5
Rhmnnace((J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Vitacen.~ . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Stercnliacen.~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Credneriacere....................... 1
Tilia.cen~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Araliaeem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Oo1·nacew . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
E1·ica.cew ............•.......... ·. . . . 1
Ebenacere ................ ~- . . . . . . . . 3
Oleacere . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Phyllites, Carpites ............... -.·. 3

fonn<l in the present flora are printed in itnlics.
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The exce1lent Flora of the Yellowstone National Park/ by Mr. Frank
Tweedy, has been made the basis of all comparisons between the fossil and
living floras. According to T\veedy, the present flora embraces 69 natural
f~1mnies, 273 genera, and 657 species. 1~he fossil flora embraces 33 families,
63 genera, and 148 species. The living flora has, therefore, 4 genera to
each order and 2.4 species to e~teh genus, while the fossil· flora has not
quite 2 genera to each family and 2.3 species to each genus. The relative
proportion between the families, genera, and species is shown to be approximately the same in the Tertiary and the living floras. A still further
comparison shows that there are a fraction more than h"1rice as many living
as fossil families, 4.3 times as many living genera, a.nd 4.6 times as many
speCies.
·On comparing the families in the two flora.s, it is found that 19 of the
33 fossD families are not represente d in the living flora.. In the list of
families above given the ones not italicized are the families not represented at the present time. It ''"ill h~ seen that such important families as
the .J uglandacere, li"agacere, Ulmacere, 1\iagnoliacere, Laura.cem, Platanacece,
Anaca.rdiacere, Oelastracere, Vitacere, StercuJiacere, Tiliacere, Araliacere,
Ebenacere, and Oleacero a.re not represente d in the present flora. In other
words, there are no walnuts, beeches, oak~, . chestnuts, elms, magnolias,
sycamores, sumacs, grapes, lindens, aralias, persimmons, or ashes at the
present day. The absence of such important trees and shrubs produces a.
profound modification of the floi·al surroundings.
The dominant element in the living flora consists of the abundant
coniferous forests; yet only 8 species are represented, and of these only 5
are at·an common, and 65 per cent of the whole coniferous growth is made
up of 1 species. The fossil flora is represente d by 13 species, or nearly
twice as m~my as the living. Among them was a magnificent Sequoia that
was closely allied to the living Sequoia semlJeTviTens of the Pacific coast. It
ha<ttrunks 10 feet in diameter and probably of vast height. There iYer~
also 2 well-mark ed species of Sequoia, known from the leaves, and a
number of supposed Sequoia cones. rrhe I)ines were also abundant, no
fewer than, 8 species havh1g been detected.
The deciduous-leaved trees and shrubs of the Yellowstone National
Pa.rk are conspicuously few in numbers. There are 2 species of Betula, 2
· - - - - - · ---- .. -·-··--·- ... ·-·-- -·- --··---1 Washington, 1886, pp.l-78.
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of Alnus, 7 of Salix, 2 of Populus, 1 of Acer, 4 of Vaecinium, 5 of the
order Caprifoliacere, 2 of Cornacere, 2 of the Rosa.cere, etc. Perhaps
the most conspicuous tree is the quaking aspen (Populus tremuJo·ides). The
cottomvoocl (P. cmgustifolia) is ra.re, being founcl only along Cache Creek.
Several of the willows are abundant, as is a1so the common birch (Betnla
glanchdosa), and the June berry (Amelanch·ic1· alni;folia). The other shrubs
are rare, or are con{i.ned to few localities.
Th~ fossil flora, on the other hand, was especially rich in cleeiclnous
leaved vegetation. T'hus the Juglandacere .\vn.s represented by ~) speeie::;
of Juglans and 4 species of Hicoria (Carya), a number of which were v ..~ry
abundant. 'rhe genus Populus was especially rich, there being· no fewer
than 7 species. Certain of these, as Populu.s speciosn, P. daphnogenoicles, and
P. .r;lanclulifeTa, were in great abnncla.nce, and the stratum in which they
occur consists of a perfect mat of these leaves. Something like 100 examples
of 1 species were obta.l.ned.
Another striking feature was the presence of numerous magnifieent
magnolias. Of these, 4 species have been described fi·om the lefwes and
1 from the thick petals of the flower. 1.'he species described as 11fa.r;nolirr,
spectabilis is represented by a great number of leaves in a fine state of
preservation. It appears to be more closely related to the Jiving 11£. g·ra.ncli;fiom (111. fceticla of later authors) than any one previously described.
The sycamores were also a,il important element in this flora. Of the
2 species described from the leaves ancl 1 from tbe wood, the one known
as Plata.mrs gu.illelmce ·was especially abundant. It is found in nearly all
the 1.1 ertiary beds in the Park and is represented in the collections by nenrly
200 examples. The species described a.s Plataniniu.1n haycleni is based upon
a trunk or branch G inches in diameter. It is most closely related to the
living Platanus occiclentalis.
Anothe1· important group is formed by 4 fipecies of Amlia.. Of these,
A·ralia notata ''vas evidently one of the most abundant and imposing trees
of the 1vhole flora. The collections contain over 100 examples, none of
which are entire, however, as some of the leaves must have been fuJly
3 feet in length and more than 2 feet in width. A small leaJ and one of
medium size are figured on the plates. Amlia whitneyi, a species common
to the Auriferous gravels of California, had striking 5 to '7 lobed leaves,
often ·1 foot in length. This species was not so abunda,nt, judging from
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the fossil remains, as the former species, but it vi'as apparently quite widely
distributed. The other species had smaller 3 or 5 lobed leaves.
The "family Lauracere was strongly represented by 5 genera., 11 species,
and a large number of examples .. The genus Laurus, 1vhich is novv exclusively·an Old ·woriel group, was represented by Gwell-marked species. The
genera l\fa.lapoenna or Litse<1.· a.nd Cinnamomum, other Old 'N oriel forms,
1vere both represented, the former by 2 and the latter by 1 species. The
genus Persea, an extensive Old ·world genus, with species also in tropical
America and the southern United States, was represented by 1 species,
which is closely rela.ted to a small tree now living in the South.
Another large and important group, now entirely unrepresente d in the
Park, is the Fagacere, embracing 2 species of Fagus, 1 of Casta.nea, 11 of
Quercus, and 1 of Dryophyllum . The Fagus here described is a beautiful,
characteristic leaf and was evidently ra.re, as only a few examples 1vere
obtained. The Casta,nea, on the other hand, was very abundant and
widely distributed within the Park The leaves a.re large, and as handsome
and striking as are the leaves of the living species. rrhe oa.ks, however,
vi'ere abundant in species and usually in individuals, a1icl all but 3 proved
to be new to science. Perhaps the most marked are Qu.enus yanceyi,
Q. culveTi, a.nd Q. g·rossiclenta.ta.
The fa.mily Urticacere, which is represented in the living flora by a
single rare herb (U1·tica. _qmcilis), was represented during Tertiary times by
some 10 species of Ficus and, a single more or less doubtful species of
Artocarpus. Several of the figures are represent,ed by a large number of
specimens-a s, for example, Fic1.~s clensifolia-but most of them were rare, at
least as evidenced by the fossil remains. It is of great interest to learn, however, that they were once present in a region that has long since ceased to
support them. The curious leaf referred provisiona.Uy to Artocarpus is
also of much interest as indicating the possible presence of the bread-fruit
trees in this portion of the American Continent. Two unmistakable species
of Artocarpus have already been detected, 1 from the Laramie and Denver
heels of Colorado, ancl the other from the Auii.ferous gravels of California
and the Miocene of Oregon. It is therefore not improbable that this type
was in existence in theY ellowstone N ationa:.l Park during the early Tertiary.
The family Leguminosre, now represented by a host of small herbaceous
pla.nts, was then represented by 3 species of Acacia ancl 2 of Legn-
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minosites, but the fossil forms are not particularly satisfactory. The forms
referred to Acacia consist of well-defined pods and are some1vhat conventionally regarded as representing the modern Acacia. No leaves were
obtained that could with satisfaction he held as representing the foliage
of these pod-bea.ring shrubs or trees. The 2 species of Leguminosites rtre
supposed to represent leaflets of some leguminous plant, but beyond this
it is not possible to venture.
The only remaining group of deciduous-leaved plants of any magnitude is the Sapinclacere, with 5 species of Sapinclus. One of these, Sapindus
affinis, is perhaps the most abundant form found amongr the 'J1ertiflry
plants. The small characteristic leaflets are found in the greatest profusion.
The other species 1vere less abundant.
The other forms that require mention are: Ulmus, 4 species; Aeer,
at least 2 species; Oelastrus, 3 species, and Hhanmus, Paliurus, Zizyphus,
Cissus, Pterospermites, 'Tilia, and Hhus, 1vith a single species each.
The vascular cryptogams appear to have been a more prominent
feature of the flora during Tertia,ry times than at present. Of the 2 families
present, the Filices and Equisetacere, the former is represented by 10 ftnd
the latter by 4 species, 1vhile the living flora has but G ferns and 4 horsetails, all rare.
The ferns >vere evidently abundant. rrhey belong to 6 genera, fmcl are
represented in several cases by a. large number of specimens. The brgest
genus is Asplenium, with 4 spedes. The species described as Asplenh.1m
mapmwn is one of the largest and finest forms that has been detected outside of the Carboniferous. Asplenium~ iddingsi is also a large, v;•ell-marked
species. The genus Dryopteris, the old Aspidium, is represented by 2
species, both of ·which are rather rare. They are, however, both fruiting,
a condition of uncommon occurrence among fossil forms. There is also a
beautiful \V oodvvarclia, quite closely allied to a species now Jiving in the
eastern United States, and fine examples of the widely distributed climbing
fern (Lygoclinm ka~~l:fu. sii). rrhe only living North American species (L.
palmat~~m.) is found from Massachusetts a.nd New York south to Kentucky .
and Florida, and is generally rare throughout its range. 'rhe other ferns
a.re an Osmuncla and a de1icate form referred provisionally to the genus
Devallia.
The genus Equisetmn, a.lthongh represented by 4 more or less satisfae-
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tory species, ·was not abundant or particula.rly important. The most abundant form (E. hw;uei) is small and has 1nuch the appearance of the living
E. limosum1.. The largest form (E. mic1·odont't~m) is very rare. It was
about 3 em. in diameter.
From what has been presented, it is obvious that the present flora of
the Yellowstone National Park has comparatively little relation to the
rrertiarv flora. and can not be considered as the descendant of it. It is also
clear that the climatic conditions must ha.ve gTeatly changed. rrhe Tertiary flora appears to have originated to the south, i'Vhile the present flora
is evidently of more northern origin. The climate during Tertiary time, n.s
made out by the vegetation, was a temperate or subtemperate one, not unlike
that of Virginia at the present time, and the presence of the numerous species
of Ficus would indicate that it even bordered on subtropical. The conclitions, however, that permitted the gro'Nth of this seemingly subtropical vegetation may have been different from the conclitions now necessary for the
growth of these plants. T'hus, the gemis Dicksonia is at present a tropical
or subtropical genus, yet at least 1 species is distributed well into the tempemte region. If a series of beds should be discovered in which there were
a la.rge number of Dicksonias, it mig·ht be supposed to indicate tropical or
subtropical conditions; yet, as a matter of fact,.these species may at that
time all have been so constituted as to grow in a temperate land, and the
genus as a whole may have beco~ne tropical in recent times. Follm~ring
out this general line of argument, it may be said that 1vhile the Tertiary
vegetation of the Yellowstone National Pa.rk would, from our present
standard, be regarded as indicating a temperate or possibly 1varmer climate,
the actual conditions then prevailing may have been quite different. It is
certain, however, that the conditions were ve.ry different from those now
prevailing.
,/
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Tabla sllowiug tlle distribution of 17u: .Te1·tia.ry 11lamts o.f the Ycllou:stone ~Yalional Park.
--------~----------~--------

Distribution in t.he l'ark.
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a 'rhe nmnbers refer to the be<ls in wl1ich the plants '"ere founcl.
d Miocene; J>Ik Creek; Lx.
b Cherry Creek, Oregon.
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Table showilt!l the
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a. The numbers refer to the l>eds in which tl1e plant.s were found.
b Miocene of Alaska.
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Table showi.ng the di-stribution of the Tcrti.ary pla.nts of the Yel.loll'sto;z;( ;..~~tionnl. Pm·k-Continncd.
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l.... J .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . [. . . . j ... J.. ..
93. Lanrus prmceps Reer .......... X , ...................
j·--· ............ ,.... !. ... ,............ ····I· .. J X
94. Lnnrnscalifornica Lx ..............
X ............ 1....
1X X
3,5.6 i __ ..... J. .........
1... : X
95. Laurns grnnclis Lx .............. : .... \.... X .... j.... J . . . . . . . . X .... X
3, 5, 7 J . . . . . . . . J . . . .
,! . . .
X
96. l'ersea pseu<lo-caro!inensis Lx --i----1---- ........ 1. .... ...
1. . . . . X 1
......... ··· .... ,.. ·I X

--··!--·'1'·-- .. ..1. .......
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.!. ...

.1. ...
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I........ l.J
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:l;Ialapocnna cnneata n. sp ....... : .... , X
.!. ... !.... :.... ,............. ···J .... --~----·,
--·1··· .. ··
!19. Cinnnmomum spectabilisReer) .... : ............ ··--1· X I···L ..
j........
--·r··
···
.
···\····
·:· .. ..
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'I ..

1. . . . . . . . . . .
1

l ....

J........

i ...

1.

a The numbers refer t.o the becis in which tlte plants were fonncl.
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b Fp Cache Creek.

CONSIDBHATION OF 'l:HE TER'l'IAH.Y

ll':I..~ORA.

Naturally the geological aspects of this fossil flora are considered as of
paramount importance, for it ·was to ascerta.in the bearing of the pl8,nts on
the question of geological age that this investigation ·was underta.ken. As
I have already pointed out under, the section devoted to the biological
aspects of the flora (p. 775), a very large proportion of the plants vir ere
found to be new to science, a.nd therefore could have only limited value in
detei·mining _the age, but enough previously described forms ·were 1·ecognized to warrant certain deductions. It is the purpose to set these conclusions forth in this section.
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The fiTst plants brm.ight back from this portion of the YellowstoPe
National Park by the early Hayden survey parties were submitte d to Prof.
Leo Lesquere ux, and although few in number the specimens and species
were neverth~less sufficient to afford some indication of their age~ Professor Lesquere ux regarded the plants from Elk Creek: and vicinity as
indicatin g an Eocene age, and those fi·om the well-kno wn Fossil Forest on
the west side of the Lamar Valley as closely amed to those of the Am·iferous gravels of California. It is a pleasure to state that this a.dumbration
has been abundan tly confirmed by the results of more searchin g study of
a larger amount of material, but at the time this wa~ outlined the facts were
so few that the suggestions were not regarded as conclusions, and as it was
before any careful detailed geological 1-vork had been done, these no>v clearly
defined horizons came to be grouped together under the somewha t noneommitta l ~erm Volcanic 'I'ertiary.
Although the geology of the region has been fully discussed by l\fr.
Arnold Hague in Part I of this monograph, it seems necessar y, for the satisfactory understa nding of the problems requiring solution, to set forth briefly
the geological features characterizing· this portion of the. Park w·hich have
a direct bearing upon the remarka.ble flora. found.
In the :fi.rst place, all the material constituting the beds in which the
Tertiary plants are embedde d is of volcanic origin. · Accordin g to the geologists, this material may be divided into two distinct periods of volcanic
eruption, >vhich may be distinguished by their mineral composition.
The older series of these lavas has been designate d as the early acid
brecci~ts and flows, and the younger as the early basic breccias ariel flows.
Both these series of rocks carry plant remains. In g-eneral the matrix in
which the plants are preserve d is a fine-graine'cl ash, probably deposited as a
mud flow, with all the appenran ce of stratification and other indications of
water-lai d deposits. Occasionally the material is much coarser and has the
appearan ce of breccias mixed 1vith fine sediments. The acid rocks are
usually light in color-ye llow, lavender, or gray-wh ile the basic rocks,
which carry more iron, are darker in color-fi· equently some shade of green
or dm~k brown, passing over into black. In some instances, as might be
expected with fine water-lai d beds, the deposits in both s~ries. of lavas
closely resemble one another, while the great mass of lava of the two
bodies may be readily distinguished. The acid breccias, the oldest of the
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lava flo-ws, rest in many places upon the upturned edg-es of Archean and
Paleozoic rocks. In most instances the basic breccias either ~·est directly
upon the acid rocks or else the underlying rocks are not exp0sed. The
acid breccias are found on· both banks of the Y elbvvstone River near the
mouth of Elk Creek: and near the junction of the Yellowstone River
vrith Hellroaring Creek, as 'ivell as on Crescent Hill and near the head
of Tower Creek
In the neighborhood of Lost Creek, and on the northern end of
Specimen Ridge, along the drainage of Crystal Creek 1 the basic· breccias
are knov1rn to lie directly upon the acid breccias. In these localities the .
floJ:a has a character distinctly its own, a.nd bears evidence of being younger
than the flora from the acid breccias. The basic series of rocks is typified
at the Fossil Forest, and also at the cliff a short distance to the south and
east of the Fossil Forest. They occur also on the east bank of Lamar
River, between Cache and Calfee creeks. All of these loca.lities are characterized by their plrmt remains, and the following determinations of age
are fully warranted.
The table of· distribution of Tertia.ry pla.nts in the Yellowstone N a.tional
Park has been prepared for the purpose of showing in a gra.phic manner
the distribution of the various plants ''vithin the limits of the Park and the
affinities of those having- an outside distribution. From this it appears that
the Tertiary flora consists of 150 more o~: less satisfactory species. Of
this number, 81 species, or over 50 per cent, are here described for the first
time. New species can not, of course, have the value in determining age
that previously described forms have, but when their general facies as well
as close affinities are taken into account: they alSo become of positive value.
On eliminating the 81 new spec{es, together with 8 forms not specifica.liy
named, there remain 61 species upon which '"'e must depend in the determination of the ages of the various strata in ·which they are contained.
A further examination of the table brings out the fact that this flora
ma.y be naturally divided into 3 more or less distinct subfloras or stages.
These three divisions are the older or acid series, the intermediate series,
and the ba.sic or younger series. The first division (acid) has a flora of 79 ·
species; the second (intermediate) a flora of 30· species,· and the third (basic)
a flora. of 70 species. It further appears that 23 species or forms are
eommon to two or more of the divisions.
MON XXXII, PT II--50
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The flora of the older· or acid series will be first considered. Of the
79 species, 42 are either new to science or not specifically named, leaving
37 species having a distribution beyond tho limits of the Park. Follovi'ing
is a list of these species:.
Asplenium erosum (Lx.).
Lygodium kaulfusii (Heer).
T~xites olriki Heer.
Sequoia couttsire Heer.
Sequoia langsdorfii (Brgt.) Heer.
Sparganium stygium Heer.
Cyperaeites angustior Al. Br.
Musopbyllum complicatnm Lx.
J uglans rugosa Lx.
JugJa:.ns schimperi Lx.
Myrica scottii Lx.
Populus glandulifera Heer.
Populus speciosa "\iVard.
Populus daplmogenoides Ward.
Salix lavateri lleer.
Fagus antipofii Heer.
Quercus consimilis Newby.
Quercus olafseni Heer.

Ulmus rbamnifolia "\Vard.
Ficus ungeri Lx.
Ficus asiminrefolia Lx.
Laurus primigenia. ~ U11g.
Lam·us princeps Lx.
Laurus californica Lx.
Laurus graudis Lx.
Cinnamomum spectabilis Heer.
Platanus guillelmre Gopp.
Legnminosites cassioides Lx. ·
Sapindus affinis Lx.
Sapimlus alatus Ward.
Sapindus grandifolius V\T ard.
Paliurus colombi Heer.
Zizypbus serrulatus "\Vard.
Tilia popnlifolia Lx. .
Aralia notata. Lx.
Cornus newberryi Hollick.

These 37 species have the following distribution: Five are found in the
·coal-bearing Laramie, 5 in the Denver and Livingston, 17, or nearly 50 per
cent, in the Fort Union, 9 in the Green River group, and 11 in the Auriferous gravels of California. Of the species common to the acid rocks and
the Laramie at Denver and Livingston beds, not one is found exclusively in
these beds, but they are such species as Sequoia lan,qsd01jii, Juglans 1·~tgosa,
Platanus guillelmce, and Juglans schimperi, which enjoy a wide geological and
_geographical distribution.
The .Fort Uuion element in this flora is a very important one ; in fact,
it may be called the dominant element. It includes at least 12 species that
have never before been found outsid(j of the type locality. Among these
.are Spa1·ganium stygium, Populus . speciosa, Populus daplmogenoides, Ulmus
1ninima, Ulmus d~amnifolia, Sapindus ajfi1~is, Sapindus grandifoliolus, and
Co1:1vus newbe1·1·yi. Some of these are represent~d by as ~any as 200 individuals, showing that they existed in great abundance, as they are also
known to have existed at the mouth of the Yellowstone. This abundance
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also. makes their determination certain. Several other species, having a,
wider distribution, ai·e very abundant in these beds, such as Amlia notata.,
which is represented by more than 100 specimens, ai1d Sequoia lan;r;sdo1:fii,
which has a wide distribution, but is most abundant in this country in
the Fort Union beds. Sequoia cou.ttsice, having a somewhat wide range, is
also. very abundant in the beds under consideration and the .Fort Union.
Besides these are a number of species that can not be mistaken, as Zizyphus
seTrulatus, Taxites ol1·iki, etc.
One species, Asplenium e1·osum, has been found in both La.ra.mie and
Denver strata in Colorado. It is represented by only 2 or 3 small and
more or less doubtful examples from the Yellowstone below Elk Creek.
Juglans 1·ugosa is a species of wide distribution and therefore of comparatively little value stratigraphically. It is found from the Laramie to the
Miocene, but is rare in the acid beds within the Park. Que1·cus olafseni has
been foun4 in the Laramie, but its determination in the Park depends on a
single doubtful fragment from the vicinity of Elk Creek.
The species that have also been found in the Green River beds are
comparatively unimportant. I.A;,qodiu,m kaulfusiiis, in this country, a typical
Green ,River species. It is rare in the acid series, but abundant in the basic
series along the Lamar River. M~tsophyllum complicatu111. has never before
been reported outside of the Green River beds. Ficus unge?"i and Tilia.
populifolia are typical ·Green River plants, but are represented here by one
or two examples each.
The species found in the Auriferous gravels are the only ones remaining
tQ be considered. Of the 11 species, Juglans 1·u,qosa, Que1·cus b1·ewe1·i, Salix
lavateri, and Que1·cus ola:fseni are open to doubt, as they are represented by
only one or two fragments each. Ficus asiminicefolia likewise depends upon
a single leaf, but it is a well-preserved one, and the determination is probably
correct. .Amlia notata, another of the ·species, is very rare, if really found
at all, in the Auriferous gravels. rrhe three remaining species are rela- ·
tively abundant, and there is little question as to the .correctness of their
determination.
The species whose distribution lies beyond the limits of the Park
·having been passed· in review, it will be of interest to twte the obvious
affinities of certain of the more important new forms. Thus, Asplenium
1·emotidens· is Closely related to A, e1·osum, and Dryopte1·is_weedii and D. xa.ntho-
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lithensis to Last1·ea ,qolclianwn, both of 'vhich are abundant in the Denver
beds of Colorado. Juglans c1·escentia is related to J. nigella, as identified by
Professor \V ard in the Fort Union group. The beautiful new . Populu,s
xantholithensis is very close to P. genatdx of Newberry, from the Fort
Union group. Betula iclclingsi is obviously related to B. p1·isca; Que1·c~(,8
yanceyi to Q. laurifolia; Platanus montana to P. mynoldsii; Gelast1·us culve1·i
to G. o·vat·us and G. cu1·vinervis; and Sapincl2(,8 gmndifolioloides to 8. granclifoliolus, all of the Fort Union group.
From this evidence it appears that the flora of the early acid breccias
in the Yellowstone National Park finds its closest affinity with the flora of
the Fort Union group, and it is unhesitatingly referred to that age. The
relation of this flora to that of the Laramie is unimportant, being confined
to less than half a dozen species. Its relationship to the Denver and Green
River floras is naturally closer, hut it forms only a small element of these,
as also with the flora of the Auriferous gravels of California. rrhe relation,
as based on total nuiT).ber of species, is unimportant, but in the upper beds
it begins to show a transition.
It will be next in order to consider the intermediate flora. As.already
stated, this embraces 30 species, of which number 16 are confined to these
beds and 14 are distributed outside, either in the acid or basic series or ·
beyond the limits of the Park. A further analysis brings out the fact that
of the 16 species peculiar to these beds 13 are regarded as being new to
science, and of the 14 species f~und beyond the limits of these beds 5 are
new to science. This makes a total of 18 species that are regarded as new,
leaving 12 species having a distribution without the Park. Following is a
complete list of these 12 species:
Osmunda a:ffinis Lx.
Sequoia langsdorfii (Brgt.) Heer.
Juglans rugosa Lx.
Ulmus miniina Ward.
Ficus tilirefolia .A.I. Br.
Laurus californica Lx.

Laurus grandis Lx.
Platanus guillelmre Gopp.
Elreodendron polymorplmm Ward.
S~pi~dus affinis Lx.
Aralia notata Lx.
Aralia whitneyi L;x:.

Four of the species above enumerated (Sequoia langsclorjii, Juglans
1·ugosa, Platanus guillelma3, and Amlia notata) have a wide distribution, being
found from the Laramie to the Upper Miocene, and are therefore of comparatively little value. One of the remaining (Osmunda affinis) is found in
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the Denver beds; 3 are confined to the Fort Union, and 6 species are found
in the Auriferous gravels of California.
Of the 5 ne1v species found in other beds, 2 are commoi1 to the older
or acid series and 3 to the younger or basic series. It therefore becomes
apparent that this floi'a, although reasonably distinct, finds its greatest
affinity with the younger or basic series. This is shovm by the species
common to the intermediate series and the Auriferous gravels and by the
new species common to the basic series. This is not especially pronounced,
and could hardly be made out for the intermediate flora as a whole, 1vere it
not for certain species that come from rocks that are directly succeeded by
the basic rocks. For these reasons it was at first supposed that a. part of
the localities represeritecl belonged· to the lower and a part to the upper
beds, but .by combining· several of these this interm.ediate flora ''vas worked
out. But, as stated above, the rocks of this series that are knovvn to be
the lowest hea.r a flora nearest to that of the acid rocks, and the rocks
known to be higher holcl plants most nea.rly related to those of the upper
or younger beds.
It now remains to consider the flora of the ba.sic breccias and its
relationships. The typical locality for this flora is the Fossil Forest and
vicinity, including the locality on the east side of the Lamar River, between
Cache and Calfee creeks. This flora, as a 1vhole, embraces 70 species or
forms, distributed as follows: 38 species new to science, 3 forms not specifically named, ancl 29 species having a distribution beyond the lim.its of
the Park. Following is a list of the species having an outside distribution:
Lygodium kaulfusii Heer.
Sequoia laugsdorfii (Brgt.) Heer.
Juglans californica Lx.
Juglans rugosa Lx.
Hicoria antiqua (Newby.) Kn.
Populus balsamoides Gopp.
Salix varians Heer.
Salix augusta AI. Br.
Salix ·elongata liT eer.
Oorylus macquarryi (Forbes) Heer.
Quercus furcinervis americana Kn.
Ulmus pseudo-fulva Lx.
PJanera longifolia Lx.
Ficus shastensis 1 Lx.

Ficus sordida Lx.
Ficus asiminrefolia Lx.
Magnolia, califnrnica Lx.
Laurus californica Lx.
Lam·ns primig;enia.1 Ung.
Lanrus grandis Lx.
Persea pseudo-carolinensis Lx.
Platanus guillelmre Gopp.
Rllus mixta Lx.
Elreodendron polymorphum Ward.
Sapindus grandifolius Ward.
Rhamnus rectinervis Lx.
Aralia notata Lx.
Ara.Iia whitneyi Lx.
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Of these 29 species, only 4 have been found in the true Laramie. These
are Juglans ncgosa, Platamts gu,illelmce, Rhamnus 1·ectinervis, and Diospy·ros
brachysepala, the last open to doubt. All of these species have a vvide vertical range and are consequently of little value in indicatin g age. The
affinities of this flora with that of the Laramie may therefore be regarded
as unimportant.
The relationship of this flora with the Fort Union, Denver, and Green
River groups is also relativel y unimportant. There are 7 Rpecies found in
each of these groups, but none are confined to the Denver, and only 1 to
the Green ,River, and 3 to the Fort Union. The rest are of wide geograph icai and geological distribution.
The relationship of the flora of the basic rocks is clearly vdth that of
the Auriferous gravels of California, for no fewer than 17 of the 29 species
are common to the two localities, and 12 of the species are exclusively contined to them. These are such importan tspecies as Aralia whitneyi, Pe1·sea
pseudo-carolinensis, Launcs califomica, Law·us grandis, lltfagnolia cali/o1·nica,
Ficus sorclicla, Juglans californica, Rlvus mixta, etc. l\iost of these are present

in numbers in the Parl{ flora, and there can therefore be no question as to
the correctness of their identification.
Besides the species above enumera ted that have actually ?een found
common to the two localities, the numerous new species are in many cases
unmistak ably related to species known only from the Auriferous gravels.
Thus, Magnolia culveri is close to JJ!I. californica, and lltfagnolia spectabilis is
so close to M. lanceolata that Lesquereux so identified it. .. Other examples
might be given, but they are unnecessary. The preponde rance of evidence
points to the similarity of age between the flora of the basic series and that
of the Auriferous gravels of California. The fixing of the exact age of the
. Auriferous gravels is not a difficult matter. 'rhey ·were a.t first supposed to
be Lower Pliocene in age, but the latest evidence, derived from a more odess
complete restudy of the abundan t flora, together with a thorough investigation of the stratigra phy, makes it reasonab ly certain that it is really Upper
Miocene. This is the view taken in the present instance, and this flora in
the Yell ow stone National Park ~s referred to the Upper Miocene:
Asplenium iddingsii n. sp.
Lygodium kaulfusii.
Equisetum cana1icu1atum n. sp.

l\1agnolia ~ pollardi n. sp.
Laurus primigenia~ Ung.
Laurus californica Lx.
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Eqnisetum d.eciduum n. sp.
Sequoia langsd.orfii (Brgt.) Heer.
,J ugla.ns rugosa Lx.
J uglans crescentia· n. sp.
Uas~auea pulchella n. sp.
Ficus densifolia n. sp:
Ficus asiminrefolia Lx.
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Laurm1 grandis Lx.
Litsea lamarensis n. sp.
Platanus guillelmre Gopp.
Elreodeudron polymorph urn Ward.
Sapindus gra.ndifoliol us Ward.
Sapj,ndus wa.rdii n. sp.
Ara.1ia notata Lx.

Some of these species, as L?jgodiunt kauljusii, Castanea pulchella., Lau;rus
gmndis, Platanus guillelmce, Sapindu.s grandifoliolus, and Amlia notata., are
important -vvell-marked species that have weight in sho,ving the close
relationships between the floras of the two series; but, on the other hand,
the pelfect distinctness of the beds is shmvn by ti1e fact that there are some
40 species that are confined to Gach horizon. It will not, therefore, be
difficult in future to determine the horizons of the various plant-bearing
beds within the Yel1owstone National Park.
In order to show how remarkably distinct these three floras are, it will
be necessary only to consider the species in common bet1veen them. As
already stated, only 23 forms. out of the total of 147 forms are common to two
or more of the series of beds. It 1vill not be necessary to present a complete
list of these species in common. The numerical results shOI'i~ that 8 forms
only are cmmnon to the three beds, 2 to the acid and intermediate, and 3 to
the intermediate and basic, and, finally, that 10 are common to the acid and
basic. When these facts are presented in connection with the total flora of
each series, the differences become even more marked. Thus, the lower or
acid series, with a flora of 79 species, has only 20 species common to the
others. Of these, 8 are common to all three beds, 2 to it and the intermediate beds, and 10 to it and the upper or basic beds. The intermediate
beds, with a flora of 30 species, have 13 species in common with the others.
Of these, 8, as above stated, are common to all three, 2 to intermediate and
acid, and 3 to intermediate and basic. The basic or younger beds, with a
flora of 70 species, have 20 species common to the others: Of these, it is
hardly necessary to repeat, 8 are common to all three, 3 to it and intermediate, and 10 to it and acid. These 3 floras are, therefore, shown to be
markedly distinct, a.nd it will not be difficult to distinguish them in future.
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PLATE LXXVI I.
1, 2. ASPLE~IUM HAGUE! n. sp. \>Voherine Creek .............. .............• ......•.. -.
3, 4. TRAPA~ MICROPHYLLA Lx. Wolverine Creek .......••.... .........•.... ............
5. SEQUOIA LANGSDORFII' I (Brgt.) Heer. Wolverh1e Creek .......•...... ......•.....
6. QUERCUS ELLISIANA Lx. Mount Everts .............. .............. .............. .
7-9. PALIURUS MINIM US n. sp. Wolverine Creek·"·· .............. .............. ...... .
10. VIBURNUM ROTU:-IDIFOLIU:ii-I Lx~ Wolverine Creel!: .............. ....•......... .....
11-i5. O:tiroci.EA MINUiA n. sp. Wolverine Creek .............. .. ." .............. ......... .
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FIG. 1. DOMBEYOPSIS PLATANOIDJ<:1:\ Lx.
2. VIBUR:\'UM ROTUNDIFOL!U:\1 Lx.
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5.
6.
7.
8, 9.
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660
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662
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FIG. h WooDWARDIAPHEAREoLATAn.sp. Crescent Hill........ .............. .............. .
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PLATE LXXXI V.
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LA URUS GRAN DIS Lx. Specimen Ridge ....••••...........•••••....••.••...•••••••••••
LAURUS :MONTANAn. sp. Yellowstone River below Elk Creek ..•.•....•...•••••.•••• : __
LAURUS PRINCEPS Heer. Yellow:stone River below Elk Creek ...•......•..... ~ ...•••••
PERSEA PSEUDO·CAROLINENSIS LX ...•..........••....•....••••..•••...•••• _-_ .......••.
DIOSPYROS LAliL'\RENSIS n. sp. Specimen Ridge ••••.••...•••......•••••..•••.•••••.••.
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2, 3. PLATA.>.'<US MONTANAn. sp. Hill above Lost Creek-·---~·-···· .................·.......
4. DIOSPYROS LA:>\IARENSIS n. sp. Lamar River-----·....................................
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· 2. ARCTOSTAPHYLOS ELLIPTiCA n. sp. Yellowstone River below Elk Creek ... ::..........
3. CELASTRUS ELLIPTICt;S 11. SP: Yellowstone River below Elk Creek.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4. CELASTRUS -ccLYJ~RI n. sp .. · Yello~stone River below Elk Creek . ~ ~ .... __ . _. _.. ___ . _. _
5. PL~TANUS GtJlLLEL:t.i.iE Gopp. Yellowstone River below .Elk Creek....................
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S.'\PINDUS WAHDII n. sp. Yellowstone River below Elk Creek ..................... .
CELASTRUS IN.&QUALIS n. sp. Yellowstone River below Elk Creek .............••.•
ACER VIVARIUlii n. sp. Fossil Forest........•................•........ ..............
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PTEROSPEIDIITES HAGUEI n. sp. Fossil Forest Ridge_ ... __ ...... _.... .- ...... __ ....... _
SAPIND'GS WARDII n.sp. FossilForest .................................. ..............
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Yellowstone River below Elk Creek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SAP.INDUS. GRANDIFOLIOLOIDES n. sp. Hill above Lost Creek ............ ·.... . . . . . . . . . .
D!OSPYROS HAGUEI n. sp. Yellowstone River below _Elk Creek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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A HALlA WRIGHTH n. sp. Fossil Forest .......•......................... : ............. .
CISSITE;> HAGUE! ll. sp. Fossil For'est .................................. .............. .
ARALIA SJmRuLATA n. sp. Yellowstone River.below Elk Creek ..............•••..•••••
ZIZYPHUS SERRULATA '\Va.rd. Yellowstone River below Elk Creek .... -.- ..••.••.....•...
CRED:'iEl!IA ~ PACHYi'HYLLA n. sp. Yellowstone River lJeJ.ow Elk Creek............... .
PALICR'C"S COLO:IrBI Heer. Hea.<l of Tower.Creek .••••..........•.•••••....••.•.... ••..
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Newby. Yellowstonil River below Elk Creek ..•••... .'...........
4. SAPINDUS GRANDIFOLIOLUS '? "\Vard. Yellowstone River below Elk Creek.. . . . . . . . • .
5. PHYLLITES CRASSIFOLIAn. sp. Fossil Forest .................. ---.---...............
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u. sp .. Specimen Riclge Forest ....•.......................••. .2. PHYLLITES sp. Yel~owstone River below Elk Creek........................... ........
3. CARPITES PEDUNCt.:LATUS n. sp. Yellowstone River lJelo:w Elk Creek ...•..• : ..•.•... ·..
4, 5 .. CORNL"S WRIGHTli 11. sp. Fossll Forest ............. ; • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• •• .
6. CoRNr:s NEW.SERRYI Hollick. Yellowstone River below Elk Creek ...··,................
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n. sp ...•...... , .... ~ ••••...•• ·.. ·. ~ ........ : ..·,: ......•••••... .. .':. •.• . . • • .
Transverse sectio~ through annual riitg. Magnified 100 diametel's.
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Trans\·~:rse section passing nearly thrqu·gh one aannal rin.g. Multiplied 100 diameters.
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Transverse section· thro~gh fall and spriug wood, and showing ]a.rge resin :duct:·· :M-agnified·
100 diameters.
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. LAUJUNOXYLON Pt:(LCHRUM
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n. sp :c ............ : ... ~- .. : .... '··': .....-... :-- .........•..........

Longitnc1inal ta.ngential secti~n, showing
MagnifierllOO dia-meters.
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,FIGS.

1-5.
1.

2.
3.
4.

n.sp ·----- -------- .......... ------ ............ ........ ---~ ---Tangential settioil. X 80 di:1meters. Shows wood cells, medulla-ry ra.ys, and resin
tube of short square-wall etl cells.
Radial llection x 90 diameters. Shows woo<l cells, with a single .series of pits, long
meuullary ra.ys, and resin tube with dark contents.
Ra<1ia.l section X 90 diameters. Shows woofl cells in vicinity of ann nul 1:_ing, small
pits in one or two rows, and medullary rays.
Ratlial seetion X 90 diameters. Shows annnal ring, with fall an<l spring cells and
SEQt:OIA :\fAGXIFICA

merlnllary rays.
-5 .. Tangential section X 90 diumeters.
..with <lark-conten ts.
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Shows wood cells, medullary ruys, a.utl resin tube
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PLATE CXVII I.
l''ws.l, 2. PITYOXYLO~ AMgTHYSTINU ilr n. sp, Sp~cimen Ridge -------------- ---------- ·----3, 4. PITYOXYLON ALDERSON! 11. sp. Specimen Ridge - ... -.-- .. ------- ---- .... ---- ..•••.
5. QUERCINIUM LA:VIAUENSE n. sp. Specimen Ridge ...... ------------ ...•.. ____ ---. ___ .
6, 7. RHAMNACINIU M RADIATUM. Felix. Specimen Ridge ....... : .. --------- .............. ·

1. Radial section x 90 diameters. Sh<!ws wood cells with single row of pits, and
spring and fall woo.d; also medullary rays.
2. Tangential section X 90 diameters. Shows the long wood cells :tn<l short ~.e(lnllary
rays.
.
3. Radial section X 90 diameters. Shows wood cells with a single row of pits.
4. ·Transverse section through annnn.l ring, X 90 diameters.
5. 'rransYerse section x 320 diameters. Shows the fall and spring wood.
6. Transverse section X 90 diameters. Shows mequllary rays of sliort cells, thin-wa.Jlecl
· · woocl cells, ancl series of <lncts.
7. Tangential section X 90 diameters. Shows wood cells, medullary rays, and clotted
diiCts.
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Pnge.

FIG. 1.
-2.
3-5.
~-

2.
. 3.
4.
5.

Felix. Specimen Ridge ..............•.... ___ ...... _. _. ___ .
PlTYOXYLON ALDERSON! n. sp. Specimen Ridge .................................. ... .
LAURINOXYLON PULCHRUM n. sp. Fossil Forest ........................ ·----- ....... .

lhiA:I'IXACIXIUii'I RAI>IATUM

Rntlial section x 90 diameters, showing wood cells, medullary rays of short cells, and
large dncts.
Tra.usYerse section X 320 diameters, passing through Rn annual ring .
Radial section X 90 diameters, showing n'lrrow wood cells, large pla.te of medullary rays
of short eells, and large dottecl ducts.
Hn.<Jial section of reohtriform <luct X 320- d iamet,ers.
R.ndial section of clotted duct X 320 diameters.
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PI.,ATE OXX.
I'age.

sp. Fossil Forest ____ -----.---.- ~ -----· ------:--------2. QuERcrxru:~r LA~IAREXSE n. sp. Specimen Riuge._ ..... -------------------------------3-5. PLATAN!Nit.:M JIAYDENI Felix. Specimen Ridge.--- .. -.- __ ------ .. --------------------

}'w.

1. LAURI~OXYLON J>ULCHRu;;r 11.

1. Transverse section X 90 diameters, showing woo<l cells of two kinds, medullary rays, and
large ducts.
2. Transverse section X 320 diameters, through duct.
3. Tangential section X 90 diameters, showing wood cells, scalariform ducts, nnd :rery large
· medullary rays.
4. Transverse section X 90 diameters, showing short-celled medullary rays with black cell
contents, wood cells in vicinity of annnal ring, and numerous large clucts.
5. Radial section X 90 diameters, showing narrow wood cells, numerous clucts, ancl shortcelled mednllary ra:ys .
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Fws. 1, 2. Qc:ERCIXJU31 LA;>IARENSE n. sp. Specimen Ridge .... : .••...•.•••••...... , ......... .
_ 3, 4. S>HLAX LAii'IARENSIS n. sp. Lamnr River_ .._..•.•........ , ••............•..••...... _
1. Transverse section X 90 diameters, showing thick-walled wood cells, .immense ducts,
an<l usually single-celled· meclulla'r;r rays.
2. Tangential section X 90 <liameters, showing woo<l cells, aucllarge·aud small medullary
rays.
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AD\TERTISE:Th~ENT.
[:Monograph XXXII.]

The sta.tnte appron<l :March 3, 1S79, establislling the Unitetl Stn.t.es.Geologic:il SnrYey, contain~
.
.
the following lll'oYisions:
"The lHlblica.tions of the Geological Snney shall consist of tho annual report of operations, geologica1 mHl economic ma.ps illustrating the resonrces and classifica.tion of .the lancls, and re}lOrts 1qlon
general and economic geology mul paleontology. The annual report of opcra.tions of the G!!olog!cal
Suney sha.ll. accompany the annual report of the Secretary of the Interior. All special memoirs rmd
re11orts of sa.icl Surve:y shall he issuetl in uniform quarto series if deemed necessary by the Director, but
otherwise in ordinary octa.Yos. Three thousaml copies of each shall be published for scielltific exchi:mges
am\ for sale ttt the price of publication; a.ud alllitemry and c:utogra.phic materials receivecl in exchange
shall be the propert~' of the United States a.ntl form a pa.rt of the library of the orga.nization: And the
money resulting from the sale of such pnblic:ttions shall lJe covoretl iuto the Trcasur,v of the Unitc<l
States.''
Except in· those cases iu which au extra. number of a.uy ~peeialmemoir or report has been supplied to the Survey by special resolutiou of Congress or has been Ol'(lered by t.he Secretnr;,' of the
Interior, this ofi]ce bas no co11ies for gratuitous distribntion.
ANNUAL REPORTS.
I. First Annual Heport of t.he Unit.ed Stn.tes Geological Snrvey, by Cla.rence King. lSSO. so. 7$3
1 map.-A preliminary report '1escribing pl~m of organization :md publications.
!I. Secon(l Annlml Hel)OJ't of the unitetl ctut.es Geologica.! Snrvey, 1S80-'81, lJy .J. \\'. PowPJl.
1SS2. S0 . lv, 5SS pp. 62])1. 1 map.
lll. Third Annuu.l Report of the Unite<l Statcis Geological Survey, 1881-'S2, b~, ,J. \.Y. Powell.
18S3. so. xviii, 564 pp. 67 pl. all(lmaps.
IV. J<'onrth Annual Heport of the United Sta.tes Geological Survey, 1$82-'88, h~' ,J. \V. PowelL
1884. so. xxxii, 473 pp. S5Jll. an,lmaps:
V. Fifth Annual Report of the Unitecl States Geolo.:;·ical Survey, 1883-'84, hy .J. IV. Powell.
1S85. so. xxxvi, 46$3 pp. 5SJlL ancl maps.
VI. Sixt.h Annual l~eport of the Unite<l States Geological Survey, 1884-'85, hy .L \Y. J>owel).
.
1SS5. so. xxi:x, 570 Jlp. 65 pl. and mallS.
VII. Seventh Annual Re}wl·t of uhe United Sta.tes Geological Snrve~·, 188:r-'86, h:)' ,J. IV. PowelL
188S. S0 • :xx, 656 pp. 71 pl. and mal)S.
VIII. Eighth Annual Report of the United States Geological Surv·e~·, 1886-'Si, lJ~· ,J. IY. Powell.
.
1SS9. so. 2 pt. xi:x, 474, xii pp., 53 pl. an<llllU}JS; 1Jlrel. lea.t; 475-1063 pp., 54-76pl. nnd mavs.
JX. Ninth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1SS7-'8S, by .J. \V. Powell.
1S8H. S0 • xiii, 717 pp. SS pl. :mel ma11s.
X. Tenth Annnnl Report of the Unitet1 States Geological Survey, 1SS8-'S9, ])~· .J. \V. Powell.
18$30. so. 2 pt.. xv, 774llp., 9S pl. and lllal)S; viii, 123}1]1.
XI. Eleve11th Annnn.l R.eport of the Unitecll:ltates Geological Snrvey, 1889-'HO, l>y ,J. \Y .. Powell.
1SH1. so. 2 pt. xv. 757 Pll., 66 pl. :mel maps; ix, 351 pp., 30 pl. aml maps.
XII. T''"elfth ,\nnnnl H.CJlOrt of the Unite<l States Geological Snrvey, 1S90-'!11, hJ• ,J. \Y. l'owcll.
1S91. so. 2}Jt., xiii, 675 pp., 53 pl. and maps; xviii, 576 pp., 146 pl. anclma11S.
XIII. Thirteenth Annnnl l~eJwrt of the Unit.ecl States Geological Survey, 1SH1-'!J2, h)· .J. \Y.
Powell. 1S93. so. 3 11t. vii, 240 pp., 2 maps; x, 372 pp., 105 pl. and maps; xi, •1S6 pp., 77])1. and
·
.
mnp~
XIV. Fonrteenth Ammal Heport of the United States Geological Snrvey, 1S~l2-'98, hy .J. "'·
·
Powell. 1S!I3. so. 2 pt. vi, 321 pp., 1 pl.; :xx, 587 pp., 7J pl. an,lmaps.
XV. Fifteenth Annual Heport of the United States Geological Survey, 1S93-'94, hy J. \Y. Powell.
1885. S0 . xiv, 755}lp., 48 pl. aJH1mnps.
XVI. Sixteent.h Annual Heport of the United States Geological Survey, ·1S94-'95; Charles D.
Walcot.t, Director. 1Sfl5. (Pnrt I, 1S~lG.) ~0 • 4 pt. xxii, 910 pp., 117 pl. anclmaps; xix, 598Jlp., ,13
pl. and mnps; xv, 646 pp., 23 pl.; xix, 735 pp., 6 pl.
XVII. Seveutcenth Aunual Hepo; t of the United States Geological Survey, 1S95-'HG, Charles
D. Walcott, Director. 18[6. so. 8 pt. in J Yol. xxii, 10i6 pp., 67 pl. amlmnps; :xxv, S64 pp., 113 pl.
~ ,
.
anclmaps; :xxiii, 542 pp., 8 pl. amlmaps; iii, :)43:1~5S PI~·: $)-1:3.pL
XVIII. Eigl1tecnth A.rlHnal Report of the Umte~l;:;~ates .Ge?log1cal Survey, 1S96-'IJ 1, Ch.arle~ D.
Walcott, Director. 1S97. (Parts II au<llii, 189S.) S0 . ::>pt. 111 ·~ vol. 1-4.40 pp., 4 pl. auclmaps; 1-Y,

pp.
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1-653 pp., 105 pl. mulma.ps; i-v, 1-861 pp., 118}11. and maps; i-x, 1-756 I•P·: 102 pl. and maps;
i-xii,
1-64,2 pp., 1 pl.; 643-1400 pp.
XIX. Nineteenth An 11 ual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 18~17-'98, Charles
D.
\Valcott, Director. 1898. 8°. G pt. iu 7 vol.
:MONOGRAPHS.
I. Lake Bonneville. by Grove Karl Gilbert. 1890. 4°: xx, 4381lJl. 51 pl. lma.p. Price $1.50:
II. Tertiary His tor~· of the Gmnd Can.on District, w~thAtl~s, b~· Clarence J<;. Dutton, Capt.; U.S.
A.
1882. 40. xiv, 264 pp. 42 pl. and atlas of 24 sheets folw. P.nc~ $10.qo.
,
III. Geology of the Comstock Lode a.ud the Washoe Drstrrct, wrth Atlas, by George 1'.
Becker.
1882. 4o. xv, 422 pp. 7Jll. tllld atlas of21 sheets folio. Price $11.00..
_
IV. Comstock :Miuing and Miners, by Eliot L~rd. 1883. 4°. xrv, 4o1. pp. 3 pl. P~·iee $~.50
V. The Copper-Bea ring Rocks of Lake Superror, by Roland Ducr IrYing. 1883. 4 . XYI, ..
464
pp. 15 J. 29 pl. amlmaps. Price $1.85.
. ,
. . . .
,. .
.
VI. Contributio ns to the Knowledge of the Older MesozoiC
I• lorn of V1rgrma, 1Jy "\\ tlham ?.Iorns
Fontaine. 1883. 4o. xi, 144 Jlp. 541. 54 pl. Price $1.05.
.
VII. Silver-Lea(l Deposits of Eureka., Nevada., by Joseph Story Cnrtrs.
188,L 4°. xiii, 200 pp.
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298
pp. 241. 24 pl. Price $1.10.
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.
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Cha.rles
:i'.Iar::;h. 1886. 40, xviii, 2,13 pp. 561. 56 pl. Price $2.70.
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by
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Valley, by .JohnS. Newberry. 1888. 4°. xiv, 152Ilp. 26 pl. Price $1.00.
XV. The Potomac or Younger Mesozoic Flam, by Vl'illiam Morris Fontaine. 1889. 4°. xiv,
3771lll. 180 vl. Text a.nd 11lates bound separately. Price $2.50.
XVI. The Pa.leozoic Fishes of North America, by John Strong Newberr;)'. 1889. 4° 340
pp.
53 pl. !'rice $1.00.
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XYIL The Flora of the Dakota Gron11, a Posthumons ·work, by Leo Lesqnerenx . Edited
by
F. H. Knowlton. 1891. 4°. 400 11p. 66 pl. Price $1.10.
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D.
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XX. Geology oft he Eureka Di::;trict, Neva.<]a., with an Atlas, by Arnold Hague. 1892. ·~0 • xvii,
419 pp. 8 pl. Price $i).25.
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XXI. The Tertiary Hhyncl10ph orous Qoleoptem oftlle Unitetl Sta.tes, by Samuel Hubbard Scudder. 1893. 4°. xi, 206 Jlll· 12 pl. Price 90 cents.
,
XXII. A Manual of 'fopographi c lliethods, by Henry Gannett, Chief Topographe r. 188il.
4o.
xiv, 300 Jl]l. 18 pl. Price $1.00.
XXIII. Geology of the Green Mountains in Massachuse tts, by Ra.phael Pumpelly, T. Nelson Dale,
antl.J. :E. \~Tolff. 1894. 4°. xiv, 206 pp. 23 pl. Price $1.30.
XXIV. Mollusca an<l Crustace1t of the Miocene Formations of New .Jersey, by Robert Parr Whitfield. 1894. 4°. 193 pp. 241)]. Price HO cents.
·
XXV. The Gla.cial Lake Agassiv., hy Warren Upham. 1895. 4°. xxiv, 658 pp. 3/l pl. Price $1.70.
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47 pl. Price $1.50.
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Edwarcl Spurr.
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In pre88:
XXXII. Genlogy of the Yellowstone National Park, Part II, Descriptive Geoloo-y
y
and Paleontolog )·, by Arnold Hague, J.P. Iddings, W. Harvey Weed, Charles D. Walcfot't,Petro.;raph
G. H~ Girty;
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Henry Ga.nnett . 1884. so. 325
o. A Dtctwna .ry of Altthule s m the Unitecl States, compilecl by
pp. Price 20 cents.
1884. sc. ·l3 pp. Price 5 cent,s.
G. Ele,·atio ns in the Dominio n of Ca-nada., by VI'. Spencer . cal :Maps of America (:North alHl
Geologi
7. ~;'tpoteca .Geolog ica ~mericaua.. A Ca~alogue of
l\Iarcou nn<l John Bclknnp i.\f:n·con.
South), 1to2-1881, m Geograp hic ancl Chronol ogtc Order, by .Jules
1884. 8°. 184 pp. Price 10 cents.
.RnckR, by H.. D. Irvin<> aml
8. On Secontla ry Enlarge ments of :i\iineral Fragme nts in Certain
"'
· ·
C. H.. Va.n Rise. 1884. 8°. 56 PJJ. Gpl. Price 10 cents.
torydnri ng the x'iseal Year 1883-'84. F. 'Y.
9. A Report of\Vork llone in the 'Vashin gton Ln.bom
1884. 8°. 40 pp. Priec 5 cents.
Clarke, Chief Chemis t· T. :1\-L Cha.tar<l, Assistan t Chemist . Prelimi
nary Stndies, . h~~ Charles Doolittl e
10. On the Caml)ri: m Fanna.s of North America .
cents.
5
Price
10111.
pp.
Walcott . 1884. 8°. 74
Basin; with Descrip tion of New
11. On the Quatern ary a.ncl Recent Mollusc a of the Great
a.ry Lakes of the Great Bn.~h1,
Qna.tern
the
of
Sketch
:1
by
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Ca.JL
th
Forms; ])yR. Ellswor
cents.
5
Price
'
pl.
G
pp.
66
8°.
1884.
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n, by Eel warcl S. Dana.. 1884. so.
12. A Cryst:tl logntph ic Study of the Thinolit e of Lake Lahonta
eents.
5
Price
pl.
3
34 pp.
nncl Territor ies, with :1 Historica.J
13. Boun<laries of the United f;tates nn<l of the Se:veral Sta.tes
8°. 135 pp. Price 10 cents.
1885.
.
Ga.nnett
Henry
])y
,
Changes
ial
Territor
oftl1e
Sketch
l.1y Carl Barns aml Vincent
14. The l~lectricnl and :Magnetic Properti es .of thll IroncCa rburets,
· . ··
.
Stronha l. 1885. · 8°. 238 pp. Price 15 cents.
by Cha.rles A. White. 18815.. so.
15. On thn i.\iesozoic a.nd Cenozoi c Paleonto logy of California.,
33 pp. Price 5 cents.
by ,John 111. Clarke. 188:3. so.
16. On the Higher Devonia n l!'aunas of Ontn.rio County, New York,
86 }liJ· 3 pl. Price 5 cents.
Rocks of \Ya.shoe, Nevada, with Notes
17. On the Develop ment of Cr-ystal lization in the Igneous
Iddings . 188."i. 8°. 44llp. Price 5
P.
Joseph
a.ncl
Hag\le
Arnold
by
on the Geology of the District ,
cents.
Mollusc a of \Vestern North
18. On :i\:fa.rine Eocene, Fresh-\V nt!;r Miocene , and other5 Fossil
.
.
cents.
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pl.
3
pp.
26
8°.
1885.
\Vhite.
A.
America , by Charles
8°. 28 pp. Price 5 cents.
1885.
Becker.
F.
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on
19. Notes
·
W'hitma.u Cross und V.'. 1!'. Hille20. Contrib utions to the :i\1:inera.logy of the Rocky Mounta ins, by
.
cents.
10
Price
pl.
1
pp.
114
so.
brand. 1885.
Report on t.he Region bet\\·een the Grand
21. The Lignites of the Grea.t Sioux Reserva tionJ :1 lG
pp. 5 111. Price 5 cents.
8 .
an<l 11Iorean Rivers, Dakota, by Bailey 'Villis. 1885. b;y
Charles A. White. 1885. 8°. 25 pp. 5 pl.
22. On New Cretace ous Fossils fr·om California.,
.
Price 5 cents.
Sandsto ne an<l the Keween n.w Series on
23. Observa tions on the .Junctio n l)etween the EasternChn:mbe
rlin. 1885.. 8°. 124 pp. 1'7 pl.
Keween aw Point, Lake Superio r, l)y R. D. Irving and T. C.
Priee 15 eents.
a.ncl Recent Forms from America n
. 2'!. List of i.\Iarine l\'Iollnsca, compris ing the Qua.terna.ry Fossils
as, by \~7 illituu Henley Dall.
Bermud
the
g
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Roque,
Cape
and
s
Lo<~n.lit.ies hctw<:'cn Cnpe Hattera
,
:
1885. so. B3G 11p. Price 25 cents.
the Unitecl States, by Phineas
:25. The Present Tcchnic nl Comlit.ion of the Steel Industr y of
Bn.rnes. 1885. so. 85 pp. Price 10 cents.
,.
107 pp.. Pric~ 10 cen~s.
26. Copper Smeltin g, 1)~' Henry l\1. Howe. 1885.. 8°. and
mamly dunng theE 1scal Year
,
Physics
try
Chem1s
of
Division
the
in
done
\York
of
27. Report
·
.
1884-'85. 1886. 8°. 80 pp. Price 10 cents.
in the Neighborhoo<l of Baltimo re,
28. The Gabbros and Assoeiatecl Hornble n•le Rocks occurrin4g pl.
·
PriCe 10 cents.
Marylm ul, by ({eorgc Hnnt~ngton William s. 1&'!6. 8°. '78 pp.
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29. On theFrcsh-,Yn.terlnYertebratcsofth e NorthAmerican.Jnrassie, h~· Chnrles A. White. 1886.
g:. · 411Jp. 4 pl. Price 5 cents.
30. Sc~conrl Cont.ribution to th<l Studies on the Cambrian Faunas of Nort.h America, by Chnrles
Doolittle Walcott. 1886. gc. 369 Jlp. . 33 pl. Price 20, ccints. .
.
.
.
.
81. Systematic H.eview of our Present Knowletlge of Fossil Insects, mchulmg l\1~Tmpmls and
Arachnids, by Samuel Hubbard Scudder. 1SS6. S0 • 12S pp. Priee 15 cents.
. .
.
82. Lists :tnd Analyses of the Minera-l Springs of the. Unitecl Sta.tes; a PrehmmalT St.udy, by
Albert C. Peale. 18S6.· ::;c. 235 PJl. Price 20 cents.
. _
33. Notes on tllc Geology ofNorthcrn Ca-lifornia., by .J. S. Diller. 1886. S0 • 23 pp. Prwe o cents.
34. On the Relation of'tlic J,nramie l\follnsc:t-n Fa.ml.a to thatofthe Succeeding l!'rcsh-'\oVa.ter l~ocene
and Other Groups, by Olwrles A. White. 1S86. sc. 54 pp. 5 pl. Pric~_JO cents.
35. Physienll'roverties of the Iron-Carburets, h)· Carl Bn.rns a.ml ,, mcent Strouhal. 1886. sr>,
62 pp. Price 10 cents.
36. Snl)sidenceof:FincSolidPn.rticlesi nJ,itptids, b~· Carl Barns. 1886. sc. 5Spp. P~ice10cen1os.
37. Types ofthc Laramie Flora. hy Lester .F. Ward. 1887. 8°. 354 pp. 57 pl. Pnce 25 cents.
38. Peridoti t.e of Elliott County; Ken tncky, hy .J. S. Diller. 18S7. 8..l. 31IlP. 1 pl. Price 5 cents.
39. The Upper Beaches an<l Deltns of the Glncial Lake Agassiz, h)' Wa-rren Uphn.m. 1S87. S0 •
S4 pp. 1 pl. Priee JO cents.
.
·
. 40 .. Changes in River Courses in w·ashingnon Territor~· dnc to Gla.cin.tion;· by Bailey '\'ill is. 18S7.
so. 10 pp. '1 pl. PricP- iJ ccilts.
41. On the Fossi'. £'a.nn:1s of th~ Upper D.evonirm-the Genesee St!ctinn, New York, by HenryS.
"'illiams. 1887. so. 12.1 pp. 4- pl. Price 15 cent-s.
..
42. R.eportof 'Vorl;: <lone in the Division of Chemistry :mel Phy;,ics, mainly during the Fiscm-1 Year
1885-'S6. 1<'. W. Clarke, Chief Chemist. 1887. 8°. 152Jlp. 1 pl. . Price 15 cents.
·
43. Tcrtin.ry and Cretaceous St.rata. of t.lw Tuscaloosa, Tombigbee, n.nd Alabama Rivers, b~· Bngene
A. Smith nn(l Lawrence C..Johnson. 1SS7. S0 • JS9 pp. 21 pl. Price 15 cents.
'14. Bihliogmphy of Nortll Amerimm Geology for 1886, by Nelson H. Darton. 18S7. 8°. 85llp.
Price 5 cents.
.
·
·
4.5. The Present Con<lition of Knowledge of the Geology of Texas, h)' Robert T. Hill. 1887. 8°.
94 pp. Price J0 cents.
.
46. Nature a.111l Origin of Deposits of Phosphate of Lime, hy R A. F. Penrose, ,jr., with u.n lnt.rodnctiou by N. S. Shaler. 188S. 8°. 143 pp. Price 15 cents.
.
·
.
47. Analyses of "'a.ters of the Ycllows!;one N:ttion:tl Park, with au Account of the Methods of
Analysis employed, h~' l!'ra.nk Austin Gooch and .Tames Edward \Yhitficlcl. 1888. 8°. 84 pp. Price
10 cents.
48. On tlle Form and Position of t.lw Se:l Level, hy Robert Simpson \~roodw&rcl. 1S88. S0 • 88
J>p. Price 10 cents.
.
49. L:ttitndes :mel Longitncles of Certain Points in i\iissonri, Kansas, a.n<l New Mexico, h)' Hobert
Simpson Woo1hvarcl. 1S89. S0 • 183 Jlp. Price 15 eent.s.
·
50. Formulas aml Ta-bles to Fn.cilita-te the Construction aJHl Us<l of l\Iap.;, hy H.obert Simpson
"'oo1lwnr1l. 1889. 8°. 124. pp. Price 15 cents.
·
·
51. On Invertehrute Fossils f1·om the P:t-eific Coa<>t. bv Charles Abia-thar White. 1SS9. so; 102
pp .. 14 Jll. Price 15 cents.
·
. .
52. Suhai~rinl Deca-y of Roc11:s ancl Origin of thcl Red Color of Certain For)na.t.ions, hy Israel
Cook Russell. 1SS!J. S'?. 65 pp. 5 pl. Price 10 cents.
53. The Geolog~' of Nantucket, by Nathnnil-'1 Southgate Shaler. 1889. 8°. 55 pp. 10 pl. Price
10 cents.
54. On the.Thermo-l'::lectri.c Measurement of High Tempera.tnres, h~' C:trl Barns. 18S9. so.
313 pp., incl.1 pl. 11 pl. _Price 25 cents.
.
55. H.<lport of.'~' ork done iu the Division of Chemistry a.ncl Physics, mainly during tlHJ Fiscal
, Year 1886-'S7. Frank 'Vigglesworth Clarke, Chief Chemist. 1889. S0 • 96 pp. Price 10 cents.
56. Fossil Wootl and Lignite of the Potoma-c Formation, by Frank Hall Knowlton. 1S89. so.
72 J.lJl. 7 pl. J>rice 10 cents.
·
.
57. A Geological H.econnoissauee in Sont.hwestern Kansas, by Robert Ha~·. .1S90. so. 49 pp.
2 pl. Price 5 cents.
·
58. The Gla.cia-1 Bount1a.ry in 'Vestern Peunsylvnnia., Ohio, 1\entncky, India-na., ni1d Illinois, by
George Frederick 'Yright, with an Introduction by Thomas Chrow<ler Chamberlin. 1S90. so. 112
pp., incl. I pl. S pl. Price 15 eents. .
5H. The Gabbros aml Assolliuteu Rocks in Dclawnl'c, hr Fmtlcri.ck D. Chcstel'. J.890. so. 4-5
pp. 1 pl. Price 10 cents.
.
.
60. lteport of Work (lone in the Division of Chemistry aurl Physics, mainly during tile Fiscal
YHa-r 1SS7-'88. 1<'. W. Clarke, Chief Chemist. 1890.· S0 . 1'74 pp. Price 15 cents:
61. Cont.rihntions to the :Mineralogy of the Pacific Coast., hy William Ha.rlow.Melville a.ncl Waldemn-r Linclgrcn. 1S90. S0 . 40 pp. 3 pl. Price 5 cents.
62. The Greenstone Schist Areas of the Menominee rmd l\-Iarquet.te Regions of Michigan, :t <.:ontribution to the Snhject; of Dynamic Metamorphism in Eruptive Rocks, hy George Huntington 'Villiams,
with a.u Introduction hy Rolancl Dner Irving. 1S90. S0 • 241 pp. 16J'L Price 30 cent::;.
63. A BibliogTaphy of Paleozoic Crnstace:t from 1698 to 1889, i!1clucling a List of North Americmt Species and a Systematic Arrangement -of Genera, hy An tbony
Y ogcles .. 1S90. so. 177 pp.
Price 15 cei:Its.
.
·
·
64. A Report of "rork done in the Division of Chemistry a.nd Physics, mainly clnrilfg the Fiscal
Year 1888-'89. F. W. Cln.rke, Chief Chemist. 1890. S0 • 60 J.>p. Price 10 cents.
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65. Strat-i graph~· of the Bitnminons Conl· Fi"lfl 'of Pcnns~·lvania, Ohio. n11<l \Yc~t. Virginia, br

c.

:wmte. 1891. S0 • 212 pp. 11 pl. !'rice 20 eent.s.
66. On n. Group of Volcanie Hocks from the Tewnn l\Ionnt.nin;;. :New :uexico, :tll!l on t.he Q,·enrrence of l'rimary Quart;, in Certnin Basalts, by ,Joseph Paxson Ir1elings. JS!JO. 1-! 0 • S<J. pp. Price i5

Israel

cents.

.
67. The H.clations of the Trn11s of t.he :N'ewark S~·stcm in the :Nc\\· Jerse~· Hegion, by :Nelson
Hora.t.io Dnrton. 1890. 8°. 82]lp. Price 10 eents.
68. Earthquakes in Cnlifon1in. in· 1889, hy James l~elwarel Keeler. 1800. 8°. 25 JlJ1. Pi.·iee. i5
cents.
69. A Classed nnc1 Annota.te<l l3iogrnphy of Fossil Insects, hy Smunel Howart'l Scndcler. · 11<90.
8°. 101 Pll. Price 15 cents.
70. A Report on Astronomical \York of 1889 lln<l1S>lO, h)- Hobert Simpson IVoodw:ml. 1890, S0 •
79 11p·. Price 10 cents.
.
71. Index to the Known Fossil Insects of the \\'orlrl, inelneling }lyrinpo<ls anrl Araelmi<ls, by
Samuel Hubb:ml Scnc'lder. lS\11. sc. 744 pp. Priee i.>O cents.
72. Altitudes bet>veen Lake Superior :mfl t.lw 11-<Jcky :i\Ionntains, b~· \Vnrrcn l!:phnm. 1881. S0 •
229 pp. Price 20 cents.
73. The Viscosity of Solids, h~· Carl Barns. 1S91. 8°. xii, 139 pp. 6·pl. J>riee 1:) ccmts.
74. The l\Iinerals of North Carolina, l)y Frcderiek Angnstns GcntlL 18Dl. sc. 119 Jlll. }>rice
15 cents.
75. Record of Nort.h. American Geology for 1887 to 1880, inclusive, h~' Nelson Ilorntio Dnrt011.
1S91. 8°. 173 pp. Price 15 cents.
76. A Dictionary of Altitudes in t.he 1~nitc<1 State~ (Secou<l Edition), c:ompile(l byHcnr~· Gnnnct.t.,
Chief Topogrnvher. 1801. 8°. 393 Pll· · Price 2:) cents.
77. The Texan Permian aucl its Mesozoic Types of Fo«sils, by Charles A. \Yhite. 1S91. S0 • 51
pp. .J, 11J. Price 10 cents.
.
.
78. A Report of Work !lone in the Division of Chemistry nn<l Ph;ysics, mn.inl)· <lnring the Fiscal
Yen.r 1888-'90. F. \Y. Clarke, Chief Chemist. 1881. sc. 13111]1. Price 15 cents ..
78. A Late Volem1ic Eruption in :Nort.herH California :mel it,~ Peenlinr L:n·n, by .J. 8. Diller.
SO. Correla.t.ion Pn.pcrs-Dcvo nian and Unrboniferons , hy Henry Shaler \Villimns. 1891. so.
279 pp. Price 20 eents.
81. Correlation PnperR-Cnml n·inn, h;y Ch:ule~ Doolittle IVnlcot.t. 18!ll. sc. 5.J7 Jlp. 8 Jll.
Price 2:) cents.
82. Coneln.tion Paper;;-Cr!!t.n econs, h~· Charles A. l\7 hit.e. 1891. 8°. 278 pp. 3 pl. Price 20
cents.
8:3. Correlation Papers-Eo('en e, b~· \Yillimn Bnlloc'k Clark. 1891. 8°. 17:3 p]l. 2]11. l'rice
15 cents.
84.. Correlation I''l]lers-:Neoce me, h~· IY. H. Dall aiHl G. D. H:nris. 1892. 8°. :Hn pp. :3 pl.
Priee 25 cent,~.
85. Correlation J>apers-The Newark System. hy ]srael Cook H.nsscll. 1892. so. 3.JA JlJl. 13 pl.
Price 2:) cent~.
S6. CorrcJat,ion Pa.pers-Arche :m :mel Algonkian, by C. R.. VanHise. 1892. so. :)·19 pp. 12 Jll.
Price 25 eeHts.
S7. A Synop:;is of American Fossil. Brnehiopodn. inclneling Bihlingraph~· ancl Synonymy, by
Cba.rles Schuchert-. 1807, se. 464llJl. Price 80 cents.
SS. The Cretaceons Formninifem of New .Jersey, by Hnfns :M:n.t.her Bagg, .Jr. 1S88. so. S9 11p.
6 pl. Price 10 cents.
;
S9. Some J-ttva Flows of the \~Vestern Slope of the Sierrn. Nevneln, Ca.lifornia, hy F. LcRlie
lta.JJSome. 1S9S. 8°. 74 pp. 11. pl. Price 15 cents.
90. A Report of \York done in the Division of Chemistry :mel Physics, maiul~· elnring- tlw Fis(:al.
Ycn.r 1S90-'91. F. W. Clarke, ChiefChemi~t. JS92. sc. 77 pp. Price 10 cents.
91. H.econl of North American Geolog~· for 1S90, hy :Nelson llorat.io Darton. 1881. so. 88J.l]l.
Price 10 cents.
92. The Coinpressibili ty of Liqnids, l1y Carl J3arns. 1S82. so. 96 pp. 29 pl. Price 10 cents.
93. Some Insects of Special Interest from Florissant, Colorado, aJHl Other Point.s in tl1e Tertinries
of Colomclo and Utah, by Samnel Hubbard Scudder. 1892. S0 • :-35 pp. 3 pl. Price 5 cents.
94. The :i'dechnnism of Soliel Viscosity, by Carl Bn.rns. 1S92. 8°. 138 pp. Price J5 cent·s.
95. J<:.arthquakes in Caiifomia. inl890 anc11S91, hy Eel ward Singleton Hol<len. 1892. so. 31 PJl.
Price :) cents.
96. The Volnme Thermodynam ics of Liqniels, by Carl Barns. 1S92. s·~. 101) pp. Price 10 eents.
. ~7. The :i\1csozoic Bchinoclermat a. oft,he United States, by IY. B. C.lark. 1S93. so. 207 pp. 50 pl.
Pncc :.0 cents.
~J8. Flora of the Ontlying Ca.rboniferons Bnsins of Southwestem :i\lissouri, bj·
David White.
189:-l. S0 • 139 pp. 5 pl. Price 15 cent.s.
99. Record of North American Geology f0l·1891, by Nehwn Horatio Darton. 1892. so. 73 pp.
Price 10 cents.
100. Bihliogra.phy and Index of tl1e Puhlicntions qf tl1e U. S. Geologie:jl Survey, 1879-1S92, by
Philip Creveli11g Wn.rma.n. 1803. S0 . 495 pp. Price 25 cents.
101. Insect Fn.unn of tbe Rhode Island Coal Field, by Samnel Hnhlmrcl Scndcler. 1S93. so.
27 pp. 2 pl. Price 5 cents.
102.. A Crtta1ogue ancl Bihliogrn.ph:y of :N'orth America.n )ie!!o;,oic luYertebrata, h~· Cornelius
13reckinridge Boyle. 1S92. S0 . 315 pp. Price 25 cents.
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103. High Tempern.tnre ·work in Igneous Fusion ancl Ehnllition, <·hie11r in Relation to Pressure,
hy Carl Bams. 1S93. so. 57 pp. 9 pl. Price 10 cents.
.
1O.J.. Glaeiation of t-he Yellowstone Valle;~• north of the Park, b~· \Yalter Han·e~· "' eml. 1S93. 8°.
41 pJl. 4 pl. Price 5 cents.
.
105. The Laramie :mel the Overlying Livingstone F01:mtition in :i\1ontana, hy iYn.lter Harvr.y
\Vee<l, with Heport ou }!'lora, by Fra.nk Hall Knowlton. 1893. SG. GS pp. G pl. Price 10 cents.
lOG. The Colorado :C'orma.tion and its Invertebrate Fanna, b;~• '1'. W. Stanton. 1S93. 8°. 2SS
pp. .45 pl. Price 20 ecnts.
107. The Trnp Dikes of the Lake Champlain Region,· h;~• .Jamus l''nrman Kemp and Vemon
Freeman l\Iarsters. 1893. S'". 62 pp. 4 pl. Price 10 cents. .
108. A Geological Reconnoissance in Centml \Yashin!,>ion, h;~· Israel Cook l?.ussell. 1S93. 8'-'.
10S pp. 12 pl. Price 15 cmlts.
109. The ErnptiY<l a.ud Sedimentary Rocks on Pig<~on Point, :i\Iinncsotn, a.ml their Contact Phenomena, hy \Villimn Shirley Ba~'ley. 1S93. S0 • 121 pp. 16 pl. Price 1n cent..,.
110. The Paleozoic Section in the Vicinity of Three :C'orl,s, l\fontann-, b)• Albert Cha-rles Peale.
S!l3. )(0 • n6 pp. 6 T>l. -Price 10 cents.
111. Geolog:y"of the Big Stone Ga.p Coal Fiel<lll of Yirginiu :uHl Kent.ncky, hy :Mnrins R. Camp·
bell. 1893.. 8-:J. · 106 pp. G pl. Price 15 cents.
112. Em:thfJ1Htkes in California in 1S92, by Charles D. PetTine. 1S93. S0 • 57 pp. Price 10 eent::;.
113. A Re11ort of Work <lone in the Division of Chemistr~· dnring the Fisca-l Yea.rs 1S91-'92 aml
1S92-'93. )". W. Clarl,e, Chief Chemist. 1S93. S0 • 115 pp. Price 15 cents.
114-. :E:a.rthcpmkes in California in 18!J3, hy Cha-rles D. Perrine. 1894. S0 • 23 pp. Price i> cents.
lli>. A Geographic Dictionary of Rhode Islan<l, by Henr~' Gannett. 1S94. S0 • 31 pp. Price
5 cents.
116. A Geographic DictimHtrr of l\Iassachusett;s, hy Henry Gannett,. 1894. S0 . · 126 JlJl. Price
li> cents.
117..A Geographic Dictionary of Counecticmt, h~· Henry Gannett. 1894.. S0 • Gi pp. Prlce 10
cents.
.
·ns. A (-:eographi<: Dictionm·~· of New .Jersey, by Henry Ga.zmett. 1Sfl4. S0 • 131 pp. Price 15
c:ents.
119. A Geological H.econnoissance in Nort-hwest Wyoming, b;~· George Romans Elclri<lge. 1894.
sc. 72 pp. Price 10 cents.
120. The DeYonian System of Eastem Penn~·s!Y:mia an<l New York, hy Charles S. Prosser. 1S94.
S'-'. Sl pp. 2 pl. Price 10 cents.
121. A Bibliograph~· of North American Paleontology; h)• Charles Rollin Keyes. 189!. 8°. 251
PJl. Price 20 cents.
.
122. Results of Prima.r;~· Triangulation, by Hcnr)· Gannett. 1S9.J.. S0 • 412 pp. 17 pl. Price
25 cent£.
·
..
123. A Dictional')' of Geo~:,TJ·aphic Positions, by Henry Gannett. 1S95. S0 • 183 pp. 1 pl. Price
15 cents.
124. l~eYitiion of North Ame1:icau Fossil Cockroaches, by Samuel Hubbnrd Scn<l<ler. 1S!l5. S0 •
176 1>11. 12 Jll. Price 15 cents.
.
125. Tho: Cm1stitntion of t.he Silica.tes, by Fra.nk "Wigglesworth Clnrke. 1S95. ·so. 109 pp.
Price 15 cents.
· 126. A Mineralogical Lexicon· of Franldin, Hampshire, aml Hampden counties, Massachusetts,
b~· Benjamin Kendall Emcrscm. 1895. S0 • 180 pp. 1 111. Price 15 cents.
·
127. Cata-logue aud Inclex of Contributions to North American Geology, 1732-1S91. hv Nelson
Horatio Dn.rton. 1S96. S0 • 1045 pp; Price 60 cents.
· ·
128. The Hear H.iYer !''ormation and its Characteristic ]~anna, by Charles A. \Vhite. 18H5. ·so.
108 pp. 11 pl. Price 1i> cents.
12!1. :r::a.rthqnakes in Caiifomia in1894, by Charles D. Perrine. 1S95. 8°. 25 pp. Price 5 cents.
1.30. Biblio&"rnphy :mrl Index of North fmerican Geolo¥y, Paleontology, Petrolog~', and :Mineralogy for 1S!.l2 nmL1893, by Fre<l Boughton Vl'eel;:s. 1896. 8<>. 210 pp. Price 20 cents.
131. Report of Progress of the Division of Hydrography for the Caleuclar Years 1S93 aJJ<11S94.
by Frederick Hnynes Newell, Topographer in Charge. 1895. 8°. 12G_pp. Price 15 cents.
·
132. The Disseminatecl Leatl Ores of Sont.heastern Missouri, by Arthur Winslow. 18flG. so.
31 pp. Price 5 cents.
.
133. Contributions to the Cretaceous Pa.Ieon.tolog_y of the Paeiiic Coast: The Faunn. of tho
Knoxville Heels, b~· T. W. Stanton. 1S95. S0 • 132pp. 20 pl. Price 15 cents.
13•J.. The Cmnbrinn Rocks of PcnnsylY:lllin. by Charles Doolittle \Vnlcott. 1S96. 8°. 43 pp.
15 pl. Price 5 cents.
'
' ··
·
135. Bih~i_ogrn.pl1y a.n<l, Inclex_ of North American. Geology, ~aleontology, Petrology, imcll\fineralogy for the '\ ear 1S9-J, hy } . B. \\' eeks. 1S9G. 8°. 141 pp. Pnce 15 cents.
136. Volcanic Hocks of Sonth Monntnin, Pennsylvll'nia, by Florence Bascom. 1896. 8". 124J>p.
28 pl. Price 15 •·e11ts.
,
18J. Tl:e Geology of tl~e }:ort Riley Military l{eservation an<l Vicinity, Kansas, by Robe:rt Ha.y.
1S.JG. S . 3:) pp. 8 pl. Price :> cents.
.
JSS. Artesia-n-Well Prospects in the Atla.ntic Coastal Plain Region, by N. H. Darton. 1S96. so.
22S}l.Jl. 19 pl. Price 20 cents.
139. Geology of the Castle :Mountain i.\:Iinfng District, l\Iontanu, by W. H. Weed and L. Y. Pirs·
SOli. 1896. 8°. 164- p]l.
17 pl. Price 15 cents.
.
140. Report of Progress of the Division of Hydrography for the CalendarYea.r1S95. bv Frederick
Haynes Newell, B~'drographer in Cha-rge. 1S96. S0 • :356.pp. Price 25 cents.
' '
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141.

The Eocene Deposits of the :!)Jidclle Atla.ntic Slope in Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia,
1896. 8°. 167 pp. 40 pl. Price 15 cents.
.
14-2. A Brief Contribution to the Geology and Paleontology of Northwestern Lonisiana, by
T .. \Vaxla.nd Va.nghan. 1896. 8°. 65 pp. 4. pl. l'rice ::.0 cents.
14.3. A Bibliogr::tphy of Clays and the Ceramic Arts, b~· .John C. Branner. 1896. 8°. l1•1I)Jl.·
Price 1:3 cents.
144.. The l\forain.es of the Missouri Coteau anc1 their Att.enrlant Deposit.s, by .J runes Ed wnr<l Tod<l.
1S96. S0 • 71 p]). 21 pl. Price 10 cents.
145. The Potomac Formation in Virginia, hy IY. M. }'ont.aine. 189G. 8". 140 IiJl. 2 pl. Price
1:) cents.
146. Bibliography nnd Index of North American Geology, Pa-leontology, Petrolog~·, and i\lilleralogy for the Year 1S85, lJy F. B. \Veeks. 1896. 8''· 130 JlJl· Price 15 cents.
147. Ea.rthgnnkes in Ca.lifornia in 1S95, by Charles D. Perrine, Assistant. Ast.ronomer in Chargo
of l~arthc1nake Observations a.t the Lick Observator~·. 1896. sc·. 23 pp. Price 5 cents.
HS. Ann.lyses of H.ocks, with a. Chapter on Annlytical i\Iet.horls, Ln born.tor~· of the U11itccl St.ntes
Geological Snrve~·, 1880 to 1S96, lJ~· F. W.·Cbrke and W. F. Hillehrnll<1. 189i. 8". :106 pp. .l'ri<·e
20 cents.
·
·
14.9. Bi.bliogrnphy nnd Index of North American Geology, Pa.lcontology, l'et.rolog~·, an<1 Mineralogy for the Yenr 1~9G, by Fred Bough ton \YeeJ,s. 1897. 8". 152 pp. Price 15 !'eni:s.
150. The E<1ncationnl Serie$ of Hoek Specimens collecte<l nncl <listrihnted by the United Sta·tes
Geological Survey, b~· .Joseph Silas Diller. 18H8. 8". 398 pp. •li]ll. Price 25 cents.
Fil. The Lower Cretaceous Grypha'aS of the Texas Hegion, b~, H. T. Hill and T. 'Y:tyln.m1
Ynnghan. 1898. l<c. 139 pp. 25 pl. J>rice 15 cents.
152. A Cnta.logne of tile Cret.nceous n.]l(1 Tertiar)· l'lants of Nort,h America, h~' 1". H. Knowlton.
1898. · sc. 247 pp. Price 20 cent.s.
153. A 13ibliographic Jnrlex of ?\orth American Carboniferous Invertebrnte~, hy Stuart \Yeller.
·18HS. 8°. 653JlJl. Price 35 cents.
· 154. A Gazetteer of Kansas, by Henry Ga.nnett. 18fl8. 8c. 246 pp. 6 pl. Price 20 cents.
155. Ea.rthqnakes in Californi:c in 1S96 :m<l1897, by Charles D. Perrine, Assistant Ast.rm10mer
in Cha.rge ofEartlHJunke Observntions nt t.be l~iek Observatory. 1898. 8c. 47111). Price f) cents.
156. Bibliography and Index of North American Geology, Paleontology, l'etrology, anr1 J'llincralogy for the Year 18Di, by :Freel Boughton \Yeeks. 1898. S". 130 pp. Price 15 cents.
In.1n·epa1·al·ion:
157. The Gnei~ses, Ga.bbro-8chists, :m<l Associate<l 1tocks of Southeastern l\Jiuncsotn, ],~. C. \V.
Ha.ll.
15S. The Moraines of Bont.h Dakota nnd their Attendant Deposits, by .J. E. Todd.
15D. The Geolog~' or };astern Berkshire County, i\la~sa.eh n:;ett.~, by B. 1\. Emerson.
1GO. A DictioiHLr~· of AJ.t.itu<1es in the United States .(Third Edition), corupiletl by Bcnry
Gannett.
WATER-SUPPLY AND IIWIGATION PAPEHS.
by William Bullock Clark.

By act of Congress approved .J nne 11, 1S!l6, t.he following provision "·as made:
"P1·ovidcd, That. hereafter the reports of the Geolo:>ical Survey in relation to the gauging oi'
streams and to the methods of utilizing the water resonTces mny be prin· ed in octaYo form, noi, t.n
exceed one humlrecl pa~' es in length and 1lve thousand copies in number; one thousand copies of whi ell
shall be for the ofiicial nst· of the G<!ologicnl Survey, one thousand ihc hundred copies shall he (lc•liYere<l to the Senate, and two thousand frye hundre<l eOIJics shall be dclh·ered i;o the Honse of Hepre·
sentatives, for distribnt.iou."
·
·
·
·under this law the following 1mpcrs have 1leen iss ned:
1. Pumping \Ynter for Irrigation, by Herbert l\L v·nson. 1S!J6. 8". 5i pp. D pl.
2. Irrigntion near Phrenix, Arizona, b:y Arthur P. Davis. lS!JI. sc. 97 pp. 31])1.
3. Sewage Irrigation, by George W. H.after. 1897. s~·. 100 pp. 4 pl.
4. AReconnoissaneeinl:ionthcastcrn ·washington, by Israel Cook H.nssell. 18H7. K''. HG pp. 7]>1.
5. Irrigation Practice on 1he Gre:1t Pla.ins, by Elias Branson Cowgill. 18fl7. 88 • BH ])1)· 1:2 pl.
6. Um1ergroun<1 'Vaters of Bouthwestem Kansas, by Erasmus Haworth. 1897. 8c. 65 N). 12 pl.
7. Seepttge l''laters of Nort.hern Utah, by S::tnnwl Fortier. 18Hi. 8°. 50 ]lp. 3 Jll.
8. \Viudmills for Irrigai;ion. hy Edward Chal'lesl\Iurphy. 1S97. 8c. 49 pp. 8 pl.
9. Irriga.tion ncnr Grecle~·, Colornrlo, by David Bo.vd. 1S97. 8°. 90 pp. 21 pl.
10. II:rigation in i\Iesilla Vq.llcy, New i\fexieo, by}'. C. Barker. 1S98. 8". ;;1 pp. 11. pl.
11. River Heights for 1S96, by Arthur P. Davis. 1S97. 8'-'. 100 }J]l.
12. \Yater Hesonrees of Sonthea~tern Nebrnskn, by Nelson H. Darton. 1898. S0 • 'J" pp. 21 pl.
13. Irrigation Systems in Texas, by '\Villinm Ferguson Hutson. 18H~. 8''. 67 pp. 10 pl.
14. New Tests of Certain PumJlS and Water-Lifts used in Irrigation, by Ozni P. Hood. 1S89. 8°.
91 p]J. 1 pl.
15. Opera.tions at Hi ver Stations, 1897, Part I. 1S9S. s.::. 100 Jl]l.
16. Operations at H.iYer Stations, 1S9i, Part II. 1S98. 8°. 101-200 11p.
17. Irrigation near Bnkersfield, Ca.lifornia., by C. E. Grnusky. 18!18. 82 • 96 }lp. 16 pl.
IS. Irrigation nenr Fresno, California, by C. E. Grnnsky. 18H8. · 8°. 94 pp. 14 pl.
19. IrrigatiOn near l\ferccd, California., by G. B. Grunsl'Y· 1899. sc. 5H pp. 11 pl.
20. Experiments with Windmills, by T. 0. Perry. 1899. 8°. 97 JlP· 12 pl.
21. Wells oi' Northern Indiana, by Frank Leverett. 1899. S0 . 82 pp. 2 pl.
22 S~wage Irrigatio11, Fart Il, hy George\\'. Ha1ter. 1S99 .. S0 • 100 pp. 7 pl.
2!3. \Va.t.er-Hight Problem:; of Bighorn !llonntai!ls, by Elwoorl.Meacl. 1899. sc. 62 pp. 7 pl.
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In press:
24. \Vater Resources of the State of New York, J>a.rt I, by George IV. Rafter. 1S99. so.
99 pp. 13 }Jl.
25. \Yater Resonrces of tlte State of New York, Pa1~t II, by George IY. H.a.fter. 1S99. S0 •
.101-200 pp. 12 pl.
2G. \Yells of Sonthem In<liana (Continuation of No. 21), by Frank Leverett. 1S99. S0
64 pp.
In 1n·epa.mt.ion:

27.
28.
29.
30.

Operations at Hiver Stations, 1898, Part I.
Operations at Hiver Stations, 1898, Pn.rt II.
V{ells and Windmills in Nebraska, by Edwin H. Barbour.
Water Hesonrees of the Lower Peninsula of ::Vliehiga.n, br Alfrecl }J. La.ne.
TOPOGRAPHIC :\fAP OF THg UNITED STATES.

·when, in 18S2, t.he Gcologieal Snrvc~· wns directed by la'"' to mn.ke a. geologic m:i.p of the United
Stntes there wns in existence no snitnble topogra-phic map to Rerve as a ba.se for the geologic map.
Tlw prepamtion of ~'<nch a topographic ma.p was therefore immeclia.tely hogun. About one-fifth of the
area of the conntQ•, excluding Alaska, has now been thus mappecl. The map is pnb1ished in atlas
1<heets, each sheet representing a sma.Jl qnndrangnla.r district, as expln_ine<l ..nuder the 11ext heading. The Rcpar~J.te sheets nre sole! at 5 cont.s each when fe>Yer than 100 cop1es nr.e purchased, bnt when
they are ordered in Jots of 100 or more copies, whether of the same sheet or of diiferent sheets, the
prir~e is 2 cents each.
The mappecl areas are widely scattered, nea.rly every State being represented.
About !100 sheets h:tve been engraved mHl printed; they a.re tabulated by Stntos in the Survey's
".List of Pnhlication~;," :t pamphlet which may be had on n:pplieation.
.
The map sheets represent n, grea.t variety of topographic features, an<l with the :tiel of descriptive
text they can he nsc<l to illnstra.te topogra.phic forms. This has led to the projection of an educational
series of topographic folios, for use wherever geogra.phy is taught in high schools, ·a.ca.demies, :tllCl
colleges. Of t,his series the iirst folio has been issued, viz:
·
1. J>hysiogra.pbic types, by Henry Gannett, 1898, folio, consist.ing of the following sheets nm14
Jlages of clcscriptive text: Fargo (N. Da k.-llfinn.), a region in yo nth; Charleston (vV. Va. ), n, region in
ma.turity; Ca:lrlwell (Kans.), a region in old age; Pa.lmyra (Va. ), a rejnvenatc<l region; II•Ionnt ~basta.,
(Cal.), a. young volca.nic mountttin; Ea.gle (Wis.), moraines; Sun Prairie (Wis.), drumlins; Dona.ldsonville (La.), river fioocl plains; Boothbay (IIie.), a iiorcl coa.st; AtJa.ntic City (N.J.), a harrier-beach
coast.
GEOLOGIC ATLAS OF THl'J UNITED STATES. '
The Geologic Atlas of the United Sta.tes is the fina.l form of publicn,tion of t4e topogra.phic and
geologicmaJlS. The n.tla.s is issued in pa.rts, Jlrogrcssively as the surveys a.re extenc1ed, a.nd is designed
ultimately to cover the entire country.
Under the pla.n adopted the entire area of the country is diviclecl into sma.ll rectn.ngnln.r districts
(designated yua.dmn[Jles), houndecl by certain meridi:ms an<l parallels. The nnit"of surve;~• is a.lso the
unit of pnhlica.tion, a.ncl the maps a.ncl descriptions of each rectangular district a.re issued as a. folio of
the Geologic A.tln,s.
Each folio eonta.ins topogrnphie, geologic, economic, ancl strnctura.l maps, together with textnal
c1escriptions a.ucl explana.tions, and is designa.tecl by the name of n Jlrincipal town or of a. prominent
natural fea.ture within the district.
Two forms of issne have been ado}Jted, a "library edition" and a. "-field edition." In 'both the
sheets are bound between hea.vy paper covers, lll1t the library copies are r•ermanently bound, while
the sheets n,ncl eoYers of the fiehl copies m:e only temporarily wired together.
· Under the law a copy of each folio is sent to certRin pnblie libraries and educational institutions. The remainder are sol<l at 25 cents each, exce}Jt snell as contain an unusnal amount of ma.tter,
which arc priced accordingly. Prepayment is obliga.tory. The folios reacly for <listrihntion are listecl
helow.
No.,
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STATISTICA L PAl'EHS.
Minern.l Resonrces of the. United St.a.tes [1882], hy Albert \Yilli:1ms, jr. 1883. so. xvii, 813 pp.
Price 50 cents.
Mineral Resources of the Unite<! Stn.tes, 1883 and 1884,, h~· Albert \Vflliams, jr. 1885. so .. xiv,
1016}Jp. Price 60 cents.
·
. Mineral Resources of the Unitecl States, 1885. Division of i\'liniug St.a.t.ist;ies aml 'J'eclmology.
1886. so. vii, i576 pp. Price 40 <;cuts.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1886, by David T. Da:y. 1887. 8°. viii, 8l3JlJl. J>rice
50 cents.
·
Mineral Hesonrees of the Unitc<l States, 1887, by DnYi<l T. Da)'· 1888. 8'-'. vii, S32 pp. Price
50 cents.
l\linernl J?.esourccs of the Unitctl States, 1888, hy Da.Yiil T. Day. 1890. 8°. vii, Gi52 JlJl. · Price
50 cents.
l\'lineral Hcsonrces of the Unit.e<l States, 18S9 aJH118!JO, hy David T. Da~·. 1S92. S0 • viii, 67l}lp.
Price 50 <:ent.s.
Minera.l Hcsourccs of tbc United States, 1S91, by Dnvid 'r. Da.y. 18H3. S0 • vii, 6:30 pp. Price
50 cents.
·
Mineral Resources of the United St[ttes, 1SH2, by Da.vid T. Day. 1S93. 8°. vii,S50 pp. P.rice
50 cents.
Mineral H.esonrces of the United States, 1893, by David T. Da.~'· 1894: se:. viii, S10 pp. Price
50 cents.
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ADVERTISEMENT.
On l\:[arch 3, 1895, the following provision was included in au act of Congress:
"P.ro>;ided, That hereafter the report of the minern.J resources of the Unite<l Sta.tes sha.lJ be

. issne<l as a p:ut of the report of the Director of the Geologica-l Snrvey."
In compliance with this legislation the following reports ha.ve been rmblished:
::\:Iineral Resources of the United States, 1894, Da.vitl T. Day, Chief ofDivisio11. 1895. S0 • xv,
646 pp., 2:~ pl.; xix, 735 J:lp., 6 pl. Being Parts III :md· IV of t.he Sixteenth· Annual :Report.
:Mineral Resonrcesof the Unitecl States, 1895, David T. Day, Chicfof Di-dsion. 1896. .so.
xxiii, 542 pp., 8 pl. and maps; iii, 543-1058 pp., 9-13 pl. Being Part III (in 2 vols.) oftl.Je Seventeenth
Annual Heport.
.
::\1ineral Resources of tlle United States, 1896, DaYitl T. Da.y, Chief of Division. 1897. so.
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